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IT REQUIRES LESS TALK
TO SELL

HARTFORD TIRES
than any other tire on the markets

Wherever tires are used, they know the Hartford.

Its reputation was earned before most of the other

tires were thought of*

THEHARTFORDRUBBERWORKS COMPANY
HARTFORD, CONN.
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YALE BICYCLES
^"^^7% -S}^^

The choice of "the men who know.
»>

CONSOLIDATED MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

Toledo, Ohio.
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The
Best
Price
to Pay

for Tires
IS

the Price

of

DEFENDER n/j^Jw I M l> \> "^^ ^ ^
.SPECIAL |I\.I|S/AM I' r\>Y OXFORD

Have
YOU Obtained

Quotations?

KOKOMO RUBBER COMPANY,
KOKOMO, INDIANA.
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I WE CAN'T SELL THE DEALER
Unless

HE CAN SELL THE RIDER.
(Never Consigned.)

WE DO SELL THE DEALER.
Therefore

HE MUST SELL THE RIDER.

THE RACYCLE
Is sold in more cities in the U. S. than any other wheel made.

A Town in which THE RACYCLE is not on sale must be an awfully dead one.

Made and marketed only by

THE MIAMI CYCLE & MANUFACTURING CO.,
MIDDLETOWN, OHIO.

The Winners

RIDE PALMERTIRES
At the coasting contest held in New York City, June nth, under the auspices of the Metropole

Cycling Club, 62 of the 1 16 starters used wheels equipped with Palmer Tires.

Of the first 40 men, 36 Rode Palmer Tires. The 13th, 29th, 34th, and 37th rode other makes^

IN COLORADO
At Colorado Springs in the race meet held on Decoration Day seven events were pulled off and

the riders of Palmer Tires won 5 firsts and 4 seconds.

THE B. F. GOODRICH COMPANY,
AKRON RUBBER WORKS, AKRON, O.

NEW YORK, 66-68 Reade Street & 1625 Broadway. CHICAGO, 141 Lake Street. BOSTON, 157 Summer Street. PHILADELPHIA, 922 Arch Street.
SAN FRANCISCO, 392 Mission Street. BUFFALO, 9 W. Huron Street. DETROIT, 80 E, Congress Street.

DENVER, 1444 Curtis Street. CLEVELAND, 420 Superior St. LONDON, E. C. 7 Snow Kill.
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i% n. p. PRICE, $225.

MOTOR
BICYCLESI

POR

FALL TOURING
Interest in Motor Bicycles

is rapidly increasing.

The demand is for reliable

machines, easy to run and

needing few repairs.

Ramblers, Crescents,

MIonarchs and Imperials

answer all requirements.

Up-to-date machines.

Light in weight.

Absolute one lever control.

Spring fork and friction

sprocket.

"You See Them Everywhere/'

Pope

Manufacturing Co.,l

CHICAGO, ILL.

THE UNPARALLELED

PIERCE.

KRAMER

PROFESSIONAL

Both
OF THE

1904

HURLEY

AMATEUR

Champions
won their honors on

Pierce Bicycles
The inevitable result of the

combination of good men

on good wheels.

And it is the fourth successive

year that Kramer and the Pierce

have won the professional title.

Achievements such as these cause

both wise riders and wise dealers

to "sit up and take notice."

THE GEO. N. PIERCE GO.

BUFFALO, N. Y.
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OUR
1905 LINE

IS

NOW READY
Let us know when you will be

ready to hear our proposition.

CONTINENTAL RUBBER WORKS,
E>ierE>, i*j^.
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Continental Tires Enjoined.

The Single Tube Bicycle Tires made by the Continental

Rubber Works of Erie, Pa., infringe the Tillinghast patent, and

the courts have enjoined their sale.

The following manufacturers of Single Tube Tires are

licensed under the Tillinghast patent:

Hartford Rubber Works Co.

Diamond Rubber Co.

Fisk Rubber Co.

Pennsylvania Rubber Co.

Indiana Rubber & Insulated

Wire Co.

Goshen Rubber Works.

Lake Shore Rubber Co.

B. F. Goodrich Co.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.

Kokomo Rubber Co.

International Automobile &
Vehicle Tire Co.

India Rubber Co.

Morgan & Wright.

Boston Woven Hose& Rubber

Co.

BUY OF NONE BUT LICENSEES.

SINGLE TUBE AUTOMOBILE& BICYCLE TIRE CO.
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STEADY TRADE
Is obtained by making: friends

of casual customers.

Agents who recommend and

sell the

Corbin Coaster Brake

to their customers, place them
under a debt of gratitude

and reap accordingly.

IT PROVES ITSELF THE BEST.

CORBIN SCREW CORPORATION,
NEW BRITAIN, CONNECTICUT.
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HANGER CHANGES HANDS

Parle City Mfg. Co. Tra«sfers Its Device to

Michigan Concern—Qrady Goes, Too.

Henceforth the well known D & J crank

hanger will be made and marketed by the

Hudson Mfg. Co., Hudson, Mich.

The deal to this end between the Hudson

people and the Park City Mfg. Co., of Chi-

cago, was consummated last wek, and, while

it will prove in the nature of a surprise to

many, it will contribute to the settlement of

the hanger inarket, which has ben in a dis-

turbed condition for several months past.

J. W. Grady, of Worcester, Mass., who ac-

counted for the placing of nearly fifteen hun-

dred Hudson bicycles in New England dui--

ing the past season, has joined the manu-

facturing end, and will be associated with

Manager Ash in the both the bicycle and the

crank-hanger departments. Grady's Worces-

ter business will be continued under his di-

rection by assistants.

Messrs. Ash and Grady, with two officers

of their company, spent several days in Chi-

cago last week, going over the details of the

hanger business and arranging for its con-

tinuance without interruption. A sufficient

stock of D & Js were assembled to take care

of immediate demands, and, together with all

parts, material and tools, were shipped to

Hudson, where a portion of the company's

plant is being laid out for this new depart-

ment.

Consolidated Re=elects Officers.

At the annual meeting of the Consolidated

Mfg. Co., which took place at Toledo, Ohio,

last week, the old officers were re-elected, as

follows: E. T. Breckenridge, president; Ezra

E. Kirk, vice-president; A. W. Coulter, secre-

tary, and J. B. E. Ransom, treasm-er. These
otticers, with E. W. Tolertou, constitute the

board of directors.

Lyndhurst's Last Sad Rites.

The final meeting of the creditors of Mc-

Kee & Harrington, New York, who made the

Lyndhurst bicycle, will be held on October 4

next at the office of the referee, No. 68 Wall

street. The report of the trustee in bank-

ruptcy will be presented, and "a final divi-

dend will be declared if there are any funds
remaining."

Ugly Charges Against Ripper's Concern.

On Thursday of last week, creditors of the

Electric City Cycle Co., Buffalo, N. Y., of

which that smooth and interesting and ex-

perienced person, Victor E. Ripper, is man-
ager, filed a petition in involuntary bank-
ruptcy in the United States District Court
in that city. The business is now in the

hands of a receiver, Frank Gibbons, who was
appointed by the court.

The petition not only alleges insolvency

but charges that goods belonging to the com-
pany have been removed and concealed with
intent to delay payment and defraud credi-

tors.

The petitioning creditors are S. J. Holland
and Harry Robinson, of Buffalo, and Joseph
B. Hard and Frank D. Tweedy, of the firm

of F. D. Tweedy & Co., of Daubury, Conn.
Holland says he has a promissory note for

$200 and Robinson says he holds one for

$800. F. D. Tweedy & Co. say they sold

$357 worth of goods to the defunct firm, and
that $159 still remains unpaid.

RACYCLE'S SADDLE DEAL

Tryon Succumbs to Paralysis.

Edward K. Tryon, jr., head of the long-

established jobbing house of Edward K.
Tryon, Jr., & Co., Philadelphia, died on Sep-

tember 20, in his home at 1,931 Race street,

from the effects of a paralytic stroke two
weeks previous. He was born in Philadel-

phia sixty years ago. At an early age he
entered the Tryon sporting goods house,

which was established in 1811, and at that

time conducted by his father. He had been

in that business ever since. When his father

retired, many years ago, he became the head
ot the firm.

Next Year a ••Two-Speed" Year.

Two speed coaster hubs are expected to

be a feature of the 1905 British trade. A
number of concerns have announced that they

will bring out hubs containing such devices

aud being scarcely distinguishable from the

ordinary hub.

Surre Back from Coast.

W. J. Surre, of the Corbin Screw Corpora-

tion, returned last week from his annual visit

to the far Western and Pacific Coast trade.

He said in a significant tone that he had no

fault to find with the result of his journey.

Adopts Persons' Full Line, Getting Exclu-

sive Rights to Newest Model.

About the nearest approach to a surprise

that has been sprung on the trade for some

little time came out last week in the an-

nouncement of the adoption of the entire line

of Persons saddles by the Miami Cycle &
Mfg. Co., makers of the Racycle.

It is in the nature of a most aggressive

move, and one that certainly will "give

pause" to the croakers. The Persons line is

high grade throughout; there is not a cheap
model in it, which means an added expense
that few makers would even consider at this

time and in the face of prevailing condi-

tions.

The 190.1 Racycles will be equipped with

Persons saddles in the corresponding ratios

of price— the higlwst priced saddle accom-

panying the high priced Racycle, etc.

What appears to have been a factor in the

deal is the new Dominion saddle, which the

Persons Mfg. Co. will produce for the first

time next season. According to the arrange-

ment, the Miami Cycle & Mfg. Co. obtain the

exclusive rights to this saddle, for a year at

least, and it will therefore be fitted only to

Racycles.

Helps Patentees in Great Britain.

On and after January 1, 1905, an impor-

tant change will be made in the conditions

under which British patents are issued. Here-

tofore the onus has rested on the patentee to

consult the files for anticipations. After the

date mentioned the Department of the Board

of Trade which deals with this matter will

make this search, which will to some extent

a Cford a protection for patentees by prevent-

ing money being spent on useless contri-

vances.

The Retail Record.

Scio, N. Y.—Eugene Smith; fire; total loss.

Toledo, Ohio.—Charles Deveaux; sold
""

to Harry Brown.

Frankfort, Ind.—Clinton Cycle Co.; M. R.

Bell has bought out L. H. Mortsolf.

Davenport, Iowa.—Myers & Yollertson;

Hugo G. Vollertson dead.

938:?.i
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EXPORTS 1M)P 40 PiS CENT. The Indian and the Motorcycle.

A good story on George W. Sherman, who

August's Total the Smallest In Years— is in charge of the exhibit of Indian motor

Japan and Australasia Worst Offenders bicycles at the St. Louis Exposition, is now
going the rounds. Sherman, it seems, has

One of the worst showings of exports yet been on good terms with a number of the

recorded is that for the month of August, as I'edskins who constitute a part of the big

^, ^ ^ ,
show, and, the name of the motorcycle bemg

revealed by the appended table. The total
^^^^^^^.^^^^ appropriate, he several times

is one of the smallest reported m recent
j^.^^ j^^^^ ^j^^^^ photographed astride the ma-

years, and the only comfort to be gotten out chines. When one of the younger and more

of a study of the table lies in the fact that intelligent of these Indians appeared to dis-

the actual decrease is not as large as that of Play real interest in the motor bicycle, Sher-

r^^. . man took him in hand and in the simplest
several months within the past year. This is

^^^^.^^^^ ^^^^.^^^ endeavored to make plain

due chiefly, however, to the comparative
..^^^^ ^^^^^ -^ works." At the end of his

smallness of the figm-es of August, 1903. The twenty-minute explanation he asked:

latter were only $146,434, and shrunk to the "Well, do you think you understand all

pitiable figure of $87,396 in August of this about it now?"

year, a loss of more than 40 per cent. The Indian, who had listened intently, re-

The bulk of the shrinkage comes from three P^ed: "Yes,' I understand all but one

thing "

countries, viz., Japan, British Australasia and
"And what is that?" inquired Sherman,

the Netherlands. These were, in romid num-
^^.^^.^^ ^^ ^j^^^. ^^ ^^^^ ^^..^.^^ ^^.^^ ^^

bers, $24,000, $22,000 and $10,000. Germany ^^^ overlooked.

and Other Europe are next in importance, ..j ^q^,^ understand," said the Indian,

each dropping about $4,000, while Other Asia "what makes the motorcycle go without push-

and Oceania shows a loss of $2,500. The ing."

United Kingdom showed only a slight loss, rj,-^^ Indians who visit Sherman's stand
dropping from $12,097 in August, 1903, to

^^ere also responsible for another amusing
$11,198 in the same month of 1904. British

incident. Noting the presence of the red-

East Indies and France also show slight
gj^j^g^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ of the motor bicy-

losses, $2,000 in the case of the first named
^j^^ ^ ^.^g^j^ ^^.^^^ ^^^ ^^^ backwoods ap-

and $500 in that of France. proached Sherman one day, and, calling him
The countries which show increases are

^^-^^^^ inquired in a whisper,
few in number, but they fm-nish some sur-

^^^^ ^^^ ^^^.^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^.^^^,„ .^^._

prises, nevertheless. For example, Cuba and
^ ^^ ^^^^^. ^.^y^j^g_

British North America take first rank among
them, the former jumping from $1,876 to

$5,560, and the latter from $6,177 to $10,391. Extent of Dunlop Trade.

The Chinese Empire also shows a surprising One million four hundred thousand is said

gain, from $647 to $3,198, while Belgium rose by a British writer in a position to know to

from $2,867 to $4,682. Slight gains are also have been the output of tires of the Dunlop

shown by Brazil, All Other Africa, Colombia, Tire Co. in 1904. This is only up to the mid-

and Other West Indies and Bermuda. die of September. It represents, of course,

The figures in detail for the month and some seven hundred thousand sets of tires, a

eight months, respectively, are as follows for large number of which were undoubtedly

the corresponding periods: used for replacements.

August— Eight Months Ending August—
1903. 1904. 1902. 1903. 1904.

Exported to— Values. Values. Values. Values. Values.

United Kingdom $12,097 $11,198 $326,173 $195,471 $199,733
Belgium 2,8fi7 4,682 39,336 39,087 43,753

France 2,955 2,491 153,426 100,253 70,910

Germany 5,327 1,578 233,306 115,889 102,217

Italy 4,911 3,906 55,467 38,975 30,994

Netherlands 12,752 2,340 121,947 83,949 71,534

Other Europe 9,936 5,824 249,015 144,871 133,693

British North America 6,177 10,391 145,163 133,338 101,570

Cent. American States & British Honduras.. 129 347 2,133 1,964 2,679

Mexico 3,333 3,154 18,320 40,349 29,403

Cuba 1,876 ,5,560 9,390 10,778 23,912

Other West Indies and Bermuda 2,189 3,018 34,907 22,638 22,316

Argentina 265 124 5,689 8,575 11,603

Brazil 1,091 1,410 4,046 5,941 9,879

Colombia 68 313 740 548 3,801

Venezuela 29 .309 170 187

Other South America 1,794 1,422 13,783 12,699 9,906

Chinese Empire 647 3,198 22,988 13,551 7,830

British East Indies 2,970 1,060 37,440 18,114 14,023

Hongkong 1,100 422 4,297 4,481 1,978

Japan 32,292 8,276 270,024 276,487 255,921

British Australasia 37,204 15,406 144,397 216,483 123,546

Philippine Islands 664 50 11,726 19,724 4,629

Other Asia and Oceania 2,765 271 19,500 21,623 11,216

British Africa 737 295 68,179 37,991 5,594

Other countries 259 660 5,766 4,332 3,766

All other Africa 32 63 88

Totals $146,434 $87,396 $1,997,479 $1,568,344 $1,296,701

ENGLISH PRICE CUT^^SMN

Rudge-Whitwbrth Bring Out New Model

at $40—Action Was Foreshadowed.

Once more the Rudge-Whitworth Co. has

risen to the occasion and defined its policy

with a pronouncement that puts an end to all

doubt concerning its position. It has an-

nounced its 1905 prices, the chief interest be-

ing centred in the submission of a new

model listing at eight guineas ($40). This is

a reduction of two guineas ($10) from the

lowest previous price. The other Rudge-

Whitworth models are reduced by two and

three guineas, respectively.

This move was not unexpected. Since the

Swift company brought out its eight guinea

model in the middle of the 1904 season, the

British trade has been hugely exercised. That

other firms of the first repute would follow

this example in 1905 was regarded as very

probably, and for some weeks it has been

known that Rudge Whitworth contemplated

an aggressive move. It was not known, how-

ever, whether it would take the form of an

adherence to present prices or the meeting of

that set by the Swift company. It has

proved to be the latter, which means, in all

probability, that the $40 machine will be the

standard low priced model of the leading

makers, instead of the $50 machine, as here-

tofore-. A few concerns may hold aloof from
the movement, but the logic of events will

compel most of them to follow the example

of Swift and Rudge-Whitworth.

It was the latter concern which a few
years ago brought out a $50 model and thus

set the price for standard goods—an example
which practically all of its competitors were
obliged to follow.

How the Qermans Gain Export Trade.

One of the reasons why German manufact-

urers are able to make such steady and enor-

mous gains in exports, while other countries

fall behind, is revealed by the clever nomen-
clature adopted for the Jiew tires which the

Continental Caoutchouc Co. has produced for

the British trade. One of these is dubbed
the Birmingham, another the Coventry, while

a third—the cheapest grade of all—is styled

the Courex. With these the big German con-

cern proposes to become a factor in the Brit-

ish trade, now that the expiration of the Dim-
lop patents makes it possible for them to

market tires in Great Britain. The familiar

names of England's two greatest cycle man-
ufacturing cities —Coventry and Birmingham
—are thus linked to the new Continental tires

—a conjunction which can scarcely fail tq

tickle English vanity to some extent.

"The A. B. C. of Electricity" will aid you

in understanding many things about motors

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price 50 cents. The Goodman Co., 354 Nas-

sau street, New York, *
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" WAKE" OF DUNLOP PATENT

Big Dinner and a " Bonfire " Mark its End

—Developments Begin to Unfold.

Tlio dinner at the Hotel Cecil, London, on

September 16, wliicli was held to celebrate

the death of the Welch patents on the Brit-

ish Dmilop pneumatic tire, was an elaborate

as well as an original function. Four hun-

dred of the chief figures in the British trade

and press sat down to the banquet and lis-

tened to reminiscent speeches. At the stroke

of 12, the hour at which the patent expired,

a match was applied to the grant, which

lay in a silver casket, by Harvey du Cros,

and reduced to ashes, while the orchestra

rendered Chopin's funeral march and a bell

tolled its requiem.

With these singular and impressive cere-

monies the British master patent on the

Dunlop wired-on tire departed this earth. As
was inevitable, the dinner was termed an

Irish wake, and the truth of the simile was
admitted by Chairman du Cros when, in giv-

ing the "elegy" of the Welch patent, he

said:

"Here lies Welch; he was saddle or arch

shaped; he rested on a median convexity;

his boundaries were inextensible; he dies,

and yet lie lives, no longer for the few, but

for the use of all.

"According to Irish custom, this is his

wake; these are his ashes. But according to

another Irish monumental legend, there

arises from these ashes a phoenix. That
phoenix is Dunlop, "The manufacturer.'

"Welch is dead—Dunlop lives. He too is

saddle or arch shaped; his median convexity

is the world; his boundaries are extensible-

may they extend.

"Long live Dunlop, the manufacturer."
In thus signalizing the passing away of its

trump card the Dunlop company was un-

doubtedly actuated by the desire to place it-

self in an advantageous situation from which

to open the campaign to retain its command-
ing position in the British tire trade. Evi-

dence accumulates that a most determined

effort will be made on all sides to encroach

upon the big tire company's preserves. Both

at home and abroad plans have been laid to

invade the territory heretofore controlled by
the monopoly, and the latter undoubtedly has

the fight of its life on its hands.

Outlines of the plans of these various con-

cerns have been made public. The leading

German concern, the Continental Co., has a

representative in England and has prepared

five different classes of Continental tires, all

differing in price, for submission to the Brit-

ish trade. A special push is to be made on a

ch€ap tire called the Courex. From France
Miehelin & Co. have entered the field, their

first step being to open an English branch.

Travellers have been appointed and are al-

ready submitting the company's propositions

to the trade. English riibber makers have

not boon idle, for the old-established house
of Mackintosh is siil)mitting a tire the chief

feature of which is a fabric of unusual
strength. This is demonstrated by tests the

concern's representatives are making.

On its part, the Dunlop company has not

let any grass grow under its feet. A reduc-

tion in price has already been made, and a

universal rebate system for its subsidiary

companies inaugurated; while its advertise-

ments make plain its intention to malie a

play on the Doughty patent, which still has a

long life. This patent covers the process of

vulcanization used by the Dunlop company,

and it is a singular concatenation of cir-

cumstances that makes this process one of

the company's chief reliances, for it was only

recently that the method of solutioniug by

hand was abandoned for the vulcanizing

method, after the latter had for many years

been consistently condemned as far inferior

to the solutioning process.

BEGINNING OF THE MOTOR
The Idea Dates Back More Than 200 Years

—Some of the Early Efforts.

Fouling Due to Over°rich Mixtures.

The fault of all but the most skillful driv-

ers is to use too rich a mixture. This is not

only wasteful of gasolene, and therefore un-

necessarily expensive, but it brings in its

train a number of other evils. When the

mixture is too rich proper combustion does

not take place, and the unconsumed portion

of the charge is expelled from the combustion

chamber after fouling everything it comes in

contact with—the spark plug, the valves, etc.

When it finds its way into the open air it

leaves behind a visible trail of vile-smelling

fluid, which is slow of dissipation and pro-

ductive of uncomplimentary remarks on the

part of other users of the street or road.

It is always a good plan to gi'adually re-

duce the supply of gasolene admitted to the

that the mixture is impoverished. Then the

supply should be increased very slightly, and

in this manner the happy mean can be

struck, to the manifest improved running of

the machine.

Above all, the motorist should rid himself

of the belief that a very rich mixture will re-

sult in better running. As already stated,

exactly the opposite is the case. You are

getting more heat and more fouling, but that

is all. Air is as important a part of your

mixture as gasolene; for without it the lat-

ter cannot be' ignited, and it would accom-

plish ver^ little if it could. It is always well

to bear in mind, too, that too poor a mixture

makes itself known at on:i\ while if it is too

rich you learn of the fact only when the

harm, such as fouling, etc., has been done.

Man Power vs. Horse Power.

The usual estimate made of the amount of

power a man can develop is too high. The

usual estimate is one-sixth of a horsepower;

taking a day's work of ten hours, a man can

put out about one-ninth of a horsepower.

For very short periods a strong man can de-

velop possible a horsepower, but for such a

period as even a minute a man who can de-

velop three-fotu-ths of a horsepower is excep-

tional.

The earliest form of the internal combus-

tion engine was, undoubtedly, the cannon.

This engine of warfare exemplified a fairly

efficient and scientifically accurate method of

utilizing the latent energy in gunpowder for

a specific purpose. In 1680 Huygens, the

celebrated Dutch, contemporary and rival of

Newton, proposed using gunpowder in an

engine for obtaining work, and ten years

later Papin continued Huygens's experiments

by exploding small quantities of powder in

a vessel having escape valves, and in utiliz-

ing the resulting partial vacuum as a means

of obtaining work. The results were natur-

ally unsuccessful, and in themselves the ex-

periments were hased on a principal antag-

onistic to that of the successful cannon in

which the gunpowder is burnt under pres-

sure.

A century later, in 1794, . Street proposed

the use of turpentine vapor in an engine, on

lines similar to those subsequently success-

fully adopted by Lenoir in his gas engine.

Street's engine failed through faulty con-

struction, and nothing more was done until

Brown, in 1823, reverted to Huygens's resid-

ual vacuum experiment, but with no better

success.

Ten years later Wright made a workable

gas engine, but it was Barnett, in 18-39, who
made the greatest advance of any worker in

that field by adding the initial compression

of the gas to the methods adopted by Wright.

There is no doubt that Barnett deserved

commercial success, but apparently his me-

chanical skill, or more probably his financial

means, were at fault, and the opportunity

was lost. In 1860 came Lenoir, who, by

means of greater resources, made the in-

ferior non-compression engine a financial suc-

cess.

After this stage in the history, such names

as Beau de Rochas, Otto, Priestman, Daim-

ler, Dugald, Clerk and others naturally sug-

gest themselves.

Tips on Care of Tires.

Pneumatic tires should be kept in a tem-

perature of about 60 degrees in a dark place,

and, if possible, out of a draught, and should

never be exposed to the rays of the sun be-

fore they are used (the sun has not so much
effect upon tires after use); if they are, they

will lose their elasticity and become brittle

and small cracks will appear, which will

gradually grow larger. Immediately after

use pneumatic tires should be cleaned from

wet and mud, and cuts in the covers should

be closed so as to prevent water getting in

and rotting the canvas, which is the cause

of many bursts.
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THE WISE RIDER BUYS THE NATIONAL
THE SATISFIED RIDER BUYS AGAIN.

A sale easily made means quick profit to the

dealer. Wherever you find a dealer pushing the

NATIONAL, you meet a successful one.

Get in line for the NATIONAL Agency for

1905. You can make money out of it.

WHAT YOU GET FOR YOUR MONEY IS AS

IMPORTANT AS THE AMOUNT

YOU PAY.

May 24, 1904.

This is the fourth year that I have ridden this

wheel and would not trade it for a new one of

any other make. E. F. HAMMOND.

'"•Tc^ra'ddress NATIONAL CYCLE MfG. CO., Bay City, Mich., U.S.A.

DEALERS ASK WHY
FISK TIRES DO NOT PUNCTURE AS EASILY

AS OTHERS.

BECAUSE
They are made of new rubber and special made fabric, which gives resilience and strength.}

Quality is never questioned.

One only. THE BEST.

If you want satisfied customers, buy FISK Line of Bicycle, Motor Bicycle, Carriage and Motor, Single

or Double Tube,
^^^

BOSTON.
SPRINQFIEUa.
NEW TORK.
8TKACU8K,

BRANCHES AND REPAIR DEPOTS:
BUFFALO, PHILADELPHIA, OMAHA.
DETROIT, WASHINGTON. MINNEAPOLIS.
CHICAGO. TOBONTO. DENVER,
SAN PRAMCISCO. ST. LOUIS. LOS ANGELES.

LONBON.

FISK RUBBER COMPANY,

Chicopee Falls, Mass.
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Value of Demonstrations.

While it merely clothes in new words an

old, old story, the communication from the

Western rider which is quoted in another

column calls attention anew to the value, as

has so often been dwelt upon in these col-

umns, ot having a machine or two in stock

tor flemonstration purposes.

Thousands of wheelmen are to-day using

ftld-styie bicycles only because they have

never experienced the delight of riding ma-

chines with the improvements the past few

seasons liave developed. It is the actual

trial of a new device that brings the desired

results, and -which does infinitely more good

than all the talli or literature at the dealer's

command.

A mistake that is too often made is that

a rider may only try a new device in a very

limited way. A ride around the block does

no good. One must become accustomed to

something that is new to him. Particularly

is this true in regard to the coaster brake,

two-speed gear and the motorcycle. With

the first two, several trials are really re-

quired before tlie rider obtains the experi-

ence necessary to use the device to the maxi-

uuim advantage.

So it is, also, with a motorcycle. A half-

mile ride up the road and back may or may
not convert a man. At first he may be a

trifle nervous, and think the machine unsafe,

but a longer trip will bring out a great many
new experiences.

To have a bicycle or two fitted with a

cushion frame and coaster brake on hand re-

quires no gi-eat outlay, and if the dealer

watches for an opportunity to make the

enthusiasts give these machines a thorough

trial, he will not fail in making not a few

converts.

There is no denying the fact that there are

armies of wheelmen who would be riding

something else if they were only thoroughly

posted.

tories. The "special" machines should be

required to flock by themselves.

Stunting /Hotorcycle Sport.

Because of the intense desire to earn vic-

tories, nearly all manufacturers of motor-

cycles are sharing in a practice that is really

stunting the sport.

With few exceptions, the makers have put

.
together one, two or more machines fitted

with larger motors than those commonly em-

ployed or which have been bored out and

thus rendered more powerful, and, of course,

speedier. These machines, used either by

employes of the manufacturers concerned or

intrusted to riders of particular promise or

ability, have been ridden in numerous races

and other events, and, of course, rarely have

failed to defeat the stock machines. With the

results of contests practically foreordained,

the interest in them is reduced to a mini-

mum, and there is small inducement or en-

couragement for men possessing stock mod-

els to compete. They naturally hold aloof,

and small fields and "runaway" races are the

direct outcome.

Perhaps, with rivalry so keen, it is too

much to expect that manufacturers will "call

in" and cease to use their special machines,

but it will prove a happy augury for the

.sport if, in formulating its racing rules, the

Federation of American Motorcyclists takes

cognizance of the practice and so legislates

that the great majority of motorcyclists, who

must use stock machines, shall have a fair

field, and that they may be encouraged to

race and not, as is at present the case, have

their desire or ambition wetblanketed. There

is no sport for either competitors or specta-

tors in runaway races and "sure thing" vie-

About Selling "On Time."

Greatly shrunken as the time-payment

business is by comparison with its former

proportions, there is still a great deal of it

done, especially in some sections. The
chances are that it always will be done, *or

the very simple reason that, properly <,v/n-

ducted, it is a safe as well as a profitable

business, and one that could ill be dispensed

with. The proof that it is safe is the fact

that it is still done; if it were unsafe or im-

profitable it would have been discontinued

long ago, as the margin of profit to-day is all

too small to stand any material losses. It is

further to be said of the instalment business

that by means of it sales are made that

could not be made on a cash basis.

It is a cardinal doctrine with dealers who
make instalment sales that collections must

be looked after carefully at all times, and

that the risk of loss is almost doubled with

the coming of fall and the approach of win-

ter. Then, if ever, debtors will wiggle out

of their payments, and when this has hap-

pened once or twice there is litle hope of do-

ing anything with them until spring, except

the extreme step of seizing the machine.

This course is one that a dealer never likes to

undertake save as a last resort, i. e., when

he fears that there is no other way of re-

covering the money. If the standing of the

customer was looked into properly before the

sale was made there will be little doubt of

either his desire or ability to pay; and the

seizure of the machine becomes quite un-

necessary. On the other hand, if the rider is

merely disinclined to pay promptly, usually

because he is unwilling to make sacrifices

while he is unable to make use of the ma-

chine—i. e., during the winter season—he is

not likely to interpose any strong objections

to the temporary impounding of his machine.

As for the dealer, what he wants is money,

and the possession of the machine does not

help him in the attainment of this object. If

he is wise, therefore, he will not encumber

liimself with machines except where there is

reason to fear that they will be made away

with.

As few dealers possess the capital to

finance any considerable- amount of instal-

ment business, they are naturally dependent

on the assistance of the maker. The latter

is iisually willing to give this, only requiring

assurances that the sales are bona fide, that

the purchasers are honest and able to pay
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and that collections are looked after sharply

and promptly remitted. The dealer usually

gives notes, based on the maturity of the

time payments he has on his books; conse-

quently, any failure of his customers to pay

him promptly is as promptly reflected in his

inability to meet his notes as they fall due.

He thus is doubly impelled to see that his

instalment payments do not fall behind. He

u^_ As his greatest difficulty beginning with

October or November. It is then that the

customer's desire to pay promptly weakens.

As long as the riding season is in full swing

he makes the necessary effort; but with its

waning he becomes restive and disposed to

procrastinate.

It is now that the dealer should begin to

combat this feeling. Let him have before

liim a list of his instalment debtors, with the

dates their payments fall due, and keep tab

on them. Never let a payment lapse by one

day without seeing the debtor and secui'ing

from him either the money or a promise of

payment, together with an explanation of

the remissness. Let him see that you are in

earnest, that you want your money and must

have it, and that it will not be possible to

postpone payment until spring comes again.

By doing so you will be able to keep your

collections in shape and to settle your ac-

counts with the maker, thus strengthening

your credit and placing your standing beyond

dispute.

Influence of the Air Tire.

Riders who have known nothing but pneu-

matic tires can have no conception of what

the bicycle was in the pre-air tire epoch.

Looking back to that epoch now, with the

knowledge that has come to us since, we
must in all candor admit that without the

pneumatic tire the bicycle would never have

been anything but the instrument of pleas-

ure of an enthusiastic but inconsiderable por-

tion of the population. Indeed, there are

some who will go further and say that it

could never have got much beyond the toy

stage, and that its permanent use could have

been insured only by a regular system of

recruiting, whereby new young riders would

take the place of the retiring older ones.

Be that as it may, it will not be denied that

the pneumatic tire made possible the huge

and abnormal increase in use of the bicycle

that took place a decade ago. The public

appearance of the Dunlop tire fifteen years

ago—in May, 1889, to be exact—started the

ball rolling, and that cycling needed a rein-

vigorating influence in those critical days is

only too well known to those of us whose

recollection goes back so far.

Although, as stated, the Dunlop tire's ap-

pearance dates from 1889, it was not until

two years later that it became a real factor

in this country. During 1891 it was found

on a considerable number of imported ma-

chines. It was the type of tire known in

the language of the day as the "rag tire," so

dubbed because it was built up of a number

of linen cloths, solutioned together and hav-

ing a separate inner tube and an outer cover

of very thick rubber. Fitted to the current

season's British machines, the latter sold

freely at almost anj^ price asked—$150 to

$200 being the extreme range.

In spite of many glaring defects, these

crude tires carried conviction of their im-

measurable superiority to all who tried them.

It became notorious that an unbeliever in

the air tire—for there was vehement oppo-

sition to it on the part of a large portion of

the trade and public, one opponent proving

to his own satisfaction by facts and flgures

that it was really a detriment to speed and

ease of running—must, if he would remain

unconverted, refrain from riding a machine

fitted with it. Those who tried it straight-

way became enthusiastic believers in it and

sang its praises so loudly that henceforth

there never was any doubt of its general

adoption.

As a result, the next year, 1892, saw air

tires fitted to all the leading American ma-

chines. They were not "rag tires," however.

The three principal types which were there-

after to battle for supremacy in this counti-y

each came into practical use. They were the

beaded edge detachable, the so-called hose-

pipe and the cemented tire with separate

and removable inner tube. These types were

represented by the G & J, the Pope com-

pany's, Boothroyd and the Morgan & Wright

tires, respectively. A single "rag tire," the

now almost forgotten Thomas, completed the

list.

Thus shod the bicycle marched on to its

destiny, which was to make almost the entire

civilized world a cycling camp. The crude

50-pound machines of that day, with their

clumsy arangement of spring devices, in-

tended to carry off a portion of the almost

unendurable vibration resulting from the use

of "shoestring" tires, became the 20-pound

springless featherweight that held almost

every ablebodied person of middle age or un-

der subject to its spell. The pneumatic tire

made all this possible. Without it the bicycle

would soon have ceased to be a practical

transportation vehicle. In changing fram

high wheel to safety it had lost much of its

fascination for the young, without attaining a

form capable of holding those of more ma-

ture years, and at best it could only have

retained a transient and limited popularity.

Such is the debt the cycle owes to the

pneumatic-tire, the British patents on two of

the principal types of which are expiring.

Motorcycles for Military Use.

General Baldwin's recommendation to the

War Department of a test of motor bicycles

to develop their utility for military purposes

holds hope, but little else. The head of the

department is more ponderous and is pos-

sessed of a bigger paunch than any other

man who ever filled the office. And men with

paunches are not the sort who view with .

favor or eagerness anything suggestive of

physical alertness or agility.

If this were not the case a well organized

and well drilled bicycle brigade or corps

would now be a part of the army, as it is a

finger of the military arms of foreign na-

tions. There is no possible room for argu-

ment that a small, light, swift, silent "steed"

that does not eat, drink or become weary and

will carry its rider anywhere, or that he may
carry where it cannot go, is of real and

peculiar value for military purposes. The

swifter motor bicj'cle is in the same category.

The foreign nations long since recognized the

fact. But when the American army officials

failed to turn the ordinary bicycle to advan-

tage it is hardly likely that they will give

serious heed to the one which employs a

motor.

In this country, in both the regular and the

militia establishments, it is the habit to make

a military fad or fashion of whatever may
be the popular fad of the moment, and, re-

gardless of its true worth to the service, to

abandon it the moment the fickle public

wearies of it and puts it aside.

The unerring certainty with which events

move in cycles is borne out in England by

tlie latest drop in cycle prices. It is recalled

that thirty-four years ago—in 1870—the stand-

ard price of bicycles was £8 18s, which is

almost exactly the price of the new Rudge-

Whitworth model, viz., £8 8s. From the

wooden boneshaker of the 70's. with its iron

tires, to the steel, pneumatic tired bicycle of

to-day is a wondrous stride, and buyers need

hardly question that they are receiving full

value. From 1870 to 1895 prices steadily ad-

vanced, the highest notch being about £30.
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After ail,

there's no Coaster Brake
quite so good

as the

MORROW

":!

This is the almost universal

verdict of the many who
have tried the others, only

to come back to the flORROW

ECLIPSE riACHINE CO., Elmira, N. Y.
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THE WORLD BEATERS' RETURN

No Bands or Cheering Crowds Awaited

Them—Lawson Talks Interestingly.

Marcus L. Hurley, of the New York Ath-

letic Club; Iver Lawson, of Salt Lake City,

and Oscar Goerke, of the National Athletic

Club, of Brooklyn, returned to this country

on Saturday last, arriving on the St. Paul

from Liverpool. The two world's champions,

though having accomplished an unparalleled

feat in the history of cycle racing, were met

by but a few personal friends when the ship

docked.

Hurley will to-morrow ride a match race

against some amateur, yet to be selected, at

the Vailsburg track, and will then abandon

cycle racing for good and all, to take up his

studies in the Columbia University School

of Mines. Lawson left for Salt Lake City on

Wednesday, where he will remain for a few

days. When in Salt Lake City, Lawson will

receive the diamond medal for which a ben-

efit race meet was held at the Salt Palace

track on September 18.

Lawson's next race will be in Australia on

Christmas Day, when he meets Major Tay-

lor in a special match race. He will leave

for Australia on either the 20th or 28th of

October. If he goes on the earlier date, he

will sail from Vancouver, but berore leaving

New York he said he thought it likely that

he would sail from San Francisco on Oc-

tober 28, as that boat would be but two or

three days later than the other in arriving at

Australia. In spite of the fact that the Aus-

tralian cycling authorities have refused to re-

move McFarland's suspension, Lawson said

he thought the Californian would go to Aus-

tralia and endeavor to have his suspension

changed to a fine by personally going before

the council. In speaking of Hurley's victory

in the amateur championship, Lawson said

the New York Club's rider was the luckiest

man in the world, as it was generally thought

by the foreign racing men that Hurley could

not win on account of his arrival so soon be-

fore the races were run. So far as Hurley's

riding ability is concerned. Lawson said:

"He is absolutely the best amateur that ever

straddled a bicycle."

The day after he had won the final heat

of the championship at London, Lawson re-

ceived almost fifty telegrams from cities in

France, Germany, Holland and Belgium, im-

ploring him to visit the cities and race or

ride an exhibition, and telling him to name
his own price. He said that if he had real-

ized what the winning of the world's profes-

sional championship meant to a rider, he
would have gone to Europe four or five years

ago and remained there and tried for the

honor every year. The firm whose bicycle

he rode gave him $500 and the tire concern

presented him with fifteen pairs of racing

tires. In addition, he received all sorts of

offers from theatre and circus managers, and
has many offers to race in Europe next sum-

mer. He was not sure whether he would
race in this country next year, but thought

it likely that he would again go to Europe.

"There is almost as much money in one
race there sometimes as you can win here

in the whole season," was his explanation.

"Why, in the Grand Prize of Berlin the first

prize amounted to 4,000 marks, which gave

me almost $1,000, and it would take a whole

lot of firsts on the N. C. A. circuit to amount
to that much, especially when you have to

divide up with so many. Over there there

is no splitting of prizes, and the racing is

not nearly so hard, as there are not the hard

handicaps which are run so much at Vails-

burg and Manhattan Beach."

He stated that he and McFarland were still

partners, and would be, so far as he was
concerned, as long as he raced on a bicycle.

He seemed especially pleased at the won-

derful showing he had made after he lost his

"sea legs," and remarked that he had shown
a few of his friends and many of his enemies

that he could win races without McFarland

at his elbow to tell him what to do. He said

that the Californian had taught him many
things, but called attention to the fact that

in 1901, when he was not teamed with Mc-

Farland, he had been able to win a few

races. He joined the circuit that year at

Syracuse, when Kramer and Taylor each had

26 points, and Lawson scored more points

from then on in the championship races than

either of his great rivals.

THE LAY OF O'CONNOR'S LEG

Which Tells How a Motorcyclist •'Tum-

bled" to the Slmpleness of Farmer-Folk.

Hurley Won Once in Paris.

On September 11, the day after the conclu-

sion of the world's championships, in Lon-

don, all the cracks went over to Paris, and

in the evening fought their battle over again

on the Buffalo track. The results bore no

resemblance to those of the London events,

however, neither Lawson, Bllegaard nor

Mayer being able to compete in the final of

the "Grand Prix de Neuilly," as the race was
styled.

Marcus L. Hurley, however, easily won an

amateur event, Oscar Goerke, his country-

man, being second.

Bllegaard Signs for Australia.

During the coming season in Australia the

American invaders will not have such an

easy time of it, for Ellegaard, world's cham-

pion in 1901, 1902 and 1903, and second in

this year's race, has signed one of the big-

gest contracts ever made with a bicycle

rider, agreeing to undertake a four months'

racing tour in Australia. The actual condi-

tions of the deal are as follows: The Dane
receives .$4,000 and all prizes he may win;

also a first class return ticket for himself

and his wife, who accompanies him. Both

were billed to sail from Marseilles yesterday.

Walthour's PacerTrouncesTwoHas-Betns,

"Gussie" Lawson, Walthour's chief pace-

maker, has decided to enter the racing game
himself, it is reported. At any rate, he re-

cently got up in Paris against the once

mighty Michael and Contenet and trounced

them both easily.

Until Thursday of last week John J. O'Con-

nor, the elongated captain of the Hartford

(Conn.) Motorcycle Club looked upon the

honest farmer as the simple, unoffending and

gentle individual of the picture books.

O'Connor's heart went out to him whenever

he read the stories of the "red devils" and

"whizz wagons," which caused the farmer

to quake with fear and his horse to climb

telegraph poles.

Being a motor bicyclist, the Hartford man
knows something of the ways of automo-

biles. He had been too often crowded almost

off the road by the snorting terrors not to at

least partly appreciate the farmer's fears.

Since Thursday last, however, O'Connor's

heart does not go out to the simple farmer

as it used to do, nor does he believe him as

simple as he looks. On that day he had oc-

casion to visit Berlin, Conn. The county fair

was in progress in Berlin, and the town was
filled with the horny-handed sons of toil and
their wives and children and horses. The air

was redolent of pumpkins. As the odor in-

creased, denoting proximity to the fair

grounds, O'Connor reduced his pace to a walk
and fairly crawled on the strip of the road

at the right hand side, which the generous

agriculturists left for the use of other than

their own teams. Near the entrance to the

fair grounds, a "buzzwagon," by the cruelty

of fate, was stalled. A gentle—perhaps gloat-

ing—farmer, coming in the opposite direction,

pulled out to pass the disabled automobile,

and, although O'Connor was in plain sight

and there was enough room for him to do so,

he made small effort to avoid him. The
farmer was going at a pace which, had he

been driving an automobile or motorcycle in-

stead of a team of horses, any "b'gosh" con-

stable would have sworn was equal to twenty

miles an hour, although, as a matter of fact,

it was nearer ten or twelve. With the auto-

mobile on one si^e and the farmer's team
on the other, O'Connor had no choice. The
team crashed into him, and fifteen minutes
later, when the captain of the Hartford club
came out of dreamland, he found his clothing

badly rent, bis body badly bruised and one
knee so badly injured that it took a doctor's

examination to prove that no bones were
broken. The brake farmer did not stop to

take account of the damage he had done. He
whipped up and made off just like the hateful

drivers of the "devil wagons," the thoughts
of which haunt his dreams.
O'Connor has since been confined to his

home in Hartford, and, as he looks ruefully

at a long leg, usually lanky but now swollen
to twice its natural size and the color of an
eggplant, his thoughts of farmers are not as
kindly as once they were. He is considering
having the leg photogi'aphed that he may
have an "Exhibit A" to produce when the
lawmakers and other dear friends of the sim-
ple rustic trot out those old, familiar tales of
frightened horses and fleeing motorists.

O'Conor thinks it would be evidence that will

prove that motorcycles at least require pro-

tection from the grangers and their nags.
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EXCITEMENT AT VAILSBURG

Black Dove Runs Amuck and Kramer, in a

Huff, Refuses to Ride.

Under other cireumstauces, the most excit-

ing oliapter of the Yailsburg meet on Sunday

last might well be entitled "The Fluttering

of a Soiled Dove." Fortunately, or unfort-

unately, however, the particular Dove con-

cerned is of a crow color, and, although

"whitewashed" by the N. C. A. after having

grossly soiled the amateur rules the kal-

somine was not thick enough to offend the

real thing in doves or to conceal the inkiness

of his hide. He is Dove only in name, and

of markedly African persuasion. The antics

he performed rarely have been witnessed at

a race meet. He acted like an untamed Hot-

tentot, and did not subside tmtil he reached

the police station. There were plenty of

other incidents in addition to the regular

list of races, but Dove's antics furnished

most of the excitement. Marcus L. Hurley,

of the New-York Athletic Club, and Iver

Lawson, of Salt Lake City, winners, respec-

tively, of the world's amateur and profes-

sional sprinting championships at London

the -first week in September, were at the

track, as was Oscar Goerke, of the National

Athletic Club of Brooklyn, who made the

trip to London with Hurley. The two cham-

pions did not don their racing clothes, but

Goerke did, and won the ten-mile amateur

handicap from scratch. Hurley and Lawson
were walked along the track in front of the

grandstand and bleachers and introduced to

the spectators by Announcer Burns. When
he explained to the crowd that Lawson was
world's champion there were cries for Kram-
er, and he finally came out and was intro-

duced as the American champion. Kramer
made himself rather unpopttlar by refusing

to compete in either of the professional

events. He was very much dissatisfied with

the refusal of Keferee C. M. Wills to dis-

qualify -John Bedell for his alleged foul rid-

ing the previous Sunday, and said he would

not ride if Mr. Wills acted as referee. The

track manager refused to change the referee,

and so neither Kramer nor Fenn rode in

either of the cash prize races.

Dove's contribution to the afternoon's en-

tertainment began in the middle of the ten-

mile amateur handicap. The race had twen-

ty-three starters, with Goerke, Rupprecht,

Mackay, Zanes, Billington, Coffey and Dove

as the scratch men. There was a special

prize offered for the leader at the end of the

first five miles, and Ashurst, Rnpprecht and

Dove all determined to have a try for it.

Rupprecht and Ashurst were leading on the

backstretch, where Dove began to sprint.

The negro was at Rupprecht's side just be-

fore they reached the eighth pole, when
Rupprecht swerved his rear wheel into Dove
with enough force to spill the negro on to the

track. Dove was thrown with his head tow-

ard the advancing riders, and he put up his

;irius to protect himself, but, luckily, no one

ran into him. As quickly as he could get his

feet out of the pedal straps Dove arose and
ran back along the track, with the intention

of striking Rupprecht when he came around
again. One of the Coburu brothers tried to

stop Dove, but failed, and it looked as if

he would be the cause of a bad accident, as

he was crazed with anger. Robert Hunter,
the foi-mer racing man and motor pacemaker,
was standing near the beginning of the back-

stretch, and he ran up on to the track and
intercepted Dove. The latter struck at

Himter, but he seized him around the neck
and the pair tumbled oft' the track on to the

grass in the inclosure.

Two policemen had started across the field

when they saw Dove run along the track, and
they reached him soon after Hunter had
pulled him off the track. They separated the

two combatants, and two of Dove's friends

carried him to the training quarters, escorted

by the policemen. Dove was bleeding from
several cuts ou his head, which he said had
been made by Hunter kicking him after he
pulled him off the track. In the training

quarters Dove found an iron bar, two feet

long and an inch thick, with a couple of

heavy nuts at each end, and he announced
his intention of "getting even" with Hunter
by means of the bar. The bar was taken

away from him, but he escaped the vigilance

of the officers and ran across the field in

search of Hunter. When he found the latter

he did not attack him at once, but stopped

for some verbal abuse. While he was squar-

ing off at Hunter he was again seized by
two policemen, but jerked away from them
and struck at Hunter. The olHeers grabbed
him again and handled him rather roughly

while taking him back to the training quar-

ters. He refused to be quieted, and when
he had dressed was arrested and taken to

the Vailsburg lockup.

In so far as the racing was concerned, sm*-

prises were the order of the day. Beginning
with the quarter-mile open amateur, for

which most of the spectators thought As-

hurst had the best chance, the events were
won either by "rank outsiders" or by riders

who, perhaps, were as much surprised at

their own victories as were the majority of

the spectators. Rupprecht, who had fouled

Dove and been the indirect cause of Dove's

reversion to savagery, had won the special

five-mile prize and the third place at the end

of the ten-mile handicap, but was deprived of

both through his disqualification by the ref-

eree. The quarter-mile open amateur contest

was divided into three heats, with but two
to qualify in each heat. Goerke was a post

entry in the first heat, and though he was
less than twenty-four hours off the ship that

brought him back from England, he won the

heat, while Spain, the negro, defeated Bill-

ington for the place. Zanes and Coffey were
the best pair in the second heat, and Ashurst

and Rupprecht otitsprinted Mackay, Franks
and Dove in the third heat. Ashurst had been
winning most of the quarter-mile races at

Vailsburg recently, and he was accounted

tiie winner of tlio fiual. He was quickest
to get up speed, and led the procession from
the time they struck the first turn until he
was very near the tape. Zanes and Rup-
precht, however, passed him a few feet from
the line, and Zanes won from Rupprecht by
three inches, with Coffey a very close fourth.

In the ten-mile amateiu- handicap the seven
scratch men worked well together, and the
lii'ld closed at two and one-half miles.

:\Iichael Ferrari had been one of the limit

men at 350 yards, and had sprinted and
caught the scratch men in the first lap, but
he could not "hang ou," and was forced to

drop back to the other limit men after rid-

ing half a mile. McCallum, the Irvington-
Millburn winner, was riding alongside of
Mackay just before the end of the fourth
mile, when he fell and knocked Mackay down
with him. When Rupprecht led as the fifth

mile was ended, Ashurst had been within
three lengths of the big Bay View Wheel-
man, and when the latter was disqualified

Ashurst received the special five-mile prize.

Rockowitz won the special lap prize with
seventeen laps to his credit, and Marnello,
of Newark, won the second lap prize with
eleven laps. Goerke did not make any effort

to lead at any of the laps, but contented
Mmself with keeping a good position well
toward the front all the time. When the
bell rang he was near the front, and he won
the race from Franks, of the Bay View
Wheelmen, by a length and a half. Rup-
jrccht was third over the line, and Kuehne
fourth, but Rupprecht's disqualification gave
Kuehne third prize and Spain fourth".

The "recruits" were very much in evidence
in the professional races, two of which were
handicaps. These were at a mile and
a quarter of a mile, and had been ar-

ranged for the special purpose of afford-

ing Champion Kramer an opportunity of

breaking his own world's record of 0:28 2-5

in the quarter and McFarland's world's rec-

ord of 1:49 in the mile. But promoters pro-

pose and champions dispose, for Kramer
would not make a try at either record. Lee
and Limberg were the only new professionals

to qualify for the final heat of the quarter-

riile race, Limberg having the limit mark
of forty-five yards, and Lee starting ten

yards back of the Californian. John Bedell

and Krebs, at fifteen yards, were the virtual

scratch men. Limberg rode from the crack

of the gun as if he needed the money, and
kept to the front until within a few feet of

the tape. Lee overtook him as he neared

the line, and won from him by half a length.

Krebs was third until almost over the line,

but Fogler just managed to defeat him.

Krebs strode up to the referee after the race

and tried to protest almost all of his oppo-
nents, but the referee "shooed" him away.

The mile handicap had twenty-two starters,

with five at the limit mark of 180 yards, and
Root and the Bedells, the virtual scratch

men, forty yards from tue tape. Signer

Mario Rossini, of Italy, added $10 to his bank
account by winning the first two laps, with

Schwab leading when the bell rang. Again
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did Limberg*M iintJb near 'taSaape, only

to be "jumped" neai^tiie Ihie, this time by

tJharles Kastendieck, of Broolvl.yn. The lat-

ter's victory was a very narrow one, as lie

won by less than a foot. Schwab outsprinted

Schlee in the straight ond won the third prize

from the recent member of the National Turn

Verein racing team.

Root and John Bedell were the only pair

to declare "team work" in the half-mile con-

solation, but Menus Bedell secured the po-

sition back of his brother at the very start,

and won out in the final sprint. Charles Hel-

bronne, a chronic novice, caused a spill in

the final heat of the novice handicap by try-

ing to push one of his opponents out of the

way. Summaries:

Half-mile novice, handicap—Won by Fred

Zapke, Elton team, New York (65 yards);

Milliard Downs, South Orange (20 yards),

second; Herman Schubert, West Hoboken (35

yard), third. Time, 1:03 4-5.

Quarter-mile open, amateur—Won by James

Zanes, Newark; Edward Rupprecht, Bay
View W., Newark, second; Alfred Ashurst,

Bay View W., Newark, third; Mike Coffey,

Newark, fourth. Time, 0:30 4-5.

Ten-mile handicap, amateur—Won by Oscar

Goerke, National A. C, Brooklyn (scratch);

Charles Franks. Bay View W., Newark (100

yards), second; H. M. Kuehne, New York

(300 yards), third; A. C. Spain, Bloomfleld

(200 yards) fourth. Time, 23:55. Five-mile

winner, Ashurst.

Quarter-mile handicap, professional—Won
by William R. Lee, New York (35 yards);

Carl Limberg, San Jose, Cal. (45 yards), sec-

ond; Joseph Fogler, Tribune team (25 yards),

third; Floyd Krebs, Tribune team (15 yards),

fom-th. Time, 0:28 2-5.

Oue-mile handicap, professional—Won by

Charles Kastendieck, Brooklyn (160 yards);

Carl Limberg, San Jose, Cal. (140 yards), sec-

ond; Oscar Schwab, Greenwich, Conn. (140

yards), third; Charles Schlee. Newark (140

yards), fourth.

Halt-mile consolation, professional—Won
by Menus Bedell, Reading Standard team;

John Bedell, Reading Standard team, second;

E. F. Root, Columbia team, third. Time,

1:03.

Rupprecht and Dove Suspended.

Edward Rupprecht, of Newark, and M. T.

Dove, of New York, the principals in the row
at Vailsburg last Sunday, will not be able to

compete in races for some time to come. The
N. C. A. board of control has suspended Rup-

precht for thirty days, while Dove's suspen-

sion is an indefinite one.

INTERCITY RIVALS RACE

How They Thanked the Prrnce.

H. R. H. Prince Henry of Prussia has ac-

cepted honorary membership in the Union of

German Motorcyclists. The fact was made
the occasion of a considerable demonstration

—a relay motorcycle race from Stuttgart to

Kiel, the riders carrying to the Prince a let-

ter of thanks for the "great honor" he had
conferred.

Chicagoan Wins by a Wheel at Milwaukee

After Dietz's Pedal Dropped Off.

Owing to the intense rivalry that existed

betwen Chicago and Milwaukee wheelmen,

some unusually fine racing was witnesed in

the second road race promoted by the Mil-

waukee Cycle Dealers' Association, held on

Snnday last.

Joseph Dietz, a brother of John Dietz, Mil-

waukee's new star, proved that John does

not possess all of the family's speed by win-

ning the event in 33:56 from the 7-minute

mark, with Paul Valentine, also a Milwaukee

rider, and who had a 7%-minute handicap,

second. Dietz and Valentine rode together

throughout the whole race, and after reach-

ing the crest of Undertakers' Hill fought

their way to the tape, Dietz leading by two
yards. Truman Curtis, a youngster from

Marquette College, with a handicap of 8 min-

utes, was third.

.John Dietz, Milwaukee's favorite, and H.

Hultgren, a representative of Chicago, were

the scratch men, and after a strenuous strug-

gle for the time honors, in which the course

record was broken, provided the most excit-

ing finish of the day.

The two riders fought their way up Under-

taker Hill together and dashed down the final

stretch with the Milwaukee man slightly in

the lead. About forty yards from the finish

Dietz, still leading, lost his pedal, and Hult-

gren won by a wheel. The time, 30:07, is 2

minutes and 32 seconds faster than the for-

mer record, held by Dietz. B. Miller, of

Chicago, a 3-minute man, won third time

prize in 31:55.

Besides the interest that was centered on

the place and time prizes, there was still an-

other contest within the race that held the

two factions in suspense. Bach city was
represented by a veteran. Charles L. Scho-

field, of Chicago, a member of the House of

Lancaster in the English peerage and fifty-

nine years old, was pitted against William

Valentine, forty-nine years of age, from Mil-

waukee.

Schofield had the limit. 9 minutes, and Val-

entine 8V2 minutes handicap. Valentine de-

feated the scion of English nobility by a

i-ather wide margin. The two riders landing

the fourth and tenth place prizes, respective-

ly, which tends to show that age is not such

a serious drawback in cycle racing as is gen-

erally supposed.

Walter Sanger again had the job of firing

the pistol.

Summaries

:

Handicap. Time.
1—Joseph Dietz 7 min. 33:56

2—Paul Valentine 71/2 34:26i/2

3—Truman Curtis 8 35:21

4—William Valentine SVa 37:00

5—William Stelzner 7 35:40

6—Walter Stark 9 37:41

7—Edward Schmidt 41/2 33:20

8—E. Miller 3 31:55

9—Edward Schrader 9 38:14

10—Cliarles Schofield 9 38:15

John Oed (51/2), 33:27; Mike Flynn (9), 39:05;

Herman Hultgren (scratch), 30:07; Jc^n
Dietz (scratch), 30:07y2; William Saefke (7^2),

37:39; Fred Schmitz (51/0), 35:46; E. H. Clasen

(8%), 38:49; R. Raddatz (.5), 35:23; A. Zan-

ders (8), 38:24; Oscar Koeppe (IVo), 32:16;

Henry Stenzel (21^), 33:17; Frank Moratz (8),

88:51; Charles Schottler (9), 39:54; Frank
Hurst (41/2), 35:34; Albert Baerwald (41/3),

35:36; Sig Oleson (li/o), 32:38; Charles Koppe
(2), 33:08:30; Arnold Dietz (3), 34:24; W.
Wendzinski (6), 37:44; R. Huennekens (9),

40:56; Dinny Schmidt (SVi). 35:35; C. L. Firn-

haber (4), 36:07; .John Holfelder (61/2), 38:00;

Allan Hoffman (4), 30:12; G. Bruemmer (QV^,

38:43; B. Blum (scratch), 32:16; Robert Smith

(7%), 39:54; Eugent Schroedtr (81/2), 41:00; Ed-

ward Fath (6), 38:38; Edward Bauer (8),

40:51; E. Goerke (61/2), 39:22; Charles

Schmidt (OVa), 39:25; Fred StenzlafE (7), 40:15;

V. J. Konsalik (1), 34:17; E. J. Magnuson (1),

.34:33; William Bobart (71/2), 41:04; John K:rue-

ger (5), 39:10; Bert Seaman (51/2), 40:35; Louis

Jungbek (7V2), 43:28; Fred Mortison (6), 42:12.

Time prize winners—H. Hultgren, 30:07;

John Dietz. 30:07y2; E. Miller, 31:35.

Hanson Makes a Clean Sweep.

C. Hanson made a veritable clean sweep of

the meet given by the New .Jersey division of

tlie Century Road Clnb of America at the

Guttenberg track, Weehawken, N. J., last

Sunday, by winning all three of the handi-

cap events from scratch.

Summaries:

One-mile handicap—Won by C. Hanson
(scratch); C. Todd (20 yards), second: F. Mil-

ler (20 yards), third. Time, 2:37.

Two-mile handicap—Won by C. Hanson
(scratch); F. Peterson (scratch), second; C.

Todd (75 yards), third. Time, 5:43.

Five-mile handicap—Won by C. Hanson
(scratch); G. Hidley (400 yards), second; M.
Drennan (500 yards), third. Time, 14:28.

Novelty race—Won by F. Peterson; F. Mil-

ler, second; G. Eagan, third. Time, 4:40.

Half-mile consolation race—Won by F.

Blatz; W. Davis, second; G. Mesmin, third.

Time, 1:16.

Dove Fined and Lectured.

When Dove, the negro racing cyclist, was
arraigned before Recorder Jaeger, of Vails-

burg, last Monday for creating a disturbance

at the bicycle track the day before, he luck-

ily escaped with a five dollar fine. After im-

posing the fine the Recorder made the fol-

lowing remarks:

"The next time yon come before me on

such a charge I will send you to jail; in fact,

that is exactly what I will do with any rider

who creates a disturbance on the track in the

future. The sport in itself is clean, but a dis-

orderly person can and does make it unclean,

so that the public becomes disgusted, and
will justify me in being severe in such cases.

Kindly remember that, and tell your

friends."

Dove pleaded guilty to the charges, which
action resulted in the recorder being more
lenient than he evidently had intended to be.
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LOST TWO YEARS' LUXURY sliakiiiu" lixod .scnr types to give the latest

iuipr()v(>(l hic-yrlc ;i thoronsh trial."

PLACING THE TIRE PLUG

Rider Laments That Only an Accident Re-

vealed the Joys of /Modern Improvements.

"Well, I have just missed about two years

of cycling luxury," writes a well-knowu

Western rider. "Four years ago I purchased

my last machine, an ordinary fixed gear Na-

tional, which gave me excellent service up to

a few days ago. In fact, it was never in a

repair shop, and the tires were the only

parts that needed replacing. I liked its de-

sign, and had grown so attached to it, that

1 would never pay attention to arguments

about the later improvements. I derived so

nuich pleasure out of my machine that I

scarcely gave the newer models a thought.

"Several weeks ago I had the misfortune,

or rather the good fortune, as I call it now,

to break a rim in an accident. With de-

pressed spii'its I took the wreck to the local

agent for repairs. It was late Saturday

evening, and impossible to repair it in time

for the Sunday run.
• "Ever tried a cushion frame or coaster

brake?' he asked me. I replied that I had

not and did not think it worth while to try a

new machine simply for these devices, par-

ticularly so late in the season.

" 'Well,' he replied, 'you won't have anything

to ride to-morrow, so you might as well take

this machine out on the road and see how you

like it.'

"After making sevei'al adjustments I took

the bicycle. At first the give in the frame

seemed peculiar, and the coaster brake made
the machine feel somewhat out of control,

but I concluded to give the thing a thorough

test, so I selected the roughest paved streets

en route home; car tracks were taken at their

worst, but all I ever felt was a delightful

rocking sensation. The coaster brake, too, I

began to think not half bad, and by the time

I reached home I felt that I was being con-

verted in spite of myself.

"The next morning I was almost eager to

take the machine out on the roads. There

were some theories about cushion frames,

absorbing power, etc., that needed trying out.

1 need not describe the run, but it was the

most enjoyable that I ever experienced. I

never thought the difference could be so

great. The theories about cushion frames

and coaster brakes, absorbing power and
slowing the machine were knocked into the

proverbial cocked hat, for I went up all the

hills just the same as I always did, and my
pace was as fast as it ever was. The only

difference was that I felt a great deal better

than usual at the finish of the ride. The
next day I ordered a new machine, with all

the latest improvements, cushion frame,

spring fork and all, and added that I wanted
it in a hurry. Now I regret that my old bi-

cycle did not collapse long ago, and only

wish there were some way to force the large

number of riders, still mounted on the "boue-

The Samaritan's Big Tool Bag.

"Every one laughs at that big tool bag of

mine," remark od the rider who had a veri-

table sni.-UI repair shop strapped to his bi-

cycle. "But I guess I've had my share of

laughs at other fellows' expense, and earned

their thanks at the same time," he continued.

"I never need all of the stuff I carry, I'll ad-

mit, but it often comes handy. Thus, I ride

double tube tires, and carry a very comlpete

single tube tire outfit. I always keep my ma-

chine well oiled, so never need the oilcan that

I carry. But, often I go riding with com-

panions who do not carry a kit but ride with

Success of the Repair Depends on Having

it Properly Seated and Cemented.
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their tools in their pockets. Usually, when
they puncture or something happens, they

find that just what they need most they for-

got to put into their pocket. I became so

tired of hearing such expressions as "I won-

der what became of that big plug," or "What
did I do with my plyers?" etc., and the time-

delayiug process of devising makeshift re-

pairs, that for my own convenience of not

having to wait for them I concluded that the

best plan would be to carry it for them. You
may laugh at the idea, and say it's poor pol-

icy to discourage the practice of a rider car-

rying his own tools, but I can't help that,

and I save time and trouble for myscelf by
doing so."

And the good Samaritan in disguise said it

all as if he really believed it.

Seven Witnesses Against Burrows

The testimony of seven witnesses landed

.Jack Burrown, twenty years of age, in jail

on the charge of having stolen a bicycle

from in front of the Masonic Temple, at

Wheeling, W. Ya., last week. Burrown em-

phatically denied the charge, and is being

held for the grand jury in default of bail for

$2,000.

()n(> feature of single tube tire repairing

that should be thoroughly understood bj all

liders of that type of tire is tlio i)r()per set-

ting of the plug. The method of oi)eration is

simplicity in itself, and it is suri)rising that

.so few riders appreciate the importance of a

properly made repair to give the subject the

study it requires.

To begin with, the hole should always be

burned out, and this can easily be done on

the road by holding a stout wire or nail in

the flame of the lamp by means of the plug-

ging plyers.

In setting the plug patch, care should be

exercised to make sure that it is perfectly

free from dirt, and that the cemented sur-

face lies flat against the inner surface of the

tire. This can be successfully accomplished

after inserting the plug by pushing in the

nozzle of the cement tube alongside of the

plug and forcing in an abundance of cement.

The plug must then be revolved many times

by grasping it by the projecting stem, so as

to spread the cement thoroughly and evenly

before inflating the tire. This is a very im-

portant point in the repair of single tube

tires, and should never be omitted. The plug

used should always have as large a patch

surface as can be pushed through the punc-

ture, should be tapering toward the edge and

be of good, soft rubber. Anj' other kind of

plug has no tenacity, and will not hold per-

manently.

The exercise of proper care in estimating

the size of plug required is of great value.

A tire is often condemned when a plug does

not hold, when in reality the fault lies in the

lack of care and inefficient repairing mate-

rial used. A plug with a tapering edge or

bevel patch is the only kind fit to use, and

the patch should in all cases be as large as
the aperture in the tire will admit of insert-

ing. A mistake too often made is the appli-

cation of a thick plug with no patch base.
Single tube tires can be repaired easily and

permanently only when care and proper ma-
terials are employed.

Place Bells Inside the Bar.

Wheelmen who display sufficient ingenuity

to place their bells on the inside of the han-

dlebar, instead of on top or in front, are few
indeed. Yet the sole cause of so many bells

becoming cracked and out of order is the

great amount of knocking they receive.

Every time a wheel falls or is rested

against anything hard it is generally the bell

side of the bar that is turned in, and as a

consequence the bell soon shows tlie effects.

This is entirely obviated if the liell is placed
on the inside, as then the bar protects it.

Another point that should be boifue in mind
is to place the bell on that side' of the ma-
chine, so that the lever exterds tn the direc-

tion of the grip, when it can easily be oper-

ated by a simple downward pressure of the
thumb.
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THEY RODE FOR RIBBONS

To Provide Medal for Lawson—Salt Lake

Ends Season in Fitting Style.

Lawson stated that the Americans had been

well received abroad, their victories in Lon-

don earning unstinted applause.

While the East probably will fail to show

appreciation of the splendid performance of

Hurley in the world's championship, and the

South, in the absence of the wonderful Wal-

thour, has not had a chance to acclaim him,

the cyclists of Iver Lawson's home city al-

ready have given abundant evidence of the

pride and appreciation they feel.

The meet given at Salt Lake City on the

evening of September 18 was evidence of the

fact.

No money was in sight for the speed mer-

chants, who rode as hard, if not harder, than

ever to provide good sport, and all of the gate

receipts, except 15 per cent, which went to

the "big mitt" of the show people who con-

trol the track, and who insisted upon this

even after the purpose of the meet was ex-

plained to them, and that the money

was to be used to purchase a dia-

mond medal to award to Iver Lawson, the

world's champion, and who calls Salt Lake

City his home. Although a threatening even-

ing followed the rain of the afternoon, a big

crowd, bubbling with enthusiasm, turned out

to make the meet a big event.

This was surely a demonstration that is a

credit to the cyclists of Salt Lake City and

to the pastime.

The feature of the programme was the team

pursuit race between five men, captained by

W. E. Samuelson, and a similar number un-

der the guidance of Floyd McFarlaud. Sam-

uelson's team won first honors after a speedy

brush lasting two miles and two laps. Mc-

Farland's associates could not stand the hard

going, and the Californian was compelled to

ride alone for more than half a mile. Sam-

uelson's team mates stuck with him and

pulled the Prove rider within striking dis-

tance, when he went out and passed his rival

by a fine sprint. The time was 4:43.

Hopper won the quarter-mile dash in brill-

iant style, nosing out Hoffman close to the

tape< It was a vigorous sprint all the way,

and the time was the fastest made at the

saucer this year. The men covered the dis-

tance in 29 1-5 seconds. This is not the

world's record, Frank Kramer having recent-

ly placed the figures at 28 3-5 seconds at

Vailsburg.

Iver Redman landed first place in the pur-

suit race after a vigorous ride. West did not

understand the conditions of the race, and

tacked on to Redman's rear wheel for several

laps that caiise^ him to be disqualified. Frank
Schnell came ift! second and AVilcox third.

Distance, 10 lap:i. Time, 2:.30 2-5.

McFarland rod.i an exhibition mile behind

Chapman's motor, in 1:27 2-5. Owing to the

slippery condition of the tfack, fast going

was extremely dangerous.

The mile handicap, amateur, went to Carl

Redman, with Castro a close second and
Nadel third. It was expected that Nadel was
going to win this event, but he barely landed

in the money, after occupying a forward po-

sition throughout. Time, 2:06%.

Summaries:
Team pursuit race between McFarland and

Samuelson—Won by Samuelson. Distance,

2 miles 2 laps. Time, 4:43.

One-quarter mile dash—Won by N. C. Hop-
per; Frank Hoffman, second. Time, 0:29 1-5.

Amatem* pursuit race—Won by Iver Red-
man- Frank Schnell, second; S. H. Wilcox,

third. Distance, 10 laps. Time, 2:30 2-5.

One-mile handicap, amateui*-Won by Carl

Redman; Fred Castro, second; Nadel, third.

Time, 2:06%.

Only a small crowd turned out, owing to

the unfavorable weather at the meet held on

the evening of September 20. Some of the

professionals objected to riding owing to the

small crowd, but they had signed a contract,

and the referee gave them the choice of rid-

ing or being fined or suspended, or both, in

which event they chose the former.

The ten-mile lap race, professional, fur-

nished much amusement. There was a long

string of riders, including Samuelson, Mc-
Farland, Hopper, Hoffman and Downing.
Some of the slow professionals did a little

wise team work, and beat out the fast ones.

McFarland soon got enough and dropped out.

Hopper, Williams, Hollister and Achorn
jumped out early in the race, and stole two
laps while Palmer held the bunch back. Sam-
uelson and others tried hard to regain the lost

ground, but failed.

Hopper won in the final sprint, being fol-

lowed by Williams, Hollister, Palmer and
Achorn in the order named.
The final of the half-mile open professional

went to Sanauelson, with Hardy Downing
second.

Summaries:
Quarter-mile dash, amateur—Won by Fred

G. West; C. Redman, second; Fred Castro,

third; H. Weiser, fourth. Time, 0:.31.

Half-mile open, professional, final heat-

Won by W. E. Samuelson; Hardy Downing,
second; Frank Hoffman; third, N. C. Hopper,

foiu-th. Time, 0:57 2-5.

One-mile amateur handicap, final heat

—

Won by C. Redman (scratch) H. Weiser (40

yards), second; F. Castro (30 yards), third;

F. G. West (scratch), fourth. Time, 2:03 1-5.

Ten-mile lap race—Won by N. C. Hopper;
Saxon Williams, second; C. L. Hollister,

third; W. Palmer, fourth; J. B. Achorn, fifth.

Laps—Williams, 8; Palmer, 6; Hopper, 27;

Achorn, 11; Leyland, 7; Hollister, 20. Time,
22:45.

The last meet of the season, on the even-

ing of September 28. l)rought forth a big

crowd, thrilling and hair raising finishes and
a hotly contested motorcycle race, and was
a fitting climax to a successful season's rac-

ing.

Chief interest centred in the final of the

mile open professional." Samuelson and Mc-
Farland, riding in different heats, botli won
and qualified for the final, and they were the

magnets that held the breathless interest of

the crowd gathered around the saucer's rim.

Williams was put In to pace the race, and
he did his work well. If there were any
combinations, they failed to materialize, as

McFarland caught the pace, with Samuelson
on his rear wheel. Palmer came up on the

second lap to second position, throwing both

the cracks back one place. In this position

the men rode until near the tape for the sixth

lap. Here Samuelson went out, but the wary
Californian was ready for him, and accepted

the open challenge to measure speed unaided

or unassisted by any team mates.

As this pair unlimbered they opened up a

gap on the rest of the bunch, and the crowd

went wild on seeing these rivals put forth

their best efforts. For half a lap they rode

neck and neck, and then McFarland forged

to the front, leaving Samuelson stranded

high on the bank. Downing, Hoffman and

Hollister, in the order named, caught the

Californian's rear wheel, and McFarland,

without ever halting for an instant, pulled

the whole crowd to the tape, two laps away,

leaving Samuelson several lengths behind.

McFarland was given an ovation, but hard-

ly greater than the one given Hoppe'' a few
minutes later, when he beat Samuelson out

for first in the consolation race.

In the five-mile motorcycle event a killing

pace was set from the crack of the gun. It

was soon apparent that the struggle would be

between Samuelson and young Heagreu, and

again the latter demonstrated that he can

beat anything on the track in that kind of a

race. At one time he was a quarter of a lap

behind Samuelson, and several times he tried

liard to go around Samuelson, each time fail-

ing. Chapman and Staley were soon out of

it entirely. Heagren allowed his machine to

drop back for a few yards, and then he

leaned low and let the machine take its

course. After tearing around the steep track

for a mile or so, he gained the lead and was
never headed, winning by several lengths.

Summaries:

Three-quarter-mile handicap, amateur—Won
by Frank Schnell (80 yards); C. Redman
(scratch) second; E. Haliday (70 yards), third.

Time, 1:29 2-5.

One-mile open, professional—Final heat

won by Floyd McFarland; Hardy Downing,

second; F. Hoffman, third; C. L. Hollister,

fourth. Time, 1:56 4-5.

Three-mile lap, amatem*—Won by C. Red-

man; F. G. West, second; I. Redman, third;

F. G. Castro, fourth. Laps: Larson, 1; Lind-

gren, 5; Heagren, 1; Castro, 1; Mills, 2; Red-

man, 7; Weiser, 5; Wilcox, 1. Time, 6:23.

Half-mile consolation, professional—Won
by N. C. Hopper; W. B. Samuelson, second;

Saxon Williams, third; W. Palmer, fourth.

Time, 0:581-5.

Five-mile motorcycle race—Won by E. B.

Heagren; T. M. Samuelson, second. Time,

6:401-5. -
--

\



TACKS SPOILED GREAT RACE

International Motorcycle Contest Declared

•• No Race "—Every Tire Was Punctured.

Tacks caused the initial race for the inter-

natioual cup offered by tlie Motorcycle Club

de France to eud ingloriously.

In the race, which was run on Sunday last,

25th ult., over the Dourdan, France, course

of 275 kilometres, Demester, of Paris, rid-

ing a Griffon, finished first, but the result

was so manifestly a matter of luck that the

contest was annulled.

France, England, Germany, Austria, Bel-

gium and Holland were the countries repre-

sented, but the tacks were so numerously and
so judiciously distributed that no competitor

escaped. All of them, including Demester,

sustained at least one punctured tire; others

of them punctured repeatedly.

Who sprinkled the tacks on the road can

only be conjectured. The cablegram announc-

ing the result naively adds that "the local

gendarmerie have been invited by the com-
mittee to take some action in the matter of

the tacks."

When the Saddle Squeaks.

Puzzling noises are often finally traced to

the saddle. In some saddles, the springs are

liable to rub other parts and cause a slight

squawk, which is easily gotten rid of by
touching all points of contact with a drop

of oil. But there is another kind of squawk
afflicting some saddles, often louder than

that caused by springs, the closest inspection

failing to reveal any points where friction

can be expected to take place.-

Under these circumstances, one may feel

quite sure that the noise comes from an in-

flnitesiraally slight movement of the leather

on the framework of the saddle. The appli-

cation of a little oil between the leather and
framework generally eliminates the noise, or,

at all events, till the oil has dried out and
needs replenishing.

Time to Consider Clothing.

Now is the time of tbe year when the tour-

ing cyclist must exercise a little care and

precaution in the matter of wearing apparel

to obtain the maximum of enjoyment.

The mornings and evenings may be so cool

as to waiTant quite heavy garments, which

may become uncomfortable after .the rider

is under way, or toward the middle or after-

noon of the day.

Light Avoollen underwear or a full jersey

suit are the most healthful and most com-

fortable undergarments of outdoor exercise.

Wool has the property of thoroughly absorb-

ing all moisture and thus prevents that un-

pleasant chill which is experienced when a

rider has perspired in the middle of the day

and is then exposed to the cool air of the

evening.

Another good plan is to strap or tie the coat

on the handlebar if the middle of the day is
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warm, so as to lessen perspiring as much as

possible, for it is moist undergarments that

are most uncomfortable and indncive of colds

in sudden changes of temperature.
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Walthour Loses, Then Wins.

After the superb form he displayed in the

world's championship at London quite a

change of form was experienced by Walt-

hour on September 7 at the Buffalo Velo-

drome, Paris. After defeating such cracks

as Bruni, Albert Champion and Brecy in an

hour's paced race, his chances in a three

cornered match, in which he was pitted

against De Guichard and Darragon, looked

decidedly in his favor, but he suffered defeat

twice in succession.

The next day, however, he more than made
good his losses, when he met Darragon and
Simar in a fifty-kilometre race. Not only

did he completely turn the tables on Darra-

gon, who could only finish a bad third, but

he also beat Simar by a little over a lap,

after the latter had held the lead and made
a great fight for more than three-quarters of

the distance.

Tigers Race on the Road.

What is described as "one of the cleanest

ind best contested road races of the year"

was that of tlie Tiger Wheelmen, five-mile

handicap on the Valley Stream-Lynbrook

(Long Island) course last Sunday. It was the

first of a series of three races for the hand-

some silver loving cup offered by the presi-

dent of the club, H. A. Gliesman. The club

rode to tlu' course 28 strong (including

two ladies I, of whom 22 competed in the

race, Avhich was won by R. Muller (1:00)

in 16-40. E. Hoffer (1:00) was second, in

16:40 2-5; H. Hintze (0:30). third; A. .Judge

(2:80|, fourth, and C Nerent (scratch), fifth.

Nerent and Vnii Den Dries had a rare dust

up for time prize, the former winning by
three lengths in 15:08. In addition to the

points scored for the trophies, the three first

men will leceive prizes in each of the three
races and the time man a gold medal.

At my Test of Motorcycles.

The motor bicycle test proposed by General

F. D. Baldwin, commanding the Department

of Colorado, United States Army, has not

yet been considered by the War Department,

liut meanwhile General Baldwin is evidently

arranging for a trial on his own account.

The Hendee Mfg. Co. promptly availed them-

selves of the opportunity, and ottered to place

an Indian motor bicycle at his disposal. The
offer was accepted by wire, which V(4un-

teered the additional information that the
test would take the form of an enduiance
run from Fort Logan. Colorado, to Alliu-

iiuer(ine, N. M., and return.

Thirty-five Veterans Rode Centuries

The veterans' invitation centurj- run of the

Century Road Club Association at Chicago

last Sunday brought out thirty-five partici-

pants. The same rules as governed the New
York run recently were followed. One of the
riders, Andrew Clausen, was sixty years old

and has ground out forty-two centuries.

Very Many
of those

who now
ride

INDIANS

formerly

rode motorcycles

of

other makes.

ASK THEM
Why they made

the change.

The reason Is

Interesting—and
Instructive

;

so is our

reading matter.

HENDEE MFG. CO.,
Springfield, iVIass.

Pacific Coast Representatives,

THE BRUNETTE COMPANY
491 Mission St.., San Francisco, Cal.
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Where Walthour's Win Caused Qloom.

Gloom, the real, thick article, settled heavi-

ly on the Germans when Robert Walthour

made a torilliant winning in the -'Grand Prize

of Europe" at Friedenau, Berlin, on Septem-

ber 11. For when Walthour crossed the tape

a winner there was perfect silence; the band

did not play and even the big wreath of

honor which the winner usually is required

to sling around his neck like a horse collar

was not tendered him, although it was on

the ground.

Walthour literally rode rings around his

opponents, who -were Robl, the German

crack; Piet Dickentmann, of Holland, the

long distance champion of the last three sea-

sons, but who did compete in the recent

world's championship, and Tom Hall, of Eng-

land, who has a record of forty-two miles

within the hour behind a motor without

wind shields. Hall's motor was not equip-

ped with wind shields, and this virtually put

him out of it.

At the crack of the pistol Dickentmann had

the lead. Within a few yards of his back

tire came Hoffmann, with Walthour in tow,

and then Robl with his tandem. This was

the order lap after lap, Danglard, with Hall,

guarding the rear at a respectful distance

from the main body. About five minutes

after the start Robl summoned up his ener-

gies for an attack on Walthour, who re-

sponded by beating him off, and at the same

time reducing Dickentmann's lead. To en-

couraging shouts Robl made up his mind for

a second attack, which occurred on the thir-

ty-seventh lap, when he made a rush at the

American, who again fought him off. Then

Robl took it easier and dropped back some-

what to prepare himself for the third attack,

which he made with desperate vigor a few

kilometres later on, but was met with an

equally desperate resistance. Dickentmann

changed pace. Walthour's third rebuff to

Robl had the effect of quieting the latter

down, for on the completion of the fortieth

kilometre he was half a lap behind. Dickent-

mann was still a flying Dutchman.

In the early 50's he created a sensation by

overlapping his great German rival, who al-

most nn mediately received a similar dose

of hiimiliation from Walthour. The interest

now centred itself on America and Holland.

Try as he might Bobbie couldn't get by Piet,

who hung on to tlie lead for all he was
worth. Dickentmann's second team of pace-

makers came out, and he changed pace once

more. Suddenly Walthour took the lead from

the Dutchman. Then, as if the American
had rid himself of an incubus, he shot ahead,

overlapped Robl for the second time, and

was hard in chase of Dickentmann, over-

hauling hini, too, before the times for the

seventy kilometres were announced.

Walthour's time for the 100 kilometres stood

at 1:23:48, Dickentmann being 970 metres

behind and Hall 9,500. The winner's time

might have been better but for the wind
blowing across the track.

Bicycles at Cattle Show.
Several bicycle events on the dirt track at

the Peabodj' Cattle Show, Lynn, Mass., on

September 20, provided good sport. Elmer
E. Collins, a local rider, enthused the crowd
bj^ winning his heat by a whole lap in the

half-mile race, but in the final he did the

lion's share of the pacing, and Avas unable to

do better than finish third. Matt Downey, of

Boston, won in 1:114.5. S. Holbrook was
second.

In the final of the two-mile handicap Col-

lins soon caught the limit men from the 80-

yard mark and again set the pace for the

greater portion of the race. Stoughton

trailed Collins and beat him out in a sprint

comprising nearly the whole of the last lap.

Downey was second and Collins third. Time,

5:04 3-5.

The five-mile motorcycle event was a fight

between C. A. Libby, of Lynn, and L. A.

Stoughton, the former winning by a close

margin in 10:52. Hall and Bachelder fin-

ished third and fourth, respectively.

Summaries:

Half-mile open, final heat—Won by Matt
Downej^ Boston; S. Holbrook, second; El-

mer E. Collins, Lynn, third. Time, 1:114-5.

Two-mile handicap—Won by Stoughton; S.

Holbrook, second; Elmer E. Collins, Lynn
(80 yards), third. Time, 5:04 3-5.

Five-mile motorcycle, final heat—Won by
C. A. Libby. Lynn; L. A. Stoughton, second;
Hall, third; Bachelder. fourth. Time, 10:52.

Hackensack's Old-fashioned Meet.

One of those good old fashioned meets that

were the order in the early days of cycling,

and vi^hich was surcharged with local inter-

est, was run on Saturday last ou the local

driving track by the Hackensack (N. J.)

Wheelmen. There was a race for boys, one

for motor bicycles and two for the pedal

pushed kind, all confined to Bergen County

riders. Of the events the ten-miles, for the

Senator Ramsey trophy, in which the limit

man caught the backmarkers and held onto

them, aroused the most excitement, but the

motor bicycle event was the real thriller. It

was run in three heats, and two "special"

machines finished one, two, but it aiforded

real sport and left some of that bad feeling

between certain of the contestants that

mean^ more sport of the sort. H. L. Marsh,

vice-president of the F. A. M., who is organ-

izing a motorcycle club in Hackensack, be-

came so enthused that he threatens a motor-

cycle meet on the same track befoi'e snowfly.

Summaries:
One-mile handicap—Won by G. C. Zann (90

yards); S. L. Van Dusen (70 yards), second;

E. C. Husenflugh (150 yards), third. Time,

2:19.

Ten-mile handicap—Won by H. Gulickson

(600 yards); G. W. Harry (375 yards), second;

A. Burke (275 yards), third. Time, 26:30.

Five-mile motorcycle (three heats of two
miles each and final)-First heat won by N.

Prentice (Marsh); time, 3:15. Second heat

won by H. Y. Bedell (Rambler); time, 3:19.

Third heat won by C. Giffln (Rambler); time,

3:25. Final heat won by H. Y. Bedell (Ram-
bler); N. Prentice (Marsh), second; C. Giffin

(Rambler), third. Time, 7:03.

New Englanders' Double Century.

Weather conditions that would cause most
riders to remain at home did not prevent

twenty-five aspirants for the golden bars

from making a start in the C. R. C. double
century run from Boston, Mass., last Satur-

day evening.

During the trip to Providence only a driz-

zle was encountered, but after that it rained

hard, and fifteen of the riders retired after
completing the first century.

WE HELP YOU WIN TRADE
By giving you absolutely

FREE—A SOLID BRASS SIGN.
This splendid present advertises your business and is so attractive that it simply cannot be passed

by unnoticed. It measures 12 by 15 inches, is beautifully polished and has hand engraved letters filled
in with black enamel.

To obtain this splendid sign entirely free of cost, simply save your "Brass Sign" certificates, one of
which accompanies each dozen 4-ounce tubes of

. NEVERLEAK, and when you have twelve, mail
them to us and you will receive this valuable gift.

If possible, order one gross tubes NEVERLEAK from your jobber at once, and get the brass sign
immediately.

BUFFALO SPECIALTY MANUFACTURING CO., Buffalo, N. Y.
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WE MAKE OUR OWN
SELLING PRICES

AND

THEY ARE ALWAYS INTERESTING TO JOBBERS
WRITE NOW FOR 1905 CONTRACT.

GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER GO.,
AKRON, OHIO.

StillAdding toOurLine
Our ^^ONWARD^^ tire is as near a guaranteed article as we

can make it» Resiliency and wearing qualities both considered*

Our ^^BOULEVARD PATROL'' thick wall tire is just what

the trade wanted* Ask us for prices on these tires* Also^ on

^^RARITAN/' ^TJICT/' ^^DAISY/' ^^MONITOR'' and

^'SAFETY PUNCTURE PROOF*''

Frame Guards, Umbrella Plugs, Ccpair Stock and Patching Rubber.

INDIA RUBBER CO., New Brunswick, R J.

New York Offices: No. 253 BROADWAY. New England Branch: 97 HAVERHILL ST., BOSTON.

Western Branch: 540 WABASH AVENUE, CHICAGO.

Schrader Universal Valve
NOTICE.

(Trade Mark, registered April 30, 1895.)

Manufacturers of Bicycles, Jobbers and

Dealers

:

In order to facilitate the
obtaining of

PARTS Of the

Schrader Universal Valve,

I have concluded to sell

parts only to the general
trade.

Parts 99-1, 99-3, 99-3, 99-4 may be had from all the makers.
or from A. Schrader's Son. Price List and description
parti seat on application.

SIMPLE AND
ABSOLUTELY AIR-TIGHT

Manufactured by

A. SCHRADER'S SON.

98-1 Established 1844.

IB'^A

B9-Z. 30 and 32 Rose St.,

New York, U. S. A.
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WANTS AND FOR SALE.
1 5 cents per line of seven words, cash with order.

r r\f-\A RELIANCE Motorcycle, $120.00; fine
1 yU^ condition. H. E. BURLINGAME,
53 Redwing Street, Providenct, R. I.

TTOR 3ALE—1903 Holley Motorcycle. Prac-

tically new; guaranteed in perfect con-

dition; tandem attachment. Room 516 Mills

Bldg., Washington, D. C.

'\A/'aNTED—Second-hand five or ten gallon

brazer in tip top condition ; state make.
Also " Keene " wheel assembler and truing stand.

P. WEIGAND, St. Augustine, Fla.

ThePATENTED COEYBICYCLE
Attachment for railroad tracks.
Smooth road. Fits any Bicycle. Book-
let lor stamp. Order attaclunent, pet
agency. Price $8.60. Make 8100 a montll.
Actquick. C. A. COEY 4 CO.
5402 Cottage Groye Avenue, CHICAGO.

ALL ROADS ARE EASY WHEN THE

BALL
RETAINER

IS USEID.

With mllHoiiB In dally use, it has 5tood the test lor

more than five years and is adaptable to ball bearings of

any kind.

If you are users of baUl bearings we would be pleased to hear

from you and mail you our catalog with the latest information

which we know would be profitable and interesting to yon.

THE STAR BALL RETAINER CO., Lancaster. Pa.. U. S. A.

$50 Reward to Anyone Proving that

TIRE BALM
IS NOT MADE.

$1.25 a dozen tubes ; $2.25 gallon ; 25c. expressage allowed.
$12.50 a gross delivered.WHY PAY IN/IORE?

JAS. S. LONCHURST, Jr., Brooklyn, N. Y.

JOHN S. LENG'S SON & GO.

93 Reade Street, NEW YORK,
CARRY A COMPLETE STOCK OF

SiCYCLES, TIRES, SUNDRIES.
CAREFUL ATTENTION PAID TO

F=ROIVlRT SMIRIVIEIMX.

Bicvcles a' Motorcycles
HIGH-GRADE LEADERS.

Fowler Manson Sherman Cycle Mfg. Co.,

241 S. Jefferson St., Chicago.
Write for terms.

HIGH GRHDE
wheels must have the

best equipments.

There is nothing that gives more value for

the money than the use of the

MORSE rSS.^r chain

NOISELESS IN MUD, WATER OR
DUST AND ALWAYS EASY RUNNING.

The only chain having PlictlonleM

Rocker Joints. Insist on having the

Morse Twin Roller. Fits regular

sprockets.

Sena lor Catalogue and

Trade Price to

Morse Chain Co., irumansijurg:, n. y.

WRITE us NOW
for our Summer bargain iheet. Inside prices on
a great many articles that we are desirous of

closing out or reducing our stock.

JOS. STRAUSS & SON,
Buffalo, N,Y.

CATALOGUE.
Thor Motor and Parts for Motorcycle and

Hubs and Parts for Bicycle on application.

AURORA AUTOMATIC MAOHINERY CO.,

AURORA, ILL.

The Week's Patent.

770,460. Coaster Brake. Charles Glover,

New Britain, Conn. Filed Jul3' 16, 1903.

Serial No. 165,783. (No model.)

Claim—1. In an apparatus of the charac-
ter described, a wheel hub, bearings there-
for, an extension from said driver, a rota-
table friction device between said exten-
sion and the interior of said hub, a frame
or cage mounted on the driver extension and
preventing lateral displacement of said
friction device, said frame having limited
rotative movement of said extension, a cam
on said extension coacting with said fric-

tion device to couple the driver to the
wheel hub when the former is rotated for-

wardly, a non-rotatable sliding friction de-
vice within said hub, and means between
said driver extension and said non-rotatable
friction device, whereby the latter is moved
into contact with the interior of the hub
when the driver is rotated.

i,i PERFECT >>

OILER.
For High Grade Bicycles. The best and neatest Oiler in the

market. DOES ^OT LEAK. The " PERFECT " is the

only Oiler that regulates the supply of oil to a drop. It is ab-

solutely unequaled. Price 25 cents each.

We make cheaper oilers, also.

C ushman & Denison Mfg. Co., 2 5C-2 W. 23d St., N. Y

Special Stampings
FROIVI

SHEET METAL
THE CROSBY CO., - Buffalo, N.Y.

WORCESTER PRESSED STEEL COMPANY
COIVIRAIMY,

Z&AOSMMiARi^

Successor to

NA/ORCESXER RERRUI-E & IVIP-O.

WORCESTER, MASS.
Manufacturers of Light and Heavy Stampings in Steel, Brass, Copper, etc.

Automobile and Carriage Fittings. Bicycle Parts and Specialties.

Catalogs showing stock goods mailed upon request. Inquiries solicited.
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THE CHOICE OF THOSE " WHO KNOW."

Price, $210,
AND FULL VALUE FOR THE MONEY.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE READING STANDARD CYCLE MFG. CO.,

READING, PA.

"MAKERS OF THE FAMOUS READING STANDARD BICYCLES."

A Cut in

Tubing.
Standard Seamless Tubing

is the basis of a g:ood Bicycle

—better tubing can't be bought

—cheaper tubing can't be sold,

because it is the best.

We'll cut this good tubing to

any desired lengths free.

Will ship as specified, but just

now we'll take a limited num-
ber of contracts at attractive

prices. \

Better become an early applicant

and get the advantages now
offered.

THE STANDARD WELDING COMPANY,
Western Representatives, McCLERNAN & ORR, Chicago.

Cleveland.

That famous Motorcycle, the

AUTO-BI
With its

Cushion Frame, Spring ForK and

Combination Steel and Leather Belt

Embodies the acme of Motorcycle luxury

and reliability.

MADE BY

E. R. THOMAS MOTOR GO., Buffalo, N. Y.

Bicycles-Tires-Sundries
We made our purchases of tires before

the prices advanced and are ready to

share the benefit with our customers. ^

The prices on our other goods are also of the

interesting sort. May we submit them to you ?

Boston Cycle & Sundry Co.,

48 Hanover St., Boston, Mass.
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If" Vou Sire Interested in Autonnobiles,

\A/ill Interest Vou.
Rublished Elvery Xhursday at 9A-96 Tribune Building, l\le\A/^ York.

Specimen Oopies Gratis.$2.00 per Year.

Two Books for Motorcyclists
An elementary knowledge of

electricity will go far towards

making for the fullest measure

of motorcycle satisfaction.

-The ABC
of Electricity"

will impart this very knowledge.

The book is entirely non-technical and

can be understood by the man who

does not know "the first thing" about

electricity.

Price, 50 Cents.

If you ride or sell,

or intend to ride or sell

motor bicycles,

''Motorcycles

and

How to Manage Them"

is the very book you need.

Every page teaches a lesson. Every illustration

"speaks a piece."

And there are 126 pages and 41 pictures, too.

Price, $1.00.

THE GOODMAN CO., 94-95-95 Tribune Building, New York

TO THE LIVE MAIM
interested in cycling who realizes the value of keeping informed

about all that concerns it this blank will be hint enou<2:h:^^i
J ;
THE GOODMAN COMPANY, t

124 Tribune Building, New York.
|

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription

to the BICYCLING WORLD for one year, commencing 5

with the issue of

Name , _...

Address „..„.,., ^

I j

BOSTON & MAINE R.R,

LOWEST RATES
FAST TRAIN SERViCE

BBTWKBN

Boston and Chicago,
St. Louis, St. Paul,

Minneapolis

and points West, Northwest, Southwest.
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FISK SUCCEEDS FISK

Reorganization Follows Acceptance of As=

sigaee's Offer—Dunn is President.

On Saturday last The Fisk Rubber Co.,

Chicopee, Mass., a corporation of that State,

took over the Fisk Rubber Co., of the same

place. Harry T. Dunn, general manager of

the old company, is president of the new

one, and Alfred N. Mayo, treasurer.

Mr. Mayo is the same who acted as as-

signee of the Fisk Rubber Co., of which he

was the largest creditor. The slight change

of name and tlie new order of things signi-

fies that his generous offer to the creditors

has been accepted, as was expected would

prove the case, and that the company is

again on its feet. The discharge of the as-

signee is practically the only formality to be

observed.

The capital stock of the new corporation is

$(500,000, of which $300,000 is 6 per cent

cumulative preferred, both as to dividends

and assets in case of lictuidation. Stock-

holders of the F'isk Rubber Co. are to re-

ceive in exchange for their shares 100 per

cent par value in the prefeiTed stock and
1(X) per cent par value of the common stock

of the new corporation. Both the preferred

and the common stock have equal voting

power. All creditors to the amount of $100

or more will be paid 5 per cent in cash and
100 per cent m stock of the new company;
all claims of less than $100 will be paid in

cash. Fifty thousand dollars, par value, of

the preferred stock is to be retired annually,

or the whole or any part of it may be retired

at any time at par and 6 per cent interest.

It was on October 13, 1903, almost one

year ago, that the Fisk Rubber Co. made
its assignment, which, strangely enough, was
due directly to an excess of prosperity. It

was doing too much business for its capital.

It was one of those embarrassments to which

it would be shameful to apply the term "fail-

ure." Everything about it was clean, ap-

parent and above board, and practically

every creditor was sympathetic and well dis-

posed. This feeling was cemented by the lib-

eral offer of settlement made by the assignee,

the text of which is as hereinbefore given. It

assures the creditors more than 100 cents on

the dollar.

The new company thus starts with ample
capital and a huge goodwill account, and the

prosperity which smiled on its predecessor

also has been inherited, and with proper

buhvarks. Evidence of it is apparent to all

who visit Chicopee Falls. There a big addi-

tion to the plant, a new machine shop and a

new oliice building are all in course of erec-

tion, and so far advanced that they doubt-

less will be completed by November 1.

BUYS B. G. I. BUSINESS

standard Spoke & Nipple Company Now
Owner of Well-known Pedal Lines.

Buffum Becomes Sales Manager.

Edward Buffum, for many years the New
England representative of the Kirk and the

Snell Mfg. companies, now operating as the

Consolidated Mfg. Co., has been appointed

sales manager of the bicycle department of

that company, and has, of course, removed

to the factory at Toledo, Ohio. It is in the

nature of a deserved promotion that should

prove of mutual beneiit. Buffum knows bi-

cycles and motor bicycles from the ground

up, and is one of the men who has not been

carried off his feet by the automobile wave.

He is well known, cordial, earnest and lilv-

able, and has practised what he preached—

cycling. For the last year or two he used

either a bicycle or a motor bicycle in call-

ing on his New England trade, and so soon

as he was able to throw away the cnitches

that he was required to use as the result of

being run down by an automobile while

astride his Yale motorcycle, in July last, he

promptly returned to its use.

Hartford Revives Old Rumor.

The familiar and oft repeated rumor that

the executive offices of the Pope Mfg. Co.

were to be removed from New York to Hart-

ford was revived in the latter city last week

and caused some premature rejoicing. When
seen, however, Manager Walker quickly gave

it its quietus.

"There is absolutely no foundation to the

report—that is, so far as the immediate mov-

ing of the offices is concerned," he said, and

added: "I will say, however, that in all

probability the offices will be returned to

Hartford some time in the future, but it will

uot be for a while yet, as the New York

orticials have quite a long lease on the of-

fices where they are located."

The well known Star and Bridgeport pedals

are now the possessions of the Standard

Spoke & Nipple Co., of Torrington, Conn.

For several months that company has been

negotiating for their purchase with the

Bridgeport Gim Implement Co., but it was

only recently that they were able to reach an

agreement. The deal, however, has been for-

mally concluded, and henceforth the pedals

will be made and marketed by the Torrington

concern. It is to be added that they could

not have passed into better hands. The facili-

ties of the Standard Spoke & Nipple Co. are

unsurpassed, and their intimate identification

with the trade assures that both the Star and

the Bridgeport will, if anything, gain by the

new arrangement.

In passing, it may be remarked that the

Standard Spoke & Nipple Co. really occupies

a unique niche in the trade structure. While

practically all other concerns during late

years have been lopping off or otherwise con-

tracting their lines, the Standard has been

steadily making acquirements and enlarging

its sphere. To spokes it added toe clips, then

a two speed coaster brake, and now pedals,

and all of them articles of genuine merit.

Hendee Gets Control of Brook.ses.

As the result of the splendid satisfaction

they have given this season on the Indian

motor bicycle, the Hendee Mfg. Co. have se-

cured the rights to the exclusive sale in this

country of the Brooks motorcycle saddles.

The arrangement includes all such saddles

now made or that may be made for a term

of years. These saddles are now the only

English article of a cycling nature imported

into this country.

England Still Losing Ground.

The British export trade, like Americas

foreign business, shows no sign of improve-

ment. The month of August, the n>tnrns for

which are now available, simply .idded to

the year's loss. The shipments for the month
attained a value of £58,044, as against £68,683

in August of the previous year.
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FINDING THE COMBINATION

Two-Speed Gears Suited Him, but the

Selection of the High was a Puzzle.

How do I like the two-speed gear? is a

question that has ben put to me a great num-

ber of times, and for the good of cycling and

cyclist it merits more than a word of mouth

answer.

I have now ridden my bicycle since the

early part of last year; in fact, it was one

of the first bicycles fitted with the two-speed

gear. Since then I have ridden in a great

many localities, and over all kinds of roads,

and I have yet to find a place where the

changeable gear is not a distinct advantage.

As every experienced rider knows, the

question. What is the correct gear? has ever

been one which he could only answer after a

long series of experiments and careful ob-

servations, and even then the result will lie

within certain limits—that is, what is too

high for one locality may be too low for an-

other, and even over the same road the con-

dition changes. One day the road may be in

fine condition; the surface is fast, there is no

mud and the rider is at his best; we may say

that 80 is the gear most suitable for him to-

day. Two weeks later, perhaps, he will take

a ride over the same road, and recent rains

have rendered the surface soft and yielding;

there is a hard head wind to combat and the

80 gear is too high, and a 68 would be about

right this time. Thus a gear about midway
between these limits is the one most suitable

for average all-around riding.

I had pretty well solved the problem, and
found that for my own use something near

to 75 gave the best results in the long run.

Then came the introduction of the two-speed

gear, and with it the problem. What is the

correct combination? Sixty-eight was the

low gear olfered, and S2, 92 and 101 were of-

fered as options for the high ones. As there

are but very few hills, or places, where I

cannot ride a 68, that suited me for the low
gear, and I desired nothing smaller. I knew
that I would coast long before I would pedal

the 92 uiiconifoi-tably fast, so it was manifest

that I had no use for anything higher, and
that disposed of the 101. To select the 82 or 92

for the high gear, I found I could not de-

cide by any reasoning process. The 68

would be too low for sliglit up-grades, or on
the level with a head wind, and liere I could

use an 82 to better advantage, but not a 92.

Slight down grades, fine level roads and the

wind" from the rear would greatly favor 92.

Thus, I could- not tell which gear would give
the best results on the average, and. as the

regular equipment was the 92, I decided to

try it, although it seemed a very big geai'

for my riding.

Now, while the 68-92 combiuatiop has given

me much better results than any single gear

that I ever tried, I believe that I will obtain

still better results by dropping the 92 to 82.

Often I have found that the pedal motion
of the 68 was too fast, but on throwing in

the 92 that would be a little too high. In

other words, there are many slight grades
and levels where my 68 was too low and the

92 too high, and that here an 82 would fit to

a nicety. What should be aimed at is to

select a combination which will give, as near-
ly as possible, a uniform pedal speed, with
the forward motion of the rider as the vari-

able quantity, thus on upgrades the rider

should be pedalling, as nearly as possible,

at the same rate that he does on the levels

and gentle descents.

With my combination I have found that I

rarely pedal quite as fast with my big gear
as I do with the other, except, perhaps,
on very slight down grades, or on the level

with a stiff wind on my back; then it is the
ideal, but these conditions are only rarely
met Avith. In short, there is danger in hav-
ing the two gears too far apart. This year
the makers offered 56 and 68 for the low and
70, 82, 92 and 101 for the high gears. I

sliould say that the 56 and 70 would be the
combination for a rider who has been accus-
tomed to a low gear, 68-82 for the average
rider, and any one who is accustomed to a
very high gear and would desire the 101,

should choose for the low gear nothing
smaller than a 74. Some riders, who have
never ridden the device, have the impres-
sion that, when a low gear is wanted, it

should be as low as possible, and whenever
a high gear can be used, it can hardly be too
liigh; but this is a great mistake. Any one
who would select a machine with a 56-101
combination would find tliat the former
would always be too low and the latter too
high; the device would be a distinct disad-
vantage, and worse than useless Avith the
gear ratio so far apart.

With my 92 gear I invariably found tliat I
would cost before pedalling very fast, and
am positive that I would never have any use
for anything higher than that.

One of the greatest advantages of llio two-
sped gear is, that it affords an adjustment
to the rider's muscles under varying condi-
tions of road surface, winds, gradients and
condition of tlie rider, and this feature is

wlioUy lost when the gear ratio is too far
apart. Q_ L_

HE WAS A CHEAP DEALER

When Asked to Rent Machines, his Charge

Astonished the City Rid«r.

No Pope Factory in Japan.

From sonun^)lere or otlier the story arose
tliat the Tope Mfg. Co. contemplated tlie

establlsjnnent of a factory in .Tapau. It

tniiicd such credence, around Hartford, at
least, that Manager Walker felt called on
(o deny that any such idea was entertained.
Ifc said tlie rumor proIial)]y originated from
tlic fact that the company's twenty-seven
(ravening men are making ready to start
out. and that one, who is going to the Far
East, will take a nioclianic witli him to dem-
onstrate the machines,

"I do Ttot believe in boosting prices because

I am not in the business, but there are men

in the bicycle line who do not get as much

for their wares as they might, in spite of the

fact that the general cry of dealers is that

cyclists will not pay anything for what they

Avaut."

Thus spoke a A^eteran of twenty years' rid-

ing experience to a Bicycling World man out

in New Jersey recently. He continued:

"When I was on my vacation at the sea-

shore this summer with my family, I had all

our AA-heels with us, but last month I went

to the mountains for a week with my wife,

and did not think it worth while to take our

wheels along. When I got there, hoAvever, I

found that a bicycle Avould be a mighty

handy thing to rim to the village with, as it

Avas only a mile aAvay and hardly worth

hitching up a horse for.

"I Avent to the only bicycle shop in the vll-

age and found it closed. I went to where
the oAA-ner liA^ed and could get no tidings of

him. Half an hour later I found him sitting

in the postofiice gossiping. I wanted to hire

two bicycles for myself and Avife for a week.

I expected that we would get them cheaply,

say, about $3 apiece.

"The bicycle dealer wasn't sure whether he

could accommodate me or not, but finally

handed over a couple of crocks of jobbing

wheels Avhich were rusty and dry, but not

so bad after all. Tlie tires on both of them
remained hard all tbe week. One of the

wheels had a coastt-r brake that sometimes
was and sometimes wasn't. I Avould be

coasting doAvnhill at a good clip Avhen all of a

sudden the coaster Avould go out of business

and I Avould be nearly lifted out of the sad-

dle by the pedals acting as on a fixed gear.

However, the wheels Avere good enough for

the purpose, as I said. Wlien I asked how
much the rent Avould be for a week the

dealer replied, 'Two dollars.'

" 'Two dollars apiece?' I asked. 'No,' he
replied, 'two dollars for both.'

"That Avas cheap enough, Avasn't it? I

told him so as I handed over the tAVo simo-

leons. That chap might just as Avell had $6
fi-oni me, and then I Avould have thought I

was getting off cheap. The trouble is, he did

not distinguish between his local customers
and visitors from tlie cit.v. He was not alive

to the fact that visitors to the counti'y for

pleasure expect to pay for things. Yet that

man is seldom at his shop, and sits around
the local store complaining that business is

poor. His stock is not kept in good coudition,^

and when he has a chance to do business he
seldom is ready. I don't Avant that chap to

charge me any more next time, but he might
take the tip and soak the other city visitors a
little harder,"
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DUG LOSES A POINT

Patent Office Decides for Keiper in Hard

Fougtit Ball Retainer Case.

1'iu' Ions peiulins and hard foiiglit litigation

over the patents on ball retainers has been

advanced another stage as a result of a de-

cision handed down by Commissioner Allen

and reported in the current Patent Gazette.

The ease came up on an appeal from the

decision of the examiners in chief affirming

tlie decision of the primary examiner in the

rejection of tlie following claims "as being

unwarranted by drawing or description and

therefore that they embody new matter":

14. A ball retaining device for ball bear-

ings consisting of a ring-shaped portion or

base having a series of standards springing

from one edge thereof oulj* and provided

with sector-shaped or flaring angularly ar-

ranged extensions, whereby suitable spaces

are formed for receiving and confining the

balls between adjacent standards.

ir>. A ball retainer consisting of an an-

nular base portion and a series of integral

parts extending from one edge only of said

base and having flaring portions arranged

at an angle thereto, whereby suitable spaces

are formed for receiving balls which are

sprung into said spaces and confined between
said parts.

lij. A ball retaining device for ball bear-

ings, consisting of a ring-shaped portion of

l)ase Iiaving a series of standards springing

axially from one edge thereof only, and ter-

minating in sector-shaped of flaring angu-

larly arranged flanges or extensions, whereby
suitable spaces are formed for receiving and
confining the balls betwen adjacent stand-

ards

'"These claims are copies of claims in a

patent granted to Keiper, No. 686,617, No-

vember 12, lyui, and were confessedly intro-

duced in this case for the purpose of obtain-

ing an interference witli this patent," the

Commissioner goes on to say.

"Although the (luestion to be determined

is not one of intei'ferance in fact lietween

these parties, still, io determine clearly the

meaning of these claims and whether they

are warranted by Dilg's original disclosure,

it will throw light upon the ciuestion to be

determined to consider their meaning when
referring to the construction shown by Kei-

per, from Avhose patent they have been
copied.

"Both Keiper and Dilg seek to improve
hall retainers or spacers within which balls

of a ball-bearing are mounted and which pre-

vent the balls from coming in contact with

each other. In both constructions there is

a body portion or ring having a series of

standards and provided with angularly ar-

ranged extensions to form suitable spaces for

receiving and confining the balls.

"The differences betwen the two construc-

tions and the reason why Dilg's disclosure

does not form a foundation upon which to

make these claims appealed are clearly set

lortli liy the cxMiiiintMs in rlnof in their de-

cision. 'I'lie claims expressly call for a con-

struction where the ring-shaped portion or

base lias a series of standards 'springing

from one edge thereof only.' Dilg's drawing

shows two series of standards, each series

springing from opposite edges of the ring.

His disclosure does not warrant a construc-

tion having a "ring-shaped portion or base

having a series of standards springing from

one edge thereof only.' Another positive re-

quirement of these claims is that the angu-

larly arranged extension of the standards be

'sector-shaped or flaring.' Keiper shows such

a construction wherein this peculiar arange-

ment of the ends of the standards performs

a very useful function in the combiuation set

forth in his claims. When attempt is made,

iiowever, to read these claims upon the con-

struction shown and described by Dilg it is

found that instead of having the ends of his

standards 'sector-shaped or flaring' they are

pointed or tapered.

"The decision of the examiners in chief,

therefore, in holding that the appellant's ap-

plication contains no warrant for the allow-

ance of these claims is affirmed."

DON'T LIKE BRITISH CYCLES

Soutii African Riders Find Them Too Llglit

for tho Veldt Roads.

Poor China.

It will surprise most members of the trade

to learn that China is being made use of as a

dumping ground for the surplus stock of

American high bicycles! The item comes

from Shanghai, and has the authority of Bi-

cycling News, which proceeds to preach a

homily on the evil of foisting obsolete pat-

terns on the unsuspecting and defenceless

Chinese. It is not stated whether these high

bicycles are fitted with pneumatic or solid

tires; it would also be interesting to know

who is supplying them.

Dunn Heads for the Pacific.

Harry T. Dunn, sales manager of the old

concern and president of the new Fisk Rub-

ber Co., is now en route to the Pacific Coast.

As he has made the trip annually for a num-

ber of years, the trade on the Coast knows

Dunn almost as well as he is known in this

[lart of the country.

(iamage Coming Over Again.

A. W. Gamage, the big London accessory

dealer and jobber, is en route to the United

States on his annual business trip. He is

looking out for any especially attractive

lines. . - -

The Retail Record.

I.ewiston, Idaho—Hamblen Bros.; fire; total

loss.

Decatur, 111.—O. O. Crane: sold out to O.

(;. Peabody and W. I. Lundy.

With .$",.500 capital, the Neal, Clark & Neal

Co., of Buffalo, has been incorporated under

New York laws, to manufacture bicycles.

The incorporators are O. L. Neal, H. B. Clark

and B. E. Neal, ail of Buffalo.

Great Britain's colonies do not let pa-

triotism influence them unduly. It was only

a short time ago that the Australian Cyclist

was quoted in these columns to show why

British-made cycles had lost their hold on

Australian riders, and now comes "South

Africa," which tells a somewhat similar story

of the unsuitability of British machines for

African roads and riders.

The English manufacturers are making the

mistake of not building the machines heavy

enough to withstand the rough usage which

they are subjected to in the new colonies, it

says. There is a large demand all over South

Africa for British-made cycles of a high

grade, but only a few of the leading manu-

facturers appear to have realized the fact

that a machine which is perfectly well adapt-

ed to English roads may be altogether un-

suitable to the rougher highways of the sub-

continent. The result during the past year

has been a large increase in the importation

into South Africa of British-made "parts,"

which local machinists put together and con-

vert into a cycle of a nondescriiDt pattern,

to which they attach a name of their own
invention. These cycles, nevertheless, are

quite as likely to give satisfaction to the pur-

chaser as those imported in a complete state

from the Old Country, for, although the tires

may be of au orthodox pattern, the frame-

work is heavier than that of the average

English-made machine, and better able to

withstand the concussion consequent upon
being ridden over rougher roads than the

British cyclist is ever called upon to en-

counter.

Prices, too, are abnormally high in South

Africa, according to "South Africa." A really

good bicycle, put together by a local engineer,

wil cost from |125 to $150 in Pretoria and
Johannesburg, Avhile a motor b'cycle of good

quality can hardly be purchasea lor less than

1300.

Ripper Disappears ; Creditors Hourn.

Victor E. Ripper, the head of the Electric

City Cycle Co., Buffalo, whose creditors

asked that he be declared bankrupt, and

charged dishonest practices, is now among
the missing. He is said to have disappeared

overnight. A. A. Fenyvessy, his partner in

one of the four stores that Ripper conducted,

is among the chief mourners. He intimates

that Ripper included forgery in his varied

"accomplishments." The list of creditors is

a long one, in which banks figure for large

sums, one, it is said, to the amount of $20,-

000. Ripper, true to his name, did a spread-

eagle cut-price business, and had few admir-

ers in the cycle trade. He is said to have

had three "failures" and one "clean sweep"

fire to his "credit."
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THE WISE RIDER BUYS THE NATIONAL
THE SATISFIED RIDER BUYS AGAIN.

A sale easily made means quick profit to the

dealer. Wherever you find a dealer pushing the

NATIONAL, you meet a successful one:

Get in line for the NATIONAL Agency for

1905. You can make money out of it.

WHAT YOU GET FOR YOUR MONEY IS AS

IMPORTANT AS THE AMOUNT

YOU PAY.

For Agency

May 24, 1904.

This is the fourth year that I have ridden this^

wheel and would not trade it for a new one of

any other make. E. F. HAMMOND.

fersTddress NATIONAL CYCLE MPG, CO., Bay City, Mich., U.S.A.
^

DEALERS ASK WHY
FISK TIRES DO NOT PUNCTURE AS EASILY

AS OTHERS.

BECAUSE
They are made of new rubber and special!?made fabric, which|gives resilience and strength.

Quality is never questioned.

One only, THE BEST.

If you want satisfied customers, buy FISK Line of Bicycle, Motor Bicycle, Carriage and Motor, Single

or Double Tube.
^"^

BOSTON.
SPRINGFIELD,
NEW YORK.
STlcACUSB.

BRANCHES AND REPAIR DEPOTS:
BUFFALO, PHILADELPHIA, OMAHA,
DETROIT, WASHINGTON, MINNEAPOLIS,
CHICAGO. TORONTO, DENVER.
SAN FRANCISCO. ST. LOXna LOS ANGELES

LONDON.

FISK RUBBER COMPANY,

Chicopee Falls, Mass.
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Mud Guards.

There are mighty few riders who will

bother with mud guards, even during the fall

and winter. They appear to prefer being

spattered with mud and water to fitting any

of the permanent or detachable guards

that are on the market and can be readily

procured. No amount of talk avails to coun-

terbalance this indifference, v^hich is so deep-

ly ingrained as to be almost ineradicable.

In the minds of American riders this aver-

sion to fittings not absolutely necessary has

Ijecome a sort of a fetich. It had its origin

more than a dozen years ago, when they be-

came emancipated from the yoke imposed on

them with the coming of the safety bicycle.

Tlie high wheel had been Spartan in its sim-

plicity. Two wheels, a frame, handle bars

and pedals formed almost its sum total, and

riders gloried in that fact and were almost a

unit in condemnation of any move to encum-

ber it with fittings of any kind. But with

the safety a new era began. Sucb devices

as brakes and mud and chain guards were

fitted, and soon came to be regarded as a

necessity, and were swept away only when
the demand for lightness arose and carried

everything before it.

Looking back at it now, we cannot be sure

that the movement was not carried too far.

That the American bicycle is a fair weather

machine will scarcely be denied. But that

America, or much the greatest portion of it,

is a fair weather country Is equally in-

dubitable, and this being true, it would be

little short of folly to rig up and ride rainy

weather machines for fine weather riding.

But with the coming of October, and from

then on until, say, March, fine weather condi-

tions do not rule, and it is an open question

whether it would not be policy to prepare

for both the good and the bad, instead of tak-

ing it for granted that we shall encounter

only the former.

During the fall and winter rains are more

frequent and the sun is less powerful, conse-

quently the roads remain wet instead of dry-

ing out quickly. Patches of mud are fre-

quently encountered even when the main por-

tion of the road has become firm and hard,

while in shaded and sheltered places dry

.spots are the exception rather than the rule.

After running through a few of them both

lider and machine become pretty thoroughly

bespattered.

A set of mud guards will go a long way in

the direction of remedying this state of af-

fairs. A few riders make it a practice to

equip their machines with them at this

period, and never take them off until April or

even May, when dry roads may once more

be confidently reckoned on. But the great

majority even of those who ride throughout

the winter do so with their machines in a

mud guardless condition, and thus add very

materially to the disagreeableness of the

winter season.

When, as is now the case, it is possible to

obtain light, efficient guards that will fasten

securely to almost any make of machine, the

uselessness of this is apparent.

The Matter of Lamps.

Now that daylight ebbs early in the even-

ing, the thoughts of many riders turn to the

subject of lamps. It is often a question with

a rider as to whether to buy a gas or an oil

lamp. The disadvantages of the gas lamp

over the oil variety is chiefly that it requires

a greater share of attention, besides it is

larger, and therefore heavier. These points

of objection are, however, more than out-

weighed if the wheelman has poor and un-

lighted roads to travel over, for the vastly

greater illuminating power of the acetylene

lights up the road to such a degree that ob-

structions or lampless vehicles are seen in

ample time to avoid collision, even though

the rider is travelling at a fast pace. An-

other point in favor of the gas lamp is that

its light is made brighter if it is affected at

all by a rough road. The flame of an oil

lamp is rendered unsteady or extinguished

entirely by sudden jolts and jars.

The wheelman who uses his bicycle only

for a short distance over smooth and well

lighted pavements, as is the case in riding

home from business, needs his lamp chiefly

as a signal to warn others of his presence;

and while a bright light is desirable, the fact

that the oil lamp needs no cleaning after each

lighting, but only an occasional refilling and

trimming, outweighs the advantages of the

gas lamp.

Concerning Changes.

Tiiat change is not always improvement is

a saying none the less true because of its

triteness. Examples multiplied a decade ago,

when there was everywhere a feverish ac-

tivity to bring out new models and to relegate

the old ones to the rear. Now just the op-

posite tendency prevails, and changes are

made slowly and reluctantly.

Whether this is as wise an attitude as it is

logical it is not an easy matter to say. On

the one hand is the reflection that changes

stimulate trade; and there will be no dis-

sent from the contention that trade needs

stimulation just now. If makers could be

assured that all that is needed to improve

trade is to make changes in present patterns

it would not be long before machines differ-

ing radically from those of to-day would

malfe their appearance. As it happens, how-

ever, there is not only no assurance of this,

but it is a very open question whether

changes pay at all—that is, whether sales in-

crease sufficiently to pay the slight cost of

the changes referred to.

Aside from the desire to thereby increase

sales, there is little reason why changes

should be made. Indeed, it is not easy to

see where the present day machine can be

improved. The changes in the last half

dozen years have all been in one direction

—

i. e., that of increasing the comfort and the

utility of the machine. The coaster brake,

the two speed gear, the cushion frame and

the spring saddle have all tended in this di-

rection, and they have almost metamorphosed

the present day machine, making it quite
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as great au advance over the 1897 or 1898

type as the latter was over the featherweight

of a few years earlier.

As to the reliability and efficiency of the

bicycle, it is simple truth to say that no

praise can be excessive. It would not be

easy to find a more perfect piece of machin-

ery. The weaknesses and defects which

were so apparent for years, and which mak-

ers labored so assiduously to overcome, have

altogether disappeared. It is a rare thing

now for anything to go wrong with a ma-

chine of reputable make, except as the re-

sult of a smash or collision of some kind.

Bearings run until they seem almost un-

wearoutable; frames and forks and cranks

and chains perform their alloted duties year

in and year out, and even rims and tires

seem proof against the trouble once so com-

mon. It excites no comment for a rider to

go through an entire season without having

a single breakdown or expending a single

cent on his machine. Lastly, good machines

wear out all too seldom. On the racetrack

and road models from two to six years old

are seen, still in prime order and giving as

good service as they did when new.

In the face of all this makers naturally go

slow when changes are in contemplation. If

any real improvement can be made, the

policy of doing so is readily admitted. But

change for the sake of change is almost a

thing of the past.

To Preserve Cycle Paths.

The troubles the Minneapolis wheelmen

are having on their cycle paths would suggest

that at least one effective but inexpensive

method would be resorted to, which would

keep off all except wheelmen and pedes-

trians. Two posts erected at the sides of the

patli, and spaced at such a distance that

vehicle wheels will not clear between them,

and with a cross piece over the top at a

height that will just admit a tall wheelman

to pass under is a barrier that does more

good than trying to bring offenders to jus-

tice. If the paths are on the sides of a road,

these posts, in order to be effectual, should

be at frequent intervals, but if the paths

only cross the roads occasionally, then it is,

of course, only necessary to erect these bar-

riers at the entrance of the paths.

The Omnipresent Bicycle.

The publication of the license returns of

the city of Dayton, Ohio, points to a moral

that can be made to adorn many tales.

Despite the collapse of the boom, the

frowns of "sassiety," the belittlements of

unthinking newspapers and the pessimism of

the trade itself, the bicycle is omnipresent-

it outnumbers all other vehicles two to one.

It is distinctly the conveyance of the masses

—the lightest, readiest, most compact, most

convenient, most economical form of loco-

juotion ever devised.

Dayton, with its 4,G60 bicycles, 3,145 horse-

drawn vehicles and 125 automobiles, is mere-

ly a good example of the conditions that

exist generally. It is reasonably safe to say

that a vehicle census of every other city and

town in the country would disclose a similar

state of affairs. But so much newspaper

luirrah is made over the 125 automobiles that

the world might imagine that they and not

bicycles outnumbered all other vehicles.

England's Astounding Discovery !

It was remarked recently by an English

contemporary, with an apparent air of siu'-

prise, that there were still a great many
wood rimmed bicycles in this country. This

is true enough; there are still a great many

wood rims here; it may truthfully be added

that there are no other rims here—at least

on pedal-driven bicycles.

By that same token, we might observe that

tliere are still a great many pneumatic tires

used in Great Britain. Sapient as this re-

mark may seem, there is really more perti-

]ieuce in it than in the one quoted, for there

are still a very respectable uumbei- of cush-

ion and even solid tires used by British

riders.

Now Cometh the time when the wise rider

foregoes laying out the route for his Sunday

ride until he has risen and consulted the ther-

mometer and the weathercock. The latter

especially is important. It shows from which

direction the- wind doth blow, and where,

consequently, his way doth lay. He takes

all possible advantage of the wind, speeding

before it in the morning and watching for a

shift in the direction or a late-in-the-day

dying away, either of which is likely to hap-

pen It is only the foolish man who ignores

the wind or rides in its teeth in the morn-

ing because he is then fresh and vigorous.

Rat-trap pedals make the feet peculiarly

susceptible to cold. Rubber blocks on the

])edals will be found a big improvement,

while to absolutely banish the cold one need

only wear heavy woollen stockings with stout

shoes that are pretty loose.

To Promote Motorcycle Sport.

Editor of The Bicycling World:

We have read with great interest your edi-

torial in your issue of October 1, under the

heading of "Stimting Motorcycle Sport."

We believe that the position which you

take in this matter is a just one. and we can-

not help but feel that all who are interested

in this industry will agree with your views.

This is the position which we have always

taken. We do not see how it is going to be

possible to create any enthusiasm among the

younger riders of motorcycles, who are also

interested in racing, unless a standard or

basis can be reached which will enable rid-

ers to enter their own machines in competi-

tion'' against each other, and not find them-

selves liandicapped by undertaking to race

against specially built machines, which, as

every one will appreciate, have the race won
before it is started.

The interest in this sport is somewhat
similar to horse racing to tlie extent that

there is greater and livelier interest dis-

played in a horse race betwen two individ-

ual owners who honestly believe that his

horse is best until the question is settled by
a fair race.

If manufacturers are desirous of construct-

ing special machines for the purpose of se-

curing extreme speed, there would certainly

be no objection to their using these machines
in special contests, but we do not consider it

advisable to allow siich machines to be used
in competition with what might be termed
regular stock machines.

We believe that there is a great future for

motorcycles, but all interested in this indus-

try should do all they can to promote a

healthy competition among riders, which
gives the other fellow a fair chance.

We fully appreciate tlie interest which you
have taken in this matter. Yours truly,

AURORA AUTOMATIC MACHINERY CO.
F. A. Burgess, Secretary.

Police Order Not Yet Placed.

The New York Police Department has not

yet reached a decision regarding the pur-

chase of motor bicycles for use by picked

members of the cycle squad. Meanwhile,

liowever, Patrolman Ennis is continuing the

use of the machine he has experimentally

employed for two months, and last week
Roundsman Casey was given permission to

use his own motor bicycle in the public ser-

vice; the latter is doing dutj=' in civilian's

dress, and has already begun to bag the un-

suspecting.

Jersey's First Motorcycle Meet.

The newly organized North Jersey Motor

Club, of Hackensack ,means to live to "do

things." Evidence of the sort developed at

the organization meeting, when it was decid-

ed to hold a parade, followed by a motor-

cycle meet on the Hackensack driving track

on Election Day. Four events will be de-

cided, viz., two five-mile open events, an un-

limited pursuit race and a ten-mile clul)

championship.
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After all,

there's no Coaster Brake
quite so good

as the
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This is the almost universal

verdict of the many who
have tried the others, only

to come back to the Horrow

ECLIPSE riACHINE CO., Elmira, N. Y.
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THOR'S SIDE CARRIAGE

Incorporates an Adjustable Tread—Hard

Test to Which [t Was Put.

Without making much of an ado over it,

the Aurora Automatic Machinery Co., Au-

rora, 111., have placed on the market the

Thor side carriage shown by the accompany-

ing illustration. The "parties to the pic-

ture" are Alexander Levedahl, president of

the company, and his son. It was taken in

St. Louis immediately after their arrival

there on a test trip in August last. The roads

varied from fine to damnable, a rainstorm at

level, no matter how deep the mud, and on
reasonable hills.

"While several of the automobiles which
were touring to St. Louis passed us when we
stopped to oil or scrape off the mud, but
throe passed us while we were in motion.

We had many offers of assistance, but re-

quired none, and suffered no accidents of any
kind. In St. Louis we had occasion to pass
through some of the busiest streets, with
their rough cobblestone paving and depressed

streetcar tracks, and again demonstrated
that the machine can be quickly and safely

haudled under such conditions."

The longest day's run was 127 miles, which
was made in about eight hours' running

time, with 30 cents worth of gasolene and

ACTED AS A TRAP

Peculiar Mishap Due to a Coaster Brake-

How the Rider Was Freed.

one time converting the black mud into a

quagmire, through which progress seemed
impossible, but which, nevertheless, were
successfully negotiated after the muffler had

been detached; the mud baked on it and

choked the exhaust.

"Our machine cleared thirteen inches from

the ground in the centre," says Mr. Levedahl,

"and this was a great advantage to us, and

it made it possible for us to choose many
bits of good going that the many automobiles

we met could not run over. We also found

that we had a great advantage in steering.

While the big cars slipped and swayed from

one side to the other, we had practically no

side slip, and there was not a time that we
could not have struck any spot in the road

that we aimed for. We also found it very

convenient that our two motorcycle wheels,

which practically carried all the weight, ran

in one track. If we could pick out one good

track, we did not need to take into consid-

eration at all what kind of a track our side

wheel had. Our power was sufficient on a

less than one pint of lubricating oil. The
total weight of humanity, baggage and ma-
chine was roughly 500 pounds.

The side carriage may be attached to the

motorbicycle in two or three minutes, and is

as quickly detachable. One of its features is

its adjustable tread; it may be extended to

fit the tracks of the road or narrowed to

about one foot width, as occasion warrants.

This adjustability proved of benetit several

times on Mr. Levedahl's journey.

"While it does not seem that a combina-
tion like our side car should be recommended
for long cross-country journeys," he says,

"the result of the experience on this trip was
such that the writer would not hesitate to

undertake a journey of any length. The
features appearing to the greatest advantage
were the slight operating expense, ease of
handling under any and all conditions, and
the cheap storage and transportation."
From St. Louis Mr. Levedahl went by boat

to Peoria and thereby found the real mean-
ing of the last-mentioned item. The rate for
automobiles is $8 each. Without any argu-
ment or dickering, the charge for carrying
the motorcycle and side carriage was but $1.

A ludicrous, yet peculiar, mishap, with a

possibility of a serious side of it, was wit-

nessed by a Bicycling World man recently,

and it is of interest to recount it because it

illustrates one of the nasty phases of that

style of coaster bralte that "won't back up."

Curiously enough, the victim was a man
of much mechanical intelligence and wide

experience in cycling. He is Harry Garri-

son, who has the principal bicycle and auto-

mobile establishment at Dingmans, Pa. Gar-

rison hopped on to a wheel to ride from

his house to his shop, a hundred yards away.
He had long trousers on, and for such a ride

did not bother to put on guards.

The Bicycling World man, who was wait-

ing for Garrison at his shop, suddenly heard

liiuiself called to, and, going out, he found

Garrison half way between the shop and the

house in a position that compelled a smHe.

The lower part of his trouser leg had caught

between the chain and the teeth of tlie

siirocket, and there he was, with the wlie?l

lying on the ground, as securely trapped as

any bear. He had backed the sprocket as

far as the coaster brake would allow, and
still could not get the trouser leg free. He
asked the witness to bring him a wrench
from the shop, and with its aid he loosened

the chain, but still could not get free. Final-

ly the chain had to be uncoupled and re-

moved. Had he been alone and without tools

he would have been obliged to sacrifice his

trousers by cutting himself free. It would
be a nasty predicament for a man alone on

a counti-y road on the way to see his girl.

Where Autos are Spoiling Cycle Pat! s.

Mmneapolis wheelmen are up in arms
against automobilists, who have been driv-

ing on the extensive cycle paths of the

county.

It is claimed that, besides the danger and in-

convenience that is involved, owing to the fact

that the cars take up the whole width of the

path, the paths are injm-ed bj' the heavy
machines cutting into the surface and tear-

ing away the edges, until in many portions

of the county the paths are almost ruined.

Under the State law, no automobiles are

allowed on bicycle paths, and there is a fine

or imprisonment and at the option of the

court imprisonment for breaking the law.

That is, it is an indictable offense. The
Minneapolis Cycle Trade Association has se-

cured evidence against several automobile

drivers, and can at any time proceed against

them. However, the association desires to

give fair warning, and will take no action

unless there are further violations.

Officials have procured men to watch the

paths, and if any of those against whom evi-

dence has been secured again use the paths,
they will be indicted and tried for the of-

fense.
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MOTORCYCLE RACE MUDDLE

Contest on Tack-strewn Roads is Per-

,
mitted to Stand as Originally Run. I J

Altliougli tlie racing committee of the first

Inteniatioual Motorcycle Cup race, wliicli

was run near Paris, under the auspices of the

Motorcycle Club de France on Sunday, Sep-

tember 25, over tack-strewn roads, annulled

the contest, the club officials and foreign del-

egates at a subsequent meeting decided to

let the race stand. All the competitors punc-

tured at least once, and many punctured re-

peatedly.

Outside of punctures, no accidents or inci-

dents occurred, and Demester won the cup

for France, his time over the 270 kilometre

course (169 miles) being 3:45:00 2-5, which

averages about 45 miles an hour, not nearly

so good as the speed attained by Lamberjack

in the French eliminatory race over the same

course. Toman, more than an hour behind,

took second place for Austria, and Inghil-

bert, another Frenchman, was third, 21 min-

utes later.

The start was made at 6 o'clock in the

morning, the riders being sent under way in

the following order: (1) Lamberjack (France),

Griffon; (2) Wenceslas Vondrick (Austria),

Laurin et Klement; (3) Rignold (England),

Lagonda; (4) Adolf Mraz (Germany), Prog-

ress; (5) Niels Petersen (Denmark), Jur-

gensen; (6) Inghilbert (France), Griffon;

(7) Toman (Austria), Laurin et Klement; (8)

W. Hodgkinson (England), J. A. P.; (9) Em.

Tolksdorf (Germany), Progress; (10) Demes-

ter (France), Griffon; (11) Thomas Silver

(England), Quadrant.

The third member of the German team,

Mueller, did not start, his machine having

been injured by fire on the day before.

Twenty minutes had elapsed from the time

the last man was dispatched when the leader

on the first circuit—distance 54 kilometres,

or a bit under 34 miles—the Austrian, Vcmd-

rick, rushed by, amid the cheers of the crowd.

He had covered the first lap in 56:31, gross

time, and was closely followed by Petersen,

of the Danish team, while Dergester, who
passed fourth, was the first Frenchman to

appea,r. _.

Lamberjack, who was a great favorite, ar-

rived last, a long way behind. He com-

plained of several punctures caused by nails.

Two members of the English team were also

victims of tire troubles, and were not checked

at all on the first lap, Rignold, who passed

third, being the only English competitor to

complete the first lap. In all, nine riders

completed the first lap, but before the sec-

ond circuit was completed the punctures had

reduced the field to six.

This time, again, the Austrian, Vondrick,

was leading, while Demester had run into

second place, only six minutes behind the

leader. England's last hope was gone with

the retirement of Rignold through punctures.

When the third circuit was completed it

waw seen that France had tak«n the lead

with Demester, and, although Vondrick

passed .second, he was as much as 19 minutes

behind the leader. Only five of the eleven

starters had survived at that point of the

contest, and with no change in positions tak-

ing place during the fourth circuit, the vic-

tory could now be taken only by accident

from France, who had still three representa-

tives left in.

No accidents happened, however, and Dem-
ester, slightly increasing his lead, scored a

very popular win for the home team.

The names and times of the competitors

wlio finished are as follows: (1) Demester
(France), 3:45:00 2-5; (2) Toman (Austria),

4:.53:00; (3) Inghilbert (France), 4:14:00; (4)

Lamberjack (France), 4:44:00; (.5) Vondrick
(Austria), 5:04:00. Only the first three fin-

ished in standard time. The French team
and many of the others rode 110-pound spe-

cial racing machines, which differ vastly in

power and appearance from the stock motor-

cycles made by the same makers.

WALTHOUR FAILS TO WIN

Thirty Thousand Germans Witness Defeat

of American, Who Has Tire Troubles.

Zirbes Stars at Chicago.

Frank X. Zirbes, of Racine, Wis., with his

j-horsepower Mitchell, was the centre of at-

traction at the meet given by the Chicago

Motorcycle Club at the Garfield Park track

last Saturday afternoon. He captured the

time prize and finished second in the fifteen-

mile handicap, won the Australian pursuit

race, and would probably have won both

time and first place in the five-mile but for

an accident. William Koeppe won the fif-

teen mile handicap, the big event on the

card. Summaries:

Five-mile handicap—Won by W. P. Cook,

C. M. C. (0:30); Anthony Nichols, Aurora

(0:15), second; Grant W. Hunter, C. M. C.

(0:15), third; St. Croix Johnstone, C. M. C.

(scratch), fourth; Frank X. Zirbes, Racine

(scratch), fifth. Time, Nichols, 7:22.

Fifteen-mile handicap—Won by William

Koeppe, C. M. C. (3:30); Frank X. Zirbes,

Racine (scratch), second; W. P. Cook, C. M.
C. (1:15), third; Anthony Nichols, Aurora
(0:30), fourth; J. A. Turner, unattached
(2:00), fifth. Time, Zirbes, 19:25.

Australian pursuit race (unlimited)—Won
by Frank X. Zirbes, Racine; Anthony Nich-
ols,. Aurora, second. No time or distance
taken.
Five-mile exhibition, motor paced—Oscar

Koeppe, C. M. C. Time, 9:25 2-5.

Salt Lake's Successful Season.

According to reports, the racing season at

Salt Lake City, which ended on the evening

of September 23, has netted the promoters

good returns. Two meets were held each
week, the average attendance being about
two thousand, while on one occasion the
crowd that thronged the track broke all rec-

ords.

Eifier is a Long Island Champion.

Joseph Eifier defeated G. Duester in two
straight heats of one-half mile each for the

championship of the Long Island Division

of the Centiu'y Road Club Association, at
Valley Stream, Long Island, last Sunday.
The time for the first heat was 1:30 and for

the second 1:21 1-5,

Robert Walthour had rather hard luck in

tlie 100-kilometre championship of Europe

that was run at Leipsic. Hoffman,

Walthour's pacemaker, punctured his tire

on the thirtieth lap, and the change of

motors did not work satisfactorily, with the

result that America's representative steadily

lost ground thereafter. To the great joy of

the Germans, Robl won. But feAV of the thir-

ty thousand spectators expected Tom Hall,

the Englishman, to be the man to give Robl,

the German, who won the event on three

previous occasions, a hard battle; they looked

to Walthour as his most formidable oppo-

nent.

Dickentmann, of Holland, began well, but

soon fizzed out; and with Walthour only per-

functorily grinding off the kilometres, the

race lay between Hall and Robl, who had
wrested the lead from the American in the

seventh kilometre. Hall then was a little more
than a lap behind Robl—a disadvantage part-

ly due to a bad pick up at the start and Hoff-

man's puncture. Hoffman endeavored to

bring his wrecli to a standstill on the top of

the banking, but the ponderous machine
slipped down the cement and stuck half way
on the slope. Hall, who was coming along
behind Walthour, heard the crowd yell,

looked up, saw his danger and promptly
dropped his pace, taking the fallen motor
on tfie outside, while his pacemaker safely
rushed through on the inside. But the punct-
ure lost Hall a lot of ground, and when the
time for the fiftieth kilometre was announced
Robl had oVo laps on him. Then Hall
went after Robl. Although he lost another
lap to Robl at the sixtieth kilometre, at the
seveiftieth kilometre the difference had fallen

to a couple of laps. Finding that their man
stood a chance of being beaten, Robl's change
team of pacemakers, already stuffed out like

balloons, went to the training quarters and
put on an extra layer of padding. But the
Londoner kept on gaining, and at the nine-

tieth kilometre the gap between him and
Robl stood at 875 metres. The excitement
became intense. Nobody heeded Walthour and
Dickentmann; all eyes were fixed on Hall
and Robl. Metre by metre Robl's advantage
crumbled away. After a hard sprint Robl
was caught. Hall had been riding the last

thirty kilometres on a broken saddle. As
the pistol cracked Hall w'as dumbfounded to

learn that Robl had won. To Hall the of-

ficials replied, it is alleged, "Oh, we have to

give the race to Robl because it pleases the
public!"
Robl rode no lap of honor after his victory.

He wanted a gold medal as well as a wreath,
and positively refused to ride the lap unless
he got one. It was not so written in the con-

tract, declared the officials. Robl rested his

case on precedent, as he had received a
medal on the other three occasions. Eventu-
ally he became so menacing in his remarks
that the officials mulcted him in a fine of 300
marks to go on with, and promised to move
for his disqualification by the German Tracks
Association.
The ofiicial times were given out as fol-

lows: (1) Robl, 1:17:32; (2) Hall, 1:17:53 2-5;

(3) Dickentmann, 231/2 laps behind; (4) Wal-
thour, 44% laps behind.
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TO PROVE ITS CASE

Advocate of Light Weight Motorcycles Pro-

duces One—Its Interesting Specifications.

In England, as in America, the weight of

motor bicycles is a fruitful subject of discus-

sion. There the belt is predominant, and, as

the motorcycle makers found their machines

lacking power to surmount the steeper

grades, they resorted to the simplest and

easiest solution—bigger and heavier motors.

The Motor, one of the British publications

that has steadily resisted this tendency, has

sought to prove its arguments in favor of

light-weight machines by actually building

them. Last year it had constructed accord-

ing to its specifications a motor bicycle of

weight slightly more than 80 pounds, and
within the last month has created something

of a furore by producing an even lighter one;

it tips the scales at 72 pounds. The accom-

panying illustration shows its general de-

sign.

In presenting it, the Motor says that it

represents the results of "many months of ex-

perimenting to determine to what ex'tent a

safe reduction of weiglit could be carried in

tlie construction of a thoroughly practical

and safe motor bicycle, intended for all-

round touring work by a careful rider of,

say, 11 stone weight." The object, it adds,

is to "conclusively demonstrate that an alter-

native type of mount to the heavy type, scal-

ing from 140 to 200 lbs., can undoubtedly be

made if the manufacturers will recognize the

fact."

It continues: "The manufacturer has, up to

the present, we maintain, entirely neglected

to cater for a large class of possible cus-

tomers, who want a machine that can be

handled with an ease in some degree ap-

proaching that of tlie pedal cycle. The mar-

ket for the high-powered and heavy mount
will always be a good one, we admit. That
is the class of machine for the riders of

above the average weight, and Avho wish to

make a high average speed all day long up-

iiill and on the level. But even in this par-

ticular type of machine a substantial weight

i-eduction can be made. There is a thread-

bare argument continually put forward bj^

tlie upholders of the "weight-at-any-price"

theory, and that is that there are at the pres-

ent moment hundreds of two-horsepower

motor bicycles throughout the manufacturers'

depots that no one will have. The explana-

tion is a simple one, and it is this: A two-

horsepower engine on a 135-lb. machine may
not make an all-round efficient machine; but

pnt that same power of engine on an 80-lb.

machine, and it does malie an efficient ma-
chine"—a strong point not generally consid-

ered.

The following are the specifications and
weights of the various components of the 72-

II). machine:
Lb. Oz.

Specially designed fi-ame, Avith triple

plate crown, wheels. Clincher 26 by

1% tires (full roadster front and spe-
cial tandem back), celluloid guards,
front rim brake, light pedal gear, 3-

16ths roller chain 35
Clement-Garrard 214-horsepower 60 by
70 mm. engine, steel bearings, spe-
cial heavy flywheel, silencer and cut-

out 23 2
Aluminum spray carburetter and sup-
ply tubes 1

Davison specially light gasolene tank,
with gauges, and accumulator case. . 3 4

Oil tank and pump, si,ght gauge 1 2
Brooks' light saddle and spring seat
post 1 14

Aluminum controlling handles and
steel connecting rods 1

Bowden back rim brake 1 3
Midget trembler coil 1 4
Special size accumulator 1 10
Cables and wires 5
Lycett V belt (two-ply) 1

Total 71 12

The frame is "as rigid as a rock; substan-

tial gauge tubing is used at vital parts." The
frame is 22 inches high; the wheel base, 49

inches. The back wheel is strongly spoked,

and "should be equal to any strain." The

tanks, although of thin gauge metal, have
substantial corners to obviate any possible

risli of springing a leak. The battery com-
partment in the lower part of the rear tank
has much more space than miaht be thought,

and can accommodate a cell 0^^ inches high,

iVs inches across and 2% inches wide, so that

there is room for a double set of small cells.

This compartment has entrance holes for the

wires bushed with vulcanized fibre, so that

there is no possibility of short circuits. These
tanks were very difficult to* make, especially

the rear one, as the clearance was so limited.

The Davison patent sight quantity gauges to

show exactly how much gasolene and oil is

available should prove a great convenience.

The oil taidi holds one pint, the gasolene tank
one gallon. The coil, although so small and
light, "gives a mucli more intense spark than
several trembler coils that were tested and
which were more than double the weight and
size."

The machine can be easily lifted with one

hand, so there can be no doubt of its gen-

eral handiness. The accumulator should last

350 miles on one charge easily, and a spare

one could, of course, be carried if wanted for

a long tour.

"We do not by any means consider that we
have reached the limit of weight or type of

light machine in this particular class," con-

cludes the Motor. "We are considering what
can be done by utilizing large diameter tubes

in the frame as containers for lubricating

oil, and at least a reserve gasolene supply.

We should like, also, to see what could be

done in the way of making a very compact

magneto electric sparker of the high tension

type to replace accumulator and coil as an
alternative ignition."

The test of this "featherweight" developed

speed and hill-climbing capacity that exceed-

ed expectations. On the level it easily did

thirty miles an hour. As an instance of its

hill climbing capacity, "it took Holywell Hill,

St. Albans, without a touch of the pedals,

although geared 1 to 514, which is fairly

high."

How he Improved his Belt Drive.

"Although my machine has given me great

satisfaction and has never failed me, one

detail that I materially improved was the

belt drive," said a motorcyclist who has

given an Orient more than good use in the

past two seasons.

"The first and only trouble that I ever had
was right at the start, when my belt would
slip on the hills. Then I had new pulleys

fitted with a 2-inch face, which is just twice

the width of the original ones, and had the

engine pulley covered with a strip of good

leather, which was riveted on by copper

rivets every two inches apart, and three

rivets on each of the ends, which should fit

together very close. I then soon found that

I could climb stiff hills with a loose belt,

and that I had no more use for the idler pul-

ley, which I subsequently took off altogether.

Indeed, if the belt slips at all now, it is on

the rear pulley.

"Since making this change, which is now
about two years ago, I have yet to experi-

ence belt troubles. Another advantage is

that, being rmable to run with a loose belt,

the strain and loss of power that very tight

belts entail is entirely eliminated."

Vagary of a Bicycle Ball.

That cycle bearing balls are made of good

stuff was shown by an incident which re-

cently came to light. The engineer of an

Eastern railroad noticed something wrong
with one of the wheels of his locomotive. On
making a careful examination he found that

the ball from a cycle bearing had become
fixed in tlie outer surface of the wheel. So
firmly was it embedded that it could not be

extracted, and it was found necessary to

hammer it right into the metal.

Dayton's Big Cycling Population,

Bicycles are by far more extensively used

in Dayton, Ohio, than any other class of

vehicle, as is brought out by the latest li-

cense returns. They show that the fee has

l>een paid on 4,650 bicycles, 10 motorcycles,

1,700 one-horse wagons, 1,445 one-horse bug-

gies and 125 automobiles. Nearly 9,000 of

the 10,000 vehicles estimated in use have

been licensed, thereby enriching the city's

coffers to the extent of some $9,000.

James P. Grady and Leonard W. Lord
were the first motorcyclists to suffer in Hart-

ford, Conn., as a result of riding too fast.

On October 4 they were arrested on war-

rants charging them with exceeding the

speed limits several days previous.
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WHY HE LIKES HILL WORK

Finds It an Agreeable Contrast to the Dull

Monotony of Riding on Level Roads. "

Hill cliuibiug is more a matter of skill

tlum strength and endurance, and the rider

who has once mastered the art and become

accustomed to ridins in a rolling country,

finds cycling on long, level stretches tiring

and monotonous. This has been my own

experience, and I have observed it with

others, and by giving the subject a little

thought the reason for this state of affairs

is plain.

In the first place, a long ride on the level

affords no change of position; there are no

coasts, and while the driving power that

is submitted to the pedals is light, it never-

theless tires the rider after a while. The

same mu.scle;, are continuously in action and

get no rest.

Now. consider a road that runs up and

down and has some levels, the grades being

of various lengths and degrees of steepness.

In ascending a gentle pull is exerted on tlie

handlebars, and the weight partially trans-

ferred from the saddle to the pedals, while

on the level stretches one generally leans

on the bars and sits comfortable in the sad-

dle. Thus an entirely different position is

assumed and different muscles are brought

into play, while in a coast there is absolute

rest and a cliange differing from either of the

above.

Another reason Aviiy the advocate of hilly

territory shuns tours and long runs over level

roads is that as a rule the scenery is always

more beautiful in the former than in the

latter case; and, indeetl, beautiful scenery can

hardly be had without hills or mountains.

In riding through a hilly country, tlie road

traverses^ wooded valley, along a bubbling

l)rook, or skirts a placid lake; then one climbs

for a while, and presently a magnificent

panorama of the surrounding comitry is

spread out before one; and, while this alone

is more than ample reward for the extra

labor, there is still the exhilarating flight

down the other side of the liill to be consid-

ered. How much more bcautilul is such

scenery than where the only change afforded

is that a corn field may give wa.^• to a pas-

ture or apple orchard, or that a town is occa-

sionally yiassed thi'ough. Hiding up and
down hills always was more ;igre(>able than
the continual level, even in the old days, but
the advent of the coaster brake and the two-

speed gear have greatly increased the

pleasures; indeed, I would not ride with-

out them in rolling localities.

I*erhaps the chief reason why so many riil

ers dread hills is because they not oid.^' adopf

a position that renders good results on a

hill impossible, but they use too high a "gear.

i am aware that I am treading on debatable

ground when I say that a dropped bar or

stooping posture is of no advantage, but I

am lirm in this belief. There is, however, a
l)ropor position of the handlebar and grips,

and this can be determined onlj' by experi-

ment. The rider should have an easy posture

and be able to exert a good pull on the bars;

in this way his arms are made to do some
of the work in ascending a grade. Ankle

motion must also be practised.

The surface on a hill makes all the differ-

ence in the woi-ld; a loose surface, or large

stones and other obstructions are a vastly

greater disadvantage in climbing a steep

hill than they are on the level, and the rider

should, therefore, always watch the road

closely and pick out the smoothest paths.

A mistalce that is often made is that when
coasting down a hill a rider will let

his machine almost roll to a stop when there

WHEN FOWLS BAR THE WAY
Is it Best to Dodge or to Run them Down

—The Pros and Cons of the Case.

OUR
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SMOOTH TREAD

SOME RIDERS PREFER THEM

Morgans Wright
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is a rise in front of him. It is by far easier

lo take a steep hill, particularly if it is short,

Iiy a good start or rush and then steadily ap-

plying power while the machine slows up.

In this way the momentum gained is of

great .issistance, and many a hill which ne-

cessitates hard work by riding it from a

standing start at the base, can, if taken with

a rush, often be surmounted with practically

IK) tuiilue pfl'ort.

Tiu" few directions given are about all that

constitute the knack of hill climbing, and
any lider, who follows them and uses a

moderate gear can. with a little practice,

easily become accustouu'd to hills, and once
lie has ridden a hilly country regularly, he
\\ill have little use for the long levels.

In is interesting to note the difference that

exists in different cities where both kinds of

riding territory exist. In some the clul) men
and enthusiasts ride almost entirely in the
lolling or hilly secti(ni, while in others just

the reverse is true, JUNIOR.

"Whether it is best to try to avoid small

animals, which are suddenly encountered on

the road, by a sudden swerve or to grip the

bars firmly, ride straight and apply power to

the pedals steadily and take the chance of

successfully jumping the obstruction in the

event of collision is perhaps an open ques-

tion," remarked a rider who had just had an

encounter with a fat hen in the road.

'"If a sudden swerve is unsuccessfully made
to avoid a dog or other animal, the resulting

collision will surely result in the downfall of

the rider, whereas if he puts up a bold front,

grips his handles firmly, steers as straight as
possible and applies power to his pedals he
will, in nine cases out of ten, escape without
a fall. One must make up his mind without
a moment's hesitation as to whether his

chances of avoiding the obstruction are suffi-

ciently good to warrant his making the neces-
sary swerve. As you noticed with this chick-

en, I went straight over it with both wheels,
and though thrown out of the saddle, I suc-

ceeded in keeping the machine straight, and
consequently did not spill. The only harm
that resulted was the somewhat dilapidated

conditiou of the fowl.."

"This puts me in mind of a similar experi-

ence that I had about twenty years ago," he
continued. "I was riding my ordinary back
from my first race, and as I passed a farm-
house on the road I successfully rode over a
duck. On a subsequent occasion I stopped
there for a drink of water and asked the lady
of the house if she had had a duck ridden
over by a cyclist. She said that she had. I

then asked her if the duck had been killed,

and she replied in the negative. Having
satisfied myself on this point, I confessed to

having been the offender, whereupon the old

dame declared that the duck had never laid

an egg since, and evidently expected to be
recompeused.

The Rustic and Trouser Guards.

City folks are^pretty slow in some things,

especially little economies. In the city, for
instance, riders buy trouser guards by the
liair. This is deemed entirely unnecessary
by folks in some rural districts, where every
one rides with only one trouser guard holding
the trousers on the right leg, Avhich is the
only side on which the chain threatens the
trousei's. In this way the rustics make one
pair of guards do for two persons, there))y

saving a couple of cents. In the country, of
course, appearances do not coiuit.

Farmer Stapp, Retired but Active.

Kamscy. 111., has a rider of which the pop-
ulace is proud^AVilliam Stapp, .seventy-one
years young. He is a retired farmer, and
uses his bicycle regularly, and claims to be
"able to ride faster and farther iu a day
thau most young men."
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FINE NEW RIDING DISTRICT

Network of State Roads flakes West-

chester County an Ideal Touring Ground.

That season of the year when the country

is most glorious, when the roads are at their

best, the air cool, and when cycling is most

enjoyable is now drawing rapidly to hand.

For this reason attention is called to the

grand new riding district, large enough for

a two or three day tour, that New York

riders have lying right at their doors.

This grand riding district has been recent-

ly developed by a great activity in road im-

provement in Westchester County. New
State roads of magnificent surface for wheel-

ing have been completed here and there,

forming connecting links, until now a com-

plete loop of State roads through Westches-

ter is almost finished. Enough of it is com-

pleted to afford riders one of the grandest

day's rides possible to be had anywhere.

The accompanying map shows this re-

claimed territory. It was prepared by City

Surveyor George C. Wheeler, the chairman

of the streets and roads committee of the

Associated Cycling Clubs, of New York. The
whole loop affords a ride of 120 miles but it

is not wholly finished yet. A pleasant trip

over part of it that can be made, however,

is one of eighty-eight miles by way of White
Plains, Kensico, New Castle, Mount Kisco,

Millwood, Briarcliff, and then back. But the

map offers several variations for riders to se-

lect from.

The unbroken lines indicate the completed
State roads; the light dotted lines represent

roads which have not yet been reconstruct-

ed, but which are fairly good and afford

good riding. The heavy dotted lines indi-

cate roads which are undergoing improve-
ment.

Two-Speed Gears for Weak Hearts.

"One feature of the two-speed gear that is

apt to be lost sight of," writes a doctor, "is

that it puts cycling within the reach of per-

sons who, on account of shght weakness of

the heart, have had to give it up. Now, the
danger of cycling to any one whose heart is

weak lies, not in long continued exertion,

nor in fatigue, so much as in the sudden
spurts and strains necessary to get up a
short, steep hill or to buffet against a wind
up a less steep incline. With a variable gear
which may be dropped to, say, 56, this i«

largely eliminated, and if my colleagues In

the profession knew more about two-speed
genrs they would be able to permit many
patients whom they have previously had to

forbid to cycle to return to the wheel."

"The A. B. C. of Electricity" will aid you
in understanding many things about motors
that may now seem hard of understanding.
Price 50 cents. The Goodman Co., 154 Nas-
iau street, New York. ••



Economy of English Machines^

Some remarkable results were obtained as

the outcome of a fuel consumption contest

held by the Coventry (Englaud) Motorcycle

Club. The winner drove a motor bicycle a

distance of 25 miles 220 yards on the road

with one pint of gasolene. This showing is

second only to that made in the contests con-

ducted by the Federation of American Mo-
torcyclists last July. On the occasion of the

road test Edward Buffum rode 53.3 miles

with one quart of gasolene, or at the rate

of 26.65 miles with a pint. On the track at

Cambridge, Md., F. A. Baker rode 31 miles

1,400 yards with one pint of gasolene.

There were eleven competitors in the Eng-

lish contest, which was participated in by

tri-cars as well as bicycles. The latter were

allowed a pint of gasolene each, and the

conditions specified, that all tanks and car-

buretters should be emptied before the start,

after which each man was supplied by the

officials with his measured quantity. Pre-

cautions were taken to prevent stoppage of

the machines on hills due to tilting of the

tank; this, in most instances, consisting of a

specially made can, so arranged as to insure

the gasolene being used to the last drop. In

the bicycle class, Messrs. Buret and E. Har-

ris succeeded in getting no less than 25 miles

220 yards in the one instance and 25 miles

195 yards in the other, out of the pint. The

small difference in the distance covered by

these riders is explainable by the fact that

Buret's machine was fitted with a free engine

clutch, which enabled the rider to save the

consumption considerably down hill.

When the Negroes Raced.

"Those huge wreaths with Avhich they dec-

orate the winners of the big events in Ger-

many remind me of some of the meets we
used to have in my home town a decade

ago," the other day remarked a "has been,"

as be fell into a reminiscent mood.

"We used to have a meet once each season

for colored riders, and which were produc-

tive of more genuine sport, rivalry and in-

terest than any contests that I have ever

witnessed.

"Why, I even rode through two miles of

dirt road after a hard rain on one occasion,

in order that I might be present. All the

lamps, bells, trouser guards and other things

that accumulate with an amateur racing

man were conveniently gotten rid of bj-

donating them for prizes at these meets, and

such items as five pounds of pork chops

headed the prizes of the big events.

"Bicycles were rather expensive in those

days, and a great many of ancient type

were ridden by the contestants. But how
they did ride! I have never seen such com-

l)Otitions nor spills since. Where the wreaths

make me recall these events is thai on one

occasion the winner of the championship

event was presented with an immense floral

wreath, amid the cheering of the crowd,

which clamored for a speech. The century

man who rides up Broadway displaying a

long string of century bars is decidedly not
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in it when it comes to the pride that filled

the breast of the dusky lad who captured

that wreath of honor."
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<<Jo" Pennell Revisits America.

An imheralded visitor to the land of his

birth is "Jo" Pennell, who is an artist by
vocation and a cyclist by avocation. He has

been in St. Louis, where an artists' conven-

tion was in session.

Buring the past qviarter of a century Pen-
nell has been a cyclist of the most enthusi-

astic type. Old timers will remember him
as a particularly elongated rider of an ex-

tremely high bicycle, who disappeared from

view upon taking up his residence in Eng-
land, where he became famous as a pen and
ink artist. Of late years he has turned his

attention to motorcycles, as many British

makers know to their sorrow. He was for a

long time the foreign representative of the

L. A. W.

Marsh Heads Hackensacit Motorcyclists.

Bue to the energy of H. L. Marsh, East-

ern representative of the F. A. M., the North

Jersey Motor Club is in being in Hackensack,

N. J. It was organized on Wednesday of

last week with these officers: President, Her-

bert L. Marsh; vice-president, Clarence Gif-

fin; secretary-treasurer, N. Bemarest Camp-
liell; captain, C. Ross Jarman; first lieuten-

ant. Nelson Prentice; second lieutenant,

Theo. Schmidt; color bearer, Thos. Schulke;

chairman racing committee, Harold S. Mabie.

Motorcyclist Drew the Buggy,

Louis F. Hoyt, who is described as "the

well known trick motorcycle rider of Spring

Valley," visited Nj'ack, N. Y., one day last

week and opened the eyes of the natives.

He hitched his motor bicycle to a buggy con-

taining two men and drew it around the

block, while the populace admiringly looked

on.

Rain Prevents Vailsburg Races.

Owing to rain, the races at Vailsburg, N. J.,

were called off last Sunday.

Because of his action in refusing to ride

the Sunday previoiis, Champion Kramer's

entry had been refused, and for the first

time his name Avas missing from tlie pro-

gramme.

Walthour Wins an Hour Grind.

Wallhour easily won a one-hour paced race

at Paris on Sunday, September 25, from

Simar, who was second, and Gus Lawson,

who paced him this spring but has lately

taken to racing himself, third. Although big

motors were used, wind shields were b;irred.

No distance was r<'iioj'tfMi.

One of the few remaining tricyclists in this

rountry is Beuj. Horsey, of Salem, Mass.,

wiio is a genuine "old timer." He is seventy-

live years of age, and uses his machine quite

regularly.

Very Many
of those

who now
ride

INDIANS

formerly

rode motorcycles

of

other makes.

ASK THEM
Why they made

the change.

The reason is

interesting—and
instructive;

so is our

reading matter.

HENDEE MFG. CO.,
Springfield, Mass.

Pacific Coast Representatives,

THE BRUNETTE COMPANY
491 Mi««i«n St^ San Francisco, Cal«
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WRIGHT WINS WARRNAMBOOL

Big Australian Race Captured by Long

Mark Han—Interesting Details.

Australasia's cycling road Derby, the an-

nual race from Warrnambool to Melbourne,

was rvm on August 20 over heavy, slippery

roads, tbe result of a heavy rainstorm the

night before. The -winner proved to be J.

Wright, a letter carrier, who started from

the 3S-minnte marlc and tinislied in the lead

in rather easy fashion. T. Larcombe, a New

South Wales rider, with 20 minutes handicap,

made the fastest time, wliich was, however,

several minutes behind that made in 1903;

he also finished in second place. Misfortune

in the shape of a broken fork overtook J.

Arnst, the winner of last ye.ir's race, and

put him out of tbe running, although he fin-

ished twenty-fifth.

The race is promoted annually by the Aus-

tralian Dunlop Tire Co., and has been run

continuously since 1895, except in 1899 and

1900. There were 125 starters this year, of

whom 75 finished inside the time limit of 11

hours. For the fourth consecutive year the

weather was unfavorable, tlie rain of the

night before lasting almost up to the hour

for starting. Falls were numerous, there-

fore, and chain and tire troubles played

havoc with the calculations of many of the

riders. A strong southwest wind materially

aided the riders.

At ten minutes before six o'clock in the

morning the limit men, Gaynor and Johnson,

with 70 minutes handicap. Avere dispatched

on their long journey by the Mayor of Warr-

nambool. Other competitors were then sent

off at intervals varying from one to eight

minutes, while the four scratcli men left the

'mark at 7 a. m., amid the ringing cheers of

the hundreds of people assembled at the

starting jioint. The four ridei-s were J. Ai'nst

(last year's winner) and his brother, R.

Arnst of New Zealand; C. E. Burton and M.

Chappell, the winner of this year's Interclub

premiership test races.

The '-first stretch of the course—to Allans-

foid, six and a half miles—was not only wet
and nmddy, but exceedingly rough and
bumpy in places and proved a trying por-

tion to many of the contestants. Beyond,
through Cudgee (ten miles), Panmure (six-

teen miles) and Garvoc (twenty-two miles),

the going was a trifle better, but very

treacherous in places. One spot at the last-

mentioned town, -where the road dipped and
was shaded by tall trees, was a veritable

slough, and dozens came to grief in the

slime. Notwithstanding the state of the

road, some of the competitors reeled off this

twenty-two miles in a couple of minutes over

the liour, for which several of them suffered

subsequently and were compelled to slacken

their pace for many miles. Of the two on
the limit Johnstone proved the weak man,
and was in trouble before Terang (thirty

miles) was reached; but Gaynor, riding very

strongly, kept on, though he was shortly

overtaken by JMatson, who had given him ten

minutes' start. These two maintained a po-

sition in tlie lead for many miles, thoTigh

gradually losing tiieir liberal handicaps as

the race progressed. The first checking sta-

tion was at Camperdown (forty-three miles),

where 110 riders out of those who started

weie registered. This section was consid-

ered to be the worst of the route, yet some
of the fastest work was recorded upon it.

Many of the contestants on reaching Cam-
Ijerdown decided to quit, and boarded the

train for ^Melbourne. Among these was
Chappel. one of the scratch men, who, after

doing some solid pacing work, was shalcen

olf by the Arnst brothers and Burton, and

was a mile or more behind them at Camper-
down.

Iv. Arnst was the most fortunate of the

tpiartet. and manager to run into tenth plac?,

I)ut liis time Avas IVj, minutes slower than

that of T. Larcombe's, the New South Wales
lepresentative, who finished second, and se-

cured also the prize for the fastest time.

Although very fast, it is not the record for

the course. Last year J. Arnst, who won,

covered the distance in 5 minutes 7 seconds

less time—7 hours 43 minutes. The time of

Wriglit, who finished first this year, was
7 :~>'2:~>7.

The Warrnambool race is the biggest of

the Australian contests, and winds up the

racing season "down under." The Dunlop

Tire Co. devotes an immensity of time and
money to it, and, with the object of securing

a representative entry list, it promotes pre-

liminary contests in the various Australian

States and New Zealand, and pays the ex-

penses of the men thus selected. An idea of

the wholesouled fashion in which it man-
ages may be obtained from the statement

of a representative of the company that the

race itself cost them $4 for each contestant

for the food and its preparation, and the car-

riage to the feeding stations, together with

the expense of providing attendants for its

distribution to the men.

An interesting item in connection with the

race is the commissariat arrangements. The
Dunlop company fed the competitors through-

out their long journey, and amongst the edi-

bles consumed was the following: 62 dozen
bananas, 54 dozen oi'anges, 7 dozen eggs, 14
loaves of bread, 56 pounds muscatel raisius,

60 pounds chocolate, 40" pounds beef sau-
sages (specially prepared), 12 pounds sugar,
10 pounds "bovril," 75 gallons milk, 1 gallon
port wine and 60 bunches celery. The total

cost of conducting the races and providing
prizes (most of which the trade supplied
willingly), exceeds .$5,(K)0. A peculiar feature
ol" the race is the rule that the contestants
sliiil use only one bicycle throughout the i-ace.

A seal is affixed to each machine the night
before, to guard against crooked work.
Wright, the winner, received $150 in cash

and a |25 gold medal, and a bicycle _as a
special prize. Larcombe was awarded the
Australasian blue ribbon and a bicycle for
nialving fastest time and another bicycle for
second place. The third and four)h men also
got liicycles.

Every Dog Has His Day!
THIS IS THE TIME TO

BUY YOUR BICYCLES AND SUPPLIES.
All Standard Qoqds and Supplies for Bicycle and

Automobile Builders and Dealers.

EXCELSIOR SUPPLY CO., - 233-S-T Randolpll Street, Chicago, lU.



His Log Book and What it Sliows.

"Oue foatiue of my riding that raalces the

sport all the more Interesting is the book in

which I record all of my runs," writes a.

cyclist who knows how to enjoy cycling.

"This book is ruled off so that there is a

column for the date, one for the length of

the trip, another for the mileage since the

beginning of the year, and space for a brief

description of the run.

"I ride only for pleasure and recreation,

and on Sundays and holidays, and make a

record of each run. I have done this for the

last five years now, and it is very interesting

to turn back the pages at odd times and re-

call or live over again some of my rides and

^THE BICYCLING WORLD
t»urs. Another feature of this book is that

I can compare my riding for the same period

or dates of different years. I know just how
many miles my tires travel before they are

worn out, and other interesting details come
to light. One thing especially that is no-

ticeable is that in the last year or two thd

average lengths of my rides have increased,

and that I have been able to climb several

hills which I heretofore walked. This I at-

tribute to the improvements that have been

lately introduced. Thus the two-speed gear

and coaster brake is a distinct labor saver,

and the cushion frame and fork prevent one
from being jolted to the point of fatigue

where the roads are rough."
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C. R. C. A. Fixes Fall Century,

On Sunday, October IG, the New Jersey

Division of the Century Road Club of Amer-
ica will hold its annual fall century run.

Starting at Jersey City,' the route will take

the riders through Newark, Rahway, West-
field, Milburn, Elizabeth, Plainfleld, back to
Metuchen, Rahway, Perth Amboy ferry, Ber-
gen Point, Jersey City.
Harry Early, State centurion. No. 12 West

Fourth street, Bayonne, has the run in
charge.

The Patterson Wheelmen of Baltimore,

Md., will hold their first annual half-century

run, which is patterned after the run of the
Monroe Wheelmen, of New York, on Sun-
daj% October 16.
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YALE BICYCLES
fsT^^10^

The choice of "the men who know.
99

CONSOLIDATED MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
Toledo, Ohio.
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THIS SPLENDID TRADE WINNING

SOLID BRASS SIGN
FREE ! FREE ! ! FREE ! !

!

To Dealers sending us 12 "Brass Sign" Certificates, one of which is
enclosed with each dozen 4-ounce tubes of

NEVERLEAK.
BUFFALO SPECIALTY MANUFACTURING CO., Buffalo, N. Y.
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WANTS AND FOR SALE.
1 5 cents per line of seven words, cash with order.

"\irANTED—Second-hand five or ten gallon

brazer in tip top condition ; state make.

Also "Keene" wheel assembler and truing stand.

P. WEIGAND, St. Augustine, Fla.

VXrANTED—EXPERIENCED bicycle travel

ing salesman to represent an old established

bicycle firm. Address, giving experience, territory

previously traveled and salary expected.

SALESMAN, Care of X.Y.Z , Bicycling Wori d.

The PATENTED COEYBSOVLEATTACHMENT for railroad tra.-ks.

Sraootti road. Fits any Bicycle. Boolo
let for stamp. Order attachment, pret

agency. Priee$8.60. Make SlOO a month.
Actquiek. C. A. COEY & CO.
5402 Cottage Grove Avenue, CHICAGO.

ALL ROADS ARE EASY WHEN THE

BALL
RETAINER

ilS USED.
With mllilons In daily use, it has stood the test for

more than five years and is adaptable to ball bearings of

any kind.

If you are users of ball bearings we would be pleased to heai

from you and mail you our catalog with the latest information

which we know would be profitable and interesting to you.

THE STAR BALL RETAINER QO., Lancaster. Pa.. U. S. A.

JOHN S. LENC'S SON & CO.

93 Reade Street, NEW YORK,
CARRY A COMPLETE STOCK OF

Bicycles, tires, sundries.
CAREFUL ATTENTION PAID TO

F>ROrVlRX SMIRrS/IEIM-r.

SGHMITZ PATENT SPRING HUB

For BICYCLES, MOTOR CYCLES, AUTOMOBILES
Holds several World's Records for speed. Relieves and
breaks jar below the axle, thereby saving at least half the wear
on tire. Absolutely guaranteed.

FRANK SCHMITZ, & SONS,
560-564 Orleans St. Chicago, III.

HIGH GRHDE
wheels must have the

best equipments.

There is nothing that givei more valne for

the money than the use of the

MORSE rSS.^r chain

NOISELESS IN MUD, WATER OR
DUST AND ALWAYS EASY RUNNING.

The only chain having Prlctlonlesa

Rocker Joints. Insist on having the

Morse Twin Roller. Fits regular

sprockets.

Sena lor Catalogue and

Trade Price to

Morse Chain Co., Tmmansburg:, n. y.

WRITE US NOW
for our Summer bargain sheet. Inside prices on
a great many articles that we are desirous of

closing out or reducing our stock.

JOS. STRAUSS & SON,
Buffalo, N, Y.

CATALOGUE.
Thor Motor and Parts for Motorcycle and

Hubs and Parts for Bicycle on application.

AURORA AUTOMATIC MACHINERY CO.,

AURORA, ILL.

BicYCles a' Motorcycles
HIGH-GRADE LEADERS.

Fowler-Manson -Sherman Cycle Mfg. Co.,

241 S. Jefferson St., Chicago.

Write for terms.

Special Stampings

SHEET METAL
THE CROSBY CO., - Buffalo, N.Y.

The Week's Patents.

770,927. Ignition plug for explosive en-

gines. William Roche, Jersey City, N. J.

Filed December 4, 1903. Serial No. 183,718.

(No model.

Claim.—1. An ignition plug for explosive
engines, comprising a tabular metal plug the
interior surface thereof at the inner end be-

ing bevelled, a tubular insulating plug therein
the exterior surface at the inner end thereof
being bevelled, a tubular insulating sleeve
fiting -svithiu said insulating plug, and a con-
ductor within said insulating sleeve project-

ing out of the inner end thereof, the inner
ends of said conductor and said metal plug
serving as sparkling terminals, substantially

as described.

771,156. Valve for pneumatic tires. John

E. Keller, jr., Litchfield, Conn. Filed De-

cember 29, 1903. Serial No. 186,986. No

model.)

Claim.—1. In a structure of the character

specified, a valve tube, a valve mechanism in-

cluding a tubular valve casing and a valve

plug secured in the outer end of said casing,

a packing washer disposed between the end
of said casing and the upper portion of the

mechanism in said valve tube with the pack-

ing washer in contact with the bore of said

valve tube.

770,936. Motor vehicle. William S. Simpson,

London, England. Filed December 7, 1903.

Serial No. 181,202. (No model.)

Claim.—1. In a bicycle or other vehicles,

the combination with a rear axle having a

traction wheel, a frame having a supply tank,

flexibly connected to the said axle, a driving

motor'carried by the frame, means for sup-

porting the frame, and means connecting the

motor with the traction wheel.

"The A. B. C. of Electricity" will aid you

in understanding many things ahout motors

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price 50 cents. The Goodman Co., 154 Nas-

sau street, New York. ***

PERFECT'

LEADER"

GEM"
3^ 5c.

CROWN"

'STAR

We make oilers for almost the entire trade. The quality

of our oilers is unequaled.

CUSHMAN &DENISON MFG CO,, 240-2 W.23d St.. N.Y.

WORCESTER PRESSED STEEL COMPANY
Suecessor to

WORCESTI R P-ERRULE & rs/IRG.

WORCESTER, MASS.
CO IVI RAINY,

IBAOgiWAaK.

Manufacturers of Light and Heavy Stampings in Steel, Brass, Copper, etc.

Automobile and Carriage Fittings. Bicycle Parts and Specialties.

Catalogs showing stock goods mailed upon request. Inquiries solicited.
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AWARDS AT ST. LOUIS.

Racycles Get the Great, Big Plum—How
the Honors Were Distributed.

While they have not j^et been officially

promulgated, it is known that the jury of

awards of the St. Louis Exposition have com-

pleted their findings. It is probable that the

announcements will be made to-day, but

whether or not this proves the case it is

known that the chief awards for bicycles and

motorcycles are as follows:

Bicycles.

Grand Prize—
Miami Cycle and Manufacturing Co.

Gold Medal —
Pope Manufacturing Co.

Motorcycles.

Gold Medals—
Hendee Manufacturing Co.

Miami Cycle and Manufacturing Co.

(Gold medals were the highest awards in this

class.)

In accessories, Solar lamps, Veeder cyclom-

eters and Shelby tubing were awarded gold

medals, and 20th Century lamps a bronze

medal.

In the French section the Societe Anonyme
La Metropole, who exhibited chainless bicy-

cles, were awarded the grand prize; H. Petit

& Co. received a gold medal for velocipedes,

and Cycles Limerator and Felix Brosse &
Co. silver medals for bicycles. In the Ger-

man section the Metall-Industrie Schoenbeck

were awarded a silver medal for their motor

bicycle.

The New Prices of Dunlops.

It develops that the new trade price of

English Dunlop tires is 2-5 shillings (|6.2.5) per

pair. Discounts are given for quantity or-

ders. Secoud and third grade tires, such as

Warwick, Clipper, etc., range in price from

S5 to $.J..50.

George Here From Japan.

The junior member of the firm of Andrews
& George, Yokohama, Japan, is now in this

country, and is tarrying for a while at the

St. Louis Exposition. He is expected to

arrive in tbls vicinity in about ten days.

Baltimore Firm Fails.

Charles L. Merriken and George W. S.

Musgrove have beeu appointed receivers of

the assets of .John P. Bowling and George L.

Simpson, dealers in machinists' supplies and

bicycle sundries at Baltimore, Md., iinder

the firm name of Bowling & Simpson.

The receivers, who bonded for .$3,000, were

appointed upon the petition of the B. F.

Goodrich Co., of Akron, one of a number of

creditors who petitioned to have the firm

adjudicated bankrupts. The petitioners and
their claims are as follows: B. F. Goodrich

Co., §210.10; Peter A. Frasse & Co., .$43.50;

John H. Graham & Co., $106.66, and Stevens

& Co., $1.58.48.

It was alleged in the petition that the firm

is insolvent and that it committed an act of

bankruptcy on August 24 last by paying

$7.05 to one of its creditors while it was lu-

solvent.

The Schollenbergers Sell Out.

Schollenberger Bros., Wichita, Kan., one of

the most progressive firms in the West, have

disposed of their bicycle business to E. E.

Campbell, who for the next six months will

conduct it as Schollenberger & Co., after

which he will employ his own name. The

Schollenbergers, however, retain no interest

in the business, having entered other fields.

New Zealand Fixes a Duty.

The New Zealand customs authorities have

lately given a (^.ecision to the effect that "mo-

tor-bicycle stands, also with carriage com-

bined, are to be classified as manufactitres

n. o. e. of metal," the duty being 20 pyr cent

ad valorem.

75 lbs. Rambler Racer Coming.

It is now common property that the Pope

Mfg. Co.'s Rambler factory has well ad-

vanced a Rambler racing motor bicycle that

will tip the scales at between 75 and 85

pounds; it will be for track use only.

Delaware Concern Incorporates.

Under the style the Delaware Auto Storage

& Repair Co., a concern has been incorpo-

rated at Wilmington, Del., to buy, sell, re-

pair and deal in motorcycles and aiitdiim-

iMles, The capital is $25,000.

HUMBER REDUCES, TOO

Famous Firm Meets Its Rival's New
Prices— All Models Affected.

Whatever vestige of doubt there may have

been regarding the standard price of British

cycles in 1905 was removed when Huraber

& Co. annoiuiced that they had made sweep-

ing reductions in their lilies. The one of

greatest importance was that in their cheap-

est model, its price being reduced from 10 to

8 guineas—$50 to $40. This meets the Swift

and Rudge-Whitman cuts squarely, and in-

sures the acceptance of this figure by prac-

tically all other first class concerns.

The Humber cut is not confined to this

model, however. The entire line has been the

victim of the pruning knife, with astonish-

ing results. The Beeston Humber—the top

notch of Humber quality—is cut $30, from
$110 to $80-the first grade Humber from
$80 to $00, and the Standard Special from
$60 to $.50.

Coupled with the price announcement is

the statement that hereafter the Beeston

factory will confine itself to the manufact-

ure of one grade of cycles, the highest. Here-

tofore it has made cheap models also.

Where Bicycles Are Still Selling.

"This store will be twenty-one years old

in February," said Elliott Mason, manager
of the Pope Company's New York branch on

Friday of this week, "and last week we sold

twenty-one bicycles, almost all of them
chainless models with cushion frames and

two-speed coaster brakes. Yesterday three

Columbia chainless machines were sold, and

that has been about our daily average since

the first of the month, which Is not so bad

for a cold October. One thing is sure, any

one who buys at this time of the year buys

absolutely for pleasure riding. There are

many inquiries for so late in the season, and

we expect a good business for another

month."

To Coast With $50,000.

T)ie Coasting Cycle Co., of New York, has

been incorporated in this State, with a cap-

ital of $.50,000. The directors are E. A.

Smith and Frank Zittel, of New York, and

It. C, Mack, of Hastings-on-Hudsuu,
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CASE OF THE CREDIT MAN

One of Them Talks of His Troubles—His

Kelation to the Traveller.

Bverjr business house is like a stage. In a

small establishment one man plays many

parts, but in a large concern each one has his

particular part to play, and the success of the

house depends largely upon how well each

plays his part.

To the debtor, the credit man is the vil-

lain in the play or the meanest man in the

house, says one of them. The salesman is

the one who makes himself generally agree-

able to the trade, tries to win their confi-

dence and secure their orders. He plays

his cards to win their friendship.

On the other hand, the one looking after

credits must look at all questions without

sentiment or prejudice, simply taking -what

cold facts he can gather and weigh them,

and then decide accordingly. To the outside

world this may seem easy, but we, who
have this to do, know how difficult are these

decisions. For instance, a traveller sends

in an order for a new customer. The report

we have is rather favorable. He is a new
man, and his success is not yet assured.

He has never, perhaps, been in business be-

fore, and upon the action taken with this

order depends this man's future business.

The salesman says he is a nice fellow from

all he can learn, and thinks he will surely

succeed. Not onlj^ are we obliged to know
this would-be customer, but we must also

know our salesman thoroughly, and make
due allowance for the information he gives

us. Not that he would misrepresent facts,

but he may be one of those optimistic sales-

men who thinks every one is all right. It

is not necessary for him to think otherwise,

and as it is easier to feel kindly toward
his customer, he gives him the benefit of any
doubt, as he feels he is in no way responsi-

ble for his account. We have other men who
thoroughly weigh all sides of the question

before presenting an opinion, and we can al-

ways rely on their judgment. Now, all these

things must be taken into consideration,

for, if goods are shipped and a loss is made,
it shows out in bold figures on the profit and
loss account. If the order is turned down
and the purchaser offended, and he should
afterward succeed in business, he is a living

example of the credit man's mistake, and he
will occasionally hear how well this man
has succeeded and how he would be buying
of his house except for his bad judgment
in refusing to give credit. If he is not re-

minded of the circumstance, the fact never-
theless exists, and he knows it, and, unless
he has a level head, the next time the same
condition presents itself he may err in the
other direction. The mistakes of the credit
man are not like those of the doctor, which
die with the patient—they are ever before us.

But, on the other hand, when he makes
a wise and correct decision, and the one fails

to whom he has refused credit, this fact is

soon forgotten. The man is out of business,

and there is nothing on the books to show
that he used good judgment in this case.

The credit man is not a very popular actor

on the business stage, as his real worth is

only known to his house. But out of bu i-

ness hours, when he is not playing his part

in the business drama, this same credit man
may be one of the joUiest of men. I am
sorry to say, however, that his life has a

tendency to make him otherwise, as the part

he plays is not altogether rosy. As a gen-

eral rule, I don't believe that credit men ob-

tain as much information regarding their

patrons, from their travellers, as they should.

I think it would be time well spent if every

one would talk over, with the travellei', every

customer on his route in order to post him-

self as to the character and habits of every

debtor on his books.

Unpleasant correspondence seems to fall to

the lot of the credit man. It is no . easy

thing to write the customer that he must pay
up his account at once, and at the same time

keep his good will and future business. It

is hard to dun a man when he is behind

and at the same time make him happy. I

have observed, however, that the one who
makes the least enemies in this sort of work
is the man who is outspoken, candid and
tells his debtor just what he wants without

any equivocations or excuses. If you do

not wish to fill an order because the man is

now owing you all he should, tell him so, but

do not try to deceive him by allowing him
to think that you are out of the goods, or

cannot fill the order for any other reason
than the fact that he is behind and must
paj\ When you deviate from the plain,

straight facts you lengthen the agony, and
the debtor has less respect for you when he
finds out the truth.

AMATEUR SLEUTH AT WORK
He Locates Another Stolen Bicycle and is

Instrumental In Having it Recovered.

For Both Heel and Toe.

A novelty in the English trade is a com-

bined heel and toe clip. At first blush one

would consider the heel part of it a distinct

disadvantage; for it has always been a car-

dinal doctrine of faith that the toe is the only

portion of the foot that should come in con-

tact with the pedal. Ankling has always
been a fetich among riders and ankling is

possible only with a great deal of toe action.

It is claimed for the toe and heel clip that

it is always evenly balanced, whatever plane

the cycle may take, and that it can be made
either as a separate heel clip (thus making it

most suitable for the use of ladies), or com-

bined as a toe and heel clip for general use.

Where lightness is essential, toe and heel

clip and pedal are made all in one piece, the

bar of the heel clip taking the place of the

side bar of the pedal, and as this bar has

no teeth in it, tearing of the sole of the

boot is done away with. The heel clip adapts

itself to existing pedals, and can be adjusted

by means of a nut and bolt to the size of the
rider's foot. To be able to push from the
heel is claimed as a great advantage, this

method, it is said, giving more power over
the machine. Furthermore, this pedal pro-

vides more bearing surface for the foot, thus
keeping it in perfect line and conducing
greatly to the comfort of the rider.

That Sherlock Holmes of the retail bicycle

trade, Robert R. Miller, of the Pope com-

pany's Now York store, has another achieve-

ment to his credit in recovering a stolen bi-

cycle, though this time the thief was not

caught. One of the company's customers re-

ported that his Columbia chain machine had

been stolen on September 23, and through

some effective "sleuthing" by Miller the cus-

tomer was riding his bicycle five days after

it had been stolen. The machine had been

left in front of a residence in Bath Beach for

a few minutes while the owner was inside,

and when he went out to ride away the Col-

umbia was nowhere to be seen.

The owner telephoned to the Pope com-

pany's branch in Warren street, telling them

that his machine had been stolen and asking

them to keep a lookout for it. He gave

them the serial number, and described the

equipment, and, armed with the particulars,

Miller began a search among some of the

lower East Side stores he had visited when

making his successful search for the five

machines which had been taken from the

branch store some weeks ago. He finallj' lo-

cated the machine in a small repair shop near

Third avenue. He told the man that the bi-

cycle had been stolen and warned him not to

sell the machine.

Miller had waited on a young man who'

came into the Warren street store the day

upon which the telephone message had been

received from the customer whose machine

had been stolen at Bath Beach. The young

man who called at the store asked to see a

second hand Columbia, and wished to know
how much one would cost. When he was
told the price he seemed surprised, and said

that a second hand Columbia, almost new.

had been offered to him for $10, but refused

to tell the location of the store where the ma-

chine was. Miller at once thought of the

stolen bicycle and started out, looking

through the repair shops on the East Side,

with the result that he found the machine.

He telephoned the owner, who went to the

place the next day and secured his property

without trouble or expense.

New Zealand Is All Right.

Statistics for the first quarter of this year,

which have but just become available, indi-

cate that whatever may be the case with the

rest of the world there's nothing the matter

wuth New Zealand. During the three months

there were imported 4,283 bicycles, as

against 2,777 during the first quarter of the

previous year. The importation of parts also

increased appreciably—from $122,745 to $153,-

545.
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TO FOSTER INSTALLMENTS

English Trade Inclines tliat Way and Novel

Procedure is Contemplated.

Tliere is a very marked disposition in Eng-

lish cycle trade circles to foster and in

every wtiy extend the system of instalment

sales. The successive reductions in prices

liave brought the cycle within the reach of a

large number of people who could not in the

earlier days afford it. But as the circle of

possible buyers has tremendously widened

there have come within that circle many peo-

ple who want bicycles, but cannot possibly

raise the money to pay for them in cash. The

instalment plan is the natural refuge for

such people, and the retail trade has of late

largely increased its proportion of time busi-

ness—to the greatest possible extent, indeed,

permitted by then- means. Any further ex-

tension is dependent on assistance from the

outside.

The problem that is perplexing the British

trade, therefore, is how to obtain this finan-

cial assistance. Few makers are in a posi-

tion to extend it, although one concern—an
old and fairly large one—has put into opera-

tion a plan which entirely relieves the dealer

of responsibility. "You supply the machine
from your own stock, or we will send one di-

rect from the works. The moment we accept

the order we credit your commission in full,

and the transaction as far as you are con-

cerned is closed. The client remits direct to

i:s," is the terse way their advertisement
puts the proposition.

There is a plan on foot to form a company
—backed by outside capital—to take over the

matter of financing and looking after instal-

ment sales on a big scale, reference to whi,ch

was made in these columns some little while

ago. In support of the scheme Bicycling News
makes the surprising statement that already

two-thirds of the sales are made on the in-

stalment plan, and adds that everything

points to an increased development in that

direction.

"Unless the capital is quickly forthcoming
which is necessary to freedom of trading, this

development will either be arrested or will

pass into the hands of firms who are not re-

garded as l)eing of the cycle trade at the mo-
ment," it goes on to say. "Either would be
a grave misfortune, and it is to be hoped that,

despite the obstacles which stand in the way,
those interested in the cycle industry will

be able to give the proposed scheme such sup-

port as will, in the aggregate, enable the

problem to be handled satisfactorily. Vari-

ous objections have been laid against the

scheme by critics, some of which are sound;

but destmctive criticism is the easiest of all,

and what is obviously required at this junct-

ure is a practical beginning.

"Twenty-five thousand pounds may be in-

adequate to finance all the gradual payment
business of the cycle trade, but it will con-

stitute a very satisfactory start. On the s>ie-

c-css attending on its investment will depend

all future development of the idea. We have

not the slightest doubt of its success, and

we are equallj- confident that when that suc-

cess shall have been made clear, abundant
supplies of fresh capital will be forthcoming.

"The ditficulty lies in the fact that tliose

financially interested in the cycle trade have
invested so largely in it that it is difficult

for tliem, at tlie moment, to find fresh funds

for this exploitation. It is, accordingly, the

outside investor who is being appealed to for

the necessary capital, and it must be con-

fessed that the unsettled nature of the retail

market offers him a reasonable excuse to

defer his decision on a matter which can ill

brook delay. But the question is one so

plain in its answer to those who understand

the cycle trade to-day that we would regard

it as a very serious error on the part of those

involved if any sacrifice necessary to keep

the profits accruing from this branch of trade

in their hands were refused. To point out

the benefits accruing to the trade from its

adoption would be a work of supererogation.

It olfers a possible antidote to the bane of

price-cutting, and means whereby the profits

now derivable almost solely from the cash

trade in cj'cles can be increased without any

counterbalancing drawback."

AN INSTRUCTIVE COMPARISON

Optimism and Well Kept Stores Oo

Together—A Traveller's Experiences.

The Tying of Spokes.

Frequently the question bobs up, is it ad-

visable to tie spokes at the intersection? Old

as the problem is, it iSiiperhaps as far from

being settled as it ever was. Some main-

tain that by tying the spokes the wheel is

materially stiffened, an assertion which is no

doubt true; on the otner hand, some experts

say that by leaving the spokes untied the

wheel is more elastic and can therefore with-

stand a greater shock. The fact that tied

spokes eventually become loose at the inter-

sections, they argue, is proof that it is best

to leave them untied.

Rubber Bands vs. Plugs.

A diversity of opinion exists as to whether

it is better to repair small punctures in single

tube tires with rubber bands or plugs. Those

who use the former method point out that by

the use of bands it is unnecessary to enlarge

the puncture, which is no doubt a correct

view. On the other hand, there are repair-

ers and riders who use plugs, no matter how
small the puncture may be. TTie argument

they put forth is that it is only a question

of time till a band repair loosens and breaks,

whereas a plug, properly set, rarely gives out.

Distress in Coventry.

There are some four thousand mechanics

out of employment at Coventry, England, as

a result, largely, of the slackness of the cycle

business. Another reason that is assigned

for the large number of men thrown out of

employment is the installation of automatic

machinery, which needs only to be looked

after by girls.

"The real value, in a dollars and cents way,

of a well kept stock and salesroom never

struck me quite so forcibly as during the

last few weeks which I spent riding my bi-

cycle through New England," said a travel-

ling salesman just returned from his vaca-

tion. "I had never made any business trips

In the district through which I rode, and

none of the dealers and repair men knew

that I was engaged in selling bicycles, so

that they talked to me as they would to any

one who happened to come into their places

of business.

"The men with the well kept stores almost

invariably told me that business was good,

and they were optimists on the outlook for

next season. They kept their windows clean

and bright and changed the window display's

often. The bicycles on their floors were kept

polished up and free from dust, and the tires

were blown up as often as they needed any
attention. There were no loungers standing

around in old, grimy sweaters, and the places

were kept so neat and clean that any lady

could go in and look around without fear of

soiling her dress.

"The men that thought the bicycle busi-

ness would never pick up and who said that

sales liad been few and far between this

year generally had stores that looked more
like those of second hand dealers than any-

thing else. The goods in their windows
seemed to have been there for months, and

the bells and handle bars would be covered

with dust and very often rusted. The ma-

chines on the floor would be dusty, often a

tire or a handle bar or both pedals would be

missing, so that even if a stray customer

should come in and wish to take a bicycle

away with him it would be a difflcult matter

to get a complete machine ready very quickly.

"I had never noticed the difference so

much when on business trips, as there would

be but one mau in each town for me to call

on, and often that one man would come to

the hotel and I would not see his store at all.

It seems to me that if more attention were

paid to keeping bicycle stores neat and clean

and to having the stock always in a salable

condition there would be much less talk about

bad business.

Stairs Converted This notorcyclist.

"Put me down as in favor of 110-pound

machines," writes a well known motorcyclist

who heretofore has been "on the fence." "I

have been thoroughly converted. We re-

cently changed residences, and after a few

days of carrying my 160-pounder up and

down a flight of narrow stairs with an acute

turn at the bottom, I began to see the light

and to appreciate the full meaning of the

lighter machines."
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THE WISE RIDER BUYS THE NATIONAL
THE SATISPIED RIDER BUYS AGAIN.

A sale easily made means quick profit to the

dealer. Wherever you find a dealer pushing the

NATIONAL, you meet a successful one.

Get in line for the NATIONAL Agency for

1905. You can make money out of it.

WHAT YOU GET FOR YOUR MONEY IS AS

IMPORTANT AS THE AMOUNT

YOU PAY.

For Agency

May 24, 1904.

This is the fourth year that I have ridden this

wheel and would not trade it for a new one of

any other make. E. F. HAMMOND.

feX"'a!idress NATIONAL CYCLE MFG. CO., Bay City, Mich., U.S.A.
jB^

FISK FOR 1905.
88 H. HAS FORGED AHEAD ON MERIT;
66 EXTRA HEAVY HAS PROVEN ITS ASSERTION.
66 STILL HOLDS THE KING OF ROAD TIRES.
44 MADE A RECORD IN 1904.

FISK PUNCTURE PROOF HAS NO COHPETITORS.
FISK JUVENILES HAVE ALWAYS LED.

FISK Motorcycle give more mileage than any other.

FISK LINE FOR 1905 CAN'T BE BEAT.
Don't close before you see our Goods and Prices. They will convince you.

BRANCHES AND REPAIR DEPOTS;
BOSTON.
SPRINGFIELD.
NEW YORK.
8T1ULCU8B).

BUFFALO,
DETROIT,
CHICAGO,
SAN FRANCISCO.

LONDON.

PHILADELPHIA, OMAHA.
WASHINGTON. MINNEAPOLIS,
TORONTO, DENVER,
ST. LOUIS, LOS ANGELES

THE FISK RUBBER COMPANY,
CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.

Western Sales Office. 52 State Street, Chicago,
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Concerning Carried Over Stock,

About the last thing a dealer desires to do

is to carry ovev a lot of this year's machines.

If there is one thing he- tries not to do it is

this. From the time spring opens until the

summer is past that is a point that he keeps

ever before him. He will not, he resolves, be

caught like he was last year and have his

money tied up in machines that must be sold

at a considerable loss when the next season

opens. So he keeps his stock as low as possi-

ble—and at the end finds that while he may

not have quite as many macliiues as before,

yet he has more than he expected or desires.

Beyond making fresh resolves -with regard

to 190.J, the average dealer does nothing with

the machines. They stay v^'here they are—

which is usually on the salesroom floor.- In

the rather unlikely event of their room being

required during the winter, they are taken

somewhere else—probably to the repair shop.

In any case, they get knocked around, kicked

and scratched until when the next season

\\\\\^ .-irdimd thoy arc more than shopworn—

tii(\v arc second hand. As such they must

lio sold at a still more greatly reduced price,

until tlie dealer is lucky if he gets wliat lie

paid for them.

The best way is to take these machines, or

all but one of them, and put them where

lliey will not deteriorate in value. The thor-

ough plan is to crate them—a few crates

sliould be put aside for this purpose instead

of being broken up—and put them away

wliere they will be free from dampness. If

such a place is not obtainable, "slush" the

nickel parts liberally and wrap the enam-

elled portion in burlap or Manila paper and

put them away.

When you get them out in the spring they

will be in as good condition as when they

came off your floor, and the price you will be

able to obtain for them won't suffer by com-

parison with that for second hand goods.

The Uselessness of Numbers.

By one of its chief apostles, the Massa-

chusetts Highway Commission, the system

of registration and tag-carrying has been

given a solar plexus blow. It has ruled

that it is incumbent on constables and their

ilk to identify offenders by more than the

numbers of their motor cars or motorcycles—

a decision more just than the law itself. It

means, in substance, tliat the police must

be able to reasonably describe the car or tlie

cycle involved.

It is the first real blow that has been struck

at the miserable law that prevails in Massa-

chusetts and serves to show the utter absurd-

ity of the whole registering and numbering

sj'stem. If anything else were needed to ex-

pose it it is to be found in the results of

seven cases that brought out the commis-

sion's ruling. In two instances the men sum-

moned and wliose numbers had been "taken"

by Shrewsbury constables proved that their

cars had not passed through Slu'ewsbury on

the date alleged; and in another case the

offender proved that he had sold his machine

previous" to the date specified. The men were

acquitted, of coiirse, although one of the

seven alleged culprits actually had his right

to use the public roads suspended for a

lieriod of two weeks—a penalty that sug-

gests Piussian justice.

These facts are of interest to motorcyclists

because the Massachusetts law applies to

them exactly as it applies to automobilists.

They are of particular interest at this time,

as the Federation of American Motorcyclists

is taking the first step toward securing the

repeal or amendment of the despotic law.

The ruling of the Massachusetts Highway

f'oinniissiou sIkiuIiI j)ro\(' nf assistance in

furthering that end. Tliere is no statue that

more deserves the opposition of freemen.

It places in the hands of the Massachu-

setts Highway Commission power that is

equalled only by that possessed by the C/ar

of Russia. It is made an offetise to loan or

to borrow a motorcycle; it is an offense to sell

one without reporting the sale, an offense to

permit one to remain standing unlocked. The

makers and dealers each pay an extra and

special tax for the privilege of selling the

same vehicle, and the purchaser in turn is

similarly mulcted. Despite the fact, a par-

ticular road in the State may lie closed to

motorcyclists, and their right to \ise the

common roads may be wholly revoked at any

time witliin the pleasure of the Highway

Commission, while ever must they travel

fortified with the tag and bit of paper that

guarantees the unmolested exercise of a right

that has been made a privilege.

The foundation of the entire law is, of

course, tlie system of registration and num-

bering wliicli legislators in tlieir infinite wis-

dom conceive to be the remedy for all evils.

From the beginning, the Bicycling World has

inveighed against the injustice of double and

triple taxation and the un-American princi-

ple of revoking tlio inlierent right to use the

public highways, and has as steadfastlj'

maintained that the numbering system is at

once a delusion and a snare. Instances with-

out number have accumulated to bear out

our assertions.

The advocates or apologists of the num-

bering system rest on the "safeguarding the

public" argument, and if the number served

this purpose small objection could ensue, pro-

vided that all other private vehicles were

subjected to the same provision. For if the

public weal is really served by the display

of numbers the sane and logical law would

be that which required all vehicles, regard-

less of motive power, to display them. The

person who is killed or injured has small

choice regarding the insu'tunent of his death

or injury. It is quite as painful, possibly it

is even more painful, to suffer accident or

death from a horse drawn vehicle than one

propelled by a motor. If the numljer serves

police purposes and contributes to the appre-

hension of offenders, it appears wise and ju-

dicious to provide for the apprehension of all

offenders or unfortunates. One is not more

culpable than another, and the law that says

so is a lie.
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The laws that brand the motorcyclist with

a number, and require him to pay for th3

branding, are of the sort. They prejudge

him and compel him to travel, not as an hon-

ored citizen, but bearing the mark of a prob-

able malefactor. He is singled out from his

fellow man. If this does not constitute class

legislation our idea of it is sadly awry. These

laws arise from prejudice or newspaper

clamor, or both, and incorporate the spirit

"it is better that a hundred innocent men

shall suffer than that a guilty one shall

escape," which is directly contrary to the

spirit of real justice.

If tlie number checked speed and assisted

the police in the enforcement of the law there

might be at least a shred of excuse for it.

But, as when an offender is apprehended the

number of his license manifestly does not

slacken his speed or contribute to his ar-

rest, it is without purpose. And as in the

event of escape, the courts have held that

identification by number is not sufficient or

convincing, to the lay mind it would seem

that the law or system falls flat between the

two fences.

If real red blood flows in the veins of the

motorcyclists of Massachusetts they should

quickly and in full force fall into the ranks

of the F. A. M. and speed the work that is in

view.

The Safety ef American Cycles.

No class of cyclists Las been so well safe-

guarded as those of the British Isles, yet no-

where have accidents been more numerous

and serious than in the domain of King Ed-

ward.

Brakes are a sine qua non on British cy-

cles, and the latter are not considered per-

fectly safe unless they have at least two of

these useful articles; while the solidity of

British bicycles has long been proverbial

and a mater of faith. Yet, despite all this,

accidents continue to occur in large num-

bers, an astonishing proportion of them re-

sulting fatally. The press fairly teems with

accounts of these mishaps, and columns of

^dvice are given space in the endeavor to

lessen the number. In one of the current

British journals mention is made of no less

than four almost identically similar happen-

ings, viz., of riders being injured through be-

ing thrown over the handle bars of their ma-

chines. The frequency of these reports

makes the journal in question ask what is

the cause. "Is it that we have carried the

forward position too far, both in machine

and rider?" it asks.

It is a natural conclusion, we should say,

that either poor riding or poor machines are

responsible for these mishaps. Certainly they

do not occur here, notwithstanding the fact

that no machines have two brakes and a

great many are entirely innocent of these

useful articles. In spite, too, of the fragility

of American machines, thej^ do not anywhere

near equal the record of English ones in the

matter of breakages.

The Season for Cycling.

Because the riding season is nearly over is

no reason why cyclists should lessen the

pleasure of the remaining weeks by an all

timed and ill considered parsixuony. We
cme across a rider the other day who had

to stop every half hour or so and pump up

his tires. He explained that he had a slow

puncture—most likely caused by a leaky

plug, he added—but it was so late in the

season that he did not think it was worth

while to go to the expense of having it fixed.

Another has his machine practicallj' out of

commission because there is a broken spoke

in the rear wheel, and he is afraid that if he

takes any long rides without replacing it

other spokes will go. So, rather than spend

a few cents to have a new spoke in he is

missing the most delightful riding of the

year.

The knowing wheelman has learned to ap-

preciate the fall months. Not only are roads,

weather and scenery at their best, but the

end of the enjoyable riding is near at hand,

and he feels that he must make the most of

the little time that remains. There is all

winter to abstain from cycling, and the

longer it can be staved off the better it is.

The man possessed of a bicycle, whether

propelled by motor or muscles, who does

not at this season permit it to take him far

afield, does not deserve to own one. The

hillsides and valleys are fairly ablaze with

red and gold, and the eye-pictures that they

present must delight the soul of all but tlie

man tightly gripped by indigestion. At no

other season of the year is the countryside

so glorious.

Although said a thousand times, it is still

timely to suggest that riders who wish to get

enjoyment out of the fall riding, without in-

jurious after effects, should clad themselves

warmly. Especially is it important—nay,

necessarj'—to adequately protect the hands,

Avrists, feet and chest. This done, the battle

is won. However fierce the winds and chill

the temperature, a pleasant glow will per-
meate the entire frame after a few milo-
haye been riideu, and imbue the rider with
a pleasant invigoration

Making Hens Help Pay Repair Bills.

H. J. Wehman, the secretary of the F. A.v

M., has inaugurated the fashion of making
that arch enemy of motorcyclists, the way-
side hen, help pay for the damage it does.

On a recent ride, a particularly plump fowl

brought down Wehman and paid the penalty

with its life. Instead of, as usual, permit-

ting the "carcass" to lie in the road, he

picked it up and slung it from his handlebar.

When he stopped, a few miles further on, an
Italian offered him 25 cents for the "bird."

Wehman gave him a stony stare, but when
the would-be purchaser bid up the price to

35 cents the motorcyclist made the sale on
the spot.

The Expectoration That Roiled Him

After scolding and making uncompliment-

ary remarks for some time in the belief that

the riders in front of him were expectorat-

ing and that the wind was blowing particles

of the saliva in his face, he began bumping
along on his front rim. It was only then

the cyclist with the ruffled temper "tum-
bled" to the fact that he had punctured, and
with each revolution of the wheel some of

the liquid puncture proof dope which he had
injected into his tire a few days before was
being thrown out, and that was the saliva

that was striking him in the face.

Quality of Oil Count.s.

In a number of motors, although the com-

pression is good, power is not developed in

accordance with the size of the cylinders, and
there appears to be a decided tendency to

overheat in the engine. This is often due

to using a lubricating oil Avhich is not suit-

able for the type of engine, as it is found

that an oil which gives good results with one-

type is worthless for another. An oil may
appear thick, and yet under the heat and
working conditions may thin out to such an
extent as altogether to lose its lubricating

quality.

1o Test Platinum Points.

When misfiring is persistent, do not think

of your "platiuun*' points as Ca;sar wished

to think of his wife. Alloy creps insidiously

into everything one hammers or eats, into

every crevice of food and manufacture, and
why should those tiny contacts escape? Very
likely they are not platinum at all, but are as

plated as your tablespoons. Touch it with

sulphuric acid; if it turns color it is German
silver. Get at it with a punch and rivet in

a bit of the right stuff.

California Puts Forward a ClaJm.

Over one-ninth of all the motorcycles pro-

duced in this country are sold in California,

or, at any rate, a California publication says

so. The basis for the assertion is not in-

cluded in it.

During the first six months of 1904 the ex-

ports of motorcycles from Germany increased

to 2,236 machines, as against 900 machines

in the corresponding period of 1903.
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After all,

there's no Coaster Brake
quite so good

as the

MORROW

't

This is the almost universal

verdict of the many who
have tried the others, only

to come back to the flORROW

ECLIPSE HACHINE CO., Elmira, N. Y,

^1
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The Advent of the Motorcycle *«Cop."

Illustrating A Typical Incident In the Performance of His Duty as Interpreted by the First of His Kind,
Patrolman Cnnis, of New York.

THE ARGUMENT.
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DISQUALIFICATION FOR McNEIL

Canadian Committee Finds That he was not

Eligible to Dominion Championships.

A special meeting of the executive commit-

tee of the Canadian Wheelmen's Association

was held at Toronto, Ont., on October 4 to

consider the protests entered at the annual

meet, the following members of the executive

committee being present or represented: H.

C. Clarke, president, Vancouver, B. C; W. G.

Ayling, Montreal; J. C. Saunders, Ottawa;

Louis Rubenstein, Montreal; G. S. Pearcy, J.

E. Willows and H. B. Howson, Toronto. A
letter was read from a member of Chairman

J. F. Race's family, explaining that he was

dangerously ill.

The first protest taken up was that of W. E.

McCarthy, of Stratford. Secretary Howson

produced evidence that McCarthy had never

won a race from scratch, and that he was en-

titled to first place in the novice event.

The protest against J. J. McNeil, of Boston,

Mass., in the Dominion championships, was
then considered. McNeil is a Canadian by

birth, but has resided in Massachusetts since

October, 1903, he being now one of the speedy

riders on the famous Charles River track. He
was protested by two New Brunswick riders

on the grounds that the rules state: "Cham-
pionships are open only to wheelmen who
have resided in Canada six months previous

to the date of race." McNeil's friends con-

tended that the rules did not say immedi-

ately previous to date of race. Chairman
Pearcy of the racing board ruled that the

section meant immediately previous to dg.te

of race, as that was the intention of the com-

pilers of the rules. The executive committee

voted, unanimously upholding this ruling,

and Secretary H. B. Howson was instructed

to communicate with F. T. Thomas, secretary

of the Century Racing Club, who conducted

the meet, and notify the club to readjust the

position of the winners, excluding McNeil's

entry in the championships and award the

prizes accordingly.

Krlck of Reading Reappears.

Bicycle races were the attraction that drew
four thousand spectators on the opening day
of the Berks County Agricultural Fair at

Reading, Pa. Charles W. Krick, once one of

the best amateur sprinters, was a starter,

and won his heat in the one-mile open, but

failed to secure a prize in the final. He also

qualified in the two-mile open. .Joseph Roce-

kowitz, of New York, was a scratch man in

the five-mile handicap. The summaries:
One-mile open—First heat won by Charles"

W. Krick; Roy Lochman, second; Harry
Bewley, third; time, 2:46%. Second heat-
Won by Bewley; James Phillips, second; Al-

len Miller, third; time, 2:40 2-5. Final heat-
Won by James Phillips; Roy Lochman, sec-

ond; Harry Bewley, third. Time, 2:32.

Half-mile match race—Fii'st heat won by

Howard Sittlor, Reading; .Tames rhillips, sec-

ond; tiiuo. 1:39 2-.5. Second heat—Won by

HoAvard Sittlor, Reading; James. Phillips,

Philadelphia, second; time, 1:39. Final heat

—Won by Howard Sittlor, Reading; .Tames

Phillips, Phihulolphia, second. Time, 1:43.

Two-mile open (trials, ono-mile heats')—First

heat won by Howard Sittlor; .Tames Phillips,

second; H. Messmer, third; time, 2:27. Sec-

ond heat won by W. Bewley; F. A. Gehret,

second; Charles W. Krick, third; time, 2:35.

Ii'inal heat—Won by Daniel Trotter, Philadel-

phia; James Phillips, Philadelphia, second;

Roj' Lochman, third. Time, 5:33.

Five-mile handicap—Won by Harry Bew-
ley (350 yards); Fred Longnecker, Werners-

ville (300 yards), second; Daniel Trotter, Phil-

adelphia (25 yards^ third. Time, 14:08.

WALTHOUR AGAIN VICTORIOUS

Resumes His Winning Streak by Defeating

a Large Field on Paris Track.

Human Pacing at Vailsburg.

Vailsburg's closing meet for the season of

1904 is announced for to-morrow—if there Is

no rain—and the occasion is to be the an-

nual benefit for the employes. There will

be match races between some of the track

employes, the regular professional and ama-
teur events in addition to the ten-mile human
paced race between Oscar Goerke, of the Na-

tional Athletic Club, of Brooklyn, and Alfred

Ashurst, of the Bay View Wheelmen, of New-
ark, and a half-mile professional match race

between Floyd lirebs, of Newark, and Will-

iam R. Lee, of New York City.

New York City, Brooklyn and Newark have

been scoured in the effort to obtain multi-

seated pacing machines upon which to mount
the crews who will endeavor to lead the am-
bitious amateurs to victory. Goerke will

have perhaps a slight advantage over Ash-

lU'St, as the Brooklynite was a competitor

in the amateur world's paced championship

which was run at London on the Crystal Pal-

ace track during the early part of last month.

While Goerke did not win the race, he ob-

tained much valuable experience behind mo-
tor pacing machines which should give him
a decided advantage over the blond Bay View
Wheelman. Lee should be able to give the

"Flying Dutchman" a hard struggle, as he

Avas a good match race rider as an amateur,

having a victory over Burton Downing to his

credit as well as a defeat of Hurley in one

of the heats of another match race.

Europeans Bound for Australia.

W^hile Ivor Lawson and "Major" Taylor

have contracts which will enable them to

keep the Australian wolf fi*om the door while

thej' are in the Island Continent this coming
Avinter, they will have opposition of a very

high order. ThorAvald Ellegaard, the Dane,

Avho Avon the world's sprinting championship

in 1901, 1902 and 1903, was accompanied by
Walter Rutt, the German sprinter, when he

sailed for Australia recently. Ellegaard

signed a contract by cable during the cham-

pionship meeting in London, and Rutt sud-

denly made up his mind to make the trip

Avith him. Ellegaard's contract included re-

turn tickets for himself and wife, and Rutt's

newly married spouse went with him.

Robert Walthour again scored heavily on

Octo))or 2, Avhen he established ncAV records

for the hour behind motor pacing without

Avind shields at the Pare des Princes track

in Paris. The former record was 77 kilo-

metres 393 metres, and Walthour's new rec-

ord was 79 kilometres 676 metres, or 49 miles

745 yards. Walthour's opponents were Al-

bert Champion, Bnini, Gussie Lawson and

Michael. Lawson had fallen two days before

the race, which may account for his poor

shoAving.

Walthour had a lead of 100 yards after

the second lap was finished and had gained

a lap on his opponents in the first five min-

utes. Bruni was in second place and Cham-

pion third from the start of the contest.

Walthour was ahead of the previous record

from 30 kilometres, and when he had cov-

ered 20 kilometres he was tAvo laps ahead

of the field. At 30 kilometres he was three

laps ahead of the others, and a full minute
ahead of the record. Walthour had four laps

lead at 50 kilometres, for which his time Avas

37 minutes 14 4-5 seconds. Walthoui's pace-

maker rushed between Bruni and Champion
after completing 50 kilometres and the pair

Avere so frightened that they eased up for

fear of an accident. At 60 kilometres Wal-
thour Avas 1 minute 23 seconds ahead of the

old record, but eased up after that, and was
only 34 seconds ahead of the former record

at 70 kilometres. Bruni Avas second. Cham-
pion third, Lawson fourth and Michael fifth.

Dinkledge Scores at Kansas City.

Indians won both of the tAvo motorcycle

events that were run in connection with the

automobile meet at Kansas City,. Mo., on Oc-

tober 6. Charles Dinkledge won the five-

mile event, on an Indian, in 8:3'2yn, with A.

O. Brooks, also on an Indian, second. The
three-mile resulted in a victory for C. C.

Hahn, on an Indian, in 5:10, with Dinkledge

second. Walter Lindell, on a March, was
third in both events. Summary:
Five miles, motorcycle—Won by Charles

Dinklege (IVz horsepower Indian); A. O.

Brooks (Indian), second; Walter Lindell (3

horsepower March), third. Time, 8:32%.

Three miles, motorcycle—Won by C. C.

Hahn (Indian); Charles Dinkledge (Indian),

second; Walter Lindell (Marsh), third. Time,

5:10.

Michael Coming Here?

Apparently Jimmy Michael will be once

more seen in this country. It is reported that

he has been booked to meet Robert Walthour
in a one-hour event on the Saturday previous

to the beginning of the six-day race at Madi-

son Square Garden, New York City.
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NOT LIKE CYCLE SPORT

An Old Timer Views the Vanderbilt Auto-

mobile Race and Qrows Reminiscent.

"With all the excitement, risk, ^publicity

and sensationalism that accompanies this

fascinating sport, I cannot see that it has

the thrills and rivalries that existed between

different clubs and cities in the good old

bicycle days," remarked a pi'ominent auto-

mobilist and an old time bicycle road racer

as he lapsed into a reminiscent mood during

a lull in the great Vanderbilt race on Long

Island last Saturday.

"It recalls that in the height of my road

racing career that rcy club selected me as its

representative in a match between the lead-

ing speed merchant of a cycle club in an ad-

joining citj-; there had been discussion and
claims made on both sides for a long time

as to which club possessed the speedier man
over a wild mountain road near my home
town for a distance of forty-five miles, a

pretty good run in the days of the ordinary,

wasn't it? The course for the greater part

had extremely hard hills, both up and down,
was bowlder-strewn, full of ruts and sharp

turns, and if great risks, skill and daring are

required in this contest, the same features

were certainly not lacking in this match
race. It was, indeed, a delicate problem to

know just how fast one could dare take t'ae

turns on the descents; at the foot of one
long hill there was an unrailed bridge in the

form of a sharp turn, and as I bounded
across my front wheel was only about three

inches from the outer edge, while the little

wheel in the back could be felt hopping out-

ward over the cordm-oy planking to a decid-

edly uncomfortable degree.

"It was a hair raising iubtant, but it was
an intensely close match, and all sorts of

tricks and daring had to be resorted to to

win. I thought surely I would lose my
opponent here, but was mistaken. He evi-

dently took the same chance I did, and on
the next hill he was again in hot pursuit.

"It was my lot to be pursued this way
until about ten miles from the finish. Here
there was an unbridged creek about a foot

deep right in the valley of two steep hills.

Across the bed, which was of sand, there was
a path varying in width from two to six

inches, where there was a firm bottom. 1

was on to the trick here, and never slackened

my pace for an instant, bounded across with

a mighty splash, and sped up the next hill.

Oh! he must have thought it was easy, and
tried to follow, but he was not on to the

game, and hit the sand, as I knew from the

commotion (for he was well within hearing

distance) that followed, and by the time

he picked himself up and recovered from his

surprise the coveted bird had flown. From
there on I breathed easier, reached the des-

tination in good shape amid the cheering of

my club mates, and was washed up and
rested long before the other man hove in

Sight. It was a strenuous ride, but it was
sport, grand sport; there never was anything

like it, and I don't believe there ever will

be, at least I have given up all hopes of ever

living those grand old days over again.

There's nothing to compare with it in auto-

mobile racing."

TRUEING A WHEEL
How Best To Go About It—A Piece of

String As tlie Qauge.

Wheeler Grinds Out a Triple.

H. H. Wheeler, that indefatigable mileage

grinder, of Pomona, Gal., completed his sec-

ond triple century of the year on September
29-30. He completed the 300 miles within

thirty-six hours, using a gear of 140 inches.

An unusually fierce wind prevailed during the

first daj', and on the hills, of which there

were a niimber, Wheeler "got all that was
coming to him." He had but two hours' sleep,

AN INSINUATING SIGN IN SLEEPY HOL-
LOW CEMETERY, TARRYTOWN, N. Y.

and ate nothing from about 8 o'clock in the

evening until 4 the next afternoon, and did

not experience the slightest discomfort there-

by.

Wheeler has been a non-flesh eater for

twenty years, and for the last year and a

half has followed the no-breakfast, two-

meals-a-day plan. He says that while he is

not so illogical as to claim that this plan is

best for every one, he is satisfied, and thinks

his experience is in support, at least, of the

claims that a non-flesh diet is best for feats

of muscular endm'ance, and that one can do
better physical and mental work by eating

only two meals a day.

Odd Effect of Oiled Roads.

Motorcyclists wTio have used the roads of

Long Island since they were oiled for the

automobile race for the Vanderbilt Cup re-

port a peculiar experience. Fine particles of

the oil-soaked macadam are thrown up into

their faces; each particle being distinct and

separate, the effect suggests riding through

swarms of invisible gnats. The oiled parti-

cles also cling to stockings and knicker-

bockers, staining them and even penetrating

to the underwear.

Trueing wheels is a matter that riders are

generally recommended to have done by ex-

perts, yet, where these are not to be had,

with a little care and patience the rider with

average mechanical ability can soon master

the problem.

A few simple rules are, to first make the

wheel perfectly round ; free from lumps or de-

pressions in the circumference, and then true

laterally. To true the circumference, a piece

of chalk is held close to the rim, and the

wheel rotated; thus, the high places will be

marked, or, if the chalk mark extends nearly,

but not entirely, over the whole circumfer-

ence, then there is a depression in the rim.

The spokes in a high place must be tight-

ened while the others are loosened, and to

take out a depression the order of procedure

is just reversed. In either event the nipples

should only be turned slightly; it is a some-

what tedious process, but with patience re-

sults will come.

After the wheel is perfectly round it should

be trued laterally, which is easier than true-

ing the circumference.

Sometimes, usually with old machines, it

is found that it is impossible to turn the

nipples. This is because the threads on the

spokes have become rusted, or that the nip-

ples have been screwed on to the spokes as

far as possible. In either case all that can

be done is to insert new spokes.

After the wheel is true laterallj^, a string

should be stretched from the centre of the

rim from points diametrically opposite, and
the distance to the hub flanges noted. If the

string is not in the centre, the spokes should

be slightly loosened all the way around on
near side, and tightened on the far side, and
then, of course, trueing again if necessary.
Wheel trueing, for the inexperienced, is a
time-consuming process, but well worth the
time spent.

One Hundred on Half Century.

Nearly one hundred riders participated in

the first half century run ever held in Balti-

more, Md., which took place under the aus-

pices of the American Wheelmen on Sunday
last. The route lay from Baltimore to

Owing's Mills and return in the morning

and to Middle River and return in the after-

noon. A veiy easy pace was maintained

and nearly all who started completed the

run, notwithstanding that the roads were in

very poor condition almost the entire dis-

tance. Captain William Morris, of the Amer-
ican Wheelmen, assisted by Robert Shanklin
and Alvin Dent, led the riders, and the clubs
represented were the American, Yale and
Patterson Wheelmen.

A five mile motorcycle race was included

in the list of events of the automobile meet
at Rockford, Illinois, on October G. Mc-
Manus, on a Marsh, won in 10:35. A. M.
Burr, on a Rambler, was second.
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PITY THE PRUSSIAN CYCLIST

Some of the Burdens That an Over-Solicit-

ous Qov«rnnient Impoces on Him.

Those -wlio rebel against lamp and bell

laws and other cycling regulations, Bhould

for a moment consider some of the burdens

that are thrust upon the cyclist in Prussia.

The Prussian nation is police-ridden as a

•whole, but the cyclist carries a double load.

Besides the "ticket-of-leave" vouchsafed to

the ordinary citizen, the cyclist must take

out a legitimation card before he may use

his bicycle in the public streets. In some

cases such cards are renewable yearly, but

in Berlin, for instance, where a tolerably en-

lightened Police Commissioner holds sway,

the vexatious system of renewal, at bottom

a mere empty form, has been relegated to

the lumber room, the permit, which costs

nothing, holding good Indefinitely.

The Silesian town of Haynau insists on re-

newal, and not long ago a butcher's boy

wheeled to this place from Liegnitz. Sud-

denly recollecting that he had neglected the

bureaucratic formality of renewing his card

for 1903, he took the earliest opportunity of

altering the "3" of the date into a "4," and
then rode on untroubled by any qualms of

conscience. But he had reckoned without

his gendarme. On the way home the butcher

omitted to ring his bell at the proper mo-

ment, and a gendarme promptly pulled him
up and asked to see the card with a view to

issuing a summons for the offence. Natu-

rally, the transformation was at once dis-

covered, all the more easily as the delinquent

had forgotten to "doctor" another "1903" on

the card. In addition to a summons for not

ringing his bell, the butcher was prosecuted

on a charge of forgery. A fine settled the

bell offence, but not the forgery. The judge

poked about in the penal code, discovered a

paragraph dealing with forgery, and sen-

tenced the victim to a day's imprisonment.

Wants Sldepath Commlssioa Abolished.

Lewis Edwards, a wealthy resident of Bast
Quogue, addressed the Suffolk supervisors at

a meeting this week at Riverhead, Long Isl-

and, relative to providing better conditions

for bicyclists. Supervisor Lister, of South-

ampton town, supplemented Mr. Edwards's
remarks by asking the board to appoint a

county engineer and have the sidepath com-
mission abolished, leaving the county engi-

neer to care for the cycle paths as well as the

highways.

All summer long a large number of com-
plaints have been made to authorities that

the cycle paths are not kept in rideable con-

dition. The sidepath commissioners have re-

plied that the fault was not wholly theirs;

that bicyclists refused to buy tags, and, there-

fore, the money to fix up paths was not in

hand in as large sums as is necessary to

kep them in the proper shape.

Mr. Edwards pointed out that several ac-

cidents had lately occurred because of poor

p.. hs, and that he had, at his own expense,

trimmed up and repaired in good shape the

Quogue-Riverhead path. He believed that

the be.st way out of the difficulty was to abol-

ish the sidepath commission entirely and
have the paths kept in much the same man-
ner that the highways are. The board took

no action on the matter, but several of the

members agreed that something ought to be
done, and suggested that the county engineer

plan was a good one.

The sidepath commissioners probably

would not have their feelings hurt by having

the board abolished, for it is a thankless job,

and no compensation is allowed the eommis-
soiners.

CYCLES IN FRENCH CAPITAL

Are Now Vehicles of Utility, Used by an

Immense Army of Riders of all Classes,

CHIOIIK KKKER
IS ALWAYS DIS-

APPOINTED IN

HORailsWilKiHT TIRE TAPE

IT'S TOO GOOD FOR HIM

DOES NOT DRY UP

Morgans Wright
CHICAGO

NEW YORK BRANCH 814-216 ^VEST 47TH ST.

Predicts Popularity of Two-Speeds.

While no instances are recorded of two-
speed gears having been used in road races

in this country, it is interesting to note that

considerable success in this direction has

been attained with the device in England.

Indeed, one authority over there says that,

while the contention is not yet made that

the two-speed gear will revolutionize road

racing, actual results go to prove that af-

fairs are shaping themselves in that direc-

tion. And there can be little doubt that,

whether it ousts the fixed gear on the record-

breaker's machine or not, it will form an in-

dispensable accessory of the touring bicycle

of the futhre.

Wh«n to on.

One of the details that far too many riders

neglect nowadays is the matter of oiling.

It is true, mogt manufacturers lubricate the

bearings so that they will require no atten-

tion for a long time, yet the lubricant will

not last indefinitely. The wheelman who
oils up regularly—about once a month—with
a high grade of oil, is more than repaid by

the sweet running qualities of his machine.

That Paris is not entirely given over to

the automobile, despite the prominent po-

sition occupied by that engrosser of public

attention, and has not, as a consequence, for-

saken the cycle, has been made plain on a

number of occasions. One of the most recent

to boar testimony on the subject is an Irish

rider who recently toured through France.

Touching on the subject, he says:

"I had the benefit of the companionship of

one who was in Paris when cycling was a

fashionable craze, when every lady of class,

and many of no class at all, considered it

their duty to ride daily in the Bois de Bou-

logne, and when the number of fashionably

attired people in Paris gave one the impres-

sion that cycles were as numerous as all

other road vehicles put together. That was
before the days of the automobile. My com-
panion was able to point out to me the

changes that had taken place in the interval;

but his assistance was hardly necessary, for

it was clear that cycling in France was pass-

ing through similar stages in the pastime In

England, and in a minor degree in Ireland.

"Robbed of its novelty, the cycle has been
made an article of utility, a cheap means of

conveyance, a necessity for the person of

moderate means rather than the play toy of

the rich. Indeed, my first impression of cy-

cling in Paris was that there were more cy-

cles in use by tradesmen's messengers than
by all the other classes combined, but this

Impression, like most that are formed too

hastily, I found to be incorrect.

"The cycle is certainly used to a very large

extent by the Parisian tradesmen as a cheap
and rapid method of delivering light articles;

bicycles and tricycles, foot and motor pro-

pelled, being pressed into service; but the

cyclist messenger is, after all, but a small

proportion of the cycling army of France. I

came across hundreds of cyclists in a ride

around the Bois de Boulogne—a park that in

all save size is the equal of our own Phoenix

—and quite a number of good class people

were learning to ride, while on Sunday at

the race meeting held at the Velodrome du
Pare des Princes there could not have been
less than a thousand machines stored in the

official garage. For the most part, however,

they were cheap machines, ill finished and
sans mud guards. When I say that the

American machines, of which there were a
fair proportion, were much superior to the

home manufactured articles, it will be under-

stodd how poor the latter were. A bell on a

bicycle seemed as great a novelty as a lamp,

the motor horn having replaced the former,

while a Chinese lantern does duty for the

latter—and very picturesque it looks at night.

"The man in the street will tell you that

cycling is dying out in Paris, that the people

who used to cycle are now driving motor cars
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or interesting themselves in otber pastimes.

It may 'be that the upper ten have dropped

the sport, but that the middle classes are as

enthnsiastic about it as in England or Ire-

land I had ample evidence.

"The evidence of my own observation was
confirmed by a count that my friend made in

the Champs Elysees, that grand avenue lead-

ing from the Garden of the Tuilleries to the

Bois de Boulogne. It was made on a Sunday

afternoon between 3 and 4 o'clock. The

figures are so eloquent that I make no apol-

ogy for giving them below, but I may add

that they only represent the vehicles that

passed in one direction. There were quite as

many returning from the Bois, but it was

impossible to keep accurate count of more

than one of the streams. Here are the figures:

Bicycles, 275; tandems, 5; motor bicycles,

5; motor quads, 5; motor bicycle tandem, 1;

motor cars, 48.

"Of the bicycle riders 30 per cent were

ladies in rational dress; each of the five tan-

dems carried a rational dressed lady on the

back seat, as also did the motor bicycle tan-

dem. The figures speak eloquently and show-

that cycling is still a force to be reckoned

with—even in the home of the motor car."

Sidewalks for Cyclists.

Out in Wichita, Kan., where the cyclist-on-

sidewalk problem has been considerably agi-

tated, the cyclists have so far had the worst

of it. A wag has come forward, however,

with a proposal that completely turns the

tables. An ordinance has been prepared for

introduction in the Town Council, from which

the following extracts are appended:

Section 1. It shall be unlawful for any

pedestrian to walk across, along or upon any

sidewalk in the city of Wichita, Kan., from

and after the passage of this ordinance.

Sec. 2. That all pedestrians in the city of

Wichita who desire to use any of the public

streets of the city shall walk upon the right

hand side of the street, not more than four

feet from the curb, and any pedestrian who
shall in any wise obstract the passage of any

bicyclist on any of the sidewalks of the city,

or delay such bicyclist, or impede his prog-

ress, shall be subject to fine, as hereinafter

set out.

Sec. 4. Any bicyclist who shall be ob-

structed by any pedestrian, or impeded or

delayed in his progress on the sidewalks of

the city, except as provided in the last sec-

tion, shall be, and he is hereby, authorized to

arrest any such pedestrian and take him to

the police station, where such pedestrian shall

be dealt witli as hereinafter provided.

The Stitch In Time.

While the bicycle of to-day runs a long

time without requiring attention, it is ad-

visable to carefully go over the machine from

time to time, especially when the bicycle is

new.
. Very few machines will remain as original-

ly adjusted; a nut may loosen, the nickel

wears off of cones, or lock nuts set, all of

which require a readjustment of the bearing.

MR. AND MRS. GEO. H. CURTISS, OF HAMMONDSPORT, N. Y.

The wheels should also be watched and

kept perfectly true. The difference between

the running of a bicycle that is kept in per-

fect order and the one that is out of adjust-

ment, even though it be slight, is wonderful.

The rider who boasts that he never does

any more than pump his tires simply dis-

plays his ignorance; he is abusing his ma-

chine, and some day will rue it.

To Wedge a Hammer Handle.

"To make a wedge for a hammer handle

that will hold," says a writer in the Ameri-

can Machinist, "take a sheet iron washer

about 1-lG-inch thick, %-inch outside diam-

eter and %-inch hole, and file it sharp on

about half its outside edge. Then drive it

into the end of the handle edgewise, leaving

enough oixt to file to the shape of the handle.

If it is driven tight enough, the wood will

swell into the hole in the washer and hold

it tighter than any taper wedge can be. This

system has given perfect satisfaction on sev-

eral hammers of different styles."

An American Amusement.

"A favorite pastime with the American rac-

ing men in Paris is 'throwing the ball,' " re-

marks English Cycling. "The riders stand

forty yards apart and, armed with thick

gloves, throw si fairly heavy ball to each

other. Gussie Lawson is the champion at

tills game, and rarely misses a catch, no mat-

.ler how the ball is thrown."

Sprinters nay Go South.

There is a possibility that ten or a dozen of

the professional sprinters who have been rac-

ing at Vailsburg during the summer will

make a short trip to Atlanta before the six-

day race in Madison Square Garden. The
owners of the Stadium track in Atlanta are

anxious to make some arrangement by which

some of the riders will compete in a few

races at Atlanta. If they go South, Birming-

ham will also be visited. Some of the intend-

ing competitors in the six-day race are sure

to go South owing to the fact that Walthour

and ^lunroe, the winning team last year,

trained for the race at Thunderbolt, Ga.

How Specials Hurt Motor Cycle Sport.

"The Bicycling World's editorials regard-

ing special racing machines hit the spot,'

writes .T. J. O'Connor, captain of the Hart-

ford (Conn.) Motorcycle Club. "I could not

get any of the boys to enter the races at the

county fairs this fall because Coates and

O'Malley were to be on hand with special

machines. Two of us rode against Coates

at the Sheffield Fair, and. of course, the race

was all for second place, but close enough

to be exciting." _ .

Herman Association's Quick Growth.

Although but sixteen months old, the Ger-

man n Motorcycle Club hag now some 5,200

members.

When the Gas Lamp Clogs.

One of the most frequent troubles with

acetylene lamps is that of a clogged burner.

The easiest way to remedy this evil is to

carry a spare burner in the tool bag; then,

when trouble comes on the road, little in-

convenience is felt.

Burners are inexpensive, small and can

be easily and quickly removed or replaced,



HURLEY PLEASES THEM

His Bearing MadeDeep Impression on Briton

who Wonders Why He Is so Speedy.

Under the title "Marcus Hurley, World's

Amateur Champion," Cycling, of Loudon, has

a graceful appreciation of the New York Ath-

letic Club rider, who met and defeated Reed

and Benyon, England's two best amateurs, in

the deciding heat of the two-kilometre cham-

pionship at London on September 10. Hui--

ley's speed causes some rather odd reflections

on the part of the English scribe, but one of

the most interesting points in connection

with Hurley seems to have been entirely

overlooked—the fact that he is a vegetarian.

Hurley is not only a vegetarian, but has been

one for many years, and the diet seems to

liave agreed with him. In view of the fact

that there are so many vegetarians in Eng-

land, it is curious that the Britishers over-

looked the fact that Hurley is also a vege-

tarian. The article is as follows:

"I met Marcus Hurley for the first time

down at the Crystal Palace track during the

championship week. As the rain had spoiled

all chances of practice, I had a few quiet mo-

ments' conversation with him. Hurley has

a nice mannerism, and you take to him at

once. With him there is a total absence of

what is expressively termed 'swank.' The

young American rider, who recently secured

world's honors, is well set up, not too mucli

muscle, but plenty of sinew, and, what is

perhaps most valuable of all qualifications, an

abundant supply of 'grit.' A pleasant smile

lights up his fair complexion as he chats with

you, and his deep blue eyes carry in their

gaze an expression of honesty of purpose, a

keen enthusiasm for cycle racing, and a de-

sire to be on the best of terms with the world

at large.

"He was neither confident about his success

in the championship race nor would he dis-

count his chances. There was just that gen-

uine modesty about his remarks concerning

the great eveiit that one expected to come

from a man of Hurley's refined beaiing.

Later, when the big race had been contested

and the coveted lam-els won in a true sports-

manlike manner, no change was noticeable;

no sudden development of swelled head. It

was probably to Hurley's just 'something at-

tempted, something done,' and the task hav-

ing been completed to his satisfaction, there

the matter, so to speak, ended commercially.

"Coiirtesy itself to other riders, and par-

ticularly toward his strongest opponents, dur-

ing his short stay with us, Marcus Hurley

has fairly won a high esteem bordering upon

affection from his confreres of the track.

"His training work was always done in a

quiet and unostentatious way. Nobody ever

heard the newest of our world's amateur
champions complain of anything in connec-

tion with bis practice. There were no grum-
bles about adverse winds or thi' size of tlie

track, the length of the straight or the sud-

/^len gradient of the banking. In fact, after
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his very first spin on the Palace path, he

spoke of it as being 'a very fine one indeed,'

in reply to a query as to his impression of

the tliree lapi)er.

"In certain branches of sport it is consid-

ered infra dig for the principals to hold con-

versation with each other before or during a

contest. Such ridiculous ideas had no place

in Hurley's mind, and it was no uncommon
sight to see him in friendly confab with either

Benj'on or Heed, or any other likely compeer,

for that matter. To say that Hurley is gen-

iality itself is only stating that which will at

once be corroborated by all who were brought

into contact with him since ho came over

here. Wliy iie should possess such a remark-

able turn of speed so much in advance of our

OM'u men it would not be easy to discover.

But may not, perliaps, his happy frame of

miad, and the quiet maner in which he goes

aliout his work, have some bearing upon the

subject? Tliose attril)Utes, and a combination

of other forces, doubtless have placed Marcus
Hurley upon the high plane which he has

reached."
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Paul! Wins Elton Handicap.

George Pauli won the closed club handicap

load race which the Elton Wheelmen of New
York ran last Sunday over a ten-mile course

in Westchester County. Pauli had a handi

cap of one minute, and his time for the dis-

ance was 30:02. C. H. Homan, one of the

scratch men, won the first time prize and
finished second to Pauli. The other three

time prizes were won by the other scratch

men. The limit men, who had three minutes

handicap, were passed by the back markers

at seven miles, and twelve rideis finished in

the first bunch. There were twenty-five start-

ers, all of whom finished. The race Avas wit-

nessed by a large number of spectators.

Order of finish. H'cap. Time.
1—George Pauli 1:00 30:02

2—C. H. Moiuan Scratch 29:01 1-.5

3—C. ISIartiu Scratch 29:01 2-5

4—Fred Zapke 1 :30 30:32 2-.5

-J—L. Schwartz 1:30 30:32 4-.5

G—C. E. Milkowait Scratch 29:02

7—E. Toepfer Scratch 29 :02 1-.5

Time prize winners: C. Hi Homan, 29:01 1-5;

C. Martin, 29:012-5; C. E. Milkowait, 29:02;

E. Toepfer, 29:02 1-5.

Whenever
you think of

motor bicycles or

whenever men talk of

them your thoughts

and their talk

inevitably lead to the

INDIAN

De Guichard Gets Bad Fall.

Basil de Guichard, wlio formerly raced

liehind motor pace in this country, had a

bad fall at Hamburg, Germany, on Sunday,

October 2, in the 50 kilometre paced race.

His machine struck the banking, and De
(Juichnrd fell over it. The race was won
liv Demke in 51 minutes 55 seconds.

Human Windshield to Compete.

Paolo Bianchi, the Italian trainer, who
looked after Irer Lawson and "Major" Tay-

lor some time ago, has taken up motor pac-

ing, according to reports, it is said that he

is a verttabla wind sliield in himself.

'I'oni l.iiidni. it Is reported, is faithfully

training at the Buffalo Velodrome, Paris,

with a view of competing at tlie indoor ti'ack

there, which will open this mouth.

Ever ask yourself why
this should be

the case?

REGENT SCALPINGS:

At Philadelphia, Pa., Oct. 1.—Five miles

race. Indians tirst, second and third.

At Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 5.— Indians tirst

and second in both events.

HENDEE MFG. CO.,
Springfield, Mass.

Pacific Coast Representatives,

THE BRUNETTE COMPANY
491 Mission St», San Francisco, Cat*
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The Reduction of English Prices.

Not even during the slump period was tlie

tone of the British press—where it is given

utterance—so pessimistic as it is at tlie pres-

ent time over the latest cut in cycle prices.

Commenting on the new situation, which it

assumes the Humber reduction malies a fin-

ality, the Irish Cyclist says:

"One view, as voiced by the London man-

ager of a large cycle corporation, is that the

low priced machine canot be so good as the

old cheap grade was. It will require a spe-

cial plant for its manufacture, and will ulti-

mately lead to the whole trade becoming cen-

tred in some few large firms, as the sewing

machine and typewriter are in the United

States. There will be also economies in the

fittings, and cheapness will be the alpha and

omega of the outfit. In consequence of the

cheapening process in production, many male

hands—estimated at 5,000 persons—are now
idle in Coventi'y, their places being taken by

women—a pleasing prospect in the industrial

life of the country to contemplate. There

seems wanting only the gigantic trust to com-

plete the transformation and Americaniza-

tion—to coin a word—of one of the oldest and

most reputable of British industries.

"Then, again, as regards the agents, of

whom there are thousands throughout the

country whose capital and means of liveli-

hood depend on the cycle trade, they were,

many of them, born into it, and for the most

part they are unfitted to take up any other

business. As a body, too, they make for that

ideal combination of tradesman-mechanic

hardly to be met with outside the cycle trade.

Their salvation in this price crisis, they are

told, is to be found in selling two machines

where they sold one before. It would, there-

fore, seem that a new generation of cyclists

will have to be bred at once. But such will

have to understand that the changed coufli-

tions of trade will not permit further of

many of tliose little concessions, favors or

acts of give and take kind which present day

riders are familiar with. A popular price,

whether in guineas or in pence, means pretty

much this—that a man puts down his money
and asks no question and lumps his bargain.

"What market there may be for the new
cheap mount remains to be seen, but it seems

quite certain that there will be none for the

second hand one except it be faked to appear

as of a higher pedigree. The trade in stolen

machines won't be worth the pursuit; a new

one may yet be got for the asking, but busi-

ness in the auction bargains, soiled surplus

stock, et hoc genus omne, will henceforward
remain but a memory. If, however, the

cheapening of the cycle will mean an in-

creased popularity for the pastime, and be

the means of finding work for the idle arti-

san, pleasure for the greater number and a

consolidation of the home trade, to enable it

to still maintain the lead of the British made
cycle, the threatened fiutter in trade circles

may be forgiven.

"Certain it is that if the millennium is nigh,

the cycle trade has been well preparing its

advent for many years past."

When Dust G?ts In the Eye.

The following remedy has been recom-

mended by a physician, who is also a motor-

ist, for eye irritation, caused by dust and
files:

To half an ounce of boric acid (chystalsi
add six ounces of warm water. Shake well
for a minute until the acid crystals are dis-

solved. All the crystals may not dissolve,
liut a saturated solution is all that is neces-
sary.

To use the remedy put half an ounce into
a glass ounce measure, adding to it a half
ounce of warm water, and apply the fluid to
the eyes by the aid of an eye glass, which
can be obtained from a chemist. Throw the
head back and open and close the eye several
times in the liquid. Dust and other foreign
matter will thus be washed out.

I

" Tliere's recreation in the books tliemielves."

77 Information

Bureaus of the

New York Central Lines

Each City ticket office of the New
York Central, Boston & Albany, Mich-
igan Central, Lake Shore, Big Four,

Pittsburg & Lake Erie and Lake Erie

& Western Railroads in the cities of

New York, Brooklyn, Boston, Worcester,

Springfield, Albany, Utica, Montreal,

Syracuse. Ro.hester, Buffalo, Niagara
Falls, Toronto, Detroit, Cleveland,

Pittsburg, Columbus, Indianapolis, Cin-
cinnati, Louisville, St. Louis, Chicago,
St. Paul, Denver, San Francisco, Port-

land, Los Angeles and Dallas, Texas, is

an information bureau where desired

information regarding rates, time of

trains, character of resorts, hotel ac-

commodations, and a thousand and one
other things the intending traveler wants
to know will be freely given to all

callers.

Send to George H. Daniels, General Passenger
Agent, Grand Central Station, New York, a 2-cent

stamp for a 5j-page illustrated Catalogue of the
" Four-Track . cries."

WONT COST YOU A CENT
Just save your "Brass Sign" certificates, one of which accompanies each dozen 4 ounce tubes of

NEVERLEAK
and when you have 12, mail them to us and we will send you this splendid

SOLID BRASS SICIM—FREE.
It measures 12 by 15 inches, is beautifully polished, and the hand engraved letters are filled

in with black enamel. It is a sign of which you may well be proud, and one for which any en-

graver would charge you at least TEN DOLLARS. !

If possible, order one gross tubes NEVERLEAK from your jobber at once and get the brass sign
immediately.

BUFFALO SPECIALT/ MANUFACTURING CO., Buffalo, N. Y-
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That famous Motorcycle, the

AUTO-BI
With its

- Cushion Frame, Spring ForK and

Combination Steel and Leather Belt

Embodies the acme of Motorcycle luxury

and reliability.

MADE BY

E, R. THOMAS MOTOR CO., Buffalo, N. Y.

Bicycles-Tires-Sundries
We made out purchases of tires before

the prices advanced and are ready to

share the benefit with our customers.

The prices on our other goods are also of the

interesting sort. May we submit them to you ?

Boston Cycle & Sundry Co.,

48 Hanover St., Boston, Mass.

"D. & J." HANGERS
FOR

Single,

Tandem,

Triplet,

ABSoLUTELr THE BEST Quad and
^— Motor Cycles.

Lightest, Nearest Dust Proof, and
Easiest Running Hanger in the World.

Up-to-date Dealers handle

HUDSON

BICYCLES
Sole manufacturers of the celebrated

D. and J, HANGERS.
Write for our terms and prices, and special territory proposition.

HUSTLING AGENTS WANTED.

THE HUDSON MFG. CO., Hudson, Mich.

"MOTORCYCLESANDHOW
TO MANAGE THEM"

REVISED EDITION BOUND EM CXOTH

The Only Book of the Sort in Existence

CONTAINS A MINE OF VALUABLE
INFORMATION

PRICE, ONE DOLLAR.

THE GOODMAN COMPANY
34^95-96 Trtbuno Building, Nbw York Gity

THE UNPARALLELED

PIERCE.

KRAMER

PROFESSIONAL

Both
OF THE

1904

HURLEY

AMATEUR

Champions
won their honors on

Pierce Bicycles
The inevitable result of the

combination of good men

on good wheels.

And it is the fourth successive

year that Kramer and ]the Pierce

have won the professional title.

Achievements such as these cause

both wise riders and wise dealers

to "sit up and take notice."

THE GEO. N. PIERCE CO,

BUFFALO, N. Y.
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WANTS AND FOR SALE.
1 5 cents per line of seven words, cash with order.

"\irANTED—EXPERIENCED bicycle travel

ing salesman to represent an old established

bicycle firm. Address, giving experience, territory

previously traveled and salary expected.

SALESMAN, Care of X.Y Z., Bicycling World

"\'X WANTED—Everyone interested in motor bi-

cycles to purchase "Motocycles and How to

Manage Them." Contains 126 pages bristling

with information. jSi.oo per copy. For sale by

The Goodman Co, 154 Nassau St., New York City.

ALL ROADS ARE EASY WHEN THE

BALL
RETAINER

IS USED.
With milHons in daily use, it has stood the test for

more than five years and is adaptable to ball bearings of

any kind.

If you are users of ball bearings we would be pleased to hear

from yeu and mail you our catalog with the latest informatior

.

which we know would be profitable and interesting to you.

THE STAR BALL RETAINER CO., Lancaster. Pa.. U. S. A,

JOHN 8. LENC'S SON & GO.

93 Reade Street, NEW YORK,
CARRY A COMPLETE STOCK OF

BiCYCLES, TIRES, SUNDRIES.
CAREFUL ATTENTION PAID TO

PROIVIRT" SHIRIS/IEISIT".

Bicvcles>' Motorcycles
HICH-CRADE LEADERS.

FowlerManson Sherman Cycle Mfg. Co.,

241 S. Jefferson St., Chfcago.
Write for terms.

Special Stampings

SHEETMETAL
THE CROSBY CO., - Buffalo, N.Y.

HIGH GRHDE
wheels must have the

best equipments.

There is nothing that gives more value for

the money than the use of the

MORSE r5S.^r chain

NOISELESS IN MUD, WATER OR
DUST AND ALWAYS EASY RUNNING.

The only chain having Prlctloniess

Rocker Joints. Insist on having the

Morse Twin Roller. Fits regular

sprockets.

Sena lor Catalogrue and

Trade Price to

Morse Chain Co., Tnimansburi:, n. y.

WRITE US NOW
for our Summer bargain sheet. Inside prices on
a great many articles that we are desirous of
closing out or reducing our stock.

JOS. STRAUSS & SON,
Buffalo, N,Y.

CATALOGUE.
Thor Motor and Parts for Motorcycle and

Hubs and Parts for Bicycle on application.

AURORA AUTOMATIC MACHINERY CO.,

AURORA, ILL.

The Week's Patents.

771,272. Eesllient tire. Sam T. Richard-
son and Richard Price, Birmingham, Eng-
land. Filed October 30, 190.3. Seriel No.

179,215. (No model.)

Claim.—1. A pneumatic tire or other re-
silient tire, made with depression such as
b2 on its inner periphery at regular intervals
apart and adaptecd to engage with core-
sponding studs or projections at the bottom
of the trougli section wlieel rim so as to
prevent the tire from creeping, said depres-
sions forming dome-shaped projections in the
interior of the tire, substantially as set forth.

771,688. Electric ignition device for inter-

nal combustion motors. Charles W. Svensou.

New Britain, Conn., assignor to the Corbin

Screen Corporation, New Britain, Conn., a

corporation of Connecticut. Filed .Tune 17,

1903. Serial No. 161,829. (No model).

Claim.—A spark plug of the character de-
scribed, comprising a relatively stationary
annular member, a rod mounted longitudi-
nally thereof, and a revoluble disk having a
plurality of sparking points carried at the
outer end thereof adjacent to the annular
terminal.

"Motorcycles: How to Manage Them."
Price $1. The Goodman Company, 154

Nassau street. New York. ***

Tn- ^imnuaaia

ii PERFECT »>

OILER
For High Grade Bicycles. The best and neatest Oiler in the

market. DOBS ^0T LEAK. The '• PERFECT " is the
only Oiler that regulates the supply of oil to a drop. It is ab-
solutely unequaled. Price 25 ceats each.

We make cheaper oilers, also.

Cushman & Denison Mfg. Co., 2 lC-2 W. 23d St., N. Y.

WORCESTER PRESSED STEEL COMPANY
Successor to

WORCESTER RERRULE & IVIF-G. COtVIRArMY,
WORCESTER, MASS.

Manufacturers of Light and Heavy Stampings in Steel, Brass, Copper, etc.

Automobile and Carriage Fittings. Bicycle Parts and Specialties.

TRADC " MARIC
Catalogs showing stock goods mailed upon request. Inquiries solicited.
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UNAFFECTED BY WAR
Japan's Struggle Does Not Diminish its

Demand for Bicycles—Evidence of it.

Despite the intensity of the war, the Jap-

anese demand for bicycles, or for Racycles,

at any rate, is sho-wlng no signs of abating.

Tlie fact was brought out during the visit

of Harry Walburg, manager of the Miami

Cycle Mfg. Co., who has been in New York

for several days.

Mr. Walburg states that not only has the

demand increased appreciably, but that it

continues overwhelmingly for their high-

priced models. He gave the number of Ra-

cycles that had been shipped. If it were

printed, it would be sutficient to bring water

to the mouths of some of those in the trade.

It is to be added that Walburg is no ro-

mancer, and was not talking for publication.

The only effect of the war, he states, has

been to cause a rearrangement of the system

of payments. The .Tapanese government

does not permit any money to be directly

sent out of the country, which has made
necessary transactions through second or

third parties.

Walburg added that the Miami Co. has no

cause for faultfinding with the volume of the

home demand, which is now running almost

exclusively to the higher-priced models.
While he did not say so in exact words, he
said enough to make it appear probable that
the motor Racycle will loom much larger next
season. He admitted that, while he might
have been lukewarm on the subject of motor-
cycles, he had ridden the Racycle enough this
year to cause his interest to heighten.

Two More in Diamond Cluster.

Pursuing its policy of expansion, the Dia-

mond Rubber Co. has opened new branches
at Minneapolis and St. Louis. At the latter

R. L. McCrea, who has long been identified

with the Chicago office of the company, will

be in charge at No. 3,966 Olive street, and
at Minneapolis W. E. Roby, who has been
looking after trade for the Diamond company
in that section for some time, will take care

of the business, the stores being located at
No. 611 First avenue. South. Complete tire

stocks will be carried at both new branches,
which will begin business on or before No-
vember 1.

Atkins, of the "Old Guard," Retires.

Arthur L. Atkins, manager of the Pope
Mfg. Co.'s Chicago factories and Western

sales department, has resigned, and been

succeeded by D. W. Gould, the capable as-

sistant manager.

Atkins's resignation was due chiefly to ill

health. For two years he has been almost

an invalid, and several times has been forced

to seek relief. Once a threatening attack of

nervous prostration Incapacitated him for

several months, and at the time of his resig-

nation he was too ill to attend to his duties.

Atkins is one of the genuine "old guard"

of cycling, and as a cyclist dates back to the

70s. During nearly all of the intervening
years he has been conspicuously identified

with the trade, for most of the time with the
Pope interests.

Diamond Men in New Settings.

A shift in the selling forces of the Dia-

mond Rubber Company, which 'las been

under consideration for some time, was ef-

fected this week, during the visit of Secre-

tary W. B. Miller to New York.

Due to it, O. J. Woodard, manager of the

New York branch, becomes general repre-

sentative, and, while his headquarters will

continue to be in New York, he will act as

the company's general selling representative

among the large trade. S. F. Randolph, man-

ager of the Philadelphia branch, succeeds

Mr. Woodard as New York manager, but will

also retain control of the Philadelphia branch.

C L. Bradley, who has been Mr. Woodard's
right hand man, goes to Cleveland to become
manager of the Cleveland branch.

Will Make Toe Clips and Locks.

The Buescher Toe Clip Co., Elkhart, Ind.,

has succeded the Buescher Mfg. Co., of the

same place; in addition to toe clips, the L. A.

W. combination lock will be manufactured.

Changes in the'" latter now make it applicable

to chainless and motor bicycles, as well as

the chain driven kind; it remains of vest

pocket size.

Dividend for Lyndhurst Creditors.

William Allen, referee in bankruptcy of Mc-

Kee & Harrington, New York, has declared

a final dividend of 4y2 per cent on all claims

proved and allowed, and one of 5 per cent

on claims filed subsequent to December 16,

1903, on which date the first dividend was
declared.

GOLD WILL BE BRONZE

Economy Forces Exposition to Hake Queer

Awards—How Juries " Pick the Winner. "

Unless they themselves pay the price of the

more pi'ecious metals, those exhibitors at the

St. Louis Exposition who received gold and

silver awards will receive bronze medals,

bearing, respectively, the stamps "Gold" or

"Silver," as the case may be.

This measure is taken because the expo-

sition is under heavy expense, and it is neces-

sary to practice economy. Bids for the man-

ufacture of these counterfeit gold and silver

medals are now being called for, the man-

agers of the exposition having reached the

ingenious decision that it is not the material

out of which the medals awarded the ex-

hibitors are made that indicates their value,

but the stamp of the exposition company.

Those in the cycle trade who are afCected

by this odd ruling are the Pope JSTtg. Co. and

the Hendee Mfg. Co., who were awarded

gold medals, the one for bicycles, the other

for motorcycles. It was stated last week

that the Miami Cycle & Mfg. Co., who re-

ceived the grand prize for bicycles, were

awarded also a gold medal for the motor

Racycle, but this proves not to be the case.

The Hendee people received the only award

for motorcj'cles.

In connection with the Miami award, the

story is current, and well authenticated, that

so soon as it was announced a representative

of the Pope Mfg. Co. promptly filed a pro-

test. When this news reached Vice-Presi-

dent Albert L. Pope, who during the indis-

position of his father, Colonel Albert A. Pope,

is in charge of the New York headquarters,

immediately and broad mindedly ordered the

protest withdrawn.

"There's no reason why we should act the

part of a dog in the manger," is the remark

attributed to the younger Pope.

If his ears have not burned since his liberal

view of the matter was noised about, it is not

because it has not been discussed with un-

disguised admiration.

The methods employed in arriving at the

awards are not generally understood. The
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popular notion is that the honors are dis-

tiibuted solely on the basis of mechanical su-

periority. But this proves not to he the case,

as is explained by one of those who served on

the jury of awards. He says:

"In the first place, there are five grades of

awards, given in order of merit—the grand

prize, gold medal, silver medal, bronze medal

and honorable mention.

"There is no limit to the number of each

grade that may be given. If all the exhibits

were of equal rank, and of the highest pos-

sible quality, all would get a grand prize. If,

on the other hand, all the exhibits were of

inferior quality, all would receive a lower

mark.

"As a matter of fact, it is not very diffi-

cult to classify all the exhibits under some
one of the above five classes, and award in

accordance with the relative standing. It

must be understood at the outset that an
exhibitor may receive only one medal, no

matter how many different kinds of auto-

mobiles he may manufacture. A medal Is

not awarded for any one particular vehicle,

as distinguished from the remainder of the

product.

"Mauy points are considered, such as the

age and standing of the company In the

financial world, its size and integrity; then

the character of the exhibit, as presented at

the Exposition—whether representing the en-

tire product, or some one portion of It only.

Then comes a detailed examination of the

machines actually on exhibition, the ma-
chinery and its finish making one detail—

a

certain percentage of the whole; the body

and its finish making a second, and the gen-

eral considerations above mentioned influenc-

ing the whole.

"Another thing is the importance of the

product in the commercial world; whether or

not it plays any considerable part in the

market for automobiles, or whether it is a

highly specialized thing, having a very lim-

ited sale.

"After making all these notes, and com-

pleting the round of the entire exhibit, the

juryman has pretty well fixed in his mind the

general comparative standing of each ex-

hibitor, as compared with all others.

"With all these facts and impressions in

mind, the jury gathers about a table, con-

sulting notes and data, and makes the award,

consideration being continued until the vote

is unanimous.

"It is not always an easy task at the best.

There are some exhibits that are exceedingly

hard to classify, but, as a rule, there is

enough difference, all things considered, be-

tween the best and the worst to make a rea-

sonable set of awards."

ENGLISH MAKERS' EARNINGS

First of the Annual Reports Disclose Uood

Profits and Substantial Dividends.

Pope Produces Tandem Attachment.

The Pope Mfg. Co. has added a motor bi-

cycle tandem attachment to its productions.

It is designed for application to the Colum-
bia, Cleveland and Tribune motor bicycles.

It is made of steel tubing and steel drop forg-

ings, and, of course, comprises the usual and
necessar'y seat post, handle bar and saddle.

The season of the year is at hand when the

British company reports are made public,

and their appearance is awaited with much

more than usual interest, in view of the ad-

mittedly critical condition of the cycle indus-

try. In the current issues of the British jour-

nals appear the reports of three well known

concerns, viz., the Enfield Cycle Co., the

Eadie Mfg. Co. and the Albert Eadie Chain

Co. Of these only the first mentioned makes

bicycles.

It was pretty well known that all three of

these concerns, which are affiliated and

known as the Eadie group, had experienced

a good season and would make a splendid

showing. The reports prove this to have been

the case. Each concern made a good profit

and materially bettered the figures of 1903.

The record of the Enfield company is a

most remarkable one. Although it is one of

the tew concerns to adhere to the policy of

turning out only high grade machines, the

year was the best in its history since the

boom days of 1897. This highly satisfactory

condition, the Enfield company state, is the

result of the policy of placing upon the mar-

ket bicycles of the highest possible quality

and finish, irrespective of the insane com-

petition which has unfortimately been in-

dulged in by a certain section of the trade."

An even more remarkable fact is that the

increased profit was not due to economies in

operation, but to an enlarged output. The
previous year's turnover was the greatest

ever made, while the one covered bj^ the re-

port under notice exceeded it by sveral thou-

sand machines. The trading profit is given

as .$96,52.5; of this, after making the neces-

sary deductions for depreciation, taxes, etc.,

there remained a net profit of .$51,150. Out of

this a preferance dividend of 7 per cent and
a common dividend of 5 per cent was paid,

while $15,000 was added to the reserve fund.

An even better showing is made by the

Eadie Mfg. Co.. which devotes itself to the

production of two speed gears, coaster hubs,

etc. Its trading profit is given as $222,550,

an increase of nearly $100,000 over that of a

year ago. The net profit is $153,425, which is

sufficient to pay dividends of 7 per cent on
the preference shares, 10 per cent and a 2^/^

per cent bonus on the common, to add $50,-

000 to the reserve fund and to carry forward
$15,000.

The Albert Eadie Chain Go's report shows
a trading profit of $51,740, and a net profit

of $37,910. Interest is lent to tlie concern

owing to its having been originally engaged
in the manufactiire of cycle chains and hav-

ing substituted to a considerable extent spe-

cialties, thus transforming a loss of $10,000

in 1902 into the present profit.

The ilarket In Hextco.

Mexico is one of the countries that British

cycle makers do not appear to be able to

trade with. In 1901 a little business was
done, but 1902 and 1903 are represented by
naughts. This unsatisfactory condition of af-

fan-s is conti-asted by The Cyclist with the

growing American trade, and English mak-
ers are urged to give Mexico some of the at-

tention that it merits.

The British consul at Vera Cnlz has taken

the matter up in his annual report. Se
states that the condition of trade through-

out Mexico continues prosperous, although at

the time of writing, at the end of June, there

was "a momentary slackness." He adds that

"the present consumption of British goods is

but a small percentage of the trade Which
might be done. We are lacking in British

import houses; in fact, there is not a single

one in my consular district, covering a coun-

try about as large as France. There are in

the whole of the republic but a very few:

Because the British merchant left the coun-

try years ago is no reason why he should not

enter and compete, and maintain the name
he made in years gone by for probity. The
days were when British merchants here con-

trolled the best houses, and that when the

trade of the republic was of little importance

compared to what It is now."

He recommends judicious advertising in

local newspapers; an increased number of

British commercial travellers supplied with

choice samples; the printing of catalogues

and conduct of correspondence in Spanish;

the quotation of nrices in gold dollars at

$5 to £1, and giving weights and measures

in some form understood by the people. Ger-

man traders, he says, are particularly pains-

taking in this respect. Firms should quote

f. o. b., c. i. f., inclusive. The British mei'-

chant, unfortunately, allows his goods to be

distributed by middlemen, who are almost

entirely foreigners. The Americans and Ger-

mans have established offices and stores

throughout the country, while the English-
man is seldom seen. Orders from Mexico
should be met promptly.

Uses for Old Files.

Useful tap plates may be made from old

smooth files. Anneal the good old files, and
then grind away the file teeth, drill and tap

a number of holes standard sizes mostly re-

quired, slot the tapped holes with a thin file

to form cutting edges, and finally retemper

the tap plate to a deep straw color..

Die nuts may be made in like manner, but

cut off square shape before being driled and

tapped. The advantage of the die nut is

that it may be used on the end of a stripped

axle in position without taking the parts

down, being operated by means of a suit-

able spanner. The die nuts may be used as

tap plates by fixing them in a suitable holder
to operate them.

At least one British concern is evidently

making a serious effort to increase its share

of .Japanese trade. Rudge-Whitworth, the

largest makers in the kingdom, have issued

a catalogue in the Japanese language.
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WALTHOUR HOME AGAIN

The Champion Talks of his Successes

Abroad—Qerman's Strenuous Qoodbye.

Robert Walthour, wearing the official gold

medal emblematic of tbe world's paced pro-

fessional championship, arrived in New York

City on Thursday night on the Deutschland.

With Walthour were his wife and baby boy

and a small French bulldog, which had been

intended by the champion as a present for

Alfred Reeves, manager of the Pope com-

pany's racing team. Walthour had intended

remaining in Europe for a few weeks longer,

but was called to this country by the serious

illness of his wife's mother, who had been

at Atlanta with the other two Walthour chil-

dren. She died while her daughter was on

the ocean, and Mrs. Walthour did not know

the sad news until arriving at the dock. The

returning champion was met at the Ham-

burg-American pier by his mother and step-

father; P. T. Powers, promoter of the six-

day race; Harry Pollok, of Mr. Powers's

staff, and a representative of the Bicycling

World. Fred Nagel, an oldtime racing man
of Boston and New York, was a fellow pas-

senger of Walthour's.

Walthour looked hearty and healthy, though

he said he had been very sick during the

first two days of the voyage. He left here

on August 4 on the same steamer on which

he returned, boarding the boat at Cherbourg

on Wednesday of last week on the return

trip. He came back wearing a London hat

and a most marvellous vest of fancy brown

velvet with buttons on it that looked like

agates. He wears on his watch chain the

heavy gold medal he received for winning

the paced championship at London. The

face of the medal has on it a globe, sur-

rounded by the words, "Union Internationale

World's Cycliste Championships," and on

the reverse side, "100 kilometres profes-

sional championships, 1904; won by R. Wal-

thour; time, 1:33:57 3-5.

During the last season Walthour competed

in forty-four races and lost but four of them,

all of his defeats being in Europe. One of

his defeats was due to his motors failing him

at Berlin; in another the tires on his motor

wei'e punctured in a race at Leipsic, and he

lost two races in Paris. One of the races at

Paris in which he was defeated was the con-

test in which Leander received his fatal in-

juries, and the other was due to lack of con-

dition, as he raced on Sunday after landing

in France on the previous Friday.

Aside from winning the championship at

London, the victory which most pleased Wal-
thour was at Berlin on September 11. Dicket-

mann, winner of the championship last year,

and Robl, winner two years ago, would not

compete in the race at London, as they would
Dot be allowed to use wind shields on their

pacing motors. Tlio manager of the Sports

Park, at Friedenau, Berlin, arranged a contest

of 1(K) kilometres for what he styled "the real

cliampionship," and in which Walthour,

Dicketmann, Robl and Hall, tlic honi' lecord

holder, were the contestants. Walthour won
the race, and set so hot a pace that he forced

Robl to quit after he had covered ninety-four

kilometres, Walthour being four miles ahead
of him at the time. Dicketmann finished sec-

ond, a mile behind Walthour, and Hall was
third, seven miles behind.

The usually unexcitable Germans were im-

mensely pleased at Walthour's victory, and
they swarmed onto the track after the race

finished. They took the champion from his

bicycle and carried him around the track on

their shoulders, and, as Walthour says, "They
gave me the greatest ovation I ever had in

my life." Walthoiir says he has become very

popular in Germany, especially at Berlin,

and he thinks it is partly due to his being

blond.

"I do look something like a German with

my light hair, and that must be the I'eason

they like me so much," he said. When Wal-

thour escaped from his admirers an immense
crowd gatliered around his "cabin," as the

riders' quarters are called, and waited for

him to come out. He made one attempt to get

away, but so many insisted on shaking hands

with him that he had to go back, nor did he

get away until 9 o'clock, when he escaped by

crawling out of a window.

Before the race started that day Waltliour

had been warned that an attempt would be

made to fix his motor so that it would not

run properly. The motor was accordingly

locked up, but when the time came for the

contest to start it was found that two nails

had been driven in the rear tire on the ma-

chine. A new inner tube was put in, and

that one was also punctured before they could

get the motor out on the track. The next

time they put the new inner tube into the

tire while the motor was out on the track,

and no fiirther trouble was encountered. The
trouble with tlie tires had taken some time

to remedy and the crowd grew impatient at

the delay. Walthour was hissed by the spec-

tators when he finally came out, but their

resentment was all forgotten before the race

was over.

The race had signalized tlie third victory

over Robl at the Friedenau track, where the

German had been accounted invincible. He
had followed tandems in all three of tlje

races, while Walthour had always been paced

by motorcycles only. Robl does most of his

racing there, and as the track is wavy and a

difficult one to ride, it gave Robl a great ad-

vantage over his opponents. Walthoxar was

told before tlie race by other riders that he

would have no chance to defeat Robl for

"the real championship," but he told his

friends that he would do his best. The rear

seat man on Robl's pacing machines wore a

number of sweaters and had pillows under

his coat so as to give Robl all the protection

possible. In addition to the extra clothes

worn by his pacemakers, all of Robl's ma-
chines were fitted with wind shields, but

still Walthour defoatod him. The chamjiion

says Robl's roar seat men were so padded
that they could hardly got through a door.

Though he made lots of money, he says
that the expenses are very heavy. The salary

and expenses of Hoffman and an extra pace-
maker averaged nearly .fl.^O a week, and he
had to win lots of money to keep even. Mrs.
Walthour and the baby accompanied him on
many of his trips, though part of the time
she remained in Paris while he was away.
If he goes to Europe again in the spring he
will take Gussie Lawson with him as his

pacemaker. He says Lawson is the best

pacemaker in the world, as he always knows
just what to do in an emergency, and keeps
his motors in perfect condition all the time.

Lawson would have come back with him if

he had not been compelled to sail on such
short notice. He did not bring back any
motors, and his baggage consisted of his own
and his wife's trunk and his bicycle trunk.

He left for Atlanta the afternoon after his

arrival, and will begin training there for the

six-day race in Madison Square Garden. If

it becomes too cold in Atlanta, he will go to

Thunderbolt, Ga., where he did his prepara-

tory work for last year's contest. He has not

picked out a partner for the coming race, but
will do so in a week or two. He does not ex-

pect to do any racing before the six-day

event, but may ride some exhibitions at some
of the local fairs in the South.

The trip was a successful one for him in a

finaucial way, as he brought back nearly

•liG.OOO. He had very good contracts with

both bicycle and tire manufacturers, and re-

ceived large bonuses for appearing at race-

tracks. In one Instance Walthour competed
against five opponents, and he received more
monej^ as a bonus than the combined amount
pa ill to the other five riders. If he returns to

Europe he will go over with Gussie Lawson
early next March.

Walthour Whds Up With a Win.

Walthour's lust race in Europe before sail-

ing for home occurred at the Buffalo track,

Paris, on Sunday, October 9. The event was
in the natui-e of a novelty—a 50-kilometer

motor-paced handicap, no rider having

proven able to hold the all-conquering cham-

pion in check, the management called on him

to concede starts. He gave as much as four

laps (three-quarters of a mile) to Bruni and

Tom Linton, who has given signs lately to

regaining his old form, and then won easily.

I.inton was second and Bruni third.

There seems to be no limit to the horse-

power of the motors used for paced races in

Errope. Motors of 18 and 24 horsepower are

used by several French pace followers, but

Robl, the German, heads the list with a tan-

dem which has a two cylinder motor of 32

horsepower. It is reported to have attained

a speed of eighty-five miles an hour.
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THE WISE RIDER BUYS THE NATIONAL
THE SATISFIED RIDER BUYS AGAIN.

A sale easily made means quick profit to the

dealer. Wherever you find a dealer pushing the

NATIONAL, you meet a successful one.

Get in line for the NATIONAL Agency for

1905. You can make money out of it.

NiTIONAl

PIDtR '

NtVER

,

CnANGEb^

m5 MOUNT

WHAT YOU GET FOR YOUR MONEY IS AS

MPORTANT AS THE AMOUNT

YOU PAY.

For Agency

May 24, 1904.

This is the fourth year that I have ridden this

wheel and would not trade it for a new one of

any other make. E. F. HAMMOND.

fers"aWss NATIONAL CYCLE MFG. CO., Bay City, Mich., U.S.A.

Every Live Dealer Knows

and Its Running Mate

THE PREMIER.
HIGH GRADE. IHEDIUn PRICE.
HOST COnPLETE LINE OF TIRES HADE.

FISK TIRES ON BICYCLE5 HEAN HIGH GRADE.
BRANCHES AND REPAIR DEPOTS:

BOSTON. BUFFALO, PHILADELPHIA. OMAHA,
SPRINGFIEJU}. DETROIT. WASHINGTON. MINNEAPOLIS.
NHW YORK. CHICAGO. TOBONTO, DBINVER.
8TUACD8B. SAN FItANC!I800. ST. LOUia LOS ANGELES.

LONDOK.

THE FISK RUBBER COMPANY,
CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.

Western Sales Office. 52 State Street, Chicago.
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Winter 5tjrage.

One of the minor sources of income which

the majority of dealers neglect or overlooli is

that derived from the storage of wheels dur-

ing the winter. The much smaller number

who make a strong bid for this class of trade

get it, and find that it brings them in a very

welcome, even if small, revenue, without any

corresponding outlay. Therefore, they pur-

sue it year after year, with never a thought

of discontinuance.

The day has passed when it is possible to

secure any volume of business of this class

on the old basis of a stipulated sum per

month, with an added charge for cleaning,

oiling, etc. Dealers who can get any busi-

ness on such terms are fortunate. Riders have

become too much infected with the economy

microbe to thinli of proceeding on the old

lavish plan of cycle expenditures. Most of

them will, if left alone, store their machines

away in a cellar or attic, content thereby to

save a trifling sum without marlied incon-

venience to themselves.

The proper way to do is to malie up a list

of customers, and at this season of the year

or a little later begin a systematic canvass

of them. A personal interview is the best

way, but, failing that, a concisely and plain-

ly worded and neatly printed postal card will

do. It should state that you will send for

their machines and store them over winter

for a specified sum. What that sum shall be

the dealer can best judge. It should be large

enough to be worth while, but not larger than

the customer is lilcely to be willing to pay.

If deemed desirable, cleaning and oiling

sliould be included, either with or without

extra cost, as the circumstances seem to

warrant.

If the price is low enough, two out of three

of the customers will probably accept the

offer. The result will be that the surplus

room that most dealers have at their disposal

in the winter will be utilized at a profit, and

the customer will be bound more closely,

while the chance of doing work for him in

the spring is tremendously increased.

That novelty is still to be found in the

bicycle and its component parts is a fact

known to a select few. But outside of that

charmed circle—and sometimes inside of

parts of it—such knowledge is non-existant.

So far have we retraced our steps from the

"talking point" era, when the minutest feat-

ure was blazoned forth to a waiting world,

that we frequently maintain an absolute si-

lence regarding them,.unknowing or careless

of the fact that they possess interest for

many riders.

But in the purely constructional features,

and in the accessories of machines there are

often devices that merit a great deal more at-

tention than they receive. But the men who

make and sell them do not give them the

prominence they deserve. They assume,

either that the public and others interested

know about them, or will hear of them with-

out their telling them; or that it would be

useless to try to interest their customers in

such matters. Between these two assump-

tions the devices fall to the ground, unno-

ticed, even unheard of.

All this is, of course, only another way of

putting it that the old aggressiveness, the

eager proselyting spirit, which in the bright

days of the pastime animated everybody con-

nected with it, has vanished, or almost van-

ished. The trade of to-day is a trade pure

and simple, the members thereof intent on

the dollars and cents they can make out of it.

This is, perhaps, only natural, and a charac-

teristic of all other staple trades. But it is

vastly different from the former universal at-

titude, and it takes a lot of getting used to

before it comes to be regarded as natural as

well as inevitable.

There is one thing that should be borne in

mind, however. That is that cycling is still

both a sport and a pastime. It is probably

tiae that a majority of riders use bicycles

because they are the transportation vehicles

par excellence—the cheapest, the speediest,

the handiest, the most economical of all

wheeled vehicles. To this class the thought

of the bicycle as a racing machine, or as a

means of achieving pleasure or promoting

health, never enters. The utility of the ma-

chine is the sole recommendation it pos-

sesses.

But back of them is a class, still very large,

that places sport or pleasure first and utility

last. They do not view a bicycle with the

same indifilerence they do a trolley car^r-for

example. There is in them somewhere,

smoldering, perhaps, but still there, the em-

bers of a fire that in the old days meant, and

still means, interest. It does not break into

flame, chiefly because it gets no draft; or, to

drop metaphor, interest does not show itself

chiefly because there is nothing to arouse it.

There having been no exploitation of new

features, it is taken for granted that the new

bicycles contain none. When, at odd times

and in unexpected places, the discovery is

made that there are new things, surprise is

expressed that no mention has been made of

them.

As long as devices of genuine merit and

novelty are either not talked of at all or

talked of in a perfunctory manner, it is idle

to expect the general public to become famil-

iar with and take an interest in them. When

the opposite plan is tried different results

will be obtained, and not before.

Motorcyclists and Their Attire.

It is true that clothes do not make the man.

It is equally true that the clothes of the man

do impress for better or woi'se those with

whom he comes in contact. These observa-

tions are born of this rather pointed inquiry

that reaches us:

"Can you tell me why so very many motor-

cyclists are so very careless of their personal

appearance—in plain English, why there are

so many 'slobs' among the number? It is nat-

m-al to suppose that the man able to afford a

motor bicycle should be able to afford the

price of suitable clothing, but this seems not

to be the case."

The inquirer is a cyclist, not a motorcyclist.
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" Tbe same ujipleasant tendency which ex-

cites his question is a matter of, if not com-

mon, then not infrequent, remarli. It is to

be observed wherever any considerable num-

ber of motorcyclists gather. We have before

us at this moment a photograph of a group

of twelve riders of the power cycle. Of the

dozen at least four seem to fit the designa-

tion "slobs." One of them—an unusually tall

chap—is coatless and wearing a sweater and

long trousers tied at the ankle; another ap-

parently is wearing canvas leggings with

dark clothes, and the baggy leggings are

plainly three sizes too large for him; the

third has long trousers tied at the ankle and

a baggy, sagging leather coat, the cracks

and wrinkles in which are not hidden by the

photograph, while the fourth, and perhaps

worst appearing of the lot, is coatless, col-

larless and apparently has long trousers

tucked inside his stockings, and, to heighten

hrs appearance, is wearing a slouch hat

pulled down to his ears.

We will not say that the group is typical.

It is to be said, however, that there are too

many groups of the sort for the good of the

new pastime.

Why this should be the case we, like our

.questioner, are at a loss to understand. We
simply subscribe to the doctrine that far too

many cyclists are far too careless of their

personal appearance. It may be that it is the

influence of the miserable, ill-fitting leather

clothing originally affected by automobilists

and largely adopted by the earlier motor-

cyclists; but why, as is the case, men careful

or fairly careful, in their ordinary attire,

should .when they mount a motor bicycle,

wear ill-fitting or incongruous combinations

of garments, or permit themselves to be seen

with oil-stained or dust-caked clothing, is

beyond comprehension. If motorcycling col-

lects more dust, then riding a pedal pro-

pelled cycle is conducive to more perspira-

tion, and dust is easily removable; and, with

gasolene always at hand, there is not much

excuse for oil stains. And, as with even ordi-

nary attire and a white collar, a pair of well

fitting leggings are quickly applied and im-

part a genteel and motorcycling appearance,

there is even less excuse for a sloA'enly ap-

pearance on the part of motorcyclists than

on the part of their pushing brothers.

There certainly is need for reform in this

direction, and the motorcycle clubs and the

men who sell motorcycles cannot give it too

early or too earnest attention. A few clubs

of really well dressed men will exert great

influence for good.

Substitutes for Century Runs.

While "Louis," in his well intentioned criti-

cism of century runs, which is published in

another column, is apt to tread
.
on some

cycling corns, it is not to be denied that

there is a considerable morsel of truth in his

contentions.

On a previous occasion we remarked that

the average century had become little more

than a "merry-go-rovind" over the same old

roads; other scenes and other roads consti-

tute practically foreign country to the con-

firmed "century fiend."

Regardless of their merits or demerits, it

is to be said for the organized 100 mile runs

of earlier years that they at least took their

participants somewhere and permitted them

to see something not to be found in their

familiar haunts; each of them usually had

a different destination. In the case of the

Long Island "grinders," it is remarkable how

many of them know practically nothing of

the magnificent roads and scenery of West-

chester County, nor of New Jersey, from

which they are separated only by a river.

The substitute which "Louis" suggests—the

organized runs or tours to beautiful or his-

toric destinations—seems a particularly happy

one. The idea of medals and bars commemo-

rating such events would, as he states, in

after years prove souvenirs really worih

.cherishing. They would stand, each of them,

for something; would suggest scenes and

.places, people and pictures, incidents and

pleasures that would turn time backward

and renew youth on many nights.

Cycling probably would have been the gain-

er had such runs and such souvenirs been the

vogue instead of mere mileage hunting. Pos-

sibly if is not yet too late to institute the

practice.

That price competition during 1905 is go-

ing to be of the most strenuous character is

evidenced by a little dodge resorted to by no

iess a concern than Rudge-Whitworth, and

which had escaped attention on this side.

Their new low priced machine is not an 8

guinea machine after all, although it is com-

monly supposed to be such. Its price is really

£8 7s Gd—that is, 6d (sixpence) less than

8 guineas. Rendered into United States

money, and taking the pounds at the usual

equivalent of five dollars, the price of this

machine is $39.87%. No department store

could beat that for a price attraction. The

thrifty Britisher who wishes to save sixpence

will buy a Rudge-Whitworth at $39.87y2

rather than a Humber or a Swift at $40.

To Test Bicycles for Touring.

That time-honored institution of the French
Touring Club, the annual competition to de-

termine the best bicycle for touring pur-

poses, will be held next August. There is

nothing in the nature of a race in the con-

test, and diu-ability and ease in running are

the qualities aimed at.

Before the contest the machines are care-

fully examined, and marks are allowed as

follow: 2.5 for covering the distance in the al-

lotted time, 50 for gearing, with special ref-

erence to general speed devices; 30 for rims

and tires, brake clearance and such points

being taken into consideration; 20 for brakes,

20 for general points, 10 for immunity from
breakdowns during the trials, and 20 for the

Buitability of the machine as a whole.

Qood Going on a Gallon.

Wet and muddy roads caused the consump-
tion trials of the Auto-Cycle Club of Great
Britain, near London, on Saturday, October
1, to be somewhat of a fiasco. Only a dozen
of the twenty-eight entrants put in an ap-
pearance at the start. The lowest consump-
tion was equal to about 190 miles to a gallon
of gasolene, while the average of the single
machines was 120 miles.

Tall Frames for Tall People.

Some "tall" orders have been booked by
an English concern. One was for a machine
with a 31-inch frame, to be used by the tallest
man in the British army. Another was a
ladies' machine with a 28-inch frame; the
latter was the third order for this size of
frame.

Where Cycle Stealing is Epldtmic.;

Washington, D. C, cyclists are the victims
of an epidemic of thieving. Since October 1
a total of fifty-eight machines have been re-
ported missing by their owners, this being
the highest average to date of any month
this year. Seven owners were separated
from their cycles one day last week.

Seeking tlie Light flotor Bicycle.

The Autocycle Club of Great Britain will
early next year conduct a week's test to dis-

cover which is the most durable and eflicient

light motor bicycle." The competition will

be restricted to machines weighing 100
pounds and less.

The "Gate" at the Championships.

On the last day of the world's champion-
ship meet at Crystal Palace, London, the at-

tendance was 21,374. It will be recalled that
for their admission fee this big crowd wit-
nessed chiefly long crawls, followed by short,

sharp sprints.

Ninety-four and Still Cycling.

Ireland believes that it possesses the oldest

cyciist in the universe in the person of Dr.
AVoods, of Dublin, who is aged ninety-four.

He still pursues his profession, making the

rounds on a tricycle.
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After all,

there's no Coaster Brake
quite so good

as the

MORROW

This is the almost universal

verdict of the many who
have tried the others, only

to come back to the flORROW

ECLIPSE riACHINE CO., Elmira, N. Y,
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WIND-UP AT VAILSBURG

Sunday 's Aeet May flark the End of Famous

Track—Human Pace Used.

Vailsburg held its closing meet for the sea-

son of 1904 last Sunday. It is even possible

that it was the last meet that will ever he

held on the famous hoard track where so

many world's records have been made and so

many great contests held. It is expected

that the Borough of Vailsburg will be an-

nexed to the city of Newark during the com-

. ing winter, and in this event, it is feared

tnat the Newark Council will not permit

Sunday racing. If that turns out to be the

case, the track will not be opened again.

Oscar Goerke, of the National Athletic Club

of Brooklyn, won the ten-mile paced race

which was the feature of the meet. Al-

fred Ashurst, of the Bay View Wheelmen,

was Goerke's opponent, but only once during

the contest was he on even terms with the

Brooklynite. Human pace was used, and

Goerke had provided himself with better ma-

chines and more of them than Ashurst had;

in addition to which, the riders that paced

-Goerke were more at home on the tandems

and triplets than were Ashurst's crew.

Goerke had gone to the Kings County Wheel-

men and secured the use of some of their

tandems and triplets, while Ashurst had ap-

parently trusted to a kind Providence to pro-

vide his machines. The start of the race was

delayed for some time, as Ashurst at first re-

fused to ride unless he could have his choice

of the machines that Goerke had brought to

the track. Ashurst rode a regular sprinting

bicycle and Goerke used the Columbia pace

follower with which he competed in the

world's amateur paced championship at Lon-

don in September.

The contest was run from a standing start.

Goerke was first to catch his pace, a tan-

dem, and Ashurst started out behind a

triplet. The triplet crew did not work to-

gether, and Zanes, on a single, picked Ashurst

up at half a mile. Zanes paced Ashurst up

to Goerke, but the Brooklynite changed to a

triplet. The triplet set too fast a pace for

Zanes, and he dropped out, leaving Ashurst

to his own devices. Billington then went to

Ashurst's aid, and Goerke changed to a tan-

dem. Ashurst changed to a triplet when

Eockowitz was pacing Goerke. The triplet

carried Ashurst along at a good rate, and

he overhauled Goerke in the fourth mile. A
tandem came out for Goerke, but it was too

slow, and he tacked on behind Ashurst. One

of Goerke's triplets came to his rescue, and

at the end of five miles he led his opponent

by 100 yards.
' During the last half of the race Ashurst

was paced mostly by singles ridden by Zanes,

Mackay, Billington, Ayres and Spain. They
did their best,, but the pace was very un-

even, and Goerke gained steadily. At the

end of the eighth mile Goerke was almost

half a lap ahead of his opponent. He rode

well for the next two miles, and in the last

half-lap sprinted away from his pacemakers.

He was but ten yards back of Ashurst when
he finished, and won the race by 430 yards.

His fastest mile was the second, which he

covered in 2 minutes 6 3-5 seconds, and his

slowest was the foiirth, the time for which
was 2 minutes 23 seconds. The time by miles

was as follows: 2:10, 2:06 3-5, 2:18 2-5, 2:28,

2:07, 2:18, 2:13, 2:20, 2:14 and 2:17 2-5. Goerke
followed two triplets and two tandems and
Ashurst had a triplet and a tandem in addi-

tion to the singles.

The only professional race of the day was
a half-mile, best two in three heats, match
between Floyd Krebs, of the Tribune team,

and William R. Lee, the recent New York
graduate from the amateur ranks. In the

first heat the pair loafed in the most ap-

proved match race style, the time for the

first quarter being 1 minute 45 seconds. Lee
tried to sprint the entire last quarter, but

Krebs overhauled him at the head of the

stretch. In the fight to the tape, Krebs was
a trifle the faster, and won the heat by four

inches. The time for the second quarter was
28 2-5 seconds. Lee outgeneralled Krebs at

the start of the second heat and forced him
to take the lead. Lee dropped down to the

pole from the top of the bank as they round-

ed the first turn on the second lap, but did

not try to get away. Krebs trailed him until

the straight was reached, where he tried to

go around on the outside. Lee seemed to

win by the width of his front tire, but the

judges said it was a dead heat. Lee did not

make any objection, but the "Flying Dutch-

man" stalked up to the referee, and claimed

that he had won the heat toy two feet. He
was very sure he had won, and at first re-

fused to ride another heat, but finally

changed his mind. The second heat was the

fastest one, 1 minute 12 3-5 seconds being

the time. Krebs made Lee take the lead in

the third heat, though his starter broke the

rule in regard to walking over the starting

line. The first quarter was a fine loaf, the

time being 2 minutes 24 seconds. Krebs
waited until the middle of the first turn was
reached on the concluding lap, when he
jumped from the top of the bank and ob-

tained a lead of eight lengths before Lee
knew what had happened. Lee tried his best

to catch Krebs, but the latter won by five

lengths. Lee sat up before he crossed the

tape.
, 5 ^,
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The quarter-mile amateur, styled the "Au
Revoir Open" on the programme, had four

trial heats. Ashurst, Weintz, Zanes, Goerke,

Rockowitz, Mackay, Billington and Franks
qualified for the final. Billington had won
the fastest heat, and he was off the mark
quickest in the final. He led all the way,
with Zanes at his heels, and defeated the

latter by half a length. The time was 31

seconds from a standing start. Three trial

heats brought the starters in the final heat of

the "Farewell Handicap," one-mile amateur,

down to fifteen riders. Mackay and Billing-

ton were the scratch men, but the short

markers were never within hailing distance

of the riders near the limit. The winner

turned up in Kuehne, who until recently was
a member of the novice brigade.

It was very late when the paced race was
over, but the annual contest of the track em-

ployes was run off, even if it was so dark

that the riders could scarcely be seen.

Stephen Pierson, the track steward, clad in a

Rambler racing suit, won the mile race from
the 100-yard mark in 2 minutes 14 2-5 sec-

onds. A. Dayton Voigt was second from

scratch, and the others were lost sight of in

the darkness.

Summaries:
Half-mile novice—Won by C. A. Lind,

Brooklyn; R. B. Smith, New York, second;

Jack Worth, Irvington, third. Time, 1:27 3-5.

"Au Revoir" open, quarter-mile amateur

—

Won by Teddy BiUington, National A. C,
Vailsburg; James Zanes, Newark, second;

Charles Franks, Bay View W., Newark,
third; Oscar Goerke, National A. C, Brook-

lyn, fourth. Time, 0:31.

"Farewell" handicap, one mile amateur

—

Won by H. M. Kuehne, Newark (100 yards);

Alfred Wickstrom, Montclair (140 yards), sec-

ond; Tony De Salvio, Newark (140 yards),

third; C. A. Lind, Brooklyn (100 yards),

fourth; B. Suebe, New York (180 yards),

fifth. Time, 2:05 4-5.

Employes' race, one mile handicap—Won
by Stephen Pierson (100 yards); A. Dayton
Voigt (scratch), second. Time, 2:14 2-5.

Half-mile match race, professional, between

Floyd Krebs, Tribune team, and William R.

Lee, New York—First heat: Won by Krebs;

time, 2:13 2-5. Second heat: Tie; time,

1:12 3-5. Third heat and race: Won by
Krebs; time. 2:59.

Ten-mile human-paced race, amateur, be-

tween Oscar Goerke, National A. C, and Al-

fred Ashurst, Bay View W., Newark—Won
by Goerke. Time, 22:57 2-5. Time by miles

—2:10, 4:16 3-5, 6:35, 8:58, 11:05, 13:23, 15:36,

17:56, 20:10 and 22:27 2-5.

Munroe Trainine for Six Days.

Bennie Munroe, who was Robert Wal-
thour's team mate in the last six-day race in

Madison Square Garden, has started train-

ing for this year's contest. He has not been
teamed with any rider, and has been await-

ing the return of Walthour from Europe be-

fore making final arrangements. Munroe has

not done much racing this year, and thinks

the long rest he had had will enable him to

go through the long grind in better condition

than last year, when he was very badly off

the last few days of the contest.

riotorcyclist Lafranchi's Fast Work.

Motor bicycles were the only vehicles that

succeeded in lowering any records at the

world famed Dourdan speed trials, near
Paris, on October 2. Lanfranchi, on a Peu-

geot, reduced the flying kilometre to 29 1-5

seconds (123.28 kilometres, or 76.6 miles an
hour), and the standing mile to 57 4-5 seconds

(62.28 miles, or 100.22 kilometres an hour).

The competition was restricted to motor-

cycles weighing less than 110 pounds—the
French standard.
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OPPOSES CENTURY RUNS

Veteran Rider States His Reasons Succinct-

ly and Suggests an Agreeable Substitute.

Whilo I realize that I am treading on pos-

silily (laiiiicrous gi-oiind, and tliat it may be

too late to attempt to cbaxige wliat has been

almost a time honored institution, it is not

my intention to ridicule nor to And fault, hut

ifis'^Liid long has been my belief that if the

so-called '"century run" could be if not

snuffed out, then partly subdued, it would be

of real benefit to cycling. While I acknowl-

edge that it lias played a part in creating

enthusiasm, to the non-cycling public and to

new riders the word 'century' conveys the

impression that the riders are indiilging in

a fatiguing grind, or that it is a feat to ride

a half centui'y or a full hundred miles. It is

not to be disputed that many riders par-

ticipate in century runs and derive little en-

joyment therefrom; they 'survive,' but the

last few miles constitute fatiguing labor; on

the other hand, any good riderin fact almost

all seasoned wlieelmen—can ride a hundred
miles or considerably more in a day's time

if occasion requires. It is no feat, and un-

worthy of a medal.

Instead of repeating circuits over good
stretches of roads for the mere sake of piling

up mileage, I urge that the organized run

take the form of a tour to some definite

destination; one that is rich in natural beau-

ties or abounds in historic interest. Let the

distance be what it may; by fixing a definite

destination, then, there is a definite purpose

to the run, and it places the bicycle in its

true light—that long journeys can be taken

with pleasure, and that the bicycle has a

larger radius of action than any other ve-

hicle; that it is a vehicle that "takes its rider

somewhere that he may see something,' some-

thing more beautiful or instructive or his-

toric than a stretch of road or the rear tire

of a fellow 'grinaer's' wheel.

Let the souvenir of the occasion be chief-

ly the pleasant memory of beautiful scenery,

of an enjoyable gathering, of incidents or a

line country dinner; but if it is argued that

a medal or bar is necessary to insure large

turnouts, then let it be stamped with an in-

scription commemorating a run or tour or

trip to some historic spot, rather than lead

the participant to 'flatter his fancy' by assum-

ing that he has accomplished something un-

usual by riding a hundred or possibly fifty

miles.

A wheelman imbued with the right spirit

never concerns himself much about the act-

ual length of his run. It makes little differ-

ence to him if his mileage for the day is

forty, sixty or seventy-five miles, and when
he completes his day's run with his cyclome-

ter registering ninetj'-eight miles and a frac-

tion, he rarely will continue his riding merely

for the sake of getting an even himdred. He

knows he can ride that far almost any day
if it is necessary.

I _ I really wished mementoes of my rides

I am quite sure that a collection of medals

or bars with instriptions such as these: "May
30, Tour to A^alley Forge' ;' "June 15, Run to

Hall of Fame"; "October 1, Kamapo Val-

ley Tour." would be souvenirs of real

value, each in futiu'e years inspiring sugges-

tions of pleasure and of beautiful scenes, and
not mere nose grinding scurries of one hun-

dred miles over selected coiirses, which usual-

ly fill the eyes too full of dust for anything

else to be seen. LOUIS.

NOTHING LIKE CYCLING

How the Fact is Emphasized When One's

Wheel Is Undergoing Repair.

Using the Teeth to Detect Trouble.

"Place your watch between your taeth, and

you will hear it tick more loudly than if put

to yoiu- ear. The reason of this fact is in-

teresting, but we are chiefly concerned with

its useful application to detect the cause of

a knocking in an engine cylinder, or a noise

in the tin chain case of a bicycle, or other

minute sounds in mechanism under repair

—

sounds wliich are otherwise difficult to lo-

cate amid the noise of workshop machinery,

etc.

"Suppose a cyclist complains of a noise in

the gear case. Put the cycle on the repair

stand, and then revolve the cranks, chain

and rear wheel, while you hold one end of

your steel rule against the tin chain case,

and its other end between your teeth. The
character, as it were, of the sound is dis-

tinctly discernible in this manner.

"If applied outside the cylinder of a run-

ning engine it enables a mechanic to detect

the difference between the noise of knocking

'big end' or 'little end' bearings and the clat-

ter of valves, or the squeak of a defective

piston ring. Protect the enamel of your

teeth by biting the end of the steel rule be-

tween a bit of paper."

These hints come from England. Several

Americans who tried the watch-between-

teeth experiment agree, however, that either

Englisli watches are unusually loud tickers

or American teeth unusually insensitive.

Hyde Park's "Old Timer."

Age has not withered nor custom staled

the cycling enthusiasm of Hector M. Carter,

a resident of Hyde Park, Mass., who is now
in his seventy-ninth year. His cycling career

dates back nineteen years, and he has ridden

consistently ever since, taking rides almost

daily. His first mount was a tricycle, which
he discarded after a year, and with the in-

troduction of the safety bicycle.

The Influence of Walthour.

The amateur racing men of Atlanta, Ga.,

have been smitten with the pace-following

mania, and are putting in much time chas-

ing motorcycles on the roads suiTounding the

city. Wellborn, one of the fastest local men,

has issued a challenge for a race for a side

bet of $25, the contest to be run at Piedmont
Park track behind regular road motorcycles.

"At times I have wondered what that large

section of the great green public that so

(piickly tired of cycling have found to take

its place, and how those of moderate miMus,

at least, contrive to spend their Sundays.

For when I have been forced to discontinue

riding for a period I am practically "lost,"

and quiclvly convinced that there is liothing

to take the place of the bicycle," commented

a fairly well known professional man a few

days ago.

"About six weeks ago I sent my machine

hack to the manufacturers to have it re-

paired and overhauled, and during its ab-

sence I have had ample time to test some of

my former theories. Every means I tried to

get out into the hills or to green fields I

found impracticable. Walking was slow and
wearisome, the trolleys were crowded, and
could not talie me half as far as I would
go with my bicycle in the same time. Last

Sunday a friend of mine took me out in his

automobile and thought he could make a con-

vert. But I have no desire to get on my back

to fix the machinery while oil drips into my
fnce, as he was forced to, nor do I like to

pinch my finger for an hour when it becomes

necessary to fix a puncture. Nor did I find

riding in an automobile all pleasm-e. I was
quite stiffened by tbe long trip, and only too

glad to take a walk or to hunt exercise of

some kind.

"I learned long ago that I am a much bet-

ter man in my business, and socially, if I get

good outdoor exercise regularly each week,

and that merely riding in the open air, as

is the case with the trolley, a boat ride or

automobile trip is not enough. Walking is

good exercises—no doubt about that—but it

is little pleasiu'e, and one cannot go very far.

The great value of the bicycle lies in the fact

that so much exhilaration and pleasure are

derived, which is in itself a mental recreation,

and all the bodily exercise, which is really

the chief advantage, becomes a secomiary

consideration.

"I care not what others say or may do, I

stand for the bicycle. By having to do with-

out it, I once more found that there is still

nothing to take its place."

Coasting That Helps Hill Climbing.

An error often made by riders using coas-

ter brakes in a hilly country is that of coast-

ing to almost a standstill when there is a stiff

climb immediately ahead. By applying a

gentle power to the pedals wlnle still going

at a good gait, short, steep hills, which are

hard to climb by taking a standing start at

the base, are often surmounted with but lit-

tle difficulty. In the same way, one will go

quite far up a long, steep hill before the

climbing becomes hard work.
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SIDEPATHS AS SIDEWALKS

Now Proving of Such Value to Pedestrians

that their Maintenance is Demanded.

A. P. Dean, sldepath superintendent of

Monroe County, delivered an interesting ad-

dress before the Monroe County Good Roads

Association at Its first convention in Roch-

ester, N. Y., on October 11. His subject was

"The Utility of Sidepaths, in Connection with

Improved highways, and his remarks were as

follows:

"The law in relation to the building and

maintenance of sidepaths, enacted in 1898,

permitted the county judge of Monroe County

to appoint a board of sidepath commission-

ers. On April 16, 1898, there was appointed

in Monroe County a board of sidepath com-

missioners. This law required that the board

of commissioners should adopt a form of li-

cense badge, to be known as a bicycle side-

path license. From 1898 to 1902 the Monroe

County Sidepath Commission built about 150

miles of sidepath in Monroe County from the

sale of license badges. These paths are not

only used by wheelmen, but are used through-

out the county as sidewalks. During the sea-

sons of 1903 and 1904 the sale of tags has de-

creased over half as compared with former

years. Consequently the paths could not be

maintained in as good condition as in former

years.
' "In March, 1901, a law was enacted do-

ing away with the Board of Sidepath Com-
missioners, and placing the sidepaths here-

tofore constructed and hereafter to be con-

structed in Monroe County under the control

of the county engineer. Owing to the large

decrease in the sale of license badges, whicli

means a large decrease in the funds, would
it not be wise for the Highway Commis-
sioner to render some assistance to the main-
tenance of paths?

"In 1903 there was a law enacted which
permits the Board of Supervisors of any
county in the State of New York to appro-

priate money for the maintenance of side-

paths. In Onondaga County this season the

Board of Supervisors voted the Onondaga
County Sidepath Commission $1,000 to assist

in the maintenance of the paths of that

county. A great many of these paths were
used more by pedestrians than by wheelmen,
and the demand for their maintenance was
such that the Board of Supervisors felt justi-

fied in voting $1,000 for the maintenance of

the said paths.

"There are many miles of sidepaths in

Monroe County that are used largely by pe-

destrians. If the paths have not been found
satisfactory during the past two years, it is

due to the impossibility of keeping the many
miles of sidepaths in repair with the money
from the sale of license badges. The wheel
is not used for pleasure as it was a few years-

ago, though still used a great deal as a con-

venience. Children use it to go to and from
school.

"Several years ago a sidepath was built

from Brockport to Hamlin. After the State

road was built it was decided that the State

road answered the purpose for wheeling.

The abutting property owners along this road

objected to this course. A gi'eat many of

them said that if the Sidepath Commission
abandoned the path they would see that it

was maintained along tTieir properties as a

sidewalk.

Chicago's New <' King of the Road."

In earlier years, Chicago was a hotbed of

famous road riders. Van Sicklen, Barrett,

the Thornes, Bliss, Lunsden, and Winship
were but a few of the long string. Until this

year, however, about the only Chicagoian

who has atained sufficient prominence of late

to cause his name to be remembered is Will-

iam ("Farmer") Blum.

FRED SCHLEAVITT.

On Labor Day there sprung into the lime-

light the young man, here pictured—Fred
Schlewitt, of the Century Road Club Asso-

ciation. On that day he not only won the

organization's open 100-mile road race, but

captured the time prize, and in the fastest

time ever made over the course—5 hours, 10

minutes, 30 seconds. The year before he

also won the race, but from a long mark (2

hours, 30 minutes). This season the two
hours were lopped off, but Schlewitt was not

to be denied, and won easily. The best the

scratch man could do was 5 hours 16 min-

utes, 41 seconds. As a result, young
Schlewitt—he is not yet twenty—is now at

the top of the heap, his name being brack-

eted with Blum's.

"Chapter 4.5 of the Laws of 1902 reads that

the Commissioner of Highways of any town
may, upon the written application of a ma-
jority of the inhabitants of any district, au-

thorize one-fourtli of the highway labor of

the district to be expended in the construc-

tion of sidewalks within the district, so that

with a reasonable amount of assistance, good

paths may be built for a nominal sum per

mile. The county engineer has plenty of

tools for use in the construction of these.

"These paths are valuable as sidewalks,

and should be maintained as such, and the

Highway Commissioner would be justified in

rendering assistance as to the maintenance
of them and in the construction of new paths

in localities where there are demands for

them.

"The sidepath was the forerunner of good

roads, as the bicycle was the forerunner of

sidepaths; and their building in this county

was a powerful factor in the good roads

movement. Their utility has been so demon-

strated that they are now used quite as much
by pedestrians as by wheelmen. And the

public demand for their preservation war-

rants the appropriation of sufficient money to

keep them in repair."

Baltimore's Big Half-Century.

The half century run of the Patterson

Wheelmen, of Baltimore, Md., last Sunday,

was a rival in point of success to the similar

event conducted by the American Wheelmen
the week before. Nearly one hundred riders

finished the run. In the morning the route

was from Baltimore to Pikesville and return,

and in the afternoon to North Point and

back. C. H. Pertner, T. Kemp, Charles Hart-

man and J. H. Mosher had the run in charge

in the morning, while S. Simins, H. Wittig,

J. C. Kimbel and Carl Plitt led the partici-

pants in the afternoon.

The American and Yale Wheelmen were

well represented, and George Beall and F.

Ostliaus, two members of the Leviant Wheel-

men, of Washington, D. C, reached the Pat-

tersons' clubhouse at 6:30 o'clock in the

morning, having ridden the forty miles from

their home town. After participating in the

run these two riders returned home again in

the same manner that they came, thus cover-

ing over 130 miles in their day's riding.

Record Belongs to Caldwell.

The foreigners who have been claiming that

Robert Walthour made a new record at Paris

when he rode 49 miles and 745 yards in the

hour without wind shields on his pacing ma-

chines have overlooked a performance of

Harry B. Caldwell last year. On September

1, 1903, Caldwell, mounted on a Reading

Standard racer, covered 50 miles and 30

yards in the hoiu- on the Charles River track,

Cambridge, His pacing motors were without

windshields on that occasion, and therefore

the record is still held by Caldwell and the

'•flfty-miles-an-hoiu'" bicycle.

Frenchman Fails in an Attack om Record.

Rene Fottier, a French amateur road racing

man, recently made an attempt to beat the

world's record for an hour unpaced, held by

W. W. Hamilton, of Denver. Hamilton's

record is 25 miles and 600 yards, and was
made at Denver on July 9, 1898. Pottier's

last attempt was at the Buffalo Velodrome,

in Paris, and he covered 25 miles and 1'20

yards. In the first half hour he rode 12 miles

and 960 yards.

"Motorcycles: How to Manage Them."

Price $1. The Goodman Company, 154

Nassau street, New York. **•
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MOTORCYCLES INCREASING

Los Angeles Is •• Looking Up "—Something

About the Roads and the Riders.

"There is a decidedly increasing interest

in motor bicj-cles in Los Angeles," writes

Harry H. Wheeler. "It is claimed that there

are about thirtj' Indians and othet ma-

chines using Thor fittings—like RacyCleSj

Sunsets and several in neighboring towns.

The Indian undoubtedly leads in popularity,

the Yale-California, perhaps, being second.

"The Indian riders have an informal club

organization and a khaki suit with fl'inge

to imitate the red man's garb. Last Sunday

I fell in with ten or more of them at Manro-

via and followed them to Pomona, where

they had dinner and then returned to Los

Angeles. All but one "got there and back,"

and he did not have motor troubles, only a

broken and leaky gasolene tank. Mrs. C. W.
Risden. wife of the Indian agent, was one

of the number, and could mount alone, man-

age her machine and keep up with the rest.

"Mr. Risden, is following your advice,

which can't be respected too often if wheel-

ing as a pleasure and sport is to endure, in

riding the wheel he sells—not recommend-

ing the motor bicycle as a cheap, quick and

exhilarating means of transportation, and

then using the streetcars himself.

"The time of Risden's trip from Los An-

geles to San Francisco, recently given in the

Picycling World as three days, was consid-

erably less—two days, fourteen hours. He
thinks, when better acquainted with the

roads, that he can do it in twenty-four hours;

but some of us think that would be going

so fast that the checkers couldn't read his

number! He said he had to assist the motor

by pedalling only once on the mountain

grades, and I judge that some of them are

at least 2.5 per cent grades.

"There is one feature of his trip to be

strongly commended. He says that when-

ever any driver of horses signalled he slowed

or stopped, and, in short, endeavored to be

courteous and considerate to other travellers.

If all drivers of automobiles and motor ve-

cles in general would act on this principle,

and, also, all other drivers do likewise unto

us, there would be no more lieaving of rocks

at motor cars or cuss words at the choo-

choo cycles, and we should no more hiss

"Road hog!" at those horse drivers who seem

to begrudge us a paltry six-inch side track

out of a sixty-foot highway, and unconcern-

edly crowd us into the ditch or deep dust.

"His time—two days, fourteen hours for

470 miles—may not seem remarkable on a

machine capable of going thirty-five miles

an hour or more; but those who, like my-
self, have been over the course three times,

know it to be fair for only day riding, since

there are five mountain ranges to be climbed,

with steei^ grades from two to eight miles

long, sandy river beds to pull through, and

li(>ad winds of nearly forty miles an llour

velocity to buck against.

"An endurance run for motor bicycles ffoin

Las Angeles to San Francisco and back-
about y'M) miles—would outrival in diflicilltles

the Continental motorcycle road races, and

be pretty conclusive proof of the practica-

bility of the machines under all sorts and

conditions of roads. Some of us think the

heavy belt-driven ones, weighing 170 to 200

pounds, could hardly make the trip.

"I have done what I could to promote such

a run by offering to be one of a team of long

distance bicycle riders to race a team of

equal number of motor bicyclists of different

makes to San Francisco and back—with, of

course, a suitable handicap; but there does

not seem to be interest enough to bring it to

pass."

THE TIRE HE WANTS
••Junior" Describes it and Points Out the

BMeflts of the High Grade Article.

JVEW YORK BRANCH 214-216 WEST 47TH ST.

The Bicycle in Japan.

In describing his travels in Japan a corre-

spondent writes:

"The .Tapanese youth has not only adopted

tlie cycle, he has fully qualified as a trick

rider, and he performs palpably, publicly, on
the streets of Tokio—the wider streets,at any
rate—for nothing. His specialty is riding on
the hind wheel, like a horse that jibs.

"The cycle is more than a manner in .Japan;

it is now an institution, upheld, perpetuated

by race meetings. Championships of East-

ern. "\^'estern and Southern Japan; tables of

records, and enormotis crowds at the race

meetings, which are held on Sundays.

"Strictly speaking, they are not to be seen

(lin'iug one's first strolls in the streets of

Tokio, where, hoAvever, it is one's privilege

to see many competitors training for the

coming races. Had you been in Tolvio this

morning you might even have seen Japanese

lauies cycling. I mean that this is a man-
ner or custom which is just beginning, born

to-day, so to speak; it has to meet embattled

armies of prejudices, but its triumph is prob-

able."

No one detail so affects the ruiniing quali-

ties of a bicycle as the resiliency of the tire.

It is indeed a pity that the value of resilient

tires is not more widely known and appreci-

ated. The rider who buys cheap tires, which
are as a rule stitT and without life, dearly

pays for it In the amount of work he must
transmit to the pedals. In no way can a

rider more economize than in buying only

the best and most resilient tires. Although

the price may be a great deal more, the speed

or ease of propulsion that is gained out-

weighs by far the original outlay involved,

and the greater durability, itself an item of

no small consideration, becomes only of sec-

ondary importance. While I do not recall

figures, I remember that in the latter part
of 1898 Professor Carpenter, of Cornell Uni-
versity, made a series of experiments in de-

termining the relative values of different

tires in their efficiency of delivering the
power applied, and his results proved that a
machine with inferior bearings would yield

better results with good tires than one with
fine bearings and poor tires. Racing men
have long ago learned the value of resilient

tires, and coasting contests have also shown
that the result is determined by the tire used.

Let a rider who has used light bouyant
tires for some time substitute heavy or stiff

tires and note the great difference. It is

like riding from a fast board track into a

sand road. The former possess a life and
spring, and the rider feels that every ounce
of power applied at the pedals is utilized,

whereas in the latter there is a decided drag.

To obtain a tire with the maximum of re-

siliency, it is necessary to resort to building

up the tire of layers of thread, each of which
is separated from its neighbor by rubber, so

tliat there can be no friction within the

fabric, as is the case when woven material

is used to give strength to the tire. Next in

importance comes the quality of rubber em-

ployed. Only the very finest grade should

be employed, and for good wearing qualities

there should be a good layer on the tread.

The importance of this latter fact is often

not realized. One other good feature of tires

constructed as has been outlined is that,

when cut, the fabric cannot rot, owing to

each thread being protected and made mois-

ture proof by nibber.

It has been the lot of the wheelmen in this

countr.v who would have the most resilient

of tires to select a well known make of single

tube. Now, I never liked a single tube tire

owing to the uncertainty of repairs while

touring, and much prefer the detachable

double tube type. But I notice that one firm

has tvrned its attention to making a double

tube tire for automobiles on the principle

outlined above. Their claims are that, owing
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to the absence of internal friction, the tire is

mnch more durable, besides being consider-

ably faster. Now, if only some manufacturer

of detachables would bring out a tire of this

nat;ure for bicycles, it would indeed be a

great source of satisfaction to those who de-

sire the most resilient of tires but who also

refrain from single tubes. They woiild get

my, order on the double quick. JUNIOR.

Chicago Motorcyclists' Hcur Race.

It appears as though the prophesy made by
the Bicycling World about a year ago, that

the motor bicycle would be the means of

saving the Garfield Park track, at Chicago, Is

about to be fulfilled. As is perhaps not gen-

erally known, this track, which is of asphalt

and two laps to the mile, was planned as a

public bicycle speedway in Garfield Park
during the "boom," and was finished just

about the time the slump set in. The track

has been but little used in late years, and
for some time it was contemplated to tear

it up, but this year the Chicago Motorcycle

Club has held a number of meets which have

proven so successful that probably all danger

of the loss of the track has vanished.

The last meet of the season was held last

Satux'day afternoon, when two close and ex-

citing contests furnished good sport for the

crowd that lined the oval. St. Croix John-

stone, with a 4 horsepower Mitchell, capt-

ured both the hour race and the fifteen-mile

match for the gold medal and the champion-

ship of the club, but his victories doubtless

would not have come so easily had not An-
thony Nichols, of Aurora, with a 1% horse-

power Eambler, suffered a broken chain.

In the hour event Nichols was putting up a

good race when his chain went wrong. John-

stone reeled off forty-four and one-half miles,

a new mark for the track. J. A. Turner, five

miles behind, was second, and John Clark,

with thirty-six and one-half miles to his

credit, was third.

Nichols held the lead at fourteen miles in

the fifteen-mile event, when a parting chain

put him out of it. Johnstone won in 19:35,

with C. H. Hall second and William Koeppe
third. Summaries:

One-hour race—Won by St. Croix John-

stone (4 horsepower Mitchell), C. M. C. C.

(distance, 44^^ miles); J. A. Turner (Special),

unattached, second (distance, 39% miles);

John Clark, C. M. C. C, third (distance, 36V2

miles).

Fifteen miles, for club championship—Won
by St. Croix Johnstone (4 horsepower Mitch-

ell); Charles Hall, second; William Koeppe
(Orient), third. Time, 19:35.

Prince Telling Tales Abroad.

John S. Prince has been telling the English-

men that after he has built his indoor track

in Paris this winter he will construct

one in some English town. The track in

Paris will be capable of holding a speed of

1:10 to the mile. Prince says he will build
an indoor track of ten or twelve laps in one
of the larger provincial towns of England,
and will have all of the best pace followers
and sprinters of Europe as attractions.

How the Lady Mounted the Tandem.

Most motorcyclists who carry a lady upon
their tandem attachment are presented with
a difficulty in mounting or starting, especially

on country roads or where no curbstone is at

hand. A neat way in which a few motor-

cyclists, or, rather, their companions, have
overcome the difficulty is, to walk about 100

feet ahead and mount the rear seat after the

machine is under headway. Only a few days
ago a Bicycling World man saw a young lady

swing into the rear seat of a moving motor-

cycle tandem with as much ease and gi-ace

as is characteristic of a railway conductor
boarding a moving train.

nile-a-Minute Murphy Up-to°date.

CHARLES M. MURPHY.

Charles M. Murphy, who earned fame by
being paced by a locomotive to the tune of

less than a mile a minute, and is now a New
York policeman, is the third member of the

force to be mounted on a motor bicycle. He
is attached to the staff of the inspectors for

Brooklyn Borough, and is alone in his glory

on that side of the big bridge. The other

two motorcycle cops are located in Manhat-
tan.

Two Ways to Ring a Bell.

"Let me show you how properly to use a
bell in a city Avhere streets are as crowded
as in this," remarked a wheelman who was
riding up Fifth avenue with a Bicycling
World man recently.

Presently some boys were encountered,
playing ball in the street, and he gave a long
ring, as is the usual method; little attention

was paid to the alarm, and the youngsters
merely looked around. Soon after another
crowd was encountered, and this time when
the alarm was given there was a hasty
scramble for the sidewalk.

"Notice the big difference?" said he. "It

all depends on the way you ring. In the first

event I gave only a long drawn out ring, as

if there were ample time, and as though I

were coming slowly. The second time I

pushed the lever of the bell much harder
and only once, with the result that the sig-

nal was much more abrupt and sudden. This
gives the impression that you are close at

hand and bearing down rapidly, hence the

scramble to get out of the way; even dogs
give heed.

By properly using a bell one can make
much better time in crowded streets than

without one, and, furthermore, a good loud

bell is required if the desired result is to be

obtained.

How the Repairer Kept His Word.

"You run across odd things occasionally,

even now, as I learned the other day," re-

marked an old rider, who long ago joined

the pottering brigade. "I was riding along

quietly when I came up with a dismounted
rider wearing a most disconsolate expres-

sion. He had struck a big stone with his

pedal and bent the pin—so badly that the

pedal was jammed against the crank and
would not revolve. Of course, he had no

tools with him, and I doubt if he would have
known how to use them if had had them.

"Getting out my wrench I set to work to

see what I could do. The pedal was in such

a position that I could not get my foot

squarely on it, or I would have tried to get

the worst of the bend out by the time-tried

method of pushing on it. There were left

only two ways, one to take the pedal apart

and pound the pin with a stone to straighten

it, the other to put the wrench on the out-

side of the pedal and with the leverage thus

attained get the kink out.

"The former seemed to be the easier job,

and I put my wrench on the hexagon end of

the pin, near the crank, to unscrew it. It

would not budge, notwithstanding I put my
full strength on it. Looking closely, I dis-

covered the reason—the pin had been brazed

fast to the crank! I had seen such things

in bygone years, but I did not suppose that

any one would resort to such crude methods
at this late day.

"But there it was. A little questioning re-

called the fact that some time before the pin

or thread of the crank—the rider didn't know
which—had stripped, and the repairer to

whom he had taken it had said that he would
fix it so it would not come loose again. And
he was as good as his word.

"After a lot of work with the wrench I

managed to straighten the pin sufficiently to

permit the pedal to revolve. The rider over-

whelmed me with thanks and rode off. I

made a mental note of the name of the re-

pairer, determined that he should not do any
of my work. Yet, was he altogether to

blame, after all? He probably did what he
thought would best suit his customer, and it

was not his fault that the pin got bent."

"Motorcycles: How to Manage Them."
Price $1. The Goodman Company, 154

Nassau streel^ New York. **



CYCLING IN MALTA

Qreat Increase of Interest in that Spot In

the Sea—Some Peculiarities.

Few people, especially those who have

never been there, are likely to associate

Malta with cycling. Yet, in proportion to its

size, this great Mediterranean fortress num-

bers quite as many devotees of the wheel as

does any other British possession.

The number of machines on the island is

already a large one, and is increasing rapidly

every year. Nearly all of them are imported

from England, for the local firms engaged in

the trade are not yet capable of turning them

out satisfactorily. Still, one occasionally sees

in certain shops at Valletta notices posted up

bearing the inscription: "Elegant bicycles

constructed on the premises." Samples of

the maker's skill, too, are sometimes ex-

hibited in the windows to the admiring gaze

of passers by. For the most part they are

extremely weird contrivances, and bear as

much resemblance to a Coventry machine as

chalk does to cheese. Serenely oblivious of

any defects they may possess, however, their

makers ostentatiously affix to them placards

marked, "Built to the order of the Hon. Cor-

poral Jones," or "Specially designed for im-

portant Maltese gentleman," etc., and are as

proud of their handiwork as a dog with two

tails.

The popularity of cycling in Malta has in-

creased of late to quite a startling degree.

Ten years ago a cyclist was the object of an

embarrassing amount of attention on the part

of natives, and would be followed by a curi-

ous and admiring throng wherever he ap-

peared. At that time the islanders—especial-

ly those dwelling in the country districts—as-

sured one another that bicycling was merely

a fresh exemplification of the madness from

which they charitably supposed all English-

man to sulfer. Since then public opinion has

changed considerably, and nowadays the bet-

ter class of natives have themselves taken

to the pastime quite freely. Even the peas-

ants of the interior have at last been con-

vinced that the wheel is not an invention of

the Evil One, and that its riders are not

necessarily on the road to a warmer place

than Malta.

As will readily be understood, the military

garrison of the place furnishes more cyclists

than any other portion of the community in

Malta. Practically every officer has a bicycle,

and a fair sprinkling of the private soldiers

follow the example of their superiors in this

respect. As these latter seldom have enough

money to buy machines for themselves, they

generally hire them from local firms. Plenty

of these are to be found in Valletta (the cap-

ital of the island) or the vicinity of the dif-

ferent barracks. This hiring business, it

may be mentioned, is an extremely profitable

one, and soon enables the proprietor to repay
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its first cost twice over. The proprietor, too,

usually has an eye like a hawk for discover-

ing injuries to the tires or framework which
no one else can see but himself and that he

insists upon charging to tlie rider. Protests

are invariably met by fervent appeal to all

the saints in the Maltese calendar to bear

witness if the contention is not a just one.

The hirer usually finds it best to pay up and

look pleasant.

After the military element, the naval one

furnishes the Maltese cycle firms with their

best customers. As the headquarters of the

Mediterranean fleet, there are always a large

number of British bluejackets in Valletta.

When these come ashore they consider their

holiday incomplete unless it includes a spin

on a bicycle. As a rider the British sailor is

not, speaking generally, conspicuous for his

skill. What he lacks in this capacity, how-
ever, he more than makes up for by the bold-

ness with which he courses down precipitous

hills and threads a way amid crowded traffic.

It is quite a sight to see lower deck men ca-

reening gayly along the principal thorough-

fare, shouting directions to their leader to

"port his helm" or "splice his mainbrace" or

perform other approved nautical manoevres.

Maltese passers by regard them with won-
der, and then tap their foreheads significant-

ly, muttering, "Mad Englees sailormen! Too
muchee beerl"

The favorite rendezvous for cycling on the

island is one known as the Marsa. This is a

large expanse of mingled turf and sand (chief-

ly sand) about two miles distant from Vallet-

ta. It forms the garrison recreation ground,

and is used alike for gymkhanas, athletic

sports, polo, cricket and football. There is a

good cycle track on one portion of it, where
races frequently take place. When the con-

testants are fm'nished, as is often the case,

by soldiers and sailors in the garrison, they

attract additional interest, as a keen rivalry

always exists between the two services. The
partisans of either attend in force and en-

courage their representatives heartily in their

own peculiar fashion. Advice from the mili-

tary spectators to "change front, half right,"

and from the naval ones to proceed "full

speed ahead," is lustily shouted on every

side, much to the indignation of sergeants-

majors and ship's corporals, who vainly call

for "silence on parade."

At certain times of the year the Marsa

course is often the scene of bicycle gymkha-
nas. These are exceedingly popular, and al-

ways include a good many ladies among the

competitors. Much ingenuity is expended in

devising tests of skill on these occasions, and
some of them are responsible for a great deal

of amusement. Among such may be men-
tioned the "needle and thread race," those en-

tering for it being required to ride a certain

distance, dismount and pick up a needle and
reel of cotton from the ground, thread the

former, mount again and then make their

way to the winning post. In what is known
as the "egg and spoon race" the competitors

have to ride a certain distance holding an egg
in a spoon. As may be imagined, collisions
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Whenever
you think of

motor bicycles or

whenever men talk of

them your thoughts

and their talk

inevitably lead to the

INDIAN

Ever ask yourself why
this should be

the case?

RECENT SGALPINGSi

^t Philadelphia, Pa., Oct. 1—Five miles

race. Indians first, second and third.

At Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 5.— Indians first

and second in both events.

HENDEE MFG. CO.,
Springfield, Mass.

Pacific Coast Representatives,

THE BRUNETTE COIVIPANY
491 Ml*«<»n 6ts S«n Franelseo, C«i.
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are frequent aud the track speedily gets

strewn with eggs.

Taken as a whole, the feminine element

among the British population of Malta are

ardent cyclists. On almost any fine after-

noon about 5 o'clock, when the great heat of

the day is over, numbers of ladies may be

encountered spinning along the Calcarra road

or on their way to Sliema. This latter is a

suburb of Valletta, on the opposite side of the

Marsamuscetto harbor. It is the great resi-

dence district for the English community on

the islaud. From the edge of the wide shelv-

ing bay on which it stands, several interest-

ing excursions can easily be made. The most
popular among these are to Pembroke Camp
(where a large garrison is always stationed),

St. Paul's Bay (the scene of the apostle's ship-

wreck), Musta church (celebrated for its huge
dome—only surpassed by that at St. Peter's,

Rome) and the ancient city of Citta Veccia.

This last is right in the -interior of the island,

and is a place of considerable antiquity. It is

connected by subterranean passages with

Valletta, seven miles away.

The roads leading to the various points of

interest in Malta are not particularly well

adapted for cycling. In the first place, they
are distinctly hilly, and, in the second, they

are extremely dusty. This is because they

are composed almost entirely of limestone,

the consequence of which is that the rider

early develops a most expensive thirst. How-
ever, there is no lack of public houses (gener-

ally digniiied by the name of "hotels") where
it may be quenched either in beer or "am-
bite." This last named, however, is not to
be recommended, as it is a fiery liquor
brewed on the island and which only Maltese
throats can appreciate.

The BUCKEYE Motor Cycle
MANUFACTURED BY

THE OSCAR LEAR AUTOMOBILE GO

,

COLUMBUS, OHIO.

A Road Touring Motor Cycle of 3 H. P.

and Medium Weight.

Designed from the ground up as a Motor Cycle. Not

merely a bicycle with a small motor hung somewhere on

it. The powerful motor is built in the frame, held rigidly

in line to do the work of propelling the machine, and it

does it.

LIST PRICE, $200.

COLUMBIA
MOTOR BICYCLES
again demonstrated their Superiority

in the

Suffield Races,
where they

Won Every Race Entered.
Catalogue on Application.

" The Name Bespeaks the Quality.'

POPE MFG. CO.
HARTFORD, CONN.
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That famous Motorcycle, the

AUTO-BI
With its

Cushion Frame, Spring ForK and

Combination Steel and Leather Belt

Embodies the acme of Motorcycle luxury

and reliability.

MADE BY

E. R. THOMAS MOTOR CO., Buffalo, N. Y.

«D. & J." HANGERS

Single,

Tandem,

Triplet,
ABSOLUTELY THE BEST Quad and— Motor Cycles.

Lightest, Nearest Oust Proof, and
Easiest Running Hanger in the World.

Up-to-date Dealers lianriie

HUDSON

BICYCLES
Sole manufacturers of the celebrated

D. and «/. HANGERS.
Write for our terms and prices, and special territory proposition.

HUSTLING AGENTS WANTED.

THE HUDSON MFG. CO., Hudson, Mich.

FIFTY-TWO

PAGES '

are required just to describe a lot

of interesting booklets of travel,

any one of which can be obtained
bysencing a few cents in stamps.
These fifty-two pages liiake the

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
OF THE

NEW YORK CENTRAL'S

"FOUR -Track series"

Embracing 37 Books of Travel.

A copy of this catalogue will

be sent free, post-paid to any
address on receipt of a two-cent
stamp, by

H^^^l

GEORGE H. DANIELS,
Gen'l Passenger Agent,

Grand Central Station, New York.

THE UNPARALLELED

PIERCE.

KRAINT.ER

PROFESSIONAL

Both
OF THE

1904

HURLEY

AMATEUR

Champions
won their honors on

Pierce Bicycles
The inevitable result of the

combination of good men

on good wheels.

And it is the fourth successive

year that Kramer and the Pierce

have won the professional title.

Achievements such as these cause

both wise riders and wise dealers

to "sit up and take notice."

THE GEO. N. PIERCE GO.

BUFFALO, N. Y.
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WANTS AND FOR SALE.
1 5 cents per line of seven words, cash with order.

TT OR SALE—Tribune Motorcycle, never been
ridden ; best condition ; also all sizes of

Inner Tubes for Automobiles, G. and J. pattern
;

best offers accepted. J. MOON, Allegheny, Pa.

(~'APITAL WANTED—Incorporating to manu-
— facture motorcycle; thoroughly tried and

proven; perfect running motor; lady or gentle-

man rides with perfect ease and confidence;

tremendous field. For particulars, address

GRAFF, 75 Hicks Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

\\/'aNTED—Everyone interested in motor bi-

cycles to purchase "Motocycles and How to

Manage Them." Contains 126 pages bristling

with information. jSi.oo per copy. For sale by
The Goodman Co, 154 Nassau St., New York City.

ALL ROADS ARE EASY WHEN THE

BALL
RETAINER

IS UISI^D.

With millions In dally use, it has stood the test for

more than five years and is adaptable to ball bearings of

any kind.

If you are users of ball bearings we would be pleased to heai

rom you and mail you our catalog with the latest informatioD

which we know would be profitable and interesting to you.

THE STAR BALL RETAINER CO., LanDaster. Pa.. U. S. A.

JOHNS. LENG'SSON&GO.
93 Reade Street, NEW YORK,
CARRY A COMPLETE STOCK OF

BiCYCLES, TIRES, SUNDRIES.
CAREFUL ATTENTION PAID TO

F»ROIVli="r SHIRMJEISnr.

BicvcleS'' Motorcycles
HIGH-GRADE LEADERS.

Fowler Manson Sherman Cycle Mfg. Co.,

241 S. Jefferson St., Chicago.
Write for terms.

Special Stampings
F-ROIVl

SHEET METAL
Buffalo, N. Y.THE CROSBY CO.

HIGH GRHDE
wheels must have the

best equipments.

There is nothing that gives more value for

the money than the use of the

MORSE ,5S.^R CHAIN

NOISELESS IN MUD, WATER OR
DUST AND ALWAYS EASY RUNNING.

The only chain having Piictlonless

Rocker Joints. Insist on having the

Morse Twin Roller. Fits regular

sprockets.

Sena lor Catalogue and

Trade Price to

Morse Chain Co., irumansburg:, n. y.

WRITE us NOW
for our Summer bargain sheet. Inside prices on
A great many articles that we are desirous of
closing out or reducing our stock.

JOS. STRAUSS & SON,
Buffalo, N.Y.

CATALOGUE.
Thor Motor and Parts for Motorcycle and

Hubs and Parts for Bicycle on application.

AURORA AUTOMATIC MACHINERY CO.,

AURORA, ILL.

SGHMITZ PATENT SPRING HUB

Kor BICYCLES, MOTOR CYCLES, AUTOMOBILES
Holds several World's Records for speed. Relieves and
breaks jar below the axle, thereby saving at least half the wear
on tire. Absolutely guaranteed.

FRANK SCHMITZ & SONS,
S60-S64 Orleans St. Chicago, III.

The Week's Patents.

771,.538. Wheel rim for hollow tires. El-

mer M. Downs, Chicago, 111. Filed January

11, 1904. Serial No. 177.G27. (No model.)

Claim.— 1. The combiuatiou with a wheel
rim having marginal flanges, and a hollow or
pneumatic tire casing divided longitudinally
to provide opposite base portions adapted to
engage the rim flanges, or a centrally ar-
ranged independent binder adapted to en-
gage the two base portions of the casing,
said binder being transversely divided and
arranged to be drawn and Avedged against
the base portions of the casing and in alter-

nation therewith to be lifted up within the
chamber of the casing; a rotary and longi-

tudinally adjustable key adapted to detach-
ably interlock with the binder and supported
for adjustment radially as to the wheel rim
to draw the binder against the base portions
of the casing and in alternation therewith
to i-aise the binder within the chamber of the
casing according to the direction in which
the key is longitudinally adjusted; and
means for adjusting the key in a direction
radially toward the centre of the rim.

771,841. Bicycle Handle Bar. Burton H.

Sills, Belleville, Canada. Filed February 1.5,

1904. Serial No. 193,714. (No model.)

Claim—1. A bicj'cle handle bar, and a cen-

tral offset thereon, in combination with a
stem made expansible at its lower end; an
offset at the upper end of the stem on which
the handle bar offset is hinged; a stop limit-

ing the upward swing of the handle bar; an
adjusting tube fitted within the stem and
provided with a threaded stem at its lower
end and shaped at its upper end to receive a
wrench; a coned expander screwed on the
threaded stem and suitably held from rotat-

ing: a plunger fitted within the adjusting-

tube and adapted to engage the handle bar,

and a coil spring within the adjusting tube
engagfaug the tube and plunger, substantially

as described.

PERFECT"

LEADER"

GEM"

CROWN"

10c.
^1

•STAR"

ffgE^ lOo.

We make oilers for almost the entire trade. The quality

of our oilers is unequaled.

HUSMAN & DENISON MFG. CO., 240-2 W. 23d St., N. Y.

WORCESTER PRESSED STEEL COMPANY
WORCESXI

Successor .to

R F-ERRUL-E: & IVIRG.

WOROESTER, MASS.
COIVlRAINiY,

Manufacturers of Light and Heavy Stampings in Steel, Brass, Copper, etc.

Automobile and Carriage Fittings. Bicycle Parts and Specialties.

TRADStMABiC
Catalogs showing stock goods mailed upon request. Inquiri s solicited.
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COURT TAKES THE CASE

Final Arguments in Bottom Bracket Suit

Made and Judgment Now Awaited.

The famous Iwttoni bracket flglit is nearing

its finish. It is prol)able that the decision in

tlie case Mill be rendered within three

months.

The tinal liearing in the matter tooli place

ill the United States District Court at Nor-

wich, N. Y., on October 12 and 13. After

listenins;- to the arguments Jiidge Ray took

the papers in the case, and the next step in

the matter will be the handing down of his

decree.

That the decision will be of great moment

to the trade nearly every one is well aware.

Although the action was originally instituted

by the American Bicycle Co., and is nomi-

nally against tlie H. P. Snyder Mfg. Co., the

Miami Cycle & Mfg. Co. and the Crosby Co.,

the whole trade is concerned with the result.

As successors to the American Bicycle Co.,

the Pope Mfg. Co., of course, fell heir

to the proceedings, and it is no secret that in

the event of favorable judgment the.y will

immediately take action looking to the col-

lection of royalty.

The patent itself has just aljout one more
year of life left in it: it exi)n-es in Noveiuber.

lUU.l.

(ierman Exports Still Qoinc Up.

(Jermany's exports of cycles and parts con-

tinue to show an increase. The figures for

the flrst seven months of the year, ending

with .July, show that 2,84(j tons were sent

abroad, as compared with 2,378 tons in the

seven months of 1903. Holland was Ger-

many's l)est customer, being responsible for

019 tons of the total, Denmark coming next

with .jTti tons, followed by Austria. 274 tons;

Switzerland, 273 tons; Belgium, 221 tons;

Italy, 195 tons; England, 167 tons, and Rus-
sia, 137 tons.

A much smaller increase marks the im-

ports. For the seven months ending with
.luly they show a total of 169 toTis, as com-
pared with only ir)2 tons Ui the eorrespoiid-

iiii;' period of 1903.

Risk's Western Office Opened,

The Western sales othce of the Fisk Rub-
lier Co., the decision to establish which is no

sumll departure, has been formally opened

at Xo. r)2 State street, Chicago. As was
previously stated, it will be under the man-

agement of Frank C. Uiggs.

The new office will handle all P^isk busi-

ness in the following States: North Dakota,

South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma,

Indiana, Indian Territory, Texas, Minnesota,

Iowa, Missouri, Arkansas, Wisconsin Illinois,

Michigan, Kentucky, Ohio, West Virginia

and lower part of Pennsylvania.

LIGHT TURNED ON RIPPER

France's Foreign Trade Also Expanding.

Increases are shown in both imports and

exports of cycles by the returns issued by

the French customs and covering the trade

of France for the first eight months of the

year ending with August. The "value of the

imports is given as .?91.'i,6*MV as compared

with !j^9U0,(K)0 in the corresponiling period of

last year. The increase in the exports of

French cycles and parts was from ^~27,Mn} in

the ttrst eight months of VM.i to .$832,200 in

the eight months ending with August last.

Concentrating in Rambler Factory.

The I'ope Mfg. Co. has begun the abandon-

ment of the Crescent factory, in Chicago. As
tlie work on hand is completed the plant will

be shut down grailually and dismantled. The

work of maimfacturing, so far as the West-

ern department is concerned, will be trans-

ferred to and concentrated in the Rambler

faetory. which is owned by the Pope people

themselves. The Crescent plant, however, is

leased property, being owne<l by the Leiter

estate.

Value of Qecr's Estate.

.\n inventory of the personal property left

liy the late Harry R. Geer, "The Motor-

rycle Man" of St. Louis, Mo., hied recently

with the Probate Court, shows a total valua-

tion of .1:2.189.97.

Weber Qoes to Watertiown.

U. II. Weber, Plymouth, Wis., has piir-

eliased the ))usiness of A. Sittnians, ;it

Watertown, that State, and will make his

headquarters there; he will, however, also

ednlinne Uis shop at Plymouth,

Court Proceedings Expose His Devious

Ways—Leaves Promissory Notes Aplenty.

When the affairs of the Electric City Cycle

Co., of Buffalo, N. Y., and of Victor E. Rip-

per, who was the main.spring of the concern,

came up for an airing in the bankruptcy

courts in that city last week, the ugly rumors

connecting Itippers name with Ulegal prac-

tices assumed distinct form and substance.

Attorney Aaron Fybush, who represented

New York creditors, asserted that about $10,-

OdO worth of notes among the liabilities oj

the company were forged, either in signa-

tures or indorsements.

Ripper was forced into bankruptcy recent-

ly, and his entire liabilities appear to be

nifide up of promissory notes. There are in

all alxait .1;.30,000 worth of them. Many of

the notes had the indorsemeut of Fred S.

Freund, and Attorney Eugene Warner said

that In no ease was the indorsement the sig-

nature of Mr. Freund.

Twenty-four claims were allowed and
Frank Gibbons was appointed trustee, his

bond being placed at .$2,000. The notes,

about which forgery allegations were made,
have been sijt aside for the investigation of

the trustee.

Creditors of the Cycle company will fare

very ill when the amount realized from its

winding up is divided. The sale of the stock

of the concern has been confirmed by Referee

Ilotchkiss of the Bankruptcy Court. The
sale was made in three lots, aggregating a

sum of $1,061.-50. This amount falls far short

of tile liabilities, which are placed at between
$40,(X)0 and .$50,000.

The Electric City Cycle Co. had stores at

West Seneca and on Main street, Jefferson

street and Genesee street, Buffalo. All of

these stores excepting the West Seneca store,

it is claimed, had been emptied of all assets

but the H.xtures.

Ril)Ijer, it is said, has been traced as far as

St. Louis, and it is believed that he is noAV

there with his brother. It is thought that as

the case progresses before Referee Hotchkiss

there will be some rather sensational develoj)-

ments, liiere being many rumors of other al-

leged shady dealings,
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WANTED TO HIRE A WHEEL

When he Woke Up he Realized That

" Things Are Not What They Used to be."

keeps a stock of fork ends as well as fork

crowns, and with a very little fitting and
filing they are brazed in place and the job is

done in little more time than the Englishman
would take to cut off his piece of mild steel.

HERE'S A 16 LBS. TANDEM

Was Built to Order, of Course, and for

Use Away Down in Florida.

"I guess the old days of the wheel have

indeed gone by," remarked a man who rode

a great deal in the nineties, but who joined

the great army of non-riders some years ago.

"I used to ride a wheel a number of years

ago, and I thought I would like to take one

with me on a trip into the country where the

roads are good. You can buy a wheel now

from $3.98 up. I paid $175 for the first one

I had, and I wasn't getting more than $9 a

week then, either. But I could wear $11

tailor-made trousers then. Now I wear a

ready-made article that the salesman calls a

'fine pant'

"But I didn't want to buy a wheel for such

a short trip. I merely wanted to hire one,

chainless preferred, and I started out as bold

as brass, thinking I could get what I wanted
in the first place I went to. I soon found T

had another think. The clerk there looked

at me as if I was a freak from the country

and told me they had no wheels for hire,

they never let wheels, no one ever hired

wheels now, no one ever let wheels any more,

no one ever tried to hire wheels nowadays
when every one could afford to buy one, and

if I wanted to buy a wheel he had a good,

cheap, second-hand—but I cut him off there

and got out. I caught myself getting ready

to apologize to him when I realized that I

ought to crack him over the head. But just

in time I realized that I ought not to butt In

on the fool killer's job and got out.

"I went to another place, but it was just

the same there. The clerks looked at me
either in curiosity, as if I had been some
variety of freak, or else in a half-pitying way
that showed they thought I knew no better

and so should be regarded with tolerance. I

stopped then. There may be places In this

city where bicycles are kept for hire, but I

don't know where they are."

About Pork End Repairs.

How great a difference still exists between
English and American repair shop practice Is

shown by the appended note, taken from the
Cyclist:

"There are several methods of renewing
fork ends, one strong, neat method being as
follows: From a stock length of 1-i^-inch flat

mild steel cut off two pieces about three

inches long, and file them to the shape shown
in the sketch. Braze the narrow portions

neatly inside the fork tubes, the broken ends
being first filed to equal length to receive
the new ends. Never drill the spindle holes

until the forks are completed, in order that
they may be centred equally from under-
neath the fork crown."
A dozen years or more ago much the same

procedure ruled in American repair shops.

But such crude and time consuming methods
have long since passed here. Every repairer

Big Profits ia Parts.

Another batch of British company reports

has been issued, and still the expected and
feared "calamity figures" have not appeared.

The concerns submitting reports are four in

number, viz., the Birmingham Small Arms
Co., James Cycle Co., Raglan Cycle Co. and
Calcott Bros., and do not include any of the

big purely cycle making companies. All of

them show profits, and most of them regard
the year's business as satisfactory.

The noteworthy feature of the B. S. A. re-

port is that its profit is due to the cycle end
of the business. Without it the shareholders

would have fared badly, owing to delays in

prosecuting work on a new army rifle. A
trading profit of just under $250,000 is dis-

closed. Out of this the ordinary sharehold-

ers get a dividend of 10 per cent and a bonus
of 621^ cents a share, and the preferred share-

holders get 5 per cent.

A profit of $8.7t)5 is shown by the report of

the James Cycle Co.. and, although this re-

places losses for the last two years and Is

the best showing since 1899, it is not up to

the expectations of the directors, as they
admit. At the same time more machines
were made and sold than for the last four

years. Calcott Bros, announced a profit of

$10,260, out of which a dividend of 4 per
cent was declared. The Raslan Cycle Co.'s

report was slightly disappolntine. A profit

of $7,380 had been earned, but It was not

deemed advisable to declare a dividend out

of it. The amount was therefore carried for-

ward.

To Remove Dents from Tubing.

One of the most worrying repairs that a re-

pairer has to cope with is the removal of

dents from. say. the handle bar of a cycle,

and It results frequently in the purchase of

a new bar where a repair might possibly be
effected. Hitherto, to remove the dent has
been a most complicated business, and one
of which repairers frequently flght shy, find-

ing it a saving of time and money to throw
the tube away and put in a new one.

A flexible mandrel for removing dents has
been brought out by an English concern. It

consists of a species of close colled spiral

springs made from wire of a flat section.

The spring is inserted, after being oiled, by
pushing and twisting it to the left. When
it is sufficiently Inserted a small swage can
be brought to bear on the outside of the
handle bar and the dent removed, the spring
acting as a solid mandrel. An ingenious ex-

tricator is supplied, whereby the spring can
be easily drawn from the tube.

The Pope Mfg. Co. has completed at its

Hartford factory the smallest tandem bicycle

in the world that is perfect in every respect.

It is a miniature Columbia, and all the parts

had to be made by hand. The wheel cost

$75 and was made for W. A. Lofton, the

company's agent at Miami, Fla. Mr. Lofton

had a rough tandem hastily constructed for

his two children, and when he found they

could ride it he ordered a miniature Co-

lumbia.

One of his boys is twenty-two months old

and the other is four years. The rear sad-

dle will be eighteen inches from the ground.

Special saddles are now being made at the

company's factory in Chicago. If Mr. Lofton

stands in the road his children can easily

ride between his legs on this machine. The

tandem weighs sixteen pounds. It has a

thirty-three inch wheel base and a double

loop frame. It has ball bearings throughout

and hand forgings. The cranks, pedal cen-

ters and all the small parts are hand forged.

The chains are adjusted and made the same

as those of the big machines.

The tires and wooden rims had to be made
especially for the tandem. The tires are 12

by 1% inches. The finish is Columbia enamel

and the striping is in blue and gold. The
chains were made In the company's Indian-

apolis factory. There is an eleven inch reach

for the forward seat and thirteen inches for

the rear one. The crank is 2% inches, while

the average sized crank is seven inches. The
$75 represents the actual cost of making the

machine.

Store Hints that Reach Across 5eas.

Lest they should not be able to see them-

selves as others see them, English dealers

are asked by an English writer to take heed

of the following hints on store conduct:

"That a chair would sometimes be accept-

able to a customer or a caller at a cycle shop.

That a dog, not always clean or free from

fleas, does not encourage a lady or any well

dressed customer to visit a cycle shop, and

that even an old cat, trying to lick and bite

its hind legs clean, is not in itself an attrac-

tion. The want of the first is common, and
the presence of the two latter very frequent."

The Retail Record.

Orange, Cai.—J. P. Boring, burned out;

loss, $4,000.

Jonesboro, Ark.—L. A. Cole & Co., burned
out; loss, $1,500.

Post-Season Sales Turn Scales.

What threatened to be a bad year for the

British trade has been turned into a fair one

by post-season business. August and Sep-

tember both were good months, considered

from the standpoint of the weather, and all

branches of the industry have benefited there-

by. Stocks have been depleted, and the out-

look for 1905 is considered to be decidedly

better than for a long time.
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TWO-SPEEDS FOR ALL CYCLES

standard's IngenlouA Hub Now Ready for

Marketing—Sixteen Changes Afforded.

That eagerly awaited article, tlie Standard

two speed coaster bralie, is now ready for

the public. The accompanying illustration

of its exterior will serve to heighten the good

opinion which the meagre yet fairly compre-

hensive preliminary description created.

That it is due for a large measure of popu-

larity and use cannot well be doubted, as it

really does fill a long—a too long—felt want,

and the fact that it may be applied to any

standard chain bicycle, old or new, will make
it of not less concern to riders and dealers

than it is to bicycle manufacturers. In the

natural order of things, it should prove a

distinct fillip to the entire trade and pas-

time. It could not be launched by better

sponsors. Its makers, the Standard Spoke &
Nipple Co., Torrington, Conn., who by their

spokes, pedals and toeclips have been long

closely interwoven with the cycling interests,

have practically unlimited capital and facili-

ties and are positioned to make the most of

their opportunities.

In brief, the advantages of the device are

these: Simple construction; small number of

parts; a free running coaster from either

gear; a brake operated at all times on either

speed; high and low speed operated inde-

pendently of brake and without stopping

wheel; minimum number of bearings; clutch

with no binding or wedging effect in its oper-

ation; power applied to sprocket and used

direct; easily assembled and taken apart for

cleaning or repairs; easily adjusted; no work
downhill, less work uphill; perfect control of

wheel and positive change of speed to ac-

commodate all roads; wide range of gears.

In the design and construction of this new
hub the endeavor has been to produce a de-

vice giving a high speed, a low speed, an
automatic coaster or free wneel and a brake

all contained within one hub, which hub is

applicable and can be easily applied to any
standard make of frame. The hub has been

made simple, practical, mechanical and re-

liable, and attractive in appearance, with-

out sacrificing strength or practicability.

Owing to the peculiar construction of the

hub, it is only necessary to use one pair of

ball bearings, upon which the hub revolves

at all times, whether in high speed, low speed

or coasting, and these bearings are unaffected

by the operation of the speed mechanism or

brake, as no strain or pressure is put upon
them by the operation of either speed mech-
anism or brake. The bearings are placed at

the extreme ends of hub, and all the mech-
anism is between them.

The speed gearing is of the planetary, or

sun and planet type. The central gear is

carried by the axle. The pinions are car-

ried by the hub, being rotatively mounted
on pins which are supported in the hub on
both sides of the pinions, thus giving the

pinions a rigid support. The internal or driv-

ing gear is a part of the sprocket. There-

fore the power is applied at the sprocket and
transmitted direct to the gearing.

It will thus be seen that a high speed Is

obtained direct, and that low speed Is ob-

tained by gearing down, thereby gaining

power, instead of low gear direct and high

speed by gearing up, with a corresponding

loss of power.

The special free-wheel clutch is a feature

of the hub, as by its use the free wheel or

coaster is obtainable at all times, whether

on high or low speed, thus making it un-

necessary to provide a free wheel clutch for

each speed. The clutch is positive and
powerful in its action, and releases quickly

and easily. It operates between the central

gear and movable clutch member, the mov-
able clutch member engaging directly with

the hub and thus locking all gearing together

for high speed, and engaging with the sta-

tionery clutch member on axle, thus allow-

ing the intermediate and internal gearing

to rotate about the central gear for low

speed.

The brake is sensitive, but powerful and

efficient; it is of cone shape, and is operated

direct from the sprocket with the same me-

chanical advantages as the speed gearing. It

is located well toward the center of the hub

instead of at one end, and may be used to

any desired amount with very little pressure

on pedals, as there are no stiff springs to

overcome.

The free wheel or coaster may be had at

all times, whether in high or low speed, by

bringing the pedals and therefore the

sprocket to a rest; back pedalling, of course,

applies the brake.

The speed gearing is unaffected by the

operation of either coaster or brake.

The operation of this speed gearing and of

the brake are separate and independent of

each other. This is as it should be, as in a

hub where the speed is changed by back

pedalling it is evident that the speed will be

changed every time the brake is applied,

whether the change is desired or not. Rid-

ers know that the brake will be used many

times where one change of speed Is desired,

but that the speed should be changed only

when needed; there is therefore provided a

shifting device which may be clamped to

frame at any desired point, the device be-

ing connected to this movable clutch mem-

ber in hub by a cable and suitable mechan-

ism. This device being placed in reach of

riders and provided with a shifting lever,

tlic cliange of speeds may be made easily

wlu'ii, and only when, desired.

'i'here is practically no limit to the range
ol' i^cnrs that the device affords. The num-
ber of teeth on the sprockets, of course,

governs the size of the gear, the range pro-

vided for being as follows:

Sprockets. High. Low. Sprockets. Hlgh.Low.

20x8 70—49 20x9 62-43
22x8 77—54 22x9 68—47
24x8 84—59 24x9 75—52
2Ux8 91—64 26x9 81—56
28x8 98—69 28x9 87—61
80x8 105—73 30x9 93—65
32x8 112—78 32x9 99—70
34x8 119—83 34x9 106-74

The operation of the device is substan-

tially as follows:

When in high speed, the movable clutch

member is in engagement with the hub shell,

in which position the hub shell, sprocket,

pinions and central gear are locked together,

and when driving forward all revolve about

the axle as a solid piece.

To obtain the low speed the rider shifts

a lever on frame, which action shifts the

movable clutch member out of engagement
Avith hub shell and into engagement with the

stationary clutch member, in which posi-

tion the central gear is held against rotation

and the pinions (and therefore the hub shell),

with sprocket, rotates about and upon same.

By shifting back the lever on frame the

change from low to high gear is made.

On both high and low speed, the central

speed is locked to the movable clutch mem-
ber against rotation in one direction, but

because of the free wheel clutch between the

two members the central gears are free to re-

volv independently of movable clutch mem-
ber in the opposite direction, thus giving a

free wlieel or coaster at all times. When
the sprocket is rotated backwards, as In

back pedalling, the brake shoe is forced into

brake recess in the hub thus braking same.

Thus the rider has an automatic coaster

and brake controlled from the pedals, and

two speeds operated independently of the

coaster and brake.

Reducing Price of Motor Bicxcles.

Minerva Motors, Ltd., the English house

that handles the well known Belgian motor

of that name, and that once supplied almost

the whole British trade with motors, will

market complete machines next season. It

has also caused a considerable stir by an-

nouncing that it will produce three different

models, one of them of two horsepower, at

less than $150. The prices of the other mod-

els, of 2% and 3% horsepower, respectively,

will be also "brought within reach of the

masses." They will be fitted with spring

forks and magneto ignition and an Ingenious

two-speed gear contained in the bottom

bracket will be offered as "extras."

The Reliance Motorcycle Co. has finally re-

moved to Oswego, N. Y.; it formerly was

located in Addison, this State.
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THE WISE RIDER BUYS THE NATIONAL
THE SATISFIED RIDER BUYS AGAIN.

A sale easily made means quick profit to the

dealer. Wherever you find a dealer pushing the

NATIONAL, you meet a successful one.

Get in line for the NATIONAL Agency for

1905. You can make money out of it.

WHAT YOU GET FOR YOUR MONEY IS AS

MPORTANT AS THE AMOUNT

YOU PAY.

For Agency

May 24, 1904.

This is the fourth year that I have ridden this

wheel and would not trade it for a new one of

any other make. E. F. HAMMOND.

fcSa^drcss NATIONAL CYCLE MFG. CO., Bay City, Mich., U.S.A.

IF YOU WANT PROTECTION

:BiGr"¥^

Fisk Line of Bicycle and Motor Tires.
Prices once made remain. Goods delivered as Samples shown.

No Cut-Throat Dealers can get them. Invest in them.

They are just as safe as Government Bonds.

BRANCHES AND REPAIR DEPOTS:
JJJ£ pjjg^ RUBBER COMPANY,

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.
Western Sales Office. 52 State Street, Chicago.

BOSTON, BUFFALO, PHILADELPHIA. OMAHA,
SPHINGFIELD, DETROIT. WASHINGTON. MINNEAPOLIS,
NEW YORK. CHICAGO. TORONTO. DENVER,
STRACUSB, SAN FRANCISCO, ST. LOUIS, LOS ANGELES

LONDON.
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TELEPHONE, 2652 JOHN.
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D.;cadence of Salesmanship.

In no detail of the business is more "aui-

numition" permitted to go to \Yaste than in

tlie compilation of catalogties. Unless the

change or iniprovcnient made in a bicj'cle is

of great moment it is permitted to pass unre-

corded and unheralded.

Xo sound reasons are now ailvaneed to in-

fiuence riders to cliange tlieir mounts. Tliey

ara left to clierisli the notion that cj'cling in-

genuity has stagnated, and that the bicycles

of to-day are no better or no different from

those of four or fiTe years ago. It is almost

as if tile art or science of salesmansliii) liad

degenerated. The "tallving point" is either

l)oohpoolicd or minimized, and yet "tallcing

points" are selling points—features that ac-

tually promote sales.

Recognition of the fact was keenest when

there was less need for it.

It is well within the memory of the trade

that a change from round to D-shaped tubing

in the rear forks, or the substitution of round

cranlcs for flat ones, or the adoption of a

new ijinin or saddle, nr chain adjuster, nr

scat post binding, was cause for emphasis in

all catalogues, and in varying degree con-

tributed to the life of the trade and of the

liMstimc, and ]')layed no small iiart in influenc-

ing the purchaser.

It was then recognized that whatever

change, however small, was in the nattire

111' a selling point, and the most was made
of it. Nowadays the man who seelvs such

information too often draws a blank. Wq
otu'selves, in endeavoring to obtain it, have

several times been turned aside with the re-

sponse, "Our bicycles have l>een altered only

in minor details." although we made per-

fectly plain that it was these very "minor

details" that we sought. Our every effort to

help the people concerned Avas thus defeat-

ed, and it is to be added that their catalogues

dealt almost exclusively with dry as dust

si)ecitications. It was possible, when it was

possible, to discover wherein these had been

changed only by obtaining catalogues of the

previous year and making comparisons.

It is not contended that the whole trade

was guilty of such lapses. There have been

• It least two notable exceptions to the rule,

.uid they stand out from their fellows. But,

speaking generally, this "screw is loose" in

the average sales department. The value of

minor details"—of selling i)oints—is permit-

ted to pass without appreciation.

In theory, at least, the greatest and most

Intelligent effort on the part of merchants

is necessary, not when the world is rushing

headlong for a particular article, but rather

when it inclines in the other direction. It

is not merely Uie difference between the bi-

cycle catalogues of to-day and of yesterday

that fairly put the theory to rout, but in the

wastage of other selling "ammunition."

In the old days bicycle and tire manufact-

urers alike seized on every achievement to

a(tvanc(> their Interests—the bi.g road race,

the mimbei- of track races won, the records

broken, the annual mileage records—all these

and many other notable performances were

heralded far and wide and loudly. To-day,

however, many of these same tire makers

and bicycle makers treat them with con-

teini)tuons silence, if not with scorn. They

appear to care little, if anything, what

men may do with their wares—that is,

with their bicycle wares. Many of them,

however, make also automobiles and

automobile tires. With these productions it

is a different story. With them, every

achievement is blazoned in red fire and shout-

ed from every housetop, figuratively speak-

ing. .\nrl \ci, in pci|)nlnr I'nur.v, automobiles

are selling themselves. We all know that

bicycles now require salesmen and selling

intelligence to sell them. The difference in

llic salesniansliip of the same people in the

two industries is "passing strange." The

term covers a nmltitude of sins, both of oTnis-

sion and commission.

Concerning Saddles.

Of all the multifarious "burning issues"

over which discussion has waged iu the his-

tory of cycling, no one has occasioned more

disagreement or been productive of more

radically differing "systems" than has the

design and construction of the sad<ile. To-

day a variety of patterns are still in exist-

ence, but most of the extreme types that

once were so common have disappeared, and

riders have bestowed their favor on some one

of those remaining.

Xo part of the cycle has been more difficult

to make suit all riders.
. Many of the latter

are not and never were—we are almost

tempted to add, never could be—satisfied with

any yet turned out of a workshop. Others

abominate some types while giving a guard-

ed approval of the ones they use. A few are

easily satisfied and. declare that they find

any of a number of forms acceptable.

There are some observers who ascribe the

dissatisfaction and unrest concerning saddles

to constant and violent changes and the ab-

sence of any approach to a standard. They

point to British riders, who have stuck to

one type of saddle since the days of the high

wheel, and profess themselves as pleased

with it now as thej' were twenty years ago.

Such constancj' we cannot laj' claim to.

While saddles are no longer talked about

by any great number of riders—following the

general decadence of "talking point" discus-

sion—there appears to be a growing demand

for a saddle that will be both comfortable

and dm-able; this comes fi'om riders who

formei'ly took any saddle that was offered to

them and growled at it or said nothing, ac-

cording to whether it pleased them or not.

A considerable munber of instruments of

torture misnamed saddles survived from the

period when everybody deemed it necessary

to invent, make or use a saddle different

from those used by most riders; and these

are now passing away.

A year or two ago it seemed not unlikely

that a return to the generously sprlnged sad-

dles as in everything else. Signs are not

wanting that this tendency will be met more

than half way next season, and that better
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' saddles and far more comfortable ones will

toe more generally the rule than for many

years. It is one of those little things that

are both gratifying and encouraging.

As to /Vludgards.

There seems to be a slight increase in the

number of machines fitted with mud guards.

Most of them appear to have been fitted to

machines in preparation for the fall and

winter riding, by wheelmen who keep their

cycles in commission the year round. Trades-

men and other riders who use their machines

chiefly for. business purposes form a large

proportion of these mud-guarded cyclists.

It is interesting to note, too, what different

practices are followed in thus protecting the

machines and their riders. Some of the for-

mer have but one guard—that over the rear

wheel. Others are fitted with both front

and rear guards, and some of them have

flaps of leather or other material attached

to the lower end of one or both guards for

the purpose of giving additional protection.

With this provision, and if the rear guard is

carried sufficiently far back over the wheel,

one can ride through the slipperiest and

slimyist mud without much danger of being

splattered with it. About the worst place

is just back of the crankhanger, as there

the mud is thrown against the mud guard

and accumulates very rapidly.

It is a little odd that no one ever fits a

mud guard to the chain. There was a time

when a guard was considered indispensable,

and nearly all machines were regularly fitted

with it. A dozen years or more ago it was

discarded, and has never even been consid-

ered. Perhaps the Amei-ican dislike of any-

thing approaching a gear case has something

to do with this, for a considerable amount

of mud is thrown on the uncovered chain

when muddy roads are encountered.

About Oil Cans.

It is of very much less importance to carry

an oil can now than it was when cycling was

young and cycles were crude. Times have

changed since makers deemed it necessary

to admonish customers to "oil every time the

cycle is used," as was done in more than one

catalogue. Once or twice a month is enough

for any bearing these days, while many are

warranted to go without attention for montlis,

and a few for an entire season.

Nevertheless, the oil can has not entirely

outlived its usefulness. Some riders still

carry them; a much larger number should

do so. Perhaps more would if the average

oil can was not such a poor article, and find-

ing an entirely satisfactory place in which to

carry it not such a difficult matter.

There are good oil cans still to be had, as

the continued existence of one brand that has

long been almost a household word amply

testifies; but the desire to save a few pennies

often induces makers to equip machines with

cans that leak almost from the first time

oil is put in them; or, if they don't leak, the

top becomes unscrewed and lets the oil run

out and soak everything in the tool bag.

This is bad enough; but far worse is the an-

noyance caused by the entire disappearance

of the oil—a disappearance usually discovered

only when it is desired to make urgent use

of it.

But even with good oil cans there is a want

for a better place to put them. Comparative-

ly few riders carry tool bags, anyhow, and if

they do they pack them with tools that

knock against the oil can and test its weak

points pretty thoroughly, to say nothing of

keeping up a continual rattle and being a

nuisance generally. Seat posts and even

handle bars have been utilized, but without

any marked success. The road shocks are so

great that it is almost impossible to ade-

quately protect the can, and it is almost

equally difficult to so arrange matters that

ready access to the can may be had. These

difficulties could probably be gotten around if

enough effort were given to the task. But

when riders are too indifferent to complain,

and ride without oil cans rather than en-

deavor to find improved ones, it is too much

to expect any one to give much thought to

the matter.

It is small wonder that Germany has

forged ahead and is forging further ahead in

the matter of bicycle exports. The prize of-

fered by the Emperor for a long-distance

competition between officers of his army—
not common privates, mind you—supplies an

interesting side light. They evidently accept

the bicycle at its true value over there, and
respect and encourage it accordingly. If it

were possible to imagine any of their pot-

bellied superiors encouraging such activity

on the part of their subalterns it would oe

as easy to picture the frowns of the duck

trousered American youngsters who frowned

on bicycles when "society" frowned.

This is the time of the year when oil con-

geals. It suggests to the motorcyclist the

wisdom of carrying a pocket oil can filled

with kerosene or gasolene to inject into his

motor to render starting easy.

Sees Benefits of Cycling.

Although it was carried to the point of

insanity by a certain class of its devotees,

bicycling was one of the sanest fads that has

obtained in this country in recent years,

says the Louisville Times.

Bicycling in moderation afforded exercise

that developed the muscles of the legs, the

chest, the back, the arms and abdomen, in-

ducing a healthful circulation of the blood

and better digestion and promoting the gen-

eral health. It was the sort of exercise that

brain workers and others of sedentary occu-

pations needed to combat dyspepsia, insom-

nia and the flabbiness of the muscles that

depletes the vitality in early life and renders

persons an easy prey to contagious or infec-

tious diseases and epidemics.

Because it offered a means of transporta-

tion as well as an opportunity for recreation

and exercise, bicycling appealed to thou-

sands of persons who do not have time for

tennis, golf or other outdoor games. If there

was anything less sane than the extremes of

wheelmania, to which some persons went,

it was the dropping of the sport just as the

manufacturers had perfected bicycles and

just as competition had reduced prices from

the fancy figures which obtained when the

sport was at its zenith.

There has been prophecy in some quarters

of a renaissance of bicycling. Whether this

has come from manufacturers, anxious to

boom sales, it is difficult to determine, but

the cheapness of wheels, coupled with the

good roads sentiment, which was engendered

by wheelmen and which has outlasted wheel-

ing, should tend to popularize the sport again.

WIU Try it on Nat Butler.

Nat Butler, the veteran racing cyclist, has

been selected as the subject for the interest-

ing scientific experiment by Professor W. O.

Atwater, of Wesleyan University. After the

six-day team race in Madison Square Gar-

den, in December, Butler will enter the fa-

mous Atwater respiration calorimeter for a

series of experiments. He will remain in

the calorimeter for ten or twelve days, rid-

ing a bicycle on a home trainer for eight

hours each day, eating certain foods during

the time. The experiment will be made to

determine the nutritive value of food for

men undergoing the strain of bicycle riding.

The tests will be started as soon as Butler

has recovered from the strain of the long

grind. ^

Bavaria's Big, Useful Orgaaizatlon.

The Association for the Protection of the

Interests of Bavarian Cyclists and Motorists

now consists of 476 clubs. It is very active

in having signposts erected and bad roads

improved, and has itself had constructed 30

kilometres of cycle paths.

The first wire spokes used in a bicycle

wheel were constructed of flat brass. One
concern, in the early days of the high wheel,

used hollow spokes. The handletar was at

one time termed the rudder.
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After all,

there's no Coaster Brake
quite so good

as the

MORROW

This is the almost universal

verdict of the many who
have tried the others, only

to come back to the flORROW

ECLIPSE riACHINE CO., Elmira, N. Y.
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As was to have been expected,

THE ST. LOUIS EXPOSITION

ENRICHED THE INDIAN'S COLLECTION
OF

GOLD MEDALS.
It was positively the only American motor bicycle to receive an award of any kind,

and it was the

HIGHEST POSSIBLE HONOR IN ITS GLASS,
(The next award, a silver medal, was bestowed on a foreign machine.)

And of course you all know that

The INDIAN Won the Only COLD Medal
in the

1903 ENDURANCE CONTEST,

1904

1904 HILL CLIMBING CONTEST.
In 1902, when more than one gold medal was given in the Endurance Contest, the

INDIAN won three of them.

As has been so often remarked: How can any THINKING man—whether rider or

dealer—choose other than an INDIAN .?

HEIMDEE MFC. CO., Sprin^ield, Mass.
Pacific Coast Reprasentavives, THE BRUNETTE COMPANY, 491 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.



REPULSED THE ENEMY

An Incident in nilitary nanouvering That

Shows Advantages of the Bicycle.

Altliou.ali tho fact is not genorally known,

ilic Italian army claims to possess the best

((inipped and best trained bicycle service in

Knrope, which is equivalent to saying: the

l)est in the Avorld. the American ai-niy hav-

in,y: dropped bicycles as soon as ""sassiety"

dropped them. The Italians are constantly

pntting their cyclinir soldiers to new uses,

and early this month subjected them to an

original experiment on the Lake of Garda.

A steamer having on board a general, his

staff and a company of infantry, two naph-

tha launches and two landing barges, made

up the naval forces, their object being to

land troops at some indefinite point between

Desenzano and Salo. a distance of fifteen

miles.

A company of cycling soldiers, assisted by

volunteer members of the Andax Bicycle

Club, of Brescia, from which some of the

best riders had been selected, made up in all

a hundred and sixty expert riders. They
were armed with rifles and were divided into

four platoons, each taking a position at a
given distance along the road, their object

being to patrol the shore and prevent the

landing of the enemy.
The shore between Desenzano and Salo

curves inland, forming a semicircle, or rather
a broad bay; the I'oad which leads along
the shore varies, from a (piarter to two and a

lialf and three miles from the lake. It is in

some places quite steep and in others so nar-

row that it will not allow of more than two
or three riders abreast.

Five or six men were detailed from each
platoon and placed in such positions that

the movements of the steamer could be
watched and any attempt of the enemy to

land would be at once made known and the

alarm given along the line.

At 7 o'clock the steamer left the wharf.
the shore parties having already taken uji

their allotted positions.

^^'hen the steamer arrived at a point called

San Felice, in order to deceive the shore
pMi-ty. the troops were embarked on the land-

ing barges: but when within a short distance

of the shore a signal from the steamer called

them back, and when aboard it started at

full speed for Desenzano.

Now came the test to prove the ability of

the riders. To arrive in Desenzano in time
and take up a position of defence would re-

quire the hardest kind of riding. The home
stretch presented all the aspects of an excit-

in.g race. The road was lined on both side-;

by excited bicyclists and oflBcers, who
cheered the riders as they passed. Of the 160

riders, seventy-eight arrived in time, which
proved the complete success of the experi-

ment.
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In giving his opinion of the nianoMivres

line of the officers engaged said:

'The experiment turned out better than wo
aiitiripated, the object being to prevent the
landing of scouting parties, whose duties
would be to reconnoitre and destroy railway
and telegraphic communications. To jn'ovenl

this the bicycle would bo very serviceable, as
llie experiment has proved.

"On the other hand, to opi)ose the landing
of a large number of troops, the bicycle
would be of little use, as the transports would
be accompanied by armed cruisers, which
would shell the shore while the troo])s were
landing, driving the enemy away.
Trooi)s of bicyclists stationed ah)ng the

coast and at the mouth of rivers could great-

in aid in preventing the landing of scouting
parties, and at the same time give warning
iif the approach of large numbers of the

enemy."

\\\

FORT DODGES'S GHOST

How English riotorcyclist.s Suffer.

In England, where the motorcyclists have
some troubles of their own, the registration

and numbering law is enforced to the very
letter, as was evuienced by two recent court

cases.

In the first instance the rider was let oft"

cheaply by paying the cost of the court for

permitting the tails of his coat to obscure his

number. The other culprit was fined a round
sum for conmiitting the same offence, not

with his coat. l)ut by carrying a parcel so

that it partly obscured the precious number.
In still another case, the Stipendiary

Ma.gistrate of Leeds acquitted a prisoner who
had been charged with riding a motorcycle

without a number. The rider proved tliat

his machine had gone wron,g and that at tli

time of his arrest he was |)edalling it. Ac-

cordingly, tlie court held that under sucli

conditions it must be re.garded as an ordi-

nary bicycle and respected as such.

Rode a Bicycle and But for Man's "Brav-
ery" City Would be Still Shuddering.

Fort Dodge. Iowa. had. iniiil last week, a

mystery. .\ ghost bicycle rider had seen fit

to select the sti'eets of ili,. lowii foi- periodi-

cal and nocturnal rides a1 lop s|ieeil. Oarbeil

entirely in white ami mounted on a "shining

new wheel," "il" had ]ieraml)nlateil up and
down at "its" own sweet will, to the com-

plete mystification of eyewitnesses.

Had it not been for the bravery of two
"ventin-esome young men" the m.vstej-y would
in all prol>ability still remain unpenetrated.

They determined to do the penetrating at

whatever cost to themselves. So one night

they also took tlieir wheels and waited on

tlie avenue for the "bicycle ghost." All at

once came a flasli of white, a monnMitary ex-

po.sure of small, white feet on tlie hying

pedals, and "it" was by. In an instant ttt?

young men were in full pursuit. They wfie
soon alongside the white figure. It was not

a ghost at all, but a young girl with whom
both were well acquainted. She sat with a

stony glare watching the street aliead and
ilid not notice the pursuers.

\\'hen within a block of her liome the .Aonng

lady's wheel struck a stone and she fell in a

he;ip. There was a frightened scream as she

went down, and as the young men picked her

up there was a louder scream. Then she

fainted. She was carried to her home, where
she soon revived, and tlic myster.y was ex-

plained. The girl was a confirmed somnam-
bulist, hut instead of walking in her sleep,

had taken to riding a new wlieel which had
liecn purchased for her a few weeks ago.

MOTOR TRICYCLES FOR MAIL COLLECTION.

Budapest is the first city in the world to

adopt motorcycles for use in the postal sei-

vice. Motor tricycles, as shown liy the illus-

tration, are employed, chiefly in the collection

of Hiail matter. They are fitted with the plat-

foi-in. as shown, to hold the collectors' bag.
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ncCrea Wios With 51 Points.

J. Nash McCrea won both of the events

which wound up the racing season at Spring-

field, 111., on October 21. A road race had

been scheduled, but a qtuarter-mile handicap

was substituted on account of the bad con-

dition of the roads, the events being held

on the tracli at the fair grounds. In the

quarter-mile handicap McCrea w'on from

scratch in 0:32. The prizes that had been in-

tended for the road race were awarded to

the winners in this contest, and McCrea won
a pair of Continental tires and also a gold

ring which had been put up for the time

prize. The other place prizes were Thor

coaster brake. Persons saddle and a dozen

photographs.

The mile handicap also went to McCrea

from the scratch mark in 2:46, a strong wind

preventing faster riding. The first prize was
a gold medal. There had been a match race

arranged between McCrea and J. M. Roosa,

of Astoria, but the latter did not put in an

appearance. The Racycle racer, which had

been offered for the rider making the most

points in the season's racing, was awarded

to McCrea, his score being 51 points. The

scores of the other riders are as follows:

Thomas Selders, Bloomington, 20; Severin

P. Langhoft, Peoria, 11; William Watson,

Kankakee, 4; William Kerin, 4; William

Rawlings, 4; Mark McCrea, 4, and Harvey

Johnson, 1, the four latter being from Spring-

field.

The racing has been very successful this

year, and next season it is planned to form

a circuit of half a dozen cities and run race

meets every other week in each place. The

events will be for the championship of Cen-

tral Illinois, and many riders have agreed

to follow the circuit. Summaries:

Quarter-mile handicap—Won by J. Nash

McCrea, Springfield (scratch) ; William Kerin,

Springfield (20 yards), second; William Wat-

son, Kankakee (15 yards), third; Mark Mc-

Crea, Springfield (10 yards), fourth. Time,

0:32.

One-mile handicap—Won by J. Nash Mc-

Crea, Springfield (scratch); William Watson,

Kankakee (200 yards), second; William Ker-

in, Springfield, (250 yards), third; Mark Mc-

Crea, Springfield (225 yards), fourth. Time,

2:46.

Will T*ur to California.

Fred Thome and H. G. Shafer, two cy-

lists of Poutiac, Mich., have arranged for a

tour to California and return, it is reported.

On the way out they will make a stop at St.

Louis and take in the exposition. The whole
tour will occupy about a year, and the re-

turn trip will be by way of the Northwestern
States next summer.

Centurions Seeic Six<Day Grinders.

The Century Road Club Association, though

an organization of amateurs, has always had

a team representing it in the annual six-day

race at Madison Square Garden. They will

have a team this year, but up to the present
time have not selected the men who will wear
their colors.

Permitted a Woman to Compete.

For the first time in the history of the

sport, a woman was allowed to compete in

a fifty-mile road race by that heretofore

reputable oi-ganization, the Century Road
Club of America. Women have been wel-

comed in century and half-century runs ever

since they began riding, but their presence

in an actual contest was unknown until last

Sunday, when Miss Madeline Bayard, of New
York City, competed in a fifty-mile road race

at Valley Stream, L. I., receiving a handicap
of 25 minutes.

Charles Mock, scratch, won the first time

prize in three hours flat. G. Olsen, who had
20 minutes handicap, was the first man to

finish, his time being 3 hours, 20 minutes.

'HAIR SPLITTING SPEED.'^

N. Y. A. C. Creatins Cyciing Interest.

The New York Athletic Club will hold its

annual fifteen mile handicap road race for

the historic and time-honored Citizens' Cup
Election Day, November 8, the start to be
made from Travers Island.

In accordance with a resolution of the

board of governors of the club, passed last

December, the race is restricted to resident

members of the club, entries not being re-

ceived from junior or athletic members. The
club committee is doing its utmost to bring
out a big entry list, and reviving interest in
thisc ompetition, which in former years was
an important bicycle event in the club.

Tlie Mucti-Postponed Field Day.

After four postponements, the Century
Road Club of America plans to hold its an-

nual field day to-morrow at Valley Stream,

Long Island, at Smith's track. The bicycle

events include one, two and' five mile races.

Charles Mock, one of the best of the amateur
road riders, will compete in all of the con-

tests. Joseph Kopsky, Mock's closest rival,

will also compete, as will M. J. Eustace, Fred
Mommer, Henry Veit, John McWilliams,

Harry Hall, Oscar Lenz and John Mulhol-

land. The New Jersey division will send a

team of riders to enter the races, headed by
Harry Early.

Frencti Has-Been Now Here.

George Caillois, the French automobile rac-

ing man now in this country with Leon
Thery, winner of the James Gordon Bennet

Cup this year, was formerly one of the best

known European sprinters. He did most of

his racing in 1893 and 1894, and competed

against Zimmerman, Wheeler and George A.

Banker when the trio of Americans were

abroad. Though now in the employ of an

automobile firm, lie keeps a bicycle in com-

mission and often uses it for pleasure rid-

ing.

Emperor Favors a Racing flan.

Walter Kutt, the best of the German sprint-

ers, was reported to have deserted his coun-

try to escape serving his term in the Prus-

sian army. He should have entered the army
this month, and had asked the military au-

thorities of his district to give him another

year before entering upon his duties. They

had refused his request, but his father ap-

pealed to the Emperor, who granted the ex-

tension of time asked for. Butt is now to

race in Australia this winter.

Martin Beats a Bif Field.

Sixteen riders competed in the five-mile

motorcycle race which was run in connec-

tion with the automobile races at St. Louis

last Sunday. It was won by E. F.

Martin, with a 1% horsepower Racycle, who
beat out T. Bahnsen, who drove a 1% horse-

power Indian. Eli Silverberg, 1% horse-

power Rambler, finished third. The time for

the five miles was eight minutes.

"Motorcycles: How to Manage Them."
Price $1. The Goodman Company, 154

Nassau street, Nevr York. *•

Stamten Goes a Fast Five.

Paul Stamsen, of Muskegon, Mich., rode a

five-mile exhibition on a Mitchell motorcycle

at the automobile race meet held at Corn-

stock Park, in Grand Rapids, on Oct. 18.

Stamsen's time for the distance was 6:37 2-5.

His best previous record for the distance

had been 6:52, made in a race at Milwaukee

last summer.

Haywards Stops Road Racing.

Haywards, Cal., which for many years has

been a centre of road racing interest on the

Pacific Coast, has passed an ordinance pro-

hibiting speed contests on the road; the law

also calls for the use of lamps and bells.
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ENCOURAGING SMALL MOTORS

French Trials Result In Good Work—An-
zanl Wins ; Yourassoff Away Behind.

The annual "Tiers de Litre" motor bicycle

trials began on the Pare des Princes track,

in Paris, on Wednesday, October 5, and

proved of greater interest and magnitude

than ever before.

As the name indicates, the trials are re-

stricted to vehicles of a cylinder capacity not

exceeding one-third of a litre, which practical-

ly confines it to machines averaging 2 horse-

power. All the well known French firms

had entered one or more of their bicycles.

Belgium also was adequately represented by
a team. The trials were divided into several

heats of 100 kilometres each, extending over

five days. Reliability of running at a high

speed is the principle w'hich governs the com-
petition. The rules allow the same machine
to be ridden by more than one rider, and the

same rider to ride a different machine in each

heat. For the Reliability Cup not more than

three machines can be entered by one firm.

The two winning machines in each heat are

eligible to compete in the final—which is

also over a distance of 100 kilometres (62

miles).

On Wednesday, the first day, heats one

and two were run off, honors being divided

between the Alcyon, Peugeot and Griffon ma-

chines. In the first heat Anzani (Alcyon)

won, doing a record of 1:17:37 4-5 for the 100

kilometres; Lanfranchi (Peugeot) was sec-

ond, two minutes behind. Thomas, on a

chain driven Magali, was leading for three-

quarters of the way, but his machine broke

down at the seventy-second kilometre. In

the second heat Champoiseau, on a Griffon,

beat Griet (Alcyon) by one minute in

1:22:39 3-5. Thursday's heats (Nos. 3 and 4)

resulted in a triumph for the chain driven

Magali machine and an additional victory for

the Peugeot. In heat No. 3 Bac (Magali) was
first, in 1:17:491-5, with Hibon (Lurquin &
Coudert), second. Heat No. 4 fell to Cissac

(Peugeot) in 1:26:12 1-5; Meline (Stimula-Van-

dalet) being second.

The fifth heat (Friday morning) was the oc-

casion of a fine struggle between Giorgis,

riding a Buchet, and Collomb, who steered a

Magali, Giorgis winning in 1:23:30. In the

sixth heat an accident, which at one time

looked serious, put out of the race both the

leaders, Devilly and Lurquin. Luckily

neither was very much hm"t, but their mounts

were entirely wrecked, and this gave Moreau,

on a Griffon, and Cissac, on a Peugeot, an

unexpected chance of qualifying. Winner's

time, 1:30:34.

The final heat was run off on Sunday, the

result being a win for the Alcyon machine

ridden by Anzani, who covered the 100 kilo-

metres (62 miles) in 1:18:37, the rest arriving

as follows: Buchet (Giorgis), 3 laps behind;

Stimula (Meline), 10 laps laehind; Alcyon

(Griet), 12 laps behind; Peugeot (Cissac), 13

laps behind; Griffon (Champoiseau), 13Vo lap?

behind; Magali (Bac). 15 laps behind; Magali'

(Collomb), 21 laps behind; Lurquin (Hibon),

24 laps behind; Peugeot (Lanfranchi), 25 laps

behind; Grift'on (Moreati), 26 laps behind, and

Peugeot (Yourassoff), 27 laps behind.

BY LIGHT OF THE MOON

Food and Drink on Long Runs.

"In my century and mileage riding I have

made two discoveries," says H. H. Wheeler,

the well known California century "grinder."

"One is that the supposed necessity for three

hearty meals a day when doing severe mus-

cular work is not a necessity, more likely a

hindrance. Riding a century every few days

is no play—although it seems little effort to

some of us—for by consulting the tables on

the mechanical efficiency of bicycles it will

be learned that I am exerting an enormous

amount of energy as expressed in foot-pounds

—especially riding out of doors, with poor

roads, hills, and head winds to contend

against. Nevertheless, I was never in more

uniformly good health. I have not lost

weight, and, as far as I know, not injured

myself in the least. The second discovery

is that plain water is a perfectly satisfying

drink on long runs. I used to think I could

not get along without kumis, unfermented

grape juice and other drinks; but this year,

riding more and harder than ever (I'm fifty

years of age), I have found 'cold water's the

drink for me.'

"

Tall Task for German Officers.

A long distance cycle run has been ar-

ranged for officers of the German army, and

the Emperor has offered a valuable prize

for the best performance. The total distance

is 750 kilometres (about 470 miles), and these

have to be covered in four days, the first

day, 210; the second, 140, the third, 214, and

the fourth, 187 kilometres. Owing to the

manoeuvres only ten officers are enabled to

return to Berlin in time for the start, and

after the exhaustion of the manoeuvres the

trial is a very severe one, especially as the

officers have to ride in uniform, with mili-

tary cap and ordinary officers' equipment.

Cyclists to Collect Election Returns.

Bicyclists are to be used by George D.

Emerson, Commissioner of Elections at Buf-

falo, N. Y., to bring in the election returns

from the different voting booths on Election

Day. The riders, 108 in number, are to be

selected from the members of the Ramblers'

Bicycle Club. One will be stationed at each

booth, and as soon as the votes are counted

he will be sent to the City Hall with the re-

sult.

Heavy Sentence for Cycle Stealing.

Judge Kimball, of the police court in Wash-

ington, D. C, has determined to do all in his

power to stop the wholesale stealing of bi-

cycles. Last week, when Stanley Duill, a

negro, was convicted of stealing a bicycle,

Judge Kimball imposed a fine of $100 or 364

days in jaU.

Springfield Motorcyclists indulge In Long
Run That Suggests Old Time Enthusiasm.

The Springfield Motorcycle Club is "feeling

its oats." And because on Sunday last six

members of the club participated in a run

which certainly is far out of the common and

which the club itself believes to be without

precedent. The six were President F. E.

Eldred, Captain George N. Holden, Dr. A. L.

Brackett, Will Goodman, Oscar Hedstrom
and George M. Hendee.
Taking advantage of the bright moon and

mild weather, they left Springfield at 11
o'clock on Saturday night for Boston, purely

for "the fun of the tiling" and with no idea
of making fast time. Despite the stretch of

sand between Springfield and West Warren,
they reached Worcester at 4 o'clock on Sun-
day morning. The moon having set, they

tarried there for about an hour and a half,

or until day broke, and then rode Into Bos-
ton at 8:30 o'clock. After breakfast there

and a rest of about an hour and a half they

retraced their route, reaching Springfield at

5 o'clock in the afternoon. The distance

covered was 210 miles.

All of the riders were mounted on Indian

motor bicycles, and made the journey with-

out a hitch or skip. The only damage sus-

tained was a pedal broken by coming in

contact with a projecting rock, and one

puncture.

The club plumes itself not only on the

length of the run, which was probably the

longest ever taken by an organization, but

on the fact that every man who started fin-

ished in good condition and with his machine
in perfect order.

The club expects to make its last formal

run of the season on Sunday next. Middle-

town, Conn., will be the destination. It is

expected that one of the largest, if not the

largest, turnout of the year will be in at-

tendance, the Hendee Mfg. Co. having in-

vited the club to be their guests at dinner in

Middletown.

Scratch Man Finishes In Front.

The New Century Wheelmen of San Fran-

cisco, Cal., held their last road race of the

season on October 20. It was a five-mile con-

test between San Leandro and Fruitvale, and

twenty riders competed. C. Johnson, one of

the scratch men, captured both time and

place honors, covering the course in 10:59.

The following riders finished in the order

named: H. Sheler, A. Tillman, J. Wilbert,

O. Birdsall, 0. Petersen, A. Bush, T. Tag-

gart and W. Clayton.

Quebec Canuck Wins at Montreal.

Edmund Laliberte, of Quebec, easily won
tlie two-mile motorcycle race which was run

in connection with an automobile race meet

at Delorimer Park, at Montreal Canada, on

October 15. The distance was two mile*,

and tbe time 3:58.
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CHEAP BICYCLES

Relative flerits of the Low Priced and High

Grade Machines Contrasited.

The cheap bicycle has always been with

us, and always will be, hi all probability, for

the term is merely comparative. But its

significance to-day is changing somewhat,

says the Scottish Cyclist. Thanks to the

gradual decline in cost of raw material, of

tires, and of all the various items of tit-

ment. tools, plant and machinery, tlie cost

of which has now been largely written down

in balance sheets and does not now consti-

tute such a heavy dead charge; to readjust-

ments of capital, etc., the cost of a bicycle
.

to the manufacturer to-day is not so great

as it was even a year or two ago. To that

extent it has naturally cheapened, for tlie

hnv of supply and demand is as inexorable

in its operation in the cycle as in all other

trades, and to that extent the high and low

grade are drawn together. Kvcrytbiuy in

connection with the cycle has progressed to

an extent which has effected a silent revolu-

tion in its construction.

Good material is now so cheap tliat it does

not pay to use any other when a trading

reputation is on the scale, therefore tlie pni--

ciiaser of a cheap edition of some famous

transfer gets in every respect as reliable

and soundly constructed a machine as lie

who purchases the edition de luxe, yet he

saves nothing l)y his economy if he regards

the investment aright. In every commercial

transaction, whether it be the selling of a

cheap bicycle or a newspaper or a suit of

clothes, a hat or a motor car, there is notli-

ing given away. Each is worth its price, and
that worth is fixed by its cost and the com-
petition under which it is marketed. Tlie

clieaii bicvcle is a sound investment if it cai'-

ries a sound reputation, but the high grade
is a sounder one for the man who can af-

ford its price. Like the high grade hat or

overcoat, or boots or motor car, the increase

in price is compensated for by something
which is often as necessary to the purchaser
as is the article itself.

The high grade bicycle is almost as supe-

rior for cycling purposes to tlie low grade
as the half-bred hunter is to the cab horse

for a gallop across country. The difference

arises in the time and labor spent on the ma-
chine and the money represented by its

equipment. The material may be identical,

yet the high grade, by reason of its lighter

construction, has demanded more careful

handling, sometimes more skilful in every

stage of manufacture from the brazing of

the frame down to the gold lining and nickel

plating. It is a sounder investment for cy-

cling purposes, siniplj- because the skill and
time so spent go directlj' into the rider's ef-

fort or comfort or appearance. It is lighter,

therefore travels more easily when the pinch

comes—i. e., uphill. It has the best tires on

its wheels, the best saddle, the best brakes.

Its rider pays a few pounds more at the

start, and gets rich profit all the time he is

cycling, and when he comes to dispose of

the macliine he will sell it much more read-

ily, and obtain a proportionately higher price,

than will the vendor of a cheap bicycle. In-

deed, it is more than probable that in the

near future second-hand cheap bicycles will

be such a drug on the market as to be unsale-

able; certainly no cycle dealer will think of

making allowance in respect to one as

against a new macliine.

All these matters should be considered b;

the cyclist when' debating what his mount

should be and what he shall pay for it. They

constitute the whole trading difference b;'-

tween the cheap and the high grade bicycle

which emanate from the same factory. For

other differences the rider will exercise h's

own judgment now as he has probably al-

wavs done.

ABOUT BRAKES

Rider Who Uses Two Different Kinds Dis-

cusses the Advantages of Eaoh.

"Although a hand brake is perhaps super-

tluous on a machine fitted with a coaster

brake, still I would not like to be without it,"

remarked a rider whose machine was encum-

bered with a lot of fittings that gave it a

decidedly "English" appearance. "Before the

advent of the coaster brake I always back-

pedalled, because I never had the oppor-
tunity of finding out how much labor a brake
saved, and if a hill was too step for this I

walked. When I gave the coaster brake a
trial I was greatly fascinated with the speed
at which it was possible to descend hills

within the bounds of safety, but still I did
not dare to come down many as fast as I

would like to, besides, it liecaiue tiresome
on a long hill to maintain an even pressure
on the pedal, notwithstanding that I can skid
the rear wheel with but little difficulty.
"The hand brake stops the machine much

more gradually and is very effective. I can
stop within very short distance with my two
brakes, and so can let the machine keep its
speed in places where others have to slow up,
if they would be prepared for any emergency.
That I do not carry the extra weight for
nothing is shown whenever I come to long,
very steep hills in company with other rid-
ers. I can almost invariably slide away from
them in great shape.
"An impression prevails with nearly every

one who comments on my machine—anil
there are many—that a hand brake is very
hard on the tire; but this has not been niv
experience. For the past two seasons I have
used my hand brake, which is rubber shod,
altogether, using the hub brake only on an
extremely steep hill or in case a sudden stop
is necessary; and, although I live in a region
of hills, I have never noticed any effect on ,
the tire, and have only replaced the rubber |brake shoe once, which was only a few weeks

"

ago. Of course, when the road is wet or
iuuddy I use the hub brake, but one does not
<-ar» to ride fast on wet roads, and there is

little need of much braking power.

Every Dog Has H is Day!
THIS IS THE TIME TO

BUY YOUR BICYCLES AND SUPPLIES
All Standard Goods and Supplies for Bicycle and

Automobile Builders and Dealers.

EXCELSIOR SUPPLY CO., - 233-5-7 Randolph Street, Chicago, 111.
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MOTOR BICYCLE'S FUTURE

I'emperale and Losical Discussion »f the

Matter—Vital Influence of Weight.

Tile uouvic'tJon is gaininj;- gi-ound slowly,

biiL surely, that no aiatter how experts re-

jranl tlie problem, the eoiuiaereial future of

the motor bicycle depends ou the ability and

willingness of the trade to supply the public

with a reasonably light machine—one prob-

ably little more than half the weight which

is regarded by many riders of experience as

one necessary for reliability and etticiency,

says the Bicycling News.

There is uo use in blinking at the fact

tliat, at the moment, the motorcycle maker

h.is not seriously accepted the invitation to

anau(h)n the heavy weight construction; and

tliere is. on the other hand, no good end to

be saved bj' refraining from putting the situ-

ation involved clearly before the trade. We
admit, or perhaps it would be better to say

tliat we accept, the assertion that the weight

of past experience is against the light motor

bicycle. But it is equally certain that if

motorcycling is to ever become the pastime

of the many, some radical alteration must be

effected in motor bicycle construction. Some
people affect to consider that side slip is the

great l)ugbear to motoring enthusiasm, and

others think thiit expense is its drawback,

but while granting that there may be, and

probably is, something in each contention, it

seems tolerably clear that the crux of the

situation lies in the weight, now considered

I'.ecessary to enable a single speeded motor

bicj-cle to carry an ordinarj- rider over an

ordinary country, without probability of trou-

lile or mishap.

We have reached a point in the evolution

of the motor bicycle -which had a pai'allcl

in the construction of the ordinary bicycle

some fourteen years ago. Tlicn a full road-

ster pnemnatic tired bicycle was toleralily

close to fifty pounds in weight; to-day one

c;m. by paying foi' tlie luxury. ha\e one

scaling aliout lialf tliat anioiuit. 'I'hc dcni.-iii 1

then made for a lc-<s (Hunbroiis mount was

met by tlic same dlijection as is to-day la'd

against llic proposal (o ))r(Klucc a seventy lo

eighty pound motor bicycle; and we have no

doubt that if the present proposal is so clear-

ly insisted upon as it was then history will

repeat itself in this as in other matters.

Tlie inil)lic have always seemd to have had

a more just appreciation for the ability ol'

the trade in this particulai- than the trade it-

self, and when it has showed that the reward

to l)e obtained from meeting its demands
was worth striving for the result was never

ill doubt.

If the I-higlish motor bicycle tra(b:' could

convince itself that- all that is. necessary to

secure the long desired and expected boom
is a 7(1 or SO poiuid motor bicycle, we feel

coiivineed that veliftble muchiues of that

weight would be forthcoming. To make the

reduction in one violent step might scarcely

lie wise and beneficial for the trade or the

motorcycling public, were it not that there

seems no halfway house. The dilference be-

tween the 100 or 110 pound bicycle and the

140-pounder is simply that the latter is more
powerful—probably more etticieut; both are

cumbrous. The NO or So pound liicycle would
only be handy by comparison, it is true, Imt

that is enough to turn the scale of popular

opinion. And th(>re is no real reason why
the 80 pound machine should be less efficient

than one of 120 or 180 pounds. At the for-

mer figure, a standard 2y2-liorsepower engine

could be adopted and 2%-inch tires, and this

saving in weight would quite counterbalance

any reduction in power from the lieavier

standard at the very time when the pinch

comes to all motorcyclists, i. e.. uphill. Any-

A BABY
CARRIAGE TIRE BUSINESS

PAYS THE RENT
FOR SOME WIDE-

AWAKE REPAIRMEN

BOOKLET AND PRICES ON REQUEST

Morgan X Wright
CHICAGO

iNKW YORK BRANCH 214-216 WE.ST 47TH ST.

body who has driven an mider-powered or

overloaded car will know that, while the ex-

tr;i weight or comparative lack of oiiuin(>

power does not seem to make any apprecia-

lile difference on the level, oi- wliiMi the going-

is easy, it lieconies ipiitc acute in its effects

wlicii a steii hill has to be climbed. Tlie

slieddiug of a ]i;isseiiger at sucli a time

often makes a treiiieiKhjiis dil'fci'euce in the

liehavior of tlie car. and suggests that a iiV-i-

liiirseiiower engine on an S(» oi- S.") ilound

iiKitur bicycle would proliai^ly gi\'e diiving

results etpial to that olitainalih' from a l\-

iKU'sepower engine on a 1-"'>0 ])(iuiid macliiiie.

.\s we have said, the coin-i<-lii)ii that a

lighter construction is vitally necessary to

futnr<' prosiierity is gaining ground with the

trad<'. and we think that the fortlicoiiiing

Stanley show will empliasize that fact. The
motorcycle I'aces. with a weight limit of 114

puuiids. is a step towards the goal. Imt it is

lint nearly so effective or evident as the

f'reiicU limit of 110 pounds. For one thing,

the evidence of a road test is more conclu-

sive I ban that of a road path; and for an-

other, it was shown that it is possible to

provide at 110 pounds power considerably in

excess of what is necessary to cycle for

pleasure. It is admitted that the weighty
and overpowered cj'cle grew out of the ex-

perience that when one's engine is sick or

off color the extra powder falls away so rap-

idly that a heavy proportion is lost. Im-

proved construction has consiilerably amel-

iorated that condition, and it will have to be

relied upon t(j make the SO-pounder of the

future as efftcient as the 140-pounder of the

present.

It may be that even when we get an ideal

light-weight motor bicycle, the [lulilic will

not hitch on as anticipated—we are simply

guessing in this, as our inclinations guide us.

If that should prove to be the case, then the

motor bicycle as a type must eventually dis-

appear. But until the venture has been fair-

ly and fully tried, the problem cannot be said

to have beeu exhaustively treated. So much
capital has been embarked in the motorcycle

trade that Avould be lost if the bicycle as a

type was abandoned, that wisdom would

counsel the experiment. But it is imperative

that it shall be in proper hands, (U- the issue

may be distorted and anticipations probnlily

falsified.

To Repair a Broken Pipe.

A metal pipe, if broken off, can be tem-

porarily repaired by connecting the broken

ends with rubber tubing or hose of the right

size and binding the ends tightly with wire

or twine. A mere leak may be stopped with

tape, if small, or with a piece of patching

rubber held down liy tape, if larger. In

making use of rubber cement, patching rid>-

lier. tire tape, rubber tubing or anything

made of or containing rubber in any form,

bear in mind that rubber is soluble in gaso-

lene and will not hold it long.

Odd Sequel of Small Puncture.

To inject cement into a single tube tire

having a very small puncture, it is a good

jiolicy not to have the tire inflated too hard,

as was foi'cilily impressed on a rider who
was recently seen making 'a repair. Having
located his i)uiictnie. a very small one. by in-

flating his tire to a high pressure, he at once

inserted tlie nozzle of a nice new tube of

cement. Immediately there was a pup, hi.ss

and a startled wheelman. The iiressure had

unfolded the collapsible tube and sent its

contents siinarely into his face.

The X^'eights of Tires.

It is only racing men who pay attention to

the A\eiglit of tires nowad.iys, and even they

are more exercised over flie resiliency than

the weight. It is not so very many years

since a tire weighing under a dozen ounces

or a pound and a half tier pair was a rarity.

.\ make of tire that is very poiiular with pres-

ent-day racing men weighs only five ounces,

()!• ten ounces to the pair.

"Motorcycles: How to Manage Them."
Price $1. Thv Goodman Company, 154

Massau street, New York, ••
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StillAdding toOurLine
Our ^^ONWARD^^ tire is as near a guaranteed article as we

can make it. Resiliency and wearing qualities both considered*

Our ^^BOULEVARD PATROL'' thick wall tire is just what

the trade wanted* Ask us for prices on these tires* Also, on

^^RARITAN/' ^TILOT/' ^^DAISY/' ^^MONITOR" and

^^SAFETY PUNCTURE PROOF/'

Frame Guards, Umbrella Plugs, fiepair Stock and Patching Pubber.

INDIA RUBBER CO., New Brunswick, R J.

New York Offices: No. 253 BROADWAY. New England Branch: 97 HAVERHILL ST., BOSTON.

Western Branch: 540 WABASH AVENUE, CHICAGO.

That famous Motorcycle, the

AUTO-BI
With its

Cushion Frame, Sprmg ForK and

Combination Steel and Leather Belt

Embodies the acme of Motorcycle luxury

and reliability.

MADE BY

E. R. THOMAS MOTOR CO., Buffalo, N. Y.

«D. & J." HANGERS
FOR

Single,

Tandem,

Triplet,

ABSOLUTELY THE BEST Quad and— Motor Cycles.

Lightest, Nearest Dust Proot, and

Easiest Running Hangei in the World.

Sole manufacturers of the celebrated

D. ana J. HANGERS,
Write for our terms and prices, and special territory proposition.

HUSTLING AGENTS WANTED.

THE HUDSON MFG. CO., Hudson, Mich.

"The Nation's pleasure ground and sani-

tarium."

—

David Bennett Hill,

THE

ADIRONDACK

MOUNTAINS.

The lakes and streams in the Adi-

rondack Mountains are full of fish ; the

woods are inviting, the air is filled with

health, and the nights are cool and rest-

ful. If you visit this region once, you

will go there again. An answer to al-

most any question in regard to the

Adirondacks will be found in No. 20 of

the " Four-Track Series,"" The Adiron-

dack Mountaint and How to Reach

Them ;" issued by the

NEW YORK CENTRAL

A copy will be mailed free on receipt of a two-
cent stamp, by George H. Daniels, General Pas-
senger Agent, Grand Central Station, New York.

WMKM
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MANUFACTURING

Highest Award
AT

St. Louis
again emphasizes

the superiority of the

Pope Product.
COLUMBIA,

CLEVELAND and TRIBUNE

Motor Bicycles.
Modern in Construction

and Equipment.

Long wheel base.

Single lever control.

Four cycle engine.

Spring sprocket.

Positive drive.

Automatic float-feed

carbureter.

2X H.P. PRICE, $225.

"You See Them Everywhere."

Catalogues on Request.

POPE MFG. CO.,
Hartford, Conn.

THE UNPARALLELED

PIERCE.

KRAMER

PROFESSIONAL

Both
OF THE

1904

HURLEY

AMATEUR

Champions
won their honors on

Pierce Bicycies
The inevitable result of the

combination of good men

on good wheels.

And it is the fourth successive

year that Kramer and the Pierce

have won the professional title.

Achievements such as these cause

both wise riders and wise dealers

to "sit up and take notice."

THE GEO. N. PIERCE GO.

BUFFALO, N. Y.
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WANTS AND FOR SALE.
1 5 cents per line of seven words, cash with order.

"C*OR SALE—Rambler Motorcycle, latest 1904

model; run 648 miles and in A-i condition;

two-inch G & J Tires and large horn. Best offer

takes it. J. H., 604 Third Ave., Flint, Mich.

"\1 /"ANTED—Everyone interested in motor bi-

cycles to purchase "Motocycles and How to

Manage Them." Contains 126 pages bristling

with information. $1.00 per copy. For sale by

The Goodman Co, 154 Nassau St., New York City.

ALL ROADS ARE EASY WHEN THE

BALL
RETAINER

IS LJSIEID.

With millions In dally use, it has stood the test for

more than five years and is adaptable to ball bearings of

toy kind.

If you are users of ball bearings we would be pleased to hear

rom you and mail you our catalog with the latest information

which we know would be profitable and interesting to you.

THE 3TAR BALL RETAINER CO., Lancaster. Pa.. U. S. A.

JOHN S. LENC'SSON&CO.
93 Reade Street, NEW YORK,
CARRY A COMPLETE STOCK OF

6iCY0LES, TIRES, SUNDRIES.
CAREFUL ATTENTION PAID TO

RROIVIRT" SMlF>IVlE:iVJ-r.

Bicycles »' Motorcycles
HIGH-GRADE LEADERS.

Fowler-Manson Sherman Cycle Mfg. Co.,

241 S. Jefferson St., Chicago.

Write for terms.

Special Stampings
i=-ROIVI

SHEET METAL
THE CROSBY CO., - Buffalo, N.Y.

HIGH GRADE
wheels must have the

best equipments.

There 1> nothing that give* nun-e value for

the money than the ase of the

MORSE r5S.^r CHAIN

NOISELESS IN MUD, WATER OR
DUST AND ALWAYS EASY RUNNING.

The only chain having Prlctionleis

Rocker Joints. Iniist on having the

Morse Twin Roller. Fits regular

sprockets.

Sena lor Catalogue and

Trade Price to

I

Morse Chain Co., Trumansburg, N. y.

Bicycle and Automobile

SUPPLIES.
Lowest Prices. Prompt Shipments.

JOS. STRAUSS & SON, Buffalo, N. Y.

CATALOGUE.
Thor Motor and Parts for Motorcycle and

Hubs and Part* for Bicycle on application.

AURORA AUTOMATIC MACHINERY CO.,

AURORA, ILL.

The Week's Patents.

771,332. Induction coil. John Splitdorf,

New York, N. Y. Filed February 23, 1904.

Serial No. 194,794. (No model.)

Claim.—1. An auxiliary condenser for
spark coils, the opposite terminals of said
condenser being, respectively, connected in
the primary circuit at opposite sides of the
engine make-and-break device.

772,595. Frame for motor bicycles. Ed-
ward Y. White, San Antonio, Tex. Filed

March 5, 1904. Serial No. 196,751. (No

model.)

Claim.—1. A frame for motor bicycles hav-
ing a substantially vertical spine, the engine
rigid therewith, a front frame member hinged
to the base of the spine and connected to the
front wheel fori?;, and a rear frame member
liinged to tlie engine casing and supporting
the rear axle.

772,758. Double tube tire.. Frederick F.

Thomson, Lawton, Ohio. Filed July 23, 1904.

Serial No. 217,795. (No model.)

Claim.—1. A double tube tire, comprising
an inner tube witli valve nipple and an outer
tube having a longitudinal slit in its Inner
face and a valve hole placed beyond the end
of the slit and surrounded by an uncut ring
of the outer tube material substantially as
described.

<C PERFECT >»

OILER
For High Grade Bicycles. The best and neatest Oiler in the

market. DOBS NOT LEAK. The " PERFECT " is the

only Oiler that regulates the supply of oil to a drop. It is ab-

solutely unequaled. Price 25 cents each.

We make cheaper oilers, also.

Cushman & Denison Mfg. Co., 2 ^0-2 W. 23d St., N. Y

WORCESTER PRESSED STEEL COMPANY
Successor to

NA/ORCESXER F"ERRUI_E & IN/1 RG.
WORCESTER, MASS.

COIVlPArMY,

Manufacturers of Light and Heavy Stampings in Steel, Brass, Copper, etc.

Automobile and Carriage Fittings. Bicycle Parts and Specialties.

tBAoai^MABK
Catalogs showing stock goods mailed upon request. Inquiries solicited.
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REMPfIS ON READINGS

Returns from Coast With Good Reports and

Drops Hints About His 1905 Line.

Fresh from a trip to the Pacific Coast and

wearing the same old smile, W. F. Remppis,

president of tlie Reading Standard Cycle

Mfg. Co., dropped into New York on Monday

of this week. His visit to the West was

chiefly one of pleasure, but he contrived to

put in some good business strokes between
times.

He renewed the contract for representation

on the Pacific Coast with the Brunette Com-
pany, who, he stated, had this season done
30 per cent more business with Reading

Standards than either party to the arrange-

ment had anticipated.

"And more than half the wheels they sold

were high grades, too," he added. "I told

them that I did not care whether they sold

a single cheap wheel next year. I think the

line is now very distinctly drawn, and the

man who markets high grades must leave

the cheap stuff to those who make a spe-

cialty of it."

Concerning the Reading Standard line for

next year, Mr. Remppis made it plain that

there has been no stagnation of cycling

ingenuity in Reading. There will be four

new Reading Standards for the 1905 trade-
in fact, they are practically ready at this

time. One of the models will incorporate

a spring fork, and the new Standard two
speed coaster brake. The other three will

embody a number of changes and improve-

ments which, if not radical, will be none the

less perceptible and advantageous.

Mr. Remppis also stated that, due to the

splendid satisfaction it had given this sea-

son, he intended to push even more ener-

getically than this year the Thoroughbred
motor bicycle. He had hoped to see a sub-

stantial reduction in prices for 1905, and, like

many others, he was mucli disappointed at

the decision of the makers of the Thor fit-

tings to lop off only $10.

November 18 is the date on which the Stan-

ley show opens. This year, for the first time,

it is the only big British show that will be
held.

Company Takes Over Qeer's Business.

The business of the late Harry R. Geer, of

St. Louis, has been taken over by the Henry
R. Geer Co., in w-hich Mrs. Geer is largely in-

terested. The business will be continued at

the old stand, 1,017 Olive street.

The printed statement that the Geer estate

amounted to but $2,189.97, the Geer company
says has given rise to some misconception.

They explain that this amount was obtained

at private sale rendered necessary in the

settling of the estate tlii-ough the Probate

Court. The amount of bills against Geer's

personal amounted to the sum stated, and to

cover them it was sold to interested parties

at that price, thus creating suflicient funds

to pay all indebtedness. The price, however,
in no way represents the value of the stock,

patterns, fixtures, etc., which, at the inven-

tory taken shortly after the death of Mr.

Geer, invoiced close to $9,000 in stock alone.

RIPPER A FORGER

Fisk Opens Four More Branches.

Following the establishment of Western
sales offices at Chicago and of one on the

Pacific Coast at San Francisco, the Fisk Rub-
ber Co. has still further extended its policy

of directly caring for its trade by setting up
branches in Los Angeles, Cal. ; St. Louis, Mo.

;

Atlanta, Ga., and Cleveland, Ohio.

The Los Angeles branch will be under the

wing of the 'Frisco house; St. Louis, Mo., and
Cleveland, Ohio, will report to Chicago, while
Atlanta, Ga., will report direct to the main
office at Chicopee Falls.

Thor Sets Price at $200.

Expectations that the price of the Thor
motor and fittings would be reduced suffi-

ciently to permit a substantial reduction in

the list of that type of motor bicycle have
proved vain. The makers of the Thor pro-

ductions, the Aurora Automatic Machinery
Co., has fixed the 1905 retail price of the com-
pleted bicycle at $200, as against the prevail-

ing $210. The new figure, however, includes
the Thor compensating sprocket, which hith-
erto has constituted an "extra" at $5.

Q & J Enlarging Again.

The G & J Tire Co. are adding a three story
brick building to their plant at Georgia and
Liberty streets, Indianapolis; it will give
them about 15,000 feet additional floor space.

His Partner Says he Confessed on Bended

Knee and Explains His riethods.

That Victor B. Ripper, the former Buffalo

(N. Y.) price cutting cycle dealer, who is now

a fugitive from justice, was a self-confessed

forger was directly charged last week by the

missing man's partner. Light on the aston-

ishing methods employed by Ripper to hood-

wink liis partner and creditors was thrown

by the testimony at the hearing into the af-

fairs of the Electric City Cycle Works, which

took place before Referee W. H. Hotchkiss

in the Bankruptcy Court.

Ripper's partner is Albert A. Fenyvessy,

manager of tlie Erie County Loan Co., and

the largest individual creditor of the bank-

rupt, having a claim for $8,485. He was ex-

amined In regard to his business affairs with

Victor E. Ripper, president, treasurer and

manager of the cycle works. Eugene War-
ner, attorney for Trustee Henry Gibbons,

asked Fenyvessy a number of questions the

answers to which disclosed many of the

fraudulent business transactions for which

Ripper is responsible.

Fenyvessy said that last August he first dis-

covered Ripper was crooked and had been

forging coiintless notes. Ripper, when cor-

nered, confessed to Fenyvessy, but pleaded

on bended knee that the affair would not be

exposed and his family disgraced by sending

him to jail.

In 1902 Fenyvessy entered into an agree-

ment with Ripper to conduct the Electric

City Cycle Works. Fenyvessy was to fur-

nish the money. Ripper to buy and sell the

bicycles, and the profits were to be divided.

Fenyvessy does not remember how much
money he advanced to Ripper in 1902. Rip-

per, he said, usually received pay in notes.

Fenyvessy would give Ripper his half of the

profits in cash, taking the notes as his share.

The notes were indorsed, but it was later

learned the indorsements were forged. When
the notes became due Ripper always took

care of them. Either he paid part and pro-

duced renewals, or produced letters from
parties who bought the bicycles giving good
reasons why they could not pay on time.

In 1903 Fenyvessy went into the Ripp'^r
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Motor Carriage Co. with Ripper, who claimed

to have an automohile that was a wonder,

and FenyvGSsy admitted liaving advanced

.$9,000 to promote the hnsiness. He got tire.l

of the husincss and sold out to Ripper for

$:'..0()0, taking notes. These also here forged

indorsements and were worthless.

"Xor was I the only one who knew Ripper

to be a forger," continued Fenyvessy. "A. S.

Bills, another creditor, knew all about it. He
also agreed to let the matter drop on account

of Ripper's family.

"Mr. Ripper was very fortnnat(> in his se-

lection of friends," remarked Referee Hotcb-

kiss, dryly.

"Yes, sir," replied Fenyvessy. "When I

confronted Ripper with proof of his wron.,'-

<loing he broke down and began to cry bitter-

ly. He told of his wife and children, and

how they would starve if lie went to ,iail.

For more than two hours he talked to me.

I then told him I would take the matter un-

der consideration. After that I talked the

matter over with friends. They advised me
not to have the man put in jail on the forgery

charge, for if I did I would never get a cent

of the money owed me by Ripper. I took

their advice. Ripper was unmoderately

grateful. Not only did he promise to do bet-

ter, but also to pay me any rate of interest

on the money owed me. So I let it go at

that.

"In my claim against Ripper I have charged

none of the interest. I tell you tliis so that

you will know that the claim is just and

fair."

Referee Hotchkiss decided to confer with

Eugene "Warner, attorney for the trustee, be-

fore rendering any decision.

Fear the Curbstone Dealer.

The revival of the curbstone dealer is what
many English tradesmen see in the latest

price cut. Even so conservative a journal

as The Cyclist puts it so strongly as this:

"One way in which the reduction in the

price of machines will hit the bona tide cycle

agents, it seems tons, will be bj' the creation

of a large class of people selling cycles prac-

tically on commission, or rather not as bona
fide agents, but merel.v as an addition to their

other sources of income. A man who has

no shop or staff to maintain can afford to be

satisfied witli a small profit on each machine
sold, and the small profit now given on the

cheap machines will bring these people very

severely into competition with the bona fide

cycle agent."

How the New Guineas Gather Rubber.

A new method of gathering rubber adopt-

ed by some of the natives in New Guinea,

\\hich is said to Ije effective and only causes

about 4 per cent wastage, is tlivTs described:

The natives tiip the rubber trees and smear
the gum 111 layers over their bodies, the heat

of their bodies and the sun dry the s dution
up, then they march off like mechanical
rubber dolls to the dealers, where they are

Ktripi-ed iiu.l rtjleasef-!, fo gatllfl' Wn'Q Qt tll&

WAR AFFECTS EXPORTS :Goodyear Completes Reorganization.

The reorganization of the Goodyear Tire

First Big Drop in Shipments to Japan — and Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, which has been

September Proves a Slumpish Month. '" process for some time, has now been fully

completed.

That the war is having its uatiu-al effect It involved the taking up of the company's

upon the exports of cycles to Japan is dis- entire note indebtedness, for which were sub-

i^T,i, cxT,^ n,, T, stituted $245,500 in first mortgage ten-year
closed by the September figures. They show ' ,.,",...,

1) per cent bonds, agamst which, it is stated,
a tremendous loss, dropping from .?42,251 in

^j,^ company have assets approximating
September, 1903, to .$2,557 for tlie same $800,000. At the annual meeting the officers

month of 1004. These figures lend proba- wwe re-eiected as follows:

bility to the statement of a Japanese mer- President, L. C. Miles; vice-president, Hon.

chant recently in this country, viz., that more Ciharles Dick; secretary, Charles W. Seiber-

than lOO.tiOU second-hand bicycles have found •'"?: treasurer, H. B. Manton; general man-

tlieir way into warehouses and similar places •i.~f i'. l*"- -'^- Seiberliug.

to be sold. These machines belonged to The directorate is composed of the above,

young men who have gone to the front, and together with A. W. Firestone and F. G.

who, of course, have no immediate use for Carnahan. The Messrs. Seiberliug and Mr.
them. There is little prospect of improve- Manton have jilled their respective positions

ment as long as the Avar continues to drain in the management since the organization of

the country of both men and money. the company, in 1S9S. The Hon. Charles

As a result, the falling off in export totals Dick is the junior United States Senator from
which began several mouths ago continues. Ohio, having been chosen to succeed the late

The September loss is very heaA'y—almost 50 Hon. Mark tlanna in that office.

per cent, the figures being $G0,S49 for Septem-
her, 1904, and $114,112 for the same month punn on the Western Situation.
of 190.3. Three countries are responsible for ,.. „, -r^ • i . * ^i x^- , t> i

^, ^. , . , , ^ „ Harry T. Dunu, president of the Fisk Rub-
tlie entire shrinkage, however—Japan, British

, ^, , • A. ,,.,., , ^, ,^ ^, , -, . ber Co., who m three weeks jumped from
Australasia and the Netherlands, with losses ,„ . '^„^. ^ „ ^'

. ^,
f . , , ^..^ „^„ „.„ ^ Chicopee Falls, Mass., to San Francisco, Cal.,

of, m round numbers, $40,000, $9,000 and ^ „ . ., c ., . .=

i— -iu\ i- . ^ J. -^ ^ ,
following the Southern route and opened

$.j,o00, respectively. Outside of these the ,. , , , . ^ -,

, ,„ „ 1 . . ^ , . ,• ^ ^ twur branches en route, is again at his post
losses and gams are a virtual stand off. Ger- . ^, . t-t . ^ 1 ^-^ .\ . .

„,r.„,. „., 1 T4- 1 1 a-.i rwwA • ,
'11 Chicopee. He stated that he found everymany and Italy drop $3,000, m each case

„.i,ii„ -D^i •*, , ^ 0.-, -^^^ ,'
indication of good trade on the Coast. While

Avhile Belgium, with a loss of $1,200, and • ^, , ^ . t^ . .- , ,

T>, -+• 1 T.- J- T T ...i ,!-, /^r>o , , ,
lu Colorado, m Denver in particular, he said

British East Indies, with $1,000, complete the , , , . , . \ ^^
,. . „ . . , . , , J, that he saw more bicycles m one day than
list of countries showing shrinkages of mo-

, , , , %^ . ,

. he had seen m the East in many long

No large gains are recorded. That of Cuba
'

is the most considerable, the figures being „ , ,, , ^ ^ ^ «,.i ..

$3,GS7, against $1.G0G, in September, 1903.
'^^' ^*'"« «* "^^^^ ^'"•

The United Kingdom comes next, the figures '^^^^ mismeaning of that invisible but un-

beiug $G,909 and $5,126, respectively,, while deniably valuable asset, goodwill, is never
France is another European country to sliow fully realized until a concern has "gone

't^li^^'^
improvement, jumping from $487 to broke." This was well illustrated at the re-

$l..i91. Gams small in themselves, but re- ^. , ~ ..,«-• ^ ^^ ^i 4^ ,

spectable in the aggregate, are also shown '^"* ''''^^ "* *^'*^ ^^^^'^^^ °^ "^^ "''"^ powerful

by the Chinese Empire. Other West Indies ^'f'^^' Rapid Cycle Co.. of Birmingham, Eng.,

and Bermuda, Argentina, x.razil and Other which in the earlier years enjoyed a good

$wio to S-nw"'""
^^'^ ^"'^'^^''^s'^s ranging from trade even in this country. Its "goodwill,

"TheVg^i'res'in detail for the month an 1

l">tents," etc., were sold for $1,360. In its

nine months, respectively, are as follows for •'^'^t balance sheet they were inventoried at
the corresponding periods: nearly $.500,000.

Ssptember Xine months ending September
19US. 1904. 10n2. 1903. 1004.

Exported to Values. Values. Values. Values. Values.
Inited Kingdom $5.12fi .fti,!)U9 ¥344. 4SS ,f2(K).597 $2(m.(m2
Belgium 2,f;02 ],.3Sr) 40,5R0 41,089 4."i l:iS
France 4S7 1,-391 lCl.lfl.3 100,740 72 :«)1
Germany 4 3J1 1 :j(|,s 237,045 120,200 lo;i .">2.-)

Ital^' 3,799 00.7 5G,710 42 774 31,001
Netherlands 7,044 ],4S0 123. 4.W 90,99:1 73.014
Other Europe 3,039 3.140 2.'i7.920 ]4.«l,r.lO 1.30 8:H3
Brilisli North America 3,20s 2,007 1.52,939 1.30,000 104,177
('iiiial American States and British Honduras... 40 243 2,224 2.010 2,922
M'xieo 3 '^"' ^ Tr.i 20 0^7 44 202 33 1,')4

Cuba I'eoe 3,687 9,536 12,384 27.599
Other West Indies and Bermuda ].i,,J 2 9:i7 37.055 24,317 25,253
Argentina 1 0O9 2,301 .3.«4 9.044 13,il04
Brazil >i7,^ i,7.5r, 5,0.TS 0,019 11,635
Colombia s 424 745 .550 4,225
Venezuela m 50 352 281 237
Other South Amr?rica 1,000 1,085 15,171 13,099 10,991
Chinese Empire 1,202 2.039 23,028 14.813 10,400
British East Indies 1,740 820 40.926 19, ,854 14.849
Hong Kong 17.^; .302 4,807 4,656 2,280
Japan 42.251 2, .557 .322.204 318. 738 258.478
Britisli .Australasia 25.898 16,969 163,691 242.381 140.515
Philippine Islands 1,109 429 1.3.755 20 833 5,058
Other Asia and Oceania 025 1,812 22.207 22,248 13,028
British Africa 290 — 88 893 38,287 .5.594
All other .Africa -m 194 6,241 4,302 3,960
ptlier countries , , .~ ~- 12 63 ' km

fot>is, ,,.,,,,,..,., ,,,,,;... nu.oyi "ieoTsi^ "fgosMii ^j.esias^ ¥^,aBTi86e
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ARMY TEST UNFAVORABLE

Poor Roads and Lack of Them Overcome

the Soldiers—Trial not Convincing^.

With AVesteni roads in tbeir present poor

condition, it does not appear that the motor

bicycle, or, indeed, any other wheeled ve-

hicle, is available for regular army signal

service work in the department of Colorado.

This, at least, is the conclusion which the

civilian will glean from the official report of

the officers recently engaged in directing and

uialiing the recent test ride from Denver to

Albuquerque, N. M. General Frank D. Bald-

win and other officers interested in the ex-

periment, hoT\'ever, are not prepared to ad-

mit that the motor bicycle is wholly imprac-

ticable, and will conduct tests upon a much

more comprehensive scale next season. A
larger number of machines will be utilized,

and the routes selected will be varied in

length and roughness.

The trip was made by Sergeant H. \V.

Capron and Private G. W. Boles. They left

the Equitable Building in Denver at 9:35 on

the morning of October 0. They expected to

make alx)ut 125 miles a day. After nine

days' blundering about in roads impassable

to every mode of conveyance except saddle

horses, thoy arrived at Ribera, N. M., 389

miles away. From this point they received

telegraphic instructions to take the ti-ain

back to Denver. The number of miles made
each day out were as follows; 86, 74, 60, IS,

58, 22, 0, 43 and 28.

The story of the difficulties of the ride as

told in the official report is very interesting,

and indicates the almost insurmountable dif-

ficulties in the way of using anything but

couriers on horseback for such work, witii

the roads in their present condition.

The first day, eighty-six miles, to Foun-
tain, Col., was covered. Trouble was experi-

enced with the carburetter, owing to its be-

coming encrusted with ice during the climb
uphill near Palmer Lake, which, if tme, is a

most remarkable and unusual occurrence,

since carburetters are in close proximity to

the hot motors. The second day the cyclists

had to carry their heavy wheels across a

creek very Avide and four feet deep. They
stopped at a ranch house after covering sev-

enty-four miles. The third day the roads

got worse, and after going sixty miles the

riders arrived during a downpour in Trini-

dad.

The next day was Sunday, and before start-

ing out four spokes were replaced and sev-

eral new links inserted in the chains. The
soldiers pushed their machines eighteen miles

over the Raton Mountains. On Monday they

reached the Red River, which Avas greatly

swollen. With a log chain they let their

wheels down tw^enty feet before reaching the

bridge. They made fifty-eight miles this day,

and reached Springer, N. M.
Tuesday all jtraces of wagon roads vau-

Klicil, and I lie <;ii|ili('rs imsliod on over Hip

prairie tracks, twenty-two miles. Wednes-
day was spent in telegraphing to headquar-

ters in Denver, and in awaiting instructions.

Tliursday they made seventy-eight more to

Ribera. The pedals on both machines were
broken. Fifteen miles out one of tlie wheels

slipped in the mud, snapping off the pedal,

and the pedal on the other machine was
broken off by coining in contact Avith a rock

on a steep doAvn grade.

ABOUT MOTOR CYLINDERS

Difference Between French and American

Materials and Their Relation to Wear.

Effect of England's Reduced Prices*

In some quarters there is a belief that the

new eight guinea price for British cycles Avill

Avork great changes in the selling methods

noAV in vogue. The "exclusive" dealer is

looked upon as one of the chief sufferers, as

the hardware and other trades are expected

to cut more of a figure in the business than

they have done for some time past. This

view is voiced by a hardAvare organ, Avhich

says:

"It seems to be generally agreed that for

1905 all the leading, makers will market a

machine at eight guineas, or even less. This

Avill, of course, involve a iDroportionate reduc-

tion in the "no-name" class of machine, and

it folloAVS that on bicycles, the margin of

profit for the dealer Avill not be much, if any.

greater than on any ordinary hardAvare

goods.

"A careful study of all these considera-

tions has led the writer to the conclusion that

the solution of the present difficulties lies in

the total abolition of the sole-agency system.

There is no obvious reason why cycles of any

particular make should not be handled by

eA-ery ironmonger and hardware dealer or

cycle agent tlu'oughout the country. The

margin of prolit is certainly getting too small

to maintain businesses confined to cycles ex-

clusiA-ely.

The construction of leading makes of

cycles is noAV based on practically complete

interchangeability. and any ordinary me-

clianic can effect all necessary adjustments

and repairs. The leading makers also give

a very liberal guarantee Avith their machines,

so that the specialized cycle repair shop has

really very little excuse for existence."

The general lowering of prices cannot fail

to have a deadly effect on the second hand

market, and the consequence may be that

cyclists Avill in many cases hold on to the old

machine for another year in preference to

incin-ring a big drop in exchanging it for a

new one. It Avill also tend toAvard the ex-

tinction of the practice of giving the old bi-

cycle in part payment, and this will be hailed

Avith satisfaction by the agents—perhaps it

Avill be their only satisfaction from the ucav

order of tilings, is the conclusion of the Scot-

tish Cyclist, apropos of the ucav eight guinea

price for English machines.

The Raleigh Cycle Co. is the latest big Eng-

lish concern to list an eight guinea model.

It will be identical Avith this year's ten

guinea production. Otlv,er reductions are
made, but a machine listing at $125 is still

to be retained.

'I'lie coniposillon ul' Ihc cylinders of Frcndi

engines has always been the subject of in-

terest, and some curiosity to all those who
liaA'c to do Avith motors.

Upon analysis it is found to be different

from the American casting. It Avas naturally

assumed by the laymen that this condition

was intentional, and that the element show-

ing the greatest difference was responsible

for the beautiful behavior of French gas en-

gine cylinders.

Such is not the case, hoAvev( r.' The point

of difference betAveen the analysis of the

French and the American irons, for example,

is that the French iron is quite high phos-

phorus, containing nearly 2 per cent, and

the American iron only about .750 per cent.

The foreigner did not deliberately add pho-

pliorus to his mixture. He used it because

he could not help himself; it Avas in the pig

iron that exists in the markets of Europe; it

was in the oi'e from which the pig iron was
made. lie liked it because it gave fluidity

to tlu- molten metal, and would flow around

cores and otlicr small apertures, and made
exceedingly Hue castings possible. In other

words, it was convenient to make castings

out of it, but was not used Avith any idea of

giving a fine Avearing cylinder, as compared

w itli any other cast iron.

On the other hand, our American pig iron,

Avhich tlie ordinary foundry uses, contains

about .750 per cent phosphorus, as stated.

It makes good castings; the foundryman runs

it into small places without any trouble, and

in connection witli intricate core Avork. He
does not add special high phosphorus pig be-

cause it gives him a more brittle casting

without any apparent gain in Aveariug qua-

lity.

A gas engine cylinder does not AA'car Avell or

ill in any direct relation to its composition at

all. It does Avear Avell or ill in accordance

Avith the Avay it was built, the fit of the pis-

ton rings, the kind of lubricant used;

whether or not the engine runs hot or cold.

Ln fact, all these couditioijs put together reg-

ulate the Avear of a gas engine cylinder; no

one of them. A cylinder made of the best

cast iron in the Avorld can be ruined by ije-

glect. A cylinder of exceedingly poor iron

Avill Avear Avell if well built and cared for.

Right in line Avith this comes the impor-

tance of the kind of iron that goes into the

piston rings. It should be springy, so as to

hold out against the sides of the cylinder; it

should not be hard enough to cut them.

There is a cast iron that is just right, an ex-

ceedingly easy one for the foundryman to

make, and one that he can duplicate every

time, if he Avill take the trouble to ascertain

the composition of a good set of piston rings.
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1THE WISE RIDER BUYS THE NATIONAL
THE SATISFIED RIDER BUYS AGAIN.

A sale easily made means quick profit to the

dealer. Wherever you find a dealer pushing the

NATIONAL, you meet a successful one.

Get in line for the NATIONAL Agency for

1905. You can make money out of it.

WHAT YOU GET EOR YOUR MONEY IS AS

MPORTANT AS THE AMOUNT

YOU PAY.

May 24, 1904.

This is the fourth year that I have ridden this

wheel and would not trade it for a new one of

any other make. E. F. HAMMOND.

''Tet^ra'ddress NATIONAL CYCLE MPG. CO., Bay City, Mich., U.S.A.

IF YOU WANT PROTECTION

:bxj"^

Fisk Line of Bicycle and Motor Tires.
Prices once made remain. Goods delivered as Samples shown.

No Cut-Throat Dealers can get them. Invest in them.

They are just as safe as Government Bonds.

BRANCHES AND REPAIR DEPOTS:
^JJ£ pjjg RUBBER COMPANY,

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.
Western Sales Office. 52 State Street, Chicago.

BOSTON. BUFFALO, PHIL,ADELJ>HIA. OMAHA,
SPRINGFIELD. DETROIT. "WASHINGTON, MINNEAPOLIS,
NEW YORK, CHICAGO. TORONTO. DENVER.
SYRACUSE, SAN FRANCISCO, ST. LOUIS, LOS ANGELES,

LONDON.
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About Announcements.

Many times within the last few weelvs we

have been aslied such questions as this:

"Isn't this the season of the year when an-

nouncements of changes in patterns for the

new year are made? Well, then, why is it

that none are being made? Are all the mak-

ers asleep?"

It is not altogether an easy matter to frame

a satisfactory reply to questions of this kind.

Of course, there are plenty of wide awake

makers, and many—perhaps most—of them

could make interesting announcements if they

saw fit to do so. Not a few of them will do

this in good time. But they will choose such

time as seems to them best, and be governed

by the circumstances of the case.

Cycle buyers of the present day are divided

into two classes. One is made up of riders

who want the latest and best and who do not

stand on price. It is only the exceptional

machines that appeal to them, and they are

keener on novelties and improvements than

any one else. They welcomed the chainless,

the cushion frame, the coaster brake, the

variable gear—in short, every comfort giving

(U'vico put on tlie bicycle during the last six

or eight years. Every year they come around

asking what is new, and are disappointed if

told that there are no novelties to show.

The second class is much the larger; in

fact, in its ranks are comprised the great ma-

jority of riders. They take a view exactly

opposite to that of the first class. What they

want is a plain, chain driven machine, devoid

of frills and furbelows, and warranted only

to run easily and last long. Changes are, if

not actually discouraged, at least not wanted,

especially if, as is almost always the case,

they add, however slightly, to the cost of the

machine.

Of the two classes the first is the only one

interested In advance announcements, the

only one receptive to accounts of improve-

ments. It furnishes the readers of catalogues

as well as the few riders who still take an

interest in "talking points."

There is little doubt that this indifference

on the part of the bulk of users accounts in

great part for the backwardness of makers

in the matter of announcements. The belief

that many of the latter fall on deaf ears acts

as a deterrent. Where formerly the slightest

change was shouted from the housetops, to-

day there are constructional features deserv-

ing of publicity that are unknown outside of

an exceedingly limited circle. At other times

details are given out, but so late that much

of the good that could have been done fails

to be accomplished.

It is probable, too, that harm is done by

accepting the situation instead of trying to

improve it. There are undoubtedly some rid-

ers who would take an interest in details if

they were brought before them in an atten-

tion compelling manner. But nothing of the

sort is done, and the uninterested riders re-

main uninterested to the end of the chapter.

Narrowness Between the Eyes.

The peculiar notions which fill the brains

of some dealers and retard their progress is

well illustrated by the attitude of some of

those doing business, or trying to do business,

in St. Paul, which is disclosed by a personal

note from a subscriber in that city.

He writes: "During the past summer, I

discussed with several of the dealers here

the matter of racing, and endeavored to

arouse some show of interest, but without

exception all of the answers I received were

distinctly dampening. Two of the dealers,

and prominent ones, said: 'We are not sell-

ing racing machines. We sell cheap bicycles

for the business man, anil do not care a

rap if we never sell a racer or have a race

in town.'

"

It is this failure to appreciate causes and

effects that is one of the troubles of the aver-

age dealer. He does not seem able to grasp

the fact that a road race, race meet or other

contest or succession of contests attract at-

tention and obtain publicity for bicycles

which are directly to his benefit. He
does not appreciate that they create interest

and constitute advertising of the sort that

sells bicycles of every class, and not merely

the racing models.

We know that a great many dealers were

this year imbued with at least a show of en-

thusiasm, and either promoted, or assisted in

promoting, a number of road races, and we

have reason to know that some of these men

really expected that one road race would

revive their businesses and fill their stores

with customers. As one of them, who had

contributed a bicycle as a prize, expressed it:

"If this road race does not revive things it

will be a sure sign that cycling is dead." He
really believed it.

In passing, it may be remarked that even

had this solitary race exercised the phe-

nomenal effect which he anticipated. It is

scarcely probable that a large number of

customers would have been attracted to this

particular dealer's store, or would have long

remained inside if they had entered it. It

was unkempt and untidy to a degree.

Of course, the race did not produce such

an effect, and we are almost daily waiting

that hear that there is one dealer less in a par-

ticular town.

It is this narrowness between the eyes

tliat is well illustrated by the attitude of the

dealer in question, and of others in St. Paul

that minimizes, if it does not wholly nullify,

helpful effort. They do not seem to be able

to see beyond their noses.

The Winter Problem.

In the cases both of dealers with repair

shops attached and of repairers, the period is

almost at hand when the problem of shorten-

ing sail for the winter season must be at-

tacked and solved. In its plainest form, the

question is. How low can expenses be cut

without destroying the oi'ganization and thus

rendering it doubly difficult to get a good

start in the spring? Its corrollary is. What

can be done to increase receipts?

It is rarely possible to wield the knife in
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th^ drastic manner that the situation sppuis

to Avarrant. If it vrcve mnuy repairers and

some dealers- would simply shut \\p shop on

or about December 1 and not open until

February is well advanced. Such a step

would save money. That is, it would remove

the necessity for running the business at a

loss during the winter, as a large majority

of dealers and repairers who confine them-

selves to the cycle trade unquestionably do.

And a world of anxiety and worry would be

avoided if such a policy were adopted.

But there are weighty considerations to be

taken into account which, in a large ma-

jority of cases, preclude this prudent and

economical course. First, there is the matter

of goodwill. No really reputable and well

established concern can afford to adopt fly-

by-night tactics of this sort. Such concerns

have customers to whom they owe something

in the winter and from whom they expect

something in the spring. To leave them in

the lurch now is to render it almost certain

that the favor ( ?) would be reciprocated when

they returned and unfolded their tents again.

Out of sight, out of mind, would be pretty

certain to be the outcome of such a move.

Again, it is rarely possible to etface a busi-

ness in sucli a fashion as this. There are

outstanding accounts—probably on both the

debit and credit side—and they must be

looked after. A "going" business commands

attention, while a "gone" one is pretty cer-

tain to be overlooked or ignored. The dealer

or repair man who tries to collect bills after

his store has been closed has a task of magni-

tude before him, as he will verj^ soon find

out. At the very least he will be put off until

spring.

Lastly, it is almost absolutely necessary to

retain a skeleton of organization in the repair

sliop. Suppose you have one good hand

wliom you cannot afford to lose. You carry

hini over, keeping him as busj^ as you can,

and it is pretty certain that he will at least

earn his wages. But even if there is a loss, it

cannot amount to more than a few dollars a

week and a total shortage of $50 for the win-

ter is a big estimate. That is, of course, a

considerable sum, especially in the off sea-

sou, but it can be put up with.

Now, consider tiie result if you let this man
go. If, as is probably the case, he is the last

man, you might as well close up shop and be

doue with it. But suppose you keep open,

doing odd jobs yourself. The good hand is

not likely to remain idle until you want him

a.gaia. He will find something to do, possibly

with a rival dealer, who eagerly snaps up

vdiir ]iri/,(Ml liaml, and -wilh liim goes some of

youv trade. Or he will seek work in some

other line where he is assured of steady

work. He is not likely to forsake it when

spiing comes, and you are forced to look

around for some one to take his place. You

have acquired the reputation of a "season"

employer, and you won't be able to get any-

thing but "transients," who are thrown out

of work when the first slackness comes and

who are workmen of the most mediocre char-

acter. You do the only thing possible—select

the most promising hands and start the new

season. _

It will take only a short time to make it

plain that the work drags in the shop. There

is no push, no initiative, no thoroughly com-

petent head workman to direct and put en-

ergy into the task of pushing through the

jobs. A smaller quantity of work comes

through, and there is likely to be more com-

plaint of the character of the work. In short,

you soon realize that for the few dollars

saved in wages you are now paying double

or quadruple in the shape of delay and ti'ou-

lile in the shop.

On the other hand, if your prize man is

really a first class workman, as is pretty cer-

tain to be the case, he can be turned to ac-

count in other directions. It is to your inter-

est to secure trade that will bridge over the

dull season, and with a little study of the

subject and a slight alteration in the shop

equipment you can fit the latter to handle

whichever line is decided upon.

Of such lines there is a wide range of

choice. Electrical fittings used to be oue of

the best, and is still a good field. Machin-

ery repairs is a more ambitious line, and re-

(jnires a better equipment than most shops

possess. Motor work presents certain advan-

tages, especially as it is directly in line with

motorcycle repairing and is likely to prove

lucrative for some time to come.

IncaJidescent lighting is another field which

offers good returns and requires little or no

machinery and little capital. It has the ad-

ditional advantage of being workable in con-

nection with the sales end. As we have re-

marked on more than one occasion, plenty of

people would use incandescent lights if they

could have them put in and looked after is

'small expense. As it is now, the trade is

badly managed, inasmuch as a number of

merchants have undertaken the sale of such

goods without the time or the ability to look

after the fitting end. Newsdealers are a con-

spicuous example of this, and hardware stores

are not very much better. We know of cas^
wliere incandescent lights have been taken

out because those who sold the goods have
failed to look after them; and others where
dealers of considerable pretensions have
failed to make lamps burn properly and thus

had goods thrown buck on them.

Cycle dealers and repairers have the time,

the skill and the facilities for doing a busi-

ness of this character, and it will pay them
to investigate it. Some of them have already

done so with gratifying results. But whether
or not choice is made of this particular line,

the matter of adding something should be
looked into and definite action taken before
winter actually sets in.

On several different occasions efforts were
made to popularize pneumatic saddles, with
an utter lack of success. The chief objec-

tions made to them were, first, that they be-

came hot after riding a while, and, second,

that they rolled under the rider in a manner
that was very disagreeable. Riders who tried

them were usually enthusiastic at the start,

but in a very short time—perhaps before fiu-

ishing a ride-they changed their minds and
evinced an active or passive dislike for the

contrivance.

The pnetimatic saddle is being revived on
-the other side," with special reference to

use on motorcycles. A pneumatic cover is

sold, to be slipped on over the regular saddle,

the fastening being by means of hooks and
tapes.

It is possible that the air filled saddle, or

cover, will give better results on motorcycles
than it did on pedal driven ones.

In the face of George A. Wyman's success-

ful journey across the continent on an admit-
tedly underpowered motor bicycle, the result

of the army test from Denver, Col., to Albu-

(luerque, N. M., is not short of astounding. He
floundered in the snow of two mountain
ranges, toiled in the sands of the deserts and
was mired in the mud of the prairies, and
yet lie "got there," and his poorest day's per-

formance was not very much worse than the

best day's work of the soldier experimental-

ists. The conclusion is inevitable that the

soldiers either were not composed of the

"right stuif" or sadly deficient in experience

or intelligence, or perhaps lacking in all three

respects. For the sake of the American sol-

dier, if not of the motorcycle, it is well that

the army ofllcials have reserved decision

pending a more exhaustive test.
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After all,

there's no Coaster Brake
quite so good

as the

MORROW

This is the almost universal

verdict of the many who
have tried the others, only

to come back to the flORROW

ECLIPSE HACHINE CO., Elmira, N. Y.
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THE LAST SHALL BE FIRST
AND THE FIRST LAST."

Chicago's World's Fair was a thing of the past before

That Totally Different Wheel,

THE RACYCLE
was invented or even thought of

III 1896, When there were over two hundred and eighty bicycle factories

in the U. S., the RAeVCLE was the last **filly" entered

for the Commercial Race, - - - (300 to i Shot).

In 1898, When others were dropping out, this RA6Y6LE youngster

was just feeling his oats, - - ' - (100 to i Shot).

In 1900, The RHeVeLE began to attract the attention of the bookies

for his easy running qualities, - - (10 to i shot).

In 1902, The RHLSY6LE was running even sales with all rivals,

(Even money).

In 1903, The RHeVeLE was in the lead, - (The Favorite).

In 1904, The RHeYSLE distanced the sales of all other high-grades

left in the race, and in crossing the line was awarded

THE GRAND PRIZE
by the Jury of Awards at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition,

St. Louis, Mo.

Which will you handle for 1905, Mr. Dealer— the Winner or one of the "Also Rans?"

MADE AND MARKETED ONLY BY

THE MIAMI CYCLE & MFG. CO., Middletown, Ohio, U.S.A.



NOTES FROM 'FRISCO

Nest of Thieves Uncovered and Bagged —
Motorcyclists Display Activity.

San Francisco, Oct. 27.—On information

furnished by one of the employes of C. C.

Hopliins, the San Francisco Police Depart-

ment has just succeeded in capturing a gang

of bicycle thieves and recovering nearly a

score of recently stolen bicycles. Eight

THE BICYCLING WORLD
and there were a number of others who went
as far as Niles and return. The weather was
ideal, the roads were good and the run was
one of the most enjoyable that the club has
ever held. Mrs. F. E. Carroll, riding an
Indian motor bicycle, was among those who
participated.

On Sunday, October 23, the Motorcycle

Club varied its programme by indulging in

a run in and about San Francisco. Starting

from the club headquarters, at Larkin and
McAllister streets, the route was down Gol-

435

KILBY'S QUAINT RECORD
How He Came to Visit Every Town in His

State and How He Did it.

IN THE HELLS BEHIND SAN FRANCISCO.

As is well known, people with hobbies are

the most contented and frequently the hap-

piest of men. They become wrapped up in

their particular avocation, and devote to it

all their spare time, deriving from the pur-

suit an amount of satisfaction scarcely to be

measured.

Among Boston wheelmen of the "inner cir-

cle"—that is, men who have cycled enthusi-
astically and unremittingly for more years
than some of them care to remember, Quincy
Kilby is a well known figure. It is he who,
as noted in the Bicycling World a few weeks
ago, bears the unique distinction of having
paid a visit on his bicycle to every "town"
in the State of Massachusetts. Those per-

sons who are familiar with the make-up of

Massachusetts "towns" will appreciate that
this is no ordinary record. Those who are
not will acquire an inkling of its significance

when they learn that there are 353 "towns"
in Massachusetts, and that a large number
of them are located in remote and out of the

way corners of that hook-shaped common-
wealth. To "run down" the entire number
required years of patient search and visit,

and was a task of no small magnitude.

youths have been arrested and are now in

jail awaiting trial. This gang seems to have

had a "fence" where it easily disposed of the

machines, all of which were altered in ap-

pearance by the transposition of wheels and
other parts. The police expect to locate this

shop. This gang has been operating for some
time, and the frequent reports of stolen

wheels shows how busy they were. They
called themselves a club under the title of

"Don't Worry," and their operations were
cleverly directed by a modern Fagin, who is

also in the toils. The character of the "club"

was learned through one of the members
trying to dispose of bicycle parts.

The Pacific Coast Motorcycle Club was
thoroughly reorganized at a meeting held on
the evening of October 25 by the adoption of

a new set of bylaws and the election of the

following officers: President, J. T. Bellany;

vice-president, W. C. Hofen; treasurer, C. C.

Hopkins; recording secretary, H. W. Pfeiffer;

financial secretary, F. E. Carroll; captain, W.
F. Townley; first lieutenant, L. E. Renney;
second lieutenant, J. Hofmann; sergeant-at-

arms, E. L. Malsbary. The club is in a flour-

ishing condition, having over fifty active

members and additions coming in at the rate

of five and six a month. A club emblem has
been adopted, as well as a bar which will

be awarded for meritorious performances.

On October 16 the club held a mn to Liver-

more and return, a distance of eighty-two

miles. Twenty-five members made the trip,

'FRISCO RIDERS AT CENTERVILLE, A POPULAR RESORT.

den Gate avenue to Market street (the main
thoroughfare of the city), through Mont-
gomery and Kearney streets back to Market,
to Van Ness avenue, through the Presidio
Keservation, to the Cliff House. The run was
well attended and much comment was made
all along the route, the expression, "I
didn't know that there were as many as
that in the town," being frequently heard.
Although the club holds a reg-ular run two
and three times a month, these have always
been to outlying districts, where the roads
are better than they are in the city, and the
club determined to let the residents know
that there was a live motor bicycle club in
San Francisco.

How he came to undertake and c:svj out

the task is thus told by Mr. Kilby:

"One evening, six or seven years ago, we
were sitting in the parlor of the Common-
wealth Club, discussing matters of in-

terest in wheeling, when somebody asked

what member of the club had ridden his bi-

cycle in the greatest number of towns in

Massachusetts. Some of the men present

could, I think, count up 100 or more, but I

boasted of only about 80.

"That was the beginning of it. Some of us

kept out attention fixed in that direction, and
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nheneTer atg rode in a new lowu or citj" we
jotted it down. My uumbei- grew to 100,

then 150, and by the end of November, 1898,

I bad completed one-balf the State.

"Then we •went to work in real earnest. By
that time W. H. Bartlett had covered 250

out of the entire 353, A. A. Beal stood next,

while I w-as a good third. Beal and I rode

together considerably, he often showing me
the way to places where he"had been before.

We both gained rapidly, while Bartlett

seemed to have stopped trying for more. At

last we two went to Cape Cod and rode in

every town down there. Beal had been in

most of them before, while they were all new
to me, consequently I gained more rapidly

than he. While wheeling through Dennis,

whom should we meet but Bartlett, who was
visiting there. On that day I went ahead of

Beal and he passed Bartlett. Since then I

have kept ahead of both, as they have not

paid the attention to it that I have. The next

man iu line is W. J. Smith, also of the Com-

monwealth Club, who now has 229 to his

credit, and spends his spare Saturday after-

noons and Smidays in seeking new ones.

"By the end of 1901 I had 326 on my list.

The next year I went with George B. Young,

of the Boston Bicycle Clul), to the Berkshire

Hills, and gained forty new towns west of

the Connecticut River. On the two days'

holiday at Labor Day, 1902, I went with Beal

and Smith, and rode in Nantucket, Edgar-

town, West Tisbury, Chilmark and Gay
Head. That left but one for me to do—Gos-
nold.

"Gosnold is situated on a long row of isl-

ands to the west of Vineyard Sound, with

names like Nonamesset, Naushon, Basque,

Nashawena and Cuttyhunk. They are not

connected with the mainland, but must be

reached by boat. The nearest to the main-

land is Nonamesset, not half a mile from

Woods Hole. The water between is extreme-

ly rough at all times, on account of the

strong tide and the prevailing southwest

Avind, which hauls through there in summer.

Three times I tried to reach that town, and

twice I failed. The third time I succeeded.

"When we were making that Labor Day
trip we left Cottage City on Sunday after-

noon and rode to West Tisbury, where we
spent the night. The roads thus far were
either very good or good enough, but the next

day we got all that was «oming to us. The
road through Chilmark to Gay Head is aw-
ful.

"There were hills perhaps 100 feet high, up
which we pushed our wheels, down which

we dragged our wheels, looking in vain for

a strip of firm earth wide enough to ride on.

When I had once fairly entered the town of

Gay Head, I started back over the same
bumpety route. After fully a mile of such

walking I mounted my bicycle for a ride.

Something was the matter. The pedals re-

volved without aftecting the machine. I made
an examination and discovered that I had

lost the chain.

"Never before, since this earth was cool,

did a man lose his bicycle chain while walk-

ing. Never, never. I did, though, and what
is worse, I never found it. Back over the

road I Avent, hunting and searching, but I

found it not. It is there yet. I hope it dies

there. I led my silent steed to a place called

Squibnocket (doesn't that sound like the

Fourth of July?), where I hired a lady to

harness up a horse and cart me and my
maimed wheel to Vineyard Haven. Beal
and Smith tried to make a rhyme, begin-

ning:

'There was a young man of Squibnocket,

Who lost the chain off his sprocket'

"They did not finish it, but the last line

was to be something about "out of pocket"

or "had to walk it."

"When we reached Woods Hole on our way
home that afternoon we tried to hire a boat
to take us to Gosnold, hut every pleasure

boat in the harbor was at a yacht race, and
all the fishermen had just come in and were
unloading their catches. So we had to give

it up for that year, as we had no time to

lose in waiting.

"On the Fourth of July, 1903, I tried again.

With the same Smith I started to wheel to

Woods Hole, intending to stay there imtil Ave

had a chance to get across to Gosnold. Be-

tAveen the towns of Tremont and Wareham
ray bicycle gave out completely, and I had t(v

ship it home by ti-ain. Oh, Avirra, wirra. 1

did not have another chance to try that year.

This year I kneAV that I must get that tOAvn

or be forever disgraced. It Avas becoming a
nightmare to me, and I couldn't hold up my
head much longer if I allowed defeat to still

mj-- stubborn soul. The third time must suc-

ceed.

"On Saturday, May 28, 1904, I took the

1:08 p. m. train for Woods Hole, in company
Avith Augustus Nickerson, of the Boston Bi-

cycle Club, and his 13-year-old son, HoAvard
Tarbell Nickerson, to whom I take off my
hat as a good rider and a cheerful compan-
ion. I don't mean to insinuate that any cer-

tain person in times past has proved a Jonah,

but Ave did it this time, as "slick as a smelt."

"At Woods Hole Ave hired a boatman, who
sailed us over to the island of Nonamesset,
in the tOAvn of Gosnold, where Ave landed my
bicycle and took turns in riding on a sheep
path in the grass. I couldn't help a feel-

ing of elation, for I had done what nobody
else has ever done. I had ridden a bicycle

in every one of the 353 cities and tOAvns in

the State of Massachusetts.

"The next day Ave had a beautiful ride,

Avitli a delightful call at Joseph Jefferson's

home, at Buzzard's Bay. \Ve found him Avith

bis wife and his sous, Tom and Frank, enter-

taining the famous Dutch artist Blommers,
Avho, Avitli his Avife and daughter, Avere being

escorted by our Boston artist, Charles A.

Walker. We Avere shown over Mr. -Jeffer-

son's house, Avith its magnificent collection

of pictures by the masters of the Dutch and
English schools. A. special treat was our

visit to the veteran actor's studio, Avhere he

Avas showing his own work to the celebrated

artist. Mynheer Blommers, speaks rather

good English, but he made us all laugh when

he said of one of Jefferson's paintings, 'It is

very good. I sell it from you.'

He quickly corected himself, and told a

story of the artist, Cottier, trying to talk in

our language and saying, 'Goodby. How are

you.' Avhich hrought another laugh. Then
Mr. Jefferson offered him his pick of all the

paintings he had shown. Blommers chose

one, to which Mr. Jefferson signed his name
in the corner, humorously acknoAvledging be-

fore me, as a justice of the peace, that he

did so of his OAvn free will. We could have
lingered there for hours, but the good roads

jailed us aAvay.

"If any man thinks that it is easy Avork

hunting far away and obscure towns, he is on
the wrong tack, but if he asks if it is good
fun, I can tell him that it is like mountain
cnmbing or exploring, very fascinating to

those Avho like it. I have never grown tired

of it, and would like to do much more. The
hardest trials are, of course, the most enjoy-
able afterAvard, and the most interesting to

tell of.

"One disheartening episode Avas Avhen R.
J. Crooks and I Avent to the Hoosac Tunnel.
We checked our wheels four hours before
the train stai'ted, to be certain that they
Avould go all right, and Avent ourselves at 11
p. ra. On our arrival at North Adams the
next morning Ave found that both the Avheels
had been left behind, and Ave did ndt get
them till nearly noon.
"Instead of climbing the mountain over the

tunnel in the cool of the morning, Ave had to

negotiate it at noon on a very ln)t day. The
delay caused us to miss the tOAvn of Monroe,
and I had to go up there the next year and
ride eleven miles over bad but picturesque
roads to get it. I enjoyed both trips, though.
The scenery in the nortliAvestern part of the
State appeals to me more than that in any
other part. For a single vicAV, Sugar Loaf
Mountain, in Deerfield, is my favorite. The
Bloody Brook Hotel is near there. I remem-
ber hoAv that name horrified an English lady,
in \Aliose company I once dined there.

"When Beal and I Avent to Cape Cod it

proA^ed to be the hottest day of the summer.
We had to Avalk nearly four miles betAveen
Wellfield and Eastham, over the Avorst kind
of sand, ruts and bushes. The sun beat
doAvn heavily iipon us, for there are no trees
tliere high enough to shelter a man. When
Ave reached North Eastham the thermometer
stood at 96 degrees in the shade. In the
store they told us that Avhen the train passed
the mercury at the station Avas up to 119
degrees. 'That must have been in the sun,'

said Beal. 'They said that it was.
"Besides having ridden all over Massachu-

setts, I have toured considerably in other
nearby States. My record for Maine is 137
towns, NcAv Hampshire 47, Vermont IS,

Rhode Island 9, Connecticut 2 and New
'i ork 30. I have never ridden in Canada.
In Europe my efforts were confined to four
miles on a tricycle in Paris.
"Since I began bicycling, in 1887, I have

covered over 34,000 miles, or around the
Avorld and through the world ajid once more.
In company Avith several other enthusiasts. I

lide Avinter and summer, Avlienever the con-
dition of the roads Avill pei'mit. I uave just
wheeled for 100 consecutive months, in OS
of Avhich I rode on bare ground. In .January
and February of this year I was compelled
to ride on snow and ice, but those Avere the
only months out of the 100 that I couldn't
manage to find bare ground on the boule-
vards or paths at some time in the month.
I hope to be able to keep up my wheeling
as long as I live. It is good for the muscles,
the lungs, the appetite and good for the
mind."
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HE IS AN ENTHUSIAST

And as He Qoes Up and Down in the World

He Shows It.

want to SCO one of them as soon as tbey get

any of them out. I siipj)ose it will be pretty

yteop ill price, though? No? You don't

thinlc so? Well, if not. I want one of them
sure.

WILL GO ABROAD TO RACE

Two riore Americans Fired by Ambition

and Hurley's Example.

Every little while one runs across a cy-

clist who, while not actually one of the "old

guard"—usually because he came into the

world tot) late—is still Imbued with the spirit

that permeated the real old timi>r and made

him look to the bicycle as his chief source

ol" iilcasnr(\ He likes to think of it and talk

of it; to speculate on the roads and the

weatlier; (o plan rides that will All in all his

unoccupied tini(>; to discuss novelties and im-

provements, with a view to tryin;^ them if

they seem worth it; in short, to keep thor-

oughly jiosted on everything that is going on

in the cycling world.

Such an enthusiast is to be met with in a

downtown office building. He is a young

fellow, pleas;;..; faced and mannered, and a

general favorite Avith the occupants of the

building, one of the elevators of which he

runs. He appears to know and be interested

in any one who rides a Avheel or is connected

in any way with cycling. It did not take him
long to "spot" the Bicj'cling World man and
to strike up a chattj' acquaintance with him.

"Fine cycling weather we are having," he

will remark. "Hope it will last until Sun-

day. I want to take a ride down to the Isl-

and then, and it would be too bad if it

rained."

"These unjonlight nights are just the thing

for nms to Coney," he said on another occa-

sion. "The cycle beats trolleys all hollow,

and don"t cost anything, either. Yon can

go and come when you please, and no one to

bother yoii."

He takes a keen interest in everj'thing per-

taining to cycling, too, as was made plain

on another occasion. "Looks pretty bad for

the parade," was his morning salutation one
day last summer. "This rain will keep peo-

r>le from bringing their machines downtowm,
and even if it clears off there won't be a

good turnout. They had better postpone it

until another Saturday," was his logical con-

clusion.

"Great coasting contest, wasn't it? I

couldn't get up there, but it must have been
a tine sight, that fellow who won had his-

work cut out for him, though, didn't he?
But a lot of it depends on the tires you use.

I know a fellow who was practising up on
Lafayette Boulevard, and he was being-

beaten right along until he put on a new sot

of tires, and then he coasted with the best
of them."

Coaster brakes long ago secured his ap-
proval, and the other day he showed that he
kept right up to date on the latest appli-

ances.

"That new hub coaster and two .speed gear
must be a daudy," he remarked, having ap-

parently just read his PicycHng "Worlcj, "I

By "Bicycle Boat" to St. Louis.

The idea of a bicycle boat is so old as to

be almost forgotten; that, perhaps, is the

reason a St. Paul, Minn., man now en route

to St. Louis with an "invention" of the kind

calls it new. The "inventor" is L. A. Sigo,

who passed through Hannibal, Mo., this

\\('ek on his bic.ycle boat, bound for St. Louis,

where he will exhibit his invention and visit

the exposition. It is 750 miles from St. Paul

lo St. Louis by Avater, and the distance as

OCUSIONAllY
A RIDER WILL

INSIST ON
HAVING A

CUSHION TIRE

WE MAKE THEM

Morgan x Wright
CHICAGO

NEW YORK BRANCH 214-216 WEST 47TH ST.

far as Hannibal, about 630 miles, was cov-

ered in four AAeeks and one day. The navi-

gator expects to reach St. Louis to-day.

The queer craft is named Hip Mah, in

honor of the famous Sioux chieftain. The
Hip JMah is a catamaran in style, construct-

ed of two galvanized iron tubes, each 12

inches in diameter, held together by a net-

work of braces. The operator sits astride of

a bicycle placed near the centre of tlie b )at

and pedals the machiiie. A chain from the

sprocket Avheel of the l)icycle connects witli

the bevel g(>ar, which oi)erates the 12-incli

three-fluke propeller. A rudder on the rear

of each tube is operated by the rider in the

same manner in \\iiich a machine is steered

wIk^ii (111 the ii'rouiid.

Not Like the L. A. W.
1 »esiiite the decline of the national cycling

l>odies of other countries, the Touring Club

of France contimies to more than hold its

own in an insi)iring fashion. It now nnni-

bers '.n.OfM> members.

'I'lunc is said to be an increasing (l(nyaji(|

for cushion frames in England, -' -
,

Encouraged by the success of Marcus L.

lluiley. who defeated the best of the Eng-

lish sprinters when he Avon the world's ama-

teur championship in London last September,

Fred Ernst and Teddy Billiugton are plan-

ning an invasion of the "tight little isle"

next year. Ernst is from Rochester, N. Y.,

and had intended trying for the Avoiid's ama-

teur title at Loudon this year, but was trans-

ferred to the professional class by the Na-

tional Cycling Association Board of Control

last spring. He declined to compete in the

professional ranks, and brought his case be-

fore the N. C. A. Board of Appeals, Avhich

decided that he had not forfeited his amateur

status. The decision Avas made so late in

the summer that Ernst did not have sufficient

time to fit himself for hard racing, so he

abandoned his proposed ti-ip to England this

year.

Billington is known as the "Pride of Vails-

burg," and this season rode as a member of

the racing team of the National Athletic Club
of Brooklyn. He was at one time a racing

representative of the NeAV York Athletic

Club. Both riders haA'e been among the best

of the American amateur sprinters for sev-

eral years. They expect to go over early

in the spring so as to become acclimated be-

fore the racing begins. Hurley told them
that it Avas necessary to go over early and
become acclimated or to get into perfect

condition in this country and race there

before the climate had a chance to affect

them. He said that he had been riding

much faster in his heats of the Avorld's cham-
pionship than in the final, and if he could

have met his opponents earlier', he thinks he

Avould have defeated them easier than he

did.

France's Big Revenue from Bicycles.

Although, as usual, nearly a year old, the

report just published bj- the Ministry of

Finance concerning the number of bicycles

in France is not AA'ithout interest. It shoAvs

that in ]908 the tax Avas jiaid upon l,:n(),22:;

bicycles and upon 1!),ST(! motor bicycles. The
total revenue derived l)y the State Avas

Sl,524,54o.

Ten years ago the number of machines

taxed Avas only lo2,27(!. bringing into the

Tieasury about $150,000, so that in the dec-

ade nearly 1,200,000 more machines have

come into use, and the jirofit to tlie govern-

ment has increased by $1,3.50.000. The great-

est number of bicyclists still reside in the

Seine Department, Avhich includes the capi-

tal. Corsica is the department Avhich has the

fcAvest machines—307 bicycles and six motor-

cycles. The annual tax on a bicycle in

Franco is $1.25, and it is collected by oacli

parish with the paroejiial rates,
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Championship on Thanksgiving Day.

The annual twenty-five-mile championship

road race of the Century Road Club of Amer-
ica will be held on Thanksgiving Day, No-

vember 24. The race will start at Bedford

Rest, Brooklyn, and will be to Point Pleasant

and return. The distance to Point Pleasant

is twelve and one-half miles, and the riders

will go via Glenmore avenue and Rockaway
Road, or by Jamaica avenue and the Meri'ick

Road. The limit men will be sent away at

8:30 a. m., witli 15 minutes as the limit han-

dicap allowance. No pacing will be allowed

except such as may be exchanged by riders

who cover the entire course. Any contestant

accepting pace from automobiles, motor bi-

cycles or any rider not competing in the race

will be disqualified.

There will be twenty-two place prizes and
five time prizes, consisting of high grade bi-

cycles, gold watches, silver tea sets, etc. To
the first three members of the Century Road
Club of America who finish and do not qual-

ify for any of the place or time prizes gold

watches will be awarded. A silver loving

cup will be presented to the club whose mem-
bers score the most points in place prizes.

Sutton's Elect Offioers.

The Sutton Wheelmen, of Brooklyn, have

elected the following officers: Harry Mahu-
ken, president; Myron Nelson, first vice-presi-

dent; William Whiteside, second vice-presi-

dent; James Mahoney, recording secretary;

Alexander Hesse, assistant recording secre-

tary; F. J. Minogue, financial secretary; Geo.

McKigney, treasurer; Carl L'Hommediue,
sergeant at arms; Hugh McCollum, John Bly,

house committee.

The road officers are: John Miller, captain;

John Welch, first lieutenant; Charles Peter-

son, second lieutenant; William Armsti'ong,

sergeant; William Jones, bugler; William
Vaughn, first color bearer; Peter Ahearn,

second color bearer; Edward Campbell, sur-

geon.

Motorcyclists Alter Their Programme.

Instead of the two five-mile open events,

which were to have constituted the features

of the first exclusive motorcycle meet to be
held in the metropolitan district—the one to

be held on Election Day, November 8, by the

recently organized North Jersey Motor Cycle

Club of Hackensack, N. J., there has been

substituted a fifteen-mile open race and a

five-mile event, limited to machines of two
horsepower or less. These, with the ten-mile

club championship race and an unlimited pur-

suit race, will constitute the afternoon's pro-

gramme.

Walthour May Meet Horses Again.
The promoters of the carnival at Colum-

bus, Ga., are trying to arrange a race be-

tween Robert Walthour and forty running
horses as a special attraction. The world's
champion pace follower will be paced by mo-
torcycles if the match is made, and the horses

will run in relays of a quarter or half a
mile, the distance of the contest to be twenty
miles.

Sport at San Antonio Fair.

The race meet at the fair grounds at San
Antonio, Tex., on October 23, drew a large

number of spectators, who witnessed some
exciting contests. There were six races and
several exhibitions. One of the exhibitions

was ridden by the five-year-old son of T.

Alvan Luter, the referee, who covered an
eighth of a mile in 29 seconds.

Summaries:

Half-mile boys' race—Won by Albert

Cooper; Teddy Flato, second; Walter Sil-

cock, third. Time, 1:15.

Quarter-mile open—Won by Gus Schmitt;

Alfred Jacks, second; Hal Tucker, third.

Time, 0:34.

One-mile open—Won by John Lewis; Harry

Dean, second; Richard Madden, third. Time,

2:29.

Half-mile open—Won by Alfred Jacks;

John Lewis, second. Time, 1:10 2-5.

One-mile handicap—Won by Fred Perez;

Walter Silcock, second; Albert Cooper, third.

Time, 2:25.

Three-mile handicap—Won by Walter Sil-

cock; Teddy Flato, second; Robert Shaw,

third. Time, 7:22 3-5.

One mile against time, paced by a motor-

cycle—Alfred Jacks. Time, 1:45 4-5.

Three-mile motor bicycle exhibition—L. F.

Birdsong. Time, 5:15 4-5.

Road Riders Try the Track.

The annual field day of the Century Road

Club of America was held last Sunday at

Valley Stream, Long Island, on Smith's track.

Three handicap track events were the feat-

ures of the day's sport. Charles Mock was

a starter in the races, but only managed to

win one second prize. Summaries:

One-mile handicap—Won by Victor Lind

(100 yards); Charles Snell (70 yards) second;

M. J. Eustace (40 yards), third. Time, 2:40.

Two-mile handicap—Won by Victor Lind

(100 yards); Charles Mock (scratch), second;

M. J. Eustace (40 yards), third. Time, 5:10.

Five-mile handicap—Won by William H.

Stober, Brooklyn (1:30); H. Carley, New York

(1:30), second; W. Graham, Brooklyn (1:30),

third. Time, 14:38.

Mow Paris is Amused.

Parisian race meet promoters recently tried

the experiment of running some paced races

in which riders mounted on tandems and
triplets supplied the pacing, but the latest

wrinkle in the French capital was a race

for riders of wooden bicycles. The novel

contest was held on a Sunday morning, the

contestants being boys between the ages of

seven and thirteen. The race was held on

the Bois de Boulogne, and seventy-four boys

competed. An immense crowd of spectators

lined the course, and five thousand people
Avere at the finish. Albert Thoman, ten years
old, was the winner.

Buffalo Club Comes to Life.

The Standard Wheeling Club of Buffalo

has been reorganized and has started out

again with a fine list of members. It had
practically dissolved some weeks ago, but
a number of the oldtime active members
issued a call for a meeting at the old club-

house last week. The response to the call

was most gratifying, for not only was there

a large attendance of ex-members, but many
messages were received from oldtimers who
were prevented from being present, but who
approved of the reorganization and proposed

to join.

The meeting was called to order by Tem-
porary Chairman Adam Vogel. It was
unanimously resolved to reorganize, to rent

the old clubhouse and to refurnish and re-

decorate them at once. Ofiicers to hold for

the term of two months were then elected,

as follows: Louis Klein, president; John

Meyer, vice-president; Julius G. Smith, finan-

cial secretary; William Sprissler, treasurer;

Julius G. Smith, press correspondent; Henry
Kelley, sergeant-at-arms; Jacob Schnoel, cap-

tain, and Victor Schoeffer, color bearer. The
directors elected were Robert Shanley, Chas.

J. Smith, John Haas, Martin Lothringer and
Adam Vogel.

"Association," Not "Americas," Qulity.

It transpires that the Century Road Club

of America did not allow a woman to com-

pete in one of its road races, as had been re-

ported. It was in a contest conducted by the

Century Road Club Association on October 23

that Miss Madeline Beyard was a starter.

When asked about the affair several of the

oflicers of the latter organization denied all

knowledge of the matter, contenting them-

selves with the explanation that the associa-

tion did not encourage women taking part in

races.

The only excuse thus far advanced is a

\evy lame one. One of the board of handi-

cappers that made the allotments for the

race says Miss Beyard sent in her entry sim-

ply as "M. Beyard." The handicappers sup-

posed the entry was that of a male rider, and

accordingly placed the unknown "M. Beyard"

in the 25-minute division. When the sex of

the mysterious "M. Beyard" was discovered,

just before the start of the race, she was told

that even if she were to finish among the

prize winners she would be disqualified on
account of her sex. She started in spite of

tliis, but failed to finish with the prize win-
ners.

"Tommy" Hall is said by a British journal

to have declined an invitation to compete in

the six-day race at Madison Square Garden
•next month.

Two Matches at Sacramento.

Two match races were decided at the field

day of the Capital City Wheelmen of Sacra-

mento, Cal., on October 23. The one-mile

match between W. Rickard and C. Hanson
was won by the former in 2 minutes 40 sec-

onds. The other event was between H.
Kuehler, R. Warner, C. Hintz, H. Prazier and
W. Rickard. Kuehler won, with \ earner sec-

ond, both having a handicap of 30 seconds.

"Motorcycles: How to Manage Them.'

Price $1. The Goodman Company, 154

Nassau street, New York. ••*
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Removing Brass from Brazed Joints.

A method of electrically removing the sm--

pliis brass from all brazed joints, without in

any way impairing the efliciency of the

union of the different surfaces in the slight-

est manner, is thus described:

The method employed is such as is com-

mon in any shop where electro-plating is

done, and wlien a plant is installed the actual

work can be performed by the most imskilled

person. Absolutely no preparation of the

article is necessary before placing them in

the vat for this ti'eatment, and, further-

more, whereas it reqi:ires three or four hours

to deposit a very light coating of nickel or

other metal, it is possible to remove ten times

the amount of brass in about fifteen or twen-

ty minutes.

The rapidity of the operation demonstrates

that a large plant outlay is unnecessary, the

requirements in this respect being: A dynamo
of suitable capacity, with the necessary cop-

per leads and connections, shallow vats of

sizes in proportion to quantity of work re-

quired, and an inexpensive alkaline solution.

The stripping process is most economical

when used in conjunction with liquid braz-

ing, although it is by no means necessary

that both should be adopted together. Work
that is brazed in the old-fashioned way can

be just as effectively stripped as that brazed

in the aforementioned way.

by automobiles, 149 by streetcars and 131

by motor cycles.

How Valve Grinding Affects Compression.

After grinding valves it is often found that

the compression is not so good as it should

be, notwithstanding the fact that both valves

and seating have been perfectly ground. It

must be remembered that grinding tends to

lower a valve, even if the action is very

slight. It may be that the tappet rods do not

allow the valves to close sufficiently. This

is particularly true with the exhaust valve.

Should the valve stem rest on the tappet rod,

the end should be slightly filed or ground to

shorten it to the extent that it does not quite

reach the rod. It is a safe thing to allow

sufficient space between the end of the rod

and the valve stem to pass a piece of thin

cardboard between the two when the valve is

closed. If this space is not left the valve will

rest on the tappet and the compression will

be impaired.

Statistics of Six Weelts' Accidents.

A committee was named last year by the

Premier of France to make a report on ac-

cidents due to traffic.

During six weeks a record was kept of

every accident that happened in France, and

3,155 was the total. Only 575 of these acci-

dents occurred in the Seine Department,

which includes Paris, and, as most of the

cases happened in suburbs, the committee

did not go into as much detail over these

as it did concerning the remaining 2,580

cases, of which 1,325 were due to animal

traction, 1,194 to mechanical traction and 61

to pedestrians. Of the 1,194 traction acci-

dents, 673 were occasioned by bicycles, 241

The Touring Bicycle Defined.

The conditions which will attach to tlie test

of touring bicycles, which will be again un-

dertaken next August by the Touring Club of

France, will be somewhat more radical than

those of the events of previous years. It

will be open only to what are termed "genu-

ine touring bicycles," which is to say that

all must be fitted with two brakes, a free

wheel and a two speed gear, the lowest gear

of which must not be less than fifty-six

inches. The test will last four days, dur-

ing which a total distance of 240 kilometres

will have to be covered over the mountain-

ous road between Chambery and Grenoble.

To Avoid Burnt Fingers.

Most motorists have suffered at one time

or another from burnt fingers after some
necessary adjustment to a hot motor. A
good way of minimizing the chance of this is

to cover the exhaust and other pipes, in

such places where the hand or arm may
touch them when groping after valve springs,

lifter and the like, with asbestos. This may
be easily applied by wetting a strip of as-

bestos card, cut to suitable size, and coiling

it round the pipe; when dry, it will adhere

sufficiently. Of course, it is inadvisable to

cover the pipe more than necessary.

How the Qlobe Trotter Amuses.

Waldo Lyons is the latest cycling globe trot-

ter to appear before the public. Unlike most

of the ilk, Lyons is described as a man of in-

dependent means, but he scorns the usual

methods of globe trotting and is making his

way from town to town on a bicycle. Lyons

is a trick cyclist of no mean ability, and he

amuses the citizens of the places he visits

with difficult feats on the silent steed. He
was last seen at Tonawanda, N. Y.

Hartford Motorcyclists Re~elect O'Malley.

At its first annual meeting on Tuesday

last, the Hartford (Conn.) Motorcycle Club

elected the following officers for the ensu-

ing year: J. M. O'Malley, president; W. F.

Hellmuud, vice-president; J. J. O'Connor,

secretary; Alexander Smith, treasurer; E. D.

Pierce, captain; R. E. McCausland, chair-

man of the house committee. Plans were
discussed for holding a series of weekly

"talks" concerning motorcycles.

Filing the Chain Rivets.

Frequently the head of a chain rivet will

defy the small file usually carried by cy-

clists and motorcyclists. In such instances,

it can be quickly and successfully attacked

by applying the edge of the file and cutting

down the rivet head from three sides in the

form of a triangle.

"Motorcycles: How to Manage Them."
Price $1. The Goodman Company, 154

Nassau street, New York. •

THERE WAS

ON,LY ONE
GOLD MEDAL

awarded to Motorcycles at the

ST. LOUIS EXPOSITION

I N d1A N
COT IT.

The Jury of Awards quickly discovered

what is quite generally admitted, /. e.

There is no Motor Bicycle
so &:ood as the Indian.

THERE WAS

ONLY ONE
GOLD MEDAL

awarded in the

1903 Endurance Contest,
1904 Endurance Contest,
1904 Hill Climbing Contest.

The Indian won all of them,

In 1902, 3 Gold Medals fell to the Indian

in the Endurance Contest of that year;

only 3 Indians competed.

Such a consistent accumulation of proof

ought to " suggest things " to YOU.

HENDEE IMFG. CO.,
Springfield, Mass.

Pacific Coast Representatives,

THE BRUNETTE COMPANY
4SI MI«*lonSt«, San Francisco, Cat
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THE ETCHING TEST

Process that Will Disclose Composition of

Metals and Prove Causes of Breakages.

There is beins fonncled at Vienna Ijy Pro-

fessor Tetnieyer in connection with the

Vienna Technical High Scliool, the Tech-

nische Anstalt fiir Ban and Material-Priifim-

ivcn" (tecluiical institute for testing building

and constructional material), -which is at-

tiiicting a deal of attention. All sorts of ma-

ttrials are scientifically tested by this institu-

tion, which is working in co-opcratiou with

tlie Testing Institute at Charlottenburg. But

the greater part of the work it does is under-

taking tests of engineering machines, aud

principal among these are, of course, various

brands of iron and steel used in railway, en-

gine aud automobile construction.

A special feature of the institution is that

it has put itself into communication with

technical institutions in nearly every Euro-

pean country for the purpose of accumulat-

ing all the information that can be obtained.

It is thus in direct communication with 1he

British Iron and Steel Institute and wltli a

large number of railways and engineering

societies, both in Europe and in the United

States.

It publishes, from time to time, proceed-

ings and brochures on the results tliat have

been obtained, and tlie data lli:it have been

collected, and one of the most interesting of

those which will shortly appear deals with

the examination of iron and steel for engi-

neering piirposes by means of the etching

test, which has been found in competent

hands to bo of tlie very greatest value for

enabling adequate judgment as to the com-

l)osition aud characteristics of any particu-

lar brand of iron or steel to be formed. Hard-

ly ever does a crank shaft, a motor cylinder,

or similar structure, crack or fail in any

other way but that the etching test can be

made to disclose the cause. This is a mat-

ter, it will be at once seen, of considerable

interest to the designer and mechanical

man, as it places in his bauds a means

bv which he can readily and quickly decide

A^hat the causes of fracture of an important

piirt have been, and will so enable him to pre-

\cnt their occurring under similar circum-

slances again.

All this the etcliing test enables the man
who has learned it to do, and it enables him

to find out a great deal more as well.

There is not much puddled or so-called

wrought iron used in modern engineering

construction. Nearly all the iron used is in

reality mild steel that has been originally

cast in ingots—the so-called "ingot metal."

But if any part of a car or other object is

made of pudaied iron, the etching test will

show this at once. Similarly one of the chief

causes of flaws and fractures is the presence

of slight impurities in the metal that ordi-

narily escape the eye. These tlie etching test

enables the observer to discover immedi-

ately.

jd^very bar, rod or similar part in use in

modern construction has been rolled dowu
from a steel or mild steel ingot. Now the

bottom and top of an ingot provide steel of

vastly different quality and strength, though
the chemical composition may be practically

the same throughout and the chemist could

not tell you which end of the ingot, say, an
axle, came from. The etching test, however,
can show this, and the person who knows
how to use it would be able to say at once
in the case of a broken crank shaft whether
it came from the top or bottom of the ingot,

and even wliether it came from tlie outside

or the inside of the ingot.

It would therefore appear that the etching

test adequately carried out, is likely to yield

the greatest possible service to engineers in

future, and, considering the high demands,
they naturally have to make on their ma-
teri.il, it will probably prove of quite excep-

tional value to automobile enginers.

The etcliing test is a comparatively simple

business. A section of the part to be ex-

aniiued is prepared, and polislied, much as

a rock section is polished, to make a micro-

scopic slide. The polished section is then sub-

jected for a certain length of time to the ac-

tion of more or less dilute hydrochloric acid.

This is one luethod. The structure of the

steel is shown by the etching, the softer

parts being differently attacked from those

that are harder (those which contain most

carbon), while the impurities are differently

attacked from the metal itself. Another

method of etching, which it has been found

gives somewhat better and more rapid re-

sults, consists in acting on the polished sec-

tion with a solution of copper-ammonium

chloride. This does not atack it very much,

but colors the different metals and the im-

purities differently, and so brings out its

microscopic structure.

Of course, it is recognized that flaws ulti-

mately resulting in the fracture of important,

parts often do not produce their eliect until

long wear and tear has occasioned that re-

crystallization of the material known as "fa-

tigue." But the incipient causes of such ulti-

mately fatal flaws are almost invariably tiny

gas bubles or particles of the impurities

above mentioned. By showing whether the

sample comes from a portion of the ingot

likely to contain these, the etching test gives

the most valuable indications as to whether

it is suitable for the construction of the par-

ticular part it is designed to manufacture

from it.

One Cause of Short Circuits.

If tlie cells are not secured against jump-

ing around in the battery box there is a

sti-ong possibility of their short circuiting,

either momentarily or continuously. This

may or maj- not affect the sparking of the

motor at once, but will shorten the life of

tlie battery. Keep the cells well packed or

iu some way secured against movement.

What is described as a "persistent rumor"

is in circulation in British trade circles to

the effect that one of the leading makers is

about to spring a seven guinea machine on

tlie public. Such a course is generally depre-

cate!, ami the rumor cannot be traced to a

fouii;lation.

llinis made of alumniuin were used in this

country as early as 1S92. The appearance

and speed.v popularit.v of the Avooil rim de-

stroyed whatever chance aluminum had of

coming into general use.

YOU CAN DO WELL THIS WINTER
irsiG

The finest thinsr on earUi for cleaning anfl redressing frames, rims and all enameled parts of BICYCLES. Excellent for cleaning metal parts. .

Simply invaluable for redressing Furniture and Interior Woodwork. Malves everytliing brand new.
Hotsel<eepers use it wlien dusting, because dust adlieres to the cloth moistened in Liquid A'encor and is carried aicai/. leaving the surface immaculately clean,

perfectly dry and highly polished.
Liquid Veneer Is In steady demand the year around. It affords n liliornl margin of profit to the dealer. Extensively advertised in the leading periodicals.

See the Ladies' Home Journal. Munsey's, McClure's, Everybody's and i.lhers. Write for our propositions to the trade.

BUFFALO SPECIALTY MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Buffalo, N. Y
lasKHS"^^ Mfl5«^P^WB«WW *sw^"^"»BP^^
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That famous Motorcycle, the

I4J

AUTO-BI
With its

Cushion Frame, Spring ForK and

Combination Steel and Leather Belt

Embodies the acme of Motorcycle luxury

and reliability.

MADE BY

E. R. THOMAS MOTOR CO., Buffalo, N. Y.

"D. & J." HANGERS

Single,

Tandem,

Triplet,
ABSOLUTELY THE BEST Quad and

^— Motor Cycles.

Lightest, Nearest Dust Proof, and
Easiest Running Hanger In the World.

Up-to-date Dealers handle

HUDSON

BICYCLES
Sole manufacturers of the celebrated

D. ana J. HANGERS,
Write for our terms and prices, and special territory proposition.

HUSTLING AGENTS WANTED.

THE HUDSON MFG. CO., Hudson, Mich.

Tiie King's Highway."

TO THE

GATEWAYS OF COMMERCE

THROUGH THE

CENTERS OF POPULATION,

adding greatly to the interest of your

journey, without increasing its expense

beyond what you would expect to pay

for the " best," which you secure if

you travel by the

NEW YORK CENTRAL LINES.

I^^^^^^l

A Copy of "Four-Track Series" No. r3>

^ " Urban Population in 1900," will be sent free, on
jtei-receipt of a two-cent stamp by George H. Daniels,

^-General Passenger Agent, New York Central &
Hudson River R. H., Grand Central Station
New York

^^^^^^A
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WANTS AND FOR SALE.
15 cents per line of seven words, cash with order.

\A7aNTED — Experienced sa'esnien having
established trade to seli well known line

of high class bicycles on commission. Address
D. B., care of Bicycling Worlc^, Bo.\ 649, K. Y.

\\7^ANTKD— Practical man with about $700
as partner in established Bicycle, Electrical

and Motorcycle business. Address " Electric,'"

care Bicycling World.

'\\/'ANTED—Experienced .Salesman to repre-

sent large JoHbing House in nearby terri-

tory—New York, New Jersfcy, Pennsylvania,

Address Xear-Bv Salesman. Care of Bicvciing

World.

"pOR S.\LE—Rambler Motorcycle, latest 1904
model; run 64S miles and in At condition;

two-inch G & 1 Tires and large horn. Best offer

takes it. J. H., 604 Third Ave., FJnt. Mich.

"\V ANTED—Everyone interested in motor bi-

cycles to pi-rchase "Motocycles and How to

Manage Them." Contains 126 pages bristling

with information. $1.00 per copy. For sale by
The Goodman Co, 154 Nassau St., New York City.

BICYCLE MOTORS
CASTINGS AND PARTS

For chain and belt-driven machines

i?i H.P. 4iJs in. wide, 17^5 ia. high

F. B. WIDM AY ER,
2312 Broadway, New Yoik City.

ALL ROADS ARE EASY WHEN THE

BALL
RETAINER

IS USED.
With millionB In daily use, it has stood tlie test for

more tlian five years and is adaptable to ball bearings oi

iny kind.

If yoQ are users of ball bearings we woold be pleased to hear

rom yon and mail yon oar catalog with the latest iniormation

which we know would be profitable and interesting to you.

THE STAR BALL RETAINER 00., Lancasier, Pa.. U. S. A.

Special Stampings
RROIV1

SHEET METAL
THE CROSBY CO., • Buffalo, N.Y.

HIGH GRHDE
wheels must have the

best equipments.

There is nothing that gives more value f«r

the money than the use oi the

MORSE h5S.1r chain

NOISELESS IN MUD, WATER OR
DUST AND ALWAYS EASY RUNNING.

The onlY chain having Prictlonleas

Rocker Joints. Insist on having the

Morse Twin Roller Fits regular

prockets.

Sena lor Catalogue and

Trade Price, to

Morse Chain Co., Trmnansburi;, N. T.

Bicycle and J\utomobile

SCPPLIES.
Lowest Prices. Prompt Shipments.

JOS. STRAUSS & SON, Buffalo, N. Y.

CATALOGUE.
Thor Motor and Parts for Motorcycle and

Hubs and Parts for Bicycle on application.

AURORA AUTOMATIC MACHINERY CO.,
AURORA, ILL.

Bicycles ''Motorcycies
HIGH-GRADE LEADERS.

FowlerManson -Sherman Cycle Mfg. Co.,

241 S. Jefferson St., Chicago.
Write for terms.

JOHN S. LENC'S SON& CO.

93 Reade Street, NEW YORK,
CARRY A COMPLETE STOCK OF

8iGYGLES, TIRES, SUNDRIES.
CAREFUL ATTENTION PAID TO

RROIVIRX SMlRlVlErMX.

The Week's Patents.

TT2,7oO. Handlebar support for bicycles.

George F. Tiffany. Hutchinson. Kan. Filed

Xoveniber 19. 1903. Serial No. ISl.SGO. (Xo
model.)

Claim.—A. A device of tbe class described,
comprising" a supporting- arm provided with a
squared shoulder definiug- a reduced threaded
extension, an aujustable handlebar olamp re-

volubly mounted on the extension and pro-
vided with a correspondingly squared socket
adapted to receive said shotilder, aud a nut
eugaging- the threaded extension for contract-
ing the clamp and locking the same in en-
gagement with the shoulder.

772.S5G. Sparking plug for combustiou
engines. Charles H. Wisuer, Flint, Mich.,

assignor to Peter P. G. Hall., jr. Filed July

24, l!Xi2. Serial Xo. 116,766. (Xo model.)

Claim.—1. A sparking plug for combustion
engines, provided with an outwardly exteud-
iui;- passage opening into the cylinder, a sec-
ond passage larger than the first passage
forming an outward extension of the same, a
raised shoulder on the surface of said plug
between the ends of said passages, said
shotilder surrotiuding the inner end of the
first mentioned passage at a distance there-
from, a disk made tip of one or more sheets
of mica resting upon said shoulder, means
for holding the mica, and an electrode se-
cured to said disk and extending along said
passage.

773,1()S. Sparking Plug. Charles F. Split-

dorf. Xew York. X. Y., assignor to Electric

Vehicle Company, Jersey City. X. J., a Cor-

poration of Xew Jersey. Filed March 13.

1903. Serial Xo. 147.610. (Xo model.)

Claim—1. The combination with a spark-
ling plug arranged in the secondary circuit
of an induction coil, of a pair of oppose.l
auxiliary i.ouducting members in said cir-

cuit sep.irated by a spark gap, a supporting
holder of non-conducting material for said
coudtieting members, and means for secur-
ing said holder upon said plug.

LEADER" CROWN

'STAR"

;A^j^ri§E3=3lOe.

We make oilers for almost the entire trade. The qaalitv

of our oilers is unequaled.

CUSHMAN & DENISON MFG. CO,, 240-2 W. 23d St.N.Y,

WORCESTER PRESSED STEEL COMPANY
Suecessor to

NA^ORCESTER RERRUUE & IVl RG.
WORCESTER, MASS.

Manufacturers of Light and Heavy Stampings in Steel, Brass, Copper.etc
Automobile and Carriage Fittings. Bicycle Parts and Specialties.

COIVIRAIMY,

Catalogs showing stock goods mailed upon request. Inquiries solicited.
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SUES CONTINENTAL

single Tube Co. Strikes Direct at ihe Tire

ilalcers and Seeks injunction.

Although already possessed of an injunc-

tion secured against a purcliaser of Conti-

nental tires in Massachusetts, which restrains

the sale of those goods in that State, the

Single Tube Automobile & Bicycle Tire Co.

has now struck directly at the fountain head.

On the 1st inst. they instituted proceedings

against the Continental Rubber Works them-

.selves in the U. S. Circuit Court for the

Western District of Pennsylvania at Pitts-

burg. They, of course, allege infringement of

the Tillinghast patent and pray for an in-

junction and accounting.

Winding up Bean-Chamberlain.

Harlow P. Davock, the referee in bank-

ruptcy for the Bean-Charaberlain Manufac-

turing Company, Hudson, Mich., has served

notice that a meeting of the bankrupt's cred-

itors will be held in Detroit on Tuesday next,

the 15th inst. At this meeting the trustees'

report will be passed on, and a first dividend

of not to exceed 10 per cent will be declared

on all proven claims. The referee also gives

notice that the final meeting will be held in

Detroit on February 21, when the last divi-

dend will be declared and the estate closed.

Aurora Says no Reduction.

Although the information was obtained

from one of their patrons, the Aurora Auto-

matic Machinery Company write that the

.statement published in last week's BicycHug
World that the IDO.'i price of motor bicycles

employing the Thor outfit would be .$2(X) in-

stead of •'?21(), is incorrect and unauthorized.

They say that not only lias the price not been
reduced as stated, but "in all probability

there will be no change in the list price,''

which, if it proves to be the case, will cause
many frowns and wry faces in the trade and
out of it.

Tlie Retail Record.

Monroe, Mich..—Frank T. Keegan succeeds
Keegan & Keehan.
Salamanca, N. Y.—Salamancf^ Cycle Works,

fire damage $1,000; Insured.

Tire Brandies Planted in New Places.

A general shifting about has marked the

tire trade in Buffalo during the last few days.

The Hartford Rubber Works Co. have leased

the old George X. Pierce Co.'s store, in Main
street, and are removing from their former

location, 22-26 Chippewa street. The Dia-

mond branch has leased quarters in the Rich

Building, at Main and Tupper streets, and
will take possession on December 1. The
Fisk Rubber Co. have removed from 28-30

West Genesee street to the large stores at

S93 Main street, formerly occupied by W. C.

Jaynes. They have also obtained possession

of the large building immediately in the rear

of the Main street address, which will give

them a pientitude of elbow room. The lat-

ter building is being fitted up as a repair

shop, which will include also a recovering

plant and a battery of vulcanizers, which

will permit the repair on the premises of any-

thing from a bicycle tire to the largest auto-

mobile tire in use.

TO TIWKER TARIFF

Wliat October's Weather Did,

The magnificent weather during October

had an unusual and unexpectedly good ef-

fect on the cycle trade. From all accounts

it was one of the best fall months, if not the

best one, that the trade has enjoyed during

late years. As an instance, C. W. Leng, of

.John S. Leng's Son & Co., remarked this

week that he had sent out several of his men
on a collecting tour, and with small idea of

making sales; he was correspondingly

amazed at the volume of orders they sent in.

The stack of well filled order blanks Avhich

he exhibited in support of his statement was

in itself impressive.

Made Big Sale of Tires.

"Our October business in bicycle tires was

the second largest October in the history of

our company," was the cheerful news let

drop by S. G. Rigdon, the aggressive repre-

sentative of the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.,

who was in New York this week.

Banta Makes a Cliange.

A. .T. Banta, who for several years has

travelled the East in the interests of the

Pope Mfg. Co.'s Western department, severs

that connection on the 20th inst.; he has en-

gaged with the Jjocomobile Co, of America.

Ptillippine Figures to be Revised—Bicycles

Will Suffer by Proposed Ctiange.

Washington, D. C, Nov. 10.—A new tarifE

act for the Philippines is in sight, the Col-

lector of Customs at Manila having just for-

warded to the War Department the full text

of the propected revision of the present

Philippine tarifE act.

The rates that have been submitted are

now undergoing careful examination at the

hands of the tariff experts in the Bureau of

Insular Affairs, and in the meantime the

War Department has extended an invitation

to the manufacturers and exporters of the

United States who are interested in the sub-

ject to -make suggestions and recommenda-

tions, to be considered with a view to amend-

ments before the final adoption of the new

tariff act. Those desirous of offering any

suggestions or recommendations should send

them to the Bureau of Insular Affairs, War
Department, Washington, D. C, not later

than November 23, 1904.

In order that manufa t irers may know

what changes have been i;roposed in the bi-

cycle schedule of the Philippine tariff act,

the present rates and those now proposed

are herewith given. Bicycles come under

Item 252 of the Philippine tariff act, the

present rates being as follows: Complete,

except lamps, $5 each; detached parts and

accessories thereto, including lamps, net

weight, 30 cents per kilo. Velocipedes come

under Item 2.53, and arc dutiable at the rates

of !i;2 each.

Under the proposed law Items 252 and 253

are consolidated to read as follows: "Item

252. Bicycles and velocipedes and detached

parts and accessories thereto, including

lamps, 25 per cent ad valorem."

Death of an Old Dealer.

Edwin A. Legg, a former bicycle dealer of

Syracuse, died in that city last Saturday. He
retired from business three years ago, and

has since lived in Oneida. He died while

visiting at ^ friend's house in Syracnse.
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THE MORROW OF TODAY

Improvements Made the Coaster Brake

that "Set the Fashion to the World."

Good as it was during the current year,

the "good old" Morrow coaster hrake—or,

possibly, it may be more correct to say, the

good new Morrow—will be better than ever

for next season. The improving effort which

has always marked the policy of its makers,

the Eclipse Machine Co., is plainly and sub-

stantially in evidence in the new model, the

Offers a Seasonable Sign.

William McDongald, one of the few pro-

gressive dealers remaining in Chicago, is up

betimes. Appreciating the value of reason-

able suggestion, he has had printed a show
card on which appears in large, clear dis-

play type: "Bicycles make useful Christmas

presents and birthday gifts. For sale here."

It is designed, of course, to be displayed in

the show window or on a bulletin board. As
he has had a supply of the cards printed, Mr.

McDougald offers to send one free of cost to

all dealers who ask for it. Pie is located at

357 Nortk. State street.

SOME SHRINKAGES SHOWN

Two Big Bristol Concerns Have Bad Year

—Lamps and Saddles Show Profits.

first of which was shown in New York this

week.

Exteriorly the only change of note is the

employment of a smaller arm which fits more
snugly to the rear stays. Superficial as this

change may seem, that it enhances the ap-

pearance of the coaster bi'ake the accom-
panjing illustration attests.

In its interior construction three changes
have been made that make for better service

and the satisfaction of the users, and are, of

course, born of the experience of the past

year. (1) Formerly, pins were employed to

hold the clutch to the brake sleeve. These

pins had a tendency to break, and of course

trouble ensued. This has been ingenuously

and effectively remedied by the employment

of a circular retainer, which holds the two

parts of the driving clutch together and ob-

viates entirely the use of pins.

(2) The interlocking gear teeth on the end

of the brake sleeve, and meshing with teeth

on the arm side of the comb, have been great-

ly enlarged, thus preventing any possibility

of failure in operation, or failure to hold

when they are in mesh.

(3) The third substantial improvement in

the Morrow consists of a slotting device

which now locks the axle bushing fast to the

axle and prevents nny likelihood of slipping

or binding.

Odd Ruling on Instalments.

An Aixstralian court recently passed on
an interesting point of law bearing on ma-
cliines sold on instalments. It appears

that a Melbourne dealer sold a bicycle on
time payments to a man whose goods were
afterward levied on by bailiffs. The dealer

went to his customer and obtained from him
an order on the bailiffs for the machine, which
the latter agreed to hand over provided the

complainant paid the costs of the levy,

amounting to $5. This he refused to do, and
sued the bailiff for the recovery of the ma-
chine. The bench dismissed the claim with

$5 costs, the chairman telling the trader that

he should have accepted the bailiff's terms.

Still Hugging a Delusion.

"It is a commentary on the hopelessness

of flglUing a hostile tariff that not a single

British cycle manufacturer is exhibiting at

St. Louis," remarks the C. T. C Gazette.

"This is a pity, as even one high class ex-
liibit might have shown that we will still lead
the world in cycle construction."

It is reported that a movement is on foot

among British makers to secure the estab-

lishment of 1905 prices that will yield them a
i-(';isonaIile profit. The movement is thought
III he (lircclfil ;]g;iinst tlie eight guinea price.

As if to bear out the belief that the sea-

son just ended has been a bad one, the last

batch of British company reports has been

in disagreeable contrast to the earlier ones.

Losses are shown, some of them very heavy.

The palm for the unenviable distinction is

borne by Rudge-Whitworth, a most surpris-

ing and unusual showing. Whereas the sea-

son of 1902-'03 was the best in the com-

pany's history, the profits being more than

!f170,000, that of 1903-'04 was the worst; the

lirolits rt-aeh the very modest sum of .$3G,175.

The greiiter part of this money was absorbed

l)y a G per cent preference dividend, while

sutticient money was taken from the reserve

lo combine with the balance and pay 5 per

cent on the ordinary stock. The fact that

the figures given cover only eleven months

trading, the fiscal .year having been changed

so as to end July 31, makes the showing

slightly worse than it really is.

In some respects the showing of the Rover

Cycle Co. is even worse than that of

Rudge-Whitworth. An actual loss is re-

ported, it being $6,815, as compared to

a profit of .$65,105 for the previous year.

Of course, no dividend on any class

of shares was declared. The Premier Cycle

Co., another of England's old established

and heavily capitalized concerns, is the third

big company to make a bad showing. Its

profits on the year's business shrunk from

just short of $100,000 in 1902-'03 to $22,265

for eleven months of 1903-'04. A dividend

of 7% per cent was paid on the preference

shares, this absorbing a few hundred dollars

more than the amount earned.

The Triumph Cycle Co. has also experi-

enced a considerable shrinkage in profits.

From $55,000 in 1903 they dropped to $29,-

180, out of which the debenture interest and
a preference dividend of 5 per cent were

paid.

As was expected, the New Hudson Cycle

Co. had a good year, its net profits being

$40,590, as against $41,000 in 1903. Out of

this preference and ordinary dividends were

paid and a substantial sum carried forward.

The concern is one of the few that are not

overcapitalized. It confines itself to the

manufacture of popular priced machines, un-

like the other companies mentioned, which

have always charged higher prices.

Three of the fittings companies have also

submitted reports, viz., Brampton Bros., Jo-

seph Lucas and J. B. Brooks, makers of

chains, lamps and saddles, respectively. All

show handsome profits. That of Brampton

Bros, is $28,105; Lucas, $55,.39.5, and Brooks,

$01,815.
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LITTLE THINGS THAT COUNT

The Loo5e Qrip as an Instance of How
Customers are Lost.

The unpolicy of a shilly-shally policy adopt-

ed by a dealer came under notice not long

ago. The slipshod method of doing things

was brought to light by a very small mat-

ter, but it is instructive because it appeared

to be ouly a sample of the methods in force.

A machine was left with the dealer to have

a pair of new grips put on—the former hav-

ing first been purchased over the counter.

When the owner called for the machine the

dealer was away from the store, and his as-

sistant brought it out. He seemed ill at ease

about something, and after a little hesitation

remarked, as if casually that the rider had

better be a little careful with the grips as

he was not sure they were well set. This

the rider found out for himself almost at the

same instant; for upon taliing hold of the

grips he found that they were both loose. A
little annoyed, he said he would leave the

machine to have the .job finished. With many

many apologies, the assistant returned ,to the

shop with the machine.

A few days later the owner called again

for his machine. "All right now, I hope," he

remarked as he took the wheel again, this

time also from the assistant. "I think so,"

was the reply, but by no means in a convinc-

ing tone. The reason for this was revealed

Avhen the grips were tried and found to be

still loose.

"I told the boss that cement was no good,"

exclaimed the assistant, driven to bay by
the customer's anger. "There's no use mon-
keying with it. We have got to get some of

the old kind, and I'll see that it holds your

grips fast" but the customer had taken

machine and self out of the store.

Evidently, it was well known that the

cement used was worthless, but its replace-

ment by a brand that would prove satis-

factory was put off. One customer was lost,

as seen, and how many more there is no way
of telling. Yet that dealer would probably

point to his loss of trade as an evidence that

the bicycle business has gone to pot.

Tricycle Invention on Automobiles.

It is interesting to recall that the late

James Starley, who is often termed the

father of cycling, had his first cycle work-
shop in a fowl pen in a yard in Coventry,

from which the roof was removed to convert

it into a smithy. Although the public monu-
ment erected to the memory of John Stailey

at the corner of Coventry Green faithfully

records his services to the cycle trade, few
people to-day know that it was to his genius

that we owe not merely the spider or sus-

pension wheel, but the tangent spoke. He
also invented the tricycle, and the develop-

iiiiMil oT llic tiirocw hci'h^d cycle induced him

1(1 imi'iil the dilTorciilial or balance gear,

Mhicli is found to-day on every motor car,

and whose duty is to poiinit the two driving

wheels to run at varying speeds, so that

when a corner has to be turned one wheel is

taking up the driving stress and the other

is running free. Without this, too, it would
be impossible to steer at high speeds, so that

the Coventry inventor "builded much better

than he knew" when he designed his first

differential.

DIFFERENCE IN DEALERS

Contrast tliat Throws Light on Causes of

Cheap Wheels and Small Profits.

What German Dealers are Doing.

There is life in the German Cycle Dealers'

Association. At the recent well attended

general meeting, held at Cologne, the follow-

ing resolutions were carried unanimously,

and will at once be put into execution.

The central oflSice will in future (a) organize

a debt-collecting department, to be used only

by members; (b) circulate at regular inter-

vals lists of bad payers who give much
trouble and try to avoid payment by all

means; (c) make arrangements with an in-

quiry agency to obtain cheaper quotations for

members; (d) make arrangements with in-

surance offices to obtain the lowest pre-

miums for accident, life and other policies

required by members; (e) have a stock of all

printed matter required by cycle dealers, such

as contracts, postcards, etc., etc. The meet-

ing declined to continue making arrange-

ments for a general purchasing agency,

which has not met with the favorable recep-

tion at first anticipated.

The association closed last year's accounts

with a net profit of $2,750. It was also

agreed that the expenses hitherto paid to

committee members when attending meet-

ings will in future have to be borne by the

members themselves. The association has

over three thousand paying members.

Lowered Prices Scare the Britishers.

It has been calculated that the latest drop

in British cycle prices will result in a loss

of nearly $1,000,000 to the trade. There is a

belief in many quarters that no profit com-

mensurate with the capital invested can be

earned on 8 guinea ($40) machines, and, as

the total profits of the makers in 1903 did

not reach $1,000,000, it is felt that a crisis

has been reached, and that 1905 will be a

year of disaster.

On the other hand, there are indicatians

that not a few six-guinea machines,- made,

of course, by the lesser concerns, will be

marketed. There are even machines adver-

tised in the British cycle press at $20 and

.$25, made, apparently, by reputable and re-

sponsible concerns, and containing rim

brakes and other essential British "fit-

ments." Compared to these $10 machines

seem almost high priced.

"The A. B. C. of Electricity" will aid you

in understanding many things about motors

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price 50 cents. The Goodman Co., 154 Nas-

sau street, New York. •*•

There is one marked dissimilarity between

the ways of British and American dealers

when prices are in question. That is, the

practice, on the part of the latter, of em-

phasizing the cheapest lines, and, by the

former, of featuring the high priced models.

So thoroughly imbued with the virus of

cheapness is the average American dealer

that all his actions are infiuenced by it. If

he puts a price tag on a machine placed in

his window it is pretty sure to be one of

low cost. If a customer enters the store

and asks to be shown a machine, without

mentioning either make or price, the same
plan is adopted by the dealer; he shows a

cheap machine. If the prospective customer

asks for a high-priced wheel, or makes it

plain in other manner that he has no liking

for cheap stulf, the dealer's manner changes

and he hastens to sing the praises of high

grade goods. He is usually in earnest, too.

He knows that both parties will be benefited

if a high-priced machine is chosen; but he is

so entirely possessed with the idea that the

great majority of people want cheap ma-

chines, and so much afraid that if he shows

high-priced ones it will be thought that he

does not caiTy cheap machines, that he puts

tlie latter first.

Heretofore the British dealer has pursued

jast the opposite policy. He has stocked the

cheap machine and sold it where he could

not persuade the purchaser to take some-
thing better-. But he has always kept the

best machines to the fore. They decorate

his windows and occupy the choice places in

his salesroom. They are the object of his

admiration, and he loses no opportunity of

pointing out the difference between them and
the cheap crocks. Indeed, the latter fre-

quently serve only as "horrible examples," to

illustrate the great gulf that separates them
from the first-class machines.

Americans who travel in Great Britain are

quick to notice this difference. "Why is it

that bicycles cost so much more there than
here?" one old rider asked us a few weeks
ago. "You see machines in the windows of

cycle stores labelled £15 and £16, and all the

way up to £20; and while they seem to have
cheaper machines in stock they apparently

do not want to sell them, and do not seem
to want to talk about them, even."

The difference in the two attitudes means
a difference of hundreds of dollars in the

yearly receipts of nearly all dealers. If our
own trade would take a more determined
stand in favor of the higher grades, and bend
every energy to the task of convincing cus-
tomers that they are worth the diuerence in
price, they would materially benefit them-
selves. Some of them do this now, and the
practice of the entire trade is an improve-
ment over that prevalent a few years ago,
but there is still considerable room for more
improvement.
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THE WISE RIDER BUYS THE NATIONAL
THE SATISFIED RIDER BUYS AGAIN.

A sale easily made means quick profit to the

dealer. Wherever you find a dealer pushing the

NATIONAL, you meet a successful one.

Get in line for the NATIONAL Agency for

1905. You can make money out of it.

,

WHAT YOU GET FOR YOUR MONEY IS AS

MPORTANT AS THE AMOUNT

YOU PAY.

May 24, 1904.

This is the fourth year that I have ridden this

wheel and would not trade it for a new one of

any other make. E. F. HAMMOND.

"r^rZtaress NATIONAL CYCLE MFG. CO., Bay City, Mich., U.S.A.

IF YOU WANT PROTECTION

JBXJ^iT

Fisk Line of Bicycle and Motor Tires.
Prices once made remain. Goods delivered as Samples shown.

No Cut=Throat Dealers can get them. Invest in them.

They are just as safe as Government Bonds.

BRANCHES AND REPAIR DEPOTS:
JJJ£ pjJJJ RUBBER COMPANY,

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.
Western Sales Office. 52 State Street, Chicago,

BOSTON. BUFFALO. PHILADELPHIA. OMAHA.
SPRINGFIELD, DETROIT. WASHINGTON. MINNEAPOLIS.
NEW YORK, CHICAGO. TORONTO. DENVER,
SYRACUSE. SAN FRANCISCO. ST. LOUIS. LOS ANGELES.

LONDON.
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A Friend in Need.

While there remain iu the trade those who
still loolj askance at the motor bicycle and

who are inclined to question its future, it is

undoubted that it has proven "a friend in

need" to a number of retailers during the

season just closing.

The term "just closing" is used advisedlj';

for, while the sale of bicj-cles practicallj^

ceased weelis ago, the fall trade in the motor

driven machines has been astonishing.

Whether this is due to the head winds that

blow at this season of the year is an inter-

esting speculation. The fact remains, how-

ever, that all those dealers who embraced the

motor bicycle for what it is and what it

holds, have, during the past two months, ac-

counted for a volume of business that has

brought many welcome dollars into their cof-

fers and added interest and activity to what
is usually a deadly dull period of the year.

We do not state the case too strongly when
we assert that but for the motor bicycle a

number
.
of retailers would have failed to

make ends meet, and would necessarily have

Iieon compelled to close their doors had

tlicy relied solely on the pedal pi-opellcd arti-

tlc. We Unow not loss than three dealers of

lliis sort in this immediate vicinity. The in-

I'onnation comes direct from Ihom, and that

others of the sort exist we have means of

knowing. In several of these instances the

sale of motor bicycles has actually exceeded

that of the motorless machines; in one case

tlie proportion is ^!s two to one.

It may be that the motor bicycle has not at-

tained that position which entitles it to the

preponderating attention of the whole trade,

and that in some cases it may be the better

part of wisdom to hold aloof, but we do

maintain that it has demonstrated both prac-

tically and commercially that it can be no

longer considered slightingly. Its inning can-

not be much longer postponed.

Tariff Tinkering Again.

In their effort to revise the Philippine tar-

iff, the Washington authorities are display-

ing the same stupidity and lack of informa-

tion that have characterized their every at-

tonii)t to deal with bicycles.

It would seem that even school children

should be able to grasp the fact that to sub-

stitute a duty of 25 per cent ad valorem for

a specific levy of $5 is "piling on the agony"

instead of affording relief or offering en-

couragement to the cycle trade. The tariff

tinkerers must be possessed of queer ideas of

the cost of bicycles, since the only effect of

a 25 per cent- duty would be to stimulate the

sale of the very cheapest and most undesir-

able grades. On the better goods, it would

be equivalent to an increase of from 20 to

40 per cent. The shipment of bicycles to

the Philippines has shrunken to such small

proportions that there are good reasons why

they should be placed on the free list. If

the islands lack anything they lack good

roads and improved means of locomotion.

The bicycle undoubtedly promotes both, and,

as one of the "advance guards of civiliza-

tion," it should be encouraged whenever and

however possible. A minimum duty or no

duty at all would be in the nature of encour-

agement, and also would prove of some

small assistance to an industry that requires

all the assistance it can obtain.

The officials who are revising the Philip-

pine tariff solicit suggestions. The cycle

trade cannot afford to be backward in the

matter, and, if opportunity prevents, to con-

demn also the 45 per cent imposition on

cycle imports into this country. As an exam-

ple of protection that does not protect and

that is wholly unnecessary, it is illuminating.

It not only does not protect, Imt is positively

injurious. It serves and for years has served

only to make harder the way of the Ameri-

can cycle salesman abroad, and to place in

the hands of his foreign rivals a means

of poisoning the American bicycle in the

other lands—a means that the Germans in

particular have turned to their great and

growing advantage.

Rear Stay Improvement.

As showing the great improvement that

has taken place in bicycle construction dur-

ing llic past half-dozen years, the lack of

comi)laint regarding front fork breakages

and the weakness of rear stays is remark-

able. Formerly they, and especially the flrst

named, were the cause of every day denun-

ciations.

In commenting on the matter it should be

borne in mind that the bulk of machines to-

day are subjected to no such treatment as

fell to their lot in the last century. Cyclists,

as a rule, do not ride so far or so hard as

they formerly did. There is now no such

abuse, much of it done knowingly, of ma-

chines as there was. Riders do not try to

wreck machine, or put them to unfair tests,

in order to prove them better than rival

makes, as was once a common practice. They

now use them legitimately, regarding them

as marvellously constructed pieces of ma-

chinery that merit some consideration.

At the same time, there are still hard rid-

ers, both on track and road, and that they

experience little or no trouble is conclusive

evidence that the bicycle of to-day is as free

from weakness and imperfections as any-

thing made by human hands can be. Front

forks almost never break nowadays. This

is because they are scientifically designed.

The stem is made of tubing of heavy gauge,

reinforced for a sufficient distance above the

crown to render its sheering off where the

reinforcement stops a remote contingency;

the fork sides are of a shape, thickness and

curve that will successfully resist the vary-

ing shocks to which they are subjected; and

the crown is of such design and strength

that it joins the stem and sides in such a

tight and firm manner that, when properly

brazed, this joint is one of the strongest

parts of the whole, instead of an element

of weakness.

The weakness in rear stay construction has

been corrected by the iise of the same in-

telligent methods. This part of the frame
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is subjected to greater strains and stresses

than it ever was. Gears are higher than

they were a decade ago, which means, of

course, a greater liability to twist on the

part of the tubes forming the stays. This is

trifling, however, compared to the strain im-

posed by the coaster brake. Even when the

brake is applied gradually but strongly there

is a decided tendency to deflect the right stay

—that taking the strain of the braking arm.

But when the brake is applied with a jerk

and the rear wheel locked, as it frequently

is, the stay must be a strong one to success-

fully resist kinking. Occasionally, and espe-

cially in very hilly districts, this does hap-

pen, but not often.

For these reasons the rear stay construc-

tion must be exceptionally strong if trouble is

to be avoided. The absence of complaints

bears out the assertion that it is strong. If

we subject a machine to the time-tried test

of grasping the chain firmly in the hand just

back of the front sprocket wheel, and squeez-

ing it, it will be noticed that there is a very

slight, scarcely perceptible, deflection of the

crank hanger will take place. Some stays

are so strong that the hanger can scarcely

be deflected at all by this test.

This result is reached simply by using a

fairly heavy and stiff tube of generous diam-

eter for the stay—say an 18 or 20 gauge x

~/s inch—and reinforcing it just back of the

crank hanger. Only a few, a very few,

ounces are added to the weight, and the gain

in eflaciency is out of all proportion to this

increase.

Motorcycles that are Wanted.

There is considerable merit in all that Mr.

C. H. Minchin says regarding motor bicycles

in his communication which is printed in an-

other column. To-day the 110-pound bicycle

which he states is his personal mount is rela-

tively a light weight, but we are not yet

ready to subscribe to the sentiment that one

weighing 40 or 50 pounds less will prove

lacking either in comfort or durability. Those

contentions are reminiscent of the days when

the demand for light weight safety bicycles

Avas making itself heard. We recall the

poohpoohing with which the first response

to this, the 19-pound Keating, was received.

Few men were willing to trust their bones

on it, and we ourselves heard one of the

largest and most successful manufacturers

of the times declaim with the utmost vehe-

mence, emphasized by angry and impetuous

pounding of a table, that no road bicycle fit

for use or that would hold together a month

coulrl he bxiilt to weigh loss than 40 pounds.

Two or three years later he was tm-ning out

20-pounders in thousands. There is this also

to be said on the motorcycle subject: Al-

though the man in the country or the suburbs

who is possessed of a stable or outhouse may

not object to weights of 110 or 120 or 160

pounds, to the "flat dwellers" in the big

cities, or even householders who must store

their machines "down cellar," the difference

of 40 or 50 pounds is a serious one. It means

an item of from $24 to $36 or more per year

for storage, to say nothing of the inconveni-

ence of never having the machine close at

hand when it is wanted.

Mr. Minchin's plea for a "business man's

motor bicycle" of about 70 pounds and ca-

pable of a speed or not exceeding twenty

miles per hour, is timely, and the fact that

he is a dealer lends force to what he says.

The general run of dealers will, of course,

make little of the suggestion and answer it

by stating that one of the first questions of

prospective purchasers is, "How fast will

it run?" thus implying a craving for speed.

But we believe that Mr. Minchin is right, and

that ultimately a real motor bicycle such as

he describes will appear, and will enjoy the

future he depicts. We saj' a "real motor

bicycle" to distinguish it from existing toys

that closely approximate it, and that are pro-

ductive chiefly of perspiration, profanity and

disgust.

That there is room, also, for a drop frame

motor bicycle and a drop front motor tandem

we are as one with Mr. Minchin, and have

so stated on previous occasions. The average

woman cannot or will not mount the dia-

mond frames now offered her, but the grip

control has placed within her grasp a bicycle

that will enable her to go anywhere and far

without fatigue or lagging, and she deserves

to have it placed at her disposal. When

she gets it there is no daubt but that there

will also result a quick and marked increase

in the sales of the diamond frames. "Where

women go, men follow."

The "Citizens' Cup," for which members of

the New York Athletic Club raced on Elec-

tion Day, is practically the only remaining

link that connects the cycling of yesterday—

or, rather, the day before yesterday—with

the cycliiag of to-day. It has been competed

for on every form of bicycle save one—the

motor driven kind. It is the only cycling

trophy of any sort that has "survived" the

successive ups and downs. If the cup could

talk, what a tale is could unfold!

Minchin on Motorcycles.

Editor The Bicycling World:
Concerning the weights of motorcycles, I

may say that I have ridden several ma-
chines during the past three years, and my
experience is that a rather heavy machine
is desirable, considering the speed at which
one travels, because it rides steadier and one

feels the vibration less.

If the wei_ght is reduced to seventy-five or

eighty pounds, the machine must be geared

to run slower, or I do not believe it would
hold together long enough to give satisfac-

tory service for the amount invested. I

think this can be done with satisfactory re-

sults for ordinary purposes. A motor-

cycle is not required to travel at thirty to

thirty-five miles an hour, as the machine I

am now using will do. It weighs 110 pounds,

which I do not think is too heavy (consider-

ing its speed), and has 214-inch detachable

tires, which are none too large.

I am satisfied with the weight, tires, etc.,

as they are now, but do not feel that it would
be safe to reduce the weight unless the speed
also is reduced.

I think the ideal business man's motor-

cycle of the future (and that it will be a
great future I have no doubt whatever), will

be capable of travelling from four to about
twenty miles an hour, and capable of climb-

ing any ordinary hill at fair speed without

any assistance from the pedals. It will be

equipped with large tires, practically non-

puncturable and non-skidding, and weigh
considerably less than 100 pounds; and the

quicker the makers turn out machines on
these lines the qiiicker we shall be able to

sell machines to business men.

There will still be a demand for fast motor-

cycles, but speed is not the greatest require-

ment. It seems strange that no maker here

is marketing a drop frame model, when
there are several in Europe. Only last week
I had an inquiry for a drop frame model, but
at present I know of none made in this

country.

C. H. MINCHIN, Greenwich, Conn..

Discovered a Lubricant.

Editor The Bicycling World:

Although I use a motor bicycle for all long

rides, I have also a bicycle in commission,

and the ownership of both resulted in a dis-

covery regarding the lubrication of coaster

brakes for the pedal propelled machines.

This spring, while cleaning my Cleveland, I

found we had no Albany grease, so as a sub-

stitute I used Indian motorcycle oil in all

bearings. The brake is the old pattern of

Morrow—the kind that tells you when it is

dry. Up to date the brake has not let out a
sound, and inspection after a season's use

proves that there is enough of tlio oil left to

lubricate for six months more. A Corbin

Duplex used by a member of my family has

also proved that motorcycle oil (and plenty of

it) is a splendid lubricant for coaster brakes.

GEO. N. EOGERS, Buffalo, N. T.
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After all,

there's no Coaster Brake
quite 50 good

as the

MORROW

This is the almost universal

verdict of the many who
have tried the others, only

to come back to the floRROW

ECLIPSE HACHINE CO., Elmira, N. Y.
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FRANK WALLER NOT DEAD

Veteran Returns to America after Absence

of Two Years and Disproves Report.

Frank Waller, who was reported to liave

died in London some montlis ago, retiu'ned to

New York last week with his nine-year-old

sou, after an absence of nearly two years in

Australia and England. He left San Fran-

cisco for Australia on November 24, 1902,

taking one motor pacing machine with him.

In Australia he paced Smythe, "a seventeen

stone amateur," as Waller described him, for

the amateur paced records. He also com-

peted in some motor races there, and paced

.Major Taylor in his training and in a few

short distance paced races.

From Australia Waller went to Buglnnd,

arriving there in April, 1903, after a journey

of six weeks by boat. He went on the same

steamer as Dicketmaun and Robl, who had

been racing on the Australian tracks behind

motor pace. Kobl had made an agreement

with Waller for the latter to act as his pace-

maker when they arrived in Europe, but

Robl left the ship at Naples and did not

keep his pait of the agreement. As Waller

had no written contract with the German

pace follower, he remained on the ship until

ue reached England.

Waller went to Loudon, and, as he had

sold his motor pacing machine in Australia

to pay his passage, he went to work building

motor bicycles. He worked for Arthur A.

Chase, the famous English pace follower, in

the latter's factory near the Crystal Palace

track. His wife and children joined him In

London, two of Iris children having died since

he began his trip around the world. Though

he is now more than forty-five years old,

Waller says he may enter the six-day team

race in Madison Square Garden next month.

He says that the English motor bicycles

are not to be compared in appearance to

American machines like the Indian and

others. Most of the British machines are

very heavy and cumbersome and have wide

treads. The belt drive is used there al-

most exclusively, though the Humber firm

makes a chain-driven model. The majority

of the machines are of either 5 or SVo horse-

power. The 5-horsepower models weigh

about 145 pounds, and the others fifteen or

twenty pounds less. The weight is frequent-

ly increased by extra coils, -accumulators,

band brakes and other fittings. The ma-

chines are regularly fitted with mud guards

and a frame on the back wheel which can be

used as a luggage carrier or to hold the

wheel clear of the ground while making re-

pairs.

"The A. B. C. of Electricity" will aid you

in understanding many things about motors

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price 50 cents. The Goodman Co., 154 Nas-

sau street, New York. ••*

Cassldy Again Delays Improvement.

Despite the fact that for several years Ful-

ton street—more popularly styled Jamaica
avenue, one of the chief outlets from Brook-

lyn—has been in a dangerous condition, every

effort to secure its improvement has failed.

President Cassidy of the Borough of Queens,

in whose jurisdiction the street lies, has re-

peatedly excused his inaction on the groimd
that his appropriation was Insufficient. At
the same time he has found ample means to

improve many side sti'eets, the paving of

which adds to real estate values.

The demand for the improvement of Ja-

maica avenue, however, has become so in-

sistent that Mr. Cassidy has finally induced

the city council to pass an ordinance request-

ing a bond issue of $15,000 for the repaving

of this street. While this appears to hold

hope, those "in the know" say that it is mere-
ly begging the question, and is a further at-

tempt on Mr. Gassidy's part to postpone ac-

tion, as he is well aware that the city has
already exceded its bonded indebtedness, and
that no money can be obtained from that

source. These same insiders maintain that

if he so willed he could very easily do the

work out of his regular repaving appropria-

tion, but, as stated, he seems to incline to

paving the little used streets for purposes of

his ov/n. Unless a determined effort is made,
therefore, it is probable that the street will

remain in its present disgraceful and danger-

ous condition.

It will be recalled that about a year ago a
cyclist, in endeavoring to dodge one of the

many holes in the street, was precipitateij in

front of a streetcar and almost instantly

killed. The probability of a repetition of

such accidents and the prospects of suits for

damage do not seem to influence Mr. Cas-

sidy or the authorities in any way. Their ab-

solute indiffereuce to the matter is almost

suspicious.

Prince Comes Back; also Lawson.

John S. Prince and Gussie Lawson re-

turned to New York from Europe on the

Oceanic on November 9. Prince went over

as an emissary of the promoters of the six-

day race in Madison Square Garden, and
Lawson had eeen racing behind motor pace
in France and Germany. Lawson competed
in but three races, in two of which he was de-

feated, the other resulting in a victory. He
attributed his poor showing to the fact that

he had not raced for several years, during

which he acted as pacemaker for Robert
Walthour. He will be with the latter again

next season, when Walthour begins racing

behind motor pace.

While he was abroad, Prince visited

France, Germany and England to investi-

gate the chances for building indoor tracks.

He said that the outlook was so good that

he would return to England, where he ex-

pects to be able to build coliseum tracks

in some of the interior cities. If his plans

do not miscarry. Prince will have a team
of American riders sent over to compete on

the tracks after they are finished.

RACED FOR "CIT'S" CUP

Long nark flan Qets tils Name on the

Famous and Time-honored Trophy.

J. M. McGinley wo a the annual fifteen-

mile handicap road race of the New York

Athletic Club, which was run on Election

Day over the Westchester County roads, near

the club's country house at Travers Island.

The course was from the clubhouse along

the Pelham Road to the Boston Post Road,

to Split Rock Road, to the Shore Road and

back to the clubhouse, a distance of five

miles, over which the contestants rode three

times. The competitors this year were divid-

ed into two classes, one for resident members
and another for junior and athletic members.
There were six starters in the resident class

and but one in the other.

The winner had the limit handicap of ten

minutes, and covered the course in 51 min-

utes 56 seconds. He received a gold medal,

and will have his name engraved on the

Citizens' Bicycle Cup, which came into the

possession of the N. Y. A. C. when it ab-

sorbed the Citizens' Bicycle Club some years

ago. The best time was made by Leonard

W. Ely, who had a handicap of four minutes.

He received a gold medal for the time prize.

The only starter in the junior and athletic

class was Durando Miller, of Pelham Manor,

who rode over the course in 45 minutes 30

seconds. Dr. L. C. Le Roy withdrew after

completing the first five miles, and Dr. W.
G. Douglass had to retire after riding seven

miles as his machine broke down.
Summary:

Handicap. Time.

Name. M. S. M. S.

J. M. McGinley 10:00 51 :56

W. D. Bourne 2:00 53:23
Leonard W. Ely 4:00 51:44
Ewen Mclntyre, jr 2:00 54:26

nay Try to Out-nurphy Hurphy.

According to reports, Robert Walthour has

designs on the mile straightaway record held

by Charles Murphy. The latter's record is

57 4-5 seconds, and was made on June 30,

1899, behind a train on the Long Island Rail-

road. Walthour is said to have made an ar-

rangement with Fred Nagle to try for the

mile record behind a big racing automobile

which Nagle will drive on the Ormond
Beach, in Florida, next January. Nagle was
formerly a cycle racing man, and is now in

the employ of an automobile firm. He was
a passenger on the ship that Walthour came
home on from France recently, and during

the journey they talked over the plan to

annex further honors for the world's pro-

fessional middle distance champion.

The National Museum at Washington, D.

C, possesses what is claimed to be a com-
plete series of velocipedes, dating from the

earliest known models. In the collection is a

type of pedalless machine called the celeri-

ferie.
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SPORT AT HACKENSACK

Local Men Win Every Event and Motor-

cycle Racing thus Secures Strong Hold.

In liiany respects the meet of the North

Jersey :Motor(yele (^hib nt TTackeiisack. N.

J., on Tuesday last, which by the bye was

the lirst exclusive motorcycle meet held in

the Metropolitau district, was tlie most in-

teresting that has yet occurred. It demon-

strated clearly that motorcycling and motor-

cyclists are "coming on."

The track, a half mile circle of clay, was in

fair couditiou. It is located on the outskirts

of Ilackensack and is fenceless. According-

ly, spectators may attend without cost, that

is, unless they elect to purchase a seat in the

grandstand. On Saturday the latter was

well filled, while the entire homestretch tvas

black with people, who encroached on the

track to the point of danger. They seemed

to invite a tragedy, and twice when the

riders ran wide on the turn, only the nimble-

ness of the onlookers in getting out of the

way avoided accident. As it was, darkness

fell before the last race was completed, and

to save the spectators from their own folly

it was necessary that it be stopped short.

Although but four events were run, two of

them were thoroughly exciting, and they

were split up into so many heats that they

more than filled the afternoon. The racing

itself developed a number of contradictions;

thus an Indian racer was run to within a

yard by a heavy machine of the same make,

ridden by a heavier man. Similarly, Clar-

ence Giffin, on a stock Rambler, won three

of the four events, beating out special ma-

chines of the same make, to say nothing of

a two cylinder Hercules, and a big Si/o horse

power Tourist.

V/hat was actually the race of the day

was the final heat of the fifteen mile open

It was won by H. Y. Bedell, of Hacken-

sack, on an Indian racer, but Stanley T.

Kellogg, of Bridgeport, also on an Indian

but a heavier oue, gave him a fight that

brought tlie crowd to its feet. In this race

(iirtin started out like a winner, but faded

away within the first mile. Bedell then went
to the front, and for ten miles led Kellogg

by at least fifty yards. At that point the

Bridgeport man began to crawl up inch by

inch; it was a long stern chase, but a mile

from the finish he went by Bedell amid tu-

multuous excitement. Bedell, undaunted,

crouched low, and, working his body as a

jockey is given to urging on his horse, passed

the Bridgeporter in the next lap and gained

a lead of about ten yards. Kellogg gradually

closed this distance, and, as the line was
crossed, was less than a wheel's length to

the bad. The race, however, did not end at

that point. Neither man saw the signal de-

noting the finish, and for two laps had as

exciting a fight as has ever been seen ou

a track. Kellogg adopted the jockeying tac-

tics, and the men passed and repassed each

over half a dozen times, Kellogg crossing the

tape first on each of the two extra laps. It

aroused tlic ciowd to a high pitch. The time

on the inditt'erent horse track speaks for it-

self—22:193-5. After this race Bedell's body

wriggling tactics were generally adopted.

Cfittiu. Bedell and McNevin, the latter of

New York, had another rare battle in the

final of the five mile race for bicycles not ex-

ceeding two horse power. They finished

within ten yards of each other. The other

two races were runaways for Gitfin. In the

pursuit race he had overtaken all but Schulke

when the race was stopped owing to dark-

ness and the encroaching crowd.

But one accident occurred during the af-

ternoon. In his heat in the fifteen mile open,

L). Bruce-Brown (Rambler) ran wide and fell

on the second lap. He was not injured, how-
ever, and rode in a succeeding race.

Ten-mile club championship—Won by Clar-

ence Giffin (Rambler); second, Herbert L.

Marsh (Rambler); third, Theodore Schulke,

jr., (Orient). Time, 14:55 3-5.

Fifteen-mile open—(Five-mile hoats), lirst

heat won by Walter .Tones, New York (Ram-

bler); second, Edward Shotwell, New York
(Indian); third, M. Glatt, New York (Marsh).

Time 8:42 2. Second heat won by Stanley

Kellogg, Bridgeport, Conn., (Indian); second,

Clarence Giffin, Hackensack (Rambler);

tliird, Roy Geissler, Newark, (Tourist). Time,

7:4t). Third heat—H. Y. Bedell (Indian); sec-

ond, J. B. Bruyer, Passaic, (two cylinder

Hercules); third, J. J. McNevin, New Yoi'k,

(Rambler). Time, 7:37 1-5. Fourth heat won
by Theodore Schulke, Hillsdale, N. J., (In-

dian); H. Dusenberry, River Edge, N. J.,

(Reading Standard), also started but quit on

the first mile when Schulke was stopped and

awarded the heat.

Final heat won by Bedell; second, Kellogg;

third, Jories. Time, 22:19 3-5.

Five-miles for bicycles not exceeding two
liorse power. (Two mile heats)—First heat

won by Clarence Giffin; second, Edward
Sliotwell; third, George Andes, New. York

(Indian). Time, 2:.jS1-5. Second heat won
by T. J. McNevin; second, H. Y. Bedell; third,

Stanley T. Kellogg.

Final won by Giffin; second, Bedell; tliird,

McNevin. Time, 7:24.

Unlimited pursuit race—Won by Giffin; sec-

ond. Bedell; third, Shotwell; fourth, Mc-

Nevin. Time not taken.

DATE SET FOR SIX-DAYS

Decided Two Events at Denver,

Two motorcycle events were run in con-

nection with the automobile races at Over-

land Park track, Denver, Col., on November
5 and 6, both being five-mile handicaps. The
contest ou the first day had a dozen entries.

K. Hamilton won from scratch in 7 minutes

18 seconds. A. E. Cohagon (5 seconds) was
second in 7 minutes 56 2-5 seconds, and J.

Nash (5 seconds) was third in 8 minutes

37 2-5 seconds. The race on the second day

had thirteen starters. A. E. Cohagon (30

seconds) was the winner, and Louis Sanford

(30 seconds) was second. J. Nash (30 sec-

onds) third. The time was not announced.

Preparations for Annual Grind Almost
Complete—Foreigners Coming Over.

New V(ii-k's annual six-day team race will

be starlcd at 12:0.-) a. ni. on December 5, atid

will end at 10:0.") p. m. on December 10. Six

teams of foreign riders who will conii)ete in

the long grind will sail from France next

week. They will be cared for during the race

by a corps of trainers under tlie direction of

.Tolm West, of Chicago. West handled Fisher

and Bowler in last year's contest, and did
not intend to have charge of a team this

year, but was prevailed upon by P. T.
Powers to assume the care of the foreign
contingent. West had chaige of the foreign
riders three years ago, and Gougoltz asked
that he care for them this time.

Emile Friol, the young French sprinter

\^ho surprised nearly every one by winning
tlie professional championship of France this

year, will be one of the attractions at tlie

"curtain raiser" meet on the Saturday night
before the big race starts. He will ride a

match race against Frank L. Kramer, the

American champion, that night, and will

give exhibitions during the week. Another
attraction for the "curtain raiser" meet will

be a motor-paced match race between Robert
Walthour and James Michael.

Bruni Breaks the Hour Record.

Bruni, the French motor pace follower,

has at last succeeded in bettering Tommy
Hall's record for an hour. He made several

attempts on the former record, which was
.54 miles 540 yards, and on October 27, at the

Pare des Princes track, at Paris, rode 54

miles 722 yards. Bruni was paced for the

entire distance by Daroll, and his success-

ful trial was witnessed by several hundred
spectators. He started out slowly, and did

not l>etter any existing records until after

completing tJO kilometres. He made new
records from then on, and after finishing his

hour ride continued on to make a new record

for 100 kilometres. He finished the 100 kilo-

metres ((j2.1 miles) in 1 hour 8 minutes 44

seconds, which is nearly five minutes better

than the old record. He rode behind a pac-

ing machine fitted with wind shields.

Returning to Human Pace. ,

Human pacing seems likely to have a re-

vival in France owing to the great riding of

Rene Pottier in a recent amateur contest at

the Buffalo Velodrome, in Paris. The race

was for 50 kilometres, the pace being sup-

plied by tandem teams. Pottier won the race,

riding more than thirty miles in the hour

and defeating Meredith, the English ama-

teur who won the world's paced champion-

ship at the Crystal Palace track last Sep-

tember. Pottier has turned profesional, and

his first race for a cash prize was also to be
behind human pace. He was scheduled to

meet Jean Gougoltz and Petit-Breton in a

50-kilometre event at the Buffalo Velodi-ome

track.

/
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HE PREDICTS REVIVAL

Latest Prophet Is Wealthy and Outside

of the Trade and Talks Knowingly.

Next year will be a great one for cycling

among the wealtliier people of tbis country,

and 1906 will witness a revival of interest

among the same class which will rival that

shown in '96 and '97. This was the predic-

tion made last week by a well known New

York manufacturer who is not interested in

the cycle ti-ade, but who rides reguiariy ror

pleasure and exercise. He gave some con-

vincing reasons for his belief when asked

why he expected the "smart set" to take up

cycling again. Particularly does he lay stress

on the prospects the motor bicycle has of

winning converts among the younger men.

The fashionable people gave up cycling

when it became one of the popular sports,

owing to the low prices at which bicycles

could be bought. Now that there are so

many cheap machines on the market, he

thinks wheeling will grow in favor with the

leisure class. To obtain one of the latest

chainless models, fitted with a cushion frame,

two-speed coaster brake and other improve-

ments, entails an expediture of one hundred

dollars. This price will keep many clerks

and others from investing in bicycles, but, of

course, will not be a bar to persons with

large incomes.

Another contention Avas that very few who

gave up cycling six or seven years ago have

any idea of the ease and comfort with which

one of the latest pattern machines can be

ridden. The cushion frame and spring forks

make all roads smooth, and the two-speed

gear makes journeys over hilly districts pos-

sible for almost any one. Saddles and tires

are better to-day than they ever were before,

and the coaster brake is so simple and posi-

tive in its action that there need be no fear

of accidents at sharp corners of roads or on

hills.

The motor bicycle, he thinks, will be in

great demand by young men who own auto-

mobiles. They will be able to run them

without trouble, as they are so much sim-

pler than the larger and heavier motor-driven

vehicles, and require so little attention. He
says that at Newport some of the younger

men use motor bicycles to make short trips

into the sin-rounding country and to call on

their friends. The price of motor bicycles,

which is likely to keep them from becom-

ing "too popular" for some time, will not be

much of a hindrance to a man that owns sev-

eral automobiles.

The gentleman pointed out the undoubted

fact that "society" changes back to its old

fads every so often, and cited the fact that

women are again wearing the loose sleeves

on their dresses that they did when cycling

was in its glory. He says that many of the

"smart set" are tiring of their automobiles,

and is sure the desire for fresh air and ex-

ercise will cause many of them to again take

up cycling.

Gordon Wins Three Championships.

John B. Gordon won the championship of

the Hamilton Wheelmen, of Brooklyn, in the

races held on the Hoffman Boulevard at New-
ton, L. I., on November 8. He captured all

of the three club championship events, and,

as he had won the honors for the two pre-

ceding years, the point cup became his per-

sonal property. Harry B. Nelson, of the

Tiger Wheelmen, won the three-mile handi-

cap from scratch, and finished second from
scratch in the ten-mile handicap. The ten-

mile event was won by Wilson Buchanan, of

the promoting club, with a handicap of 2

minutes 30 seconds.

Summaries:

Half-mile novice—Won by James M. Blau-

velt; Dennis McWinters, second; Harry M.
Thurlow, third. Time, 1:311-5.

Three-mile handicap—Won by Harry B.

Nelson, Tiger W., New York (scratch) ; Frank
B. Loomis, Brooklyn City W. (155 yards),

second; John D. Samuelson. Century Road
Club Association (250 yards), third. Time,

8:501-5.

Ten-mile handicap—Won by Wilson Buch-

anan, Hamilton W. (2 minutes 80 seconds);

Harry B. Nelson, Tiger W., New York
(scratch), second; John F. Gregory, Montauk
W.; Brooklyn (3 minutes 50 seconds), third.

Time, 28:17 1-5.

One-mile club championship—Won by John

B. Gordon; Frederick G. Jerritt, second;

Tliomas M. Hinson, third. Time, 2:48 1-5.

Two-mile club championship—Won by John

B. Gordon; Vincent M. Gardner, second;

Frederick G. Jerritt, third. Time, 5:48 1-5.

Five-mile club championship—Won by John
B. Gordon; Frederick G. Jerritt, second; Vin-

cent M. Gardiner, third. Time, 14:081-5.

EFFECT OF EVENING

Unexplained Conditions that Affect the

Power of Motor Bicycles after Sunset.

Hackensack a flotorcycie Centre.

Hackensack, N. J., is in a fair way of be-

coming a jnotorcycle centre. The driving

club which leases the half-mile track being

moribund, the North Jersey Motorcycle Club

—which promoted the successful meet on

Election Day—or certain members of it, have
practically arranged to get possession of the

course. If tlie deal matures, as is expected,

the track will be enclosed and banked for

motorcycle speed, and weekly or monthly
meets will be held throughout the open sea-

sou.

For Championship of Philadelphia.

The Stroud Wheelmen of Philadelphia will

liold their annual road race for the twenty-

five ndle amateur championship of that city

and Camden on Thanksgiving Day, Novem-
ber 24, over the Atlantic City course. If the

roads are uuridable on account of rain or

snow, the contest will be run later. The
limit handicap allowance will be fifteen min-

utes.

"Motorcycles: How to Manage Them."
Price $1. The Goodman Company, 154

Nassau street, New York. **

Although warm, dry air is held to supply

tlie best mixture for a gas-driven engine, it

is the experience of practically every man
who uses a motorcycle that in the cool of

the evening after sunset the power of his

engine is immensely increased.

Although it may have lagged during the

warm, bright hom-s of sunshine, the fall of

night brings with it an acceleration of pace

that is undoubted. . There are evenings when

tlie motor seems fairly to "take the bit in its

teeth," so to speak. Good as it may have

run, it then runs better, runs faster, no mat-

ter how the spark or mixture may be regu-

lated. Machines that will crawl uphill dur-

ing the day will romp up at dusk—the ones

that will romp by day will then fairly fly

up the grades. Even on damp—i. e., foggy-

evenings the effect is the same.

Despite the fact that it is at variance with

accepted beliefs, the phenomena or contra-

diction never has been satisfactorily ex-

plained; indeed, small attention appears to

have been paid to it, although it would seem
to offer a field of possible discoveries of

value.

"Oh, your cj'linder is cooler!" is generally

the loose and very false explanation," says

one observant motorist in dealing with the

subject, and adds: "Upon the face of it that

is an unstable theory. Why does it not be-

have in the same flyaway manner on a cool

or cold day in the daytime? If change of

temperature was the secret, why does the

same thing happen on a winter's evening

when there has been no appreciable fall in

temperature? In many ways I have con-

vinced myself over and over again that it is

not due to change of temperature, but to at-

mospheric conditions.

"Will some one define exactly what takes

place? If the air is more oxygenated, why
does not the artificial introduction of oxygen

have the same effect? I once saw an en-

thusiastic friend with a small cylinder of

compressed oxygen making the experiment,

but without any satisfactory result. The
change I chronicle is so marked that it is a

wonder more study has not been made of the

reason.

"If we knew exactly what took place nat-

urally, why could we not supply the same
conditions artificially, thereby getting so

much more power out of the same quantity

of gasolene? I think it a moderate estimate

when I say there have been evenings when
my engine power has, mysteriously (to me)

increased by 30 per cent, and my observa-

tions have forced me to abandon the theory

of temperature altogether. It is a question

of mixture, undoubtedly, and I am groping

for an accurate solution of the problem."
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RIGHT WAY OF BRAZING

nerely Melting Brass Around a Joint Is

not Brazing—How to do it.

A great deal of the efladency of brazing

(lepeuds ou the proper fitting of the parts.

All tubes should be a good fit iu the lugs

and well mitred around each other. Braz-

ing should not be depended upon to correct

poor work, so that the first point the work-

man has to take care of is to see that the

parts to be brazed are properlj' fitted.

Take a typical job, say the brazing iu of

the two tubes into the bottom bracket

forging. Tlie tubes should be fitted care-

fully around the inner shape of the bracket.

They should be pinned through with a small

pin to keep them from moving in the pro-

cess of brazing. Tlie pins need only be

small, and need not be screwed; they do

not help in tlie strength of the joint, and
when the brazing is accomplished they have
served their purpose.

If the lugs in the bracket have stopped

ends, care must be taken to see that the

tubes bottom down properly. In this case,

of course, the lugs will have to be loaded

with brass spelter and calcined borax; about

a thimbleful in each lug is sufficient. In

order to keep the two tubes straight in the

lugs and at the proper angle with each

other, they should be tied by means of a

piece of wir-.^ at their ends. Care should

also be taken to see that the tubes stand

square with tlie faces of the bracket body.

This all being arranged, the bracket is

packed up in the hearth with the two tubes

sticking upward and the bracket body well

surrounded by coke or asbestos blocks.

The blowpipe flame is now directed upon
the bracket (not ou the tubes), and the heat

gj-adually raised until the bracket body is

a full red color. The borax should be ap-

plied on the edges of the lug and allowed to

run down around the joint, and tlie brass

wire applied around it until it also melts

and flows down the joint. While applying

the wire, the flame should not be directed

upon if. The heat of the metal itself should

melt the brass solder. If the brass is melted

by the blowpipe before the metal itself is hot

enough to keep it running, the effect will be
that, while the brass may flow down the

joint, the workman will m.ike no guarantee

that a proper fusion of the metal has taken

place, and it may happen that while the

finished joint locics strong enough, it may
give way in use. It is essential, therefore,

to see that the flame of the blowpipe is only

used to heat the metal to the proper tempera-

ture for fusing the brass, and that the brass

is really sweated down into the joint by
reason of the heat of the parts themselves.

Melting the brass around the joint is not
brazing.

The application of the borax should bo
jiiade before tlie Ijrass is applied, but care

should be taken not to put any more borax

on than necessary to act as a flux. If too

much is applied, it may take the place in the

finished joint which should be occupied by

the brass, to the detriment of the strength

of the work. Another reason for taking care

in the application of the borax is that if too

much is applied, it will run down the sides

of the job, and perhaps inside the bracket,

and, when cool, will form a hard, glassy

surface, Tery difficult to remove and causing

great wear and tear on files.

A good plan to prevent the accumulation

of borax and brass on parts of the work

where it is not required is to paint those

parts with a paste made of powdered black-

lead and water. This is applied Ijefore the

brazing process. It should be ^^•ell brushed

inside the bracket, particularly on the

NEW USE FOR OLD] BICYCLES

Wliich Sliows Also the •• Ingenuity " of

Man in Tickling Youthful Fancies.

MEANS
EXTRA QUALITY
HIGHEST GRADE

HxWA|¥eR1UB[$

ARE Al

Morgans Wright
CHICAGO

NKW YOKK BRANCH 214-216 WEST 47TH ST.

threads, and should also be plentifully ap-

plied outside, especially in the corners be-

tween the lugs, which are difficult to file, and

also upon the lugs and holes taking the cot-

ter pins.

When the joints are properly brazed and
the workman is assured that the brass has

run well into the joint, the whole should be

taken from the fire and Immediately brushed

with a strong wire brush. If this is done

at once and carefully, a great deal of super-

fluous brass and borax Avill be removed be-

fore it sets, and the subsequent operation

of filing up greatly facilitated.

Where Milkmaids Use Wheels.

One of the queer sights in Glasgow. Scot-

land, is the spectacle of girls on bicycles

delivering milk. The cans of lacteal fluid

are slung over the handlebars, and the great-

er speed of the bicj'cle enables the girls to

cover a much larger district than they could

deal with afoot. It is also stated that the

]iractice involves no noise, and is therefore

licarlih' welcomed )iy tlie residents.

As the Christmas season approaches the

desire of the average boy to earn a little ex-

tra money heconu's very great. He casts

about for ^\'ays and means, and sometimes

succeeds beyond his expectations. He has

left one prolific source of income almost un-

touched, however. Right at his hand is an

unlimited supply of second hand bicycles,

wliich can be dissected and transformed into

a multitude of useful household articles,

which will command a ready sale at several

hundred per cent profit. At least, this is

alleged by Popular Mechanics, a Chicago
publication, which proceeds to point out how
these wonderful things can be done. Under'
tlie title "Things a boy can make out of old

bicycle parts," it proceeds to "give the snap
away," in this fashion:

"There are many things a boy can make
out of parts of old bicycles. Avhich he can
cither sell at a good profit, or can use for his

o\vu pleasure. Second hand bicycles can be
purchased for '$3 or $4, and the ingenious

boy can realize twice as much more on them.

"A hat racli may be fitted up. This in-

volves, first, the employment of three parts

of tubes, about ten inches long, soldered in-

to a disk fitting the main part. This main
part is simply the cycle handlebar and steer-

ing shaft. The stand is coated Avith black

varnish and the bars and shaft polished.

The stand will sell for $1.50.

"Rip the tires off the wheels aud stuff

them with ciirled hair, and then clean and
furnish them with wire supporting arrange-

ments. Fit a disk of tin into the circle for

a back. The two tires may be sold for 75

cents each for picture frames. The seat may
be utilized to make a little hall or nursery

stool. The saddle with bar is simply set in-

to the union of four pieces of tubing, each

tubing being about 10 inches high. The con-

necting part is adjustable, so that the height

of the saddle can be regulated. These sell

for .$1 each. The frame brings another dol-

lar when merely cleaned and repainted and

fitted with a little wire to hold it upon the

wall, with some sort of an inscription, on a

walnut or sheetmetal background.

"One of the richest fields Is the use of the

wheel of bicycles for mechanical devices.

A windmill affair is made with two wings,

the feet of which are split, aud one side of

the tin is placed on one side of the tire and

the rim and the other on the other, and the

two bolted on the inner side. The wheel is

placed in a shaft bearing so as to revolve

on a stand.

"A fireworks wheel consists of taking the

wheel complete, as in the windmill case, and

fitting the fireworks cylinders by wires.

These rockets or fuses, when lighted, cause

the wheel to revolve as a pin-wheel is turned,

nml llic display is i|iiit(' cITcctive. A model
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of the cycle wheel is fitted up with the wheel

arranged to turn on its hearings, the latter

fitting into the wood projection. This pro-

jection allows the wheel dippers to reach the

flow of water. The dippers are ordinary

kinds, and are wired to the spoke. The flow

of water forces itself against the dipper,

turning the wheel. A pulley, which is

grooved, is fitted to the shaft to drive the

THE BICYCLING WORLD
belt, and the belt runs to the device to be
operated.

"By the use of the various parts of wheels
boys can derive about $14 for each wheel,

costing originally $3 or .$4."

"Motorcycles: How to Manage Them."
Price $1. The Goodman Company, 154
Nassau street. New York, •*•

Tall Tale of Sightless Cyollst.

Stephen Mellinger, of Denver, Pa., has been
blind since he was two years old, but despite

tliis fact and among other amazing "stunts"
lie is able to perform is riding a bicycle, or
at least Leslie's Weekly says he does so. He
is now eighteen, and, ;iccording to that au-
tliority, has so adapted himself to his sight-
less condition that he can ride long distances
unattended.

PERFECTION? Not Quite, but Warm.
100 POINTS IS PERFECT.

To Secure a GRAND PRIZE at the'St. Louis World's Fair, the markings had to he over 95 points.

THE RACYCLE
was awarded

THE GRAND PRIZE.
Can you guess the answer?

WILSON WHISKERS—That's AH. We made good—So can you.

Write us

THE MIAMI CYCLE & MANUFACTURING CO.,
MIDDLETOWN, OHIO.

Every Dog Has His Day!
THIS IS THE TIME TO

BUY YOUR BICYCLES AND SUPPLIES.
All Standard Goods and Supplies for Bicycle and

Automobile Builders and Dealers.

EXCELSIOR SUPPLY CO., - 233-54 Randolph Street, Chicago, 111.
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The

Merc Mention
of

fievin Bells

will be sufficient to attract

the ''knowing ones," it

ought to be enough to in-

duce the others to get in

touch with us. There are

no other bells quite in the

Bevin class.

The same is true of the

BEVIN TOE CLIPS and

TROUSER GUARDS,

Bevin Bros. Mfg. Co.

EASTHAMPTON, - CONK.

How to Qrlnd a Valve.

Valve grinding is a tedious but very simple

operation. Some fine flour of emery must bo

procured and mixed with oil to form a fairly

tbick paste. Smear some of tins on the edge

of the valve when the latter has been re-

moved. Place some on the seating also.

Drop the valve into place again. By means

of a screwdriver or other tool, turn the valve

round and round, and occasionally backward,

using sufficient force to always keep it

against the seating. Quite frequently take

the valve out and see how the work is going

on, but continue the grinding until both sur-

faces are absolutely bright and even all

around, there being not the least mark any-
where. When the gi-inding is completed wipe
all parts off carefully and see that all paste
is off the valve and the seating.

Removing "Rust " from the Tank.

Occasionally what appears to be rust forms

in the bottom of a gasolene tank, but in

many instances it is not rust at all, but a

brown, sticky substance apparently precipi-

tated by the gasolene itself. To remove it

there is nothing better than ammonia or

methylated spirit. A half-pint of this liquid

shaken in the tank will entirely dissolve the

sediment—or, rather, mixes with it—and it

can be poured out of the tank. The supply

pipe must also be treated with the spirit. If

the methylated spirit is run through filter

paper the whole of the deposit will be left

on the filter paper, and the spirit can be used
again—as it needs two or three rinsings with
the spirit to entirely clear the tank.

Applying Qraphlte to Motors.

If a microscope is used on even the smooth-

est surface turned out by man, it will be

seen that, no matter what the surface under

inspection is, it is full of inequalities. PTjtre

flake graphite will fill the^e irregularities,

substituting for it a veneerlike coating of

great smoothness and. endurance. The
graphite may be introduced into the cylin-

der of a motorcycle by placing a very small
quantity of it in the crank case—not over a
teaspoonful to each quart of oil used. When
the engine is standing the graphite will set-

tle in the oil, but once it is in motion enough
of the graphite is stirred up to fill all the
pores of the cylinder walls.

What He Did witli the Whiskey.

When a motorcyclist entered a small vil-

lage inn at a late hour the other night and

called for a bottle of whiskey the order

aroused a fair amoimt of curiosity. When,
however, that same cyclist was observed to

draw the cork, empty the contents into his

motor tank, start his engine and proceed on
his way, the crowd of onlookers who had
gathered stood openmouthed with astonish-
ment..—Note: This yai-n was made in Eng-
land.

When a Piston Cracks.

It is not often that a piston cracks, but it

has happened, and if a case of want of com-

pression should occur, and all the valves,

etc., are perfect, remove the cylinder. Then
scrape the deposits off the top of the piston,

and a crack may be found, the mystery then
being solved.

THERE WAS

ONLY ONE
GOLD MEDAL

awarded to Motorcycles at the

ST. LOUIS EXPOSITION

I N D I A N
COT IT.

The Jury of Awards quickly discovered

what is quite generally admitted, /. e.

There is no Motor Bicycle
so fi:ood as the Indian.

THERE WAS

ONLY ONE
GOLD IMEDAL

awarded in the

1903 Endurance Contest,
1904 Endurance Contest,
1904 Hill Climbing Contest.

The Indian won all of them.

In 1902, 3 Gold Medals fell to the Indian

in the Endurance Contest of that year;

only 3 Indians competed.

Such a consistent accumulation of proof

ought to " suggest things " to YOU.

HENDEE MFG. CO.,
Springfield, Mass.

Pacific Coast Representatives,

THE BRUNETTE COMPANY
491 Wl#*l9n>t«, Sun Francisco, Oa I*
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"Go Get a Reputation"
is a common remark of a bright buyer who knows that a good article

soon gets a reputation, and if he wants a good reputation for his product

he builds with material that's noted for its goodness—that's wise.

In bicycle tubing the tried and trusty tubing is what you need as

the foundation for your bicycle reputation.

Standard Tubing
has built up the reputation of many a bicycle maker jnst because it's

good.

Better inquire about prices now and arrange for delivery as we're get-

ting pretty busy, and to the early buyer belongs all the advantages.

THE STANDARD WELDING CO.
CLEVELAND.

Western Representatives, McCLERNAN &. ORR, Chicago.

StillAdding toOurLine
Our ^^ONWARD^^ tire is as near a guaranteed article as we

can make it* Resiliency and wearing qualities both considered*

Our ^^BOULEVARD PATROL'' thick wall tire is just what

the trade wanted* Ask us for prices on these tires* Also^ on

^^RARITAN/' ^^PILOT/' ^^ DAISY/' ^^MONITOR'' and

^^SAFETY PUNCTURE PROOF*"

Frame Guards, Umbrella Plugs, Bepair Stock and Patching Pubber.

INDIA RUBBER CO., New Brunswick, R J.

New York Offices: No. 253 BROADWAY, New England Branch: 97 HAVERHILL ST., BOSTON.

Western Branch: 540 WABASH AVENUE, CHICAGO.
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That famous Motorcycle, the
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AUTO-BI
With its

Cushion Frame, Spring ForK and

Combination Steel and Leatlier Belt

Embodies the acme of Motorcycle luxury

and reliability.

MADE BY

E. R. THOMAS MOTOR CO., Buffalo, N. Y.

«D. & J." HANGERS
FOR

Single,

Tandem,

Triplet,
ABSOLUTELY THE BEST Quad ana

^— Motor Cycles.

Lightest, Nearest Dust Proof, and
Easiest Running Hanger In the World

Up-to-date Dealers handle

HUDSON

BICYCLES
Sole manufacturers of the celebrated

D. and J. HANGERS.
Write for our terms and prices, and special territory proposition.

HUSTLING AGENTS WANTED.

THE HUDSON MFG. CO., Hudson, Mich.

IMP©RTaNT.

TH E
FOUR- TRHeK

NEWS
The Popular

Illustrated Magazine
of Travel and Education
From 130 to 160 pages each issue,

every one of which is of human interest.

Subscriptions for 1905 only will be re-

ceived until December 31st, 1904, at 50
cents peryear; to foreign countries Jfi.oo.

After January ist, 1905, the subscrip-

lion price will be ^i.oo; to foieign coun-
tries |!i. 50 ; at newstands ten cents per
copy.

SUBSCRIBE NOW
and take advantage of this extraordin-

arily low rate,

GEORGE H. DANIELS, Publisher,

7 East 42d St.,

Box No. 80A. New York.

a

THE UNPARALLELED

PIERCE.

KRAMER

PROFESSIONAL

Both
OF THE

1904

HURLEY

AMATEUR

Champions
won their honors on

Plorce Bicycles
The inevitable result of the

combination of good men

on good wheels.

And it is the fourth successive

year that Kramer and the Pierce

have won the professional title.

Achievements such as these cause

both wise riders and wise dealers

to "sit up and take notice."

THE GEO. N. PIERCE CO.

BUFFALO, N. Y.
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WANTS AND FOR SALE.
1 5 cents per line of seven words, cash with order.

\A/^ANTED—Everyone interested in motor bi-

cycles to pvrchase "Motocycles and How to

Manage Them." Contains 126 pages bristling

with information. $1.00 per copy. For sale by

The Goodman €0,154 Nassau St., New York City.

BICYCLE MOTORS
CASTINGS AND PARTS

For chain and belt-driven machines

i?i H.P. 4^6 in. wide, ijj^ in. liigh

F. B. Wl DM AVER,
2312 Broadway, New Yotk City.

ALL ROADS ARE EASY WHEN THE

BALL
RETAINER

IS use:d.

With mllHons In dally use, it has stood the test for

more than five years and is adaptable to ball bearings of

any kind.

If you are users of ball bearings we would be pleased to bear

Tom you and mail you our catalog with the latest information

which we know would be profitable and interesting to you.

THE STAR BALL RETAINER CO.. Lancaster. Pa.. U. S. A.

Special Stampings

SHEET METAL
THE CROSBY CO., - Buffalo, N.Y.

Bicycles >' Motorcycles
HIGH-GRADE LEADERS.

Fowler Manson Sherman Cycle Mfg. Co.,

241 S. Jefferson St., Chicago.
Write for terms,

JOHN S. LENC'S 8QN& GO.

93 Reade Street, NEW YORK,
CARRY A COMPLETE STOCK OF

Bicycles, tires, sundries.
CAREFUL ATTENTION PAID TO

F=ROIVIRT- SMIRIVIEN-r.

HIGH GRADE
wheels must have the

best equipments.

There is nothing that gjvet more valae far

the money than the use of the

MORSE rS^l^r CHAIN

NOISELESS IN MUD, WATER OR
DUST AND ALWAYS EASY RUNNING.

The only chain having Prietionleis

Rocker Joints. Iniiat on having the

Morse Twin Roller. Fits regular

spracketi.

Sena lor Catalogue and

Trade Price to

Morse Chain Co., Trnmansburg, N. y.

Bicycle and Hutomobile

SUPPLIES.
Lowest Prices. Prompt Shipments.

JOS. STRAUSS & SON, Buffalo, N. Y.

CATALOGUE.
Thor Motor and Parts for Motorcycle and

Hubs and Parts for Bicycle on application.

AURORA AUTOMATIC MACHINERY CO.,

AURORA. ILL.

The Weefc*s Patent.

773,33.3. Coaster and brake device. Alex-

ander P. Morrow, Elmira, N. Y. Filed Au-
gust 1, 1902. Serial No. 118,010. (No model.)

Claim.—1. In a brake mechanism, the com-
bination of an axle; a revoluble hub upon the
axle having a braking surface; bearings for
said hub; a driving member within said hub;
means for driving said hub forward by said
driving member; a non-revoluble brake shell
within the said hub having a longitudinal
slot therein open at one end of said shell; a
wedge adapted to enter said slot longitudi-
nally and thereby to expand said shell
against the braking surface ou the hub; an
expansible ring within said brake shell adapt-
ed when moved longitudinally to force said
wedge into said slot; and means whereby
said ring is moved longitudinally by said
driving member on back pedalling so as to

force said wedge into said slot and at the
same time said ring is expanded, whereby
the shell is expanded against said braking
siu-face.

"Motorcycles: How to Manage Them."
Price $1. The Goodman Company, 154

Nassau street New York. •••

ii PERFECT'

OILER.
For High Grade Bicycles. The best and neatest Oiler in the

market. DOBS NOT LEAK. The '• PERFECT " is the

only Oiler that regulates the supply of oil to a drop. It is ab-

solutely unequaled. Price 25 cents each.

We make cheaper oilers, also.

Cushman & Denison Mfg. Co., 2 C-2 W. 23d St., N. Y

oHiyimmtmmk
mmmmmmm
SENOFOROURItiySTRrol

WORCESTER PRESSED STEEL COMPANY
Suecessor to

NA/ORCESXER RERRULE & IVIF"©.

WORCESTER, MASS.
COIVIRAISIY,

Manufacturers of Light and Heavy Stampings in Steel, Brass, Copper, etc.
Automobile and Carriage Fittings. Bicycle Parts and Specialties.

XBtasuMABM
Catalogs showing stock goods mailed upon request. inquiries solicited
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INTEREST IN TWO-SPEED

Substantial Evidence that It is of the

Right Sort and is Increasing.

That there is a live interest In and prime

demand for a two speed gear was made evi-

dent by Harris Parker, of the Standard Spolj,«

& Nipple Co., who was in New York on

Thursday last.

Although their catalogue will not be Issued

until next week, the volume of Inquiries ami

actual orders in hand ha,ve been sufficient to

Indicate that the Standard two speed coaster

brake will really fill a long felt want. Thoy

come from every section of this country, and

the Old World is not unrepresented. Indeed,

the agencies for both Great Britain and

France have already beec placed, the former

with Green & Houk, of London, and the lat-

ter with Feiix Fournier & Knopf, of Paris.

Incidentally, the Standard company's ex-

perience has served to show that ad-

vertising pays when the article advertised

appeals to the people. The only publicitj

which the two speed coaster brake has yet

obtained was in the Bicycling World, and
the accumulation of inquiries and orders ar<i

the direct results.

"We supposed that after the first two or

three announcements the inquiries would fall

off," said Mr. Parker in remarking the fact,

"but we find that, if anything, they are in-

creasing."

Wheeler Saddle Changes Owners.

The ^^'he€ler Mfg. Co,, of Detroit, have sold

their saddle business to the AVolverine Leath-

er Specialty Co., a new concern, which wa>
recently organized iu Detroit, with Walter
Thorn as president and general manager and
A. B. Packard as seccetery and treasurer.

The Wolverine people will continue the man-
ufacture of the saddle under the nann'

Wheeler, in connection, of course, with a

number of other wares of the kind covered

by theii- title.

English Show is on.

The twenty-eighth Stanley show opened
in the Agricultural Hall. London, yesterday.

November IS.

number's Profits Shrink Sadly.

After a temporary recovery in 1902, »the

on(-e mighty firm of Humber, Ltd., has fallen

upon evil times. Its report for the year has

just been made public, and it shows profits

of |fi.l25. One year ago the figures wei'e, in

round numbers, $2.5,000, and two years ago

$90,000.

A preference dividend of 3 per cert is paid,

although the greater part of the $37,500 re-

quired to pay this is, of course, taken from
the amount previously carried forward.

A material reduction in the stock on hand
has been made within the year. Whereas
in 1903 it stood at the enormous figure of

$•500,000, it is now represented by the sum
of $375,000.

Losses In the motor department and the

falling oft" In the demand for high priced

cycles—ench as the Beeston Humber—are the

causes assigned for the bad showing.

STAR IN ASCENDENCY

Dilg Loses His Appeal in Fight for the

Ball Retainer Patent.

Saddle Business Shows Strength.

•^^'c've shipped 50 per cent more saddles

than we had at this time last year," remarked
Charles A. Persons, of the Persons Mfg. Co.,

yesterday, and having reference to 1905

goods. "Fact I Will show you the books if

you come to Worcester," he said in reply to

the smile of incredulity. He then explained.

as having to do with the case, that he had re-

cently closed big deals with the Acme Cycle

Co., of Melbourne, Australia, and Andrews ifc

(reorge, of Yokohama, Japan.

Sunshine from the South.

'It may be interesting to learn," writes

W. K. Thomas, of the Jliami Cycle & Mfg.

Co.. "that our Southern salesman has just

finished \ip Florida, and that the Republican

landslide w«s no greater sui«prise than the

result oif his trip. How any one else can sell

liicycles down there after he got through is

more than I can understand."

Hazleton "Absorbs" a Rival.

Howard A. Rhine & Co., of Washington.

1). C, have been absorbed by E. P. Hazleton,

\\lio is the leading dealer remaining in the

capital. He maintains two stores in the citj-,

and It is said his sales have averaged one

hundred new bicycles a month during: th*

lust season.

For the second time within six weeks a

decision has been handed down by the Com-

missioner of Patents In the long drawn out

litigation over the ball retainer patents. As

In the former case, Dilg meets with a verj'

decided rebuff In his attempt to have the

finding of the Examiners in Chief, which

was in favor of Keiper, who stands for the

Star Ball Retainer Co., of Lancaster, Pa.,

set aside. The decision is reported In the

current issue of the Patent Gazette.

Dilg, through his counsel, took an appeal

from the decision of the Eaxminers in Chief

atfirming the decision of the Primary Exam-
iner in the rejection of the following claiui.-*

as being "unwarranted by the drawing or di'-

scription. and therefore that they embody
new matter":

6. A ball-retaining device for ball-bearin :s

consisting of a ring-shaped portion or bat+e

having flaps with extensions which are lat-

erally enlarged to produce pointed ends, the

tiaps being upwai'dly and the extension out-

wardly bent, in combination with balls held

1)11 the base In the spaces created by said

Haps and their extensions, substantially as

set forth.

7. A ball-retaining device for ball-bearings

< onsisting of a ring-shaped portion or base

having flaps with top-retaining portions or

extensions which are laterally enlarged to

firoduce pointed ends, the said flaps extend-

ing upwardly from the base and the exten-

sion extending outwardly, in combination

with balls held on the base in the spaces Cre-

ated by said flaps and the top retaining ex-

tensions.

8. A sheet metal ball retaining device for

ball bearings consisting of a ring-shaped por-

tion or base from which extend standards

which In turn carry ball-retaining extensions,

such extensions l^eing laterally enlarged to

produce^ pointed ends, the standards extend-

ing upward relative to the base and the ex-

tensions outward, in combination with balLs

held on the base in the spaces formed by the

said standards and extensions.

9. A ball-retaining device for ball beartngg
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comprising a base portion, a series of tep

retaining members for the balls arranged

substantially parallel with the base and dis-

posed so as to separate the recesses for the

individual balls, the oppositely-disposed edges

of which top retaining portions, bounding the

recesses, are concave, and intermediate con-

necting parts between the said base and top

ball-retaining portions, the whole being con-

structed and arranged to retain the balls so

they shall project from the bearing in the

inner and outer and upper directions.

10. A ball retaining device for ball bearings

comprising a corrugated ring having a series

of base supports for the balls and a series of

top retaining portions located practically

parallel with the said base supports and con-

nected therewith, the oppositely disposed

edges of which top retaining portions are

concave, the whole being constructed and ar-

ranged to retain the balls so they shall pro-

ject from the bearing in the inner and outer

and upper directions.

"The examiners in Chief in their decision

carefully analyzed these claims, and no use-

ful purpose would be subserved in merely

reiterating the reasons why these claims are

not warranted by Dilg's disclosure," says the

Commissioner.

"The invention is an extremely simple one,

and one which ought to be described and

claimed in clear and exact language. This

has not been done, and it is clear that the

reason for it is that the appellant has chosen

language to fit the construction shown by

Keiper in his patent. No. 686,617, granted

November 12, 1901. He is confessedly seek-

ing an interference with this patent. At

least one of the appealed claims is a copy of

one of the claims in Keiper's patent, and the

other claims unwarrantably copy the lan-

guage used by Keiper.

•'These claims, particularly the one copied

from Keiper's patent, when considered in the

light of Keiper's disclosure, for convenience

of illustration, are clear and exact; but when

attempting to read them upon the construc-

tion illustrated by Dilg, it is found not only

that the meaning of the words has to be

forced and constrained, but is is absolutely

impossible to read them upon liis construc-

tion. He cannot be said to disclose 'a ring-

shaped portion or base'; nor does he disclose

•flaps with extensions which are laterally

enlarged to produce pointed ends'; nor are

the elements Avhich he claims to be flaps

•outwardly bent'; that is, they are not bent

from the centre of the ring outwardly toward

its circumference.

'•The decision of the Examiners in Chief

holding that Dilg's application contains no

foundation upon which to base these claims

is clearly right and is affirmed."

TWO-SPEED'S "INTERNALS"

Ingenuity of the New Device Made Clear-

How it is Operated.

The Retail Record.

Scranton, Pa.—E. C. Bechtold, sold out to

('harles C. Garrison.

Akron, Ohio.—Century Cycle Co. uud .Jo-

seph & Gumbert, consolidated.

That the Standard Spoke & Nipple Co.'s

two speed coaster brake has struck a popu-

lar chord is not to be gainsaid. Nothing has

created so much talk during late years, the

illustration of the hub exterior having height-

ened good impressions and caused its "in-

sides" to be awaited with interest; these are

shown by the accompanying illustration.

As has been stated, special stress is laid

on the importance of the construction, which

The special free wheel dutch is a MilieHt

feature of the hub, as by Its use there is af-

forded a free wheel, or coaster, at all times,

whether in high or low speed, thus making

it unnecessary to provide a free wheel clutch

for each speed. This clutch is positive and

powerful in its action, and releases very

quickly and easily. It operates between the

central gear and movable clutch member,

said movable clutch member engaging di-

rectly with the hub, thus locking all the gear-

ing together for high speed and engaging

with the stationary clutch member on axle,

thus allowing the intermediate and Internal

gearing to rotate about the cenral gear for

low speed.

makes necessary but one set of ball bearings,

upon Avhich the hub revolves at all times and

which are unaffected by any operation of

either speed changing, coasting or braking,

despite the fact that each operation is sep-

arate and independent of the other.

The gearing employed is of the well known

sun and planet type, but the arrangement of

tlie gearing is novel, and, it is asserted, af-

fords mechanical advantages Avhich have not

lieretofore been obtained with that type of

gearing. The central gear is carried by the

axle, the pinions are carried by the hub, be-

ing rotatively mounted on pins which are

supported in the hub on both sides of the

pinions, thus giving the pinions a good rigid

support. The supporting of the pinion pins

on both ends, or on both sides of the pin-

ions, is a feature worthy of note. The in-

ternal, or driving, gear is a part of the

sfjrocket, therefore the i^ower is applied at

tlie sprocket and transmitted direct to the

gearing. Using the power directly from the

source of application is mechanical, wh le

transmitting it through a sleeve, or sleeves,

causes friction, and, therefore, a loss of

power.

It thus will be seen there is obtained high

speed direct and low speed by gearing down,

thereby gaining power instead of obtaining

low speed direct and high speed by gearing

up, with a corresponding loss of power.

Wliile the roaster and brake may be ob-

tained or applied by back pedalling, riders

know that the brake will be used many times

wheie one change of speed is desired, and
that the brake should be applied as often as

desired, but that the speed should be changed
only when needed. There is therefore pro-

vided a shifting device, which may be

clamped to the frame at any desired point,

said device being connected to the movable

clutch member in hub by a cable and suitable

mechanism. The device being placed in reach

of the rider, and provided with a shifting

lever, the change of speeds may be easily

made when, and only when, desired.

Where They Study Cycle Work.

A class in practical cycle making has been

started at the Northampton Institute, Lon- /

d n, England. The class meets in the en-

gineering workshop and has the use of the

machines and tools with which that shop is

equipped. Two brazing hearths, with gas

torches, are fitted in the smithy, and are

available tor the students of the class. The
practical work consists of practice in braz-

ing; tlie fitting together, brazing up and set-

ting of a frame; tlie construction of parts;

bending handlebars; wheel building, etc.

"Motorcycles: How to Manage Them."

Price $1. Th*) Goodman Company, 154

Nassau Street, New York. ***
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KEEPING SIMPLE ACCOUNTS

A System tbat Dealers will Find Useful

In tlie Conduct of their Business.

One of the best aids to the successful i-un-

ning of a business Is the keeping of a proper

system of accounts. There have been many

cases of bankrupcy in which It has been

shown that this lack of bookkeeping is one

of the greatest weaknesses of the retail por-

tion of the cycle trade.

In some Instances the cause is to be found

in a lack of knowledge on the part of deal-

ers as to how the books should be kept; in

others It is due to carelessness or because

they do not like bookkeeping and do as little

of it as they possibly can. Even if they are

not against it by disposition, they find their

time so broken Into during the hours they

keep open that the work is done In a series

of spasms. In fact, during the busy season

some dealers leave their books alone for

weeks and even months at a time, when, as

will be readily realized, the work Is made

all the harder by reason of the muddle the

accounts have got Into In the mean time. In

the case of agents, it is common knowledge

tliat many of them get beyond their depths

in Wre-purchase sales solely on account of

inability to find out how they stand, while

gin of profit, having regard to the establish-

ment charges, and wonder why they are not

getting on.

Many a dealer would be saved from the

ignominy of failure, were he to occasionally

sit down and devote an hour or two to sys-

tematic figuring out as to what it costs him

to do business. No matter what a dealer

may sell, the calculating, systematic man,

who regularly keeps a few books and does

a little figuring, knows just what he is doing

Hud how he stands, and has consequently a

vast advantage over the dealer who seldom

if ever does any work of the sort, but con-

tents himself with opening his shop In the

morning and putting the receipts In his

pock*.
The successful trader is the one who en-

ters up all m:)ney taken, and keeps his in-

voices and receipts carefully; he also keeps

a cost book, and is careful to so price his

goods that the cost of doing business and

a profit are provided for. In the case of a

small suburban cycle trader, the books nec-

essary for keeping a record of the business

need not be vei-y extensive. A day-to-a-page

diary, and one or two small cheap account

books will probably be found quite sufficient

in the majority of cases, although a more
elaborate system would be advisable.

The page of the diary should be di-

vided into two parts, lengthwise. On one
side should be entered all money received

and a brief record of what it is for set

against it. Even the smallest item should

not be ignored. On the other side should be
recorded the money paid out. At the end
ef the day the items should be added up, and
the totals recorded, while at the week end

tilt:' Sunday page nmy be utilized to bring

logether each day's itioomings and outgoings,

in order to give the total of the week's

transactions.

Where anything is sold or work done for

which payment is not immediately made, it

should be entered in one of the account
books, giving the date, name and address,

article sold or work done, and the amount.
A few lines should be left between the en-

tries against each name, and then a line

drawn, separating it from the next entry.

When the client pays, it should be entered in

the diary, and also in the account book
against his entry. If he pays the full amount,
the entry may be crossed through, and the

date of the payment entered. If only a sum
on account is paid, this should be entered
in the space provided iai the entry in the ac-

count book, together with the date. By cross-

ing through the entries as they are cleared

off, it is an easy matter to turn over the

leaves occasionally and ascertain the out-

standing accounts.

It is a good plan to enter in a separate

book all estimates given for repaii-s, each
entry being ruled off to separate it from the

next. Thus not only is all chance of dispute

avoided, should the customer order the work
to be proceeded with, and afterward claim

that all the repairs included in the sum have
not been done, but any estimates given

which do not result in work within reason-

able time can be followed up. Where it does

result in work, the entry may be crossed

through. With regard to invoices for goods

supplied, ana not paid for at the time, these

should be tiled, while receipted iuvoices

should be filed for at least a year.

SOUTH A BRIGHT SPOT

Consolidated Peels the Qood Effects—Yaies

and Snells for Next Year.

Where They Found Cold Comfort.

I'or months past the British consular ser-

vice has been engaged in collecting informa-

tion regarding the openings for English bi-

cycles in foreign marlvcts. Not all of the re-

ports are of the sort that please the home folk.

L'or instance, Lionel Garden, the British

Minister in Havana, in a recent report, says:

"Cuba is, for all practical purposes, an Amer-

ican preserve, so far as the cycle trade is

concerned. There is no opening at all for

the sale of British bicycles."

The same conditions exist in Lisbon, the

capital of Portugal. F. W. Cowper, the Brit-

ish Consul there, writes: "Beware of Lisbon;

at present the cycles mostly in use are Amer-

ican and German."

Bowden Brings Out a Clutch.

A new combined friction clutch and two

speed gear for motorcycles is being put on

the market by the B. M. Bowden's Patents

Syndicate, of London, England. Friction

clutches are substituted for the toothed

clutch, the gear being always in mesh. The

wear is centred on the coned surfaces of the

clutch, and replacement of the leather face—

which will last several thousand miles—can

be made for a few cents. The drive is direct

on the high gear, and the second gear Is 50

per cent lower, with a free wheel between

the two gears.

Edward Buffum, the new sales manager of

the Consolidated Mfg. Co., of Toledo, was

among the trade visitors in New York this

week.

Concerning the Yale and Snell lines for

1905, he stated that only minor improvements

had been found possible, and that the list

prices probably would remain unchanged. In

addition to the familiar Yale blue, however,

that well known bicycle will hereafter be

furnished in a translucent blue and the Snell

in translucent red. The Yale motor bicycle

has also undergone some Improvement, the

power having been markedly increased.

"You ought to see it run away from the

four cylinder cars on the hills," was Buffum's

enthusiastic remark.

Buffum also confirmed what is now the re-

mark of the trade—that is, the condition of

business in the South.

"It is the one bright spot In the country,"

be stated. "The volume of orders that our

Southern man is sending in reminds one of

the good old days."

Nelson and his Repair Specialties.

In several respects the A. Nelson Mfg. Co.

of Chicago constitutes a notable develop-

ment, brought about by the changed condi-

tions of the trade. Starting with one or two

specialties of interest chiefly to repair men.

they have gradually increased the line of

such articles and parts until their business

has attained a considerable volume and justi-

fied the issuance of a twelve-page illustrated

catalogue. All of the wares are of the sort

for which repair men have constant use, and

some of them are quite ingenious.

The adjustable cone for replacing worn or

broken cones, which is one of the earliest of

Nelson's devices, has been developed so that

it is now made also in a form which permits

it to be applied to the crank hanger. There

is also catalogued a complete hanger repair

set, fitted with these cones and soft steel

rtanges, which may be turned down to fit any

size of cup.

An ingenious crank repair tip for repairing

cranks broken at the pedal; a repair bolt

with wing nut, the bolt of which may be cut

to any desired length, and which is useful for

repairing clamps, sprockets, saddles, chain

guards, etc.; hexagon headed bolts, toeclip

bolts, hexagon headed nut screws and stand-

ard crank axles, washers and hanger lock

nuts are all included in Nelson's line.

His most recent device is the "Won't Leak"

right angle pump nipple, in which no pack-

ing is used, and which Is proof against wear

and leaks.

The first bicycle believed to have been im-

ported to New Zealand (date 1870) has beea

lodged in the OanterbiUT^, N. Z., Museum.
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THE WISE RIDER BUYS THE NATIONAL
THE SATISFIED RIDER BUYS AGAIN.

A sale easily made means quick profit to the

dealer. Wherever you find a dealer pushing the

NATIONAL, you meet a successful one.

Gel in line for the NATIONAL Agency for

1905. You can make money out of it.

\
PIDtR

I

j
NfVER

,

/criANGtb^

HI5M0UNT

WHAT YOU GET FOR YOUR MONEY IS AS

MPORTANT AS THE AMOUNT

YOU PAY.

For Agency

May 24, 1904.

This is the fourth year that I have ridden this

wheel and would not trade it for a new one of

any other make. E, F. HAMMOND.

TeXsTddress NATIONAL CYCLE MFG. CO., Bay City, Mich., U.S.A.

IF YOU WANT PROTECTION

]Bij:^ir

Fisk Line of Bicycle and Motor Tires.
Prices once made remain. Goods delivered as Samples shown.

No Cut=Throat Dealers can get them. Invest in them.

They are just as safe as Government Bonds.

BRANCMES AND REPAIR DEPOTS: jgg pj^g^ RUBBER COMPANY,
CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.

Western 5ales Off'ce» 52 State Street, Chicago.

BOSTON. BUFFALO, PHILADELPHIA, OMAHA.
dPRINGFIBLD, DETROIT. WASHINGTON. MINNEAPOLIS.
NEW YORK, CHICAGO. TORONTO. DENVER.
SyRACUSB. SAN FRANCISCO. ST. LOUIS. LOS ANGELES,

LONDON.
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Ellmlaatlng the Stayer.

It Is quite evident tluit Aldermau Bowling,

of New York, sliould change liis literature.

Assuming tliat it is offered in good faith, his

ordinance, aimed at the six-day race—l>ut

which would limit all contests of speed, skill

or endurance to three hours' duration—is too

suggestive of the supine to Ije accepted seri-

ously. Even if it were possible to pass such

an interference with personal liberty, we
(Icubt that its legality would be upheld, but,

if sii. the chief purpose it would serve would

be to fill New York witli a lot of ninny ath-

letes who could sprint, hut could not "stay"

—and it is the stayers that count.

As far as cycling is concerned, tliere never

could be run in New York a race of even

one hundred miles, while the motorcycle en-

durance contests and even tlie century runs

would be as effectively tabooed.

While we hold no brief for the six-day con-

test, to have a law inspired, as Mr. Bowling

admits his was inspired, by the lurid imagin-

ings of yellow journals with redheaded ex-

tras borders on the silly. A six-day race Is

strenuous, nothing more, yellow journals to

the contrary notwithstanding.

Mr. Bowling could better serve the social

fabric by seeking to have euaeted a law limit-

ing aldermen to three drinks within twenty-

four hours.

Ungrateful or Forgetful?

Are Americans ungrateful or merely forget-

ful? This was the question which arose from

a recent discussion of the present conditions

of the several national cycling organizations

in this country, the L. A. W. more particular-

ly. It was brought about by the publication

of the fact that the Touring Club of France

now numbers more than ninety-one thousand

members and is still growing, and of mention

of other foreign organizations, which, il. they

are not increasing in strength, at least hold

their own uncommonly well as compared

with the L. A. W. or even the N. C. A.

The situation "on this side" would make it

appear that American riders are at least

partly guilty, as implied by the question.

Of course, the usual charge is that the L.

A. W. has outgrown its usefulness and is

liow little more than a sentiment; that it

does nothing to interest or protect cyclists,

and that, to all practical purposes, it is mori-

bund. And it may be that the officials of the

foreign organizations appreciate more keenly

the necessity of a "something doing" policy,

and that if appreciation of the sort was more

g'.merally entertained by those who still guide

the L. A. W., it would still be of strength

and influence. But as It is, the forgetfulness,

or lack of gratefulness, or whatever it may

i)(, on the part of American cyclists, inclines

them to make light of the L. A. W., which at-

titude, we are told by an of&cial of the Feder-

ation of American Motorcyclists, has, pecu-

liarly enough, had an effect on the upbuilding

11 f that organization.

•Oh, it is like the old L. A. "\V.," is, accord-

ing to this motorcyclist, one of the too fre-

(juent responses to appeals or efforts to ob-

tain members and-support.

And yet, despite shortcomings and despite

anything that may be said or done, the Ij.

\. W. Avas one of the greatest powers for

.yood, if not the greatest, that cycling ever

liad. The average rider of to-day either does

not know or care, if he ever knew or cared,

mat the right to ride a bicycle of any sort on

tht- public roads was established by the L.

A. W.; that it was due to the same organ-

ization that every effort to license and tag

them, as is now the case with automobiles,

and in many places motor bicycles also, was

defeated by the L. A. W. The development

of the good roads idea, and of road books

and road maps, of cycle paths, 01* cycle rac-

ing and of practically everything that had

to do with the development of the use of the

.bicycle was directly within the scope of the

Ij. a. W., and the work was well performed.

Perhaps it is too much to expect any great

number of cyclists to adhere merely to a

sentiment, but it is an interesting speculation

what might result if the L. A. W. really did

strive to do something, as, for instance, the

p}'omotion of a contest for touring bicycles

such as is annually undertaken by the Tour-

ing Club of France.

However this may be, whether it is poor

memories or ingratitude, it certainly is re-

markable that all of the great American cy-

cling organizations have gone to seed, while

those of other lands continue to thrive and

prosper. It might, perhaps, provide food

even for a society of physchological research

as throwing a light on the constitutes of

American temperament.

Taking Care of the Morrow.

An example worthy of emulation far and

wide is being furnished by cyclists at Hart-

ford, Conn., who are now forming a club

with the special idea of conducting some big

race meets there. Though it is a far cry to

the outdoor racing season of 190.">, they evi-

dently think that preparations cannot be

started too soon for next season's campaign.

They are announcing that they intend to give

an "old fashioned" meet next summer, and,

perhaps to carry out the idea, tlie meet is

scheduled to be given on the famous old

Charter Oak Park mile trottijig track.

This return to first principles is a most in-

teresting experiment, but it is an undoubted

fact that racing under the direction of clubs

was more enjoyable than that furnished by

the professional promoters that sprung into

existence later. A race meet promoted by a

club of enthusiastic wheelmen has as many

"boosters" as the organization lias members.

They will go out of their way to tell friends

and acquaintances that on such a date all of

the American champion racing men will ap-

pear at the racetrack. They will organize

parties to ride out to the races, and do all

they can think of to arouse interest in the

contests.

Two or three meets a season are about as

many as a club can handle to advantage. If

an attempt is made to run more, either the

meets or the business of the club men will

suffer. In the majority of cases, the mem-

bers of a club will not have much spare time,
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hiit will gladly do their best for two or three

meets a season. If more meets are run the

interest of the club members Is likely to

suffer from satiety. As a general thing,

clubs that intend to promote race meets will

be more successful if they attempt to run

only a few each year, but to run those few

to the very best of their united abilities.

The spread of the Hartford idea is to be

hoped for on the ground that it cannot pos-

sibly do any harm, and may yet be the cause

of great good to the sport of cycle racing. It

is an excellent idea, and one that should have

the hearty support of dealers everywhere.

Dunlop on Tire Speed.

There is something fascinating, as well as

encouraging, in the declaration of J. B. Dun-

lop, the "grand old man" of British cycling,

that perfection has not been reached in the

modern bicycle.

The prospect of a faster bicycle is an al-

luring one. Faster means easier running,

too, and easy running as the bicycle is, con-

sidering its performance, there are times

when its riders formulate a fervent wish

that it were still more easy running. On
hills and against head winds especially an

improvement would be welcomed with effu-

sion. Furthermore, it would confer a boon

on all classes of riders—the scorcher as well

as the potterer. This is something that recent

developments in the line of improvements
lias failed utterly to do. The average

scorcher is not the slightest particle inter-

ested in the coaster bralie or the cushion

frame or any of that family, and he does

not hesitate to say so.

It is unfortunate that the veteran tire in-

ventor does not descend into particulars re-

garding the increased speed machine. He
did not even hint at them. This Is, perhaps,

wise, although we cannot help feeling as if

we have been deprived of something we were
entitled to and disappointed that not even
a corner of the curtain has been raised.

However other forms of cycling sport may
have decayed, indoor racing still retains its

interest and vigor, and provides easily the

most exicting entertainment now literally

"on the boards." It remains, as it long has
been, the feature of the "armory games."

All reports agree that the country of corn
and cotton is now literally a "Sunny South"
for the cycle trade. The "centre of trade

gravity" appears to have swung away from
the Pacific Coast, where it long remained
after it left the East.

Snap Judgment on Motorcycles.

Editor of The Bicycling World:
An oldtime wheelman and friend, one of

the most prominent in New Hampshire in

"high wheel" days, met me to-day with this

salutation: "Hello, Corson! I am glad to see

you! How are you? What are you doing?"

I replied that I was never better and hand-

ed him my card, which ^eads as follows:

"Hendee Mfg. Co., Springfield, Mass. E. H.

Corson, Missionary, Indian Motorcycles."

He replied: "You are with a darn good

company, and the Indian is all right. But,

between you and me, I would not give a cent

for a motorcycle."

I replied that he could not know what he

was talking about to make such a remark,

and that he is losing the pleasure of his life

by not riding one. He retorted that he had
"ridden one a good many hundred miles."

Asked how many hundred he said, "Two or

three"

!

Just think of it! Two or three hundred

miles! This is only about two days' easy

riding, and yet this is the way some men
judge the motorcycle. They do not try it

long enough to learn how to ride. I will

venture to say that our old friend got more

"headers" than pleasure on his "ordinary"

when he had ridden it more than three hun-

dred miles. One must ride a motorcycle

several thousand miles before he can fully

understand how to ride it to get the most

pleasure out of it, and he certainly cannot

know how to manage it to the best advan-

tage until he has many miles of road ex-

perience.

He must know how to ride a bicycle in

order to be able to keep a motorcycle up-

right, but, aside from this, he has to furget

his bicycle ways in many respects. If he
wants to ride Avithout vibration the ma-
chine must be equipped with a good spring

saddle to take up ordinary vibration, and
his weight carried on his legs by standing
on his pedals. No weight must be carried

on the arms. The muscles of my legs are as
well developed with my six thousand miles'

riding this season as they used to be in my
best days with the "push" machine. The
motorcycle has been a blessing to my health,

the same as the bicycle was in years past.

My old friend will awaken before long to

the fact that he is losing the greatest sport
of his life in not riding the motorcycle, for
oldtimers are coming into line fast—another
I'eason. E. H. COKSON.

[It would be of some interest and instruc-
tion to know why, having tried it, the "old
friend" discontinued the use of his motor
bicycle.—Editor.]

"Business Man's Model" Outlined.

Editor The Bicycling World.
We would like to see one radical change in

the 1905 model of bicycles. We are of the
mind that if some manufacturer would get
out a "business man's model" in straight
black enamel, including handlebars, spokes,
seat post, sprocket and cranks; put in dust
and water proof washers all rormd; equip
with 1% to 1% inch tires and chain guard,

and retail at a popular price, they woald
find a ready market for such a line of goods.
The average rider would appreciate a wheel
of this sort, that when dirty he could turn
the hose on and clean quickly and with no
danger of rusting.

Would also advise mud guards to both
wheels—guards that would thoroughly stop

the accumulation of mud and slush that

usually forms on hanger.

E. X. SCHEN.

Brady Shares Six-Days' Profit.

William A. Brady has won a notable vic-

tory in the suit brought against James C.

Kennedy and P. T. Powers, his whilom part-

ners in cycle race promoting enterprises, and
particularly in the annual six-day contests

at Madison Square Garden. Judgment for

.$14,746.99 has been given, with interest

added; this brings the amount up to about

$17,000, which is awarded Brady by Referee

Emil Goldmark, who was appointed by the

New York Supreme Court to take testimony.

It will be recalled that Brady had a dis-

agreement with Kennedy—who died last

spring—and Powers after the bicycle races

in 1899. Upon his return from Europe Brady

was told that he was no longer a partner of

Powers and Kennedy.
Thereafter for three years he was kept out

of the preparations for the races and of a

share in the receipts. Finally Brady demand-
ed a share in all of the profits tor the four

seasons. When this was refused he began

an action in the Supreme Court to establish

his rights as a partner. The court decided

in his favor, and in entering an interlocutory

.iudgment in his favor appointed Emil Gold-

marli referee to take testimony for the pur-

pose of learning how much money was due

Brady.

Referee Goldmark found that the gross re-

ceipts were $120,000, and that Brady was en-

titled to one-third of the net receipts, or $14,-

746.99. This, with interest, amounts to $17,-

000.

Where the Horses Honors are Safe.

Most people are of the opinion that the

cycle excels the horse in point of speed.

This is true, however, only when artificial

means are employed to accelerate it—as

when pacing machines are used. Unaided, a
man on a cycle cannot equal the speed at-

tained by running horses. The horse record

is under 1:39 for the mile, while the cycle

record, unpaced, against time, is 1:49 flat.

Paced records are, of course, very much
faster than these.

How Tire Makers Might Help.

Practically all of the manufacturers who
make automobile tires also make bicycle

tires. A number of them are spending con-

siderable sums in national mediums in ad-

vertising the automobile tire. The fact should

suggest that they might help their business,

and incidentally the cycling interests, did

they in ever so small a way include in such
advertisements the mere fact that they make
bicycle tires also.
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The Morrow of 1905
Just a little bit better than the Morrow of 1904,

which means that it is a whole lot

better than any other coaster

brake before the public.

And of course you all know that it was the

Morrow that "set the fashion to the

world.'' That means something

to the thinking man.

ECLIPSE HACHINE CO., Elmira, N. Y.
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PRICE OP MOTORCYCLES

How Some of the Existing Figures are

Bioclcing Business and Inviting Trouble.

"AVhile I am not one of those wlio believe

in tearing clown a structure or hammering

prices unnecessarily," said one of the best

known dealers in New Jersey a day or two

since, "I think that those people who are

trying to maintain an unduly high price for

motor bicycles are not merely standing in

their own light, but are actually blocking the

business and courting trouble.

"I was among the first to take up the sale

of motor bicycles," he continued, "and I am

free to confess that it has been disappoint-

ing, but, because I firmly believe in their tri-

iimphant futiu"e I hate to let go at this time.

"It is, however, practically impossible to

make any encouraging headway under pres-

ent conditions, and I am convinced that price

is the cliief obstacle. I, of course, once sold

some of the cheaper machines, but my ex-

perience with them was sad and expensive,

and, from all that I can learn, they have not

changed many of their spots, and I therefore

put them far from me.

"The kind of motor bicycle that I ride and

the kind that I wish to sell, and which I be-

lieve the general run of mankind desires to

buy, are held at practically prohibitive prices.

No very considerable number of young men
in my neighborhood can or \vlll pay the price,

and I simply will not invite trouble and ex-

pense by selling the other kind. It seems

to me that certain of the motor bicycle man-

ufacturers are laying the groundwork for

the same sort of distress which overtook the

bicycle trade, and in exactly tlie same way

—

they are holding their product at flctitioui

Valuations. The older bicycle manufacturers

did that very thing, and the result was that

they sold hundreds of bicycles when tliey

might have been selling thousands. When
the demand assumed dimensions prices were
so high and profits so large that it was an
incentive for every othej man with an idle

factory or a dull store to go into l)icycles.

They all imagined there were •millions in

It." A bicycle factory and a hundred dealers

In every town was the outgi-owth. But ono

thing could ensue, and it ensued only too

promptly—overproduction: and that is exact-

ly what will happen with motor bicycles if

those who have its keeping in their hands do

not watch sharply and act promptly.

"I believe that next year will see a substan-

tier increase of interest, and that if it does,

and prices are held at their present figures,

we w'iU also see an influx of both makers
and outside dealers. The manufacturers of

motor bicycles are almost sufficiently numer-
ous to take care of any reasonable growth of

trade, but if they continue to hold out such
strong inducements for competition, when
they wake up the market will be so narrowed

that they will have to strugrgle to hold their
own.

"I know the favorite argument of a man
with a good thing is that no other man can
make the same thing quite as good, or that,

if so, it will take a year, or years, for him to
reach a corresponding stage of perfection.

I have known a number of bright men to de-
ceive themselves with tliat idea, and it will

not surprise me at all to see it fool also some
of those who have a fortune within their

grasp, but are sacrificing the future for the
present. It seems to me that almost any
maker or merchant would rather sell one
hundred motor bicycles at $150 than ten bi-

cycles at $200 or $225. which is the present
situation.

"I am no croaker or pessimist, as you
know, but I do believe in profiting by ex-
perience, and the experience of the bicycle
trade should be a pretty good guide for those
concerned in the production and sale of motor
bicvcles."

PRICE WORRIES BRITONS

Chrysoberl "Caught" the Horsemen.
Danny Maher, the Hartford (Conn.) lad

who earns something more than $50,000 a
year as a jockey for King Edward and others
in England, had a friend send him a chryso-
•berl finished Columbia last spring. Maher
has an automobile, but he prefers to use the
Columbia when the weather will allow it.

"Skeets" Martin, another American jockey,
was so pleased with the looks of Maher's
machine that he asked that one be sent to
him. Maher accordingly sent to Hartford
for two more Columbias, and gave one of
tliem to Air. Blackwell, who trains the horses
lluit Maher rides. Maher wrote to a friend
in Hartford recently that the three twenty-
one-pound road bicycles are a source of great
wonder to all Englishmen who see them, on
account of the lightness and unusual finish of
the machines.

Dealers Who Emulate the Birds.

As illustrating the profitableness of follow-
ing the birds, Harry Lilliwhite and his son
constitute a noteworthy pair. For several
years they have engaged in the cycle busi-
ness, in the summer months at Southampton,
a Long Island resort, and during the winter
at St. Augustine, Fla. This year the son kept
the Southampton store in operation while the
father, in the early fall, set up an establish-

ment at Hot Springs, Va., a half-way stop-
ping place of the leisure and health-seeking
class. Later they will join hands in Florida.

Providence Claims Nine Hundred.

According to the Telegram of that city,

there were about 900 bicycles sold in Provi-

dence, R. I., this year. By just what process
in arithmetic the count was made is not dis-

closed.

"The A. B. G. of Electricity" will aid you
in understanding many things about motors
that may now seem hard of understandiui;

Price 50 cents. The Goodman Co., 154 Nas-

sau street, New York. •••

Rudge-Whitworth's Decision to «Cut
Loose " Qives Rise to Warm Argument.

A wordy warfare is being waged in Great

Britain over the proposal to change over the

existing agency system, reference to which

has been made from time to time in these

columns. The plan, in brief, is to do away

with exclusive agencies, substftuting there-

for a wide open policy, under which makers

will not only sell their machines to all deal-

ers in a town, but to individuals as well.

A considerable number of makers are com-

mitted to this revolutionary plan, among
them being Rudge-Whitworth. Others of

equal prominence opp^^e it, and seas of ink

and reams of paper are being consumed in

setting forth thu pros and cons of the argu-

ment.

It is believed by those in favor of the

change that the dealer who is given the ex-

clusive sale of a machine frequently sits

down and contents himself with such ti'ade

as comes to him unsolicited, while he em-
ploys his energy in pushing the sale of some
other make, which may pay him a bigger

profit. If all dealers were permitted to sell

the machine it is thought that keener com-
petition will exist and m^re sales be made.
Lastly, a lucrative trade among riders Is ex-

pected to be worked up once the lists are

tlirown open, and this, It is suspected. Is

really the milk in the cocoanut.

Cutting >v>ih Iwist Drills.

The cutting angle of twist drill lips varies

in the material to be drilled. The alteration

is easily accomplished by using an oilstone

slip on the drill lips, thus making the cutting

Hngle less acute. The latest brands of high-

speed drills have been known absolutely to

refuse to penetrate hammered mild steel

forgings, drop stampings, etc., when used

with the old stylo cutting angles, wherea«
even ordinary carbon steel drills altered aa
before described would answer quite well; of

course, the newer drills rendered possible

proportionately increased production when
they, too, were altered. The same applies to

the drilling of brass, gun metal and phos-
phor bronze, but in the case of regulus metal,

lead or babbitt metal the cutting angle should

nut be altered, but a lubricant should be used
lo prevent the soft "metal adhering to the
(hill.

Duniop's Opinion of Tires.

It is the opinion of J. B. Dunlop, the fa-

mous inventor of the pneumatic tire, that the

bicycle has not yet attained perfection. He
l>elieves that it will be made considerablj'

faster than it is at present. Mr. Dunlop de-
clares that he invented the tire bearing his
name with the object of developing greater
speed, and not to lessen vibration.

A statement has been issued by the Ger-

man Dunlop Tire Co., to the effect that 2,-

500,000 tires were made in 1904 by the va-
rious Dunlop concerns throughout the world.
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TO STOP SIX-DAY RACE

Alderman Strikes at Tbat Event and In

Doing So Hlt« All Other Sports.

Alderman Frank L. Bowling, of New York

Cit}-, is evidently not a believer in the "stren-

xious life." If he is, he has accepted as gos-

pel truth the red-ink headlines which the

"Evening Fudges" have printed in the past

regarding the physical condition of the coii-

'
testants in the annual six-day team race in

Madison Square Gardeii. Though he admits

he has never witnessed one of the contests,

he has introduced into the Board of Alder-

men an ordinance prohibiting bicycle races

and any other contests of skill, speed or en-

dm'ance from lasting longer than three hours

in each twenty-four. He would further limit

the time for holding any such contests to the

hours between 7 a. m. and 11 p. m. The pro-

posed ordinance was introduced last Tues-

day night, and is as follows:

"An ordinance in relation to bicycle races

and other contests of skill, speed or endur-

ance in the citj- of New York.

"Be it ordained by the board of Aldermen

of the city of New York as follows:

"Section 1. Hereafter, in any bicycle race, or

other contest of skill, speed or endurance held

within the limits of the city of New York,

wherein one or more persons shall be a con-

testant or contestants, it shall be unlawful

for any contestant to continue in any such

race or contest for a longer time than three

hoiirs during any twenty-four hours. Fm--

ther, no such race or otlier contest sha^l be

held, excepting between the hours of 7 o'cloclc

a. m. and 11 o'clock p. m.

"Sec. 2. It shall be the duty of the Health

Commissioner to assign to the place in which
any such race or other contest is to be held

an inspector or inspectors foj: the purpose of

the better enforcement of such statutes bear-

ing upon the question of the unlawful use

of drugs, which, in such event, may be em-
ployed tor the continuation or success of such

undertaking. A report of such inspector or

Inspectors shall be tiled in and made part ol

the record of the Health Department.

"Sec. 3. It shall be the duty of the Police

Commissioner to assign to the place in which
any such race or other contest is to be held,

an officer or officers, for the purpose of prop-

erly computing the time of each contestant

while engaged in any such race or other con-

test. A report of such officer or officers shall

be tiled in and made part of the record of the

Police Depai'tment.

"Sec. 4. The proprietor, occupant or lessee

of the place where such race or other contest

takes place consenting to allow or permitting

any violation of anj^ of the provisions of this

ordinance, shall be deemed guilty of a misde-

meanor, and upon conviction thereof by any

magistrate, either upon confession or by com-

petent testimony, shall be fined in the sum
of $100 for each offence, and in default of

the payment of such fine shall be committed

to the city prison until the same be paid, but

such imprisonment shall not exceed thirty

days. Th(! manager or superintendent of such

race or other contest, consenting to, allow-

ing or permitting any violation of the pro-

visions of this ordinance, sliall likewise be

deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and subject

to the fine and conditions herein imposed.

"Sec. 5. All ordinances or parts of ordi-

nances of the former municipal and public

corporations consolidated into the city of

New York inconsistent or conflicting with the

provisions of this ordinance are hereby re-

pealed."

The alderman said he had heard that the

riders were doped, and that they fell and
broke their legs. He said, further, that his

ordinance was intended to stop six-day races

and prizefights. It is not aimed at the horse

racing tracks, as they are controlled by the

State legislature. The ordinance has been

referred to the Committee on Streets, High-

ways and Sewers, of which Alderman Dow-
ling is chairman. He says he will hold a

public hearing on the ordinance in a few
days.

If the proposed ordinance Is passed by the

Board of Aldermen it would stop century

runs and many other kinds of sport. P. T.

Powers, promoter of the six-day race in Mad-
ison Square Garden, said he knew nothing

about the matter except what he had read in

the newspapers. He said he expected the

six-day race to be run, as usual, as it was
not a violation of the law. If he is invited

to any public hearing he will attend. It is

certain, however, that opposition to the ordi-

nance will not be lacking at any public hear-

ing, whether or not Mr. Powers attends.

PAIRING THE GRINDERS

Teams are Nearly Completed—Many New
Faces Will be Seen in Long Race.

Real Thanksgiving Prize List.

Judging from the prize list for their second

annual Thanksgiving Day thirty-mile handi-

cap road race, timeliness is one of the virtues

of the Brower Wheelmen of New York. They

announce that five time and thirty-five place

prizes will be awarded to contestants, and

that a silver cup will be presented to the club

with the largest number of entries over fif-

teen. It is in the list of prizes that the racing

committee has done itself proud. After the

National and Olive bicycles, gold watches,

etc., are to be found the following most

seasonable articles, for which ambitious

road riders are invited to compete: Live

turkey, Uve pig, carving set, bottle of im-

ported wine, bottle of champagne, box of

cigars, gold mounted match holder, owe pair

tobacco jars, smoking set and a bottle of

medicated whiskey. It is not known whether
or not the last prize enumerated is intended
as an antidote.

To Regulate Motor Pacing

Demcke, the German motor pace follower,

has sent a circular to ti-ack owners asking for

reforms in motor paced racing in his country.

It is proposed to abolish motor tandems alto-

gether and to limit the horsepower of the

single seated machines. The complete abol-

ishment of wind shields is asked for and a
request is made that pacemakers be prohib-
ited from wearing extra sweaters and coats.

Preparations arc being rapidly completed

for tlic annual six-(hiy team race, which rims

from DccciuIkt ."> to 10 in Madison Square

<Jarden. Three of the foreign teams that are

to compete will sail from France to-day on

La Savoie. With them will come Emile

Friol, who won the French professional

sprinting championship this year, and James

Michael. Friol will ride a match race with

Frank L. Kramer on the Saturday night just

before the long race begins. Michael will

meet Robert Walthour the same night in a

fifteen-mile match behind motor pace.

The foreign delegation this year is made

up of the following pairs: Jean Gougoltz and

Petit-Breton, France; Arthur Vanderstuyft

and Johann J. Stol, Germany, and Antoine

Dussot and A. Mazon, France. The, Italian

team, composed of Mario Rossini, Turin and
Paul Rizzi, Milan, is already in this coun-

try. Gougoltz had Simar as a partner last

year, but the latter was a disappointment.

Petit-Breton was teamed with Contenet, the

famous motor pace follower, in last year's

contest, and they were one of the teams that

were tied for first place up to the last mile of

the contest. Vanderstuyft had the massive

Samson as a partner last year. Before the race

Samson made many predictions as to how
easily he would win the contest, but it was
owing to little Vanderstuyft that the team

figau-ed as well as it did. The other three

who are coming on La Savoie were not here

last year. Of the Italian pair, Rizzi has been

in this country less than two weeks. He
came over "on his own hook" and without

any previous understanding with the man-

agement of the race. Rossini has been in this

country since early last summer, and has

competed at both the Manhattan Beach and

Vailsburg tracks.

Robert Walthour, who \\itli Ben Munro

as a pai'tner won the race last year, will

again be a starter, but it is not positive that

Munro will again team with the world's

champion motor pace follower, tliougli he

will be a starter. The most notable addition

to the list of starters this year will be Harry

E. Caldwell, the Reading Standard "fifty-

miles-an-hour" man from Manchester, N. H.

It will be his first appearance in such a long

race, but he is sure to give a good account of

himself, barring accidents. He has been

training for the race at the Charles River

Park track, Cambridge, and is said to have

transformed the training quarters there into

a reproduction of a mountaineer's camp. At

the other Boston track. Revere Beach, there

are a number of men fitting themselves for

the long grind. The oldtimers quartered there

are Nat Butler, James Moran, Hugh Mac-

Lean and Charles Turville, Louis Mettling,

Sammy Sulkins and Patrick Logan,.who will
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make their debut as six-day riders, are al«o

training at Revere Beach.

At the Vailsburg track are the Bedell

brothers, John and Menus, who will, of

course, he teamed again. They will be in

charge of Dave Coburn, the former racing-

man who handled them last year. Floyd

Krebs, who was the partner of the late

George Leander when he won the race two
years ago, is also at Vailsburg and will be

teamed up with Joseph Fogler for the com-

ing race. Fogler will be another new man
at such a long race, but, as he did very well

last season as a member of the Tribune team,

he should be a good partner for the "Flying

Dutchman." Otto Maya, a veteran six-day

rider who did not compete in last year's con-

test, is also training at Vailsburg, and is said

to be teamed with Jed Newkirk. E. F. Root,

of Boston, and Oliver Dorlon, of Coney Isl-

and, who were doing very well last year

until injuries to Dorlon forced their with-

drawal, are training on the Coney Island

Cycle Path and at Manhattan Beach.

Quite a delegation is coming from Salt

Lake City to start in the race. The best

known is W. E. Samuelson, of the Samuel-

sou and King "Hobo Team" that rode a few-

years ago. Samuelson now holds most all of

the short distance uupaced world's records,

and has been doing some great riding all

summer at the Salt Palace track. "Pedal-

ler" Palmer, an Australian; N. C. Hopper,

of Mimieapolis; Saxon Williams, of New
Haven, and Agraz, an amateur until recently,

are the others who will come from the Mor-

mon capital. James B. Bowler, of Chicago;

Patrick Keegan, of Lowell, and Joseph

Rockowitz, of New York, are also almost

certain starters.

THE POLICEMAN'S LOT

Hartford Prepares for Next Year.

In Hartford they are preparing to take

time by the forelock, and are already making

preparations to boom racing in that city next

year. Edward H. Fahy, one of the Pope

company's force, is one of the leaders in a

movement to form a new club that will pro-

mote races at the famous Charter Oak Park

track. The organization will he started at

once so as to have it in good running order

by next spring.

The racing, which has been furnished by a

professional promoter for several seasons

past, has not proved acceptable to Hartford

people. The board track there has been in

very bad condition the last two or three

years, and has often been actually danger-

ous to ride upon. There are thousands of

bicycle riders in the city, and it is likely

that races run by a cycle club will he more

of an attraction than the ones served up by

a promoter. The club will hold a big meet

in the early summer. A. J. Welch, who man-

ages Charter Oak Park, thinks ii will prove

a great drawing card.

What the Motor Bicycle Has Done to Ren-

der it Happier—An Official Convinced.

While the formal contract of the New York

Police Department for motor bicycles is still

hanging fire, Patrolman A. B. Ennis, who

was the first of the force to use that type of

bicycle, is putting it to good use. In the line

of duty, he has already covered nearly two

thousand miles, and it would be difficult to

iug in a runabout on Riverside Drive he en-

countered Ennis, and, stopping, asked for

information on the point. Ennis promptly
volunteered to Illustrate the efficiency of the
new bicycle in that particular respect if the

commissioner would whip up his horse. The
commissioner did so, and when he had at-

tained a smart pace Ennis dashed up from
behind, seized the animal's bridle and threw
it on its haunches before his superior knew
what had happened. It goes without saying
that the commissioner's doubts were dissi-

pated.

Ennis himself is a big, husky chap, and

PATROLMAN A. B. ENNIS.

After making several payments to racing-

men who were hurt, the Injured Cyclists'

Fund, an Australian institution, has a bal-

ance on hand of $850.

find a more enthusiastic partisan. Ennis
even attributes to the motor bicycle the dis-

-•ippearance of a chronic pain in his back,

while, due to the operation of tlie grip con-

trol, he maintains that there is no doubt

that his wrist and forearm have been consid-

erably strengthened. The pain in his back,

whicli he attributed to some local kidney

<listurbance, was of long standing, and made
itself felt after each day's work on the pedal

propelled bicycle. Within a month after get-

ting tire motor bicycle it disappeared and lias

jiot since returned.

In connection with the pending decision of

the Police Department to adopt motor bi-

<-ycles, they are telling a good story regard-

ing the manner in which one of the deputy

commissioners sought to put it to the test.

Some one had told this official that it would

be impossible for the rider of a motor bi-

cycle to stop a runaway horse. While driv-

bas done good work in suppressing the auto-

mobile scorcher. Although he is a heavy

man and has not spared his mount, it has

given him comparatively little trouble, and
he has sustained but one accident. A horse

crossed his path one day and sent liim head
over heels, but the worst injury suffered was
a torn coat sleeve. He originally came from
Rochester, N. Y., where, like his brother, he
was a road racer of considerable repute.

Ellegaard Defeated in Australia.

Ellegaard, the ex-champion of the world,

made an inauspicious debut in Australia. He
made his first appearance in a five-mile

scratch event in Sydney on the 8th inst., and
finished among the "also rans." The race

-was won by Pye, a native Australian, Butt,

the German, being second. Pye's victoi-y

was the occasion of a thundering demonstra-

tion by the big attendance.
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A " POT HUNTERS' " MEET

How a Country Town Secured an Aggre-

gation of Attractions Without Labor.

Just as the symposium was about to break

up, each oldtimer having relieved himself of

a few reminiscences, some one happened to

malie a casual reference to "pot-hunting."

It had an almost magical effect on such of

the party as had been racing men, and first

one and then another started in to tell some

story about pot hunts in which he had been

concerned.

"I'll never forget the surprise party that

was given to a lot of the Eastern racing men

one Fourth of July back about 1889 or 1890,"

began a smooth-faced "chunky" man, as he

beckoned to the waiter and ordered another

round. "The fact that I was one of the most

surprised and disgusted one of the bunch is,

perhaps, the chief reason for this distinct re-

membrance.

"There was a town in Eastern Pennsyl-

vania that had been giving a yearly meet

on a half-mile horse track, and they were

pretty nice meets. They never attracted any

great number of good men, however, as the

Fourth of July was a busy day everywhere,

and both big and little guns were pretty

well scattered. But the promoting club gave

good prizes, and the news had travelled

around that they were to be something extra

this year.

"The year before I had raced there and
done pretty well. So I sent my entry in and

dropped into the town the night before. Ar-

riving at the principal hotel, I was sur-

prised to see a couple of New Yorkers whom
I knew sitting on the porch with their legs

cocked up, calmly viewing the scene.
" 'Hello! What in thunder are you doing

here?' I cried, as I shook hands with them.

'Oh, we thought we would run over and see

what was doing here,' was the reply. "But

I thought you were going to Blauliville,'

mentioning a place near New York where a

meet was also scheduled. 'I saw you were

entered there.' 'Yes, but we decided to come
here,' and I afterward learned that neither

knew of the other's change of programme
until they met on the train.

" 'How are the entries?' I next asked, in as

unconcerned a tone as I could muster. 'Any

more from out of town?'
" "Just a few,' replied one of the New

Yorkers, in a sarcastic tone. 'There's So-and-

so, and What's-His-Name,' and he reeled off

a list of men from Philadelphia, Pittsburg,

Reading and the New York district that fair-

ly made my head swim. Outside of the lialf-

dozen top notchers of the day, all of the

Eastern men of prominence were on the list.

" 'But none of them are here yet, are they?'

I asked, grasping at a straw. The obliging

New Yorker mentioned three men who, he

said, were in town. 'But the others will

probably be along before to-morrow after-

noon,' be added maliciously.

He was a true prophet. They came by ones

and twos, and by noon the next day there

was as fine a collection of racing men as you

would be likely to find outside of Springfield,

on a pot hunting expedition, each thinking

that he would be the star of the meet, or that

at most he would have to share honors with

only one or two luminaries of equal brill-

iancy. And it was a sight to watch them as

they got in town with their machines and
bags and saw who was already there. It

became a joke after a while, and we would
stand on the hotel porch, partly concealed

from view, and watch the effect on the new
comers when they saw us. Some of them
looked pretty glum at first, but sooner or
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later would see the joke and join in the fun.

I remember there was one train that got in

about 1 o'clock in the afternoon, and, as the

station was on the way to the track, we
formed in procession and waited for the train

to see who would come in it. Sure enough,

there were two more New Yorkers who
alighted and made their way to the baggage
car to get their machines. This done, they

turned ami .saw us. Such a shout as went
nil at tlic astonished look on their faces

when till' full significance of the sight came
to them I They joined in, reluctantly at first,

then heartily, for no one could resist the in-

fectiousness of the occasion.

"Such a race meet as that was! The town
turned out almost en masse, for the news
of the invasion of racing men had got about,

and everybody looked for great sport. The
promoting club was in high feather, and the

entertainment committee lavished everj^ at-

tention on us. They had the track in splen-

did shape, and there was notln'ng left to be

desired. Talk about hotly fought contests

and liair raising finislies! They were there

in ('\('r.\ Iji'at and every final. The 'also rans'

incliulcd siiniv of the crackajacks of the day,

and never were 'pots' to striven for. Bach
man rode his 'darndest,' in order to have
something to show for his journey, and

pedals and lamps offered for third and fourth

prizes were as fiercely contested for as if

they had been gold cups.

"The meet wound up with a consolation

race. At first none of the fellows who had
failed to win would start, believing it beneath

their dignity. But one of the best men broke

the ice and declared he would compete; and
then, just for a joke, the others followed his

example. I was one of the unfortunates, and

I made up my mind to get something if I had

to ride myself to a standstill. Everybody

else seemed to have made the same resolve,

however, and the pace was a scorcher from

the pistol shot. Coming round from the back

stretch on the second—and last—lap, I ma-

noeuvred to get a good position; but every-

one made the try just when I did, and there

ensued a thundering big fight. I didn't get

just where I wanted, but was fairly well

placed when the scamper down the straight

began. But just when I thought I had first

or second cinched the combination got busted.

I was laying second, behind a good man who
I calculated to take me almost to the tape

and then I was going to try to nip him.

But he was all out. and I delayed a shade too

long. There were about a dozen of us in a

Inuich, and those behind came up with such

a rush that when I cut loose from my man
I was hemmed in on both sides. Six of us

passed the tape separated only by a palm's

breadth, and, although I'll bet I wasn't three

inches to the bad, I wasn't among the four

placed men."

Taylor Loses Australian Plum.

If reports are to be believed, "Major" Tay-

1 r's projected Australian trip is off, and the

dusky rider has fallen between two stools.

It appears that after announcing his inten-

tion of competing in the world's champion-

ships run at London in September, on the

ground that this was the first occasion when
lie could compete in these events without

offending his scruples against Sunday racing,

he shirked the contest on the plea that he

was going to Australia again this winter,

and could not stand the strain of further

summer competition.

The excuse sounded feasible, although many
broadly hinted that the "Major" was afraid

to put his prowess to the test.

Now it turns out that tue Australian nego-
tiations have fallen through, and Ellegaard
has been engaged in Taylor's place at a tee
of $1U,UOO for appearance money alone.

Tack Throwers Brought lo Taw.

Two men who were found guilty of scat-

tering tacks on the course of a recent road

race in New Zealand were severely dealt

with by the court. One of them, a competi-

tor 'in the race, not only sprinkled the tacks

but also placed on the road a piece of iron

studded with nails. He was fined .$37..50

for each offence and was then suspended for

life and warned off tracks by the League of

New Zealand Wheelmen. His partner in

crime paid -fit) for his siiare of tlie "amuse-
meut."
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DECLINE OF GAMBLING

Newer Racing Element Less Addicted to

tlie Evil—Some High Play Recalled.

"Gambling among racing men, both ama-

tem" and professional, is not anywhere near

as popular as it used to be," said a yeteran

trainer who was w'atching some of the candi-

dates for six-day fame train at the Vailsburg

track this week. "You do not hear any more-

stories of poker games that last for four or

five days, such as you did in '96, '97 and "98.

Nor Is there even as much card playing and

'crap shooting' as there was two or three

years ago.

"The rules of the N. C. A. and the L. A. W.
regarding gambling never did have much
effect so far as stopping the riders from

staking their money on cards or dice Is con-

cerned. In the days when big teams of riders

with trainers and managers were sent out

on the circuit every year, there were little

cliques that had sessions of poker playing

almost every night. Of course, if they had

to make long trips by train at night they

would have to abandon their games, but

even then it would generally be found there

was a game on if any of the party could

secure the drawing room of the sleeping car.

"The late hours that poker and kindred

pastimes entailed, and tlie wear on the

nerves of the players, caused many rows be-

tween some of the oldtlme 'stars' and their

trainers or managers. One famous racing

man who won many a big race at Springfield

and other tracks was a constant source of

worry to his trainer. The racing man had

one particular crony, a Chicagoan, among
the riders, and the pair spent many a sleep-

less night over cards or dice. Things finally

came to such a pass that the trainer of the

'star tooli the Chicagoan to one side and

told him that he would give him ^-5 a week
as long as he kept off the circuit. The Chi-

cagoan declined the offer without thanks.

"So intent on gambling were some of the

men that I have often seen them matching

dollars while waiting for trains at railroad

stations and Junctions. Several of the riders

had a habit of pitching silver dollars into

the air and letting them fall on to the sta-

tion platforms, to the great wonder and

amazement of the other passengers. The
practice of pitching silver dollars was un-

doubtedly done in most cases to impress the

villagers, but it was the cause of many a

weird tale In small country newspapers.

While a few of the riders were pitching dol-

lars, some of the others would often 'shoot

craps' on an empty baggage truck, and the

local reporter who was assigned to the rail-

road station could not be blamed if he

thought all racing men were desperate gam-

blers.

"The prevalance of gambling developed

traits in some of the riders that they had

snceeeded in hiding in their racing. I re-

member fi case of that Jjind that caused gen-

eral surprise at the time it happened. In

1901, as may be remembered, there was rac-

ing almost all summer in Madison Square

Garden. An Eastern racing man who had

been ruled off the track for a 'put-up' job in

a match race was a frequent visitor at the

training quarters and took part in many of

the 'crap shooting' games. He was content

for some time to be merely one of the players

in the games run by some of the riders or

trainers.

"He did not make money fast enough that

way to suit him, so he started a game of hii?

own. Some of the younger riders and train-

ers who did not know the man very well

played in his game and he did very well for

a time. His career was cut very short, how-

ever, by some of the older and more experi-

enced hands, when they discovered that he

was cheating those who did not understand

the game as well as he did. When the play-

ers would win, he would 'short-change' them
or say that they had not won. If he would
acknowledge that they had won, he would

give them but 50 cents when in reality they

were entitled to two or three dollars. The
'lambs' were told how they were being shorn

and so the ruled-off man was left as the sole

player in his own game.

"Instead of taking his exposure quietly and
trying his luck at some of the other games,

the outlaw became very indignant. So

wrathy was he that his ideas turned a com-

plete somersault, and from being a partisan

of gambling he became one of its most ear-

nest foes. Before his newlj' acquired spasm
of virtiie lost its force, he left the building

and hunted up a policeman. He told the

officer that Madison Square Garden had be-

come a veritable 'Temple of Chance." That

the dressing rooms In the famous building

were filled with gamblers, who were despoil-

ing young and innocent amateur racing men
ut their money. He offered to guide the

otticer to the lair of the gamblers, and the

pair invaded the building.

"When the officer's blue uniform was seen

coming through tJbe door by some of tbc

riders that were not engaged in any of the

games, they ran to warn the players. Tliy

latter scattered quickly through the many
galleries of the building and disappeared

from sight. The officer found no signs of

gambling when the outlaw took him to the

rooms where he said the games were in prog-

ress, and the officer seemed to think he was
the victim of a practical Joke. After that

there was always a sentinel on guard when a

game was In progress, and it was many a

long day before the outlaw dared show him-

self among the riders he had tried to betray.

"There were only a few times this year

when play ran high. One Instance was dur-

ing the long Journey to St. Louis and return.

It was said that on the return trip o^>^ of

the riders had won $150 after he itH^ isst

lost $75; but they don't play as much Or for

as high stakes as the old crowd did."

A pessimist who overheard the foregoing

remarked that the real reason why the riders

do not gamble so much now was because
they did not have the money,

L. A. W, RECONSTRUCTION

Country Divided into Four Districts and

National Representation Apportioned.

In accordance with the revised constitution

of the L. A. W. abolishing State divisions-

save in New York, Massachusetts and Penn-

sylvania—and separating the country into

districts, the executive committee of that or-

ganization has completed the work and ap-

portioned representation In the National As-

h-emblv as follows:

DISTRICT I.—TWO REPRESENTATIVES.
Maine 36 Illinois
New Hampshire S6
Vermont 6 Total .

Indiana 16

. 72

165

DISTRICT II.—TWO REPRESENTATIVES.
Rhode Island 87
Connecticut 68

Total 155

DISTRICT III.—TWO REPRESENTATIVES.
Delaware 1 Kentucky 18
Maryland 39 Tennessee 6
Diat. of Columbia... 20 Missouri 38
Virginia 6 Oklahoma 1

West Virginia 4 Louisiana 4
North Carolina 2 Texas 8
Georgia 3 —
Florida 2 Total 152

DISTRICT IV.—TWO REPRESBNTATiyES.
Michigan 82 Montana S
Wisconsin 18 Idaho 1
Minnesota 17 Washington 2
Iowa 18 California 38
South Dakota 1 Utah 1

Nebraska 2 Arizona 1
Kansas 7 Foreign 13
Colorado 10 —
Wyoming i Total 161

Regarding the peculiar grouping of Illinois

and Indiana with three New England States.

President Cooke explains that the object was
Ihe formation of districts of nearly equal

strength of "giving to each two representa-

tives—eight in all—which is the largest pos-

sible number; and, further, In practically

subdividing each district into two sections,

•0 that each section, if acting In harmony
with the other, may have a representative.

For example: In District I,- one for Northern

New England and one for Indiana and Illi-

nois; in District II, one each for Rhode Isl-

and and Connecticut; District III shows an
Eastern and a \\'estern part; and in District

IV'. are the Central West and the Pacific

group."

Nominations for representatives wilij re-

main open until December 1. The mail vote

will occur between December 7 and 15.

Of existing divisions. New York and Mas-

sachusetts have nominated representatives

as follows:

New York—Dr. Frank A. Myrick, New
York City; L. P. Cowell. New York City; Ed-

ward F. Hill, Peeksklll; L. H. Washburn, Al-

bany; Dr. L. C. Le Roy, New York City;

Henry G. Wynn, New York City; John F.

Clark. Great Kills; J. C. Howard, New York
City; George T. Stebbins, Brooklyn.

Massachusetts—Quinc.v" Kilby, Boston;

.yonzo D. Peck. Boston; Arthur P. Benson,

Dedham; Charles W. Pierce, Brighton; Frank

W, Weston, Dorchester.



Qoerke Beats the Soldiers Indoors.

Oscar Goerke established a new indoor flat

floor record last Saturday night, when he
won the two-mile handicap from scratch in

th£ games of the 13th Regiment A. A., in

Brooklj'u. Goerko rode from scratch, and
his time for the two miles was 4:50, break-

ing the old record of 5:06 2-5, held by him-
self. Gus Perdeu won the one-mile handi-

cap from the SO-yjj-d mark by two lengths,

in 2:23. Goerke finished fourtli. from scrat<'h.

Summaries:
Oue-mije handicap—Won by Gus Perden.

Company E (SO yardsi: O. Devine. Company
M (65 yards), second: W. Charlton, Company
C (100 yards), third; Oscar Goerke. Comiwny
E (scratch), fourth. Time, 2:23.

Two-mile handicap—Won by Oscar Goerke.

Company E (scratch); Gus Perden, Company
E (90 yards), second; O. Devine, Company M
(SO yards), third. Time, 4:56.

Mettltng Meets With Accident.

Louis Mettlkig, of Boston, who is entered

for the six-day bicycle race at Madison
Square Garden, received painful burns Sun-

day night while trying to extinguish a fire in

his mother's dress. Then, to add to his

troubles, Mrs. Mettling broke away from her

son and jumped from a second story window.
She was caught b.v passing citizens and saverl

from fatal injuries.

Mettling says that, although his burns may
keep him from trainii^ for a few day.s, he
will positively enter tlic annual grind.

Berlin's Bicycling Population.

Some interesting statistics have been pub-

lished concerning the number of cycles in

u.se in Berlin, (xermany.. The Berlin police

give in a recent publication tlie number of

bona fide c.vclists for 1891 as 485. which in

1S96 had inc-reascd to 20,129 and in 1900

to 69.863. The rmmbe.r of cyclists' numbers
issued last year was over 100,000 for Ber-

lin, and if the capital resembles other dis-

tricts of the empire the numlier of cyclists

must be very great.

Center First on (he Beach.

Twenty-seven members started in the two

and one-half-mile handicap held by the Cali-

fornia Cycle Club on the beach at San Fran-

cisco last week. Frank Center, with a one-

minute handicap, finished first, and H. May-
tareua and E. Michael, respectively, each

with 4o seconds handicap, were second and

third. The best time was made by Arthin-

Trout (scratch), 4:46 4-5; Percy Lawrence (15

seconds), second, 4:51 1-5, and Arthur Da.gget

(15 seconds), third, 4:512-5.

One-L.egged Rider as Evidence.

In a suit brought in England to recover on

a warrant.v on an automobile, evidence was
produced in support of the contention that

the car never went right. It was asserted

that on one occasion the ear was passed on

the road by a wooden legged man riding a

bicycle. The rider kept on and was soon lost

sight of In the distance.

THE BICYCLING WORLD
Motorcycle Leads to Murder.

The motor bicycle has proved tb9 innocent
cause of a lamentable tragedy- in Roanoke,
Va. Charles R. Fishburne, a ytamg bank
clerk of that place, was the owner of the ma-
rhine. which for somo reason has been ironi-

cally and generally dublKxl the "ice wagon"—
so genei'al. indeed, tliut the small boys of
the town made a practice of shouting "ice"

whenever Fishburue appeared with it. They
made his life something of a burden with
I heir cries.

He stood it. howevei'. until October 30,

when ^'ictor HofiFman, fourteen years old,

hurled the familiar cry at him. It aroused
him to anger, and, leaping from his wheel,
lie seized the youngster and trounced him
soundly. He then i:epaired to the boy's home
and informed his step-father. Dr. Fred C.

I-efew, of what he had done. It precipitated
a fight, which was ended when Fishburne
drew a knife and stabbed Dr. Lefew over the
heart. The victim died on Sunday last, and
Fishburne is, of course, in jail on a charge
of murder.

Judge Scores Numbering Svstem.
In dealing with a case involving the regis-

tration and numbering of automobiles, which
in many places applies also to motorcycles.
Judge Haneey, of Chicago, last week con-
demned such laws in scathing language.

"As in every one of the labor strikes, where
there is far more damage done and more dan-
ger to the lives and limbs of citizens, often
causing the destructicm of life." he said, "why
shouldn't the Common Council pass an ordi-

nance that every man that belongs to a labor
union should be tagged, so that whenever
violence or damage is committed the police

could capture him "/

"Then the police might have no more to do
than to stand on some street corner and look
.it events with a long glass until they see a
man with a number violating the law and
then they could go over and arrest him. The
comparison is not overdrawn. The principle

is the same."
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How Buffalo Collected the Vote.

As usual. Buffalo was the one city in the
Fnited States which made use of bicycles in

collecting the election returns. The Rambler
Bicycle Club, of that city, furnished the rid-

ers, and they carried the returns to the city

Hall from the one hundred and eight polling

places. The first rider reached the City Hall
in exactly four and one-half minutes aft^r
the poll in his district had closed, and. gen-
erally speaking, all of the messengers made
faster time than in previous years.

Justice of the Irish Brand.

They have some queer laws in Ireland. One
of them was recently brought to bear on foui-

hoys who were engaged in delivering cycle

frames. For venturing on a Dublin side-

walk while encumbered with their parcels
they were arrested, and, although it was
shown that the boys did so only to avoid an
uucoming automobile, each was fined.

The Saviour of

Motorcycling"

is what the Indian is termed by one of its

admiring users.

Modesty forbids our claiming anything

so sweeping, but there is no doubt that

the Indian's consistent record speaks for

itself and has proved to the world that

there is at least one Motorbicycle that is

practical and as reliable as it is practi-

cal. No "just-as-good" ever has been

able to " make good " and they all know
it, too.

RECEIVED

THE ONLY
GOLD MEDAL

at the St. Louis Exposition and in the

1904 and 1903 Endurance Contests and

three of them in the Contest of 1902.

Again : If proof is convincing, how

can any thinking man select other than

the Indian ?

HENDEE MFG. CO.,
Springfield, Mass.

Pacific Coast Representatives,

THE BRUNETTE COMPANY
491 iWl8«ienSt., San Franoisoo, Cai
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INDOOR SEASON OPENS

Big Fields In Buffalo Armory Races In

Which Little Schue Shines.

Guniey Scbue, of the Ramblers' Bicycle

Club, was the star of the bicycle events

which were run at the games of the 65th

Regiment in Buffalo on November 11. It

was the first indoor meet of the season, and

the contests were witnessed by an unusually

large number of spectators. Almost all of

the members of the Remblers' Bicycle Club

were present to cheer Schue on to victory.

The latter is a little fellow, but from his

showing that night he is expected to be a

worthy successor of William F. Poison, who
was hailed as the local "Flat Floor King."

Dai H. Lewis, the local dealer who promoted

two of the largest road races of the year at

Buffalo, acted as referee and handicapper.

In the first event, the two-mile handicap,

Schue won the second heat from the 80-

yard mark. There were fire heats, the first

two finishers in each heat starting in the

final. Schue won the final in good time.

Alfred Mercer, of the 65th Regiment, was
second, though McCracken, of the Ramblers,

gave him a great fight for the place. Trial

heats at two miles were run for the five-

mile open, with the first and second men to

start in the final. Schue won his heat, the

first, and had little trouble capturing the

deciding heat. R. J. Hoover, a clubmate of

the winner, fell in the final heat, but re-

mounted and tried to catch the field. He
had lost so much ground that he was forced

to give up, but was heartily cheered for his

gameness.

Summaries:

Two-mile handicap: First heat—Won by C.

McCracken, Ramblers' B. C. (80 yards); T.

.1. Hanks, Ramblers' B. C. (130 yards), sec-

ond; E. Koch, Woodbines (110 yards), third.

Time, 5:22. Also ran, .7. Nagel, Ramblers' B.

C; scratched, George Goehler, Ramblers' B.

C; Phil Backert, Ardells.

Second heat—Won by E. .7. Hanks, Ram-
blers' B. C. (80 yards); G. .7. Young, Ram-
blers' B. C. (160 yards), second; William Mar-
tin, Woodbines (90 yards), third. Time, 5:23.

Also ran, W. E. Bauman, Woodbines; C.

Haas, unattached.

Third heat—Won by G. Schue, Ramblers'

B. C. (80 yards); A. W. Holmes, Ardells (70

yards), second; J. S. Baker, Ramblers' B. C.

(160 yards), third. Time, 5:20. Also ran,

Val Jehle, 65th Regiment A. A.; scratched,

J. Cooper, unattached.

Fourth Ltat—Won by J. Lester, Ramblers'

B. C. (80 yards); H. Hennessey, Ramblers'

B. C. (160), second; .7. M. Tanner, Wood-
Itines (50 yards), third. Time, 5:25. Also

ran, Fred Schudt, Ramblers' B. C; scratched,

F. dishing, unattached; C. Spaeth, unat-

tMched.

l^ifth heat—Won by R. 7. Hoover, Ramblers'

11. C. (50 yards); Alfred Mercer, 65th Regi-

ment A. A. (110 yards), second; R. S. Lewis,

Ramblers' B. C. (70 yards), third. Time,
5:312-5. Also ran, H. T. Ivrafs, Ramblers'
B. C; scratched, William Eagles, unat-

tached.

Final heat—Won by Gurney Schue, Ram-
blers' B. C; Alfred Mercer, 65th Regiment —
A., second; C. McCracken, Ramblers' B. C,
third. Time, 5:15 3-5. Also ran, T. J. Hanks,
liamblers' B. C; E. J. Hanks. Ramblers' B.
C; G. J. Young, Ramblers' B. C; A. W.
Holmes, Ardells; J. Lester, Ramblers' B. C;
H. Hennessey, Ramblers' B. C; R. J. Hoover,
Ramblers' B. C.
Five-mile open; trial heats two miles—First

heat—Won by G. Schue, Ramblers' B. C; A.
W. Holmes, Ardells, second; no third. No
lime taken. Scratched, H. 'T. Krafs, Ram-
blers. W. E. Bauman's (Woodbines) chain
broke.
Second heat—Won by Fred Schudt, Ram-

blers' B. C; 7. Nagle, Ramblers' B. C, sec-

ond; William Eagles, unattached, third. Time,
5:47 2-5. Scratched, C. Haas; unattached;
Pliil Backert, Ardells.

Third heat—Won by R. S. Lewis, Ramblers'
B. C; C. McCracken, Ramblers' B. C, sec-

ond; T. J. Hanks, Ramblers' B. C, third.

Time. 5:38 1-5. Also ran, Val Jehle, 65th
Regiment A. A.; scratched, George Goehler,
liumblers' B. C; Joseph Cooper, unattached.
Fourth heat—Won by R. J. Hoover, Ram-

blers' B. C; J. M. Tanner, Woodbines, sec-

ond; E. J. Hanks, Ramblers' B. C, third.

Time, 5:39. Also ran, J. S. Baker, Ramblers'
B. C. Chain broke on bicycle of Alfred Mer-
cer. 65th Regiment A. A.

7'inal heat—Won by Gurney Schue, Ram-
blers' B. C; A. W. Holmes, Ardells, second;
7. M. Tanner, Woodbines, third. Time,
14:08 1-5. Also ran, Fred Schudt, .7oe Nagel
• ind R. 7. Hoover, Ramblers' B. C.

STANDARD SPOKE & NIPPLE COMPANY, Torrington, Conn., U.S.A.
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We've Got a Reputation.
Our reputaion has been made by selling good tubing—your reputation

can be made or heightened by using only

Standard Tubing
the tubing that's made to stand severe strains without increased weight.

Tubes cut to desired lengths—Shipments as specified. Prices that y^\\\

please.

Order now to get close price advantages.

THE STANDARD WELDING CO.
CLEVELAND.

Western Representatives, NIcCLERNAN & ORR, Chicago.

Goodricii G & J Bicycie Tires

HELPING TO WIN JAPANESE VICTORIES

The war couriers of the Japanese army travel on bicycles equipped

with Goodrich G & J tires, and the Japanese successes are in no small

measure attributed to the advance information brought in by these wily scouts.

Another thousand pair order from the Japanese war department for

these sturdy tires speaks convincedly for their merits.

THE B. R GOODRICH CO., Akron, Ohio.
NEW YORK, 66-68 Reade St. and 1625 Broadway.

BOSTON, 157 Summer St.

CLEVELAND, 420 Superior St.

CHICAGO, 141 Lake St. PHILADELPHIA, 909 Arch St.

BUFFALO, 9 W. Huron St. DETROIT, 80 E. Congress St.

DENVER, 1444 Curtis St. SAN FRANCISCO, 392 Mission St.

LONDON, B. C, T Snow Hill.
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WANTS AND FOR SALE.
1 5 cents per line of seven words, cash with order.

Al WANTED—Everyone interested in motor bi-

cycles to purchase "Motocycles and How to

Manage Them." Contains 126 pages bristling

with information. Jji.oo per copy. For sale by

The Goodman Co, 154 Nassau St., New York City.

THEN EW

"WON'T LEAK"
Right Angle Pump Nipple

NO PACKING to wear and get
leaky.

STEEL POINT. Absolutely Air
Tight.

Just what the Trade has been wanting.

Our J905 line of bicycle repair parls will

interest every dealer. Send for our Catalogue.

A. NELSON MFC. CO.,

69 So. Canal Street, Chicago.

ALL ROADS ARE EASY WHEN THE

BALL
RETAINER

IS USED.
With millions In dally use, it has stood the test for

diore than five years and is adaptable to ball bearings of

my kind.

li you are users of ball bearings we would be pleased to hear

f rom you and mail you our catalog with the latest information

which we know would be profitable and interesting to you.

THE STAR BALL RETAINER 00., Lancaster. Pa.. U. S. A.

Special Stampings
F-ROIVl

SHEET METAL
THE CROSBY CO., Buffalo, N. Y.

HICH GRADE
wheels must have the

best equipments.

There is nothing that gives more value for

the money than the use of the

MORSE r5S.^r chain

NOISELESS IN MUD, WATER OR
DUST AND ALWAYS EASY RUNNING.

The only chain having Prlctionless

Rocker Joints. Insist on having the

Morse Twin Roller. Fits regular

sprockets.

Sena lor Catalogue and

Trade Price to

Morse Chain Co., Tmmansburg:, n. y.

Bicycle and Tlutomobile

SUPPLIES.
Lowest Prices. Prompt Shipments.

JOS. STRAUSS & SON, Buffalo, N. Y.

CATALOGUE.
Thor Motor and Parts for Motorcycle and

Hubs and Parts for Bicycle on application.

AURORA AUTOMATIC MACHINERY CO.,

AURORA. ILL.

Bicycies>' Motorcycles
HICH-CRADE LEADERS.

Fowier IVIanson Slierman Cycle Mfg. Co.,

241 S. Jefferson St., Chicago.
Write for terms.

JOHNS. LENCSSON&CO.
93 Reade Street, NEW YORK,
CARRY A COMPLETE STOCK OF

BiCYCLES, TIRES, SUNDRIES.
CAREFUL ATTENTION PAID TO

RROIVIRX SMIRIS/IENX.

The Week's Patent.

773,588.—Pneumatic Tire. Charles H.
Pierce, Alma, Cal. Filed June 3, 1903. Seri-

al No. 159,968. (No model.)

Claim—The combination with the rim of
a vehicle wheel and a pneumatic tire seated
therein, of a non-resilient imperforate end-
less hoop of thick material having an inner
groove extending longitudinally of the full
length thereof and forming oppositely re-
duced embracing side portions, the sa'd
grooves being of less depth than one-half
the diameter of the pneumatic tire and pro-
vided with transversely extending corruga-
tions at regular intervals throughout the
length thereof and terminating at the edges
of the reduced side portions of said hoop,
the corrugations preventing the pneumatic
tire from slipping longitudinally in the hoop.

773,903. Wheel Hub. Horace N. Thayer,
Erie, Pa. Filed January 30, 1904. Serial No.
191,362. (No model.)

Claim—1. The combiation in a wheel hub of
hub heads formed of sheet metal, there being
ball channels in and peripheral ears on said
heads, balls in said ball channels, loose hol-
low thimble cones forming the inner bearings
of said balls and retaining them in the ball
channels, and sheet metal collars secured to
the ends of the hub by means of the ears on
the periphery of the hub for retaining the
thinmble cones in place, substantially as set
forth.

773,959. Sleigh Runner Attachment for

Bicycles. Richard A. Meissner, Hoboken,
N. J. Filed May 2, 1904. Serial No. 205,888.

(No model.)
Claim—1. A sleigh runner attachment for

bicycles, consisting of a front runner, a seg-
mental channel therein of circular cross sec-
tion like the tire, a top opening of somewhat
smaller diameter in said channel extending
through its entire length and allowing the
tire to pass through when flat, and a rear
runner having a segmental channel in its cen-
tre extending through its entire body, and
means for securing said runned to the rear
wheel.

PERFECT"

LEADER"

CEM"
9 Sc.

CROWN

'STAR"

We make oilers for almost the entire trade. The quality

of our oilers is unequaled.

CUSHMAN & DENISON MFG CO., 240-2 W. 23d St..N. Y.

WORCESTER PRESSED STEEL COMPANY
Suecessor to

NA/ORCESXER RERRULE & IVIRO.

WORCESTER, MASS.
COIVIRAIMY,

Manufacturers of Light and Heavy Stampings in Steel, Brass, Copper, etc.

Automobile and Carriage Fittings. Bicycle Parts and Specialties.

1BMaA>l«BiC
Catalogs showing stock goods mailed upon request. Inquiries solicited.
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WILL MAKE PARTS, TOO

Reading Standard Acquires a Hnb Plant

and Adds to Its Productions.

Hubs, handlebars and seat posts will be

included in the manufactures of the Reading

Standard Cycle Manufacturing Co., Reading,

Pa., and will be offered to the trade generally

next season.

The decision to market hubs follows the

purchase of the entire hub business of Bar-

dons & Oliver, which had long been con-

ducted at Cleveland, Ohio, under the style

the Cleveland Hub Co. W. F. Remppis, the

head of the Reading Standard Co., negotiated

the transaction last week. The purchase in-

cludes all of the tools and machinery, and all

parts of hubs on hand; also that portion that

the Cleveland Hub Co. devoted to hubs for

sulkies.

The B. & O. hub is no stranger to the Read-

ing Standard people, as they have used it in

their bicycles for a number of years, and
their pm-chase of the business is the best

evidence of their opinion of it. It goes with-

out saying that the addition of these lines

Avill in no way interfere with the production

of Reading Standard bicycles.

Hoiden to Winter in the 5outh.

George N. Hoiden, the Indian agent in

Springfield, Mass., will spend the winter in

Florida, having undertaken to conduct the

motorcycle livery at Ormoud Beach, which
last season proved such a notably successful

experiment. Hoiden will, of course, stock the

stable with Indian motor bicycles and fore-

carriages, which latter the Hendee Mfg. Co.

have recently added to tlieir productions.

Where Business is boomish.

The German trade has experienced such a

remarkably good year that a second boom is

said to have taken place. Increased sales

have been the rule nearly everywhere. One
English concern, with a German factory, has
disposed of 17,000 machines, and another, the

Premier company, has made three times as

many machines in its German factory as in

it§ liome plant.

How Aurandt is Gathering Orders.

Twenty agents visited and twenty con-

tracts closed is the remarkable record of W.
R. Aurandt, the New England representa-

tive of the Miami Cycle and Manufacturing

Co. up to Saturday last. The contracts in-

clude specifications for shipment for a

greater number of bicycles than he had sold

in any corresponding period since he went
on the road for the Miami people, six years

ago.

It was, Aurandt stated, by far the most

successful trip he had ever had, and what
adds interest and significance to the state-

ment is that the Racycle Pace maker, fitted

with the Persons Dominion saddle—which is

controlled exclusively by the Miami Cycle

and Manufacturing Co., and which is the

highest priced model in their line—is having

a proportionately greater sale than it has en-

joyed in the past.

USING THREAD FABRIC

Fisk Opens in New Yorlc.

The Fisk Rubber Co. is this week estab-

lishing a New York branch at 754-756 Sev-

enth avenue. J. W. Bowman, hitherto in

charge of the sales department at the fac-

tory in Chicopee Falls, will locate at the

New York branch as general Eastern sales

manager.

Penrose Goes with Fislc.

Morris Penrose has been designated man-
ager of the new branch which the Fisk Rub-

ber Co. will open in Cleveland, Ohio, early

next month. He formerly represented the

International A. & V. Tire Co. in Boston, and

previously was for years connected with the

Hartford Rubber Works Co.

Pire Damages Buffalo Plant.

A fire which broke out in the rear part of

the plant of the Buffalo Metal Goods Co.,

Buffalo, N. Y., last week, inflicted damage
estimated at $6,000. The loss is covered by

insurance. The concern includes the Ather-

ton coaster brakes among its specialties.

Wanamalcer Takes on the Pierce.

The agency for Pierce bicycles in both New
York and Broolvlyn has been placed with John

Wanamaker. Manager Gash of Wanamak-
er"s states that it is their intention to push

l)jcj'cle§ vigorousljf next sedson,

Improvement of Diamond Tires Carries

with it the Speed-Quickenlng Cloth.

Although it is not generally known, the

Diamond Hunter tire , manufactured this

year by the Diamond Rubber Co., employed

a thread fabric. It proved so successful that

it is retained as the company's leader for

1905, and has been improved in both con-

struction and appearance. The more famous

Diamond 400 is also to be made with a thread

fabric in 1905, and with the Hunter will con-

stitute the line which the big Akron concern

will push vigorously next year.

The new Hunter is light and resilient, and

is intended to appeal to the class of riders

who deoire a speedy, easy riding tire. These

qualities are secured by the use of the thread

fabric referred to. A thickened and raised

tread enhances the appearance of the tire

and adds to its durability and serviceability.

It is cured in the mould instead of by the open

heat process so much used in the manufact-

ure of thread tires. The Diamond 400 has,

as stated, also been reconsti'ucted, thread

fabric being substituted for the woven one

formerly used. The fabric has been in-

creased in weight over this year's Hunter

fabi-ic, and will be found durable and reli-

able.

It is the intention of the Diamond Co. to

make a strong bid for the 1905 trade. With

the two tires referred to, they will have a

strong combination, and with it they expect

to regain the commanding position they for-

merly held.

incorporates in New Jersey.

With a capital of $125,000, the Eagle Rub-

ber Cement Co. was incorporated at Trenton,

N. J., last week by Adolph Biller, Bmil Biller

and Nevin J. Loos. In addition to making

and selling rubber cements, the concern will

deal in bicycle materials.

Snyder flakes a Change.

Harry M. Snyder, for the past four years

ideutiued with the Detroit branch of the Dia-

mond Rubber Works, has engaged with the

Detroit branrh of the Hartford Rubber

Wf>rU§ Co,
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THE TINIEST TANDEM

Woduced by Pope for Two of the Littlest

Lad« In Florida.

W. A. Lofton, the Pope agent at Miami,

Fla., has received the miniature Columbia

tandem which was referred to in the Bicy-

cling World a few weeks ago, and of which

the accompanj-ing illustrations give a better

idea than any words. The machine was

built to order at a cost of $75, and is to be

used by Lofton's two children, aged twenty-

two months and four years, respectively. It

was specially constructed, hand work being

employed almost exclusively in its manu-

facture.

The machine weighs 16 lbs. complete. It

has a thirty-three inch wheel base and a loop

frame front. It has ball bearings through-

out' and the cranks, pedal centers and all the

small parts are hand forged. The chains

are adjusted and made the same as those of

the big machines.

The tires and wooden rims had to be made
especially for the tandem. The tires are 12

by 1% inches. The finish is Columbia enamel

and the striping is in blue and gold. The
chains were made in the company's Indian-

apolis factory, and the saddle at the Chicago
factory. There is an eleven inch reach
for the forward seat and thirteen inches for

the rear one. The crank is 2% inches, while
the average sized crank is seven inches. The
$75 represents the actual cost of making the
machine.
The machine is so small that it can be

ridden between the legs of a man with its

riders seated in the saddles.

Unable to defy the fierce competition that

has been going on in the bicycle chain trade

for the last few years, the Garrard Mfg. Co.,

Ltd., of Birmingham, England, has suc-
cumbed and a receiver has been appointed
by the ci-editors. The Garrard company at
one time occupied a prominent and prosper-
ous position.

How to Remove Enamel.

The recipe for removing enamel from old

frames is contributed by an English firm:

"We had a cast iron tank made, 4 feet long,

3 feet deep and 1 foot wide. Inside, at the

bottom of this tank, we screwed together a

quantity of short pieces of five-eighths inch

steam piping by means of 'bends' and 'el-

bows,' so that they formed steam coils, the

supply and the waste piping being brought
up the insides and over the top of each end.

The steam was supplied from a small vertical

boiler used for other purposes also.

"The tank was nearly filled with a strong

solution of brown American potash and
water, which solution was the residue from
the potash tank in our plating shop. Two
frames, four wheels and the mudguards can
be boiled at once in this tank, and half an
hour's boiling will completely remove the

hardest coat of enamel and all grease from
the bearings at one operation.

"The next process is to remove all traces

of the potash, lest it should injuriously affect

the subsequent coat of enamel. This is af-

fected by again boihng the parts (after re-

moving the bearings) in another similar tank

containing clean, frequently changed water.

li mally, the parts are scrubbed with a suit-

able stiff brush in a flat shaped tank of clean

warm water, after which they are ready for

polishing."

Odd Effect of an Odd Price.

"A peculiar side of the $210 price for motor

bicycles has never been remarked," said H.

A. Gleisman, the well known New York

dealer, in discussing the subject a day or two
since. "I mean its efiiect on the average pur-

chaser. It is my experience that nearly all

of them are possessed of the idea that the

ten dollars was imposed merely to be

'knocked off.' Few are willing to pay it

without haggling or without 'shopping' down
the line. No matter how badly they want a

motor bicycle or how willing they are to pay

the price, they want it at the round figure,

$200. The result is that the prospective pur-

chaser goes from one dealer to another in an

effort to save the ten dollars, and the one

who first had him in hand, and who did all

the missionary work, usually loses the sale.

If the buyer is finally convinced that he

must pay $210, by the time the conviction is

forced on him he is ashamed to return to the

dealer with whom he first dickered, and who,

of course, refused to sell him for less than

.$210."

Centaur Pays a Profit.

The annual report of the New Centaur

Cycle Co. shows that it is one of the few

I'^nglish concerns to improve over the 1903

business. The year's profit is, in round

numbers, $27,500, as compared to only $11,000

the previous year. Out of the former sum a

dividend of 5 per cent on the preference

shares and 6 per cent on the common has

been declared.

The Centaur is one of the oldest English

companies, and its product, under the style

King of Scorchers, was once well known
here. Of late years it has met with re-

verses, but, as the above figures indicate,

appears to be getting on its feet again.

Here's a Four-Cylinder Motorcycle.

The Fabrique Nationale, the big Belgian

concern, has added a four-cylinder motor bi-

cycle to its numerous productions. The cyl-

inders are in line and placed vertically. Bevel

gear shaft drive and magneto ignition are

employed. Despite its multiplicity of cylin-

ders, however, the engine is rated nominally

at only 3 horsepower.

Slee Says It's the "Beat Ever."

What J. Noah H. Slee, president of the G.

W. Cole Co., New York, describes as "the

best single piece of advertising literature we
have ever issued" has just been published

under the style "The 3-in-One Oil Book." It

is in the form of a pocket dictionary de-

signed to show the manifold uses of the oil

and the best means of applying It.
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PASSING OF MICHAEL

Most Famous of Little Men Dies in Mid-

Ooean—His Remarkable Career.

When the report came out, attributed to a

wireless telegram and published late Friday

afternoon, that .Timmie Michael had died

aboard ship en route to this country, few

believed it. It was freely discussed as a

sensational yarn of the press agent for the

six-day race. When the Savoie docked late

that evening the sad news was speedily

found to be true. The little fellow had ex-

pired last Monday morning from congestion

of the brain, while the ship was well on its

way to this counti-y, where Michael was

scheduled to meet Walthour in a 15-mile mo-

tor paced contest the Saturday night before

the beginning of the six-day race.

Michael sailed from Havre on October 19

with the three foreign teams that are to

compete in the six-day contest, and Friol, the

profesisonal sprinting champion of France,

W'ho is to race against Frank L. Kramer, the

American champion. The ship's officers say

that no healthier appearing passenger than

Michael boarded the boat at Havre. On

Sunday afternoon he complained to Dr.

Maire, the ship's surgeon, of a splitting head-

ache. He told Dr. Maire that he thought his

headache was due to his accident at the

Friednau track, at Berlin, in May of 1903.

Since that time Michael said he had had par-

tial paralysis of the left side of his face, and
that he also suffered the loss of his memory
at times. He felt better that night, and joined

a number of the riders at dinner, the head
steward remarking that the little Welshman
was the liveliest member of the party.

The party talked late in the smoking room,

and when Michael left them, he told Jean
Gougoltz, the French rider, that he had slight

pains in his head. Gougoltz helped him make
himself comfortable in his berth, and then

left him. Gougoltz heard Michael groaning

in his cabin about 3 o'clock in the morning
and called Dr. Maire. Michael was delirious

and in great pain, and the ship's surgeon

found that he was suffering from congestion

of the brain, with little chance of his recov-

ery. Gougoltz and Petit-Breton remained
with the little Welshman, who died at 11

o'clock that morning, without regaining con-

sciousness. Gougoltz and Petit-Breton took

charge of the body and had it embalmed, so

it could be brought to this country. When
the ship was within wireless range of this

country Gougoltz sent a message to P. T.

Powers, promoter of the six-day race. Mr.
Powers took charge of the body on the arrival

of the ship, and after he had cabled Michael's

mother, began making arrangements to ship
the body to Wales for burial.

The death of Michael marks the passing of

undoubtedly the greatest little man that ever

straddled a bicycle. Without any question,

he has been the subject of more newspaper
articles than any other racing bicyclist in

the histoi'y of the sport. He was modest al-

most to shyness, and was never willing to

talk very much about himself or his riding

exploits. In his training and racing he dis-

played great originality, and was constantly

doing "stunts" that made people open their

eyes in wonder. At first, many of the racing

men and trainers thought that many of the

things that he did were performed solely for

effect, but closer study invariably showed
that Michael well knew what he was doing,

and had excellent reasons for what many at

first had called "freak" ideas.

JIMMIE MICHAEL.

He was born at Aberammam, Wales, in

1877, and was scarcelj^ five feet tall. He
never weighed much more than 105 pounds

in all his racing career. He was a butcher's

boy in his home town, when he first attracted

attention by defeating all of the amateur

riders in the vicinity.

"Choppy" Warburton, a famous English

trainer of racing men, saw the possibilities of

the diminutive Welshman, and took him in

charge. He raced him all over Europe and

made him the greatest pace follower there,

scoring victories over all of the best English

and Continental riders. He finally had a

falling out with Warburton and left him to

come to this country in 1896.

His first appearance in this country was in

a mile paced exhibition at the Athletic Field

in Buffalo, N. Y., on September 7, 1896. His

first race was at the Quill Club Wheelmen
meet at the Manhattan Beach track on Sep-

tember 17, 1896. He met J. Frank Starbuck

and Al Weinig in an hour paced race, and

won it by only ten yards. Weinig had led

for the first three miles but Michael took the

lead then and held it to the end. He covered

27 miles, 1,689 yards and 1 foot in the hour,

which was a new world's competition record.

That year and the next Michael broke all of

the world's records from two miles to one

hundred, time after time.

Michaei was trained by T. W. Eck during
his first year in this country, and by "Dave"
Shafer the next year, when he was under
contract to Morgan & Wright.

For a time Michael deserted the cycle track

and tried to become a horse jockey. He
trained in Phil Dwyer's stable at Gravesend,
and had some mounts at New Orleans, but
won very few races. He tried again later

on in France, but could never make any
headway as a jockey, and finally gave it up
as a hopeless task. He went back to paced
racing, and under the skilful handling of Eck
developed much of his former speed, but was
never quite the world beater that he had been
before his ill advised sortie into horse racing.

He was one of the first, if not the originator

in this country, of skipping the rope as part

of his training work. Marvelous tales were
told of the number of times that he could

skip the rope without stopping. When he
followed pace, he. always carried a quill

toothpick in his mouth, through which «he

breathed. Often after a hard ride he would
dismount with but an inch or so left of the

toothpick, he having chewed it in his excite-

ment. In his training in the days of human
pacing he had a habit of starting out be-

hind a tandem team and dropping back ten

feet from the machine. Then he would ride

unpaced for five miles or so and generally

beat the tandem out in the finishing spr.nt.

He had the easiest position back of a pace-

maker, either human or motor driven, of any
of the pace followers. He used flat handle-

bars, and sat up almost straight, which his

smallness allowed him to do without losing

any benefit of the pacemaker.

During his long career he won perhaps

more money than any other racing bicyclist.

He was always very generous, and was a

prey for both male and female harpies, par-

ticularly for the past few years. The accident

which happened to him last year at the

Sports Park track, Friednau, near Berlin,

Germany, was the undoubted cause of many
of the vagaries which marked his conduct

since that time. He was thrown from hla

bicycle onto his head on the cement surface

of the track and taken to a hospital. He left

the hospital and raced the following Sunday,

but had to return to the hospital again. He
was there for a long time, and it was
reported at one time that he had lost his

mind, but this was luckily untrue. He was
brought to this country to race against

George Leander the Saturday before the six-

day race started in December, but the Chi-

cagoan defeated him easily in a fifteen-mile

.motor paced event. He went to Florida after

the six-day race was over, but would not

train, and was sent to his home in Wales
through the kindness of his former trainer,

T. W. Eck. While here he told many strange

stories of how he was being followed by de-

tectives and being persecuted by former

friends, all of which were proved to be en-

tirely without foundation. He had an opera-

tion performed some weeks ago to remove
the clot of blood which had formed in his

head, and was thought to be on the high road

to complete recovery.
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THE WISE RIDER BUYS THE NATIONAL
THE SATISFIED RIDER BUYS AGAIN.

A sale easily made means quick profit to the

dealer. Wherever you find a dealer pushing the

NATIONAL, you meet a successful one.

Get in line for the NATIONAL Agency for

1905. You can make money out of it.

^

PIDtR

NfVER

CnANGt5\

[115 MOUNT }

'i?^?^^.^;

WHAT YOU GET FOR YOUR MONEY IS AS

IMPORTANT AS THE AMOUNT

YOU PAY.

May 24, 1904.

This is the fourth year that I have ridden this

wheel and would not trade it for a new one of

any other make. E. F. HAMMOND.

'"fe*^T2id,.ss NATIONAL CYCLE MFG. CO., Bay City, Mich., U.S.A.
aa

IF YOU WANT PROTECTION

JSUl^

Fisk Line of Bicycle and Motor Tires.
Prices once made remain. Goods delivered as Samples shown.

No Cut-Throat Dealers can get them. Invest in them.

They are just as safe as Government Bonds.

BRANCHES AND REPAIR DEPOTS:
JJJg pjJJ^ RUBBER COMPANY,

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.
Western Sales Office. 52 State Street, Chicago.

BOSTON. BUFFALO. PHILADELPHIA. OUAHA.
SPRINGFIBLD. DETROIT. WASHINGTON. MINNEAPOLIS.
NEW YORK. CHICAGO. t TORONTO. DENVER,
SYRACUSE). SAN FRANCISCO. ST. LOUIS. LOS ANGELES

LONDON.
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"The Wheel" and the "American Cyclist."
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By
The GooDMaN eoMPaxY

94'9S'96 Tribune Building,

(154 Nassau Street;

NEW Y0RK, X. Y.

TELEPHONE, 2652 JOHN.
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For Holiday Trade.

To dealers imbued with the Instincts of

the real merchant it will be unnecessary, at

this season of the year, to suggest that they

lay plans to obtain at least a share of the

large sums of money which are annually

spent for Christmas presents. There is no

good reason why a bicycle dealer should not

hid for it. His wares certainly make appro-

priate gifts and, as a general thing, they are

of the kind that are appreciated by the re-

cipients.

If the dealer is advertising in his local

paper, he should advertise bicycles as sea-

sonable gifts. If he does not so advertise,

he should placard the fact in his window or

on his bulletin hoard, or issue a circular; or,

better still, if he is clever with his pen, he

should compose and mail a letter, to the

most likely parties, to effect the end in view.

Suggestions are what most gift givers are

seeking at this season, and there is no telling

when or where suggestions of bicycles are

likely to fall on fertile ground.

While it is probable that most of the

Christmastide gifts in the form of bicycles

will l»o of juvenile models, and this fact

sliould be emphasized in the printed matter

that may be issued, it should be equally

made plain that bicycles are as acceptable to

ineu and Avomen, and that they accomplish

more real good during the ensuing year than

nine-tenths of all the other gifts that are

made.

To the dealer who does not believe the

"game is worth the candle" these sugges-

tions, of course, are of no value; but the man

who is up to snuff and appreciates that the

holiday season affords a midwinter oppor-

tunity that is not to be overlooked, tliey

should bestir to action.

Chain Troubles.

Chain troubles, once such a fruitful cause

of mishaps, are seldom met with now. The

change is due chiefly to improved construc-

tion, although somewhat to more considerate

riding. Cyclists do not jump around and

strain chains as they once did, nor ride so

far and fast. They probably do not take any

better care of their chains, nor clean and

lubricate them any oftener. But the life of

a chain has been considerably lengthened,

and, except on old "crocks," there are not

so many badly worn and ill fitting chains as

were once in evidence.

Mud and dust are the worst enemies a

chain has. But the harm done by them is

minimized if the chain is properly lubricated.

The old mechanical axiom that wherever

there is motion there is friction and conse-

quently a necessity for lubrication applies

here, and emphasizes the need of attention.

Not only does each pin or rivet and roller—if

the chain is of the roller type—need to have

its bearing lubricated, but also each block or

roller where they come in contact with the

sprocket teeth. One has only to examine a

chain that has been run a little while and

notice the bright place on the inside of the

block to have this made plain; sometimes it

lias a flat place worn on it, which speaks

eloquently of the friction that has been at

work. A film of oil or grease is, therefore,

an essential if the best results—both in ease

of running and freedom from wear—are to be

obtained.

But only a comparatively small number of

riders will take the trouble to lubricate. The

majority run the chains dry and let mud or

dust accumulate on them and work into the

joints and act like powdered emory on the

steel surfaces. Then when wear takes place

and ihc ciiniu stretches, until it becomes iso

long that a link has to be taken out, they

wonder that it makes a constant and annoy-

ing noise.

That chains have been brought to such per-

fection that they successfully withstand such

abuse speaks wonders for both the materials

arid methods of manufacture.

The Types of Dealers.

When the hurrah days of the cycle trade

passed away, and were succeeded by the

period of stress and strain that began in 1897,

great changes took place in the personnel of

the retail army. Those who were drawn in

by the lure of fabulous profits withdrew, and

were followed by many of the older type of

dealers—the poorly equipped financially form-

ing the bulk of them. In course of time those

who were left were composed mainly of two

classes: Those who bad the business abil-

ity and the money to face the storm until

such time as they could add other seasonable

and profitable lines, and those who hung on

to the business for much the same reason

that the man clung to the bear—that they

were afraid to or could not let go.

These two classes still comprise nearly all

there is left of the trade. The dealer of the

first type is usually a man of substance and

standing in his community—a solid citizen, a

.successful merchant, who often has a snug

sum laid aside. But he long ago ceased to be

a cycle dealer exclusively. He has added

other lines of merchandise, first as side lines,

then, frequently, as main lines, until they

formed his staples, finding a sale from the

beginning of January until the end of De-

cember. Bicycles become more or less a sub-

sidiary article, depending on the degree of

popularity still retained by cycling in the

town.

Whether or not the cycle is given a fair

show in his establishment depends to a con-

siderable extent on the feeling the dealer en-

tertains toward it. Sometimes he regards it

with disfavor, holding that it is no longer a

money maker, and should therefore be

shelved. At other times it is looked upon

with favor or even affection, and pushed

just as hard as tlie selling capabilities w-ar-

rant. AVhatever effect an encouraging atti-

tude can have on sales or the increase of rid-

ing is produced by this class of dealers, and

it is undoubtedly productive of much good;

just as an attitude of indifference tends to

make matters worse than they would other-

wise be.

To a greater extent than most people im-
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aglne the fntore improTement of the buslneai

Is In the hands of this class of agents. By

caring for their present limited clientele in

the best possible manner and waiting for a

turn of the tide, meanwhile doing everything

poBsible to bring it about, they can accom-

plish a great deal. Their other lines, mean-

while, will keep the pot boiling. But the

cycle should not be treated as if it were per-

manently withdrawn from public favor;

rather should it be looked on as suffering from

a temporary eclipse which may pass away at

any time.

It is Just as easy for a dealer of this sort

to lead public opinion as to follow it. If he

should become Imbued with the belief that

the approaching season is to be a good one he

can do much in the way of promulgating that

belief and in putting it before his customers

In such a way as to arouse interest, if not to

inspire belief. A few well chosen words

dropped casually to Jones or Smith to that

effect is seed dropped in good ground. A lit-

tle later, when riding begins again, he can

confide to customers who come in to buy

other goods that Brown and Robinson have

decided to take up cycling again; that they

have ordered machines, and that others have

been talking of doing the same thing. It Is

astonishing what an effect all this will have

on others.

In short, if, Instead of damning the bicycle

by faint praise, or no praise at all, dealers

would talk cheerfully and hopefully of cy-

cling, tell what is being done, point out how

many people are really riding in spite of the

general impression to the contrary, they

would accomplish a great deal of good.

In the early days of the safety bicycle,

when many machines had wheels with di-

rect spokes, it was a frequent practice for

dealers to make their own spokes. A roll

of steel wire—purchased by the hundred

pounds—would be ordered from Washburn

& Moen or some of the other mills, and kept

In the shop. When a machine came in for

repair a piece of wire of the proper gauge

and length would be cut off, straightened, a

thread tapped in one or both ends and the

spoke thus fashioned put in place.

It was not very long, however, before sup-

ply houses came into existence and made up

spokes and sold them to dealers at prices

little higher than the cost of the wire and
labor.

When that time came it was not long be-

fore the practice was inaugurated of using all

new spokes In respoking wheels. It did not

pay to use the old spokes.

VETOED BY MAYOR

Refuses to Apim>ve Antl-51x Day Ordi-

nance and Qives Sound Reasons.

The Aldermanic effort to stop the six-day

race has failed of its purpose, or rather its

apparent purpose.

Late yesterday afternoon it was announced

that Mayor McClellan has disapproved the

ordinance, which can now become a law only

by being passed over his veto. This will re-

quire a two-thirds vote of the Board of Al-

dermen, and though the Aldermen may be

"hungry" and the strength the hungry ones

developed when passing the ordinance would

make this an easy matter, in his memo-

randum of disapproval the Mayor has "put

it up to" the board in a fashion that will

doubtless cause it to hesitate. Further ac-

tion will but serve to strengthen the large

suspicion that the measure was a strike for

"graft," pure and simple.

Mayor McClellan's veto message does him

great credit.

"The ground upon which I base my dis-

approval," said the Mayor In the memo-
randum, "is that this ordinance constitutes

an unwarranted interference with the ordi-

nary exercise of personal rights of citizens

in this city. It Is very broad in Its char-

acter and terms, and embraces so many sub-

jects and constitues such a general range of

restriction upon the action of individuals

that I am convinced the full effect of it

could not have been brought to your knowl-

edge at the time you passed it.

"Aside from the consideration that it would

add, In Its practical working, a large and

unnecessary burden to the already heavily

taxed Police and Health departments of the

city, it purports to protect the public health

in matters that are now under the jurisdic-

tion of competent authorities. It is there-

fore unnecessary."

Tals of the Tourists Lengthen.

C. M. Darling and C. C. Murphy, the two
Michiganders who, on an alleged wager of

$5,000, are attempting to make a bicycle tour

through every State in the Union within a

limit of eighteen months, have reached Los

Angeles, Cal.

The two young men are from Jackson,

Mich. In an argument arising as to whether

It would be possible to make such a trip on

a bicycle, they attempted the feat on May 2.

They have already visited nineteen States,

have traveled 6,118 miles and are slightly

ahead of their estimate. An important feat-

ture of the wager is that they are not allowed

to work, steal, borrow or beg, and as they

started without money it is a marvel how
they get along.

They tell of some creepy experiences they

have had crossing the Rocky Mountains and
the Western desert The hardest time they

say they have had was when coming iliroagh

Nebraska, Wyoming, Colorado and Utah,

when they almost starved to death. When
they started to cross the desert they had but

two cents, and almost starved before they

completed this stage of the trip. Their aim
is to make thirty-five miles a day.

How the Town Got Its Name.

There is a little dot on the map of New
Jersey, forty miles from nowhere, that came
by its name—^Double Trouble—in a rather

peculiar manner
One day, so the legend goes, a cyclist rode

through the place when there were only two
or three houses and the place had no name.

In front of one house he punctured one of

the tires, and apposite another place the

forks broke. All the inhabitants gathered

around to watch the cyclist repair his ma-
chine, when he exclaimed:

"Well, I'll be d d. This certainly is

double trouble."

And the town went by that name ever a'

terward.

For Home-Trainer Championships,

While it is not probable that there again

will be a bicycle exhibit in connection with

the Sportsmen's Show in Madison Square

Garden, New York, the home trainer con-

tests which proved a feature of the affair

created so much interest that a series of

similar events likely will be arranged for the

winter season. The idea is to promote a
team race for the championship of the East
and run the necessary heats once each week
at the different club's quarters.

5chlosser Wins on the Road.

C. Schlosser, with a handicap of 1:45, won
the ten-mile handicap road race which the

Brower Wheelmen, of New York, ran last

Sunday at Valley Stream, Long Island. His
time was 31:00. F. Gllsdorf (2:30), J. Dorf-

man (1:00), and P. Wollenschlager (3:00) fin-

ished behind the winner in the order named.
Charles Nerent won the time prize in 32:38,

O. .T. Steih being second.

Reid Finishes in Front.

Allen E. Reid, on an Orient, won the three-

mile motorcycle event, which was run in

connection with the automobile races at Wa-
verly Park, N. J., last Saturday. W, H.
Cromwell (Indian) took the lead at the start,

but a punctured tire put him out of the

contest. Joseph J. Boland finished second.

Reld's time was 5:31 1-5.

Stamsen Becomes a Vice-President.

Paul Stamsen, Muskegon, Mich., has been
appointed vice-president for the Western Dis-

trict of the Federation of American Motor-

cyclists, to fill the vacancy in that oiflce.

Stamsen is a prosperous jeweller and a mo-
torcyclist of the enthusiastic and energetic

type.
, .
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The Morrow of 1905
Just a little bit better than the Morrow of 1904,

which means that it is a whole lot

better than any other coaster

brake before the public.

And of course you all know that it was the

Morrow that "set the fashion to the

world." That means something

to the thinking man.

ECLIPSE riACHINE CO., Elmira, N. Y
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"LONG MAC IN MELBOURNE

will Plead for Reinstatement, and if Re-

fused riay •Do Tilings."

Melbourne, Oct. 25.—The past two mouths

have been particularly quiet, not merely in

cycling matters (which is usual at the change

of the season), but in all classes and kinds of

businesses. The path racing season is about

to open, the enti-ies for the Austral meeting

having just closed, when a very long nomina-

tion list is disclosed. Among the entrants

are Rutt and Bllegaard, but neither Law-

son's nor MacFarland's names appear. This,

however, may be rectified later, as the

time for receiving foreign entries is not defi-

nitely stated. MacFailand has, of course,

first to clear himself of his disqualification

before he can ride here, and to that end he is

working. He arrived in Melbourne to-day.

Walker, I believe, accompanied him, while

Scheps landed here a month ago.

The new track ou the Exhibition giounds

is nearing completion, and will be ready in

ample time for the Austral, w'hich com-

mences on December 3. A feature of this

meeting this year is the inti-oduction of class

races, both handicap and scratch, the Austral

being the only event open to all comers. Its

distance remains at two miles, and is the

longest handicap on the programme. Pro-

gressive prizes in the scratch event are also

a feature of the programme, while for the

first time in many years the amateur class is

catered for.

In addition to MacFarland and Lawson, we
are expecting Major Taylor and the Brothers

Bedell to visit us, and these, with Rutt and

EUegaard, should make things merry. If

MacFarland fails to make things merry. If

removed, it is anticipated in some quarters

that he will make a start in the promoting

line, and hold race meetings in opposition

to the leagues in these States. From what

lias been said from time to time, it would

cause no surprise if tlie embargo were re-

moved. Indeed, it was stated ou more than

one occasion that he carried his release with

him while away in the States. In any case,

we cannot understand how he was allowed to

race at various places in the Union while

under suspension by an affiliated body. Mac-

Farland is a rider whom the Australian pub-

lic, especially in Melbourne, likes to see race,

he rides the best handicap race of any one,

and we are keen critics of handicap riding,

having been educated to it by the many
years of racing of this class.

From what has been gathered since Mac-
Farland's arrival here, it seems that Major

Taylor will not come to Australia this sea-

son. MacFarland, however, received a cable

from Lawson saying he was sailing in the

next boat. Reading between the lines, I do

not think that the syndicate which is im-

porting EUegaard and Rutt very much desire

the removal of MacFarland's disqualification.

If he were allowed to race it is considered.

and with good ground, txio. -that hewould
take out the wind from the sails of the im-

ported pair. In~my 'BtTrnble~~(3pinion/ i really

consider MacFarland to be worth EUegaard,

Rutt and Taylor combined. If EUegaard
adds to his reputation here as a rider I shall

be much surprised. If long "Mac" is denied

a clean sheet, do not be sm'prised if he sets

lip iiL opposition to the leagues. He and his

friends command some capital, and the rac-

ing men will follow the money.

MOTORCYCLISTS COMPETE

Engage in Two Novel Contests that Tried

Both flen and Machines.

For the QUesman Trophy.

H. Van den Dries, one of the scratch men,

won first time and place honors in the ten-

mile handicap road race which the Tiger

Wheelmen of New York ran last Sunday at

Valley Stream, L. I. The course was from

Valley Stream to Springfield, to Rockville

Center and return to Valley Stream. Pifteeu

THE GJLIESMAN CUP.

riflers started in the event, and ten of them

were bunched just before the finishiug line

was crossed. The first contestants to finish

were all within a few wheel lengths of each

other.

The order of finish was as follows:

Handicap. Time.
Rider. M. S. M. S.

H. Van den Dries Scratch 32:10
Edward Hoffer 1:30 33:401-5
Charles Nerent Scratch 32:10 2-5

H. Hiutze 0:30 32:40 3-5

Charles Martin 0:30 32:40 4-5

R. Muller 1:30 33:41

The race was the second one of the three

events which are run annually to decide the

championship of the club, the other races

being at five and fifteen miles. The first ten

riders over the tape in each of the three

events are awarded points, the rider scoring

the largest number in the three races receiv-

ing the Gleisman Trophy, of which an illus-

tration is given. The winner of each race

receives ten points, and the others are cred-

ited with points down to one for the tenth

man. The trophy is of silver, is 12 inches

high and 11 inches Avide. It is a yearly do-

nation from H. A. Gliesman, the present

president of the organization.

Two •somewhat novel contests, which were

run olf by the New York Motorcycle Club on

Thanksgiving Day, were a quarter-mile slow

race and a gymkhana event. The former

was won by Edward Shotwell (Indian) in

2:27; the latter, which entailed a distance of

1,400 feet, by R. A. Bonner (Griffon), in

1:55 4-5 plus three seconds penalization.

In themselves the contests were quite in-

teresting, and required expert handling. In

'lie slow race pedalling was, of course, pro-

hibited, as also was "racing" of engines or

partial release of compression. In the

gymkhana event, the contenders were re-

quired first to push their motor bicycles 150

feet, mount and pedal 150 feet, apply power
and ride 150 feet; dismount, remove the coat

and ride under power 300 feet; return, don

coat and speed to the finish. After a fash-

ion the event also embodied a braking con-

test, in that for overrunning the finishing

tape a penalty of one second for each foot

overrun was imposed. The results follow:

Qu-iiter-mile slow race—Won by Edward
Shotwell (Indian), time, 2:27; second, R. G.

Betts (Indian), time, 2:25%; third, J. F. Mc-
Laughlin (Columbia), time, 2:10; fourth, R. H.
Nickerson (Holley), time, 2:07 3-5; fifth, F. W.
Harris (Columbia), time, 1:43; M. E. Toepel

(Indian), R. A. Bonner (Griffon), and A. Kreu-

der (Marsh) disqualified by stoppage of mo-
tors.

Gymkhana event—Won by R. A. Bonner,

time, 1:55 4-5 plus 3 seconds penalization;

second, E. Shotwell, time, 2:00 plus 4 sec-

onds; third, A. Kreuder, time, 2:08 3-5; fourth,

J. F. McLaughlin, time, 2:32^-5 plus 10 sec-

onds; fifth, R. G. Betts, time, 2:35; sixth, R.

H. Nicherson, time, 2:30 3-5 plus 5 seconds;

seventh, M. E. Toepel, time, 2:42 3-5, plus 13

seconds.

'

Read Wins Twice Indoors.

H. V. Read, of Company A, won both of

the bicycle races which were run in connec-

tion with the games in the armory of the

^2d Regiment of New York last Monday
night. Everett Ott and L. J. Weintz alter-

nated as second and third men in the two
contests. F. E. Adams had a bad fall in

the first race, which smashed his bicycle,

but he escaped injury.

One-mile handicap—Won by H. V. Read,

Co. A (60 yards); Everett Ott, Co. H. (20

yards), second; L. J. Weintz, Co. A (scratch),

third. Time, 2:291-5.

Two-mile handicap—Won by H. V. Read,

Co. A (100 yards); L. J. Weintz, Co. A
(scratch), second; Everett Ott, Co. H (40

yards), third. Time. 5:00 4-5.

"Motorcycles: How to Manage Them."
Price 31. The Goodman Company, 154

Nassau Street. New York. ***
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TO SUPPRESS THE SIX-DAY

New York Aldermen Wax " Virtuously

Indignant " and tlien Pass the Measure.

Alderman F. L. Dowling, wlio Tintil last

week -was scarcely known outside the limits

of his own ward, earned more or less endur-

ing fame, or rather notoriety, on Tuesday

last.

On that day he succeeded in having passed

his remarkable ordinance making it unlaw-

ful for "one or more persons to engage in

any contest of speed or endurance" which

is continued for a longer time than three

hours during any twenty-four. Although the

hill passed by a vote of 44 to 9, it required

two hours of peculiar aldermanic eloquence

to effect its passage. Previously the Com-

mittee on Sewers, of which Mr. Dowling him-

self is chairman, had gone through the mo-

tions of holding a public hearing, but nothing

was known of it, and, of course, no protest-

ants appeared. The committee, however,

amended the measure hy eliminating the ban

on "contests of skill" and duly reported in

favor of its passage.

When it emerged from the sewer—that is,

the Sewer Committee—Alderman Goodman

vigorously opposed its enactment.

"I have never seen a bicycle race or a foot-

ball race," he began. This slip of the tongue

induced a great guffaw from the learned al-

dermen, and required Mr. Goodman to hastily

explain that he meant "football contest."

From what he had heard, however, Mr.

Goodman stated that he did not understand

how a six-day bicycle race could possibly be

more brutal than a football contest, "in

which the chief object seems to be the slug-

ging of the opposing players, and in which

many of the participants are either killed or

crippled for life."

"Furthermore," he added, "I do not think

it just to act so hastily in such an important

matter. The managers of the race have ex-

pended a great deal of money to promote the

contest, and the intending contestants have

also made outlays for training and so forth,

and therefore to stop it, and at the last mo-

ment, would be highly unjust."

Mr. Dowling was righteously indignant.

He declared in good Irish English that six-

day bicycle races were "brutal exhibitions

and demoralizing to the utmost degree." Al-

though he had been quoted as never having

witnessed a race, he said that he had "seen

doped riders fall from their wheels, causing

women and children to faint at the ghastly

sight."

"I have seen men nearly naked riding on

bicycles with their heads nearly touching the

ground and pedalling as if the devil were

after them. It is demoralizing, I tell you," he

thundered.

Alderman Wentz supported the measure

because he bad a son who attended one of

the "brutal exhibitions," and who, as a re-

sult of a cold contracted, had died.

Alderman Downing, of Brooklyn, was in

favor of it "because," he said, with his tongue

in his cheek, he desired "to help the Police

Commissioner to keep the lid down." He
characterized the race as "brutal, demoraliz-

ing and disgusting," and declared that the

Board of Aldermen would be neglecting its

duty if it permitted it to continue.

"I have seen riders going around so doped
and full of drink that they fell from their

wheels," he asked his colleagues to believe.

One of them, however, refused to agree,

and shouted that he doubted if the six-day

bicycle riders drank as much during the en-

tire week as some of the gentlemen present

drank in a day.

Alderman John R. Davies, who is serving

his first term and is evidently not thoroughly

versed in the ways of the aldermen, said that

he was bitterly opposed to the ordinance and
that he could not understand what had in-

spired it.

"I do not believe that the gentlemen who
are favoring the ordinance are sincere in

their opposition to six-day bicycle races," he

said. "What I know I have learned from
personal experience. I have always been in-

terested in sports of all kinds. I have played

football, and if six-day bicycle racing is as

brutal as that now popular game I fail to

see it. Why, if it really is brutal, have not

the Board of Health or the societies for the

prevention of cruelties put a stop to it before?

Because it is not brutal or demoralizing and
is not apt to make our nation fall. It looks

(.nv.'er to me," said this gentlemanly member
of the board, "that imder a Tammany admin-

istration an attempt should be made to en-

force a 'blue law.' As a Republican I protest,

because the ordinance interferes with indi-

vidual rights."

The aldermen, however, were not concerned

with such petty affairs as individual rights,

and, as stated, passed the measure by a vote

of 44 to 9, defeating an eft"ort to have the

ordinance become effective January 1, 1905.

For purposes of their own which have given

rise to general suspicion, they desired it to

become a law immediately.

POWERS REFUSES TO TALK

Promotep of Six-Day Race Emulates the

Oyster—Rumors of • Graft " Afloat.

Walthour Cracks Long Standing Record.

According to a dispatch from Columbus,

Ga., Robert Walthour made a new world's

unpaced quarter-mile record in that city last

Saturday. He covered the distance in 25 1-5

seconds, which is three-fifths of a second

faster than the former American record,

made by Major Taylor in Madison Square

Garden on December 14, 1900. The former

world's record was 0:25 2-5, made by T. J.

Gascoyne at the Catford track, in England,

on May 5, 1900.

Andrew Kinloch, who won one of the mo-

tor bicycles offered by the Motorcycle Maga-

zine to all who sent in two hundred yearly

subscriptions, is now on the road adding sub-

scribers to the Bicycling World's list. He Is

using his motor tlcycle in getting about

Although the ordinance designed to sup-

press the six-day race has been passed by

the New York Board of Aldermen, P. T.

Powers, the promoter and manager of the

event, gives no evidence of being greatly per-

turbed. If he Is not "sawing wood," he cer-

tainly is saying very little, and resolutely re-

fuses to be drawn out or commit himself in

any way. When a Bicycling World man
sought his views, and endeavored to learn

whether he was making any effort to coun-

teract the impression that the six-day race
had T)een killed, he shook his head and re-

marked that he had nothing to say. Pressed
for a reply, he responded:

"Why not let me do the worrying?"
Assured that it was not worriment but a

desire to obtain information, he still re-

mained closemouthed, and contented himself
by remarking that at the right time he would
say whatever it may be necessary to say.

As to when the "right time" will arrive, he
would give no intimation. Asked bluntly if

hack of the aldermanic action there was an
aldermanic "strike," he looked curiously out
of the corner of one eye at his questioner and
retorted:

"If there was, do you suppose I would say
so?"

It is certain, at any rate, that Powers is

proceeding as if nothing had happened. He is

sending out press notices daily, and in every

other way going ahead with the arrange-

ments as if the Board of Aldermen had never
existed.

If peace is not made, meanwhile, the im-

pression obtains that he will apply to the

courts and attack the validity of the ordi-

nance, which plainly conflicts with the State

law limiting individual participation in con-

tests of the sort to twelve hours' duration.

As the State law is paramount, there is small

doubt that the ordinance will be upset.

According to W. J. Morgan, who was a six-

day "grinder" in the heyday of the high

wheel, "the man behind the ordinance" is

W. A. Brady, erstwhile a partner of Powers
in the promotion of the annual grind. Brady

and Pow'crs had a falling out some five years

ago, and Brady sued for his share of the

profits, which suit was only this month de-

cided in his favor. Morgan claims to possess

positive information that, as a result of the

differences and bad feeling created, Brady

took a solemn vow that there never again

would be held in New York a six-day bicycle

race unless he was one of the promoters.

The ordinance just passed is, according to

the Morgan source, the crystallization of this

vow. Brady is concerned with theatrical and

other amusement promotions, and, coupled

with the allegement of his opposition, is a

story that a liberal and judicious distribu-

tion of free tickets to his several enterprises
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quite won tli« heart and. enlisted tli* support

of the "statesmen" whocomprlse the Board

of Aldermen.

Brady himself is not in New York at the

present time, and for that reason it is im-

possible to obtain any information from him

bearing on the allegement.

In this connection it has long been a mat-

ter of common gossip that no six-day race

or other notably profitable affair of the sort

has been held in this city during recent years

without the payment of tribute to certain

individuals who are said to possess that po-

litical power that will prevent the granting

of any permit until their demands are satis-

fled. How true is the story there is no means

of telling. That it is generally believed,

however, is beyond question.

The late James C. Kennedy, Powers's

partner, was always in close touch with the

political gents concerned, and it is said to be

due to this fact that no previous aldermanic

attempt to interfere with the "grind" was

made.

Like the L. A. W. of Old.

During the recent election, the L. A. W..

for the first time in late years, injected itself

into politics in at least a mild way, and made

its infiuence felt. The effort was made in

Massachusetts, where the Republican candi-

date for Governor charged his Democratic

opponent with opposition to further appro-

priation for the State highways.

The charge induced Chief Counsel Perkins,

of the Massachusetts Division, L. A. W., to

address W. L. Douglas, the Democrat af-

fected, and ask if the allegement was based

on fact. Mr. Douglas' reply was prompt and

emphatic. He stated that not only was he

not opposed to the extension of State high-

ways, but that he also favored some method

whereby the roads, when built, could be kept

in repair.

As Mr. Douglas was elected, the L. A. W.
might further its usefulness by seeking to

have enacted a law providing for the main-

tenance of roads,, if such a law is now lack-

ing, as the Douglas reply would make it

appear is the case.

VAN DEN DRIES A SURPRISE

Takes Both First Place and Time Prize-

Close Fight Between Scratch Hen.

Rhode Island Names Its Men.

Chief Consul James G. Peck, of the Rhode

Island Division of the League of American

Wheelmen, has appointed the following

chairman of committees: John H. Barrett,

touring and transportation; William M. P.

Bowen, rights and privileges; Robert A. Ken-

dall, highways improvement; Edward C.

Parkhurst, recruiting; George C. Barton,

finance. Nelson H. Gibbs has been nomi-

nated as a delegate to the national assem-

bly, which will probably be held in Boston.

Fon du Lac Enforcing Sidewalk Law.

Fond du Lac, Wis., authorities have resus-

citated a law passed several years ago, and

are proceeding under it against cyclists who
ride on the sidewalks. Three riders were

arrested and fined $5 each last week for rid-

ing In the evening on the Forest avenue side-

walk.

Of the 135 entrants in the third annual

Thanksgiving Day road race for the "twen-

ty-five-mile amateur championship of the

United States," run under the auspices of

the Century Road Club of America, eighty-

odd lined up for the start.

The race was to have started—so the signs

read—promptly at 8:30 a. m., and Oscar Lenz,

chairman of the racing committee, appeared
at the club's headquarters at exactly 8 o'clock,

carrying a small safe, in which to put the en-

trance money he expected to receive. Pur-

suant to the usual custom, however, the race

was not actually started until after 10 o'clock,

and by that time over a thousand spectators

had secured good positions along the curb to

witness the event of the year.

The course was over the Merrick Road,

from Bedford Rest, Brooklyn, N. Y., to Point

Pleasant and return. The roads were in poor

condition, and many of the riders slipped in

the mud, but no one was hurt beyond minor
bruises.

"Get ready!" "Thirty seconds! 15 seconds,

10 seconds! 5 seconds!" a shrill whistle and
the 15-minute handicap men were shoved

across the line, and it was not long before

the rest of the riders were in hot pursuit.

The finish was close and exciting. William
Van Den Dries, of the Tiger Wheelmen (han-

dicap 8 minutes) made a grand ride of it, and
not only crosed the tape first, but won also

the first time prize. Van Den Dries over-

liauled all in front of him and "shook" all

save T. Shortall, of the National A. C. (10

minutes), who clung to his rear wheel for the

last five miles, but in sight of home Van Den
Dries by a terrific sprint beat him by a scant

ten yards. C. Hanson, of the C. R. C. A. (8

minutes), secured second time and third place

prizes, and his net time was only two seconds

less than that Van Den dries'.

The scratch men also had a rare battle all

the way, four of the five making a blanket

finish, with the veteran Charles Mock an
eyelash in front.

A silver loving cup was offered by the C.

R. C. of A. to the club scoring the most points

in place prizes, and this trophy was carried

off by the Tiger Wheelmen, with a total of

193 points; the Monitor Cyclists second, 57

points; and the National A. C. third, 46
points. Van Den Dries' prizes were two
bicycles—a Pierce racer and Tiger Special

racer.

The usual hard luck attended the fated No.

13. J. A. Eubank, of the C. R. C. A., was
the unfortunate. Eubank fell in the slippery

mud several times and cut his rear tire near-

ly in two on the way out, but finished the

race on rim. Several other luckless riders

finished on flat tires. Summary:
Net

Order of finish and name. H'cap. time,
i—W. Van Den Dries, Tiger W.. 8:00 1:05:30
2—T. Shortall, National A. C...10:00 1:07:31
3—C. Hanson, C. K. C. of A 8:00 1:05:32

4—F. ]Erllie««B, Monitor W 9.00 1:06:40
i-C. Martin, Tiger W 9:00 1:06:42
ft-A. R. Wilcox, Brooklyn 8:00 1:06:48
7—F. Mommer, Tiger W 9:00 1:06:49
8—W.Staber, Park Circle C 9:00 1:06:37
9—W. Davis, C. R. C. of A 11:00 1:09:10
10—H. Van Den Dries, Tiger W 8:00 1:06:35
11—C. E. Erickson, Monitor W 13:30 1:12:28
12—H. Johnson, Tiger W 13:45 1:12:40
13—A. Bry, New York 12:00 1:12:20
14—A. Browning, Tiger W 15:00 1:14:25
15—F. J. Haney, Brooklyn 12:30 1:13:30
16—M. Mensch. Elton W 10:00 1:10:19
17—R. A. Muller, Tiger W 900 1:09:04
18—C. P. Soulie, Tiger W 9:00 1:09:44
19—C. Schnepp, C. R. C. of A 6:30 1:07:17
20—A. Demerest, National A. C... 6:30 1:07:18
21—A. Widman, Monitor W 6:30 1:08:07
22—T. Price, New York 5:00 1:06:38
23—P. E. Rugge, National A. C... 5:00 1:08:45
24—H. Hintz, Tiger W 12:00 1:16:00
25—C. Mock, C. R. C. of A Scratch 1:05:34 2-5
26—L. J. Wentz, Nat. A. C Scratch 1:05:34 2-6
27—H. Lind, Park C. C Scratch 1:05:34 3-5
28—H. Cranston, Nat. A. C... .Scratch 1:05:35
29—A. Johnson, New York 1:00 1:16:42
30—M. J. Eustace, C. R. C. of A..Sctch 1:06:00

Time prize winners—William Van Den
Dries, Tiger Wheelmen; Charles Hanson, C.

R. C. of A.; Charles Mack, C. R. C. of A.; L.

J. Wintz, National A. C, and H. Lind, Park
Circle Club.

Hedstrom's Fast Flight Up Eagla Rock.

Although no events for motorcycles were
included in the hill climbing contest on Eagle
Rock Hill, Orange, N. J., which is promoted
annually by the New Jersey Automobile
Club, and which occurred on Thanksgiving
Day, Oscar Hedstrom came down from
Springfleld, Mass., with a new two-cylinder

Indian and obtained permission to make a

time trial.

On his flrst attempt, while going at a ter-

rific pace, he skidded on one of the turns and
sustained a bad fall, which, however, only

slightly injured his knee and only bent a

pedal of his machine. The second time, he
went up in 1:41.

The fastest time made by a motor car was
1:20, by M. G. Bernin, in a 90 horsepower

Renault. Only twelve cars bettered Hed-
strom's time, which would have been much
faster save for the fact that his fall made
him cautious and required that he cut off

power in swinging round the two sharp turns
on the one-mile grade. P. H. Johnson, of

Newark, on an Indian single cylinder racer,

also went up the hill in fast time, 1:59 4-5.

The McMurtry electric timer was employed.

Baseball Umpire Wins a Suit.

It will cost the Hackensack Wheelmen just

$400 for criticising the umpire in a game of

baseball they played in 1903. Damages in

that sum were awarded James Keefe, the um-
pire in question, in the Supreme Court, Brook-

lyn, on Monday.
Keefe acted as umpire during a game of

baseball played between the Hackensack
Wheelmen and the Oritani Field Club. Many
scurillous remarks were hurled at him, he

said, and to vindicate himself he brought

the action which resulted in this verdict.

In his charge to the jury the judge said

"An umpire has been defined as a peculiar

being who is not content to die quietly at

home, but seeks the diamond for ^hat pur-

pose. His business invites criticism, and he

must expect it, and mostly of the ill natured
kind. But, while for his daily compensation
he must put up with criticism, it should not
go so far as to charge him with robbery or
bribery."
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BROWER'S BIG ROAD RACE

Lonj: Markers Win All Save Time Prizes-

Woman Permitted to Compete.

Two long markers who -worked together

accounted for the first two places in the

Brower Wheelmen's thirty-mile road race on

Thanksgiving Day. B. A. Beyerman ran

away from his fellow scratch men and won

the time honors, but the other five had a

rare dust-up for the other time prizes. It

was really a great race, marred only by the

appearance of a woman contestant.

The start itself was interesting. Four

zealous officials stationed themselves at the

corners at the Eastern Parkway and Bedford

avenue to guide the "faithful" to the cash-

ier's table at headquarters, and that business-

like ofiicial had all the prizes displayed on a

table as an extra inducement to riders to en-

ter the race.

"Be sure and not let any pot hunter get

to the cafe before he gives us his dollar to

enter the race," said Referee Harry Brower

to one of the pilots on the corner.

Not many minutes had elapsed before the

pilot yelled to his comrade on the opposite

post:

"Say, why don't they come faster. It's

getting pretty blamed cold over here."

"Same here," was the reply.

"Let's go to the cafe and get a bracer."

"We need one, too," chorused the remain-

ing two sentinels.

"Come on, then," and arm in arm the four

sentries deserted their posts of duty and did

not return.

The course was from Bedford Rest, Brook-

lyn, to Valley Stream, L. I., and return, but

many of the riders, disgusted with the rough

roads they encountered, did not finish. At
the finish the spectators blocked the road and
special policemen had to be called out to

clear the street, and after considerable diffi-

culty succeeded in doing so. One of the

Brooklyn aldermen wanted to stop the race,

but was prevailed upon to retire and be

quiet.

W. S. Simmons, of the Navarre Wheel-

men (handicap, 20 minutes), crossed the tape

first, with William J. Lamphear, New York

(20 minutes), second; P. Wallenschlager, C.

R. C. of A. (15 minutes), was third.

The real fight was between the scratch men
for time prizes. J. Rockowitz, the East

Sider, who is scheduled to ride in the six-

day race in the Garden, was the favorite,

but failed to bunch with the leaders for the

time prizes. J. Coupe, the veteran rider,

tried to steal away from the scratch men at

Valley Stream, but Beyerman pulled him
down and then ran away from the others,

sprinting across the tape 4% minutes ahead
of the other five scratch men, making the

thirty miles in 1:25:04 2-5. Beyerman was
down on the programme to start from the

llve-miuute mark, but at his own request he
started from scratch.

Madeline Beyard, the Frenchwoman, was

permitted to start. She had a handicap of

20 minutes. On the way out, however, a

rider ungallantly locked handlebars with

Miss Beyard's bicycle, and caused her to fall;

but she kept on and finished. To the Bi-

cycling World man she said:

"Monsieur, I deed not ze prize expect to

win. I only wesh to show ze man ze French-

woman has ze ting you call ze nerve. I ride

ze exheebition at ze seex-day races, too."

The distribution of the prizes furnished

more fun than the race. V. Jackson, the col-

ored rider, seemed at a loss to know what to

do with the opera glasses he won. P. Gretes

marched off proudly carrying a turkey near-

ly as large as himself. Beyerman, for finish-

ing twenty-first, was awarded a bottle of

"XXX Hennessy," which he turned over to

ASSOCIATION NAMES ADEE

One of the <• Noblest Romans " Nominated

for President—The Slate In Pull.

CHItOIIK XKKEt
IS ALWAYS DIS-

APPOINTED IN

HOKiiANiiWRIGHniREUPE

IT'S TOO GOOD FOR HIM

DOES NOT DRY UP

Morgans Wright
CHICAGO

NEW YORK BRANCH 214-216 WEST 47TH ST.

some of his more convivial friends. The
last man to finish received a squealing live

pig-

Summary:

Order of H'cap. Net time,
finish. Name. Club. Min. H.M.S.
1—W. S. Simmons, Navarre W 20 1:40:08

2—W. J. L/amphear, New York.... 20 1:40:161-5
3—P. Wallenschlager, C. R. C.
of A 15 1:35:341-5

4—W. Miller, Brooklyn 08 1:29:471-5
5—H. Jackson, Navarre W 15 1:36:49

6—G. Muschuseng, New York 10 1:31:51

7—W. Klucez, New Yor 10 1:31:52 2-5

8—F. Zapke, Sunset TV 10 1:31:53 3-5

9—W. Kafelitz, New York 15 1:36:59
10—P. Gretis, New York 18 1:40:08
11—R. C. Bteus, Prospect W 18 1:40:32

12—E. Fanning, Brower W 18 1:40:50

13—H. Larchevergne, Roy W 12 1:35:16

14— S. Smith, Tiger W 8 1:31:20
15—D. M. Britton, Brown W 8 1:33:52
16—H. C. Cook, Sunset W 8 1:32:12

17—J. N. Becht, National A. C 15 1:42:16

IS—R, B. Smith, New York 12 1:36:58
19—C. Nerent, Tiger W 5 1:29:59
20—J. Dorfman, Brower W 12 1:37:23
21—B. A. Beyerman, Homan team.

Scratch 1:25:04 2-5

22—E. Wildermutt, New York 10 1:35:11
23—D. A. Scanlan, New York 10 1:.35:17

24—F. Gunther, Elton W 15 1:40:52
25—R. Curlev, C. R. C, of A 15 1:41:05

TIME PRIZE WINNERS.
1—B. A. Beyerman, Homan team,

Scratcli 1:25:04 2-5

2—P. W. Eifler. C. R. C. of A..Scth. 1:29:34 2-5

3—J. Coupe, Brower W Scratch 1:29:34 3-5
4—C. Sherwood, Pelet team—Scratch 1:29:341-5
5—D. Mackel, Bay View W.. .Scratch 1:29:35

6-J. M. ^inev, g, R, C, of A.. Scratch 1:29:36

"Dan" Adee—Daniel M., to speak conven-

tionally—"good old Dan" Adee, a bicyclist

to the tips of his fingers and because he

loves the bicycle and charges all with whom
he comes in contact with cycling interest, has

been nominated for the presidency o£ the

Century Road Club Association. Adee sleeps

in Queens, Long Island, and lives in New
York. He has sons who are as old as most
of the members of the C. R. C. A., but he is

perpetually as young and enthusiastic and as

sturdy a rider as any of them. Moreover, he
is as square as a die and is clearheaded and
reasonable as they make them.

The other nominations for national offices

are as follows: First vice-president, J. M.
Ferry, New York; second vice-president, H.
S. Judd, Chicago; secretary, E. Lee Fergu-

son, New York; treasurer. Dr. A. C. Griffin,

Whitestone, Long Island. Mr. Adee will be
elevated from the first vice-presidency, an
office which he has held for a long time. J.

M. Ferry, who succeeds him as first vice-

president, was secretary for a time this

year. He is a close personal friend of Mr.

Adee, and will be of great assistance to him.

H. S. Judd is nominated to serve his third

term as second vice-president. Much of the

success of the C. R. C. A. in the West has

been due to his untiring work. 'E^. Lee Fer-

guson is also an officer whose work this year

won him a renomination. Dr. A. C. Griffin

is a veteran member of the C. R. C. A., and a
confirmed tandem rider. He has been nomi-
nated to succeed D. H. Lodge as treasurer.

The nominations for the division offices are

as follows:

EASTERN DIVISION.
Centurion—J. W. Johnston.

Secretary—A. P. Falvey.

Treasurer—C. E. Bonnell.

Directors—C. E. Burch, C. B. Burch, F. B.

Larsen, W. G. Levy, Mrs. Jane Yatman
Ruch.

Captain—M. S. Walters.

LONG ISLAND DIVISION.
Centuriou—H. F. Dreyer.

Secretary—E. Greenbaum.
Treasurer—"\A'. O. Stewart.

Directors—A. E. Due, A. B. Eifler, E. Sus-

man, E. Graf, Thomas West, I. da Silvia, E.

A. States.

Captain—H. F. Hofgren.

WESTERN DIVISION.
Centurion—W. W. Rathbun.
Secretary—W. R. Goodwin.
Treasurer—Alex. Nelson.

Directors—D. Cameron, L. J. Leonard, Otto

Jacoby, John Epp, R. J. Lyle.

Captain—C. Blankenheim.

The Paterson Motorcycle Club has been or-

ganized in Paterson, N. J., with these officers:

Harvey H. Ball, president and treasurer; A.

W. Campliell, "secretary, and Andrew Kinloch,

captain,
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THE BULL AND THE CYCLIST

CuriooHuntIng that Brought Aboat an Ex-

perience Not Easily Forgotten.

"Me? Of course I've had my share of ex-

periences," said the occasional attendant at

the sessions of the Old Timers Club, who,

however, usually played the part of listener,

"but as they don't seem to be in the same

class with yours I don't think they are worth

talking about. But, hold on! I do recall one

instance, a few years ago, when I thought

my life hung in the balance. A friend—yes,

it was a man—and I were enthusiastic curio

hunters, and often we would take rides into

the adjoining country on our bicycles pros-

pecting for additions to our collection. Early

one spring morning we started for a hill

named Indian Mound, where, it was reported,

several valuable finds of Indian relics had

been unearthed. Knowing the trip meant

'all day,' we had our luncheons packed and

securely strapped on the handle bars of our

respective wheels.

"I distinctly remember that on this particu-

lar trip I wore a bright red sweater, which

was then all the rage, and my bicycle was

one of those 'scarlet enamelled' Wolff-Ameri-

cans. Arriving at the hill, my friend and I

separated, thinking we might find more if

Ave were not together.

"I had been poking around in the brush

looking for arrowheads some time without

much succfss, when I looked up and saw an

enormous black bull, with head lowered,

charging toward me, and my wheel was

at least thirty yards away. Casting one

frightened look over my shoulder, I made a

record breaking dash for the machine, mount-

ed it and pedalled for dear life down the hill.

Over rocks, sand pits and bushes I went,

and then, to add to my terror, the chain

jumped the rear sprocket and I had an im-

provised coaster minus the brake. Faster

and faster I went, but instinctively I felt the

mad animal was gaining on me. I again

turned my head to see how near the beast

was, and that act proved my undoing.

"Splash! and into a small brook I plunged.

It didn't take me many minutes to regain my
footing, and I ran for a small cherry tree a

few yards away. I 'shinned' up it in a hurry,

too.

"The bull, thus foiled, turned his attention

to my trusty bicycle. I mentally saw the fin-

ish of it. Evidently he did not like its color,

and one hoof crashed through the front wheel.

In less time than it takes to tell, my brand-

new machine was a complete wreck, and the

hungry animal actually devoured my lunch-

eon. His appetite was not appeased appar-

ently, for he trotted over to my retreat—to eat

me, I suppose—so the animal patiently waited

for my descent (but I was perfectly content

to remain in the ti'ee). With gentle resig-

jiatiOH I prepave^ to wait for help,

"Minutes became hours, the shadows
lengthened, and soon it became dark, but still

no relief came. The bull decided to recom-

mence the attack. Backing off about fifty

paces he charged for the tree trunk. Then I

became frightened, for the tree was not very

large, and I knew it would not resist such

vigorous attacks for any length of time.

"Bang! His head struck my only visible

means of support, the limb I was clinging to

broke and I fell astride the bull. I thought

my end had surely come, but instead came
my salvation. The surprised creature under
me became frightened and started on a run

across the meadow, with me floundering

wildly on his back with a death grip on his

horns. At the road fence he stopped as sud-

denly as he had started, and headlong over

the fence I plunged; then all was blank.

"When I recovered consciousness my friend

was bending over me. Not finding me on the

hill he concluded I was lost and went back

to town to organize a search party.

"The worst part of it was they would not

believe my story of the adventure, and
What are you laughing at?" the narrator

asked. "If you don't believe me I'll tell you

another," but the listeners deemed flight the

better part of wisdom and disappeared.

MONROE IS SELECTED

Walthour Chooses him for his Partner and

Causes Some Disappointment.

Wheelwoman and Husband Jailed.

The male thief on a bicycle is not a rarity.

The woman thief who employs a wheel to

further her lifting practices is, however, un-

usual. One of the few, Barbara Clements

by name, is now lodged in jail at Terre

Haute, Ind. With her husband, Milton, she

for some time committed depredations in

Indiana. They worked by night, and in-

variably escaped by means of their bicycles.

The couple, however, were finally run to

earth and captured. Mrs. Clement received a

sentence of sixty days, while the man will

bear a burden of from one to three years in

State prison. .

McCrea in Front 26 Times.

.1. Nash McCrea, Springfield, 111., who this

season loomed head and shoulders over all

other amateurs of the Central West, com-

peted in fifty-two races, of which he won
twenty-six. He was second ten times, and

was unable to finish in six races on account

of falls, punctures and other accidents. He
is but seventeen years old, and full of ambi-

tion, and he expects to make an even better

record next year. His father, who is a dealer

in Springfield, encourages him in every way.

The Tale of the Ladybirds.

The London Daily Mirror tells of a swarm
of ladybirds near Canterbury which was
so dense that they "blinded, smothered and

half choked the wheels" of several cyclists

who were passing and clogged the chains of

their machines. The riders had to hide in

a ditch, and afterward undress to get rid of

the insects. It is supposed that the veracious

reporter is striving hard to produce some

modern "Canterbury Tales" or to qualify (or

a position on a j-ello-yy journal,

Now that Robert Walthour has definitely

decided to team with Ben Munroe in the

coming six-day race in Madison Square Gar-

den, it is interesting to recall the talk over

the Atlanta man's probable selection of a

partner for the long contest. Though the pair

rode together in last year's race, it was not

at all certain that they would be together

this year. Munroe displayed a lack of condi-

tion in the last contest that made many think

Walthour would have another partner this

time.

Owing to his invariable freshness at the

end of a long race, the Atlanta rider could

have almost any rider he wished for a part-

ner. There are at least two very much dis-

appointed men now that it is known that

Munroe will again ride as Walthour's team
mate. These are Harry B. Caldwell, the

Reading Standard "fifty-miles-an-hour" man
from Manchester, N. H., and Hugh McLean,
of Chelsea, Mass. Caldwell is to make his

first essay at six-day racing, and he had
received the impression that Walthoiu^ was
to be his team mate, and so told some of the

Boston newspaper men. MacLean is a sea-

soned six-day contestant, and he, too, thought

that the world's champion motor pace fol-

lower was to be his partner.

When Walthour returned from Europe on

October 27 he was asked by a Bicycling

\, orld man who his partner was to be in the

six-day race.

"It is too early to tell," said Walthour.

"When I reach Atlanta I will see Munroe
and find out what sort of condition he is in

before I make up my mind. Mr. Powers
would like us to ride together again on ac-
count of our winning last year, but unless
Monroe is in better shape than he was last

year I'll have to get another partner. It is

hard enough to go through such a race when
you are all right, without taking any chances
with a team mate who cannot stand the pace
all week."
Walthour went South, and nothing was

heai-d from him until recently, when the an-
nouncement was made that the "Dixie
Team," Waltliour and Munroe, would again
be in the hunt for first honors in the race.
The following interview with Walthour in

an Atlanta paper gives his reasons for decid-
ing to ride with Munroe again this year:
"When I returned from Paris I found Mun-

roe working hard, and after several trials

found that he was far ahead of his condi-
tion of last year. Since we have worked to-

gether on the Stadium I am more than
pleased with him as a team mate. We ride
iu the morning fifteen miles, starting at a
2 :30 clip, and after a few miles we get down
to a 2:12 clip. I try to shake him by going
mile after mile at this clip, but when I look
around I find him back of me smiling. I call

to him to come up and take his share of tha
pace, and he is there with the goods. He goes
up and slams out a 2:20 clip steady and
strong. After a few miles I jump him, but
lie is with me. and we go it hammer and
tongs for a mile and I finish, while Munroe
keeps on riding five or ten miles at the same
Clip."



The History of

the Cycle Trade

but serves to add empha-

sis to the fact that there

are no bells so good as

BEVIN BELLS.

Ditto Bevln Toe Clips.

Ditto Bevin Trouser Guards.

Get Catalogue and Prices.

Bevin Bros. Mfg. Co.
EASFHAMPTON, CONN.
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I'he Pope and the Bicycle.

. The present Pope is, in spite of bis age and
feeble health, strildng-ly liberal and progres-

sive in his ideas. His approval of the bi-

cycle has been expressed on more than one

occasion, and was reiterated last week when
he received a committee frorn Lncca. Learn-

ing that two of the members of the commit-

tee came to Rome on bicycles, he congratu-

lated them, adding:

'"Were I young again I would gladly use

the bicycle, as, when I was a boy for four

years I walked daily twelve miles in all kinds

of weather, sun or rain, to go to school. If I

had had a bicycle I would have saved time

and strength."

His Holiness added jokingly: "Don't bi-

cycle too much; you might damage the in-

terest of the railways."
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Trouble that Quk:kly Doubled.

Young as he is, Henry Behrans, seventeen

years old, of Brooklyn, N. Y., who was locked

up in the West Thirtieth street station on

Tuesday last, has learned that misfortunes

rarely come singly. He is charged with the

theft of a bicycle which he was riding when
run down by a cab. The complainant was
Philip Friedman, an A. D. T. messenger. He
had ridden his bicycle to deliver a message,

and when he came out of the house his wheel

Avas gone. Learning there had been an acci-

dent up the street, he found Behrans and
claimed the wheel. Behrans was locked up
after his injuries had been attended to.

Dog Killed, Owner Fined.

In some respects the cyclists of Great Brit-

ain appear better protected by the law than

are their brethren in this country. Recently,

in Westminster, a dog owner was fined .$.5

and costs for assaulting a bicj'clist who had

run over and killed his dog. After imposing

the fine the judge said that the dog owner
was liicky to escape being sent to prison.

Bicyclists Play Basketball.

On Wednesday night the Dunkirk (N. Y.)

Cycle Club demonsti'ated their ability to play

basketball as well as ride bicycles. The Cy-

clists played a game of basketball with the

Young Men's Association of Duukirli and de-

feated them by a score of 26 to 9.

STARR

BELLS
Our 1905 line of

Bicycle Bells is now-

ready. We have
added several ntw
siyle.s, and it will

pay you to write us
before placing your
contract.

The Starr Bros.

Beli Company,

' Easlhamptpn, Conn^

The Saviour of

Motoroycling"

is what the Indian is termed by one of its

admiring users.

Modesty forbids our claiming anything

so sweeping, but there is no doubt that

the Indian's consistent record speaks for

itself and has proved to the world that

there is at least one Motorbicycle that is

practical and as reliable as it is practi-

cal. No "just-as-good" ever has been

able to "make good" and they all know

it, too.

RECEIVED

THE ONLY
GOLD MEDAL

at the St. Louis Exposition and in the

1904 and 1903 Endurance Contests and

three of them in the Contest of 1902.

Again : If proof is convincing, how

can any thinking man select other than

the Indian ?

HENDEE MFG. CO.,
Springfield, Mass.

Pacific Coast Representatives,

THE BRUNETTE COMfANY
401 IVIissipnSt^ Sfin Fr{incl»09| Cal>
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SIDELINES FOR DEALERS

An Ensiish View of the Subject Coupled

.^\M-,,s^ with Some Suggestions.

"There is not the slightest doubt that, after

phonographs, the most universal side line

that has been adopted by cycle dealers is

sporting goods—that is, requisites for play-

ing all kind of indoor and outdoor games and

pastimes—and, although this side line must

play second fiddle at the moment to talking

machines, it must be generally admitted that

the sale of sporting goods is more in accord

with the sale of cycles than is its musical

contemporary," says the Cyclist in an article

on side lines.

"There are, in fact, not wanting many
prominent men in the trade who confidently

predict that the cycle dealer of to-day is des-

tined to become the sports trader of the fut-

ure. Time alone will prove the truth or fal-

lacy of this prediction, but when one looks

round and notes the increasing numbers of

cycle dealers who are taking up the sale of

these articles there appears to be good

grounds for the prophesy.

"The sale of sporting goods is a season's

trade, and at the same time it is an all the

year round business; it is a season's trade be-

cause different classes of goods are required

at the different seasons, according to the

climatic conditions to which we are accus-

tomed in this country, and j'et it is an all

the year round ti-ade, because if one sport is

not being followed, another is, hence there

is a continuous demand for requisites for

playing these various games all along. At
the present moment the predominant pas-

time is football, and as the season for this

game synchronizes with the cycle dealer's

slack time, he has up to the present adopted

the sale of football goods only, and in the

majority of instances to the exclusion of

many other equally good and equally profit-

able articles. It is not enough to take up the

sale of footballs alone, as the time and trou-

ble devoted to this one line of goods would
suffice to handle other articles for sport, not

only in harmony with footballs, but also

necessary for this game. I'hen, again, there

are other games which, although not having

yet developed to the same pitch that football

has, offer to the cycle dealer some really good

ranges of goods; amons others, hockey, bill-

iards, athletics or gymnastics and golf.

"One point which cycle dealers would do

well to bear in mind is not to Inflate foot-

balls and hang them up to the ceiling, as is

often done. The great heat from the gas
rises, and not only causes the bladders to

perish and frequently to burst, but dries up
the leather and makes it brittle.

"Many cycle dealers who have already

touched these goods, and given up this side

line in disgust, are themselves to blame for
not making it a success. In many cases they
have not used that keenness and discrimina-
tion in buying, customary with cycle dealers,
and in many more cases the articles have
been messed about until their newness has
been worn off, necessitating a clearance as
job lines at a loss. The greatest failing has
been, however, in catering for the cheap and
nasty trade. This class of business in any-
thing, and most particularly in footballs, is

no good to anybody. Cheap, or rather low
priced, footballs are worse tuan cheap cycles,
for whereas only one person is affected by
a bad cycle, an inferior football proclaims it-

self to twenty-two individuals at once, and
a dealer's reputation handling this class of
stuff is soon gone.
"In addition to footballs, articles suitable

for the cycle dealer to stock are bladders, in-
flators (cycle inflators without a valve are
useless), shin guards, bags, boots, knickers
and shirts, besides such little accessories as
laces, boot studs, lacing awls and other small
necessaries for which a demand will soon be
felt."

NO DULL SEASONS
FOR DEALERS WHO HANDLE

It Is not only the finest thing on earth for cleaning and redressing frames, rims and all enameled parts of Bicycles, but IT IS SIMPLY INVALU-
ABLE FOR HOUSEHOLD USE.

A little effort in the way of circular distribution or personal canvass among housekeepers, during the dull season for bicycle trade, will result
in the building up of a fine and permanent business in this line.

Liquid Veneer perfectly cleans and redresses Furniture and Interior Woodwork. Makes everything brand new.
Many housekeepers use it regularly when dusting, because dust adheres to the cloth moistened in Liquid Veneer and is carried away, leaving the

surface Immaculately clean, perfectly dry and highly polished.
Liquid Veneer affords a liberal margin of profit to the dealer. It is extensively advertised in the leading periodicals. Write for our propositiona

to the trade.

BUFFALO SPECIALTY MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Buffalo, N. Y.

Every Dog Has His Day!
THIS IS THE TIME TO

BUY YOUR BICYCLES AND SUPPLIES
All Standard Goods and Supplies for Bicycle and

Automobile Builders and Dealers.

EXCELSIOR SUPPLY CO., - 233-5-7 Randolpli Street, Chicago, 111.
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"
Will Do a Lot to Stimulate Cycling Interest

"

is another very general comment regarding the

Standard Two-Speed aum Coaster Brake

Each operation

independent of the

other-

Applicable to

any chain bicycle,

old or new-

AND IT WILL DO IT, TOO.

The STANDARD SPOKE & NIPPLE COMPANY,
TORRINCTON, CONNECTICUT, U.S.A.
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I HARTFORD TIRES
HARTFORDS MAKE MONEY

FOR THE DEALER
and still maintain their reputation as the standard

for all that is best in tire construction.

A DEALER'S APPRECIATION OF THEIR MERIT.

Sumter, S. C.

THE HARTFORD RUBBER WORKS CO.,

Hartford, Conn.

Gentlemen:

I have always considered HARTFORDS the

pink of perfection in bicycle tires, and after using over if

three hundred pairs during 1904, I see no reason at all

to change my mind. I have only had to return about

three pairs this season, and there is lots of religion

• saved where bicycle tires give good satisfaction, to say

^ nothing of profits. With best wishes for 1905 I beg to

>• remam,
'^ Yours very truly,

2 T. B. JENKINS.

« HARTFORD RUBBER WORKS COMPANY,
HARTFORD, CONN.•

•
•
•
•
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You
All Know

DEFENDER llrfl^jW I Mu^ V^
^^^

SPEemL HVllVAM I ' Y\^ OXFORDI

are

All Right
The "Tightness" applies both to

quality and price.

KOKOM0 RUBBER eO..
KOKOMO, INDIHNa.
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When Over One Million People
Regular 10,000 Mile

Cyclometer.

The New Trip Cyclometer.

Price, - - - $1.00.

The right hand figures represent
tenths of a mile and are in red. The
above instrument reads 4,387 and 3-10
miles. We can supply the same in-
Btrument with reading in kilometers
or in Russian versts. The cut is full

size.

buy and use them, isn't it pretty

plain that

Veeder Cyclometers

should be in stock in every bicycle

dealer's establishment ?

Honestly, did you ever try to sell

a Veeder Cyclometer? Haven't

they always just sold themselves?

You could sell one with every

wheel.

Price, - - - $2.00.

The cut shows the exact size of the
instruinent.
As in the case of the Regular Cy-

clometer, the right hand figure on
sach dial represents tenths of a mile,
the figures being red. The other fig-

ures are black and give the miles. We
can supply readings in kilometres or
in Russian versts.

THE VEEDER MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn.
Makers of CYCLOMETERS, ODOMETERS, TACHOMETERS, COUNTERS AND FINE CASTINGS.

Goodrich Tires
JUST THE SAME AS EVER.

The same care, the same "know how," and a little more of it.

The same rubber—GOODRICH RUBBER-and
The same resolve to make bicycle riders contented with their tire equipment.

The B. F. Qoodrich Company,
^VI^K^OIV, OHIO.

NEW YORK, 66-68 Bead© St. and 1625 Broadway
BOSTON, 157 Summer St.

CLEVELAND, 420 Superior St.

CHICAGO, 141 Lake St. PHILADELPHIA, 909 Arch St.

BUFFALO, 9 W. Huron St. DETROIT, 80 E. Congress St.

DENVER, 1444 Curtis St. SAN FRANCISCO, 392 Mission It.

LONDON, E. C, 7 Snow Hill.
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pieirce: cycleis.
Vou all know them and not a nnan
of you that kno\A/s aught but good
of the nn. They always \A/ere top-

notchers; they al\A/ays will be

the: oeiorge: n. PIEIRCE CO..
BUF-FALO, N. Y.

ll(IWW>WW(l>t>l>WII^

FOR 1905

The YALE and SHELL LINES
WILL BE MORE APPEALING

to Agents than ever before; and that is

saying a great deal. Are you "wise"?

CONSOLIDATED MANUPACTURING COMPANY,
Toledo, Ohio.

mmmfmmmmmmmmimmmiitmmmm^^
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We Have Commenced Suit
against the CONTINENTAL RUBBER
WORKS of Erie, Pa., in the U. S. Circuit

Court, Western District of Pennsylvania,

for infringement of the TilUnghast patent.

We have heretofore obtained an injunction

against one of its customers in the U. S.

Circuit Court, District of Massachusetts.

We desire to notify the trade that all

purchasers of single tube tires from the

Continental Rubber Works are liable for

suit for infringement of the Tillinghast

patent.

The following manufacturers of single

tube tires are licensed under the Tillinghast

patent:

HARTFORD RUBBER WORKS CO.

DIAMOND RUBBER CO.

FISK RUBBER CO.

PENNSYLVANIA RUBBER CO.

INDIANA RUBBER & INSULATED WIRE CO.

GOSHEN RUBBER WORKS.

LAKE SHORE RUBBER CO.

B. F. GOODRICH CO.

GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO.

KOKOMO RUBBER CO.

INTERNATIONAL AUTOMOBILE & VEHICLE
TIRE CO.

INDIA RUBBER CO.

MORGAN & WRIGHT.

BOSTON WOVEN HOSE & RUBBER CO.

BUY OF NONE BUT LIOENSEES.

SINGLE TUBE AUTOMOBILE& BICYCLE TIRE CO.
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^im^Tmer^
^^ STANDS AT THE HEAD ^
^ ... "^*< AS A

STRICTLY RELIABLE PUNCTURE PROOF TIRE,

WE ARE

SOLE MANUFACTURERS.

CONTINENTAL RUBBER WORKS
ERIE, PA.

I
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IT IS NOT MERELY THAT THE

Principle of the Corbin Duplex

is correct^ but that its actual construction is beyond

doubt or question* It is built in a factory the facil-

ities of which are unequalled for such work*

It is because the construction so correctly carries out the prin-

ciple that the Corbin Duplex has always given so much better

satisfaction than all other coaster brakes

»

CORBIN SCREW CORPORATION,
NEW BRITAIN, CONN.
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HOW HE SIZES IT UP on the subject, but more than implied tliat his

trip had been uncommonly profitable.
ENGLISH TRADE UPHEAVED

Bay City Man Sketches the Situation and

Points Finger at New England.

"No one has heard us crying," was the

smiling response of F. C. Finkenstaedt, of

the National Cycle Manufacturing Company,

to the usual, "How's business?" He is in

New York this week on one of his periodical

visits and, as always, there is no sour taste

in his mouth.

"We have had a good year," he continued,

"and arc expecting an even better one in

1905; indeed we expect to be making and

selling bicycles ten years from now just as

we are doing to-day. There are certain con-

ditions that are making for a better business

for at least three or four manufacturers who
remain in the trade and who have not been

carried off their feet by other interests, and

I believe we are one of the number. The South

is doing nobly, and there is small fault to be

found Avith the Pacific Coast. In fact the

only doubtful quantity, or at least the most

doubtful one, is New England. The trade

there has been distinctly disappointing, and
it is difficult to diagnose the cause or to fore-

cast the future. If it did proportionately as

well as the rest of the country all would be

well."

Hudson Adds a New Line.

For the 1905 season, the Hudson Manufac-

turing Company, of Hudson, Mich., is mar-

keting two distinct lines of bicycles, one with

flush joint frames as heretofore, and the

other and newer line with outside taper

joints. The former will be made in 21 and
23 inch sizes, and the latter in 20, 22 and 24

inch, so that they will not conflict in any
way. On all these bicycles, the Hudson
policy of meeting the purchaser's desires will

prevail, that is, pretty much any tire, coaster

brake or other accessory that may be speci-

field will be supplied. They list at ?50, $40,

§35 and $30.

J. W. Grady, who has been on the road in

the Hudson interests and who has covered
practically all of the country east of the Mis-

sissippi River, smiled a knowing smile when
he was asked the result of his wide sweep.

He stated that he was not yet ready to talk

Fauber Affairs Still Unsettltd.

After a long delay, the insurance on the

Fauber Mfg. Co.'s plant, which was destroyed

by fire last winter, finally has been adjusted,

but the prospect of obtaining Fauber crank

hangers is still dim and uncertain.

From what W. H. Fauber himself said to a

Bicycling World man on Tuesday last, it

hardly appears probable that the goods will

l.e produced in time to be available for next

season's business. He stated that, although

the insurance has been settled and though the

I'"aiiber Mfg. Co. aims eventually to r-esume

the manufactm'e of hangers, nothing definite

to that end had yet been done. In fact, he

iiioro than implied that Fauber affairs are

very much "in the air," and nothing that he

said supplied an inkling as to when or in

what form they are likely to come down.

Keats Has No Complaint.

Harry L. Keats, of the H. L. Keats Com-

pany, of Portland, Ore., who are the dis-

tributing agents of the Morrow coaster brake

on the Pacific Coast, left for home last week

after a somewhat extended Eastern trip.

Before leaving he remarked that the Morrow

is more than holding its own on the Coast.

Where Things Look Bright.

"Prospects for a good business during the

coming season are very bright," writes John

A. Payment, the well known Denver, Col.,

tradesman. "I spend a great deal of time 'on

the road and it is as the result of my visits

to the dealers in this territory that I make
this statement."

Have Remodeled Motor Bicycles.

Both the E. R. Thomas Motor Company,
Buffalo, and the Curtiss Manufacturing Com-
pany, Hammondsport, N. Y., have almost en-

tirely remodeled their motor bicycles for the

1905 market. They are not quite ready, how-
ever, to make public the detailed changes.

Mossburg Allots Territory.

The Frank Mossburg Co., Attleboro, Mass.,

has appointed C. K. Anderson, 116 Lake
street, Chicago, as their Western distributer,

and L. H. & B. I. Bill, San Francisco, Pacific

Coast representatives,

Price Reductions Create Queer Conditions

and Evolves Some Comic Opera Figures.

A volcano in eruption is the aptest illus-

tration of the British cycle trade at the

present time. The greatest convulsion in its

history is now taking place, and threatens

to shake the very foundations of the indus-

try. Rudge-Whitworth, one of the biggest

concerns, following one of the worst years

in its history, has inaugurated a price war
that will end no man can tell where. Its cut

was met Instantly by several rival concerns,

two of which cut under Rudge-Whitworth,
and a large number of others will inevitably

be drawn into the vortex of strife and pas-

sion. As if this were not enough, Rudge-

Whitworth has flung a fire brand into the

ranks of the retailers by carrying into effect

its threat to abolish exclusive agencies, and
to sell machines indiscriminately to any
dealers and even to iron-mongers and hard-

w,are dealers; it is even doubtful, so am-
biguously is the announcement worded,

whether they will not sell direct to the pub-

lic, carriage prepaid.

As may be imagined, all this has created

the biggest sensation in years. It came on
the eve of the opening of the Stanley show,

and when the bad showing revealed by many
company reports and the knowledge that an

8 guinea model would be the standard ma-
chine in 1905, both bitter pills, had been swal-

lowed and almost digested. Now everything

is at sixes and sevens, and no one in the

trade knows what the next few weeks will

bring forth.

It was Rudge-Whitworth which, half a

dozen years ago, made the celebrated cut to

10 guineas for the lowest priced standard

machines. Unpopular as it was, the step

was a logical one, and practically all makers
were compelled to meet the cut. Rudge-

Whitworth benefited greatly through taking

the initiative, and never, until last summer,

was its position as a leader in the trade chal-

lenged. Then, however, when it had become
plain that a further price reduction would
have to be made before long, the Swift Co.

made its sensational reduction to 8 guineas,

thereby cutting the ground from under its

rivals' feet. The result was that the Swift
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Co. got the cream of the business and its

report shows that it had a splendid year.

A few concerns met the 8 guinea cut, but

in such a half hearted and belated fashion

that it did them little good. Since then mat-

ters have been so shaping themselves that 8

guineas ($40) was looked upon as the stand-

ard low price for 1905. Most of the big com-

panies announced models at these figures

and it was thought that all would fall into

line. At the same time, some misgivings

were felt, inasmuch as Rudge-Whitworth,

although reducing its 10 guinea machine to a

few pence under 8 guineas, had intimated

that this odd figure was not the 1905 price.

Such was the- situation until a few weeks

ago, when, on November 18, the opening day

of the Stanley show, Rudge-Whitworth made

Its ainnouncement. Its 1905 models are

priced at £16, £11 15s. and £7 15s., with an

entirely new and second grade model called

the Crescent at £6 with fixed gear and no

guards and £6 15s with guards and free

wheel. Coupled with this was the statement

that it had been definitely decided to dis-

continue the practice of appointing sole

agents, and that the machines can be had

from ''all cycle agents, ironmongers, or hard-

ware dealers." It is also announced that ma-

chines will be packed free and sent carriage

paid to any station in the United Kingdom.

Right on the heels of the Rudge-Whitworth

programme came the announcement of the

Swift Co. Their prices are tl2 12s., £10 10s.

and £7 15s. for the three grades of Swifts

to be carried hereafter, while a new second

grade model, to be styled the Cheylesmore,

and to be made in a separate factory, is to

be marketed to compete with the Rudge-

Whitworth Crescent. Almost simultaneous-

ly the Singer Co. announced that they would

put out an 8 guinea model for the first time,

and several other concerns intimated that

they would also stand firm at 8 guineas. On
the other hand, two concerns, the Triumph

and the Components Cos., entered the lists

by going Rudge-Whitworth a few shillings

better. The former will market a standard

Triumph at from £5-19-6 to £6-14-9, depending

on the equipment, while the Components Co.

have listed a model at from £5-17-6 to £6-12-6.

The significance of the last two announce-

ments is found in cutting below the low price

set by Rudge-Whitworth, and which was
evidently intended to set the standard for

cheapness.
Scarcely second to the war of prices in

absorbing interest is the action of Rudge-
Whitworth in opening wide the agency sys-

tem throttle. As the big Birmingham com-
pany has 4,000 agents on its books, the move
will be far reaching in its elfects. Already
the most heartily hated concern in England,
Rudge-Whitworth is expected to drop many
degrees lower in public and trade estimation.
Whether tlie increase in trade gained by per-
mitting any retail merchant—cycle dealers as
well as ironmongers—and from the riding
public, assuming that the future sales policy
is to be really wide open, is a question that
only the future canans wer. The Swift Co.,

Rudge-Whitworth's big rival, made haste to
plant itself firmly on the exclusive agency
system, and its example seems likely to be
/'yJlowed by nearly all other concerns.

EXPORTS DROP WITH A THUD ^""'"P «•"' SwIft Earn Oood Profits

The Swift Cycle Mfg. Co. and the Dunlop

3hlpments for October Fall Off flore Than Tire Co. have made public their reports cov-

One-half—Qreat Britain a Bright Spot. ering the business of the year just ended,

showing very different results. The Swift

Nothing quite so dismal as the October re- showing is a remarkably good one, proving

port of exports has been revealed in recent that by cutting first, last summer, to 8

years. The drop in values as compared to
g^i^^as, they got the cream of the cheap

^^^^r.^ . machine business. The Dunlop report is
October, 1903, is enormous-bemg $66,985 and

.^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ reduction of tire

$143,862 respectively, and it is also general. pj.jceg came too late to cut the profits down
Not more than half a dozen countries record very much, but it had some effect, while the

gains. A long list of losses, some of them seeming necessity of strengthening the con-

being of magnitude, is set against those re-
cern's financial position, in order to meet next

year's competition, resulted in a consider-
raammg.

^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^ year's trading profit being set

The greatest loss is shown by British Aus- ^side for this purpose,

tralia. Its purchases dropped from $33,434 rpj^g ^^^ profits of the Dunlop Co. are given
to $4,839. Japan comes next, with a drop ^s $657,015, and are the lowest for many
from $36,038 to $17,408, and is followed by "years. Last year they were put at $1,063,345.

"Other Europe" with a loss of $11,000, the p^Q^ ^^^ above profits dividends of 5 per

Netherlands with a loss of $7,500, and Ger- ^^^^^ ^q ^^q preference and 21/2 per cent, on
many with a loss of $5,000. The latter's pur-

^j^g ordinary shares was paid, as against 5

chases almost stopped completely, amounting ^jj^ g pg^, ^g^t., respectively, last year. As,

to a beggarly $480. Among the other losses however, more than $500,000 profits earned
were British North America, $3,500; Belgium, ^^ ^jje subsidiary companies was left in them
$2,000; Italy, $1,800; British Africa, $1,700; ^s working capital, the concern's condition

Other Africa and Other West Indies and Ber-
jg really better than it was a year ago.

muda, $1,000 each. Slight fallings off are
^^^^^ g^^.^^ ^^.^^^^^ ^^.^^^ ^^^. ^^^ yg^^ g^,^.

shown by Brazil and Other South America,
.^^ ^^^_ 3^^ .^ j^^q 240. Out of this there

$800 each, and the Philippines. $700. ^^^ ^^.^ .^ dividends 6% per cent, on the

The brightest spot in the whole list is the preference shares and 10 per cent, on the

United Kingdom. From $9,040, in October, common. Of the balance $35,000 was car-

1903, its purchases rose to $13,192 in the same
j-jgd ^^ ^^g reserve fund, making it $145,000,

month this year. Other Asia and Oceania ^nd $13,500 was carried forward,
also took a slight jump, the figures being $795

and $2,977, respectively, while Mexico con-

tributed its mite in the shape of an increase Becomes a Reading Standard.

from $2,758 to $4,160. Small gains were also Mr. W. P. Bowling, of the former firm of

made by France and the Central American Bowling & Simpson, Baltimore, Md., has

States and Honduras. been added to the Reading Standard staff to

The figures in detail for the month and ten travel in the Southern States of North Caro-

months, respectively, are as follows for the lina, Virginia,, West Virginia and Maryland;

corresponding periods: be is now visiting the trade in that teiTitory.

October Ten Months Ending October
1903. 1904. 1902. 1903. 1904.

Exported to— Values. Values. Values. Values. Values.
United Kingdom $9,040 $13,192 $359,896 $209,637 $219,854
Belgium 3,850 l,520 42,348 45,539 46,658
France 1,303 1,582 164,729 102,043 73,883
Germany 5,422 480 244,972 125,622 104,005
Italy 2,589 720 58,345 45,363 32,381
Netherlands 8,273 723 127,865 99,266 73,311
Other Europe 14,391 3 478 264,582 162,901 140.311

British North America 7,851 4,175 162,358 144,457 108,352
Central American States and British

Honduras 30O 690 2,427 2,310 3,612

Mexico 2,7.58 4,160 22,178 46,960 37,314
Cuba • 2,090 1,984 9,866 14.474 29,583

Other West Indies and Bermuda 3,601 2,656 40,832 27,918 27,909
Argentina 1,236 1,264 6,384 10,880 15,168
Colombia 105 310 813 661 4,635
Venezuela 34 22 419 315 259
Other South America 2,442 1,657 16,382 16,141 12,648
Chinese Empire 674 526 24,160 15.487 10,995

British East Indies 1,398 827 43,492 21,252 15,676
Hongkong 1,316 1,005 5,195 5,972 3,285

Japan 36,038 17,408 357 823 354,776 275.886

British Australia 33,434 4,839 178,788 275,815 145,354
Philippine Islands 735 130 17,737 21,568 5.188

Other Asia and Oceania , 795 2,97 25,431 23,043 16,006
British Africa 1,383 383 96,048 39,670 5,977
All other Africa 1,791 62 7,248 6,153 4,022

Other countries .... 12 63 88

Total $143,862 $66,985 $2,285,910 $1,826,218 $1,424,535

The State Pawn Office of Paris is said to

hold 7,500 bicycles. The office lends money
at 7 per cent, so that the Parisian cyclist

finds it cheaper to give his bicycle to "Uncle"

than to pay for storage over tbe winter,

During the twelve months ending Septem-

ber 30 last, the Dunlop Tire Co. manufact-

ured in England alone 1,249,747 complete

tires and 303,473 covers. This gives a com-

bined total of over 1,553,220 covers
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GAWAGE SHOWS HIS TEETH

Londoner Returns Home and Gives Free

Vent to His Disappointment.

As lie came, unheralded, so A. W. Gamage,

the big London jobber, returned to Eng-

land, after one of his periodical visits to this

country, without making his presence known

or seeking publicity in his accustomed man-

ner. While here he visited the St. Louis Ex-

position, apparently in search of cycle novel-

ties. In this quest, however, he met with

utter failure, he says, aud to a reporter of

the Irish Cyclist he has expressed his belief

that we have nothing new to offer. He also

brought back with him a very poor opinion

of the Exposition, as the appended extracts

will make clear:

"I guess you have brought back quite a

ship load of cycling novelties from the St.

Louis Exhibition?" began the Cyclist man.
"Then you have to guess again, as I have

not brought back a single novelty of any
note. Americans may be able to teach us a

great many things, but in this department
they are right behind."

"You don't mean to say you did not see

any cycling specialties at the great St. Louis

Exhibition?"

"How do you account for it?"

"Well, to begin with, I don't think there

is the same interest in cycling matters iu

America that there used to be. Why, in big

cities like Xew York the falling away Is most
marked. It is only when you get further

West, to such places as Detroit, Grand Rap-
ids, that you see any signs of vitality in the

pastime."

"Can you explain this decline in interest?'

"Not unless It can be explained away by
two causes—first, the inferior roads; and,

secondly, by the numerous and diversified

methods adopted for getting around these big

towns, such as electric cars, overhead rail-

ways, etc.

"Whatever the reason may be, you can

take it from me that America is not the place

to look for cycling novelties. It is really sur-

prising when you come to think of it," he
added, "how little we owe to America for

the modern bicycles. Nearly every part of

the machine to-day, from the design to the

tires, from the free-wheel to the braking

power, first found birth in this country."

Asked his opinion of the Exposition, he was
equally caustic.

"To be perfectly frank, I was greatly dis-

appointed," he said. "In my opinion, it is a

great fraud and a huge bluff from beginning

to end. The magnificence of the buildings

is out of all keeping with the contents. It is

really a most disappointing show, no matter

from what aspect one views it. The statue

work in the grounds is so fiimsy that you are

almost afraid to look at the inscriptions in

case they would drop off. Indeed, a special

guard is provided to keep visitors off the

steps of these monumental piles that look so

imposing iu the show catalogue. The show
has no 'guts' in it. From start to finish it is

very unreal. You lose yourself in its im-

mensity, but when you come to examine its

contents you realize that the promoters have

made quantity, not quality, their standard.

With regai'd to some of the side shows—the
least said about them the better. You can

take it fi"om me the St. Louis Exihibtion has

been anything but a success. The interest

has been moderate. The best makers have

refrained from showin"- because they are

worried to death with shows of this kind."

HELP FROM TRAVELLERS

How the Latter Can Serve Dealers a Good

Turn Even in Winter.

Big Indian Joins the Tribe.

Although it made its first appearance and
scored a victory on the Newport beach some
two months since, the Hendee Manufacturing

Company's two-cylinder Indian has been

"Some dealers believe in giving riders a

complete rest from cycling during the win-

ter. If they are never reminded that there

is such a thing as a cycle, it is, according to

their theory, better for them," remarked an

old tradesman the other day.

"Now, my policy was just the other way.

I always believed in keeping them in touch

with the game. There were some riders, of

course, who dropped cycling, just as if it

were an unseasonable garment, when No-

vember came, and never gave it a thought

INDIAN TWO-CYLINDER MOTOR BICYCLE.

kept pretty well under cover; and, until it

made its debut on the occasion of the hill

climbing contest on Eagle Rock last week,

little was known of it. The accompanying

illustration will, therefore, satisfy a deal of

curiosity that has existed.

That the big Indian is as goodlooking as its

smaller brother is evident, and that it will

give a good account of itself is not to be

doubted. In a general way it closely follows

the lines of the single-cylinder machine, from

which it really differs little save in the em-

ployment of the two-cylinder motor. It is

rated nominally at three horse power, and

is well inside of the 11 0-pound limit, tipping

the scales at 107 pounds.

number's 71-Pound Motor Bicycle.

Humber & Co., the famous English firm,

have created something of a furore by an-

nouncing a motor bicycle scaling but 71

pounds, actual weight, and for road use.

It employs a Humber motor of 1% h. p., Is

chain driven like the other Humbers, and is

fitted with brake, mud guards, trussed forks,

etc.

Ben Spittle, a repairman of Brandon, Man-

sarteditoba, a repairman of Brandon, Man-

itoba, was bvu:ned out last week. The fire

started from an overheated stove pipe.

until March or April. But they were excep-

tions. Most of the boys were better for tak-

ing a ride now and then, or for dropping in

the store and swapping yarns.

"It was always my practice to keep them
iu sight and to maintain the cycling interest.

For example, if a travelling man came to

town about this time with a tnink full of

new models, I saw an opportunity to do a

stroke of business for myself. So, instead of

meeting the man at the station or hotel, I

would have him bring his trunk to the store

in the evening. Then I would get word to

half a dozen or so of the boys and ask them
to drop in just about the time the machines
would be unpacked.

"If possible, I had a look at the machines
myself first and 'fixed up' with the traveller.

After that I let him tell his story to the

boys, especially if he was a good talker, and
imbue them with some of his own enthusi-

. asm. The scheme nearly always worked
splendidly, and I could trace many subse-

quent sales to the talk of the traveller.

"It seems to me that a lot of good could

still be done if dealers and travellers would
work together in this way. The latter sel-

dom comes in contact with the rider now,

and I honestly believe his business is hurt

thereby."
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THE WISE RIDER BUYS THE NATIONAL
THE SATISFIED RIDER BUYS AGAIN.

A sale easily made means quick profit to the

dealer. Wherever you find a dealer pushing the

NATIONAL, you meet a successful one.

Get in line for the NATIONAL Agency for

1905. You can make money out of it.

PIDfR /

NtVER

CnANOtb^

hl5M0UNT

WHAT YOU GET FOR YOUR MONEY IS AS

IMPORTANT AS THE AMOUNT

YOU PAY.

For Agency

May 24, 1904.

This is the fourth year that I have ridden this

wheel and would not trade it for a new one of

any other make. E. F. HAMMOND.

'Ters"a'dd«=ss NATIONAL CYCLE MPG. CO., Bay City, Mich., U.S.A.
HB

IF YOU WANT PROTECTION

:bi^^s^

Flsk Line of Bicycle and Motor Tires.
Prices once made remain. Goods delivered as Samples shown.

No .Cut=Throat Dealers can get them. Invest in them.

They are just as safe as Government Bonds.

BRANCHES AND REPAIR DEPOTS:
JJJ£ pj^JJ RUBBER COMPANY,

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.
Western Sales Office. 52 State Street, Chicago.

BOSTON. BUFFALO, PHILADELPHIA. OMAHA.
BPRINGFIBLD. DETROIT. WASHINGTON, MINNEAPOLIS.
NEW YORK. CHICAGO. I TORONTO. DENVER.
BTRACUSa BAN FRANCISCO. ST. LOUIS. LOS ANGELES.

LONDON.
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"The Wheel" and the "American Cyclist."
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Sidelines and Holiday Trade.

The cycle dealer who has not made a side-

line of a staple article or articles must needs

"follow the seasons." He must carry and

herald and push golfing or baseball imple-

ments or fishing tackle during the months

when those sports or pastimes are the vogue,

must switch to slsates or sleds when the sea-

son of snow approaches, and if he is keenly

alert he will at this period of the year "clear

decks" and "plunge" heavily into toys.

One of the most successful dealers of the

sort of whom we have knowledge followed

this system. The "winter of discontent" lost

all meaning to him. The holiday time was

particularly a time of activity and profit.

While he ever kept bicycles to the fore and

stocked also the golf sticks or fish hooks or

skates or toys in common demand, he always

sought out and kept his eye open for the

novelties in each particular line. Appreciat-

ing their drawing power he "featured" them.

Like his rival storekeepers, he also realized

the magnetism of a bright, cheerful show

window and he made the most of it. He was

not fearful of gas bills nor did he squeeze

the pennies whicli he expended for ever-

greens, spangles and gilt or vari-colored tis-

sue paper. He "worked" Christmastide for

all it was worth and never failed to get a

full share of the great volume of money that

is circulating at that season of which we are

again on the threshhold.

In the matter of toj's, the range is prac-

tically limitless, but it is the so-called me-

chanical toy that is in the ascendency and

that promises the best return to the cycle

dealei: seeking side lines. They are to be had

in all forms and at all prices and they af-

ford that "action" that attracts and inter-

ests the adult little less than the child. With

tliem it is possible for a Santa Glaus in a

decorated store or show window to give a

"free show" each evening that cannot fail

to attract the multitude and create sales.

While juvenile bicycles are to be advocated

at every opportunity the parents of many

tots are timid about permitting their little

ones to use them and in consequence have

recourse to toy tricycles and three-wheel ve-

locipedes, which permit the use of the side-

walks; there is really no good reason why

cycle dealers should not keep at least one

of each of these little vehicles in stock; they

are directly in their line of trade and the

newer velocipedes with their tubular frames

and rubber tires are really fetching creations

that appeal to all youngsters. The pedal

propelled "automobiles" are in practically the

same category. They are now offered at re-

tail at from $3 to $40 and with "automobile

bodies" of every type from the wedge-shaped

racer to the handsome "limousine" or en-

closed car seating four children and provided

with pedals for two of the little occupants.

As automobiles are "in the air," these toys

appeal to many who might sniff at bicycles,

although they are but bicycles after all.

Only last week a shrewd firm of New York

merchants promoted a 100 yards race be-

tween vehicles of this sort, providing sev-

eral of them for the use of the 200 contest-

ants that appeared, and this awakened a lot

of interest and publicity that will undoubted-

ly lead to many sales. The idea of the race

is not copyrighted an'i may be turned to ad-

vantage in any co»jmunity.

In short, theto" market is crammed with

novelties and saleable goods, and offers to

the idle bicycle dealer an opportunity that

easily may be turned to good advantage.

But "good advantage" does not imply

merely the purchase of an article or articles

and then keeping them hid "under a bushel."

It is necessary that such goods be heralded

and loudly.

England's Upheaval.

It is scarcely more than three years ago

that the head of one of England's oldest and

most prominent cycle building concerns, and

a leading exponent of the fetich of high price,

asserted that no sound and well designed bi-

cycle could ever be produced and profitably

sold at a lower figure than $80. To-day that

company lists its highest grade machine at

.$80 and its cheapest at just one-half thaf

figure, or $40. And other British companie*

of equal standing are offering machine? at

lower prices than eVer obtained in this coun-

try for ?\andard name plate machines.

As depicted in full in another column, the

British trade situation is an alarming one.

Grim, ruthless war has been declared be-

tween two of the most powerful concerns,

and into the vortex created by their struggle

other makers are being drawn. No such cut-

throat policy as has been inaugurated was

ever seen here, even in the gloomiest and

most demoralizing days of the slump. A
policy of extermination appears to have been

resolved upon, and bids fair to be waged to

the uttermost limit.

It is well known that British factory costs

have not been reduced to the extent that they

have here. A considerable number of the

best factories have been equipped with up-

to-date machinery and organizations similar

in the main to om' own set going in place of

the old hand processes that were formerly

almost universal. But in very few of them

have the reforms been carried to a conclu-

sion, nor is the adaptitude of the workmen

so great as that of our own men. Conse-

quently, it is impossible to get the same quan-

tity of work out of the men as here, and al-

though wages are lower and, in many cases,

materials cheaper, it is doubtful if even the

best equipped factories can produce as cheap-

ly as our own, to say nothing of the ma-

jority of them.

Another very important factor in the mat-

ter is the difference in the equipment of

English and American bicycles. The former

have, as a rule, more and costlier devices

than do our own. Tires are higher priced,

even now that the Dunlop patents have ex-

pired; saddles are more elaborate and, in

proportion to the factory cost, more expen-

sive; mud guards, brake and gear cases also

incline the scale of cost against the English

machine. Where we are content with a ma-
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cliine sans guards and gear cases and with

a simple hub contained coaster brake, the

English rider must have one of the first two,

if not both, and one and frequently two rim

bralies of expensive construction. The com-

parison might be continued much further, but

enough has been said to show that the cut-

ting of prices below those ruling here is im-

possible without a great sacrifice of quality.

The outlook for the English trade is indeed

a gloomy one. With 10 guineas ($50j as the

low standard pri<;e profits were small enough.

The trade had, after month of hesitation and

foreboding, braced itself for the plunge into

the 8 guinea ($40) pool, and now, in the twink-

ling of an eye, it is bid to cut prices to less

than $30. Like stampeded cattle the various

makers are being forced, sorely against their

will, over the cut price cliff, without know-

ing where they will land or whether the just

under $30 price is to be the rock bottom one.

In fact, it looks as if it were not, that each

cut will provoke a fresh one, until the bot-

tom will be out of the business.

Where it will all end no man can foretell.

But it is a striking commentary on the pro-

pensity of seemingly hard-headed business

men to let themselves get beyond control. In-

cidentally, the slow but certain upbuilding of

prices that has been going on here for several

years is worthy of more commendation thu i

it receives.

As was suspected, the cause of the aban-

donment of motorcycling by Mr. Corson" s

"old friend" proves of some instruction and,

as in many another instance, arises from the

mistaken assumption that all motor bicycles

are alike. We ourselves have had extended

experience with the "oil squirters" and can

sympathize thoroughly with those who value

personal appearance. The fault is entirely

with the manufacturers. There is no reason

whatsoever why a motor should throw oil.

There are a number on the market that do

not do so and that are as cleanly in that re-

spect as the pedal propelled bicycle. If the

makers of the offending machines lack the

"know-how," they should study their rival's

methods.

The experience of Mr. Corson's friend does

not constitute an isolated case. Only this

week we heard another man utter the same

objection to motor cycles, coupled, however,

with repugnance to leather clothing, which he

appeared to think was necessary because of

the dirty oil throwing propensities of motors;

he, too, placed them all in the same class.

Bad Effect of Oil Splashing.

Editor The Bicycling World.

In your footnote to my letter in the Bi-

cycling World of November 19 you say: "It

would be of some interest and instruction to

know why, having tried, it, the 'old friend'

discontinued the use of the motor bicycle."

I am pleased to have the opportunity to

answer this, as there are so many similar

cases. The next day but one after my "old

friend" made his remark to me I mounted
my faithful Indian and rode to the city in

New Hampshire where this "old friend" is

still in the bicycle business. The distance

was thirty-five miles, and the roads are the

worst to be found in New Hampshire. It

was a cold morning, and the wind blew very

hard, head on, but I was there in about two
hours from the start. I found, on investiga-

tion, that my friend had never owned a real

motor bicycle, but had ridden one such as

I first rode, and wrote about in my article

for The Motorcycle Magazine, "The Experi-

ences of a Veteran." This machine was fol-

lowed by two other "falce" motorcycles, there

having never been a good working machine

owned in tlie city. These machines are noted

for throAving oil all over the riders, and our

friend, being one of the neatest of men, could

not well be blamed for not wanting a motor-

cycle, if what he had seen of these machines

was a sample of all.

It did not take long to reverse the wrong
opinion that cyclists of tliat city had of mo-

torcycles. They were soon in love with the

machine I was riding, and I found several

prospective customers for early spring de-

livery, and one immediate order. This is

only a fair sample of the condition of the in-

terest in the motorcycle, where only these

cheap machines have been used. I have yet

to find a place where the perfect working

motorcycle has been first used that there is

not a growing interest.

I would like to say, in this connection, that

I have ridden upward of six thousand miles

this season, mainly over the hardest kind

of roads, and it has been one continual round

of pleasure. I have not had what I consider

one moment's trouble with my machine, and
as to its being clean to ride, it is much more
so than a carriage. I am wearing the same
coat and vest to-day that I have ridden in

all this distance, and only a few days ago a

friend remarked that I had a new suit. I am
more than pleased to inform you that I am
to start for a trip through the South on the

29th inst., where I can ride during the win-

ter months. I have not been so well for

years, and am some fifteen pounds heavier

than when I started last spring. I have not

had my machine on a train save once during
the season, and then only for fifty miles and
because of a rainstorm. Those who are not

riding a first class motor bicycle are losing

the pleasure of their lives. For my personal

pleasure I would not exchange the machine
that I am using for the best automobile made,
even if I had a bank account sufficient to

support it. E. H. CORSON.

Michael Buried in Brooklyn.

Jimmie Michael's body was buried last

Tuesday in Greenwood Cemetery. When the

Savoie arrived, the remains were taken to

an undertaking establishment on Third ave-

nue, near Twenty-eighth street. Services

were held there at two o'clock Tuesday after-

noon by Rev. Jesse F. Forbes, of Memorial

Presbyterian Church. The pall bearers were

Milton Henry, Jean Gougoltz, Petit-Breton,

Frank L. Kramer, A. E. ("Mother") Webb,
J. J. Richards, Jr., and John West. There

were many fioral pieces senf by riders and
friends of the great little pace follower.

When the body arrived, Mr. Powers cabled

Michael's mother, asking her permission to

bury the remains in this country. She gave

her permission at once. After Michael died

aboard ship, the captain wished to bury the

body at sea, according to the usual custom,

but this was objected to by the other riders.

In order to have the remains brought here,

it was necessai-y for them to guarantee $400

charges for embalming the body and enclos-

ing it in a metal case. These charges were

paid by Mr. Powers, who also arranged for

the interment in the Brooklyn burial ground.

"Jack" Prince's Indoor Circuit.

"Jack" Prince has broken out in a new di-

rection. Abandoning for the time being

those provincial English cities where he in-

tended to build indoor tracks this winter.

Prince is now arranging for the opening of

what is termed "The Northern Circuit of the

Armory Coliseums." The cities to be in-

cluded are Troy, Albany, Montreal, Toronto,

Buffalo and Cleveland. Perhaps to smooth

his path, Prince has adopted the title of

"Captain."

He is said to be planning to run a series of

motor-paced events in each of the above
named cities, with perhaps a few sprint

matches between some of the better known
professionals. The riders he expects to have
are Michael, Caldwell, Moran, MacLean, But-

ler and Gussie Lawson. The tracks are to be

constructed in such a manner that it will not

be necessary to drive any nails into the

floors of the armories. He has selected the

following dates: Troy, December 15 to 21;

Albany, December 28 to January .5; Montreal,

January 15 to 22; Toronto, February 2 to 9;

Buffalo, February 20 to 27, and Cleveland,

March 10 to 17.

Wheeler Heads Both Lists.

H. H. Wheeler, Pomona, Cal., is leading in

both the century and mileage competitions

of the Century Road Club of America. An-
drew Clausen, Chicago, is the "runner up"
in the former and Harry Early, Bayonne,
N. J., in the latter.

Racing Men in Three Classes.

Racing men are to be divided into three

classes—first, second and thii-d—by the

League of New South Wales Wheelmen. The
division is to be made by the handicappers

who will begin their task at once.
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There is One Morrow
that comes pretty near
taking: care of itself.

THIS IS IT

It is as near fooi=proof as it is possible to make a

coaster brake.
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ARE YOU FULLY INFORMED REGARDING THE 1905
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ECLIPSE HACHINE CO., Elmira, N. Y.
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j^ r^ooK:!
AT THE BUNCH THAT WERE AWARDED

The Grand Prize

THE. EXHIBIT/OF .

TRlNjSPORmTION BUIIjDING

IjOUl3iaim TVKCWASh EXPOSITION
ST. LOUIS, MO., U,S. A.

I a o ^ .

THE RACYCLE
That Totally Different Wheel

Won on its Merits.

E^asiest I^vinixing; ^^Xadiiixe :\JL^clGm

' The Largest Selling High=Grade Bicycle in the World.

WANT A SALESMAN TO CALL?

THE MIAMI CYCLE & MFG. CO., - fliddletown, Ohio.
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18 TEAMS WILL START

All Ready for the Six-Day Qrlnd—How
the Men are Paired.

Official annouucemeut was made on Fri-

day by the promoters of tlie annual six

day team race that eighteen teams will start

in the contest in Madison Square Garden

next week. Of the eighteen teams entered,

only three have been brought over from Eu-

rope especially for the contest. Of the six

foreigners, Gougoltz, Petit-Breton and Van-

derstuyft have been competitors in former

races, while the other three are strangers.

Mario Rossini, an Italian, who has raced

around New York all summer, will be paired

off with W. F. King, who was a member of

the famous Samuelson and King "Hobo"

team of a few years ago. "Pedaller" Palmer,

an Australian, who has ben racing at Salt

Lake City this year, will be teamed with

Emil Agraz, who was born in Mexico.

The race will start at five minutes after

twelve A. M. on Dec. 5, and end at five

minutes after ten on the night of Dec. 10.

It will be a continuous 142 hours contest,

the contestants having the right to ride and
rest as they see fit, except that no rider

must be on the track for more than twelve

hours in each twenty-tour hours. Any lap

or laps gained unfairly through one or more
contestants sacriticing himself or themselves

for one or more others shall not be allowed.

If two riders gain a lap ..by their unaided

efforts, -such pacemaking shall be allowed.

In case only one of two riders succeeds in

gaining a lap, he will not be credited with

it as it will be considered that the other

rider sacrificed himself. The same rule will

apply to more than two riders in case one

of them fails to gain a lap. If two or more
riders seem to be helped in gaining a lap

through one or more of the other riders hold-

ing back the tield, no lap shall be allowed.

When relieving his mate, a rider must
mount on the homestretch and start ahead

of the field and the rider to be relieved must
be ou even terms with his partner before

leaving the track. In relieving, the other con-

testants must not be interfered with and the

relieved man must not pass the scoring stand

more than once. After being relieved, ev6ry

rider must make a positive stop on the flat

floor on the homestretch side of the build-

ing. A punctured tire, broken handlebar,

chain or pedal, may, in the judgment of the

referee, result in the loss of no laps in the

score. On the last day of the race, from
three' o'clock in the afternoon until the finish,

a rider who has an accident to his machine
must remount and continue or be relieved by
his partner before the leaders have covered

five laps. The referee will decide whether

or not a contestant who falls as the result

of accident or foul riding shall be credited

with any laps he may have lost.

If a rider, in the referee's judgment, has

fallen purposely so that the field may be

unable to gain a lap, the rider so falling and

his team shall lose a lap as if he had re-

mained on his bicycle and been lapped.

Remnants of teams may resnme riding on

these conditions; no rider who has been out

of the race oflScially for more than four hours

will be permitted to resume as the partner

of another, and in combining the remnants

of two teams the lower score must be taken,

and should the teams be tied with the lead-

ers the reconstructed team will be penalized

one lap. All teams which are one or more

laps behind the leaders, may be called from

the track five minutes before the end of the

race. Ties will be decided by one mile trials.

A pistol shot will denote the beginning of

the last mile and no changes can be made
after that.

EMILE FRIOL,
The French Sprint Champion, who will meet

Kramer.

There will be a "curtain-raiser" meet to-

night of amateur and professional races.

Almost all of the men entered in the long

contest will compete in an international ten-

mile open, for which four prizes are offered

at the end of the race, with $.5 to the leader

at the end of each mile and $25 to the win-

ner of the most laps. For the amateurs

there is a one-mile handicap and a five-mile

open, the latter having a special prize for

the winner of the most laps. There will also

be a fifteen-mile motor paced race between

Robert Walthour, paced by Gussie Lawson.

and Hugh MacLean, paced by Charles Tur-

ville. During the week of the race, there

will be a series of sprinting match races be-

tween Emile Friol, the short distance cham-
pion of France, and Frank L. Kramer, the

American champion. Arthur B. Stone will

also appear in his "Looping the Globe" act

on a motorcycle. Two women are billed to

appear in motor paced races.

The complete list of teams and the titles

they will race under, is as follows:

Swiss-French Team.
Jean Gougoltz, Switzerland; Petit-Breton,

France.

Belgium -Holland Team.
Arthur Vanderstuyft, Belgium; Johann Stol,

Holland.

French-Argentine Rei)ublic
Team.

Andre Mazan, France; Antoine Dussot, Ar-
gentine Republic.

Dixie Team.
Robert Walthour, Atlanta, Ga.; Ben Mun-

roe, Memphis, Tenn.

Boston Team.
Nat Butler, Boston; James F. Moran, Bos-

ton.

Australian-Mexican Team.
W. "Pedaller" Palmer, Australia; Emil

Agi-az, Mexico.

Mormon Team.
W. E. Samuelson, Salt Lake City, Utah;

Saxon Williams, Salt Lake City, Utah.

Quaker -Chicago Team.
Otto Maya, Erie, Pa.; Jed Newkirk, Chi-

cago, 111.

Long I s 1 a n d - C. R. C. o f A. Team.
John Bedell, Lynbrook, L. I.; Menus Bedell,

Lynbrook, L. I.

New York Team.
. E. F. Root, Sheepshead Bay, L. L; Oliver
Dorlon, Coney Island.

Boston -Chicago Team.
Hugh MacLean, Chelsea, Mass.; James B.

Bowler, Chicago, 111.

Yankee-Western Team.
Harry E. Caldwell, Manchester, N. H.;

Norman C. Hopper, Minneapolis, Minn.

Irish Team.
Patrick Keegan, Lowell, Mass.; Patrick F.

Logan, Boston, Mass.

Newark-Brooklyn Team.
Floyd Krebs, Newark, N. J.; Joseph Fog-

ler, Brooklyn, N. Y.

American Team.
Charles Turville, Philadelphia, Pa.; Louis

E. Mettling, Boston, Mass.

East-Side Hebrew Team.
Samuel Sulkins, Boston

, Mass.; Joseph
Rockowitz, New York City.

California Team.
Hardy Downing, San Jose, Cal.; Burton

Downing, San Jose, Cal.

"Hobo"-I talia n Team.
William F. King, Missouri; xvlario Rossini

Italy.

Cycle ilotors for Airships.

Strange as the statement may appear, tbe

motor bicycle contributed to the success of

the Baldwin and the Benbow airships, whicb
made such successful ascents at the St. Louis
Exposition. Both were fitted with Hercules

two-cylinder bicycle motors, made by the G.

H. Curtiss ManufacturlQg Company, Ham-
mondsport, N. Y. Baldwin was so well

pleased with their work that he has placed

an order for two more of the engines.
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J^BADINGSTANDARD

READING STANDARD.
1905 ANNOUNCEMENT.

SEVEN MODELS! SEVEN MODELS!
Reading Standard Pace-Follower, - List^?6o.oo

Reading Standard Racer, - - List^^5o.oo

Reading Standard Road Racer. - List 40.00

Reading Standard Ladies' Light Road-
ster, including Coaster Brake, - List $40.00

Royal Reading Roadster, men's, - List 30 00
Royal Reading Roadster, women's, - List 30.00
Reading Roadster, men's, - - List 25.00

roJi Gushian Fork and Two-Speed Gear and Automatic Coaster Hub can be supplied on all models.

The quality and finish of these bicycles is unsurpassed, and they are sold at prices which enable the dealer
to make a good profit. Our 1905 agency proposition is the best yet. You should not delay communicating
with us if you are desirous of handling a money-maker.

The THOROUGHBRED Moter Cycle, List $210. Equipped with all the latest improvements. Has no peer.

Side Wheel attachment, extra. List $50.00 |
Tandem attachment, extra, List $15.00.

'] READING STANDARD CYCLE MFC. CO., Reiding, Pa, u. s. a.

Distributors for So. Car., Ca , Fla , Ala., Miss, and Tenn., ALEXANDCR-ELYEA CO.. Atlanta, Ca.

y Pacific Coast Distributors, THE BRUNETTE CO., 461 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

RbadingStandard

One of many

testimonials which have

been received on our Motor Bicycles.

Charlottesville, Va., Nov. 22, iqo^.
POPE MFG. CO

Dear Sirs :— I have wa7tted to write to yon for some time

and compliment you on your Motor Wheel. J am aji enthusi,

astic motorist and have ridden Jive or six different makes,

but the only wheel that ivould carry me over these roads

withoutpedaling was the iq04 COLUMBIA. I have ridden

it constantly this season over our moutitain roads for

•business, and it has neverfailed me.

Yours truly, (Signed), W. W. MOSS.

POPE MFG. CO.,
HARTFORD, CONN.

CHICAGO. ILL.
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LEGEND OF HOOP SNAKE

Effort Made to Trace it to a Cycling In-

cident Fails Lamentably.

Very few of tbe Old Timers were in fit

condition to attend the club meeting this

week and tell any fairly good yarns, as the

shock given them the week previous by the

Occasional Attendant with his gory bull and

cyclist tale left many of the truth-lovinp

members in a morbid state of mind. Each

fully realized that it would be difficult to

sustain his reputation unless he could concoct

a story to surpass the tale of the bull and

cyclist. After drinking a cocktail, a glass

of beer, a high ball, and finishing with a

half pint of White Seal the Chief Spinner

was, however, in prime condition to unwind a

yarn.

"Have you ever heard the legend of the

Origin of the Hoop Snake?" he began. "No?

Well, I thought not. I'll enlighten you.

"About nine years ago a man I know was

riding alone in a dreary, desolate countiy—

pedaling along, obvious of everything—when
instinctively he felt that something was
wrong with his tires. Looking down he dis-

covered, to his sorrow, that both were cut

so as to be absolutely useless. Here was a

predicament—thirty miles from the nearest

railroad station and just about one chance

in a hundred of a passing wagon to give him

a lift. But my friend was an optimist and

resolved to take his misfortune philcsophi-

cally—it would not facilitate matters by wor-

rying—so he lighted his pipe and sat down
by the roadside.

"As he smoked he saw a long snake crawl-

ling across the road scarcely ten feet away.

A bright idea fiashed in his mind. He would

make the snake act as one tire. Cautiously

he crept close to the reptile, reached out one

hand and grabbed it. Then he ripped the

useless tire from the rim, and tied the

squirming serpent in its place, and as chance

would have it, the ophidian reptile was just

long enough to circle the wheel.
" 'Here's luck!' quoth he of the inventive

mind. 'And now for another one. This

one's mate ought to be close by, so I'll just

lie around and wait awhile.' The snake that

was lashed to the wheel began hissing and
the wheelman instantly thought of a punc-

ture, but remembered the snake and laughed.
" 'It's no use making a fuss, my pretty

boy, I've got you fast.'

"Another snake, precisely the same length

and size of the first, had glided up to the

wheel in the meanwhile, coiled itself and
with tilted head, crooned in soothing snake
language to the unfortunate serpent that

was substituting as a part of the bicycle.

"The truculent cyclist, however, was not

in a mood for the romantic, and unmerci-

ftdly seized the second snake and tied it to

the other rim.

"All was well now, so he mounted his bi-

cycle and proceeded homeward. Arriving at

his destination, he cut the leashes that bound

the reptiles and turned them loose. But the

snakes had been in the circular shape for so

long that crawling was well nigh impossible.

Putting their tails in their respective mouths,

they rolled away like hoops, and," the .speak-

er concluded, "all snakes of this variety have

been traveling around in a rotary motion ever

since, and that, gentlemen is the origin of

the hoop snake."

"You are an unmitigated liar," yelled one

of the listeners. "I heard of hoop snakes

long before I ever knew about bicycles," and

in the confusion which followed this remark,

the Ernest-Thompson-Setonized member of

the club made his exit through a rear win-

dow.

ARE

GOOD STICKERS

SAME LABEL

SAME CEMENT

EVERY TIME YOU BUY

Morgan x Wright
CHICAGO

MiU VOKK BBAJ^CH 214-216 WEST 47TH ST.

Lamp Lenses not What Tliey Seem?

It is not generally known by persons who
use bicycle lamps, automobile lamps, and
many articles in which lenses are required,

that the lenses are not always what they

seem. A decision bringing out the fact that

sometimes the lenses are not glass, but

paste, is the outcome of a controversy by

the Board of General Appraisers of Customs
concerning articles in the form of plano-

convex lenses about three-fourths of an inch

in diameter, made of paste and designed to

imitate rock crystal, the latter mineral, ac-

cording to a decision of the courts, being

classified as a precious stone. At the hear-

ing of the case it developed that within the

past two years the chief use of these articles

has been diverted from the construction of

jewelry to the manufacture of electric pocket

and bicycle lamps and similar goods in which
lenses are employed. It was further shown
at the hearing that the merchandise is in fact

lenses with the usual magnifying properties

found in ti'ansparent substances molded,

pressed or cut ito a plano-convex form.

TO STUDY SIX-DAY MEN

Scientists Will be on Hand for tiie Purpose

—Food Their Hobby.

Headed by Professor W. O. Atwater, of

Wesleyan University, at Middletowh, Conn.,

a party of scientists will make a careful

study of the condition of the riders in the six

day race. 'J'hey will remain in Madison

Square Garden all week, and have received

permission from the promoters to make as

many tests as they wish. They are interested

particularly in determining the relative

value of foods in the production of muscular

energy. Professor Atwater thinks that a

six-day bicycle race calls for more sustained

energy than any other form of contest, and

.Tohn West, trainer of the foreigners, will do

all in his poAver to facilitate their work.

Professor Atwater has certain ideas on the

subject of training which he is especially

anxious to apply at this time, and hopes to

induce ijome of the contestants in the big

lace to work along these lines. One thing

the promoters of the race hope to achieve

fr( m the visit of the scientific men is the

abandonment of the old howl of brutality

which is always raised during a six days

contest. Absolutely nothing will be concealed

liom these men, and they will be at liberty

1o give their views on the humanity of the

race at any stage of it. There will not be

a single rider in the race who will not be

under the observation of these scientists.

How the German Works It.

There is said to be one German dealer who

sells twenty thousand bicycles a year—and

that in a town of only two thousand inhabi-

tants. His method of doing business is re-

markable, strongly resembling that of the

mail order houses in this country. He con-

ceived the idea of advertising direct to the

public, and by giving each customer an inter-

est in his business to the extent of a com-

mission on every machine he sells, has built

up one of the most successful retailing estab-

lishments in the world. All this business is

still conducted from the modest hamlet where

this agent is a veritable king. He has his

own postoffice on his premises, and the

amount he spends in postage alone is stag-

gering. The catalogues he circulates broad-

cast to the public cost about 75 cents each.

But the price of machines in Germany is

very low; $25 is a faii'ly hiah price, while a
.$40 machine would be considered the height
of luxury.

An Irish jobber in cycles and phonograph

goods, and who imported the latter direct

from this country, has been at pains to ex-

plain why he could undersell other Irish job-

bers and dealers who purchased their goods

in London. Cai'riage charges from London, he

says, are absurdly exoi'bitant, whereas the

freight on direct imports from America is

merely nominal. Naturally, the many cycle

dealers who have taken on sidelines of this

character are exercised over the matter.
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FOR ROAD RACING CIRCUIT

Worcester Dealer Is Leading the Move-

ment—His Plan and the Results Possible.

If the plans outlined by J. W. Grady, the

well known Worcester dealer, mature, the

1905 season in New England will be of more

interest than for some years past. Grady,

who has always been an enthusiastic believer

in road races, and who annually promoted

one on his own account and felt its good in-

fluence in his business, now proposes the

formation of a New England road racing cir-

suit. Indeed, he has more than proposed it,

having, during his winter travels in the in-

terests of the Hudson Manufacturing Com-

pany, interested a considerable number of

dealers in the New England States and re-

ceived promises of their support which seem

to assm-e the success of the project.

His idea is that the dealers in from fifteen

to thirty of the large towns in New England

undertake to promote and provide prizes for

at least one road race in their respective

towns during the year, an agreement being

reached regarding the dates in order that

the circuit may be properly arranged to per-

mit the riders of the various places to com-

pete in each race if they so desire. The

circuit will be scored on the point system,

a grand prize, say a piano, being "hung up"

as a prize to the rider leading in points at

the end of the year.

Grady has the matter well in hand and,

before the winter has spent itself, expects

to be able to make a definite announcement

of the formation of the circuit.

"I believe that road racing has had as much
as anything to do with making Worcester a

high grade town," he said on Thursday in

discussing the subject, "and I believe the

same result is possible in every other place

if the dealers will but properly lend them-

selves to the effort. It is my experience

that every man who ever participated in a

road race thinks that he might have won, or

at least have finished well up, if for some
reason or other something had not happened

to him. He simply itches for another trial

and a circuit, such as is proposed, would sat-

isfy that longing and make it worth while

for every man to train, and keep in training

throughout tlie season.

"There are practically no bicycles listing

at less than $30 that go out of my store," he

continued, "and, as I have said before, I at-

tribute this result largely to the road races

I have promoted in previous years. Why,"
he said, with a show of enthusiasm, "even

the messenger boys in Worcester ride high

grade bicycles, and I have made any num-
ber of sales to men who ride merely to and
from business by putting them on such bi-

cycles as the fast men used in these races,

and showing them the difference between
high grade and easy running bicycles and
the cheap things they were accustomed to

push. I honestly believe that the reason

many men ride cheap wheels is igno-

rance of the superior qualities of the better

machines. It is merely an illustration of

the 'where ignorance is bliss, 'tis folly to be

wise' proverb, and it is up to the dealers to

spread enlightenment. This can only be done

by giving the cheap wheel crowd a chance

to try the high grades, and when they learn

the difference between the two they are never

really content until they get the better ma-
chine. And the dealer himself should not

only ride but ride the best machine he has in

stock. When I am in Worcester, I myself

seldom walk or use a street car. I ride my
bicycle wherever I may go.'

AT WAR OVER PACING

What Brought it About and Some of the

Practices that it Recalls.

Killed While Breaking Records.

Another name has been added to the list,

far too long already, of motor pace followers

who have been fatally injured while engaged

in either racing or record breaking. The latest

victim was Brecy, the young Frenchman,

who was one of the very best followers of

pace in Europe and an exceptionally game
racing man. The mishap occurred at the

Pare des Princes track in Paris on Novem-
ber 15. He was engaged in a record ti'ial

at the time and was travelling around the

track at a speed of about 55 miles an hour

when the front fork of the pacing machine

broke suddenly. Both Brecy and his pace-

maker were thrown but were picked up alive.

When the pair were taken to a hospital,

Brecy's condition was pronounced hopeless,

but the pacemaker recovered consciousness

within an hour.

At the time the accident occurred, Brecy

had ridden 66 kilometres. He had bettered

all of the records from one kilometre to sixty

and was over two minutes ahead of the re-

cent figures for the hour record which Bruni

made on October 27. Brecy had travelled re-

markably fast up to thirty miles, his time

for the distance being 33 minutes 10 1-5 sec-

onds. He completed sixty kilometres (about

thirty-seven miles) in 39 minutes 43 2-5 sec-

onds. If nothing had happened to him, it

seemed as if he would ti-avel moi-e than

fifty-eight miles in the hour.

First Man Not the Winner.

H. Cadwallader, jr., a local rider, won the

twenty-five-mile handicap road race which

the Stroud Wheelmen, of Philadelphia, ran

over the White Horse Pike on Thanksgiving

Day. He had a handicap of five minutes.

Henry Irvin, ef Camden, N. J., who had a

handicap of four minutes, won first time

prize. Richard Stroud and Daniel Cullen, of

Philadelphia, both scratch men, won third

and fourth time prizes. The second time

prize was captured by B. MacQuay, of Cam-

den, starting from the four-minute mark.

James Logue, a Philadelphia novice, was the

first to cross the tape, but had covered but

twenty miles, through the mistake of one of

the officials. Daniel J. Trotter, of Philadel-

phia, had to finish on a borrowed machine,

aiid Edward Blumfield, of Atlantic City, rode

the last five miles on a punctured tire after

having kept with the leaders until that time.

Em-opean racing men are engaged in a war

of words over pacing methods, which recalls

the first attempts to "connect" the "pacee"

with the "pacers," to the unfair advantage

of the former over other riders. Bruno

Demke, the Berlin long distance rider, is op-

posed to the use of motor tandems for pac-

ing.

In a circular which he issued to his col-

leagues he states that Robl enjoys an extra

advantage through the position of his rear

pacemaker's saddle, which is generally where
it ought not to be in relation to the hub.

Robl's tandem possesses no safety roller, and
for an excellent reason—the roller would
be superfluous. With the tandem's rear sad-

dle not in the proper line with the hub, but
projecting several centimetres beyond the

back wheel, Robl cannot get near enough to

touch the pacing machine with his front

wheel—his head prevents that. The Munich
crack can, and habitually does, ride with his

head close up against the middle of his

thickly padded rear pacemaker's back. Those
who have not seen him racing have but to

glance at the snaps of him to have this made
plain.

This style of following is impossible for a

man behind a single fitted with the roller.

To oblige Robl to shift his rear man's saddle

forward and adopt a roller would be to de-

prive him of an advantage which he knows
how to appreciate, and which, for that rea-

son, he stubbornly declines to part with.

Nor can Robl be induced to race behind a

motor bicycle.

It was the late "Johnny" Nelson who first

got so close to the rear rider on his pacing

tandem as to touch him Avith his head. This

was in 1900, in Boston, and Nelson became

so expert at the practice that he was finally

protested by competitors. It was alleged that

he could so connect himself with his head in

the pacer's back that he would receive ma-
terial benefit by being pulled along. The
point was held to be a good one, and Nelson

was warned that his head must not actually

touch the pacemaker's back. Following Nel-

son's example, all the pace followers of that

day trained themselves to follow closer, find-

ing that they were better protected, even if

they forebore to actually touch the pace-

maker.

It is thought that it was this practice that

contained the germ of the idea used a year

or two later at the Manhattan Beach track

by Fred Hoyt. His plan was to get assist-

ance from the pacing team, not by hooking

his head in the rear man's back, but by us-

ing a sti'ing as a towing line. This he held

in his teeth, the other end being held in the

hand of the man on the pacing machine. The

trick was tried at a night meet, but a keen-

eyed official "spotted" it and Hoyt got a

year's suspension. .j^



Automobiles Cause Two Accidents.

Henry Kenschel, twenty-nine years old, liv-

ing in 172d street, Now York, was riding a

bicycle on St. Nicholas avenue on Monday,

when a lieavy automobile trucli swung around

the corner of 150th street, liuocking Renschel

from his wheel and passing over his legs,

which were crushed by the immense weight.

The injured man was hurried to the hospital,

but died soon after he reached the institu-

tion. "William Dougherty, the driver of the

truck, was held by Magistrate Baker, of the

Harlem court, in $1,5U0 bail for the inquest.

Rudolph A. Koch, forty-two years old, of

Elizabeth, N. J., was riding on Park avenue,

that city, on a bicycle last Tuesday morning,

when an automobile came up behind him. He
looked back, and in so doing lost his balance

and fell directly in front of the automobile.

Robert W. Flagg, of Hoboken, who was
steering the machine, did his best to stop it,

but the front wheels passed over Koch s left

leg, breaking it. He was sent to the C.ty
Hospital in a serious condition.

Denver's Saucer in Sight.

The prospect of a saucer track in Denver

has been considerably strengthened; in fact,

it appears almost certain of materialization.

John A. Payment who is leading the move-

ment, states that he has already financed the

project and secured an option on the neces-

sary ground. The track probably will be

eight laps to the mile, and the stands have

a seating capacity of three thousand. The

centre of the held will be given over to base-

ball and other sports.

Payment, who is no slouch as a rider, and
W. W. Hamilton, once styled "the unpaced
king of the world," and several other old

timers promise to don their racing togs again
and compete as of old when the track is com-
pleted.

Qirl Strikers Use Bicycles.

A "Girl Bicycle Brigade" is an innovation

brought to public notice in the strike of the

Garment Workers' Union, now on at Chicago.

Girl strikers, mounted upon bicycles, have

been delegated to follow all wagons carry-

ing goods to be made into suits. When the
girls' reports are turned in the union men
know just what garment makers are still

working and who have refused to go out on
strike.

Liles is no Loliypop.

A splendid instance of steadfast athletic

supremacy is furnished by C. E. Liles, an

Englishman who in 1880 beat H. L. Cortis in

the one-mile N. C. U. championship, and who
for a number of years was one of the fore-

most English racing men. He had, although
forty-six years old, just won a steeplechase
handicap, and is a consistent rider and a hard
man to beat.

Ooasteil Over an Embankment.
Lawrence Fields, a resident of Clinton,

Ind., will probably die as the result of a bi-

cycle accident on Thursday of this week.
Fields was coasting down Shaul's Hill, eight
miles south of Clinton, and rode over a steep
embankment. He fell heavilj^ breaking his
leg and fracturing his skull.

THE BICYCLING WORLD
Weintz Wins Twice in the Armory.

A general smashing of wheels and the tem-

porary knocking out of several riders was
one of the unpleasant features of the two-

mile handicap bicycle race in the Sth Regi-

ment Armory, New York, on Saturday night,

where the semi-annual games were held. The
floor of the armory is never good for bicycle

races, as the turns are too sharp. In taking

one of the curves the front wheel of one

rider slipped and he fell, bringing down many
of the riders with him, chief among whom
was Oscar Goerke, the crack scratch man.
L. J. Weintz, of the National A. C. (60

yards), was head rider in the first heat, and
in the final heat secured the lead from the

start and rode over the tape an easy win-

ner:

Summary:
Two-mile bicycle race (handicap): First

heat—Won by L. J. Weintz, National A. C.

(GO yards) ; George Engledrum, Sunset Wheel-

men (60 yards), second; W. Charleton, 13th

Regiment (80 yards), third. Time, 5:16 3-5.

Second heat—Won by Ott, National A. C. (80

yards); C. Marshfelder. New York City (100

yards), second; C. Weber, Mohawk A. C. (80

yards), third. Time, 4:521-5.

Final heat—Won by L. J. Weintz, National
A. C. (60 yards); G. Engledrum, Sunset
Wheelmen (60 yards), second; E. Ott, Na-
tional A. C. (80 j'ards), third. Time, 5:02.
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Californian in Front in Maryland.

One of the most interesting events at the

automobile race meet held at Electric Park,

Baltimore, on Thanksgiving Day, was an un-

limited Australian pursuit race for motor bi-

cycles. The contestants were Ray Thomas,
of Baltimore, and H. J. Painter, of Califor-

nia. The local rider led for the first two
miles, but the Californian gradually closed

up the gap after that, overhauling his oppo-

nent at four and one-third miles. The time

was 7:.34. Charles Callahan, the Baltimore
champion, had intended to compete, but an
accident happened to his machine while he
was on his way to the track,
fifty started.

Trout Hooks a Road Record.

Arthur Trout, of the California Cycling

Club, made a successful onslaught on the Pa-

cific Coast ten-mile paced road record. He
made his attempt over the course from Fruit-
vale to Haywards. His time was 19:50 3-5,

which is 3 minutes 7 2-5 seconds faster than
tilt previous record.

Blrdsong Wins in Texas.

Lewis Birdsong won the two-mile motor bi-

cycle race which was run in connection with

the automobile contests at the driving park
in Houston, Tex., on November 23. He rode
an Orient, and his time was 4:34%. J. Wade
CoK, on a Thomas Auto-Bi, was second.

Bay View's Basketball Team Scores.

The Bay View Wheelmen, Newark, N. .7.,

have organized a basketball team for the

winter months. Tuesday night last the cy-
clists proved their superiority over the Plain-
fielders by defeating them to the tune of 33
to 14. The game was played at Plainfield.

ON

Eagle Rock.
Of 51 automobiles that participated in the

climbing trials on that famous New Jersey

hill on Thanksgiving Day, only 21 made

better time than the single cylinder

Indian Motor Bicycle,

ridden by P. H. Johnston, who flew up

the steep one-mile grade in

1 : 59 4-5.

The two-cylinder Indian, ridden by Oscar

Hedstrom, went up in 1:41, which time

was surpassed only by 11 motor cars, all

of them great big racing "monsters "of

up to 105-horse power.

But then Hill Climbing always was one

of the Indian's strong points. Can as

much be said for the machine you are

riding or selling or considering?

HENDEE MFG. CO.,

Springfield, Mass.

Pacific Coast Representabvss,

THE BRUNETTE COMPANY
491 IVIIsslonSt.., San Francisco, Cai.
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On the Sands of South Africa.

A strong cycling organization has been

formed in South Africa by the employes on

the Johannesburg Reef. The reef stretches

for twenty-four miles in a straight line, and

the different properties all follow one another

in close succession. The number of white

men employed on this stretch is very consid-

erable. The "Simmer and Jack" mine, for in-

stance, is a small town in itself.

The immediate neighborhood of the reef is

of very sandy formation, and for this reason

many of those who own cycles have been in

the habit of storing their machines in Jo-

hannesburg and running into town on the

small railway which plies backward and for-

ward between Elandsfontein and Johannes-

burg, and starting thence on their ride. The

different "shifts" (periods of working) in

force at the different companies have hither-

to prevented the formation of such a club

as this, but with the introduction of the

Chinese a universal system of working has

come into vogue.

The leading cycling body in Johannesburg

has always been the Wanderers' Club, but it

is likely that the new organization will soon

become the principal club in the Transvaal.

Many suggestions have been made from time

to time as to how the road running along

the reef could be improved, but nothing fea-

sible has so far appeared. The Johannes-

burg sand should be good for cycle manu-

facturers and dealers, as it plays havoc with

the machines. There are two sides to every

question, however, and the dealers declare

that it is thelT worst enemy, as it keeps many
from purchasing wheels.

The Aggravating Slow Puncture.

One of the most annoying happenings, es-

pecially at this time of the year, is an exas-

peratingly slow puncture. Being such a

slow leak, it is difficult to locate, and, as it

does not prevent the tire being ridden, the

matter of repairing it is put off from time

to time, with the result that it is never done.

The tire may hold up for six or eight hours

without getting too soft to ride, but that only

causes the rider to procrastinate still more.

He finds the tire down Avhenever he starts

to take a ride, of course, and he resolves to

repair it before he uses it again; but being

ready for his ride he merely inflates it and

starts off when it gives no more trouble, un-

less the ride is an all-day one. A bad punc-

ture would give less trouble, for it would

have to be repaired in order to put the ma-

chine in serviceable condition.

'Frisco Club Lodges a Claim.

The claim is made by enthusiastic mem-
bers of the Bay City Wheelmen of San Fran-

cisco that it is the oldest active cycling or-

ganization in the world, it having been

formed in 1884. While this claim will, of

com'se be contested, it is probably true that

the Bay City's are the oldest purely cycle

club retaining its clubhouse as a wheel-

men's habitat and remaining an active rid-

ing and racing organization.

Early this month the Bay City Wheelmen
celebrated its twentieth anniversary. The

function was one of the most successful

events in the history of the club. It was a

gathering of old-timers who were among the

first to own wheels on the Pacific slope. Ed
Mohrig, the first president of the club, was
among those present. Many letters and tel-

egrams from old-timers who were unable to

be present were received.

Pays Tribute to Zim.

Referring to the remark of a contemporary

that A. A. Zimmerman was the finest Ameri-

can cyclist who ever raced on English tracks,

the Irish Cyclist pays a graceful tribute to

the Jersey "Skeeter" when it says: "The
word American might have been omitted."

Offers Reward for Tack Sprinklers.

The Automobile Club of France has offered

500 francs ($100) for information leading to

the discovery of the individual or individ-

uals who strewed the Dourdan circuit with

nails on the occasion of the International

cup race for motorcycles sometime ago. It

will be remembered that a number of the

competitors were compelled to drop out of

the race because of the many punctures their

tires received.

IS ALWAYS IN SEASON.
It Is not only the finest thing on earth for cleaning and redressing frames, rims and all enameled parts of Bicycles, but IT IS SIMPLT INVALU-

ABLE FOR HOUSEHOLD USB.
A little effort In the way of circular distribution or personal canvass among housekeepers, during the dull season for bicycle trade, will result

in the building up of a fine and permanent business in this line.
Liquid Veneer perfectly cleans and redresses Furniture and Interior Woodwork. Makes everything brand new.
Many housekeepers use it regularly when dusting, because dust adheres to the cloth moistened in Liquid Veneer and is carried away, leaving the

surface immaculately clean, perfectly dry and highly polished.
Liquid Veneer affords a liberal margin of profit to the dealer. It is extensively advertiscdin the leading periodicals. Write for our propositions

to the trade.

BUFFALO SPECIALTY MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Buffalo, N. Y.

WRENCHES AND BELLS
For Bicycles and Automobiles

If stamped with the name Prank Mossberg Co., represent the very finest design,

material and workmanship.

SEND fOR CATALOGUE.

FRANK MOSSBERG CO., - Attleboro, Mass.
Foreign Agents, S. GUITERMAN & CO., Ltd., London, Eng.
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STANDARD SPOKE & NIPPLE COMPANY, Torrington, Conn., U.S.A.

StillAddingtoOurLine
Our ^^ONWARD ^^

tire is as near a guaranteed article as we

can make it^ Resiliency and wearing qualities both considered^

Our ^^BOULEVARD PATROL'' thick wall tire is just what

the trade wanteds Ask us for prices on these tires, Also^ on

^^RARITAN/' ^TILOT/' ^^DAISY/' '^MONITOR" and

^'SAFETY PUNCTURE PROOF/'

Frame Guards, Umbrella Plugs, Depair Stoek and Patching Rubber.

INDIA RUBBER CO., New Brunswick, R J.

New York Omccs: No. 253 BROADWAY. New England Branch: 97 HAVERHILL ST., BOSTON.
Western Branch: 540 WABASH AVENUE, CHICAGO.
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WANTS AND FOR SALE.
1 5 cents per line of seven words, cash with order,

Indian Motorcycle, like new, G & J tires,

grip control, compensating sprocket; cheap.
EMMETT E. COLBY, Owego, N. Y.

VV/^ANTED—Everyone interested in motor bi-

cycles to pi'rchase "Motocycles and How to

Manage Them." Contains 126 pages bristling

with information, ^i.oo per copy. For sale by
The Goodman Co, 154 Nassau St., New York City.

THEN EW

"WON'T LEAK"
Right Angle Pump Nipple

NO PACKING to wear and get
leaky.

STEEL POINT. Absolutely Air
Tight.

Just what the Trade has been wanting.

Our 5905 line of bicycle repair parts will

icttjrest every dealer. Send for our Catalogue.

A. NELSON MFC. CO.,

69 So. Canal Street, Chicago.

ALL ROADS ARE EASY WHEI^ THE

BALL
RETAINER

IS US^D.
With millions in daily use, it has 5tood the test for

more than five years and is adaptable to ball bearings of

aay kind.

If you are users of ball bearings we would be pleased to heai

f .'om you and mail you our catalog with the latest ioformatioii

which we know would be profitable and interesting to you.

THE STAR BALL RETAINER CO., Lancaster. Pa., U. S. A.

Special Stampings
F-ROIVl

SHEET METAL
THE CROSBY CO., - Buffalo, N.Y.

HIGH GRHDE
wheels must have the

best equipments.

There i« nothing that givei more value for

the money than the use of the

MORSE rSS.^r CHAIN

NOISELESS IN MUD, WATER OR
DUST AND ALWAYS EASY RUNNING.

The only chain having Prlctlonleis

Rockar Jolnti. Insist on having the

Morse Twin Roller. Fiti regular

tprocketi.

Sena lor Catalogue and

Trade Price to

Morse Chain Co., irumansburg:, n. y.

Bicycle and Hutomobile

SUPPLIES.
Lowest Prices. Prompt Shipments.

JOS. STRAUSS & SON, Buffalo, N. V.

CATALOGUE.
Thor Motor and Parts for Motorcycle and

Hubs and Parts for Bicycle on application.

AURORA AUTOMATIC MACHINERY CO.,

AURORA, ILL.

Bicycles >' Motorcycles
HICH-CRADE LEADERS.

Fowler Manson 'Sherman Cycle Mfg. Co.,

241 S. Jefferson St., Cliicago.
Write for terms.

JOHN S. LENG'S SON & CO.

93 Reade Street, NEW YORK,
CARRY A COMPLETE STOCK OF

Bicycles, tires, sundries.
CAREFUL ATTENTION PAID TO

RROiVIF»X SMIRIVIEIMX.

The Week's Patents.

774.421. Handlebar for bicycles. Henry
D. Griswold, Providence, R. I. Filed August
5, 1901. Renewed April 12, 1904. Serial No.
202,872. (No model.)

Claim.—1. In adjustable liandlebars for bi-

cycles the combination of the following in-

strumentalities, a pair of bars having gear
teeth on their inner ends, the teeth of one bar
engaging with the teeth of the other bar,

radial teeth on one side of the ends of said
bars, side plates having radial teeth on the
inner side of one of them fitting into
the radial teeth on said bars, studs
projecting from the inner sides of said
side plates and into said bars, a hinged clamp
inclosing said side plates and bars, with
means for closing said clamp to hold the
bars, substantially as described.

774,995.—Bicycle holder or support. .Tames
Spier, Harrogate, Eng. Filed March 16, 1904.

Serial No. 198,370. (No model.)

Claim.—A bicycle holder or support pro-

vided with three parallel rods or bars ar-

ranged one above another, the top rod or bar
and the middle rod or bar being provided
witli arms which are slidably connected
therewith and which project at right angles
thereto, said arms being composed of rods
bent to a form upwardly directed loops
through which the top rods or bars pass and
downwardly directed brace members where-
by the arms connected with the top rod or
bar engage the rod or bar thereunder, and
the arms which are connected with the mid-
dle rod or bar also engage the rod or bar
thereunder, the said ai-ms on the top and
middle rod or bar being also of different

lengtlis, substantially as shown and de-

scribed.

775,032. Foot cycle. Heni'y Glade, North
Fitzroy, Victoria, Australia. Filed Dec. 8,

1903. Serial No. 184,354. (No model.)

Claim.—In a cycle for the feet, a frame,
front and rear wheels, axles for said wheels,
circular boxes having ball bearings therein

for the axle of tlie rear wheel, brackets se-

cured to the frame in which the circular

boxes are adapted to roll and a collar on the
outer end of each of the circular boxes for
preventing longitudinal displacement of the
axle, sul)stantially as described.

We make oilers for almost the entire trade. The quality

of our oilers is unequaled.

CUSHMAN&DENISON MFG. CO., 240-2 W.23d St., N.Y.

WORCESTER PRESSED STEEL COMPANY
WORCESXI

Successor to

R RERRULE & IVl RG. COIVIRAIMY,
WORCESTER, MASS.

Manufacturers of Light and Heavy Stampings in Steel, Brass, Copper, etc.

Automobile and Carriage Fittings. Bicycle Parts and Specialties.

UMU.MABK
Catalogs showing stock goods mailed upon request. Inquiries solicited.
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Don't Pay the Penalty.
Delay your order and you're sure to pay more for your tubing

than we now ask.

The reason is simple — our mill will soon be going full blast
in addition to working overtime on the " late comers* " orders —
you've only yourself to blame if you have to pay the penalty of
higher prices.

The same may be said of headstems, front and rear forks and
seat posts.

THE STANDHRD WELDING 6©.
Cleveland, Ohio.

Western Representatives, McCLERNAN & ORR, Chicago.

WE MAKE OUR OWN
SELLING PRICES

THEY ARE ALWAYS INTERESTING TO JOBRERS
WRITE NOW FOR 1905 CONTRACT.

GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO.,
AKRON, OHIO,

"D. & J." HANGERS
FOR

Single,

Tandem,
Triplet,

ABSOLUTELT THE BEST Quad and
—— Motor Cycles.

Lightest, Nearest Dust Proof, and
Easiest Running Hanger in ttie World.

Up-to-date Dealers handle

HUDSON

Sole manufacturers of tlie celebrated

D. and J. HANGERS.
Write for our terms and prices, and special territory proposition.

MUSTLINC AGENTS WANTED.

THE HUDSON MFG. CO., Hudson, Mich.

That famous Motorcycle, the

AUTO-BI
With its

Cushion Frame, Spring ForK and

Combination Steel and Leather Belt

Embodies the acme of Motorcycle luxury

and reliability.

MADE liY

E. R. THOMAS MOTOR CO., Buffalo, N. Y.
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If Vou are Interested in Autonnobiles,

\A/ill Interest You.
Rublished Every Thursday at 94-96 Tribune Building, NexA/^ York.

Specimeo Oopies Gratis.$2.00 per Year.

Two Books for Motorcyclists
An elementary knowledge of

electricity will go far towards

making for the fullest measure

of motorcycle satisfaction.

-The ABC
of Electricity"

will impart this very knowledge.

The book is entirely non-technical and

can be understood by the man who

does not know "the first thing" about

electricity.

Price, 50 Cents.

If you ride or sell,

or intend to ride or sell

motor bicycles,

''Motorcycles

and

How to Manage Them"

is the very book you need.

Every page teaches a lesson. Every illustration

"speaks a piece."

And there are 126 pages and 41 pictures, too.

Price, ;)Si.oo.

THE GOODMAN CO., 94-95-96 Tribune Building, New York

TO THE LIVE MAIM
Interested in cycling who realizes the value of keeping informed

about all that concerns it this blank will be hint enough:

T̂HE GOODMAN COMPANY,
j

124 Tribune Building, New York.
|

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription

to the BICYCLING WORLD for one year, commencing

with the issue of ,

Name..^ ,. _._

I
Address ._,

BOSTON & MAINE R.R.

LOWEST RATES
FAST TRAM SERVICt

BBTWHIN

Boston and Chicago,
St. Louis, St. Paul,

Minneapolis

and points West, Northwest, Southwest.

Pullman Parlor or Sleeping Cars on all

Through trains.

For tickets and information apply at any

principal ticket oflSce of the company.

D. J. FLANDERS, Gen'l Pass. & Ticket Agt.

THE CYCLIST-
TPADE PEVIEW

FOUNDED 1B79

THE LEADING ORGAN
OF THE

CYCLE TRADE
1

Read by the whole of Ihc

BRITISH TRADE.
American Subscription Rate '

9/4 per annum.

Specimen copy on application to

ILIFFE e* SONS Limited.

COVENTRY. Eng.

The Best Advertising Medium

for the Irish Trade is

THE
IRI5H CYCLIST

specimen copy and advertising rates on

application to

MECREDY, PERCY & CO., Ltd.. Props.

34 Abbey St., DUBLIN,



Diamond
Bicycle Tires

For 1905. The Diamond Hunter puts

a new high water mark on the gauge

post of quality. A splendid tire

always, but now still better. Notice

the raised tread.

The Diamond 400—construction

advanced, quality advanced, price—ask

us. One of the big winners for 1905.

And these are but two of a better line

than has ever before been offered.

BRANCHES
EAST

NEW YORK
15 Warren St.

NEW YORK
1717 Broadway.
BOSTON

174 Columbus Ave.
PHILADELPHIA

304-306 No. Broad St.

BUFFALO
41 Court St.

DETROIT
310 Woodward Ave.

THE
DIAMOND RUBBER

COMPANY,
AKRON, OHIO.

BRANCHES
WEST

CLEVELAND
223 Huron St.

CHICAGO
167-169 Lake St.

SAN FRANCISCO
608 Mission St.

DENVER
1735 Arapahoe St.

ST. LOUIS
3966 Olive St.

MINNEAPOLIS
611 First Ave. S.

Users of motor cycles are asked to send for our book, " Tires, and How to Use Them."

Will be ready soon.

1



Morgan sWrightTIres

are good tires

Morgan iWRiGHTTiRES

ARE GOOD TIRES

INSIST,

Specify Tires made by Morgan & Wright, ChicBgo,

on your 1905 Bicycles.

Single and Double Tubem Oatapiam Single and Double Tubom

Smooth or Corrugated Treadm

Morgan iWRiGHTTiRES

ARE GOOD TIRES ;

Morgan & Wright, Chicago.

NEW YORK DATTOW ATLANTA
ST. IX>UIS. SAN FRANCISCO MORGAN.sWRIGHTliRES

ARE GOOD TIRES

EVERY EVENT WON ON G & J TIRES
HT THE RaeE MEET ©F THE NORTH JERSEY
MOTOReveLE eLUB, Nov. 8, at Hackensack, N. J.

THE WINNERS
10-Mile 61ub Championship,

Rambler, ridden by Clarence GIffin.

15-Mile ©pen,
Indian, ridden by H. Y. Bedell.

S^Mile Race, for machines of less than 2-H.P.
Rambler, ridden by Clarence Giffin.

Unlimited Pursuit Race,
Rambler, ridden by Clarence Giffin.

.

G St J's are always in

the van the fast, safe,

reliable tires.

Factory :—Indianapolis, Ind. Branches:— Chicago, 111., Detroit, Mich.
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WHAT HURT THE WORST cycle iiicUistry when tli'^ first stripped bicycle

Mas sold."'
POPE PRICE REDUCTIONS

stripped Bicycles and tiie Evils that they

Ddveloped, says One Ex-tradesman.

"Despite what others may saj', I am firmly

convinced that the biggest mistake the bi-

cycle manufacturers ever made was when

tliey inaugurated the sale of stripped bi-

cycles. I believe it had more to do with the

decline of cycling than any other one cause

or combination of causes."

The man who gave voice to this opinion

was oue of the former department managers

of oue of those cut price houses that has

made most of its money by free pvu'chases

of stripped machines which were then

equipped in a fashion to net the largest prof-

its. He is uncommonly well situated to

speak on the subject.

"The stripped bicycle," he continue!,

"placed and still places a premium on cu-

pidity and allows room for all manner of

doubtful practices, usually practices that dis-

gust the rider and turn him from cyclin.^-

It is directly responsible for the cueap tir^'.

und, in fact, simjily opened the tloodgat s of

cheapness. And the cheap tire!" (j^ue

speaker threw up his hands as he said it.i

"Of all the inventions designed to injure a

business, there was never anything like it. I

doubt if even some of those who deal only

with high grade bicycles know what feanul

things have been foisted on the public in tli,'

shape and name of tires. I have seen •'?4U

bicycles go out of our store fitted with tires

that would scarcely hold up out of our sight.

I tried hard to get the head of our house tj

ehauge his ways, but it availed nothing. He
was out for all the money there was in the

game and played it to the limit. I am thank-

ful that I had to do with the wholesaling,

and dealt with dealers and not with riuers.

"It is as plain as a pikestaff that the

stripped bicycle was the sti'ongest s rt of

an inducement to every other jobber and
dealer to increase their profits by using such

tires, and I guess there were a good many
of them who used them. The tires never

failed to give trouble, and the riders never

failed to blame the bicycle. It is small won-
der that so many of them became.disgusted

uud quit liding. It was a sorry day for the

Fire Destroys Curtis's Store.

Fire originating in a mysterious manner
resulted in the destroyal of the bicycle store

and contents.of the Curtis Machine Company,
Elizabeth, X. .7., last week. The loss is

placed at $3,500, i^artly covered by insurance.

The only theory put forth to account for the

fire, which started about midnight, is that a

spark from a passing locomotive dropped on

the building, smoldered, and finally bm*st into

rtame. A policeman discovered smoke issuing

from tlie building and gave the alarm. When
the fire engines arrived the place was in

rtames, and it required two hours of hard

work to subdue them. The entire stock of

bicycles and tires was destroyed.

The Curtis Machine Company is a stock

concern, of which I. M. Curtis is president

and general manager, and W. E. Headly, sec-

retary and treasurer. It is uncertain whether

the firm will continue in business:

W 111 Make riotorcycle Outfits.

The Motorcycle Equipment and Supply

Companj' has been organized in Bunalo, witli

C. L. Waters as manager. The concern

purposes marketing the Mesco motorcycle

outfit for appli'"" -> the ordinary pedal

propelled bicycle. The outfit includes a mo-

tor of 1% h. p., designed for either chain or

belt transmission.

Hendee Gets Police Order.

After long consideration, the New York

Police Department has finally and formally

decided to make use of motor bicycles. The
authorities have selected the Indian as the
•otftcial mount" and placed their order with
the Hendee Mfg. Co.

Improvement in Handle Bars.

Tlie Kelly handlebars for 1905 will lie

marked by fiU'gings of greater strength than

those previouslj' employed. Improvement

has also been found possible in several little

details that will make the famous bar more
desirable than ever.

Marsti Tacks on $20.

The price of the Marsh motor bicycle has

l)een increased to $145. The advance is

(oncurrent with the adoption of G & J de-

tacliable tires in place of the single tubes
previously employed,

Chainless and Motor Bicycles Affected—Big

Demand for Juvenile Models Reported.

^^'hile the prices of the Eastern line—Col-

umbias, Clevelands, Tribunes and Crawfords

—will remain unchanged, several changes

have been made in the Pope Mfg. Co.'s West-

ern 1905 lists; all are in the nature of reduc-

tions, and with the one exception apply to the

bevel geared models.

Henceforth the standard Rambler, Cres-

cent, Monarch and Imperial chainless will

be priced $60; with cushion frame, $65; with

cushion frame and two speed gear, $80. This

is a reduction of $5 all around. The chain

driven models of these brands will remain at

$50 and $40.

The list on one chain model, that of the

supplementary lines akin to the Ideal, have
also been lowered $5—from $30 to $25.

The motor bicj'cles of both the Eastern

and Western departments have been uniform-

ly reduced to $210, which is $15 less than the

old figure.

D. E. Gould, the manager of the Western
department, is in New York this week, and
talks cheerfully. The holiday demand for

juvenile bicycles, he states, has been remark-

able. Indeed, he said thaf the call for them
had been steadily increasing for more than

a year, and he anticipates that they will form

a considerable item in the total output.

Wanamaker's not an Exclusive Agency.

Although John Wanamaker has taken the

Pierce agency for New York and Philadel-

phia, it appears that, so far as New York is

concerned, it is not an exclusive agency.

There are four other dealers in the city who
will continue to sell Pierces, and P. A. Baker

& Co., 20 Warren street, will, as heretofore,

handle them at wholesale.

The Retail Record.

Westfield, Mass.—O. E. Herrick will retire

from business.
Monroe, Mich.—Keegan & Keehan, dis-

solved; Frank T. Keehan continues.

Toledo, Ohio—Ray Samberg & Co., style

changed to Toledo Sporting Goods Co,
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WAS A FREE WHEEL SHOW

Absence of Fixed Qears Feature of English

Exhibition—Novelty and New Models

Confined to Motor Bicycles.

If there was one feature of the twenty-

eighth Stanley show, held last month at Agri-

exiltnral Hall, London, that stood out in bold

relief, it was the complete dominance of the

-free wheel." For years it has been ac-

quiring a firmer grip on the British trade, and

the culmination of the movement came last

month, when hut six fixed gear bicycles were

placed on exhibition. This means, of course,

that the "free wheel" has become the stand-

ard type of construction, just as, first, the

safety and next the pneumatic tire conquered

the high wheel, and the solid and cushion

tires and became standard themselves.

Henceforth the fixed gear will be regarded as

a rara avis, and in no lengthy period it may

be expected to disappear altogether.

Although the show, which is the first since

1893 to be held Avithout opposition from the

rival National shoAv, is generally admitted to

have been a large, comprehensive and hand-

some one, it is the smallest Stanley show,

with two exceptions, held since 1895. And

while it received a number of accessions from

the defunct National show, there were a num-

ber of prominent absentees. Among these

were the Premier, Rudge-Whitworth and

Swift, which concerns, with most of the other

absentees, held private shows of their own.

Nevertheless, the show was undoubtedly a

highly satisfactory and successful one.

Next to the "free wheel" development, the

most obtrusive and talked of features were

the wholesale slashing of prices and the great

increase in machines fitted with variable

gears. The latter first made their appear-

ance at the IdOO shows, and since then they

have been duplicating the experience of the

free wheel. The present show has witnessed

the biggest increase in their use, there hav-

ing been 128 machines out of a total of 1,084

bicycles fitted with sorhe form of variable

gear. There were both two and three

speed gears, and machines of this class

formed one of the chief topics of conversa-

tion. There appears to be a strong public

demand for variable gears, which not even

the extra price asked for them avails to

check.

That the trade was practically a unit in be-

lieving that the 8 guinea machine was certain

to become standard for the 1UU5 season waa
made clear by the almost universal staging

of u model at that figure. Tlie liadge-Whit-

worth bombshell almost created a panic at

the very beginning of the show. For a while

it looked as if chaos would prevail, but after

awhile the smoke cleared away and it be-

came possible to see how matters stood. It

then became evident that ten other machine*

had followed the Rudge-AVhitworth lead and
cut under 8 giiineas, eleven in all, while

twenty-two, or just double the number, had
remained firm and stuck to the higher prlcei.

The break in prices seems destined to have

the effect of accentuating still more strongly

the difference in the equipment and fittings

of the various grades of machines. The

groundwork, as it may be termed, of ma-

chines is becoming more nearlv uniform, and,

conversely, the remaining parts differ more

markedly. As an illustration, one concern

charges £2 ($10) additional for a machine

when it is fitted with extra light equipment.

Similar variations are found all along the

line. The cheapest models—those under £7—

are usually fixed geared machines, stripped

of all accessories not actually needed in rid-

ing.

Complaint was made on many sides that

ingenuity was no longer manifested, and that

HUMBER 71-POUNDS MOTOR BICYCLE.

as a result cycle design and construction, as

evidenced at the show, was void of novelty.

Not only were "freaks" absent, but special

features as well, the machines bearing a

closer approach to imiformity than ever be-

fore. The variable gear is almost the single

exception, and upon its improvement an im-

mense amount of time and money is being-

spent. Cross frames, which a few years ago'

ROC LADIES' MOTOR BICYCLE.

gJive promise of finding a place in standard

construction, are plainly moribund; they do
not begin to hold their own, and have de-

creased in numbers during each of the last

three years. Springs came in for a moderate
amount of attention. There were springs

for frames and forks, spring vs'heels and
spring hubs.

One of the few real novelties was an air

spring, the invention of Professor Sharp, the

well known mechanical expert. He adopts

the plan of employing a cylinder of com-
pressed air in which a plunger works. One
cylinder is placed in the back stay of the bi-

cycle and the other on a fork parallel with
the front forks. These contrivances give a

very great resilience, and can be inflated to

withstand great pressure. Professor Sharp
seems to have succeeded in getting over the

great stumbling block of previous experi-

menters in this line, viz., making a simple

and reliable airtight joint in the cylinder.

This is done in an ingenious manner by

means of a rubber mitten or sleeve. This

mitten is capable of a rolling motion, and

when the piston or plunger moves up and

down with the vibration from the rod, the

mitten has a corresponding motion, now roll-

ing on to the cylinder and then rolling on to

the plunger. All the time it maintains an

air tight joint, and from tests made it is

claimed to be most durable.

It was only in motor bicycles that any dis-

tinctly new models or any constructional

changes of moment were to be found. Of

the new models, the 71-pounds 1% horsepow-

er Humber was perhaps the most notable.

It was displayed suspended from a scale that

all might see that its weight or lack of

weigiit was real and not merely a catalogue

creation.

The machine followed the lines of the 2

horsepower and 3 horsepower Humbers, the

former scaling 98 pounds. The engine dimen-

sions are 65 by 76 millimetres. It employs

chain transmission and a spray carburetter,

of course. Dunlop 1%-inch tires, mud guards,

two rim brakes, a spring saddle and trem-

bler coil are included in the weight. A .1. A.

B. belt driven machine of 2% horsepower and

weighing but 84 pounds also was exhibited.

A 2% horsepower Rover—belt driven—weigh-

ing 100 pounds, and a 3 horsepower Singer

of 130 pounds were among the comparative

light weights—the latter being a reduction

of 40 pounds. The lightest motor bicycle ex-

hibited, however, was of French manufact-

ure, and weighed but 55 pounds. Its teacup

motor was rated at but 1 horsepower, how-

ever, and was plainly designed to be mei*ely

auxiliary to the pedals.

In all 247 motor bicycles, 15 motor tricycles

and 44 tricars were staged. The "tricar" is

a peculiarly English institution. While for

two passengers Americans incline to motor

bicycles fitted with so-called tandem attach-

ments, the Britons, possibly because of bet-

ter roads, lean heavily toward "tricars,"

which suggest motor bicycles equipped with

fore carriages. Some of them are amazing

creations, with water cooled engines big

enough to drive a truck. Some have pedals;

others have none. Some are steered by

handle bars; others by wheel. The "tricar"

is really a compromise between a runabout

and a tandem tricycle, and not a very good

compromise, either.

While in this country grip control has be-

come almost universal, the British motor-

cycles are still marked by from three to six

little operating levers that stick up like so

many horns from various parts of the frame

or that are curved under the grips. Chain

transmission is gaining ground, the Quadrant

having been "won over" and several others

being half won—that is to say, they supply

either belt or chain drive.

Trembler coils appear to be in almost gen-,

eral use, and mechanical valves to be finding

increased favor, although the Av'erner has re-

turned to the automatic inlet—inlet valve con-

trol being now one of the Werner features.

By an ingenious arrangement the inlet opens

instead of the exhaust, the throttle being

closed simultaneously to avoid back firing.
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Th« main shafts of scTeral of the luoLors

shown were fitted with ball bearings. Mag-
iiptp Ignition has made no substantial proc-

uress; the same is true of two speed gears.

Spring forks are slightly more noticeable,

nnd one machine, the Raleigh, has n spring

handle bar—an ngly one.

Three ladies' motor bicycles were exhibited,

one of them, The Roc. which is here ilhis-

1 rated, being an excellent example of a make-
shift.

oil from llio hrariugs drops through small

holes in the crank pins on to the cylinder

walls, and the makers claim that effective

lubrication is thus effected.

Weaver Spilled by an Automobile.

Charles E. Weaver, the sales manager of

the Kelly Handle Bar Company, has learned

that automobiles are subject to tricks of

which bicycles never "dreamed."' One day
last week he accepted a friend's invitation
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•F. N." 4-CYLINDER .3-HP MOTOR BICYCLES.

The "F. X." shaft driven four cylinder bi-

cycle was in evidence; also a nimiber of two
cylinder machines. One of the latter, the

Barry, made by a little known concern, in-

corporated the only departures from accepted

practices. Each cylinder is 2-inch bore by
2-inch stroke. The crank shaft is fitted to

the framework, running from ball head to

bottom bracket. One side of the crank shaft

is drilled through to permit the gas to enter

the compression chamber; two of the round

boxes fitted are the cylinders, the third is

the compression chamber and the fourth is

the exhaust box common to the two cylin-

ders'. Each piston has the connecting rod at-

tached to its own crank pin; the pistons have
opposing action, and before the gas enters

come together and compress air into the com-

pression chamber; then, going apart, the gas

is suclied through a nonreturn valve into the

compression chamber. Upon the return of

the pistons, the gas, by the double action of

the two pistons, is forced through the inlet

valve of one cjiinder, then compressed and
tired. The firing stroke causes the whole
mechanism to move around the fixed crank
shaft, and the action is repeated in the sec-

ond cylinder. The engine is practically a

four cycle, double cylinder, Avhich is its own
ilyAvbeel and its own fan, the revolution of

the engine causing a natural draught, and
even at the lowest speed it must keep cool.

The ignition is the usual high tension, the

contact being taken through the frame by
brushes from the main engine. Lubrication

is not by splash; the crank shaft, webs and
pins are drilled through, and the oil is fed in

fi'om the usual tank drop by drop; the excess

to witness the hill climbing prowess of the

tatter's car. The steepest hill in Clevelanil

was selected for the purpose, but when near

the top the car balked and began to roll

backward down the grade. Otis Cook, of

the B. F. Goodrich Company, who, with
NVeaver, was one of the passengers, jumped
and saved himself, but Weaver was pinned
under the automobile when it struck an em-
bankment and overturn^-d. Miraculouslj%

however, he escaped with slight injury.

Leng Leaves Reade Street.

Owing to their inability to renew the lease

of their present quarters at No. 93 Reade
street, John S. Leng's Son & Co., the well

known NeAv York jobbers, will move to No.

33 Murray street. The new store is at the

northwest corner of Church street, and has
entrances on both Murray and Church streets.

There will be enough room at the new loca-

tion so that the steel tubing business can be

conducted there, it being run at No. 4 Fletch-

er street at present, where the firm has been

in business for forty-two years. They hope

to be in the new store before New Year's.

Qerman Makers Earn Qood Profits.

It is being made increasingly plain that

the German cycle trade has experienced a

very good year. The steady growth of ex-

ports has had much to do with this, but the

decline of imports and a good riding season

have also been factors in tbe matter.

One result of this renewed prosperity is

the paying of higher dividends. The Corona

Fahrradwerke and Metallindusti'ie of Bran-

denburg willj after writing off large amounts

and cnrr.ving o^cr a j;o()d %\\\\\. pay a divi-

dend of 14 per cent., instead of 11 per cent,

paid last year. Weyersberg, Kirschbaum &
Co., of Solingen, have increased their turn-

over by 27 per cent., and the trading results

liave risen from a loss of $18,700 for last year

t() a net profit of $10,700. The Herkules
^^'erke, of Nuremberg, shoM' a net profit of

$41,700, which enables the payment of a 9

per cent, dividend, whereas the firm paid 7

per cent, last 3^ear, and in former years the

profits had gone to an even lower level.

Concerning Qerman Trade Marks.

The German Patent Oixice calls attention

to the expiry on October 1 last of the first

decade since the Trade Marks Protection Act
of is94 came into force, and it may be useful

to give the regulations to be observed on the

renewal of registration, which is necessary
after a lapse of ten years. (1) For renewal
a signed declaration of tne trade mark owner
whose name stands on the roll, or his proxy,
that the registration of trade mark No. so

and so (here give the. registered number) is

renewed, together with a fee of ten marks, is

sufficient. Notification that renewal has been
officially effected is sent to the owner or
proxy. (2) Protection begins from the date
when the trade mark is notified at the Im-
perial Office. Renewal can take place at

any time within the ten years' term of pro-

tection, but the new term commences from
that time. (3) Shotdd re-registration not be
notified within the ten years, the registered

owner is informed by the Patent Office that

protection will be withdrawn unless he re-

news within a month and at the same time
pays double fees. (4) The foregoing intima-

tion goes only to the person whose name
stands on the Patent Office's books; hence
those who take over trade marks should
take care that the office is apprised of the

transfer in due course.

Passing of an Old Chain Maker.

At Bay Shore, L. I., last week, died, at the

age of 71 years, George W. Cilley, who at

one time was a manufacturer of the Cilley

bicj'cle cuain. tt° was the inventor of an
automatic drill for making bicycle chains,

and later organized the Cilley Chain Com-
pany, of Norwich, Conn., for which Oliver,

Straus & Co., of this city. Avere agents. The
concern went out of business some years ago.

Mr. Cilley was at one time well off, but he
met wath reverses which swept almost all ^

his fortune away.

Triumph Institutes an "innovation."

An innovation in British trade circles hat

been inaugurated by the Triumph Co., one of

the big English companies with a branch

factory in Germany. It consists in making
a slight additional charge for ladies' ma-
chines. This extra cost is 5 shillings—$1.25—

and is set against the extra cost of construc-

tion and of dress and mud guards.

The practice has long been followed in this

country.-
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THE WISE RIDER BUYS THE NATIONAL
THE SATISriED RIDER BUYS AGAIN.

A sale easily made means quick profit to the

dealer. Wherever you find a dealer pushing the

NATIONAL, you meet a successful one.

Get in line for the NATIONAL Agency for

1905. You can make money out of it.

WHAT YOU GET FOR YOUR MONEY IS AS

IMPORTANT AS THE AMOUNT

YOU PAY.

For Agency

May 24, 1904.

This is the fourth year that I have ridden this

wheel and would not trade it for a new one of

any other make. E. F. HAMMOND.

feS aWss NATIONAL CYCLE MFG. CO., Bay City, Mich., U.S.A.

IF YOU WANT PROTECTION

JBXJ"^

Fisk Line of Bicycle and Motor Tires.
Prices once made remain. Goods delivered as Samples shown.

No Cut=Throat Dealers can get them. Invest in them.

They are just as safe as Government Bonds.

THE FISK RUBBER COMPANY,BRANCHES AND REPAIR DEPOTS:
B03T0N. BUFFALO. PHILADELPHIA, OMAHA.
SPRINGFIELD, DETROIT. WASHINGTON. MINNEAPOLIS.
NEW YORK. CHICAGO. .TORONTO. DENVER.
STRACUSa SAN FRANCISCO. ST. LOUIS. LOS ANGELES.

LONDON.

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.
Western Sales Office. 52 State Street, Chicago.
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"The Wheel" and the "American Cyclist."

Published Every Saturday
By

The GooDMaN eoMPaxv
94.95.96 Tribune Building,

(154 Nassau Street)

NEW YORK, N. Y.

TELEPHONE, 2652 JOHN.

Subscription, Per Annum [Postage Paid] $2.0C

Slngfle Copies [Postage Paid] ... 10 Cents

Foreign Subscription $3.00

Invariably in Advance.

Postage stamps will be accepted in payment for subscripaons,
but nj)t for advertisements. Checks Drafts and Money Orders
hould be made payable to The Goodman Company.

Entered as second-class matter ^t the New York, N. Y.,

Post Office, Septenioer, 1900.

General Agents: The American News Co., New York City
.tiid its branches.

Ilg^* Change of advertisements is not guaranteed unless copy
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Selection of Traveling Men.
Ill selecting travelling men there is not, as

a rule, any very ^Yide range of clioice. Ca-

pable men are not always obtainable, and

makers sometimes liave to make the best dis-

position possible with rather undesirable ma-

terial. Nor is there any certainty about it;

the least promising men sometimes produce

tlie best results, and vice versa.

There is one class ol: travellers that the

wide awake maker has learned to leave

alone. That is the man who has memory
but uo enthusiasm, who recollects the glit-

ter and glory of the business and drunk deep

of the champague and other heady waters

that then HoM-ed ad lib. and now has only a

bitter taste left in his mouth; who brings to

the task of selling bicycles experience and

knowledge, but absolutely no faith. Such

men there are in plenty. Sometimes they are

"hard up" aud ready to turn to anything to

replenish their pocketbooks; at others tliey

have employed their talents in other direc-

tions—automobiles for preference—and look

back Willi nsbinisliiui'iit and dislasle to the

d.iys of their wholesouled enthusiasm. In

cither case beware of tlicinl They will either

il.-inni the bicycle llic.\- iiiofcss to sell with

the faintest of t'aiiit piaise, or th(>y will kill

snics hy slurring, indifferent remarks. One
would expect the needy man, at least, to

throw himself heartily into the task of sell-

ing goods. If he did, he would not be in

(his clas.s.

A manufacturer remarked to us iiot long

ago that he was looking for a good traveller,

and so far vainly. The name of oue of his

old men was suggested, but he shook his

heail decidedly. "Xo, he will not do," he said,

"tie knows how to sell bicycles, but he uo

longer ha.s any faith in them, aud he would

Inu't my business if 1 sent him out on the

r<iad. Anybody is better than he."

Select for your traveller either a man who
knows bicycles and rides and believes in

tliem. or one who never rode oue and could

not if he tried. The latter will do less harm
than the ex-enthusiast, who deals the ma-

chine that gave him the greatest pleasm-e of

his life a kick or a cuff whenever he gets

the chance. He is the man to steer clear of.

Influence of the 5ix-L>ay Race.

It looks as if the six-day race had become

an uncommonly deep rooted institution. Each

succeeding year adds to the general wonder

at its uuu'vellous drawing powers. To at-

tempt a definitiou of the cause is unsatisfac-

tory, if not impossible.

It is more or less solemnly avowed that

the chief cause of the packed houses is the

"hunger" of the New York public for "ac-

tion"; but, even if this be the case, it is to

be said that the public must have such food

placed well within its grasp, as in the in-

stance of the six-day race. Every effort to

attract crowds to the outlying tracks has

met witli discouraging defeaL. The people

simply will not travel far to see even more

action aud snappier, such as is offered by the

sprint races. Indeed, men who would scarce-

ly cross the street to see contests of this sort

and whose interest in cycling is at the low'est

possible ebb, each year make a pilgrimage to

the long grind at Madison Square Garden,

and there remain rooted, despite a Babel

of noise and an atmosphere which literally

reeks with aged tobacco smoke and other

not agreeable odors.

Night after night finds men in their old

places, hanging over the rails with their eyes

glued on the spectacle of a handful of men

plodding wearily around the small track.

Tliey remain rivettod to their seats for hours,

many of them, in fact, make a night of it.

Iliey scarcely know why. It may be that

(hey hope against hope tliat the mighty ef-

fort to "steal a lap," which invariably throAvs

the crowd into a frenzy, will be made each

succeeding moment. It presents a curious

side of human nature—oue that is hard to

explain and equally hard to understand.

The simple fact remains, however, that

the six-day race is a magnet that attracts, as

no otlier athletic event attracts. In previous

years, when the "yellow" press dreamed
opium "dreams" and ran to gross exaggera-

tions in red headlines, and when the playful

prank of a rider was contorted iuto evidence
of insanity or brutality, it was held that the

crowds came in order that they might wit-

ness these pranks of crazy men, or to see

them drop writhing and unconscious from
their wheels. This year the saffron journals

have been strangely lacking in this regard.

The old stories of brutality and insanity have
been conspicuous by their absence, and yet
the crowd has flocked to Madison Square
Garden in ever increasing numbers. Not
even when Walthour, the public idol, and
reckoned a magnet of unusual power, quit

the race in a temper, was the attendance af-

fected. The crowds still came, and are still

coming.

Sucli evidence compels that the attractive-

ness of the six-day race be set down to "fas-

cination"—to that indefinable desire which
led the prattling child to insistently demand
to see "the wheels go roimd;" but whatever
the cause, the fact remains that the six-day

race has become an institution in which not

only New York but the whole country, and
in lesser degree, a large part of the world

takes an absorbing interest. It is the one

cycling affair that has withstood the rav-

ages of time, and booms and slumps, fancies

and fads and the general fickleness of man-
kind that has dealt so unreasonably and un-

kindly with the bicycle. It is the one event

that now fills the public prints with pictures

of cyclists_and columns of description.

Inappreciation of a Good Thing

How far apart the British and American

rider has drifted is revealed in graphic fash-

ion by a note in another column. It calls at-

tention to the fact that out of nearly eleven

hundred bicycles exhibited at the Stanley

show only six had fixed gears.

In many other ways the riders of the two

countries are at variance. We eschew guards,

chain coverings, brakes, head locks and the
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dozen or more "fitments" that our British

cousins consider an indispensaWe adjunct to

riding; also, we are content to dispense en-

tirely with brakes—which is the usual way—

or to take them in the form of an appendage

to a coaster device, while the insular rider

would deem his life in danger if he did not

have one brake, and nearly always insists on

having two—one hand and one foot applied,

with which he has absolute control over his

machine.

But these are details. In all essentials of

construction English and American machines

have been identical until the coming of the

free wheel. It has made the first important

divergence. Here the fixed gear is still

standard and used by a very large majority

of riders. They either believe in its snper-

iortty or they are ignorant of the merits and

advantages of the coaster brake, to give it

its American name. There Avas a time when

it was reasonable to believe that the coaster

brake would continue to make rapid prog-

ress and in no very great while become

standard. That time, however, has gone

by. It is no longer reasonable to expect it.

Judging by present appearances, it will take

more than intrinsic worth, such as the coast-

er brake possesses, to put it in the position

its occupies in Great Britain.

There are some sanguine people who think

that sheer merit should enable the coaster

brake to win a complete victory. They cite

the pneumatic tire as an example. What it

did the coaster brake should do. They fail

to take into account the changed conditions

now and in 1892, as well as the differences

between the two devices. Then riders were

full of enthusiasm and eager to try anything

new; now they are indifllerent, averse to in-

vestigating and chary of incurring extra ex-

pense. The air tire made instantaneous con-

verts, and it soon became an axiom that no

one who tried one ever willingly returned to

the solid or cushion type. The coaster brake,

on the other hand, requires to be used some

little while before it pleases. The average

rider does not like it at first, and unless he

perseveres he will obtain a false impression

of it.

It may be asked where the remedy lies. Is

one of the best devices ever placed on a bi-

cycle to fail of wide popularity through in-

difference and too short acquaintanace? The

answer depends on cycle makers and riders.

Until the former make a real push on coaster

brakes, and the latter evince more interest in

it, there will be no following in the footsteps

of the Briton, and the coaster brake will con-

tinue to receive a fair amount of favor and

give unalloyed pleasure to the fortunate ones

who know it, but will remain a closed book

to the larger number who know it not.

Which would be a pity. The coaster brake

was invented and first used in this country.

We gave it to the Briton, and he has made

better use of it than we have, as well as

modified it to suit his wishes. He knew a

good thing when he saw it.

There is a widespread belief that ice and

frozen snow are bad for tires, the sharp

edges cutting them, nipping the tubes, etc.

Actual expei-ience does not bear this out,

however. It is our recollection, and we think

it will be confirmed by most riders that very

few mishaps occur under such conditions.

It is contended by some careful observers

that tires are less susceptible to injury in

cold than in warm weather, and the facts

seem to bear them out. Of course, it is to

be said that the bulk of the riding is done in

warm weather, and that tires should give

most trouble them. Neverthel-ess, we have

yet to hear of any unusual number of mis-

haps during the winter, and we have ridden

over jagged bits of ice in fear and trembling,

only to find that nothing happened.

Walthour has learned the sad and bitter

but chastening lesson that while it requires

a long, toilsome effort to reach the top, the

descent is swift and easy. And as the Irish-

man said, "It is not the fall that hurts; it's

the stopping so quick." Walthour's empty

frothings, which reflected on his own hon-

esty, were calculated to fairly knock the

props from under the sport, and he merits

no sympathy. It is to be hoped that despite

his contriteness—which, from his remark to

a Bicycling World representative does not

appear altogether real, or at any rate thor-

ough—the N. C. A. will display sufficient

strength of backbone to sustain the admir-

able resolution of the referee and cause

Walthour to remain seated on the mourners'

bench for a period befitting his offense. Sus-

pension merely for the winter months would

be farcical.

Years ago the policy or impolicy of admit-

ting the riding public to repair shops was

hotly debated. The weight of opinion seemed

to be against it, but the practice itself was

pretty generally followed, notwithstanding

this belief in its inexpediency. To-day it is

no longer a particularly bm-ning issue, for

the number of riders who haunt repair shop*

is vei-y small.

Rogers on riotorcycle Weights.

Editor The Bicycling World:

Regarding the pros and cons of motorcycle

weight, as being discussed in your columns,

allow me to say a few words in favor of the

lightweight motor.

As a rider for the last three years and witn

an experience covering nearly all American

machines, I consider all motor bicycles of

over 2-norsepower abnormal, for it is a well

known fact that if your transmission is of

the kind that utilizes the full horsepower of

the motor, a well built 2-horsepower machine
is sufficient to carry a load of 200 pounds up
any ordinary hill, on the level giving all the

speed required.

In case of trouble on the road (and who
lias escaped it?) will the average rider be

willing to disconnect the transmission from

motor and pedal home, or does he prefer to

leave the heavyweight at the roadside and go

after some conveyance to get it back where
it can be repaired? We assure you that we
are in a position to know that it is no pleas-

ure to pedal a heavyweight geared below 60.

In a frantic endeavor to "scalp the rec-

ords" some makers are going so far in horse-

power that it would . not be surprising if a

"stock machine" appeared on the track next

season that would rival Oldfield's Green
Dragon in horsepower.

No, let the automobiles increase in horse-

1 lower all they want to, but let us keep the

weight and power of motorcycles down to the

limit, and carry no more metal that is needed
foi' the work. , GEO. N. ROGERS.

.

Buffalo, N. Y.

'~'^.' Fenn to Go Abroad.

W. S. Fenn, of Waterbury, Conn., intends

to try his speed against the sprinters of Eu-
rope this year, and will sail for France on
February 15. He has a very favorable con-

ti;aft with the Reese Brothers, who took

Walter Bardgett to Paris last Spring. The
Reeses are Americans who have lived in

Paris for some time. They speak French
fluently and are thoroughly in touch with the

racing situation in Europe.

Under their management Fenn should do

very well in Europe. He is one of the best,

if not che best, handicap rider in the

world. He has to his credit the world's flve-

uiile record of 10:15, made from scratch in

a five-mile handicap at Vailsburg on August
25, 1901. He did not do very well last year,

and in 1902 made an ill advised sortie into

the motor paced following field. This year,
however, he has attended strictly to business
as the mate of Frank L. Kramer on tile

Pierce team.

Taylor Hay Race Again.

There is a strong probability that "Major"

Taylor will swing around the European rac-

ing circuit next summer after all. He is to

meet M. Coquelle to-morrow, Sunday, and

if terms are agreed on he will form one of

the string that Coquelle and Breyer are get-

ting together. WalthOm- had been signed by
the Paris managers, but his action this week
has made him undesirable, even if the N. G
A. should permit him to ride.
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Host Sensational of 5ix=Day Races.

KdliiTi W'allhour kiiuws how it feels to be

« skyrocket. The occnrreuces and experi-

ences that gave him that queer feeling' coii-

-stitutetl the sensation of the six-day race.

Wliou the contest started, Walthonr, full of

tiouors and covered \\\\h lilory, soared in

EDW. F. ROOT.

public esteem high above his fellows. It was
be who earned the "Abs" of press and public.

He had attained a dizzy height when, flg-

Tiratively speaking, and like a skyrocket, he

sputtered, spouted and burst. Then bis stick

fell rapidly to earth, and the adorable Wal-
thour, as the world had known him, had
ceased to be. In bis upward flight and in

his descent be bad been accompanied by a

«hower of lesser rockets and pin-wheels, and
their sputterings and the fallings of their

sticks made a mighty noise; but when it was
all over It was another Walthour that re-

mained, a much diminished one, with honors
and glory banging limp and distressed.

It all happened early Wednesday morning—
about 3 a. m., to be exact. To men whose
business it is to follow the race it early had
hecome apparent that Walthour, among
others, would have his work cut out for him.

Root and Dorlon, the two youngsters in the

race, had made plain that they were not to

be denied. In all sprints they were foremost,

and the ease with which Root in particular

"took the measure of Walthour and the other

seasoned veterans was a matter of remark.
He seemed to be able to run away at will.

It was not, however, until about 2 o'clock

Wednesday morning that the Root-Dorlon

SCORE AT 9 A. M., SATURDAY.
Teams. M. L.

Root and Dorlon :.. 2171 5

Vanderstuyft and Stol 2171 5

Samuelson and Williams 2171 4

Breton and Gougoltz 2171 2

Krebs and Fogler ...2158 2

Keegan and Logan 2171 2

Turville and Mettling 2170 9

The record is 2,477 miles 3 laps.

Barring accidents the race looks a "sure

thing" for the Root-Dorlon team. Early this

morning, after a fierce sprint, the Downing-
Limberg team "cracked" and retired.

team made a really determined effort to gain

a lap. Good as tliey are, they bad to work
for it. Dorlon broke away and gained the

first half of the lap, despite the frantic strug-

gles of the others. He was then relieved by
Root, who took up the running, and, amid
upioarous excitement, gained the coveted

ground that placed his team one-tenth of a

mile to the good. It was a furiously exciting

struggle while it lasted. To employ the lan-

guage of the sporting world, it "pulled the

corks" of all those who attempted to defeat

the Root-Dorlon manoeuvre. Walthour was
of the number. With the others he was
plainly baked. When the excitement had sub-

sided the Atlanta man was listlessly and
wearily leading the bunch. He seemed in a

doze, and failed to notice Stol when that lit-

tle Dutchman, who, with Vanderstuyft, had
been doing uncommonly consistent work,

dropped in ahead of him and almost sneaked

away. When Walthour awoke from his nap
Stol was far ahead.

Then began a stirrmg chase to overtake

him, but little Stol was quite fresh, and
be completed the circuit of the track which
placed him on the level with Root and
Dorlon. Pandemonium reigned when he

accomplished bis object. During the hour

twenty-four miles bad been ridden, and,

whether from weakness or excitement, or

whatever the cause, it seemed that the riders

and their trainers fairly lost their beads.

At one time there were by actual count, twen-

ty-seven men on the track, and they slipped

and slid and ran into each other until every

lap was marked by a spill or collision of

some sort. The scorers and every one else

were confused. It was not, however, until

the score, which is posted at the end of each

hour, was bung up that' the full significance

of what had happened dawned on Walthour

and his immediate following. When the

figures denoting that they had been lapped

by the foreign team met their gaze Walthour

simply lost bis bead. He flew into a tre-

mendous passion, and vowed that be would

not continue the race unless the .lap was re-

stored to him. In his demands be was sec-

onded wordfully and hotly by Moran. De-

spite the storm of angry words and threats

Referee Al Reeves, who was on dutj^ at the

time, remained firm, and absolutely refused

to be browbeaten or to alter his decision,

whereat Walthour made good his threat and
abandoned the race. He "was followed by
his partner, Munroe, of course, and by the

following teams: Moran-Butler, Bedell broth-

ers, jNIacLean-Bowler ;ind Maya-Newkirk.

- OLIVER DORLON.

Their angry protestations continuing, the
men and their trainers Avere finally ordered

out of the Garden. They went, but with
every hour Walthour's passion increased.

He babbled like a crazy man, and sputtered

charges and threats whenever he could ob-

tain a listener. He vowed that he would at-

tach the box receipts; that the race was not

on the square; that last year's contest—which
he -svon—was a fake; that be had been paid
to participate; that he would organize an in-

dependent racing men's association—in fact,

he called on every one and everything in the

heavens above and on the earth below to wit-

ness the terrible things he would do.

He was promptly suspended by the Na-

tional Cycling Association, and when news of

the fact reached him he broke out afresh,

and in his delirium sought to drown his feel-

ings.

When a Bicycling World man approached

liim on Wednesday night he was still erupt-

ing violently, but was in no condition to at-

tach value to his utterances. He had acted so

like a wild man that he found no sympathy
with either the press or the public. They
both lambasted him without mercy. When
he awoke on Thursday, however, he discov-

ered what everybody else bad previously dis-
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THE SCORE UP TO MIDNIGHT OF THE FIFTH DAY—FRIDAY.

1
12 hours 24 hours 36 hours 48 hours 60 hours 72 hours 84 hours. 96 hours. l08 hours.

1

120 hour*
Teams.

j

m. 1. m. 1. m. 1. m. 1. m. 1.
1

m. 1. m. 1. m. 1. m. 1. m. 1.

258.8

258.8
480.8
480.8

687.4
687.4

883.3
883.8

1087.8
1087.8

1272.2
1272.2

14.54.8

1454.8
1637.7
1637.7

1833.1
1835.1

2029.5

Vanderstuyft-Stol .... 2029.5

Samuelson-Williams . . 2.58.8 480.8 687.4 883.3 1087.7 1272.1 14.54.7 1637.6 1835.0 2029.4

Breton-Gougoltz " 258.8 480.8 687.4 883.3 . 1087.7 1272.1 14.54.7 1(>37.6 1835.0 2029.3

Turville-Mettling 2.58.8 480.8 687.4 883.3 1087.7 1272.1 1454.7 1637.5 1834.9 2029.1

Keegau-Logan 2.5S.S 480.8 687.4 883.3 1087.7 1272.1 14.54.7 1637.5 1834.9 2029.3

Krebs-Fogler 258.7 480.7 687.3 883.2 1087.6 - 1272.0 14.54.6 1637.5 1834.9 2029.3

Palmer-Agraz 258.8 480.8 687.4 883.3 1087.7 1272.1 14.54.7 1637.4 1834.8 2021.6

Do-nming-LimberK .... 258.7 480.7 687.3 883.2 1087.6 1272.0 1454.6 1637.4 1834.8 2018.7

Dussot-Mazau 258.8 4S0.8 687.4 883.3 1087.7 1272.1 1454.7 1637.4 1834.8 2029.1

Rockowitz-Snlkins .... 258.7 480.7 687.3 883.2 1087.6 1272.0 1449.6 1595.6

Caldwell-Hopper 2.58.7 480.7 687.3 883.2 1087.6 1272.0
'

MacLean-Bower 2.58.8 480.8 687.4 883.3 1087.6 1272.0

Maya-Newkirk 258.8 480.8 687.4 883.3 1087.6 1272.0

J. Bedell-M. Bedell 258.8 480.8 687.4 883.3

Biitlei'-Moran 2.58.8 480.8 687.4 883.3

Walthour-Mum-oe .... 2.58.8 480.8 687.4 883.3

*King-Rossini
'.'.'.'.'.

^Rode niue hours.

covered—that lie had made a fool of himself.

The roaring liou of the day before became a

bleating lamb. He was all humility, took

back all that he had said, apologized to any-

bodj' and everybody, aud sought in every

way possible to redeem himself. He appar-

ently had no idea of half the things he had

•aid, and denied many of them. His excuse

for his unwarranted action was that he had

been ridden blind and crazy in the furious

hour of sprinting, and that he did not know
what he was doing. When a Bicycling "World

man approached him on Thursday night, how-

ever, and put to him an inquiry concerning

the possibility of an independent racing

men's association, which he had threatened to

organize, the dethroned idol had partly re-

turned to his sulks and still breathed warm
air.

"It all depends on what the N. C. A. does

about my suspension," was his response.

There are hints that a firm of amusement
promoters in New-York are ready to under-

take the promotion of a six-day race and to

cater to the malcontents. However this may
be, it is certain that Walthour is in no envia-

ble position, and it Avill be difficult indeed

for him to regain the high estate from which

he has fallen.

His suspension by the N. C. A. means, of

course, that his- contracts to race abroad next

season are nuUifled, and that he is landed

high and dry unless he is able to beg off and
obtain forgiveness.

The six-day race itself was inaugurated

one minute after the midnight clock had
sounded the close of Sunday and the begin-

ning of Monday. The same packed and howl-

ing crowd, the same little Coney Island with-

in the inclosure, the same pall of tobacco

smoke were there, as usual. Instead of a

noted pugilist or jockey, however, a United

States Congressman fired the pistol whipii

started the eighteen teams on their Avay.

This Congressman, "Tim" Sullivan, is one of

the East Side powers of Tammany Hall, and

is generally rated a solicitious patron of pro-

fessional sports that pay large profits and a

shrewd and discriminating indorser of the of-

ficial permits permitting such affairs.

FIRS T D A Y — M O N D A Y.

Mileage, 480 miles, 8 laps.

Record, 510 miles, 1 lap.

Four teams lost one lap and one other

was "snuffed out" in the first twenty-four

hours of the race. There were many falls,

in one of which Keegan had his nose broken;

but the Lowell Irishman kept on riding after

his face had been plastered up. The team
to drop out was the King-Rossini pair. King-

was a partner of Samuelson several years

ago when the pair aroused much interest

owing to the fact that they had beaten their

ROBERT WALTHOUR.
The Fallen Idol.

way from Salt Lake City to New York iit

order to enter the race. This year Samuel-
son had been paired off with Saxon Will-

iams, formerly of New Haven, while King
had no previous understanding with the man-
agement of the contest.

He was anxious to compete, however, and
rode his bicycle all the way from Salt Lak«-

City to within 150 miles of New York, Avhen
the snowstorms compelled him to resort to

a railroad train. He was able to start in tha^

race owing to the withdrawal of Paul Rizzi,

the Italian, who was to have ridden with
Rossini. King's long ride had made him
muscle-bound, and he could not stay with
the others when they began sprinting. The
team lost a lap after riding two hours while-

King was relieving Rossini. They lost a lap-

almost every time there was a sprint, and
King was forced to do most of the riding.

They announced their retirement after th«^

9 o'clock score was iiosted in the morning.

Keegan's mishap occurred just before T
o'clock in the morning. Root had started a
.sprint, and Agraz slipped at the top of the
Fourth avenue bank of the track, and Keeg-
an rode over him. Rockowitz ran into Keeg-
an and his pedal struck Keegan in the face,

breaking his nose and cutting a gash over
one eye. His wounds were bandaged up, aud
after a short rest he went out and rode for a
while. The field gained a lap on Limberg
about 8:.30 in the morning. Limberg is from
oan Jose, Cal., and came East as an amateur
this summer, but joined the professional

ranks in the fall. He took the place of Bur-

ton Downing as the team mat^ of the lat-

ter's brother. Hardy Downing, the younger-

Downing declining to start at the last min-

ute. After Limberg was lapped Munroe fell,

and Newkirk and Breton fell over him. A
loose tire had caused Munroe's fall. Krebs,

Caldwell and Sulkins had been at the end
of the line when the fall occui-red, and in

the sprint that ensued they also lost a lap.

Caldwell paced for a while, but could not

catch the bunch by himself, and the other

tAvo refused to help him. Limberg was in
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great danger of losiiisr n sopoiul lap, l)nt

Downing relieved him, and gained back the

lost distance that threatened to put his team
two laps behind.

Breton and luazan made an effort at lap

stealing at (>:30 at night, but liad to give it

np after two miles of furious sprinting. The
pair are brothers, despite the dissimilarity

in tlieir names. Tlic name of Petit-Breton

(Little Briton I was given to Breton early in

his racing career by his follow riders, and
he has adopted it, dropping his family name
of :Mazaii. .Samuelson. holder of most of the

world's unpaced records, made an attempt to

gain a lap at 9:30 P. M.. but Root over-

haided him in less than a mile, tliough h'm

jump put him fifty yards in the lead. Dorlou

then relieved Root, and the little Coney Isl-

ander started a sprint on his own account.

Agraz caught his rear Avheel as he sprinted.

and the pair had a lead of forty yards for a

time, but were finally overhauled. During

the excitement one of Krebs's tires burst,

and wh^n he fell Newkirk and Sulkins fell

OA'er him.

N^'altliour and Xewkirk led a sprint a few
- minutes after 11 P. M., and when the pair

were at the top of the Fourth avenue bank
Xewkirk ran into Walthour and they slid to

the fioor. AValthour's left arm and leg were
biiiised, and Xewkirk had a lot of skin

scraped off. The pace was not nearly as

fast as it has been in former races. The
distance covered in the first hour was .24

miles, 3 laps and 75 yards, while the record

is 2-5 miles, 2 laps, made by Gougoltz and
Kaser in l'J(i2.

SECOND D A Y — T U E S D A Y.

Mileage, 883 miles, 3 laps.

Record, 966 miles, 3 laps.

The second day of the race was perhaps

the most uneventful Tuesday since team rac-

iu.g was inaugurated. Most of the men
seemed content to jog along at a slow pace

and save their strength for the sprints that

are inevitable during the last few days of the

contest. Several of the teams could un-

doubtedlj- go out and gain a lap on the others,

but the trainers seemed to feel that such a

course would not be wise so early in the

race, owing to the nervous strain which keep-

ing the advantage would entail. Though
Tuesday has frequently been named as the

worst day for the contestants the slow pace

at which they have travelled has served to

keep them in fairly good condition. At the

end of the second twenty-fotir hours the slow
rate of speed had left the score just 83 miles

behind the record, which was made by Elkes
ana xMcFarlaud in 1900.

The most exciting sprint was in the early

morning, when Munroe lost a great deal of

ground, and would certainly have been
lapped had not Walthoiir relieved him. The
latter was fresh, and caught the leaders

after a bard sprint. Root, who seems to be

the best conditioned one of the lot, started

the sprinting with Turville. Williams and
Hopper collided during the morning, and
Williams was knocked into unconsciousness

by the fall. He laid on tlu' fioor where he

landed and his trainers had to carry him to

his quarters. The track physician wont to

attend him, hut his services were not needed.

When Willinins and Hopper fell Krebs and
Munroe ran over them, but wei'(> not injm-ed.

Nearly all of the I'iders discarded the reg-

ular racing costmne and rode in full length

tights and long sleeved jerseys. Some of

them wore skull caps and most of them put

on automobile goggles to save their eyes.

The building seemed to be filled with tobacco

smoke, and iniless some protection for the

eyes was worn the eyeballs smarted badly

ARTHUR VANDERSTUYFT.

after a few minutes' riding. ^Munroe brought

out a big horn and rode around tooting it

for half an hour with a most satisfied smile

on his face. The crowd was very big, and
many of the spectators came early and
stayed late.

THIRD D A Y — W E D N E S D A Y.

Mileage, 1.272 miles, 2 laps.

Record, 1,416 miles, 8 laps.

To-day was the day of Walthour's outbreak

and the quitting of five teams—Walthour-
Munroe, JNIoran-Butler, Maya-Newkirk, INIac-

Lean-Bowler and the Bedell brothers. If, in

his frenzy, Walthour's head was so large

as to assume that his absence and the ab-

sence of the other quitters would affect the

box office, it must have suffered painful con-

traction. On the contrary, the rumpus
served to swell the attendance, and Walthour
was scarcely missed. In fact, men who have
been at every six-day race since the team
idea was adopted said that the crowd was
the greatest that had ever been present on a

Wednesday night in the history of the con-

test. Walthour's place as the popular idol

was taken by Root, though, of course, little

Stol was the hero in the eyes of the specta-

tors, who liiipc f<ir the victor,v of one ai' llie

foreign teams.

AA'hen quiot had been restored after the

quitters had been forced to leave the build-

ing, there were still twelve teams left in tlie

race. Of these, Root-Dorlon and Vander-
stuyft-Stol were tied for first place—one lap

ahead of Broton-Oougoltz, Samuelson-Will-
iams, Dussot-Mazan. Keegan-Logan, Turville-

Mettling and Palniei'-Agraz. The otiier four

teams, Krel)s - Fogler, Downing - Limbcrg,
Caldwell-Hopper and Rockowitz-Sulkins,

were two laps behind the two leading pairs.

One peculiar thing about the striice was tha

case of Maya and Newkirk. Newkirk fell

just before Root caught the bunch and waa
relieved by Maya. The latter had to give up
in the sprint that Walthour, Moran, John
Bedell and Dorlon engaged in shortly after

Stol gained his lap. The pair sat at the

trackside, ridden out, and were much sur-

prised when the scoreboard showed them on

even terms with the second division teams at

the end of the hour. They were too tired to

keep on riding, so they "walked out" with

the other quitters. Many of the trainers said

that Menus Bedell, Munroe, MacLean and

Nat Butler were about done for any way and

were as glad of an opportunity of quitting as

were Maya and X'ewkirk. The score con-

tiimed to fall behind the record.

FOURTH DAY — T H U R S D A Y.

Mileage, 1,637 miles, 7 laps.

Record, 1,86-5 miles, 2 laps.

Big, rawboned Harry E. Caldwell, ''Bones"

to the followers of motor paced racing and
famous for many years as the "Manchester

Giant," had enough of six-day racing to-day

and retired' from the contest. If the gossip

at the trackside is to be believed, a mixture

of a quart of ice cream and a bottle of ale

finished off the man who was the first Ameri-

ca?! to ride fifty miles in an hour behind mo-

tor pace. His partner, Norman C. Hopper,

of Minneapolis, who w'on the great Sydney
Thousand handicap when it was first mn in

Australia in 1902. was bitterly disappointed

when he was forced to withdraw.

Hopper was on the track for eight hoiirs,

and then began a sprint in which he gained

half a lap. If he had had a team mate of

equal speed they would almost surely have
.i:ained a full lap. At 3 o'clock in the morn-

uig Hopper asked the referee for permission

to dismouiit, which was necessary, as Cald-

well would not come out to relieve him. He
begged that Caldwell be made to come out

and ride or that he might be paired with an-

other rider. An effort was made to get Kee-

gan to withdraw, as he was in sorry straits

on account of his falls and broken nose. With
Logan as a partner Hopper would have had a

mate who could proliably hold bis own in

any sprints that were likely to happen. Kee-

gan was Avilling at first, but when he was
told that the lower score of the two must be
taken if a new team was formed, he said he
would keep on riding. Logan also objected

when the rule was explained to him. Cald-

well and Hopper were officially declared out
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of the race during the eigbty-flrst hour, be-

tween S and 9 o'clock in the morning, though

they were but two laps behind the leaders at

the time.

While at the end of the third day there

were twelve teams left, divided into three di-

visions, at the end of the fourth day there

were but eleven pairs left, and they were di-

vided into five divisions. Root-Dorlon and

Vanderstuyft-Stol led with one lap advantage

over Samuelson-Williams and Bieton-Gou-

goltz. The third division was composed of

Krebs-Fogler, Keegau-Logan and Turville-

Mettling, two laps behind the leaders. The

fourth division included Dussot-Mazan, Down-

ing-Limberg and Palmer-Agraz, three laps

behind the leaders, and Rocliowitz-Sulkins,

who were 42 miles 1 lap behind the leaders.

The latter team was eliminated as serious

contenders in a sprint that started just before

7 o'clock in the morning. Rockowitz was on

the track at the time, and was soon a lap be-

hind. He seemed discouraged by the loss,

and rode slowly around on the floor inside

the track. After losing six more laps he dis-

mounted and went to his cfuarters, though

Sulkins did not relieve him. They continued

to appear and ride at irregular intervals, but

were hopelessly out of the running.

Between 3:30 and 4 o'clock in the after-

noon there was the greatest sprinting • con-

test of the race, excepting that of Wednesday

morning, when the two leading teams gained

their advantage. Dorlou, Stol, Krebs, Will-

iams and Breton gained a lap on the other

five riders who were then on the track,

neither of the Rockowitz-Sulkins pair being

out at the time. The teams that suffered

were Keegan-Logan, Turville-Mettling, Dus-

sot-Mazan and Palmer-Agraz, while Down-

ing-Limberg lost two laps. After the scram-

ble there was a pecidiar mix-up. According

to the rules, no rider is credited with a lap

which he has won until his rear wheel has

passed the front wheels of all the men

he has gained the distance over. The five

riders who had made the gain had overtaken

the others, but had not passed them, as they

were spread out over the track. While they

were trying to get to the front so as to com-

ply with the rules, Keegan and Limberg fell.

Keegan immediately went to the referee and

asked that the lost lap be restored to his

team and to Downing-Limberg. The officials,

however, would not agree to his request, as

the distance had been actually gained.

Agraz created a lot of excitement by trying

to steal a lap at 10:30 o'clock at night. He
made a great effort for fifteen minutes, and

the riders were strung all around the track.

During this sprint Sulkins was the only luan

who was not relieved by his team mate.

Sulkins made a good sprint, and it was only

by sticking to his rear wheel that Turville

saved his team from losing another lap.

Keegan drew much applause from the spec-

tators for the determined and successful ride

he made to keep his team from losing a lap.

Before things quieted down Palmer-Agraz

and Dussot-Mazan had lost another lap.

There were rumors that Dorlon was about

"all in." Breton was always brought out to

worry him, if possible, but Dorlon laughed

at West, trainer of the foreigners, and kept

alongside of Breton. Samuelson was suffer-

ing very much from throat trouble, and could

not lie down to sleep, because when he did

he Avas seized with a racking cough. Krebs

claimed that Fogler did not relieve him often

enough, and he lectured his trainers in Web-

erfieldian English every time he dismounted.

Only spasmodic attempts have been made

to keep track of the leaders at the end of

each hxmdred miles and the time thereof.

The first hundred miles was reached at 4.13

on Monday morning, Keegan being the

leader at the time. He was again in the

lead when the 200-mile mark was reached

at 9.09 a. m. Root-Dorlon led at 300 miles

at 2.1.3 on Monday afternoon. This team

was also in the lead at the end of the first

twenty-four hours, their score being 480

miles, 8 laps. The 500-mile mark was

reached at the end of the twenty-fifth hour,

1 a. m. on Tuesday. Root led at the end of

GOO miles at 6.-54 a. m. Tuesday. Walthouv-

Munroe led at 800 miles at 6.55 p. m. on

Tuesday. Vanderstuyft-Stol led at 1,100

miles at three minutes before 1 on Wednes-

day noon. Root-Dorlon finished their 1,200

miles at 7.15 p. m. on Wednesday, and Root

was again ahead at 1,300 miles on Thursday

morning at 1.46. He also led at 1.500 miles

at 2.45 p. m. on Thursday. Vanderstuyft-

Stol reached the 1,600-mile mark at 9.29 on

Thiu-sday night. At the end of 100 hours

Dorlon was leading, his team having ridden

1,710 miles 1 lap. Vanderstuyft-Stol were

leading at 1,900 miles at 4.10 on Friday af-

ternoon. The 2,000-mile mark was reached

at 10.05 p. m. on Friday, when Vanderstuyft-

Stol were leading.

FIFTH DA Y—F R I D A Y.

Mileage, 2,029 miles, 5 laps.

Record, 2,316 miles, 7 laps.

Double prices were exacted at the box of-

fice to-day as usual, but in spite of this an

immense number of spectators thronged the

building, especially at night. From daylight

to dusk there was little or no attempt at

sprinting. In the early hours of the morn-

ing, though, Breton and Stol made many

spasmodic attempts to gain a lap, sometimes

together and alone at other times. It gen-

erally devolved upon Root or Dorlon to pull

tlie others up to them, but they were always

equal to the task. It was generally under-

stood that an attempt would be made by the

Vanderstuyft-Stol and Breton-Gougoltz com-

binations to gain a lap if there was the

slightest chance at any time. The foreigners

appear to think that Root will be able to

outsprint Stol or Vanderstuyft if the two

teams are still on even terms at the end of

the contest, and they hope to put the Bel-

gium-Holland pair where they will be beyond

the danger of defeat by Root. They figiu-e

that if Gougoltz were tied with Root that

the former might be able to outwit his young-

er opponent in the finishing sprint, though

they admit Root is the better sprinter.

There was another shift in.the standing of

the teams, and when it was all over the

"Mormons," Samuelson-Williams, had sec-

ond place all to themselves. Samuelson has

been doing very well all week," but Williams

has not had as much speed as some of the

others, though his courage has surprised

many who predicted he wovfid not last

through his first six-day grind. To-day and

yesterday, however, the former New Haven

amateiu- has shown that he is a match for

most any of his opponents when it comes to

either a long or a short sprint. Just before

6 o'clock to-night he started a long sprint,

and after making a good gain was relieved

by Samuelson. The latter soon overhauled

Logan, Mettling and Dussot. Dorlon and

Stol, however, caught up with Samuelson

and kept with him. Williams came out

again in a few minutes, and with Root and

Vanderstuyft succeeded in gaining a lap on

the others. This put the "Mormon" team in

second place, one Jap behind the two leading

teams, Root-Dorlon and Vanderstuyft-Stol,

and one lap ahead of Breton-Gougoltz and

Keegan-Logan. A little later "Flying Dutch--

.man" Krebs went out for a lap, and as

neither of the two leaders would chase him,

he put his team on even terms with Breton-

Gougoltz and Keegan-Logan.

Williams and Samuelson were not content

with the advantage which they gained early

in the evening, and shortly before midnight

Williams started another long sprint. Root

took it up when Williams tired and almost

lapped the field, but Samuelson relieved his

partner, and, with Vanderstuyft, finally

caught Root. The trio kept at their fast

riding until they had gained another lap on

the others. The 1 o'clock score revealed the

fact that Samuelson-Williams were two laps

ahead of Breton-Gougoltz, Krebs-Fogler and

Keegan-Logan.

There was considerable ill feeling shown

from S o'clock until nearly 10 in the evening

by Keegan and Vanderstuyft. Keegan was

riding high on the bank at the Madison ave-

nue end when Vanderstuyft swerved up too

close to the Lowell Irishman and was thrown

from his bicycle. It did not appear that

Keegan had intentionally thrown Vander-

stuyft, but the little Belgian seemed to think

so. After he remounted he did not try to

keep near the front, but devoted all of his

attention for some time to an attempt to

throw Keegan. He made no bones about it,

but would ride slOAvly in front of Keegan

and suddenly back pedal, doing his best to

knock Keegan's front wheel with his rear

one. After both were warned by the referee,

Vanderstuyft stopped trying to foul Keegan.

While the men are far behind the record

which Miller and Waller established in 1899,

they are riding taster than the riders did in

last year's race. On Thursday night at mid-

night they were but 4 miles 5 laps ahead of

the 1903 score, but at 6 o'clock p. m. to-day

they were 25 miles 4 laps ahead of the corre-

sponding score last year. Rockowitz-Sulkins

retired about 6 o'clock in the morning, Rock-

owitz being completely done up, though the

fragile appearing Sulkins was willing to

continue.
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There is One Morrow
that comes pretty near
taking; care of itself.

THIS IS IT

It is as near fool-proof as it is possible to make a
coaster brake.

ARE YOU FULLY INFORMED REGARDING THE 1905

IMPROVEMENTS ?

ECLIPSE HACHINE CO., Elmira, N. Y.
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AT THE BUNCH THAT WERE AWARDED

The Grand Prize

THE. EXHIBIT OF
^iami Cycle :§* ^fg. Co.

TRAN^PORmTlON BUILDING
ijOui3iiim pimcmSfi exposition
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THE RACYCLE
That Totally Different Wheel

Won on its Merits.

E^asiest K^tJ.n.rLin.g: AJ^aLclxine 3<Ia.cie«

The Largest Selling High=Qrade Bicycle in the World.

WANT A SALESMAN TO CALL?,

THE MIAMI CYCLE & MFG. CO., - Hiddletown, Ohio.
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RAISING THE CURTAIN

Events Preliminary to the Six-Day Race-

Walthour Defeated after flany Mishaps.

Some very good racing was provided for

tlie immense crowd, of spectators tliat

tlii-Qnged ^ladison Square Garden last Satur-

day nigbt to witness the "curtain raiser"

events that always precede the six-day race.

The star attractions were a ten-mile open pro-

fessional event, which was easily captured

by W. S. Feun, and a fifteen-mile motor

paced ra,ce, in which Hugh MacLean unex-

pectedly defeated Robert Walthour after

btith had' been forced to change their mounts.

The two amateur contests drew a very gTeat

number of entries, there being eighty-five in

the one-mile handicap, most of whom started

in the seven trial heats which were neces-

sary. Both first prizes in the amateur races

were captured by Bostonians, who have had

the advantage of racing on the eight-lap

track at Revere Beach to accustom them to

a small course, while their local opponents

were used to x'acing on the three-lap track

at Manhattan Beach, and the four-lap one at

Vailsburg.

Gussie Lawson acted as pacemaker for

Walthour. in his match with MacLean, and

Charles Turville paced the Chelsea rider.

Turville's machine was balky and refused to

run for some time, but the band was kept at

work, so the spectators did not malie much
of ij. fuss over the delay. After Bowler had

run around the track a few times pushing

Turville and Ms motor ahead of him, the en-

gine ran all right and the race began. /\YaJt-

hour started from the tape and MacLean from

the backstretch, the Atlanta man havin^-

about fifteen yards the better of the start.

Walthour gained steadily, though slowly,

from the start. He had made up about sixty

,

yards of the distance that separated him,

from MacLean when he dismounted just he-

fore the second mile was finished. The thin,

rubber tread of his rear tire had become worn
on the rough surface of the new pine board

track, and as the rear wheel had been slip-

ping dangerously on the turns, the world's

paced champion feared the flimsy tire would

explode and throw him.

He had been so sure that nothing would

happen that he had not heeded the remon-

strance of Frank J. Cadwell, who told him
that he ought to have a spare pace follow-

ing machine ready at the trackside. He was
forced to use a regular sprinting bicycle with

raked front forks and 100 gear, while his

pace following machine had been fitted with

130 gear. Before he could again catch his

pace MaceLan had gained six laps on liim.

Though the Chelsea rider was using a regular

pace following machine with straight front

forks geared to 125, Waltlioiu* gave him a

great battle after he got going again. "jNIac-

Lea;n, gained Mowlyon Walthour, and drew
up behind Kim" in tlie ninth mile. Turville

tlipu i>ut (111 uKue power and tried to pull

MacLean past War! thotir. In spite of the ad-

vantage of straight forks over raked ones,

and 12.") gear over 100, MacLean- was unable

to gain the lead, and gave it up after a futile

fight for four laps When MacLean fell in

behind Walthour the spectators cheered the

latter for five minutes.

The pair kept fairly close together after

that until MacLean fell off his machine dur-

ing the fourteenth mile, as he rounded the

Madison avenue turn into the backstretch.

One of his tires had worn through and he

was thrown on his shoulders, but not injured.

He had also neglected to provide an extra

pace following machine, and had to remount

on his sprinting bicycle, which was geared to

96. Walthour gained four and one-half laps

on him before he caught his pace. Walthour
increased his speed after his opponent's mis-

hap, and gained half a lap on him in the con-

cluding mile. When Walthour passed Mac-
Lean many of the spectators yelled them-

selves hoarse, as they believed that he had
won the race, but he was still one lap be-

hind, and lost the race by about that dis-

tance. The pair shook hands after dismount-

ing. The two pacemakers nui"sed their

charges along carefully, both Lawson and
Turville steering with their left hands on the

straights and holding their, right . arms out

so as to afford their man as much protection

as possible.

The "international" ten-mile open profes-

sional was a fine scramble, twenty-six out of

the forty-eight entered •starting and but a

dozen finishing, American champion Kramer,

French champion Friol, Gougoltz, Harry E.

Caldwell, the Reading Standard "fifty-miles

an liour" man, and yuite a few of the others

shaking, then- heads at the chances of a fall

and declining to:stapt.iiittle Mettling wais the

fastest one in the «ci'amble for the first mile

prize,^while th.e second one went to Stol,- the

chunky young Hollander. Fenn iiad made a

post .entry, and he v^'anted the third mue
prize, and be tox)k it. Lqgan, of Boston, who
had just had his last ride as an amateur a

few minutes before, also wanted, the third

mile prize. He made a most tremendous jump
three laps before the end of the mile, and
seemed to think he had the prize won, Fenn
fairly flew after him and passed him. ten feeL

from the tape while he was looking along ou
the inner side of the track to see if any one
had pursued him.

. r ; .

Vanderstuyft, of Belgium, clad in ^yhat

looked like one of the very same red ;a,nd .

yellow shirts he sported in last year's six-

day race, made a heroic attempt to land the

fourth mile prize..,. Root went a,fter,him, a,ud'

took the honor frpjoa.him. by about five feet. -

.Samuelson, the great unpaced rider from Salt

Lake City, was lapped in. the, fourth mile

and stopped riding. Mettjingiiagaiflibacame,

amliitious, and took the flftli, mile, prize with-

out much opposition. Moran made, most .olL..

the pace, with the evident idea ofi^Yinning-.-

the special lap prize, and he syooe^decl:- Hop-
per, who won. tlae .Sydney Thpusq.nd in,- 1902, .

when it,was first run, capture^ fee:; -sixth, mile;,,

prize- easily. ..•Tlrere w.ecB'butfftflirteeh a^t .'

to licgin (111 the seventh mile. Nat Butler

dropped out in this mile, and Stol led at the

end of it by a well timed jump. Hopper fin-

ished behind him with his chain off the

sprocket, and the fiekl strung out to avoid

falls, but Vanderstuyft went down. Feiui

was in eighth place in the line at the shot

for the last lap of the eighth mile, but he led

at the end of it. Moran took the ninth mile

prize without any opposition. Fenn was in

fourth position as the last lap was begun,

but he won from Moran by twenty yards,

while Stol was third, ten feet behind Moran.
David Mackay, of the Bay View Wheelmen.

Newark, finished first in one of the mile trial

heats for the five-mile amateur open, but Avas

disqualified for fouling. Oscar Goerke fell

in the final heat through his own careless-

ness. Goerke had made a jump for a lap

without succeeding, when Mclvinnon and
Downey, both of Boston, made a great sprint

and shook off all of their opponents. They
gained a lap, and McKinnon won from his

fellow tOAvnsman in the final sprint, Ashurst.

of, the Bay View Wheelmen, being third. Sher-

wood and Beyerman, of New-York, and Mc-
Donald, of Boston, were the only others of

the fifteen starters to finish the race. Dow-
ney, of Boston, and Sherwood, of New York,

both 35-yard men. fought out the final heat

of the one-mile amateur handicap, the Bos-

tonian winning by a length. FrioJ, the French
sprinting champion, who was brought over

to race against American champion KrannM-

in some special match races, was sent out to

ride a. half-mile exhibition, but thought the

pistol shot at the end of his fourth lap wa.s

the finishing signal, so he sat up. His time

for the four laps (two-fifths of a mile, was
1:01. Summaries:
One-mile handicap, amateur—Won by Matt

Downey, Boston (35 yards); C. A. Sherwood,
Pellet team, New York (35 yards), seconO;

William Wilkins, jr.. New York (110 yards i.

third. Time, 2:06 4-5.

Five-mile open, amateur—Won by .T. .1. Mc-
Ivinnon, Boston; Matt Downej-, Boston, sec-

„iid; Alfred Ashurst, Bay View W., Newark,
third. Time, 11:261-5. Lap prize winner,

Downey.
Ten-mile open, professional—Won by W. S.

Fenn, >\'aterbury, Conn. ; James Moran, Chel-

sea, Mass., second; Johann Stol, Amsterdam,
Holland, third; George C. Schreiber, New
York City, fourth. Time, 22:19. Lap prize

winner, Moran. Mile prize winners—First,
Mettling, time 2:08 4-5; second, Stol, time,

4:19 2-5; third, Fenn, time 6:28 3-5; fourth.

Root, time 8:412-5; fifth, Mettling, time
1():.j9 1-5; sixth. Hopper, time 13:112-5; sev-

enth, Stol, time 15:29 3-5; eighth, Fenn, time
17:464-5; ninth, Moran, time 20:25.

Fifteen-mile professional motor paced
match between Robert Walthour, Atlanta,

(Ja., and Hugh MacLean, Chelsea, . Mass-
Won by MacLean. Time, 26:.34 1-5.

"The A. B. C. of Electricity" will aid you
in .uuderstanding many things about motors
that may n6w Seem hard of understanding.

Price 50 cents. The Goodman Co., 154 Nas-

sau street. New York.
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EXCITEMENT IN ARWORIES

bicycle Racine in Buffalo and New York

the Feature of Indoor Games.

Tw-a miles (bnidicap)—R. S. Lewis, Ram-
blers' B. C, first; F. Schudt, Ramblers' B. C,
second; J. M.. Tanner, Knickerbocker A. C,
third. Time, 4:44 4-5.

OUTCLASSED BY KRAMER

The lar.!»-est and most enthusiastic crowd

that has ever attended an indoor meet in the

history of Buffalo, N. ¥., greeted the athletes

of the 74th Regiment A. A. on tbe occasion of

its first annual indoor bicycle races and

names, at the Armory, on Friday night last.

So great was the success that attended this,

the inaugural set of bicycle races, that in the

future the 74th Regiment will hold meets of

a similar character each year. It would

seem that each bicycle rider was a favorite,

for when each individual appeared on the

track, the Armory fairly shook with the re-

verberating cheers which rang through it.

In the finals of the half-mile bicycle race

for novices. J. S. Baker of the Ramblers-

Bicycle Club jumped into the lead from the

start and led the bunch a merry chase

around the track, managing always to keep

the nearest follower ten yards behind

throughout the race. Baker's time was 1:12.

Eight of the city's best riders lined up for

the final heat of the one-mile open race and

the spectators had their hopes "that there

would be something doing" realized, though

iu a manner totally unexpected. In the first

lap the sprocket on Whitelock's wheel broke

and put him out of the running. W. H.

iteilly, of the 74th Regiment A. A. led in the

anaflap sprint, with J. M. Tanner and J. S.

Baker close behind. Tanner fell and Baker

collided with him and plunged headlong into

a young lady's lap. Hank and Lewis, who

were behind the two unfortunate riders,

cleared the debris and finished second and

third respectively. Time, 2:23 2-5.

The unlimited pursuit race between War-

ren Zurbrick of the Manhattan A. C, and

Walter Bardgett of the Ramblers' B. C, was

the prettiest race of the evening. Near the

twenty lap mark, Zurbrick got within fifty

yards of Bardgett and then lost a half lap.

Zurbrick caught up with his opponent again

and for three laps his front wheel was even

with Bardgett's pedals, and only on the

fourth was he able to cross in front of Bard-

gett. The distance was 4:11-16 miles and

the time 11 :28 2-5.

R. S. Lewis, of the Ramblers' B. C. (80

yards) W'on out by a narrow margin in the

two mile handicap race. F. Schudt and J.

iL Tanner finished second and third, scarce-

ly half a wheel's length behind the Avinner.

Time, 4:44 4-5. Summary:
Half-mile, novices—.!. S. Baker, Ramblers'

B. C, first; G. Young, Ramblers' B. C, sec-

ond; T. J. Hanks, Manhattan A. C, third.

Time, 1:12.

One mile (open)—"SV. P. Reilly, 74th A. A.,

first; E. J. Hanks, Manhattan A. C, third.

Time, 2:23 2-5.

I'nlimited pursuit race—Between Warren
Zurbrick, Manhattan A. C, and Walter Bard-

gett. Ramblers' B. C. Won by Warren Zur-

brick. Distance, 4 11-16 miles. Time,

11:28 2-5.

Beyond a few spills, in which no one was
injured, nothing exciting transpired in the

bicycle events of the 12th Regiment's annual

games at the Columbus avenue armory, New
York, Saturday night. Charles Webber,
Company G, 12th Regiment (80 feet) won
ihe two-mile closed handicap, and Frederick

Wann (scratch) took the honors in the two-

mile open handicap. Summary:
Two-Mile Bicycle Race (Handicap; Closed)

—Won by Charles Webber, Company G, 12th

Regiment (80 feet); Theodore White, Com-
pany G (120 feet), second; Frank B. Then

(120 feet), third. Time—5.26 4-5.

Two-Mile Bicycle Race (Handicap; Open)—
Won by Fred Wann, 23d Regiment (scratch);

Harold Dorsey, Company D, 12th Regiment

(100 feet), second. Time, 5.24 4-5.

French Champion Proves no flatch for the

American, Who Simply Toyed with him.

Interest at the forty-sixth games of the

7th Regiment, New York N. G., at the

Armory in this city Saturday night centered

on the invitation inter-regiment two-mile

bicycle pursuit race, inasmuch as the race

was the outcome of a dispute between the

7th and 22d Regiments. The 22d had picked

D. Frank as their best man but afterward
decided to have F. Eliot Adams try for the

honors, as Frank was entered in the running
events. R. K. MacLea, of the 7th Regiment,
was Adams' opponent. The men started

from opposite sides of the track and the

race was a sprint from start to finish.

Adams caught MacLea in the eighth lap of

the second mile and stuck to the latter's

rear wheel until the tape was crossed.

Adams made the two miles in 4:25 2-5.

Kramer Si^ns Contract to Qo Abroad.

Frank Kramer, the American sprint cham-
pion. Mill this year make his European debut.

He has signed a contract with Coquelle tfc

Breyer, the managers of the Pare des Princes

track, Paris, to race in the principal Euro-
pean cities this spring and summer. He will

sail for Paris about the middle of March, re-

turning June 30, so as to take part in the

races here during the greater part of the

summer.
Kramer alone of the present day flyers has

so far remained at home. He is at the top of

his form, and should make a magnificent

showing abroad.

"We are after the money this time," said

Relative-and-Manager Burnett to a Bicycling

World man on Monday night at Madison
Square Garden. "Heretofore we have been

content to remain at home, but now we are

after big game. We may go to Australia,

too. Nothing has been decided yet, but we
are in corresepondence with the Australians,

and If we can come to terms we will go there

next winter.

'"Our European tour will include races in

Germany, Italy and perhaps Austria, in ad-

dition to France. Frank will be under Co-
quette & Breyer' s control and will go wher-
ever they arrange dates."

Prance's professional sprinting champion is

a nice looking young man, but as a bicycle

racing expert he is not in the same class as

the premier American sprinter. Friol met

Kramer in two matches during the six da.y

race, riding on Monday and Wednesday

nights wiiile the weary contestants in the

long race sat on their bicycles at the track

side. Both matches were at half a mile, best

two in three heats, though there was never

tiie slightest necessity for the third heat.

Kramer had the pole in the first heat of

the Monday night race. He went away in

the lead and rode fairly fast for the first

part of the race, keeping a sharp lookoiit for

a jump. Krainer gradually increased his

speed in the last quarter and Friol was kept

busy "hanging on." At the shot for the be-

ginning of the last lap Friol tried to jump
past Kramer, but the latter was more than

a match for him. Friol gained slightly on the

straights, but lost on the turns. Kramer
gave a few extra jumps in the home stretch

and won by nearly three lengths. The time

was 1 minute, 15 1-5 seconds.

Friol had the pole in the second heat and

took the lead at the start. Kramer made no

attempt to pass him and he made his effort

on the last turn before the bell lap began.

Friol showed quite a turn of speed, but the

American champion gradually drew alongside

of him. The Frenchman still had the lead

when they entered the homestretch, but

Kramer was over the tape six inches ahead

of his rival. The time was 1 minutes, 20

seconds. Kramer won the Wednesday night

match in straight h6ats also. The time of the

first heat was 1 minute, 20 4-5 seconds, and
the second was run in 1 minute, 20 1-5 sec-

onds. Kramer fairly played with his op-

ponent that night, winning one of the heats

by three lengths after jumping Friol in the

last 100 yards. The Friday night match was
called off on account of Friol's illness.

Safety Rollers for Pacing flachines.

All motor pacing machines nowadays are

fitted with safety rollers, to prevent the close

following paced rider from touching with his

front wheel the rear wheel of the pacing

machine and thereby getting a nasty fall.

The device is efficacious, in spite of its

crude and clumsy appearance. It consists

of a triangular frame, attached to the frame

of the pacing machine and extending back of

the rear tire. The frame member, running

at right angles witli the tire, is constructed

exactly like a bicycle hub. There is a long

axle, and over it is slipped a piece of tubing,

mounted on regular ball bearings—cups,

cones and balls—corresponding to the usual

hub shell. This insiures free running of the

hub 01^ roller when it is touched by the tire

of the paced machine.
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ABOUT DRY BATTERIES

iToepel's Instructive Lecture on thd Sub-

y ject—Tells Much Not Oenerally^ Known.

V If there is a'motorcyelist in New York ov

"^vifiuity vrho does not know exactly bow a

•;(liy i)a,ttery is made, and liow its "iusides"

^look, he has himself to hlame. At last Satur-

Vlay's "talk"' of the New York Motorcycle

.-CluLfc—aud all motorcyclists are welcome to

-^•these semi-monthly gatherings—"The Dry

^Battery" was the topic, and M. E. Toepel, the

^one-armed president of the club,- who is well

^A-ersed in si;ch matters, explained about all

there is to be explained.

.-1 He illustrated his lecture by tirst exhibit-

'ing a sectional view of a cell which had been

[cut in half, and then actually compounding

and making a battery in the presence of the

attendance. ToepeFs ability to answer all

iguestions, coupled with his practical illustra-

tions, made the lecture uncommonly instruc-

tive.

He remarked, what is fairly well known,

that a dry battery consists of a zinc cup, a

4iorous lining of blotting paper, a depolariz-

ing agent and a carbon rod. From the chem-

ical standpoint, a cell consists of two ele-

finents, generally zinc and carbon, with m

iluid which acts more strongly on one cle-

ment than on the other, thereby setting free

a current of electricity. Two or more cells

constitute a battery.

;t "fhe' term "dry battery," Toepel said, is

'technically incorrect, despite its common use.

if ther« were no fluid in the cell it could

hot generate electricity. The fluid, however,

is not in a liquid state, being held by such

porous substances as blotting paper, saw-

dust or plaster of paris—usually the tirst

named—in order that it may not be spilled

-0r lost. He also made plain, what is not of

t,-omnion understanding, that one of the chief

advantages of the dry battery is that the

Containing zinc jar, instead of being merely

h receptacle for the elements, is actually one

of them.
^ "Zinc," he said, "is to the dry battery i^hai

^oal is to a fire." It presents a large surface

to be acted upon, and renders the battery

Capable of delivering large amounts of cur-

rent, at the same time distributing the chemi-

tail action over the entire surface of the cell,

causing it to wear away uniformly.

'•Substantially all dry batteries are alike.

All employ the same chemicals, and differ

t'hiefly in ' proportions and purity. Pure

liietals and chemicals are absolutely neces-

sary to obtain the best results, as any two
metals in contact with a suitable fluid will

^nuse a current of electricity to flow at the

expense of one of the metals. For instance,

<^heap conniiercial sheet zinc contains a con-

siiderable ijroportion of iron. If used for a

(fty cell the action of the chemical will soon

vat through' the inipip-e zinc. This ac-coiints

tuv tijc ljij]e>> jioiiietinies found in ceils.

Toepel quoted prices, and showed how wide

is the price range of the materials which

enter into the composition of dry batteries.

Even the quality of blotting paper is a fac-

tor for good or evil. The same is true of

the water used to form the zinc chloride. Dis-

tilled water should be used, as many waters

contain iron or other substances which set

up counter currents and cause short circuits

within the cell itself.

The components of a dry battery are a

mixture of powdered coke, peroxide of man-
ganese and sal ammoniac. This mixture may
or may not be dampened slightly with the

chloride of zinc with which the blotting paper

is saturated. The latter, in a circular form,

is 'placed immediately inside the zinc .jar,

into which the dampened mixture is then

A BABY
CARRIAGE TIRE BUSINESS

PAYS THE RENT
FOR SOME WIDE-

AWAKE REPAIRMEN

BOOKLET AND PRICES ON REQUEST

Morgan X Wright
CHICAGO

NEW TORE BKANCn 314-216 WEST 47TH ST.

placed. After the carbon rod or pole lias

Ijeen properly centred, the mixture is rammed
or tamped hard around the rod, which, of

course, it holds in place. This ramming of

the mixture has not a little to do with the

life and quality of the battery. The opera-

tion is one that can only be performed by
hand, every effort to produce a machine made
dry battery having failed. This hand work
adds to the expense, and the manner in

which it is performed contributes, as stated,

to the quality of the battery.

"A Avell rammed cell," Mr. Toepel stated,

"will show up to 20 amperes, while in some
of the cheaper grades, in which it would not

pay to spend the time necessary to properly

pack the mixture, a cell may show as little as

five amperes. The cell is tested after ram-

ming, and, if it proves satisfactory, the top

is then sealed with any suitable substance,

such as paraffine, rosin, sealing wax or tar,

the latter being in most general use because

of its cheapness. A pasteboard containing

cup usually completes the cell."

The ampereage of the cell usually fixes Its

price, and generally the label under which
it is marketed. Those of high ampereage

and fit for use in motorcycles or motor cars

are high priced, while those which show but

little ampereage are labelled and marketed
for use in operating bells or other such elec-

trical work.

When exhausted the mixture in the eel)

turns from black to gray, and, with the car-

bon rod, which becomes saturated and
choked, is of no future value.

The carbon rod, it was explained, is com-
posed of powdered coke, mixed with molasSes

and put into a form, pressed and then baked
at high temperature. It is sometimes corini-

gated to present a large surface and Increase

the output of the battery. The carbon con-

stitutes the positive element, and the zinc

the negative. "While the trouble is now
rare," the lecturer said, "the 'boiling' of a cell

is due to an excess of water. Cells which
are marked by this excess frequently are

very powerful and show up to 20 or 25 am-
peres, but are soon exhausted. Large cells

have the same failing. They are of high

eflaciency, but discharge quickly, frequently

being exhausted within two hundred miles.

Square cells, which had been tried and whiqh
had motorcycle advocates, are undesiraWe

liecause the square shape brought the carbon

too far from the corners of the cell and did

not permit all the elements to be extracted."

One of the riders present told a wonderful

experience—that of getting home on a "dead"

battery. Despite the ridicule caused by the

assertion of such a phenomenal occuiTenCe,

he stoutly maintained his position, affirming

liositively that he had tested the batteries

with his ammeter and found them absolutely

(lead. He happened to have the particiilar

iimmeter with him on Saturday night, and

when it was tested with the live battery

which Mr. Toepel had just completed the

cause of the phenomena was explained. The
ammeter itself was out of order and wnukl

not work. ^

This led Toepel to emphasize the fact that

one dead cell in a battery affects the other

cfelis, causing them to run down quickly. Al-
thicugh but one cell may be exhausted, test's

with the ammeter will induce the belief that

the entire battery is dead or dying. He ad-

vised his hearers to obtain cells with as near-

ly equal ampereage as possible, and not to

l)e content with anything that may be handed
over the counter; also not to seek cells of

particularly high ampereage. Those regis-

tering 1.5 or Iti amperes he found to give tlie

best results for motorcycles; they work bet-

ter than cells of greater strength, which
(luickly run down to 15 or 16.

The recuperative powers of a battery are

greater than is generally supposed. Toepel
had ridden nearly two hundred miles in the

course of a day, starting with a battery reg-

istering 15 amperes, and which at the end oT

the day registered 12; but the following morn-
ing they had recuperated and showed 14.

Frequently a rest of thirty minutes will en-

able the batteries to recuperate sufficiently

for a rider with an exhausted set to get

home.
The lecturer also recalled that common ex-

pedient of pmiching holes in the bottom of a
cell and immersing it in warm salt water;
or, better, ammonia, which can be had at

any drug store, and which will recuperate
some of the exhaiisted elements and rene>y

the life of the battery for a sufficient period

to cau.sc smiles to chase away frowns.
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Gendron
and

THE OLD RELIABLE

GENDRON AND RELIANCE

BICYCLES
will be just as desirable and just as reliable during 1905 as they have been for the past

eighteen years. If you seek bieycles that have stood the "test of time," write us.

Reliance
BIOYCLES

-,. -ii-

SPECIAL pR MIUDAY TRADE.
Our line of Juvenile Bicycles are the sort that appeal to dealers and tickle the youngsters.

Are you familiar with thdir prices and particulars.?

CENDRON WHEEL COMPANY^ Toledo, Ohio.

Kelly Handle Bars fob 1905
will retain the same principles of construction, proven sound by years of usage, but

will employ heavier forgings and be marked by even greater refinement of detail and

finish than ever before.

HAVE YOU OBTAINED QUOTATIONS?

KELLY HANDLE BAB CO., Cleveland, Ohio.



NOT EXACTLY

Christmas Bells
but this is a good time to

make your purchases of

BEVIN BELLS.
They are the "best ever,"

and there are so many
different patterns, at so

many different prices, that

we are in position to

please all comers.

The Same is True of

Bevin Trouser Guards

ana

Bevin Toe Clips.

Have We Heard From You Yet ?

Bevin Bros. Mfg. Co.
EASTHAMPTON, CONN.
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Wallace and his Dog Reach St. Louis.

(^harh^s William Wallace, the cyclist who
is enrontc to San Francisco, was reported in

St. ]>(iuis on Friday of last week. His dog,

•'Tlic Kid," is still with bini.

^^'allace's trip bes'an on April 1-1, and lie

lias already visited Baltimore, Philadelphia,

Buffalo, Niagara Falls, Cleveland, Indian-

apolis, Terre Ilante and St. Louis. With the

exception of sixteen miles the dog has

wallved all the way.
^^'allace has made a number of long trips,

at one time travelling from Chicago to Gal-

veston, Tex. In all of them he was accom-

panied by his dog. The trip this time is

made to collect data, anecdotes and other

material wJiieh lie says he will furnish news-

paper men in Washington, D. C, for a book

on travel. While making the trip he is to

support Iiimself and dog through his own
efforts. Xo limit is set on the time in which

he is to cross the country. Although he is a

painter and paperhanger by trade, he does

not follow either vocation, but depends upon

a banjo for his main support, playing at en-

tertainments and in public halls.

A bicj'cle built especially for the run is

used by Wallace. He carries a rifle, his

banjo and clothing. On the front part of

tlie machine he has an iron basket in which
lie carries the dog when lie is compelled to.

The paraphernalia weighs about TO pounds,

including the weight of tlie bicycle.
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Penn Qlens Elect Officers.

Officers for 1905 were elected at the last

meeting of the Penn Glen Wheelmen, of

Brooklyn. The successful candidates were:

President, Daniel .j. Reilly, jr.; vice-president,

lames .1. .Jones; treasurer. Dr. Uic-har<l S.

I'carsc; financial secretary, Arthur Kretsch-

mar; recording and corresponding secretary,

(Jeorge C. Anderson; sergeant at arms, Fred-

erick Wenz, jr. Road officers—Captain,

Frederick Wenz, jr.; first lieutenant, Emil

.Martin; second lieutenant, George C. Ander-
son.

Denver Police Round-up Cyclists.

Thirty Avheelmeu were recently arrested

for riding on the sidewalks in Denver, Col >.,

and taken before Magistrate Stapleton. Ho
gave them a lecture and then suspended the

tine of -1^.") and costs which could have been
.iss('ss(>(l against each of the offenders.

STARR

BELLS
Our 1905 line of

Bicycle BelK is iv>w

ready. We have
added several ntw
styles, and it will

pay you to write us

before placing your
contract.

The Starr Bros.

Bell Company,

Easthampton, Conn.

THE INDIAN

ON

Eagle Rock
Of 51 automobiles that participated in the

climbing trials on that famous New Jersey

hill on Thanksgiving Day, only 21 made

better time than the single cylinder

Indian Motor Bicycle,

ridden by P. H. Johnston, who flew up

the steep one-mile grade in

1 : 59 4-5.

The two-cylinder Indian, ridden by Oscar

Hedstrom, went up in 1:41, which time

was surpassed only by 1 1 motor cars, all

of ihem great big racing "monsters "of

up to 105-horse power.

But then Hill Climbing always was one

of the Indian's strong points. Can as

much be said for the machine you are

riding or selling or considering?

HENDEE MFG. CO.,

Springfield, Mass.

Pacific Coast Representatives,

THE BRUNETTE COMPANY
401 MIssionSt., San Francisco, Cat
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( Van den Dries Captures Qllesman Cup.

H. Van den Dries is champion of the Tigers

for 1904. The third and concluding handicap

road race to decide the championship of the

Tiger Wheelmen, New Yorli, was held last

Sunday at Valley Stream. Long Island, and

Van den Dries captured first prize for both

place and time. The distance of the race was

fifteen miles, and his time from scratch was

?,S minutes 33 seconds. His victory gives to

Van den Dries the handsome Gliesman Tro-

phy, an illustration of which appeared in Thc

Bicycllng World two weeks ago. The cham-

pionship and the trophy are awarded an-

nually according to the points scored in the

three club championship handicap road races.

Yen den Dries won by but one point, his

score Joeing 24, while Charles Nerent and

Edward Hotter are tied at 23 points for sec-

ond. H. S. R. Smith, who won the champion-

ship last year, was out of the city most of

the year and competed only in the last race.

The finish of the race was as follows:

Handicap. Time.

Rider. M. S. M. S.

H. Van den Dries Scratch 38.33

H. S. R. Smith 0.45 39.18 2-5

t'liarles Nerent Scratch 38.34

W. Van den Dries Scratch 38.34 3-5

THE BICYCLING WORLD
Edward Hoffer. .

.

C. P. Soulie
Charles Martin . .

A. Judge
Fred Mommer. . .

.

Charles Milkowait

0.45
1.45

1.15
4.00
1.45

1.45

39.29 4-5

40.30
40.30
43.15
41.20
41.21

Cycling Undertaker to Become Cliauffeur.

Charles T. Earl, an old racing man, and for

a number of years one of the foremost speed

merchants in the Kings County Wheelmen,
of Brooklyn, is about to shy his castor into

the automobile racing ring. He has arranged
to enter one of the factories of the Pope
Manufacturing Company and learn the auto-

mobile business from the ground up. If he
should prove adept at handling speed cars
he will drive one in next year's races. At
present Earl is a layer out of the dead—an
undertaker—which lugubrious business he de-
sires to change for a more livelv one.

Kerr Heads the Narragansetts.

The Narragansett Wheelmen, of Provi-

dence, R. I., held their annual election, of

officers on Thursday night. The election re-

sulted as follows President, James Kerr, jr.;

vice-president, William Murray; treasurer,

Peter Oakes; financial secretai\v, Thomas Mc-
Sherry; recording secretary, George Reyn-
olds; captain, William Norton; house commit-
tee, William Roland, Henry Higgins and Er-
nest Mavnard.

Reid Wins Two Motorcycle Events.

The weather was so raw and cold that

scarcely a corporal's guard witnessed the

performance of three motorcyclists who, en-

able to take part in the race meet of the

New Jersey Automobile and Motor Club on

the track at Waverly, N. J., on Election Day,

held a little race of their own last Saturday

afternoon.

Allan Reid, on a 4-horsepower Orient, easily

won the two events that were run, both of

ten miles. Reid, Roy, N. Geissler, on a 3-

liorsepower Tourist, and William H. Corn-

well, on a 1%-horsepower Indian, were the

cimtestants in the first race. The three

started well together, but the race was en-

tirely between Reid and Cornwell, the for-

mer winning in 15.30. Geissler was away
behind.

The same machines lined up for the second

race, but Percy H. Johnston straddled the

Indian instead of Cornwell. As in the pre-

vious race, Geissler Avas left behind at the

start. The Indian had a lead over the Orient

lor the first two miles and was picked as the

winner, but the breaking of an inlet valve on

(he third mile put it out of commission, and

Iteid finished alone in 1G.30.

WIN NEW TRADE
BY SELLING

It Is not only the finest thing on earth for cleaning and redressing frames, rims and all enameled parts of Bicycles, but IT IS SIMPLY INVALU-
ABLE FOR HOUSEHOLD USE.

A little effort in the way of circular distribution or personal canvass among housekeepers, during the dull season for bicycle trade, will result
in the building up of a fine and permanent business in this line.

Liquid Veneer perfectly cleans and redresses Furniture and Interior Woodwork. Makes everything brand new.
Many housekeepers use it regularly when dusting, because dust adheres to the cloth moistened in Liquid Veneer and is carried away, leaving the

surface immaculately clean, perfectly dry and highly polished.
Liquid Veneer affords a liberal margin of profit to the dealer. It is extsnsively advertised in the leading periodicals. Write for our propositions

to th« trade.

BUFFALO SPECIALTY MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Buffalo, N. Y.

Every Dog Has His Day!
THIS IS THE TIME TO

BUY YOUR BICYCLES AND SUPPLIES.
All Standard Goods and Supplies for Bicycle and

Automobile Builders and Dealers.

EXCELSIOR SUPPLY CO., - 233-5-T Randolph Street, Chicago, lU.
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That famous Motorcycle, the

AUTO-BI
With its

Cushion Frame, Spring ForK and

Combination Steel and Leather Belt

Embodies the acme of Motorcycle luxury

and reliability.

MADE BY

E. R. THOMAS MOTOR CO., Buffalo, N. Y.

"D. & J." HANGERS

Single,

Tandem,
Triplet,

AOSOLUTELr THE BEST Quad and— Motor Cycles.

Lightest, Nearest Dust Proof, and
Easiest Running Hanger in the World.

Up-to-date Dealers handle

HUDSON

BICYCLES
Sole manufacturers of the celebrated

D. ana J. HANGERS.
Write for our terms and prices, and special territory proposition.

HUSTLING AGENTS WANTED.

THE HUDSON MFG. CO., Hudson, Mich.

Personally Conducted
Tours to

CALIFORNIA,
COLORADO,
UTAH,
OREGON,
WASHINGTON
and MEXICO,

VIA THE

New York Central
Lines

Will move in December, January,

February, March and May.

For particulars, inquire of ticket agents of the New
York Central Lines, or enclose a two-cent stamp for a
copy of " America's Winter Resorts." to George H.
Daniels, General Passenger Agent, Grand Central Station,
New York.

BICYCLES
AND

MOTOR BICYCLES

ALL MODELS AT ALL PRICES

SPECIAL

JUVENILE

MACHINES
rOR THE

HOLIDAYS

MOTOR BICYCLES
THAT ALWAYS STAND THE TEST

Write for Catalogues, addressing

Dept. B

POPE MANUFACTURING CO.

HARTFORD, COKN. CHICAGO, ILL.
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WANTS AND FOR SALE.
1 5 cents per line of seven words, cash with order.

Indian Motorcycle, like new, G & J tires,

grip control, compensating sprocket; cheap.
EMMETT E. COLBY, Owego, N. Y.

\A/ ANTED—Everyone interested in motor bi-

cycles to purchase "Motocycles and How to

Manage Them." Contains 126 pages bristling

with intormation. $1.00 per copy. For sale by
The Goodman Co, 154 Nassau St., New York City.

THEN EW

"WON'T LEAK"
Right Angle Pump Nipple

NO PACKING to wear and get
leaky.

STEEL POINT. Absolutely Air
Tight.

Just what the Trade has been wanting.

Our J905 line of bicycle repair parts will

intereet every dealer. Send for our Catalogue.

A. NELSON MFC. CO ,

69 So. Canal Street, Chicago.

ALL ROADS ARE EASY WHEIM THE

BALL
RETAINER

IS UfSIED.
With millions In daily use, it has atood the test lor

mare than five years and is adaptable to ball bearings of

any kind.

If you are users of ball bearings we would be pleased to hear

from you and mail you our catalog with the latest information

which we know would be profitable and interesting to you.

THE STAR BALL RETAINER CO.. Lancaster. Pa.. U. S. A.

Special Stampings
F-F?OIS/l

SHEET METAL
THE CROSBY CO., - Buffalo, N.Y.

HIGH GBHDE
wheels must have the

best equipments.

There it nothing that gives more value far

the money than the use of the

MORSE rS^l^r CHAIN

NOISELESS IN MUD, WATER OR
DUST AND ALWAYS EASY RUNNING.

The only chain having PiictionlMa
Rocker Joints. Insist on having the

Morse Twin Roller. Fits regular

•prockets.

Sena lor Catalogue and

Trade Price to

Morse Chain Co., Tnnnansburi:, n. y.

Bicycle and Automobile

SUPPLIES.
Lowest Prices. Prompt Shipments.

JOS. STRAUSS & SON, Buffalo, N. Y.

CATALOGUE.
Thor Motor and Parts for Motorcycle and

Habs and Parts for Bicycle on application.

AURORA AUTOMATIC MACHINERY CO.,

AURORA, ILL.

The Week's Patent.

77.5,7(>4. I^astening for wlieels, cranks, or

the like. .Tolm V. Pugli, Allesley, near Cov-
entry, England . Filed May 9, 1904. Serial

No. 207,125. (No model.)

Claim—In combination with a member hav-
ing a cross-sectional figure other than that
of a cylinder, a second member fitting on the
first member, a third member also fitting on
the first member, and means for giving rota-
tive movement in opposite directions to the
second and third members, so as to effectual-
ly bind them on the first member.

C PERFECT'

OILER
For High Grade Bicycles. The best and neatest Oiler in the

market. DOBS NOT LEAK. The " PERFECT " is the

only Oiler that regulates the supply of oil to a drop. It is ab-

solutely unequaled. Price 25 cents each.

We make cheaper oilers, also.

Cushman & Denison Mfg. Co., 2 0-2 W. 23d St., N. Y.

Bicycles a' Motorcycles
HIGH-GRADE LEADERS.

Fowler-Manson'Sherman Cycle Mfg. Co.,

241 S. Jefferson St., Chicago.
Write for terms.

JOHN S. LENO'SSON&CO.
93 Reade Street, NEW YORK,
CARRY A COMPLETE STOCK OF

BiCYCLES, TIRES, SUNDRIES.
CAREFUL ATTENTION PAID TO

RROIVIRT SHIF»IVlE:i\l"r.

ommimisiiimm

WORCESTER PRESSED STEEL COMPANY
Successor to

WOFRCESTER RERRULE & IVIRG.

WORCESTER, MASS.
COIVIRANY,

ttAOalMABlC

Manufacturers of Light and Heavy Stampings in Steel, Brass, Copper, etc.
Automobile and Carriage Fittings. Bicycle Parts and Speciakies.

Catalogs showing stock goods mailed upon request. Inquiries solicited.
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EFFECT OF EXPOSITION

How St. Louis Fair Helped notorcycling

in Many Places, Including St. Louis Itself.

sliarclitildcrs oC llie Cniuula Couipuiiy. a by-

law will lie submitted providing for the or

miiiiziiig of the company's business in New
Zealand on the basis tbus outlined.

MOTORCYCLES AT SHOWS

'riicic was one very liappy mau in New
Vol k on "\\'ednesday last—George. W. Shei-

niaii. (if tiie Ilendee ilanufaeturing Co. He

had just returned from seven months of at-

tendance at the Hendee exhibit at the St.

Louis ]-;xpositiou, and wliile he does not love

St. I-ouis less, Sliermau did not conceal the

fact tlsat he loves this part of tlie country

more, a great deal more.

He is as full of motor bicycles as ever, and
believes the exposition did a great deal to

further their interests, not merely in the

United States, but in several foreign lands.

A number of good foreign connections were
established, Sherman detailing how one cata-

logue casually handed out had already led

to the sale of live Indians in Cuba, while the

Hendee Manufacturing Co.'s fall trade had
come largely from those portions of this

country that were chiefly represented in the

exposition attendance, suggesting the diiect

effects of the exhibit there.

In St. Louis itself, Sherman said the in-

teresl liad increased wonderfully and was
still increasing. The Hurck Cycle Co., the

Hendee agents tliere, had sold -7 Indians.

-Vs Sherman expressed it, Hurck is of the

'"right sort." If there were a few more
agents like him, he added, ^the motorcycle

Inisiness would l>e much further advanced
than is rlie case. The results in St. Louis

are the more remarkable because of the in-

different streets and roads and the almost
continual flooding of them, ^^bicb is dis-

guised l)y the term ''sprinkling."

To Form New Zealand Conipany.

If prescjit plans do not miscari-y. the Can-
ada Cycle and Motor Co. will shoitly have
a x-^ew Zealand offspring. The big Canadian
concern now has a branch in the land of the

Maoris, but it is heavily taxed, and this is

a heavy drain on the company. It is there-

f(U'e proposed to form a sepai-.ite company
under the* laws of New Zealand, ilic stock

of which will lie held by the Canada Co.,

and tiu'u over to it the handling of the entire

.New Zea'nnd business, which is considerable.

At the forthcoming amuial meeting of the

Vogel Expresses Qendron Satisfaction

Although they did not make much of a

siilurge, .1. F. A'ogel, the head of the Gendron
Wheel Co., Toledo. Ohio, states that the sale

of the Gendron and Reliance bicycles during

the past season was "very satisfactory,"

while the trade in baby carriages, which

lorm a considerable part of the Gendron

output, was the best in the bistdry of the

company. This may or niay not have intiu-

enced the (iendron people to engage in the

manufacture of jnvenile bicycles, which re-

cently Iiave l)een added to the lines and which

are stylish creations, calculated to bring joy

to the little folk who become iioss"sed of

them.

Kirk Brings Back Big Orders

Ezra K. Kirk, vice-president of the ('on-

solidated yianufactnring Co.. I'etin-ned to the

factory at Toledo last week after a six

weeks sweep of the Facilic Coast. He
brought back with him orders for 2, Olio bi-

cycles, nearly half of them nane-plate goods;

that is, either Vales or Snells. He covered

the country from Denver to 'fiiso am!

Los Angeles, and then .iourneyed as far north

Ballou Com«s East to Buy.

- <). 1>. Ballon, of the jobbing lirm of Bal-

iou & \\'riglit. Portland, Oregon, is now in

the East making up his accounts for the en-

suing year. The firm has enjoyed a pros-

perous season, substantial evidence of it be-

ing their recent reiuoval to a much larger

and in every way better store than that pre-

viotisly (jccu]iied.

Match Now " Yells for Yale."

C. ^^'. Hatch, formerly with the Norval-

Shapleigh Hardware Co., St. Louis, Mo., has

been added to Ihe travelling staff of the Con-

solidattMl Maimfactm-ing Comiiany. lie is

now covering the Middle West with the

Vale .and Snell bicycles.

Guy Moscate, a Fredonia. N. V.. dealer,

last week filed a petition in involuntary liank-

ruptcy. Kelsey & Co., Buffalo. X. V.. are

the .sole creditors, with a claim aiuountinj;

to $490.12. Moscate's assets ;iii.oinit to

;i<rt.j,8.o, of which .$20 js exempt,

Will nix with Automobiles In New York

and Chicago—Who will Exhibit.

Motorcycles will, as usual, form a part,

a ver.\- modest ]iart, of the New York Auto-

mobile Show, which will occupy Madison

Square (Jarden from .lanuary 14 to 21 next.

On the main fioor they will be, of course,, ex-

liiliited in coimection with the cars displaj^ed

liy the respective makers, but on the ttpper

bjilcony there will be a little colony of mo-
torcycle exhibits. Those who have secured

sp.-ice and their location are as follows:

JM a i u F 1 o o r.

.Mitchell :\Iotor Car Co.—Mitchell mo-

torcycles.

Kirk Mfg. Co.—Yale-California motoi-

cycles.

E. IJ. Thomas Motor Co.—Thomas Auto-

Bi.

American Motor Co.—Marsh motor-

cycles.

Elevated F 1 a t f o r m.

I/ight Mfg. & Foundry Co.—Light motor-

cycles.

Pope Mfg. Co.—Columbia, Tribune,

Cleveland, Rambler. Monarch, Imperial

and Crescent motorcycles.

U p per B a Icon y.

Bree/.e Motor Mfg. Co.—Breeze motor-

cycles.

Reliance Motorcycle Co.—Reliance mo-

torcycles.

Charles H. Metz.—Melz motorcycles.

Ilendee Mfg. Co.—Indian motorcycles.

Exhibition Hall iBasement). .

A. Warwick Cycle and Automobile Co.—

Warwick motorcycles.

Concert Hall.

r>. .\niora Automatic IMachine Co.—Thor

motors and fittings.

l"or the Chicago Show, February 4-11, the

allotments have not yet been made, but the

following are those who have booked space:

.Main Floor.—E. R. Thomas Motor Co.,

Kirk Mfg. Co., Mitchell :Motor Car Co.

Gallery and Restaurant.— .Aurora .\uto-

matic Machine Co., Hendee Mfg. ('•<.. Tope

Mfg, Co,

D.

i:.

M.

X.

X.

14.

15.

1(1.

IT.
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NEWNESS FROM READING

Reading Standards for 1905 and How they

Differ from Former flodels.

One entirely new model and a number of

important detail changes in the remaining

machines constitute the program for 1905 of

the Reading Standard Cycle Manufacturing

Co., Reading, Pa. Two lines of machines

will be offered, styled, respectively, the Read-

ing Standard and the Reading, which, with

the Thoroughbred motor bicycle, complete

the Pennsylvania concern's product. The

Reading line comprises the cheaper models

—those listing at $25 and $30, while the

Reading Standards are priced in excess of

these figures.

The Royal Reading Roadster, which lists

at $30, and is supplied both with diamond

and drop frames—the latter for women—is

the addition to the Reading line. It is thor-

oughly up to date in design and construc-

tion, having 1-inch tubing, the Reading one-

piece crank hanger, used with such success

this year, and a special two-plate fork crown
with nickelled edges identical with the fork

furnished on this year's $40 model. The
fork sides are finished with a fancy spear

point design, which matches the frame fin-

ish, the latter being plain black, with navy
blue head. The other Reading model, which
lists at $25, has been little changed. The
fiame and fork finish is the same as on the

Royal Reading, and the Reading one-piece

hanger is used, in connection with B. & O.

hubs, which, as stated some weeks ago, are

now maae by the Reading Co.

The Reading Standard line consists of

three models, viz., the Pace Follower, listing

at $60; the Racer, at $50, and the Road
Racer, at $40; the latter is made in both

men's and womens' patterns.

The Pace Follower and the Racer are fin-

ished in a new shade of amber brown, with

milori green head, making a very handsome
effect. The light navy blue finish, with

black head, which was the regular finish

last season, will be continued as an option.

A new set of semi-flush head fittings for

this model has been designed to permit of

the use of 5-32-inch balls, with ball retainers

in place of the %-inch balls furnished last

season on this model, without ball retainers.

An entirely new style of medium arch drop

forged crown will be furnished on these

models, highly nickeled and Avith light %-inch

fork sides. On the Pace Follower model the

fork sides are straight, Avhile on the Racer

they are semi-straight, having only a 2-inch

rake, which gives the wheel a very racy

appearance and, what is particularly desired

in a Racer, a short wheel base. The D. & J.

crank -anger is continued in these models,

and equipment is of the highest grade

throughout.

Tb^ Road Racer i§ alsQ finished regularly

in the new shade of amber brown, with

milori green head. In the Pace Follower

and Racer models the frames are striped,

but the Road Racer models will be furnished

without striping. In the latter a new drop

forged fork crown is furnished in place of

the two-plate crown furuoshed on the 1904

model. Into this new crown are fitted 15-16-

inch seamless forksides, curved with 2i/^-inch

rake. On the Pace Follower and Racer mod-

els the sides are finished with a special bayo-

net design, nickeled, and on the Road Racer

the same special bayonet design is furnished,

enameled.

A noteworthy fitting iised on these models

is the Reading pinch binder (patent applied

for), which was first used this year. It is

fitted in the top rail of the frame, in front

HEDSTROM IS HONORED

'Decorated" and "Diplomaed" by the St.

Louis Exposition for his Inventions.

READING STANDARD PINCH BINDER.

of the seat-mast tube. A reinforcement of

exceptional strength is fitted at the union,

and through this the binder is fitted. A
slotted steel collar is fitted in the seat-mast

tube and projects over it in a highly nickeled

rounded top. The bolt, square-headed and
of depth sufficient to permit proper use of

wrench, in engaging the conical nut, on op-

posite side of frame, draws the interior block

against the slotted collar which firmly en-

gages the seat post.

The usual high grade equipment that has

characterized the Reading models in the past

has been retained. On the Road Racer it

includes Persons' saddles. Star pedals and
Kelley or Hussey handlebars.

The Thoroughbred motor bicycle has also

come in for its share of improvements. Here-

after the compensating sprocket will be fur-,

nished regvilarly, instead of as an extra.

Both a tandem attachment and a side wheel

attachment will be supplied. A stop cock is

fitted to the gasolene tank so that the latter

can be emptied or a small quantity of gaso-

lene drawn off. The finish is similar to that

iised on the highest priced pedal driven

machines. Heavy connecting rods will con-

tinue to be used as supports for the forks,

thus materjally strengthening this very im-

portant point.

Oscar Hedstrom has been "decorated." He
had not expected anything of the sort, and

what he said when notice of his honors

reached him is not recorded. But he is such

a retiring and rather taciturn chap, it is

reasonably certain that his comment was at

least of passing interest. Hedstrom's decora-

tion is in the form of a silver medal and

diploma awarded by the Superior Jury of

Awards of the Louisiana Purchase Exposi-

tion "in token of the merit due him as the

inventor of the Hedstrom engine and car-

buretter and of the general excellence of

the Indian motorcycle, which, it will be re-

called, Avas given the only gold medal award-

ed to motorcycles.

This recognition of the inventor, as well

as his product, is one of the graceful acts

that marked the management of the St.

Louis Fair. The silver medal, the jury

states, is the highest award it is within

their power to bestow. It took Hedstrom
very much by surprise, but that he is worthy
the honor there will be quite general agree-

ment.

Where High Prices Still Rule.

Comparatively high prices still rule in the

land of the kangaroo. Writing from Castle-

maine, Australia, a tradesman says:

"Cycles sell from ixS to £25 ($90 to $125)

to the customer. Nine-tenths of the trade

done is on the hire system. B. S. A. cycles

fetch from £11 to £22 10s. Cycles built of

American parts (assembled in the states) sell

from £10 upwards. Colonial-built cycles (of

reputation) are scarce at anything under £10.

the public believing, and rightly so, that only

the more inferior material is embodied in

their construction. Boy labor in the fac-

tories (so called) is very prevalent, especially

where the cycles are a cheap grade.

"The great trouble in the trade is the ever-

increasing number of second-hand cycles

which seem to be in hand in all depots. How
to dispose of them to the best advantage is

a burning question, and very low deposits

are accepted for them on the time payment
system. At this time of the year trade is

beginning to brighten up a bit, and a couple

of months will find us 'up to our neck' in it.

We believe that the coming season will be

right up to any of its predecessors as regards

sales."

An English cycle paper predicts that 50

per cent of the 1905 bicycles will be fitted

with variable speeds.

Mitchell Increases Capital.

Amended articles of incorporation have

been filed with the Wisconsin Secretary of

State by the Mitchell Motor Car Co., of

Racine, maker of the Mitchell motor bicycle.

The new articles, which are signed by Wil-

liam M. Lewis, president, and G. V. Rogers,

secretary, increase the capital of the com-

pany from $300,000 to $500,000.
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HOW TO HOLD EXPORT TRADE

Australian Jobber Points the Way in Lan-

guage Not Easily Hisunderstood.

History is apparently repeating itself in

the case of British makers and the Austi'alian

market, as me latter is passing from the

grasp of the former just as did the American

market a decade ago. From once almost

monopolizing the country "down under,"

British machines are now largely outnum-

bered by those made in Canada and in this

country, British made is no longer a name

to conjure with, and British imports into the

country are becoming smaller each year.

In one of the English cycle journals, the

Cycle Trader, the cause of the decline is be-

ing discussed. An ex-Australian tradesman

has related his experiences at some length,

extracts from his letter having appeared in

these columns a few weeks ago. His con-

tentions were replied to by an English

maker, and now the Australian returns to

the charge and gives some very damaging

testimony in support of his case. Briefly,

his charge is that British makers are both

stubborn and stupid and also exceedingly

careless, to put it mildly.

"In my previous letter I stated that my ex-

perience served to convince me that English

manufacturers were losing their grasp of

the cycle trade out in Australia, I considered

the causes were their obstinacy in adhering

to conservative methods and ideas, etc., and

1 gave specific instances. That they are al-

lowing trade to slip away, anyone who has

of late years travelled over parts of Australia

very much (not in trains), especially the north

and central east coast, are speedily con-

vinced," he says.

"The large number of American and Ca-

nadian cycles that are seen on the roads in

proportion to those of English manufacture

are veiy noticeable, and if you are an Eng-

lish-thinking man you begin to ask the rea-

son why. If you are in the trade, the fact

is brought home more forcibly to you.

"I have been selling cycles and accessories

in Australia for eleven years (since 1S92),

and over a territory in which several Eng-

lands could be lost. I am convinced that

you at home are losing touch, and the causes

are not far to seek. My own experience goes

to show that English manufacturers through

inattention to details of our orders, and re-

luctance to put themselves out of their way,

subject many Australian dealers to pinpricks,

petty annoyances and needless expenses,

which are alienating those dealers from

them. Where that is the experience of one,

it is reasonable to think that there may be

others. That there are others I have had
abundant proof, for as I did the Queensland

coast periodically, also the back country, and
along the western lines, canvassing for or-

ders on my own account, I was thrown in

touch with many agents whose experiences

were identical with my own. Being born

of English parents, and born in England, my
preferences were toward the products of my
mother land, and I succeeded in selling Eng-

lish machines alone until I was in a posi-

tion to import for myself. Previously to

that, as I know now, the other fellow had
all the trouble.

"When I started to import, then it was my
troubles commenced. I have ordered one

thing and got another, had a price quoted

and had to pay more, and as, unfortunately,

the drafts had to be accepted before the in-

voices or shipping documents fell into my
hands, I had in most cases to practically pay

for the goods before I had seen them. Then
I would find all sorts of things wrong, and,

as I had taken delivery, and the bills had
been accepted, I could not afford to stand out

of mj' money until the manufacturer had
satisfied my claims, especially as in some
cases they flatly refused to believe me. Let

me give you a few instances of the way
some English manufacturers treated me (and

treat other Coloniajs as well). A maker whose
brand stands for good goods the world over,

and has been in the trade in England for

the past twenty years and more, had some

of my orders. From them I have had full

roadsters come with 1% rims on front and 1%
on rear and fitted with %-in. roller chains,

%-inch pitch. I had to discard the chains and

rob stock of sprockets stronger, and I dare

say chains and sprockets are there now.

Where is my profit?

"This is not only one isolated case; no, it

was common. I would order tires to suit

the machine, and would get 1% tires and 1%
rims. I have ordered certain brakes, and
they have come, not. fitted instead of fitted

as per order, and when we went to fit them

the clips were too large for the tubes. I say

truly also that I have never yet had a ship-

ment of English machines where they were

all perfect. No; I would get, say, two or

three out of six; and once six out of eight

were blistered and otherwise badly enameled,

and when I complained I was calmly told

in one instance that they had most likely

been packed too near the engine room on

the steamer, and one firm of repute here

flatly denied that it could be so, and abso-

lutely refused to believe mv statements. I

have their letters with me here. However,

what was I to do? Yes, I had my remedy,

and after giving the firms sending the goods

a chance to make reparation, and failing to

get it, I applied my usual remedy—dealt
somewhere else.

"Just another instance—although I could

fill your paper with innumerable similar com-

plaints, experienced by myself and others.

Thinking to extend my plating plant, I or-

dered about £160 worth of goods from a

leading English house of plater supplies

through their traveller. This firm has a

branch out there. Drafts arrived, honored;

goods arrived, then I found some things

missing altogether and not replaced, and

other things changed for something different.

Now, the articles were agreed upon in the

order and a price for each. I complained,

the shortage was acknowledged, and after

three months correspondence a credit of 25s.

was passed to me where I had estimated I

had lost £10 on the deal. But wait. As I

did not owe them anything, they then owed
me 25s. That is two years ago, and I have
not got value for it yet.

"They asked for more orders. I wrote:

'Perhaps, when you send along the 25s.' 1

sent the credit by a friend to get value for

it or goods. They said they did not know
anything about it. I wrote to the head

office, but got no reply. The consequence:

American plating material and supplies have
been used in my plating room since, and my
successor warned off that firm.

"I have that credit note here with me. So

determined was I not to sell anything but.

English-made cycles that once I took a stand

and made up my mind to give them a twelve

months' trial alone. I never sold a new ma-
chine that year but was English made, and
I lost money, and T was forced to drop them.

Why? The machines were strong enough,

but I could never get what I wanted and
plainly ordered, and I had to sell badly fin-

ished machines at a reduced price to get

rid of them, and I was left with a lot of

sundries I never ordered, or, rather, of sizes

I had never ordered, and I was forced to

think that some English manufacturers' busi-

ness morals were not as sound as the ma-
terial they put in their goods.

"I say again, I have not had nearly as

much trouble with American and Canadian
firms as I have had from the English firms.

When I wrote home to England and asked

for quotations for machines higher in the

bracket by an inch at least, I was told that

it necessitated making expensive alterations

to existing plant, and that they preferred
not to quote, but they could do me this, that,

and a lot more. I wrote to a Canadian firm,

and they gave me a quotation and got the
order.

•; To Check Cycle Stealing.

The great increase of bicycle thefts in

England has inspired one enterprising Brit-

ish firm to introduce an explosive burglar

alarm for bicycles that certainly ought to

protect all machines fitted with it, if any

demand for it is found. The device is at-

tached to the front forks of the bicycle, and

the alarm set by the owner before leaving

the machine and instantly released when
required again. When the alarm is set and

the machine is wheeled two or three yards,

a spring is released by a trap on the wheel

and a big cartridge is exploded, which gives

a report loud enough to frighten the thief

and warn the owner if within 300 yards' dis-

tance. The device is finished in colors cor-

responding to the enamel of the bicycle, and
is said to be hardly noticeable.

Hartford's Bid for Coast Trade.

The Hartford Rubber Works Co. has pur-

chased the plant of the Williams Rubber Co.,

at No. 118 East Ninth street, Los Angeles,

Cal., and will continue the establishment as

a branch house. H. O. Harrison, former
manager of the place, will be retained in that
capacity.
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THE WISE RIDER BUYS THE NATIONAL
THE SATISflED RIDER BUYS AGAIN.

A sale easily made means quick profit to the

dealer. Wherever you find a dealer pushing the

NATIONAL, you meet a successful one.

Get in line for the NATIONAL Agency for

1905. You can make money out of it.

WHAT YOU GET FOR YOUR MONEY IS AS

IMPORTANT AS THE AMOUNT

YOU PAY.

For Agency

May 24, 1904.

This is the fourth year that I have ridden this

wheel and would not trade it for a new one of

any other make. E. F. HAMMOND.

Te^s'a'ddress NATIONAL CYCLE MFG. CO., Bay City, Mich., U.S.A.

IF YOU WANT PROTECTION

:bu"^

Fisk Line of Bicycle and Motor Tires.
Prices once made remain. Goods delivered as Samples shown.

No Cut=Throat Dealers can get them. Invest in them.

They are just as safe as Government Bonds.

BRANCHES ANO REPAIR DEPOTS:
JJJg pj^g RUBBER COMPANY,

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.
Western 5ales Office. S2 State Street, Chicago.

BOSTON. BUFFALO. PHILADELPHIA. OMAHA.
SPRINGFIELD, DETROIT. WASHINGTON. MINNEAPOLIS.
NEW YORK, CHICAGO. . TORONTO. DENVER.
SYRACUSE. SAN FRANCISCO. ST. LOUIS. LOS ANGELES

LONDON.
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Weight Reduction of riotorcycles.

In cousideriug tlie uuicli discussed subject

of weight reduction in motor bicycles, one

iiuiiortant factor which has a very consider-

able bearing has escaped mention—that is,

the use of special steels. In the automobile

industry the same effort to reduce weight is

apparent, and, as Mr. Henry Souther points

t.nl in the Motor World, while the weight of

\\\" machine is not of vital importance on

the level, the moment hill climbin;-; begins

every pound of weight counts seriously

against its performance—it represents just

so many foot pounds. On the level a pound

is carried along and does not increase the

wheel and road friction appreciably. Going

uphill, however, it not only increases the run-

ning friction as it does on the level, but it

takes just so many foot pounds of work to

raise the machine.

It is Mr. Souther who directs attention to

the use of special steels as a means of weight

reduction. As he states, there is too strong

an idea among manufacturers that steel is

steel, and that strong steel is brittle steel.

It is hard for them to believe that high car-

lion steel and nickelled steel and special al-

loy.^ can be furnished by reliable manufact-

iiiers that will be two or three times as strong

as anything they have used and which is as

tou.gh, if not tougher. As a matter of fact,

it is not always the toughest steel that will

stand tlie strains put on it by a motor. It has

been demonstrated time and again that soft

Meel, like .10 carbon, will not stand repeated

shocks and strains as well as a higher carbon

which is not considered as tough.

Mr. Souther instances the crank shaft as a

j.art of a motor that is called upon to resist

alternate stresses under shock to an unusual

fiegree. If the bearings are tight and well

adjusted the strains are bad enough, but the

luoment the crank bearings become worn and

loose the punishment on the crank shaft is

about the same as if a lot of triphammers

were working at it. If, as he points out, a

maker has had no trouble with his crank

;-hafts, using ordinary machine steel, it is

uiidouDted that he can reduce the weight of

the shaft by the proper use of special steels

that are to be found in the market with a

little extra trouble. Heretofore the big steel

manufacturers have been too liusy with large

orders to bother with the relatively small ones

tendered or that might be tendered by mak-

ers of motors. There has been a change )f

front, however, on the part of the steel men,

and at least two of them are now positioning

themselves to meet such demands, and, in

lact, to devote special attention to them.

It will be well for manufacturers of motor-

cycles to interest themselves and keep in

touch with tills movement. It holds hope of

Lot only better machines, but lighter ones.

In considering weight reductions it is also

well to bear in mind what Mr. George N.

Rogers pointed out in last week's Bicycling

World—that the system of transmission has

a great deal to do wfth the subject. The

idea that a big motor which adds to the

weight of every part is the chief requisite has

i.een pretty well exploded, and it is time

the fact was recognized. The incentive for

Americans to apply themselves serimsly to

vhe production of a really light motor bicycle

hould be strengthened by the appearance of

the seventy-one-pound Humber creation. If

American manufacturers purpose comiieting

for foreign trade, they cannot afford to lose

sight of the lightening effort which is gain-

ing ground in England, and which has pro

duced such a notable example as the Humber
instanced.

The Week for «« Hard Licks."

Next week is the week when the cycle deal-

er who has any idea of obtaining Christmas

trade will put in his hardest licks.

If he has already advertised bicycles as

suitable gifts he will repeat the advertise-

ment in even more generous space; if he has
issued a circular letter on the subject, he will

issue another; if he has not embellished his

show window he will proceed to embellish

it; if he has not kept open nights, he will

now keep open, and will not be fearful of

having every light in his place burning
brightly. He will appreciate that it is the

time to keep the juvenile models to the fore,

while not keeping the adults' naachines en-

tirely in the background.

Christmastide is the one midwinter oppor-

tunity that offers to the cycle trade, and the

dealer in whom the shopkeeping instinct is

really alive should make the most of It.

Concerning; Two-Speed Gears.

Desirable as it undoubtedly is to offer a

wide—practically an unlimited — range of

choice in the ratio between the high and the

low in two speed gears, there is a point be-

j'ond which it is not commercially practi-

cable to go. Extremes, such as appeal to

only a very small number of riders, must

necessarily be left out of the calculation, and

the great mass of riders who want neither an

abnormally high nor excessively low gear

catered to.

The communication in another column from

Charles La Rue deals with this illiberal pol-

icy, as he doubtless deems it, and reviews the

whole field of variable gears in a manner
that is at least frank and novel.

No more complete misconception of the

reasons for the existence of a variable gear

can possibly be conceived than is disclosed

by Mr. La Rue's letter.

To begin with, our correspondent ignores

utterly the accepted conception of the func-

tion of a variable gear. Such gears owe their

existence to the belief—knowledge is the

word nine out of ten cyclists would use—that

on hills, against the wind and on soft or

iieavy roads a reduction of gear—if the regu-

lar gear is at all suitable to other conditions-

is desirable. Mr. La Rue assumes just the

contrary. The ordinary gear is what he

would have for the low of a variable gear,

and he would increase the high. "The lower

speed must be nearly what the rider would
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choose in an ordinary single speed gear," he

says. If this means anything at all, it means

that if a rider uses a single speed gear of,

say, 80 inches, and he wants to change to a

two speed gear, the best combination would

be an 80-inch for the low and somewhere in

the neighborhood of 100-inch for the high.

Neither the hills nor the ability of the rider

should be considered in selecting a low gear,

asserts Mr. La Rue. In "ordinary riding" on

hills he could not keep up with companions

using the average one speed gears unless

he used his 101-ineh high gear in place of

his 68-inch low one. Let us examine this

contention. To surmount a hill Mr. La Rue

must exert a certain amount of power. So

far as that power is concerned, it makes no

difference whether he uses cranks 5 inches or

10 inches long or a gear of -50 inches or 100

inches. The same number of foot pounds

of pressure must be brought to bear on the

pedals, and it is only the manner of applica-

- tion that can differ. On a level or down
grade a long crank and a high gear afford

the ideal method of power application. On
an up grade the long crank is equally advan-

tageous, but the high gear is just the other

way. This is because the power of the rider

is limited. He cannot propel his machine as

fast uphill as he can down, for in the former

case he has to lift it in spite of gravity, while

in the latter gravity works for him and he

has only to aid it. Now, it is a well established

mechanical fact that a number of relatively

weak but oft repeated impulses exerted on.

say, a crank shaft, will accomplish more than

the same power exerted in one long impulse.

The principle is illustrated in the crane

found in any shop or on any wharf where

heavy bodies have to be lifted. One man can

lift a weight by turning the crank and exert-

ing his power through gearing reductions,

which he could not budge if the gears were
removed. So with a bicycle rider. He can

surmount a hill at an ordinary pace with a

68-inch gear at the same speed as he could

with a 101-inch gear. It takes, in round num-
bers, 50 per cent more power to make one

revolution of the cranks on the latter, and it

is obvious that by exerting the same amount
of power the cranks of the machine with 66-

inch gear can be revolved one and one-

half times, and both machines will be driven

the same distance. It therefore resolves it-

self into a question of application of power.

When one and one-half revolutions are made
with the 68-inch gear against one revolution

with the 101-inch, more sustained power is

applied and the dead centre becomes a lesser

evil.

To contend that a hill cannot be climbed

at an ordinary pace on' a 68-inch gear

while it can on a 101-inch is either to demol-

ish the laws of mechanism or to proclaim

one's self abnormal. To put forth such a

theory—differing, as it does, radically and
wholly from the accepted standards—without
an lota of reliable or uncontested data, is to

essay a task commensurate with that of set-

ting back the hands of the clock.

WANTS HIGHER LOW GEARS

Here's a Rider with Some Peculiar Notions

Regarding Two-Speed Devices.

Editor of The Bicycling World:
I wish to offer some possibly interesting

suggestions regarding the selection of two-
speed gears.

My experience leads me to the conclusion

that the lower gear of a two-speed chainless

cannot be used if lower than 5 or 10 below
the single gear of the companion wheel in

whose company it happens to be ridden.

The lower gear, of course, is not intended

for levels or down grades, and on the up
grades or hills the accompanying single-

geared wheel is always ridden at the rate

which its rider flnds easiest for that ascent,

and that rate is one which the two-speed

rider cannot follow on his lower gear if it

is smaller than 10 below the gear of the

pace-setting wheel. Not speaking of scorch-

ing, but in ordinary riding, the rate at which
tue rider of any particular size gear flnds
it easiest to climb any particular hill de-
pends directly on the size of the gear—i. e.,

the larger the gear, the faster the rider flnds
it expedient or necessary to climb the hill.

The courtesy of waiting is never extended
during the ascent, but only after the top is

reached, and as the average rider will not
frankly submit to dropping clear behind, he
foregoes the use of his lower gear at the
only time when he would expect to use it. If

several ride together, the hill-climbing pace
of the company is about the rate at which
the hill would naturally be climbed by a
gear three-fourths of the way up from the
lowest toward the highest gear in the crowd.
I selected the largest loAver gear offered by
the manufacturer of the two-speed chain-
less, a 68 (combined with a larger gear of
101).

I have endeavored to ride it in company
with average riders of single speed geaws ki

use in this locality, such gears ranging i", ^m
84 to 105 and averaging among themselves
perhaps 90; but I have been unable to use
the 68 at all anywhere except for about a
hundred yards on each hill, before I begin
to be so noticeably left behind that I have
to change to the 101 gear to keep up. I

therefore believe that in selecting the lower
speed of a two speed gear, that the rider
should not examine either the hills or his

own ability, but must examine the sizes of
single gears in whose company j'ou will ride,

and must select a lower speed within 5 or
10 of the gear that is to make the pace for
him up hill; for if he does not do so, he will

find himself with a gear that he can only use
when alone. Or, if others are with him when
he begins to use it, he will soon be alone.
The hill climbing utility of a very low gear,
if ever claimed for companionable riding, is

a myth. While the largest low gear offered
by this manufacturer of two-speed wheels
(08 gear) may possibly be large enough to

keep the hill-climbing pace of the average
accompanying -single-speed sears in use in
very hilly regions; yet I believe it to be so
small as to be practically useless when in

the company of average gears in use in a
reasonably level country, such as that sur-
rounding New York City. Irrespective of
the ability of the rider, the only serviceable
lower gear for companionable riding in this

locality, I believe, must be well above 70
(I think, probably above 80), or it cannot
keep the pace up-hill, either in ordinary rid-

ing or in scorching.
I hope that I have shown that the selection

of the lower of the two speeds is not a mat-
ter of discretion, but is absolutely determined
by the size of accompanying ordinary single
speed gears or ratchet wheels, and that in a
reasonably level country it must be well
above 70, probably above 80, or else be use-
less. In other words, the lower speed must
be nearly what the rider would choose in an
ordinary single speed gear. On the other
hand, the choice of a larger gear to be com-
bined with it is largely optional. But as
the ordinary single speed gear, when used, is

always a compromise (between a smaller
gear desirable for the more diflicult riding
and a larger gear for the easier work), it

follows that the larger part of a two-speed
gear should always exceed the size which
the rider would have chosen for a single
gear, and should even considerably exceed
it, because, owing to the necessity above dis-
cussed of having the lower gear large
enough to keep the pace with accompanying
single speed gears, the low gear must ordi-
narily nearly equal the size desirable in a
single speed gear, and to secure a noticeable
change from the lower speed, the higher
speed must differ from it considerably, and
as the lower speed and sinsrle speed must
remain nearly equal, it cannot differ to any
great extent without very considerably ex-
ceeding what would be the normal choice of
a single speed gear.

It is obviously unnecessary for me to point
out the absurdity of a certain manufacturing
concern, in offering no larger options on its

two-speed gear than ! is offering on its sin-

gle speed gears. Ih an attempt to explain
this absurdity, this concern merely replied
that excessively high gears had injured the
cause of cycling which (probably unprovable)
claim referred only to single speed gears,
where (unlike the two-speed gear) there was
no easier alternative at hand for use in the
more dicffiult parts of the riding. Though
the epidemic of high gears may have been
an erratic flnal manifestation of wheeling
as a fad, yet I doubt that it was the cause
of the decline of the fad, though I admit
that the "business" has frequently used this
argument as an attempted explanation in
efforts to revive the fad. Moreover, those
who talk of "excessively large gears" are
prone to preserve the security of abstractly
refraining from the danger of concrete num-
bers, and do not state what they consider
excessive. The catalogue of the above men-
tioned concern in its regular equipment of-

fers a higher gear, six-seventeenths larger
than the lower gear. I think this a con-
servative difference between them which
might safely be exceeded. But applying that
ratio to my above argument and assuming
that in a reasonably level country the lower
gear should be at least 80, then (at this ratio

of increase six-seventeenths) the larger gear
should be 108. I have said the choice of

the larger gear was discretionary, but I pre-

siime it should exceed this ratio of differ-

ence.

The gist of my entire line of reasoning set
forth above is that because low gears cannot
keep pace if much smaller than the gears of
companion wheels, that therefore the lower
gear chosen must approximate the size of
the ordinarily chosen single gear, and the
larger gear to be combined with it must then
(within discretion, but at least very con-
siderably) exceed what would ordinarily be
chosen as a normal single gear. Such sug-
gested selection gives the rider using this

(nearly equal) lower gear an equal chance
or a slight advantage over his single speed
companions during up-hiU work, and in using
his larger gear on the level or down grade
riding, he has the decided advantage over
the single speed riders of being relieved of
making his feet fly around so objectionably
fast.

CHARLES LA RUE, New York.
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THE JOY
of the users of th(

ORROW COASTER BRAKE

is not confined to the

holiday season. It is

spread over the whole

twelve-month. And that

it is real joy, all its users

know only too well.

There are few pleasures

comparable with that ex-

hilirating rush down hill

with a full sense of secur-

ity. Its security is one of

the Morrow's features.

It is accentuated in the

1905 Model.

ECLIPSE MACHINE COMPANY, Elmira, N. Y.
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The 3 Juries

at the St, Louis World's Fair,
consisting of the ablest consulting

and mechanical engineers of

Europe and America,

were unanimous in deciding

The RAeveLE
to be ttie most perfectly constructed and easiest running

bicycle made in ttie world, and awarded THE RACYCLE
the only GRAND PRIZE given in the bicycle class.

Think what this means to a dealer in trying to make a sale.

THEL MmMI eveLE & MFG. 6©., Middletown, ©hio.

jGendron
^ and '

Reliance
BIOYCLES

THE OLD RELIABLE

GENDRON AND RELIANCE

BICYCLES
will be just as desirable and just as reliable during 1905 as they have been for the past

eighteen years. If you seek bicycles that have stood the "test of time," write us.

SPECIAL FOR HOLIDAY TRADE.
Our line of Juvenile Bicycles are the sort that appeal to dealers and tickle the youngsters.

Are you familiar with their prices and particulars.''

CENDRON WHEEL COMPANY, Toledo, Ohio.
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SPRINT WINS SIX-DAY RACE

Root Toys with Stol and Wins Handily—

Uougoltz also Beaten in Final Dash.

THE FINAL SCORE—142 HOURS.
Miles. L;ii>s.

IJoot-Dorloii 2,386 «

Vanderstuylt-Stol 2,386 6

Samuel son- ^^i Ilia 111^ 2,386 •")

Keegan-Louaii 2,386 4

Krebs-Foaiei- 2,386 3
Goiigoltz-Bietdii 2,386 3

'J'nrville-Mettliim 2,385 9

The reiord is 2, Too miles 4 laps, estab-
lished by ISIiller-Waller in 1899. The score
of W '.lthour-!Mnnroe, winners of the race a
year ago, ^Yas 2,318 miles 3 laps.

As was prophecied hy the Bicycling World,

and as all the .world already knoAvs, the

Root-Dorion team won the six day race

which ended at 10 o'cloclc last Saturday night

in ^ladison Square Garden. Vanderstuyft-

Stol. without any question the best pair of

foreigners that have competed in the contest

in recent years, were second. These two
teams were tied up to the last minute, and

the race was decided by a one-mile sprint

between Root and Stol. Though Stol is said

to have a victory over Walter Rutt, the great

German sprinter, to bis credit, he was no
match for the smiling blond youth wlio two
years ago ran amateur champion Hm'ley to

a ;tie for the "simon pure" title of 1002.

Tliird place went to Samuelson-Williams,

as they were but one lap behind the leaders,

and fourth place was gained by Keegan-
Logan, through their successful lap stealing-

exploit bewteen 1 and 2 o'clock in the after-

noon. Fifth place went to Krebs-Fogler.

after tbe Newark "Flying Dutchman" had

proved his (piality by outgeneraling and out-

sprinting lU-eton in their special match al

one mile, which Mas ran after the tie be-

tween the two leaders was decided. The
defeat of Breton by Krebs left Gougoltz-

Breton. in sixth place, and Turville-Mettling

secured seventh place, as they were the only

remnining i)aii- in the contest at the end.

JOHAJSTN STOL, OP HOLLAND.

ROOT AND HIS SMILE.

'J'he three teams who composed the rear

gujird-Palmer-Agraz, Dowuing-Limberg and
Dussot-Mazan—wearied of their hopeless task
and retired from the contest between 2 and
3 o'clock on Saturday morning. They had
all been lapped repeatedly and had no chance
whatever for any of the seven prizes.

Though the finish of the contest was wit-

nessed by an immense throng of spectators,

there did not seem to be ipiite as many pi-es-

ent as there were at the finisu of the race
a year ago. This, no doubt, may be largely

owing to the fact that s-'ven teams were tied

up to the last mimite of the contest lastyear,

and it was by no means a foregone conclu-

sion that an.\- one of tlie p.-iirs liad much ad-

vantage over the otliers. The finish of the

contest which ended last Saturday, however,
had been discormted many hours before tlie

.'ilTair was actually ended. Both press an;l

puliiic seemed fairly sure, and with very

good grounds, that neither "Strong Man"
Stol nor his partner, Arthur Vanderstuyfl.

would be any match for the wonderful speed

that Root had shown from tlie very begin-

ninu' of the race. The result proved how
.well founded these conclusions had been.

At live minutes of 10 all the riders were

called from the track so the two leaders

could Sc'ttle their tie without any interfer-

ence. Root was toe first to make his ap-

pearance, clad ill a new silk shirt, with

broad black and gold vertical stripes. Stol

soon followed, wearing the same Century

Uoad Club of America shirt he had sported

all week. Root was leading at the pistol

shot, which denoted the bejiinning of the

la.-i mile. Sloi Irailcd along behind Rod.
wliile ihe latter kept a watchful lookout

toi' a .iumi), turning his head first one side

.nid then the other. At the end of the

foiu-th lap Stol was about four lengths back

of his opponent, and the gallery occupants

were chanting "Root, Root, Root" in a deaf-

ening chorus.

Stol made his effort just before the sevenlh

lap was finished. .He rode high up the track

and jumped down to the pole from the very

top of the bank at the Fourth avenue turn.

Root gave a few kicks and "tacjied on" be-

liind the young Hollander. He trailed him

until just before the pistol shot for the last

la 1 1. He started to race around Stol on the

Fourth avenue turn, and when they crossed

the tape to begin the finishing lap. Root was
a length and a half ahead nf Stol. He put

on more speed then, ,ajid when he went into

llie Madison avenue turn, swept down to the

pole at least three lengths in the lead. He
continued to widen the gap that separated

liim from Stol, winning by ten open lengths,

with apparently more speed in reserve if if

had been required. Stol sat up as he crossed

the tape, while the building fairly rocked

with cheers for his victorious opponent.

After Krebs had won fifth place for his

team by jumping Petit-Breton and leading

him over tlie tape by a length and a half,

the riders were brought out and paraded

around the track. Root and Dorlon were the

first pair, and Root carried a bouquet of

flowers. They rode around once slowly.

Both Vanderstuyfl and Stol carried bouquets

and flags, and they went around twice, Van-

derstuyfl with a Belgian and Stol with an

American flag. Samuelson and Williams then

came out, and when the latter lagged behind,

Samuelson turned and beclconed him along-

.AHXHUR VANDERSTUTFT, OF BELGIUM.
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JEAN GOUGOLTZ,
OF PRANCE.

PETIT-BRETON,
OF ARGENTINA.

EMIL AGRAZ,
OP MEXICO.

PEDLAR PALMER,
OP AUSTRALIA.

Side. The foiirtu pair, tlie "Irisli Team,"

Keegan and Logan, received almost as much
applause as the victors. Krebs and Fogler

had disappeared, so Gougoltz and Breton.

clad in Tiger Wheelmen shirts, vpere brought

out, Breton proudly displaying an immense
bouquet.

There was intermittent sprinting all day,

but the real excitement occurred just after 1

o'clock in the afternoon. Krebs began the

sprinting, but after Fogler had relieved him,

a tire on Fogler's macnine burst, and it

seemed as if the sprinting was over. Keegan
suddenlv jumped from the top of one of the

banks and kept going until he had gained

about a quarter of a lap. Logan took his

place, but lost some of the advantage Keegan
had gained, so the latter went out again. He
increased his lead, and again Logan relieved

him. Logan did better this time, but re-

tired after a while to allow Keegan to com-
plete the task he had begun. His work was
cut out for him, as Breton did all in his

power to overtake him. Keegan was not

to be denied, however, and when he finally

made his gain sure by taking the lead, the

Irishmen present, and there were many, did

some yelling that would have turned a foot-

ball crowd green with envy. The accom-

r^nying pictures of the foreign riders are

published by courtesy of "The Globe."

in the afternoon from scratch in 2:02. Oscar
Schwab (80 yards) was second, and W. R.

Lee (60 j^ards) was third. Charles Hadfleld

won the half-mile handicap at night from 40

yards in 59 1-5 seconds. Oscar Schwab (30

yards) was second, and W. S. Fenn (scratch)

was third. Caldwell, Hopper, Lee, Schreiber,

"Pedaller" Palmer and Agraz also competed
in the handicap event in the evening.

"get all or nothing." He did not get "all,"

and breathed dire threats of suits against
the promoter. Menus Bedell said he was go-
ing into automobile racing, and his older
brother also announced his retirement from
cycle racing. Whether or not the famous
"Sleighride Brothers" will retire remains to

be seen.

American Champion Frank L. Kramer
made a new unpaced world's record on Satur-

day evening, covering a quarter of a mile in

24 1-5 seconds. The former record of 24 4-5

seconds was equalled by Kramer four times

during the week, and has stood for several

years. In the afternoon Kramer rode a mile,

paced by Gussie Lawson's motorcycle, in

1:43 2-5. W. S. Fenn won the mile handicap

There was quite a gathering of the clans

when the six-day riders were paid off last

Monday at the Bartholdi Hotel by P. T. Pow-
ers and Harry Pollok. Root and Doilon were
doing a "stunt" at a theatre, and their money
was collected by Dorlon's father. The
amount due each team was as follows: Root-

Dorlon, $1,500; Vanderstuyft-Stol, $1,000;

Samuelson-Williams, $750; Keegan-Logan,

$500; Krebs-Fogler, $350; Breton-Gougoltz,

$250, and Turville-Mettling, $150. In addi-

tion to their prize money, each team received

a liberal expense allowance for every day

they remained in the contest.

After all of the others had been settled

with the "quitters" were sent for and paid

off, some of tliem receiving even more money
than they were entitled to. A notable ab-

sentee was Robert Walthour. He saw Mr.

Powers on Sunday, and, after collecting his

own money and most of Munroe's, he left

for Atlanta on a noon train. He was much
missed on Monday, particularly by J. Frank
Galvin, Robert Schultz and Robert Acker.

He had engaged the trio to help Frank J.

Cadwell care for himself and Munroe, but

none of them received their salaries from

the "Fallen Idol."

The Bedells provided the only discordant

note in the prevailing harmony. John Bedell

told one of the trainers that he proposed to

All of the competitors in the six day race
except Keegan used regular sprinting bi-

cycles this year. The Lowell Irishman in-

sisted on riding a pace following machine
with straight front forks, as both he and
Munroe did in last year's contest. The gears
used by the men varied from 92 (used by
Sulkins-Rockowitz) to 126, which Gougoltz
used on the last day. Hugh -.^acLean tried

88, but soon changed it for 96. Most of the
men used 100, which is declared to be the
best for six day racing by the veteran trainer,

John West. Of the 41 machines which the

Pope Company had in the race, 15 frames
were very badly damaged and 28 rims were
smashed in falls.

Persons' racing saddles were used exclus-

ively by the Americans and also by some of

the visitors. There were no saddles padded
with rags or cotton used this year. Palmer
tires had the call, though several of the sur-

vivors used Diamond tires the last two days.

The Root-Dorlou and Krebs-Fogler teams
used Diamond tires from Friday morning,

though both Root and Krebs rode light

French racing tires in their finishing sprints.

There were fewer chain breaks than usual,

as the 3-16-inch size was used exclusively.

Fogler was the champion "accident" rider,

as he used up six pairs of tires during the

week. He broke five rims in two hours on

one day.
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ONE YEAR FOR WALTHOUR

Wholesome Sentences Given to Other

Quitters Also—Few Hay Pay Fines.

Beach track will be opened to them, and

that Boston newspaper men will come to the

assistance of the "soreheads."

MILLIONS FOR GOOD ROADS

With a most gratifying and somewhat un-

expected display of official backhone, the N.

C. A. Board of Control has determinedly "sat

upon" the ten riders who quit the six-day race

because they were not allowed to run it to

suit themselves. As a result the "quitters"

will occupy seats on the '^'mourners' bench" for

periods varying from six months to one year.

Clemency is extended to some of them, in that

they have the option of paying' fiues, but the

ringleaders have received no mercy, aud must
serve out their sentences. It had been under-

stood that the quitters were to be kept in the

dark regarding their fates until the annual

meeting of the N. C. A. during the first week
in February, but the following announcement
was sent out this week by R. F. Kelsey, of

Boston, chairman of the Board of Control:

"The Board of Control of the National Cy-

cling Association, after careful consideration

of tne cases of the insubordinate riders at

the recent six-day race at Madison Square

Garden, has decided to inflict penalties im-

mediately instead of waiting for the annual

meeting in Fe^)iniary. The action of the

board is as follows:

"itobert Walthour, Atlanta, Ga., and James
F. Moran, Chelsea. Mass., suspended for one

year.

"Otto Maya, Erie, Pa., and James B. Bowl-

er, Chicago, 111., suspended for six months.

"Hugh MacLean, Chelsea, Mass., suspended

for six months or pay a fine of $100.

"Nat Butler, Cambridge, Mass.; Jed New-
kirk, Chicago, 111.; Menus Bedell and John
Bedell, Lynbrook, Long Island; Bennie Mun-
roe, Memphis, Tenn., suspended for six

months or pay a fine of $50 each."

This will give Walthour an opportunity to

accept one of the many offers that have been
made to him to go into business in Atlanta

—

if the offers still hold good after the exhi-

bition he made of himself last week. Moran
has been called the "Chelsea Milkman" for

many a day, and will now have time to fol-

low his former route. Maya will probably
return home and help his father run his hotel,

while Bowler has threatened to enter the au-

tomobile racing field, and will now have an
opportunity of doing so. Most of the others

will probably pay their fines and promise to

"be good."

Walthour Again In Eruption.

Robert Walthour is sputtering again, this

time in his own home place, Atlanta, Ga.
The announcement of his sentence caused
his most recent eruption. Denouncing the

N. C. A. as "a lot of grafters," he proclaims
that the American Cycle Association will be
organized to "fight it to the death." The ten

"quitters" of the six-day race will form the
inspiring axis of the A. C. A., and they will

"shortly hold a meeting in Boston to elect
officers," Walthour claims that the Revere

McParland's Suspension Raised.

Floyd McFarland has succeeded in "rais-

ing" the three years' suspension which the

League of New oouth Wales Wheelmen
placed upon him for what was considered

foul riding in the Sydney Thousand last

March. Six other riders were suspended at

the same time, among them being Hardy
Downing, of San Jose, Cal., whose sentence

was one year. News of the favorable action

in McFarland's case was received this week
in a letter to a personal friend of the Cali-

fornian. The letter fui-ther said that McFar-

OCaSIONALlY
A RIDER WILL

INSIST ON
HAVING A

CUSHION TIRE

WE MAKE THEM

Morgans Wright
CHICAGO

NEW YORK BRANCH 814-216 WEST 47TH ST.

land had entered for the Sydney Thousand
and the Austral Wheel Race, the two great

handicap events which are run annually at

Sj-dney aud Melbourne, respectively.

New York Highwaymen will Renew their

Efforts to Secure Big Appropriation.

Taylor Signs to Qo Abroad.

Notwithstanding the fact that he an-

nounced his retirement from cycle racing

for the s'teenth time last spring, and but a

few short weeks ago threatened to enter

automobile racing, "Major" Taylor has

signed a contract to compete in Europe.

Though he refuses to compete on Sunday,

he apparently has no reluctance as to talk-

ing business on the last day of the week.

Coquelle is associated with Victor Breyer
in race meet promoting in France, came
here to report the six day race for a Parisian

sporting daily newspaper. He and Breyer
liad made a contract with Walthour some
luonihs ago, calling for Walthour's appear-
ance in France early next spring. As the
Atlanta rider's suspension holds good abroad,
he will be unable to fill his contract, and
Taylor has been signed in his place. The
Worcester negro will compete in both sprint
and motor paced matches, and will sail for
France on April 15. He has been matched
to meet Frank L. Kramer on May 6 at the
Buffalo Velodrome in Paris, ,

The New York Legislature at Its coming

session will be asked to make an appropria-

tion of $4,000,000 for the immediate im-

provement of highways in this State under

the Higbie-Armstrong act and to again enact

the bill which will authorize a $50,000,000

bond issue for the carrying out of an ex-

tensive plan of highway construction devised

by State Engineer and Surveyor Bond one

year ago.

This programme was outlined by the

Executive Committee of the annual Good

Roads Convention of delegates representing

the various boards of supervisors of the

State, to be held in Albany on January 24

and 25. This Executive Committee represents

350 delegates from fifty-seven counties of

the State, which are interested in road im-

provement, and it is the duty of the com-

mittee to prepare recommendations for legis-

lative enactment.

Those present were W. Pierrepont White,

Utica; Albert R. Shattuck, New York; Dr.

Edward J. Bedell, Albany; S. S. Salisbury,

Auburn; Charles T. Chamberlain, Elmira; F.

B. Parker, Batavia; Arthur Warren, Roches-

ter; Robert E. Gilman, Syracuse; Ira P.

Cribb, Canandaigua, and John Gick, Sara-

toga county.

The committee in a statement issued says:

"The report will ask for $4,000,000 this year,

as the counties have apropriated that much
money. It will also ask the legislature to

again pass the $50,000,000 bond issue to build

one mile in ten of all the highways in the

State, making a State system of 7,500 miles.

The bond issue has been discussed widely

throughout the State before boards of super-

visors, highway conventions, farmers' insti-

tutes and grange meetings, and wherever it

has been explained has met with the ap-

proval of the people who want to develop

roads leading to the present shipping cen-

tres."

Lawson Wins Twice In Melbourne.

Though Iver Lawson had not been off the

boat very long before he rode his first race

of the season in Australia, on November 30,

at Melbourne, the new world's sprinting

champion was not troubled by "sea legs."

.\ccording to a cable, he won two scratch

events, though Ellegaard and Walter Rutt de-

clined to ride, as they said the weather was
(uo hot. Lawson won the half-mile race by

lialf a length from Farley and Pye, who fin-

ished in tlie order named. He captured the

one-mile event by making just sucli a long

sijrint as he did in the final of the champion-

ship race at London. He finished three

lengths ahead of Pye, while Farley was third.

The world's champion received a very e^^

thusiastic reception from the spectators.
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Kelly Handle Bars for 1905
will retain the same principles of construction, proven sound by years o! usage, but

will employ heavier lorgings and be marked by even greater refinement of detail and

finish than ever before.

HAVE YOU OBTAINED QUOTATIONS?

KELLY HANDLE BAR CO., Cleveland, Ohio.
m

1^^

StillAddingtoOurLine.
Our '^ONWARD ^'

tire is as near a guaranteed article as we

can make it. Resiliency and wearing qualities both considered.

Our ^^BOULEVARD PATROL'^ thick wall tire is just what

the trade wanted. Ask us for prices on these tires. Also^ on

^^RARITAN/' ^TILOT/^ ^^DAISY/^ ^^MONITOR^' and

^^SAFETY PUNCTURE PROOF/^

Frame Guards, Umbrella Plugs, Repair Stock and Patching Rubber.

.

INDIA RUBBER CO., New Brunswick, R J.

New York Offices: No. 253 BROADWAY. New England Branch: 97 HAVEBHILL ST., BOSTON.

Western Branch: 540 WABASH AVENUE, CHICAGO.



PRINCE'S INDOOR CIRCUIT

Begins In Buffalo, but Veteran's Plans are

Somewhat "In the Air."

John Shilliiiijton Priiiee, the uiu.st vt-rsaiile

ami imaginative cycle race meet •in'oiiioter"'

i>f his age, has got g>.ing again. As was

acted last week, he pi-ujects a scries of win-

ter indour meets in this countiy and is as

choclv full of schemes as an egg is full of

meat; likewise the ever bubhling Prince en-

thusiasm is on tap and flows forth in a rnsli-

ing stream on the sliglitest proYOcation.

Already the tentative programme outlined

in last Aveek's Bicycling World has been

knocked galley west. A rearrangcnicut of

the schedule has been made, and the "circuit"

will start, if it starts at all, at Buffalo, on

Monday, December 19, and continue there

through the week. So much is detinitcly ar-

ranged. 'J'he 74tli Regiment Armory has

been secured, and President Batchelder, of

tlie National Cycling Association, stated to

a Bicycling World man on Wednesday that

a sanction for that week had been applied

for and granted. Arrangements have also

l)een made, so Prince states, to put down
the track. The lumber has been ordered and
preparations made to put it down without

injuring the floor; no nails will be driven in

the latter, I'rince says, and the track will be

more nearly circular than tlie one at Madison
Square Garden, and, of course, fa.^ter. It

will be 12 la])s to the mile.

The only duuljtful point, apparently, i.s the

matter of entries. Prince says, in that bluff,

hearty manner of his, that they will all be
tliere; and he intimates that tlie men aie pos-

itively tunil)ling t.ver eacli otlier in their

eagerness to get in tlie band wagon. I'ressed

for names of those who have p jsitively en-

tered. Prince reels off a list whicli varies con-

siderably nearly every time it is told. Kra-
mer, Moran, Fenn, Root, Caldwell, Nat. Bat-

tel', Waliiionr—these were a few of the

nal^^s given early in the week. Since the

•"secession" of the Ave six-day teams, how-
ever, tlie list is being revised. A "bunch" of

new men is being secured to take the place

of the defections necessarily arising out of

the action of the six day "quitters." Walthour
is no longer wanted, so utter is his fall from
grace. Prince declares, but he would like to

have some of the other "quitters," and he

hcpes the N. C. A. will be gracious enough
to deal leniently witli them so they can ride

on his circuit.

Prince is very nincli in curliest in liis pres-

ent venture. He has apparently succeeded
in inibuin.'J!' tlie 74th Regiment people with
some of liio enthusiasm and in securing tlieir

liearty suyport for his scheme. The arrange-

ment made is a workal)le one, too, as the

Armory people assume responsibility for the

meet and Prince merely acts as manager for

tliem. They oflicer tlie meet, conduct the
sale of tickets. )i hid llie contests locally and.
in short, stand sponsor for it financially ami
sociall.Vi All Prince has to do is to build tlie

ti-ack,
.
secure the meu aqd giye the races,
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I'lic mait;:'r of entries is the only one that

vcenis to itrcsent any difliculties. There is a

lianging liack, or ratlier. a slowness in com-

ing forward, just at present, and it iinist be

overcome bef.re anything can be di iie. Of

(lie bonatides of the initial meet—that at Baf-

lalo—there appears to be little doubt. More-

over, Prince has a potent argument, inas-

much as he is "well heeled." At Madison

Square Garden this week he has been flash-

ing a roll of real money that cannot help

carry conviction. It is as big as his flst, and

the (mtside bills, at least, are ( f tlic diMioin-

ination of $100.

It is Prince's intention to follow the Buf-

falo meet with similar ones at Alliaii.\'. Tio.\-.

Omaha. Kansas City and other cities. Ten-

tative arrangements have been made at all

these places, armories being selected except

in Omaha and Kansas City, and Prince

shows letters which prove that the various

cities are interested and ready to put on

meets. Should the Buffalo venture prove

successful, there is little doiibt that a regxilar

circuit will be carried through.
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For the Hidnlght Races.

The Associated Cycling Clubs of New
York will, as usual, conduct the midnight
races to Yonkers and Tarrytown, the first of

which will be started on the stroke of the

clock announcing the New Y'ear.

On the forthcoming occasion, however,

there will be events for not only bicycles and
motor bicycles, but for automobiles as well.

The decision to include the latter was made
at a largely attended meeting of the asso-

ciation on M(mday ni^ht last, despite some
vigorous protests and criticism. The idea

that the race for automobiles would at least

serve to cause comment and create adver-

tising prevailed, however, an iionical sug-

gestion of events for motor boats and air-

ships failing of effect.

The race for bicycles will be more preten-

ti(ms than usnal. a Columbia bicycle being

oft'ered as a prize, in addition to the tisual

medals and cups. This race will be started

at 12 o'clock sharp from the usual place.

Fifty-ninth street and Cential Park AVest.

The motorcyclists will be given the word
a half hour later, and the automobilists, if

any put in an appearance, at 1 o'clock.

5t. Louis Calls for Lamps.

St. I>ouis has suddenly resurrected its ordi-

nance requiring all vehicles to display lights

'after nightfall, and a rushing demand for

lamps is the result. A number of arrests

already have been in:ule, but a.s the law is

lieing enforced against not only bicyclists.

but the'users of all other carriages, there is

no room for jirotest or fault finding.

Gibson Again Piles up Big fllleage.

The first of the mileage reports for 1904

was filed this week—that of Dr. George B.

Gibson, Westboro, JNIass.. treasurer of the

Federation of American Motorcyclists. He
rode his Indian motorcycle exactly ri.82.5

miles. Last year he totaled .'>,800 miles, using
1:he identical machine.

When the

New York Police Dep't

finally decided to use motor bicycles,

they placed their order for the

INDIAN
5

The Cold Medal Winner.

THE

SAME CAUSES
that have operated to make the Indian the

Most Popular Motor Bicycle

in the World

brought the police order, as they operate

to bring the oiders of all men who con-

sider well before purchasing.

For the second time, the hill-clinibirg championship

of t'lew Zealand was von by an Indian, on October

20th last. Three other American machines and six

English ones tried for the honor. At home or abroad.

It is always the same story—the Indian leads, uphill,

downhill or on the level.

Are you on our mailing list ? Our

1905 literature will soon be ready.

HENDEE MFG. CO.,

Springfield, Mass.

Pacific Coast RcpresentaHv 3S,

THE BRUNETTE COVfANY
4.91 MisslonSt., San Franci co, Cal

NEW YORK AUTO. SHOW, Stand 17.

CHICAGO, Stand .;c,^.
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MOTORCYCLING IN FALLl

Causes that Induced the Old Timer to De-

liver a Paen of Praise.

"I don't mind admitting," said one of thfe

oldtimers as they gathered at the Talli Ex-

change, "that this last fall has been the first

during which I enjoyed cycling to the full.

"Oh, you may open your eyes,' he con-

tinued as smiles greeted his assertion, "but it

is gospel truth, and I have the motor bicycle

to thank for it—not that I have gone back

on the good old push wheel, but even my
love for it cannot induce me to place it in

the same class as the motor bicycle for fall

riding, at least not in my case, because I

am one of the great throng of American un-

fortunates who are atHicted with a consider-

able touch of catarrh, and the moment the

weather begins to take on a nip my catarrh

begijis to brew.

"I am all right in the summer months, but
from October to May I am 'up against it.'

It is a case of blow and spit almost continu-

ally during that period, and when pushing

a bicycle the trouble is aggravated. I never

was able to breathe through my nose like a

lot of you fellows, and though in summer I

could climb hills as good as the rest of you,

as you well know, the first touch of winter

usually set me back among the 'also rans,'

not merely because I am compelled to breathe

through my teeth, but because from the first

time that I straddled a bicycle to the present

moment I have never been able to buck the

wind. It 'does me up' quicker than any other

one thing, and after the frost is in the air

the top of every hill brings to me not only

heavy breathing, but a painful rawness of the

throat, which seems almost to reach my
lungs.

"This fall, however, was one of unalloyed

delight. I really laughed at hills and head
winds; I went out of my way to meet them,

and was able to go up with a straight back
and a closed mouth and able also to keep my
handkerchief in my pocket at least three-

fourths of the time—in fact, as I said at the

beginning, I never so thoroughly enjoyed fall

cycling in my life; and, between you and I.

not for several years have I ridden so much
during the late fall and early winter.

"Oh, yes, and there is one other advantage
of the motor bicycle that I have found," said

the oldtimer with a half twinkle in his eye,

"and one that appeals to me at all times of

the year, but more particularly when the chill

is in the air—that is, I don't have to get up
at daylight to go anywhere. I like my bed

as well as the next fellow, and, except in the

heyday of my enthusiasm, it was always an
effort for me to drag myself out in time to

attend a club nm, and you all have to admit
that to go any considerable distance it is

necessary to make an early start. This year

I was able to leave the house at 9 or 9:30 and
do my little eighty or ninety miles before

snppertime without a quiver."

GOOD ROADS IN SIGHT

Improvements in New Jersey that Will

Bring Pleasure to Cyclists.

Winter Storage of Motorcycles.

In storing motorcycles for the winter, the

advisability of "jacking up" the wheels

should suggest itself. While bicycles can

be easily suspended or turned upside down

—

and either of these procedures are desirable

—the construction and greater weight of the

motor driven article require other methods

in order to relieve the tires of their burden.

On those motor bicycles fitted with exhaust

valve lifters, it is well to keep the valve

closed in order that the spring may be re-

lieved of tension during the months of dis-

use. It will tend to preserve the elasticity

of the spring.

Connecticut's Wise Law.

Although it is not generally known, Con-

necticut has on its statute books a law cov-

ering the misuse of horses, boats and bicy-

cles. The law in question is Section 1,232 of

the Revised Statutes, which reads:

"Every person who shall wilfully take and
use the horse, boat or bicycle of another,

without his permission, shall be fined not

more than fifty dollars, or imprisoned not

more than three months, or both."

There is talk of having this amended so as

to include automobiles, but no steps have yet

been taken looking to this end.

The League of Victorian Wheelmen has

ruled that any rider or trainer who bets at

a cycle race shall be liable to a fine and sus-

pension.

As the years go liy New Jersey adds to its

reputation as a State foremost in the work

of building good roads. The roads near the

seashore resorts have come in for a good

share of attention, and plans have been form-

ulated that will, if carried into effect, make

Atlantic City more than ever a Mecca of

wheelmen.

The decision of the Atlantic County Board

of Freeholders to build a new road from Ham-
niouton to the Burlington County line near

Atsion, from which point there are good

roads to Trenton and Lakewood, thence to

Jersey City, is one of the plans referred to.

The road is one of several important high-

ways to be built at public expense during the

coming year. The county board has definite-

ly decided to build the proposed boulevard,

100 feet wide, along the edgf of the mainland

from Absecon to Somers Point, at a cost of

.$50,000, and to expend about $25,000 more on

new gravel highways from Chestnut Neck,

through Galloway Township, to Cologne, on

the Atlantic City Railroad, and also from

English Creek, in the lower section of the

county, to the golf course at Northfield. An-

other important connection in the highway
chain will be a drive from May's Landing,

the county seat, through Downstowns and

Buena to the Cumberland County line, thence

to Bridgeton and Vineland.

Still aother project is that of a good road

from Jersey City to Atlantic City, running

along the coast. Ocean County has com-

pleted fifteen miles of improved stone road

along the shore, and it is the main highway

from Tom's River to Tuckerton.

The contract has been awarded for the

completion of the main road to the borders

of Atlantic County, and when that is finished

before the middle of next summer, it will

make a continuous good road from Jersey

City to Atlantic City. The route will be

through the Amboys, across the new bridge,

over to the coast and thence to Lakewood,

Tom's River and Tuckerton and into Atlantic

City.

OVER 100 PER CENT. PROFIT

It Is not only the finest thing on earth for cleaning and redressing frames, rims and all enameled parts of Bicycles, but IT IS SIMPLT INVALU-
ABLE FOR HOUSEHOLD USE.

A little effort in the way of circular distribution or personal canvass among housekeepers, during the dull season for bicycle trade, will result
m the building up of a fine and permanent business in this line.

Liquid Veneer perfectly cleans and redresses Furniture and Interior Woodwork. Makes everything brand new.
Many housekeepers use it regularly when dusting, because dust adheres to the cloth moistened in Liquid Veneer and Is carried away, leaving the

surface immaculately clean, perfectly dry and highly polished.
Liquid Veneer affords a liberal margin of profit to the dealer. It Is extensively advertised in the leading periodicals. Write for our propositions

to the trade.

BUFFALO SPECIALTY MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Buffalo, N. Y
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That famous Motorcycle, the

2B5

AUTO-BI
With its

Cushion Frame, Spring ForK and

Combination Steel and Leather Belt

Embodies the acme of Motorcycle luxury

and reliability.

MADE BY

E. R. THOMAS MOTOR CO., Buffalo, N. Y.

"D. & J." HANGERS

single.

Tandem,
Triplet,

ABSOLUTELY THE BEST Quad anc
^— Motor Cycles

Lightest, Nearest Dust Proof, and

Easiest Running Hangei in the World

Up-to-date Dealers handle

HUDSON

BICYCLES
Sole manufacturers of the celebrated

D. ana J. HANGERS.
Write for our terms and prices, and special territory proposition.

HUSTLING AGENTS WANTED.

THE HUDSON MFG. CO., Hudson, Mich.

^^^^^^H

*'A delight from beginning to end."

A WINTER

ON THE
PACIFIC COAST.

For an eastern person there is nothing

quite so enjoyable as a winter on the

Pacific Coast, that country being de-

lightful during the winter months from

Southern California to Seattle. It is

reached best from the east by the

NEW YORK CENTRAL LINES,

which form a part of all the great trans-

continental routes. Any New Vork Cen-

tral ticket Agent will tell you about it.

A copy of No. 5 of the "Four-Track Series"
"America's Winter Resorts," will be sent free, to

any address, on receipt of a two-cent stamp, by
George H. Daniels, General Passenger Agent, New
York Central & Hud»on River Railroad, Grand
Central Station, New York.

AH Types of

Chain and Chainless

Models

at all Prices.

POPE MANUFACTURING CO.

Hartford, Conn. Chicago, III.

Juvenile Machines

for the

Holidays.

Motor Bicycles
which bear the mark of

POPE QUALITY.
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WANTS AND FOR SALE.
1 5 cents per line of seven words, cash with order.

pATENT FOR SALE, or will place on royalty,

a new principle in cycle attachments. Patent

will issue December 27th under head of "Child's

Chair for Bicycles." If interested, address ERIK
PETERSEN, C. 17, Colorado Springs, Colo.

T^RIBUNE MOTORCYCLE, 1904 model; never

ridden; $150. About 10 pairs Hartford and

Goodrich tires (no seconds), shop-worn, $2.40 per

pair. J. W. MOON, Allegheny, Pa.

\X WANTED—Everyone interested in motor bi-

cycles to purchase "Motocycies and How to

Manage Them." Contains 126 pages bristling

with intormation. ^i.oo per copy. For sale by

The Goodman Co, 154 Nassau St., New York City.

THEN EW

"WON'T LEAK"
Right Angle Pump Nipple

NO PACKING to wear and get
leaky.

STEEL POINT. Absolutely Air
Tight.

Just what the Trade has been wanting.

Our J905 line of bicycle repair parts will

interest every dealer. Send for our Catalogue.

A. NELSON MFC. CO.,

69 So. Canal Street, Chicago.

ALL ROADS ARE EASY WHEN THE

BALL
RETAINER

IS USIBD.
With millions In dally use, it has stood the test for

more than five years and is adaptable to ball bearings of

any kind.

If you are users of ball bearings we would be pleased to heat

from you and mail you our catalog with the latest information

wSich we know would be profitable and interesting to you.

THE STAR BALL RETAINER 00., Lancaster. Pa.. U. S. A.

HIGH GRHDE
wheels must have the

best equipments.

There i> nothing that gives more valne for

the money than the ase of the

MORSE rSSIr CHAIN

NOISELESS IN MUD, WATER OR
DUST AND ALWAYS EASY RUNNING.

The only chun having Prlctionless

Rocker Joints. Insist on having the

Morse Twin Roller. Fits regular

sprockets

.

Sena lor Catalogue and

Trade Price to

Morse Chain Co., Trumansburg:, n. y.

Bicycle and Automobile

SUPPLIES.
Lowest Prices. Prompt Shipments.

JOS. STRAUSS & SON, Buffalo, N. Y.

CATALOGUE.
Thor Motor and Parts for Motorcycle and

Hubs and Parts for Bicycle on application.

AURORA AUTOMATIC MACHINERY CO.,

AURORA, ILL.

Bicycles >'Motorcvcles
HICH-CRADE LEADERS.

FowlerManson Sherman Cycle Mfg. Co.,

241 S. Jefferson St., Chicago.
Write for terms.

JOHN S. LENG'SSON&GO.
93 Reade Street, NEW YORK,
CARRY A COMPLETE STOCK OF

BICYCLES, TIRES, SUNDRIES.
CAREFUL ATTENTION PAID TO

RROrs/lRX SMIRIVIErMX.

The Week's Patents.

77.5,85.5. Chain Connecting Device. Cyrus
E. Smitli, Fall River, Mass. Filed July 7,

1904. Serial No. 215,659. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a device of the class described,
the combination with a frame having spaced
bearings and carrying a hook, of a shank
movably extending through the bearings and
having a hook, and an adjusting device en-
gaging the frame and shank for moving the
latter through the bearings of the former and
thereby moving said hooks toward each other.

775,385. Incandescent Igniter for Explosive

Engines. Patrick J. Shouvlin. Springfield,

Ohio. Piled March 19, 1904. Serial No. 198,-

914. (No model.)

Claim—1. An igniter for explosive engines,
comprising an ignition tube, a flue, or chim-
ney, surrounding the same and provided with
an opening in its wall, and a burner sup-
ported on said chimney and adjustable lon-
gitudinally thereof opposite said opening,
substantially as described.

776,350. Vehicle Wheel. William L. Ring and
Perry L. Cooper, Saginaw, Mich. Filed March
22, 1904. Serial No. 199,484. (No model.)

Claim.—1. A vehicle wheel having an inner
felly rim connected to the hub, an outer sec-

tional felly i-im having an intermediate steel

hoop for supporting the wheel in circular
form, the guiding and bracing clips, and the
oblique corrugated springs extending around
the wheel between the inner and outer felly

rims, and fastened to said inner and outer
rims, substantially as specified.

PERFECT

LEADER" CROWN"

"STAR"

lOc.

We make oilers for almost the entire trade. The quality

of our oilers is unequaled.

CUSHMAN&DENISON MFG. CO., 240-2 W.23dSt.,N.Y.

Special Stampings
F-ROIVI

SHEET METAL
THE CROSBY CO., - Buffalo, N.Y.

WORCESTER PRESSED STEEL COMPANY
Suecessor to

WORCESTER F^ERRUL-E & IVIRG.

WORCESTER, MASS.
COIVIRAINIY,

Manufacturers of Light and Heavy Stampings in Steel, Brass, Copper, etc.

Automobile and Carriage Fittings. Bicycle Parts and Specialties.

OASSt^MABK
Catalogs showing stock goods mailed upon request. Inquiries solicited.
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THOR PRICE SETTLED

More for the Same Money, the Basis-

Cast Cylinders are Abandoned.

It is now definitely settled that tlie 1905

list price of those motor bicycles employing

the Thor motor and fittings will be $210, the

same figure that prevailed this year. The

price will, however, include the compensat-

ing sprocket, which heretofore has been a $5

"extra."

The Thor motor itself will incorporate

practically no change. The only alteration

will be the employment of steel cylinders

instead of cast ones. The Aurora Automatic

Machinery Company are themselves boring

the cylinder from the solid block and turning

up the cooling ribs. Instead of nickeling,

the finish will be black on copper, which, it

is considered, will better promote the radia-

tion of heat. It is probable also that the

Duckworth chains that are included in the

Thor outfit will be made with nickel steel

rivets, which will practically obviate all

stretch.

Famous "Gold Bricker" Lands in Jail.

Two former figures of note in the British

cycling world, Ernest Terah Hooley and
Henry J. Lawson, were recently brought to

trial in London for illegal practices in con-

nection with the promotion of cycle and other

enterprises. Hooley was acquitted, but the

jury found Lawson guilty, and he was sen-

tenced to one year's imprisonment at hard
labor. Among Lawson's many "accomplish-
ments" was that of successfully "gold brick-

ing" the old American Bicycle Company. He
soM them the "wonder-working" Gyroscopic
motor, a freak that ate up many thousands
of dollars.

Reorganization of Merkel.

The Merkel Motor Co., Milwaukee, Wis.,

has formally taken possession of the property

of the Merkel Mfg. Co., and is now at work
on the 1905 Merkel motor bicycle, which, it is

stated, "will be better and give more satisfac-

tion than any of the previous models." The
new concern expects to considerably enlarge

the old plant. Its officers, which were only
recently announced, are F. P. Rugee, presi-
dent; J. F. Merkel. vice-president, W. J. Mer-
kel, secretary, and John R. Ball, treasurer.

Expansion of Rubber Prices.

Rubber prices continue to increase by leaps

and bounds, and every indication points to a

continued upward movement for years to

come. The record price for raw rubber at

public sale was paid in London last month,

when a batch of the precious commodity,

grown in Ceylon, brought $1.40 per pound.

It is said that even this figure was exceeded

at a private sale, where some Ceylon rubber

brought more than $1.50 per pound.

Some interesting figures are given by the

India Rubber World, relating to prices paid

for rubber twenty-five years ago. In 1879

fine Para was boiight for 50 cents per pound,

coarse Para for 34 cents, and African for

24 cents; the highest recorded New York

prices during 1904 for these same grades

were $1.33, 97 cents and $1.04, respectively.

This appreciation has been a steady growth,

violent fluctuations having been the excep-

tion rather than the rule.

NO LONGER EXCLUSIVE

Pope Places his Cushion Fork on Open

riarket, Where all may Purchase.

To Compete with the Jinricksha.

It is not wholly improbable that the motor

bicycle will seriously enter the lists as a

competitor of the jinricksha. Promise of the

sort is held by an order from Japan received

this week by the Reading Standard Cycle

Manufacturing Co. It was for a Thorough-

bred motor bicycle, fitted with a Thor side

carriage, which is to be used for rental pur-

poses. If the experiment proves successful,

orders for a number will follow, and the jin-

ricksha boys will find a rival of which they

do not now dream.

Jarvis Drops the •« Limited."

The W. B. Jarvis Co., Limited, dealer in

bicycles and sporting goods at Grand Rapids,

Mich., has been incorporated under the laws

of Michigan as the W. B. Jarvis Co., with a~

capital stock of $100,000, of which $50,000

consists of preferred and $50,000 common
stock. The officers are: Chairman, C. B. Kel-

sey; secretary, James Bayne; treasurer, C. F.

Perkins, and manager, W. B. Jarvis.

riorrow for Motorcycles.

There is now a Morrow coaster brake for a
chain driven motorcycle of the Thor type.

It was this week announced as ready for, the

market by the Eclipse Machine Co., who add
that it is in every way worthy of its name.

What in its way is a considerable depart-

ure has just been announced by the Pope

Manufacturing Co.—none other than the

placing of the Pope cushion fork on the open

market. Heretofore its use has been con-

fined to Pope bicycles, but henceforth it may

be obtained by any jobber or dealer, the

Pope people placing it in the same category

as the coaster brake and urging it as a de-

sirable equipment for old bicycles as well

as new ones.

These forks will be supphed to the trade as

per the following schedule: For 22-inch

frames, fork stems, 6% inches; for 23-inch

frames, fork stems, 7% inches; for 24-

inch frames, fork stems, 8% inches; for 25-

inch frames, fork stems, 9% inches.

. They will be supplied threaded to any of

the standard measurements. The stems are

regularly supplied in 1 inch or 1 1-82 inch

outside diameter for % inch handle bar

stems, and % inch and 29-32 inch outside

dainieter for % inch handle bar stems. The

cone seat is 1 1-64 inch in diameter. Cones

are not furnished unless specified. Size of

axle hole on fork .legs 5-16 inch unless other-

wise specified.

When dealers carry forks in stock the Pope

Manufactin-ing Co. advises that they be or-

dered without threaded ends, although they

can be supplied threaded if ordered that way.

The fork can be uncoupled at the hinge by
removing the hingle bolt, spring and centre

bolt. The top crown can then he placed

between centers in a lathe, and the stem cut

off and properly threaded with a common
lathe tool.

The Pope rainy day mud guards, for both

front and rear wheels, have been, like the

cushion fork, also thrown on the open mar-

ket.

Big Estimate of Two-speed Gears.

According to one tall estimate, there will

be two hundred thousand variable gears pro-

duced in England next season.
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FOREIGN TIRES HERE

How They Have Crept into Use on the Track

and Why They Are Used.

While the ideal tire for speed and comfort

would be a circle of compressed air that

would stay on the rim of a bicycle wheel,

the French tire makers, have produced racing

tires that are little more than this "circle of

air." American racing cyclists, especially

professionals, have come to use these light

imported tires almost entirely in their races,

though they do not use them to train on, as a

rule, a fact that is not generally known.

The tires are of double tube construc-

tiou. The outer casing is made of a silk

fabric, with a narrow strip of red rubber

vulcanized to the silk for the tread. The
inner tubes are endless and the tires are fast-

ened to the rim with cement, the outer casing

being provided with a strip of cloth, which

holds the cement better than the silk fabric

would.

There are five different makes of these

tires that are being used here, at present—Le

I'arjs, boupiefort, Continental, Clement and

Pector. The hrst named is used by Cham-
i,ToU Kramer, who imports them regularly

fiom I'aris. Amateur champion Marcus L.

lluiley used the Souplefort in his races. The
riuers invariably use the French tires only

for racing on account of the expense. The
tires cost from $7 to $8.50 per pair, and, as

one rider said, "We have to throw them

away when they are punctured, so you can

be sure we use Palmers to train on. The
French tires are faster than any others, but

it costs a lot of money to use them, as they

puncture so easy."

Albert Champion is said to be the first one

to use French racing tires in this country,

bringing some of them with him when he

came to this country in 1899 or 1900. All of

the American riders who have made Euro-

pean trips in the last four years have brought

back quantities of the little red tires with
them when they returned. Many of the

leading amateur and professional racing men
have bought hundreds of dollars' worth of

the French racing tires througli Owen S.

Kimble or Major Taylor in the past few
years. Kimble, especially, acted as purchas-

ing agent for several of the best American
sprinters and pace followers and shipped

them tires regularly while he was abroad.

Only one of the concerns that make the

French racing tires has a branch in this

country, but as the tire they make is about
the least popular one of the lot, they are not

botJiered much filling orders. The only man
who handles French racing tires in this coun-

try as part of his regular business is a

Frenchman named Simonet, who lives across

the street from the Vailsburg cycle track.

The tires he sells are branded with his own
name, but it is not known which of the

manufacturers he gets them from. Simonet
has handled so many of the flimsy affairs

llmt lie cnn sometinies repair punctures in

the tires, but onily gwhen the bole is a very

small one.

Most of the manufacturers make the tires

in three weights. For instance, the Le Paris

concern makes a sprinting, a training and a
pace following style of racing tire. The
sprinting tire is very light in construction

and consists of little more than the inner

tube and the silk fabric outer casing, as the

rubber tread is little more than an inch wide

and very thin. The training tire is made
just as the sprinting style is, but has quite

a heavy strip of rubber on the tread—that is,

heavy by comparison with the rubber tread

of the sprinting tire. The Le Paris pace

following tire is provided with flaps of can-

vass, which are drawn over the rim after

the tire has been cemented on. These flaps;,

are, in their turn, cemented to the outside of

the rim so as to. prevent th tire from rolling

on the rim. The Clement firm makes sprint-

ing and training tires and the pace follow-
ing style has canvas flaps that are laced over
the rim to keep the tire from rolling off.

The Le Paris sprinting tire weighs but 5
ounces a pair.

FIRST USE OF CHAINS

Sargeant's Death Gives Rise to Discussion

and Brings Out Interesting History.

Pope's Calendar Again Appears.

That time honored institution, the Pope
pad calendar, has made its customary an-

nual appearance, and, as always, it overflows

with wholesome sentiment regarding the bi-

cycle—one sentiment for each day in the

year expressed by men or women competent

to pen such sentiments and whose names at-

tach value and respect to their utterances.

As the fly leaf of the calendar expresses it:

"Again this daily reminder goes forth with

its present-day sentiments concerning the

healthfulness and helpfulness of the extended

use of the bicycle. These sentiments, gath-

ered from the minds of people whose thoughts

represent the highest type of evolution, urge

us to partake of the open-air ilfe that only

the bicycle can give with full freedom from
care and from crowds; one is induced to

obtain coveted solitude by a lone spin on a

quiet path; another, to join a merry party

and laugh away a happy hour or day in pure

air and sunshine; still another, to seek the

other (yes, one of our big-hearted bishops

hints at this), and with the exhilarating ex-
ercise, alternate the serious and the gay.
"With all the health, the inspiration, the

quiet, or the fun that the bicycle affords its

devotees, it is still doing its larger duty—to
all mankind; more than anything else, it is

energizing tlie greater civilizer—the builder
of ways for full and easy communication
between man and his fellows."

The Age of " Bicycle*"

A discussion is taking place in England

over the age of the word "bicycle." Its first

appearance was ascribed to • the London
Times, which contained an allusion to it

under that name on March 31, 1868. The use

of the word, with a slightly different spell-

ing, antedates this, however, for the London
Daily News had a notice of "Bysicles and
trysicles which we saw in the Champs Ely-
sees and Bois de Boulogne this sumrner," in

Its issue of September 7, 1868. It is further
evident that the word was known to Paris
before it was known to London,

Who invented or, rather, who adapted the

gear chain for use on cycles is still a mooted

question. There seems no reason to doubt

that the best claim to priority was held by

the late Charles Sargeant, who died a short

time ago in Paris at the age of 83. He took

out a patent on such a chain in March, 1868,

but as the cycles of that day were not gear

driven, it is not easy to tell where it was
used.

More than a decade later, when the tri-

cycle came into use, a special chain was de-

signed for it. Hans Renold, the English

chainmaker, tells the story of its inception

interestingly.

"Ill 1879 the late James Starley, to whom
the citizens of Coventry have erected a moaiu-

ment as the founder of the cycle trade, came
to _us and asked for a chain for driving a

tricycle," he says. "As far as we know, the

one we supplied to him was the first ever

used on a cycle. It was one of the roller

type we were then making, and still make,

for textile machinists, and was five-eighths

of an inch in pitch, with brazed rollers, but

no bush.

"Shortly afterwards Mr. Starley wanted a

chain longer in pitch, which he could use on

his existing chain wheels, and we made a

new size, double the old pitch, viz., VA inches

from rivet to rivet, but otherwise identical

with the first chain. In 1880 Mr. Renold

improved on this type of chain, and intro-

duced into it a rolled-up bush made from

sheet steel (patented March 20, 1880). This

was firmly fixed in the inner links of the

chain, and greatly increased the am,.Ottt of

wearing surface, and so the life of the chain.

The use of the bush made it necessary to

increase the diameter of the roller, and to

compensate for this the pitch of the chain

was increased from 1% inches to 1 5-16

inches. This new chain was made on prac-

tically the same lines as the bulk of the

present roller chains fitted with the so-called

pen steel bush, and was known for a long

time as Starley's pitch. It wore splendidly,

and many are still in use, inquiries for re-

placement even at the present day being

not infrequent."

The great advance that has taken place in

the chain making art is made clear by some
figures which Renold gives to illustrate the

difference between the 1880 and the 1904

patterns of his chains, both of them being

of the roller variety.

The former was 1 5-16 inches pitch, % inch

wide and weighed 9 ounces to, the foot; its

breaking load was 1,700 pounds. The pres-

ent pattern is % inch pitch, % inch wide and

weighs only 3 ounces to the foot. This chain

lias a breaking strain of 1,600 pounds. Thus

the chain of to-day weighs only one-third

"as much as that of a qiuu'ter century ago

ftnd has pi-actically the same strength.
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FACTS ABOUT ALUMINUM

If Three Times Lighter than Steel, but

Has Less Tensile Strength.

Thougli. the existence of aluminum was def-

initely known as far back as 1809 to Sir Hvun-

phrey Davy, it was not until 1S54 that it be-

c-anie possible to sufficiently isolate it and

make known its real properties. Even then

Its working cost proved so prohibitive—ren-

dering its selling price as high as $5 a pound

•that but little headway, commercially

speaking, was possible until the introduction

of the moaern electrolytic process. The com-

position is not strictly of the purely metallic

kind, but is rather a compound with oxygen,

alkalies and certain acids. Aluminum is

round in France, Switzerland, the United

States, Scotland and the north of Ireland.

Chief among the properties of aluminum is

its lightness, it being three times lighter,

bulk for bulk, then steel or iron, almost three

and a half times less than cast steel and
nickel, four times as light as silver, seven

times as light as gold and eight times lighter

than platinum. As regards malleability and

degree of ductility it ranks third in the first

categoi-y and sixth in the second, while in

respect of degree of fusibility it comes sev-

enth in a list of twelve metals and their al-

loys. The specific gravity of aluminum va-

ries between 2.56 and 2.75, and In this re-

spect in its pure state ranks eleventh among
various metals and compounds at a common
temperature of 39.1 Fahrenheit.

It may be well to point out that in its pure

state the metal is not suited for ordinary

usages; hence for commercial work alloys of

several kinds are used for the various pur-

poses, the ordinary variety being in its fin-

ished state about as hard as copper. As re-

gards its strength, an aluminum casting will

stand a tensile strain of almost eight tons to

the square inch. In this respect, taking one

cubic foot (weight 170 pounds), the tensile

strength a square inch is 37,000, as against

16,500 for cast iron (weight 450 pounds) and
50,000 for wrought iron (weight 486 pounds).

The melting point of aluminum is about 1,209

degrees Fahrenheit, in which it ranks seven-

teenth among metals and their alloys.

For "turning," or machine work, the cut-

ting tool must be kept sharp and not have
much angle on the top, or cutting edge, and
should be kept constantly lubricated with

any good mineral oil. As regards welding

and soldering, the first mentioned process

may be easily wrought by the ordinary elec-

tric fusing plants, subject to certain precau-

tions. Soldering has been generally a fail-

ure, due partly to the high heat conductivity

of the metal, which causes the solder to

"deaden" too quickly. A special brand of

solder and flux is necessary, and the solder-

ing bit, which should be of nickel, must be
kept hot, preferably by a Bunsen flame, as
the latter, besides being more easily concen-

trated, does not foul the surface of the bit.

Aluminum may be alloyed with nickel, zinc,

gun metal, copper, bronze, brass and iron In

its various stages. For cycle work aluminum,

which once seemed destined to play a consid-

erable part, is now little used. Wood has

ousted it for rims, mud guards, etc., and It

is not popular even for small fittings, such as

pedal rubber blocks, etc.

Motorcycles afford a wider scope for its

ase. It is peculiarly adapted for motor and
gear cases, and, in fact, for all parts where
castings are employed.

TO MAKE MOUNTING EASY

ingenious Saddle Post that can be Raised

and Lowered Without Using Tools.

Accounting for their Losses.

There is little consolation for stockholders

in the latest batch of English company re-

ports. Two big cycle manufacturing com-

panies are among the number, and one tire

maker—the Palmer Tire Co.—and the latter

is the only one to make a good showing. The
others are the Raleigh and the Singer com-

panies, and, while both manage to show
profits, the latter are exceedingly small ones.

The Raleigh Cycle Co.—the same that made
the bicycle ridden by Arthur Zimmerman-
reports a profit of $6,500, as against $50,000

in 1903. In the latter year a dividend of 10

per cent was paid; the stockholders get noth-

ing this year. The cut in prices made by the

Swift company in May is alleged to be the

reason for the poor showing.

Tiie Singer report discloses a nominal profit

of about $11,000; but the payment of interest

on debenture bonds absorbs this sum and
about $28,000 more, so that the company is

really a loser to that extent. The Swift cut

and losses in the motorcycle department are

set forth as the cause of this depressing

showing:'

Considerable surprise was caused by the re-

port of the Palmer Tire Co., which shows a
much increased profit. This reaches $63,000,
as against only $38,000 in 1903. The usual
10 per cent dividend is paid, and $40,000 is

devoted to wiping out that unpromising item,
"patents and goodwill."

Spark Plug Without Packing.

A new sparking plug is described as hav-

ing an insulation of highly-compressed and
well-baked talc, which will stand a tem-

peratiu'e of 2,000 degrees F. without crack-

ing, and which is ground so perfectly into

snape by eirery wheels that no packing
whatever is necessary to make tight joints.

It is in two pieces, one of which fits within

the other, and both of which are tapered.

The sparking occurs between the inner edges

of the plug shell and a cup-shaped, annular

disc of platinum alloy, which projects from
tlie centre of the insulation, and by its pe-

culiar form and situation ensures self-clean-

ing. Gas acctiniulates inside the plug dur-

ing each compression stroke, thus scouring

the electrodes perfectly. The conducting

cable is attached to the top of the plug in

such a manner that no stresses can come
upon the insulating material, there being a
sort of swivel ring that slides freely upon
the two nuts that serve also to hold the dif-

ferent portions of the plug together. The
plug projects but little from the cylinder, and
presents no sharp corners or angles.

There are half a dozen methods of mount-

ing, and, except for the young and active,

none of them are exactly ideal. The pedal

mount, fo>* example, is rather a strenuous

way ol reaching the saddle. Only long prac-

tice and constant use make it safe and satis-

factory, and it is more difficult to take with

a coaster brake machine than with one hav-

ing a fixed gear; the pedal rarely revolves

freely with the former, which is necessary

if the pedal is to come around to the proper

position, and in making the mount no advan-

take of the rising pedal can be taken, for

the simple reason that there is no rising

pedal—i. e., the pedal does not rise of its

own accord, and no weight can be put on it

after it has reached the lowest point without

applying the brake. For these reasons the

pedal mount has lost a great deal of its popu-

larity.

Another method that is considerably used

is to get the pedals in the right position—one

of tliem being just starting on its downward
course—and throw one leg over the saddle

and place it on the pedal. Starting from a

curb or stone this mount is all right; but to

do so without liaviug a vantage point of this

kind is a very different matter. If one uses

a short reach, or the machine has a low
cranlc hanger, the ditflculty of this mount is,

of course, much lessened, but otherwise it is

not easy.

To facilitate this style of mounting a

Scotchman has placed on the British market
a saddle post which he styles the "Easy
Mount." The horizontal tube to which the

saddle is clipped is not brazed to the diagonal

tube as in the ordinary T or L pin, but is con-

nected with it by means of a jointed paral-

lelogram. When the saddle post is in po-

sition for riding, the two tubes are held to-

gether by a steel pin, which works inside the

diagonal tube and engages with a slot in the

liorizontal tube. By depressing a small stud

attached to a lever this steel pin is pulled

down out of the slot, and the horizontal tube

may then be depressed downward and for-

ward by means of the jointed parallelogram—
a strong spring raising it again when press-

ure is released.

Long-Live d bleven Pounder.

At the recent Stanley show in London there

was exhibited a Pedersen bicycle weighing

eleven pounds that had been in use six yeats.

The Pederson is of the trussed suspension

type, and created something of a furore when
it first appeared, but it failed to make sub-

stantial progress, being of rather freakish

appearance.

James B. Dunlop, the inventor of the pneu-

matic tire, is still a keen cyclist. He is presi-

dent of one of Ireland's cycling clubs.
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THE WISE RIDER BUYS THE NATIONAL
THE SATISFIED RIDER BUYS AGAIN

A sale easily made means quick profit to the

dealer. Wherever you find a dealer pushing the

NATIONAL, you meet a successful one.

Get in line for the NATIONAL Agency for

1905. You can make money out of it.

L

(NHIONAl;

NfVER
^

/cnANOtb\|

I1I5M0UNT

WHAT YOU GET TOR YOUR MONEY IS AS

IMPORTANT AS THE AMOUNT

YOU PAY.

For Agency

May 24, 1904.

This is the fourth year that I have ridden this

wheel and would not trade it for a new one of

any other make. E. F. HAMMOND.

fcr^^ddress NATIONAL CYCLE MFG. CO., Bay City, Mich., U.S.A.

IF YOU WANT PROTECTION

IBU^Y^

Fisk Line of Bicycle and Motor Tires.
Prices once made remain. Goods delivered as Samples shown.

No Cut=Throat Dealers can get them. Invest in them.

They are just as safe as Government Bonds.

BRANCHES AND REPAIR DEPOTS:
JJJ£ pj^g RUBBER COMPANY,

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.
Western Sales Office. S2 State Street, Chicago.

BOSTON. BUFFAIX). PHILADELPHIA. OMAHA.
SPRINGFIELD. DETROIT. WASHINGTON. MINNEAPOLIS.
NEW YORK, CHICAGO. ; TORONTO. DENVER,
SYRACUSE3. SAN FRANCISCO. ST. LOUIS. LOS ANGELES

LONDON.
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For Individual Rapid Transit.

Wheu there is a better understauding of

motor bicycles more will be lieard of sucli in-

cidents as that briefly noted in another col-

umn—that of the New York business man
who used his motorcycle to carry him regu-

larly betvveen his ollice and bis summer resi-

dence, a daily journey of sixty-five miles.

The little machine admirably lends itself to

such purposes, and that without much urging

it should be able to cover the distance in the

same time as the frequently stopping sub-

urban train is not siu'prising, while the cost,

11 cents a day, "speaks a piece" in itself;

the railroad fare averages two cents a mile.

When such facts are forced on the men of

moderate means it is bound to make them

think. And the economy of time and opera-

tioi is not less impressive than the compara-

tive absence of expense for storage. There

avf no garage or stable charges at either end

of the line. The storage charge is the charge

for ;i bicycle in a bicycle store.

THE ftCVaiNG WORLD
That the motor bicycle solves the problem

of individual rapid transit is apparent to all

who have eyes, and is one of the things that

causes our faith in it to be so deep rooted.

Ifecognitiou of the fact has been largely

delayed by what it is courteous to term the

•'ill temper" of certain of the earlier ma-

cliiups and by the consequent too general

idea that all motor bicycles are alike. How
tills damage was done is well illustrated by

the experience of another man who two years

ago purchased his motor bicycle for precisely

the same purpose as the one here instanced

—

to convey him between his office and his

summer home. Although he essayed the jour-

ney three times, to our personal knowledge,

he failed, or rather his machine failed, on

each separate occasion. He became the laugh-

ing stock of his neighbors and home folk.

It is not strange that it was a case of "three

times and out" for him. He sold the miser-

able thing, and nothing in the form of a mo-

torcycle now interests him. He lost faith

in all of them. The man was one of influ-

ence and wide acquaintance, and the damage

done did ngt end with his abandonment of

motorcycling. The throng of physicians

and students v/ith whom he was in daily

contact, and at least two of whom were

awaiting his verdict before purchasing, were

all affected unfavorably, and how many other

sales were lost thereby can never be reck-

oned. And it is but one of many similar in-

stances.

Tlie Higli and tlie Low of Uears.

In conceding that "within certain limits a

reduction of gear is desirable on hills," Mr.

Charles La Rue takes a long step in the di-

rection of admitting the errors contained in

his communication in these columns last

week. But he hastens to add in his letter

of this week that this applies only when you

ride slowly, or alone, or among I'iders hav-

ing gears identical with your own. When

these conditions do not prevail it becomes

necessary to increase your gear; for our cor-

respondent, riding with companions whose

machines were geared to 90 inches, was

forced to use his 101-inch gear in place of

the 68-inch, the latter being too slow. It is

scarcely necessary to comment at length on

this naive presentation of the matter.

Our correspondent assumes that we, in re-

plying to him, argued "a priori" and from

mechanics. In other words, he imputes to

us a lack of practical knowledge of the sub-

ject.

Nothing could be further from the truth.

Our knowledge is the quintessence of prac-

1^^

ti(?ality, if we' ifiay use such an expression.

An experience of wellnigh twenty years forti-

fies us to perceive clearly the fallacies into

which our correspondent has fallen. He has

constructed what appears to him a very in-

genious structure, and defies us to demolish

it—an entirely unnecessary proceeding, for it

falls of its own weight the moment the light

of day is turned upon it.

"Reduced to absurdity," Mr. La Rue as-

serts, our claim proves that "no greater force

would be required in revolving a 3-inch gear

thirty times as fast." Then he goes to the

other extreme, and supposes that the pedals

revolve "only once an hour." This is reduc-

ing the matter to an "absurdity" with a ven-

geance! It is well known that the extreme

practical range of gears from the earliest

days of the bicycle proper to the present time

is from, say, 48-inch to 140-inch. The former

was the smallest man's size of high bicycle,

the latter is the extreme high gear of the

modern pace follower. For all practical pur-

poses, the range to-day is between 68-inch—

the gear that is about the lowest in regular

use either on a variable or single gear ma-

chine—and 110, the latter a higher gear than

Kramer, Lawson and other world famous

sprinters use.

The experience of years of riding under all

possible conditions—from scorching to potter-

ing—teaches us that when we tackle a very

long or steep hill we want a lower gear than

we use habitually; that, to come to a con-

crete instance, 68 inches would be far prefer-

able to 101 inches or even to 90 inches. If

we were scorching, and speed alone was con-

sidered, the 101-inch gear would enable us

to ascend the hill a little more quickly than

the 6S-iuch—provided, that is, that we got up

it at all, for 101 inches and a bad hill make

a combination that even a hardened scorcher

balks at. Moreover, at any but a scorching

pace—say, an average of anything under fif-

teen miles an hour—we should be able to ne-

gotiate the hill on a 68-inch gear with no

more slackening of speed than takes place on

any up grade, and we feel sure, without har-

boring any exaggerated opinion of our own

riding powers, that with this 68-inch gear we

could "hold" any companion with a 90-inch

or 101-iuch gear, provided the going did not

degenerate into a scorch; and we are quite .

sure that we would have a quiet chuckle over

the easy way we were taking the hill as com-

l>ared to the harder "licks" our companion

would have to put in to keep pace with us.

That a rider cannot push a 68-inch gear

fast enough to keep pace with non-scorching

—or scorching, for that matter—companions
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is a puerile contention. We haTe only to In-

stance that champion of champions, A. A.

Zimmerman, who in his palmy days never

rode anything higher than a 68-inch gear.

Yet his sprint was the fastest of his day, and

he never found that "contracting his leg

muscles" more than once a second was "in

excess of the maximum producing rate,"

and, therefore, "quickly fatiguing." Nor did

the high wheel riders of an earlier day find

It "quickly fatiguing" to drive 52 to 58 Inch

"gears" or their equivalent. They could not

have driven 3-inch gears, for that was be-

yond human endurance; nor could the high-

est gear devotee of to-day obtain good re-

sults from a gear that made only one revo-

lution per minute. Riders of the high who'^I

moved their legs much more rapidly on, say.

54-inch machines when they covered the mile

in 2:30 than does the sprint racing man of

to-day, who, on a 96-inch gear, reels off the

mile in 2:00. Yet there was no complaint of

having to pedal too quickly.

It is a fact that the present unpaced rec-

ord for one-quarter of a mile is only about

10 per cent faster than it was in the days

of the high wheel. In other words, a man

on an uugeared, solid tired bicycle could, on

the almost straight quarter of a mile horse

track, come within 10 per cent of doing a.-;

well as the present day world's crack on a

light safety, geared as desired and shod with

lightning swift air tires. Surely that argues

no "fatigue" from "muscle contracting" at a

faster rate than once every two-thirds of a

second!

As our correspondent finds that he cannot

maintain an easy pace up a hill with a 68-

inch gear, and is obliged to use the 101-inch

alternative of his variable gear in order to

follow the pace of a companion most easily,

we are compelled to reiterate that he is alj-

normal. Likewise we must traverse his as-

sertion that "the larger the gear the faster

was the pace . . . selected as easiest for

climbing hills/' We can climb hills faster,

provided we are not "baked" and the hill is

not too bad, on a fairly high gear; but we can

climb it easier on a low one; and certainly if

we are not out for speed, but in search of

ease, we should select tlie low gear, even if

it were a 68-inch.

LA RUE RENEWS ARGUMENT

Attempts to Bolster Up his Contention that

Higher Low Gears are Necessary.

An item of importance in English trade cir-

cles is that the 1905 Premiers will not have

the cranks attached by means of cotter pins!

Thus it is seen that the world "do move,"

even in Coventry, where they really think

flare always moved the sphere.

Editor of the Bicycling World:

I wish to take issue with your editorial

comment of the 17th instant, that a rider

"can surmount a hill with a 68-inch gear at

the same speed as he could with a 101-inch

gear * * * by exerting the same amount

of power."

I had pointed out, from "things that I do

know," that in following companionable up-

hill pace, set naturally by single-speed 90-

gear wheels, it was such hard work on my
68 gear as invariably to drive me to the use

of my 101 gear; but this "argument of au-

thority" you waived aside with the insinua-

tion that I must be "abnormal." If you

have ridden gears of different sizes, I will

ask you to recall that the larger the gear, the

taster was the pace which you selected as

easiest for climbing hills. In mixed crowds
you observed that the larger gears always
reached the top of the hill first, unless their

riders were very inferior. Any such recol-

lections must conflict with the probability of

the correctness of your editorial comment.
You argued that conservatism of energy

proved that no greater expenditure of force

was required in revolving the smaller gear

one and one-half times as fast, but reduced

to absurdity your claim similarly proves that

no greater force would be required in re-

volving a 3-inch gear thirty times as fast.

The difficulty would be thpt the human foot

either could not at all, or at least economi-

cally, impart the light, very swift impulses

to the too fast moving pedals. On the other

hand, you will perceive that if the pedals

revolved but once an hour, the single accom-

panying contraction of the muscles would
have accomplished only a trifling fraction of

their full capacity for power. You thus

observe that extremely slow or extremely

"fast muscular contraction are either wasteful

or non-productive of muscular energy, and
somewhere between these extremes is some
definite rate of muscular contraction at which
a maximum amount of work is accomplished.

Unfortunately for my demonstration, it is

not so obvious to the intellect, unassisted by
mechanical tests, that this rate of rapidity

of muscular contraction giving maximum
power, is a sharply defined rate from which
either increase or decrease causes a rapid

lessening in efficiency. But from observa-

tion, I am very firmly convinced that, es-

pecially where considerable force is required

of the muscle (as in hill-climbing), that,

starting from the "maximum-power-produ-
cing" rate of contraction, any increase in

the rate of contraction causes an extremely
quick reduction of the amount of force pro-

duced, through the unexpectedly rapid fa-

tiguing of the muscles. If you don't believe

it, ride a hill at the natural pace on a 101

gear, and then try it at the same pace on a
68 gear. Your "a priori" argument from
mechanics has ignored both the limitations

upon the range of rapidity of speed of con-

traction of human muscles and also the re-

sulting rates of fatigue that follow.

The track racer will tell you within what
narrow range his gear must be for greatest

elflciency and how the slight variance there-

from by changing 'the rapidity of muscular

contraction will handicap him in a race.

What wonder that the 68 finds it difficult

to follow the up-hill pace which is most easy

for 101 gear.

Assuming two riders are in all respects

equal, and that their maximum muscular

force is rendered by contracting the leg

muscles once a second. This will send the

101 gear rider up the hill at a certain rate,

and if the 68 gear rider holds the pace, he

mvist contract his leg muscles every two-

thirds of a second, which, being in excess of

the maximum-power-producing rate, is quick-

ly fatiguing. (This one second rate sugges-

tion is merely used for illustration in place

of the true maximum-power-producing rate,

what ever that may be.)

I note your gratuitous inference that I

must have a "complete misconception of the

reasons for * * * a variable gear * * *

that on hills * * * a reduction of gear
'^^^ * * is desirable."

I will concede that within certain limits a

reduction of gear is desirable on hills, pro-

vided you can climb as slowly as you like;

that is, provided you ride alone or among
other wheels like your own, or provided you
don't mind dropping way behind; but if you

have the misfortune to wish company and
by mischance they ride single gears, and if

false pride forbids your falling way behind

at every difficulty, why, then (at your only

opportunity to use the little gear), you have

to work like the very Old Ned with it. if it is

more than ten below your pacemaker's gear.

And this latter unfortunate condition of

things seems always to exist.

CHARLES LA RUE, New York.

The riotor Bicycle and the Suburbanite.

Although little was known of it, during

the past summer and fall J. I. Brandenburg,

the Eastern representative of the Aurora

Automatic Machinery Co., brought out the

titility and practicability of the motor bicycle

in impressive fashion. He spent several

months of the year at Amityville, L. I., and
came to business daily, not on the railroad

train, but on his motor bicycle, a round trip

of 65 miles. During July and August Bran-

denburg was away from home a great part

of the time, but in June he motorcycled to

and from Amityville on all save four days,

and in September on every day of the month
except two. The railroad fare is $1.28,

against a daily expense of 11 cents for gaso-

lene, and Brandenburg says his average time

equalled that of the train, which made many
stops, while he made none.
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THE JOY

of the users of th(

ORROW COASTER BRAKE
is not confined to the

holiday season. It is

spread over the whole

twelve-month. And that

it is real joy, all its users

know only too well.

There are few pleasures

comparable with that ex-

hilirating rush down hill

with a full sense of secur-

ity. Its security is one of

the Morrow's features.

It is accentuated in the

1905 Model.

ECLIPSE MACHINE COIVIPANY, Elmira, N. Y.
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MERIT WILL TELL.
IT TOLD

at the St. Louis World's Fair.
THHT'S WHY

The RfleveLE
was awarded the GRAND PRIZE.

It was merely official recognition of RACYCLE superiority, of what
very many were already well aware, but the official recognition " counts

"

and lends weight to all our claims and places a powerful and unanswer-
able argument in the hands of RACYCLE agents. Are you one of

them? If not, why not?

THE MIAMI eveLE St MFG. 6©., Middletown, ©hio.

^

fe HBADINGSTANDARD

THEY'RE COMING YOUR WAY!
OUR TRAVELERS

The 1905 Reading Standard Bicycles and Motor Cycle,

PROFITS
\A/ill Come Your Way Also

if

You Secure Xhe Agency for this Superb l_lne.

Our IS05 Bioycle Catialog arid IVIo-tor Cycle Boolcle-t

WILL TELL YOU ALL.

READING STANDARD CYCLE MFG. CO., reading, pa., u. s. a.

NA/rite Today.
Distributors for 80. Car., Ca. , Fla , Ala., Miss, and Tenn., ALEXANDER-ELYEA CO.. Atlanta, Ca.

Pacific Coast Distributors, THE BRUNETTE CO., 461 IVlission St., San Francisco, Cat.

CM

RBADiNGStandard
S?its

i^:



PRINCE GETS GOOD START

Indoor Circuit Inaugurated at Buffalo At-

tracts Crowds and Provides Good Sport.

Success lias crowned the efforts of "Jack"

Prince, at Buffalo. On the opening night of

liis week's carnival of motor paced and aniu-

tcur races, in Convention Hall, last Mor.day.

there were not enough seats to accommodate

tliose who wished to pay for them, while tho

.ucna was crowded. The Tuesday night at-

tendance was kept down somewhat by a

regular blizzard, but the "Standing Room

Only" sign could have been hung out on

Wednesday night again. •

'i he track is thirteen and one-half laps to

the mile, and its speed can be judged from

the fact that Ernst won the mile handicap

from scratch on Wednesday night in 2:05

Prince has six motor pace followers -i\at

Butler, Boston; Hardy Downing, Los Ange-

les; Louis E. Mettliug, Lowell; Gussie Law-
sou, Buffalo; Frank J. Cadwell, Hartford,

and Charles Turville, Philadelphia—who are

paired off each night and matched against

each other for races of three to seven luiles.

J'rtd White and W. F. Saunders do all the

pncemaking. In addition there is a one-mile

amateur handicap every night, for whioli

there are so many entries that five and six

ti ial heats are required. Fred Ernst, of

Uochetter, and William Morton, of Toconco,

\'t.re the only out of town amateurs. Ernst

is loue scratch man, but has finished first

every night, though he was disqualified on

Monday.

After three heats of the amateur handicap

had been run on Monday night Nat Butler

and Louis E. Mettling came out for their

three-mile motor paced match. Butler gained

slowly from the start, and won by a scant

lap. After some more amateur heats Gi ssie

Lawson and Frank J. Cadwell rode their flve-

mile match. Lawson won by about a third

of a lap. Hardj' Downing defeated Charles

Tur\ille by a very narrow margin in ttieir

seven-mile match. Fred Ernst cut down on

the pole too soon in the final heat of the oue-

mile handicap and was protested. The pro-

test was upheld, and C. Daycock, who had
finished second, was declared the winner.

The local hero, Gussie Lawson, went down
to defeat in the first race on Tuesday. He
conqjeted against Hardy Downing in a five-

mile match, and Downing gained half a lap

early in the race, keeping his advantage to

the end. Cadwell and Mettling had a great

struggle in their match, which should have
been at seven miles, but was ended by mis-

take at six miles. They rode side by side

for several miles, but Cadwell lost his pace
and Mettling won by half a lap. Butler de-

feated Turville in their five-mile match.
Ernst captured the mile handicap by a safe

margin in 2:05 1-5 from the scratch mark.
Mettling and Turville met in the first mo-

tor paced match on Wednesday, a five-mile

contest. Mettling caught and passed Tur-
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ville, and when the latter tiled to regain his

lost ground he lost his pace. His younger
opponent kept on, and won the event by two
laps. Nat Butler and Gussie Lawson met in

the next event, a four-mile race.' I/awson
was forced to use a strange mount as one of

the tires on his own machine was punctured
just before the start of the contest. Butler

won, though Lawson gave him a hard strug-

gle. Cadwell and Downing met in a three-

mile match which was very bitterly con-

tested. Cadwell gained but a few feet in

each lap, and received a great ovation as he
finished. Ernst won the mile handicap from
scratch in 2:05. Hhe caught the limit men
in the fourth lap and won by a big margin.

Summaries:

FIRST NIGHT—MONDAY.
One-mile handicap, amateur—Won by C.

Daycock, Manhattan A. C, (65 yards); Gurney
Scheu, Ramblers B. C. (15 yards); second;

William Morton, Toronto (15 yards), third.

Time, 2:10 3-5. Fred Ernest, Rochester

(scratch), finished first, but was disqualified.

Three-mile motor paced match between Nat
Butler, Boston, and Louis E. Mettling, Low-
ell. Won by Butler. Time, 4:281-5. Won
by one lap.

Five-mile motor paced match between
Frank J. Cadwell, Hartford, and Gussie Law-
son, Buffalo—Won by Lawson. Time, 8:57.

Won by one-third lap.

Seven-mile motor paced match between
Hardy Downing, Los Angeles, and Charles
Turville, Philadelphia—Won by Downing.
Time, 12:29 1-5.

SECOND NIGHT—TUESDAY.

One-mile handicap, amateur—Won by Fred
Ernst, Rochester (scratch); Adam Fischer,

Black Rock C. C. (30 yards), second; James
Dick, Ramblers B. C. (30 yards), third. Time,

2:05 1-5.

Five-mile motor paced match between
Hardy Downing, Los Angeles, and Gussie

Lawson, Buffalo—Won by Downing. Time,
8:33. Won by one-half lap.

Six-mile motor paced match between Frank
J. Cadwell, Hartford, and Louis E. Mettling,

Lowell—Won by Mettling. Time, 11:46. Won
by one-half lap.

Three-mile motor paced match between Nat
Butler, Boston, and Charles Turville, Phila-

delphia—Won by Butler. Time, 5:13.

THIRD NIGHT—WEDNESDAY.

One-mile handicap, amateur—Won by Fred
Ernst (Rochester (scratch); Fred Schudt, Ar-

dells (50 yards), second; Gurney Scheu, Ram-
blers B. C. (60 yards), third. Time, 2:05.

Five-mile motor paced match between
Charles Turville, Philadelphia, and Louis E.

Mettling, Lowell—Won by Mettling. Time,

8:07 1-5. Won by two laps.

Four-mile motor paced match between Nat
Biitler, Boston and Gussie Lawson, Buffalo-
Won by Butler. Time, 6:55 2-5.

Three-mile motor paced match between
Hardy Downing, Los Angeles, and Frank J.

Cadwell, Hartford—Won by Cadwell. Time,
5:00 2-5.

SOS

SPILLS IN THE ARMORY
Many Falls Mark Regimental Races and

Add to the Evening's Excitement.

Many bad falls marked the cycle races

which were run in conection with the games
of the 65th Regiment at the Broadway arm-
ory, in Buffalo, on December 16. In the

final of the five-mile open Gurney Scheu and
E. J. Hanks, each a heat winner, fell in the

first lap. Scheu remounted and caught the

bunch again, but had another fall, which put

him out of the contest permanently. R. S.

Lewis, was thrown over his handle bars near

the end of the contest, and slid against one of

the posts on the outside of the track. His
scalp was cut and he was attended by the
ambulance corps. When Lewis fell many of

the spectators made a rush for the spot, and
every rider who finished in the contest was
thrown off his bicycle by the crowd. Fred
Schudt, the winner of the race, collided with
a spectator who was standing on the track
just after he crossed the tape. He was
thrown violently to the fioor and his side was
injured.

Gurney Scheu, of the Ramblers, failed to

qualifiy for the final. He had secured a good
position in his trial heat, but tumbled down
on one of the turns. Joseph Nagel won the
final after a great race with H. Hennessey
and Fred Schudt. A. W. Holmes, of the Ar-
dells, ran into the ropes in the first heat of

the five-mile open and was slightly injured.

Fred Schudt won the deciding heat by sev-

eral yards. R. J. Hoover worked his way
through his opponents and finished second.
Summaries:

Two-mile handicap—Won by Joseph Nagel,
Rambler B. C. (140 yards); H. Hennessey,
Rambler B. C. (130 yards), second; Fred
Schudt, unattached (scratch), third. Time,
5:20. Also ran: E. J. Hanks, R. S. Lewis,
R. J. Hoover, C. S. Spaeth and A. W. Holmes.
Fell: J. W. Tanner.

Five-mile open—Won by Fred Schudt, un-"

attached; R. J. Hoover, unattached, second;

Charles McCracken, Rambler B. C, third.

Time, 14:114-5. Also ran: A. Baumler, Man-
hattans, and J. W. Tanner, Woodbines. Fell:
Gurney Scheu, Ramblers; R. S. Lewis, Ram-
blers, and E. J. Hanks, Manhattans.

How the Newsboy Won a Watch.

Though he rode to oblige the promoters of

the automobile races at Fresno, Cal., on De-
cember 13, Harry Babcock won the -five-mile

motorcycle event, which was the concluding

contest on the programme. Thomas Yuck
and Ben Bresee had entered for the race, but

the latter's machine was "balky" and refused

to run. Babcock, who is a newsboy and a
carrier for the E'resno Republican, volun-

teered to race against Yuck. He used the

motor bicycle wliich the newspaper furnishes

him to deliver papers with, and received a
handicap of half a mile. Babcock won the
race, and a handsome gold watch, with more
than a quarter ot a mile to spare.
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Walthour's <• Assoctatlon " Falls Apart.

It would appear that the American Cycle

Association had died a-borning. With the

ten. "quitters" of the recent six-day race

as charter members, it was to "purify the

sport of cycle racing," "fight the N. C. A.- to

the death" and do many other things, among
which were enumerated the running of a

six-day race in New York City. Nat Butler,

who was to have been one of the pillars of

the body, has paid his fine of $50 to Chair-

man Kelsey, of the N. C. A. Board of Con-

trol, instead of remaining suspended for six

months, and is now competing on "Jack"

Prince's track at Buffalo. James F. Moran,

w'^o received the maximum penalty of one

year's suspension without the option of a

fine, has decided to take his medicine. He
will devote his attention to his milk busi-

ness in the interval, though he will try to

have his suspension raised or changed to a

fl,ne at the N. C. A. annual meeting in Feb-

ruary. "No new cycling association for

mine. Walthour.can raise Cain in. the South

as much as he wants, but here in the North

I am going to be good," is the way Moran
expresses himself.

Where the Hunters are Up-to-Date,

Why Clock is "Doing Time."

An innate desire to travel over the ground

without exercising his limbs too strenuously

has put Joseph Clock, a young man of Islip,

Long Island, in a not desirable predicament,

and it is probable that hereafter he will use

"Shank's mare" as a safer mode of locomo-

tion. A motorcycle was stolen from the H.

H. Hollister place in Islip early in November.

Clock was seen riding the machine in Ja-

maica one morning by James De Milt, of that

place, who recognized it immediately from

the description on the posters offering $100

reward for its recovery. Clock's arrest fol-

lowed. He admitted having the motorcycle,

but said his father had given it to him to sell.

The boy was discharged and his father,

Charles Clock, locked up. In the mean time

Joseph Clock skipped. He was arrested in

Binghamton and brought bade to Long Isl-

and. The senior Clark proved an alibi and
was discharged, but the lad got a sentence of

sixty days and a fine of $50. This human
Clock is now doing time in Riverhead jail.

Taylor Enters a Denial.

Major Taylor, according to a dispatch

from Worcester, says he has not signed a

contract with Robert Coquelle to race in

France next year. Several gentlemen with

fair reputations for veracity say that Co-

quelle told them, upon his- return from

Worcester, that he had signed a contract

with Taylor upon the same terms that the

negro had when he was last in Europe.

Cyclist Gets Big Verdict.

A St. Paul, Minn., jury last week rendered

a verdict carrying damages in the sum of

$5,700 in favor of Daniel Kroning, a cyclist.

He was run down by a street car while rid-

.
Ing his wheel, and brought suit against the

railway company with the above result.

Out Montana way they are using motor

bicycles to assist the hunt for big game.

The accompanying illustration shows a

couple of the hunters returning from a suc-

cessful chase on a 2% H. P. Columbia, fitted

with a tandem attachment.

Tie Vote in Ramblers' Election.

The Ramblers' Bicycle Club, of Buffalo,

held its annual election last week. It re-

sulted in many spirited contests. Tlie fol-

lowing oflicers were chosen for the coming

year: President, Edward Zier; vice president,

Edward Wright; treasurer, Edward Stroman;

financial secretary, Edward Mulvey; record-

ing secretary, J. L. Lester; corresponding sec-

retary, Fred Sinclair; press correspondent,

Paul Priess; captain, James Dick; first lieu-

tenant, Gurney Schue; second lieutenant,

George (techier; color bearer, Edward Reis-

ter; bugler, H. Hennessey; directors, C. Ker-

sey and H. Baer. M. E. Callahan, J. Drexel-

lus and Patrick Young received the same
nimiber of votes for the office of the third

director, and a special election will be held

to decide the tie.

Result of nixing Cycles and Autos.

If the Associated Cycling Clubs of New
York have not repented of their folly in

including a class for automobiles in their

midnight New Years' race to Tarrytown,
it is not yet too late. They certainly have
had ample evidence of the unwisdom of

their course. The well-intentioned idea that
the inclusion of automobiles would advertise
the annual event has resulted in the adver-
tising—of automobiles. Practically every pa-
per that has given space to news of the af-

fair has so headlined and otherwise "feat-

ured" automobiles that it now appears that
the tail is wagging the dog. There is an old

adage regarding the shoemaker sticking to

his last. The A. C. C. and all other cycling

organizations will do well to take it to heart.

Black Rocks Select their Leaders.

The Black Rock Cycling Club, of Buffalo,

N. Y., has elected the following officers for

the ensuing year: President, S. D. Kittinger;

vice-president, W. N. La Tour; corresponding

secretary, F. H. McMahon; recording secre-

tary, A. Utz; financial secretary, J. C. Esch-

born; asistaut financial secretary, Frank

Sheridan; treasurer, W. G. Humphrey; cap-

tain, G. Hopkins. Directors, G. Moffett, F. J.

Striker, J. F. Bohn, M. F. Roesser, James
ONeill and Charles Hoen. The annual ban-

quet, which occurs New Year's eve, promises

to surpass all records of previous years in

point of attendance.

Cycling in Venice.

Because Venice has no streets and no ve-

hicles, the majority doubtless infer that a

bicycle ride is as impossible as riding across

the ocean. Not so, howevei', as one island

about a mile from Venice, the Lido by name,

is a favored resort for cyclists. It is true

tlie rides are short, the longest distance being

a round trip of twenty-five miles. In start-

ing from the Lido one can ride as far as

Malamoko, a small village, which is joined

to the larger island by a peculiarly construct-

ed bridge. Curious as it may seem, it is

here that the people watch amateur speed

contests, and they cause as much excitement

as a gondola race on the Grande Canal.
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CLUBS AND CLUB LIFE

Some of the Strengths and Weaknessess of

Organizations and Clubmen Pointed Out.

"Clubs and Club Life" was tbe topic at

the semi-weekly "talk" at tbe New York Mo-

torcj'cle Club ou Saturday last. Tbe subject

was handled by R. G. Betts, president of the

Federation of American Motorcyclists.

In preparation for his remarks, Betts

stated ihat he had searched afar back to dis-

cover tbe original club, which research had

convinced him that the very first organiza-

tion of the sort was a boat club, one which,

paradoxical though it appears, was at once

much mixed and peculiarly exclusive. A
man named Noah was the captain of the

club, and there is little doubt that it gave

to him the time of his life.

"As you all know," went on Betts, "Noah's

club was made up of members who were

forced to join, whether or no." He added

that it would be a good thing if men could

be forced into some of the clubs of to-day.

"It would," he said, "be the only manner in

which very many of them, who seek and are

ever I'eady to share the benefits that flow

from organization, could be induced to bear

any part of the burden or be separated from

their money."

The club really represents one of the first

laws of nature, and is akin to the birds, the

beasts and the fishes that flock each with its

kind. It usually is the embodiment of a liv-

ing idea, for the advancement of which it

stands. It is that community of interest

and that union which imparts strength. Few,
if any, great movements are carried to com-

pletion by unaided individuals.

Some clubs represent their particular

ideas—hobbies, if you please—much better

tlian others. Just as there are stuffed clubs,

so there are clubs full of 'stuffs.' But all

stand for something. They aim at an ideal,

even if they do not all hit the mark.

Betts divided clubs into two classes—the

purely social and the socially strenuous—for
iu all the idea of companionship is the under-

lying principle. The purely social club lives

wholly indoors. It exists solely to maintain
a meeting place, usually with drinking at-

tachments. The socially strenuous, while

maintaining a meeiing place or rendezvous,

does not live within a shell, but goes out into

the world and stretches itself.

Of tbe most strenuous of these socially

strenuous are those pioneer organizations of

which the motorcycle clubs of to-day are an
example. They must blaze the way through
forests of ignorance and breast strong cur-

rents of prejudice, and must educate the pub-
lic while educating themselves. To accom-
plish this it is necessary that they "do
things." "Doing things" is the keynote- of

success. It makes a club interesting and at-

tractive from every standpoint. It holds old

members iind attracts new ones, and begets
that publicity which educates the public and
which constitutes the water that feeds the

ne\v plant and causes it to attain growth and
strength.

The average member of a club, Betts said,

was much inclined to the question. What is

the club doing? He never puts to himself

the question. What am I doing for the club?

He does not seem to realize that he is part

and parcel of the organization. About all

very many members of the sort ever do for a
club is to pay their dues and attend meet-

ings. While this is very necessary to meet

the rent bills and to form quorums, club

inemiiers really owe more to their organiza-

tions. It is within the means of some to con-

tribute money, others to contribute time,

while all—if they but will—can obtain new
members and contribute ideas; and ideas

are what count in club life. A club, like the
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man without ideas, stands still. It is not

enougii for members merely to attend meet-

ings and remain oysterlike or to merely "sec-

ond the motion" or "move we adjourn"

—

which is the limit of many men's activity

—

'as it accomplishes nothing. As a rule, a com-

paratively few members throw themselves

heart and soul into an organization; they

do most of the talking and most of the work.

Too often their only reward is brought home,

by a roundabout course, in the remark "a

clique is running the club." Too much is ex-

pected of the officers, or at any rate they

are expected to make progress without aid.

Willing workers though they may be, they

need help, and welcome it. They need ideas

and suggestions; they need men who will not,

us is too often the case, beg off or shirk com-

mittee work. In his way the club "kicker"

is a most valuable personage—that is, if he

kicks on the floor of the meeting and not

after tbe meeting has adjourned.

The burden of tbe pioneer club is often

much heavier than usually falls to the lot of

an organization. On ity in large measure, de-

pends tbe good or bad opinion of the public

regarding tbe movement in which it may be

concerned. Personal appearance of the mem-
bers and their conduct has a powerful Influ-

ence in this regard. Nor can such clubs hide

their light under a bushel, they must come
out in the open and do those things which

attract attention—not for themselves, but for

the advancement of the idea for which they

stand. In this detail in the life of pioneer

clubs the press committee is of prime impor-

tance, although the fact is too generally over-

looked.

One failing of the pioneer clubs, and which

Betts admitted was difficult to rectify, was
the proneuess to open the door to every Tom,
Dick and Harry who applied. He made no

pretensions to exclusiveness, but he did think

more discrimination should be practised in

this respect. He thought also that the in-

clination was to place the amount of dues at

too small a figure, rendering it difiicult to

make ends meet and to "do things."

That tbe New York Motorcycle Club in par-

ticular had performed good work he believed

was self-evident: It bad gained name and

fame that extended throughout the whole

country, which fame had been earned solely

because it had "done things." No holiday

bad been permitted to pass without the hold-

ing of some event which would at once in-

terest its members and supply publicity,

which, applied often, would, like the "con-

stant dripping" of the adage, wear a hole in

the stone of public opinion through which the

light will shine.

To the man who attended the Saturday

night "talks" and applied himself to them

intelligently Mr. Betts believed that the in-

formation imparted was of a practical nature

that no textbook could supply, and that was
worth very much more than the price of the

modest dues exacted. The "talks" had made
all such members better motorcyclists. If

other motorcycle clubs had done one-half as

much, Betts ventured that motorcycling

would be very much further advanced. Aside

from such selfish benefit, however, he be-

lieved that all clubs left their mark on their

members' lives; that they made for them

good friends and supplied "times" the mem-
ories of v.'hich in after life form some of the

pleasantest pictures in their mental art gal-

leries.

To Reduce Tax on Motorcj cles.

At last St. Louis, Mo., is in a fair way of

relieving motorcyclists of the unfairly oner-

ous tax to which they have long been sub-

ject—one of $10 a year imposed for the privi-

lege of using streets that are none too good.

The fee is the same exacted for big trucks

or touring cars, while pedal propelled bi-

cycles escape at $1 each, when any atten-

tion at all is paid to them. The relief is

promised by a ordinance just introduced re-

ducing the tax on motorcycles to $2 and of

tbe passage of which there is every likelihood.

J. C. Higdon, president of the St. Louis Mo-
torcycle Club and chairman of the F. A. M.

(.oramittee on legal action, is following up the

measure and bvinging the weight of- big- or-

ganizations to bear.
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FOR AN AMATEUR LEAGUE

5imple Plan by Which Interest In Racing

May be Considerably Increased.

Why not an Amateur Racing League? One

somewhat similar to, say, a local, if not na-

tional, baseball or hockey or any other old

league. It is not so impossible as may ap-

pear at first blush, and, if properly worked

out, it will, I think, add an interest or zest to

amateur bicycle racing, and also stimulate

not a few of the club's throughout the United

States.

Let a league be formed and a trophy se-

cured to be awarded annually to the club

scoring the highest number of points at the

close of the league season, and with a secre-

tary to keep tab of the points, half the work

Is done.

As an illusti-ation, New York and vicinity

affords an easy means of operating such an

organization. As it is now, there are many

club members who enter all the amateur

races, and as races are held nearly every

week over the Long Island roads only eight

or ten clubs would be required to compose

the league.

The clubs, having expressed their intention

of competing—having entered, in fact, for the

trophy offered—some official connected with

each club must make it his duty to return

each week to the league secretary, or re-

cprder, the best performance of any one rac-

ing member of his club. Every first prize

.won counts 3 points; every second prize, 2

points; every third prize, 1 point It does

not matter whether prizes are won in scratch

or handicap races, so long as they are open

events; all have the same value, but only one

prize winner in each club can be returned

each week; naturally the club officials will

return the best point scorer. It is obvious

that, say, the ten clubs are competing on

equal terms and on then- all-around merits,

scratch men and handicap riders alike having

the same chance of scoring points for their

club.

Having generalized the scheme, let me illus-

trate how a league table might look in the

second month of the racing season, when
matters have begun to settle:

It will be assumed that already some inter-

esting changes have taken place in the posi-

tion of the clubs. The C. R. C. A., which,

for the sake of argument we will say, was
first in the first returns, has fallen to third

position. The Tiger Wheelmen, who were sec-

ond, secured first place, and the National A.

C, by the good riding of Goerke, goes from
fourth to second place, and is only 2 points

behind the leader. A noteworthy rise is that

of the Monitor A. C, which has jumped from

tenth to sixth place. Park Circle shows a

bad drop, having fallen from third to fifth,

while the Browers rise from fifth to fourth.

Suppose we now look at the table as it

might appear a month later:

wins to the same value as scratch race wlna
It is made possible for a larger number of

clubs to compete, many of which would stand

no chance against the scratch divisions of a

few crack clubs.

Then, if leagues of this kind could be or-

ganized in any of the States or cities, there

could be a final series of races for champion-

ship honors between the first and second men
of the various smaller leagues. The scheme,

the idea of which I freely admit came from
abroad, is susceptible of many ramifications-

it might include two, three or five picked men
from each club, and even be applied inter-

nationally. But, of course, I am looking

ahead too far. If we can only form some

t; "i
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1—National Goerke 2 2 10 19 29 2

2—Brower Coupe 3 1 10 17 27 4

3_TiKers Van Den Dries 2 4 21 2-5 1

4—C R. C. A Mock 2 1 5 18 23 3

5—Park Circle Lind 2 6 16 22 5

6—Navarre Simmons 2 1 7 11 18 7

7 Homan Beyerman 2 1 5 10 15 8

8—Monitor Erlckson 1 2 12 14 6

9_Pellet Sherwood 1 1 4 8 12 9

10—Bay View Mackey • 2 6 6 12 10

RACING LEAGUE TABLE—THIRD MONTH.

local league I think more interest will be
taken in amateur racing than is evinced at

present. VAL.

Again are seen some entertaining varia-

tions. Goerke, of the National A. C, has put

his club at the top of the league with a couple

of firsts and the same number of seconds,

thus bringing its score to 29. The Browers

have gone up from fourth to second place,

and are only 2 points behind the leaders. The

Tigers have dropped from the lead to third

position, but are by no means out of the race

yet. The C. R. C. A. has droped one and the

Monitor A. C. two, but the Homan and Na-

varre clubs have each advanced one.

And so we should go on, and with each

month I think the competition would in-

crease in interest until the end, when there

would, no doubt, be a most interesting final

table, and possibly it would be full of sur-

prises, for all the figures are capable of con-

siderable development by the riders of the

various clubs.

Some might think that the clubs which en-

tered for the league competition should at the

same time enter one man—their best—and

that he only should score the points for his

club. This would, I think, detract from the

merit of the scheme. By entitling handicap

c c
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Darragon Betters the Hour Record.

The very few who remember the pitiful

fizzle which that French "importation," Louis
Darragon, made in the New York six-day

race of 1902 will find it hard to recognize him
as the holder of the hour paced record. De-
spite the fact, however, he is now the pos-

sessor of that laurel, having at the Pare des
Princes, in Paris, on November 15, added 308
yards to Bruni's score, thereby bringing the

record to 54 miles 1,058 yards.

Darragon, who is only twenty-two years
old, has more the build of a sprinter than a
stayer, being 5 feet 8 inches tall and weigh-
ing less than 154 pounds. In general appear-
ance he is not unlike the late George Leander.
In 1902 he set up a ten kilometre unpaced
record of the Buffalo track, in Paris, cover-
ing, the distance in 14:19. He did not take
up pace following until the present season,

his first victory being at the Pare des Princes
over a distance of thirty kilometres; Bac,
Guignard, Michael, Dussot, Rujere, Walpic
finishing behind him. Afterward he rode
many successful races, and was one of the

very few pace followers who defeated Wal-
thour.

Wrestling with the Word "Bicycle."

The word "bicycle" is a foolish hybrid
compound, half Latin and half Greek, says
a man learned in derivations. Latin would
have given us "birote," and Greek would
have given us "dicycle." English would
have given us "twiwheel," but native forms
are not much sought after in these days of

culture.



NOT EXACTLY

Christmas Bells
but this is a good time to

make your purchases of

BEVIN BELLS.
They are the "best ever,"

and there are so many
different patterns, at so

many different prices, that

we are in position to

please all comers.

The Same is True of

Bevin Trouser Guards

and

Bevin Toe Clips.

Have We Heard From You Yet ?

Bevin Bros. Mfg. Co.
EASFHAMPTON, CONN.

THE BICYCLING WORLD
Unfathered Tale from Florida.

i.' rom Florida comes a report that a syndi-

cate of wealthy men is making plans to hold

a monster carnival of sports there next year.

Grounds are to be secured at Ormond or

Palm Beach, while the beach between Day-

tona and Ormond is to be used for automo-

bile racing. Cycle races are to be part of the

programme, but no intimation is given as to

whether the cycle races are to be held on a

track or on the beach. The gentlemen back

of the project have so far modestly withheld

their names.
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Midnight Scorch to Valley Stream.

For the third time the Long Island Division

of the Century Road Cluh Association will

conduct its "dawn of the New Year" race to

Valley Stream, the start from Bedford Rest,

Brooklyn, being made at 12:01 a. m. on the

morning of January 1. Some fifteen prizes

are already listed and others are in sight.

In addition, the Jones trophy, which goes to

the rider winning it three times, will be

awarded the first man to reach Valley

Stream.

Helvatia's Home Trainer Contest.

In connection with their fifth annual ball

on January 21 next, the Helvetia Wheelmen,

New York, will hold a one-mile home trainer

contest, which they say is "for the champion-

ship of New York State." Diamond, gold

and silver medals are offered as prizes. En-

tries will close on January 16 with H. Koller,

No. 678 East 161st street.

OILER.
For High Grade Bicycles. The best and neatest Oiler in the

market. DOBS NOT LEAK. The " PERFECT " is the

only Oiler that regulates the supply of oil to a drop. It is ab-

solutely unequaled. Price 25 cents each.

We make cheaper oilers, also.

Cushmati & Denison Mfg. Co., 2^0-2 W. 23d St.. N. Y .

STARR

BELLS
Our 1905 line of

Bicycle Bells is now
ready. We have
added several new
styles, and it will

pay you to write us

before placing your
contract.

The Starr Bros.

Bell Company,

Easthampton, Gonn-

When the

New York Police Dep't

finally decided to use motor bicycles,

they placed their order for the

INDIAN,
The Gold Medal Winner.

THE

SAME CAUSES
that have operated to make the Indian the

Most Popular Motor Bicycle

in tlie World

brought the police order, as they operate

to bring the orders of all men who con-

sider well before purchasing.

For the second time, the blll-cHmblng championship
of Aeiv Zealand was won by an Indian, on October

20tb last. Three other American machines and six

English ones tried for the honor. At home or abroad.

It Is always the same story—the Indian leads, uphill,

downhill or on the level.

Are you on our mailing list ? Our

1905 literature will soon be ready.

HENDEE MFG. CO.,

Springfield, Mass.

NEW YORK AUTO SHOW, Stand 17.

CHICAGO, Stand 294.

Pacific Coast Representatives, '

THE BRUNETTE COMPANY
401 NllsslonSt^ San Franelsoo, 0»l.
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The Week's Patents.

775,935. Bicycle. Charles E. Pierce, Buf-

falo, N. Y. Filed Aug. 13, 1903. Serial No,

169,338. (No model.)

^ Claim.—1. In a bicycle, in combination with
the trout torlcs and the steering head tube, a
head crown, a fork crown, said head crown
rigidly secured to said steering head tube.and
said fork crown rigidly secured to the front
forks, a pivot uniting said crowns aud having
its axis transverse of the machine and suiv

stautially interesected by the axis of said
tube, a shaft secured to said fork crown of

lesser diameter than the internal diameter of

said steering head tube, and extending up-
wardly with said tube, and a spring or springs
for limiting the movement of said shaft with-
in said tube, substantially as aud for the pur-
pose set fortli.

77(3,463. Vehicle Wheel. Emery Gates,

Modesto, Cal. Filed Jan. 4, 1904. Serial No.

187,634. (No model.)

Claim.—1. In a vehicle wheel, the combina-
tion with a continuous rim, of a dovetailed
circumferential channel therein, a rubber
tire composed of a plurality of independent
arc sections, a base to each tire section, con-

forming to the shape of the circumferential

channel of the rim, one or more openings in

the rim for the insertion of the tire sections

within the rim's channel, and means for

clamping the tire sections and detachably
connecting the same to the rim.

776,700. Sparking Device for Internal Com-
bustion Engines. Charles E. Sterne, San
Diego, Cal., assignor to Sterne Bros. Co., San
Diego, Cal., a corporation of California. Filed

May 2, 1901. Serial No.. 58,530. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a sparking device, the com-
bination with electrodes which are normally
out of contact, of a rocker arm for causing a
contact, the free end of which is perforated
and provided with a concave seat on each
side, a shouldered rod projecting through said
perforation, convex clamping means, one on
each side of said arm, one of them being
rigid and the one between the shoulder and
arm being movable, a spring between said
shoulder and the movable clamping means,
said spring being strong enough to return
said parts to their normal position by press-
ure upon said clamping means, a guide for
supporting the free end of the rod, and means
for moving the rod longitudinally.

776,661. Bicycle. Nelson J. Greenison,

New York, N. Y. Filed May 3, 1904. Serial

No. 206,114. (No model.)

Claim—1. A driving gear for bicycles, com-
prising a supporting frame, a pair of pedal
levers pivoted on the frame between their
driving and driven ends, the said levers hav-

ing each one straight slotted end, a driving
axle having gears thereon, and a second set
of gears meshing with the axle gears and pro-
vided with pins which enter the slots of the
levers, the levers and pins being arranged in
relation to each other so that the pins have
a constant bearing on the levers during the
entire rotation of the gears.

776,697. Puncture Plug for Pneumatic Tires.

Fred A. Sieverling, Kansas City, Mo. Filed

April 4, 1903. Serial No. 151,124. (No model.)

Claim—1. A puncture plug comprising two
members adapted to be secured upon the
inner and one upon the outer side of a pneu-
matic tire, the inner member having a shoul-
der upon which the tire is adapted to be
clamped, and having extending beyond said
shoulder an elliptical projection adapted to
enter and fit a hole provided in the tire, the
said projection having two screw threaded
holes, the outer member having two holes
disposed so as to register with the screw
tlireaded holes, aud two screws for mounting
in the holes of the outer member and engag-
ing the threaded holes of the inner member.

"The A. B. C. of Electricity" will aid you
in understanding many things about motors
that may now seem hard of understanding.
Price 50 cents. The Goodman Co., 154 Nas-
sau street. New York. *»

PICK UP ONE Y
SELLING

It Is not only the finest thing on earth for cleaning and redressing frames, rims and all enameled parts of Bicycles, but IT IS SIMPLY INVALU-
ABLE FOR HOUSEHOLD USE.

A little effort in the way of circular distribution or personal canvass among housekeepers, during the dull season for bicycle trade, will result
in the building up of a fine and permanent business in this line.

Liquid Veneer perfectly cleans and redresses Furniture and Interior Woodwork. Makes everything brand new.
Many housekeepers use it regularly when dusting, because dust adheres to the cloth moistened in Liquid Veneer and Is carried away, leaving the

surface immaculately clean, perfectly dry and highly polished.
Liquid Veneer affords a liberal margin of profit to the dealer. It Is extensively advertised in the leading periodicals. Write for our propositions

to the trade.

BUFFALO SPECIALTY MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Buffalo, N. Y.

Every DogHas His Day!
THIS IS THE TIME TO

BUY YOUR BICYCLES AND SUPPLIES.
A/I Standard Goods and Supplies for Bicycle and

Automobile Builders and Dealers.

EXCELSIOR SUPPLY CO., - 233-5-T Randolpli Street, Chicago, IlL
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That famous Motorcycle, the

30^

AUTO-BI
With its

Cushion Frame, Spring ForK and

Combination Steel and Leather Belt

Embodies the acme of Motorcycle luxury

and reliability.

MADE BY

E. R. THOMAS MOTOR CO., Buffalo, N. Y.

"D. & J." HANGERS

Single,

Tandem,

Triplet,

ABSOLUTELY THE BEST Quad and
^— Motor Cycles.

Lightest, Nearest Dust Proof, and
Easiest Running Hanger in the World.

Up-to-date Dealers handle

HUDSON

BICYCLES
Sole manufacturers of the celebrated

O. and J. HANGERS.
Write for our terms and prices, and special territory proposition.

HUSTLING AGENTS WANTED.

THE HUDSON MFG. CO., Hudson, Mich.

|H^^^^H

•

"A delight from beginning to end."

A WINTER
ON THE
PACIFIC COAST.

For an eastern person there is nothing

quite so enjoyable as a winter on the

Pacific Coast, that country being de-

lightful during the winter months from

Southern California to Seattle. It is

reached best from the east by the

NEW YORK CENTRAL LINES,

which form a part of all the great trans-

continental routes. Any New York Cen-

tral ticket Agent will tell you about it.

A copy of No. 5 of the "Four-Track Series"
"America's Winter Resorts," will be sent free, to
any address, on receipt of a two-cent stamp, by
George H. Daniels, General Passenger Agent, New
Yorlc Central & Hudson River Railroad, Grand
Central Station, New York.

All Types of

Chain and Chainless

Models

at all Prices.

POPE MANUFACTURING CO.
Hartford, Conn. Chicago, III.

Juvenile Machines

for the

Holidays.

Motor Bicycles
which bear the mark of

POPE QUALITY.
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WANTS AND FOR SALE.
1 5 cents per line of seven words, cash with order.

TX/rUST SELL—^125 or best, imported 2 3-4 h.p-

"Automoto" Motorcycle, ' handlebar con-

trol
; nearly new ; only ridden 900 mile^ ; clincher

tires ; spare tube ; owner going abroad ; trial.

ALLINGHAM, Trumansburg, N. Y.

PATENT FOR SALE, or will place on royalty,

a new principle in cycle attachments. Patent

will issue December 27th under head of "Child's

Chair for Bicycles." If interested, address ERIK
PETERSEN, C. 17, Colorado Springs, Colo.

"l^fANTED—Everyone interested in motor bi-

cycles to pvrchase "Motocycles and How to

Manage Them." Contains 126 pages bristling

with intormation. Ji.oo per copy. For sale by

The Goodman Co, 1 54 Nassau St., New York City.

THEN EW

"WON'T LEAK"
Right Angle Pump Nipple

NO PACKING to wear and get
leaky.

STEEL POINT. Absolutely Air
Tight.

Just what the Trade has been wanting.

Oar J905 line of bicycle repair parts will

interest every dealer. Send for our Catalogue.

A. NELSON MFC. CO.,

69 So. Canal Street, Chicago.

ALU ROADS ARE EASY WHEN THE

BALL
RETAINER

IS LJSI^D.
With millions in dally use, it has stood the test for

more than five years and is adaptable to ball bearings of

any kind.

If you are users of ball bearings we would be pleased to hear

from you and mail you our catalog with the latest information

which we know would be profitable and interesting to yon.

THE STAR BALL RETAINER 00., Lancaster. Pa.. U. S. A.

HIGH GRHDE
wheels must have the

best equipments.

There is nothing that gives mwe valae fer

the money than the use of the

MORSE r5S.^r CHAIN

NOISELESS IN MUD, WATER OR
DUST AND ALWAYS EASY RUNNING.

The only chain having Prictlonlesd

Rocker Joints. Insist on having the

Morse Twin Roller. Fits regular

sprockets.

Sena lor Catalogue and

Trade Price to

Morse Chain Co.. Trumansburg;, N. Y.

Bicycle and Hutomobile

SUPPLIES.
Lowest Prices. Prompt Shipments.

JOS. STRAUSS & SON, Buffalo, N. Y.

CATALOGUE.
Thor Motor and Parts for Motorcycle and

Hubs and Parts for Bicycle on application.

AURORA AUTOMATIC MACHINERY CO.,

AURORA, ILL.

nejtal for Brazing Purposes.

A metal to stand brazing must not crack

or melt during the brazing operation. Or-

dinarily, yellow brass and composition will

not do this. A good yellow brass brazing

metal is composed of three parts of copper

and one of spelter. Tin or lead should not

l)e added, as both these metals tend to make
the alloy red-hort. This miture is used

for the manufacture of brazed brass tubes,

and is excellent for sand castings. It has

been said that tin should not be used, but

from 1 to 2 per cent, of tin is allowable,

altuough, except the mixture is too soft, its

use is not to be recommended. The melting

point of the three to one alloy is widely dif-

ferent from that of the brazing solder (half

spelter and half copper), so that there is

no danger of the metal melting during the
operation.

Special Stampings
F-ROIVI

SHEET METAL
THE CROSBY CO., - Buffalo, N.Y.

Bicycles a' Motorcvcies
HIGH-GRADE LEADERS.

FowlerMansonSherman Cycle IVIfg. Gs.,

241 S. Jefferson St., Chicago.
Write for terms.

JOHNS. LENG'SSON&GO.
93 Reade Street, NEW YORK,
CARRY A COMPLETE STOCK OF

Bicycles, tires, sundries.
CAREFUL ATTENTION PAID TO

RROIVlF>-r SMIRIVIErM-r.

tm
ommMMsuimtE
FommiQOHsmam
mfmmmm^

WORCESTER PRESSED STEEL COMPANY
Successor to

WORCESXER RERRUl-E & IN/IRO.

WORCESTER, MASS.
COIN/IRAIMY,

IHADSJMABK

Manufacturers of Light and Heavy Stampings in Steel, Brass, Copper, etc.
Automobile and Carriage Fittings. Bicycle Parts and Specialties.

Catalogs showing stock goods mailed upon request. Inquiries solicited,
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SAYS STICK TO CYCLIWG

A. C. C.'s Excursion Into Aulomobiling

Brings Mile Rebuke aad May Bring Police.

The action of the Associated Cycling Clubs

of NeAv York in providing a class for auto-

mobiles in its "dawn of the new j'ear" run

to Youkers and Tarrytown has not met with

entire approbation on the part of its mem-

bers. Some of them feel that their action

in this regard is in the nature of an unwar-

ranted departure from its specified objects.

At its meeting on Thursday night the New
York Motorcycle Club gave voice to this

feeling by the adoption of the following po-

lite "stick to your last" resolution:

"Resolved, That the New York Motorcycle

Club view with regret the action of the Asso-

ciated Cycling Clubs of New York in includ-

ing automobiles in its New Year's contest,

and that its delegates to the A. C. C. be
instructed to respectfully urge that the asso-

ciation confine its efforts to the promotion

of cycling in its several forms."

Although the automobilists themselves

have displayed no interest in the affair, late

yesterday an overwise and ambitious cop who
recently was mixed up in a police scandal

is said to have notified Police Headquarters

that an "automobile race" was on tapis,

and the order has gone forth to stop it.

Whether this means trouble for the cyclists

remains to be seen. In previous years there

was no attempt at interference, and if this

should come to-uight, it will mean simply

that the riders must hold themselves well

in hand until the open country is reached.

There are many patches of packed snow on
the road, and it will help make the going

interesting.

Meanwhile, the preparations for the his-

toric run, which has survived the shocks of

many winters and the decline of cycling as

a fad, are well in hand. There are more
prizes than ever on the list. The first cyclist

to reach Yonkers will receive the Simms tro-

phy, the O'Neill medal and a bottle of cham-
pagne; the second, a pair of Palmer tires,

and the third, a Standard two-speed gear.

The first motorcyclist will be awarded the

Oatman solid silver cup and a bottle of

champagne. For the arrivals at Tarrytown
the prizes will be as follows: For cyclists,'

the Gerbereaux trophy, the Oatman medal,

a Columbia bicycle, a bottle of champagne,

a pair of tires, a lamp and a Persons saddle;

for the motorcyclists, the Pitman trophy, a

bottle of champagne and a pair of Hartford

tires.

The pedal pushers will be started at 12:01

a. m. on the 1st, and the motorcyclists 30

minutes later.

Ireland Hints at a Revolution.

Ireland, which gave to the world the pneu-

matic tire, "may again revolutionize the

making of the safety bicycle."

This deep, dark, mysterious hint is dropped

by the Irish Cyclist. What it means or por-

tends probably only the Irish Cyclist knows.

It gives no intimation of the nature of the

possible revolution, merely dropping the hint

as quoted, and adding that "many interest-

ing rumors have reached its ears."

Lucey Family Incorporates itself.

James Lucey, the veteran Troy (N. Y.)

dealer, has incorporated his business as the

Troy Automobile Exchange; capital, $.5,000.

With himself, Victoria L. and Cornelius, of

the Lucey family, constitute the directors.

They will continue to handle bicycles.

New York Jobbing House Expands.

The New York Sporting Goods Co., who
are going into automobile supplies, have

leased the entire building 15 Warren street,

New York. They have also secured the ser-

vices of Charles Richards, for many years

E. J. Willis's right hand man.

Olson Urows Ambitious.

Albert E. Olson, the Toledo man, whose

bicycle saddle springs are fairly well known,

is endeavoring to form a stock company to

market his goods. His preliminary plans

place the capital stock of the proposed com-

pany at $20,000.

Firm Transformed Into Corporation.

Tenney & Sikking, Decatur, III., have been

incorporated, with $25,000 capital, to deal in

bicycles and farm implements. The incor-

porators are W. A. Sikking, Myrtle B.

Knight, F. M. Tenney.

SITUATIoi^ IN SOUTH

Demand for Bicycles Is Maintained, but

there's Cotton on the Horizon.

J. D. Anderson, the vice-president of tht

Iiartford Ruhber Works Co., who last week

returned from a swing around the South,

confirms the previous reports of the good

condition of the bicycle business that mark?

that section of the country.

In company with the Hartford Rubber

Works's Southern representative, Arthur W.
Kirk, Mr. Anderson spent from the 6th to

the 21st in visiting the principal Southern

centres, among them Atlanta, Savannah and

Augusta, in Georgia, and Jacksonville,

Tampa, Miami and Daytona, in Florida.

He states that he was particularly im-

pressed with the number of bicycles sold and

in use in all of the places he visited. His

ohservations, he said, led to the opinion that

the aggregate sales of bicycles in any of the

cities named is greatly in excess of the busi-

ness done in any of the Northern or Eastern

cities of corresponding size. He also found

that, while high grade tires are in demand—

of which the Hartford obtains its f\i\l share-

-

there is a prime call for cheap tires. He in-

stanced Jacksonville, where, he said, there

are a great many comparatively cheap wheels

disposed of which carry with them cheap
tires.

"While the general business situation is

n-uch improved," said Mr. Anderson, "in

Ceorgia one obtains a strong impression that

:he future, very much and very naturally,

depends entirely upon the market price of

cotton. At the present moment the Southern

people have the cotton on hand, with no de-

ttiand except at a price that leaves no profit

for the glowing."

This, j^e said, is tlie only possible disquiet-

ment on the horizon.

Small Fire In Boston.

Fire in the building on Atlantic avenue, in

which A. G. Clark & Co., Boston, Mass., had
quarters, caused slight damage to the stock

of the concern last week.
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NOVEMBER NOT SO BAD

That is, Exports Did Not Drop so Heavily

—But Tliey Did Drop.

By' comparison with tlie yast few months,

the November report of exports of bicycles

and parts leaves no ground for complaint.

The figures still sliow a loss, it is true. But

the loss is a small one, and the comparison

is with a fairly good month. The figures are

$9(i,141 for November, 1904, and $107,882 for

tn^ previous year.

A number of surprises are revealed by an

examination of the figures in detail. Per a

wonder, there are nearly as many gains as

losses, and while the balance is- of course,

against the former, the matter is not so one-

sided as it has been of late. Japan shows a

wonderful power of recuperation amid the

stress of war, practically doubling the pur-

chases of a good month in 1903. The fig-

ures are $32,194 and $1G,7G0, respectively.

The Latin-American countries also make a

splendid showing. Argentina heading the

list with a jump from i,017 in November,

1903, to $4,153 last mouth. Cuba, Mexico

and Colombia also show substantial gains,

the figures being, in round numbers, $1,000,

$600 and $400, respectively. Other Europe,

with a gain of $1,700, Belgium, with $1,300,

and France, with $700 increase, round out

the encouraging side of the ledger.

The United Kingdom bears off the palm in

the matter of losses. Her purchases dropped

from $22,354 to $12,896. The Netherlands

and British Australasia each fall off to the

extent of $5,000.

The figures in detail for the month and

eleven months, respectively, are as follows

for the corresponding periods:

Nov
1903.

Exported to— Values.

United Kingdom $22,354

Telgium 1,888

France 1,649

Germany 4,270

Italy » 3,664

Netherlands 7,565

Other Europe 9,526

British North America 2,831

Central American States and
British Honduras 257

Mexico 2,797

Cuba 1,040

Other West Indies and Bermuda.. 2,250

Argentina 1,017

Brazil 390
Colombia 94
Venezuela 65

Other South America 1,602

Chinese Empire 4,604

British East Indies 1,868
Hongkong 1,068

Japan 16,760
British Australasia 11,205
Philippine IslancL,,,^^^^...^^ 4,378
Other Asia and Oceania 495
British Africa 3,458
All other Africa 787
Other countries

Total $107,882

One Field for Winter Endeavor.

It is a failing. with most people that they

will not cycle throvigh the winter months.

The machine gets put away in some odd cor-

ner; it may have the nickelled parts coveted

with grease or it may not—more often "may
not." Anyway, by these people it is regard-

ed as something of a nuisance, and When
there is no spare room no doubt it is a very

real nuisance. This being so, the advice

printed belovi', while it has been given again

and again, is both pointed and timely:

"jNIost (^ycle dealers could at a pincii find a

spare room or a dry loft or shed in which

cycles could b6 comfortably stored. Then
why not notify the cyclists of the district, or

those among them who do not cycle through

the winter, that you are prepared to fetch

the cycle away and store it until wanted for

a trifling sum a week?" suggests a contem-

porary. "You might even go further and

suggest that as winter roads ai'e muddy, you

would be pleased to arrange for machines to

be brought to you after each ride, that you

would clean carefully -"-^ hold in readiness

for the next spin at a very moderate charge.

Many a careful housewife would see to it if

such facilities were available at a moderate

cost; she would have no cycles always in the

hall, to say nothing of the mud and mess in-

separable from the storing of cycles within

doors during bad weather.

"This idea, worked to the full extent of its

possibilities, should be the means of introduc-

ing a good deal of repair work, for the sim-

ple reason that if a cyclist is storing his or

her machine at a certain address, any repair-

ing which that cycle may call for must eithet

come to that address or the cyclist be willing

to make a supplementary journey elsewhere,

a most unlikely contingency if charges and

work be honest and attention always prompt

and courteous."

DEALERS OP LONG AGO

Tilings They Had to Contend With of

Which Later Generations Know Ltttlet

ember, 11 Months Ending November,
1904. 1902. 1903. 1904.

Values. Values. Values. Values.
$12,896 $372,042 $231,991 $232,750

3,104 43,661 47,427 49,762
2,390 173,886 103,692 76,273

2, loo 248,821 129,892 106,170
2,996 62,876 49,027 35,377
2,669 130,773 106,831 76,406

11,226 277,196 172,427 151,537
2,707 166,089 147,288 111,059

522 2,705 - 2,567 4,134
3,3.57 24,785 49,757 40,671
1,998 10,768 15,514 31,581
2,163 44,175 30,168 30,072
4,153 6,612 11,897 19,.321

6,315 8,322 11,850
472 897 755 5,007
73 456 380 332

418 18,276 17,743 13,066
813 24,408 20,091 11,808
645 47,291 23,120 16,321
260 5,498 7,040 3,545

32,194 374,528 371,.536 308,080
6,403 200.9(i2 287.020 151,757
776 18,857 25,946 5,964

1,035 26.665 23.538 17,040
109.228 43.128 5,977

706 9,357 5,940 4,728
12 63 88

$96,141 $2,407,139 $1,934,100 $1,520,676

"The cycle ageilt of twenty to twenty-flve

years ago had a very great deal to do id

building up the trade which has assumed silch

great dimeilsioriSt" gays & Vetei^dn ttades-

maii itl the current issue of the Cyclist. "He

acted the part of a missionary in converting

the general public to a belief in what was

then practically a new form of locomotion.

Everybody who wished to cycle had to be
taught how to ride before he could be per-

suaded into placing an order for a machine;

objections on the score of danger had to be
met, and fond parents reasoned with at

length before they would allow their sons to

take the initial step in learning.

"The workshop was then an important de-

partment of each agent's business, and the

smith was the chief workman; there were
no fittings to be bought I'eady finished In

the early days; there were very few cycling

newspapers, and even these did not contain

articles calculated to assist the agent in his

workshop—he had to rely upon his own me-

chanical knowledge and ordinary common
sense; rims were made out of V angle iron,

rolled to shape and welded together; spokes

were made from coils of wire that was cut

to length and straightened and headed In

clamps in the vice before being- inserted in

the three-eighthe-incb nipples, the other ends

being headed In Small hand clamps after

being put through the rims. Ball or roller

bearings were then unknown; backbones were
forged out of the solid with the end split up
to make the back forks for the little wheel

at rear; the cement pot was largely In evi-

dence for securing rubber tires to rims, and
emery cloth was in constant demand for

keeping the machines bright.

"The agent bad to devote a considerable

amount of time to fostering the growth of

clubs, which helped materially to create the

demand for more machines, in addition to

being a means of protection to riders, whom
the majority of horse riders and drivers con-

sidered it their business to harass and who
were stigmatized as 'cads on castors.'

"In the early days, the hiring trade was a

very important branch, and fairly lucrative,

although a lot of damage was done to ma-
chines hired, and it was not always practi-

cable to recover the amount. Many of the

bicycle handle bars were made of Bessemer
steel, and these did not require many falls

to put them out of shape, while bent cranks

and pedal pins were a frequent occurrence.

Speaking of handle bars, it is curious how
the popular taste varied. At one time they

were barely twelve inches wide; later they

gradually developed into twenty-six inches,

and then, after a time, went back to eigh-

teen inches.

"With the large wheels which were In

vogue at this time (and many of the early
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tricycles had wheels as high as 54 inches),

buckled wheels formed a big feature in the

repair shop. Cliain driven tricycles were
also good customers to the worlvshop, the

wear and tear of tlie gear boxes and band
bralvcs necessitating frequent adjusting;

chain wheels were not so accurately milled

then as they are now; axles were constantly

being bent, and steering pinions being re-

placed.

"Stove enamelling was unknown then.

John Harrington who introduced this proc-

ess later on, being at that time a cycle

agent and maker at Ryde, where he pro-

^uced liis 'Arab' bicycle with chain band
brake on front wheel hub. A great many bi-

cyles were iinished all bright, and at one

period there was a good sale for burnished

chains, to keep up their polish. When paint-

ing the machines came into vogue it was of

the carriage type, with fine lines, and the

cost of this was considerably more than pres-

ent day enamelling."

INDIAN INNOVATIONS

Johannesburg as a Cycling Center.

"There is probably no city in the world

where the bicycls is more generally used

than in .Johannesburg—doubtless owing to the

lack of other convenient or rapid locomotion

—the consequence being that hundreds of bi-

cycles may be seen standing along the "kerb"

or lining the main staircase to a suite of of-

flces—in the latter case the machine is kept

in position by catching one pedal in the

balusters—and as the majority are not

chained or secured in any way, there is

nothing to prevent one from walking off

with a mount to which they may have taken

a fancy," writes a South African correspond-

ent.

"Before a Kaffir—or Indian coolie, who is

really the worst offender in this particular

pastime—can paint a machine yellow he has

to take it to some convenient place, and it

was with the idea of stopping him before

he has got this length that a new by-law
designed to cope with this feature was sug-

gested. A system of cycle registration is in

vogue in Johannesburg, every machine hav-

ing to carry a small metal plate, stamped
with the registered number."

The Retail Record.
*
Christiansburg, Va.—Lester & Co., discon-

tinued.

Los Angeles, Cal.—Frederick Pickles, sold

out to J. E. Livesey.

Gilroy, Cal.—V. Reed Forsythe, sold out
to J. W. Forsythe.

Leominster, Mass.—L. F. Burke, new store
at 43 Monument street.

Kalamazoo, Mich.—Kalamazoo Cycle Co.,

G. R. Stover becomes sole owner; F. G. Wil-
son retires.

According to a Dublin man who recently
visited all of the English centres, there is

more cycling done in the Irish metropolis in
one week than is done in a month in London,
Birmingham and Coventry.

Several Ingenious Improvements Made in

Famous Motor Bicycle— Is now^Leverless.

It has been common gossip for some little

time that Designer Hedsti-om has had his

ingenuity in active operation, and that when

the Hendee Mfg. Co., Springfield, Mass., dis-

closed the Indian motor bicycle of 1905 the

result would be found in the form of at least

two notable improvements. The disclosure

was made this week, and proves that antici-

pations have not been vain. While the two

improvements in question, an ingenious and

adjustable cushion fork and a throttle grip,

ever. With the double grip control there Is

no necessity whatever of removing the hands
from the handle bars for any cause whatever,

this ability to increase or decrease the power
afforded by throttle by a mere twist of the

wrist on a bad hill or a soft road being of no
small importance.

The Indian cushion fork has been thorough-

l.v tested out in every conceivable manner,

the Hendee people say, and has not beiir

found wanting. The fork itself is practically

in two pieces. The spring carried in the small

cartridge at the front compresses under the

load, and under concussion the small spring

in the back relieves the jar, conseqnentlj

the forward part of the machine is hung be

tween these two springs, the action being

THE INDIAN OF 1905.

"stand out," at least figuratively, they are

by no means the limit of the improving ef-

fort. Among the other conspicuous new
things is the new Splitdorf torpedo spark

coil—so called because of its shape—and the

special lamp bracket lug. The new coil is

more powerful than any hitherto used, and
in it lead insulation is substituted for rub-

ber. Tlie lamp bracket lug is a good ex-

ample of Hedstrom ingenuity. The last sea-

son's experience demonstrated that longer

and more scientific lugs were desirable to

prevent the possibility of crystalization or

breakage at the head. Accordingly Hed-

strom produced such lugs, and by permitting

the lower one to project forward he made
of it an admirable lamp bracket. Hitherto

it has not been possible to attach a lamp to

other than the forksides of the Indian.

The "double grip control," as the Hendee

people style the system of handle bar con-

trol, which is completed by permitting the

throttle to be operated by the twist of the

left grip, makes of the Indian a really lever-

less machine. There remains not a projec-

tion of any sort. The spark is controlled by

the right grip in exactly the same manner as

in 1904, and on the 1905 machine the thi'ot-

tle, as stated, is controlled by the left grip,

the controlling device being practically the

same as has been used on the spark during

the last season,although several slight

changes hate been made in its construction,

which makes it stronger and better than

on the two bolts at the hinged joints.. By
screwing up on the nut on the forward spriijg

any desired tension of the spring can be ob-

tained. This adjustment admits of differfnt

tension for the different weight riders, and

also a different tension for the condition of

the roads in different sections of the coun-

try. By screwing up the nut fully the fork

becomes rigid.

The compensating sprocket, hitherto a $5

"extra," and the Brooks imported saddle

will form a part of the regular equipment,

in which are also included the new throtlle

grip, new fork and new coll. The price of

the Indian will remain the same, $210.

Where Dealers are Prosperous.

At the recent annual meeting of the Aus-

trian Cycle & Motor Dealers' Association it

was stated that the best machines had not

only kept their prices steadily, but some of

them had even borne an advance without

showing a falling off in business. From Ger-

many comes a report to the same effect, both

agreeing that the people do not mind pay-

ing a good price for a first class machine.

In Austria the price for recognized stand-

ard machines varies between $40 and $60;

only cycles without a recognized name can

be had from $25 to $35. The Austrian As-

sociation is very prosperous, as can be seen

from its donation of 2,000 kronen for the im-

proving and starting of cycle paths near

main roads.
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THE WISE RIDER BUYS THE NATIONAL.

THE SATISFIED RIDER BUYS AGAIN

A sale easily made means quick profit to the

dealer. Wherever you find a dealer pushing the

NATIONAL, you meet a successful one.

Get in line for the NATIONAL Agency for

1905. You can make money out of it.

WHAT YOU GET FOR YOUR MONEY IS AS

IMPORTANT AS THE AMOUNT

YOU PAY.

For Agency

May 24, 1904.

This is the fourth year that I have ridden this

wheel and would not trade it for a new one of

any other make. E. F. HAMMOND.

TeXsTddress NATIONAL CYCLE MFG. CO., Bay City, Mich., U.S.A.

IF YOU WANT PROTECTION

:BXJ^r

Fisk Line of Bicycle and Motor Tires.
Prices once made remain. Goods delivered as Samples shown.

No Cut=Throat Dealers can get them. Invest in them.

They are just as safe as Government Bonds.

BRANCHES AND REPAIR DEPOTS:
J}J£ pj^JJ J^UBfiER COMPANY,

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.
Western Sales Office, 52 State Street, Chicago.

BOSTON. BUFFALO. PHIL.ADELJ>HIA. OMAHA.
SPRINGFIELD. DETROIT. WASHINGTON. MINNEAPOLIS.
NEW YORK. CHICAGO. i TORONTO. DENVER,
SYRACUSE3. SAN FRANCISCO. ST. LOUIS. LOS ANGELES

LONDON.
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Good Will and the Traveller.

Years aj;o the spectacular side to the life

of a Ijieycle traveller ceased to exist. No
longer do these ubiquitous itinerants descend

in numbers on cities and towns with huge,

gaudily decorated truuks, lettered in unmis-

takable cl-iaracters and telling all and sundry

that Bill Jones and his Yellow Scorcher were

in town and would hold a public seance at a

designated time. Now modesty—an undue

modesty, perhaps—marks their movements,

and they aim to do tlieir work quietly and

unobtrusively and with all possible celerity.

It will be said that this plan of "hiding

their light under a bushel" is in keeping with

the reduced condition of the industry. There

is something in this view, of course, but in

shaping their course by it many travellers

go entirely too far. They do too much hid-

ing. While brass band and conquering hero

styles of tactics are no longer the proper

thing, it is not necessary to steal into a

town like a thief in the night, and during

one's short stay there act as if on a secret

service mission. The traveller's errand is

not one to l)e ashamed of, as some of them

seem to think. The dealer and some riders,

at least, are interested in the new macliines

he has to show, and a little judiciously plan-

ned plublicity will not be found amiss by

either the dealer or the traveller. The lat-

ter's chief purpose is, of course, to show his

goods and boolc an order for fhem. But he

can profitably combine this duty with an-

other, viz., that of mixing with the dealer's

customers and exchanging views with them.

It often happens that information of value

to his firm will be obtained thereby, to say

nothing of furthering the dealer's interests

and helping him dispose of some of the

goods he has just bought.

Goodwill counts for an astonishing lot in

this world. The traveller who acquires that

of his customer and the latter's customers

has done a good stroke of business for his

principals and made himself much more val-

uable to them.

Courtins the Hardwareman

In consequence of the bold bid for Ms

favor which Rudge-Whitworth is making,

the British hardware dealer is looking with

covetous eyes upon the retail cycle trade.

'Way down in his heart he has a feeling

that the business really belongs to him, and

he believes that he was cozened out of it in

some mysterious and underhand way years

ago. Therefore he welcomes with acclaim

the chance to get at least a portion of it

within his grip again and falls heartily into

the plans of the British price disturber to

accomplish a revohition in the methods of

retailing bicycles. Linked with this desire

is a feeling that the cycle dealer is an ex-

crescence on the body politic—a so-called

merchant who "lags superfluous" on the

stage. This feeling crops out in an article

that appeared in "The Hardwareman," an

extract from which is appended:

I hope all students are reading this jour-

nal closely enough to have seen the announce-

ment that 'The Hardwareman' will give a

special prize of a bicycle to the candidate

Vvho returns the best set of papers in con-

nection with the option subject No. 8, 'Cy-

cles and Accessories,' and I am quite at one

with the editor in what he says about iron-

mongers and the cycle trade. It is a depart-

ment which was largely lost to ironmongers

when the trade sprang up, for want of en-

terprise, and apathy, which gave that super-

fluous person, the 'cycle agent,' a chance

to come into being, and who is now en-

deavoring to keep body and soul together

by selling gi*amophones, cheap and. foreign

incandescent accessories, and even hard-

ware lines. Irouraojigers who, as 'The Hard-

Y. areman' nas pointed out have taken up

cycle business and handled it intelligently

have made it pay, and let me add that by-

and-bye over 90 per cent, of the cycle busi-

ness will be done by the ironmonger, who

ought to have been doing it all the time,

for no one is more favoi-ably situated for

doing it."

The optimism of this pronouncement is

very refreshing. That 90 per cent, of the

business of retailing cycles will ultimately

come into the hands of hardwaremen is a

bold prediction, considering that the British

cycle business requires the services of more

than 4,000 dealers. That taey will relin-

quish their means of livelihood without a

struggle is not to be thought for a moment.

That hardware dealers can do the business

any cheaper than cycle dealers has not been

proved, and it is at least open to doubt.

Certainly, they cannot do it as well, nor as

sympathetically and intelligently. The ex-

perience of the past, in this country, has

demonstrated this.

The memoi-y of many dealers still in har-

ness goes back to the days when the hard-

ware dealers of this country made their at-

tempt to corral a part of the cycle business.

How they at first achieved a considerable

measure of success and then failed to hold

the business, and eventually dropped out en-

tirely, will readily be recalled. This was just

about a decade ago, when the boom period

was at its height, and the fears of some

dealers conjured up a picture of the cycle

agent crowded out by the onslaught of the

dispenser of tenpenny nails.

Why the latter failed to capture the busi-

ness was apparent to close observers at the

time. In a nutshell, it was that bicycles

could not be sold over the counter like nails.

They required to be handled in a sympathetic

manner, by a salesman who knew them and

rode them and was enthusiastic in praise of

them. No ordinary clerk, who was obliged

to consult tags or catalogues to distinguish

one machine from another, could hope to in-

terest a customer, and in most cases the

customer expected to be interested and re-

sented any perfunctory showing of the dif-

ferent machines. Next, it was necessary to

make a machine stay sold as well as to sell

it. To look after this part of the business

properly it was necessary to fit up a repair

shop on the premises or arrange to have

work done outside. Unless outside work was

bid for, the repair department was a heavy
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loss, and this and the natural disinclination

to fit up and run a shop usually led the

hardware people to chose the plan of "farm-

ing out" their work. There was, of course,

a decided disinclination to give the work to

a rival dealer, and a concern doing repair

work only was usually chosen. Even then

it was difficult to evolve a workable plan,

and there was always friction and delay, and

everything, whether guarantee work or not,

had to be paid for. Finally, there was the

disadvantage of having trade secrets pass

into the possession of an outsider. If any

trouble arose, the repairer knew all about

the weak points of the machine and was

seldom chary of airing them.

The result was that most hardware meji

regarded bicycles as a nuisance, and only

the ease with which sales were made and

the good profit derived from them made them

resigned to the continuance of the cycle de-

partment. When the decline set in machines

were no longer easy of sale and everybody

made haste to drop them.

The same causes will operate to-day in

Great Britain. The field may appear allur-

ing from a distance, but at close quarters it

will lose its glamour and prove an unsatis-

factory, if not an unprofitable, one.

LIGHT. ON TWO-SPEEDS

One Who Has Used Them Intelligently

Gives His Experience and Advice.

Encouraging the Amateur.

Dealers who have the l)est interests of both

the trade and the sport at heart will do well

to think over the question of amateur racing

as set forth in another column. Those deal-

ers who are located in cities and towns

where there are idle bicycle tracks, especial-

ly, should be interested in any proposition

that would again open up those courses which

have been allowed to lie idle for the past

two or three years. While perhaps the im-

mediate returns would not be very large in

the way of actual sales of machines and sun-

dries, the ultimate good which a series of

amateur races would bring should more than

compensate the dealers for whatever they did

in the way of prize giving.

The holding of amateur race meets on the

lines proposed need not be confined to cities

and towns where there are specially con-

structed bicycle racing tracks. Such meets

could be held to good advantage on both mile

and half-mile trotting tracks when they could

be secured without too great expense. This

was done in the days before special bicycle

tracks were thought of, and the interest and

enthusiasm that resulted was of unfailing

good effect.

Editor of the Bicycling World: After a

careful study of Mr. La Rue's letter in the

Bicycling World of December 17, I was alto-

gether unable to understand how he could

arrive at tlie conclusion that a low gear is .

slower on a hill,: and if he really found that

he could not keep, up with his 68 with com-

panions using a 101 or thereabouts, tlien the

only conclusion that I can reach is that he
.

was not riding up a grade worthy of the title

of a hill. Now, I; do not want:to go ;so; far

as to say a gear as high as 101 is; absurd;

there seem to be a few who can get good re-

sults by using abuormal gears, but. if I add

that a great many riders are using gears too

high for all around pleasure I believe I am

not overstepping the truth.

We have only to examine the gears used

by racing men, riders who have experi-

mented, are in the Tjest of form and ride on

perfect tracks, to observe that they ride

gears in the neighborhood of 100. This is

true if they ride only for a few miles, or in

a six-day race. Their riding is on the finest

and fastest surface, and, as in the ease of

the six-day event or indoor racing, in the

absence of any wind. What, then, does the

average man want with a gear as high as

101 for road and pleasure riding? I have

done considerable experimenting with the

matter of gears, and have observed the re-

sults obtained by others, arid perhaps I can

render some assistance to those—and there

are many, no doubt—who will select the two

speed device on their 1905 mounts.

Most of my riding has been in rolling and

hilly localities, although I have done consid-

erable over level and very gently undulating

country, such as may be found on Long Isl-

and or on the roads from New York to Phila-

delpliia. My riding companions, by far the

greater part of them, date their cycling ca-

reer back more than a decade, some having

ridden in the days of the ordinary. Out in

this locality the riding territory is quite hilly,

with some levels now and then between,

and the gears in use vary from 56 to 86, the

average being, perhaps, somewhere between

66 and 74. Most of us tried high gears at

some time or other and found them a de-

cided failure, at least for long trips and for

average roads.

Before the introduction of the two speed I

experiiuented with gears ranging from 70 to

83, getting the best results with about 74,

and better results with a lower gear than

anything much higher. I never could climb

hills fast, and usually was the last one up,

this being the case whether I used a low or

a high gear, although I could always climb

faster with a low gear. I could not easily

regain the lost ground on the levels. We do

not scorch on our runs, but each one usually

rides his own pace. Some climb hills faster,

others ride the levels faster, consequently

we are sometimes spread out, and again

biuiched. Under such riding conditions it is

easy to study the effects of gear changes.

Prior to my introduction to the two speed

I was usually among the tail enders, but

since I have been using this device—and 1"

am the only one, I am sorry to say—the order

of things has been reversed. The reason for

this is evident. In the first place, I ride

faster up a hill with my low gear than I did

before; likewise I ride with the wind, on the

level or down a slight grade faster than be-

fore. In short, my riding is faster all around.

Not only have I noticed it when riding with

my companions, but in noticing by my watch
that my average time between places is

faster than before. My first combination on
the two speed was 68 and 92. which I rode

from the early part of last year till late in

the summer of this season. This combina-

tion was a great improvement over the single

gear of 74 that I had been using for several

seasons; the 68 was an advantage on the

hills, and the 92 was nuich more comfortable

and a great deal faster on the down grades.

There were places, however, where the low
gear seemed a little low and the 92 a little

Iiigh, and as I obseiwed that I never pedalled

the 92 uncomfortably fast, I decided to

change the 92 to 8.3, which I am using now;
and this is the ideal combination for me.
There are a few places where the 92 is a

\ittle better for the high, in the same way
that there ai'e a few extremely steep hills

where a 56 would be better on the low than

68; but, in either case, these conditions are

seldom luet with, and therefore these gears

must be left out of consideration. The chief

reason that I get better results with the

68—83 combination is because ray pedal speed

is more nearly a constant factor than it was
before. That is, my rate of pedalling is about

the same ascending an ordinary grade that

it is on the level. With the 68—92 I usually

pedalled faster when using the low than

when on the high.

Any rider who has experimented .with gears

knows that one must become accustomed to

a certain gear before he can use it to the best

advantage. The man who uses a 68 for two
runs and then jumps to 90, and after a few
trips again to something else, will hardly

find out what suits him. Now, this is where
the disadvantage comes in when the gear

ratio is very far apart, such as a combination

of 68—101. The rider never uses either one

enough to become accustomed to it—the low
is always too low and the higu one too high.

My advice to Mr. La Rue is to try the 68—
92 combination, ride it for several months,

and if his riding territory is mostly in level

country, ride the big gear the greater part

of the time; then, when a stretch of sand or

very stiff head wind is encountered, I am
sure he will appreciate his 68.

G. L., Jr., St. Louis.
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THE JOY

of the users of th(

ORROW COASTER BRAKE
is not confined to the

holiday season. It is

spread over the whole

twelve-month. And that

it is real joy, all its users

know only too well.

There are few pleasures

comparable with that ex-

hilirating rush down hill

with a full sense of secur-

ity. Its security is one of

the Morrow's features.

It is accentuated in the

1905 Model.

ECLIPSE MACHINE COMPANY. Elmira, N. Y.
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f^mlitADINGSTANDARD wbzs^mk

THEY'RE COMING YOUR WAY!
OUR TRAVELERS

\A/ith

• C"

The 1905 Rea(lin&[ Standard Bicycles and Motor Cycle.

PROFITS
\A/ill Come Your NA/sy Also

if

Vou Secure The Agency for this Superb Line.
Our I905 Bicycle Ca-talog and IN/lctor Cycle Bookle-t

WILL TELL YOU ALL.

READING STANDARD CYCLE MFG. CO., reading, pa., u. s. a.

NA/rite Xoday.
Distributors for So. Car., Ca. , Fla., Ala., Miss, and Tenn., ALEXANDER-ELYEA CO.. Atlanta, Ca.

Pacific Coast Distributors, THE BRUNETTE CO., 46 1 Mission Str, San Francisco, Cal.

ReadingStandard
^) '^s^m.

When Over One Million People
Regular 10,000 Mile

Cyclometer.

The New Trip Cyclometer.

Price, - - - $1.0<).

The right hand figures represent
tenths of a mile and are In red. The
above Instrument reads 4,387 and 3-10
miles. We can supply the same in-
strument with reading in kilometers
or In Russian versts. The cut is full
ilze.

buy and use them, isn't it pretty

plain that

Veeder Cyclometers

should be in stock in every bicycle

dealer's establishment ?

Honestly, did you ever try to sell

a Veeder Cyclometer? Haven't

they always just sold themselves?

You could sell one with every

wheel.

Price, - - - $2.00.

The cut shows the exact size of the
instrument.
As in the case of the Begular Cy-

clometer, the right hand figure on
Bach dial represents tenths of a mile,
the figures being red. The other fig-

ures are black and give the miles. We
can supply readings in kilometres or
In Russian versts.

.

THE VEEDER MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn.
Makers of CYCLOMETERS, ODOMETERS, TACHOMETERS, COUNTERS AND FINE CASTINGS.
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PRINCE'S CARNIVAL CLOSES

Puts on an Extra Day's Events at Buffalo

and Moves on to Troy.

With the purely pliilanthroinc purpose, ac-

cording to his niinoiuu-enipiit. of giving the

clerlvs aud worlciug people of Buffalo an op-

portunity of witnessing some real bicycle

races, Jack Prince ran extra meets on both

afternoon and evening last Monday on his

indoor track in Convention Hall. He re-

ceived the reward which such generosity de-

served, for tlie events in the evening were

witnessed by a record breaking crowd and

the building was well filled in the afternoon.

Prince was so well satisfied with the at-

tendance that he announced that he would

return to Buffalo in six or seven weeks and

give another week of racing, though he will

endeavor to have more seating accommoda-

tion the next time.

Nat Butler proved to be the star of the mo-

tor pace followers, as the veteran won all of

the races in the regular programme and he

was ahead in his special match with Mett-

ling on Monday night when one of his tires

punctured and he was thrown to the track.

Mettling captured the two-mile run-off. Mett-

ling made the next best showing, with five

victories and three defeats. Butler was the

only one to administer a clean cut defeat to

Mettling, which he did in a three-mile con-

test on the opening night. An exploded tire

gave Cadwell a chance to defeat Mettling on

iast Monday afternoon, and Mettiin.^'s sad-

dle broke on Saturday in his race against

Sutler. Cadwell, hardy Downing and Gus-

sie Lawson each won four aud lost four

races, while Charles Turville had an un-

broken list of defeats.

Prince will hold six days of racing, pro-

fessional motor paced contests and amateur
events, at Troy during the week of January

9, and the week following the party will go

to Albany for another six days of racing.

Hardy Downing left Bufftlo for Salt Lake
City after the races were finished last Mon-
day night. - His place in the motor paced con-

tests is to be taken by Walter Bardgett, of

Buffalo. Fred Ernst, of JRochester, failed to

win anything after Wednesday night, when
he established a track record of 2:05 from
scratch. Ernst claimed that the handicapper

did not give him a fair show, as he was
put into the Jast heat aud had to make up
a gap of 100 yards on the nearest competitor.

All of tile places in the mile amateur- handi-

cap on Thursday night went to riders wear-
ing the colors of the Ramblers Bicycle Club.

Fred Ernst, the lone scratch man, was placed

in the last heat, which was won by a 110-

yard man. The other two starters in the

heat had 130 and 170 yards, the latter being

a full lap and thirty yards ahead of Ernst

at the start. William C. Chadeayne, a local

motorcyclist, rode a mile exhibition just be-

fore the first pacea race. He was not vpry

niufli at home on the" st(M<p ban'ks, and his

time for the mile was 1:")!. Cadwell easily

defeated Turville by one lap in their three-

mile match. The best lace of the night was
the five-mile mateh between Butler and

Downing, the former winning in 8:1<>. But-

ler gained about thirty .vards on Downing in

the first two miles, and was two laps ahead

at the finish. He tried to pass Downing in

the third mile, but Downing fought him off

for two miles. Gussie Lawson had a punct-

xuvCl tire in his match against Metling.

Saunders paced all of the winners of the

motor paced events on Friday night. Btitler

and Cadwell met in the first motor paced

match at three miles. Cadwell got the besC

of the start, but Butler overhauled him after

ten laps of fierce riding. According to some
special timers, Butler travelled at the rate

of 1:21 a mile when he was chasing Cadwell.

Downing seemed out of form, and was
lapped four times by Mettling in the same
number of miles. Gussie Lawson managed
to gain three laps on Turville in their five-

mile match. R. S. Lewis, who had been

badly injured by a fall in the 65th Regiment

games just a week before, won the fourth

heat of the amateur mile handicap in 1:59

from the 90-yard mark. James Dick, who
was second to Lewis in the trial heat from

the 100-yard mark, won the final.

Nat Butler and Mettling were matched for

a five-mile race on Saturday night. Mett-

ling was to be paced by Saunders, while

Fred White was to be Butler's man. The
first mile had been ridden in 1:33, when
Mettling was forced to drop out by a broken

saddle spring. Butler kept on, and covered

the five miles in 8:08. Saunders paced

Downing in his five-mile match against Cad-

well. Downing was but ten feet ahead at

the beginning of the last mile, but Cadwell

seemed to tire, and Downing won by a quar-

ter of a lap. Gussie Lawson won froiu Tur-

ville by fifty yards in their five-mile match.

On Monday afternoon Mettling had a tire

blow up after he had ridden a mile and a

half in his five-mile match with Cadwell.

The feature of the afternoon was the seven-

mile race between Butler and Gussie Law-
son. Butler gained slowly at first, and then

Satinders pulled Lawson out of danger. But-

ler was not to be denied, however, and won
by a small margin. Downing had little

trouble in defeating Turville in a three-mile

race.

All of the contests provided for the holi-

day evening crowd were professional events.

Walter Bardgett and Warren Zurbrick were

matched in a three-heat sprint race, which

Bardgett won by taking the fii'st and third

heats. Butler and Mettling were scheduled

to meet in a ten-mile motor paced race, but

owing to the wear and tear on the motor tires

the distance was cut down to seven miles.

Saunders paced Mettling, and White was on

the other machine. The pair covered the

first mile in 1:30. Just as the second lap of

the second mile was finished Butler's front

tire punctured and he was thrown to the

,j^
track, being badly shaken up. He insisted

on contlnning tiie i-ace, as it had been agreed
to start over again if an accident happened
to either man. The run-off was at two miles,

and Mettling managed to win by a close mar-
gin. Gussie Law.son won from Downing in

:s() close a finish that many of the spectators

thought the race was a dead heat. In his

match against Turville, Cadwell won by one
lap. Summaries:

FOURTH NIGHT—THURSDAY.
One-mile handicap, amateur—Won by Gur-

ney Scheu, Ramblers B. C. (95 .yards); R. S.

Lewis, Ramblers B. C. (110 yards), second;

Charles McCracken, Ramblers B. C. (120

yards), third. Time, 2:081-5. Also ran—C.
ivaycock, Manhattan A. C; Fred Schudtand
James Dick, Ramblers B. C.

Three-mile motor paced match between
Charles Turville, Philadelphia, and Frank J.

Cadwell, Hartford—Won by Cadwell. Time,
5:10. Won by one lap.

Five-mile motor paced match between
Hardy Downing, Los Angeles, and Nat But-

ler, Boston—Won by Butler. Time, 8:16.

Won by two laps.

Four-mile motor paced match between
Gussie Lawson, Buffalo, and Louis E. Mett-
ling, Lowell—Won by Mettling. Time,
6:35 3-5.

FIFTH NIGHT—FRIDAY.
One-mile handicap, amateur—Won by James

Dick, Ramblers B. C. (100 yards); J. M. Tan-
ner, Woodbines (1'20 yards), second; Fred
Schudt, Ramblers B. C. (90 yards), third.

Time, 2:031-5. Also ran—R. J. Hoover, Ar-

delles; R. S. Lewis and C. McCracken, Ram-
blers B. C.

Three-mile motor paced match between
Frank J. Cadwell, Hartford, and Nat Butler,

Boston—Won by Butler. Time, 4:45 3-5.

Four-mile motor paced match between
Hardy Downing, Los Angeles, and Louis E.

Mettling, Lowell—Won by Mettling. Time,
6:21 1-5. Won by four laps.

Five-mile motor paced match between
Charles Turville, Philadelphia, and Gussie
Lawson, Buffalo—Won by Lawson. Time,
8:34 4-5. Won by three laps.

SIXTH NIGHT—SATURDAY.
One-mile handicap, amateur—Won by James

Dick, Ramblers B. C. (60 yards) ; Fred Schudt,

Ramblers B. C. (75 yards), second; A. W.
Holmes, Ardelles (155 yards), third. Time,
1:59 1-5. Also ran-Val Jehle, 65th Regiment;
Gurney Scheu and R. S. Lewis, Ramblers
B.C.

Five-mile motor paced match between
Louis E. Mettling, Lowell, and Nat Butler,

Boston—Won by Butler. Time, 8:08. Mett-

ling's saddle broke after the first mile.

Five-mile motor paced match between
Frank J. Cadwell, Hartford, and Hardy
Downing, Los Angeles—Won by Downing.
Time, 8:09 2-5. Won by one-quarter lap.

Five-mile motor paced match between
Charles Turville, Philadelphia, and Gussie

Lawson, Buffalo—Won by Lawson. Time.

8:34. Won by fifty yards.
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MONDAY'S EVENTS.

Afternoon.
One-mile handicap, amateur—Won by R. J.

Hoover, Ardells (105 yards); Fred Schudt,

Ramblers B. C. (75 yards), second; Charles

J\icoracken, Ramblers B. C. (110 yards), third.

Time, 2:03. Also ran—W. Morton, Toronto;

Gurney Scheu, Ramblers B. C;

Three-mile motor paced match between
Charles Tin-ville, Philadelphia, and Hardy
Downing, Los Angeles—Won by Downing.
Time, 4:44 4-5.

Five-mile motor paced match between Louis

E. Mettling, Lowell, and Frank J. Cadwell,

Hartford—Won by Cadwell. Time, 8:16 1-5.

Mettling's tire blew up at a mile and one-

half.

Seven-mile motor paced match between
Gussie Lawson, Buffalo, and Nat Butler, Bos-

ton. Won by Butler. Time, 11:41 2-5.

Evening.
Special sprinting match, professional, be-

tween Warren Zurbrick. Buffalo, and Walter
Bardgett, Buffalo—First heat, half-mile, won
by Bardgett; time, 1:013-5. Second heat,

one-mile, won by Zurbrick; time, 2:08 3-5.

Third heat and race, ten laps, won by Bard-

gett. Time, 1:44 1-5.

Five-mile motor paced match between
Hardy Downing, Los Angeles, and Gussie

Lawson, Buffalo—Won by Lawson. Time,

8:07 1-5. Won by ten feet.

Three-mile motor paced match between
Charles Turville, Philadelphia, and Frank J.

Cadwell, Hartford—Won by Cadwell. Time,

4:55 4-5.

Seven-mile motor paced match between Nat
Butler, Boston, and Louis E. Mettling, Lowell
—Butler fell after riding one mile and three

laps. Run-off at two miles—Won by Mett-

ling. Time, 3:12.

MOTORCYCLES ON FERRIES

F. A. M. Takes a Hand In the Matter and

Brings Out a 5trons Point.

Identification by Legs and Figure.

A novel competition has been started by

one of the French cycling papers. It pub-

lishes a series of photographs of well-known

racing men mounted on their bicycles in their

usual styles. Their heads, however, are bent

down so as to hide their faces completely,

and, as a matter of fact, white discs are

made to represent their heads. The object

of the competition is to discover the identity

of the riders, and to do so one must look for

evidence in their style of sitting the machine,

the shape of their limbs and the type of the

bicycle. One has to be very familiar with

the appearance of the men and their various

peculiarities of style to succeed in guessing

correctly, and the competition should prove

very interesting to all who follow this branch

of sport. Not long ago the same paper had
a competition in legs, the nether limbs of a

number of well-known cracks being shown in

racing trim. The difference in types was
very extraordinary when the legs of sprinters

and long distance men were thus com-

pared. Most of the riders' legs were abnor-
mally developed, and some looked almost de-

formed; but Major Taylor, on the contrary,
showed a most symmetrical and beautifully
developed pair of legs.

Through its committee on legal action, of

which J. C. Higdon, of St. Louis, is chair-

man, the Federation of American Motorcy-

clists has just projected itself into the ef-

forts to definitely reach a solution of the

transportation on ferryboats of vehicles em-

ploying gasolene for motive power.

There is pending a test case in the United

States District Court, in New York, which is

understood to have been instigated by the

Automobile Club of America. It takes the

form of a libel of the United States govern-

ment against the Brooklyn Ferry Co., own-
ers of the Texas, which is charged with hav-

ing transported a gasolene automobile con-

trary to the regulations of federal statutes.

The case has already had one hearing in

court, at which two college professors ap-

peared as experts and testified that the ex-

plosion in the combustion chamber of a mo-
tor was equivalent to a "flame," as defined

by the law. The United States District At-

torney, who argued the case, also held that

the gasolene contained in the tank of a tve-

hicle might properly be considered freight.

The defendant argued that if this latter

point was sustained a boy who crossed the

river on a passenger ferry with a partly

filled kerosene lamp on his bicycle, or a: man
who carried a small bottle of gasolene in his

pocket, or a woman who might carry home
a small roll of cotton batting—which as loose

cotton is included in the list of articles inter-

dicted by law—would be violating the stat-

ute and rendering the ferry company sub-

ject to a fine of $500 for each violation, as

such articles so convej'ed might then prop-

erly be considered to be freight.

A strong point also was made of the fact

that the automobile in question had been run

aboard the ferry under its own power, prov-

ing that if the explosion in the motor con-

stituted "fire," within the meaning of the act,

that such uue actually existed while the cai'

was aboard the boat. This provided such a

good opening for the motorcyclists that the

president of the F. A. M. brought it to the

attention of Chairman Higdon of the legal

action committee, and the latter has been

prompt to make the most of it.

He has filed a brief on behalf of the Fed-

eration of American Motorcyclists which

makes out a strong case for the riders oj!

the power propelled bicycle, and which

should also prove of no little assistance to

the automobilists themselves. •

As motorcycles have at no time been per-

mitted to go aboard the ferries under their

own power, but instead have been trundled

by hand aboard the boats by their riders-

one ferry even reqiiiring that the gasolene

tanks be first emptied—Mr. Higdon points out

that it is manifest that not even a "spark"

can be held to exist. He also points out

that as a motor bicycle cannot be started ac-

cidentally or by ignorant persons, any al-

legement of danger from that source must
fall.

Mr. Higdon's brief is really a notable con-

tribution, and one that must bear weight pn
the case.

As the court has extended the time for

the filing of briefs, the matter will not again
formally come up until the end of next
month.

Tigers on Home Trainers.

As no one else has come forward to take

the initiative in the projected winter home
trainer tournament,^ the Tiger Wheelmen of

New Y^ork have thrown themselves into the

breach, and on Saturday next, January 7,

will hold a contest, open to all comers, at

their headquarters. No. 424 Seventh avenue.

If sufficient interest is displayed, the Tigers

propose organizing a series of similar events,

to be held weekly or semi-weekly throughout

the entire winter. If this can be brought

about, it is likely that the club will endeavor

to form an amateur home trainer racing

league, on the lines suggested in last week's

Bicycling World.

H. A. Gleisman, president of the club, is

very much captivated with the idea, and,

even if it is found not possible to apply it

to the home trainer tournament, he states

that the Tigers will almost certainly take

the lead in endeavoring to bring about a
league of the sort when the outdoor season

opens next spring. He appreciates that

something of the kind will do much to add
interest to amateur racing and to cycling gen-

erally. To use his own words, "the idea is

too good to go to waste." It will not be
wasted if effort on his part counts for any-
thing.

American Product Wins in Australia.

The first occasion on which a representa-

tive number of American motor bicycles have

"crossed sparks" with a similar complement

of British machines was at the annual hill

climbing contest for the championship of

New Zealand on October 20 last at Christ-

church. It resulted in a signal victory for

the American product, being won by a 1%
horsepower Indian, ridden by W. E. Thomp-
son, in 58 3-5 seconds. An English 3 horse-

power Ariel was second, in 1:03 2-5. The
others finished in the following order: 2%
horsepower Humber, 1:051-5; 2% horsepower

Mitchell, 1:081-5; 3 horsepower Marsh,

1:301-5. A Humber "slewed" and stopped

on one of the turns, an English Universal
shed its belt and a Swift, also from the land
of John Bull, refused to take the grade at

all. Neither the length nor grade of the hill

is given in the report of the contest.

How Horsepower is Calculated.

The power of a motor increases with the

pressure in the cylinder (in pounds to the

square inch), the length of the stroke, the

number of power strokes per minute, and

the area of the piston. These factors, mul-

tiplied together, and the product divided by
33,000, will give the horsepower a motor is

capable of developing.
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ENCOURAGING AMATEURS

How It May be Done and Some of the

Purposes it Would Serve.

"It seems to me that the present day pro-

motor of cycle races is too proue to miuimize

tUe Importance of the amateur as an attrac-

tior.;" said an oldtinler during tile six-day

race. He liad sferved on tli€f racing commit-

tee of bis bicycle club in tbe ddys wlleU cUltJs

were tbe only race meet promoters, and baS

liad a great deal of experience in arrangldg

race programmes. "In tbe old days race

meets at wbicb amateurs were tbe sole com-

petitors were attended by thousands of peo-

ple, and while I would hardly advocate such

a thing nowadays in New York City, still

amateurs do not receive tbe consideration

wblcb they deserve in the smaller cities

throughout the land.

"There is many a good bicycle racing track

up in New England that is going to rack

and ruin which I believe could be made to

pay by running amateiu' races. As times

have changed, so let the promoters change

their tactics. If spectators cannot be induced

to pay their monej- at tbe gate to witness two
opens and the same number of handicap

events, let the promoters get up programmes
that will arouse some interest and make peo-

ple talk about the races for weeks before.

There are many ways by which this can be

accomplished, and one of the best in my opin-

ion is the establishment of a series of local

championship races.

"Let these championships be decided by a

series of races, to be scored just as the points

are for the National Cycling Association's

national championships, 5 points for a first,

3 for a second, 2 for a third and 1 point for

a fourth. Let there be the regular prizes

of jeweli-y or merchandise for each race, and
two or three medals for the leaders in the

points table at the end of the season's cam-
paign. Such a plan would be sure to create

lots of talk, and most of the newspapers in

the smaller cities would be both willing and
anxious to print everything about the prog-

ress of the competition that they could ob-

tain.

"In most small cities it would be found that

the positions of the riders who won points

in the table would be shifted after each
meet. First one and then another would be

at the head of the procession, and that feat-

ure alone would create a great deal of talk,

all of which would, of course, be that much
free advertising for the benefit of the race

meet promoter. The rider who had won a

first would be doing his best to keep in such
physical condition as would assure him a rea-

sonable chance of winning other victories,

and his rivals would train harder than ever
in their efforts to defeat the man at the top

of the points table.

"Such amateur meets could be put on with-

out going to very great expense, and in many
of the cities I believe that the bicycle dealers

>yould naake donations of prizes. Open events

could be run if there was any chance of out

of town amateur cracks coming to the meets,

but the main attraction should be the local

championship contest. The open event could

be at, say, five miles, with a prize offered

for the leader at the end of the most laps.

A special prize of that kind would keep the

bunch going, and, if it did not entail too much
expense, prizes might be offered for the

leader at the end of each mile. There might

be a one-mile handicap, and the championship

race could be at half a mile or even at a

quarter.

"There is a half holiday oQ Saturday after-

noon at many of the shops and factories in

the smaller ]^6w England cities and towns,

and with the admissiOil placed at 25 cents it
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would not be such a difficult matter to draw
enough spectators to pay expenses. Grand-

stand seats could be sold for another 25 cents,

and the promoter should be able to clear

enough on the season to pay for his trouble.

At any rate, his property would not be 'eat-

ing its head off' in taxes and be the dead loss

that so many tracks have been in the last few
years.

"Another feature which could be put on

without great expense would be motorcycle

races. The use of the power driven bicycle

is steadily increasing, and the owners of

them are as proud of the speed of their

mounts as are the owners of the 'Speedway
Kings and Queens' that you hear so much
about here in New York. It would not be

hard to arrange a series of contests for the

local motorcycle championship, the scoring

to be done the same way as in the sprint

races. I have seldom met a motorcyclist

who did not tell me how he had passed

dozens of other motor bicycle riders on the

road, and many of them would be willing to

go into track races against their fellow

townsmen.

"I believe that interest in cycle racing

could be worked up that way in many a

place where it is now supposed to be en-

tirely dead. Intrinsically, it is without any
argument one of the finest sports there is.

If the promoter will use care in arranging

his programme tlicre need be no tedious

waits between heats. The spectators would
soon learn who the riders were, and would
cheer for their favorites as the crowds at

Vaiisburg and Revere Beach do. By going
along in a modest way from the start of the

outdoor season, beginning on Decoration Day,
man}- places could run one or two big meets
near the end of the season. The local cham-
pionships would have aroused enough inter-

est in cycle racing so that all of the profes-

sional sprinters could be brought on for a
regular N. C. A. circuit meet, and the pro-

moter make money on the day's events."

From Cairo to tlie Pyramids.

It is a nine-mile ride from the old towH
of Cairo to the Pyramids—nine miles of

straight, soldier-like date palms. Ordinarily

one would take a donkey to go to the Pyra-
mids instead of a Mcycle, but the latter is a

qniclvei' and also a far more certain way of

reaching the huge brick-built Pyramids. No-
body keeps a bicycle in Egypt; it is too much
trouble. So, for the sake of those who love

this recreation, there are numerous places

where a M'heel can be hired. The drive is

intensely interesting. Out of the town the

Kaser-el-Nil bridge is crossed, and then on
the right is a huge soldiers' barracks, where
a large number of the English troops in

Egypt are quartered. As is known, the tem-

perature is slightly above the mild line, and
this is perhaps one of the principal reasons

for the exiguity of wheels in Pharaohland.

Too much exertion is required to propel a
bicycle, and exertion in this country in any
form pertaining to exercise is rare.

Oiled Roads Resisted Floods.

The recent cloudbursts in the Redlands-

Crafton (Cal.) district demonstrated that

oiled roads will stand up under the heaviest

pressure. In that vicinity there are nu-

merous oiled roads, and, whereas the un-

oiled roads were badly washed and made
unfit for travel, the former came out of the

rush of waters as clean as a floor, and in

nowise injured. One of the principal tests

is Colton avenue, where the flood was so

strong as to sweep away a bridge, but even

the embankment left after the bridge had
gone down stream was intact—the oil pre-

venting the water from even undermining

the roadbed.

Cycling in Dahomey.

In that vast track of land on the west coast

of Africa known as the "white man's grave"

many of the natives are enthusiastic cyclists.

Apparently they are not hampered by strin-

gent police regulations, which govern the

sport in civilized countries, as not long ago a

race between ten natives of Porto Novo, Da-

homey, was run off in the principal street

of the town.
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Eddie Bald Grows Reminiscent.

E. C. Bald—"Eddie Camiou" Bald, to

thousands of old time cycle race spectators,

went home to Buffalo to spend Christmas
Avith his family. He turned up on Saturday
at Convention Hall, where Jacli Prince had
been giving Buft'aloniaus some real racing

for the past weeli, and the three-times Amer-
ican sprint champion was immediately seized

by a local interviewei\ Some of his re-

marks were not without interest.

"I've about given up the cycling end of

the game," said Bald. "With the exception

of a few cities, there is no interest in the

outdoor cycling game. Of course there are

a few places, including Vallsburg, Salt Lalie

City, Atlanta and Boston, where cycling

takes well. If each large city had a cham-
pion or some rider," it would do the game
a lot of good."

"How is thatV" was asked.

"Well, you see," replied Bald, "there would
be a great deal of interest for the public

in going out to see its champions uphold the

reputation of a city. In Aiianta they have

Walthour, and while he. is out of the game
now, I remember when thousands would turn

out to see him in a race.

"No more cycling for me," resumed Bald,

as he watched Nat Butler call for more pace.

"The last time I was on the track was two
years ago at Savannah, Ga. Walthour and
I were to meet in a special race that night,

and I was practising in the afternoon fol-

loAving a motor. There was another ma-
chine and rider on the track and my pace-

maker tried to pass them. We went away
up near the top and then started to cut

across and I hit the back wheel of the other

rider. A spill resulted, and I Avas laid up
for repairs. No more of that game for mine.

This track here is a better one than they

have in Madison Square Garden. The banks
are steeper and better time is made."
"That's a great scheme, that rolling bar

behind the motors," said a bystander.

"Yes," said Bald. "Harry Elkes, Jimmy
Michael and myself brought that idea to this

country from France. We saw how it worked
over there and introduced it in this country.

The riders would never be able to tack onto

pace in the manner they do without that

rolling bar. Michael, I remember, was great-

ly taken up with that scheme."

"When did you see him last?"

"About a year ago, after the six-day races.

He was then in a bad way. He told me at

the time that his physician had ordered him
to rest a j'ear and a blood clot, which he had
on his brain, would gradually disappear. But,

you know, he kept up the pace, and instead

of improving he grew worse. I was not

surprised when I heard, some time after,

that his condition was not improved."

"What do yon think of Walthour and the

bunch that quit in the six-day race?" asked
an inquisitive bystander.

"Well, I don't blame them for kicking if

they thought a lap had been stolen on them,
but it seems to me they should have given

out no statements about the race ; being

crooked. On the other hand, I think the
punishment meted out to them was too se-

vere. They should have been fined, instead
of suspended. Walthour, you know, had
many contracts to fultill, as did some of the
others."

How Ernst's Hopes Were Blasted.

Fred Ernst, the Rochester (N. Y.) amateur
racing man, will follow the Prince circuit as
long as there is a circuit to follow. Ernst rode
at Yailsbm-g the latter part of the recent

outdoor season with very indifferent success.

While he was making his successful effort

last spring to keep his amateur standing he
trained very little and worked- as a conductor
on one of the Newark street car lines. He
had been invited to register as a professional

by the N. C. A. Board of Control, but took
his case before the Board of Appeals. The
Board of Appeals notified him about the mid-
dle of the season that he had not forfeited

his amateur standing and could again com-
pete with the "Simon pures," but by that

time he was in very poor condition on ac-

count of his lack of training.

The action of the Board of Control was a

bitter disappointment to Ernst, as he had
made many ambitious plans last winter. He
had forsaken the mount that he had used

with only fair success in 1903, and intended

to race this year on a Pierce, with which
machine he had Avon many races in 19L)1 and
1902. He did light work in the gymnasium
of the Rochester Athletic Club in the winter

months, and began road riding as soon as he

could. It had been his intention to try for

the American amateur championship at the

St. Louis Exposition in August, and then to

go to London for the world's amateur spriut-

iug chamijionship in September. He had so
little time to train after receiving notice of

the favorable action of the Board of Appeals
that he did not try for either the American
or world's amateur titles.

How Ireland Treats Tramps.

It appears that in the "Emerald Isle" that

"Weary Willie," or the hobo, has now dis-

carded the idea of walking. These speci-

mens of humanity, credited justly with an
absolute hatred for anji-fhing resembling

work, have noAV discovered that less physical

exertion is required in riding a bicycle than

in trudging the roads afoot.

There is, unfortunately for this despicable

person, a draAvback to this new mode of

"hoboing" in vieAV of the fact that the work-

houses Avill not admit them overnight Avhile

they have something Avhich is saleable.

Having a Avheel they are manifestly not des-

titute, but in order to gain the charity offered

by these institutions, the hobo resorts to

cunning, and hides his Avheel before applying

to the casual ward for the night's shelter.

Next day he extracts it from its place of

seclusion and rides calmly along to another

place of refuge.
To put an end to this dream of the tramp

the local authorities have proposed that de-

tectives be provided with motor cars to en-

able them to drop on these spongers on
charity and mete out to them fit punishment,

Where Cycling is at its Best.

" 'Way down" in the south of France is

one of the finest bicycling roads in the world.

From Cannes to Mentone embraces the

French territory only. This same road is

about one thousand miles in length. It be-

gins it Paris and finishes at Ventimigilia.

But by far the prettiest part is betAveen the

two French towns on the Mediterranean.

From Cannes to Nice is as smooth as the

proverbial billiard taljle. After passing Nice

the road ascends the mountain to some dis-

tance. It is an effort to climb then, but once

on these heights, the vicAV is so superb that

one needs only to rest and gaze down on the

bay of Villefranche, the harbor favored

greatly by the foreign warships, and the

sound of the bugles can be distinctly heard.

It is about one mile of climbing, and then once

again the road descends to the town of Ville-

franche, Avith a very picturesque wall all

along the route. There is the old prison,

which is still used for sailors Avho through

imbibing too freely become unruly. Passing

on the outskirts of the town, one comes then

to Beaulieu, Avhich is very appropriately

named, considering the beauty of the place.

Here it is that many distinguished men spend

their Avinters, among whom are James Gor-

don Bennett, the late Marquis of Salisbury

and Sir John Blundel Maple. Mr. Bennett's

villa is one of the largest and most gorgeous

in the vicinity. The green hedge now takes

the place of the Avall, and roses are as plen-

tiful as in a private garden. Here and there

are tropical looking plants, orange trees and
many other plants, Avhich tend to add to the

beauty of the spot. One of the largest hotels

in the south has been built on the bay of

Beaulieu.

Then comes another climb, for Avhich the

cyclist is amply repaid, both by the magnifi-

cent vieAV and the descent dOAvn to Eze. This

village is very small, but, like the other towns

along the Mediterranean, it is patronized by

people Avho wish to have their oavu villas in-

stead of living in hotels. From Eze to La
Turbie is a run of about two miles, Avith a

road both straight and level. Here it is that

the road leaves the sea by passing under a

rock tunnel heAvn out of the mountains.

Leaving La Turbie. one comes to the old

town of Monaco, Avhere gambling Avas first

begun in the principality. It is on the sea
level, and on a promontory can be seen the

Prince of Monaco's old castle.

As one passes slowly tlirough tlie tOAvn it

gives the impression of excessive luxury.

As one turns the corner the Casino looms up
in the distance; opposite it are the Avonderful
gardens with flowers from every country.
Many cyclists are seen around here, as the
road to Mentone is level and bordered by
trees. Mentone was a former home for con-

sumptives, but owing to the objections made
by the municipal authorities those afflicted

with pulmonary diseases are forbidden to

stay in the town, and hence the many sana-
toriums have had to shut their doors. A
ride round Mentone is delightful. The fish-

ermen are seen pulling in the fishing nets,

and from the primitive costumes one might
imagine them from some remote part of Hol-
land. Mentone is an easy two hours' ride
from Nice, and one can hardly conceive a niore

enjoyable way of spending a spring meeting
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K. C. W. GIVES UP ITS HOME

Historic Organization Disposts of its Prop-

erty, Including flany Famous Tropiiies.

The present year lias marked the passing

of an historic old cycling landmark. The

clubhouse at No. 1,255 Bedford avenue, Brook-

lyn, for more than a decade the home of that

rare organization, the Kings County Wheel-

men, has been sold, and will never again be

uses for the purposes for which it was built.

The building is finely located on Bedford

avenue, 'one of Brooklyn's favorite promenad-

ing and driving streets, adjoining the Union

League and directly in front of the heroic

sized equestrian statue of General Grant.

It is but a few hundred yards to the East-

ern Parkway, the gateway to Coney Island

and the system of famous Long Island good

highways typified by the Merrick Road. The

building was erected especially for the Kings

County Wheelmen, and is splendidly ar-

ranged for the home of a riding organization.

It has a frontage of 34 feet and a depth of

95 feet. The three floors contain a wheel

loom, billiard room and meeting hall, with

directors and committee rooms, etc., as ad-

juncts.

The club has been inactive for several

years. An arrangement was made some time

ago with the Alpha Motorcycle Club, where-

by the latter made use of the building as a

clubhouse. Recently it was decided to sell

the property, as the club was running behind,

and it was disposed of at a price that is con-

sidered to be almost ridiculously low. Its

location made it a valuable piece of property,

and 'surprise has since been expressed at the

low figure accepted for it.

A few weeks ago the valuable collection

of trophies belonging to the club was dis-

posed of at auction. The sale, which was
regarded as a sort of wake, brought to the

house a score or more of oldtime members
of the club. Among them were M. L. Bridg-

mau, an ex-president of the club and a mem-
ber of the K. C. W. racing team which won
the first Irvington-Millbui'n race; "Tom"
Hall, also a member of the K. C. W. team in

these and the later handicap races on the

Irvington-Millburn course, and John Ben-

singer, an ex-president and Avinner of the

time prize in the first Irvington-Millburn

handicap race in 1889.

They exchanged reminiscences of the "good

old days," and mourned the decline of the

famous old club which they had done so

much to bring and keep to the front. Dozens
of trophies won on the road by this, the

premier road racing organization of the me-
tropolis, were disposed of to the members.
Among them was the massive solid silver cup
offered as the prize for the winning team in

the old "Alphabetical" twenty-flve-mile team
road race, and which was contested for and
won by the K. C. W. on the historic Irving-

ton-Millbm-n course in the middle 80' s. This

was knocked down to E. K. Austin, long

prominent in cluii alTairs and at one time

secretary-treasurer of the New York State

Division, L. A. W. Mr. Austin also secured

for $75 an oil painting which he had donated

to the club many years ago. Many of the

other trophies, consisting of cups, banners,

etc., brought good prices.

Although the clubhouse and its contents

have now been disposed of, the club will

continue its corporate existence. It will, of

course, retain its charter, granted in 1S94,

and maintain its organiza'tion for the purpose

of perpetuating the cherished memories of

the past.

New Officers of C. R. C. A.

Because there were no contests for any of

the offices, the annual election of the Century

Road Club Association was purely a for-

mality. The ballotting was by a mail vote,

and the result was officially announced this

week by the C. R. C. A. Committee on Legis-

lation. The new officers, whose nominations

were published in the Bicycling Wor.d a

month ago, are as follows:

National Officers.
President, D. M. Adee, Long Island Divi-

sion; first vice-president, J. M. Ferry, East-

ern Division; second vice-president, H. S.

Judd, Western Division; secretary, E. L'ee

Ferguson, Eastern Division; treasurer, A. C.

Griffin, Long Island Division.

E a s t e r n D i V i s i o 11.

Centnrion, J. W. Johnston; secretary, A. P.

Falvey; treasurer, C. E. Bounell; captain, M.

S. Walters. Board of Directors—C. E. Burcli,

C. B. Ruch, Fred. Larsen, W. G. Levy, Mrs.

Jane Yatmaii Ruch.

Western D i v i s i o n.

Centurion, H. F. Dreyer; secretary, E.

Greenbaum; treasurer, W. O. Stewart; cap-

tain, H. H. Hofgren. Board of Directors-
Ed. State.s, E. Susman. A. E. Due, L. V. D.
Hardenbergh, A. B. Eifler, Thomas West.
I. Da Silva.

A job lot of bicycles have been sent to

Robben Island, near Cape Town, for the

amusement of the inhabitants of the island,

who comprise lunatic prisoners and lepers.

A philanthropic old gentleman of Cape Town
made the gift, which the authorities were at

first loth to accept, but were ultimately pre-

vailed upon to receive. The lepers are al-

lowed their liberty on the strict understand-

ing that they do not mix with tlie residents.

The majority of those deranged confined to

the island have committed a crime in a

temporary paroxyism. The lepers are able

to ride a Avheel only when in the first stages

of the terrible disease.

THE PRICE

The election of officers of the Acquacka-
nonck Wheelmen, of Passaic, N. J., was held

last week, and resulted as follows: President,

William P. Hurley, re-elected for his fourth

term; vice-president; George C. Zaun; treas-

urer, John J. McKeonn; financial secretary,

Peter W. Blowers; recording secretary, Peter
H. Keiret; captain, Andrew Kinloch; road
manager, David S. Levy; sargeant at arms,
George H. Harrop; assistant sergeant at
arms, Ray Simpson,

OF THE

1905 INDIAN
WILL BE

$210.00,

and, as usual, there will be

no other motor bicycle at

any price that will give the

purchaser so much for his

money.

Some of the Most Valuable

improvements ever applied

to a motorcycle will be em-

bodied in the 1905 Indian—
and in the Indian exclu-

sively—and no extra charge

will be made for them.

If you would know more about

them, and want value for your

money, now is the time to secure a

postage stamp and drop those all

important "few lines."

HENDEE MFG. CO.,

Springfield, Mass.

NEW YORK AUTO SHOW, Stand 17.

CHICAGO, Stand 294.

Pacific Coast Representatix 3s,

THE BRUNETTE COMPANY
491 lVlie«l9nSt., San Francisco, Cal.
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NEVERLEAK
BRASS SIGN OFFER EXTENDED.

is many dealers have only part of the required number of certificates for obtaining a

SOLID BRASS SIGN-FREE,
we have exten:led our offer to enable all to obtain one of these splendid signs. Dealers should pre-

serve their 1904 certificates and send in their 1905 orders for NEVERLEAK as early as possible, to

make sure of getting one of these signs and to secure it early in the season.
A "Brass Sign" Certificate accompanies each dozen 4 oz. tubes of NEVERLEAK. When you

have 12 certificates, mail them to us and you will receive a solid brass sign, 12 by 15 inches, entirely

free of charge.

BUFFALO SPECIALTY MANUFACTURING CO., Buffalo.N.Y.

IMPORTBIVT.

THE
F©UR=TRHeK

NEWS
The Popular

Illustrated Magazine
of Travel and Education.

From 130 to 160 pages each issue, every

one of which is of human interest.

Subscriptions for 1905 only will be re-

ceived until December 31st, 1904, at 50
cents per year; to foreign countries $1.00.

After January ist, 1905, the subscription

price will be ^fi.oo; to foreign countries

ji.So; at newstands ten cents per copy.

SCBSeRIBE NOW
and take advantage of this extraordinarily

low rate.

aeORCE H DANIBLS, Publisher,

7 East 42d St.,

Box No 80-A New York.

Goodyear

Cushion Pnoumatio.
The constantly increasing call for

this tire is ample evidence that it

meets the rider's demands.
Send us your address and we will

mail you a section to show the con-

struction of the tire.

THE GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY,

AKRON, OHIO.

WHEN YOUR BELL OR WRENCH
BEARS THE BRAND

" Frank Mossberg Co.
You may rest assured that you have the very best that the market affords.

If you are not familiar with the goods or their prices, we will be pleased to post you.

FRANK MOSSBERG CO., Attieboro, Mass.
Foreign Agents, S. GUITERMAN & CO., Ltd., London, Eng.
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KNOCK ON

!

Colonel Hammer, Knock on

!

Every "knock" is an ad., and

helps boost the game.

Prospective Buyers know
that the Dealer who now
decries the

RACYCLE
in the face of its only

Grand Prize
St. Lovis World's Fair

does so because the wheels

in his head need re-truing.

Adjust your bearings,

and try and secure the

agency.

The Miami Cycle& Mfg. Co.

MIDDLETOWN, OHIO.

All Types of

Chain and Chainless

Models

at all Prices.

POPE MANUFACTURING CO.
Hartford, Conn. Chicago, III.

Juvenile Machines

for the

Holidays.

Motor Bicycles
which bear the mark of

POPE QUALITY.
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WANTS AND FOR SALE.
1 5 cents per line of seven words, cash with order.

POR SA.LE — INDIAN MOTOCYCLE —
1904 model, ridden 1000 miles, good order;

money refunded if not satisfactory ; ^100. H. A.

WHITE, Memphis, Tenn.

XA/^ANTED—Everyone interested in motor bi-

cycles to pi-rchase "Motocycies and How to

Manage Them." Contains 126 pages bristling

with information. $1.00 per copy. For sale by

The Goodman Co, 1 54 Nassau St., New York City.

THEN EW

"WON'T LEAK"
Right Angle Pump Nipple

^^imimnii

NO PACKING to wear and get
leaky.

STEEL POINT. Absolutely Air
Tight.

Just what the Trade has been wanting.

Our J905 line of bicycle repair parts will

interest every dealer. Send for our Catalogue.

A. NELSON MFC. CO ,

69 So. Canal Street, Chicago.

ALL ROADS ARE EASY WHEN THE

BALL
RETAINER

IS USEID.
With millions In dally use, it has stood the test for

mare than five years and it adaptable to ball bearings of

any kind.

If you are users of ball bearings we would be pleased to hear

f r jm you and mail you our catalog with the latest information

w'lich we know would be profitable and interesting to you.

THE STAR BALL RETAINER QO., Lancaster. Pa.. U. S. A.

Special Stampings
F-ROIVl

SHEET METAL
THE CROSBY CO., - Buffalo, N.Y.

HIGH GRHDE
wheels must have the

best equipments.

There is notlilng that give* more value for

the money than the ase of the

MORSE rSS.^r chain

NOISELESS IN MUD, WATER OR
DUST AND ALWAYS EASY RUNNING.

The only chain having PrIctlonleM

Rockar Joints. Insist on having the

Morse Twin Roller. Fits regular

sprockets.

Sena lor Catalogue and

Trade Price to

Morse Chain Co., Tnimansburg, n. y.

Bicycle and Automobile

SUPPLIES.
Lowest Prices. Prompt Shipments.

JOS. STRAUSS & SON, Buffalo, N. Y.

CATALOGUE.
Thor Motor and Parts for Motorcycle and

Hubs and Parts for Bicycle on application.

AURORA AUTOMATIC MACHINERY CO.,

AURORA, ILL.

Bicycles >'Motorcvcles
HIGH-GRADE LEADERS.

Fowler-Manson Sherman Cycle Mfg. Co.,

241 S. Jefferson St., Chicago.
Write for terms.

JOHNS. LENCSSQN&GO.
33 Murray Street, NEW YORK,

CARRY A COMPLETE STOCK OF

Bicycles, tires, sundries.
CAREFUL ATTENTION PAID TO

f=>R:OIVll=X SMIRIVIEIMT.

the Week's Patents.

778,136. Pneumatic Tire. Philip Magnus.
Northcote, Victoria, Australia. Filed Octo-

ber 5, 1904. Serial No. 227,227.

Claim.—1. In pneumatic tires a series of

segments formed of "flesh" leather, said seg-

ments' having been immersed in a solution
approximately of seventy (70) per cent of

naphtha and thirty (30) per cent India rubber,
then passed between rollers having prickers
and a solution of approximately sixty (60)

per cent naphtha and forty (40) per cent india
rubber on the rollers, then immersed in a
solution approximately of sixty (60) per cent
naphtha and fortj^ (40) per cent air, and
means for securing said bricks in position,

substantially as described.

777,811. Cycle Hub. Ernst Sachs, Schwein-

furt, Germany. Filed November 10, 1903.

Serial No. 180,617.

Claim.—1. The combination with the hub
proper, of a sprocket or coaxial propelling
membei", a clutch mechanism between these
two parts consisting of an annular series of

cam surfaces on one part having deeper or

recessed front ends and upwardly or rear-

wardly inclined toward their rear ends and
balls or rollers arranged between said cam
surfaces and the other part, a retaining ring
in which said balls or rollers are spaced and
held, a friction brake for the hub, an actuat-
ing member therefor which is connected to

and normally tiirns with the retaining ring
but applies the bralce when held against
turning on reverse turning of said retaining
ring, and a friction spring acting against
said brake actuating momber and resisting

rotation thereof, whereby turning of the re-

taining ring with its balls or rollers is nor-
mally retarded, insuring operation of the
clutch on forward rotation of the propelling
member and permitting free reverse rotation

of the hub. while said bralce actuating mem-
ber is held against turning on reverse move-
ment of said propelling member and hence
caused to apply the brake.

PERFECT"

c^psffiilp^^

LEADER'

25c.

GEM"

CROWN"

r>^ioo,

'STAR"

We make oilers for almost the entire trade. The quality

of our oilers is unequaled.

CUSHMAN&DENISON MFG. CO., 240-2 W. 23d St..N.Y.

WORCESTER PRESSED STEEL COMPANY
WORCESTI

Suecessor to

R F-ERRUL.E & IVII=-G.

WORCESTER, MASS.
COIVIRAIMY,

Manuiacturers of Light and Heavy Stampings in Steel, Brass, Copper, etc.

Automobile and Carriage Fittings. Bicycle Parts and Specialties >

t&ADEaMABK
Catalogs showifig stock goods mailed upon request. Inquiries solicited.
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MAY ACT AS SALES AGENT

Jobbers' Association Issues a Suggestive

Statement—Clearance Sale Already "on."

Taking advantage of its charter, which

permits it to "trade in bicycles, or bicycle

parts, supplies and sundries, and to manu-

facture, purchase, sell and generally to deal

in bicycles, bicycle parts and sundries," it is

not improbable that the jobbers' organiza-

tion, the National Cycle Trade Association,

will actively enter the field as a sales agent

or a marketer of such goods.

In a circular letter just issued to its mem-

bers. Secretary Scheffey strongly intimates

such procedure. He states that negotiations

are pending "with several manufacturers

who wish to market their goods regularly

through the association." Asked if this im-

plied that the association purposed maintain-

ing a staff of travelling salesmen, Scheffey

was disposed to be rather guarded in his

response.

'•That is something that will have to be

decided in the due course of business," was
the nearest he would come to expressing an
opinion.

Meanwhile the association, after a fashion,

is already occupying the position of sales

agent, but on a limited scale, of course. That
is to say, the New York headquarters is

acting as a clearing house for surplus stock.

Members who have goods to dispose of re-

port them in detail to the secretary, who. In

turn, issues a sales sheet which is distributed

to the active members, who make such selec-

tions therefrom as they may desire. The
names of the owners of the surplus goods are

not given except when necessary' to complete
the transaction.

It is a thoroughly commendable plan,

which in large measure prevents the articles

from being thrown indiscriminately on bar-

gain counters, and finding their way into the

hands of the cut-throats of the trade.

Jobbers' Big Increase of Capital.

The New York Sporting Goods Co., who
have added automobile supplies to their

stock, will not take possession of the build-

ing No. 17 "Warren street. New York, which

thej- Imve leased, until May 1 next, Until

then business will be done at the present ad-

dress, No. Gl Nassau street, which later will

be continued as a retail store. Concurrent

with their decision to enter the automobile

trade, the capital stock of the company has

been increased from .$.3,000 to .$100,000. The
officers of the company remain as hereto-

fore, viz.: President, P. R. Robinson; vice-

president, Richard Nelson; secretary-treas-

urer, James E. Murray; dicertors, A. R.

Robinson, Thomas F. Barnes and Roger F.

Murray.

Fauber Will Not Resume.

The future of the Fauber Mfg. Co., regard-

ing which there has been much doubt since

the factory was destroyed by fire, finally has

been settled. The Fauber Mfg. Co. will not

resume. Its business has been purchased

by the Great Western Mfg. Co., an Indiana

concern, which has dealt largely with

stripped or jobbing bicycles.

Pope Will Sell Tires.

After a fashion, the Pope Mfg. Co. is go-

ing into the tire bttsiness. They are having

made for them by the Diamond Rubber Co.

a guaranteed tire which will be marketed

under the brand "P. M. C." It will be fitted

not only to the Pope juveniles and $2.3

models, but will be supplied as a sundry to

tlie trade generally.

Merkel Sets His Price.

The 190.5 price of the Merkel motor bicycle

lias been set at $155, which includes the

spring frame. In general appearance and

design the machine will remain practically

unchanged, the improvements found possi-

l>le being matters of detail.

Mills Retires, Currie Coniinues.

C. V. Mills, having retired from the firm of

Currie & Mills, Battle Creek, Mich., has be-

come the Currie Motor & Cycle Co. C. G.

( 'nrrie, the senior member of the former firm,

i-; continuing the business under the new
litle.

Strausses Now in Ntw Quarters.

.Tnsei)h Strauss it Son. the well known Buf-

Inlo jobbers, have taken possession of their

11 'w quarters at No. 197 to 201 Genesee street.

'I'l e new place affords greatly increa.sed space

iUKl facilities for all purposes,

POPE'S FIRST REPORT

Shows a Fair Profit and a Healthy and

Encouraging State of Affairs.

According to its annual statement, made

public this week, the Pope Manufacturing

Co., in its first year of existence, was suc-

cessful in earning a fair profit, while its

predecessor, the American Bicycle Co., never

was able to keep from sinking deeper in the

financial mire.

The Pope year ended July 31, 1904, the bal-

ance sheet showing a profit of nearly $51,000.

The income account is as follows:

Gross earnings $7,226,589
Expenses and cost 5,995,793
Net earnings ,230,796

Other income 62,158
Total income 1,292,954

General expenses and interest 1,^41,961
Balance net earnings 50,992

The balance sheet, dated July 31, 1904;

follows:

Cost of properties $18,523,632
Expended during year 392,270
Properties not used 538,008
Other capital expenditures 297,166
Inventories (at or below cost).... 3,111,398
Accounts receivable 734,90i
Bills receivable 98,154
Miscellaneous investments 126,330
Cash 283,wd
Total assets 24,104.965

First preferred stock 2,.50O,000

Second preferred stock 10,000,000
Common stock 10,000,000
Stock Federal Co. outstanding. . . . 105,600
Bankers' loans 1,095,000
Accounts payable 310,054
Payrolls accrued 43,317
Surplus 50,992
Total lialiilities 24,104,965

Commenting on the report, a director of

tlie company says:

"We are very well pleased with the result

of our last year's business.

"The company has a surplus of quick as-

sets over liabilities of $3,(X)0,000. As there

is only $2,400;000 of first preferred stock is-

sued which represents the money paid in at

the time of the reorganization, the quick

as-;ets not only represent 100 cents on the

dollar for tlie first preferred stock, but $600,-

0(10 in addition. The auditors, Jones, Caesar

& Co., of New York, have marked down all

the fixed asests to a very low valuation, yet

their flgure,s show veal estate and plauts
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amounting to $4,700,000, which, with the

$600,000 above mentioned, gives an actual

cash valuation to the second preferred stock

of over $50 per sh&e;i|.afd''g6|)"d?:will, piiatents,

licenses, trade marks, '':etc.;" represent; tlie

balance.

"The year just ended was the first year of

the new company, and, as is necessary in

such cases, a great deal of time and money

was spent in readjusting and organizing the

business, replacing bicycle machinery with

automobile machinery, etc. The most grati-

fying feature of the report is that the auto-

mobile business showed a handsome profit.

"The bicycle business is only susceptible of

a fixed amount of sales, regardless of the

amount of money spent in advertising, and

this department has now been so organized

that only such plant ' capacity will be de-

voted to that department as is necessary to

supply the natural demand for bicycles, and

that department this year should show a fair

manufacturing profit.

"The number of bicycles sold last year was

about 89,000. The number of automobiles

sold were about 300 Pope-Hartfords and

Pope-Tribunes, 569 Pope-Toledos and 355

Waverly electrics. A great many more To-

ledo cars could have been sold, but plans

had originally been made to make 500, and

by putting on a night force 569 were finally

finished.

"The following statement of December 1

shows a most interesting comparison for the

business of four months of this year, August

1 to December 1. The company has sold

in that period 16,000 bicycles, against 12,000

last year, and has on hand unfilled orders for

22,000, against 14,000 last year.

"The company has sold and delivered 149

gasolene automobiles, against 90 last year,

and has on hand unfilled orders for 501 gaso-

lene cars, against only 3 last year. It has

sold and delivered 115 electric automobiles,

against 56 last year, and has on hand un-

filled orders for 38, as against 19 last year.

"The Toledo factory report for the month
of December shows orders received for 172

more cars during December, making total

orders received for the five months of 706

Pope-Toledo automobiles.

"This year double the last year's product

has been put in the factory, viz., 1,000 cars,

against 500 last year, and it is believed that

after the New York and Boston automobile

shows the entire product for the year will

be sold."

Rhyme and Reason Regarding florrows.

"It Coasts Up Hill" is the title of a breezy

little booklet just issued by the Eclipse Ma-
chine Co., Elmira, N. Y. It, of course, deals

with the Morrow coaster brake, telling its

story in both prose and poetry, the latter

oeing in serial form and illuminated by a
succession of "catchy" pictures. The uphill

virtue of the Morrow is unfolded in this

jingle:

"So fully does the Morrow, fill

The Cyclists' "easy comfort" bill,"

We're prone to say: "It Coasts Up Hill!"

Five-Speed Worked by Bulb.

From a foreign source comes the news of

a variable gear bicycle, knoAvn as the

"Svea." It is of Swedish manufacture, and

is used by the cycle detachments of the

armies of Norway and Sweden.. It is "driven

by a special form of ratchet and lever move-
ment, and affords five gears, ranging from

33 to 106. It has been found very suitable

for Alpine roads." The control of the gears,

according to the description, is "by pressure

of a rubber bulb on the handlebar, which act-

uates a roller sliding along the lever cranks."

The bicycle to which it is applied weighs

about thirty pounds, and is propelled by lev-

ers, instead of pedals.

Suggestions for Storekeepers.

Are j'ou moving in accordance with the

times ? Does your store present an up-to-date

appearance? If not, this is a personal talk.

Seek to lead, not to follow. Don't let your

excuse for having something antiquated be

that "Jones has it." Formulate ideas that

otheis will envy. Don't copy those of a moss-

back. He may be a man of letters, but his

methods are those of the past. Advance-

ment is looked for, and ihe man- of the

period sought after. j ^g^_^

Read the advertisements ofjothers. Notice

what your neighbor says ofTLiis goods," and

how he says it. Then model your own ads

a little differently and make them distinctive

Here's the Double Orip Control.

It is not too much to say that the "double

grip control," which constitutes a feature of

the 1905 Indian motor bicycle, and makes of

it an absolutely leverless machine, has in its

way created at least a mild sensation. The

accompanying illustration shows "just how
it looks." As was explained in last week's

Bicycling Worls, a trust of the right grip

controls the spark and, therefore, the

speed, as heretofore, while the

left grip operates the throttle and

affords its tremendous increase of

power without removing the hands

from the bars—power that usually

is needed on rough or sandy roads

or hills, the very occasions when it

is most inconvenient to remove the

hand for any purpose. One of the

minor improvements in the Indian

is an increase in the size of the

vent of the garden tank. Previ-

ously it has been too small to ac-

commodate the average funnel.

Old riakers Forced to the Wall.

One of England's oldest cycle manufactur-

ing concerns, Bayliss, Thomas & Co., Ltd.,

has gone to the wall. A receiver has been

appointed and a call issued for a general

meeting to consider a resolution to wind up
the concern. There appears to be a possi-

bility of reconstruction, but the chances are

very much against it.

Bayliss, Thomas & Co. were one of the

earliest concerns to undertake the manu-
facture of bicycles in England. In the '70s

they made the Excelsior machines, and have

continued to do so ever since. At one time

—in the '90s as well as earlier, in the high

wheel days—Excelsiors were sold in this

country in fair numbers.

The concern has been in financial straits

for some time. The last dividend was paid

in 1898, and since then there has been a loss

nearly every year.

Speaks Well of the Solar.

Up in St. John's, Newfoundland, there is a

cyclist who is a warm admirer of the Solar

gas lamp. Writing to English Cycling, he

states that he has had one in use for four

years. It will burn three and one-half hours

on a full charge, and throws a brilliant white
light a good distance ahead. It shows no
signs of corrosion, and he thinks that any
first class lamp will not corrode much if kept

in good order.

of you and your store. If they're not a suc-

cess solicit the aid of one who knows.
Read your trade journals. Question the

drummer before he departs. He's just the

one to give you some happy suggestion or

bit of timely news. Ask him Avhat Smith is

doing in Brownville, and what Brown is

doing in Smithville. Build on the ideas of

others.

Leave the store for an hour to-day, and
each day hereafter. Take a turn about tOAvn,

go through the shops, peer into the windows,
see what is going on around you, and keep

conversant with the progress of the times.
Have system in all things, says "Profit,"

from the storeroom overhead to the cellar

underfoot. A place for everything and every-
thing in its place. Put style and life into
your window displays. Make radical changes
in their get-up. Don't be loth to part with
the old schemes when they become old and
time-worn. Give your fixtures a periodical
coat of varnish. Sweep the cobwebs from
the lofty corners. Down with the spiders,
and out with the flies. Make your store look
cheerful. Keep up Avith the times.
The counter may hide your shoes, but it

doesn't screen your linen. So if you rob
Peter, pay Paul; keep a polish on your linen

and a smile xipon your face. Don't let petty
trials be nictured there. Keep all the com-
mon wants, and never be "just out" of any
of them.
Don't cover your floor space with boxes

of merchandise and various impediments to

comfort. That's not indicative of an up-
to-date store. Let there be an oppu passag-e.

Give your patrons freedom of movement and
yourself a chance to Q\e^Vt ft? floor daily.
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BUSTED BICYCLE RAILWAY

End of a Wonder- Working Scheme into

Whicli big rioney Was Dropped.

I-ike a wraith from another world comes

a story from Long Island telling of the

final melancholy disposition of the once

mnch-discnssed Boynton bicycle railroad.

Years ago. when bicycles hfld the front of

the stage and owned a mortgage on the cal-

cinm light, the Boynton project was

lannched, and those back o£ it expected it

to revolutionize railway traffic. Its claim

to the designation of bicycle railroad was

based on the fact that a single overhead

track was used, upon which the cars were

suspended. The scheme was an utter fail-

ure, and the melancholy aftermath is re-

lated in the story referred to, which comes

from Patchogue:

•"The last of the once famous Boynton Bi-

cycle Railroad, which was built and operateci

.iust east of this village, in connection with

the exploitation of the 'Boomertown' scrub

oak lands, is being loaded and shipped to

riiiladelphia. The queer cigar-shaped car—
the only one owned and operated by this

little line on stilts—has also been sold, and
tlie electric machinery, which lias been rust-

ing for years in the power house, has also

been sold for old junk. Nothing is now left

except a few skeleton-like sticks to denote

where the mile-a-mimite track once existed.

"While thousands of dollars were spent to

put this Utopia scheme into operation, hun-

dreds of thousands were made by those who
promoted the scheme, and there are thou-

sands of shares of the stock of the now
defunct single-rail elevated road, which Fred-

ei-ick W. Dunton and his fellow promoters
planned to parllel the Long Island Railroad,

and put that now vigorous line into the

hands of receivers or worse, floating around,

and which can be bought for a song.

"There is one man down on the Rockaway
Branch who owns $120,000 face value of

til is stock, which he is willing to part with
at an exceedingly small percentage of its

cost.

"The bicycle railroad line, as it was termed,

was practicable in so far as its operation

was concerned, but it failed to secure the

consent of the State Railway Commission-
ers, and as a result the scheme had to be
dropped, and the stockholders saw very little

to satisfy their hopes of big returns for their

investments."

Diamonds in Two Denver Depots.

Hereafter the Overland Rubber Co., 1735
Arapahoe street, Denver, will carry a full

line of Diamond tires. Arrangements to that
end have been just completed. The Dia-
mond Rubber Co.'s own branch will, how-
ever, also continue to handle bicycle tires

produced by the big Akron factory.

Jones's " Aerial Tandem."

F. M. Jones, of Sacramento, Cal., the Ra-

cycle's Pacific Coast representative, is a man
who appreciates the value of publicity in

connection with his business, and has origi-

nated many novel schemes for calling atten-

tion to the Bacycle. His latest and per-

haps most unusual creation is the "aerial

tandem," shown in the accompanying illus-

tration. The machine was made in the shop

of Mr. Jones at Sacramento, and its dimen-

sions are as follows: Height to upper saddle,

9 feet; length of head, 5 feet 10 inches;

wheel base, 6 feet 7 inches, the wheels being

regular 28-inch ones.

SUIT OVER SECOND HAND

The machine, which is the first of its kind

to be constructed, can be ridden by one or

two riders, and is controlled by the top

rider. In the illustration, Mr. Jones himself

is the top rider. other machines as high

as this have been made in the past, but they

were all built for but one rider. It is fitted

with Racycle crank hangers and is used to

advertise the Racycle stores, conducted by
its maker and designer, in Sacramento, Los

Angeles, San Jose and Oakland, Cal., and
Portland. Ore. It has proved to be a great

advertisement, and has been ridden all over

Sacramento, Oakland and Los Angeles. It

was ridden from Oakland to San Jose, a

distance of fifty miles, by two riders.

Don't Want to Lose Reliance.

A paper is being circulated among Addi-

son, N. Y., business men, asking them to sub-

scribe $1,500, which sum is necessary to

enable the Reliance Motor Cycle Co. to con-

tinue in business in that town. Some $800

has been pledged, and it is believed that the

remainder will be forthcoming in time.

Father to Join Son,

D. Alexander, formerly of Gainesville, Ga.,

lias removed to Atlanta and will go into

business with his son, W. D. Alexander. The
latter is head of the well known jobbing

firm of Alexander-Elyea Co.

Duffee Wa_nte4Hi8 npney Back and a Jury

Finally Gave It to Him. '"'j

A seeond, hand toptor btcycle occupie'd two
days of the attention of the Superior Court

at New Bedford, Mass., last week, the suit

being that of Robert Duffee vs. Tanner &'

Co.

Duffee, the plaintiff, testified that he went
to Tanner & Co.'s to get a motor bicycle;;

They did not have a new one, but had a

second hand machine, which Tanner said he

would make as good as new. He tried the

machine, but it broke. Tanner sent the ma-

chine to witness's house, but the handlebars'

were bent,- two teeth were broken out of the'

sprocket, the mud guard was broken and
the gasolene tank leaked. Witness com-

plained and Tanner took the machine and
sent it away. When the wheel came back

there was a bill with it for repairs of $11.30.

He objected to paying, and Mr. Tanner told

him to send the wheel back. He did so and
tried to recover the amount he paid, for the

wheel, $175, and the amount paid for re-

pairs.

In his defense Mr. Tanner said that he
had all the facilities for repairing motor-
cycles at his shop, and that this was the only
machine he ever sent back to the factory.

He gave no guarantee himself, but gave the
guarantee offered by the manufacturers, and
(lid not agree to refund the purchase price

to Duffee. At the time Mr. Duffee bought
the machine it had been in use six or eight

months and was .not in good condition. They
tried the machine, and at that time the wife
on the spark plug broke and had to be fixed.

It was alleged that Duffee was not qualified

to handle a machine of this kind; that he
didn't use the proper kind of oil, and that
he didn't strain the gasolene;, that he becanie
vexed, and, seeing another kind of machine,
wanted to get it because he liked it.

After hearing a number of witnesses, the
jury returned a verdict of $190.75 in favor
of Duffee.

How the Thief Excused Himself.

You never can tell what excuse a thief

will make. One of the cycle variety, a Birm-
ingham (England) man named Arthur Will-

iams, urged as a palliation that he was un-
duly tempted, and, like Adam, fell. "People
shouldn't tempt me by leaving their bicycles

about," he continued pathetically. A hard
liearted judge gave him six months, howevej-.

Influence of Gears on Sideslip.

Machines with low gears slip less than
those with high ones, according to an Eng-
lish writer. The contention is at least open
to dispute. There was no noticeable increase

i n side slipping when high gears came in a
dozen years or so ago.
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THE WISE RIDER BUYS THE NATIONAL

THE SATISFIED RIDER BUYS AGAIN.

A sale easily made means quick profit to the

dealer. Wherever you find a dealer pushing the

NATIONAL, you meet a successful one.

Get in line for the NATIONAL Agency for

1905. You can make money out of it.

Nhional
'

PIDtR
I

NtVER

,

CnANGEb\]

hiSMOUNT

WHAT YOU GET fOR YOUR MONEY IS AS

IMPORTANT AS THE AMOUNT

YOU PAY.

May 24, 1904.

This is the fourth year that I have ridden this

wheel and would not trade it for a new one of

any other make. E. F. HAMMOND.

..^a

%^g.rai:.dress NATIONAL CYCLE MFG. CO., Bay City, Mich., U.S.A.
|

Fisk Tires were Never Dishonored

by being found on the Bargain Counter.

They are and Always have been the Friend and

Standby of the Legitimate Dealer.

BRANCHES AND REPAIR DEPOTS:

BOSTON. BUFFALO. PHILADELPHIA. OMAHA.
SPRINGFIELD. DETROIT. WASHINGTON. MINNEAPOLIS.

NEW YORK. CHICAGO. I TORONTO. DENVER,
SYRACUSHt SAN FRANCISCO. ST. LOUIS, LOS ANGELES.

LONDON.

THE FISK RUBBER COMPANY,
CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.

Western Sales Office, 52 State Street, Chicago.
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Winter Work for Repairmen.

A numbei- of dealers and repairers keep

their shops open all winter, and at this time,

when cycle work is well nigh non-existaut,

they are thankful for any jobs that will keep

the business going. Some of them wait for

work to drift in; others—the more success-

ful class—go out and hunt up work. Usually

they are glad to get anything they can do,

but sometimes they have no settled plan

and do not even know what they want.

Conditions change rapidly, and the repairer

must change with them. When there is

good skating he should hang out his sign,

"skates sharpened," and drum up trade as

well. Any shop can be fitted up at small

expense to sharpen skates quickly—we will

not add well, for at present prices it will

not do to put too much time on them. When

it was possible to get 25 cents for a job of

this kind, there was an incentive to do the

work well; but at 10 cents, at which price

the sharpening is now done in many cases,

a short shrift is necessary. Still, there is a

profit in it at this figure, but the work must

be done intelligently, else there will be no

lirofit made, and a ten-cent job is likely to be

back two or three times in a good season,

so the repairman frequently gets as much
money out of it as formerly. Then, too,

there are some skaters who will pay more

to get better work. It need scarcely be said

that this class of trade should be encouraged.

When there is plenty of snow, as at pi'es-

ent, there is likewise plenty of sledding or

coasting, and here, too, these repairmen can

make a tidy little bit if they go about it

right. The building of sleds is not likely

to prove remunerative, although we have

known some repairmen to turn out a few big

"bobs" at a nice profit. But sleds are con-

stantly being smashed or otherwise damaged,

or they need to be strengthened or re-ironed.

Here is the repairman's opportunity. As

with skates, he must be quick. A sleddable

snow is here to-day and gone to-morrow, and

boys don"t want to wait for the latter con-

tingency. The man who does things "on

the jump" is the one who will keep theii*

ti-ade. _, ^j:^A

Blind or Stubborn?

It is the testimony of nearly everyone

who has to do with the sale of motor bi-

cycles that the unpleasant memories of the

past have been the greatest obstacles to over-

come. These memories are substantial and

lasting memories—memories of machines that

refused to run, or that ran only once in a

while—memories of perplexities without end

and excruciating hard labor. "Once bitten,

twice shy," is the attitude of the average

man who has experienced the woes that ac-

companied the use of the earlier machines,

and, sad to relate, of a minority of the later

ones.

Some of the offending manufactiu'ers have

learned their lessons and profited accord-

ingly by radical reconstruction of their prod-

ucts; others have been content merely to put-

ter, with the result that their machines,

while better than those of a year or two ago,

are still far from what they ought to be.

We have in mind a flagrant instance. For

at least three years this manufacturer has

tinkered, and retinkered, and tinkered again

with the details of his motor. He has per-

sistently closed his ears to suggestions as

to the real cause of its lack of power and

intermittent usefulness; he probably would

take mortal offense and resent vigorously if

iiis ii:iiiR' were iiicntioned, and yet it is no-

torious, and has been proved on innumerable

occasions, that the chief fault with his ma-

chine is its carburetter, wiiicli is really not

a carburetter at all. Men who have sub-

stituted other carburetters have made of this

particular motor bicycle practically another

machine. The change of this one vital part

has almost revolutionized its behavior, and

increased its power, approximately, 50 per

cent.

In spite of the fact, the manufacturer re-

mains deaf, dumb and blind. He will not, at

one stroke, strike at the root of the evil,

althougb it has made him suffer in both

sales and reputation. He seems utterly un-

able to see that he is hurting his own busi-

ness and the interests of motor cycling gen-

erally, for the new year finds him again com-

mitted to the use of the thing that has done

so much harm.

It is but one instance of several that serves

to answer the oft-asked question. Why do

not motorcycles sell more readily?

interesting tiie Juveniles.

How distinctly, and also how undeserved-

ly, the bicycle suffers. l)otli as a utilitarian

and a sporting vehicle, by reason of the

overdoing process of a decade ago, and the

consequent disfavor into which it fell, is re-

vealed in a number of ways. Any one who
takes the slightest trouble to seek tan find

them. They do not seem to lose force with

the passage of time, and this is really tlie

most surprising part of it all.

Not long ago we visited a town where

cycling had an immense vogue in the middle

'90s, but which has siiffered more than ordi-

narily by the retiu'iiing swing of the pendu-

lum. Talks with old cycling friends re-

vealed that scarcely any of them still rode,

and the reasons for this neglect were both

curious and interesting. "Oan't find any-

body to ride with," said one. "Only 'nig-

gers' and mechanics ride now, and I can't

afford to be classed with them," said another,

who had, or fancied he had, a certain amount

of "appearance" to keep up. "But So-and-So

rides," we urged, mentioning one prominent

business man, and following it up with sev-

eral more, including one or two ladies. "Oh,

they can afford to ignore what people think,"

was the reply.

To the younger generation many of us

have turned, with the confident expectation

that they would evince a liking for the bi-

cycle. Only disappointment has met this
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expectation so far. As with the grown ups,

if is not that the bicycle is utterly ignored.

Sales of juveiiiles' as Avell as of adults' ma-

chines have been snfficient to disprove any

such contention. But in both cases the pro-

portion of riders is not as large as it should

be.. The children take their cue from their

elders and regard the bicycle with compara-

tive indifference.

It is not that the capacity for the sort of

enjoyment offered by the bicycle is lacking.

Boys have just as large supply of bubbling,

. effervescent spirits -to work off as ever, and

•the joys of rapid locomotion have lost none

of their fascination. But someliow or other

the proper connection is not made. The boy

works off his surplus energy in some other

way—and, incidentally, misses a lot of fun

that -the boy of a dozen years ago revelled

in-.

The imitation automobiles that have proved

such a feature of the present winter shed

light on this phase of the matter. A few

days ago, when calling on a friend, we were

shown the son and heir's most prized Christ-

mas gift—a copy of a "White Ghost," with

long, square bonnet, wheel steer, horn and

other features of a "ti'uly" automobile.

"George is crazy over it," the fond parent

said. "He can scarcely wait until the snow

is off the grou-nd to try it. All the boys

have Red Devils of some kind, and they are

going to get up a race as soon as the winter

is over."

It was a crude and clumsy "contraption,"

driven by levers and treadles in almost ex-

actly the same manner as children's tri-

cycles. Neither speed nor ease, of running

are promised by them, and compared to a

bicycle they suffer as much as would a bone

shaker of the '60s if placed alongside the

modern safety. Yet the boys are in raptures

with them, because they are copied after

automobiles, and are motion vehicles. The

boys regard the swift, easy running bicycle

as passe, and tliey choose instead a four-

wheeled monstrosity that costs all the way

from $10 to $100 and will in a year be for-

gotten.

There is notliing to do, of course, bu.t to

bend to the storm. But the clever dealer

will seize tlie opportunity some fine spring-

day to try the experiment of putting an au-

tomobile-satiated boy on a real bicycle and

let him see how he can annihilate distance

at three times the speed and with a tithe

of the labor required to push the four-

wheeler. When he has done this, there will

be some orders booked for jtivenile bicycles.

Good Roads and a /Vlotorcycle Opening.

Editor the Bicycling World:

I am pleased to. inform you that I have

found one enthusiastic motorcyclist in

this city. He is Samuel M. White-

side, an oldtime wheelman, who was
at one time an L. A. W. chief consul

and loved a bicycle the same as I used to.

Strange to say, he tells me that when he was
approached on the motor bicycle question he

took a strong stand against the new come\'

without even trying one. He says he would
not get on one. After a time he ^ot to think-

ing the matter over, and decided to try one,

and his first ride entlmsed him so much that

he could not rest until he bought a machine.

His first choice was one of the kind that so

many have tried, and, having tried to their

sorrow, lost interest in motorcj^cling. White-

side had got a little taste of the pleasure,

however, and was not so easily discouraged

as others have been. He tried another, and
finally got an Indian. I was out for a twen-

ty-five-mile ride with him this afternoon, and
to say it is a pleasure to liave such company
does not express it. Money could not buy
his inachnie, he says, if he could not get an-

other like it.' He says it is the greatest pleas-

ure of his life.

In this connection I want to tell you about

the Savannah roads. They are made of the

Augusta cement gravel, which packs as hard
as rock. It really glistens where the wheels
roll over it, it is so hard. Our Massachusetts
macadam roads are not "in it" with these

roads. The roads are the same in and around
Augusta, Ga., where this gravel comes from.

The whole county of Richmond has these

roads. I cannot learn of but one motorcycle

in use here, simply for the reason that no one

has taken hold of the business to demonstrate

the right machine.

There is a first class opening for a live

Yankee here in this business in connection

with bicycles and automobile repairing. I

am told that there are about three hundred
automobiles in use here, and I should think

it is so from what I see. They are in use the

year around. Mr. Whiteside says he believes

that one hundred Indians could be sold here

inside of a year by the right man, and I

agree with him. E. H. CORSON,
Savannah,- Ga.

La Rue, Lawyerlike, Still Argumentive.

Editor the Bicycling World:

"G. L., Jr." (your correspondent of Dec. 31),

by referring to his own satisfactory use of a 68

for the lower part of a two speed gear ap-

parently imagined that he thereby demolished

my arguments regarding selection of sizes,

whereas he only showed conformity to my
theory; for he refers to the roads as "quite

hilly" where "average" gears are "between
66 and 74," and my argument had only been

that the smaller gear must be within ten of

the accompanying, pace setting, single speed

gears. He would discover the increased ex-

ertion in keeping pace if he tried a 56—that

is,, one Avhich Avas more than ten below his

present companions' gears—or if he took his

68 to a level country where the average gear

was 90. Similarl3% he should concede to me
the privilege of using a high gear that is

larger than the average single speed gear in

iise in iiiy locality, for his high- gear ia larger

than his estimate of the average single speed

gear in use in his locality.

His concluding- advice that I should use the

larger gear the greater part of the time is

unnecessary. Circumstances have con-

strained me into using the 68 Only one-forti-

eth part of the time; but I wish the mafiu-

facturer would increase the 68 and its frac-
tional usefulness to me.

CHARLES LA RUE, New York.

One-Legged Opinion of Gears.

Editor of Bicycling World: -r-^y
I have been reading with much interest the

different articles on gears that have appeared
in your paper, and now write from the view-

point of a one-legged rider. During several

years of riding I have experimented withmany
dift"erent gears in order to find which one

would suit me the best, and, after trying

gears -I'anging from 28 to 100, I find I can do

best with a 70 gear. I can climb bigger hills

with it than with any other. It would seem
that a smaller gear would be better for one

leg, but such is not the case. I have tried

the two speed gear, but it has no advantage,

as the one gear of 70 fills all my require-

ments:

For a motor bicj'cle I find a .56 gear (pedal

gear) is just right. On my trick wheel I use

a 40 gear.

I have also found an easy method for com-

puting the gear of a chainless, as follows:

Pleasure the exact distance in inches the bi-

cycle will travel with one revolution of the

pedals, divide by 3.1416, and you have the
gear. This, of course, will work with any
wheel. W. T. PRINE, Oskaloosa, Iowa.

Favors the Racing League.

Editor the Bicycling World:

Permit me to say that I think an amateur
racing league, such as was outlined in

your issue of December 24, would go

a good ways toward building up in-

terest in cycling. But there is one

point in which I do not agree with you,

and that is I think that every club should be

allowed three representatives instead of ona,

as suggested. Say, for instance, tliat the

New York A. C. was represented by Marcus

Hurley; the result would be an almost "fore-

gone conclusion. The N. Y. A. C. would "win.

and, of course, take the interest out of the

league right away. Of course, such things

could be settled after the league was organ-

ized, and we will talk about them later.

Meanwhile, as a representative of this club,

I would like to say we will do all in our

power to encourage such a scheme.

I hope your plan will meet with the ap-
proval of the rest of the clubs.

A. L. M'KEEVER, Brooklyn,
Captain National A.,C.

There are more than four hundred members

on the roll of the Press Cycling Club of Lon-
don, all being active newspaper men. -.-
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THE ONLY GOLD MEDAL, ST. LOUIS WORLD'S FAIR.

THE ONLY DIAMOND MEDAL 1904 ENDURANCE CONTEST.
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There is Now

Nothing in the Same Class
with the

INDIAN.

Always the PROVEN and Undisputed Leader,

THE I 905 IMPROVEMENTS
place It in a class by itself.

The new double grip control , which permits the throttle as well as the spark to be operated

by a twist of the wrist, gives what the world has long sought—a leverless machine.
It is to be had only on the Indian.

The new adjustable cushion fork makes of the Indian not only the most reliable motor-

cycle, but the most comfortable one; the fork can be made rigid by simply turhina
a screw. It is to be had only on the Indian.

The new head lugs which incorporate a lamp bracket; the new Splitdorf torpedo spark

coil, and the Brooks imported motorcycle saddle are other exclusive Indian feature?.
The compensating sprocket is also included in the regular equipment.

And yet all these are to be had at the old price, $210—more for the money than was ever
before offered and much more than is obtainable with any other motorcycle.

IF PROOF IS CONVINCING AND VALUE DESIRABLE, HOW CAN ANY REASONING
MAN SELECT OTHER THAN THE INDIAN.

Catalogue and Agency Terms on Application.

HENDEE MFC. CO., Springfield, Mass.
NEW YORK AUTO SHOW, Stand No. 17; CHICAGO, Stand No. 294.

ITHREE GOLD MEDALS 1902 ENDURANCE CONTEST.
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IN THE NEW YEAR'S SLUSH

Hardy Cyclists Engage in tlie Usual Mid-

night Contests— Poiice are Present.

. Over roads that one of the contestants de-

scribed as "juicy," an apt description, the

annual midnight New Year's contests, which

haye marked cycling life in the vicinity of

New York for very many years, were run

as usual on Sunday morning last while the

bells and whistles were noisily heralding the

/ dawn of 1905.

.There were three of these contests, two

on Long Island and one in New York. The

latter, the Associated Cycling Club's classic

run to Yonkers, isyo miles, and thence over

the hills to Tarrytown, 251/2 miles (although,

as each contestant is given the privilege of

picking his own route, in many instances the

mileage is much greater), of course, attracted

the greatest attention.

. Although it had endured for all of sev-

enteen years, the police department, for

tile first time, took a real interest in it. The

effort to include an event for automobiles

was primarily responsible for this in-

terest. It developed that the New York

Motor Club, a recent organization, against the

adoption of whose title the New York Motor-

cycle Club unsuccessfully protested, was the

"liigger in the woodpile." The president of

that organization—which was formed chiefly

hy men who do not own anything in the

shape of a taotor—became possessed of a

sudden and almost holy regard for the law,

and accordingly filed a truly wonderful letter

of complaint with the police commissioner.

As a result; the bicycle policemen, who ordi-

narily go off duty at midnight, were kept at

their work for an hour longer. Four of them

put in an appearance at the starting point.

Fifty-ninth street and Broadway. One of

the four was attired in citizen's clothes and

bestrode a motor bicycle. Casey is his name,

and "shooflying," that is, spying on the other

"cops," is his particular duty. He takes

himself very seriously, and on Saturday

night last the weight of his importance was

so great that it appeared almost as if he

were carrying the wbole police department

on his shoulders.

As no automobiles put in an appearance

to claim liis attention he had it duly an-

nounced, for tlie benefit of the cyclists, that

the "law must be obeyed." To assist this

obedience, he stationed two of the policemen

about a quarter of a mile from the start, and

instructed them to follow the riders after

they were given the signal to go at 12:01

a. m. Although all had been warned,

nearly every oneTof'The ten who started

dashed off as if there was not a brass button

witliin a hundred miles. No, arrests were

made, and Casey and his little squad re-

turned to await the start of the motor-

cyclists,^ wifQ wfsre not due to get away until

12:31.

While the crowd waited it was discovered

that Casey was riding with an unlighted

lamp, as was one of the patrolmen, while still

another had no lamp at all attached to his

machine. The fact interested the spectators

amazingly, and cries of "Where's your

hiuip?" "You're breaking the law," "Light

up, there," etc., added more interest to the

gathering.

As the four motorcyclists who were en-

tered lined up for the start, a newspaper

"artist," bent upon obtaining a flashlight

photograph, set off a blinding charge of pow-

der. The next instant the riders were given

the word. There is no doubt that a number

of the spectators were blinded for fully two

minutes by the great flash, and, while the

fact cannot be proved, it is common report

that "Shoofly" Casey was among the num-

ber. At any rate, for some reason or the

other, he failed to pm-sue the motorcyclists.

He stood as if dazed, and when finally he

regained his senses he ordered the police-

man nearest him to follow the speeding

motorcyclists, who really were not speeding

at all, because of a common agreement to

keep together at the legal pace until outside

the crowded streets. As the patrolman made

ready to do the roundsman's bidding, he

was tapped on the arm by one of the spec-

tators and requested to arrest the motor-

cyclist who was behind him with an un-

lighted lamp. For a moment the poor fellow

was nonplussed.

"Where is he?" he gasped.

The spectator pointed to Casey.

"There he is. Take him in," he responded.

The copper lingered doubtfully for a moment,

while the motorcyclists drew rapidly away.

He might never have followed them had

not Casey risen to the occasion and ordered

him on. "Go on, Matt; go on," he ordered.

Matt went—probably to his home.

Casey lingered for a few minutes to con-

verse with a reporter. When ho made ofE in

an opposite direction from that taken by the

riders, "Light up, Casey; you're breaking

the law," followed him.

The thermometer was above the freezing

point and the roads a mass of slush—mixed

snow and mud. That it made the going in-

teresting, to use a mild term, and that the

riders soon assumed a picturesque appear-

ance will be readily inferred. The night

was very dark, and many of them slipped

and fell, only to slip and fall again. The

conditions induced most of the cyclists to

cry quits at Yonkers. Considering the fear-

ful roads and the darkness, all those who fin-

ished made wonderful time. The best pre-

vious performance to Yonkers stood at 39

minutes, and to Tarrytown at 1:28. On this

occasion Beaver, the winner, reached Yon-

kers in 45:45 and Tarrytown in 1:33:30. Eveu

A. B. Roe, the one-armed messenger boy,

who rides without handlebars, got to Tar-

rytown in less than two horu's.

The performance of the motor(,'yclists was

even more astounding. In the two previous

years that they had participated, they made

sorry showings, their times being beaten de-

cisively by the pedal pushers. This year,

however, both men and machines behaved

grandly, all four of them finishing inside of

1 hour 12 minutes. A. Kreuder, a thorough

young sportsman, who won last year's con-

test in slow time (1:40:00), covered the nearly

2G miles in 1:03:30—a remarkable night per-

formance on such roads. Although lie was
not first at Yonkers, he wins the Oatman
cup, as Wood is not a club member. Three

hours before the scheduled contest, Kreuder,

Shotwell, Andes and Roland Douglass en-

gaged in a quickly organized run to Yonkers

and return, which Shotwell won in 61 min-

utes; Kreuder was second, 2 minutes later;

Douglass slipped on a car track, and though

he escaped injury, his machine was badly

damaged by an approaching car.

The ten bicycle riders who started were Bert

Dammann, Manhattan F. C; A. B. Roe, Cen-

tury Road Club Association; F. W. Sulzer,

Twelfth Regiment Athletic Association, and

the following members of the Prospect

Wheelmen; .Tames Beaver, O. J. Steih,

George G. Cameron, jr., F. Williams, R.

Stafford, James Stewart and G. Washburn.

Dammann, who won the race last year in

the colors of the Century Wheelmen in

1:31:00, had announced that he was riding

as an unattached rider when he registered

his name. Five minutes later, however, he

asked that he be put down as a member of

the Manhattan Field Club. If he had been

proposed for membership in that organiza-

tion and a meeting of the board of directors

called at which he was formally elected as

a member of the club, it certainly was one

of the quickest initiations on record.

Beaver was the first to reach Yonkers, his

net time being 45 minutes 45 seconds. Camer-

on was but 2 minutes 15 seconds behind him,

and but for bad luck might have defeated

him. Cameron slipped and fell at the corner

of Amsterdam avenue and 125th street, but

was not injured. Then one of his tires punct-

ured when he was three miles from Yonkers.

He waited two minutes until Williams, one

of his club mates, came along, when he took

the latter's machine and finished the race on

it. Williams and Stafford retired from the

race at Yonkers, though they were the third

and fourth riders to reach that point. O. J.

Steih, who was not among the first five to

arrive at Yonkers, made up a lot of time be-

tween there and Tarrytown.

The order at both places was as follows:

AT YONKERS.
Rider M.S.

1—James' Beaver, Prospect W .:. 45:45

a-George G. Cameron, jr.. Prospect W 48:00

3—R. Stafford, Prospect W 49:00

4—P. Williams, Prospect W oo:™

5—J. Stewart, Prospect W bb:m

AT- TARRYTOWN.
Rider H.M.a.

1—James' Beaver, Prospect W V'lVln
2—0. J. Steih, Prospect W }'-T,.^
3-A. B. Roe, C. R. C. A 1:44:30

MOTORCYCLE DIVISION.
AT YONKERS.

"Rider JVi-b.

l-George Wood (Marsh) unattached........ 36:00

2-Albert Kreuder (Marsh), N. Y. M. C. C....38 00

3-Edw. Shotwell (Indian), N. Y. M. C. C... 39.00

^-George Andes (Indian), unattached 41.00

AT TARRYTOWN. .,, „ ^
Rider H.M.S.

1-Albert' Kreuder (Marsh). N. Y. M. C. C..1:03:30

2-George Wood (Marsh) unattached ..j^.. 1.07 30

3-Edw. Shotwell (Indian), N. Y. M. C. C..1.09 .00

4—George Andes (Indian), unattached 1.11.3J

The almost universal understanding that
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the (ierbereux Trophy is now the property

of the Prospect Wheehueu, owing to its bav-

iiig been won three times l>y members of that

organization, turns ont to be an error. Mr.

Gerbereux, the donor, said this week that

the trophy nmst be won three times by the

same rider before becoming tlie property of

anv one.

• Oscar Goerlie, of tlie National Athletic

Clnb of Brooklyn, led the bnncli over the

tape in the fourth annual midnight New
Year's run of the Century Eoad Club of

America to Coney Island and return from

Bedford Best Two feet behind the winner

was L. J. Wentz, his clubmate, and H. F.

Cranston and Gus Perden, of the same or-

ganization, were at the heels of the two lead-

ers. The contest was quite a "National" oc-

casion, as members of that organization cap-

tured the first seven prizes and also the

ninth, wliich Avas doing fairly well, consider-

ing there were but a dozen rewards at the

finish.

Forty riders lined up for the contest, and

were sent away on their sixteen-mile joiu-ney

at 12:11. Twenty-flve made the turn at Co-

ney Island and half the starters covered the

course. Goerke's time v\-as 49 minutes 40

seconds, which was very good, considering

the condition of the roads. The record for

the course is 47 minutes, wliich was made a

year ago by L. .7. Wentz, who finished two

lengths ahead of .Joseph Fogler; Oscar

Goerke and Joseph Kopsky being close back

of the leading pair. D. J. Mclntyre, of th?

Tiger Wheelmen, had a l)ad fall after having

gone a mile and a half on his journey. He
was badly shaken up, and one of his tluuubs

was broken. Captain Sickanius. of the C. R.

C. A., ran into a spectator as he was sprint-

ing for the tape.

The National Athletic Club won the silver

loving cup offered by the promoting organiza-

tion to the club whose riders scored the most

points. In addition, the National A. C. riders

captured the Popper Trophy for the second

year in succession by scoring 67 points. The

Popper Trophy must be won three success-

ive years to become the property of a club.

The order of finish:

1—Oscar Goerke, National A. C.

2—L. .T. Wentz, National A. C.

3~H. F. Cranston, National A. C.

4—Gus Perden, National A. C.

5—Owen Devine, National A. C.

6—Herman Lind, National A. 0.

7—Victor Lind, National A. C.

8—Harry Early. C. R. C. of America.
9—Harry Bennett, National A. C.

10—Philip Sickanius, C. R. C. of America.
11—H. E. Fisher, C. R. C. of America.
12—E. Druitz, White Plains, N. Y,
P. Sherry, Harry Hall and .7. A. Sierra won

the special prizes offered for members of

the Centiu-y Road Club of America who did

not win any of the regular prizes.

Wheelmen, was third. The race was started

at five minutes after midnight, and there

were fourteen starters. W. C. Tohnson, of

362 West 117th street, New York City, 18

years old, collided with another rider when
he had gone but two blocks and received a

bad fall. His left shoulder was pidled out

of its socket, his collar bone and several

other small bones were broken. He Avas re-

moved to St. Mary's Hospital in an ambu-
lance. There was some question about tak-

ing the boy there, and Dan M. Adee, the

recently elected president of the G. R. C. A.,

guaranteed his expenses. The alnbulance

surgeon said he thought .7ohnson would re-

cover from his injuries in a fe^v weeks.

Chicago's i5th New Year's Scorch.

The Nelson family was not as prominent

as usual in the annual 2 :.50 Scorch from Chi-

cago to Pullman, Illinois, on New Y'ear's

Day, the event having been Avon by ErAvin

Siegel, in 49 minutes 30 seconds. George

Raynor, of Lafayette, Ind., was second, in

•"il minutes, Avhile Fred Nelson was tbird, in

51 niinutes 10 seconds. The other finishers

Avere Fred Clay, fourth, in 53 minutes; ,7.

Kippe, tifth: E. Smith, sixth; Jesse RaynoA-,

seventh, and C. Alfred, eighth. Fred Grud-

den and other starters straggled in some

time after the others finished, saying they

found the going very hard on the muddy
roads.

It Avas the fifteenth annual time for the

2:.')0 Scorch, and it has been won by Fred

Nelson four times, and the hitter's brothers,

O. P., Joe and the late .7ohn Nelson, have

also won the event at different times. The

struggle til is year betAveen Siegel and Ray-

nov Avas an interesting one. The mud and

slush Avas very bad, and Siegel proved to be

the better combination of "mud horse" and

sprinter.

Building Prince's Track at Troy.

l^orty carpenters Avere engaged by "Jack"

Prince to build the ten-lap track in the ar-

mory at Troy, where a week's programme of

racing is scheduled to start on Monday, Janu-

ary 9. The racing Avill mostly be motor

paced professional events, at three, five and

seven miles, and an amateur handicap will

be run every night. Prince has been trying

to arrange for some professional sprint races

also, and may be able to put them on. Work
on the track was begvm last Saturday, and it

AA-as to have been completed on Thui'sday.

The riders in the motor paced contests will

be the same men that competed at Buffalo,

except that Walter Bardgett will take the

place of Hardy Downing, the latter having

gone to his home in Los Angeles, Cal.

The annual midnight race of the Century

Road Club Association, from Bedford Rest

to Valley Stream, was captured by C.

Schlosser, of the promoting organization, in

51 minutes. E. Hoffer of the C. R. C. A.,

Avas second, and J. Dorfman, of the Brower

France Adopts Circuit Championships.

For the first time in its history the profes-

sional sprinting championship of France is

to be decided this year by a series of con-

tests, instead of one race. The scoring is

to be done much as is that for the American

national title. In France there are to be

twelve races run, some of them in the pro-

vincial toAvns, between May 1 and October

31. The final contest is to be held in Paris.

In each of the races the wihiieii: is to receive

three points, the second luan tAvo points and
the third man one point., In the final icpjj-

test in Paris the points will . be doubled.

In case there is a tie in points after the

concluding race has been run, the rider hav-

ing the ; largest number of firsts to bis

credit Avill be declared the Avinner. In case

there is also a tie in the number of flrsf

places AVon, the championship will be decided
by a special match between the tAVo men.
The prizes for the final contest in Paris will

iie $100 for first, .$00 for second and $40 for

the third luan. The second and tbird men
in the semi-finals will receive $15 and $10,

respectively.

Physicians Find New Diseases.

NeAv cycle diseases have not appeared with
any alarming frequency since the cycle

ceased to be a fad- It is the automobile that

Is responsible for the fastening of many new
and strange ills on mankind, and the cyclist

has consequently been let much alone. But
now comes the Family Doctor—an English
publication, of course—and adds "mental per-

versity" to the list of cycling ailments. The
disease, apparently, affects both machine and
rider, for the journal in question describes

it as "the passive machine becoming an un-

controllable and active agent of an appar-

ently ima voidable accident." Most riders

liave a lively recollection of these symptoms.
In the novitiate stage there seldom was a

road obstacle—be it tree, stone or ditch—en-
countered that the machine did not make a

break for it.

The remedy, suggests the Family Doctor,

is "to look away from rather than toward
tlie object to, be avoided." But that is ex-

actly Avliat the novice cannot do. The fatal

fascination of that obstacle is too aAvful to

be passed in contempt.

Russians will Race as Usual.

Despite the Avar, cycle races will be held

at St. Petersburg in the spring. A neAV

wooden track has been constructed in the

Russian capital, six laps to the mile, Avith 50

degree banks. As in previous years, the man-
agement Avill engage some foreign riders to

take part in all the meets.

Pottier Puts up a New Record.

Rene Pottier, amateur paced champion of

France last year and a recent graduate to the

professional ranks, raised the human paced
liour record to 30 miles 370 yards on De-

cember 4. His opponents were Boubours and
Bourotte, and the race was decided at the

Velodrome d'Hiver, the indoor track in Paris.

Reading's Rare Old Rider.

Reading, Pa., has a rare old rider in Ben
Kinney. He has passed sixty-three, but it is

stated he can "kick the pedals with the

youngest of them." But be does not kick

more than is necessary, as he is a most en-

thusiastic advocate of coaster brakeis, the

Morrow in particular.
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MECREDY ON GEARS

Contends that Personal Experience Only

will Settle Question for Each Individual.

In the matter of gears, as in many other

things, Avhat is one man's meat is -another

man's poison. Only by actual experiment

can a rider determine what is best suited to

his style of riding, yet the usual plan is

to select a gear just because some one else

is using a similar one, and that one usually

high. That keen cyclist and close observer,

R. J. Mecredy, in the current Irish Cyclist,

animadverts on this proneness to "follow tlie

leader," and points out the folly of it all.

Keferring to the assertion that "a variation

of lo inches, or even 20 inches, in the fixed

gear of a bicycle has no appreciable intluencj

on the average pace when the muscle.^ luivi>

had time to adapt themselves to the altered

conditions," he says:

•'This is a question of which we have made
a v'ery careful study ever since the time that

the safety, or geared up, bicycle came into

use, and we most emphatically differ from

the opinions above stated, whicli seem to be

based mainly on the fact that during the last

twenty years fast riders have gone from one

extreme to the othei', and at one time swore

by 70 inches in gear and at another by 80 or

90. We freelj' admit that cyclists are very

much like sheep in their aptitude for follow-

ing the leader, and are likely to adopt the

gearing most in vogue by the crack brigade,

irrespective of the fact as to whether it suits

their peculiarities or the particular circum-

stances of their case.

"We contend most emphatically, however,

.that there is a very wide divergence between

the gears which suit different classes of rid-

ers, and which will be found most satisfac-

tory for varying conditions, and that each

man will only learn by experience', granted

he is capable of forming an opinion for him-

self, the particular gear Which gives the best

resiilts in his case. •'
'

"The question -is one which can only be

dealt with on general principles. Most peo-

ple are apt to jump to the conclusion that a

strongly built man with great muscle devel-

opment will be best suited by a high gear,

while the thin, weedy looking rider should

gear very low. This is very far from being

the case, however. The thin, weedy looking

rider may be faulty as regards heart and
lungs while being wiry in other respects.

Consequently fast pedalling will be peculiai*-

ly disastrous to him, whereas he will not feel

ha;rd pushing nearly so much. The power-
fully built man, on the other hand, may have
a strong heart and perfect lungs. Fast pedal-

Jiing, provided it comes natural to him or he

can develop the art. will not prove disastrous,

whereas hard pushing, notwithstanding his

apparent sti'ength, will not suit liim.

"As a case in point we might mention our

own experience. In our racing days we car-

ried' out a series of most exhaustive tests.

With two racing bicycles and uo less than

seven driving wIhh'Is. wo experimented with

varying gear.s. At this jjoriod the average

racing nnin was geaiiug to alxiut 8.5 inches.

We found, lunvever, that, although we couul

do a better (piarter against time on the high

gear, when it came !<> snriuting at the tinisli

of a race against anotluT rider we were

yards faster on the low, and consequently

settled down to a gear between 6'2 and 63.

Zimmermann's (>x|ierience was somewhat

similar. He found by experiment that a low

gear suited him, and when he was carrying

all before him in England in 1S!)1 his gear

was ()-l inches, wliich was sonietliing like

20 inches lower than Uiat of the men he was
competing against.

"So nmch for the personal equation. It is

necessary, however, also to take into account

IS ALWAYS DIS-

APPOINTED IN

HORIiAllicWIIIGHniREUPE

irS TOO GOOD FOR HIM

DOES NOT DRY UP

Morgans Wright
CHICAGO

NBW. WRK BRANCH ilirZltt WEST 47TH ST.

the performances for which the machine is

required. For example, as regards racing, if

a man is riding against time, or in paced

trials, he will need a mucli higher gear than

if he is competing in ordinary scratch races.

The reason for this is simple. The race is

not won on the average pace maintained,

but in the last quarter-mile sprint. It is

easier for a rider to: learn to pedal faster

than to find the . strength to enable him to

ptisli hard, and the man who can pedal fast

can always raise a sprint on a low gear at

the end of a hard race, where the man
mounted on the higli gear will fail.

"Similarly, on the road, the conditions must

be taken into account. An excessively high

gear is misleading. When the rider is fresh

and the road favorable it seems much easier

to push than a low gear. When he begins

to tire from the length of the day's journey,

from a head wind, or from heavy or hilly

roads, the higli gear becomes almost intoler-

able. On the low gear, though he may feel

it irksome at first, he will not tire so rapidly,

and when he is tired will still be able to

,push ou in a way which he never could ac-

complish on the high gear.

"Where fast riding is indulged in the rider

will find the low gear most tiring on a level

road, for there it is necessary both to pedal
fast and push comparatively hard. On the

uphill he will score because, though pushing
comparatively hard, the rate of pedalling will

not be fast. While downhill, although he will

have to pedal very fast, there will be no
hard pushing. In every case the rider must
try to strike the hapy medimn; only thus can
he attain the best possible results. But to

say that a variation of 20 inches w.ill make
no dilTerence to a man provided he uses one
or other gear long enough to be fairly ac-

customed to it is not correct."

Century Riding on a New Plan.

Steal a bicycle in one town, ride it, and sell

it in the next, Avas the original method of an
Englishman. He commenced his trip at Exe-
ter, and religiously carried out his pro-

gramme in sixteen different towns, travelling

on an average one hundred miles a djay. This
trip occupied two mouths, but in Ijieeds he
was caught, and therefore enjoys sieclnsion

which will last. for a period of six months,

and may possibly be accjuipanied with a
little caknm picking. ;

riajorca's Ninety-/Vlile.an-Hour track.

One of the fastest tracks in the world has
been built on the island of Majorca. It is

three laps to the kilometer, and the con-

structors have certified that it will take a
speed of ninety miles an hour. Cement has
been discarded, asphalt being thought bet-

ter. It \\as on this new track that Manuel
won the championship of Spain last month,
by defeating Kicardu and Peris.

No Racks on Oakland's Sidewalks.

Bicycle racks that blockade the streets

have been ordered removed by Mayor Olney
of Oakland, Cal. Chief of Police Hodgkins
detailed officers to call upon offending store-

keepers and give them two weeks to remove
all racks that encroached upon the side-

walks. If the order is not obeyed in that

time, offenders will be prosecuted by the au-

thorities, r

Influence of the Automobile.

One Frenchman at least has tried the auto-

mobile with the result that he is more than
ever a convert to the bicycle. President A.

Ballif of the Toru'ing Club of France recently

wound up an enthusiastic laudation of the

automobile by saying that its chief merit

was that it made him fonder than ever of

the liicycle.

Dorlon with His Skates on.

Oliver Dorlon has proved himself speedy
on a bicycle, and also on skates. At the

Clermont Avenue Eink, in Brooklyn, the

six day racer broke the three-quarter mile
skating record by covering the distance in
2 minutes 7 seconds.

International Union to Discuss Pacing.

Tile Union Cycliste Internationale will meet
at I'aiis on Saturday, February 11, to discuss
pacing and other questions of interest.
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/READINGSTANDARD

THEY'RE COMING YOUR WAY!
OUR TRAVELERS

With

The 1905 Reading Standard Bicycles and Motor Cycle.

PROFITS
Will Come Your \A/ay Also

i-f '

.

You Secure The Agency for this Superb Line.
Our I905 Bicycle Ca-taiog arid IS/lctor Cycle Bookle't

WILL TELL YOU ALL.

READING STANDARD CYCLE MFG. CO., reading, pa., u s. a.

\A/ri"te Xodsy.
Distributors for So. Car., Ca. , Fla., Ala., Miss, and Tenn., ALEXANDER-ELYEA CO.. Atlanta, Ca.

PacificCoastDistrlbutors, THE BRUNETTE CO., 46 1
Mission St.,<San Francisco, Cal.

RbadingStandard
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Warner's Rise to Uovernor's Chair.

"Bicycle champion in 1884; Michigan's Gov-

ernor in 1905," is the heading of an article

which is going the rounds of the newspapers

in the "U'olverine State. It tells of the career

of Fred M. Warner, who was elected Gov-

ernor of Michigan at the recent election in

that State. Wlien he was seventeen years

old, which was twenty-three years ago, War-
ner saw three young men riding the high bi-

cycles of the period down the principal street

of Farmington, where he lived at the time.

He was smitten with the fever, and invested

all of his savings, amounting to $95, in a

Columbia. That fall he competed in two
races, and won one of them.

The following season he bought a lighter

machine, and with it won many races in On-

tario and Michigan. He competed in the

State championships at Coldwater, and won
the half-mile, one and five mile events. The
following spring, while training on the track

near Farmington, a driver exercising a horse

ran into Warner and the latter's nose was
broken. He went to Belleville, Ont., to ride

in a 100-mile race, but a rainstorm prevented

it from being run off. The Michigan State

championships were held at Ovid that year,

and Warner captured two of the events. The
same year Warner wished the bicycle club

at Farmington to promote a race meet, but

some of the timid members feared they

would lose money, so he ran it himself and

made a good deal of money. The chief prize

was to have been a |50 medal for the ten-

mile open, but Warner won the race himself,

defeating "Birdie" Munger among others.

Evidence of Winnipeg's Interest.

lu Winnipeg, Manitoba, 8,541 licenses were

issued last year by the Cycle Paths Board,

which was a large increase over the number
issued for the previous season. During the

past year 3(31 bicj'cles were reported as

stolen, of which number 222 were recovered

by Warren Beggs, superintendent of the

board, thirty-eight were recovered by the

owners, thirty by the local p:)lice otiicers,

and seventy-one are still missing.

Cyclists of that city now have seventeen

miles of paths to ride over, five miles of

whicli were constructed last year. During
the year 280 cubic yards of sand were used

in top-dressing and repairing the paths,

while 350 loads of earth were used in mak-
ing the connecting link in the Portage ave-

nue path between Home and Maryland
streets. The board now owns an outfit val-

ued at $2,220, consisting of graders, wag-

ons, sleighs, rollers and two teams. Since
March, 1904, the board paid out $2,700 in

wages. It is the intention to construct five

or six miles more of paths during the coming
season.

What Interested Portugal's Royal Heads.

According to the ".Journal de I'Automobile,"

the King and Queen of Portugal, who vis-

ited the Paris salon, were more interested in

the bicycles than the automobiles. "His maj-
esty." says that publication, "was particu-
larly attracted by tlie motorcycles, while the
Queen devoted most of her attention to tbe
latest improveinents in bicycles."

Cycling Paris as Seen by a Stranger.

It is amusing to note the things that are

done in Paris without attracting attention.

It is a common thing to see a young fellow

strolling along the footpaths of the most

crowded boulevards, with a girl on one side

of him, AA'hile on the other he is wheeling his

bicycle, says an observant cycling visitor to

l^iris. He may, and does, rub the dirty

wheels and tires against the troiisers and

skirts of parties whom he meets or over-

takes, but he walks on indifferent to what-

ever inconvenience he might cause. The
victims don't seem to mind much, either.

Now and then they give a hasty glance be-

tokening a desire to burn the cyclist along

with his cycle and girl, or they mutter un-

utterable things, but they pay no serious at-

tention to it. I happened to walk down the

boulevards behind one man who on three

separate occasions wiped his front tire on

the lovely crimson trousers of a military of-

ficer. The officer would halt at every block

in the traffic, and every time the wheel was
pushed against him. The warrior toolf no

notice. I suppose he thought that that was

what his trousers were for.

Another novel use the cyclist makes of

the boulevards attracted ray attention. When
he wants to get rid of his bicycle for an

lioiu" or so, he simply chains it to a tree and

leaves it there. In a small place there

might be nothing remarkable in such a pro-

cedure, but in crowded streets like those of

Paris, it strikes the visitor as curious. Peo-

ple constantly knock against the machines

thus disposed of and soil themselves. I saw

a policeman give a drunken fellow a push,

and the fellow fell over a chained bicycle.

Nobody cared or knew what harm he had

done it.

For years the Parisian cyclist has sternly

set his face against the use of a bicycle

lamp. I suppose he does not wish to in-

crease the profits of those who sell lamps,

hut whatever the reason, he sticks to the

Chinese lantern, which he has used for years.

On one occasion I remember seeing a cyclist

witli a lamp, and he was the first I had seen

for years.

The French are fair weather birds, too.

They like to ride when they and their ma-
chines look pretty and attractive. Rain or

cold weather takes all the desire out of them,

and they keep close to home when they are

in evidence.

t( PERFECT"

THERE IS

OILER.
For High Grade Bicycles. The best and neatest Oiler in the

market. DOBS ^0T LEAK. The " PERFECT " is the

only Oiler that regulates the supply of oil to a drop. It is ab-

solutely unequaled. Price 25 cents each.

We make cheaper oilers, also.

No Good Reason
why you should not

buy

BEVIN BELLS.

Cushman & Oenison Mfg- Co,, 21C-2 W. 23d 5t., N, Y.

There are a good many
good reasons why you
should buy them. If you
are not "wise," let us

post you!

Bevin Toe Clips

and

Trouser Guards

are in the same class with

Bevin Bells.

Bevin Bros. Mfg. Co.
EASrHAMPTON, CONN,
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Bicycle Duel, Russian Style.

' Duels have been contested in many strange

ways, in fact as well as in Action; but one

method which was adopted in Waisaw re-

cently has never, to our knowledge, been at-

tempted before. The parties to the duel

were two Polish students—Mieroslawski and

Yarkin. A quarrel led to a challenge, but no

agreement as to weapons could be arriveil

at/ Ultimately, on the suggestion of a third

party, it was decided to fight on bicycles, the

only weapons allowed being knouts, says

English Cycling. A large fiozeu pond Avas

selected, and the combatants and their sec-

onds and supporters assembled.

'Riding down" Avas prohibited, and the aim

of each man was to steer his machine with

the left hand into a position from which,

with the knout in his right hand, he could

deal a slashing blow at his opponent. Miero-

slawski drew first blood by laying Yarkin's

face open with a Avell judged lash. Then

I'arkin got in effectively, and the faces of

the two fighters ran blood. Yarkin at last,

blinded by his own gore, turned liis machine

and ran for it. His adversary cunningly

steered hini toward a weak spot in the ice.

and then, himself swerving off onto safe

ground, left Yarkin to plunge through into

what was. happily, not more than four feet

of water. Thus ended the duel and thus was
I'olish honor satisfied.

Fowlers Choose Their Leaders.

The annual meeting and election of of-

ficers of the Fowler Wheelmen, of Provi-

dence, R. I., A^as held at the club rooms last

week. After tlie routine business was trans-

acted the following were elected officers for

tlie ensuing year: President, John B. Bordeu,
vice-president, Walter Pratt; recording sec-

retary. William .J. Ford; assistant recording
secretary, J. Francis Arnott; financial secre-

tary, William H. Orton; treasurer, John B.
McGorty; captain, William J. Ford; sergeant-
at-arms, Joseph O'Reilly; press correspond-
ent, Harry Pratt.

I^emillard Heads the Massasoits.

The Massasoit Cycle Club, of Springfield,

Mass., elected the following officers at its

annual meeting last week: President, C. R.
I\emillard; vice-president, Harry McReii,
secretary, J. T. Coughlin; assistant secretary^
(i. H. Harrkss; treasurer, H. E. Cady; board
of directors, H. E. Cady, P. B. Stearns, G.
H. Wing, C. M. Bishop and C. W Bollis,

auditors, M. F. Connor and C. M. Bishop.

Don't Want the Danger Lessened.

Following the announced decision of the

managers of the two outdoor tracks at Paris

that they would not allow the liigh poAvered

motor pacing machines to be used hereafter,

comes an unusual objection from some of the

racing men. Though there Aveie several deaths

and many nearly fatal accdeuts last year

caused by the use of the large motors, many
professional motor pace folloAvers are reluc-

tant to alDandon them for the smaller ma-
chines, which ^^'ill be the only kind alloAved

at the Buffalo Velodrome and the Pare des

Princes tracks the coming season. The rac-

i)ig men complain that the neAA' rule AAill com-
pel them to buy new motors of small horse-
power, while their present high poAvered pac-
ing equipment Avill be valueless. It is not
likely that the track managers Avill change
their minds,' despite the Avails of the racing
men.

Bayonnes Elect Officers.

Officers for the ensuing year Avere elected

last Aveek by the Bayonne Wheelmen, of

Bayonue, N. .J., as follOAVs: President, George

Solumon; Aace-president, John Spavin; secre-
tary, E. T. Jones; treasurer, John Barb; ser-

geant-at-arms, John Hedley; trustees, An-
drew StoA'^eken and S. Cooper.

NEVERLEAK
BRASS SIGN OFFER EXTENDED.

is many dealers have only part of the required number of certificates for obtaining a

SOLID BRASS SIGN-FREE,
we have extenied our offer to enable all to obtain one of these splendid signs. Dealers should pre-

serve their 19)4 certificates and send in their 1905 orders for NEVERLEAK as early as possible, to

make sure of getting one of these signs and to secure it early in the season.
A "Brass Sign" Certificate accompanies each dozen 4 oz. tubes of NEVERLEAK. When you

have 12 certificates, mail them to us and you will receive a solid brass sign, 12 by 15 inches, entirely
free of charge.

BUFFALO SPECIALTY MANUFACTURING CO., Buffalo,N.Y.

Every Dog Has His Day!
THIS IS THE TIME TO

BUY YOUR BICYCLES AND SUPPLIES
AH Standard Goods and Supplies for Bicycle and

Automobile Builders and Dealers.

EXCELSIOR SUPPLY CO., - 233-5-7 Randolph Street, Chicago, IlL
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INTEREST IS INCREASING

Inquiries and Orders for riotor Bicycles

,
Indicate a Good Season Ahead.

If indicatious count for anything, 1905 will

prove ail uiicouunonly good year for motor-

cycles. Nearly all of those concerned with

their manufacture report an increased and

increasing volume of inquiry during the last

two months, which is the mure remarkable

because of the severity of the winter.

J. I. Brandenburg, of the Aurora Auto-

matic ^Machinery Co., and George P. Jenkins,

of the American Motor Co., were among
those who agreed on this point, and yester-

day tlie signs of promise were more than

confirmed by Oscar Hedstrom, of the Hendee
Mfg. Co. He stated that not only has the

volume of inquiry been much heavier tlian

ever before, but the orders for Indians act-

ually in hand are already considerably in

excess of Avhat they were at the end of Feb-

ruary of last year.

Hedstrom was iu New York, en route to

Florida, where he goes partly to rusticate,

partly to attack records ou the famed Or-

moud-Daytoua Beach during the continuance

of the automobile speed carnival there. No
events for motorcycles are mcluded iu the

programme, but Hedstrom had received as-

surance that the electrical timiug apparatus
will be placed subject his performance. He
is taking with him a brand new two cylin-

der Indian—one Avhich differs somewhat
from the machine lie used on several occa-

sions last year.

Development in Both-Ended Tubes.

Manj' efforts have been made to improve
the butt-ended inner tube, with the object of

removing the objection to it due to the lack

of circularity of the ends and of a free cireu-

( lation of air. An English concern has
brought out a tube that is ingenious, and if

it works as Avell iu practice as in theory it

will prove a useful invention.

The method employed is extremely simple.

Botli ends of the tube are open, as in the

case o" a tube that is to be lapped a,nd

cemericd. Onv of the ends, however, is

thick.-ned by altixing to it a band of rubber
of approximately. the same size as the tube
and yl>out an inch in depth. All that is re-

quired is to place the end of the part of the

tube having the thickened edge on the out-

side into the other part of the tube, which
has a thickened fdge on the inside, and push

it iu sufliciently far to allow the edge of the

outside band to abut against the edge of the

inside baud, which makes a perfectly aii'-

tight joint. Of course, the tube should not

be twisted.

The tubes are made both for pedal driven

and motor cycles.

DEFENDS HIS BUSINESS

Western Traveling Man Sets an Inspiring

Example by Bringing Facts to Bear.

Seeking Capital for Kirkham Factojy.

Efforts are being made to obtain capital tc

establish a motorcycle factory at Bath, N. Y
L. J. Kirkham is the practical man in the en-

terprise, and the factory, if started, will do

business under his name. So far $5,000 has

been subscribed. Double this amount is

wanted, but confidence is expressed that the

remainder of this amount will be forthcom-

ing in a few days. It is proposed to employ

about forty men at the outset, increasing the

force later.

Philadelphia Jobbers Incorporate.

Edward K. Tryon, Jr., & Co., Philadelphia,

Pa., have been incorporated as the Edward
K. Ti'yon Company, the co-partnership

formed in 18G8 by the late Edward K. Tryon,

Jr., who died on September 19 last, expiring

on January 1. The entire stock of the new
company has been taken by the surviving

partners of the old firm, Edward B. Mears,

Jr., Evan G. Chandlee and Charles Z. Tryon,

who become the directors and officers.

Switzerland a Good Harket.

During the last five years nearly 74,500

cycles, representing a value of $3,275,000,

have been imported into Switzerland. Of the

number 49,500 came from Germany, 12,500

from France, 6,000 from the United States,

and 1,700 from the United Kingdom. The

imports are increasing yearly, last years to-

tal of 17,170 machines being the highest on

lecord.

The Retail Record.

McKiimey, Tex.—A. O. Browning; fire; loss,

."SS.OOO.

Los Angeles, Cal.—A. P. Smith, Jr.; fiie;

loss, $3,000.

Marysville, Cal.—W. P.. Brown, sold out to

Harry E. Miller.

Norwood, R. I.—D. F. Hoosie & Co., bi-

cycles, sewing machines, etc.; new firm.

H. G. Moore, who travels through the State

of Ohio in the interests of the bicycle depart-

ment of the Pope Manufacturing Company,

is a man who believes in nailing a slander

as soon as it shows its head. After reading

a derogatory article on "the decline of the de-

mand for bicycles" in Columbus, Moore at

once prepared an answer which is given be-

low:

"To the man avIio wrote the article pro-

nouncing the bicycle a dead one and sound-
ing death knells of an industry which is

strenuously alive, I would, in a gentle way,
beg to mention a few facts:

"Being in the business, I contend I know
something about it, and travelling the State

of Ohio gives me a fair knowledge of what
the Jbicycle is and what the business amounts
to. In a recent article it was brought to the
public's attention the fact that the Kings
( 'ouiity Wheelmen of Brooklyn have given up
their clubhouse and disbanded, that the
League of American Wheelmen has con-

densed itself into three divisions, that bicycle
dealers who are not handling some automo-
bile agency bave been forced out of business,

that cycling has died a fad's death like the
roller skate, and further declares that the
bicycle is not a necessity.

"Now, let us eliminate all the hot air and
jump right to the facts and let the public
have a peep at the bicycle business as It is

to-day. I don't need to go any further than
the city of Columbus, nor go outside of the
State of Ohio, to say, truthfully, that the
bicycle business is an industry that amounts
to thousands and thousands of dollars and
gives employment to hundreds of men and is

recognized by those who are in the business

as a highly satisfactory manufacturing line

and in a prosperous condition. In Columbus
there are four, what I consider, good, live

bicycle dealers. The Columbus Sporting

(roods Co., Wickleff & Funk, American Ma-
cliine Co. and C. E. Evans, all representative

laisiiiess men. Besides there are eight or

ten bicycle repair shops.

"In the State of Ohio there are a number
of bicycle manufacturers who make thou-
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sands of bicycles annually. Bicycle tires are

shipped out of Ohio by the carload every

day. Two or three mills are busy here mak-

ing miles of bicycle tiibing. Others are mak-

ing forgings, stampings, balls, rims and nu-

merous other manufactured articles in the

sundry line. There are in the State, perhaps,

one hundred jobbers who have their men
on the road selling bicycles and sundries and

all of them will tell you that their bicycle

department is giving them good returns.

"There will, perhaps, be sold in Columbus

during 1905 a thousand bicycles. That many
were sold last year, arid we look for an in-

crease this year. Here is a fair sample of tlie

bicycle business in Dayton. You will see

in front of G. W. Shroyer's store 102 crateil

bicycles which the transfer company has just

unloaded, and Mr. Shroyer says he has five

or six hundred more to come.

"Now, in the face of all these facts, I don't

believe that the general impression can pre-

vail that the bicycle business is not a good

business. Surely, business, men don't manu-

facture stuff they have no market for, and

jobbers and retailers are not buying goods

they cannot sell.

"Everybody knows the position that the

League of American Wheelmen have occu-

pied in the bicycle world during the last five

or six years. The Kings County Wheelmen
of Brooklyn were a band of the Loyal Old

Guard, men well along in years, who have

passed from one stage to the other in life,

where they have become quiet and settled

down to the daily routine of business and the

general way of living. The same men, at

one time in their life, used to play marbles,

fly a kite, row a boat, go hunting and, among
numerous other things, ride a bicycle. Sim-

ply- because some of them have acquitted

themselves honorably along the line of sport,

and retired, doesn't necessarily imply that

they have ruined the bicycle business by so

doing. There are thousands and thousands

of boys and men who are growing tip to that

certain age, and when they arrive at it, they

will have use for the bicycle because the

bicycle is a necessity.

"It's the most convenient vehicle of trans-

portation there is in the business. You can
get around quicker with less expense than
you can any other way. Your physician will

tell you that the exercise given one in riding

a bicycle is highly beneficial to general
health, and the beauty of it all is that the

price is within the reach of all. I would like

to add that bicycle dealers are not handling
automobiles in order to keep from being
forced out of business. Wherever you find a
man that is selling bicycles and automobiles,

I feel safe in making the assertion that in

many cases his bicycle business is holding

up the automobile end of his business. I

come in contact with these men every day
and am in a position to know what they are
doing.

"Bicycles will always be in use. They have
a commercial value now. and it is on a par
with any general line of manufacturing, a
good business, in a good, prosperous con-
dition."

How Hendee's New Fork is Made.

That the new cushion fork designed by
Oscar Hedstrom, and which will constitute

a feature of the 1905 Indian motor bicycle,

is a novel creation, the accompanying illus-

trations will sliow. It is almost two forks

in one, and the fact that it may be quickly

made rigid or as quickly adjusted to meet'

any requirements of road or riders, will

cause it to appeal to many men who usually

do not view yielding forks Avltli favor.

The adjustment is made by tightening or

loosening with a wrench the nut on the for-

ward spring. The spring carried in the small

cartridge at the front compresses under the

load, and under concussion the small spring
in the back relieves the jar, consequently
the forward part of the machine is hung be-
tween these two springs, the action being ou
the two bolts at the hinged joints. By screw-
ing up on the nut on the forward spring any
desired tension of the spring can be obtained.
This adjustment admits of different tension
for the different weight riders, and also a
different tension for the condition of the
roads In different sections of the country.
The illustrations convey a good idea of the

strength of the fork, the coupling of the two
parts depending not merely on the bolt, but
on shoulders countersunk in each of the fork
parts.

Why They List a $125 Model.

In explanation of the retention in its 1905
line of a model listed at £25 ($125), the Ra-
leigh Cycle Co. gives some interesting infor-

mation regarding the construction, finish and
equipment of a machine of this class. It

starts out by combating the theory that it is

impossible to put more work into a bicycle

than is represented by $75 or $80.

"We believe that there are still many cy-

clists who are glad to pay for the luxury of

having a bicycle in which cost of production
has not been studied, where the labor put
into the machine and the finish put on it

liave not been limited, and we, therefore, re-

tain our famous £25 Modeles Superbas, hav-

ing improved them by building the frame
with duplex lower main tubes, which hold

(he crank bracket rigid and absolutely pre-

vent loss of power under the driving strain,

while tubular brake wire covers are used,

the cables being run over ball joints, giving

beautifully free and smooth action, together

with great holding power. The finish is more
elaborate and costly than ever, and the ac-

cessories included in the price comprise spe-

cial lamp, bell, gold plated silver name and
address plaque, etc., etc., while we give cus-

tomers wide option as to the fittings of the

specialties which they would like included

on this machine. We may state candidly

that there are other machines in our cata-

logue which pay us better, but we look upon
these high priced bicycles to a certain extent

as advertisements; and, furthermore, by
keeping such machines in our list and adher-

ing to them in our programme of manufact-

ure we set our work people a very high stand-

ard of excellence to copy, and good results

are seen all through our works, down to the

lowest priced bicycle we make."

Lawson Tells of His "Deeds."

"What has the bicycle industry done for

man? Made him the fastest animal alive.

What has it done for woman? I wont say

it has made her the fastest, but it has im-

proved her pace?" Thus declared Henry
John Lawson, the notorious London "pro-

motor," who was tried for swindling, along

with Ernest Terah Hooley, and sentenced to

a year at hard labor, to an enterprising re-

porter.

Lawson had a few modest words to say

about the part he played in launching the

safety bic.ycle, of which, as is well known,
lie claims to be the inventor.

"Years after I started the safety bicycle

industry,"' he said, "all we could do was to

take the machine up the hill and let it run

down again. Then came a telegram from

Coventry, and I went there, accom^ajiied by
my blacksmoth. Well, they hit me on the

head with a brick on the first day, and I re-

turned whence I came. But all this bicycle

industry had come from this inauspicious

start."

Fear Religion Hay Hurt Business.

Fears are being expressed that the religious

"revival" which has a large part of Wales in

its grip will injuriously affect the coming

cycling season. It is hurting the winter

sports now, as the people have no time for

such worldly things.

Pope Catalogues First Out.

The first of the 1905 catalogues to put in

an appearance are those of the Pope Mfg.

Co.'s Western Department. That they han-

dle well their subiects—Ramblers, Imperials,

Crescents and Monarchs—goes without say-

ing-

La Chambre Syndicale Suisse de I'lndus-

trie de I'Automobile et du Cycle proposes to

liold a cycle and automobile show in Geneva
in April next.
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CYCLES AT PARIS SHOW

Only Automobiles Were Heralded, but Pedal-

Driven Machines Outnumbered Them.

. Comparatively few people are aware that

the Paris Salon, as the great French auto-

mobile exhibition is popularly termed, was

originally as much a cycle as an automo-

bile show. Such is the fact, however. This

is made plain by its lengthy official title, one

little used, which is, I'Exposition Interna-

tionale de TAutomobile du Cycle et des

Sports. In 1898, when the present salon was

started, cycling was in the beginning of the

slump period, and the motor vehicle was just

on the eve of becoming practical. For years

the cycle part of the "salon" overshadowed

the automobile exhibits.

The salon which ended on last Christmas

i.'i.y, the seventh of the series, is generally

supposed to have contained very few bi-

cycles. Certainly they made no great show.

Yet statistics collected by the indefatigable

H. H. GiifQn, the English statistician, who
has compiled data of shows for years, re-

veals a remarkable state of affairs. As a

matter of fact, there were more than 1,100

bicycles exhibited there—just nineteen less

then were in Agricultural Hall, Loudon,

when the Stanley show was held in Novem-
ber last.

How these machines were stowed away in

deserted nooks, badly staged and shamefully

neglected is best told by Griffin himself.

"When I saw comments in various papers

upon the paucity of cycles, pedal or gasolene,

1 smiled a statistical smile, for I, alone, had
taken the trouble to count them, and there-

fore alone knew that 'the small and insig-

nificant number' was very few points behind

what was considered a great show at the

Stanley," he says.

"However, I can excuse the untrained eye,

for tne cycles took a deal of finding, being in

all sorts of odd places in thirteen or fourteen

galleries, in upper galleries mixed up with

motor cars, and slung together like so many
sacks of corn. Wherever we find unusual ex-

cellence, such as lighting and artistic stands,

there is bound to be a reverse swing of the

pendulum—and faith we got it, with com-

pound interest, in the loose gravel floor, the

incivility of the press, the feeding (save for

well lined pockets), and in the way the bi-

cycles were lumped together, lying against

each otlier, saddles touching, handle bars

overlapping.

"How could any firm expect to awake in-

terest and get orders from such a higgledy-

piggledy as nearly all the French firms pre-

sented? After cramming as many as possi-

ble, it looked as if a fat man had been hired

to lean against the row, in hopes of getting

in another.

"While counting the cars I thought I might

as well take the cycles as I went along, so

had my sheets prepared, but reading of tht

few cycles at last years show (I daresay

there were over 1,000), I did not rule enough
sheets, but a surplus from the cars came in

handy. One firm, Meyer, showed 40 bicycles;

Fils de Peugeot, 36; next door. Liberator, 25;

Pope (America), 28; Societe La Francaise, 24;

Rochet, 21, and so on. In the grand hall

alone there were 731 cycles shown by 46 firms.

In the galleries, extra rooms and even down
in the riverside section there were others-

many others—practically equally the Stanley

in the number of cycle exhibits, as the figures

below show. . Over 1,100 cycles is a big show,

and would liave proved most effective if con-

fined to a series of galleries instead of being-

all over the place.

'A marked feature was the scarcity of bi-

cycles for ladies. At the Stanley about one-

third of all the bicycles were for ladies; in

Paris not 10 per cent, really 1 in 12 was a

nearer average.

"Following are the figures:

Bicycles. Paris. Stanley.
Single bicycles 824 835
Tandem bicycles 4 2

Motor bicycles 240 • 247

Total 1,068 1,084
Tricycles. Paris Stanley.

Single and others 6 16
Carriers^^ 16 8
Motors 14 15

Total 36 39

Grand totals—Paris, 1,104; Stanley, 1,123.

*Ten of these were motors, making Paris
204 motors; Stanley, 262.

Tires as Mud Slingers.

That smooth tread tires should throw more
mud than corrugated ones is the remarkable

discovery made by a Mr. Last, of the science

section of the Victoria and Albert Museum,
London. His contention, he says, is based

on personal experience. With a smooth tire

tlie mud travels by centrifugal force from

the sides to the centre of the tread, whence
it flies oft' into space in one stream. Wlien,

however, tlie tire is ribbed with longitudinal

corrugations, these furnisli barriers to the

travelling of the mud across it, and each

ridge becomes a line from which separate

and much smaller streams are thrown off.

With the large accumulations of mud on th?

centre of the smooth tire the surface tension

of the muddy fluid is readily burst, and its

escape from the tire is thus much facilitated.

The drops and clots, moreover, are longer

and travel further. The smaller accumula-

tions, which form at the several ridges for

the opposite reason, break away with more

difficulty, for the particles are not so heavy
and consequently fall to the ground sooner.

This theory accords with the observed fact

that the large drops thrown by a smooth tirp

contrast strongly with the finer spray from
one with corrugations.

Mr. Last also seems to think that the suc-

tion of the smooth tire has a good deal to

say to its mud slinging proclivities.

INGENUITY IN PEDALS

Novel Creation for which Hany Advan-

tages are Claimed—How It Works.

A happy application of the principle of the

coaster part of a coaster brake device to a

pedal has been made by an Englishman, with

the result of minimizing the dead centre and

enlarging the radius of the power application

in each revolution of the crank. The pedal

is being placed on the market, and has been

favorably criticised by, among others, Pro-

fessor Boulden, of University College, Shef-

field.

The device is termed a patent lever pedal,

and these advantages are claimed for it:

More leverage, greater pressure distance, con-

tinuous drive throughout, no cessation of

pressure when passing dead centres. The in-

vention consists of a free wheel movement
in the interior, which will only allow the

pedal to spin backward, the forward move-
ment locking and giving extra leverage right

to the end of the toe. In the downward
stroke, when the pedal spindle is under the

dead centre of the bracket axle, there is still

four inches pressure distance with this pedal

(owing to the locking), which is not lost until

the toe is under the bracket axle; conse-

quently the uppermost crank is thrown well

past the dead centre before the under crank

has relaxed its pressure.

For hilly districts and against head winds
the inventors claim that they obtain for the

rider that ease which cannot be obtained

with change speed gears or any other apli-

ance^that is, there is no dead centre to

overcome and no loss of momentum, there

being a continuous pedalling pressure

throughout.

It will be seen that as the pedal cannot be

rotated backward, it is impossible to run the

machine backward or even to rotate the

cranks backward while the pedal is rigidly

iield—as when the hand or foot is on it. This

would cause some little inconvenience, as the

most natural method of running the machine
backward, say, for the purpose of getting

the pedal in a certain position, as in mount-

ing, is to take hold of the pedal for that pur-

post. This is a minor objection, however,

and in otlier respects the device looks all

right.

Used Hand-ilade Balls.

It was the custom of the Humber concern

for many years to use in their Beeston prod-

uct hand made balls. They were made out

of the bar, hand tools being used in their pro-

duction, and 2.50 balls per man was consi.d';

ered a fair week's work. The balls would^

sell at sixpence (12 cents) each.

One British company, the Premier, has

taken a stand directly contrary to that of

lUidge-Whitworth. It has abandoned direct

selling, and to that end has closed all its

branch offices in the kingdom, with the ex-

ception of the one in London.

Perhaps the Name Scares the Tacks.
"Antiderapant Hydra" is the name of the

latest non-puncturable tire. It has a leather

c ver, is made in France, and its name is

supposed to assist resistance to puuctui-es.
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THE WISE RIDER BUYS THE NATIONAL
THE SATISFIED RIDER BUYS AGAIN.

A sale easily made means quick profit to the

dealer. Wherever you find a dealer pushing the

NATIONAL, you meet a successful one.

Get in line for the NATIONAL Agency for

1905. You can make money out of it.

WHAT YOU GET FOR YOUR MONEY IS AS

IMPORTANT AS THE AMOUNT

YOU PAY.

For Agency

May 24, 1904.

This is the fourth year that I have ridden this

wheel and would not trade it for a new one of

any other make. E. F. HAMMOND.

TerraLrcss NATIONAL CYCLE MFG. CO., Bay City, Mich., U.S.A.

Fisk Tires for Motorcycles
Ogden, Utah, Jan. 4, 1905. -

Gentlemen:—About two years ago I purchased an "Indian"
Motorcycle which was equipped with "Fisk" tires, and they have
given me such good satisfaction that I thought I would let you know
how well this tire has worn and the mileage made. I have run since

I bought the machine over all kinds of roads 4,750 miles, and to look
at the front tire one could not tell it had but a short distance, and
looks capable of running several thousand miles more, aid what is

more remarkable still, it has never been punctured. Whether this

could be called a remarkable streak of good luck, or a superior

resisting power against punctures I am unable to say. But the facts

as above stated are true just the same. If this testimonial will do
you any good, you have my permission to publish the same in the
" Bicycling World " or any other paper or magazine you see fit.

Yours truly, S. C. HIGGINS.

The Fisk Rubber Company, chkopee Fans, Mass.

BRANCHES: New York, 754-756 Seventh Ave., Chicago, 52 State Street.

BOSTON,
SPRINGFIELD,
SYRACUSE,

BUFFALO.
DETROIT.
SAN FRANCISCO.

PHILADELPHIA,
ST. LOUIS,
ATLANTA,

OMAHA,
MINNEAPOLIS,
DENVER,

LOS ANGELES,
LONDON,
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The Influence of \\ tight.

How many eiimo.s and nii.^denieanors aro

properly chargeable to tlie craze for light-

ness that set in a do/.en years ago is not gen-

< rally lUKlerstood even now. It is undeniable

that a great deal of good was also accom-

lilished. The feathev\veight of 1891 was a

vastly 1>etter and easier running machine

than any of its predecessors. And when tlie

reaction ca:n(> and a few pounds were added

in the shape of larg(n' tubing, forlc sides and

sprocket wheels another long step forward

was taken. But in spite of this it cannot b?

gainsaid that from 1891 on every suggested

improvement of the bicycle was submitted to

the weiglit test, and the overwhelming ma-

jority of tliem re.iected.

It is not alone the stripped bicycle tliat we
have as a legacy of the strenuous demand

for lightness. That did much harm. It de-

prived cycles of comfort and safety giving

devices; among the former may be mentioned

spring saddles, large tires, rubber pedals and
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nearly all vilnalion .ibsorbing devices; among

the latter adetpiate and efficient brakes. But

these were minor matters, or, at any rate,

iini.v of conipai-atively small importance, in-

asnincli ;is many of the deficiencies could

have been supplied by the riders h.-ul they

gone to a little trouble and expense..

It is Avhen we turn to such labor saving de-

vices as the coaster brake and the changeable

.gear that we are obliged to admit our back-

wardness—caused almost wholly by our dis-

iuclinatinn to add to the weight of the bi-

cycle.

While introdticed earlier, it was not until

1899 or 1900 that the coaster brake made

any headway. Although evolved as a device

entirely distinct from the earlier variable

gears, and put forth at a time when the

latter were almost unknown, it was undoubt-

edly a relation and one tolerably near of kin.

Had the variable gear found a permanent

place in cycle construction by that time, as

it should have done, there is a strong proba-

liility that the inventive minds that produced

one would also have brought forth the other,

and the cycling world would have had placed

at its disposiil an invention of great merit at

a time when it was most in need of a tilip.

But this was not to be, and not until cycling

as a popular pastime had passed away did it

make its appearance.

It is a great pity that it happened thus. The

present changeable gears are, of course, only

variations of the planetary gears—sun and

planet, to give them the old name—in use on

both bicycles and tricycles at various times

since 1880. There never was any reason

why they could not be applied to any bi-

cycle. The geared ordinary of the early 90's

had them, and an American gear changing

device was marketed a few years later and

found its Avay on quite a number of ma-

chines. It worked well, and those who used

it were loud in their praise; but its weight,

cost and the fact that it added a long rod, a

lever and other parts were all against it, and

it dropped out of sight.

We are now really beginning with variable

gears where we might have started a decade

or a decade and a half ago. Within the next

few years we shall probably make rapid prog-

ress, and make up for considerable of the

lost time.
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Protection from Mud.

The ups and downs of mud guards on bi-

cycles have been many, and thus history

presents some curious features. In the high

wlieel days mud guards were non est. Most

machines did have a guard of steel wire at-

laclicd to the sleri'ing licad ;ind turning with

ilic liig front wlie(>l. But it was designed

nu'rely to keep the breeches of the rider

from contact with the wheel. It is true, too,

tliat the Ijackbone served as a substitute for

a mud guard. It caught a great deal of the

mud thrown up by the big wheel, and that is

one of the chief reasons no guard was fitted

;

it would have been extremely difficult to at-

tach one, which was fyiother reason.

With the safety, guards are inseparably

connected. From the beginning they were

fitted not only with front and rear wheel

but also with chain guards. This was in

the solid tire period. When the air tire

came in, guards were still fitted, in spite of

the greater difficulty of fitting them and their

increased weight. But when the light weight

propaganda began guards made their exit.

First the chain protectors Avere dropped,

then those for the wheels. Since 1892 or

1893 cycles have been, to all intents and pur-

poses, innocent of guards of any kind, thus

reverting to the condition prevalent in the

high wheel era.

There probably never will be a time when

riders as a class will use guards. To carry

them always would be as bad as to go about

on sunshiny days with an umbrella. Still,

there are times when guards are useful, and

there seems to have been a slight increase

in their use during the last few years.

Whether it will continue to increase is prob-

lematical. At most, it can only be a kind

of guard that is quickly detachable or at-

tachable and not too heavy.

Nailing a Calumny.

If there were a few^ more travelling men

like H. G. Moore, both dealers and the travel-

lers themselves would find their ways much

easier. When calumnies are spread, the time

to hit them, as we have repeatedly urged, .s

when they appear, and the way to hit them

is in print. Mr. Moore evidently appreciates

the force of the tu'ging, and his contribution,

published in another column, may well serve

as an example for travelling men and deal-

ers everywhere. They should similarly fight

back whenever their business is atacked.

There is one pai-ticular point which Mr.

Moore makes that deserves to be burned in

the brains of many of those in the cycle trade

who are fairly consumed with the idea that

all is roses in the automobile trade. His re-

marks in this connection are worth quoting:

"Wherever you find a man who is selling

bicycles and automobiles, I feel safe in mak-

ing the assertion that in many cases his bi-

cycle business is holding up the automobile
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end of his iustitutioii. I come^in^outact

with these men every day, and am in a po-

sition to know what they are doing."

If this one fact could be indelibly im-

pressed ou the bicycle trade, the result would

probably be that more attention would be

paid to bicycles, and their sale be increased

correspondingly.

It is so easy to prattle of the "passing of

the bicycle" that such calumnies as those

which Mr. Moore nailed so effectively will

doubtless continue to appear. The automo-

bile looms so large that the bicycle is par-

tially eclipsed, but that the bicycle has not

"passed," and is in no danger of "passing,"

is shown by the enumeration of t^e vehicles

recently displayed at the Paris Salon—and

Paris is usually termed "tue home of the

automobile." At that exhibition there were

more than 1,000 bicycles displayed, far out-

numbering the automobiles in evidence. But,

as usual nowadays, the newspapers sung

loud of automobiles and low, or not at all,

of bicycles.

Criticism of tlie Bigoted Sort.

"I cannot say that I regard any of the

hub brakes as satisfactory; they came from

America, and very little that has been useful

in cycle construction has been invented in

that country. In fact, the very name,

'Coaster,' given to this class of hub indicates

the design as purely Yankee." Thus remarks

C. W. Brown, in a characteristic article in

the C. T. C. Gazette. For the sake of "knock-

ing" an American device, he sliugs mud at

the English makers, who, awakening to a

tardy realization of a good thing, are evincing

a growing fondness for hub-contained brakes.

But this is scarcely surprising, for there are

very few concerns or devices that Brown has

not gone out of his way to "iinock." Brown's

criticism is of the bigoted sort that always

does more harm than good.

<' Pneumatic Tires Doomed."

Yellow journalism seems to have a portion

of the British press in its grasp, and the

above, which formed the caption of an arti-

cle on spring wheels, is the result of one of

its throes. Tis true, only too true, that the

pneumatic tire is doomed—to puncture or dis-

solution at some period in its career, but it is

greatly to be feared that until an efficient

substitute which promises an equivalent of

comfort and greater durability for the same

outlay appears on the horizon, the pneumatic

will remain a long way from oblivion.

Favors the Racing League.

Editor of the Bicycling World:

With reference to the formation of an

Amateur Racing League along the lines sug-

gested in the December 24 issue of Bicycling

World, such an alliance would unquestiona-

bly benefit and promote cycling in general,

and racing.in particular. Strenuous measures

are absolutely necessary if cycle racing is to

be awakened from the slough of despond

into Avhich it seems to have unfortunately

wandered, and any movement tending to ac-

complish such a reaction as proposed should

strongly appeal to cyclists, collectively and
iudividually. The project suggested is feasi-

ble, pertinent, and invites the co-operation

of every one genuinely interested in the pres-

,

ervation and encouragement of amateur rac-

ing. New York and vicinity is liberally sup-

plied with progressive and ambitious cycle

clubs—the Prospects, Americans, Merricks,

Helvetias and Spartans, in addition to those

already enumerated—so that the proper pres-

entation of such a project would undoubtedly

meet with instant and substantial support

and furnish the nucleus for an initial organ-

ization.

The scope and possibilities of such a league,

the opportunity for the mutual exchange of

good fellowship and friendly rivalry result-

ing thereby and the invigorating effect it

would exercise on the present almost stag-

nant condition of cycle racing, should com-

mend it favorably to every lover of the sport.

As an officer of the recently consolidated

Eagle and Roj* Wheelmen, I have no hesita-

tion in asserting that the newly organized

Spartan Athletic Club will combine for the

proper support of such an association and

lend every endeavor to its advancement. A
preliminary meeting of representatives from

the various local clubs interested for the

purpose of reaching a mutual understanding

would probably produce the desired results.

The system of scoring proposed could be

amended or adopted as circumstances war-

ranted, but discriminatiton betAveen scratch

and handicap events should not be allowed

for the very good reason given, unless an

equable moditicatiou could be arranged. The
best performances recorded each week by
each club would probably be more satisfac-

tory than the limited performances of some
particular individual.

The writer would suggest that each mem-
ber of the league be entitled to three returns

each week, such returns to comprise the

best performances made by any three men
not previously determined upon. Thus every

cyclist W'Ould have an equal opportunity to

compete for first, second and third place in

the racing honors of his particular club, and
the relative standing of the local champions
resulting thereby could in tru-n be scheduled

weekly, with the standing of the club mem-
bers of the league, thus creating, in addition

to the champion league member, an all

around individual champion. Therefore one
member of the league, collectively, might
score first honors, but fail individually, while

another member, lacking in collective talent,

might carry off individual honors.

The scheme is subject to many ramifica-

tions, but such a condition is favorable rather

than otherwise, and, as the formation of

such a league would revive and stimulate
a fast declining sport, I earnestly hope that
its agitation will result in the establishment
of the union it proposes. Published state-

ments expressing the sentiments of the dif-

ferent clubs likely to become interested

would place the matter in a definite light for

adoptitou or rejection,

GEO. A. ORMEROD, New York City.

Disagrees witli La Rue.

Editor of the Bicycling World:
It appears to me that Mr. Charles La Rue's

letter on two-speed gears in your issue of

December 17 last is rather misleading. He
would have us believe that our low gear
should be not lower than 5 or 10 inches below
the gear of the average rider, or riders, in

whose company we happen to be. Now, this

is absurd. Does it follow that because Mr.
La Rue's friend uses a single-geared ma-
chine of, say, 84 inches, that Mr. La Rue's
low gear should be 74 or 79, in order that he
(Mr. La Rue) should not be left hopelessly

in the rear. If that be the case, where does
the advantage of the two-speed come in?

We will suppose that our gear on a single-

geared machine is 7.5. This we find rather

high for stiff hills, and hardly high enough
for down grades and levels. When we order

a two-speed, we specify, say, 65 and 85. We
now have a nice gear for surmounting hills,

and a sufficiently high gear for use under
advantageous conditions. Now, suppose Mr.
La Rue's machine was a 65 and 85 combina-
tion, and his friend's single gear of 84, what
would be the result when they came to a
hill? If I mistake not, Mr. La Rue would
put on his low gear and climb the hill easily,

even if his feet did go round a little faster;

while his friend would have to work hard
and would reach the summit pretty -well

"pumped," whereas Mr. La Rue would ar-

rive at the summit feeling little the worse.

The idea of speed gears is to increase the

ease and comfort of bicycling, and this they

undoubtedly do if chosen to suit the local

conditions and strength of the rider. When
one is tied down to a single-geared machine,

it is at best a compromise, as a 65 would
(for male riders) be too low, and an 85, in

most cases, too high. Therefore, the best

compromise would probably be about 75.

I think if Mr. La Rue would choose his

gears to suit his own strength, and not re-

quire his low gear so absurdly high, and
also, if he would use his gears judiciously

and not be so awfully particular about
reaching the top of the hills in front or

neck and neck with his probably stronger

companions, he would change his present

views on two-speed gears and would recog-

nize them as one of the best recent im-

provements of comfortable cycling under all

conditions of gradient.

W. A. THORBURN, St. John's, N. B.
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ECLIPSE MACHINE COMPANY, Elmira, N. Y.
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RACYCLE'S
PRACTICAL .AS WELL AS THEORETICAL & MECHANICAL.

SyPREAVAGY.
THE MIAIUII CYCLE & NIFC. CO. Middletown, Ohio.

MOUNTED POLICE OF BUFFALO, NY, U.
WriO USE RACYCLES EXCLUSIVELY.

I

fRE ADOPTION OF TAE RACYCLE BY TRE POLICE IN

THE VARIOUS CITIES OF TRE UNITED STATES IS CONVINCING
PROOF OF ITS SPEEDINESS & DURABILITY.
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WHY HE IS ''JOLLY GLAD"

Unknowingly Obtained a Coaster Brake and

Now no "Free Wheel" for Him.

Iiureilible as it may seem, it is, neverthe-

less, 11 fact that ccastei- brakes are practit-

cally unknown to the majority of Englisli

riders, or were until a year or two ago.

When "free wheels" first came out in Eng-

land ill 1901. they Avere received reductantly

for a year, as many who tried them did not

relish the change from the old type. To un-

derstand the antipathy for the English inno-

vation a British rider now in this country

was asked for a reason. "Reason?" said he.

"Well, yes, I can give you a practical illus-

tration whj- the coaster-brake has not been

used much in England. You see, I have an

American bicycle, equipped with a coaster

brake. It has oeen very much admired by

many friends, and wonder has been ex-

pressed at the effectiveness of the brake, of

which I have, in riding Avith Englishmen,

given many illustrations."

"Well, I should think your friends would

have followed your example," was suggested.

"That is just what I was going to tell you,

and it will show you how an iinfinished imi-

tation has tended to spoil the results of the

real idea, as well as the imitation. A friend

of mine, an English clergyman, saw my ma-

chine on several occasions, and noticed the

facile control I had over it and the comfort

I experienced in descending hills. The

name 'coaster brake' was not known. Even
I, when asked the type of gear, applied the

English term 'free wheel.' After much de-

liberation my old friend decided to buy a

machine after the style of my own. Person-

ally, I had not given the other machines any

attention, thinking that they were all simi-

lar to mine, so that when my friend asked

me what it was called, I answered 'free

wheel.'

"Some time afterward I saw my clerical

friend riding an ordinary kind of bicycle,

with the rim brake in vogue in my country.

He looked at me in a disappointed way, and

told me that 'free wheels' were all right for

young men, perhaps, but not for him.

"It came out that the machine he bought

was literaly a 'free wheel' perpetually. When
he back pedalled the old gentleman's legs

went round and round in the wrong direc-

tion, and when he sought to apply the brake

as he had seen me apply mine he sustained

a nasty fall.

"It of course disgusted him with 'free

wheels.' How many more there are like him
I can't say, but there must be a number.

Perhaps I haven't given the reason you

sought, but it is because on thinking it over

I can't And one. All I can say is that I'm

jolly glad I stumbled on the coaster brake,

and am sorry for the fellows who pin tlieir

faith to 'free wheels.' They must do so be-

cause they do not know the real difference

between the two devices."

Motor Postmen in Berlin.

After long and thorough tests of the capa-

bilities of tlie motor tricycle as an aid in

facilitating tlie local transit of mail to and

from raihva.v stations and offices. Berlin has

recently decided to adopt a motor service of

tliis kind.

Thirty substantial motor tricycles, designed

especially for this purpose, were built, the

first ones being placed in daily service tow
aid the close of last year. They are equippe 1

with a 4 horsepower water cooled motor, th

radiator, of semi-cylindrical form, being

placed on the frame directly over the front

wheel. Wheel steering is employed, and a

large and comfortable seat is provided for

the cliauft'eur. The motor is stituated direct-

ly beneath him, so that everything is within

easy reach, and as practically all the adjust

ments necessary with the exception of the

ignition advance and retard lever, located on

the steering wheel, pedal controlled, he

lias little to do but watch the road. A closed

box capable of accommodating several of

the usually bulky mail sacks is located over

the drivers.

The outcome of the project is awaited with

considerable interest in the German capital,

and should its results, under the adverse con-

ditions of everyday use, equal those brought

out by the trials, it is anticipated that the

service will be considerably extended in the

near future.

Motor Tricycles In Toronto.

It is not generally known that Toronto is

probably the only city in this hemisphere that

has attained to the dignity of a motor postal

service, used to a large extent for purposes

of collecting from the street boxes.

The motive power consists of tricycles of

the pattern antedating the application of the

gasolene engine in this form, and to all ap-

pearances of not much heavier construction,

despite the addition of a large red box foi'

holding the collections and the motor. The
latter is of the air cooled type, of about 2—3
horsepower, and with its aid the postmar-

makes excellent time on his rounds. The
sight of the latter "chug-chugging" aroimd

town at a rapid pace came to be such a mat
ter of every day life that in a short time

this modern innovation no longer arousel

any comment.

BICYCLES FOR AUTOISTS

Frenchman Devises One to be Carried in

the Car for Emergencies.

Here's a Real Mileage Record.

It is doubtful if any cyclist can equal the

record for contimiius riding claimed by Har-

old Freeman, an Englishman. Beginning in

1877, he has cycled consistently ever since,

and his mileage totals the enormous number
of 172,790 niHes. Of this 156,759 miles was
ridden on one make of machine.

Cycles Now Exempt In Wisconsin.

Cyclists in Wisconsin will not have to pay
taxes on their machines this year owing to a

law which went into effect January 1. The
law was passed at the last session of the

State Legislature, and it removed bicycles

from the list of taxable personal property.

Most peojile hold tluit the autoiiiobilo has

had an adverse influence on the us(> of the

bicycle. From Paris, however, comes th-^

story of a jiortable bic.vcle that owes its "in-

vention" to the vogue of the motor vehicle.

In tliis case the cycle is a tail to the automo-

bile kite, designed to l)e carried in the car

so that in case the latter becomes en panne

from any cause the bicycle can be utilized to

carry the driver to his destination. What

becomes of the other passenger is not stated;

perhaps a bicycle is carried for each one.

M. Prudor is the name of this distiustful

motorist, and he has been granted a patent

on his invention. According to the patent

specification, the latter is "an emergency bi-

c.vcle, to be carried by and used in connec-

tion with motor cars, so that if the car should

break down or meet with an accident tT5e

chauffeur can leave it on the roadside and

proceed to the nearest village where he can

get assistance or telegraph or take any nec-

essary steps. The bicycle is such that it can

be collapsed or folded, and will then occupy

by a very small space, under the spat or in

the mud guard baskets. Four of th -se bi-

cycles can be carried in the mud guard bas-

kets of an ordinary car" (presumably to al-

low all the crew of the car to escape). "Not-

withstanding its small dimensions, the bi-

cycle has the power" (?) "of a bicycle of cur-

rent pattern, and the cyclist rides it in the

usual position."

Two illustrations are given, one showing

the machine in its collapsed position and the

other expanded ready for a bold man to ride.

The frame consists of four tubes, crossed

and joined about the centre, so that they are

free to be collapsed. The extremities of

these tubes are connected by wires. Those

in the forward end of the bicycle are con-

nected at one end of two projecting pins on

the steering fork, and at the other to each

side of the handle bar. Thus when the

handle bar is moved, the wheel will movo

with it—perhaps. The inventor suggests that

these steering cords add lateral rigidity to

the machine.

Massachusetts ^May Require Two Lamps.

According to the provisions of a law which

has been drafted for presentation to thft

Massachusetts Legislature, all vehicles may
have to carry lights after dark. The ob-

jectionable feature of the measure is that it

will require, if it becomes a law, all cyclists

to carry lights which shall be visible 300 feet

ill front and in the rear of the machine,

which would make it necessary for any one

riding at night to provide two lamps on their

machine. The measure includes every ve-

hicle propelled by muscular power, carriage

and bicycle in its provisions, and stipulates

that the lights must be carried from an hoar

after sunset until an hour before siinrisie'.'
'
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Uood Going tn Buffalo Armory.

R. J. Hoover won the deciding heat of the

pursuit race, one of the two bicycle events

which were run in connection with the games
of the Sixty-fifth Regiment A. A. at Buffalo

on January 6 and made a new local record

for five miles indoors. He rode the distance

in 13:49 3-5, the former record of 13:54 being

to the credit of Ray Duer. There were eight

starters in the pursuit race. Two men were

matched against each other in the trial heats,

the victors then meeting in two semi-finals

to decide the starters in the final. This

event replaced the usual five-mile open, and

proved to be the most popular contest of the

evening with the spectators. All of the heats

were won on their merits except the tlilrd.

in which Gm-ney Schue fell during the thir-

teenth lap. In the heats the limit was two

miles, but the final was unlimited. Alfred

Mercer, of the Sixty-fifth Regiment, was
Hoover's opponent, and he was not overtaken

until the winner had ridden five miles and

one lap.

.The two-mile handicap had twenty-four

starters, divided into three heats. Gurney

Schue, of the Ramblers' Bicycle Club, fin-

ished second to T. J. Hanks (145 yards) in

the second trial heat, and the pair had a

great struggle in the final. Schue, at 20

yards, was the virtual scratch man in the

deciding heat, and just managed to defeat

Hanks. The finish was so close that until

the result was announced many of the spec-

tators thought Hanks had defeated the little

Ramblerite. Summaries:

Two-mile, handicap. First, second and

third in each heat to qualify for final.

Final heat—Won by Gurney Schue, Ram-

blers; T. J. Hanks, Manhattans, second; Al-

fred Mercer, Sixty-fifth Regiment A. A., third.

Time—5:13 1-5. Also ran—R. S. Lewis, Ram-
blers; R. .T. Hoover, Ar^ells; J. C. Baker,

Ramblers; H. Hennessey, Ramblers; Joseph

Nagel, Ramblers; Charles McCracken, Ram-
blers.

Special pursuit race, limit of two miles;

winners of each heat to qualify for semi-

final

First semi-final—Won by Alfred Mercer,

Sixty-fifth Regiment A. A. Time—5:24 1-5.

Also ran—A. W. Holmes, Ardells. Second

semi-final heat—Won by R. J. Hoover. Time
—5:25. Also ran—Fred Schudt, unattached.

Final heat, unlimited—Won by R. J. Hoo-

ver, Ardells. Distance, five miles and one

lap. Time—13:49 3-5. Also competed—Al-

fred Mercer, Sixty-fifth Regiment A. A.

How Covlna Will Celebrate.

-Covina, California, is to have a ten-mile

road race on Washington's Birthday, and al-

ready sixty entries are assured. The course

is over the splendid roads running about

Azusa, Glendora and Covina. In addition to

the road contest, sprint races will be held

over a straightaway course, as well as a

ten-mile motorcycle contest.

Springfield's Speedy 17-Year-Old.

About the only amateur racing cyclist in

the Middle West last season who "loomed
large enough on the horizon' to attract any
attention outside his own bailiwick was J.

Nash McCrea, of Springfield, 111. As can be

seen from the accompanying picture, he is

a "husky chap" in the vernacular of his

neighborhood, even if he is only seventeen

years old. He holds the amateur one mile

and quarter-mile championships of Central

Illinois, and is also the amateur half-mile

champion of the State of Missouri. Last

year he competed in fifty-two road and track

c ntests and won twenty-six of them. In

ten of the races he finished second, and was
unable to finish in six others by reason of

punctures or falls.

"Motorcycles: How to Manage Them."
Price $1. The Goodman Company, 154
Nassau Street, New York.

J. NASH McCREA.

McCrea is an enthusiastic youth so far as

cycle racing is concerned, and is trying to

arrange a circuit of race meets for next sum-

mer at the county fairs in Illinois and neigh-

boring States. With the support of his

father, who is a dealer in Springfield, he is

working on a plan to hold races every other

week in some of the Central Ilinois towns

during the summer. He raced at the St.

Louis Exposition the week the national

amateur championships were run, but did

not figure in any of the finals. He showed
that he possessed some speed, but was no

match in track generalship for the more sea-

soned campaigners from the East.

He also had a bad habit of riding "all over

the track," which caused one of the East-

ern amateurs to make a few unkind remarks

to the Springfield youngster on the last day
of the races on the flat Stadium track.

"Say," said the Easterner, "why don't you
go get a track of your own to ride on, and
not be bothering us?" McCrea rides a Ra-

cycle racer in his search for fame and prizes,

and thinks his mount is the "best ever." iiis

partiality for the~Itax>yc^e "was the cause of

some amusement for the officials and cha-

grin for the racing men one day at St. Louis.

He had one of his tires punctured just be-

fore the start of a heat of one of the amateur
events, and some one offered to lend him
another machine ta-ride. McCrea was thank-
ful, but did not accept the offer, as he said

he must have a Eacycle, as it was the fast-

est machine on the market. So the heat was
held up while a trainer scurried around and
borrowed a wheel from another Racycle rider

to put into McCrea's frame.

The earnest faced young man who is sup-

porting McCrea in the picture is A. J. Mester,

a fellow townsman of McCrea's. Mester
holds the five-mile championship of Central

Illinois, and has been one of the best road
racing cyclists of his neighborhood. In fact,

before McCrea had attained the dignity of

being a scratch man in road races Mester was
accorded that honor. In an eight-mile road

race at Bloomington, 111., last Decoration

Day, Mester finished in thirteenth place from
scratch, while McCrea was seventh from the

one-minute mark. Mester was so badly in-

jured in another eight-mile race at Bloom-

ington on June 16, in which both he and Mc-
Crea were scratch men, that he was forced

to abandon racing for the balance of the sea-

son.

Fist Figlit Follows a Fall.

Two of the contestants enlivened the pro-

ceedings with an impromptu fist fight in the

two-mile handicap, which was riin in connec-

tion with the games of the St. Bartholomew
Athlitc Club last Saturday night in New
York. The contests were run off in the

Eighth Regiment Armory, and the fracas oc-

curred in the second trial heat. George G.

Cameron, jr., who started from the 40-yard

mark, had been slowly overhauling his seven

opponents, when in passing W. Van den Dries,

of the Tiger Wheelmen and Company A, of

the Twenty-second Regiment, Cameron's bi-

cycle slipped, and in falling he struck Van
den Dries, throwing him also. As soon as he

could regain his feet, Cameron rushed over

to Van den Dries and punched the latter in

the face. Before the latter had much chance

to recover from his surprise and fight back,

the belligerents were separated by track of-

ficials.

Summary: Two-mile, handicap. First heat

—Won by Joseph Arculeo, Company G,

Twelfth Regiment (120 yards); E. Bosterling,

Eighth Regiment (100 yards), second; O. J.

Devine, Company M, Thirteenth Regiment

(100 yards), third. Time—5:54. Second heat

—Won by Charles Weber, Company G,

Twelfth Regiment (60 yards); Everett Ott,

Twenty-second Regiment (60 yards), second;

Charles Jacob, Company K, Eighth Regi-

ment (120 yards), third. Time—5:03 2-5.

Final heat—Won by Joseph Arculeo, Com-

pany G, Twelfth Regiment (120 yards); H.

F. Cranston, Forty-seventh Regiment (80

yards), second; Everett Ott, Twenty-second

Resiment (60 yards), third. Time—4:56.
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ON PRINCE'S TRACK AT TROY

riayor and Military Men Grace the Open-

ing—Bad Accltfent on Second Night.

Mayor Ho.uaii of Troy, N. Y., fired tbe start-

ing pistol for the opening contest in the six

days of racing which began under Jack

Prince's diroctionin the Troy Armory last

Monday night. The opening night's events

attracted two thousand spectators, among

whom were Brigadier General James H.

Lloyd, Major Gaus, Major Bedell and Major

Treanor, of the Tliird Brigade staff, and Colo-

nel Lester and several officers of the 2d Regi-

ment, rrince had the same motor paced rid-

ers who i-aced at Buffalo the w(>ek beginning

December V.\ e.\cept that Walter Bardgett

took the place of Hardy Downing, of Los

Angeles. Instead of running a one-mile han-

dicap for the amateurs every night, as he

did at Buffalo, Prince instituted at Troy a

three hours' race for the "pures." thirty miu-

ntes of which was to be contested every

night. I'he track is twelve laps to the mile,

and very steeply banked on the turns.

Nat Butler met Charles Turville in the first

of the motor paced matches, the distance be-

ing five miles. William F. Saunders pace;!

Butler and Fred White paced Tuiville. The
race was very even up to the last mile, when
Butler pulled away and won by a narrow

margin. Gussie Lawsoir and Bardgett met

in a three-mile paced match, in which Bard
gett had all the better of the argument at

first. Lawson stuck to his task, however,

and managed to pass his opponent just be-

fore the end of the race. Frank J. Cadwell

and Louis E. Mettling met in the last paced

race, at seven miles. Cadwell gained a lap

on Mettling just after the thii'd mile was
finished. In his efforts to make up the lost

ground Mettling lost his pace, and Cadwell
rode the last mile alone. The starters in the

amateur grind were Fred Ernst, Rochester;

George Wiley and B. La Voice, Syracuse:

William J. Simms and Arthur Heins, New
York City; Fred Lathwood and John Cole-

man. Troy, and Fred W. Ladd, Salem, the

latter bearing the proud title of champion
of Northern New York. The distance cov-

ered the first night was twelve miles and
two laps, and Fred Ernst led at the finish.

Wiley was but a few feet back of the win-

ner, and he in turn was closely pressed by
his fellow townsman. La Voice.
Tuesday night's races were marred by a

bad accident, in which Mettling had one of

Ills shoulder blades either broken or badly

dislocated. The accident occurred within

three laps of the end of the four-mile paced
match between Mettling and Turville. The
race was a pursuit contest, and White paced
Turville, with Saunders steering the machine
which Mettling followed. Mettling had
gained the half lap needed to bring him to

Turville's side, and then gradually pulled to

the front of his opponent. Mettling was

about twenty feet ahead of the opposing

pacemaker when his rear wheel collapsed

and he was thrown to the track. As he rolled

down the bank White's machine struck him

on the shoulder, and White and Turville fell

over Mettling. Turville escaped without a

scratch, but both White and Mettling re-

(luired the services of a physician.

The first event of the evening was the

three-mile paced race between CadAvell and

Bardgett. Cadwell gained gradually from the

start and won by nearly half a lap. Tlie

amateur champion of Northern New York did

not appear to compete in the amateur grind

of the second night. Ernst led at the end of

the second half hour's riding, during which

eleven and one-half miles were covered. La
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Voice led Wiley over the tape for second

place, and Heins and Lathwood followed

them in the order named. Simms fell while

, there was still eight minutes left to ride, but

did not remount. Owing to the accident to

White and Iiis motor, the paced match be-

tween Butler and Bardgett was called off

and an unpaced pursuit race substituted.

Bardgett overhauled his opponent in five

laps. Butler had ridden a one-mile motor
paced exhibition in 1:32 1-.5 just before he

raced Bardgett, which might account for the

easy victory of the Buffalo rider.

The feature of the Wednesday night racing

was Cadwell's riding five miles in 8:05 3-.")

in his paced match against Bardgett. The
best previous record for five miles on the

Prince circuit had been 8:07 1-5, made by
Mettling on the third night at Buffalo in his

match against Turville. AVhite had suffi-

ciently recovered from the injuries he had
sustained the night before to act as pace-

maker for Cadwell, though his right eye was
closed. The pair had been on almost even

terms up to three and one-half miles, when
one of Bardgett's tires gave out and Cad-

well finished alone. Butler defeated Gussie

Lawson in a three-mile paced pursuit race,

averaging 1:31 1-5 for each mile.

In the amateur grind eleven miles and two

laps were ridden. George Wiley led for al-

most the entire last half mile, but Ernst out-

sprinted him at the finish and led over the

tape by a yard. La Voice was third and

Simms was fourth. Heins, of New York

City, and Lathwood, of Troy, each lost five

laps, but the Trojan kept the fifth place.

The concluding event on the programme was
a mile pursuit race on motorcycles between

Charles Tiu-ville and William F. Saunders.

Saunders won in the very fast time of

1 :21 2-5. Summaries

:

FIRST NIGHT—MONDAY.
Five-mile motor paced match between Nat

Butler, Boston, and Charles Turville, Phila-

delphia—Won by Butler. Time, 8:22.

Three-mile motor paced match between'.

Gussie Lawson, Buffalo, and Walter Bard-:

gett, Buffalo—Won by Lawson. Time, 4:32.

Seven-mile motor paced match between

Frank J. Cadwell, Hartford, and Louis B.

Mettling, Lowell—Won by Cadwell. Time,

11:15.

First half hour of amateur three-hour race

(thirty minutes each night)—Score for first

night, 12 miles 2 laps. Fred Ernst, Roches-

ter, first; George Wiley, Syracuse, second; B.

La Voice, Syracuse, third. Also ran, Fred

W. Ladd, Salem; William J. Simms and Ar-

thur Heins, New York City; Fred Lathwood
and John Coleman, Troy.

SECOND NIGHT—TUESDAY.
Three-mile motor paced match between

Gussie Lawson, Buffalo, and Fraud J. Cad-

well, Hartford—Won by Cadwell.. Time,

4:32 2-5.

Pursuit race between Nat Butler, Boston,,

and Walter Bardgett, Buffalo—Won by Bard-

gett in five laps. Time not taken.

One-mile motor paced exhibition—Nat But-

ler, Boston. Time, 1:32 1-5.

Second half hour of amateur three-hour

race (thirty minutes each night)-Night's

score, 11 miles 6 laps; total score. 23 miles 8

laps. Fred Ernst, Rochester, first; B. La
Voice, Syracuse, second; George Wiley, Syra-

cuse, third; Arthur Heins, New York, fourth;

Fred Lathwood, Troy, fifth. Also ran, Will-

iam J. Simms, New York.

THIRD NIGHT—WEDNESDAY.
Three-mile motor paced match between Nat

Butler, Boston, and Gussie Lawson, Buffalo-

Won by Butler. Time, 4:30 3-5.

Five-mile motor paced match between
Frank J. Cadwell, Hartford, and Walter

Bardgett, Buffalo—Won by Cadwell. Time,

8:05 3-5.

One-mile motorcycle pursuit race between
William F. Saunders, Boston and Charles

Turville, Philadelphia—Won by Saunders.

Time, 1:212-5.

Third half hour of amateur three-hour race

(thirty minutes each night)—Night's score, 11
miles 2 laps; total score, 34 miles 10 laps.
Fred Ernst, Rochester, first; George Wiley,
Syracuse, second; B. La Voice, Syracuse,
third; William J. Simms, New York City,
fourth; Fred Lathwood, Troy, fifth; Arthur
Heins, New York City, sixth.

k
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litADINGSTANDARDf^Mt'Sm^^^-

Reading: Standard Bicycles

are made right and sold right, .^is

Write for our 1905 Catalog and Agents'
Prices, ^i "

Be awake and do so now.^ i^^

READING STANDARD CYCLE MFC. CO.
READING, PA., U.S. A.

Makers The Thoroughbred Motor Cycie.

Distributors for So. Car., Ca. , Fla., Ala., Miss, and Tenn., ALEXANDER-ELYEA CO., Atlanta, Ca.i
Pacific Coast Distributors, THE BRUNETTE CO., 461 Mission Str, San Francisco, Ca!

RbadingStandard
3m

A irSTIMONIAL.
San Antonio. Tex., Dec. 22,' 04.

POPE JJFG. CO., Hartford, Conn.^
Gentlemen:—In September of this year I

hoitght one of your two-siJeed gear ColumUa Bi-
cycles, and to say that I like it doesn't begin to ex-

press tchat I leant to say. I am an old Bicycle rider,
past 61 years, and have been riding bicycles for 18

years, and have ridden almost every make of the fine
grades, but must say that I never had the pleasure in
bicycle riding in all that time that I do noic ivith your
irheel. The high hills have no dread for me as former-
ly, for in climbing them I do it tcithout fatigue, and
the coasting is simply perfect.

1 have ridden my new tvheel over eight hundred
miles ivithout any oiling or repairs of any kind.
If some of the old bicycle riders who are noio on
the shelf knew irhat they are missing in not hav-

ing one of your lico-speed gears, they ivould
not he irithout one a day.

I remain, yours truly,

(Signed) J. E. PANG0A8T.
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CLAIMS FOR FIRST CENTURY

Despite Disadvantage in Time, Californlan

by Faster Work Beats New Yorker.

Claims for the hoiioi' of riding the first

ceutury of the j-ear are now coming in.

Paradoxical as it may seem at first, it

would appear that the honors for 1905 are

held by a Californiaii. despite the fact that

the sun does not shine on the Pacific Coast

until a full three hours after it has attracted

the attentiton of wakeful people on the At-

lantic seaboard. Though Harry Hall, of the

Centmy Road Club of America, completed

the first 100 miles roundabout New York at

9:05 a. m. on Sunday morning, January 1,

another riders, AV. C. Waibel, of the Garden

City Wheelmen, of San Jose, Cal., had fin-

ished a ceutury ride 1 hour and 4 minutes

sooner. Waibel started just at midnight,

which corx-esponds to 3 a. ni. in New-York

City, and finished the 100 miles in 5 hours

and 1 minute. He also broke the Pacific

Coast record for the distance by two min-

utes, the former record having been held by

a member of the Sacramento Wheelmen, who
established it in 1900.

Hall started on his ride at 12:01 a. m. from

Bedford Rest in the midnight race of tbe

Century Road Club of America to Coney Isl-

and and return. From Bedford Rest he went

to Valley Stream, to Hicksville, and back to

Valley Stream, to Baldwins, and finished at

Bedford Rest at 9:05 a. m. While riding

through the ice and snow at Valley Stream
he had a bad fall,^ and broke several spokes

in his front wheel. He kept on until one of

his tires was punctured near Hicksville. He
walked to the latter place, and borrowed a

machine on which he finished without fur-

ther trouble. When Hall arrived at Bedford

Rest he was covered witli frozen mud from
head to foot. Last year he was also the first

to complete a centmy in the vicinity of New-
York.

Three members of the New Jersey Divis-

ion of the C. R. C. of America also made
century runs in the early hours of the New
Year, though they were much longer making
the distance than Hall. The riders were
Harry Early, of Jersey City, and Emil Leuly

and Hemy Fischer, of West Hoboken. The
trio started at 1 :40 a. m. for Valley Stream on

the first sixteen miles of their journey. They
were stopped several times by deep snow-
drifts, through which they had to walk, and
tried to get some hot coffee at Valley Stream,

but could not waken the hitelkeeper. Hicks-
ville, twenty-one miles away, Avas their next

stopping place, and they reached there at

5:30 a. m. Here they ^vere forced to wait
three hours before they could get breakfast.

They encountered many places Avhere the
.water was three or four inches deep on the
roads, and were well soaked in consequence.
The sun had melted the snow and ice so

much that iu the last fifty miles there was

li.Hiil.N- a dry stretch of road to be found.

'I'hey finished their self-imposed tasks at 2:20

p. m.

Odd Tie in flotorcycie Election.

On the occasion of tlic^ ;innual election ( i'

llie New York flotorcycie Clul) on Wednes-
day night. M. E. T( epel had the I'are ex-

jierience of being tied on the same ballot for

two different p sitions. There were two
tickets in flip field, the regular, headed by
Toepel. and tlie independent, by Rohiul
Douglas, who was a member of the nominat-
ing that named his opponent. On the in-

dependent ticket Toepel, who did not play

politics, was slated as one of fom- directors.

l"he counting ( f the ballots disclosed a tie

vote for both positions. On the second ballot

Douglas won by a margin of two votes, and
R. G. Betts, Avho was elected a director

against his will, decliinng the office, Toepel

was then chosen to fill the vacancy. In ad-

dition to Douglas, the new oflicers are as

follows: Vice-president, D. Bruce-Brown:
secretary, F. W. Horenburger; treasurer, P.

J. Lahm; captain, A. J. Bendix; first lieuten-

ant, .1. F. McLaughlin; second lieutenant, H.
.Tehle; directors, C. W. Nason, W. H. Hale,

George P. Jenkins and M. B. Toepel. The
result of the election represents an almost
complete turn over of officials.

Their Australian Trip a Failure.

Since Elligard and Rutt have been in Aus-
tralia they have not cleared up more than
.$•50 in prizes. The chief reason given for

their fiasco is not the ocean trip, but the an-

tipathy existing in that land to "loafing" in

a race, of which art both the Dane and the

German are exponents.

In Anstralia there is no "loafing." The
races begin at the crack of the gun, and the
slowest lap is more likely to be the last than
the first. In this manner the inhabitants of
the laud of Kangaroos have proved them-
selves iconoclasts, as Ellegard and Rutt are
going to make for home on the first oppor-
tunity. They have not proved drawing cards.

Root Goes and Gets flarried.

Though doubtless the news will come as a

sad shock to those susceptible members of

the fair sex who sent him perfervid notes

on scented stationery during and after the

six day race, still it must be told—E. F.

Root was married week before last. With
tliat reluctance to make his private affairs
public which is shown by so many present
day celebrities, the six-day r/ice winner de-
layed making any announcement of his wed-
ding until this week, when he confided in the
Bicycling World. The lady's name had been
Miss F. Burns.

Waltliour Seeks Honor tliat Will be Empty.
Despite the fact that he is under a year's

suspension by the National Cycling Asso-

ciation, Walthoiu- is making preparations to

try for the mile straightaway record on Or-

uiond Beach behind an automobile, accord-

ing to advices from Atlanta. Even if he
should succeed in bettering Murphy's record
of 57 4-5 seconds, it is difficult to understand
what good it would do him, for it would
not be accepted by tlie National Cycling As-
sociation.

At the

New York Auto Show
next week the

INDIAN

will be about all there is for

motorcyclists or probable

motorcyclists to see, or at

least to spend much time

in inspecting.

It is

The Onlv Motor Bicvcle

that incorporates any

innovations or developments

worthy of those terms.

The Double Crip Control,
The Adjustable Cushion Fork,

and the several other new

INDIAN features make

for the comfort and safety

of motorcyclists and the

advancement of motor-

cycling.

See them at StamiNo, 17,

If you do not attend the show,

write for catalogue.

HENDEE MFG. CO.,
Springfield, Mass.

Pacific Coast Representativas,

THE BRUNETTE COMPANY
491 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.
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Cycling In a London Fog.

Many are the stories told of London's fogs,

and while the reality is such that no embel-

lishment is necessary to exaggerate it, some
of the tales must keep the recording angel

on the jump.

One of the latest is embodied in a weather

report comparing London's recent experience

with the clear and balmy atmosphere of the

Emerald Isle, and reaches America through

the Irish Cyclist. Hear it:

"The weather in Great Britain was simply

awful, fierce snowstorms following hard in

the wake of vexatious fogs. Of the two evils

the snow is the lesser, for no experience in

the world can be more unpleasant than try-

ing to cycle through a London fog. So dense

was it in places that even wheeling the bi-

cycle was a grave risk. Other vehicles freely

Avandered from the proper side of the road,

for it was almost impossible to keep one's

bearings. Walking with the cycle close by

the curb one was carromed into again and

again by blundering pedestrians, and an oc-

casional lamppost interfered in a most un-

mannerly way. Yet there is au element of

comicality about a dense fog that makes it

enjoyable in a way, if one is not pressed for

time and does not mind drifting out of the

proper course. But when, after searching in

vain for an hour or so for one's domicile, no

success meets patient effort, the joke gets

misty and is eventually lost.

"When cyling through a fog of the attenu-

ated kind which allows one to see a suffi-

cient distance ahead to steer a course with

some degree of safety, it will be found that

an oil light will be more useful than acety-

lene. The intense rays of tlie latter are cast

back with a very confusing result, while the

dull red rays from the oil lamp have a more

penetrating effect. If using an acetylene

lamp, the light should be dimmed by tyin..;'

a pocket handkerchief across the lens or

dulling it in some such way."
Happily America is seldom, if ever, shroud-

ed in the pall of gloom that so frequently en-

velops the world metropolis of the "Tight

Little Isle," but the advice regarding the use
of an oil lamp will prove of value on misty
nights in this country, more to prevent be-

ing ran down than otherwise, as under such

circumstances tlie faint rays only suflice to

reveal an obstruction when too late to avoid

it. But the fine white rays produced by ace-

t.vlene or electricity are so completely dis-

sipated in a fog immediately on leaving their

source as to render either of these illumi-

nants practically useless.

For Qovernment of SIdepaths.

Assemblyman Keller, of St. Paul, Minn.,

introduced au ordinance at the meeting of

the Assembly last week to govern and pro-

vide for the construction of bicycle paths

along avenues and streets about the city.

The ordinance was passed and provides tliat

all money collected in the issuance of bicycle

licenses for the use of such paths be cared

for by the City Clerk, whose duty it shall be

to see that no portion of tliat fund is expend-

ed for other purposes than in the mainten-

ance of the bicj'cle paths.

The ordinance provides that all its provi-

sions regarding the proper care for the bi-

cycle paths shall apply to those paths al-

ready constructed, and that at intervals

along those paths small signs shall be erect-

ed, giving notice that the paths are for the

use of bicycles only. It provides also that

no person shall be allowed to ride a wheel

upon the paths without a license, and that

llie penalty for violation of this provision

sliall be a fine of not to exceed $10 or im-

prisonment not to exceed ten days.

Cullingford Chief of Camden's Club.

Officers for 1905 were elected by the Stock-

ton Wlieelmen, of Camden, N. J., as follows:

President, John E. Cullingford; vice-presi-

dent, Joseph Gondolfo; recording secretary,

Albert Reidinger; financial secretary, Adolpii
Bothe; treasurer, Frank A. Williams; board
of trustees, Fred Jones, Charles P. Johnston
and Thomas Richards.

A. C. C. to Promote Road Race.

At the meeting held last Monday night,

the Associated Cycling Clubs of New York

decided to hold a 25-mile road race the com-

ing season. The date of the contest will be
fixed later, and all other arrangements will

be left with the race committee.

Why Little Silver Is Proud.

There is joy in Little Silver, and former
enemies smile as they pass by. If you don't

know wliere Little Silver is, but are curious

to know, perhaps you can find the town's lo-

cation on a map of New Jersey. Little Silver

now holds up its head in pride, and citizens

of that teeming metropolis proudly add the

name of Little Silver to the list on which
Manasquan, Orange and East Orange have
been the only New Jersey representatives,

as the homes of bicycle champions. Manas-
quan has its Arthur Zimmerman, Orange its

Harry Wheeler, and East Orange its Frank
Kramer, but Little Silver: it has its Frank
Deterling. The Asbury Park Press give.s

the glad news in this wise:

"Frank Deterling, of Little Silver, has been
informed by the National Cycling Association,

with which he is registered, that his one-

mile paced exhibition at Elkwood Park, Long
Branch, last August, in Im. 33s., is the best

record that now exists for the distance and
entitles him to the short distance amateur
paced championship of America. This year
Mr. Deterling will make bicycling riding a

profession."

Lebanon's Century Chooses Officers.

The Century Wheelmen, of Lebanon, Pa.,

held their annual meeting last week in the

clubhouse, on North Ninth street. There was
a large attendance and the following officers

were elected for the coming year: President,

Edward Suavely; vice-president, Walter
Hartz; financial secretary, Charles G. Geb-

liard; recording secretary, Carl Hermann;
treasurer, Charles C. Frantz; captain, Harry
Frost. All the officers elected constitute the

Board of Directors of the organization.

Kanaweola's flany Conveniences.

On last Tuesday night the Kanaweola
Cycle Club, of Elmira, N. Y., moved back into

its clubrooms in the Realty Building, from
which it was driven by fire some time ago.

The club has the finest gymnasium in the

city, with a basketball and handball court

and an indoor baseball diamond. The for-

mal opening and housewarming will be given

in a week or two.

TEN DOLLAR SIGN FREE
Many dealers failed to obtain one of these signs last year, and many others want another

sign, so that they may have one on each side of their door. To accommodate both of these

classes, we have extended our offer to give all a chance to get one, FREE.
Save your 1904 certificates and send in your 1905 orders for NEVERLEAK, as early as

possible.

A "Brass Sign " Certificate accompanies each dozen 4-ounce tubes of NEVERLEAK
When you have 12 certificates, mail them to us, and you will receive a SOLID BRASS SIGN
12 by 15 inches, entirely free of charge.

BUFFALO SPECIALTY MANUFACTURING CO., Buffalo,N.Y.
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JANDARn
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fes'pbe Clips

DIAMOND E

Spokes and Nipples

B. G. i.
4.

^ Star and Bridgeport Pedals

STANDARD
Sager and Star Toe Clips

the: standard line:.
STANDARD SPOKE & NIPPLE CO., Torrington, Conn., U. S. A.

STAR PEDALS.
BRIDGEPORT PEDALS.

When Over One Million People
Regular 10,000 Mile.

Cyclometer.

^

Price, - - - ?1.00.

The right hand figures represent
tenths of a mile and are In red. The
above Instrument reads 4,387 and 3-10
miles. We can supply the same In-
strument with reading In kilometers
or in Russian versts. The cut Is full
!lze

buy and use them, isn't it pretty

plain that

Veeder Cyclometers

should be in stock in every bicycle

dealer's establishment ?

Honestly, did you ever try to sell

a Veeder Cyclometer? Haven't

they always Just sold themselves?

You could sell one with every

wheel.

The New Trip Cyclometer.

Price, - - - $2.00.

The cut shows the exact size of the
Instrument.
As in the case of the Regular Cy-

clometer, the right hand figure on
each dial represents tenths of a mile,
the figures being red. The other fig-
ares are black and give the miles. We
can supply readings in kilometres or
in Russian versts.

THE VEEDER MFQ. CO., Hartford, Conn.
Makers of CYCLOMETERS, 0D0METER5, TACHOMETERS, COUNTERS AND FINE CASTINGS.
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WANTS AND FOR SALE.
15 cents per line of seven words, cash with order.

"POR SALE CHEAP—Bicycle, Sewing Ma-

chine and Gun Store. Address O. S., Bi-

cycling World.

"POR S VLE—Tribune Motorcycle, new, fully

guaranteed; 4 pairs Goodrich, 28 x i 3-S

;

all for ^155 spot cash. J. MOON, Allegheny, Pa.

THEN EW

"WON'T LEAK"
Right Angle Pump Nipple

NO PACKING to wear and get
leaky.

STEEL POINT. Absolutely Air
Tight.

Just what the Trade has been wanting.

Our J905 line of bicycle repair parts will

interest every dealer. Send for our Catalogue.

A. NELSON MFC. CO.,
69 So. Canal Street, Chicago.

ALL ROADS ARE EASY WHEN THE

BALL
RETAINER

IS USIBD.
With millions In dally use, it has stood the test for

more than five years and is adaptable to ball bearings of

any kind.

If you are users of ball bearings we would be pleased to heat

from you and mail ynu our catalog with the latest information

which we know would be profitable and interesting to you.

THE STAR BALL RETAINER CO., Lanoaster. Pa.. U. S. A.

Special Stampings
!=-ROIVl

SHEET METAL
THE CROSBY CO., - Buffalo, N.Y.

HIGH GRHDE
wheels must have the

best equipments.

There is nothing that givei more value for

the money than the use of the

MORSE kSS.^r CHAIN

NOISELESS IN MUD, WATER OR
DUST AND ALWAYS EASY RUNNING.

The only chain having Prlctlonless

Rocker Joints. Insist on having the

Morse Twin Roller. Fits regular

sprockets .

Sena lor Catalo^^ue and

Trade Price to

Morse Chain Co., Trumansburg:, n. y.

Bicycle and Automobile

SUPPLIES.
Lowest Prices. Prompt Shipments.

JOS. STRAUSS & SON, Buffalo, N. Y.

CATALOGUE.
Thor Motor and Parts for Motorcycle and

Hubs and Parts for Bicycle on application.

AURORA AUTOMATIC MACHINERY CO.,

AURORA, ILL.

Bicycles >' Motorcycles
HIGH-GRADE LEADERS.

Fowlar-Manson Sherman Cycle Mfg. Ci\,

241 S. Jefferson St., Chicago.
Write for terms.

JOHN S. LENC'S SON& GO.

33 Murray Street, NEW YORK,
CARRY A COMPLETE STOCK OF

8iGYCLES, TIRES, SUNDRIES.
CAREFUL ATTENTION PAID TO

RROiVIRX SMiF>IVIErMX.

The Week's Patent.

TTT.S.^i. Bicycle Lock. .Toseph Hirschen-

feld, Colorado Springs, Col., assignor to Fred
A. Moratli, Colorado Springs, Col. Filed

April 8, 19(W. Serial No. 202,175.

Claim.—1. In a bicycle lock, the combina-
tion of a clamp, 1, having the two threaded
ends G and 6', the nuts 3 and 3' adapted to he
screwed thereon, the clamp front 2, the hol-
low slotted cylinder 2a with the tumblers 10,
11 and 12, the spring 5, the shields 4, 4 on the
ends thereof, the ring 13, a lock bar having
the projections 10a, 11a, 12a and the shoulder
13a, substantially as described, and for the
uses and purposes set forth.

778,147. Ad.iustable Throw Crank for Cy-

cles or Other Machines. Joseph Ritscher,

Melbourne, Victoria, Australia. Filed Jan-

uary 18, 1904. Serial No. 189,598.

Claim.—1. An -adjustable throw crank,
comprising an eccentric and a band, one of
which is adjustable with relation to the
other, a locking device for maintaining them
in an adjusted relation, means movable with
the eccentric and rotable relatively thereto
and a connection between said last men-
tioned mpans and the locking device, said
rotatable means adapted wlien its movement
is airested during the movement of the ec-

centric to effect through the connection the
release of said locking device and thereby
permit of adjusting one of the adjustable
par^s with respect to its companion.

778,941. Atldetic Feat and Means for

Performing Same. Ugo Ancillotti, New
York, N. Y. Filed September 6, 1904. Se-

rial No. 223,38.:).

Claim.—1. In a device of ' the character
described, a track, a car, means for grasp-
ing the car wliile under motion and rotating
it about an axis, and means for releasing
the car after the revolution.

PERFECT"

LEADER'

GEM"
a 5c.

CROWN"

"STAR'

lOc

We make oilers for almost the entire trade. The quality

of our oilers is unequaled.

GUSHMAN&DENISON MFG. CO., 240-2 W.23dSt.,N.y.

WORCESTER PRESSED STEEL COMPANY
Suecessor to

WORCESXEFR RERRULE & IVIRG.

WORCESTER, MASS.
COIVIRAINY,

Manufacturers of Light and Heavy Stampings in Steel, Brass, Copper, etc.

Automobile and Carriage Fittings. Bicycle Parts and Specialties.

mPS^^ Catalogs showing stock goods mailed upon request.
TBAaU.MABM

inquiries soiicited.
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SIGNS OF PROMISE

Reception of and Sustained Demand for

New Device Seems of Good Argury.

During recent years no one article that lias

made its appearance on tlie market has been

so well calculated to test the exact tempera-

ture of cj'clists and the cycle trade as the

Standard Spoke & Nipple Co.'s two-speed

cuaster brake.

As a really new article, it was fair to as-

sume that its reception would "furnish a

line" on the real health of the trade. That

the reception was both generous and hearty

has already been stated, and, what is more
to the point and is of genuine significance,

is the fact that the interest has been steadily

maintained and is proving of the substantial

sort. B. S. Keefer, the treasurer of the com-

pany, who is in New York this week, brought

with him the cheerful news.

"The only doubt that fills our minds," said

Mr. Keefer, "is whether or not we will be

able to meet the demand. Our only con-

cern is that, from present appearances, the

demand will be greater than the supply. We
are selling a lot of pedals, too," he added, re-

ferring to the Standard Go.'s other line.

Two Brooklyn Dealers Combine.

F. A. Baker and George B. Pieper, both of

whom maintamed stores on Bedford avenue,

Brooklyn, N. Y., have consolidated and be-

come F. A. Baker & Co. They will con-

tinue business in the former Baker store,

1080-82 Bedford avenue, retaining the Pierce

agency, and obtaining the exclusive agency
for the Indian motor bicycle, which machine
was handled last year by several difterent

dealers in Brooklyn, of whom Baker and Pie-

per were the most active.

Brandt is Back Again.

Ernest H. Brandt, for a number of years

manager of the New York branch of the

Hartford Rubber Works Company, has re-

entered the tire trade after an absence of

several years. In the future he will be

connected with tlie Fisk Rubber Co., Chico-

pee Falls, Mass., assistant to President H.
T. Dunn.

Pope to Return to Hartford.

The Pope Mfg. Co.'s headquarters are go-

ing back to Hartford. For several months
the step has been under consideration, but

tlie definite decision was reached only this

week. The offices will, of course, be at-

tached to the Hartford factory, and it is be-

lieved that again being in immediate touch

with the manufacturing end of the business

will facilitate matters in many respects.

Hartford, as is well known, was the birth-

place of the original Pope Mfg. Co., the NeAV

York offices being taken over at the time the

new corporation of the same name pur-

chased the effects of the late American Bi-

cycle Co. The removal will occur May 1.

TOO MUCH BROWN

Fisk Promotes Two Managers.

At a meeting of the Fisk Rubber Co. on

Thursday last, at Chicopee Falls, Mass., the

following directors were elected: A. N.

Mayo, H. T. Dunn, H. G. Fisk, Edward Pyn-

chon, W. T. Baird, P. T. Jackson, Jr., and
E. H. Broadwell.

At this meeting E. H. Broadwell, manager
of the Detroit branch, was elected first vice-

president, and Frank C. Riggs, manager of

the Chicago depot, second vice-president. The
other ofiicers remain as heretofore, viz.: H.
T. Dunn, president; H. G. Fisk, clerk, and
A. N. Mayo, treasurer.

Fire Visits Boston Jobbers.

Twenty-five thousand dollars loss is the re-

sult of a fire that started in the Equitable

Distributing Co.'s bicycle supply house, in

Boston, last Saturday night. The Equitable

Company occupy the second floor of a six

story brick building in Oliver street. The
fire started about 9 o'clock, and its cause is

still a mystery. The flames spread rapidly

to the floors above, and the fire was not got

under control until it had done damage to

the extent stated above, 'ue bicycle con-

cern carried $8,000 insurance, but it is doubt-

ed if this will cover the loss.

Japan to Increase Duty.

Because "they need the money," the Japan-
ese government is revising its tariff and in-

creasing the duty all along the line. "Bi-

cycles, tricycles and parts thereof," on which
an import tax of 25 per cent is levied, are

slated for an advance of 10 per cent.

How it is Adding to the Complexity of

the Coaster Brake Situation.

Advices of a trustworthy nature, from Lon-

don state that the "free wheel" and coaster

brake trade on that side of the pond is in a

distinctly interesting condition.

Combination Hubs, Limited, which is the

style of the syndicate claiming to hold the

master patents that apply, is said to be

having troubles of its own. The "combine"

already has one suit pending against Sea-

brook Bros., who sell the American For-

syth, and they are threatening to sue the

Woolsey Machine Co., who recently began the

iiiauufactiu'e of a coaster hub; but what is

likely to complicate the situation is the fact

that the powerful Birmingham Small Arms
Co. are likewise bringing out a hub of the

sort.

It so happens that Brown Bros., who han-
dle the New Departure in Great Britain, are
likewise the London agents of the B. S. A.

Co., the chairman of the latter being also the
chairman of Brown Bros. As the latter firm

has large interests in Combination Hubs,
their position is a delicate one, as if the syn-

dicate is forced to take action against the
B. S. A., as seems likely, it will be some-
what in the nature of the Browns instituting

action against themselves;

What adds interest and complication to the

situation is the fact that Brown Bros., who,
as heretofore, will handle the New Departure
in Great Britain, have ceased to handle it in

Paris, where they also maintain a house, and
Avhere they are now selling the B. S. A. de-

vice. This places them in the attitude of

being loyal supporters of the New Departure
on one side of the channel, and enemies—or,

at least, strong competitors—of the same
coaster brake on the other side of the same
stretch of water.

The end of it all is not easy to foresee.

Meanwhile, however, the New Departure

Co.'s patent attorney is in London attempting

to straighten out the situation, and keeping

his weather eye on Germany, where the com-

pany holds a patent which they believe to

be good, and which they are trying to make
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secure by operating a factory there in com-

pliance with the law, which compels them to

do so within three years from the date of a

patent.

In order to minimize competition they have

got together the leading manufacturers ia

Germany and agreed with them that, in

return for the payment of a small" royalty,

they (the New Departure Co.) will use the

money thus obtained as a fighting fund to

prevent encroachment.

Although it is not generally known, the

coaster brake made under the Atherton

American patent is figuring largely in foreign

markets. In England, Green & Houk are

handling the device under their own title,

and the Crabbe Brake Co. market it as the

Crabbe. In Germany it appears under the

name Atlas, and in France and several other

countries as the Volo.

SADDLE EXCLUSIVENESS

Nothing New in Vulcanization.

A close study of the many patents that

have been issued in America and abroad for

processes for vulcanization reveals very lit-

tle that is new for the last thirty years—that

is, new in principle, says the India Rubber

World.

There are to-day three lines of practice

that are generally followed. The first of

these is where live steam is made the ve-

hicle for carrying the heat, commonly known
as the "wet heat" cure; the second where

dry air or steam heated metal is the heat

carrier, known as the "dry heat" cure, and

the third where the goods are exposed to the

action of chloride of sulphur, known as the

"cold" cure. These are all old in principle,

although revised and unproved from time to

time. It is therefore interesting to note that

an entirely new type of cure has been de-

veloped in the utilization of electric heat, or

the "electric" cure. A superficial examina-

tion of the claims that cluster about the proc-

ess would lead one to prophesy for it a very

wide application. Experimentally it is all

that could be desired, and if it proves itself

commercially, it will rank as one of the few
departmes from the old line practice that

rubber manufacture has beheld.

riore Qermans Pay Profits.

German cycle concerns continue to make
excellent reports of the last year's business.

Some examples are the Corona Cycle Works
and Metal Industry at Brandenburg a H.,

which has had such an excellent business

year that the management is enabled to pay
a 14 per cent dividend. The Bielefelder Cy-
cle Works, Hengstenberg & Co., have made
a net profit of $18,500, and the dividend has
for this reason been raised from 6 to 8 per
cent. All the leading Gesanan concerns have
maintained their dividends, and most of them
have gone beyond last year's profits.

Henry A. Morse, a dealer in bicycle sup-
plies at Somerville, Mass., doing business as
the Morse Novelties Co., has filed a petition
in bankruptcy. He owes $2,662, with assets

Persons's Notable Production on Which one

Maker Secures First Claim.

When the Miami Cycle & Mfg. Co. con-

tracted for the exclusive use of the Persons

Mfg. Co.'s Dominion saddle, they certainly

obtained—as the accompanying illustration

attests—a saddle that in quality and distinc-

tiveness is in keeping with the Racycle. The

saddle contains seven distinct springs, re-

quiring six sets of jigs to produce, besides

the usual eye turners; also there are five press

operations ia making the springs. The stock

used in the truss and tension springs is

plough steel of a tested tensile strength of

268.800 pounds per square inch; the steel

of $100. Jii

used in the front coil springs and the rear

spiral springs is a mild Siemens-Martin steel,

each spring being oil tempered after being

formed.

An original and thoroughly efficient tension

device is made to incorporate the holding of

the springs in front, the four ends of the

front springs and a vertical eye of the ten-

sion spring being placed in a snug fitting

sheet steel box, through which the tension

screw passes, engaging the several springs

without the latter being riveted or bolted into

place.

The sheet metal cantle employed shows an-

other departure from the commonplace. Its

ends are so dropped that the widest portion

of the seating surface of the saddle is about

an inch and a quarter lower than the centre

of the saddle, thus presenting a seat the

corners of which will not at any time be felt

by the rider. This unusual amount of drop

becomes strikingly apparent when the saddle

is rested with the leather against a flat sur-

face.

The leathers for these saddles are cut from
the heaviest portion of the middlings ac-

cepted by the Persons Mfg. Co., a line of

blanks for the tops being cut along each side

of the backbone. Only steer middlings are

used, they furnishing the toughest possible

fibre. Wliile the tops feel a little firm upon
first examination, it is quickly apparent even

to the uninitiated observer that the leather

in them is of a heft and durability that will

defy wear. In fact, the Persons company
stated to the Miami company upon the

strength of their long experience that they

do not believe one of these tops out of each

hundred would stretch one-quarter of au
inch in ten thousand miles cycling.

• The saddle is fitted with the well known
Persons drop forged, friction grip, universal

clamp, highly polished and plated. Other

nickeled parts include the front springs, re-

taining block, tension cap and metal pom-
mel. The remaining metal work is enam-
elled. This arrangement of finishes is new
to the trade, and, in combination with the

several fine features of the saddle, places

to the credit of the Miami company one of

the striking developments of the year.

How Court Interpreted Guarantee.

Prices of bicycles have been sufficiently re-

duced in England to make it possible for

the working classes to indulge in brand new
wheels. Not long ago a laborer profited by

the decrease in cost and purchased bicycles

for the sum of $25. Soon after he had a

severe fall and brought an action against the

manufacturers of the bicycle for $25 dam-
ages for injuries received. The cause of the

fall, he affirmed, was the breaking of the

tube in connection with the fork.

On examination it was found that the tube

was really too large, but had been forced to

fit by filing it down and through this pro-

cedure much of its former strength was lost.

The manufacturer made a singular state-

ment, expatiating upon the cheapness of the

machine, and declaring that under the cir-

cumstances it could not be guaranteed for

more than thirty days, of which fact he sup-

posed his customer was aware.

The judge, however, decreed this argument
puerile and contended that the law fixed a

guarantee whereby any article must serve

the purpose for which it is made, and that

the bicycle made by Urn defendant was dan-

gerous and therefore entirely responsible for

the accident.

No Dullness in New Orleans.

"There is nothing the matter with the bi-

cycle business down our way," remarked

Palmer Abbott, of the Abbott Cycle Co., New
Orleans, who is in the city this week. 'T)ur-

ing the month of December we sold some
four thousand dollars' worth of bicycles and
bicycle supplies. In fact, it is a rare De-

cember when we do not dispose of nearly

one hundred bicycles—most of them low

priced models, of course, but still pretty good

bicycles at that."

The Abbott Cycle Company does a jobbing

as well as a retail business, but the latter

is the dominant part of their affairs. They

also constitute one of the few bicycle houses

that have made a success of handling bi-

cycles and automobil** jointly without detri-

ment to either line.

Has his Peck of Trouble.

H. O. Peck, a bicycle dealer at Walla

Walla, Wash., has filed a petition in bank-

ruptcy, placing his assets at $3,000 and his

liabiUties at $6,000. Inability to collect out-

standing accounts and constant demands

from his creditors are assigned as the reason

for the failure. The principal cre<3itors ;.u'o

Seattle and Portland flrmii.
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MOTORCYCLES ON SHOW

Exhibition Divides 1905 Product Into Two
Classes—Some 3urprlses Uncovered.

Although they constitute little more than

small oases iu a -n-ide expanse of automo-

biles, of the motor bicycles of more than lo-

cal reputation there are but three missing

from the automobile show which has held

the boards at Madison Square Garden during

this weeli.

In all, eleven different manufacturers are

in evidence. They are widely scattered

throughout the big building, but five of them
being near neighbors gives one section of

the gallery the partial appearance of being

"motorcycle row," as one of the enthusiasts

dubbed It.

The exhibits indicate quite clearly that,

during the year, the trade divided itself into

two classes—those who endeavored to im-

prove, and those who let what they doubt-

less deemed "well enough" alone. Certainly

most of the so-called improvements in the

latter are so trifling as to cause smiles.

Wherever there had been real effort at im-

provement, the result is not to be gainsaid.

The Indian and Metz were the most notable

instances of the sort. What can be done in

the way of reduction was also well illus-

trated by C. H. Metz, who staged one of his

machines that scaled but 85 pounds, and
whicli the maker guaranteed for road use;

the use of wood rims and single tube tires

had assisted the reduction. The Reliance

was the only other machine weighing less

than 100 pounds, but the paring down of a

two-cylinder Hercules to 110 pounds stood

as a notable achievement.

The fore carriage and the side carriage

both made their formal debuts at this show,

while the tandem attachment was quite gen-

erally displayed.

The following is a summary of the ex-

hibitors and the number of motorcycles

which they staged:

Pope Mfg. Co., Hartford and Chicago—2 Col-

umbias, 1 Cleveland, 2 Ramblers.

Hendee Mfg. Co., Springfield, Mass.—3 In-

dians, 1 fitted with a fore carriage.

Chas. H. Metz, Waltham, Mass.—2 Metzes.

Consolidated Mfg. Co., Toledo, Ohio—1 Tale.

American Motor Co., Brocliton, Mass.—

1

Marsh.

Aurora Automatic Machinery Co., Aurora,
111.—2 Thors, 1 fitted with side carriage.

G. H. Curtiss Mfg. Co., Hammondsport, N.

Y.—2 double cylinder Hercules.

Reliance Motor Cycle Co., Addison, N. Y.—

1

chain driven Reliance.

Breeze Motor Co., Newark, N. J.—3 Breezes.
Merkel Motor Co., Milwaukee, Wis.—1 Mer-

kel.

Mitchell Motor Car Co., Racine, Wis.—

1

Mitchell.

Of the Pope line, the improvements have
been centred in the Ramblers, and there they
are largely matters of detail. The brake
lever control, as before used, has been al-

tered, and it Is now possible to open the

throttle without so greatly affecting the

spark, or without such a wide span of the

lingers. The muffler is placed parallel to the

lower tube of the frame, and the coil has

been attached to the upper tube. The gasoline

tanlv has been considerably enlarged. The
spring fork, which will be furnished as an
extra, incorporates the same principle pre-

viously used, but is now made with a single

plate crown, and the spring hinges are at

the forksides, instead of at the rear of the

arched crown, as before.

The Indian improvements are already well

known, i. e., the double grip control, the ad-

justable cushion forks, the new Splitdorf tor-

pedo spark coil and the head lug, which
serves also as a lamp bracket. The new In-

dian forecarriage, the first of which is ex-

hibited, is a luxurious, leather upholstered

attachment with curved front, and with
unusually comfortable springs.

The Metz incorporates a surprise in that

it also is fitted with a double grip con-

trol. Other new features are an idler to

talse up the chain slack, and a needle valve

shutoff in the gasolene tank. This permits

tlie carburetter to be readily attached with-

out leakage or waste of gasolene. The drive

direct from motor to rear axle is retained,

as is the force feed oiler, but the two-speed

gear, if not exactly abandoned, is no longer

used. Mr. Metz states that he discovered

that no real demand existed for such a de-

vice.

After a fashion, the Reliance is also in

the list of surprises. The one machine they

exhibit is driven by a chain instead of by a

belt, as heretofore. The makers make haste

to explain, however, that this does not mean
that they have abandoned the belt. On the

contrary, they will supply the machine with

the usual belt and rear pulley drive, and also

with the pulley acting on the rear tire, as in

last year's model, which they still stoutly

maintain to be the most desirable. The chain

driven model is fitted with a trussed spring

fork, and a spring sprocket, and scales under
109 pounds. The fork is quite ingenious,

having the spring in the stem and the cush-

ion in the truss.

The Curtiss Manufacturing Company have
applied themselves industriously to the mat-

ter of weight reduction, and show what
can be done in this direction by exhibiting

their two cylinder racer, weighing but 110

pounds. The regular two cylinder model tips

the scales at 165 pounds, and this latter also

has had some ten or fifteen pounds of ex-

traneous metal removed from it. The frame

has been cut down from 23 to 22 inches, a

Breeze carburetter substituted for that pre-

viously used, and a considerably improved
commutator employed. The roller bearings

in the motor are still retained, having given

unstinted satisfaction. Their Hercules ma-
chine is equipped with the first of the G. &
.T. detachable 2% inch tires which have been
turned out.

A side-carriage constitutes the feature of

the Thor exhibit. While general principles

and outline are retained. In appearance it

differs radically from the original model,
which was illustrated in The Bicycling World
several months since. The difference is due
largely to the use of a solid upholstered body
instead of the wickerware previously used.
In appearance the Yale is unchanged, but,

what is of no small interest, the power of the
motor has been increased nearly 25 per cent.

In the Marsh a wider belt Is employed, and
a more secure attachment of the gasolene
tank has been brought into use.

A change in the position of the tank on
the Merkel is practically the only alteration
in that machine; it is now suspended below
the top tube, instead of above and around
it. The feature of the Merkel display to

which they point with greatest pride is one
of their machines which was ridden all of
1,000 miles in Europe last season!
The Mitchell, with its big SVs H. P. cop-

per fianged motor, is shown fitted with grip
control and with a chain belt that is out of
the common. The chain is first wound with
adhesive tape and then covered with rawhide
washers; it gives what may be termed a
corrugated surface that should add to the
non-slipping qualities of the belt. In the
motor itself, the valve area and crankshaft
bearing have been increased, the connecting
rod being now fastened with a lock thread
supplemented by split pins.

Motorcycles vs Automobiles.

"May I enter a friendly protest against the
reference to the effect that 'even motor bi-

cycles can be made a means of pleasure'?"
writes E. Douglas Fawcett to a contempor-
ary. "Why this 'even'? There seems to be
a growing tendency among car owners (ow-
ing to the 'kerridge folk' tradition, perhaps)
to belittl^e the motorcycle.

"May I suggest that in all likelihood the
ideal delight of fast travelling—the nearest
approach to flying that we are, for long, like-
ly to know—is to be experienced on the mo-
tor bicycle? I keep a car as well as a bi-

cycle; I have toured under the fairest condi-
tions and amid the loveliest scenery, yet I

have no hesitation in saying that, but for
the purpose of carrying a companion, I would
not now even consider a car.

"The drawbacks to the motor bicycle are
chiefly its unpleasantness on grease and its

vibration on very bad roads. On good roads
Its flight (especially in the case of the high
powered type) is most comfortable and ex-
hilarating to a degree which the mere car
driver is powerless to understand. To ride
a high powered bicycle, however, requires
skill and nerve, and I must admit, accord-
ingly, that not every one is able to face the
music. A doctor, discussing the matter with
me at the show, observed that he kept his
car for wet weather and worK, but always
resorted to the motor bicycle when he re-
quired 'real pleasure.' And, after all, those
who know what it is to skim along the level
at 'forty' or over and leave big cars stand-
ing on hills, the delicious sweep of the one
tracker making the car but a dull vehicle,
will not need much argument. Tor myself, 1
always suspect that the car driver who de-
spices the motorcycle is usually unable to
ride it. Or, again (if one may judge from the
awful specimens of mankind seen on cars),
perhaps the tradesman in his motor 'kerridge'
is too often prone to consider himself as the
superior of all other folk who use the road "
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THE WISE RIDER BUYS THE NATIONAL
THE SATISFIED RIDER BUYS AGAIN.

A sale easily made means quick profit to the

dealer. Wherever you find a dealer pushing the

NATIONAL, you meet a successful one.

Get in line for the NATIONAL Agency for

1905. You can make money out of it.

WHAT YOU GET FOR YOUR MONEY IS AS

IMPORTANT AS THE AMOUNT

YOU PAY.

May 24, 1904.

This is the fourth year that I have ridden this

wheel and would not trade it for a new one of

any other make. E. F. HAMMOND.

"re^^a^dress NATIONAL CYCLE MFG. CO., Bay City, Mich., U.S.A.

Fisk Tires for Motorcycles
Ogden, Utah, Jan. 4, 1905.

Gentlemen:—About two years ago I purchased an "Indian"
Motorcycle which was equipped with "Fisk" tires, and they have
given me such good satisfaction that I thought I would let you know
how well this tire has worn and the mileage made. I have run since

I bought the machine over all kinds of roads 4,750 miles, and to look at

the front tire one could not tell it had been but a short distance, and
looks capable of running several thousand miles more, and what is

more remarkable still, it has never been punctured. Whether this

could be called a remarkable streak of good luck, or a superior

resisting power against punctures I am unable to say. But the facts

as above stated are true just the same. If this testimonial will do
you any good, you have my permission to publish the same in the
" Bicycling World " or any other paper or magazine you see fit.

Yours truly, S. C. HIGGINS.

The Fisk Rubber Company, chicopee Paiis, Mass.

BRANCHES: New York. 754-756 Seventh Ave., Chicago, 52 State Street.

BOSTON,
SPRINGFIELB,
SYRACUSE,

BUFFALO,
DETROIT,
SAN FRANCISCO.

PHILADELPHIA,
ST. LOUIS,
ATLANTA,

OMAHA,
MINNEAPOLIS,
DENVER,

LOS ANGELES,
LONDON,
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Now Blaming the Boomers.

The fame of another Lawson with a ten-

dencj' to dabble in matters financial, thoiigli

not of quite the same redhot order that our

own celebrity seems to have on tap, reache.s

Its from the other side. Sad to relate, how-

ever, he comes but to vanish, for the first

news is that of his having been sentenced to

a j'ear at hard labor. This is the individual

Avho claims the honor of inventing the safety

bicycle, likewise of "making the town of

Coventry." This from the Cycle and Motor

Trader

:

"If some one had produced in court a draw-

ing of Lawson's bicycle, and of the machine

hi common use to-day, even a half-eyed man

would see through the absurdity of the pre-

tence. As to the statement that Lawson had

made Coventry, it was probably too ridicu-

lous to deceive even the Crown lawyers. The

simple fact is that Lawson and Hooley( Ern-

est Terah, likewise of somewhat worldwide

Hnaneial fame and just through doing time),

by their wildcat schemes of finance have

done more barm to unmake Coventry than

any other two men who could be named. One

has but to read the history of the cycle boom

with its inflated capitals and its boards of

incompetent and titled guineapigs intrusted

at enormous fees with hundreds of thou-

sands of pounds of public money, to under-

stand why the cycle trade is in the position

it finds itself to-day. Even now directors

who are not worth a brass farthing from a

practical point of view are still drawing fees

for muddling out of the pockets of sharehold-

ers, who canuot get any dividends. If cyccle

concerns were on a reasonable basis as re-

gards their capital, the trade story of to-day

Avould be a very different one."

It is interesting to learn that the English

trade ascribes its present state not to the

falling away of popular favor by tlie appear-

ance of a stronger bidder for this fickle god-

dess, but in large part to the machinations

of a few schemers. The saying about every

dog having his day may apply to dogs, but

there are many people who confidently be-

lieve it does not apply with any force to the

bicycle question, and that the latter has an-

other daj' ahead of it in this country. That

their predictions — i'l be fulfilled sooner or

later goes without saying—there may be a

long time to wait, but it Avill likewise be a

long day when it arrives, not started with a

great ado nor measured by the passing of a

few years, for the wheel is with us to stay,

just as much as the automobile; but the lat-

ter at present has not alone the centre of the

stage, but the whole theatre, and its prede-

cessor has to lie low and mark time.

At least the cycle industry here did not go

out under a cloud, as seems to be the opinion

of the British press in regard to the home

trade; it waned from natural causes, and

wlien in the slow but certain revolution of

the circle and the right point again ap-

proaches the zenith it will once more wax
strong, though the vigor, of its roystering

days is not to be looked for.

Massachusetts 's Two-Lamps Law.

Unless there is life enough in the :\Lissa-

ehusetts Division of the L. A. W., and the

few cycling clubs remaining in that State, to

cause them to move, the so-called universal

lights law will be forced upon the cyclists

of that State almost before they are aware

of it. The law, which is published in another

column, proves to be quite different from

what it was first supposed to be. It Is in

no sense a universal measure, and, although

ingeniously worded, applies solely to cyclists.

From the very beginning the Bicycling

AVorld has stood for a truly universal lamp
law. It believes that all vehicles, of what-

ever nature, should carry lamps, but if this

cannot be brought about, the fact that bi-

cycles are the most silent of ail vehicles, and

for the safety of the public no less than for

the safety of the riders themselves, require

lights after nightfall, is evident. This has

impelled us to invariably favor those meas-

ures requiring the display of such lights.

The Massachusetts measure, however, goes

too far, and if passed will cause great and

general embarrassment. It provides not only

for a light in front, but also for one in the

rear. The former is eminently right and

deserves to be whole-heartedly favored.

There are, however, no tail lamps for bi-

cycles in existence, and no means of secur-

ing them in that position, and even if such

fastenings were to be had, a lamp so placed

would be a source of some danger to the

rider. It would be in his way both in mount-

ing and dismounting.

It may be that time will evolve a safe

means of attaching a lamp to the rear of a

liicycle, but it is not yet in sight, and if the

law in question means what it implies, "An

act providing for the safety of persons using

highways," there is no sound reason why
it should not include vehicles of every nature

without exceptions of any kind.

If they are alive to their interests, the Mas-

sachusetts cyclists should see to it that they

are not unrepresented at the public hearing,

which is to be held in the State House at

Boston on Thursday next, the 26th inst. If

they do not make themselves heard on that

occasion, they should forever hold their

peace, and thereafter blame themselves for

the embarrassment that is. sure to follow

the passage of the law. ,

Plumes for Prince.

.lack Prince can well afford to place a

whole bunch of feathers in his cap. He has

literally routed the pessimists, who would

have people believe that the American pub-

lic has tired of it, and that cycle racing is

all but buried. The weeks of indoor racing

which he conducted in Buffalo and Troy,

and the full and enthusiastic houses which

rewarded his efforts, constitute an inspira-

tion to other men. It amply proves that the

way to "do things" is to do them, and that

if they are done rightly, success is not \m-

eertain. .... -
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Curing the Motorcycle's Wounds.

Editor of the Bicycling World:

Your editorial of the 7th lust, "Blind or

Stubborn," hits the nail squarely on the head

in more ways than one. I need but relate one

of many similar instances of what I am con-

stantly encountering in my travels. It oc-

curred In Waycross, Ga., during the last

week, and will serve as an example of what

the "fake" and incomplete motor bicycles

have done to stifle the interest first mani-

fested in the self-propelled bicycle.

Waycross is not a very large place, but it

has had two motor bicycles of different

makes—of the kind that have carried trouble

and damnation with them instead of stimu-

lation to the business and sport. I went Into

a store, over the door of which was a sign

reading, "Ten miles to the next bicycle store."

I handed the man who greeted me my card,

which read, "Hendee Mfg. Co., Springfield,

Mass. E. H. Corson, missionary, Indian mo-

torcycles." Remembering that Mr.

was the man for me to talk with, I passed

my card to him, and he promptly responded:

"Nothin' doing in motorcycles."

"Why not?"

"They're no good."

"What do you know about them?"

"We had one of the , and could do

nothing with it. It would run only spasmodi-

cally. We would get it out in the country and

have to haul or push it back; or at least one

of our men would have to do so. I would not

get on one of the things myself. I would not

have one if it was given to me."

"But, Mr. ,
you have never seen a mo-

tor bicycle if you have not seen the Indian,"

I rejoined. "The machine you speak of was

a failure from the start, aod It has hurt both

the business and the sport. Now, I want you

to allow me to bring my machine here to

show you."

"You may do so, but it will serve you no

good. I would neither ride it or any other

motorcycle."

"Well, there are thousands who will, If

you will not, and you are here for business,

are you not?"

"Yes, but it is simply time thrown away to

fool with those things. However, you can

bring around your machine and we will look

at it."

I soon had my Indian on the floor for Mr.

's inspection.

"That don't look much like the machine we
had here," he promptly admitted. "It does

not weigh much more than half as much, and

is not so long or clumsy looking. A fellow

could get that home if it went back on him

a few miles out. It seems very simple, too,

compared with the one we had."

I asked the men present to try it, first ex-

plaining how simply it was controlled, and

started it up, running along with it. This

was a great revelation to them. They told

me how long and hard they had to work to

start the one they had had.

By this time the gentleman who greeted

me first had plucked up courage and was
ready to try it. I started him off, and he

came back with a smile all over his face. He
said that it was the "slickest thing on wheels
that he had ever been on." He had an au-

tomobile at the door at the time, too. Then
he started off on the motor bicycle again and
rode all over town.

By this time several interested parties had
come around to try the machine, and the man
who said he would not ride one of the things

himself, or have one around, became com-

pletely carried away with it. He assured me
that he would have an Indian for his own
use as soon as he could get one. His words
were: "That it was the slickest little trick

he ever saw.'

This, Mr. Editor, is about the experience I

have in every place I visit "Down South."

Waycross is a beautiful city of about 35,-

OOO inhabitants. The streets are broad and
paved with brick. Only a few of the people

have ever seen a motorcycle, and the riders

of bicycles who tried it simply went Into

ecstasies over it. Three of the dealers wanted
to handle the Indian, and I was able to

make my choice.

In this connection, I want to say that the

time is not far distant when many of the

bicycle dealers who are now so doubtful, wo-
fully ignorant and unconcerned about the

perfected motorcycle, will want to "kick"

themselves for letting a good thing slip out of

their hands. E. H. CORSON.

Qliesman on the Racing League.

Editor of the Bicycling World:
Referring to the letter of Mr. George A.

Ormerod, as printed in your last issue, I de-

sire to state that it is very interesting, to say
the least, and is bound to appeal strongly to

all local cycling organizations. The argu-

ments he so clearly brings forth favoring

your suggested amateur racing league are of

a character that will awaken the sleepy ones.

Although Mr. Ormerod's communication de-

serves commendation, there are two passages

to which I beg to take exception, as I do not

wish the readers of your valuable paper to be
misled as to any favorable symptoms which
the cycling game still holds.

The first one is where he states: "Strenu-

ous measures are absolutely necessary if

cycle racing is to be awakened from the

slough of despond into which it seems to

have unfortunately wandered." It seems to

me that it is Mr. Ormerod who has unfortu-

nately wandered in dreamland and has but

just come back. No, cycle racing in this lo-

cality needs no awakening, as any one who
kept in touch with it during last season can

testify; for it is a fact that every available

Sunday and holiday of 1904, save three, be-

ginning with May 1, Sunset Century race and
Tiger Wheelmen's thirty-mile road race, and
ending with December 4, the Tiger Wheel-
men's closed fifteen-mile race, was taken up
with races at all distances, participated in

by all the different clubs of greater New
York.

The sport is awake and is doing, but what
it needs is more energy. In the first place,

and last, but not least, a good cleansing. By
that I mean it should be put back on its

amateur legs, which it lost quite some time

since. I dare say any man can go out and
find a genuine gold brick around New York
quicker than he can locate a pure amateur
in the cycling ranks. For this purpose—the

purification of the sport—is the need of an

amateur league felt. If it will do naught

else, it should at least furnish pure sport,

and there is where strenuous measures are

desired.

The second passage I take exception to Is

that in which Mr. Ormerod states that "the

invigorating effect It would exercise on the

present almost stagnant condition of racing."

To begin with, as I stated above, cycle rac-

ing is not stagnant, nor has it been for two
years, and Mr. Ormerod, In his capacity as

otficer of the Spartan A. C, should be the

very first to know it, for right on the spot

where that club had Its inception any one

can hear more cycle racing talk in an hotlr

than anywhere else in one month; but that

is all—talk.

What such a league might do is to draw
these talkers out in the country on a good

road and send them on a fifteen or twenty-

five-mile journey for prizes, instead of re-

maining at home talking or taking a casual

spin up and down the city avenues.

Therefore, I repeat, that, although cycle

racing was very much alive all last season,

every one does not seem to know It, and to

read a statement to the contrary In your

valuable publication not only surprised me,

but annoyed me, and if I have bored you too

much, I beg you will pardon me, as I could

not help taking up a pen to defend what
little there remains of our sport.

Apart from the exceptions mentioned, Mr.

Ormerod's plea for the league is exception-

ally good, and I hereby wish to go on rec-

ord as being ready to do my mightiest to

make this possibility an actuality at the

earliest possible date.

H. A. GLIESMAN,
President Tiger Wheelmen, New York.

Reason for the Rambler's Success.

The Ramblers Bicycle Club of Buffalo will

hold its twentieth anniversary and banqiiet

at the Hotel Broezel, Buffalo, next Saturday

night, January 28. The club is the larfiP'Jt

cycling organization in Buffalo, and, Instea 1

of losing its membership during late years,

it has increased, and is stronger now, numeri-

cally and financially, than for several years

previous. This, it is stated, "is probably due

to the fact that so many of the gentler sex

have become affiliated with the club and take

an active Interest in its affairs."

Ladies Form a Cyciing Union.

What is termed a "Ladies' Cycling Union"

has been started In Cambridge, England.

This club is due to the popularity of the bi-

cycle with the fair sex of the university

town.
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HERE*S REAL RICHNESS I

Advices via London "Explain" How Amer-

ican Officials Obtain Bicycles Cheaply.

It is often necessary to go far from home

to obtain really startling news. Something

of that sort is contributed by "Cycling," of

London, which even goes so far as to explain

that it was received from an "American cor-

respondent."' List to the wonderful tale:

"It is the easiest thing in the world in

these days of rate wars for anyone to get to

Sandy Hook (just outside New York), pro-

vided he possesses £2 7s. 6d., the 7s. 6d. going

in fees to the gentlemen who help you over.

It is. however, just as difficult to get ashore

in New York unless you can produce a hun-

dred dollars, as proof that you are able to

support yourself until you obtain employ-

ment, or get some responsible citizen to go

security for you; and even then you have to

prove that you are possessed of a good char-

acter. Until this happens or until you re-

turn to England on the vessel that carries

you over (at this vessel's expense), you re-

main on Ellis Island.

"There are more officials on Ellis Island

than on any other spot of the same size on

earth, and there are more bicycles here than

on any other place of similar circumference.

These are not used on the island—there is no

room for such a thing. The officials get

plenty of leave, and they go over to New
York in the tender to pass it. They take

their cycles with them, and have a run across

Brooklyn Bridge and out into the outskirts

of Brooklyn. The crews on the tenders are

commencing to object to having the decks

of their tiny craft filled with machines, as

there is no room to spare at the best of

times. The officials get their bicycles very

cheaply.

"Many of the 'two pounders' are people oi;

substance, who are travelling in this way

for economy's sake. The steamship officials,

and all others concerned, soon pick these

people out from those who are travelling this

way from necessity, and go out of their way

to make things generally uncomfortable for

these parsimonious individuals. Some of

these are well provided with luggage; many

come on board with bicycles. When the new
arrivals have been transferred to Ellis Isl-

and, and are awaiting their examination in

the "cage," the official who wants a bicycle

comes around.
" 'Any of you people own these bicycles

packed in the store?' " he asks.

"The owners come forward. Then a col-

loquy ensues.

"•'I want a bicycle myself,' says the official.

'You'll have to pay duty on yours, if you're

lucky enough to pass, the examiners, but

the chances are you won't pass, as they are

down on people who have money coming

with the cattle crowd, and the fact of your

having to enter the bicycle on the declaration

form of your belongings will give you away.

Say, I'll give you tea dollars for It.'

'Thla often has the desired effect, though,

iu Justice to the official, It must be added

that there Is a certain amount of truth m
this statement, as such people as these are

really regarded with suspicion."

TO REQUIRE TWO LAMPS

Bill Pending In flassachusetts to Force

Cyclists to Show Lights Front and Rear.

Here's the International Federation.

During the Paris Salon last mouth the In-

ternational Federation of Motorcycling Clubs

was brought into being. Among those taking

part in the proceedings and giving their ad-

hesion to the organization were delegates

from the British Autocycle Club, German Mo-
torcycle Club (of Stuttgart), the Vienna Auto-

mobile Club, the Dansk (Copenhagen) Motor-

cycle Club, the Motorcycle Club of France
and the Austrian Motorcycle Club. The
headquarters of the federation will, for the

present, be with the Motorcycle Club of

France, at No. 56 Hue PergolSse, Paris. Each
affiliated club will pay to the federation £20
per annum, and has the right to send one
delegate to its meetings.

Cyclist Sues for $5,000.

Edmund Spillane, a Newark (N. J.) bicy-

clist, has brought suit against the North Jer-

sey Street Railway Co. of Newark for $5,000

damages. Spillane claims that he was riding

a bicycle at Summer and Bloomfleld avenues
on July 4, 1902, when he was run down by a

car. His wrist was broken and his nervous
system received a severe shock, from which
he has never entirely "-'''>vered. Spillane's
testimony, blaming the motorman of the car

-.for the collision, was corroborated by several
witnesses of the collision.

^ What Kramer's Income May be.

Frank Kramer will appear ten times in all

in Paris, and will receive $500 for his ap-

pearance at each meet, thus netting $5,000

for his ten appearances. He naturally will

receive, in addition to this, any prize money
he wins, and will in all probability leave

France a richer man by $10,0(K). It is stated

that there is big money in all the events in
which Kramer will participate, as they pur-
posely have been made attractive enough to
encourage other Americans.

To Warm Motorcyclists' Hands.

According to a German paper, a well known
Viennese motorcyclist, Herr Julius Curjel,

"has invented a means by which the handle

bars of a motorcycle can be warmed in very

cold weather." Part of the exhaust gases

are made to pass through the bar, at each
extremity of which there is a small hole, out
of which the gases escape after use has been
made of their warmth. A tap is used to

regulate the degree of heat.

Race on Installment Plan.

"Tommy" Hall was once more victorious

at the Velodrome d'Hiver, in Paris, on Janu-

ary 1 and 2. In the two days' racing event

lie succeeded in capturing the fifty-kilometre

contest, although Bruni defeated him on the
first day by five metres in the thirty-kilo-

metre event. The aggregate time was taken,

and "Tommy" was found winner by more
than two minutes.

The introduction of the bill into the Legis-

lature proves that the alleged universal lights

law, which certain automobilists of Massa-

chusetts inspired and are backing, is not iu

any sense universal. On the contrary, it is

distinctly one-sided, and although it is en-

titled, "An act providing for the safety of

persons using highways," it is aimed wholly

at bicyclists, despite tha fact that first read-

ing of the first section would Incline one to

a different opinion, so Ingeniously is it word-

ed.

The law is now in the hands of the joint

committee of Highways and Bridges of the

House and Senate, and will be aired at a

public hearing n Thursday next, the -uth

inst, In Room 426, in the State House in

Boston. The proposed law in full is as fol-

lows:

Section 1. Every person using or running a

bicycle ,carriage or vehicle propelled by mus-

cular power other than vehicles used for the

transportation of merchandise and farm

produce, upon any public street, highway or

private way laid out under authority or stat-

ute, in this commonwealth, shall, during the

period from one h9ur after sunset to one

hour before sunrise, display a light or lights,

so atached to such bicycle, carriage or ve-

hicle that the light therefrom may be plainly

visible for a di-stance of at least three hun-

dred feet from the front and rear of such bi-

cycle, carriage or vehicle.

Sec. 2. Any person convicted of violating

the provision of Section 1 of this act shall be

punished by a fine not exceeding ten dollars

for the first offence, and by a fine not exceed-

ing twenty dollars for each subsequent of-

fence.

Sec. 3. .\11 fines imposed under Section 3

of this act shall be paid to the respective

cities or towns where the offences were com-

mitted, and shall be expended by them for

the building or maintenance of their high-

ways.

Sec. 4. This act shall take effect upon the

first day of May, nineteen hundred and five.

May Have Unlooped His Life.

A dispatch from Havana says that Dr.

Clark, known In professional life as "Diavolo,

the loop-the-loop man," was probably fatally

injured at Cienfuegos last Saturday. Clark

had just performed the feat safely and was
alighting from his bicycle when the machine

broke. He fell heavily and fractured his

skull.

In Ogden, Utah, a new track is t(kbe built,

similar to the one in Salt Lake City. It will

cost about $8,000, and wil be completed in

time for the opening season.
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TACKLED THE TROJANS

Prince's Races "Caught "the" Up-Staters "

and Filled the Armory Nightly.

Interest in tlio six days of racing under the

management of Jack Prince, which started

in the Troy (X. Y.) Armory on Monday of

last weelv. was maintained tliroughout the

week. There was a hirge attendance each

night, and no little enthusiasm. In fact, one

loyal bettor became so imbued with the rac-

ing spirit—or some other spirits—that he

dropped a generous roll of greenbacks on the

armory floor, where it was found by the

police.

, Thursday night the armory held the largest

crowd that had attended indoor races. The

first race on Thursday was a three-mile mo-

tor paced event between Frank J. Cadwell,

of Hartford, Conn., and Charles Turville, of

Philadelphia. The first two miles were hotly

contested, and neither rider gained material

advantage, but in the last mile Cadwell's

pacemaker slightly increased his pace, and

after a pretty neck and neck struggle he suc-

ceeded in passing Turville, and won the race

by over half a lap. The time was 4:44. The
second event was the fourth in the series of

half-hour heats for amateurs that were held

every night during the week. The men rode

well, and covered 12 miles and 2 laps in 30:00.

There were six entrants in this grind, but

Fred Ernst, the Rochester pedaller, was a

general favorite. At the crack of the start-

er's pistol the riders bunched, and Ernst led

them . a terrific pace around the boards.

George Wiley and B. La Voice, from Syra-

cuse; Fred Lathwood, of Troy, and Arthur

Heins, of New York City, were in the race,

and doggedly liept Ernst's rear wheel in sight

as they circled the wooden bowl. During

the last mile Wiley set the pace and tried

hard to prevent Ernst from getting tlie lead

again, but on the last lap the latter was not

to be denied, and shot ahead across the mark
first. Wiley was second and La Voice third.

Fred Lathwood gained a lap on Heins, the

New Yorker, and rode in fourth. The five-

mile motor paced race between Nat Butler,

of Boston, and Walter Bardgett, of Buffalo,

was exciting, and liept the audience on their

feet until the finish. Butler gained two laps

on Bardgett, but the pace was so fast that

he lost his pacemaker, and Bardgett gained

a lap and a half before Butler again picked

up his pace. He was just in time to save

defeat, and then only beat Bardgett by two
seconds, in 8:15. Gussie Lawson had his

hands full, figuratively speaking, in the last

race, a one-mile for motor bicycles. Saun-
ders, of Boston, was his adversary, and won
in 1:21, and this was announced as "the fast-

est time ever made on a twelve-lap track."

The first event on Friday night was a three-

mile motor paced race between Frank Cad-
well, Hartford, and Walter Bardgett, Buf-
falo. Cadwell was too speedy for his oppo-

nent at the finish, and left a gap behind him
of two laps. The three miles were reeled off

in 4:45. Next came the fiftii liall'-liour ama-
frnr race, with six starters. Fred Ernst,

Kdchcster, was beaten out at the finish, and
tliis was the biggest sensation of the week,

tlie Rochester lad having come to be looked

upon as almost invincible. B. La Voice, Syra-

cuse, finished first; Fred Ernst, second;

(xcorge Wiley, Syracuse, third; William .1.

Simms, New York City, fourth. Also rode—
Fred Lathwood, Troy, and Arthiu- Heins.

New York City. Distance, 12 miles and 4

laps. Nat Butler, of Boston, and Gussie Law-
son, of Buffalo, met in the five-mile motor

paced race, and Butler won after a hard

struggle. He tried to lap Lawson, and man-

aged to get a half lap ahead, but Lawson
lessened the distance before the finish, and

Butler crossed the line only two feet ahead.

Time, 8:06%. Charles Turville, Philadelphia,

and William Saunders, Butt'alo, straddled the

motor l)icycles for the one-mile race. Ttir-

ville won, but the time was one-fifth second

slower than on the previous night, being

1:211-5.

The armory was packed to its utmost ca-

pacity on Saturday night. It seemed as if

all Troy had turned out to see the finish of

the six days of racing. In the final for the

five-mile motor paced race Frank Cadwell

was pitted against Nat Butler for the first

time. The going was fast from start to fin-

ish. Butler was unable to keep his pace, and

lost a lap before he could tack on behind lii-^^

motor. After that he gained on Cadwell, Init

tlie hitter's lead was so great that Butler

could not overcome it. The five miles were
made in 7:.58, and was announced as being

the world's record for a twelve-lap track. By
winning this event Cadwell captured the first

prize of the meet, as he was undefeated. In

the five-mile race between AValter Bardgett

and Gussie Lawson, the former was unable

to control his wheel in rounding one of the

Ijanks, and sustained a fall, covering himself

with bruises. Lawson finished alone in 8:37.

The close of the amateur event created

more interest perhaps than any other race.

as the participants were for the most part

local New York "Staters," and the "fans"

did their best in rooting. Fred Ernst won.

with George Wiley, Syracuse, second, and B.

La Voice, of the same place, third. These

three riders, together with William J. Simms,

of New York City, covered thirteen miles in

the last half hour, and a total of 72 miles

and 4 laps during the three hours which they

rode throughout the week. Arthur Heins,

New York City, and Fred Latwood, Troy,

were taken off the track while the final

sprint scene of the leaders was being enacted,

and later were permitted to sprint it out be-

tween themselves for fifth place. On the

first trial LathAvood's chain broke and the

race was started over again, the Troy man
winning. The motor race was between

Charles Turville, Philadelphia, and William

Saunders, Boston. Saunders won, driving

liis machine a mile in 1:211-5. Summaries:

FOURTH NIGHT—THURSDAY.
Three-mile motor paced match between

Frank J. Cadwell, Hartford, and Charles

'I nrville. Pliilaih'lpliia W'dii liy Cadwell.
Tim(>, 4:44.

Fourth half liour of amateur three-lionr nice

--Night's score, 12 miles 2 laps; total .score, 47
miles. Fred ICrnst, Rochester, first; George
Wiley, Syracuse, second; B. La Voice. Syra-
luse. third;- Fred Latliwood, Troy, fonrtli;

Arthur Heins, New York City, sixth.

Five-mile motor paced race between Nat
Butler, Boston, and Walter Bardgett, Buf-
falo—Won by Butler. Time, 8:15.

One-mile motorcycle race between Gussie
Lawson. Buffalo, and William Saunders, Bos-
ton—Won by Saunders. Time, 1:21.

FIFTH NIGHT—FRIDAY.
Three-mile motor paced race between

Frank .T. Cadwell, Boston, and Walter Bard-
gett, Buffalo—Won by Cadwell. Time. 4:45.

Fifth half hour of amateur three4iour race
—Night's score, 12 miles 4 laps; total score.

59 miles 4 laps. B. La Voice, Syracuse, first;

Fred Ernst, Rochester, second; George Wiley.
Syracuse, third; William .T. Simms, New York
City, fourth.

Five-mile motor paced race between Nat
Butler, Boston, and Gussie Lawson, Buffalo
—Won by Butler. Time. 8:06yo.

One-mile motorcycle race between Charles
Turville, Philadelphia, and William F. Saun-
ders, Boston—Won Dy Turville. Time,
1:211-5.

SIXTH NIGHT—SATURDAY.
Final five-mile motor paced race between

Frank .T. Cadwell. Hartford, and Nat Butler.

Boston—Won by Cadwell. Time. 7:58.

Five-mile motor paced race between Wal-
ter Bardgett, Buffalo, and Gussie Lawson,
Buffalo-Won by Lawson.. Time, 8:37.

Final half hour of amateur three-hour race
—Night's score, 13 miles: total score, 72 miles

4 laps. Fred Ernst, Rochester, first; George
Wiley, Syracuse, second; B. La Voice, Syra-
cuse, third; William .T. Simms, New York
City, fourth; Fred Lathwood, Troy, fifth; Ar-
thur Heins, New York City, sixth.

One-mile motorcycle race between Charles
Turville, Philadelphia, and William F. Saun-
ders—Won by Saunders. Time. 1:21 1-5.

So great was the interest during the week.
Prince gave an "extra matinee" Monday
night, when Nat Butler beat Frank Cadwell,
in a five-mile motor paced race, after an ex-
citing finish. The time was 7:.56. A two-
mile sprint race between Walter Bardgett,
Gussie Lawson and Charles Turville was
won by Bardgett. The one-mile motorcycle
race between Fred White, of Chelsea, Mass.,

and William Saunders, of Boston, resulted

in a victory for the former. The time was
not taken in the two last-named races.

Iver Lawson Goes Stale?

In spite of the brilliant start Iver Lawson
made in Australia, he seems to be going the

way of Rutt and Ellegard. Twice in one
day he was defeated by Scheps, the Aus-
tralian rider. The first defeat was in the

two-mile handicap, from the twenty-yard
line, and then in a three-mile open the Aus-
tralian lowered his opponent's colors.
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EFFECT OF NIGHT AIR

Ingenious Attempts to Explain the Clianged

Beliavior of Motors After Sunset.

On "the other side" the discussion of the

question, "Why does an engine run so much

better at night than during the day?" has

attained strength and volume that have

brought -with them a number of attempted

explanations that are at once interesting and

ingenious, although none has yet advanced

the proposition that the better running at

night may be due to the fact that license

numbers are not so much in evidence.

Here is -what one of the foreign motorists

deems the "true explanation":

"Assume the engine running full power

and the atmosphere dry. Then a perfect

carburettor will supply a full charge of ex-

actly such proportions of petrol vapor and

air as will result in complete combustion.

Now, if we suppose the atmosphere to hold

a certain quantity of water vapor in suspen-

sion, as is the case in damp weather, I think

consideration will show that for every rea-

son loss of power will follow: For (1) the

atmosphere is less dense and there is less

pressure to force the charge into the cylin-

der, (2) the water vapor will be converted in-

to steam on entering the hot cylinder, and so

greater resistance to compression will fee

offered, (3) the heat developed by the first

part of the explosion will be taken up in

part in expanding the free steam, and com-

bustion will consequently be checked, and

(4) (most important of all) the air being less

dense, there will not be the same proportion

of oxygen available, and combustion will

therefore not be complete. In considering

these points, the simple principle of the pe-

trol engine should be borne clearly in mind,

namely, that the mixture of petrol vapor and

air, when ignited, burns and forms carbonic

acid gas and water (in the form of steam),

and that it is the expansion of these gases,

caused by the heat generated on their for-

mation, which gives the power. The greater

the heat, therefore, the greater the power.

"On a bright, clear day the radiation of

heat from the earth's surface is free and un-

interrupted owing to the absence of clouds.

"When the sun sets, this radiation is very

rapid and quickly cools down the air in the

neighborhood. This fall in temperature

causes a portion of the moisture in the air

to condense and be deposited; consequently

the air is rendered a more efficient compo-

iient for the mixture, and any engine inhal-

ing it should develop greater power.

"This explanation is that given to account

for the familiar phenomenon known as "fall

of dew," and will be found in any text book

on physics."

Another party to the discussion affirms in

all seriousness that his car runs better when

"far from the madding crowd," suggesting

that there may be necessary new legislation

to prevent the contamination of the atmos-

phere in large cities. EQs engine, he adds,

"seems to take the bit in its teeth and fairly

romp home." Sounds like the actions of a

"dinner bound" nag, but here is his humble

opinion of the cause:

"I believe, to get the maximum of work

from a petrol engine, the cylinder must be

hot (not overheated), and these short runs

tend to thoroughly warm up the cylinder,

thereby thinning the coating of lubricating

oil, and, if the piston rings are in good con-

dition and a good fit, allowing the piston to

work easier (without loss of compression)

than if the cylinder were cold and the oil

therefore thicker, tending to clog the piston

ring.

"But not only this, the hot cylinder warms

the gaseous mixture at points furthest from

the point of ignition, making it of a more

even and higher temperature all through,

this, I believe, tending to quicker and more

instantaneous combustion than would be the

case if some portions of the mixture were

of a lower temperature than others, the

colder portions having more of a burning

action than an explosive one.

"Now, as a contrary cause, I have observed

that on approaching the country from the

town the engine runs better, due to the air

being purer, this purer air aiding combustion

owing to the greater proportion of oxygen

which it contains.

"I would suggest the theory, therefore, and

would be glad of confirmation or correction,

that during the day the sun absorbs a cer-

tain amount of oxygen from the air, varying

in proportion as the sun shines brightly for

hours or only intermittently, and that as the

sun goes down and night approaches the air

gets cooler, this cooler air containing a great-

er proportion of oxygen, therefore forming a

better mixture.

"To this I ascribe the fact that an engine

developing a certain power requires less air

in the colder months than in the warmer

months to develop this power, the smaller

volume of cold air containing about the same

amount of oxygen as a proportionately larger

volume of warm."

The explanation put forward by the next

correspondent is short and to the point. It

is a gem, and really deserves a niche in the

Hall of Fame. He accounts for the phe-

nomenon "by the higher atmospheric gases

that come from the leafage, trees, etc., which

does not show itself in the daytime. This

causes a richer mixture, a better explosion,

and so more power in the engine," entirely

overlooking the fact that the composition of

the atmosphere is kept practically constant

by the absorption of carbonic acid gas by

plant life and the radiation of this revitalized

air by the sun's heat. Consequently more

"atmospheric gases from leafage" are pro-

duced during the day, but the sudden drop

in temperature at sundown renders the air

proportionately denser and richer in oxygen.

• This is very noticeable in the invigorating ef-

fect of the air shortly after sunrise In spring

and summer, which disappears in a few
hours.

The density of the atmosphere naturally

varies with Its temperature, and the effect

on a running engine would be very marked
if the latter were suddenly transferred to a
cold storage room on a warm day.

Wliere Cycle Stealing is Epidemic.

If half what the Chasseur Frangals says

is veracious, bicycle stealing has reached un-

precedented proportions in France.

The reduction in the value of bicycles has

in no way tended to make them less attrac-

tive to the bicycle thief, according to that

publication.

"On the contrary the number of thefts ap-

pear to have increased considerably owing
to more wheels being in use than heretofore.

For the last six months the courts have been

kept busy with this species of thief. Bicycles

seem to have a peculiar fascination for him,

inasmuch that it mighc be deemed a kind of

mania of the professional thief.

"It is all very well to warn cyclists not to

leave their machines standing in a public

thoroughfare, for no matter how brief the

time be, in six cases out of ten when they

return the machines have disappeared. The
fact of one bicycle looking like another makes
it extremelj' difficult for the police to dis-

cover or stop the thief. Then, again, the

police realize the futility of their efforts

when they know that the thefts are commit-

ted in a scientific manner by a well organized

band. Even when the wheels are left in

hotels or caf^s they are by no means safe,

although, of course, the proprietors are re-

sponsible, but it does not alter the fact that

they are entirely blameless. The waiter In

a caf6 sees a man dressed In the garb of a

cyclist enter the cafe and take a wheel. How
is he to know the man Is not the owner?
Besides, the cunning thieves have many
tricks they resort to.

"For instance: Recently a man with his

head bandaged and bloody came running up
to a cafe, and, out of breath, requested the

loan of a machine for the purpose of fetch-

ing medical assistance for a friend who had

sustained injuries through a fall. In the col-

lision he explained that both their machines

had been severely damaged. A bicycle was
loaned him, and since then neither bicycle

nor man has been seen.

Some miscreant has been sprinkling broken

glass on the bicycle paths in San Bernardino,

Cal., and has so far avoided capture by the

police. The work has been done at night,

and many tires have been badly cut up before

the glass could be swept off the paths after

it was discovered by the authorities.

According to a more or less veracious Irish

chronicler, two cyclists, named Rhodes and

Mudd, respectively, recently agreed to enter

the connubial state. One good purpose was
thus served, as Mudd, of course, disappeared

iipon being merged with Rhodes.
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HOME TRAINER HANDICAPS

Tigers Evolve Ingenious System and Pre-

pare an Extended Winter Programme.

After two postponements, the Tiger \\'1hh1-

men" New York, succeeded in conducting the

first of the winter series of home trainer

races planned by them to make things inter-

esting during the dull months. It was a one-

mile handicap, ran in heats, the prizes being-

awarded on a system of points, the Avinner

of each heat receiving 5 points. As it was a

handicap, Avith this system of scoring the

poor riders have just as much chance for the

prize as the cracliajaclis.

After a tie, F. Gilsdorf, of the Brower
Wheelmen, tooli first pi'ize, with Chris Tulp,

of the Tigers, a close second, and they ran

the tie off. A. Judge, of the Tigers, was
third. Time, 1:17.

Anotlier race is scheduled for next Sunday.

These meets, which will be run weelily until

February 4, are but preliminaries to the big

interstate tom-nament which the Tiger Wheel-
men intend to hold diiring February and
March. All that is known at present is that

it will be for the championship of New York
and New Jersey, open to all amateurs and
run on the handicap plan now being tried in

the preliminaries.

It will he run in weekly meets, at which
there will be awarded three prizes, but the

winners of all heats will be credited with

points, thereby making it possible for a rider

to win the final prizes, though he might not

be able to attend at the weekly meets.

The system of handicapping Avas a pretty

hard nut to crack, but the officials believe

they have overcome tlie difficulty. It is as

follows: To begin with, the riders are

matched to ride a preliminary heat; this does

not actually count in the race, as the de-

feated rider does not drop out, but the time
of both men is taken, and when all the com-
petitors have been tried out the two having

made the best time are matched for the first

trial heat, and so on down until they have all

ridden in this order, the loser in these, of

course, dropping out.

As a provision against any of the wise ones

working smart tricks in the try outs, the

winner is credited Avith o points, which
counts in the final score, and as these 5 points

might be just Avhat Avould carry the. day, it

goes without saying that it is to the rider's

interest to win them, thereby insuring square
sport. When the first actual heat has been
run, the times of the winners are again put
in rotation and the second trial heats run off.

Then, as there are but fcAv left in the race

fur tlie semi-finals—some of the good ones
as well as some of the sloAver class—this is

where the handicap is given. For example,
A is in the 1:10 class and D in the 1:20 class,

but they must come togetjier in the semi-
finals. As they have both ridden two heats,

their average time is taken, and shows A at
1:12 and D at 1:22, then D gets 8 seconds

handicap, thereby compelling A to ride his

lecord time to win and D to better bis a lit-

ilc to get his heat.

In this manner the committee hopes to in-

duce a number of riders Avho Avould not think

of going up against the top notchers under

ordinary conditions to enter these races, and

already the showing made proves that the

plan is an excellent one. The races are in

charge of H. A. Gliesman, No. 563 Seventh

avenue, New York.

CHAIRS AND COLONEL

Riders Valued Their Necks, the /Vlllltary

Man Did Not; Fine Row Followed.

Indoor Riders Form Union and Strike.

Thirty-one Buffalo bicycle racers have or-

ganized a "union" and gone on "strike," and
unless the walking delegates can make satis-

factory arrangements with the military au-

thorities the 74th Regiment's indoor race

meet, scheduled to take place to-night, will

likely be short of riders. The exigencies caus-

A BABY
CARRIAGE TIRE BUSINESS

PAYS THE RENT
FOR SOME WIDE-

AWAKE REPAIRMEN

BOOKLET AND PRICES ON REQUEST

Morgan X Wright
CHICAGO

XEW YORK BRANCH 314-216 WKST 47TH ST.

ing the strike are a bit out of the usual. The
officers of the regimental athletic association

raised the entry fee from 7.5 cents to $1.50,

and instead of alloAving outside riders two
Aveeks' training on the armory track, cut it

down to five days.

Tne result Avas the organization of thirty-

one of Buffalo's best amateur sprinters into

the Buffalo Cyclists' Union one day last

Aveek, with these officers to manage its af-

fairs: President, E. L. Aldermoos; vice-pres-

ident, L. J. Hanks; secretary, R. S. Lewis;
corresponding secretary, Adam Fischer.

Tuesday night of this week the armory as-

sociation published a list of participants for

the various events, and A. G. Schue, J. S.

Baker and R. S. Lewis, three prime factors

in the organization of the union, Avere sched-

uled to ride. This has made the members of

tlie union more bitter against the armory of-

ficials than before, as the three men men-
tioned flatly denounce the publication of their
names as a fabrication. The union says the
publication was made for a draAving card,
but the soldiers aver they do not care whether
the strikers compete or not.

Fully four thousand spectators gatheired

at the Ninth Regiment Armory, Ncav York

City, last Saturday night to see the annual

games and, incidentally, any excitement that

might occur. Their desire for excitement

certainly was gratified, as the preliminary to

the two-mile bicycle race Avas sufficiently

stirring to satisfy any ordinary mortal's

craA'ing for the unexpected.

To be explicit, the trouble arose over the

refusal of the riders to take part in the bi-

cycle races while chairs were used to mark
the turns. The chairs had been placed on

the Inside mark of the somewhat elliptical

track to prevent the riders from cutting cor-

ners. It is Avell knoAvn that bicycle racing

on the armory floor is dangerous at all times,

and Gus Perden, one of the entrants, pro-

ceeded to remove the oftendiaig chairs, when
the high and mightj' colonel of the regiment,

Avho Avas one of the officials of the games,

ordered a policeman to arrest Perden. The
officer collared Perden and led him away
amid a storm of hisses and jeers from the

galleries. A free-for-all fight Avas narrowly

averted. Oscar Goerke immediately organ-

ized a sympathetic strike, and the cyclists

to a man took their bicycles from the track

and refused to ride. After considerable par-

leying Referee James E. Sullivan ordered

Perden released and the chairs removed, and

peace reigned once more.

Tlieii the race started. C. B. Bosterling

liad the greatest handicap, 140 yards, and
took the lead, but H. S. R. Smith (120 yards)
overtook him in the second l«p and finished
first, Avith Bosterling tagging on behind.
Summary:
Two-mile bicycle, handicap—Won by H. S.

U. Smith, Company K, Eighth Regiment, 120
yards; C. B. Bosterling, New York City, 140
yards, second; H. V. Read, TAventy-second
Regiment A. A., 90 yards, third. Time-
it minutes 9 1-.5 seconds.

Honors Easy at Twenty-second's Uames.

Close finishes in the bicycle races added in-

lerest in the 22d Regiment's games in the

armory, in New York, on Tuesday night. In

the one-mile handicap race C. Gartner (.50

yards) came in first. L. G. Weintz, the only

scratch man, cauglit F. E. Adams (.30 yards)

in the eighth lap, and it Avas a neck and neck
struggle between the tAvo for second place,

and Adams beat Weintz by only half a

wheel's length. In the two-mile handicap
event the scratch riders had absolutely no
chance with the handicap men. F. E. Adams
was given fiffj' yards, and won easily. H.
V. Read (.50 yards) and W. Van den Dries
(40 yards) came in second and third, respec-
tively. Summaries:
One-mile bicycle race, handicap—AVon by

C. Gartner 050 yards); F. E. Adams (30
yards), second; L. .7. AVeintz (scratch), third.
Time, 2:32.4-5.

TAvo-mile bicycle race, handicap—Won bv
F. E. Adams (50 yards); H. V. Read (50
yards); second; W. Van den Dries (40 yards),
third. Time, 5:013-5,
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To Improve a Long Neglected Road.

Cyclists who have dreaded the short trip

between Jersey City and Newark, N. J., on

account of the wretched condition of the only

two roads between the cities, will be glad to

know that a plan is being considered to im-

prove one of the highways. The plan contem-

plates the abolishment of the Plank Road

across the meadows, and the building of a

concrete and granite highway to be 100 feet

wide. The plans have been drawn by the

county engineers of Essex and Hudson coun-

ties, and it is thought that they will be ap-

proved at the nest meeting of the Joint

Bridge Commission, composed of members of

tlie two Boards of Freeholders.

The present roadway is from 22 to 24 feet

ill width, not including the trolley tracks,

which i-un at each side. The estimated cost

of the improvement is placed at $1,000,000.

The land needed for the extra width has*beeu

offered by the Hackensack Meadows Co. to

each of the counties for a consideration of $1.

As soon as the contract for the construction

of the road has been officially awarded, the

Meadows company Avill transfer the land to

the two counties. As the present surface of

planking will be torn up, a new title will

liave to be found for the road, and it has

been suggested that it called the Essex and

Hudson Boulevard.

According to the plans, the road will be

widened from the point where it abuts on

the pavement in Newark to the end of the

present Plank Road in Jersey Gity. The en-

gineers' drawings provide for the location of

a double line of car tracks in the centre and
roadways at each side, with sidewalks on tlie

outer edges. The tracks will occupy a space

of twenty feet, and there will be trolley poles

in the centre between the tracks to carry the

wires. The trolley company has assured the

Freeholders that it will plant sod or grass

seed between the ties, so as to catch the dust

raised by the cars.

There will be a curb at each side of the

tracks to keep wagons off, and at intervals

of 500 feet tliere will be openings, so that

the road can be easily repaired when neces-

sary. There will be sections of curbing, or

bars, however, which will be put up when
the openings are not in use by road repairers

so that wagons cannot cross the tracks.

The roadways at each side of the tracks

will each be 28 feet wide, and the sidewalks

will be 12 feet wide. The trolley tracks will

form the crown of the road, and there will be
a gradual slope on either side to the walks.
There will be a bed of concrete, which will

support granite blocks on each roadway. A
series of sewer pipes draining into the Pas-
saic and Hackensack rivers will ran beneath
the sidewalks.

One of the features of the winter pro-

gramme in Paris is a 100 kilometre race, in

which two riders are teamed. The time for
relieving each other will be left entirely to

the rider's discretion.

C.R.C. A. Installs New Officer*.

More than one hundred members were
present last week at the meeting of the

Century Road Club of America. After hear-

ing the report of the secretary-treasurer,

which showed that the New York State di-

vision of the club was better off financially

than at any time during its history, Mr.

Campbell, the new centurion for 1905, was
installed in his position, as was also the

secretary-treasurer, Frank E. Mommer.
The speech of the evening was made by

Henry Velt, the new national secretary of

the road club. Speeches were also made by
P. A. Dyer, who has been elected national

president of the club for the second time,

and Gilbert C. Badeau.

The Finest Road in the World.

So often have
. the praises of the Grand

Trunk Road of India been sung that it has

been everywhere accepted as gospel. "'Three

thousand miles of the finest cycling track in

the world," is the way it has been described.

Now comes an Englishman, Dr. Workman,
and his wife, who have been over the road,

and their report, as chronicled in their book,

"Through Town and Jungle," demolishes at

one fell swoop the idealistic descriptions of

previous writers. They declare the road is

"no better than it ought to be," a rather vague

but perhaps readily understandable charac-

terization.

IfBADINGSTANDARD

Reading Standard Bicycles
are made right and sold right.

Write for our 1905 Catalog and Agents'
Prices.

Be awake and do so now.
READING STANDARD CYCLE MFC. CO.

READING, PA., U.S.A.

"Vlakers The Thoroughbred Motor Cycie.

Distributors for So. Car., Ca., Fla., Ala., Miss, and Tenn., ALEX^NDER-ELYEA CO.. Atlanta, Ca.

iw-ff-iL/
Pacific Coast Distributors, THE BRUNETTE CO., 46 1 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

RbadingStandardti^^£!mmm^^^sm^
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THERE IS

No Good Reason
why you should not

buy

BEVIN BELLS.

There are a good many
good reasons why you
should buy them. If you
are not "wise," let us

post you!

Bevin Toe Clips

and

Trouser Guards

are in the same class with

. Bevin Bells.

Bevin Bros. Mfg. Co.
EASrHAMPTON, CONN.

i

CLUB ELECTIONS.
The Chicago Motorcycle Chib has elected

the followinj; officers for the ensuing year:

B. B. Ayers, president; C. H. Hall, vice-presi-

lU'iit; W. E. Baum, recording secretary: I. R.

Ilnll, financial secretary; \j. J. Ijcininger, cap-

tain, and (rrant W. Hunter, treasurer.

At the meeting of the Xarragansett (R. I.)

Wheelmen last week the following road of-

ficers were chosen: Captain. Thomas J. Mor-
ton; first lieutenant. Everett B. Bryant; sec-

ond lieutenant, Charles Simpson; color bear-

er >Mlliam ^Murray; bugler, .Tames Gallagher.

Two new members were elected.

The election of the officers of the Buffalo

(X. Y.) Half Century Club occurred last

week, with this result: David I^anigan, iiresi-

dent; .1. Holly, vice-president; .Josepli Nester.

recording secretary; Edward Hodson, finan-

cial secretary: .Tames Hogan. treasurer: .1.

Kipp, M. Chai'as and W. Wilson, trust 'es.

The Allegheny Motorcycle Club, Allegheny,

Pa., has elected the following officers for the

1905 term: President, H. L. Bortel; vice-

president, A. L. Schmidt; secretary, William

X. Ivirk; treasurer, E. Eisenberg; captain.

T. Depp; directors, T. E. Trowbridge, .Toseph

M. Sharp, .T. Watson and William D. Porter.

The club, whicli is beginning to feel its

strength, promises to "do things" this season,

a hill climbing contest and several races

being on the slate.

At its annual election last Monday night.

the Bell Cycle Club. New Bedford, Mass..

chose tliese officers: President, Phillipe Gal-

lant; vice-president, William Laghlin; corre-

sponding secretary, Edward Burgeois; treas-

urer, Walter H. Francis; financial secretary,

(4eorge Bessete; hall committee. .Toseph St.

Aubin. W^illiam Laughlin and Nelson Baillar-

gon; directors. H. La Rose. W^illiam Laugh-

lin, Edward Burgeois and W. H. Francis;,

auditor, Benjamin Burgeois.

The 47tli Regiment, of Broolvlyn, will give

its local aspirants for bicycle honors a try-out

next Saturday night, .Tanuary 28, at the an-

nual games in the armory, in Marcy avenue.

The principal events carded are one and two
n)ile bicycle races.

a PERFECT"

OILER
For High Grade Bicycles. The best and neatest Oiler in the

market. DOBS NOT LEAK. The " PERFECT " is the

only Oiler that regulates the supply of oil to a drop. It is ab-

solutely unequaled. Price 25 cents each.

We make cheaper oilers, also.

Ou$hman & Denison Mfg. Co., 240^2 W. 23d St., N. Y.

At the

New York Auto Show
this week the

INDIAN

a
If not

The Whole Thing,"
it certainly was

"The Real Thing"
in motorcycles.

It is the only one tiiat incorporates

any innovations or developments

worthy of those terms.

The Double Crip Control,
The Adjustable Cushion Fork,

and the several other new

INDIAN features have

placed it in a class by

itself.

If you did not attend the show,

write for catalogue.

HENDEE MFG. CO.,
Springfield, Mass.

Pacific Coast Representatives,

THE BRUNETTE C0^ PANY
491 Mission St., San Francisco, Ga|
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Wants a Champion for Washington.

Que man in Washington, J. H. Clark by

name, is much perturbed because the Dis-

trict of Columbia has no "champion bicycle

rider." Nor is his the spirit that "suffers in

silence," for he has Avritten to The Times as

follows:

"Would you kindly give me space enough

in your paper to say a word or two in re-

gard to bicycle racing? I notice there is a

"champion" in nearly every kind of a sport

in the District except bicycle racing. When
you ask who is the fastest or best bicycle

rider in \yashingtou you always hear the

same old answer, 'I don't know,' or 'It's hard

to tell,' or some such reply as that. I would

like to say that, while I am a great lover of

that particular sport, I believe and know
there are hundreds and hundreds of people

in AVashingtou Avho love the same diversion,

but do not have the pleasure of seeing it for

some cause or another.

"I have read your paper, and have been a

reader of it for a good many years, and I

find that the Washington Times is the lead-

ing paper in AVashington in everything, even

to starting up just such sport as that. There

seem to be a good many swift riders in this

city, and I think it would be a good thing to

start up the once famous game once more.

I think most any man, or, rather, bicycle

rider, would feel proud to have a medal put

on his breast with the words 'Champion of

the District of Columbia,' and a bicycle en-

graved over the top of the words—but with

the imderstanding that he is to defend it at

any time.

"I believe if such as that can be done (and

I see no reason why it couldn't), it would be

the most interesting and the leading sport

of this city, because Washington is, no

doubt, full of good bicycle riders, and they

M'ould give each other a hard time for the

keeping of the medal. If the District of

M'ashingtou has no such thing as a 'cham-

pion rider' and the Times will start it by
puttting up a medal, I think I can go to the

quartermaster's stoi'ehouse at Eckington
Place and find a young man who will ride

for it and defend it after he gets it. I just
simply mention this, and ask that you pub-
lish it, so that it may be urged on, and not
dropped right here. I don't think any citi-

/.en would object to paying a little toward
getting a good half mile or mile track when
he could see a good clean piece of sport. I

hope the Times will kindly 'push it along,"

and give this space in your daily read paper."

Will Feature Home Trainer Event.

The home trainer race which the Tiger

Wheelmen held in conjunction with their an-

nual ball last year proved such a success that

the committee has decided to hold another at

this year's function, which will be held on
Friday, February 3, at Teutonia Assembly
Rooms. It Avill be a one-mile race for the

championship of greater New York. There

will be three prizes, the first being a gold

watch. A. Krone, last year's winner, has al-

ready entered, and he says he will defend
the title with all the muscle at his command.
There are about twenty-five entries in at
present, with promises of thrice as manj'
more.

Dunkirk to Have a Team.

On Sunday a meeting was held at the rooms
of the Dunkirk Cycle Co., Dunkirk, N. Y., at

which many of the club's riding enthusiasts

were present. As a result of the discussion
a racing team was organized to ride under
the club's colors the coming season. About a
dozen members expressed a desire to enter
the team, and some are still to be heard
from, the roll being open to all club members.
The ofiicers elected were: Henry Schafer,
president; Jack George, secretary; William C.
Laas, treasurer; Charles Shafer, captain, and
George Schied, manager.

TEN DOLLAR SIGN FREE
Many dealers failed to obtain one of these signs last year, and many others want another

sign, so that they may have one on each side of their door. To accommodate both of these

classes, we have extended our offer to give all a chance to get one, FREE.
Save your 1904 certificates and send in your 1905 orders for NEVERLEAK, as early as

possible.

A "Brass Sign " Certificate accompanies each dozen 4-ounce tubes of NEVERLEAK.
When you have 12 certificates, mail them to us, and you will receive a SOLID BRASS SIGN,
12 by 15 inches, entirely free 01 charge.

BUFFALO SPECIALTY MANUFACTURING CO., Buffalo,N.Y.

Every Dog Has His Day!
THIS IS THE TIME TO

BUY YOUR BICYCLES AND SUPPLIES,
All Standard Goods and Supplies for Bicycle and

Automobile Builders and Dealers.

EXCELSIOR SUPPLY CO., - 233-5-7 Randolph Street, Chicago, Ul.
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One of our friends from

Bethlehem, Pa., has just

written us as follows :

"In snow seven inches deep

Mr. Brensinger scaled the old

Allentown Road, one of the

steepest hills in town, on a

Columbia Motor Cycle, with

the greatest ease. Yesterday

he made a trip, through the

snow, over the same road, and

attained a speed of twenty

miles an hour."

Pope l^anufacturing (^o.,

HARTFORD, CONN.

and

CHICAGO, ILL

The Name Bespeaks the Quality.

KNOCK ON

!

Colonel Hammer, Knock on

!

Every ** knock" is an ad., and

helps boost the game.

Prospective Buyers know

that the Dealer who now
decries the

RACYCLE
in the face of its only

Grand Prize
St. Lovis World's Fair

does so because the wheels

in his head need re-truing.

Adjust your bearings,

and try and secure the

agency.

TheMiami Cycle St Mfg. Co.

MIDDLETOWN, OHIO.
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WANTS AND FOR SALE.
1 5 cents per line of seven words, cash with order.

"POR SALE—A good Columbia motorcycle,

cheap. Write to

J. T. FLUHARTY, Preston, Md.

pOR SALE CHEAP—Bicycle, Sewing Ma-

chine and Gun Store, Address O. S., Bi-

cycling World.

"POR SALE—Tribune Motorcycle, new, fully

guaranteed; 4 pairs Goodrich, 28x13-8;

all for ^155 spot cash. J. MOON, Allegheny, Pa.

STARR

BELLS
Our 1905 line of

Bicycle Bells is now
ready. We have
added several new
styles, and it will

pay you to write us
before placing your
contract.

The Starr Bros.

Bell Company,

Easthampton, Conn

ALL ROADS ARE EASY WHEN THE

BALL
RETAINER

IS use:o.
With millions In dally use, it has stood the test for

more than five years and is adaptable to ball bearings of

any kind.

If you are users of ball bearings we would be pleased to hear

from you and mail you our catalog with the latest information

which we know would be profitable and interesting to yon.

THE STAR BALL RETAINER CO., Lancaster. Pa.. U. S. A.

Special Stampings
RROIVI

SHEET METAL
THE CROSBY CO., - Buffalo, N.Y.

HIGH GRHDE
wheels must have the

best equipments.

There is nothing that give* more value tn
the money than the nse of the

MORSE rSS.^r chain

NOISELESS IN MUD, WATER OR
DUST AND ALWAYS EASY RUNNING.

The only chain having Prlctlonlcas

Rocker Joints. Insist on having the

Morse Twin Roller. Fits regular

sprockets.

Sena lor Catalogue and

Trade Price to

Morse Chain Co., Trumansburg, n. y.

Bicycle and Automobile

SUPPLIES.
Lowest Prices. Prompt Shipments.

JOS. STRAUSS & SON, Buffalo, N. Y.

CATALOGUE.
Thor Motor and Parts for Motorcycle and

Hubs and Parts for Bicycle on application.

AURORA AUTOMATIC MACHINERY CO.,

AURORA, ILL.

The Week's Patents.

778,328. Child's Chair for Bicycles. Erik
Petersen, Colorado Springs, Colo. Filed
March 9, 1904. Serial No. 197,313.
Claim.—1. An attachment for bicycles

comprising members having hooked discon-
nected terminals to engage the under side of
the crest of the steering wheel fork, the said
terminals being normally spaced apart for a
width greater than the distance between the
two fork members, whereby when the ter-
minals are sprung to position, they will be
positively held by exerting a lateral pressure
against the fork members, and adjustable
supporting devices carried by the members
of the attachment to engage the handle bars.

779,709. Spring Pork for Vehicle Wheels.
Carl O. Hedstrom, Springfield, Mass., Filed
June 14, 1904. Serial No. 212,485.
Claim—A wheel supporting fork, consisting

of one fork portion supported in the frame,
a second and longer fork portion pivotally
supported between the ends of the first

named portion and constituting a continua-
tion thereof, the upper ends of said two fork
portions lying one next to the other; a bolt
extending loosely through the crown of said
shorter portion and engaging by one end the
crown of the longer portion, a sprmg located
in a recess in the latter and bearing against
one side of the shorter portion; a second
spring located between the opposite side of
the shorter portion and the end of the bolt,

and two telescoping tubes to inclose said sec-
ond spring.

Bicycles a' Motorcycles
HIGH-GRADE LEADERS.

Fowler-Manson'Sherman Cycle Mfg. Go.,
241 S. Jefferson St., Chicago.

Write for terms.

JOHN S. LENG'S SON& CO.

33 Murray Street, NEW YORK,
CARRY A COMPLETE STOCK OF

8iCYCLES, TIRES, SUNDRIES.
CAREFUL ATTENTION PAID TO

F>ROIVlRX SHrRIVIEirMX.

'Mil

omrmimmm

SENOFOROURIllUSri^EO

WORCESTER PRESSED STEEL COMPANY
WORCESTI

Suecessor to

;R RERRULE & IVIRG.

WORCESTER, MASS.
COIVIRANY,

OASau MABiC

Manufacturers of Light and Heavy Stampings in Steel, Brass, Copper, etc.

Automobile and Carriage Fittings. Bicycle Parts and Specialties.

Catalogs showing stock goods mailed upon request. Inquiries solicited.
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RACYCLE MAKES AN ADVANCE

It Affects but Two Models, However-

Striking Originality in Catalogues.

For 1905 the only changes in the prices of

tlie Miami Cycle & Mfg. Co.'s product affect

the Racycle pacemaker and the Racycle rigid

roadster. The former model, which is regu-

larly equipped with coaster brake, will list

at $65, with rigid frame, and $75, with

cushion frame instead of, as heretofore, $60

and $70, respectively. The rigid roadster,

now styled model 105, is priced $37.50, in-

stead of $35, as last year.

These iigures are formally made public in

the Racycle catalogue, which made its ap-

pearance this week—and a striking catalogue

it is, too—one quite suggestive of the good

old days when enthusiasm ran liigh.

The design of the cover is drawn to fit the

claim, "The Racycle leads where others dare

not follow," the whole cover being a repre-

sentation of a particularly rocky cobblestone

course, through which a mountain torrent is

racing. A bird's-eye view of three riders

of Racycles give the touch of life necessary

to the scene. It is an uncommonly original

idea, which simply cannot fail to catch the

eye of all who may behold it.

The interior of the catalogue, which is a
beautiful specimen of the typographical art,

is in keeping with the cover. The illustra-

tions are all magnificent half-tones, and with

the letter-press guide the reader through the

Racycle factory. Workmen, engaged in pro-

ducing the several important parts of the

machine, are shown at their respective tasks,

each of which is briefly explained by the ac-

companying reading matter. Incidentally,

this reference to the Miami factory recalls

what is not generally known; i. e., that the
entire plant is operated by electricity. Steam
is used only for heating purposes.

Death of an Early Supporter.

There remain but two living men who orig-

inally financed the cycle trade in England,
with the death or Mr. John Gulson, of Cov-
entry. Mr. Gulson and otner citizens joined
together in 1860 to start sewing machine
making in Coventry, and when a specimen
bicycle came from France the same firm
took up the production of this means of
propulsion.

Did Uood Business in Motorcycles.

While motor bicycles naturally formed but

an inconspicuous part of the strikingly suc-

cessful automobile show in Madison Square
Garden, New York, which closed on Saturday

night, the 21st, the better known manufac-
turers of the little power-driven machines
obtained a goodly share of the prosperity

which marked the occasion. With scarcely

an exception, the exhibitors reported an un-

precedented volume of inquiries, and while

actual orders in numbers were lacking in sev-

eral instances, there is no doubt that, gen-

erally speaking, the exhibitors were well

rewarded.

Undoubtedly the most notable example of

this sort was the Hendee Mfg. Co., the fame
of whose Indian motor bicycle has reached

the innermost parts. To say that they were
well pleased with their share of the busi-

ness is to put it mildly.

"Before coming to the show, I mentally

estimated that the business we would se-

cure would be about two and one-half times

greater than last year," said Mr. Hendee
himself, when questioned. "As a matter of

fact, however, our actual oi'ders were more
than ten times greater than my estimate."

Harris Takes on the Atherton.

Although under other titles it has attained

a considerable vogue abroad, the Atherton

coaster brake, which is essentially an Amer-
ican invention, now gives promise of attain-

ing a more conspicuous position in the coun-

try of its origin. This promise is contained

in the fact that D. P. Harris, the well known
manufacturers' agent, at 48 Warren street,

New York, has taken the American sales

agency for the device.

It is to be added that Harris, who has long

handled the Kokomo tires in this vicinity,

and also the products of the Standard Spoke

Sc Nipple Co., together with a number of

others of the most salable wares, knows how
to make the most of his opportunities.

The Retail Record.

Fairfield, Maine.—J. W. Sawyer, new store

in Burgess Building.

Asbury Park, N. J.—Mark Guy, adding and
removing to 406 Main street.

Dodgeville, Wis.—Morsman & Morsman,
automobiles and bicycles; new firm.

WILL GET ONE-HALF OF ONE

Unlamented Ripper's Creditors Obtain a

Crumb—Lawyer Qets the Rest.

Creditors of the Electric City Cycle Co.,

Buffalo, N. Y., which went into bankruptcy

after the sudden departure of its slippery

manager, Victor E. Ripper, will receive the

munificent dividend of one-half of one per

cent.

In the final order in the settlement of the

company's estate, issued on Monday, it was
stated that the total assets were $1,318.03.

Of this sum Eugene Warner, as attorney for

the receiver,, attorney for the trustee and at-

torney for the petitioning creditors, will re-

ceive $300. Seventeen claims were allowed,

and book accounts amounting to $85 were
put on sale and quickly bid in by E. L. Jel-

linck, a lawyer. Ripper, whose partner swore
that, on bended knee, he confessed to for-

gery, has not been heard from since he dis-

appeared.

Paid 24 Per Cent. Profit.

Additional evidence of the health and pros-

pects of the German cycle trade is disclosed

by the annual statement of the Wanderer Cy-
cle Co., of Chemnitz. They not only declared

a dividend of 24 per cent, but report that

orders in hand are 4,000 in excess of what
they were at the corresponding date a year
ago. The Wanderer concern goes in strongly

for motorcycles, the demand for which, they
add, is constantly increasing.

Will Make Duck riotorcjcles.

The good behavior of the Duck motor bi-

cycle, which in a small way has been built

in Oakland, Cal., for a year or two, has led

to the formation of the Duck Motorcycle Co.

in that city. It was incorporated early this

month with $25,000 capital, paid in, and
these directors: A. W. Duck, E. M. Rockliffe,

M. H. Weed and Ben. F. Woolner.

Buell Decides to Quit.

The Buell Cycle & Automobile Co., at New
Haven, Conn., is going out of business. It

has filed a preliminary certificate of dissolu-

tion.
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The Evil that Cheap Tires do.

This is a "cheap" age, and among the other

deteriorations characteristic and inevitable to

that himeutable state tires will surely come,

and as they come will occasion more trouble

and irritation and loss •©t.custom than any

other thing pertaining- to a bicycle, skys the

Bicycling News.

Considering how comparatively easy it is

to be "spoofed" into buying indifferent tires,

and how umeh worry will surely follow their

htnicnt, the agent will-be wise to refuse to

^, accept tires or machines fitted . with tires

without a guarantee, and when he has this

will talvo particular notice that it is put into

operatiou.

:.,../ Bad tires have, a tricli of perishing very

quiclily on stored bicycles, and the guaran-

tee, should not be for less than twelve

mouths. Some of the specimens which have

been sent along to us are wretched stuft', the

tubes being as porous as sieves, and they

have only been in stoclc a couple of months.

It will be far better to have good tires than

samples of this Ivind, even if the profit should

for the time dwindle a little more; for if the

agent intends to lieep iii business—and we
imagine the majority of our readers desire

to do that—he will find that these porous

tires, that are cut and gashed as easily as

putty, will cause him no end of expense.

The average bicyclist, be it remembered,

• takes uo thought of how a machine is made

up, and whatever goes wrong he puts down
to the inherent bad qualities of the bicycle

as a whole. It is of no use the retailer ex-

plaining to him that he has a good machine

with indifferent tires. He naturally thiuks

the agent is in business to supply reliable

goodS, and if the tale has been told, when

the bicycle is bought, that it is safe and

dependable, and the buyer finds out to his

chagrin and disappointment that the tires

are continually "letting him down" or giv-

ing him trouble, he would be nothing short

of a- fool if he did not complain and demand
satisfaction.

There is little doubt that first rate tires

have a great deal to do with the success of

a machine, even though it may not in other

respects run so sweetly as one with better

bt^arings and truer build; and the manufact-

urers of the commoner makes saw this long

ago, for on many of the specimens, where
the vendors have an ambition to stay in the

trade, the best tires are being used, and the

machines consequently "stand up," which is

more than can be said of those shod with
shoddy tires. We are strongly of opinion,

therefore, that agents will do well to fit the

good class and well known tires, especially

since these can be bougiit at close to the

prices of the ones described above. Reputa-
tions can easily be lost in this connection;

and it will be better to lose a customer than
supply him with goods which are absolutely

certain to make him talk deprecatingly of

their seller. Here comes in the opportunity

of a good salesman in plainly pointing out
the advantages of reliable stuff.

For Business or Pleasure.

In its new form, the Thor side carriage is

not recognizable as even a distant relative

of the wickerware attachment first brought

by the Aurora (111.) Automatic Machinery

Co. The general principles -are thersame,

but the use of a leather upholstered body
gives it a radically altered appearances, as

the accompanying illustrations serve to show.

This new body is also out of the common in

that it is convertible into a delivery box, as

g*j^S\

D
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shown; in this form it is well adapted to the

use of small storekeepers.

The Thor motor bicycle, designed for use

with the delivery box, differs somewhat from
the stock machine. The tank which is at-

tached to the upper bar is made of heavier

material and is divided into two compart-

ments. The front compartment holds the

gasoiene, and contains a sufficient quantity

for running the machine from 75 to 100 miles.

Tile back part of tank contains the cylinder

oil. Into this, there has been fitted a very

ingenious contrivance for oiling. This con-

sists of a pump so constructed that only a

certain amount of oil can be fed at a time.

The pump can be operated by the rider while

the machine is running, and its action is posi-

tive. At the back of the machine, above the

mud guard, is placed the battery case. This

contains three ordinary dry cell batteries.

The sparli coil is placed directly beneath the

gasolene tank. This arrangement of the

spark coil and the batteries, it Is asserted,

simplifies the wiring. The adjustable tread,

which is a feature of the ^hor side carriage,

is, of course, retained; it can be narrowed
to 44 inches.

Popular Priced Speedometer Appears.

What ought to have a ready sale has ap-

peared on the London market—a popular

priced speed indicator for bicycles and motor

bicycles. It is a simple article, accurately

gauged, without clockwork or wheels, and
is sold for the moderate sum of $4.2.5, and
will indicate any speed up to forty-two miles

an hour.

It is driven from the friction of the tire

and on the feather blowing idea. The spindle

runs on a ball bearing, the depth of the lat-

ter being half an inch. At the inside end it

is attached to a horizontally running fan,

tlie vanes of which resemble those of a tur-

bine. The displacement of air, centrifugally

affected, reacts on a double bladed screw

propeller, which carries a needle operating on

a dial plate. The propeller and needle are

check held by means of a light coil spring

similar to the type used for a watch main-

spring. The correct tensioning of the spring

and the degree of wind pressure effecting its

movements, plus the right fixing of the driv-

ing wheel at the requisite distance from the

tire tread (in the case of motorcycles this is

V-/z inches from the tread), are the only in-

tegral points necessary to insure that the in-

dicator will work correctly. The outfit is ex-

ceedingly neat, and includes the necessary

means of attachment to the front fork and

clip for the handle bar when the special drive

is adopted.

A device of this kind not only helps the cy-

clist or motorcyclist to know accurately the

speed at Avhich he is travelling, but at the

same time affords a certain amount of pleas-

ure in watching the movements of the dial

and knowing exactly when the speed is slack-

ening or increasing.

« Alice " Hakes Her Debut,

The 1905 addition to the "Goodrich Girls"

is "Alice" (from Rubberland). She's so sweet

and fair, as embodied in a life size portrait

in delicate tints and shading, that every one

in the trade who is favored will agree that

"The Lady for an Order" is certainly a fair

exchange, and many will doubtless duplicate

before they really need the goods to try to

get a second copy of her. This B. F. Good
rich Co. lithograph is not only of the usual
highly artistic conception, but is gotten up
in fitting style. It is on a substantial back-
ing ready for framing, and its intrinsic

value is evidenced by the fact that to the

"rank and file" it will be necessary to "dig

down" to the extent of 75 cents to get a copy
of "Alice." But whether it's the latter or

an order, she's worthy of it.

"He who builds a business on cheapness,

builds it on shifting sands. The waves of

competition wealven it and the storm of ad-

versity carries it to sea."

Miss Breese's Wonderful Motor bicycle.

According to a Rochester paper, Miss Eloise

Breese, one of the best known society young

women of New York, is having a motor bi-

cycle specially made for her by an unnamed
concern in Rochester.

The paper in question throws this fog light

on the construction of Miss Breese's machine:

"It will have the piston rod and other mech-

anism so placed that she can sit beside that

Ijart of the framework much as one would
in a chair, with her feet resting on a pair

of pedals controlling gearing and brakes."



EXCESSIVE COMPETITION

Here's a Novel Explanation of It—Trade

Secrets not Sufficently Guarded.

It lias often occurred to me that a portion

of the excessive competition from which cy-

cle agents suffer is distinctly traceable to the

free manner in Avhich some agents talk to

those who come into their shops, as well as

to the highly technical information that is

to be found in some lorice lists, says a writer

in the Cyclist. You should bear in mind that

the agent hold his position mainly by the

reputation he has secured as being an au-

thority on cycle construction, and if you go

out of your waj' to make all your customers

as wise as yourself you are only hastening

the day when that prestige will fail to be of

material service to you. You can be affable

and courteous with all inquirers without giv-

ing them lessons in practical mechanics free

of charge, and without disclosing the place

of origin and cost price of what you have to

sell—but I have known agents foolish enougn

to produce invoices upon the slightest provo-

cation, in order to demonstrate that they are

not asking an exorbitant profit.

No other tradesman will tell you where he

buys his goods from and what he gives for

them. Try your draper, and you will find

that, although he will lay himself out to sell

something to you before you leave the shop,

he gives nothing away that will enlighten

j-ou as to how to start in opposition to him.

He may tell you that certain stuff's come from

Bradford and certain silks from France, but

he never gives away the maker's name and
address, yet he manages to sell you his

goods.

These remarks apply with equal force to

the agents' workshops; whether you are

buildiug up machines, effecting repairs or

simply affixing a transfer, does not matter,

you should rigidly exclude everybody except
your own employes. Many times have I seen

strangers in repair shops, even at times help-

ing to do their own repairs; this system of

publicity is pernicious to a degree. Have you
ever thought that it not only tells your cus-

. tomer how much you know, but sometimes
how little you know! There are times when
you receive a ticklish job to do, perhaps a
complicated piece of mechanism that you
have not previously seen or heard of, when
it is a question of using your brains and

. bringing Into play your store of mechanical
knowledge; it is very unwise to have your
customer looking on, "just to see what it's

:
like," while you are thinking and experiment-
ing to put matters straight. Perhaps the diffi-

culty is removed by a very simple process,

thanks to your general mechanical knowl-
edge, and the customer, seeing such a little

^time spent upon the work, thinks he ought
|to pay only a trifle for the job, whereas he
[should pay for your training, to a certain ex-
jtent, because it has cost you money. The law-
^yer, doctor and professional men generally
charge a big fee to cover their training, and
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you are perfectly justified in getting some-

tliiug extra when your own knowledge has

considerably shortened the time necessary to

spiMid on a repair.

And if the worlc should prove difficult to

execute it will not enhance your reputation

if your customer is in the position to inform

his circle of acquaintances exactly how you

proceeded to put matters right. I know it is

Novel Two-Speed Gear,

Quite the piost novel departiu'e in two-

speed gears that has made its appearance in

recent years is the device just placed on the

market by the manufacture Francaise de

Armes et Cycles, of St. Etienne, France. As
the illustration shows, it does away with

gearing or additional mechanism of any na-

ture. This is accomplished by the employ-

ment of three sprockets, two on the rear

hub and one supported on a bracket a short

distance forward of the rear hub and on the

lower horizontal frame.
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help to keep your own hands busy, anj^ it

may, devclop,;nto Shelji; blossoiaifiig' out as re-

pairers in their spare timeiilaiiidL a lot of

money is lost to the legitimate trade by ^ma-
teur mechanics working in their own Mck
kitchens. ?^

Tire Troubles and a Remedy. V'

"This year there have been many instapces

where some of my customers have gone ftom

the oi-dinary road tire to tandem weights

when renewing, their tires," said a -dealer in

a Western town recently. "Although the^tan-

dem tires were of the. same, diameter they

rim cut, notwithstanSing that tliey were
carefully cemented on.

"The way I overcame tho difficulty was to

first cement a canvas strip over the rim,'i its

width being slightly greater than the width

of the rim, and then cementing the tire^ on
this strip. This makes a pei'fect job, and
greatly lengthens the life of the tire.

"The matter of properly cementing tires Ts

one that is not as well attended to as it ought
to be, judging from some of the samples of

work that come under my notice. Often tires

are recemented to rims without first remov-
ing the jabbed edges of the old cement. This

soon cuts a tire, and more than once has it

caused loss of temper."

Starting with the chain at the point where

it leaves the pedal sprocket, it mns up and

around the low speed rear sprocket, then

down and around the auxiliary sprocket on

the frame, aud from there around the high

speed rear sprocket and back in a practically

horizontal line to the pedal sprocket. This

causes the chain to cross at a point very

slightly in advance of the two rear sprockets,

and by means of the arrangement of the

auxiliary sprocket, which acts merely as a

guide, it is prevented from exerting any-

thing but a direct pull, so that by pedalling

forward the high speed sprocket is engaged,

aud by reversing the motion the low speed

sprocket continues to revolve the back wheel

in the same direction, only half of the chain

working at a time, the remainder running

idle as in the ordinary bicycle.

Therein lies its greatest and apparently

only drawback. A slow speed means pedal-

ling backward, which at first will be awk-
ward for the average cyclist, and particularly

on a hill where the low gear is of most value.

The inventors think it only a matter of

practice and that riders generally will not

object, which well may be doubted.

difficult to keep some people out of the work-

shop; many are naturally of an inquiring

turn of mind, and always want to be learn-

ing something, a very laudable idea from

their own point of view, but it is to your in-

terest to see that they do not acquire their

knowledge at your expeuse and to the detri-

ment of yourself and fellow workers.

It is apt to lead them to execute repairs of

a more or less minor character that should

Parted from Wife, he Sues flaker.

"If an accident happens sue the maker"
seeins to be a rule that holds good the world
over. As his wife was pretty well shaken up
through the parting of the coupling' between
his bicycle and the. trailer in wbich he was
towing her, an Englishman recently brought
suit against the maker in Birmingham. Coun-
sel for the plaintiff" described the trailer as

"an institution which kept husband and wife
together when there seemed to be some dan-
ger of their drifting apart." >

The application of the definition may be
realized when it is known that in the case

under consideration the lady did drift apart,

and, as a contemporary over the water puts
it, "suffered grievous hurt through being
'ammered on the 'ard 'ighroad in conse-

quence."

Big Order for Magnetos.

Some idea of the tremendous hold the mo-
torcycle has gained in Germany may be had
from the fact that as far back as 1903 on^ of

the prominent makers, the Neckarsulm Wheel
works, contracted for no less than 100^000

magnetos of the Eisemann system, to be de-

livered in the course of three yeai-s from the

date of the cointract. This is not alone an in-

dication of the great number of motorcycles

that the concern in question thinks itself,ca-

pable of marketing in that time, but of!^an
absolute faith in the efficiency of the mag-
neto for the purpose. ',

Cup for Touring Competition.

The Provence Sportive, of Marseilles, has
offered a challenge cup for an international

cycle touring competition. The rules for.,the

trial have not yet been issued, but it is under-

stood that the event will probablx. be, held, in

May next, and be over a distance of three
hundred kilometres.
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THE WISE RIDER BUYS THE NATIONAL
THE SATISFIED RIDER BUYS AGAIN.

A sale easily made means quick profit to the

dealer. Wherever you find a dealer pushing the

NATIONAL, you meet a successful one.

Get in line for the NATIONAL Agency for

1905. You can make money out of it.

NATIONAL]

NfVER I

'Cf1AN6E5\

h 5 MOUNT

K'^-.f^TCiysr

WHAT YOU GET EOR YOUR MONEY IS AS

IMPORTANT AS THE AMOUNT

YOU PAY.

Por Agency

May 24, 1904.

This is the fourth year that I have ridden this

wheel and would not trade it for a new one of

any other make, E. F. HAMMOND.

ferrSidrcss NATIONAL CYCLE MFG. CO., Bay City, Mich., U.S.A.
jBS

FISK TIRES
always have been

the good old stand=bys

of all those who know

" what's what " in tires.

The Fisk Rubber Company, chkopee Fans, Mass.

BRANCHES: New York, 754-756 Seventh Ave. Chicago, 52 State Street.

BOSTON, 226 Columbus Ave.
SPRINGFIELD. 40 Dwight St.NEW YORK, 754-756 Seventh Ave.
PHILADELPHIA, 828 Arch St.
ATLANTA. 103 N. Pryor St.
SYRACUSE, 423 So. Clinton St.

'

BUFFALO, 893 Main St.
CLEVELAND, 318 Euclid Ave.
DETROIT, 254 Jefferson Ave.

MONTREAL, CANADA.

CHICAGO, 1251 Michigan Ave.
ST. LOUIS, 3908 Olive St.
OMAHA, 1116 Farnum St.
KANSAS CITY. 1330 Main St.

MINNEAPOLIS. 704 Hennepin Ave.
DENVER, 1534 Glenarm St.

SAN FRANCISCO, 114 Second St.

LOS ANGELES. 1034 So. Main St.

LONDON, ENGLAND.
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[England's Half Finished Devices.

France has betrayed a certain dislilie for

tlie Englisli rim bralies, and tbey were not

at all popular in tbe recent Paris show. But

the antipathy did not stop at the brake; it

was also extended to its twin brother evil,

"free wheel." Both these half finished de-

vices were thought by the French to be worse

than useless, and the cause of far more

trouble than ever they could do good. A
British paper, in quoting this aversion, says:

"Perhaps they fear that their gimcrack bi-

cycles would not stand the application of a

powerful brake." Peradventure the French

look at it from another point of view, and

do not wish to risk their lives with one of the

English "free wheels" and a "powerful"

brake.

As a matter of fact, it is extremely danger-

ous to equip a bicycle with these questionable

devices after being accustomed to riding an

ordinary wheel, and would be absurd to ride

in a crowded thoroughfare and rely upon

the rim brake to do its work of slowing down

when ono instinctively relied upon tbe pedals

for this effect. In changing to the coaster

brake the same difficulty and awkwardness

is not felt that is experienced with the "free

wheel," as the backward movement of the

pedal slows down the wheel in almost the

same manner as a bicycle not furnished with

a coaster brake.

Now for ttie Racing League I

Judged by the tone of the several com-

munications from club officials which, have

appeared in the Bicycling World, it would

appear that no great difficulty should be en-

countered in bringing about the amateur

racing league first suggested in these col-

umns.

It requires but the calling of a meeting in

order that the discussion be given definite

shape. This is clearly "up to" one or the

other of the several gentlemen who have in-

terested themselves in the subject and given

voice to their opinions.

There is no doubt that a league of the

sort would add much point and interest to

cycle racing; but whoever takes the matter

in hand should guard against a complexity

of rules and regulations and an overweight

of officials.

As was stated at the time the suggestion

was first let fall, all that is really necessary

is the nomination, by the several clubs who

may enroll themselves, of the man or men

who is to represent them throughout the

year, and whose scores may figure in the

table of weekly results. It should be in-

sisted that absolutely no change in these

nominations be made throughout the year.

If a man falls by the wayside, or deserts

his club, it is merely "a fortune of war,"

which the club affected should bear with

equanimity.

Practically, tbe only officer who will be

found absolutely necessary is the secretary,

or record keeper, to whom the verified per-

formances of each man may be sent each

week; and, as his work will not require a

great expenditure of time or effort, it will

be largely a matter of simple record keeping

—that is, of keeping track of the riders' per-

formances and tabulating the scores or points

each week.

The one other safeguard which should be

thrown around the league would be to re-

quire that only open races be permitted to

figure, and that all such, races be regularly

organized and promulgated by means of en-

try blanks and notices in public prints not

less than two weeks previous to the date of

such races. This is all important in order

that specially and quietly organized events

may not be promoted toward the close of

the season for purposes that are obvious.

The whole idea of the league is an attrac-

tive one, or can be made attractive if the

simplicity of the idea is retained, -.-.ere is

no limit to the number of such leagues that

may be organized, and they will serve as

good purposes in San Francisco as in New
York. All that is required is a leader with

ability enough to call a meeting in several

localities.

Bearings and Cotter Pins.

With the possible exception of the cotter

pin method of fastening cranks, no part of

the bicycle has so successfully resisted ef-

forts to change it as the cup and cone wheel

bearing. To-day the wheels of the safety bi-

cycle revolve on the same type of bearing

as did the little wheels of the ordinaries of

twenty years ago. It would not be difficult

to find cups and cones of exactly the same

design as similar parts on dozens of machines

of the present days.

In the exhaustive threshing out that the

subject of bearings has received it has be-

come apparent that it was the simplicity

even more than the efficiency of the cone

adjusting bearing that has enabled it to

withstand the onslaughts of time. It does

not permit of as fine an adjustment as a

bearing that has wear taken up through the

cup; nor does it require such an expensive

grade of workmanship in its construction

But it meets, if well made, all reasonablr

requirements, and is so simple that the av

erage rider can understand it. We havf

seen riders who loathed the cup adjusting

bearing on their machines simply because

they could not make the adjustment with

their fingers and a pocket wrench, as they

were accustomed to doing with the older

style of bearing. Some of them even went so

far as to change their machines, solely on

this account.

A very determined effort to substitute the

cup adjusting for the cone adjusting bear-

ing was made not/quite a decade ago. Here

it failed after meeting with some success.

In England a very different fate met it, for

it won greater and greater favor, and is

now the standard type. It is a striking in-

congruity, too, that England, while retain-

ing the cotter pin, should adopt the cup ad-

justing bearing, and w§ should have dropped

cotter pins years ago and held to the cone

adjustment. The latter is almost the only

feature of the high bicycle that has not gone
by the board.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

i< :w iDef^inds the Mud Guard.

Editop"'^ae"'BiGycling World.

Sir^,.-In jQuji-, issue ,of tlie'14tk'inst you re-

marked in. ypux,. editorials that to always

carry mudguards is as bad as to go about

on'sufisliiiiy da'y's witli'an'uinbrella. Now, it

I afti''&cff«iiJis't'akeii, tliere birg a few places on

this, leaa-stlr. where it is a good policy to carry

an .jijiibr^lla at all. times,, but be that as it

maj^^^there i^ at least one spot where mud-

guards are a "good thing to take along at all

times.

Out here (St. Louis) the natives believe in

keeping plenty of water on the streets, and

there are few days indeed when ,,one can

ride through the city without encountering

wet streets.

Prior to two years ago, like every one

else, I rode without guards, and it is safe

to say that the recording angel was quite

busy whenever I took a cycle ride. Since

then I have used guards, and now it makes

but, little difference if the paved streets are

wet or not; no longer any irksome pace to

keep "from being bespattered, and with fiend-

ish delight"! ruii away from my riding com-

panions; there is at least -one time when I

can run away from them, at least if they

have any regards for their personal appear-

ance'.

Now personally t care but little how others

equliJ their bicycles, and have been ridiculed

so long that I no longer mind it. But I am
sure that if guards were more generally used

or svipplied there would be more riding, at

least by thpse who use the bicycle as a

business vehicle. Every cyclist knows how
irksome'it is to ride on wet asphalt so slow

that he will not be splashed up.

To; my personal knowledge there were in-

numerable cases in this city where people

quit ridipg owing to the, wet streets.

It won't do for the trade to wait till people

ask for bicycles equipped with guards, in

localities 'that have wet streets; they should

be pushed forward and the trade should ad-

vocate them," at least to those who do much
city aiding, since it will keep people riding.

I believe the -greatest objection to guards

on the part of many is that they are Jiable to

rattle and are often improperly fitted.

On the last macliine I purchased, one of the

best and most favorably known, the guards

on both - front and rear wheel looked to be

neatly and perfectly fitted, but when I start-

ed out on iny first ride the rear guard, with

its rattling, soon set my nerves on edge, and

the fiont fitted so close to the tire of the

wheel that it occasiohariy became clogged.

The . avea-age man would have probably got-

ten out his wrench then and there and left

them by the roadside. But, being determined

to have guards, and having sufficient me-

chanieal 'ability to' be independent of the

repair j«i;a-n, I was' kble to 'fix things artght,

although It -was necessary to buy a^'ne-^rJ

guard to fit ;,the. front wheej properly, luyuijau
VlH-'w' '"^'

'
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In several instances I know of it was nec-

essary to refit the guards, which goes to show

that makers and dealers need to give these

details more careful attention. Improperly

fitted guards are an abomination, perfectly

fitted ones a boon. MISSOURI KICKER.

9, 1905, at 10:30 o'clock in the zotmooti., at

Room 426, State House, Boston, Mass.

RICHARD P. ELLIOTT.
- - Boston, Mass.

Lamp Law Advocate Shows Fairness.

Editor of The Bicycling World:

I notice in the Bicycling World of Satur-

day, January 21, 1905, an editorial headed

"Massachusetts' Two Lamps Law,'! and

would say that your understanding of the

measiu*e is not in accordance with my intent

when framing it. By the bill, I refer to Sen-

ate Bill 14, "An act providing for the safety

of those using the highways."

The statute of our State regulating the

use of automobiles and motorcycles on its

highways is the Act of 1903, Chapter 473.

Section 13 of said act defines the terms

"automobile" and "motorcycle," and distin-

guishes between such vehicles and those

drawn by horses or propelled by human be-

ings. The distinguishing words used are,

"include all vehicles propelled by other than

muscular power."

Section 13, referred to, is as follows:

"Sec. 13. The terms 'automobile' and 'mo-

torcycle,' as used in this act, shall include all

vehicles propelled by power other than mus-

cular power, excepting railroad and railway

cars and motor vehicles running only upon

rails or tracks, and steam road rollers."

In view of the use made of the term "mus-

cular power" in the section just quoted, I

used this term in framing the bill. A horse

drawing a pleasure vehicle is propelling it by

muscular power within th.e intent of the bill

as I interpret its provisions.

There is no intent to impose hardship on

the cycle rider. If they will so attach a

lamp to the bicycle that its rays may be

projected on the ground near the machine^

so that it will be seen from the rear, it will

be a satisfactory compliance with the pro-

visions of the bill.

I will try and have the bill amended to

provide for one light on the front of a bi-

cycle only, and to more clearly define what

is meant by the term "muscular power," so

that there can be no mistake or misunder-

standing of the measure.

Although the bill exempts vehicles used to

carry merchandise and farm produce, its pro-

visions would cover all vehicles used by
farmers other than those used to transport

farm produce, and would therefore be less

radical in its operation, but would at the

same time educate them to the necessity of

carrying lights, so tnat they would later favor

an amendment making Section 1 apply to all

kinds of vehicles used on the highway.

Personally, I am emphatically in favor of

having the measure universal in its applica-

tion, and would except baby carriages only

when used on the sidewalks. If the bill is

amended, will send you a copy as amended.
Owing to the inclement weather, the hear-

ing on the bill was postponed until February

La Rue Returns to the Charge.

Editor of the Bicycling World:

Yom* correspondent (January 14) W. A.

Thorburn, St. John's, N. B., in criticising my
recital of experience (in having to use con-

tinuously the larger part of a 68—101 two
speed gear when riding in company with

single 90-iQoh gears, in order to keep pace

with them), has merely the assurance to as-

sert that- if 'he "mistake' not, Mr; "La Rue
would,' etc., thereby showing that he, also,

is merely guessing what "would" happen.

I will confess that it was a similar untried

and incorrect guess that brought me into

possession of a lower gear that was so small

(although the largest offered). I assume he

rides a two speed (though he does not so

state), and he makes no assertion as to hav-

ing tried it in company with single gears

that were more than ten inches larger. And,

moreover, he refers to the average gears in

his (possibly arduous) locality as of a size

which would probably bring his 68 (if he
has one) within the line of my suggestion

that the lower part of a two speed should

be within 10 of the size of the accompany-
ing single gears.

His suggestion that I would "recognize

them (two speed gears) as one of the best

recent improvements" is a matter that calls

for qualification in answering.

In riding alone, or with similar wheels, I

admit his suggestiton. But in riding in com-
pany with single gears, I insist that the

lower gear must approximate the single gear

in size (that is, be within 5 or 10 of it), in

order to hold the pace; so that the lower gear

gives no special advantage over the single

gear (in companionable riding); but where
the larger gear is considSrably above the ac-

companying single gear, that larger gear

gives (or would give, if sold) a very great

advantage over the single gear on the more
rapid parts of the riding. The present op-

tions offered in the two speed gears may suf-

fice for ditficult localities, where all gears

are low, but they do not meet my require-

ments in the easy riding of this vicinity.

CHARLES LA RUE.
New York City.

France Hears of a Walthour Fine.

Although nothing has been heard of it in

this country, from Prance comes the news
that Walthour's suspension of one year may
be changed to a heavy fine. Coupled with
this report is the statement that it is likely

that the one-time American idol, who fell

from grace on the occasion of the last six-

day races, will probably compete in this

year's Bol d'Or race in Paris. As A. G.
Batchelder, president of the N. C. A., is ab-
sent from New York this week, it is not pos-
sible to confirm or explode the story from
France.
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GASOLENE IS FREIGHT

So Says the Court, and any Ferry May
Refuse flotorcycles—Relief to be Sought.

Wliat has been styled tlie "ferry test case"

has resulted in a decision adverse to motor-

ists of all sorts, motorcyclists, of course,

among them.

The decree was handed down hy Judge

Adams, In the United States District Court

for the Southern District of New York, last

week; and, (jnite unexpectedly, he ruled that

gasolene carried in the tank of a motor ve-

hicle is freight. It was not surprising that

he decided that the automobile which goes on

and off a boat under its own power contains

fire within the meaning of tlie federal stat-

utes. But the decision as to gasolene con-

stituting freight is so at variance with the

popular notion as to cause people to "sit up
and take notice." Until this decision it was
supposed to be the source of energy—what
blood is to the man.
The case, which was instituted by the Au-

tomobile Club of America, took the form tf

a libel against the ferryboat Texas, the prop-

erty of the Brooklyn Ferry Co. When the

testimony made evident that the proponents

were seeking to prove that the explosion in

the cylinder of a motor constituted fire with-

in the meaning of the act, the Federation of

American Motorcyclists, through John C.

Higdon, the chairman of its legal action com-
mittee, projected itself into the matter and
filed a brief stating the motorcyclists' side of

the case. Briefly, this was that as motor-

cyclists always had been required to trundle

their machines on and off the boats, the con-

tention that fire of any sort existed in their

machines lacked foundation. This brief was
made a part of the record, but motorcycles

were not mentioned in Judge Adams's decree.

It applies to them only by implication, and
holding that gasolene is freight it is, of

course, necessarily unfavorable to them.

The Automobile Club of America, however,

purposes seeking Congressional relief. An
amendment to the law is being framed to

cover the points raised by Judge Adams,
which will shortly be introduced into Con-
gress, and this will also be supported by the

F. A. M.

Automobiiists Again Include Motorcycles.

Motorcycles are specifically mentioned in a

bill that is being prepared by the Automobile
Club of Seattle, Wash., for introduction at

the next session of the State Legislature.

The bill calls for a two-dollar license fee

and for the display of numbers three inches

high. A lamp showing white in front and
red behind, with the number painted on the

glass, must be carried at night. The muf-
fler must be attached at all times and must
not be disconnected within any city or town.
The speed regulation clause provides a maxi-
mum of 12 miles per hour in cities and towns,

24 miles an hour on country roads. Racing

will be unlawful at all times. In case of an
arrest, the motorcyclist may demand a trial

immediately, or if a magistrate cannot be
found, the arrested person can deposit a

bail of $50 as a guarantee of good faith to

return and stand trial. For violation of the
act the fine for the first offense must not ex-

ceed ,$25, for the second offence .$.50, nor over
$100 for any succeeding violation of the law.

Non-residents are excepted from the opera-
tion of the bill if they have complied with
the laws in effect in their own States.

The purpose of the bill is designed to pro-

vide one State law. and thus wipe out the

widely varying local ordinances now in ex-

istence.

Road Maps on Postal Cards.

The illustrated postal card mania, which
has served to bring the gentle art of corre-

spondence to a point where it is only neces-

sary to write at the foot or all over a gaudily

colored photo, "This is where I'm at. Quite

well. Yours, etc.," is now being put to a

more utilitarian purpose in England. Road
maps for the benefit of the cyclist are printed

on the blank side instead, and for a mere
'tanner" (twelve cents) one can obtain a set

covering all the principal routes in the island,

from "John O'Groat's to Land's End." Thirty

cards complete a set, each one covering 25

to 50 square miles, on a scale of ten miles

to the incli—quite a bit of territory for a
cent and a half.

WcFARLAND IS FREE

Australians Finally Raise his Suspension

and Some Unpleasant Things Come Out.

Long Test for Light Motorcycles.

The British Autocycle Club's 1000-mile trial

for lightweight motor bicycles will be held

from April 3 to 8. The weight of the bi-

cycles is not to exceed 100 pounds in com-

plete touring trim, without oil, gasolene, ac-

cumulators, lamp, number plates, horn, tool

b- g or stand; 1.54 pounds each will be a

minimum weight allowed for riders, any
weight below this having to be added. The
competition will take place from some central

point, journeys out and back of about forty

miles each way beins" made each morning

and each afternoon over various routes to

be selected. Hill climbing tests, brake trials

and a speed test will form part of the com-

petition.

Hedstrom Fails to Lower Record.

Oscar Hedstrom, who, with his two-cylin-

der Indian, is the only motor-cyclist present

at the Florida automobile speed carnival,

which held the boards, or rather held the

Ormond-Daytona beach this week, tried for

the mile record on ..eunesday, the 25th.

He covered the distance in 1 minute 2 sec-

onds, leaving untouched the record of 59 1-5

made last year by. G. H. Curtiss.

Wants Motorcyclists to Give Bonds.

J. R. Jetton, who represents Rutherford

County in the Tennessee Legislatiu-e, appar-

ently has no love for automobiles or motor-

cycles. He has introduced a bill requiring

not only that they be licensed and tagged,

but that their owners give $3,000 bonds as

surety for any damage they may cause. -

Melbourne, December 21.—The New South

Wales League of Wheelmen last night lifted

the penalty of three years' suspension meted

out to Floyd A. McFarland, and the lanky

American is again free to race without let.

or hindrance. Hardy Downing, the other

American who was found guilty of sharing

in McFarland's offense, was also relieved ot

his sentence, as, indeed, were all the other

men save Larry Corbett, who won the race

and who went to law when he was disquali-

fied and the money awarded to the second

man, O'Brien by name.

In this connection it should be made known
that the New South Wales League never pre-

ferred a charge against McFarland, nor

would it consent to the holding of an inquiry.

The facts are, briefly: MacFarland, Major

Taylor and others were ..in the final of the

Sydney . Thousand Wheel Race last March.

Taylor, who was imported by a syndicate,

which if not the league coimcil was next

door to it, and therefore it was to its ad-

vantage that Taylor should win every time.

It is said that MacFarland went down more
than once that this might be so (for a con-

sideration, doubtless), but in the case of th6
big race, "Mac" could not get what he con-

sidered a fair thing, and refused to pace with
Taylor and others. Taylor did not win;
that's where the whole trouble lay. Failing

the negro to win, the syndicate . had a man
in front to save their money—O'Brien—who
ran second, the race being won by L. Cor-

bett. O'Brien protested against the race
being awarded to Corbett, and it was al-

lowed. Corbett took the matter to law, and
the syndicate, to save itself, paid the money
into court, where it still is—or, at least,

what's left of it; the lawyers have had some
nibbles. During the inquiry regarding the

protest several things were stated, the re-

sult being the disqualifications without the

men being called to answer any charges. Per-

haps it is not difficult to see why the Sydney
league would not grant an inquiry. The Vic-

torian League has recently been exerting

itself in Mac's behalf, and has brought pres-

siu-e to bear, and demonstrated to the other

body its untenable position. Moreover, the

Sydney league has been very domineering of

late, fining our men indiscriminately, and if

a word of protest was uttered, it was doubled '

for insolence! Consequently the greater

number of the Victorian riders declared that

they would not race in the adjoining State

imder the existing conditions. It seems, too,

that they have kept tlieir word, for a big

meeting, which was to have been .held- at

Newcastle—the coal city of N. S. W.—had to

' be abandoned through lack of, inter,-state—

;

> chiefly Victorian—support. Ellegaard and-v
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Rutt were to have ridden at the meeting,

it being arranged by the syndicate which

imported them. This lays up Ellegaard and

Rutt for some little time, but Lawson, the

free lance, has signed in for several places

and cut away the ground from under them.

December 23. — Macfarland, anticipating

that the disqualification would be removed,

had sailed for West Australia, in which State

a big race meeting is held annually on Box-

ing Day, December 26. Mac. raced there

last year and won, but there were some

funny things reported. The principal race

at this meet is the "Westral," which carries

$1,000, $350 and $150 as prizes. It is held

at Coolgardie, one of the gold fields, and is

controlled by the Goldfields League of Wheel-

men. When the news of Macfarland's rein-

statement was received, the committee met,

and it was decided that Macfarland should

not ride at the meeting—evidently remem-

bering something of last year's doings. Since

this decision was made, three days ago.

nothing has been heard of the matter, but

Macfarland must have reached the spot be-

fore this.

Who's Been JollyIns Worcester?

Word comes from Worcester, Mass., that a

number of men well known in sporting cir-

cles in Boston have been there this week for

the purpose of forming an association to

promote professional sprint and paced bi-

cycle racing. They believe that if racing were

properly conducted there the promoters would

make money. They regard the old steel

works site, at Grafton street and Blooming-

dale road, as a good location for a track. It

is not mentioned whether or not they are par-

tisans of Walthour.

STRIKE THAT FAILED

Outside Riders Visit Buffalo and tlie Ab-

sence of the Riders was not Felt.

Fine to Prevent Temptation.

Some bicycle thief sympathizers in Birm-

ingham, England, have suggested that all

cyclists be fined for leaving their machines

unattended in the streets. Their reason is

amusing, as they explain that opportunity is

so often the cause of a theft. Certainly the

numerous fines would be a help to the mu-

nicipality, but what further good would

come of it?

To Celebrate its Quarter Century.

The Union Velocipedique de France will

celebrate its twenty-fifth anniversary next

month, having been founded on February 6,

1880. Some festivities are to be held on this

auspicious occasion, and it is rumored that

an amnesty will be granted to most of the

French racing men who are under suspen-

sion.

Looking Far, Far Ahead.

"When the motor 'bus has ousted the elec-

tric car, the existing tramways might be as-

phalted for the use of cyclists; the surface

would keep smooth for a long time, with no

horseshoes to dent it," says an inspired Eng-

lish publication, with ideas similar to the

mythical residences of Spain.

In spite of the refusal of the members of

the Buffalo Cyclists' Union to participate in

the bicycle races at the annual indoor meet

of the 74th Regiment Athletic Association at

Buffalo last Saturday night, because the ofli-

cers raised the entrance fee from 75 cents to

$1.50 and reduced the number of training

days, the races passed off very smoothly,

and the armory filled early with spectators

who wished to get good seats to see the

start and finish of the one and two mile bi-

cycle events. Fred Ernst, the speedy young

Rochester rider, who won the three-hour

race on Prince's track at Troy the previous

week, proved the stellar attraction, and won
the two-mile lap race from a bunch of fif-

teen of Buffalo's crack amateurs.

Each race was run in heats. Seven riders

mounted their wheels for the first heat in

the one-mile open bicycle race. Fred Ernst,

of Rochester, had the heat almost won, but

got careless and let Whltlock nip him just

before the tape was reached. H. F. Crans-

ton, of Brooklyn, broke away from the rest

of the bunch and followed Ernst across third.

The second heat was a fight between W. H.

Reilly, of Buffalo; G. Young, of Buffalo, and

Fred T. Wanner, of Brooklyn, for first place.

Wanner took the lead from the start, and

tried to steal away from the others, but

Reilly pulled him down. Wanner's energy

appeared to have deserted him after his des-

perate effort to maintain the lead, for Young
passed him on the stretch. Reilly crossed

first. Young second and Wanner third. In

the final Whitlock jumped his machine at

the start and put several yards between him-

self and his nearest pursuer, and kept this

lead throughout the race. The scramble for

second place was between Reilly and Crans-

ton, and the former only beat out his oppo-

nent at the finish by half a wheel's length.

Ernst, it can be safely said, rode in hard

luck. Bicycle racing on an armory track has

its disadvantages, in that it is next to impos-

sible to pass a man after he has once se-

cured the lead, as it is dangerous to take

the turns at any great speed. Ernst's starter

was slow in pushing him off, and before he

could settle himself in the saddle the other

sprinters were half a lap in advance. He
caught them, however, but could not get a

position with the leaders, and had to be con-

tent with trailing in behind. The time was
2:251-5.

The other bicycle event was a two-mile lap

race in two heats, the first three men in each

heat to qualify for the final. W. W. Whit-

lock, of Buffalo, won the first heat, and Fred

T. Wanner, of Brooklyn, and Alfred Mercer,

of Buffalo, came in second and third. The
second heat was won by Fred Ernst, of

Rochester, with W. H. Reilly, of Buffalo, and

H: F. Cranston, of Brooklyn, second and

third, respectively. The six men lined up for

the finish, and each cherished a fond resolve

to take off first prize, and this fact made the

race far more interesting to the onlookers

than the one-mile event. At the crack of the

pistol the coterie of local crack sprinters^

started off well together. Fred Ernst and

W. W. Whitlock executed some skilful ma-

noeuvres that would have been worthy of a

.Japanese general. Whitlock make a flank

movement, which put him ahead of Ernst,

and thus they sprinted around the track with
the bunch plugging doggedly behind. In the

fifteenth lap Whitlock unwisely turned his

head to see if he had lost Ernst, and this

proved his undoing, for the latter darted

across the track ahead of the Buffalo rider,

and kept his position from then on. W. H.
Reilly rode across the tape third. The tim»

for the two miles was 4:40 2-5. Summaries:
One-mile bicycle race, open—W. W. Whit-

lock, Buffalo, first; W. H. Reilly, Buffalo,

second; H. F. Cranston, Brooklyn, third.

Time, 2:22 1-5. Also rode: Fred Ernst, Roch-

ester; G. Young, Buffalo, and Fred T. Wan-
ner, Brooklyn.

Two-mile bicycle lap race—Fred Ernst,

Rochester, first; W. W. Whitlock, Buffalo,

second; W. H. Reilly, Buffalo, third. Time,

4:40 2-5. Also rode: H. F. Cranston, Brook-

lyn, and Fred T. Wanner, Brooklyn.

Clever Plea of a Cycle Thief.

"Will you shorten it by two days which I

spent on the bicycle?" implored a bicycle

thief of a British magistrate.

The thief, it seems, had not used his usual

tact in the choice of a wheel, and doubtless,

through haste, was forced to take a very

ramshackle bicycle. Careering over cobble-

stones on the machine had the effect of

imagining that he had suffered sufficient pun-

ishment. The magistrate, however, ignored
his petition, and the "poor" thief was bound
to hard labor for thirty-two days, according
to his own idea.

Hamlet on a Bicycle.

The Japanese version of "Hamlet," as pre-

sented by Mr. Kawakami and Mme. Sada

Yacco in Kobe, Japan, has been brought up

to date with a vengeance. The climax is

reached in Hamlet himself, says the "Kobe
Herald," when he makes his appearance on

a bicycle clad in a bright blue cycling suit

and striped stockings.

Baker Wins on Home Trainer.

The one-mile home trainer contest conduct-

ed by the Helvetia Wheelmen, New York, on

Saturday last, was won by F. Baker, of the

promoting club, in 1:07 4-5. H. Vandendries,

Tiger Wheelmen, and Charles Sherwood, Roy
Wheelmen, tied for second prize in 1:08. It

required nine heats to decide the contest.

Jacquelin fleets with Double Defeat.

Poulain won the Paris Winter Champion-

ship through a series of successful heats

which were held on December 25 and 26 at

the Velodrome d'Hiver. On the first day he

defeated Jacquelin twice, and in the final

contest on the second day he vanquished
Baker and Jenkins.
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]VTickel=Plate and Polish

^ ^ cover a flultitude of flechanical Sins.

To be sure of having a Coaster Brake

that's absolutely right inside and out

you'll have to specify the

MORROW
ECLIPSE riACHINE CO.,

Elmira, N. Y.
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If you are in business for the sake of business,

these lines simply must interest you.
(OUR PRICES ARE THE SAME AS THE FACTORIES PRICES.)

i

KOKOMO RUBBER COMPANY'S
TIRES.

New "Oxford" Adult and Juveniles.
" " Tough Tread.

"Defender" Special.
" Cactus.

Sulky.
Automobile Tires.

Prices and Terms upon Application.
INNER TUBES.

Butt End. Endless.

STANDARD SPOKE & NIPPLE COM-
PANY'S LINES.

PEDALS.
Bridgeport Rat-trap No. 2.

" 3
Star Racing "4.
Star Rat-trap " 3.
Star "Women's Combination No, 2.

'.Combination Rubber Attachments.
Prices and Terms upon Application.

SPOKES AND NIPPLES.
Diamond E complete nipples % inch.
No. 2 Special A " " % "
" 6 " " " " % "
" 2 Special " " % "
" 6 " " " % "

No. 2 A Complete Nipples %, "
" 6 A •• % "
.. 2 B " " % "
•' 6 E " " % "

13-16 inch Nipples with above Spokes, except
Diamond E, extra.

Vs inch Nipples with above Spokes, except Dia-
mond B. extra.

-Boxing extra.
Sagar Toe Clips.
Star
Standard Two-speed Coaster Brake.
Atherton Coaster Brake.

KELLY HANDLE BARS.
No. 3. Regular—regular stem.
" 4, Racing, 2% inch Ford. Ext.

- " 5, California 1 inch " "
" 05, Reversible.

LIFTING JACKS.
Shaw & BB.

CHICAGO HANDLE BARS & SEAT
POSTS.

Adj. Bars, 18 in. or 20 in., with Schinner Tops.
- • .

. 22 " *

'

' * "

Ford. Ext. Bars, 18 in. or 20 in.,
' 22 in., with

Also Cal Ideal Patter:i or Ramshorn Tops.
Adjustable Stems.
Forward Extension Stems.
Regular Seat Posts, 5x9, Expander or Plain.

3x6

SMITH SPRING SEAT POST.
"The Smith Two-Roller Spring Seat Post.

expander.

TUCKER WOOD WORK COMPANY'S
RIMS.

SINGLE PIECE RIMS.
20 in., 22 in., 24 in., 26 in., 28 in. xl»4 to 1% Gem.

Sec.
20 in., 22 In., 24 In., 26 in., 28 in. xiy2 to 1% Dun.
Sec
20 in., 22 in., 24 In., 26 in., 28 in. xiy2 to 1% G. &

J. Sec.
Extra for 30 in. rims, English Band Sizes, &
Tandem Rims.

Latching G. & J. Rims extra.

NATURAL WOOD, OILED OR VAR-
NISH FINISH, MUD AND

CHAIN GUARDS.
Rear Guards, 36 in. to 40 in. long.
Front " 18 in. to 23 in.
Open End Chain Guards.
Endless Chain Guards.
Eyeletting Guards extra.

SPECIAL FINISHES.
Plain stains, any color, extra per rim and per

guard.
Plain enamels, any color, extra per rim and per

guard.
Extra also for Broad Band over % 2s. wiae.

" Stripes not over % in. wide.

WOUND LEATHER GRIPS.
No. fiS Plain wood tics.
" 74 Stained wood tips.
" 75

66 Two Nickel Tips.
Imported Goat Skin, Black, Tan and Oxblood.

" 1
Cowhide.
Woodworth Bros., "Felt" Grips.
Sponge Rubber Leather covered.

Plain
Corkene Nickel Tips.

" • Composition Tips, all colors.
" Inlaid Tips.

UNION MFG. & SPECIALTY CO.
SPRINGFIELD WRENCHES.

Springfield, No. 1.
"4.

Union Auto. 7 in.
Flint, No. 7, Nickeled & Buffed.
Buffalo, No. 7, Nickeled & Buffed.

" 7. " Plated.
" 7. Satin Finish.

7, Black Finish.

NOERA MFG. CO.

HARRIS "STANDARD" & "TRADE"
HUBS.

standard Hubs.
Trade
Instantaneous and Quick Action Cones.
Nut Washers, Axles, Axle Sets, etc.

COMPANY'S

Nickel Ferrule.

WM. J. BRIDE &
PUMPS.

AUSTIN PUMPS.
No. 20 Bicycle Frame Pumps with Clamp.
" 25 Motor Cycle Pumps " "
" 30 Automobile Pumps with foot rest.

OIL CANS.
Oval, Round and Long Oil Cans.

TIRE TAPE.
Massachusetts' Chemical Co.'s Tire Tape (1 oz.

rolls, M. lb. rolls, % lb. rolls).

PLUGS & REPAIR KITS.
Cox & Spencer's, as per catalogue.

SADDLES & TOOL BAGS.
Reading Saddle & Mfg. Company's, as per cata-

logue.

OAK SADDLES.
Oak Saddles & Saddle Clamps.

REPAIR FORKS.
Repair Forks, not enameled.

Full Nickel Plated.

HAWTHORN MFG. COMPANY'S
STEEL BALLS.

Hawthorn Balls. All Sizes.
FIRST QUALITY. SECOND QUALITY.

% inch. Vs inch.
5-32 5-32 "
3-16 3-16 "
'A Vi
5-16 5-16 "

% %
All sizes m Steel, Brass and Bell Metal Balls

carried in stock

with

UMPS
Brass Cast Base Foot Pumps.

" Strap '

Steel Cast "
Strap .

11/2X12.

Steel Cast * • 11/4X12
Brass Floor Pumps, 11/2x22 inches.

" ,1 ,. IViXlS inches.
" Auto '78X20 inches.

"Banner" Cast Base Pumps.

Hand Pumps.

HACK SAW BLADES, HAND SAWS
& POWER SAWS.

8 in., 9 in., 10 in. and 12 in.

BICYCLES, HOMER P. SNYDER MFG.
CO.

Model 2500, 2520, 2525, 2560 and 2565.
Newport Juveniles, 15 in.. 17 in. and 18 in.

Fi'ames in both Girls' & Boys.
Prices and Terms upon Application.

TERMS.—Terms on all the foregoing, 2%, 10 Days, 30 Days Net,

f.o.b., Factories or New York, unless otherwise specified.

Stock carried in New York of all goods above mentioned. Are you interested in securing promptly from one

source, the product of some twenty-five prominent factories.'' Are you interested in saving 25 per cent, to 50 per cent,

express, freight and drayage charges by receiving manv lines of goods in one shipment? Are you interested in having

your order filled the same day it is received, and thereby keeping yourself well supplied with goods without being

over-stocked at the end of the season ? If so, let me take care of your orders. I will do it most economically, carefully,

promptly and cheerfully. I am strictly a manufacturers' representative and commission merchant. I positively quote

and sell to jobbers and manufacturers only.

When goods are not fully listed, I supply regular factory catalogue giving correct lists and illustrations.

D. P. HARRIS,
Manufacturers' Representative and Commission Merchant,

48 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK.
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IF YOU WANT
A coaster brake that will always work and not get out of order;

One that will not set or lock or throw you over the handle bars

;

A coaster brake so simple that any school boy can take apart and
put together

;

One that the parts are so few and strong they cannot be broken
;

A coaster that will not push against the bearings when braking,

thereby avoiding the crushing of balls of stripping ot thread on
the axle

—

BUY AN

The Atherton Coaster Brake eliminates all the numerous, intricate,

delicate parts so prevalent in the so-called "Old Line" Coaster

Hub, and consolidates all working interests into fewer parts, thus

giving the interior mechanism added strength and stability.

4^5

I

t

t

t
t

t

I

D. P. HARRIS,
Distributor to the Manufacturer, Jobbing and

Export Trade Only,

48 Warren Street,

NEW YORK.

t
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Simple in Design. Splendidly Finished,

Easv and Economical to Assemble. Satisfactory in Service.

1897
Mens' and Womens'

6^ and 7 inches

long,

Oval or Bayonet Shaped.

Variety of Patterns

in

Sprockets.

A L W A Y Si

OBTAINABLE

I

1905
Boys' and Girls'

4}^ and 5 inches

long T

Oval. t

Standard inch

or

Half-incli Milling.» H :;

NEVER
DISAPPOINT» T

PEDALS
ALL

HALF RACING.

Write

AV^ for X^
Interesting Facts and Figures.

J
JOHN R. KEIM.

-H-f 4 M M M » M M H»M M M M M» M» H M M H t M M M. H^
Buffalo, N.Y.
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ROOT AND DORLAN

Something About the Youngsters and

What Their Victory Brought to Them.

Though six-day cycle races are roundly

abused by the yellow press and ponderous

articles condemning it are written by learned

editors who never saw any pai-t of such a

contest, there are comi>ensations for the

competitors, especially if they capture first

place. There is, of course, as is well known,

the first prize of $1,500, to be divided be-

tween the victorious pair, but there are other

and far greater rewards for the winners.

Immediately after he had adjourned to his

training cpiarters after his successful mile

sprint that eventful Saturday night. Root

•was waited upon by a theatrical manager,

who signed a contract with him and Dorlon

calling for their appearance on the stage for

twenty weeks at a weekly stipend of $350.

In addition to the twenty weeks' theatrical

engagement, it is quite possible that the pair

will receive an offer to appear on some of

the European tracks next spring. Root did

receive an offer from Robert Coquelle be-

fore the finish of the long grind, but Root

wanted niore money than Coquelle was pi'e-

pared to offer him at the time. Coquelle

told Root that he would talk the matter over

with Victor Breyer when he arrived in Paris,

and Root is waiting to hear from the two
I'arisian trade managers. Dorlon is not

particularly anxious to go to Europe, as

sprinting is not his forte, though he is a

very strong handicap rider. Root, on the

contrary, has a great burst of speed for a

short distance, and nijght do very well

abroad after he became used to the Euro-

pean style of racing.

In their training and preparatory work
for their successful effort in the six-day race

Root and Dorlon upset one of the lates't tra-

ditions of six-day racing. Many trainers

and riders have declared during the last few
years that the best and only proper place to

train for six-day team ra'cing was on a track,

one especially constructed for bicycle racing

preferred. At any rate, according to those

wise ones, the prepatory work, to be thor-

ough, must be done on a track. Root and
Dorlon were not converted to this idea, and
did all of their training on the road, using

the Coney Island Cycle Path for all of their

riding. Nor did "Big Jim" Richards havo
anything to do with their training, as so

many have claimed. They used the Shelter

House at the end of the cyclt path for train-

ing quarters, and they were cared for there

by George Bell, a negro trainer.

Their training diet, to quote Dorlon, con-

sisted of "great big beefsteaks, the finest

that could be gotten." They trained on th<'

cycle path for about a month after both had
had a let-up of a month in racing. Dorlon

was a little fine at the end of the outdoor

racing season, and did not compete in the

last two meets at Vailsburg, as he went up

into tlie Catskill Mountains to rest for a

month and try to put on some weight. He
had a nice quiet time hunting and fishing,

EDWARD F. ROOT.

but failed to add a pound to his weight,*

though he felt much better for the vacation

from racing and training.

During the progress of the race it is prob-

able that the pair had the best care of any

team in the contest. Dorlon's father was on

OLIVER DORLON.

hand nearly all of the time, and did not stlni

the pair for money to buy anything they

needed. The race cost them over $400 in ex-

penses during the six days. "Jack" Neville,

who has been trainer for champion Frank
L. Kramer for several years, was in charge

of their training quarters. He had the as-

sistance of two negro trainers, George Bell

and Fred Harris. There was also the chef,

a burly Englishman named "Tom, ' who re-

fused to allow strangers to enter the quar-
ters for fear they would put something in

the food; Dorlon's father and brother and
Michael McKennan, of Brooklyn. In addi-

tion to this formidable staff of advisers and
helpers. Dr. C. F. Herman, of Brooklyn, re-

mained with them practically all of the time.

He has been the Dorlon family physician for

many years, and he kept a close watch on

the physical condition of the pair.

Root was born at Providence, R. I., on
March 12, 1882. He lived there until he was
sixteen years old, when he went to Concord,

N. H., where he worked for two years in a

store. Before he left Providence to go to

Concord he competed in a ten-mile road race,

which he won from the handicap mark of

2 minutes and 40 seconds. He had begun
riding a bicycle in Providence when he was
fourteen years old. He won his novice race

at Concord on a dirt track in 1899, just be-

fore he left there to go to Melrose, one of

Boston's many suburbs. That year he rode

in about fortyfive road races throughout the

New England States and won forty of them.

Most of the time he rode from the 30-second

or 1-minute mark, though very often he

would be placed on scratch when James F.

Moran was not one of the competitors, the

latter always being placed on scratch.

In 1900 Root took up track racing, and

trained on the famous old Waltham track.

His companion in his training was Marcus

L. Hurley, who has since won the amateur

championship four times in succession. Root

says about all he got on t^e track that year

was experience. In 1901 he won about four

or five firsts, but managed to account for

twenty second prizes. In 1902 Root came
to the front with a rush as a star amateur.

He captured forty or forty-five first prizes

in the New England States, and was tied with

Hurley for the amateur championship at the

end of the season. Root did not want to

race in the championship events, but R. F.

Ivelsey, the N. C. A. representative, made
him compete in them.

The tie for the amateur title was decided

at Hartford, and Root had to use a borrowed

bicycle. His own racing machine had been

smashed oil a train, and Root borrowed an-

other Yale so he could meet Hurley. His

own machine was fitted with a 02 gear, while

his borrowed machine was geared to 104.

Hurley unintentionally fouled Root in the

first heat, but the latter readily agreed to

run it over. Hurley won, though most of

the spectators thought it was a dead heat.

Hurley won the second and last heat by a

scant three inches. In the fall of 1902 Root

turned professional and entered the six-day

race with J. Frank Galvin, of Hartford, as

a partner. They finished in sixth place, two

laps back of Leander and Krebs, the win-

ners.

Dorlon was born in Brooklyn on May 1,

1886. He began riding a bicycle when he

was eleven years old, using his his initial ef-
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forts a machine tliat had iron rims. He be-

gan to train for racing in 1901, but only com-

peted in two or tliree contests tliat year anil

the next. He jumped into prorminence in a

day by winning his novice race and the fa-

mous "Horse and Buggy" two-mile handicap

at Manhattan Beach on June 27, 1903. Dor-

Ion won his heat of the novice event, and

took the final in decisive style.

In the handicap the recent novice was
placed at 175 yards, as his record justified.

He won his heat, and in the final started to

ride at a steady pace at the shot of the start-

er's pistol. The limit men were at 225 yards,

and Dorlon quickly passed them and opened

up a gap of almost 100 yards between him-

self and the nearest bunch. It was no spas-

modic effort, as many of the back markers

had thought, and Dorlon captured the race

with about forty yards to spare. The horse

and buggy were driven onto the track, and

Dorlon drove ai'ound tbe track with his re-

cently acquired prize. He won many lap

prizes as an amateur that year, and turned

professional to enter the six day race with

Boot as his team mate. An injury which

Dorlon received early in the race compelled

them to withdraw after a few days.

Last year Dorlon raced as a member of

the Pope Company's Columbia team, and he

"teamed" with Joseph Fogler, of the Trib-

ime team, during the outdoor season. The

pair, comparative novices at cash racing

thoiig-h they were, made more money during

the season than any pair except the redoubt-

able Kramer-Fenn combination. Dorlon's

best performance of the year was his vic-

tory in an unlimited team pursuit race, which

was run on the last day of the races at the

St. Louis Exposition. Dorlon had won a half-

mile handicap in 58 4-5 seconds from the 35-

yard mark just before the pursuit race was

called, but still he won the latter contest for

his team after the others had dropped out.

Dorlon declares that he will never again

compete in a six day race, but Root says he

hopes to enter the next one with another

good partner if Dorlon does not change his

mind by that time. Dorlon lost two pounds

in weight during the race, while Root gained

three.

Root declares there is no surer way of be-

coming popular with the fair sex than win-

ning a six-day race, showing many hand-

kerchiefs of variegated colors as supporting

evidence of his assertion.

TRAMPS 'AND TOURIST

How he Fell in with the Hoboes and Added

to his Experience.

Shrinking of a Famous Event.

The Paris-Bordeaux race, which will be

held on April 23, is not what it used to be. It

is now confined almost wholly to the first

flight of professional riders, of whom eigh-

teen have entered. This is the tenth year

of this race, which was formerly one of the

most important French events, and which

the Frenchman Rivierre won three times con-

secutively. The prizes are as follows: To

the winner, $200; second, $100; third, $60;

fourth, $40; fifth, sixth, seventh and eighth,

$20, and to the ninth and tenth $10.

Tramps and bicyclists are not always put

on a par, nor do thej^ very often associate

with each other, but there is a time when

one is glad to meet anything human. An
American who last year visited the South of

France tells, however, of a trip over the

Esterelle Mountain with some not uninter-

esting adventures of this kind.

On leaving Nice he had resolved to pedal

to Paris owing to the low state of his ex-

chequer. The bicycle he rode for the jour-

ney was one which he had used for six

months, and the tires in that time had given

no trouble, not even a single puncture. As
the irony of fate would have it, he had hard-

ly covered ten miles of the long journey

when the first puncture was experienced.

Nothing datmted, he quickly replaced the

deflated tire by one of a pair which he had
brought with him- prepared for an emer-

gency. For five miles the wheel went as

well as could be wished. Then came a sec-

ond puncture, and on the new tire. This was
also replaced by the other emergency one.

It was not long before a third puncture was
experienced. This accident necessitated a

stop over at Cannes.

For nearly an hour the disheartened cy-

clist had nothing to do but wait for the ma-
chine. It then began to rain, and by the

time he had covered another ten miles the

road was so muddy that there was nothing

to do but wheel the machine. On the way
up the Esterelle he came across a tramp, who
afterward turned out to be a carpenter out

of work. Together they walked to the flrst

"auberge," where the cyclist and the car-

penter tramp took refuge. Two other men
of the pedestrian variety then made an ap-

pearance, and invited the cyclist to drinic at

their table. The invitation was accepted,

and coffee and brandy were ordered freely

by the "hoboes."

The history of their experiences was then

told as the brandv loosened their tongues.

It appears that they "jumped" trains from

one town to another. Their method of cheat-

ing the railway companies was a little differ-

ent from that of the ordinary tramp, who sim-

ply looks for accommodation in a freight car.

By purchasing a three-cent ticket they man-

aged at times' to' go as far as a hundred miles.

It was rather a risky business, but they had

up to then managed to evade the railway of-

ficials. One of the two who entered the

"auberge" last was a strong man, who man-

aged to make enough money to live com-

fortably in each town he stopped by outdo-

ing the local champions in weight lifting.

The other had a far easier method. Being a

person gifted with what he imagined a voice,

he unburdened popular airs on the poor vil-

lagers; strange to say, to the rural popula-

tion's intense satisfaction.

The sky pleared.^apd our cyclist profited

and once more pedalled^n his journey. The
climb became toeMSte^' and he was obliged

to dismount. Latet on he became very
thirsty, and could find no drinking water
and no friendly house appeared as he trudged
on the journey. Passing a cart laden with
barrels, which he thought to be milk, he
asked for a drink. It was given him, and
he drank his fill out of a small wooden cask;

only the beverage was not the lacteal fluid he
expected, but a kind of red wine. It

quenched the thirst, but caused extreme
drowsiness, as he had drunk too much, being

extremely thirsty.

As he continued the journey on foot he
became intensely sleepy and the desire to

rest was irresistible. Finally, overcome by
the wine, he rested with his wheel at his

side. On awakening he found his wheel had
disappeared and it was growing dark. Look-
ing at his watch, he saw that three hours
had passed since he went to sleep. There
was nothing to do but to Avalk, and, to add
to the troubles of the journey, he met one
of tlie police who scour the country in France
for tramps and criminals. The gendarme
asked him what he was doing at that hour
walking wlien there was no town in the

neighborhood. Explaining matters, he was
told which road to take. At the next village

he went into a restaurant and ordered a
meal. His astonishment knew no bounds
when he saw his friend the tramp strong"

man sitting alone at table opposite him.

Immediately the cyclist caught the "ho-

bo's" eye, the latter came and joined the

cyclist at the same table. "I have to apolo-

gize," said the tramp, "for having tempor-
arily annexed your wheel, but the matter of

fact is that in skipping off a train I was seen

by a railway official, and the fellow gave
chase. We ran for some distance, when I

saw you asleep and appropriated the ma-
chine, thinking only to aid myself. It helped

me to come on here, and now you can have
your machine."

How the Tigers Will Celebrate.

Because of the large entry list in the home
trainer contest, which will form a feature

of their ball to be held on the evening of

February 3, the Tiger Wheelm"- New York,

have more than doubled the prize list.

The flrst award will be einier a gold watch
or a bicycle, and tires, saddles, etc., will con-

stitute tne others. The Persons Mfg. Co.

have contributed two of their saddles, one of

them as a prize for the contest itself, a.nd

the other to be raffled and the proceeds ap-

plied to the purchase of a silver cup to be

awarded to the club most numerously repre-

sented on the occasion. The Tigers have ac-

cepted the condition and are wonting accord-

ingly.

L. A. W. to rieet in Boston.

President Cooke has called the annual meet-

ing of the National Assembly, L. A. W., for

Wednesday, February 8. It will be held at

league headquarters, in Boston.
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AUSTRAL ON ASPHALT

Famous Race Run on New Track—Lawson
Competes, but Middle Markers Win.

Melbourne, Dec. S.—The event of the year,

ill the cycling world, at least, is now in pro-

gress. The -iustral Wheel Race meeting,

which has attracted world-wide attention, is

rendered the more interesting this year be-

cause of its being conducted on an asphalt

track for the first time.

For eighteen long years has this important

fixture been decided on the grass, during

which the promoters had enjoyed a remark-

able nin of fine weather until the two years

previous to this, when Jupiter Pluvius as-

serted himself. In 1902 the profits were

!i!3,000 less than usual (the net result annu-

ally being over $5,000 for years together),

but last j'ear, owing to several postpone-

ments, the expenses equalled the receipts.

Two bad years woke up the committee to

a sense of its duty to the sport, with the re-

sult that the grass track was relinquished

and arrangements made to hold the big meet

on the Exhibition track, which was to be re-

constructed. This has been accomplished,

but not a day too soon; as a matter of fact,

the asphalt has not yet properly set. The

Austral meeting on the Melbourne cricket

ground had become a sort of social function,

and those to whom these matters were dear

presaged disaster if it were taken from this

venue. But those in charge of and interested

in the sport and its wellbeing knew perfectly

well that the class of racing that was possi-

ble on the flat, grass track would no longer

answer the requirements of the people who
came to look at up to date wheel racing. Nec-

essarily, there was always a sameness about

the programme, which had palled on the

spectators, save those who were present to

see and be seen, and who did not care a rap

about the sport, whether it be cycling, shinny

or tip-cat. The promoters were compelled

to allow from five thousand to eight thou-

sand to enter on the free list, there being the

three thousand members of the Melbourne

Cricket Club, each of whom was entitled to

bring in on his ticket two ladies.

This year Ihe Austral meeting extends ovei*

five days, and comprises seven distinct pro-

grammes—December 3, afternoon and even-

ing; December 7, evening; December 10, af-

ternoon and evening; December 14, evening,

and' December 17, evening. At the time of

writing the first three programmes have been

decided, during which the attendance has

been satisfactory, and the meeting may be

regarded as an assured success. Apart from

agreement and arrangements entered into by

the promoters with the trustees of the Exhi-

bition track, grounds and buildings, the act-

ual cost of running the meeting will, I be-

lieve, be less than formerly, excepting, of

course, the outlay entailed in engaging Elle-

gaard and Rutt, the Continental cracks, and,

later, Iver Lawson. In regard to the two
Europeans, the cost is shared by the Sum-

mer Nights Amusement Committee of Syd-

ney, N. S. W., promoters of the Sydney Thou-

sand and other race meetings in New South

AVales. Ellegaard and Rutt were engaged to

visit Australia before the world's champion-

ship Avas decided in London, and the victory

of Iver Lawson was as awkward and un-

looked for as it is annoying—to the joint im-

porters of European talent.

Lawson arrived about a week or so after

the other two cracks, but did not compete

at a meeting in Sydney under way when he

landed. He came straight to Melbourne and

competed at a meeting a week later, and a

fortnight prior to the Austral, at which, on

the first day, he rode indifferently from lack

of form, but on the second day he won bril-

liantly the two scratch events and aroused

NEW YORK BRANCH 214-216 WEST 47TH ST.

public interest. This was a much better

showing than either Ellegaard or Rutt made
in Sydney, and consequently, although en-

tered for and on the scratch mark with his

rivals in the Austral, he declared he would
not start unless he received appearance
money, as was the case with the Europeans.

This the promoters were averse to, but, yield-

ing to the pressure of public opinion, he was
engaged and raced, and proved himself the

star of the meeting, although he was hard
pushed by G. J. Farley, one of the local

cracks. Lawson won both scratch sprint

races—half-mile and one-mile— in the finals

of which he was materially aided by Far-

ley, who apparently teamed for the occa-

sion, Lawson desiring to vanquish the Euro-

peans at any cost. At any rate, the meet-

ing, but for Lawson, would have been very
flat, and although somewhat chagrined by
the non-success of the imported couple Law-
son's superiority was accepted with bad
grace; indeed, the management still con-

tinued to almost ignore him in their adver-

tisements of the second day, and made much
—overmuch—of Ellegaard. On the second

day, 7th inst., the Austral heat, in which
Ellegaard was drawn, was decided, when he

again failed to be placed; but he had a hard
and trying ride, Scheps. on 20 yards, having
scratched himself, thus leaving the Dane a
gap of fifty yards to bridge. He caught the

tii-st bunch of riders, but a quartet further

out held their advantage, despite that this

particular heat was ordered to be rerun, the

referees having stopped the race, because, in

their opinion, those riders whom Ellegaard
caught slowed up as soon as he tacked on.

Tne back markers, however, did not qualify

in the second attempt. Lawson's heat has not
yet been contested. The only other race that
evening in which the cracks were engaged
was a half-mile handicap, but neither Law-
son, Rutt nor Ellegaard were placed. The
honors of the day went to Farley, who scored
most decisively. He won his heat from 10
yards in 0:57 1-5, while Ellegaard did 0:59
and ran third, and LaAvson 0:57 3-5 for sec-

ond place. Farley won the final in fine style

in 0:57 2-.5, when his riding "brought down
the house."

It is not, of course, too late for Ellegaard
and Rutt to retrieve themselves; the climate
may not suit them. Lawson should also im-
prove, and it wib be interesting to watch
who will prove to be the champion among
them. Farley has ever been a brilliant

sprinter, but up till last year was most in-

consistent. His success may have a bene-
ficial effect and endow him Avith greater de-

termination and heart.

Dec. 11.—Yesterday Lawson covered him-
self with glory and had his revenge for the

statements that have been made regarding
his alleged flukey win in the world's cham-
pionship. In a mile "scratch race for the
Blue Riband and Silver Badge of the pro-

moting club he met in the final Ellegaard,

Rutt and Farley. He evidently j-eceived
some assistance from the latter rider, as
Avhen in the third lap (five to the mile) Rutt
Avas leading, Ellegaard, Farley and LaAvson
folloAving in that order, and it Avas fully ex-

pected that Rutt would take out Ellegaard
half Avay round. But he did not, nor even
quicken his pace, Avhich was sIoav; but, three
parts round, Farley and LaAvson seemed to
jump together and Avent by their opponents
like a streak, Farley leading past the bell at
a hell of a clip. Entering the backstretcn,
Rutt and Ellegaard closed up and got abreast
of Lawson as the curve Avas reached, and
Avho appeared as if he Avas about to be
blocked. Coming out from behind Farley, he
challenged Ellegaard, but Farley gave hiin

a hard ride up the straight, and only won by
half a length, with Rutt third and Elfegaard
fourth. Earlier in the day Lawson had met
Rutt, Walker and Pye in the final of a mile
scratch, Avhen he had no difficulty in defeat-
ing Rutt. Ellegaard had qualified for this
final also, but in his heat had pushed Walker
and put him out of his stride, and the of-

ficials disqualified him for the race. Walker
as second man, taking his place.

Although much boomed for this meeting,
both Rutt and Ellegaard had practically done
nothing so far. To my mind, they lack judg-
ment to a degree. They seem not to use
their heads any more than a rabbit, and are
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therefore easily beaten on points by our men,

who, believe me, are adepts. It was even

stated that, in the race afore-described, both

were acting independently, and the way they

rode seems to bear it out. They certainly

courted defeat. Farley, although he must

have been of assistance to Lawson, and

probably arranged to tai^e him out, much de-

sired to win the race, and rode as best suited

him. I do not think he would have done any

better had Lawson taken him instead. On

the same day both Rutt and Lawson qualifled

to start in the flrst round of the semi-finals

of the Austral. Iver had a hard ride, but

Kutt should have won his heat, as he was up

with the field at three laps to go, but was

beateu by a rider from the 120-yard mark,

who led him over the last lap and a half.

He rode well, but not wisely.

December 15.—The sixth programme took

place last evening, when four preliminary

semi-finals of the Austral, consisting of the

seconds, thirds and fourths in the thirteen

heats, which provided but indifferent racing.

In one of these Lawson and Rutt (scratch)

competed with Farley (40 yaTds). The lat-

ter waited until the back men picked him up,

and the two settled down to systematic pac-

ing to endeavor to overtake the field. Law-

son had the misfortune to puncture early, and

Farley got up shortly after, but Rutt con-

tinued and managed to get fourth place, a

long way behind the leaders there were only

three left out of nine), having paced right

out. A. J. Clark winning the heat in 4:10.

The result of these semi-finals was that Rutt

is the only man behind 120 yards left in the

twenty-nine men who start on Saturday, the

17th, in the second round of semi-finals, of

which there will be three, the first four men
in each of these constituting, the grand final.

During the programme now being dealt

with Eilegaard, Rutt, Lawson and Farley

again met in the final of a half-mile scratch,

when the Dane had his revenge, beating

Lawson by a length. Farley again took out

Lawson, rather too early, in my opinion (one

and three-quarter laps to go), but Lawson
Avas either riding indifferently or held the

Europeans too cheaply, as he did not seem

to bustle when Eilegaard came at him with

a fine rush, but stayed too long with Farley,

with the result that Eilegaard closed in on

him, when he had to wait and come up out-

side. Lawson finished second, going faster

but too late; Rutt third. This is the best

piece of work the Dane has done during the

meeting, and will do him much good, besides

materially increase the interest in subsequent

meetings of the trio, which will be of bene-

fit to the sport.

Dec. 19.—The Austral meeting was brought

to a conclusion on Saturday last, the 17th,

before a crowd of upward of twenty thou-

sand. The night was threatening, but kept

fine. The three semi-finals provided good

sport, while the final itself held the attention,

altnough it was not fast—4:16, as against

4:09, 4:10 and 4:12 in several of the quali-

fying events. The issue could have easily

been decided in half the distance—one mile

—

as there were two laps to go when the field

had bunched. C. A. Best (200 yards) helped

A. J. Clark (150 yards), the winner, pacing

him, or rather piloting him, for upward of a
mile. Clark, however, came away cleanly in

the last lap, and. won easily. In races like

this one, one man has no possible chance on

his own hook, hence teaming is resorted to.

Clark had a combination of foiu- against him,

but when the leader attempted to come round

Best responded and kept his man clear, j-ne

Austral final this year was a middle-mark-

er's race, the marks of the placed men rang-

ing from 120 to 270 yards, with the exception

of one on 300 yards. The winer had a fine

reception, his easy, clean and effective style,

together with his grand riding in heat and
semi-final, making him first favorite. The
betting was 6 to 4 on Clark. H. J. Thomas
(130 yards) was second, and A. B. Tame
(150 yards), third. There was also some
very fast racing in a mile handicap, the final

being cut out in l:o3 3-5, the scratch men
equalling 1:52—not fast enough to overhaul

the field. Farley, in the last race, met Rutt
(the two being the only cracks left it, the

others having retired owins to a sprinkling

of rain), and, although Rutt jumped first and
got by, Farley gathered himself up and beat
him by a few inches on the line. The Aus-
tralian meet will show at least $6,000 profit.

iftADINGSTANDARD

Reading: Standard Bicycles

are made right and sold right.

Write for our 1905 Catalog and Agents'
Prices.

Be awake and do so now.
READING STANDARD CYCLE MFC. CO.

READING, PA., U.S. A.

Makers The Thoroughbred Motor Cycle. 1

Distributors for So. Car., Ca., Fla., Ala., Miss, and Tenn., ALEXANDER-ELYEA CO.. Atlanta, Ca.
' Pacific Coast Distributors, THE BRUNETTE CO., 461 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal

ReADJNGStandard
m.
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TO FIGURE HORSE POWER*

Formulae that Apply and Why the Results

are not Always Satisfactory.

From the oiio man. woman or child power

bicycle, as the caso may ho. to the lootor-

cycle varying from one to several horse-

power, is indeed a far cry, and it is little to

be wondered at that confusion reigns su-

preme in the minds of his hearers when the

average motorcyclist begins to talk "horse-

power."

It is puzzling, to say the least, for two rid-

ers who compare the motive power of their

steeds to find the larger engine not rated as

powerful as its smaller competitor in some in-

stances, while the manner of rating by some

engine makers as 2-^ horsepower or 2V^—

3

horsepower, or 3—4 horsepower, is frequently

inexplicable to the cyclist until the fact is

known that speed is an extremely important

factor in calculating power, and an engine

that will produce 2 horsepower at 1,UOO r. p.

m. will often do better than 3 horsepower at

1,500 r. p. m. A study of the rudimentary

principles involved, however, should prove

an aid in obtaining a better knowledge of

what everj' motorcyclist should know.

It is a matter of common knowledge that

attempting to follow the empirical constants

evolved for the steam engine led gas engine

designers so far astray in the first instance

that one and all dropped them forthwith, and

seemingly they have never come together

again. The indicated horsepower of any en-

gine is equal to 1-83,000 multiplied by the

product of the mean effective pressure, the

area of the piston, length of stroke in feet

and number of power strokes per minute. In

the case of steam engines this is usually ex-

pressed by the formula

PLAN
H. P.=

33,000

in which:

P. Mean effective pressure in pounds per

square inch.

L. Stroke in feet.

A. Piston area in square inches.

N. Number of power strokes per minute.

Taking into consideration actual working

conditions, and allowing for drop in pressure

from various causes, th^ results of this for-

mula will be found to fall within close lim-

its of error. But with the explosive engine

so many disturbing factors are present that

it is almost impossible to predict from cylin-

der dimensions, speed and fuel what power
a given engine will actually develop. The
most that can be done is to say what it

should produce, granted that the numerous
conditions of effective working are complied

with.

Assuming a given compression sufficiently

short of the practical limit as not to involve

any danger of spontaneous combustion, a
speed that is neither unreasonably low nor

excessively high, that the various parts have
been correctly designed, that the mixture is

good and ignition takes place at the proper

point, that the resistance of the various iiorts

and passages is not so great as to prevent

the cylinder receiving an approximately full

cliarge, a formula may be evolved which will,

as above mentioned, show the best result

theoretically that may be expected from an

engine of given bore, stroke and speed.

By omitting the compression factor, the

man who visits the show or who reads in a

catalogue that the stroke and bore of a mo-

tor are of given dimensions, and that R. P.

M. are of a specified number, may obtain ap-

proximate results by following this simple

formula, the calculation in this instance giv-

ing the brake or actual horsepower.

D * X L X N
B. H. P. =^

18,000

in which:

D. Piston diameter in inches or bore.

L. Stroke in inches.

N. Revolutions per minute.

The denominator varying according to the

design of the engine and the character of

the fuel.

By assuming a piston speed, this may be

simplified to such an extent that, given the

piston diameter, what any engine is capable

of producing may be known with but little

calculation.

General practice in four-cycle engines fa-

vors a pistoii speed of 500 feet per minute,

in small stationary and marine engines up

to 700 feet, and in automobile motors 800

to 1,000 feet, so adopting 600 feet per min-

ute as a mean, we have
2LxN

12
=piston speed in ft. per minute, or
=600

L N=3600
D = X 3600 D ^

B.H.P. = = -

—

18,000 5

in which D, L and N represent the same
values as above. Thus with this piston speed

the horsepower per cylinder would equal ap-

proximately one-fifth of the square of the

bore. In other words, an engine, with a

5x6 inch cylinder, should produce 5 horse-

power at 600 R. P. M., but this is somewhat
lower than the speed of the average automo-

bile motor. The denominator four will ap-

proximately express the difference represent-

ed by an additional one to two hundred revo-

lutions per minute, and the same engine at

750 R. P. M. will produce 6% H. P., and so

on in proportion as the speed increases.

For gasolene, E. W. Roberts, in the gas en-

gine handboolj, gives the following:

D ^ X L X N
B. H. P. =

13,500

and this has been found to work out well in

practice.

But the engine builder who blindly follows

set formula is vastly disappointed at the

concrete result, and the majority of those

who have started with them as a working
basis, toiled over a long and weary road,

full of vexatious obstructions before produc-

ing a motor that fulfilled expectations to any
extent.

THE

INDIAN
will be at the

Chicago Auto Show,
Feb. 4th to nth,

Stand No. 294.

ALL THOSE
who attended

the New York Show last week

will vouch for the

fact that the

1905 INDIAN

with its several

splendid innovations

is the

Best Value
ever offered in Motorcycles.

If you did not

see it in New York

See it in Chicago.

If you do not visit Chicago,

a postal will bring you

our catalogue.

HENDEE MFG. CO.,
Springfield, Mass.

Pacific Coast Representatives,

THE BRUNETTE COMPANY
491 Mission St., San FranclscOi Oal
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How Negroes Stole Sumter's Cycles.

Sumter (S. C.) resirtents who own bicycles

may now peacefully repose in their beds at

night with the calm assurance that their

cherished mounts will not be stolen while

they sleep. In truth, conditions in that South-

ern town have been "doggoned rotten," as

one South Carolina "cracker" characterizes

it. For four long months Sumter has been

infested with a gang of desperate bicycle

thieves, and each time a bicycle was found

missing from its accustomed repository the

male population of the town would gather in

little groups on the street corners, and many

dire and burning threats were made. Some

of the more strenuous ones wanted to lynch

the thief should he be caught. But in the

meanwhile the members of the local police

force blessed with Sherlock Holmes instincts

had been working on clews.

The following "special telegram" from the

Sumter correspondent, which appeared in an

Atlanta daily paper of last Saturday, tells the

rest of the story:

"For the last four months Sumter has been

infested with bicycle thieves, who have given

the police authorities quite some trouble, but

at last they have found their den, and have

captured three negroes who lived about four

miles from town and were running a bicycle

shop. They would come to town and steal

the bikes and take them to pieces and paint

them a different color, and change the wheels

and other pieces- and put them on a different

frame so the owner would not know his

wheel if he was to see it. In this way they

have been running their business undisturbed

for quite some time, but up to the present

the police have brought in about sixteen

wheels and are on the track of several more.

They think before the whole thing Is fer-

reted out they will get several more negroes,

but they believe they have already gotten

the main ones. There was one wheel stolen

last night from No. 3 West Liberty street,

but it was soon recovered. The thief made
his escape." ^

"Justice" With a Very Small J.

Tliei'e are two speed limits set in Dangen-

ham, England, one for bicycles and another

for motorcycles. The absurdity of this legis-

lation was proved the other day in court,

when a bicyclist was arrested for overspeed-

ing on the public thoroughfare, and the mo-

torcyclist, who served as pacemaker and

wind shield, got off scot free.

In fining the culprit the magistrate ex-

plained that, although the motorcyclist was
going as fast as the bicyclist, he was not
exceeding the twenty mile* limit set for that
type of machine by the courts, while the man
on the wheel was going considerably faster
than allowed. When the guilty one paid the
line of $1.25 the magistrate smiled, and as-
sured the cyclist that it was not a serious
offence.

The Duel That Did not Occur.

As much as a bicycle can be to blame for

quarrels, it can hardly be said to have caused

many duels. However, the other day in

Paris a cyclist happened to come out of a

side street when a pedestrian was crossing,

and brushed against the latter"s trousers.

"Sir," said the pedestrian, stopping the cy-

eylist, "You have soiled my clothes." The cy-

clist turned pale with anger and remon-

strated: "I did not. If you were senseless

enough to rub against my wheel—well, it is

face. Paler than ever and trembling with

your fault."

They prattled for some time, iintil a large

crowd gathered. Not to be shamed before

so many, the pedestrian slapped the cyclist's

excitement, the cyclist, afraid to retailiate

the greatest insult a Frenchman can give,

said in a loud voice:

"Sir, your card!"

"And yours!" returned the pedestrian. "To-

morrow morning at 7 a. m." Some one
glanced over the shoulder of one of the

Frenchmen and heard a sigh of relief es-

cape him. There was no address on the card.

Popularity of Paris's "Uncles."

Some curious statistician has recently pro-

cured information to the effect that there are

7,500 bicycles in the Paris pawn shops. The
government ha*s charge of these institutions
and charges 7 per cent, on the loan.

START RIGHT
Begin the year right, by advertising your business in a genuinely attractive manner.
You can do this, without it costing you a cent. Simply save your " Brass Sign " certificates,

one of which accompanies each doz. 4 oz. tubes of NEVERLEAK. When you have 12

certificates, mail them to us, and you will receive a

SOLID BRASS SIGN-FREE,
These signs measure 12 by 15 inches, are highly polished and have hand engraved, black

enamel-filled letters.

1904 certificates will be accepted the same as those issued this year. Send in your 1905 orders

as early as possible, and try to secure a pair of these signs, one for each side of your door.

BUFFALO SPECIALTY MANUFACTURING CO., Buffalo.N.Y.

"D. & J." HANGERS

Single,

Tandem,
Triplet,

Quad ani
Motor Cycles.

Up-to-date Dealers handle

HUDSON
Lightest, Nearest Oust Proof, and

Easiest Running Hanger in the World.

Sole manufacturers of the celebrated

D. and •/. HANGERS,
Write for our terms and prices, and special territory proposition.

HUSTLING AGENTS WANTED.

THE HUDSON MFG. CO., Hudson, Mich.

Qol
ey^wara

Medal
* •&

at the St. Louis World's Fair simply confirms our

repeated statement that best materials coupled

with skill and care in construction have placed

SOLAR LAMPS
in the first rank. You, Mr. Bicycle rider who
have used them know this, you who have not

should be convinced by this Award. No lamp
troubles with Solars.

BADGER BRASS MFG. CO., kenosha.wis. ''^r^i'^^J^^
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THE RIGHT WRENCH
"STERLING"-'"'

AT THE RIGHT PRICE.

THE RIGHT BELL
AT THE RIGHT PRICE

best describes those articles bearing the brand.

FRANK MOSSBERG CO.,
ATTLEBORO, MASS.

Quotations on Application.

Goodyear

Cushion PneiimatiG.
The constantly increasing call for

this tire is ample evidence that it

meets the rider's demands.
Send us your address and we will

mail you a section to show the con-
struction of the tire.

THE GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY,

AKRON, OHIO.

KNOCK ON

!

Colonel Hammer, Knock on

!

Every "knock" is an ad., and

helps boost the game.

Prospective Buyers know
that the Dealer who now
decries the

RACYCLE
in the face of its only

Grand Prize
St. Lovis World's Fair

does so because the wheels

in his head need re-truing.

Adjust your bearings,

and try and secure the

agency.

The Miami Cycle& Mfg. Co,

MIDDLETOWN, OHIO.

vm
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WANTS AND FOR SALE.
1 5 cents per line of seven words, cash with order.

Memphis, Teiin., Jan. 12, 1905.

The Bicycling World.

Gentlemen: Please take my ''ad" ont

of your For Sale column. I have sold

the Indian motorcycle I advertised. Had
four straight orders for it at once, and a

number of letters asking for description.

Considering the season, this speaks well

of your paper and of the demand for sec-

ond hand motorcycles. Inquiries came
from Portland, Me., to Kansas City, but
none from the Soiith.

Yours truly, H. A. WHITE.

\A/ ANTED—Jobs of new or second-hand tires,

pedals, chains, coaster hubs, sundries, etc.

WM. McDOUGALD, 357 North State Street,

Chicago, 111.

Indian MotorCycle, 1904 Model; like new;
*• grip control, etc., $125. F. WIDMAYER,
2312 Broadway, New York City.

pOR SALE CHEAP—Bicycle, Sewing Ma-
chine and Gun Store. Address O. S., Bi-

cycling World.

"POR SALE—Tribune Motorcycle, new, fully

guaranteed; 4 pairs Goodrich, 28 x i 3-8;

all for $155 spot cash. J. MOON, Allegheny, Pa.

pOR SALE—A good Columbia motorcycle,

cheap. Write to

J. T. FLUHARTY, Preston, Md.

ALL ROADS ARE EASY WHEN THE

BALL
RETAINER

IS LJSED.
With millions In daily use, it has stood the test for

more tlian five years and is adaptable to ball bearings of

any kind.

If you are users of ball bearings we would be pleased to hear

from you and mall you our catalog with the latest information

which we know would be profitable and interesting to you.

THE STAR BALL RETAINER CO., Lancaster. Pa., U. S. A.

Special Stampings

SHEETMETAL
THE CROSBY CO., - Buffalo, N,Y.

HIGH GRHHE
wheels must have the

best equipments.

There is nothing that gives more value far

the money than the use of the

MORSE hS^l'^h chain

NOISELESS IN MUD, WATER OR

DUST AND ALWAYS EASY RUNNING.

The only chain having Prlctionless

Rocker Joints, Insist on having the

Mone Twin Roller. Flti regular

•preckett.

Sena lor Catalogue and

Trade Price to

Morse Chain Co., Tnimansburg, n. y.

Bicycle and Automobile

SUPPLIES.
Lowest Prices. Prompt Shipments.

JOS. STRAUSS & SON, Buffalo, N. Y.

CATALOGUE.
Thor Motor and Parts for Motorcycle and

Hubs and Parts for Bicycle on application.

AURORA AUTOMATIC MACHINERY CO.,

AURORA, ILL.

Bicycles ''Motorcycles
HIGH-GRADE LEADERS.

Fowler-Manson^Slierman Cycle Mfg. Co.,

241 S. Jefferson St., Chicago.
Write for terms.

JOHN S. LENC'S SON & GO.

33 Murray Street, NEW YORK,
CARRY A COMPLETE STOCK OF

BiCYGLES, TIRES, SUNDRIES.
CAREFUL ATTENTION PAID TO

RROIVIRX SHIRIVIENX.

The Week's Patent.

780,17.5. Tandem Seat for Bicycles. Carl

O. Hedstrom, Springfield, Mass. Filed May
4. 1904. Serial No. 206,285.

Claim.—1. An auxiliary tandem-seat frame
for motorcycles and the like, consisting of a
horizontally-disposed member . constituting
substantially aji extension of the top bar of

a motorcycle frame, said member having an
opening therein; a forked member secured to

one end of the horizontal member and extend-
ing astride of the wheel to and beyond the
axle of the latter, together with means to

secure said forked member to the axle, and
means to secure the free end of the horizontal
member to the frame of the motorcycle, and
a seat on said last-named member.

The Newest Loop the Loop.

Another new vaudeville bicycle "stunt" is

being performed in Paris which is a kind of

perpetual looping the loop. The rotary gyro-

scope is the name given to the wheel-like ar-

rangement on which the venturesome M.

Gast performs. The intrepid "artiste" has

to keep up considerable speed to avoid break-

ing his neck. As he pedals in one direction,

the immense wheel structure involves in the

other. To afford the blase Parisian spec-

tators a little more excitement, the performer

stands on the saddle of the bicycle, and in

this manner varies the monotony of the pro-

ceeding. From all accounts it appears that

1.jO miles an hour is a snail's pace for a

gyroscopist!

Bicycle Thief's Novel Excuse.

"Yes. I stole the bicycle, and consider it a

fair deal because some one took mine," was

the plausible excuse siven by a thief for

liaving appropriated what "wasn't his'n."'

"If this principle were carried out by all.

what a nice 'topsy-turvy' condition would

exist. The man who has his house robbed
would feel .iustifled in breaking into his

neighbor's establishment just to square the

account," comments a foreign publication.

PERFEOT"

LEADER'

GEM"

CROWN"

STAR"

We make oilers for almost the entire trade. The quality

of our oilers is unequaled.

CUSHMAN&DENISON MFG. CO., 240-2 W.23dSt..N.Y.

WORCESTER PRESSED STEEL COMPANY
Successor to

NA/ORCESTI R F-ERRUL-E & IVIF"©.

WORCESTER, MASS.
COIVIRAIMY,

OMAlLhUkBM

Manufacturers, of Light and Heavy Stampings in Steel, Brass, Copper, etc.

Automobile and Carriage Fittings. Bicycle Parts and Specialties.

Catalogs showing stock goods mailed upon request. Inquiries solicited.
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In which is incorporated "THE WHEEL" (New York) and the ''AMERICAN CYCLIST" (Hartford)
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$2.00 a Year
10 Cents a Copy

UNVARYING STANDARDS <^

16 OZ. TO THE POUND,
36 IN. TO THE YARD,

\
AND THE

Standard Two-Speed Aut'omatic Coaster Brake Hub

An unvarying and endless source of satisfaction

to the cyclist who has one.

Each operation

independent

of tlie other.

Applicable to

any chain bicycle,

old or new.

The winter is a good time for the wide-awake dealer to perform

"missionary work."

The STANDARD SPOKE & NIPPLE COMPANY,
TORRINCTON, CONNECTICUT, U.S.A.



The
Hartford

Tire
was the first tire in which full dependence

could be placed. The test of time has

but served to strengthen its position as

America's

Representative
Tire.

HARTFORD RUBBER WORKS CO.,

Hartford, Conn.

•••<
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Aqe cannot wither

nor custom stale"

the many qood points

of

DEFENDER llrtl^/W I MlX \^ ^^^
SPEeiHL llx»WA^ I ' IV/Y OXFORD

in the estimation of

thousands of

satisfied users

Get in line and join the Kokomo ranks

of tire satisfaction

KOKOMO RUBBER eO..
KOKOMO, INDIHNa.

^ 1
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YEARS' EXPERIENCE
has taught us how to build good bicycles

and to sell them at those prices that are

pleasins: alike to agents and riders.

THEY ARE THE

and their names are assurances of

worth and reliabilitv.

GENDRON WHEEL CO., TOLEDO, OHIO.

Gendron
arxci

Reliance
BICYCLES

>fl^^v<je^c;^
Be sure to get early copies of the

Pope 1905 Bicycle Catalopes.

EVERYTHING IN CHAIN OR CHAINLESS WHEELS

of the latest and most approved construction. Each
model backed by the Pope reputation for quality won
by 27 years of successful manufacturing experience.

MOTOR BICYCLES THAT STAND THE TEST.

Address, Dept. B,

Pope Manufacturing Co.,
HARTFORD, CONN. CHiCACO, ILL.

I
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pierce: cycleis.
You all knoNA/ thenn and not a nnan

of you that knoNA^s aught but good
of then-i. They always NA/ero top-

notchers; they al\A^ays na/III be.

THE geiorge: n. pierce: CO.,
BUFFALO. IM. Y.

IP*WWW(l(W*»W(WWW(l^iMM

FOR 1905

The YALE and SHELL LINES
WILL BE MORE APPEALING

to Agents than ever before; and that Is

saying a great deal. Are vou "wise"?

CONSOLIDATED MANUPACTURING COMPANY,

Toledo, Ohio.

MNMMNMNMIII^^
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We Have Commenced Suit
against the CONTINENTAL RUBBER
WORKS of Erie, Pa., in the U. S. Circuit

Court, Western District of Pennsylvania,

for infringement of the TiUinghast patent.

We have heretofore obtained an injunction

against one of its customers in the U. S.

Circuit Court, District of Massachusetts.

We desire to notify the trade that all

purchasers of single tube tires from the

Continental Rubber Works are liable for

suit for infringement of the TiUinghast

patent.

The following manufacturers of single

tube tires are licensed under the TiUinghast

patent:

HARTFORD RUBBER WORKS CO.

DIAMOND RUBBER CO.

FISK RUBBER CO.

PENNSYLVANIA RUBBER CO.

INDIANA RUBBER & INSULATED WIRE CO.

GOSHEN RUBBER WORKS.

LAKE SHORE RUBBER CO.

B. F. GOODRICH CO.

GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO.

KOKOMO RUBBER CO.

INTERNATIONAL AUTOMOBILE & VEHICLE
TIRE CO.

INDIA RUBBER CO.

MORGAN & WRIGHT.

BOSTON WOVEN HOSE & RUBBER CO.

BUY OF NONE BUT LICENSEES.

SINGLE TUBE AUTOMOBILE& BICYCLE TIRE CO.
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Not Work, Only Play
TO SELL

RAeveLES
Let your customer get on a RACYLE and try it and

the wheel will sell itself.

ONCE SOLD, IT STAYS SOLD

Made and Marketed Only by

THE MIAMI CYCLE & MFQ. CO.,
niDDLETOWN, OHIO.

HIGH GRADE INNER TUBES

/
#
#• ^

Our Regular Butt End and M. & W. Butt End Tubes for all Casings.

CONTINENTAL RUBBER WORKS, - erie, n.
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IN fl eLflSS ALL ITS ©WN

The (Sorbin Duplex,
REPRESENTS THE HCME ©F eOHSTER
BRTIKE "KNOW HOW " IN SMALL eOMPHSS.

You'll have to say "eorbin"

to be in the lead.

(Sorbin Screw Corporation,
NEW BRITHIN, eOlVN.
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PASSING OF " 12 WARREN "

Historic Landmark About to Disappear-

First and Last of a Long Line.

"No. 12 Warren Street' is preparing to

move. The old place is all torn up and the

goods packed ready for removal, and within

a very few days will have been carted far

uptown.

With the passing of "12 Warren," there

passes the first and the last of those cycling

landmarks that linked the past with the

present; foi*, be it known, which almost

every man in New York already knows, "12

Warren" is the address of the branch of the

Pope Manufacturing Company, for so many
years presided over by "good old" Elliott

Mason, who really does not look much older

than he looked twenty years ago.

The branch was established at that ad-

dress exactly twenty-one years ago this

month. It was the first cycling establish-

ment on Warren street which, in the height

of the boom, was fairly peopled with such

stores. "No. 12 Warren Street" saw them
all come and saw them all go, and now it

is going itself—going away uptown to

Broadway and Fifty-ninth street, where
overlooking Central Park the Pope Manu-
facturing Company is just completing a
pretentious structure, of which Mason will

be the manager.

There Columbias, Clevelands and Trib-
unes will mingle with Pope automobiles,
even more than they have mingled with
them during the last two years, for the
magnificent building—be it known—is chief-

ly garage; but there will be a generous
niche for Pope bicycles and as C. M. Rich-
ards, for nineteen years Manager Mason's
chief assistant, and "Ike," for the same
extended period his chief repairman, and
"Bob" Miller, who for ten years has been
growing up with the business, all will go
with him it does not seem that the big au-
tomobiles will be permitted to wholly over-
shadow the comparatively humble appear-
ing bicycle.

The miniatm'e high bicycle, which, gilded,

has for so many years projected from the

entrance of "12 Warren Street" will come
down, of course; and one of the last oppor-

tunities of the rising generation to set eyes

on what is now termed the "good old ordi-

nary," will have passed. The passing of

"12 Warren Street" is really in the nature

of a cycling event—one tinged with sorrow.

WAIL FROM SALT LAKE

Bashful Dealer Lodges a Strong Complaint

Against Racing Men's Practices.

Fisk Sprouts Another Branch.

To their already long list of branches the

Fisk Eubber Co. has added one more—Kan-
sas City, Mo. It constitutes the eighteenth

of the Fisk institutions of the sort in this

country.

In this connection it is not generally

known that all of the Fisk branches are

equipped with a repair department, com-

plete in every detail—so complete, indeed,

that the men in charge, all of whom are

first thoroughly di-illed at the factory in

Chicopee Falls, are, if need be, capable of

building a tire from the ground up. This

means, of course, that each branch is

equipped with a complete battery of vul-

canizers, capable of taking any size of tire,

whether for bicycle or automobile.

Clark Ciets the Clinton.

The Clinton Cycle Works, Frankfort, Ind.,

which has been closed since December 6,

when the proprietor, M. R. Beil, closed the

doors and departed for parts unknown, was
reopen«d last week with a new owner and
manager, George W. Clark, of Lebanon.

After the departure of Mr. Beil, who was a

young man, the place was taken charge of

by Tighlman Beil, father of the proprietor.

He placed the property in the hands of W.
A. Morris to sell and he as agent sold the

property to Mr. Clark. It is understood

that enough was realized on the place to

settle satisfactorily with all creditors.

Goodrich Re-elects Old Officers.

The annual meeting of the B. F. Goodrich

Co., Akron, Ohio, resulted in the re-election of

the old ofiicers, as follows: President, George

T. Perkins; vice-president, Bertram G. Work;
secretary, Richard P. Marvin; treasurer,W. A.

Folger; general manager of works, F. H. Ma-

son. These officers, with George W. Grouse

and' Charles C. Goodrich, constitute the board

of directors.

The investigation of Senator Smoot is not

the only thing that is disturbing Utah. The

cycle trade out there, or a portion of it, at

any rate, has some troubles of its own.

They are related in a letter—an anonymous

letter—from Salt Lake City with which

most of the bicycle manufacturers have

been "favored." Although the bashfulness

of the writer prevented him from attaching

his name or using his letter head, it is fair-

ly clear that he knows what he is writing

about. He signs himself "Tours for mutual
interest in the bicycle trade, 'A Bicycle

Dealer,' " and this is what he says:

"In considering the proposition of judi-

cious advertising, we have taken into con-

sideration the racing man, and we wish to

call your attention to the results of our in-

vestigation.

"In early years the racing man was a leech

on the manufacturer and dealer to such a

large extent that the manufacturer almost

gave him up entirely, and it was hard for

him to receive any consideration at their

hands at all until last year, when a certain

concern appropriated a large amount for ad-

vertising with the racing men for 1904. The
result was that other concerns followed in

the same path.

"We ask you, gentlemen, to carefully Inves-

tigate the results.

"True, it creates a few sales among would-

be racing men, who come around trying to

purchase bicycles on as little down and as lit-

tle a month as possible, and then as the

season progresses, they may win a race or

two and will expect the dealer to donate the

balance of the account because Mr. So. &
So. got his wheel for nothing.

"These wheels have done the trade more

harm than anything that has been put on

the market. Why? Because Mr. Racing

Man would peddle and hawk them around

the city and race track at the small sum of

$20 or $25 each as soon as the bicycles

reached his hands.

"We have known people to wait one or two

months for the racing season to close, as they
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could then buy the racing man's mount for

$10 or $12 each.

"These are plain facts, and we openly give

the names of some riders who have been so

unscrupulous as to openly peddle and hawk
about the city new bicycles which have been
intrusted to their care, and which they did

promise to ride on the track for the season,

but instead offered them for sale without

even riding them.

"N. C. H received two Hudson bicycles,

and one was sold before he reached Salt

Lake and the other was for sale as soon as

he arrived, for the sum of $25, which he
asked, but he did sell it for $20. This was
a detriment to the sales of all dealers in this

city. At the same time he paid cash for

another bicycle, and shortly after said he

wished he could sell this wheel, but could

not because of an agreement with Mr. Deal-

er, who was here to see that the agreement
was not broken.

"F. A. M had a Yale that he said had
never been out of the crate and could be

bought for $20. .Tust think of a racing man
selling his new racing wheel for a measly
little -$20!

"W. E. S received two Columbias, enam-
eled Tribune blue, with the Tx-ibune name
plates. These he offered for $35 each, but
did sell them for $25 each, and he never used
either bicycle. Again we ask, where does
the manufacturer or the dealer get any bene-

fit from such advertising? As this is peddled
about the city by boys who loaf around rac-

ing quarters and are too ready to give it out
broadcast, simply to help Mr. Racing Man
to find a purchaser for his mount.
"Now, in justice to the dealer and the

manufacturer, we consider that the little

games of this profession should be stopped,

and that these men be made to pay for their

bicycles as a man has to pay for his tools.

This, we believe, would put a stop to this

ungrateful knocking, as we must call It.

"We don't know of a single racing man in

the professional class (who has come under
our observation) that would hesitate at doing
as we have stated, get a wheel for a certain

purpose, and then sell it for a mere song.

"And the first proposition that confronts

us for 1905 is that G. H. C. (another

racing man) is corresponding with a cus-

tomer of ours that we had partly agreed to

sell a bicycle, and he (G. H. ) offers to

furnish him a Columbia, Pierce, Tribune, or

any other make of high grade bicycle for

from $22.50 to $25. This hurts the bicycle

business more than you can imagine, as this

party, is scattering the news broadcast about
the city. How cheap he can buy a bicycle.

"We ask, is the racing man an advantage
to the bicycle business when he has been
handled as in the past year? In our opinion

and our past experience he is a detriment to

the bicycle trade, and especially so when
the factories are handling him as in the past
year, viz., handing out the bicycles for noth-
ing.

"We hope you understand us thoroughly
a-nd will take this matter under careful con-
sideration, . for there is no doubt that it Is
to our own mutual benefit."

NEW USE FOR MOTORCYCLE

How an Ingenious Jerseyman Runs His

Sliop with it and Qets Pleasure, too.

Slowly but surely the far reaching utilities

of the motor bicycle—some of thein unsus-

pected—are being realized and are coming to

the surface. While its maker designed it

chiefly as a means of locomotion and pleas-

ure, that it is capable of other uses, among

others of actually adding a power plant to a

small shop, remained for J. I. Marion, an In-

genius New Jersey wheelwright, to effectu-

ally demonstrate.

Make the pulley and put it on. Make pulley

F, 6x3 or 4x3, whatever speed you want.

You can set the machine upstairs or down
and run the belt from the spark shaft to the

line shaft, and everything is complete. You
can run anything from the line shaft you
like, as the engine has as much power as
any 3 horsepower stationary engine.

"In this way it is unnecessary to have two
or three gasolene barrels around and a tank.

You can simply fill up the tank on the bi-

cycle, which holds one gallon and ride a hun-

dred miles. When you come home, get your
tank filled at some store for about 14 cents

and you have enough for the week. If it gets

dry working overtime, take three cents and
the bottle and get a pint."

"I use the Indian motorcycle, and," - to

quote Marion himself, "here is what I am
doing with it: When the weather is fit 1

ride anywhere from 50 to 200 miles, and
have ridden 225 miles in one day; bring it

home, put it on a stand I made myself and

run a Champion drill press No. 7, horse clip-

per, grindstone, and I mean to get a lathe

and emery wheel and run it the same way.

"I have made a tandem attachment, and
frequently carry a friend on my pleasure

jaunts.

"Here you have a machine with which you
can operate your shop all week, and which,

on Sundays or long evenings, by naerely

spending five minutes to remove it from
the work rack or stand, you can use to go out

with the ladies," Marion adds enthusiasti-

cally.

How to use the motor bicycle as a shop

power plant he explains as follows, the ex-
«

planation being assisted by the accompanying
illustration:

"First make a stand to raise the rear

wheel from the floor, as in Fig. 1. Then
block the front wheel with four blocks, one

on each side of the wheel, and one in front

and rear of the front wheel. Make the stand,

A, to attach to the rear axle and screw fast

to the floor. Then make the small shaft, B.

Get a twenty-tooth quarter-inch sprocket, C,

and fasten on the end of the shaft. Have it

flush. Then make the journals or bearings,

D, to hold shaft and put the collars, B, on to

hold in the place. Then set directly under
the large sprocket of the rear wheel of the

.motorcycle. Fasten there, and get a chain

long enough to rp^cb all the way round,

The Demand for a Goodyear Tire

Sam G. Rigdon, that energetic emissary

of the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., was in

New York this week on one of his periodical

visits. While here he chanced to pick up a

copy of the Bicycling World, and, turning to

the Goodyear advertisement, looked at it ad-

miringly.

"That 'ad,' " he finally commented, point-

ing to it, and which contains an illustration

of the Goodyear cushion pneumatic, "has

brought us quite a few returns. It would

surprise you," he added, "to know the steady

demand that exists for that tire. No, I

don't mean to say that we pick up any large

orders, but there is a steady demand, never-

theless. The orders are for one, two, five

or ten pairs.

"Where do they come from? From all parts

of the country. The day I left Akron, for

instance, we received an order for five pairs

from Richmond, Va. There are a lot of peo-

ple who desire to be absolutely insured

against tire troubles, and that tire fills the

bill."

No Chances in the Standard*.

The Standard Spoke and Nipple Co., Tor-

rington. Conn., has re-elected all of its old

bfl^cers for the ensuing year, as follows:

President, John F. Alvord; vice-president.

George J. Capewell, of Hartford; secretary

and treasurer, Bryant S. Keefer; directors,

the above officers, with Clive B. Vincent and
George J. Capewell, jr.

"Motorcycles: How to Manage Them."

Price $1. The Goodman Company, 154

Nassau Street, New York, "'**
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LOSS OF HALF MILLION

Export Shrinkage of 1904 Almost Reaches

that Sum—Biggest (Jain in Cuba.

Tn exact figures, the Uuited States lost

$1477,272 in export traile in bicycles during

1904. Of course, it is in no sense a sur-

prise. TLie montlily reports, whicli except

lor a couple of siuall spurts early in tlie

year, having disclosed the steady shrinli-

age and prepared all concerned for the big

drop. December was a fair month and

l)rolie nearly but not quite even with the

corresponding mouth of 1903. The total

shows a small loss but the shipments of

that month to the United Kingdom and to

Belgium served to bring tliose countries into

the column of increases. All other Euro-

pean countries are on the wrong side of the

ledger, France being $26,000 'to the bad";

Germany is off $20,000, Italy $22,000, Neth-

erlands $34,000, wliile the other European

counti-ies incline in the same direction to

the extent of $32,000.

The greatest slump is, however, in Aus-

tralasia, whose purchases dropped off $101,-

000. [ .Japan, which despite the war reu)aiu-

ed the biggest buyer fell away some $7.5,000.

Africa went off $40,000 worth and the East
Indies and Philippines $10,000 each. All

the other losses, save British North Amer-
ica, were under tlie latter amount. The
purchases of the country north of tlie bor-

der, were $40,000 less than in 1903.

Thanks to the December demand, gains
were made in England and Belgium, as

stated—$9,000 in the former, $5,000 in the

latter. But the greatest increase, strange
to say, was in Cuba; in round figures it

amounted to $18,000. The other advances
of moment were made in the other warm
countries—Argentina $7,000, Colombia $45,-

000, Ba-azil $4,000, and Central America
$2,500.
The figures in detail follow:

Again the Folding Bicycle.

From the number of attempts made, or

rather the number of patents actually granted

for such a device, one would think that there

was as much demand for a folding bicycle as

tliere is for a folding bed. With the cessation

of the craze for freak bicycles, the folding

wheel, which its hopeful inventor in the ma-
jority of instances assiu'ed the public would
not be an inconvenient hand parcel, was

MOTORCYCLES IN SOUTH

Corson Found no Trouble In Creating

Interest—Ladies View Them with Favor.

thought to have gone also, but here is an-

other on which the usual letters patent have
recently been granted in England.

Its raison d'etre is the same old story—"it

can be taken around by the ordinary tourist

as luggage," with the added spice of novelty

that it will be of great importance to the

automobile owner, as it is made so small

that it can readily be carried around in a car
and used in emergencies. To quote again, "a
motor might easily carry one for each of
its passengers in the tool box." The upper
portion of the illustration shows it ready for
use, and the lower folded.

December-
Twelve Months

Ending December-

Exported to-
United Kingdom
Belgium
France
Germany
Italy

Netherlands
Other Europe
British North America
Central American States and British Hon-

duras
Mexico
Cuba .•

Other West Indies and Bermuda
Argentina
Brazil
Colombia
Venezuela
Other South America
Chinese Empire
British East Indies
Hongkong
.Japan
British Australasia
Philippine Islands
Other Asia and Oceania
British Africa , .

.

All -other Africa
Othfer countries

1903.

Values.
$9,972
3,513
1,851

4,463
8,396
6,317

13,337
12,219

281
4,380
1,685
3,724
221
903
42
155

1,122
102

3,529

1,435

37,646
46,785

416
1.067

256
1.175

1904.

Values.
$18,325

5,657
1,563

4,735
603

2,904
2,312

1,384

242
3,532
2,257

3,332

1,434
356
76

1,367
.528

640
216

25,805
20,711

256
2,505
263
141

1902.

Values.
$368,227

48,006
200,065
2.53,101

65,994
135,578
292,520
171,349

3,258
27,052
12,320
47,074
10,171

6,799
937
462

19,844
25,794
54,631
5,640

419,767
221,432
19,282
28,094
114,956
10,351

12

1903. 1904.

Values. Values.
$241,963 $251,075

50,940
105,543
134,355
57,423
113,148
185,764
159,507

2,848
54,137
17,199
33,892
12,118

9,225
797
535

18,865
20,193
26,649
8,475

409,182
333,805
26,362
24,605
43,384
8,115

63

55,419
77,836

110,905
35,980
79,310

153,849
112,443

4,376
44,203
33,838
33,404
19,321
18,284
5,363
408

14,433

12,336
16,961
3,761

333,885
172,468

6,220
19,545

6,240

4,869
88

Total 1(i4,992 101,144 2.581,255 2,099,092 1,621,820

"As one result of my travels," writes E. H.
Corson, who after covering the East in the

interests of the Hendee Mfg. Co. went South
and has just returned, "I am forcibly im-
pressed with this fact: Whenever I call on
a subscriber to the Bicycling World I find

him interested in and ready to talk motor-
cycle. The indifferent ones are not readers,

but in some' cases 'used to be.' I think it

would be money well invested for the manu-
facturers of motorcycles to join hands in

sending the Bicycling World to all of the

leading bicycle dealers who are not receiving

the paper.

"I am starting in at Buffalo, January 30, to

cover New York State, after my two months
very successful trip in the South. I could

have put in at least two mouths more there

to the best of advantage, for I found the bi-

cycle dealers ready to take on the motorcy-

cle when it was demonstrated to them that 1

had one that could be relied on. The bicy-

cle business is first class in the South. It

reminded me of '93, '94, '95 and '96 in the

North. There are but few white ladies rid-

ing the wheel in the South, and the reason

is that the 'nigger' uses it. They took to

the motorcycle kindly, as they said it cost

to much for the 'niggers' to have it. Here is

a 'tip' for the manufacturer: Get out a drop

frame motorcycle.

"I am informed that business is booming
in the 'orders department' for 'Indians.' I

am not surprised at this, after having put in'

three years' missionary work, two of which
were wasted with inferior machines. On my
trip South I sold one machine in about

every place (in the few where I did not get

an order at the time they will come later),

and in some places two and as high as four.

How is that for the South?

"I have had no trouble. The 'nigger' took

to me, and even took after me when on my
'Indian.' I had no trouble in keeping them
from being too familiar, as I only needed to
them them that it was charged with elec-
tricity, or might eS;plode and they would be
"dun gone.'

"

New Use for Cycle Saddles.

That the bicycle saddle may play more
than the one role for which it was designed

and do it well is evinced by its general

adoption by the United States government as

an adjunct to the naval landing guns, which
are included in the equipment of every Amer-
ican man-of-war. The saddle is mounted on
the recoil butt of the gun carriage, and forms
a convenient seat from which the small

rapid fire piece is sighted and fired to advan-
tage.

An order for a large number of bicycle sad-

dles was recently placed by an ordnance
making firm with the Persons Mfg. Co., of
Worcester, Mass., who are specialists in this
line. Curious to learn what they were in-

tended for a letter of inquiry was written,
and brought this information.

1

it
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THE WISE RIDER BUYS THE NATIONAL
THE SATISflED RIDER BUYS AGAIN

A sale easily made means quick profit to the

dealer. Wherever you find a dealer pushing the

NATIONAL, you meet a successful one.

Get in line for the NATIONAL Agency for

1905. You can make money out of it.

\ PIDfR '

. NfVER
I

hl5 MOUNT

WHAT YOU GET FOR YOUR MONEY IS AS

IMPORTANT AS THE AMOUNT

. YOU PAY.

For Agency

May 24, 1904.

This is the fourth year that I have ridden this

wheel and would not trade it for a new one of

any other make. E. F. HAMMOND.

Ter^TSidress NATIONAL CYCLE MFG. CO., Bay City, Mich., U.S.A.

EVERY TIRE PRODUCED BY US
bears the brand

FISK
This conveys a lot of significance to

the thinking dealer and rider.

We make no "job lots" or "special brands"
to worry the dealer or disgust

the rider.

The Fisk Rubber Company, chicopee Faus, Mass.

BRANCHES: New York, 754-756 Seventh Ave. Chicago, 52 State Street.

BOSTON, 226 Columbus Ave.
SPRINGFIELD. 40 Dwight St.
NEW TORK. 754-756 Seventh Ave.
PHILADELPHIA, 828 Arch St.
ATLANTA, 103 N. Pryor St.
SYRACUSE. 423 So. Clinton St.
BUFFALO. 893 Main St.
CLEVELAND, 318 Euclid Ave.
DETROIT, 254 Jefferson Ave.

MONTREAL, CANADA.

CHICAGO, 1251 Michigan Ave.
ST. LOUIS. 3908 Olive St.
OMAHA. 1116 Farnum St.
KANSAS CITY. 1330 Main St.
MINNEAPOLIS. 704 Hennepin Ave.
DENVER, 1534 Glenaxm St.
SAN FRANCISCO, 114 Second St.
LOS ANGELES. 1034 So. Main St.

LONDON. ENGLAND.
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Two Sides of a Picture.

The racing man's practice of selling at

sacriiice prices his mounts or the bicycles

which he may win is not a new one, nor

has Salt Lake Gity any more reason to

complain of it than other parts of the coun-

try, although the author of the communica-

tion quoted in another column appears to

think so.

Of course, it is irritating to discover that

a customer has been lost because of the

practice, but there is another side of the

picture that it is unfair to keep turned to-

ward the wall and Salt Lake should be In

position to realize that fact. For two or

three years, while cycle racing has lan-

guished in other places, that city has en-

joyed an abundance of it. It has provided

pages of publicity that has kept the bicycle

in the Salt Lake eye. It must have helped

keep cycling interest on fine edge and as

logically must have, directly and indirectly,

served to promote the sale of bicycles.

What harm then if one, two or a half

dozen professional racing men have sold

their mounts at tlie end of the season or in

mid-season. Has not the effect of the cycle

interest they served to create been sufficient

to more than balance the account? It would

be strange, indeed, if this were not the case.

The Utah complainant looks at the matter

from the narrow standpoint.

The time may come—as it long since came

in respect to tires—when even the most con-

spicuous racing man will no longer hold in-

terest for the bicycle manufacturer as when

perforce he will be compelled to purchase

his own mount, but that time is not yet

wholly ripe. He still is of some value as an

advertising medium and does not deserve

to be squelched.

The Salt Lake trade should be glad that

it has had so much and so many of him and

that press and public have accorded him

such encouraging support.

The racing man who really ought to be

squelched is the spurious amateur who is

given to selling the bicycles, tires and other

prizes he may win. He is entirely too nu-

merous and the pity is that there is no or-

ganization keen enough to lay hands on him

and give him his due—a quick toss into the

professional ranks.

Has the Clutcli Lost Its Hold?

For a time, it seemed that the clutch or

changeable gear as applied to motor bi-

cycles was long overdue. Its value as an

aid in surmounting hills and in starting and

in riding slowly through trafiic made it ap-

pear almost a necessity.

Now, if anything, it appears further away

than ever before and is so little heeded as

scarcely to be discussed—a state of affairs

to which significance is added by the aban-

donment of such a device by the lone

American motorcycle manufacturer who es-

poused it. He frankly admits that he found

no real demand for it.

This situation is a remarkable testimonial

to the efficiency of the present day ma-

chines. Primarily the grip control, which

includes the valve lift, is responsible, close-

ly seconded by the compensating or friction

sprockets now in quite general use on chain

di'iven ' motorcycles. Together they solved

all the problems involved rendering start-

ing, stopping, and instant increase and de-

crease of power safe and easy—facility

which is heightened by that wrist control

of the throttle encompassed by the term

"double grip control.' Most if not all of

the chain-drivers always had ample power

but until these devices appeared, its appli-

cation was not always gentle or expedi-

tions. The belt machine was ever more
gentle but its loss of power, due to the elas-

tic medium of transmission, which made it

gentle was not to be gainsaid. But with a

few exceptions, more powerful engines have
been provided and with the grip control

they, too, seem no longer to require a clutch

or shifting gear.

On occasion it may yet prove desirable

but the occasions are rare and it is ex-

tremely doubtful if they ever will be sflffl-

cient to compensate for the extra weigH
cost and complication of such devices, fe

Mr. Corson's experience that wherever on
his extensive travels he found a subscriber
of the Bicycling World, he found real inter-

est in cycles and motorcycles, is not sur-

prising. There is no surer evidence of a
man's interest in his business or in a sport

or pastime than the desire to keep himself

Informed, which is indicated by his paying
for and receiving the particular journal or

journals devoted to it. We once heard a
bicycle manufacturer of shrewdness, and
who amassed his "pile," say that as between
two prospective agents, he always preferred

and inclined to the one who subscribed for

the cycling publications. The latter was cer-

tain to prove the "liver" man of the twp.

Figures published in another column re-

cording the big drop in the bicycle exports of

1904 make necessary that annual query, de-

livered largely as a matter of form. What
has become of the boasted enterprise and

aggressiveness of the American manufac-

tm-er? Of recent years it has been neces-

sary to accompany the remark by pointing

to the Germans as evidence that those at-

tributes are still as powerful as of yore.

The finger again must be pointed that way.

The German exports are still mounting

higher.

Manufacturers abroad have not halted at

applying the magneto to the large and pow-

erful cars, but have with few exceptions

modified it to meet the needs of the motor-

cycle, on which it is now a usual item of

the standard specification. It is Interesting

to note, however, that they did not take me-

chanical ignition as a starting point, but

tried out the battery and coil in the first in-

stance; but one after another discarded it

for the low tension magneto, and the num-

ber that have retained the former unaltered

are now few and far between.
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EARLY TOPS 10,000 MILES

Bayonne Han Heads New Jersey Mileage

List, which is a Long One.

Altlions'li tlie com])]ete report of century

and mileage records of the Century Road

Club of America for 1904 has not yet heen

tabulated, the record of the New Jersey di-

vision is public property. It shows that

Harry Early, of Bayonne, State centurion,

has daring the year ridden 10,001 miles, in-

cluding nineteen centuries. Not being in the

New .Jersey competition, this riding is credit-

ed only in the national contest.

In the New Jersey competition West Ho-

boken was represented by three of the strong-

est riders in the division. Emil Leuly can

be classed the premier rider for 1904, total-

ling 6.500 miles, including forty-five cen-

turies. Leuly attained notoriety by his trip,

July 31 to August 13, riding from West Ho-

boken to St. Louis in fourteen days, one of

the most creditable performances of the year,

for which he will receive special recognition

in the list of awards for 1904. H. E. Fisher,

another West Hoboken man, rode 6,400 miles,

including forty centuries, with O. T. Wilson,

3,000 miles and twenty-three centuries.

Although these three cyclists did the most

riding among the New Jersey members, they

did not enter, as they should have done, the

medal competitions in time to qualify for

the division trophies. For the year ending

December 31, 1904, P. J. Sheary, of Jersey

City, was the winner in both century and

mileage, and his riding is recorded under

the Century Road Club mles.

The following list shows the standing of

all contestants in the New Jersey compe-

tition, with the number of miles and cen-

turies ridden, but it does not include all the

riding done by division members. Had each

one recorded the number of miles during

1904 a total of 88,500 miles, including 263 cen-

turies, would be credited to the whole di-

vision, which is an excellent showing. Not

only did the road pluggers do well, but the

fast bunch taking part in all the road races

won twentj'-three place prizes.

Mileage—Total miles ridden in competition

in 1904: P. J. Sheary, 3,427; M. Drennan.

2,789; F. Hutzwohl, 2,238; J. Ernest, 2,000; J.

Downey, 1,438; R. Leuly, 1,225; G. Holmes,

751; J. Giordanio, 658; J. McComb, 528; W.
Arbeit, 501; D. Hill, 471; P. Lee, 404, and J.

Byrnes, 284.

Centuries—Number ridden in competition

during 1904: P. J. Sheary, 21; R. Leuly, 18;

O. J. Nelson, 10; F. Hultzwohl, 10; H. Fischer,

S; William Davis, 8; J. Simmons, 7; J.Dow-
ney, 6; C. F. Hansen, 5; W. Arbeit, 5; C.

Max, 5; M. Drennan, 5; W. Thompson, 4; C.

Todd, 4; F. Blatz, 4; J. McComb, 3; J. Mon-
tano, 8; G. Hidley, 2; W. .Joyues, 2; J. Fabile,

2; Thomas W. Davis, 2; J. Giordanio, 2, and
G. Holmes, 2.

Johnston Gets a Mileage Medal.

Although the number of riders who took

the trouble to turn in their mileage this year

is not as great as in former years, the an-

nual report of the Eastern Division of the

Century Road Club Association, covering

the last twelve months, shows a healthy state

of affairs.

The total reported mileage footed up to

the very respectable figure of 93,069 miles,

of which 376 were single centuries, 9 doubles,

2 triples and 1 quint.

J. W. Johnston, of New York, carried off

first honors in the competition by covering

70 single centuries, 1 double, 2 triple and a

quint in the course of a year, or 10,601 miles

in all—almost enough to stretch half way
round the globe.

H. H. Cadwalader, jr., of Philadelphia,

came next, with 22 single and 8 double cen-

turies to his credit, or a total of 7.913 miles,

about equivalent to a ride to Russia and back.

From this figure the next highest total

dropped to 3,500 miles.

WILL DINE FOR Itth TIME

Boston B. C. will Celebrate Anniversary

at Same Time—Kilby's Two Jingles.

World's Championships at Antwerp.

Arrangements have been begun by the

committee of the world's championships for

1905. This year it is the intention to hold

the races much earlier than heretofore, the

dates agreed upon being July 16, 21 and 23,

and the Zuremborg track, at Antwerp, has

been chosen for the meets.

The 21st happens to be the national fete

day of Belgium, and, the two other days be-

ing Sundays, receipts will be very large.

The probability is that, contrary to the usual

custom, the heats, semi-finals and finals of the

professional sprint championships, will all be

decided the same day, which will be Fri-

day, July 21. This deviation is for the pur-

pose of allowing "Major" Taylor to com-

pete, as it is well known that he is strongly

opposed to Sunday contests and will never

enter a race which is to take place on the

"Sawbath," fearing it will change his luck

and some serious mishap may result.

Crusade Against Sidewalk Cyclists.

The pcjlice are ".going gunning" for cyclists

in Los Angeles, Cal. In one day last week
one ambitious member of the force managed
to round up thirteen of them for riding on

the city sidewalks. One of the number ar-

rested was J. E. Bahrenberg, a physician,

who endeavored to excuse his action by tell-

ing the judge that he was hurrying to answer
a professional call. But apparently the
judge considered the number arrested un-
lucky, as he fined each of them $2 in costs.

Throttling Amateurism in Germany.

Apparently amateurism is practically ex-

tinct in Germany, the German Cycle Tracks

Association having formally voted to here-

after term all members who compete "racing

cyclists." They will no longer distinguish be-

tween amateurs and professionals, although

it is naively added that "prizes of honor will
still be put up,' and that "nothing will pre-
vent amateur associations from engaging the
tracks for purely amateur events."

The twenty-seventh annual dinner of the

revered Boston Bicycle Club has been fixed

for February 11—the date of the twenty-sev-

enth anniversary of the club's birth. The

nnnouncement of the dinner is in keeping

with the club's traditions. It says:

"There is but one older club on earth, and

only either two or three on the other planets.

The Aristocracy of Wheeling, the Elect of

Cycledom, will dine on that occasion at Hen-

drie's, the old familiar Hendrie's, on Talbot

avenue, in ancient Dorchester.

"The pre-gustatory exercises will eventu-

ate at the stroke of six-thirty by the village

o'clock, and the dinner per se will ensue at

the magic hour of seven.

"The fitting' climax of the feast shall be

luscious roast beef, juicy and ruliicund. with

Yorkshire pudding smiling at its side, each

cooked with prayerful art by Hendrie's chef.

This preceded by appetizing hors d'oeuvres

and soups and finny food, and pursued by

salads, sherbets, dainties and delicacies,

washed down by copious largesses of amber
brew.

"Of stilted speeches there shall be not one.

No man shall prose with tiresome longitude

the story of his life and early woes. Instead

the pauses of our pleasant chat shall be

made meiTy by chic vaudeville. Mellifiuous

melody shall fill the room, flowing triumphant

on the evening air from bunches of delectable

palchritude."
These two trite jingles illuminate the an-

nouncement and breathe the spirit of Quincy

Kilby, who, with J. B. Kelley and Albert M.
Skinner, constitute the dinner committee:

The very men who tempted fate.

By bicycling In Seventy-Eight,
Most strange to say are still alive

And riding yet in Nineteen-Five.

With strength of your own and skill of your own
Circulate out of doors.

The motor car only opens your purse,

The bicycle opens your pores.

International Motorcyclists Elect Officer

The recently organized Federation Interna-

tionale des Clubs Motorcyclistes has elected

the following officers: President, A. de La-

hausse (France); vice-presidents, Mervyn
O'Gorman (England), and Emile Scholz (Ger-

many; general secretary, F. Derocles

(France); treasurer, E. Libotte (France).

These oflicers are empowered to draw up

rules for governing the newly constituted as-

sociation, and these will be submitted at a

congress to be held in May next. The an-

nual dues for each federated club are $100.

Jo Pennell, the American artist, was one of

England's representatives at the organization

meeting.
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Van Den Dries Wins on, ilome Trainer.

More than sixty riders were programmed

to talse part in the home trainer contest,

at the annual ball given by the Tiger Whel-

men, New York, last night, but probably

because it would would have been too

much trouble to remove their dress suits,

and don racing costumes and then re-dress,

only seven men entered the contest. The

race was run in half mile heats with the

final heat at one mile. The best time was
made by H. Van Den Dries, of the Tiger

Wheelmen, who rode the mile in 1:17. The

record for the home trainer is 1:08 4-5. Sum-

maries:

First heat—Won by Charles Martin, Tiger

AVheelmen. Time, 0:414-5.

Second heat—Won by H. Wallin, Monitor

Cycling Club. Time, 0:38 2-5.

Third heat—Won by C. A. Sherwood, Koy

Wheelmen. Time, 0:36 2-5.

Semi-final heats—Won by F. A. Brown,

Tiger Wheelmen, and H. Van Den Dries,

Tiger Wheelmen. Times, 0:38 and 0:37.

Final heat—Won by H. Van Den Dries.

Time, 1:17.

Cranston Win« Twice Indoors.

Honors came easy for H. Cranston in the

bicycle races at the Forty-seventh Regiment

Armory, Brooklyn, last Saturday night.

Cranston started from the thirty-yard mark
in the one mile race and won easily, with

half a lap to spare. He also finished first

in the two mile event, with a handicap of

sixty yards. Summary:

One-mile bicycle race, handicap—H. F.

Cranston (30 yardsS first; W. Vanden Dries,

Jr., (30 yards) second; Oscar Goerke

(scratch) third. Time, 2:28 4-5.

Two-mile bicycle race—H. F. Cranston (60

yards) first; Owen Devine (scratch) second;

Oscar Goerke (scratch) third. Time, 5:00.

Darragon After flurpliy's ilile.

Paul Darragon, the present hour record

holder, means to attempt to break the fiying

mile record, made by Charles Murphy a few

seasons ago on Long Island behind locomo-

tive pace. The trial will be made in Nice

next March, and automobile pace will be

employed.

It will probably be run on the famous
Promenade des Anglais, where there is a

straight stretch of bricked pavement for

nearly five miles.

Banzilc In Front in Armory.

Only one bicycle race was run off at the

annual games of the Fourteenth Regiment

at the Brooklyn armory Saturday, and it

was not of sufficient interest to cause much
enthusiasm. The one event was a one-mile

handicap race and P. E. Bauzik (125 yards)

was an easy winner. F. C. Rokan (125

yards) and C. E. Schoenoeck, the only

scratch rider, crossed the tape second and
third respectively. The time for the one

mile was 4:10.

France Defeats Germany.

The international match race on January

15 at the Velodrome d'Hiver, Paris, between

Jacquelin and Poulain, of France, and Arend
and Bader, of Germany, advertised widely

as the day's drawing-card, proved to be an

utter fizzle, as Arendt arrived here only yes-

terday and worked out on the track only

once before the race started. The event was
run in five heats, the team winning the

most points to be declared the winner. The
Frenchmen had an easy thing, and won all

five heats, scoring 15 points to the Ger-

man's 7.

The fifty-kilometre paced race resulted in

a victory for Darragon, the holder of the

world's hour record. Jeack and Guignard

were Darragon's opponents in this event, but

the champion sprinter ran away from them

at the start and won the race by over two

laps. Both Jeack and Guignard are consid-

ered second raters by the Parisian fans, and

the result of the race was a foregone conclu-

sion. Darragon's time was 40:40 1-5.

•The first beat of the 1,500-metre open race

was exciting. There were five starters, and

up to the final sprint Heller looked an easy

winner, but Thuau dug into the pedals and

made a terrific spurt, beating out Heller by

only a foot. Helleman, another rider with

a suggestive name, crossed the tape third.

The time was 3:10 4-5.

Henry Mayer, last year's winner of the

Grand Prix, made his first appearance here

to-day in a tandem race with Heller, the

Austrian, for a partner, but was beaten. Du-

pre and Bader crossed first, Mayer and Hel-

ler second and Arend and Jacquelin third.

Summaries:
Fifty-kilometre paced race (31 miles)—Won

by Darragon. Time, 40:401-5.

1,500-metre race (1,640 yards)—Won by

Thuau; Heller, second; Helleman, third.

Time, 3:10 4-5.

Traclc Bars Big Motor Bicycles.

The use of heavy pacing motorcycles has

been formally forbidden on the Pare des

Princes track in Paris, the new regulations

limiting the weight to 165 pounds. All un-

necessary accessories, such as covered pro-

tectors, will be barred, as well as bored cyl-

inders.

The size of the tires also- has been limited,

and the pacing marshall will be at liberty

to prohibit any machine from going on the

track which he considers infringes the regu-

lations. Forty-five miles an hour under the

new conditions will be considered a good

performance, wind shields being absolutely

prohibited.

Rougli Beach Beats Hedstrom.

Oscar Hedstrom left Florida empty handed.

On Wednesday. 1st inst., he tried for the

motor bicycle kilometre record of 39 sec-

onds, held by himself, but fell short. The Or-

mond-Daytona beach, on which the trial was

made, was in poor condition, being seamed

with ripples, atid the best he could do was

40 2-5 seconds, which is at the rate of a

mile in 1:05, or 55.3 miles an hour.

An Awalcening in Wasliington.
j^

Although J. H. Clark's plea for a revival

of bicycle racing in the District of Colum-

bia, in the form of a letter to the Washing-

ton Times, lamenting that the District of

Columbia boasted of a champion in nearly

every kind of sport except bicycle racing

and which was reprinted in the Bicycling

World, was not taken seriously at the time,

it unexpectedly served to show that there

is a lot of latent interest below the surface

which requires only someone to scratch it.

Clark's communication brought a number
of letters offering co-operation and led to a

meeting of a number of local riders who
decided to reopen the Coliseum track. Four-

teenth and East Capitol streets, northeast,

for bicycle and motorcycle races this spring.

Local meets between Washington and Bal-

timore cracks will be a featm-e, and it is

hoped to have some professional riders ap-

pear.

Incidentally Scott Hamel claims to be the

champion of the District, having defeated

all comers. On Labor Day, 1903, he won
the half-mile championship on the Coli-

seum track, in competition with some of the

best amateur riders of Baltimore, Philadel-

phia and New York. At the meet held last

Labor Day at the Bennings race track,

Hamel defeated the pick of local riders in

a one mile event. Hamel therefore claims

to be the amateur champion of tlie District

of Columbia, and is willing to defend the

title by meeting any rider who covets the

title. Other good riders in Washington who
are anxious to get in the game again are

John Hill, Chester Cogswell, Joseph Bars-
doff, William Ward, Frederick Mille?- and
Howard A. Rhine.

Blacic Dove to go "Abroad.

Inspired, doubtless, by the comparative
success of Woody Hedspeth, his black com-
patriot, Melvin T. Dove, the New York negro
rider, is going to Paris. W. C. Reese, an
American resident abroad, has signed him.

For several years Dove has been the soiled

bird of the amateur flock, having committed
all sorts of offences in the effort to have him-

self professionalized. The crack profession-

als on this side of the water, however, re-

fused to compete with him, and, perforce,

the N. C. A. compelled him to mingle with

the "amateur white trash." It is probable

that, if he is permitted to race in Paris, his

desire to become a professional will finally

be gratified. For running amuck at the

Vailsburg track last fall Dove was suspended
indefinitely; but, to get rid of him, it appears
likely that the N. C. A. will be only too glad

to hand out a reinstatement.

Electrical Firm Gives a Cup.

The French electrical firm Hydra have of-

fered a cup which will bear the firm's name

to the motor bicycle covering one hundred
kilometres on the track in the best time.

The date fixed for the contests is May 4.

"Motorcycles: How to Manage Them."

Price $1. The Goodman Company, 154

Nassau Street, New York. ***
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HERE*S CYCLING "JIU JITSU"

Frenchman Evolves a "System " of Using

the Bicycle for 5elf-Defense.

What appears similar in some respects to

"jiu jitsu" has been adapted to the bicycle

by a Frenchman with lots of time to spare.

He declares that the bicycle, if used as he

directs, is far more useful in a tussle with

a highwayman than either a knife or stick.

His lessons are given by a series of illustra-

tions demonstrating how the wheel can be

used in the gentle art of self-defense.

One of the first illustrations shows how a

cyclist when dismounted can render his as-

sailant helpless by lifting his wheel and

pinioning him by the throat with the aid

of the bicycle against a tree. Of course,

there just happens to be a tree beautifully

near, and the man taking the part of the

assaUant is helpless because he has to be to

make the picture suit the Frenchman's idea,

and no real chance is given him to act as he

probably would do in the event that he was
attacking a cyclist.

Another illustration demonstrates the ad-

vantages of a cyclist by springing high in

the pedals and grabbing the assailant by the

throat. Of course, in the illustration, the

pseudo-highwayman is again rendered as

helpless as a babe with the greatest of facil-

ity. A third protective movement is to

hold the bicycle in front of one as a guard

and preventative against the assailant com-

ing closer. The fourth move looks as if it

might be effective, if (and the conjunction

changes the opinion) the highwayman made
known his intentions when about ten yards

away from his prey. The bicycle is held by
the handle-bar and wheeled on the rear tire

straight at the assailant. It acts as a sliield

and can easily be turned in any direction,

and provided the person attacking kindly ac-

quaints the cyclist which point he proposes

to strike for. Of course, one "never can
tell," and there may be some obliging high-

waymen who would be willing to do this

provided an ample reward was assured.

If a straight blow is aimed at the cyclist,

he is supposed to dodge it and hide behind

his protector, the bicycle. Should the cyclist

be armed with a stick, he has, according to

this imaginative genius, a tremendous ad-

vantage over his opponent, and can strike

at his assailant's head. In the picture this

is very easy, and the obliging highwayman
is receiving taps on the head with a grin on
his face, betraying a certain amount of

skepticism in the bicycle "jiu pitsu."

Of course, there are times when a bicycle

might serve one to good advantage when
attacked, but this would be after the old

adage, "He who fights and runs away may
live to fight another day." Flight and not

fight is the protection of the bicycle.

Like most of these demonstrations on the

art of self-defense, this particular scheme is

very much exaggerated and only works well

on paper or on the stage, when the pseudo-

highwayman has learned to act his part well.

But when it comes to real attacks, the blow

that tells comes with such rapidity that no

cyclist would be given time to think which

one of the illustrations would be most ser-

viceable, hence the blow luat tells is the one

that is not perceived coming.

BANKER STARTLES BRITONS

Newest Trick Rider Employs a Trapeze In

his •< Death Defying" Feat.

Eliminating the fluffier.

At least one motor bicycle has done away
with the muffler box and its accompanying

exhaust pipe—the Rex, one of the better

known British productions. The manner in

which the elimination is accomplished is

both simple and ingenious and is largely

explained by the accompanying illustration.

Fig. 1 shows the cylinder with the "bee-

hive silencer," as it is termed, removed,

while Fig. 2 includes an internal view of

the beehive. A double air draught is

caused because of the cylinder being cast

with an air passage between the cylinder

proper and the silencing chamber; the air

passes in at one end of the cylinder and out

at the other. A passage is left between the

chambers of the two mechanical valves, so

that another current of air joins that cir-

culating round the cylinder proper. This

air draught reaches to the valve seatings, so

that a very high degree of cooling is ob-

tained.

With regard to the silencer itself, when
the exhaust valve opens the gas expands
into a large cavity formed in the top of the

beehive; it then filters through a series of

perforated pipes into the lower chamber,
which spreads the whole length of the cyl-

inder, and escapes through holes perforated

between the cylinder flanges. By this sys-

tem back pressure is claimed to be reduced

to a minimum, while the engine is silenced

without the use of the exhaust pipe, which,

the Hex people maintain, sets up a large

proportion of the back pressure and over-

heating usually experienced.

Cyclist Sues for $10,000.

James T. Hayden, Jr., a Chicago cyclist,

has brought suit against Sidney S. Gorham
and Scott Ormsby, of Chicago, for $10,000

damages. The plaintiff claims that on Sep-

tember 30 last while riding a bicycle on
Washington boulevard, he was run down by
Ormsby's car, operated by Gorham and sus-

tained injuries from which he will never
entirely recover.

A young Canadian, Banker by name, is

astounding the Britons with .an "aerial bi-

cycle somersault loop." This is a feat that

undoubtedly requires a considerable amount
of nerve on the part of the rider, but appar-

ently not as much as did the loop-the-gap

trick.

Banker's paraphernalia consists of a long

chute a little over a yard in width, at an

angle of about 45 degrees. At the elevated

end of the chute is a level platform, from
which Banker starts, and at the lower end of

the chute is a steel trapeze frame arrange-
ment. The important feature is the trapeze
proper. Instead of the usual arrangement
the trapeze consists of two grappling hooks,
held in position by a truss frame, the whole
fixed so that it will revolve around the cross
bar.

The bicycle which Banker rides during the
stunt is unlike an ordinary machine. Hang-
ers are employed instead of pedals, and solid

tires are used on very wide rims, the tires

being wrapped with tape to prevent slipping.

The bicycle is fitted with a framework run-
ning up from the handle bar and rear forks
over the rider's head to a cross bar, which
engages the hooks of the trapeze.

Banker starts from the top of the chute
and shoots down the incline. The cross bar
of the bicycle framework locks in the grap-
pling hooks, and rider and bicycle are whirled
around the trapeze until the machine is

stopped by means of ropes attached to strong
springs. Then Banker is caught by attend-

ants.

The greatest danger lies in the chance of

Banker wobbling off the five-inch black line

painted down the centre of the incline and
missing the grappling hooks. If this should
happen the rider and bicycle would be hurled

with terrific force against the steel horizon-

tal bars at the bottom of the chute, with un-

doubtedly fatal results. It is precisely the

same with all feats of this kind—the success

of the stunt depends solely upon the nerve,

steady arm and accurate aim of the per-

former.

"The A. B. C. of Electricity" will aid you
in understanding many things about motors
that may now seem hard of understanding.
Price 50 cents. The Goodman Co., 154 Nas-
sau street, New York. ••

Chicagoan Claims the Credit.

N. H. Van oicklen, the Chicago "war
horse" of years agone, claims to have been

the "discoverer" of the speed possibilities of

the Ormond-Daytona beach, on which so

many automobile records were shattered

during the last ten days.

Ten years ago Van Sicklen visited Florida,

aud at that time found the cyclists of that

vicinity making free use of the natural

speedway, but with no idea of its possibili-

ties. On his return to Chicago Van Sicklen

took the public into his confidence and told

them of his "discovery," and he asserts the

automobile speed carnival is the direct re-

sult.
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BUTLER m THE CAGE

Returns to Professor's Calorimeter and has

a new Title Bestowed on Him.

With the six-day grind at the Garden in

>;ew Yorii City and the Jack Prince circuit

meets in other parts of the State a thing

of the past, Nat Biitler has consented, in re-

turn for an ample consideration of the coin

of the realm, to lend his pedal pushing abili-

ties to the cause of science. He accordingly

began his tasli of grinding away at the

pedals of a stationary bicycle for nine hours

a day on the 23d of last month at Wesleyau
University, in Middletown, Conn., for the

benefit of Professor W. O. Atwater, who is

recording his observations by means of

what he terms a "calorimeter." This is

nothing more or less than a dynamo, of

''-w'hich the tire of the rear wheel of the bi-
'
'cycle—not the usual pneumatic, but one of

iron—forms the armature, and any one who
has had experience in turning a hand dyna-

mo under load can sympathize with "Nat"

when he says that, "so far as fatignie goes,

the calorimeter work is much more tiresome

than any six days' race I was ever in, and

leaves me very tired at the end of the day."

The amoiint of current produced by this

"one man direct current generator set" is

accurately measured, and thus it is ascer-

tained exactly how much energy the rider

produces. As all the drink and food which

the rider consumes is weighed before it is

given to him, the experimentor is able to de-

termine the value of various foods as energy

producers.

The most economical engine used to-day

utilizes, in the shape of work, about 15 per

cent of the energy contained in the fuel sup-

plied to it. Some time ago Professor At-

water set out to compare the human ma-
chine with a mechanical one, or, in other

- words, to see which was the more economi-

cal contrivance, a human being or a locomo-

tive. Nat Butler has been employed for a

good deal of the work. As a result of the ex-

periments Professor Atwater has found that

a man is a much better engine than a loco-

motive, yielding nearly twice as much power
for a given amount of fuel.

He is even superior in this respect to the

most economical pattern of automobile. In

fact, no kind of engine as yet contrived-

steam, gasolene or electric—is equal to Nat

Butler as a producer of energy. Butler has

managed to develop about 20 per cent, with-

out counting what has been required to keep

his internal mechanism running. Of course,

it takes considerable power to keep the heart

going and the digestive apparatus in opera-

tion, and Professor Atwater saJ^s that to

reckon the expenditure for these at an ad-

ditional 20 per cent would not be over the

mark.

Thus it is seen that the human engine runs

with much less waste than any mechanical

contrivance yet invented. Man stands to-

day the model machine, and, with all his

vaunted ingenuity, he cannot construct an

apparatus that comes near to equalling his

own body as a work producer. Nor can the

mechanical engine run for anything like so

long a period without wearing out, requiring

in the same time so small an expenditure for

repairs.

In consequence of the experiments Profes-

sor Atwater has given Nat Butler a new title,

that of "Champion Energy Producer." The
bicyclist seems well pleased with the title,

and says that his work in the calorimeter

has been of great benefit to him, as he has

learned the foods that will help him the most

in his races. On a diet of beefsteak, chops.

of being the only holder of the world's six

day "kilowatt record." The "prof" should

reward him with a suitable medal. There is

not any great likelihood that his title to the

honor will be widely disputed by rivals in

the field here or abroad.

MEANS
EXTRA QUALITY
HIGHEST GRADE

NsWAIINNERTUBK

ARE A!

Morgan x Wright
CHICAGO

NEW YORK BRANCH 214-216 WEST 47TH ST.

milk and eggs lie has found that he can

grind out more energy than on any other

food.

Butler has served in this capacity in sev-

eral instances previously, and in the experi-

ments this time is to remain six days in the

calorimeter and try to show just about what
sort of work he did in the six days' bicycle

race. On Monday he worked nine hours on
a 96 gear wheel, and for the entire time

pedalled an average of eighty-five revolutions

a minute, which shows that he was going at

a pretty stiff pace. Butler's previous record

for a week's work has been about eighty-one

to eighty-two revolutions a minute, and he
says that he intends to beat this. record this

time. On Tuesday the work had so fatigued

him that he rode for only about five hours,

iDut kept up his stiff pace of the day previous.

On Wednesday he put in nearly nine hours
on the wheel.

When asked why he did the calorimeter

work he replied that he wasn't in it for the

fim of the thing, but that he got mighty good
wages, and at the same time found out what
foods would help him most in his track work.

Butler completed his race Sunday night, and
can now lay claim to the unique distinction

How Bicycles Aided Pocketpicking.

For ways that are dark and tricks that are

vain Brete Harte said the heathen Chinee

was peculiar, but for pure ingenuity in devis-

ing new schemes to relieve the unsuspecting

public of its hard earned coin the light fin-

gered gentry of the metropolis have first call.

The knowledge of human nature displayed

and the amount of enthusiasm put into the

work are really deserving of a better cause,

and would win success in any legitimate

field of endeavor.

Not long ago an epiuemic of pocket picking

broke out among the polyglot multitudes of

the East Side of Xew York City, and spread
to such an extent that the city's ubiquitous

District Attorney detailed some of his spe-

cial sleuths to investigate. It was soon
learned that but two members of the under
crust were responsible for the whole busi-

ness, canning on their operations with a bi-

cycle as the sole piece of "property" in the

act. The star rode the machine slowly—it

would be impossible to do otherwise in. the
crowded street.?-with his pal following close-

ly behind on foot. At an opportune moment
the former would "fake" a bad fall, and in

the twinkling of an eye almost the Usual

crowd would be gathered around the appar-

ently injured rider. Here's where the part-

ner got busy, and the unusual number of

falls from a bicycle that happened concur-

rently with the disappearance of sundry time-

pieces and loose coin led to the jailing of the

duo.

Three Years for Two Bicj cles.

Apparently the Florida courts have no
mercy for the cycle thief. In the Jacksonville

criminal court last week Henry M. Oliver,

who was convicted on two separate charges

of stealing bicycles, one valued at $15 and
the other at $18, was sentenced to three

years and one day in the penitentiary. An-
other thief, who purloined a bicycle valued at

$25, got off, probably because it was his first

offence, wntli ninety days in the county jail.

•TraumaUc Flat Foot " is ••Discovered."

Bicycle medical "scares" have not yet

abated. The last "discovery" on the part

of a "quack" is a "traumatic flat foot." It

is caused by wearing thin-soled, high-heeled

shoes, and is said to be common among fe-

male cyclists. The reason given is the sud-

den jar on the foot when dismounting from a

bicycle.

Where it Pays to be a Novice.

For not dofling his hat when passing a

fiineral procession, an Austrian cyclist re-

cently was sentenced to a term in jail.

When, however, he pleaded his inability to

steer the bicycle ^\ith one hand, not being
an expert rider, his sentence was remitted,
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DRAWING IN THE LINES

How Once-Qenerous Belgium is Now
[.'•Piling the Agony" onto Cyclists.

"When I was in Belgium, last summer,

after an absence of several years, I was as-

tounded by the changed cycling conditions

that now prevail," writes a Belgian who re-

sides in this country.

"When bicycling was at its zenith, no

country, catered more to the needs of the

cyclist than Belgium. Cinder cycle paths

were laid to all the seashore resorts, and at

Ostend cyclists were even permitted to ride

on the 'holy of holies'—the promenade of

that highly respectable town.

"Race tracks were built in any place

where it was thought a sufficient number of

spectators could be gathered to insure good

I'eceipts. :
.-^.

"The roads in Belgium were very good,

and, besides, they were flat. Everyone went

cycling, and races were patronized by gov-

ernment officials. King Leopold had his

wheel, and his: reason for abandoning this

healthy exercise was due to a fall in which

he broke his knee-cap. Before this accident

he was frequently seen in the early morning

at the Bois de la Cambre, in Brussels. Along

the Avenue Louise, the Champs Elysees of

Brussels, a special path for cyclists was
constructed.

"Wheels increased so rapidly that it oc-

curred to a representative in the House that

a tax on every bicycle would be a splendid

source of revenue to the government. The

bill was passed, and the modest sum of 32

was imposed as a tax for keeping a wheel.

Numbers were then affixed to the machines,

and all cyclists were warned to have the

enamel plate with the number in full view,

where it could be detected by the

police. This was the beginning of the cy-

clists' difficulties in Belgium; so interest de-

creased among those in affiuent circum-

stances, and waned to a considerable extent

on the part of the poorer classes.

Now laws have become so stringent in

Bruges and Liege that riding a bicycle in-

volves considerable risk. The paths that

were once made for the exclusive use of

cyclists are now forbidden them, and more-

over a fine is imposed on any cyclist riding

on these paths, which are now termed side-

walks.

"It is a great temptation to risk the chance

of a fine and being hauled up before the

police in the provincial towns in Belgium, In

view of the fact that the streets are paved
with huge cobblestones, which make both

riding and walking anything but pleasant.

"Considering the number of places worth
visiting on a wheel which are passed by
when in a train, it is an injustice to impose
such a multitude of restrictions on those

who indulge in this sport, as there is no
doubt but that this is one of the principal

causes of the decrease in the number of en-

thusiasts. There are roads both straight

and level which lead to the land of 'more

wooden shoes' and about which country

Dean Swift wrote some scathing verses,

among which was:

'Amphibious beings,
Sudden be your fall.

May man undam you.
And God damn you all.'

"The writer of 'Gulliver's Travels,' doubt-

less, was thinking then of the dikes in Hol-

land and how near the inhabitants of that

country were like frogs, as regards the pre-

carious conditions, which existed then, of

the dikes or dams of Holland.

"Speaking of Holland, reminds me of a

most fascinating ride I once took on the

frozen canals. It was from Bruges to Sluis,

a distance of about twenty miles, with the

frontier about half way between the two
towns. The exhilaration and pleasure of

speeding over the ice on a bicycle is even
greater than that derived from skating.

Dutchmen can be seen carrying provisions

into Belgium, and old Flemish peasants go-

ing to the Dutch town for butter, are ex-

ceedingly interesting.

"As a means of enjoyment and beneficial

exercise the bicycle was* appreciated by all

Belgians, and the main idea of a young man
was to save sufficient money»to purchase a

good wheel.

"I said before that bicycling was permitted

on the promenade in Ostend, but I remem-
ber how the freedom was gradually taken
from cyclists in a later year by only per-

mitting them to ride before 10 o'clock in the

morning.

"There is a hope left, however, for the bi-

cycle, in spite of the conditions at present in

my country, which perhaps is not so in

every land. The country is small, and short

distances are only possible in the immediate

precincts. Although it is only twelve miles

to Blankenberge from Bruges, the ride was
considered sufficient for the day, as one

could spend the time on the beach and then

return home. To Ostend is seventeen miles

from Bruges, and a day can easily be passed

in that beautiful resort. Therefore, I con-
tend that a second birth of bicycling is highly

probable in a country of short distances,

and good country roads, and that it will be
as popular as it has been in past years,"

Pity Poor Brady's Left Foot.

"The Tale of the Banker's Left Foot"

might form a fitting title to a story seem-

ingly fraught with mystery at first sight,

but in the end merely the recital of the chain

of mishaps occurring in the course of a life-

time to the left foot of a Western capitalist.

To sum it up biographically, at the tender

age of eight years it all but succumbed to

the blow of a hatchet in the hands of its

then awkward possessor, but surgical skill

saved it to run another day. But four years

later a horse picked it out as a resting place

for his hoof—result, two bones fractured.

Then for some years nothing of note hap-

pened to it; doubtless it merely provided the

usual field for the growth of painful adjuncts

in the shape of corns—a bad habit that most

feet have, though on this point the biog-

raphy of the member is silent. Then,

strangely enough, no disparagement intended

as to its proportions, another horse mistook

it for the ground, with the same result as in

the first instance. This was but two years

ago. Not satisfied with trying to match it

against the like extremities of the equine

race, the banker recently entered his left in a

contest with a motorcycle, and again to its

detriment. The motorcycle was not injured.

The gentleman in question, one J. H. Braly,
of Los Angeles, Cal., avers that he has al-

ways felt a particular dislike to the motorcy-
cle, and instinctively lifted his left foot in

the air whenever he saw one coming, but
this time it leaped upon him, and the rear
wheel tripped him. To foot up his disasters,

he possesses but a fraction of his left big
toe as the result of the early attentions of
the hatchet, twice fractured bones through
his competition with horses, and—what is left

of the member after the last escapade is not
recorded, but it seems he is not yet quite
footless, so that there is still a chance for
other motorcycle riders of his city.
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buy

BEVIN BELLS.

There are a good many
good reasons why you
should buy them. If you
are not "wise," let us

post you!

Bevin Toe Clips

and

Trouser Guards

are in the same class with

Bevin Bells.

Bevin Bros. Mfg. Co.
EASrHAMPTON, CONN.

To Encourage Light Motorcycles.

The fashionable tendency in France for

the moment appears to be in favor of the

small powered motor bicycle, says the Auto-

motor Joiirnal. Two or three special com-
petitions for this type of machine have been
on the tapis for some little time, and two at

least appear as if they were likely to ma-
terialize and be combined.

The idea seems to be growing that the

high powered motor bicycle is of very little

use to the general buyer, and that it is the

mass of the public who should be catered

for, who do not regard speed as their high-

est ideal, but rather prefer to have a low
powered engine for use occasionally from
time to time by way of assistance, attached

to a machine which can also be used as a

pedalled bicycle. In promoting this compe-

tition the motor will be treated more as an
auxiliary to the cycle, it being boldly prophe-

sied that, in ten years' time, the high pow-
ered machine for all practical purposes will

have been abandoned, and that there will be

tens of thousands of this type of motor bi-

cycle in use, the larger number of women
children and middle aged folk being, it is

contended, quite content to travel at an

average of about ten miles an hour all round,

allowing for pedalling by way of exercise

when desired. The two promoters referred

to have determined to combine their efforts

with this object, and propose to join with

them the Motorcycle Club of France, under

whose auspices this event for motor bicycles

under seventy-two kilograms will take place.

nan. Not Gear, to Blame.

"It seems to me," said one of the hardiest

road riders in New York, who has been fol-

lowing the two-speed discussion inaugu-

rated by Charles La Eue, and which has

waged for so many weeks in the columns of

the Bicycling World, "that neither Mr. La
Rue, nor any of those who have answered
him, have really touched the spot. I know
Mr. La Eue slightly, but, even if I did not,

his letters would serve to convince me that

the trouble is not with his two-speed gear

but with bimself. He is simply riding in

company too fast for him and cannot stand
the pace, whether the gear be high or low.

If he thinks his gear is to blame for his

failure to reach the top of the hills before

any of his mates, he should change wheels
with them occasionally and probably an
awakening would follow."

.Those Reliable British Motorcycles I

"A motor bicycle passed through here yes-

terday," writes a provincial correspondent

to a publication of the Emerald Isle. "It was
the first one to pass, as the others all stopped
for repairs."

"The A. B. C. of Electricity" will aid you
in understanding many things about motors
that may now seem hard of understanding
Price 50 cents. The Goodman Co., 154 Nas-
sau street. New York. •*•
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Detroit Wheelmen's Prosperous Year.

Another successful j'^ear was closed for the

X)etrdit Whe^lmeiv last Wednesday, when the

annual report showed the club to be in a

floiirishing condition and on a better finan-

cial basis than it has been in the last eight

years. Probably this was due to the efforts

of the president, Louis P. Schneider. Anj'-

way. the club members think so. for they re-

elected him to serve a third term. The club

has a membership of 403, of whom 390 are

in good standing. The organization owes no!

a cent, and, better yet, boasts of a large sur-

plus in bank. The officers elected for 1905

are: President, Louis P. Schneider; first

vice-president, Louis Beyster; second vice-

president, J. Walter Weitzel; treasurer,

Charles Lisch; directors. William Brlstow,

Charles Berdan, August Bierkamp, Dr. Will-

iam A. Hackett, Alfred Pipp, Robert Wey-
hing, Jerry Woodward, George Suckling,

William Steiger and Thomas Xorthcott. and
secretary, A. S. Burkart.

The retiring committees of the club were
honored at a banquet held in the clubhouse
on Saturday night. Louis Schneider, the re-

cently elected president of the club, acted as

toastmaster. .Tudge Phelan, a Detroit city

offic-ial, who, by the way, is still an enthusi-

astic cyclist, was one of the speakers.

Oakland's Club is O. K
The Oakland Wheelmen, Oakland, Cal.,

elected a new board of directors last week,

as folloAvs: J. H. Dorhman, M. Moffatt, E.

G. Brown, F. A. Bruzonne, W. C. Chalmers,

H. I. Smith, W. N. Kidwell, H. A. Muller, J.

M. Maurer, W. T. Sinclair and A. B. Moffatt.

At the meeting it was decided to hold an
opening club race on the Hayward triangle,

Oakland, early in March. Two gold and
two silver medals are to be offered. The
club has enjoyed a prosperous year. Besides

a large addition to the membership roll, the

club has increased the value of the club prop-

erty nearly $1,000, and added seven new
trophies to its already lai'ge collection.

Bay Views at Basket Ball.

Basket ball is among the winter recreations

of the Bay View Wheelmen, Newark, N. J.

Their basket ball team is one of the best, if

not the best, in the otate, to date having sus-

tained not a single defeat this winter, al-

though they have played weekly.

From Zion to Bicycles.

The old Mary Palmer chinch, which thirty-

five years ago stood at the corner of St. Au-
bin and Jefferson avenues, Detroit, Mich., and
which is now at the corner of St. Aubin ave-

nue and Sherman street, has passed through
more successive uses probably than any other

building of its kind. The church was first

erected as a memorial structure, and was
used as such for many years. Then it was
purchased by the Salvation Army, and meet-

ings were held in it by that organization for

several years. Alexander Dowie, or "Elijah

III," as he is reverently called by his follow-

ers, secured the church, and the "Mission of

Zion" was fJie result.

An interesting tale is told concerning this

"latter day saint." One time, when he and
a small band of the "faithful" made the pil-

grimage ttota Zion City to Detroit (or rather
the band made the pilgrimage, for Dowie
travelled in a parlor car), a large basket was
placed at the entrance of the church, and be-
cause this was not filled to overflowing with
money "Elijah III" berated everybody and
everything in general and flatly refused to
come to Detroit again. In a manner he kept
his promise, for now the former meeting
house is doing service as a bicycle repair
shop and the Dowieites are minus a place of
worship.

iij|Pi||||
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A PRESENT FOR DEALERS
A SOLID BRASS SIGN

Worth ten dollars, at the very lowest estimate. Every dealer should have at least one of these
splendid signs, and nearly all are so delighted with the effect of one, that they are eager to secure
a second, so that they may have one on each side of their door.

Save your 1904 certificates and send in your 1905 orders for

NEVER LEAK
as early as possible, in oi'der to secure one of these signs early in the season.

A "Brass Sign" Certificate accompanies each dozen 4 oz. tubes of NEVERLEAK. When you have
12 certificates, mail them to us and you will receive a SOLID BRASS SIGN, 12 by 15 inches, abso-
lutely free of charge.

BUFFALO SPECIALTY IVIANUFAOTURINC CO., Buffalo,N,Y.

Every Dog Has His Day!
THIS IS THE TIME TO

BUY YOUR BICYCLES AND SUPPLIES.
All Standard Goods and Supplies for Bicycle and

Automobile Builders and Dealers.

EXCELSIOR SUPPLY CO., - 233-54 Randolph Street, Chicago, 111.
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Reading: Standard Bicycles

are made right and sold right.

Write for our 1905 Catalog and Agents'
Prices.

Be awake and do so now.

READING STANDARD CYCLE MFC. CO.
READING, PA., U.S. A.

Makers The Thoroushbred Motor Cycle.

"

-

1

t

Read what others say:
EVANSVILLE, Ind., Dec. 26, 1904.

Reading Standard Cycle Mfg. Co.,

Reading, Pa.

Gentlemen;—Please find remittance enclosed covering
your invoice of the i6th, less 5%. The samples came to hand
all 0. K. and they are beauties, I have had nothing but com-
pliments passed on them, since I placed them in my show
window. They are sure winners.

Yours for Success,

GEO. W. HALL'

Distributors for So. Car., Ca., Fla., Ala., Miss, and Tenn., ALEXANDER-ELYEA CO.. Atlanta, Ca.

Pacific Coast Distributors, THE BRUNETTE CO., 46 1 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.tMMMHM » MM »MM M MM M M fM »»

1905 GRIEMT BUSKBOARD, Model R, $37S.
Speed, 35 Miles an Hour. Ready tor immediate delivery.

$ $ $ HERE'S MONEY $ $ $
A thoroughly practical motor car with the speed of an express train, simple as a bicycle—and not much more

expensive. The ORIENT BUCKBOARD is better than ever this year, and it costs fifty dollars less.

You can sell from five to fifty of these machines this season if you start right in. Nearly everybody can afford

a buckboard—this is your chance to add a big sum to your profits this season.

No big capital required—a small sum will start you selling Buckboards—and we'll help with a big advertising

and selling plan direct to consumers (at our expense), that will send the prospective customers right in to see you.

Full details if you wish.

Backboard, Model R,

Surrey, Model B,

$375.
450.

Runabout, Model 6,

Tonneau, Model D,

$475.
525.

WHLTHHM MaNUFaerURING eOMPHNY,
Members of Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

Factory, waLTHHM, MASS. General Sales Offices, 44 BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

I
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SOLAR LA
The reasons why

Your bicycle should be equipped with

1st. (and least). SOLARS ARE HAHDSOME—Your own eye sight proves this.

2d. (and of consequence). SOLARS ARE RELIABLE—Years of successful use with
no "lamp troubles" has abundently proved this.

(and conclusive). SOLARS ARE BEST—The Gold Medal awarded by the
Jury at the St. Louis World's Fair confirms our repeated clauses that Solars
excels all other makes. 1905 Samples, Electros and Prices now ready. Write us.

BADGER BRASS MFG. CO., Kenosha, Wis. New York Office: If Warren St.

Up-to-date Dealers handle

HUDSON

"D. & J." HANGERS
FOR

Single,

Tandem^
Triplet,

ABSOLUTELr THE BEST Quad onc— Motor Cycles.

Lightest, Nearest Oust Proof, and
Easiest Running Hanger in the World

Sole manufacturers of the celebrated

D, and J. HANGERS,
Write for our terms and prices, and special territory proposition.

HUSTLING AGENTS WANTED.

THE HUDSON MFG. CO., Hudson, Mich,

"MOTORCYCLESANDHOW
TO MANACE THEM"

REVISED EDITION BOUND IN O-OTH

The Only Book of the Sort in Existence
CONTAINS A MINE OF VALUABLE

•- INFORMATION

PRICE, ONE DOLLAR.

THE GOODMAN COMPANY
94-95-36 THbuno BuUdtntt, Now York Giiy

Goodyear

Cushion Pneumatic.
The constantly increasing call for

this tire is ample evidence that it

meets the rider's demands.
Send us your address and we will

mail you a section to show the con-

struction of the tire.

THE GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY,

AKRON, OHIO.

Schrader Universal Valve
NOTICE.

Manufacturers of Bicycles, Jobbers and

Dealers

:

(Trade Mark, registered April 30, 1895.)

SIMPLE AND
ABSOLUTELY ABR-TIGHT

In order to facilitate the
obtaining of

PARTS Of the

Schrader Universal Valve,
I have concluded to sell

parts only to the general
trade.

Parts 99-r, 9q-a, 99-3, 99-4 may be had from a11 the makers,
or from A. Schrader's Son. Price List and description of
parts sent on application.

Manofactnred by

A. SCHRADER'S SON.

KtTABLISHBD 1844.

^ 30 and 32 Rose St.,
'^ New York, U. S. A.
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Kelly Handle Bars fob 1905
w31 retain the same principles of construction, proven sound by years of usage, but

will employ heavier forgings and be marked by even greater refinement of detail and

finish than ever before.

HAVE YOU OBTAINED QUOTATIONS?

KELLY HANDLE BAR CO., Cleveland, Ohio.

(( PUT ON

PALHER TIRE5
AND 1 WILL TAKE THE WHEEL."

Just SO. A quicker and a better sale made every time if equipped

with Palmers.

THE B. F. GOODRICH COflPANY,
AKRON, O.

NBW TORK, ««-e8 Reade St and 1626 Broadwa/.
BOSTON, 167 Summer St.

CLEVELAND, 420 Suparlor St.

CHICAGO, 141 LAk« St.

BUFFALO, 9 W. Huron St.

DENVER, 1444 Curtis St
LONDON, B. C, 7 Snow Hill.

PHILADELPHIA, 909 Axch St.

DETROIT, 80 E. Congress St.

SAN FRANCISCO, 392 Mission St.
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WANTS AND FOR SALE.
1 5 cents per line of seven words, cash with order.

Indian Motocycle, 1903 model; not used dur-

ing 1904 (owner has Auio); in perfect con-

dition; should go 1905 viithout expense, except

p-rhips batteries, enamel, blue; Tires, Fisk; and

O. K..,$i2S.
One 1904 CROUCH, 3 h.p., brand new, 2 inch

Dunlop tires, lilt price ;j>200; will take ,$165. A
splendid machine.

One 1904 MARSH, thoroughly overhauled by

our experts, all perfect except one tire which is

g )od for lots of work yet, $6$
GEO. H. BACHELDER, Lowell, Mass.

TnDIAN Motor Cycle, 1904 Model; like new;
•• grip control, etc., $125. F. WIDMAYER,
2312 Broadway, New York City.

STARR

BELLS
Our 1905 line of

Bicycle Bells is now
ready. We have
added several new
styles, and it will

pay you to write us
before placing your
contract.

The Starr Bros.

Bell Company,

Easthampton, Conn

ALL ROADS ARE EASY WHEN THE

BALL
RETAINER

IS USED.
With millions In dally use, it has dtood the test lor

more than five years and is adaptable to ball bearing: of

anj kind.

If you are tuers of ball bearings we would be pleased to heat

from yon and mail you our catalog with the latest information

which we know would be profitable and interesting to you.

THE STAR BALL RETAINER CO., Lancaster. Pa.. U. S. A.

Special Stampings
F-ROIVI

SHEET METAL
THE CROSBY CO., - Buffalo, N.Y.

THE BICYCLING WORLD

HIGH GRRDE
wheels must have the

best equipments.

There is nothing that gives more valae t*i

the money than the use ol the

MORSE rSlT^r chain

The Week's Patent.

780,491. Combined Horn and Lamp. Emile
Bert, Paris, France. Filed January 12, 1904.
Serial No. 188,723.
Claim—1. As a new article of manufacture,

a lamp, and a horn enveloping with its
mouthpiece the body portion of the lamp.

2. As a new article of manufacture, a lamp
having a flaring body portion, and a horn
having a flaring mouthpiece enveloping the
body portion and providing a passage for
sound waves between the two flaring por-
tions.

ii PERFECT »>

NOISELESS IN MUD, WATER OR
DUST AND ALWAYS EASY RUNNING.

The only chain having Plictlonless

Rocker Joints. Insist on having the

Morie Twin Roller. Fits regular

•piockets.

Senu lor Catalogue and

Trade Price to

Morse Chain Co., inimansburg:, n. y.

Bicycle and Automobile

SCPPLIES.
Lowest Prices. Prompt Shipments.

JOS. STRAUSS & SON, Buffalo, N. Y.

CATALOGUE.
Thor Motor and Parts for Motorcycle and

Hubs and Parts for Bicycle on application.

AURORA AUTOMATIC MACHINERY CO.,

AURORA, ILL.

OILER.
* or Hfgh Grade Bicycles. The best and neatest Oiler in the

market. OOES NOT LEAK. The •* PERFECT " is the
only Oiler that regulates the supply of oil to a drop. It is ab-
solutely unequaled. Price 25 cents each.

We make cheaper oilers, also.

Cushman & Denison Mfg. Co., 2 iC-2 W. 23d St., N. Y.

BiCYCles>' Motorcycles
HIGH-GRADE LEADERS.

Fowler-Manson^Sherman Cycle Mfg. Co.,

241 S. Jefferson St., Chicago.
Write for terms.

JOHN S. LENG'S SON & GO.

33 Murray Street, NEW YORK,
CARRY A COMPLETE STOCK OF

BfCYGLES, TIRES, SUNDRIES.
CAREFUL ATTENTION PAID TO

RROIVli=»"r SHIPIN/IEISIT".

WORCESTER PRESSED STEEL COMPANY
Successor to

NWORCESTER RERRUI_E & IN/IRG. COIVIF^ANY,
WORCESTER, MASS.

Manufacturers of Light and Heavy Stampings in Steel, Brass, Copper, olc.
Automobile and Carriage Fittings. Bicycle Parts and Specialties.

^P^^^ Catalogs showing stock goods mailed upon request. InciuJries solicited.
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CYCLES SURPRISED THEM

Motorcycles Were There, But the Pedal-

Driven riachines Caused the Comment.

Strange though it may appear, bicycles

constituted one of the mild sensations of the

Chicago automobile show, which has held

the boards in the Windy City this week. It

was because no one expected to find them

there that so much surprise was caused.

They were a lot of 1905 Excelsiors jobbed

by the well known Excelsior Supply Com-
pany, of Chicago, who staged them in con-

nection with their exhibit of automobile ac-

cessories. What is of even more interest,

the salesman in charge informed a Bicycle

World rgpreseutative that not a few sales

had been made.

The effect of coming vinexpectedly on this

display of bicycles amid such a surrounding

of big, heavy, complicated automobiles is not

easily described under such circumstances.

The contrast between the light, simple bicy-

cle and the other vehicles was singularly im-

pressive.

There were motor bicycles at the show, of

course, but none that had not been exhibited
in New York last month. The Pope Mfg Co.,

the Hendee Mfg. Co., the Aurora Automatic
Machinery Co., had, as usual, the chief
displays. All, however, were so widely scat-
tered as to be "lost"; no two of them were
together, nor did there seem to be the same
interest in motorcycles on the part of the at-
tendance as was observable at New York.

Sweden Changes !ts Rates.

According to Sweden's new tariff, which
became effective January 1, finished bicycles

must pay an import duty of 25 kronen each,

and parts of cycles two kronen per kilo.

Travellers using cycles as means of transport
can introduce their machines free of charge,
on condition that the machines are re-ex-
ported during a stated period; otherwise the
import duty can be levied at a later date,
when a small surcharge is made.

Vanderhoof Becomes a Hanager.

To fill a vacancy, Fred C. Vanderhoof has
been appointed manager of the Fisk Rubber
Co.'s Buffalo branch. He formerly was with
the Standard Spoke and Nipple Co., and has
a wide circle of trade acquaintances.

Westinx Becomes a Company.

G. H. Westing, of Indianapolis, one of the

most enterprising dealers in the West, has

converted his business into a corporation,

the G. H. Westing Co., and will add a general

line of sporting and athletic goods. Mr.

Westing is president and treasurer; Elbert

Jenkins, vice-president, and Arthur E. Mc-
Kee, secretary. Mr. Jenkins was formerly

travelling representative of the American Bi-

cycle Co., and later of the George N. Pierce

Co.

The Retail Record.

Islip, N. Y.—Frank H. Gates; fire; total

loss.

Olympia, Wash.—G. H. Garrison & Co.,

new firm.

Bangor, Me.—Rice & Miller, removed to

No. 30 Broad street.

Port Huron, Mich.—Huron Cycle & Elec-

trical Co., damaged by fire; loss |8,000.

Grand Forks, N. D.—Lyons & Co., pur-

chased stock of bankrupt Ferguson Sporting

Goods Co.

THE RISE OF RUBBER

Why Lister is Optimistic.

Harry K. Lister, the Plainfleld, N. J., agent

for the Pierce, Columbia and Ra cycle, says

the outlook for a good season the coming-

summer is unusually bright. "I have already

received more orders for bicycles than I

received during all of last year," he says,

"and so have some reason to believe that

1905 will be a better season than for several

years past. I have talked with dealers in

other towns and their opinion corresponds

with mine."

Pierce Ulves More for Same Money.
The Pierce spring fork is this year being

incorporated in all Pierce cushion frame bi-

cycles without extra charge. Last year it

was a $5 "option." No other changes in

the George N. Pierce Co.'s list are disclosed

by their 1905 catalogue, which made its ap-

pearance last week, and which is of that

high quality befitting the Pierce reputation.

Goodman Goes to Wilmington.

XX. H. Goodman, who has been in the bi-

cycle business at Charlotte, N. C, for tha

past ten years, has opened a store and repair
shop at Wilmington, N. C, where he will

engage in business on a large scale.

How the Demand has Increased and the

Prices Shown Sympathy.

During the last ten years he imports of raw

rubber into the United States have nearly

doubled, says the India Rubber World. If

we use the official customs returns for the

fiscal year ending June 30, the comparison is

as follows: 1893'-94, 33,737,783 pounds;

19O3-'04, 59,015,651 pounds.

Meanwhile the imports for consumption in

other couitries probably have increased at a

corresponding rate. How, then, can the rub-

ber supply be said to show a decline?

The rate of production has not shown a de-

cline. But that is not the question. The nat-

ural supplies of rubber are no greater now
than at any given rate in the past. The nat-

ural rubber area is no greater now than fifty

years ago. But meanwhile the yearly pro-

duction of rubber has increased a hundred-
fold. The point to be made is that this rate

of increase must some time reach a limit. The
limit has already been reached in a great
number of regions which might be named.
America has consumed millions of pounds

of rubber obtained from Africa and produced
by processes which enabled a full grown man
to get together one pound of the material by
working a week on roots torn from the

ground. A second crop of roots was never
obtainable in the same area. The great bulk
of the African rubber output to-day is from
llanes (creepers), which never yield a product
by once. All the rubber imported from South
America under the name of "Caucho" is ob-

tained by cutting down the' trees which
yield it.

The fact that rubber has so long been ob-

tainable is due to the enormous original sup-
ply. But this supply has not been increased
or even kept up to the original limits by any
process of nature, and the rubber situation

to-day Is comparable to a private fortime of
fixed limits, which is diminished in propor-
tion as its owner draws upon it. He may
spend twice as much this year as last, but
this does not make him twice as rich; it only
hastens the time when he will become bank-
iiipt.

The same customs returns from which we
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quoted above give the following as the im-

port values of the rubber covered in the sta-

tistics of the two years under consideration;

1893-'94, $15,077,903; 1903-'O4, $40,444,250.

The chief significance of thse figures is

that the average import value of rubber-

good, bad and indifferent—has increased in

ten years from 44.6 cents to 68.4 cents.

Is such a difference—almost 53 per cent-

explainable on any other ground than that

production has not been developed at a rate

commensurate with the increased demand?

BLISTERS ON INNER TUBES
Experiments Proved Them to be Due to an

Unsuspected Cause.

Soft Tools for Driving Worlt.

For driving lieys and other work aboul

machinery a babbitt or lead hammer is bet-

ter than a copper hammei', which hardens

the more it is used. To keep the lead ham-

mer from getting out of shape, take a piece

of copper pipe, iron pipe size, drill a hole

in one side of it and fit with a handle, and

then fill in the hollow of the copper pipe

with lead.

Even better than the lead hammer are

hardwood blocks on end. Put against part

TO be driven and strike with a hammer. For

driving the stub end of connecting rods on

large engines back and forth when keyed

up, use blocks about five inches square and

three feet long.

May try to Carry Its Name Again.

The Colossal Cycle Component Corporation,

Limited, of London, which several years ago

threatened to corner the parts trade and to

set the world "afire," but which fell on evil

times, is likely to make another struggle for

existence. After floundering in the sea of

financial troubles and b?ing threatened with

foreclosure proceedings, one of its stockhold-

ers has offered to p'rovide $5,300 for distribu-

tion among the creditors and to pay all legal

costs incurred.

How to Temper Chisels.

To three gallons of water add three ounces

spirits of nitre, three ounces of wnite vitriol,

three ounces of salammoniac, three ounces of

alum, six ounces of salt, with a double hand-

ful of hoof parings. Heat tool to cherry red.

This has put new life in steel that has ap-

parently been burned, and is used to temper

chisels for cutting French burr stones.

Chain Hakers Short Lived strike.

Chain making at the Pope factory at Hart-

ford, Conn., was suspended for a time last

week. Four of the men in the chainroom

went on strike for more wages. The Pope
officials refused to grant the strikers' de-

mands, and the positions were not filled

until Tuesday.

German Exports Mounting Higher.

l<^or the ten months ending with October,

the last date for which statistics are avail-

able, Germany's exportation of bicycles to-

talled 3,656 tons. During the same period

of 1903 but 2,917 tons of cycles and parts

left the empire.

Blistering of the inner tube is not frequent,

but when it does occur, according to a man

who should be in position to know, it usual-

ly is ascribed to the wrong cause.

Making Rigid Forks Convertible.

After a fashion one of the most ingenious
spring forks that has made its appearance
in quite some time has ''ome out of the West
—Far West—Canyonville, Ore., to be exact.

It is the creatioii of -xiles luclntyre, a clever
machinist and watcli maker of that city,

and is being manufactured by the Steel

Vault Mfg. Co., Portland, Ore. It is shown
by the accompanying illustration.

The ingenuity of the device lies in the

manner in which it is made to convert an
ordinary rigid fork into a spring one wiw-
out alteration of the former in any way.

PAT. APPLIED FOil

It weighs but fifteen ounces, and, due to

its peculiar operation, it is claimed to auto-

matically adjust itself to weights of all or-

dinary riders, having no dead ends and no
side whip. The wlieel moves iip and down in

the fork, according to the uiievenness of the
road. In attaching, the wheel is removed
from the forlcs, the spring clamps are slid

up the fork sides until the hole in the large
end of the spring is opposite the hole in

the fork tip. The crescent shaped arm, with
its liub and plain washer adjusted, is in-

serted between the fork tip and the spring,

and a bolt passes thronsh all. being threaded
tlirovigli the spring, and a nut screwed onto
its end malves it secure. At the other end of
the crescent arm are attached link plates,

which further extend and are connected to

the outer end of the spring. The wneel axle
is inserted into the holes through the cres-

cent arms, special shaped wasliers are placed
on, which fit slots in the arms, and the axle
nuts screwed on tightly.

The crescent arms being pivotally connect-
ed between the forlv tips and springs, move
in a circle, exerting a rotary motion on the
a.xle, preventing side whip of the wheel.

As the wheel moves upward the link plates
gradually change their angle of pull on the
spring, losing leverage over the latter,

which is increasing in strength as it is

drawn together. Also, as tlie crescent arms
move upward and backward they gain lev-

erage to oppose tiie upward movement of the
wheel.

He says he first noticed tliis pecuUarity in

iiuifr tul)es some eleven or twelve years ago,

"wlien it was then forcibly brouglit before

juy attention by the failure to sell a tire

patent owing to this cause, which at the

time was put down by the prospective pur-

chaser as due to an inherent fault in hte tire

itself."

"From that time I made many experiments

and observations whenever I came across an
inner tube that was blistered in the manner
described," he continues. "It will be no-

ticed, I think, in all these cases, that the

blisters and abraisions are at extremely reg-

ular intervals, in fact, so regular that at first

it looks as if they were caused by the spoke

heads or nipples, but the fact of them being

too close together shows that this was not

the cause.

"The conclusion I have come to, and which
has been borne out by experiments, and
which can easily be repeated by any one who
suffers from a blistered tube, is that it is

caused by a straight moulded tube—that is,

a tube which is moulded in one straight

length, and joined up, that is too large for

the tire. When a loose fitting tube of this

description is put into a tire, the outside of

the tube next the tread of the tire is ex-

panded by the air pressure, but the bottom

half that lies over the spoke heads is already

larger than the rim itself, and is contracted

into enormous puckers and ripples, and it Is

these puckers that chafe and eventually blow

out into the form of a blister when the tube

is chafed sufliciently within.

"In one case I had tube after tube of the

same diameter blister in the manner de-

scribed, but on shortefiing a similar tube by
about two inches, so that it stretched itself on

the rim, tlie trouble immediately ceased, thus

showing that the trouble was not due to the

edges of the cover, but to the puckering of

the inner tube. It will be seen in this case

that the tube, being slightly smaller than

the rim, stretched itself and could not pucker,

as did the others which laid loosely on the

rim.

"I further experimented on the same tire

with a moulded tube—that is, a tube moulded

so that the botom side is of a smaller diam-

eter than the top—and in this case there was
no chafing or mistering. The experiment is

a very simple one, and any of your readers

who suffer from these blisters on the inner

tubes can easily verify this statement for

themselves. If they have a 28-ineh tire that

blisters, let them put on a 26-inch tube and

watch the result.

"I do not say that the edge of the rim has

nothing to do with it, as I believe that some

tires are more susceptible to causing this

than others.

"At the present time I have a bicycle in

which the tubes, as supplied with the tires.

blistered in the manner described, but since

shortening tlie tube by al)out an incli, so as

to give an amount of stretch on the tube in-

stead of it laying loosely in the tire, the

trouble has entirely ceased.

"The inference is that when this trouble ex-

i-^ts. a smaller size tube should be used, so

that there is a certain amount of stretch on

it, or, beter still, that a good moulded tube

should be used."
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The Exhibit of Pope Bicycles at the Paris Show.

How Ignition Systems Differ.

Probably in no one other feature of the

motorcycle is such divergence of opinion in

evidence as to be noted in the differing

standards clcsely adhered to in the matter

of ignition by the makers in Germany,
France, Great Britain and this country.

In the first named a magneto that is at once

powerful, simple and compact has been de-

signed and brought to a state of efficiency

that renders the rider of a machine so

equipped independent of the battery. In

short German makers consider the magneto
a source of ignition without superior, and its

use is almost universal there. France also

exhibits a strong tendency in tliis direction,

but so far has not adopted the method to

quite the same extent. In both these coun-

tries it is merely a question of the magneto
or the accumulator.

Where Great Britain is concerned the stor-

age battery has first call, and conditions are

reversed, the adherents of the magneto being

largely in the minority. In the United States

there is nothing to be said regarding either

of these systems, for the dry battery holds

undisputed sway, and from present condi-

tions its strongly intrenched position is seem-

ingly not in danger of attaclc. One explana-

tion of this may be found in the fact that the

motorcycle is in very much more general use

abroad than here.

For the benefit of the numerous users of

accumulators a German concern has recently

placed on the market a convenient portable

piece of apparatus which makes recharging

but a matter of connecting up with the

source of current supply. This is made in

two sizes, the smaller consisting of a base

carrying a simple "pole finder," a socket for

one 16 c. p. lamp to supply the necessary re-

sistance, a switch and the requisite binding

posts. In the larger, four sockets are mount-

ed on the base, a more elaborate "pole finder"

and an enclosed snap switch. As lamps are

to be had wherever current is available, it is

unnecessary to carry them, thus doing away
with more than half the bulk of the charging

resistance when ready for use. The smaller

size is intended particularly for charging mo-
torcycle accumulators.

For Brazing Cast Iron.

For brazing cast iron, a new compound has

been invented by B. Springer, of Des Moinc-s,

Iowa. The article is heated to a brazing-

heat, and the compound—a powder—is sup-

plied as in ordinary brazing, and is followed

by the use of brass filings, wire, or brazing

spelter. The compound is said to act upon
the iron in such a way as to render it

porous. When cast-iron is heated to the

brazing heat and the composition is applied,

it is for the time practically malleable iron,

and the pores in the two faces to be brazed

become filled with molten spelter and thus

become joined. The practical working of

this composition is easily ascertained by saw-
ing through a test piece after it has been
brazed. The iron for an inch or two from
the fissure is permeated with particles of

the brazing metal, which follow the pores

of the metal. ±he brazing can be ''^ne

quickly and with the ordinary brazing torch.
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THE WISE RIDER BUYS THE NATIONAL
THE SATISFIED RIDER BUYS AGAIN.

A sale easily made means quick profit to the

dealer. Wherever you find a dealer pushing the

NATIONAU you meet a successful one.

Get in line for the NATIONAL Agency for

1905. , You can make money out of it.

.

WHAT YOU GET EOR YOUR MONEY IS AS

IMPORTANT AS THE AMOUNT

YOU PAY.

Por Agency

May 24, 1904.

This is the fourth year that I have ridden this

wheel and would not trade it for a new one of

any other make. E. F. HAMMOND.

fer^TSidress NATIONAL CYCLE MFG. CO., Bay City, Mich., U.S.A.

FISK TIRES
well may be styled

Tue AGENTS' ALLY and tue RIDERS' FRIEND.
They are all of one quality, the best ; they

all bear the brand FISK, they are never

found on the bargain counter or in the "job

lot" establishment, and those who buy
them are given the fullest protection.

The Fisk Rubber Company, chkopee Fans, Mass.

BRANCHES: New York, 754-756 Seventh Ave. ChJca^o, 52 State Street.

BOSTON, 226 Columbus Ave.
SPRINGFIELD. 40 Dwight St.
NEW YORK. 754-756 Seventh Ave.
PHILADELPHIA. 828 Arch St.
ATLANTA, 103 N. Pryor St.
SYRACUSE, 423 So. Clinton St.
BUFFALO. 893 Main St.
CLEVELAND, 318 Euclid Ave.
DETROIT. 254 Jefferson Ave.

MONTREAL. CANADA.

CHICAGO, 1251 Michigan Ave.
ST. LOUIS, 3908 Olive St.
OMAHA. 1116 Farnum St.
KANSAS CITY, 1330 Main St.
MINNEAPOLIS. 704 Hennepin Ave.
DENVER. 1534 Glenarm St.
SAN FRANCISCO, 114 Second St.
LOS ANGELES. 1034 So. Main St.

LONDON. ENGLAND.
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"The Wheel" and the "American Cyclist."
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By

The GOODMftN eOMPflNY
94-95-96 Tribune Building,

(iS4 Nassau Street)

NEW YORK, N. Y.

TELEPHONE, 2652 JOHN.

Subscription, Per Annum [Postage Paid] $2.00

Single Copies [Postage Paid] ... 10 Cents

Forelg^n Subscription $3.00

Invariably in Advance.

Postage stamps will be accepted in payment for subscripjons,

but Ko< for advertisements. Checks Drafts and Money Orders

should be made payable to The Goodman Company.

Entered as second-class matter it the New York, N. Y.,

Post Office, September, 1900.

General Agents : The American News Co., New York City

and its branches.

t^^ Change of advertisements is not guaranteed unless copy
therefor is in hand on SATURDAY preceding the date ol

publication.

5^^ Members of the trade are invited and are at all times

welcome to make our office their headquarters while in New
York ; our facilities and information will be at their command.
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Turning to Wood Rims.

It begins to appear tliat the wood rim

finally is "catching on" in England. Of

course, the trade press of that country has

for years pursued a studied policy of deri-

sion and opposition to all things American,

which policy has applied to few inventions

with greater bitterness than to the wood rim.

It has been a butt for British ridicule, and

has been made to appear everything, from

a danger to life and limb, up and down the

scale.

The nearest approach to logic the opposition

has ever assumed was contained in the con-

tention that the damp atmosphere of the

"tight little isle" was fatal to wood rim

joints. It was to no purpose that it was

pointed out that the wood felloe was in quite

general use in practically every other coun-

try on the globe, not excepting saturated

South America. The press absolutely re-

fused to accept it seriously. Whether or not

the attitude was due to the fact that there

were several manufacturers of steel rims in

Great Britain is a matter of interesting con-

jecture.

Be that as it may, however, there are in-

dications that the Britisu cyclist has been

learning a few things on his own account.

His inclination and lieener appreciation of

the coaster brake, as compared with the half-

finished "free-wheel" device, is one of the

signs of the times, but nothing is more sig-

nificant than the recent remark of one of the

British prints, that "wood rims are becoming

more and moi-e popular with wheelmen."

That this admission is not merely edi-

torial opinion is evidenced by the corre-

spondence column of the paper in question.

For several weeks this column has contained

not a few letters from British riders testi-

fying to the merits of the wood rim.

"I have used them in all kinds of weathers

without trouble of any kind. They have

been completely covered with mud for over

a week, but there is not the least sign of

warping," writes one of these correspond-

ents.

"My experience with wood rims has been

so favorable that I would not like to go

back to steel again," says another one. "I

have used the wood rims daily for the last

four years, and they remind me of the 1%
Dunlops of 1892, they are so vibrationless.

As a rider of twenty-five years' experience,

•I have never come across a pair of steel

rims that would stand the strain as these

wood rims have done, and they are still in

good condition."

When a British paper opens its columns to

such expressions as these, it suggests that

the entire Americanization of the English

trade is not far off, and that signs of the

millennium itself are due to appear on the

horizon.

About Rubber Substitutes.

The statement that the late Dr. Carl Otto

Weber believed that in five years, had his

life been spared, he could have discovered

synthetic rubber, brings up again the ques-

tion of the possibility of finding a true sub-

stitute for rubber, says the India Rubber

World.

Continuing, it goes on to say: "Taking up

the learned chemist's statement as it stood,

and allowing him to be able to solve so

wonderful a problem, the results in a com-

mercial way could hardly have been felt

for many years after the discovery, and

possibly never. No great industry can be

revolutionized in a day, or a year. If syn-

thetic rubber were discovered -to-day, its

progress would be like that of synthetic

indigo, a series of experiments covering

years before the product could be produced

economically enough to warrant its manu-

facture on a large scale.

"A review of all the so-called 'rubber sub-

stitutes" in the field to-day does not bring

to light one that anywhere near approaches

even a poor grade of India rubber in its

resiliency. As assistants to rubber in com-

pounding there are many valuable substi-

tutes, but used alone, where elasticity is

required, they are useless.

"Taking up a minor virtue of India rub-

ber, that of plasticity, with perhaps insulat-

ing or waterproof qualities added, there

have been substitutes. They are of distinct

value to the rubber trade, and it is to be

hoped that many others may soon be added

to the list."

To sum up, then, real synthetic rubber is

as far off as ever, but products that may be

successfully substituted for rubber—in cer-

tain fields—are already in use, and doubt-

less others will be developed. But mean-

while the demand for natural rubber con-

stantly grows, for the production of goods

in which no "substitute" has ever been

unique and most valuable feature—that of

"found to serve."

From which it appears that those who
have been confidently anticipating a pneu-

matic tire made of a rubber substitute, with

all of the virtues of the latter and none of

its drawbacks, will have to content them-

selves with existing conditions for some
time to come. That is, indefinitely.

Automobile makers who employ chains owe
much to the bicycle for the development of

this important means of transmitting the

power. Compared with what they were in

the early days of the safety, the bicycle

chains of to-day combine quality and cheap-

ness in a rare degree. They are not alone

extremely light, but strong and smooth run-

ning. The gap between the cumbersome, in-

accurately made article of ten years ago

that rattled and jumped the sprockets regu-

larly, and the finely finished, featherweight

chain of to-day is indeed great, and all the

credit is due to the chain makers.

If, instead of erecting life nets at dan-

gerous turns, the French Touring Club

preached and spread the doctrine of coaster

brakes, they would add as much to the tour-

ist's safety and more to his pleasure. There

never was another device that so thoroughly

incorporated the life-preserving principle. To

back pedal at the appearance of danger is

instinctive.
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WHEELER HEADS THE LIST

Californian Averages Century Per Week

to do so—Chlcagoan is Second.

During the j^ear 1904 a total of 706 century

runs were reported by members of the Cen-

tury Road Chib of America. Henry H.

Wheeler, that enthusiastic veteran, of Po-

mona, Cal., heads the list with a score of

52 one-hundred-mile runs to his credit, and,

of course, wins the chief award. Andrew

Clausen, Chicago, with 43, and F. I. Per-

reault, Maiden, Mass., with 41, account for

tne other two prizes. The list of those wuo
reported three or more centuries each, as

compiled by .T. W. Peterson, chairman of the

road records committee, is as follows:

1, Henry H. Wheeler, Pomona, Cal., 52; z.

Andrew Clausen, Chicago, 111., 43; 3, Fred I.

Perreault, Maiden. Mass., 41; 4, F. E. Mom-
mer, New York, 40; 5, Albert D. Rice, Central

Falls, R. I., 33; 6, Thomas S. Floyd, Win-

throp, Mass., 25; 7, Patrick J. Sheary, Jersey

City, N. J., 21; 8, Harry Early, Bayonne, N.

J., 19; 9, Wniiam F. Watson, Philadelphia,

Pa., and Emil Leuly, West Hoboken, N. (T.,

18 each; 10, Charles L. ..^enart. New York,

16;' 11, Arthur C. Pierce, ^.j-alden, Mass., 15;

12, Gilbert C. Badeau, Far Rockaway, N. Y.;

George B. Salter, Chicago, 111., and George

W. Seaward, Brooklyn, 14 each; 13, Robert

H. Weems, Brooklyn, and Charles Hansen,

Jersey City, N. J., 11 each; 14, Frank Hutz-

wohl, Jersey City, N. J., and O. J. Nelson,

West Hoboken, N. J., 10 each; 15, Edmund
P. Elmers, Cliicago, 111., and Robert S. Camp-
bell, New York, 9 each; 16, Harry B. Hall.

Brooklyn; Edward Groom, Morris Heights,

N, Y.; William Davis, .Jersey City, N. J.;

Fred J. Wiemann, New Y'ork; Noble O. Tar:

bell. Lake Geneva. Wis.; ^x. E. Fischer, West
Hoboken, N. J., and Albert Selle, Brooklyn,

8 each; 17, J. Simmons, Jersey City, N. J.,

and John Bailie, New York, 7 each; 18, Wil-

liam Maurer, Broolilyn; Charles P. Soulie,

New York; John L. Downey, Newark, N. J.;

W. C. Wilkins, Waltham, , Mass. ; Urania Tyr-

rel, Philadelphia, Pa.; J. A. Sierra, New
York, and W. E. Brackett, Lynn, Mass., 6

each; 19, Frank R. Riley, Jersey City, N. J.;

William G. Meister, Broolclyn; Maxwell Dren-

nan, .Jersey City, N. J.; William Arbeit, Jer-

sey City, N. J.; Charles Max, Jersey City,

N. .L, and .L G. Stiefel, Buffalo, N. Y., 5 each.

Four centuries each—Rudolph A. Muller,

New York; John McComb, Jersey City; W.
E. Thompson, Brooklyn; W. A. Sears, Attle-

boro, Mass.; Philip Siekenius, New York;
Frank Blatz, Jersey City; Clarence Todd,
Bayonne, N. J.

Three centuries each—Walter Joynes, Jer-

sey City; George Holmes, Jersey City; J. E.

Gregoire, Brooklyn; E. H. Gingras, Attle-

boro, Mass.; Charles S. Schnepp, New York;
George F. Eagan, Jersey City; John Mon-
tano, Jersey City; George W. Kirner, Brook-
lyn; Peter A. Dyer, Brooklyn; William F.

Clark, Newark, N. J.

Total number of centiu'ies reported during

the year, 706.

Multiple centuries were ridden during the

year as follows: Fred I. Perreault, Maiden,
Mass., 1 quadruple, 6 doubles; Henry H.
Wheeler, Pomona, Cal., 2 triples, 1 double;

William F. Watson, Philadelphia, Pa., 1

triple, 1 double; Thomas S. Floyd, Winthrop,
Mass., 4 doubles; Albert D. Rice, Central

Falls, R. I., 4 doubles; Arthur C. Pierce,

Maiden, Mass., 3 doubles; Andrew Clausen,

Chicago, 111., 2 doubles; Fred E. Mommer,
New York, 2 doubles; Charles L. Shoenart,

New York, 2 doubles.

One double each—Harry Early, Bayonne,
N. J.; P. J. Sheary, .Jersey City; Peter A.

Dyer, Brooklyn; William Maurer, Brooklyn;
William G. Meister, Brooklyn; Albert Selle,

Brooklyn; O. J. Nelson. West Hoboken, N. J.;

Gilbert C. Badeau, Far Rockaway, N. Y.;

Philip Siekenius, New xork, and .7. A. Sierra,

New I'ork.

The tabulation of the year's mileage has
not yet been completed.

WALTHOUR ASKS FOR MERCY
His Combativeness All Gone He Pleads for

a Fine—Others Also Contrite.

Wily the Lady Remained Stout.

In Philadelphia there is a society woman
who wished to decrease a certain amount
of adipose tissue. With this idea in view
she took to cycling. All went fairly well

the first two lessons, and she gained confi-

dence in herself and thought, not so mucti

of the enjoyment derived from cycling, as

becoming solte and comely of figure as she

had been in her earlj' twenties. After the

second lesson the genius, who was telling

her what not to do, suggested that she ride

down a hill in the vicinitj- of Fairmount
Park.

Mounting the bicycle at the highest point,

she turned her head to say a word or so to

her kind instructor, when the bicycle com-

menced slowly to descend. Gradually

n6t very gradually, the speed increased, until

the excited woman's ankles were "working
overtime" far l>eyond their intended capacity.

On, OH went the plethoric cyclist, steering

the wheel as well as she could under the

circumstances. ' She passed friends, who
thought she rode extremely well after so

little practice. But an end had to come,

and after' a woman's fashion she became
deadly faint and left the bicycle to itself,

while she reposed in a nearby ditch.

The lady now is more corpulent than ever,

and, strange as it may seem, resents se-

verely any mention of bicycles.

Memphis, Tenn., Jan. 12, 1905.

The Bicycling WorW.
Gentlemen: Please take my "ad" out

of your For Sale column. I have sold
the Indian motorcycle I advertised. Had
four straight orders for it at once, and a
number of letters asking for description.
Considering the season, this speaks well

of your paper and of the demand for sec-
ond hand motorcycles. Inquiries came
from Portland, Me., to Kansas City, but
none from the South.

Yours truly, H. A. WHITE.

The "Walthour Cycle Racing Association,"

a refuge for cyclists with sore heads or other

troubles, is "off"—away "off," and Robert,

himself, is pleading for mercy.

Despite reports from Atlanta, Ga., and

from Paris that he had been reinstated by the

National Cycling Association, this is found

to be untrue, or at least premature, although

inquiry' of Chairman Batchelder brings to

light that the "fallen idol" is trying hard to

have the year's suspension, wliich was im-

posed upon him by the Board of Control for

quitting the six-daj' race and raising a rum-

pus, changed to a fine instead.

Walthour's haughty mien, which he main-

tained when he loudly talked of forming a

rival organization to "smash the N. C. A. to

smithereens," as he expressed it, has en-

tirely vanished, and he now seems anxious

only to get back under the official umbrella.

He, of course, promises to be good in the

future if reinstated.

Nor is Walthour alone in his plea for clem-

ency. James F. Moran, of Chelsea, Mass.,

who was suspended for a year; Otto Maya,

Erie. Penn. ; James Bowler, Chicago, who
received suspensions of six months each, also

ask for reinstatement, and their petitions

will be acted iipon at the annual meeting of

the National Cycling Associati- n this month.

Nat Butler arranged for the payment of

his fine of .$50 some time agf\ and has since

competed in Jack Prince's Buffalo and Troy

indoor race meets. Jed'Newkirk, Ben Mun-
roe and John Bedell have arranged for the

payment of their fines of $50 each, and will

get in the harness once more at Prince's

Philadelphia meet, as will alsa Hugh Mac-
Lean, who was fined ^100. Menus Bedell,

the other quitter, has arranged to "make
good" for his fine of $-50, and sailed on Tues-

day for Europe, where he will mate with

Willie Fenn dm-ing the summer.

The Sultan and the Bicycle.

Abdul Hamid II, the Sultan of Turkey, Is

a sportsman of the first water, if a picture

that appeared in the London News some
time ago can be believed. It shows an in-

terior view of the palace, in which a bicycle

steeplechase has been built, and depicts the

Sultan sprinting around the track on a bi-

cycle (English, of course), hiu-dling boxes

and other obstacles, while the beauties of the

harem are in the distance gazing at the mar-

vellous feats with admiration depicted on

their countenances. Verily, the English pho-
tographer must be on very friendly terms
with Abdul, or else has plenty of money to

pay for specially posed for pictures.

The Ramblers' Bicycle Club of Buffalo, the

pioneer cycling association of tliat city, will

celebrate its tM^entieth anniversary February
16, with giving a banquet. A dance will fol-

low the dinner.
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Experience Counts
You've heard that before, and it applies

as soundly to the design and con^

struction of coaster brakes
as to any other article.

THERE'S WHERE WE 5C0RE.
The MORROW was the first coaster brake;

all others came after—long after. This
means that the ripest experience is

embodied in the MORROW; and
the result is found not less

in its manufacture than
in its principle.

FOR INSTANCE:
Ycu would not place the brake on a wagon as shown

below with the pressure applied en the side, giving

the wheel opportunity to spring and
making the Irake inefficient. You would put the brake on a wagon this way.

«

Yet that is the way other coaster brakes are applied

on the hubs of bicycles, and that is why experienced

riders will use no other than "MORROW"
• Coaster Brakes.

And this is exactly the principle of the MORROW—it's

the right principle.

We will be glad to mail you
a copy of our booklet.

It's "catchy."

ECLIPSE MACHINE COMPANY,
ELMIRA, N. Y.
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America's Best Known

BECAUSE

They Give Best Service

CENNESSEE. KEIM

C
R
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K
S

BICYCLE FRAME PARTS
IN

READY TO PIN AND BRAZE,
MEN'S, WOMEN'S, GIRLS' AND BOYS' SIZES.

FRAME No. 27.

INCLUDING

SHELBY COLD DRAWN SEAMLESS TUBES,
Forksides, Stays and Stem in all diameters. Guages and shapes carefully cut

and trimmed to fit frame connections exactly.

One and two-piece Hangers. Three patterns in Sprockets, i8, 20, 22, 24, 26

and 28 tooth. Nickeled Seat Posts, with or without expanders. Head Fittings,

Crowns, Clusters and Fork Ends in a large variety of styles and sizes.

Please write for prices and information on any want you may have for

Bicycle merchandise.

JOHN R. KEIM, Buffalo, N. Y.
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CYCLING A GODSEND

So Says Prof. Warren, Who Tells How to

Make the Most of it.

"I do not hesitate to say that bicycling is a

veritable Godsend to the man or woman in

search of health, or to one who has it and

wishes to retain it," says Professor Warman,

whose series of papers on physical education

have attracted some little attention. "But

there are three things to be strictly observed

in order to make bicycling a pleasure instead

of a curse: First, moderation in distance;

second, correct position; third, correct breath-

ing.

"Moderation cannot be specified by any

special number of miles. What is modera-

tion with me (a chip of a boy only 57 years

young) might kill some riders, and some

riders would have no difficulty in leaving me

in the lurch. I am not an expert nor an

ex-spurt. In the summer of 1900, in Chicago,

I rode ninety-one miles in seven hours (the

mercury 91 in the shade). Tired? No. I

never tire. I always stop short of that point

by observing my own rule of moderation,

viz., do not ride so far that the last mile

robs you of any of the pleasure of the pre-

ceding ones; in other words, never ride until

you are fatigued. If you are going fifty

miles and you feel that twenty, at a stretch,

would tire you, just jump off at the end of

ten miles and allow the muscles to relax for

about two to five minutes, not longer. Do
this at the end of each ten miles, if neces-

sary, and you will reach your journey's end

as fresh as a daisy.

"Correct Position.—This is neither erect

nor the monkey-on-a-stick position. It is the

golden mean between the two extremes. To
sit correctly is not, necessarily, to sit erectly.

To do so, is physiologically wrong tmless

one uses (as he should) the hygienic instead

of the rigid frame. Even then, for com-

fort, for vital economy, for speed, the rider

should seek the centre of gravity, which is

midway between the two wheels. If he sits

erectly he becomes a drag on the rear wheel,

is obliged to propel or push the bicycle as if

he were a thing apart; whereas, every true

wheelman knows that he is a part of the

thing itself (not necessarily a crank) so long

as it is under motion—and under him. The
body should incline forward from the hips

without crooking the spine. • This position

leaves the chest well raised, giving freedom

to the heart and lungs, and prevents what
has been the greatest hygienic objection to

bicycling, viz., the jar to the kidneys, spine

aiid base of brain (some brains, however,

would not be much affected).

"The handle bars should be neither too

high nor too low; not high enough to crook

the arms, nor low enough to crook the spine.

The arms should be straight when inclining

(not bending) the body forward.

"The saddle should tip slightly forward

—

never the otlier way. It sliould bo sufficient-

ly high to allow the legs to almost fully ex-

tend with every revolution of the pedals.

By heeding this caution—at any rate of

speed—you will never experience the ci-amp-

ing of the thigh muscles.

"To get the right position of the saddle and
handle bars, raise the saddle sufficiently high

that when the pedal is at the lowest point,

your heel will rest lightly thereon without
bending the body to the side. This extends

the leg without stretching, and when the

ball of the foot (not the instep) is on the

pedal, you will have sufficient play of knee

and ankle. This position will also prevent

the knees from rising too high, a very objec-

tionable feature. The proper distribution of

weight means better distribution of effort.

"Correct Breathing.—By this I mean deep,

full, diaphragmatic breathing, and always
through the nostrils, even in liill-climbing.

When a hill is so steep that you cannot as-

cend without opening the mouth, it is bet-

ter and wiser to dismount and push your

wheel up. By controlling the diaphragm
you will learn to control both the breathing

and the heart action. Make it a muscular

instead of a mental or nervous action by
controlling the diaphragm through the action

of the waist muscles. By all means avoid

opening the mouth and forcibly expelling the

l)reath when reaching the top of the hill.

This habit frequently results in valvular trou-

ble, as it causes too great dilation of the

heart.

"I cannot speak too highly of the benefits

of bicycling as a lung exerciser. When one
is at rest he consumes about 500 cubic inches

of air in a minute, but when riding a bicycle

only nine miles an hour, the air consump-
tion is 1600 cubic inches a minute. At a
speed of twelve miles an hour the air con-

sumption leaps up to 28(X> cubic inches, while
at eighteen miles an hour the rider in-

creases the consumption of air to 3000 cubic
inches a minute. That is a consumption
worth having.

'•Just one word more. Bicycling will re-

duce one's weight (if over fleshy), providing
he rides fast enough and far enough to per-
spire freely and thus burn out the adipose
tissue. If one is underweight and needs
good solid flesh, he can get it by riding
more moderately and eating nutritious food
to repair the waste and so continue until

nutrition exceeds the waste. As a noted
humorist said: 'It's a poor mule that doesn't
work both ways.' In my own case, I suc-

ceeded in reducing my weight over twenty-
five pounds; in fact, the very first day I

rode—or tried to ride—the wheel, I fell off

196 pounds."

"VAN" AND HIS CUP

Why he did not Learn Whether a "$1,000
Offer" for It Was True.

Larson Wants Only $15,000.

Magnus Larson, of Chicago, 111., has begun
suit against Thomas Ambrose and I. M. Dill-

man, also of Chicago, to obtain balm for al-

leged injuries caused by the defendants'
automobile. Larson, who was riding a bi-

cycle at the time of the accident, thinks
$15,000 will make him whole again.

From somewhere or other the report

reached Chicago that Colonel Pope stood

ready to give $1,000 for a cup he presented

for competition several years ago and which

was won by N. H. Van Sicklen, the then

crack amateur of the West. Van Sicklen

heard it, and as he is now big and hog-fat

and as his racing days are over, he no longer

had any compunctions about violating the

amateur rule—or at any. rate an interviewer

places him in this position and makes him
say:

"Well, $1,000 at this date, so far removed

from the time I won this cup, seemed good

to me, and I asked Mrs. Van Sicklen to get
some silver polish and fix up the old cup so

that it would shine like new. 'What for?' she
asked, suspecting something.
" 'Well, Colonel Pope wants to buy it for

$1,000,' I replied.

" 'If it is worth that to the colonel,' she re-

plied, 'it is worth that to me.' And out on
the parlor table she put the burnished trophy.
It is to stay there. I came near ruining my
amateur standing by disposing of the old

trophy, but now I'm glad that my wife de-
cided to keep it."

Van Sicklen was then asked what had be-

come of his scores of medals and other
trophies testifying to his prowess on the cy-
cle trackl

"What have I done with my medals and
trophies?" he responded, repeating the ques-
tion. "Have I sold them? Well, I guess not.

They are in the safety deposit vault, where,
I suppose, they will remain until my two
boys get them out to decorate their homes."

Were Justice is Not Merciful.

From that island "nine by seven" on the
other side comes a not uninteresting para-
graph on the delights of cycling after dark
and what may happen should a rear light be
forgotten.

On January 14 a cyclist was summoned for

riding after dark without a light. The mag-
istrate ordered the cyclist to pay costs, $3.

After examining the contents of his pockets
the cyclist discovered he had only $2. He
tendered this, and promised to forward the
remainder, but the offer was refused, and he
was then sentenced to five days' imprison-
ment. This was not all, as the "lawbreaker"
was then handcuffed and taken away in a
prison van to the lockup.

Once in jail he was ordered to take a bath
in "ice" cold water, was given the garb worn
in that institution and placed in a dark cell.

When he entered the prison he was allowed
to send a telegram to a friend asking him to

come and bring money enough to release him.
The friend sent a reply, which just saved his

moustache and hair, as the barber was about
to begin operations on his scalp.
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DELUGE OF LEGISLATION

riany Law* for Automobiles Hit Motor-

cycles, and in Texas, Racycles, too.

During the past two weeks automobile

legislation, which specifically or by implica-

tion includes motorcycles, has become almost

epidemic. There is no part of the country

that has been entirely free from the con-

tagion.

In Massachusetts a pending amendment to

the present law, which specifically mentions

motorcycles, would increase the judicial

powers of the State Highway Commission

and make it possible for that body to re-

voke the license of a manufacturer or dealer,

and thus practically put him out of business,

as they could no longer test or demonstrate

their machines on the road. There is also

pending a proposal that the "gearing and

other mechanical devices used for the trans-

mission of power from the engines of motors

or motor vehicles should be so arranged that

the speed of such motor vehicles cannot ex-

ceed that permitted by law." As the law

provides different limits of speed in cities,

parks and in the country, no one has yet

attempted to explain how the gearing can

be arranged to comply with the requirement,

if it is enacted. This requirement is similar

to one pending in New Jersey.

In New Hampshire, Representative Couch

is seeking to have passed an enactment re-

quiring a registration fee of $3, and thai

speed be lessened when passing a horse-

drawn vehicle.

In Indiana a law has already been passed

imposing a registration fee of $1, and requir-

ing numbers, not less than five inches in

height, to be displayed at all times.

In Wisconsin, at the request of a farmers'

grange, a bill has been introduced limiting

the speed during the day to eight miles an

hour, and between sunset and 10 P. M. to

four miles. When meeting a horse, tbe farm-

ers desire that all motor vehicles come to a

stop. Another bill proposes a license fee of

$10, and provides that engines shall be

stopped when passing a horse—which would

make it practically impossible to use them

in cities—and limits the use of motor vehicles

to persons over eighteen years of age. The
minimum fine is placed at $50. Still another

bill provides for a registration fee of $2, but

in all other respects is the same as the fore-

going.

In Minnesota, if the bill pending becomes

a law, it will be necessary to register all

machines—fee, $2—and to carry numbers 41^

inches high; to slacken speed when passing a

horse and to do likewise when approaching

schools, churches and post offices; otherwise

the county commissioners may fix their own
speed limits and "general rules. The mini-

mum fine is $50.

In Tennessee, ridicule compelled Senator

Jetton to withdraw his bill requiring bonds:

of $3,000, but instead there is pending an-

other act providing for a registration fee of

$2, to be paid to the Secretary of State, and

that the number of the certificate be regis-

tered within five days in the owner's county.

Speed must be slackened when approaching

horse-drawn vehicles.

South Carolina is the one State in which

registration and license fees are not required

by the pending measure. It merely fixes the

speed limit at fifteen miles per hour on coun-

try roads, and requires that they be slack-

ened when approaching a pedestrian or

horse-drawn vehicle; also that lamps be car-

ried at night and on "foggy days." It also

provides that, in the event of a suit for

damage, a lien shall attach to the vehicle

causing the damage outranking all other

liens.

In Texas, the author of a bill that is pend-

LIGHT ON LUBRICANTS

Chiefly as Applying to flotors—Cylinder

Oils are /Vlany and Varied.

:APT. T. S. BALDWIN, THE CALIFORNIA
AIRSHIP MAN, WITH HIS HERCULES

MOTOR BICYCLE.

ing in the Legislature appears to believe that

lacycles are a species of motor vehicle, as

his bill, which specifically applies to "any

automobile, motor car, racycle or motor ve-

hicle of any land," requires a registration

fee of $1, and provides for the display of

numbers, of course. No speed limit is speci-

fied, other than the general requirement that

vehicles shall not be operated in such a "care-

less, reckless and wanton manner as to en-

danger life, person or property," but requires

that they stop when meeting skittish "horses,

mules or oxen."

In California, where Senator Charles M.
Shortridge, of Santa Clara County, is the

sponsor of a bill, "motor bicycles and steam
road rollers" are specifically coupled. The
Senator would have the county officials per-

mitted to make such speeds as they deem
proper, these legal limits to be printed and
posted at intervals of every quarter-mile

along the road. He would also license not

the vehicle, but the driver, whom he would
have wear a numbered badge, which number
is also to be displayed on the body of the

vehicle and on the lamps. The Senator be-

lieves in "piling on the agony," as he speci-

fies that the violation of his act should be
punished by a fine of not less than $100.

For the benefit of those to whom lubri-

cating oil means that and nothing else, and

to whom "oil for oiling" is all the same, it

must be explained that there are enough dif-

ferent grades and qualities of lubricating oil

to fill a fair sized volume merely in enumer-

ating them, and that the composition of each

is such as to fit it for a particular purpose

only. As mistakes in choosing among this

endless array usually mean endless trouble

for the man who makes them the subject

is one deserving of study, which, needless to

add, it has not been given to any extent

thus far.

It will be just as well not to attempt to

make jour own compounds by the startlingly

clear formulae given above, even though you
do handle* large quantities of lubricants for

automobile use; the refining companies em-

ploy high-priced chemists to do it, and it

must be admitted they achieve the desired

result. And it will, likewise, be advisable

for the novice when investing in this great

necessity not to ask for lubricating oil for

a "two horsepower engine" or a "twenty

horsepower engine," because the laugh will

be on him. But it will help to clear mat-

ters if he will inform the salesman whether

he possesses a heavy bearing slow speed en-

gine, or one with light parts running at high

speed, and whether the lubricant is for the

bearings, crank case or the cylinder. For

Iliv' first a good grade of macliiiit- ml sIumiiiI

be used, and a little saving in this resi)eci

is false economy of the worst kind, while

for the cylinders there should always be used

an oil that is made expressly for this pur-

pose. But "cylinder" oil is a fairly large

division of the subject, and the exact use it

is to be put to will be of value to the man
who is selling it. Many have gone ahead on

the presumption that cylinder oil is all one

and made use of the heavy bodied article

designed for use in steam engine cylinders,

with the result that in a short time the pas-

sages become choked with carbon, the en-

gine loses power and continues exploding,

even after shutting off the spark. The proper

and only oil for the motor cylinder is a thin

lubricant that will not carbonize under the

high temperatures it is subjected to. An
occasional examination of the exhaust pas-

sages of an engine will suffice to reveal

whether this is occurring or not, and th>?

remedy is a better lubricating oil. But uy

better doesn't mean merely cost, as steam

engine cylinder oil is worth three to four

times as much as the gas engine article, and
that many times worse than the latter for

the purpose.

"The A. B. C. of Electricity" will aid you

in understanding many things about motors

that may now seem hard of understanding.
Price 50 cents. The Goodman Co., 154 Nas-

sau street, New York. *••
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BICYCLES IN WINTER

What flay be Done to Make Their Use

Convenient and More Pleasurable.

"To tlie f.vi'list wlio uses liis iiiacliine on

I'vory day of tlie year," says the Irish Cy-

clist, which evidently has not seen many

days such as New York and the larger part of

this country have expei-ienced during recent

weeks, "it is a matter of no small importance

tliat he should provide himself witli a bicycle

that can be ridden with satisfaction on roads

that are wet and muddy.

"We have noted in several (luarters a call

to the trade to provide a machine that would

be specially suited for winter work. We
may say at once that the call is not likely

to be responded to.

"In the first place, the market for such a

machine would be a comparatively small

one, for the number of riders who use their

machines daily during the winter is but a

small proportion of the army of cyclists, and

most of them are content to adapt their sum-

mer machines to the altered conditions.

"At the same time, we may say there is no

difficulty in getting from any of the first

class houses a machine that can readily be
adapted for riding on wet and muddy roads.

Indeed, the call for a winter bicycle has al-

ready been met.

"In selecting a bicycle for all the year
round use there are certain points that should

be borne in mind by the purchaser, and, hav-

ing satisfied himself with regard to these, it

becomes a question of putting on a few extra

fittings for winter use.

"The first and most important point to be

looked for is that there is ample clearance

'to enable the mud that adheres to the tire to

be carried round by it and not be deposited

on the back stays or front forks.

"Another point that should be looked for

is that there is good clearance between the

top of the tire and the bottom of the crown,
and that mud guards are not brought too

close to the wheels. Very few road bicycles

will be found wanting in these respects, but
it must be borne in mind that a machine can-

not have what we may term winter clear-

ance and a narrow tread at the same time;

and it should also be remembered that a
large diameter tire gives less clearance than
a small or medium size.

"On the subject of the clearance between
the tire and the mud guard, we may say that

for winter as well as for summer use we pre-

fer guards of celluloid to those of steel. Not
only are they lighter, which is a considera-
tion that cannot be lost sight -of at any period
of the year, but they are noiseless, non-rust-
ing and less liable to collect mud by reason
of the fact that they vibrate a good deal and
consequently the mud has not time to cake
on them. Few cycle manufacturers fit cellu-

loid guards as a standard, and it must be

confessed that the attachments sold by the

ccUnloid manufacturers are not as satisfac-

tory as those fitted by the cycle manufac-

lurer. The former have to design a fitment

that can be i)nt on any machine; the latter

has only his own frame to consider. But
tills by the way.

"The second consideration for the winter

cyclist is that the machine should, as far as

possible, be impervious to rust. Little prog-

ress in this respect has been made in the last

few years, and beyond the fitting of rims

made of aluminum alloy nothing has been

done by the cycle manufacturer to make his

machine rustless. A few years ago a plan

of coating tubes with celluloid was exhibited

at a show, but as nothing was afterward

heard about the process it may be assumed

it did not prove a success, or that the cost
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put it out of court—more likely the latter.

The aluminum rim is, however, a real ad-

vance, and no cycle Intended for all the year

round use should be fitted with anything

else. For appearance sake we like the cen-

tre and edges of the rim to be enamelled,

leaving only the path for the brake blocks in

white metal. For protective purposes the

enamel is unnecessary. A rustless poke is

now being introduced, the rustlessness being

attained by giving a coating of aluminum al-

liiy to a steel spoke. We hardly think that

tliis is likely to prove as successful a method

of protecting the spokes as enamel, for the

coating must be applied before the spokes

are built into the wheel, whereas by enamel-

ling the wheel after building it is possible

to cover it, as it were, with a complete skin

from rim to nipple and from nipple to spoke.

"How can the other parts of the machine

be made impervious to rust? We fear it is

impossible to make them absolutely impervi-

ous to the weather, but a good deal can be

done by enamelling many of the parts that

are usually plated. Two years ago we had a

machine built in Avhich every part was en-

amelled. When it was new it had a very

funereal appearance, but after a winter's use
it looked quite as well as a sister machine
that was finished in the orthodo.v fashion,

and it certainly called for less care in the

interval. At the same time we think that

appearance need not be altogether sacrificed.

The handle bar might be plated, but the stem
carrying it should be enamelled, and the nuts

and the inverted levers of the brake might
also be plated. These bright spots will set

off the machine without putting an obligation

on the rider to clean up regularly. Even if

the winter riding cyclist goes so far as to

enamel every part of the machine, he should

plate the parts of the brake levers that come
in contact with the hands. They are liable to

become chipped by leaving the machine
against walls, and they are unpleasant to the

touch when rusty.

"The fitting of a gear case we regard as an
important matter; but it must be fitted, not

merely attached to the machine. A badly

fitted gear case is worse than none at all, as

it gives to the rider a feeling of false security

and he often forgets to give the chain the

attention it deserves. If a gear case is not

fitted a triangular guard of celluloid should

be attached in the corner between the back
forks and the lower part of the rear mud
guard, as it prevents side splash from the

wheel reaching the chain.

"It goes without saying that dust proof

bearings should be looked for, but while it is

possible to make the bearings of the head,

hubs and bracket proof against wet and grit

by wrapping chenille wire or worsted around
the axles, it is practically impossible to pro-

tect the inner bearings of the pedals. This

fact notwithstanding, we know of only one

firm that supplies a pedal which allows the

mud to flow down the crank without entering

the bearing. The only remedy is to lubricate

frequently with a good heavy oil. This, how-
ever, is more a question regarding the care

of the bicycle in winter—a subject to which
we must return on another occasion.

"The width of the mud guard is important.

Most guards are too narrow for winter use,

but it is a comparatively easy matter to fit a

pair of winter width. It is important that

the back guard should come down well over

the back wheel, below a line drawn through
the hubs of the wheel. The stays should be
outside the guards; if placed inside they tend

1o collect mud. A mud splasher is, of coiu'se.

an essential fitment.

"It is idle to discuss the possibility of the

trade supplying a bicycle which can be
cleaned with a bucket of water and a hose.

Th?re is no need for such stringent measure,

and, in any case, it is impossible to make a

machine absolutely proof against water. The
winter bicycle can be had at once, but the

purchaser must be prepared to pay a fair

price for it, and he must not grumble if it

weighs more than thirty pounds."

France is just ncjw full of praise for a

one-legged cyclist who made the tour af

Europe. He covered 2,700 miles in thirty-

nine days.
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Favorites Beaten in Buffalo Armory.

An enthusiastic crowd greeted the riders

in the two and five-mile bicycle races at the

• Sixty-fifth Regiment Armory, Buffalo, N. T.,

last Thursday night. The heats in each race

were close and hotly contested.

The first heat of the two-mile handicap

bicycle race was won by Gurney Schue, who
rode from scratch, and Alfred Meuer, with

40 yards handicap, was a close second. A
Baumler, with 100 yards, was third. Fred

Schudt, 20 yards, was the favorite in the

second heat ,and won out easily. W. E.

Bauman, 110 yards, rode in second, and R.

S. Lewis, 50 yards, third. The third heat

was somewhat disappointing. R. J. Hoover,

with 20 yards handicap, was considered an

easy winner, but hf> failed to overtake Philip

Backert, who was given a lead of 170 yards,

and rode second. Charles McCracken fin-

ished third. The final heat was interesting.

McCracken caught Bauman in the eighth

lap, and that piit all the riders together.

McCracken managed to get the pace, and

kept in front until the tape was crossed.

Bauman was second, and Alfred Mercer

third. The two miles was made in 5:19.

The five-mile open race was even more

exciting than the ^two-mile event, although

the finish did not turn out as was expected.

The event was run in three heats, and the

first two in each heat and third in the fast-

est heat to qualify for the final. ^ rea Schudt,

of the Standard Wheeling Club, captured the

first heat, with A. W. Holmes second. Al-

fred Mercer, P. .J. Hoover and A. Baumler

finished first, second and third, respectively,

in the second heat, and the third heat was
won by Gurney Schue; Charles McCracken

finished second.

The final heat was beset with difficulties.

Gurney Schue and R. J. Hoover were picked

out as easy winners, but both riders were

thrown in the first lap. Although considera-

bly bruised, both men mounted their ma-

chines and pluckily started after the bunch,

alternating pace. Their eu-orts proved of no

avail, however, as the leaders were fully

three-quarters of a lap in advance. Fred

Schudt won the race, and Alfred Mercer and
Charles McCracken had an exciting sprint

for second place. Mercer beat McCracken
out, but the latter was scarcely four inches

behind. The time for the five miles was
14:014-5.

Summaries:

Two miles, handicap.—Final heat—Charles

McCracken, Ramblers' B. C. (70 yards), first;

W. E. Bauman, Athenians (110 yards), sec-

ond; Alfred Mercer. Sixty-fifth Regiment A.

A. (40 yards), third. Time—5:19. Also rode

—

A. Baumler, Fred - '— ^- R. s. Lewis, Philip

Backert.

Five miles, open.—Final heat—Fred Schudt,

Standard W. C, first; Alfred Mercer, Sixty-

fifth Regiment A. A., second; Charles Mc-
Cracken, Ramblers' B. C, third. Time-
14:014-5. Also rode—A. W. Holmes, Ardells;

R. J. Hoover, .Moonshines; A. Baumler,
.Athenians; Gurney Schue, Ramblers' B. C.

Home Trainer Championship Settled.

The Bay City Wheelmen may now lay

claim to the California home trainer cham-

pionship, having defeated all the California

clubs that competed in the finals in the open
tournament held in San Francisco. The first

contest was between L. Randall, of the Bay
City Wheelmen, nnd D. Francis, New Cen-

tury Wheelmen. Randall had the speed, and
gradually drew away from his opponent. He
rode the imaginary two miles in 2:301-5. F.

H. McLaughlin, the pride of the Bay Citys',

did not seem to have a chance against Ar-

thur Trout, of the Oakland organization, in

the second contest. Trout developed an early

biirst of speed and kept the dial ahead

throughout the race, winning in 2:291-5, the

best time that has yet been made. R. Neff,

of the Oakland Chib, gave T. McGrath, the

California cycling man. a beating in 3

next race, and rode In 2:37.

E. Holden. of the California Cycling Club,

won from L. S. Cunningham, of the New
Century Wheelmen in the foiirth event, his

time being 2:39. In the final event H. Mc-

Whirter, the Bay City's representative, rode

away from A. Dagget. of the California Cy-

cling Club, winning the event in 2:31. The
victorious Bay City team was presented with

the loving cup, and the Oakland Wheelmen
won second prize.

Fenn and Bedell go Abroad.

Leaving behind him an enviable record.

W. S. Fenn, of Waterbury, Conn., the for-

mer team mate of Champion Kramer, left

New-York Tuesday morning on the steamer

Kaiser Wilhelm der Grosse for Paris, where

he will seek honors and casli on the leading

tracks of France. Fenn is the first American
sprinter to go abroad this year; he is accom-

panied by Menus Bedell.

, Fenn and Bedell, though they will ride on

different tracks in Paris, will hang together,

and may even ride as a team, providing ar-

rangements can be made later on. Fenn is

under the management of the Reese Broth-

ers, wiio took Walter Bardgett to Paris last

spring. ilMifl

Fenn has given out that he is through
with Kramer, who also signed to race

abroad, which means that the Kramer-Fenn
combination, almost irresistible for the past

two years, will be broken up, and this year

the former team mates will fight it out sep-

arately for the national championship. Fenn
was expected to team with Kramer again
this year, but the former rider says there

is no percentage for him in such alliance, and
this year he wants a chance at the national
championship when they return from abroad.

Tags Will be Yellow.

Ten thousand oval-shaped tags for bicycles

have been ordered by the City Clerk, Min-
neapolis, Minn. These tags are yellow in

color, witli the year and date printed in

black. The first batch of the "labels" will

be delivered in time to be placed on sale in

April. It is significant that the same num-
ber of tags were ordered this year as last
year.

Prince to -Edify" Philadelphia.

John Shillington Prince, familiarly known
as "Jack" Prince, the "purely philanthropic

bicycle race promoter, believes the staid old

residents of the Quaker City are fairly ach-

ing to witness some bicycle racing again.

Accordingly he means to give them the six

days of it, beginning February 20.

Prince has been nourishing a desire to put

on a race at Philadelphia since the successful

endings at Buffalo and Troy, but it seems
the real trouble has been to secure a building

large enough in which to build a track. He
has been fortunate enough to secure the Sec-

ond Regiment Armory for the week, Feb-
ruary 20-27, and the preparatory work of

Imilding the track will begin next week.
The track will be the same as those in Buf-
falo and Troy—12 laps to a mile.

The events programme has not been ar-

ranged as yet, but it is supposed that the

Philadelphia carnival will be conducted on
the same plans as the ones in Buffalo and
Troy. The following riders are scheduled to

appear: J. Frank Galvin, Ben Munroe, John
Bedell, Floyd Krebs, Walter Bardgett, Gus-
sie Lawson, W. F. ("Hobo") King, Oscar

Schwab, Louis E. Mettling, Charles Turville,

Frank J. Cadwell, Hardy Downing, E. F.

Root, Oliver Dorlon, Joseph Fogler, Charles

Hadfleld, Jed Newkirk, Otto Mays, James B.

Bowler, Hugh MacLean, and Fred Ernst, the

speedy Rochester amateur.

Will Run Belle Isle Again.

The twenty-five mile Belle Isle handicap,

once a famous event in the West, will be

run again this year by the Detroit Wheel-

men, the date selected being May 30. After

a lull of some years, and after several post-

ponements, the club revived the race last

year, when the time prize was won by

George wiiej', of Syracuse, who rode the dis-

tance in record time, in 1:02:31. President

Louis Schneider, of the Wheelmen, has the

matter in charge, and he is of the opinion

that the number of entries in this year's race

will eclipse all previous meets. Last year

forty-four lined up at the start, ->-T¥"^

Tried the ''American Plan."

Paris was highly excited over what was
a novel contest over there, and what they

termed the hundred kilometres "a I'Ameri-

caine." The American part of the race con-

sisted of the six-day idea of permitting men
who were partnering togetner to relieve each

other when they thought fit, except in the

last ten laps.

Doerflinger-Dupre was the winning team,

Poulain-Jenkins were second, and Theile-

Jaeck, third. In all, sixteen different teams
competed.

Motorcycle Road Race for Atlanta.

Gus Castle, the well known Atlanta, Ga.,

dealer, has a motor bicycle road race "in the

works. It will in all probability occur in

June and over a course of eitU^V OO or 100

miles.
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Horse and ilotor Compared.

F. E. Edwards, M. E., educational director

of the Chicago School of Motoring, gives the

following advice upon the care of automo-

biles:

"The principal difference between the nec-

essary care to be taken of an animal drawn
or a motor vehicle is that with the animal

drawn it is absolutely necessary to feed your

horse, mule or donkey three times every day.

make his bed at night and furnish him with

water whether he is performing any work
for you or not.

"With the motor vehicle such daily atten-

tions are unnecessary except at such times

when it is going to be called upon to do your

work, and then it is equally as necessary to

look over your machine, see that all nuts and

bolts are tight, and oil and grease cups, water

and gasolene tanks filled, as it is in the for-

mer case to see that your animal is fed."

Glen Echo Hakes Itself Heard.

Two brawny town constables mounted on

bicycles equipped with speedometers will fig-

ure in some minor comedies which are sure

to be the result of the ordinance regulating

the speed of motorcycles and automobiles,

passed this week by the Mayor and Council

of Glen Echo, Md., a little village on the

Conduit Road, from Washington, D. C, to

Cabin John's Bridge. The ordinance fixes

the maximum speed at six miles an horn-,

and Heaven help any motorcyclist who is

caught exceeding this limit by the officers,

for they will be fined anywhere from $5 to

$25, and it is more likely to be the latter

amount.

riuskegon as a flotorcycle Center.

Paul Stamseu, vice-president of the Fed-

eration of American Motorcyclists, has com-
pleted the organization of his (the Western)
district by the appointment of William Sto-

ver, Muskegon, Mich., as district secretary.

Dr. C. J. Dove, also of Muskegon, has been
appointed the Western member of the F.

A. M. Competition Committee. The little

Michigan city is developing into a red-hot

motorcycle centre. The local club has a

purely motorcycle show on the tapis, and will

also conduct a race meet in the early spring.

Rhode Island Call for Lamps.

Representative Kane, of Narragansett, R.

I., is preparing to introduce a bill in the

Rhode Island Legislature, compelling bicy-

clists and motorcyclists to carry lights after

sunset. As the law now stands, lights are
not made compulsory, although cyclists, as a
rule, usually carry them after dark. The
amendment, however, will only call for one
lamp, to be carried on the front of the ma-
chine.

United Kingdom's Motorcycle Population.

During the entire twelve months of 1904
the total number of motorcyclists registered

in Great Britain and Ireland was 29,000. Of
the number 8.000 were booked in the last

five mouths of the year.

Test of Touring Motorcycles.

The first of this year's motorcycle contests

to occur will be the French "international

tourists' trial," which is programmed for

February 18-25. In some respects the rules

that will apply are out of the common.
Only tourist motorcycles are qualified to

enter, all "freak" machines and racers being

rigidly excluded. Two categories are cre-

ated, viz., (1) motor bicycles without weight
limit; (2) two-seated motor bicycles, tricycles

and quadricycles, weight limit 200 kilogs.

Machines must carry all the usual acces-

sories and attachments, such as mud guards,

pedals, mufflers, etc. The course will be over

u distance of about 1,400 kilometres, divided

into fourteen stages of 100 kilometres each

(two stages per day spread over seven days),

starting from and returning to Versailles,

February 22 being a day of rest. Only actual

manufacturers of motor bicycles or their

agents can enter machines, and only three

machines of the same make can be entered

in each category. Entries closed on February

1, the fees being for Category 1, 50 francs;

(.'ategory 2, 75 francs, which includes insur-

ance against fire. The price of the machines
must be declared, and an undertaking given

to sell to the public at the declared price.

The usual regulations in regard to super-

vision and the noting of repairs will be en-

forced, and the awards for regularity in run-

ning will be determined by deductions for

stops, etc., from a maximum of 1,400 points.

Speed on hills will be decided by the allot-

ment of fifty points to machines surmounting

the test hills without assistance or pedalling.

Other points will be allotted as follows:

For comfort, Avhicb will include suspension,

ease of starting, silence, fuel carrying ca-

pacity, etc.—Category 1, 100 points; Cate-

gory 2, 200 points.

Position of engine and mechanism—Cate-
gory 1 and Category 2, 800 points each.

Carrying capacity for accessories, baggage,

design of tlie machine, etc.—Category 1, 75

points; Category 2, 150 points.

Selling price.—Category 1, 25 points; Cate-

gory 2, 50 points.

Total for Category 1, 1,000 points; for Cate-

gory 2, 1,200 points.

Life Nets to Catch Tourists.

The latest departi:re of the French Touring
Club suggests a course of acrobatic training

for cyclists.

A start has already been made by placing

nets to avert accidents on bridges situated at

sharp turns in the roads. Iron supports set

in masonry hold a wide net, into which cy-

clists who may lose control of their machines
are expected to alight. The first nets are to

be placed in the mountainous districts of the

Riviera.

New York flotorcyclists Begin Early.

The New York Motorcycle Club is emulat-
ing the early bird. It has scheduled an open
century run ^for May 7, and its annual open
hill climbing contest for the customary date
—May 30.

AD IT
merely for the sake of argument
(for as a matter of fact you all

know none of them have ever
proved it) that there are other
motor bicycles " just as good,"
or just as reliable as the

INDIAN, and that your selec-

tion is to be made solely on

A Dollars and Cents Basis
how, even then, you can choose

other than the

INDIAN

We give you

DOUBLE GRIP CONTROL,

AJOUSTABLE CUSHION FORK,

BROOKS IMPORTER SADDLE.

SPLITDORF TORPEDO SPARK COIL,

FULLMUDGUAROStO BOTH WHEELS,

FRAME-CONTAINED LAMP BRACKET,

CHAIN GUARD,

ALL
WITHOUT EXTRA COST.

If you bought each separately the total
would reach a pretty figure, and of course
with the INDIAN you also get the benefit
of the skill, experience and personal in-

spection and supervision of Oscar Hed-
strom, the inventor of the INDIAN. Does
any one else offer you so much for any-
where near the price ?

Is it any wonder that so many men are
willing to pay more for a second-hand
INDIAN than they will pay for new ma-
chines of other makes.?

If value for your money is what you
seek, the INDIAN gives it to you dollar
for dollar, and a little more.

HENDEE MFG. CO.,
Springfield, Mass.

Pacific Coast Representatives,

THE BRUNETTE COMPANY
491 IRtoaion 8tn tan Francisco, Oal
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What Becomes of Old Tires.

Perhaps not one person in a hundred

knows what becomes of the hundreds of

thousands of bicycle tires that are discard-

ed annually, and yet this is a question that

is frequently asked. Bicycle tires are not

guaranteed to last forever, and neither do

they. Then what becomes of the discarded

ones?

The best of rubber is necessary in the

manufacture of tires, and it costs the tire

maker, on an average, say, about $1.25 ,per

pound, but old tires go for about 40 cents

per pound or sometimes less; it all depends

on the shrewdness of the junk dealers. Rub-

ber in its pure state does not answer the

purpose of the tire maker, because it has not

sufficient plastic. Pure rubber will bend

under pressure, but it will not rebound, and

it is therefore necessary to mix it with sul-

phur and other chemicals to such an extent

that they cannot be separated. This chemi-

cal preparation produces the desired and nec-

essary resiliency.

Old tires are torn to pieces in a masticat-

ing machine and reduced to a stickj^ mass
somewhat resembling the pulp seen in paper

mills, although of a darker color. This mass
is reworked and remoulded into common rub-

ber sheeting, door mats, dolls, combs and
numerous other necessary requisites that are

found in every household to-day. No other

material is made into such a diversity of ob-

jects as rubber. Tons of it are shipped to

Germany every year to be used in the pro-

duction of the squeaking doll.

The manufacture of bicycle and automo-

bile tires has assumed such huge propor-

tions that crude rabber is an expensive ar-

ticle to buy, and manufacturers of rubber

toys and such articles look largely to cast off

tires for the supply of raw material used in

the business.

When you wipe your feet on the rubber

doormat or perhaps when baby plaj's with

a rubber doll that jerks out a sound supposed

to be "Papa" or "Mama," at your own
choice, or vyhen you are told that Mr. So-and-

So is w^earing a rubber foot instead of his

old cork one, how then can you be absolute-

ly certain that it did not at one time form a

part of the old bicycle that you discarded?

How the Coaster Brake Helped Him.

Although it has never been published be-

fore, the correspondent of a Paris paper now
in this country recently related an interest-

ing story of how the coaster brake served
him good advantage in assisting him to score

a "beat" on his rival reporters.

" 'Santos Dumont No. VII is falling into

the Bay of Monaco,' was the telephone mes-

sage I received," he said, in telling it, "and
at the time I was on the mountain above La
Turbie. I quickly mounted my bicycle,

which was equipped with a coaster brake,

and demonstrated the use of that device

where speed and great care are of impor-

tance. As soon as that balloon fell into the

water a wire must be sent to Paris.

"I realized the importance of getting a

sight of it before it touched the Avater, in or-

dre to vouch for the accuracy of the news.

"Passing the little policemen of Monaco at

full speed, in spite of their efforts to arrest

me, I arrived at the spot where Monte Carlo

begins. Through the gardens I rushed, past

the Casino and then along the high walled

road which leads straight to Monaco Bay. I

arrived just in time to see the cigar shaped

balloon about ten feet from the water. In

a few seconds I put the useful bicycle in a

corner and ran to the water's edge before

the airship touched its M-et bed. Poor Santos

graduallj^ dropped into the sea, and was
hauled out by the sailors of a nearby yacht."

"If I had not had a coaster brake it could

never have been done," said the Parisian,

in answer to a question, "simply because I

would not have dared to fly down that steep

mountain road and around its many curves

at the speed I made on that occasion. It

was only my ability to backpedal and ease

up quickly on the turns that saved me. In

passing the police, it was funny to see the

expression on their faces as they saw me
turn corners and slow down without a turn

(,f the pedals. They probably imagined the

machine was propelled by a 'silent motor' of

some kind."

Besides losing several choice game chick-

ens, a family in Jacksonville, Fla., are minus

two Columbia bicycles. Two negroes made
a raid on the hennery and then purloined the
bicycles to make good their escape.

Horse Power Represents Minute's Work.

At his very best the strongest man stands

in pretty poor comparison even with a

horse, for hard, continuous labor, remarks
a contemporary. He might perform for a

few minutes one-half horsepower of work,
but to keep this up for any great length of

time would be impossible. Thus the gain in

forcing horses to do a part of the world's

Avork was enormous. One horse could ex-

haust a dozen men in a single day, and still

be ready for the next day's Avork.

The measurement of a horse's power for

Avork was first ascertained by Watt, the

father of the modern steam engine, and he
expressed this in terms that hold to-day. He
experimented with a great number of heavy
brewery horses to satisfy himself that his

iinit of measurement for work Avas correct.

After many trials he ascertained that the

average brewery horse was doing work
equal to that required to raise 330 pounds
of Aveight 100 feet high in one minute, or

33,000 pounds one foot in one minute. So he

called this one horsepower.

This work, hoAvever, is not continuous, for

the horse would have to back up after each

piill to lower the line of the pulley, and thus

he would work four hours a day in pulling

330 pounds into the air at the rate of 100 feet

a minute and four hours in slacking up the

rope. Consequently no horse can actually

perform continuously what is generally called

one horsepower. The horse w'as never born

that coiild tug at a rope for eight hours a

day, pulling 330 pounds 100 feet each minute

Avithout rest or change. Consequently, when
Ave speak of horsepoAver we refer only to the
aA^erage Avork a horse can do in one min-
ute—that is to say, the rate at which he can
Avork.

A strong man might pull half that Aveight

100 feet in the air in two minutes, but he
could not repeat the operation many times
without being exhausted.
For all needful nurposes the expression of

one horsepoAver is accurate enoui;., and
practically shoAvs the' measurement of an
average horse's abilities for Avorking. As a
rule, a strong man can in eight hours Avork
at the rate of about one-tenth of one horse-
power—that is. it Avould require ten men to

pull 330 pounds 100 feet in the air in a min-
ute, and then slack up and repeat the opera-
tion throughout the eight hours of a working
day. .

.

CATCH THE PUBLIC EYE
By means of a really attractive store front. We will help you to make yours splendidly at-

tractive, by giving you a pair of

SOLID BRASS SIGNS-FREE.
People will not be able to help seeing and admiring these signs.

All you have to do is to save your NEVERLEAK "Brass Sign" certificates, one of which

accompanies each dozen 4 oz. tubes of Neverleak. When you have 12, mail them to us and you will

receive one sign, absolutely free. The next 12 certificates will secure another sign—giving you one

for each side of your door.

These signs are 12 by 15 inches and each one is worth at least TEN DOLLARS.
1904 certificates will be accepted the same as those of 1905.

BUFFALO SPECIALTY MANUFACTURING CO., Buffalo,N.Y.
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WHY GOULD "FEELS GOOD
*'<;>r^^

W
»»

Chicaso rianager Briefly Touciies on Some
of tiie Causes of His Clieerfulness.

Out in Cliicago, the new manager of the

Pope Mfg. Co.'s western department, P. E.

Gonlil, is "feeling good," as lie expressed it

to a Bicycling World man one day last week.

There is nothing pessimistic in his make-

up or utterances, and the "automobile hoom,"

or whatever it may be, does not worry or

concern him in any waj'.

"We have absolutely nothing to do with
automobiles," he said. "We don't make them
and don't even talk about them. Our busi-

ness is bicycles, and nothing- but bicycles.

At this moment we have not only more
orders on hand than we had at this time a

year ago, but have actually shipped more
goods by a considerable quantity—in fact, I

don't mind telling you that never since the

Pope Mfg. Co. took ovea- the effects of the

American Bicycle Company have we shipped

so many carload lots of bicycles to the Pa-
cific Coast. The goods we have shipped, and
are shipping, are all new goods. We got rid

of all our old stock some time ago.

"Whatever may be the case in the East,''

said :Mr. Gould, in response to a leading ques-

tion; "there is nothing the matter with the

jobbing trade in the West. It is distinctly

all right; and the fact that we have more
jobbers on our books thau for several years

is an indication of it.

"Motorcycles? We are obtaining our full

share of the demand, and the demand is good,

and, what is more to the point, is growing."
Mr. Gould also stated that a new system

had been evolved to reach the smaller com-
munities, where travelers rarely, if ever,

called, or where it would not pay to call; and
that the results that had come of the first ap-

plication of the system had been little short

of remarkable.

Year's Grist from Patent Mill.

During 1904 there were filed .52,143 appli-

cations for patents, an increase of nearly

2,000 oer 190.3, and 20,429 patents expired.

There were 30,824 patent designs issued, 110
patents reissued, 2,1.58 trade marks, 1,114 la-

bels and 207 prints registered. More patents

were issued to citizens of Connecticut in pro-

portion to population than to any other State

—one to every 1,097 persons.

The report of the Commissioner of Patents

for the calendar year shows receipts of $1,-

6.57,327; expenditures, $1,476,000, and balance

in Treasury to the credit of the Patent Of-

fice, January 1 last, §5,863,867, which includes

receipts of past years.

Queer Suit for Damage.

Interesting, testimony is expected to de-

velop at the hearing of the case of the Niver-

ville Bicycle works, Oscar T. Smith, trustee,

vs. the Town of Kinderhook, N. Y., before the

Court of Appeals, at Albany, on Monday,

February 20. Five thousand dollars is the

amount involved in this litigation. Smith at-

tempting to recover that amount from the

town, alleging that the change in the high-

way in front of the bicycle works property

had deterioriated its value. The case has

been before the Appellate Division, and that
tribunal rendered a decision adverse to the

bicycle company. Hence the appeal.

Ttie Retail Record.

Sunnyvale, Cal.—M. L. Sherman; new store.

Youngstown, Ohio.—Max Oresky; new
store.

Willows, Cal.—T. D. Orr, involuntary peti-

tion in bankruptcy.

Lawr&nce, N. Y.—D. E. Lenox; are; $1,000
loss, $200 insurance.
Hartford, Conn.—Henry Andrus; fire;

$2,(X)0 loss, no insurance.

Hercules Gives Way to Curtiss.

The George H. Curtiss Mfg. Co., Ham-
moudsport, N. Y., have changed the title of

their motor bicycles from Hercules to Cur-

tiss. For 1905 they will be marketed in

three models—2%. .3% and 5 horsepower, re-

spectively. The Curtiss people, incidentally,

have just become possesed of a new plant,

where they now have an abundance of elbow
room.

Wlien Inner Tubes are " Parts,"

The New Zealand customs authorities have

ruled that "inner tubes for pneumatic tires

for cycles, viz., tubes measuring over 2 in.

across when deflated, also tubes measuring
2 in. when deflated, if weighing 10 oz. Or

over, are to be classified as 'parts of motor
cycles,' the duty being .20 per cent ad valo-

rem,"

JERSEY t^IE^;:A.aOLD-UP

'< stand and Deliver" $5 or You Can't

Use Roads, ttie Robberlilce Demand.

New Jersey means to play the "whole hog."

Last summer one of the State officials was

quoted as saying that the $1 fee, exacted

alike of resident and non-resident motor-

cyclists and automobilists, came so easy that

it would be foolish not to get 'more of such

"easy money."

This miserable sentiment has crystallized in

the form of an amendment to the automobile

act, to which motorcycles also are specifically

subject, increasing the registration fee from

$1 to $0, and making the license of but one

year's life instead of perpetual, as hereto- '

fore.

Asse'mblyman Harry S. Scovel is the au-

thor of this "gouging" amendment. If passed,

it will affect not only the Jerseymen them-

selves, but many thousands of New Yorkers

and Pennsylvanians who are giving to visit-

ing the State.

The Federation of American Motorcyclists

is moving in the matter, not merely to fight

the increase of "admission fee," as the tax

has been styled, but to absolutely have 'mo-

torcyclists exempted from the operation of

the automobile law.

Ticks a Tale of tlie riorrow.

Those who "stand next" to the chief ofli-

clals and traveling representatives of the

Eclipse Machine Company, Elmira, N. 1^,

have, during the last few days, received an
unusual souvenir of the Morrow coaster

brake—a desk clock that keeps real time, and
that is therefore useful as well as ornamen-
tal. The dial is surrounded by the faces of

President Whittier, Secretary Webster, Su-

perintendent Morrow and Rejpresentatives

AVeaver, Keats and Bill.

Casswell Succumbs to Competition.

Casswell, Ltd., one of England's biggest

jobbers, has gone to the wall. The statement

of accounts for the year shows a loss of

£3,979, to which must be added directors'

salaries and depreciation of stock. Fierce

competition, with increasing exjpenses, is said

to be the cause of the downfall.
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MOTORCYCLE VIBRATION

•noonshine," Says Corson, who Offers

Himself as an Example of Its Effects.

I have been told many times tliat the vibra-

tion of the motor bicycle is too much for cer-

tain riders, especially on rough country

roads.

This is often brought up as an objection to

the machine by those vpho do not knovp any-

thing about it from a practical standpoint.

A bicycle dealer said to me within a few

days that the machine could not be used in

his section of the country because of the

rough roads, as it would "shake a fellow all

to pieces." He had owned one of the kind

of machines that I have so many times hac"

held up to me as a sample of the "failure of

the motor bicycle." This. I will venture to

say, he never rode very much, and that when

he did ride it, it was not as one should ride

a motor bicycle.

As it happened, I have ridden through his

section of the country, and the roads are

much superior to several thousand miles of

country over which I have motorcycled, and

without experiencing so much vibration as

from the pedal bicycle.

The trouble is right here: Most users of

motor bicycles have not learned how to ride

them. A person must know how to ride a

"push" bicycle in order to be able to bal-

ance and guide a motor bicycle: and, in ad-

dition to this, he has something to learn in

order to ride with greatest ease. The motor

bicycle, with its extra weight and large tires,

running at the rate of speed of a 'push" bi-

cycle, does not vibrate so much as the light

small tired bicycle.

The motor bicycle, being a power driveu

machine and capable of running fast over

rough roads, where a rider could not pedal a

bicycle, must of necessity be thrown off from

a level plane many more times within given

time than a "push" machine running half as

fast. To overcome this extra number of

shocks the perfected motor bicycle is equip-

ped with not only large tires, but a large

saddle, with springs equal to the weight of

tlie rider, and he should learn to carry his

full weight on the saddle and pedals. When
the shocks are too severe to be cushioned by

the saddle, throw the weight on the pedals,

thus letting the muscles of the legs take the

shock, as in walking. No weight should be

thrown on the handle bar, especially if the

road is uneven. Never grip the bar, not even

in sand. There is no necessity for it. Learn

to balance the machine by throwing the

weight on the pedals. Ride with the saddle

low down. Hold the right foot behind, with

the pedals level. In this position you are

ready to set the coaster brake, and with the

left foot to make a quick pedal dismount as

the pedal comes down to the lowest point

from the level position.

After a few days riding in this manner the

muscles of your legs will become accustomed

to the position and it will be easy and you

will have perfect control of the machine.

After my season's riding the muscles of my
legs are as strong and well developed as in

mv best days with the "push" bicycle. My
weight at this time is 181 pounds, against 159

pounds a year ago at this time. So I have

not had anything, except care, shaken off

from me. The vibration talk about the mo-

tor bicycle is all moonshine "knocking" by

those who do not know how to ride or have
never ridden much, if any.

E. H. CORSON.

DODGING THE CHAIN

Two Queer Attempts to Avoid Its Use, and

Yet it is Used, After All.

Tempering of Small Tools.

Of prime importance to the mechanic or re-

pairman is the knowledge of keeping small

tools in good condition, and in this connec-

tion the matter of keeping them properly

tempered comes first.

Several hints, therefore, about tempering

tools ^may not be out of place: After plung-

ing in cold water, warm the article in hot

water before polishing it; some internal stress

is thus removed, which will minimize the

liability to crack when tempering. Instead

of a piece of red-hot flat iron—upon which it

is difQcult to equally heat anything—make a

piece of siiitably thick iron piping red hot at

one end, keeping the other end stopped up,

so that the heated air is kept within the tube.

The article to be tempered is held centrally

within the tube until the desired color ap-

pears.

Another method of tempering, suitable for

s>mall fragile tools, is the hot sand bath.

Take a tin or iron pot, fill with sand, and
heat it over a burner or vulcaniger. Then
bury the tool to b"^ tempered in the hot sand;

thus the air is excluded, and the article uni-

formly heated.

Here's a Home-made Cement.

The following compound has strong ad-

liesive properties and is suitable for use on
anything of rubber, particularly for fasten-

ing tires to rims. It is composed of waste
rubber, 9% lbs.—old tires or the like, which
must first be well cleaned—resin, 1 lb.; pitch,

% lb. ; tallow or fat, V^ lb., and common shel-

lac, Vi lb. These ingredients must be melted

together and boiled slowly for an hour or

so, stirring constantly, and then run into

molds previously well chalked. For the lat-

ter purpose anything handy will do, pre-

ferably an old box. The pi'epai-ation of this

unsavory mess will not be found an exactly

pleasant task, and unless the repairer finds

large quantities of such cement necessary,

it will be to his advantage to sell his old

rubber instead of applying it to this use.

One Briton's Proud Boast.

Competition in England is evidently becom-

ing of the knife-edge variety. One of the

better known concerns finds it advantageous

to advertise its plant as "the only British

cycle factory without female labor."

English manufacturers of motorcycles, as

well as inventors who have given attention

to the subject, are seemingly loth to depart

from the belt transmission, and do so in

gingerly fashion. Here are two recent ex-

amples.

The first is in short nothing more than an

attempt to utilize both, and, considered from

any point of view, has little to recommend

it. The usual small pulley is fitted to the en-

gine shaft, but instead of its customary coun-

terpart many times greater in diameter adorn-

ing the rear wheel, the belt passes over a

second pulley of the same size, cast inte-

gral with a small ten tooth sprocket on its

Tuner face. This is fixed on a bracket on the

rear fork, extending vertically upward and

adapted to be controlled—i. e., to tighten or

loosen the belt by means of a lever on the top

bar. Just inside of this arrangement is a cir-

cular troughlike segment of about half the

diameter of the rear wheel, carrying a loose

chain of the usual type. Tightening the belt

by means of the lever causes the small

sprocket mentioned to pick up this chain and

utilize the trough wheel as a pulley. The lat-

ter is of special design, consisting of a six-

spoked wheel carrying a double rimmed

periphery, each arm being attached to the

rim by means of pins with rollers, and also

acts in the capacity of a band brake. These

pins and rollers are in reality so many of

the ordinary chain pins and rollers, which

pass freely in the same manner as the rest

of the chain links when engaged with the

teeth of the small sprocket on the bracket.

The second example is likewise a combined

chain-belt drive, but with only enough of the

latter to warrant the name. The ordinary

sprocket is used on the engine, with chair

ditto, except that the later passes over a spe-

cially designed pulley on the rear wheel, of

the size generally employed for simple belt

drive. This is where the belt comes in. It is

a wide, flat band of canvas, with teeth verti-

cally secured in it at regular intervals—a sort

of flexible sprocket. The chain engages this,

and it in turn encircles the flat wooden pulley

already referred to.

It is termed Simkin's "Pitch Band" drive,

and the slip between the band and the pulley

is said to be only what it necessary for start-

ing purposes, and "no more." The advan-

tages claimed for it are constant true align-

ment of the chain and a minimum of wear on

the latter owing to the flexibility of the can-

vas belt.

Half a million dollars is the respectable

revenue produced annually in Italy by taxing

bicycles. Taking this as a basis, it is esti-

mated that there are two and a quarter mil-

lion machines in use on the peninsula, of

which fully three thousand are motorcycles.
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MAKES RICH, RED BLOOD

How Real Benefits of Cyclins Are Not

Appreciated and flealth Suffers.

"One of the greatest troubles witb men and

women of to-day is the inability or refusal

to appreciate the need and real benefits of

outdoor phj'sical exercise," said a fairly well

known New York physician to a Bicycling

World man a few days ago.

"It is all very well to have an exerciser in

the room, or to spend a few 'minutes each

morning with the dumb-bells. This ma>

perceptibly increase the muscular fibre, but

it does not augment the number of red cor-

puscles, or cells, of the blood, and that is,

after all, the most important factor to be

sought.

"The prime object in athletics is i'mprove-

ment of the general health. One writer has

said that health, like happiness, does not ex-

ist. Each has a goal or a limit which, while

seemingly attainable, eludes perfect posses-

sion. To obtain good health, muscle building

is not a necessity. It is not possible to judge

of a person's health by the dimensions and

hardness of the muscles. I have noted that

the converse may be true. Too much exer-

cise is just as detrimental to the health, if

not ^more so, than no exercise at all. To

obtain good health, therefore, one must not

be in a perfectly trained condition, owing to

the effects of severe training on the nervous

system. One should always bear in mind the

fact that hypertrophied muscle has a tend-

ency to degenerate. The heart being a mus-

cular organ, shares in this tendency.

"Athletics are beneficial when properly and

judiciously applied. Rowing increases the

red blood cells, or corpuscles, but the exer-

cise is extremely monotonous and slow.

In swimming, the red corpuscles are in-

creased to a considerable extent; in fact, this

is the exercise which heads the list of out-

door sports in this beneficial way. Bicycling

comes next, and walking third. The increase

in the nu'mber of red corpuscles in the blood

tends to make the whole system healthier,

and the otherwise stagnant blood courses

freely then through the different arteries as

it should course in the case of a healthy

man.
"With this result it will be noticed that the

brain is clearer and the appetite better; like-

wise all the senses are keener, and more

enjoyment from life is derived.

"The mental exhilaration derived from a

ride is no small factor in favor of bicycling.

The vital spirit is the result of a mingling in

the lungs with the elaborated, thin portion of

the blood which the right ventricle of the

heart transmits to the left. Pure air inhaled

reddens the blood, and the exercise increases

the breathing, develops the muscles, making
the limbs more supple and nimble, when not

indulged in to excess.

"In the less thickly populated districts the

inhabitants have a healthier mien. This is

not so much on account of the air, but- be-

cause the country is more conducive to regu-

lar- exercise. One very important point in

favor of cycling when compared to walking

is the fact of being able to get away fro'ra

the familiar sights of a large city with cer-

tain rapidity. The mere idea of taking a ride

on a bicycle in the morning is invigorating,

and it at the same time is responsible for

cleansing the mind. Corpulent people can

reduce the superfluous adipose tissue by
means of bicycling, and those not so gen-

erously coated can put on flesh with the

same exercise.

"When a man comes to 'me looking hag-

gard and worn out, but otherwise in fair

health, I frequently recommend the purchase
of a bicycle, and the results in a very short
time have usually surpassed my hopes. It

is the laziness on the part of men and women
nowadays which to a considerable extent de-

ters them from riding a bicycle, and another
reason is because the transit in all large

cities has so i'mproved that the bicycle as a
means of local communication Is thought too

much exertion. It is really not short of a

misfortune to public health that the bicycle

is not more generally used."

WALTHAM WANTS MEET

And Probably Will Get tlie Qatherlns of

ilotorcycllsts which It Seeks.

Higgins Spins a War Story.

In a little barn on Canterbury street. East
Weymouth, Mass., surrounded by old fur-

nitiu'e and covered with a mantle of cob-

webs, reposes one of the oldest tricycles in

the country, and one which, it is alleged,

saw service and flgured iii many events dur-

ing the Civil War.
It was built by John Armstrong, alias

Kelly, a scout in the Union service. He trav-

eled many miles on the old machine, and, ac-

cording to stories told, it carried hi'm out of

danger on several occasions. He built the

machine before the war, constructing the hub
of the front wheel out of a section of an
oak limb and using broom handles for the

spokes. His saddle was an army rubber

blanket, fastened to a frame. The entire ma-
cine was of wood, with the exception of the

rear wheels, which were steel. When he
could not scout on foot^ he used tiie tricycle.

His longest ride was from Washington, D.

C, to Portland, Maine, returning to Wash-
ington, and then back to Boston. Just be-

fore Armstrong died he gave the tricycle to

its present owner, John J. Higgins, who says

he would ride it yet if the front wheel was
not out of whack.

Bought Bicycle and Bible.

A New York daily newspaper discloses the

fact that the Department of Commerce and
Labor at Washington has this year added to

its permanent equipment one Bible, one bi-

cycle, one binocular and one boring machine.

It is supposed that the binocular is used to

watch the trust as from afar, the bicycle to

overtake them, the boring machine to over-

penetrate their secrets and the Bible to swear
them on.

It appears reasonably certain that the 190r>

meet of the Federation of American Motor-

cyclists will be held in Waltham, Mass.

Through C. H. Metz, Waltham has made

formal application for the function, and as

Springfield, Mass., which was for a time a

likely candidate, has definitely withdrawn,

the field is left clear for Waltham, and only

the formality of a mail vote of the F. A. M.

executive committee seems necessary to final-

ly assure the holding of the annual gather-

ing in the Watch City.

Mr. Metz, who is the moving spirit in the

matter, promises a good time to all who may
attend. The city itself is admirably located

for such a purpose. It is in the centre of a

network of magnificent roads, and in the im-

mediate vicinity of numerous historical spots,

among them Plymouth Rock, Lexington and

Concord, Bunker Hill Monument, Wayside

Inn and other points made memorable by

the War of the Revolution, while the Atlan-

tic Ocean, with a number of excellent beaches

and resorts, is within easy riding distance.

"And right here in Waltham," to quote Mr.

Metz, "we have the finest stream in the

United States for boating and canoeing. Ten
thousand canoes and light craft are owned
on the river, within a stretcn of five miles."

The city's rival carnivals and illuminations

are among the most fairylike displays it is

possible to imagine, and one of them, Metz
promises, will be organized as a feature of

the F. A. M. meet, if Waltham's invitation

is accepted.

Boston is about ten miles distant, and the

Charles River track there, undoubtedly the

fastest in the world and the only one banked
sufEcientl.v to make any i-ate of motorcycle

speed safe, is within easy reach and will be

used for track events, which it is purposed

to include in the programme. In Waltham
itself there is a three-lap banked track, which

will stand a speed of 1:30 or better, which

may be used for economy tests, or any other

such affairs as may be organized. There are

also numerous hills suitable for hill climbing

contests, and a number of straightaway

stretches of straight road, the use of which,

Mr. Metz is confldent, can be secured for

straightaway trials.

In fact, from what Mr. Metz states, noth-

ing is lacking to assure a thorough good time

in every respect, and he adds that there will

be a motorcycle club organized in ample time

to take charge of the meet when it is for-

mally awarded.

"Motorcycles: How to Manage Them."

Price $1. The Goodman Company, 154

Nassau Street. New York. ••
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HATYOUGETFORYOUR
MONEYJSASIMPORTANT
AS THEAMOUNTYOU P,
PAY.

More good practical improvements OF VALUE TO THE RIDER than in any other

bicycle made—Our old customers know it—Our new customers soon find it out.

Get our catalog and ask for agency proposition, if we are not represented in your vicinity.

NATIONAL CYCLE MPG. CO., BAY CITY, MICH.. I'. S. A.

FISK TIRES
well may be styled

Tue AGENTS' ALLY and the RIDERS' FRIEND
They are all of one quality, the best; they

all bear the brand FISK, they are never

found on the bargain counter or in the "job

lot" establishment, and those who buy
them are given the fullest protection.

The Fisk Rubber Company, cwcopee Fans. Mass.

BRANCHES: New Yerk, 7S4-7S6 Seventh Ave. Chicago, 52 State Street.

BOSTON. 226 Columbus Ave.
SPRINGFIELD. 40 Dwight St.
NEW YOEK. 754-756 Seventh Ave.
PHILADELPHIA, 828 Arch St.
ATLANTA, 103 N. Pryor St.
SYRACUSE. 423 So. Clinton St.
BUFFALO, 893 Main St.
CLEVELAND, 318 Euulld Ave.
DETROIT, 254 Jefferson Ave.

MONTREAL. CANADA.

CHICAGO, 1251 Michigan Ave.
ST. LOUIS, 3908 Olive St.
OMAHA, 1116 Farnum St.
KANSAS CITY. 1330 Main St.
MINNEAPOLIS. 704 Hennepin Ave.
DENVER. 1534 Glenarm St.

SAN FRANCISCO. 114 Second St.

LOS ANGELES, 1034 So. Main St.

LONDON. ENGLAND.
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"Twixt optimist and pessimist
Tlie difference is droll;

Tlie optimist the douglinut sees,
Tlie pessimist the hole.

-Ex.

Finality in Frames.

Has tlie final word in bicycle design been
said? An English contemporary seems to

thinli that where home conditions are con-

cerned, "talk of finality in this direction is

premature, as numerous new developments

in frame patterns are being put forward for

the coming season's selling. "The idea of

^
one of the latest," says the writer in ques-

tion, "is to do away with the heavy and un-

sightly top and diagonal tubes and to use the

back mud guard as a support for the pillar."

It is not difficult to call to mind the many
distressingly awkward freak attempts at

frame construction that antedated the un-

adorned diamond of substantial diameter,

but light gauge tubing, and which one and
all faded away with the adoption of the lat-

ter. The fundamental principles of the truss

have been utilized to best advantage in the

THE BICYCLING WOmD
bicy(I(> fi a»me of to-day, and it is safe to say

(hat there is notliing of its weight more pow-

erful or better adapted to withstand the

strains imposed upon it than the true dia-

mond frame as exemplified in present day

construction. Of all the ills that man is heir

to, fewest concern his frame, and the same

can be said of the modern bicycle, for even

when disaster, that puts all else in line for

the jimk pile, is the moving cause, the fra'me

usually is the last to suffer.

All thought of further investigation in this

direction apparently ceased with the develop-

ment of the so-called diamond frame as now

built, tacit recognition of the latter's su-

periority being general here and abroad, so

we ventiu-e to assert that, after all is said

and done, the efforts of our British cousins

will prove to be abortive, due solely to in-

ability to grasp the fact that the possible

measure of perfection has been attained. The

final word in frame design has been spoken,

not to-day, but several years ago.

How Lamps Have Improved.

To hark back—not too far—to a time well

within the memory of the present genera-

tion, when it was no uncommon thing to pay

several dollars—ten or more, to be accurate

—

for a contraption of metal known as a bicycle

lamp, and to compare these crudities with

their successors of to-day, is truly amazing.

It has been well remarked that for the price

of one of these oldtimers a complete wheel

can now be had, nor is this stretching the

truth, either. For one of those long, coffin

shaped affairs, with a clamp intended to em-

brace the axle of the old ordinary, when first

on the market commanded a figure for which

thousands of wheels are sold to-day. They

consumed sperm or lard oil, splashed it about

promiscuously, smoked like a chimney and

did everything but produce a bright light.

For the rider whose pocket could not stand

one of these there wasn't much choice—he

had to content himself with a cheap arrange-

ment of stamped tin, japanned black, to burn

kerosene, and retailing at a few dollars, and

which now hardly meiits notice as a child's

toy, so tawdry is it beside latter day crea-

tions. But, regardless of price, the light pro-

ducing capacities of the two were about on a

par—they sufficed to reveal obstructions after

the collision and the formality of relighting

had been gone through, for their besetting

sin was a habit of jarring out sans provoca-

tion.

Experiments with electricity when the

safety had reached prominence showed its
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limitations for the purpose to be such as to

entitle it to no consideration, and then came
acetylene. Doubtless the recording angel

was kept on the jump by those first gas

lamps, for they certainly were a prolific

source of profanity and ill temper. And had
it not been for their immeasm-able superiority

in light producing power it is somewhat to be
doubted if they would have survived to the

present. But, like all things new, the prin-

ciples of acetylene gas generation and its

control were by means thoroughly under-
stood, nor the proper method of its applica-

tion in such confined space well settled.

Given the right foundation to work upon, all

things yield to persistent effort in time, and
the gas lamp of to-day exemplifies this in no
uncertain degree. The younger generation of

bicyclists who found this modern illuminant
ready to show the way when they first came
upon the road can hardly appreciate the gap
that separates it from the smoking abomina-
tions of high wheel days. Even some of

those who used the gas lamps of yesteryear

can scarce realize how great has been their

improvement latterly.

In its endeavor to mulct all motorcyclists

and automobilists $5 per year for the privi-

lege of using its roads, the State of New
Jersey is literally assuming the position of

a highwayman. There is something uncom-
monly despicable in its "stand and deliver"

attitude; there is something hoggishly in-

decent in the sentiment that inspires it—the
"we got $1 so easily we may just as well

squeeze $5 out of them" sentiment. To our

mind the whole miserable registration system
is not short of robbery in the form of extra

taxation. We believe it will be so proven
the first time it is put to the legal test.

Meanwhile, there should be no hesitancy on
the part of motorcyclists in attacking the pro-

posed amendment to the law, with all the

resources at their command. It is an in-

stance of the sort that shows the value of or-

ganization. The motorcyclists are fortunate

in having their Federation to lead the attack.

It is sincerely too bad that the L. A. W.
was not born a few years earlier. Its twen-

ty-fifth anniversary would then have been

celebrated in fashion befitting such an event,

but falling in this diminished year of grace

1905, the League's "silver jubilee" will fall

far short of what it ought to be, and more's

the pity. For though many do not know it

and do not care, and others have forgotten,

cycling and cyclists owe much, very much,

to this same L. A. W.
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COOKE SUCCEEDS HIMSELF

But L.A. W. has New Vice-Presldents-

To Celebrate "Silver Jubilee."

George L. Cooke, of Providence, R. I., has

succeeded himself as president of the L. A.

W., lilcewise has Abbot Bassett, of Boston,

succeeded Abbot Bassett as secretary-treas-

urer, and for the nineteenth time.

Their elections occurred at the annual meet-

ing of the National Assembly in Boston, at

which time these other officers also were

chosen from among the "faithful":

First vice-president. Dr. Louis C. Le Koy,

New Yoric City; second vice-president, Mar-

riott C. Morris, Philadelphia; auditor, George

W. Nash, Wollaston, Mass.

"League Day"—silver jubilee at Boston-

was appointed for May. 30, and the following

special committee named to act in conjunc-

tion witb the executive committee: George

A. Perlvins, Boston; Abbot Bassett, Boston;

Quincy Kilby, Boston; Alonzo D. Pecli, Bos-

ton; H. W. Robinson, Boston, and A. P. Ben-

son, Dedham.
Recognizing the fact that the Boston Bi-

cycle Cfub was a very important factor in

the birth of the league, and that it gave the

league its flrst president, the assembly passed

a vote asking this club to co-operate with the

league in making the twenty-fifth anniver-

sary a success.

An amendment Avas made to the constitu-

tion clianging from October 1 to September I

the time for estimating the membership of

the States to determine the quota of repre-

senation in the assembly and to group the

States having a membership under one hun-

dred.

The secretary-treasury reported the acces-

sion of 148 new members and a balance in

bank of $72.80 and all debts paid.

Buffalo "Strikers" are^Suspended.

Ten of Buffalo's amateur cyclists have been

suspended by the National Cycling Associa-

tion as the result of a refusal on their part

to ride in the indoor bicycle races at the

74th Regiment Armory on January 21. The

riders under suspension are R. J. Hoover;

Gurncy Schue, J. S. Baker, R. L. Lewis, W.
I. Baumer, W. Morton, H. Stutz, F. Gushing,

E. L. Jakoe and C. I. Daycock.

Schue, Baker, Hoover and Lewis are under

the ban for a period of thirty days. These

riders entered the games, and then, in accord-

ance with the agreement of the recently

formed "union," did not take part in the

armory races. Later they presented a phy-

sician's certificate to the effect that they

were physically unable to take part in the

events, but the N. C. A. board of control re-

fused to pass upon these slips.

The other six riders will stand suspended

until they pay the entrance fee to the armory

officials. They followed out a plan of send-

ing in the six entries by one man, and then

later claimed that the bearer was not au-

thorized to enter them. Tlie bearer, how-
ever, to protect himself, declared otherwise,

and his story was believed.

It will be remembered that the local cy-

clists decided some time ago to blacklist the
74th Regiment, their grievance being that the

regiment raised the entrance fee and cut
down the training hours.

WHEELER WON BOTH MEDALS

Californian Captured Award for Greatest

nileage as well as for ilost Centuries.

Tigers' Home Trainer Tournament.

The first of the "interstate home trainer

championship races" which the Tiger Wheel-
men of New York have had "in the works"
for a long time will be inaugurated on Febru-
ary 22 at Apollo Hall, 475 Ninth avenue. New
York City, at 2 p. m.

The first race will be at one-mile against

time. H. Van Den Dries, of the Tiger Wheel-
men, is also slated to meet Charles Sherwood,

of the Roy Wheelmen, in a special one-mile

match race; when they last met they rode

a dead heat. Other meets will be held

during Ferbuary and March, the nature

of the races varying at each meet. They
will be at distances ranging from one-half

to five miles, scratch and handicap, and
standing and flying starts, so that each con-

testant will have equal chances against the

crack riders. The winner in each heat will

be accredited with a certain number of

points, to figure in the finals for tlie cham-

pionship. A good list of prizes will be of-

fered to the winner at each meet, and prizes

will also be given at the final meet for the

championship.

Entries will be received prior to February

22 by II. A. Gliesman, president Tiger Wheel-

men, No. 563 Seventh avenue. New York

City, who is in a position to allow entrants

use of the trainer to get into trim.

How Muskegon is Stirring Things.

That hotbed of motorcycle interest in the

West, Muslcegon, Mich., is now possessed of

a motorcycle club, of which Paul Stamsen is

president, Chester Howell, secretary, and

Dr. C. J. Dove, treasurer. They purpose

having a summer-long carnival of motor-

cycle sport.

Last fall, although lacking a club, the local

riders held a meet which drew six thousand

people. This year they will open the season

on May 30 with an extensive programme,

and as Muskegon is possesesd of a good

half-mile track, it is probable that weekly

meetings will be held. An endurance or re-

liability contest is also on tapis.

Muskegon is located on the shore of Lake

Michigan, and is a considerable summer re-

sort. It is visited each year by tliousands

of people, and the motorcycle club believes

tliat it has a splendid foundation for their

elal)orate plans for a busy season.

Universals to Celebrate

Brooklyn's Universal Wheelmen will cele-

brate their sixth anniversary by giving a

lianquct at their clubroom. No. 65 Fleet

street, Brooklyn, N. Y., Tuesday, Febru-

ary 2L

Harry H. Wheeler, the California veteran

whom "age does not wither nor custom

stale," made a clean sweep of the 1904 prizes

offered by the Centm-y Road Club Associa-

tion.

As was reported last week, he captured the

award offered for the member riding the

greatest number of centuries during the year,

with a record of fifty-two such runs, and the

annual mileage report, made public this

week, shows that Wheeler also heads that

list with a total of 11,761 miles, or just under

1,000 miles a month.

The nearest man to the orange grower is

away behind—Harry Early, Bayonne, N. J.—
with a record of 10,001 miles.

Andrew Clausen, Chicago, is third, witli

8,834 miles, and that "grand old man of cy-

cling," the ever-green Thomas W. Davis,
Peoria, 111—aged seventy-odd—is close up,

with a total of 8,242 miles. Fred E. Mom-
mer. New York, is in fifth place, with 6,007

miles to his credit.

All of the others who reported their per-

formances fell short of 5,000 miles and are
not eligible for the engrossed certificates

given for records of 5,000 miles or better.

The two medals given to those adding the

greatest number of members to the roll were
both won by Jersey City men—Harry Early
and Joseph Sesta, with records, respectively,

of 39 and 29 "recruits' to their credit.

Here's the Most Monstrous Motorcycle.

"Tommy" Hall, the British racing man, is

tlie possessor of a new 24 H. P. two-cylinder

motorcycle, built on his own specifications,

wliioli is guaranteed to travel at the rate of

a mile a minute when in perfect running
order.

This monster was specially built for Hall,

who aims to make an onslaught on Darra-
gon's liour record. As soon as the weather
permits outdoor work, the "youth" thinks he
can cover fifty-six miles in the hour. The
motor will be driven by Franz Hoffman, the

German pacemaker, who is at present in

"Tommy's" employ.

'Frisco Loses a Leader.

W. F. Townley, captain of the San Fran-

cisco Motocycle Club, and president of the

New Century Wheelmen, died on February

2, following an operation for appendicitis. The
operation was skilfully performed, but the

disease had advanced beyond human remedy.
Mr. Townley was twenty-five years of age
and was a native of San Francisco, where
lie had a large acquaintance in the cycle

trade. He leaves a young widow with a boy
but a few days old. He was buried on Feb-
ruary 5. Among the floral tributes was a

broken wheel, inscribed, "Our Captain," from
the Motocycle Club.
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Experience Counts
You've heard that before, and it applies

as soundly to the design and con^
struction of coaster brakes
as to any other article.

THERE'S WHERE WE SCORE.
The MORROW was the first coaster brake;

all others came after—long after. This
means that the ripest experience is

embodied in the MORROW; and
. the result is found not less

in its manufacture than
in its principle.

FOR INSTANCE:
Ycu would not place the brake on a wagon as shown

below with the pressure applied on the side, giving

the wheel opportunity to spring and
making the Irake Inefficient. You would put the brake on a wagon this way,

Yet that Is the way other coaster brakes are applied

on the hubs of bicycles, and that Is why experienced

riders will use no other than "MORROW"
Coaster Brakes.

And this is exactly the principle of the MORROW—it's

the right principled

We will be glad to mail you

a copy of our booklet.

It's ** catchy."

ECLIPSE MACHINE COMPANY,
ELMIRA, N. Y.
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Single Tube Under Another Name.

One more ofo those single tube tires, or, as

tliey are termed on the other side, a "tubeless"

tire, is shortly to be placed on the market in

England. While the improvement is claimed

to relate to the outer cover of the tire and

the application of a sealing air tube for the

purpose of converting the outer cover in

what is generally known as a "tubeless

tire," it would seem to be more in the nature

of a method of fastening the tire in place by

means of the latter device. This will be

readily apparent from the sectional drawings

shLiwing the deflated tire just placed on the

rim and after inflating. Appended is the de-

scription of the new invention, which is

known as the "Tolson-Holmes Tubeless

Tiie":

"For this purpose the upper or tread por-

tion of the outer cover or tire has at each

lateral edge, extending around the tire or

cover, thickened rubber or canvas, or both,

of which the cover is composed, so that when
the cover or tire is arched and inserted in the

rim such thickened edges form a substan-

tial or solid base adapted to approximately

lill up the space within the rim.

"Through one thickened edge of the cover

and from end to end thereof, an opening is

formed through which a small tube is in-

serted, and in the opposite thickened edge

so as to be in alignment with the said tube

when the cover is inserted in the rim, is pro-

vided a groove or channel.

"After the edges of the cover have been

passed into the rim, as shown in Fig. 2, air

is pumped through a valve into the small

tube, which on inflation forces the rubber on

the side thereof nearest the opposing edge

of the cover tightly into the recess or chan-

nel (as shown in Fig. 1), and thereby makes

THE "TUBELESS TIRE."

a perfectly airtight joint between the oppos-

ing edges of tlie cover and seals it up. Air

is subsequently pumped through a valve into

the interior of the cover or tire to inflate it

as pneumatic tires are usually inflated, the

inflation of the cover or tire serving still fur-

ther to seal the joint or joints."

In other words, in the attempt to do away
with one tube, the usual inner bladder, an-

other is merely substituted in a different

place, thus complicating simplicity and ren-

dering the appellation "tubeless" a contra-

diction in terms.

To Prevent Oil Splashing.

One who has suffered from the effects of

oil oozing or splashing from the pulley bear-

ing of a belt-driven motorcycle—a fault com-

mon to some of them—gives the following
as an "absolute cure":
"Take off pulley and get inside face re-

cessed round centre hole, how much will

depend on present amount of side play in

bearing and distance, if any, between pulley
and bush. Anyway, the object is to leave
room on shaft between pulley and bush for a
thin plate or washer of brass and two or

three of rubber, the latter to keep the for-

mer slightly but firmly pressed against the
bush. In my own case—a very bad one

—

there was rather too much side play, so I

have room for the brass disc and three rub-
ber ones cut from a piece of an old motor
inner tube. After the engine has been run
a few miles no more oil will come from that
side; that is, when the brass washer has got
ground down to a good flt; this must be cut
from thin sheet and hammered dead flat and
all burr removed. In my case, the oil was
pumped in by me and ejected with great
promptitude from the pulley side, whence, of

course, it got everywhere, even on to thf-

passenger in the trailer and the passers-by.
However, not a drop comes out now, and
the crank-case is as clean as possible after

a day's run. The oil certainly made a bid
for freedom through the air release valve.

This I stopped up at once and altogether, and
we have been happy ever since. I regard the
common or garden air release valve as some
form of joke. It is, indeed, most brilliantly

ineflScient. Another advantage I have found
is that the valve-lifting arrangement gets
oiled under the new regime. This formerly
always worked dry."

ODOMETERS FOR MOTOR CARS
will be on exhibition at our spaces at New York, Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland
and Boston, where we shall be very glad to talk with manufacturers of cars

concerning the special discount we make to those who equip their output
with Veeder Odometers.

Dealers and jobbers are likewise invited to drop in at our booths to

discuss the sale of Veeder Odometers for this year.

Automobile owners who wish to see the odometers in actual operation

should feel perfectly free to come in and ask all the questions they choose.
That is what we are there for.

THE VEEDER MFG. CO., 26 Sargeant Street, Hartford. Conn.
Cyclometers, Odometers, Tachometers, Counters and Fine Castings.

L
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PRINCE'S "CURTAIN RAISER"

Puts Up His Saucer Track and Gives Phll-

adelphlans a Racing ''Appetiser."

As a"curtain raiser" to Jack Prince's six

days of i-acing in Philadelphia, which starts

on Monday next, three motor-paced and one

unpaced race were ran on Thursday night

at the Second Regiment on Broad street. The

winners of Thursday's races will meet to-

night (Saturday) for first and second money,

and second and third place men for third

money, and on Monday night the races will

start in earnest.

The first event was a five-mile motor-paced

race between Nat Butler, of Boston, and

Frank Galvin, of Newark, N. J. Butler kept

the lead throughout the race and finished in

7:471-5.

Eddie Root, of Sheepshead Bay, L. I., who,

with Oliver Dorlon, won tliS Madison Square

Garden six-day race, was the favorite in the

four-mile unpaced event, and won easily

fro'm a bunch of crack sprinters. The race,

however, was exceedingly tame—the riders

apparently seemed to think loafing the nat-

ural thing to do. It was not until the forty-

sixth lap that they showed any desire to

"hunch" themselves, and then it was too late.

Root shot down the steep incline like a bul-

let out of a gun, and before the following

riders could be brought to a realization that

something was doing. Root was smilingly

taking the opposite bank, half a lap to the

good. Joseph Fogler, of Brooklyn, broke

away from the bunch, sprinted around the

wooden bowl in pursuit of the strategic Root,

with Frank J. Cadwell, of Hartford, tagging

along in the rear. But Root was not to "be

robbed of victory, and he crossed the tape

a quarter lap to the good. Fogler and Cad-

well finished second and third, respectively-

Time, 12:13.

Bennie Munroe, of Memphis, Tenn., beat

out Louis Mettling, of Lowell, Mass., by over

two laps in a four-mile motor-paced race.

The time was 6:42. The last event was a

six-mile motor-paced race between Gussie

Lawson, of Buffalo, and Charles Turville,

Philadelphia's favorite. The latter did not

apepar to be up to his usual standard, and

lost his pace time and again. He was ef-

fectually put out of the race in the last lap

of the thii-d mile by his rear tire busting.

A heavy fall reSTiited, but beyond a few

scratch-es he was not injured. Lawson fin-

ished the race alone in 10:30.

Summaries

:

Fife-mile motor-paced race between Nat But-

ler, Boston, and Frank Galvin, Newark, N.' J.

Won by Butler. Time, 7:47 1-5.

Four-mile open race, unpaced—Edward Root,

Sheepshead Bay, L. I., first; Joseph Fogler,

Brooklyn, second; Frank J. Cadwell, Hartford,

Conn., third. Time, 12:13.

Four-mile motor-paced race between Bennie

Munroe, Memphis, Tenn., and Louis Mettling,

Lowell, Mass.—Won by Munroe. Time, 6:42.

Six-niile motor-paced race between Gussie

Lawson, Buffalo, N. T., and Charles Turville,

Philadelphia, Pa.—Won by Lawson. Time, 10:30.

Kaufman on i-aucy RiUin^.

"To anyone who contoniplutes learning

tricks on the bicycle," says the veteran "Nic"

Kaufman, who has been so long in the busi-

ness that none is more competent to speak on

the subject; "I would give but one rule:

'Practice makes perfect.' It is old one, but

there is nothing else that will give the same
results as practice. There is no secret about

learning to ride a wheel trick fashion, al-

though most people think there is. When I

got my first bicycle I tried, as most boys do,

all sorts of experiments on it. It was one of

those old ordinaries, the only kind we had

in those days. I tried mounting from the

pedals, first on one side and then the other;

standing and moving, and advancing from
step to step, till I felt as firm on the wheel

as I did on the ground. I tried the same
things, first right-handed, and then left-hand-

ed, and over and over again I tested every

possible position that could be conceived of

on a bicycle.

"Every spare moment I had was utilized

in this way. Besides, I laid out a regular

programme of acts, and went through all of

them every day. Of course, I got many a

fall, some of them hard ones, but thus far I

have never had to call in a doctor.

"One will find that, as in everything else,

Avhat feats seem easiest are likely to be the

hardest, and take days and weeks of steady

work, while, on the other hand, what the

spectator sees as the hardest are perhaps in-

fantile. Others that look hard at first are

easy when the movement is memorized. One
feat suggests another, too, and scarcely a
day goes by that I do not try new ones.

"Once I came very near meeting with a

serious accident in Budapest. I was riding

around the stage at a pretty good clip, when
my front wheel slipped. From a nearby box
a rope dangled, and as the bicycle slipped

over the footlights I made a grab for the

rope. Contrary to my expectations, the rope

was not securely fastened, and I fell right in

a big dish of Hungarian goulasch. The gou-

lasch broke my fall, but it took several min-

utes for the box party to wipe the greasy

mess from their immaculate shirt bosoms."

ATE, DRANK, MADE MERRY
<<Oid Guard" of Original Club Celebrates

Anniversary in Befitting Fashion.

How the Mayor Drew the Line.

"Bicycles are necessities; motorcycles lux-

uries." Thus discriminates Mayor Finch of

Toledo, Ohio, and pursuant to the declara-

tion he has caused an ordinance introduced in

the City Council to eliminate the existing

license fee of 50 cents on bicycles, while

motorcycles will be taxed $2 a year. If the

ordinance is passed it will not become effec-

tive until March 1, as it requires three weeks
to become a law.

In the land of the rim-brake (England) the

relative value of leather and fibre for the

friction surface of the bearing blocks is an
unending subject of discussion among riders.

According to Cycling, at least one wheelman
has solved the problem by adopting neither;

he uses a pair of ordinary wine bottle corks.

Like all of the functions of the ripe old

Boston Bicycle Club, its twenty-seventh an-

nual dinner, on Saturday last, 11th inst.

—

the anniversary of its birth—was a thorough-

ly enjoyable affair. Of course, some of the

"faithful" were missing, but "Papa" Weston,

"Joe" Dean, "Billy" Everett and most of

the others were tliere, and when the "Biba-

mus"—that jingle of Latin twisted to fit the

club—was sung, the volume was as hearty

and as mellow as of yore. There were "post-

prandial exercises," of course, but none of

them was permitted to assume the boresome

dignity of a speech. Vaudeville followed the

eating.

The dinner was held, of course, at Hen-
drie's, in Dorchester, Mass.

The menu card was studded with a nrun-

ber of "hits," suitable to occasion and fa-

cetiously credited to famous authors. Here
are some of them:

'Neath Hendrie's hospitable roof.

Where winter cannot harm us,

With varying tones in divers keys.
We all will sing "Bibamus."

—Longfellow.

The tale of twenty-seven years
Is very quickly told:

Some of us have grown prosperous,
But not a soul grows old.

Our waists are waxing larger.

Our heads are touched with snow,
But we can kick the pedals.
As we did long years ago.

—Hamlet, Act III, So. 3.

What though the world outside be cold and
rough,

\vith frowns incessant, is it not enough
That we should pass these evening hours

away
With mirthful mouthfuls and with gladsome

guff?
—Omar Khayyam.

A lot of friends, a lot of grub.
Something to smoke, a mug of beer,
A few good stories, a few good songs,
And what is Paradise to this here?

—Whittier.

When we feel depressed and pious.

We want Apollinaris nigh us.

When we need a friend to cheer us,

We like Apollinaris near us.

—Pilgrim's Progress.

If you would be always strong and well.

When you eat an oyster, don't swallow the
shell.

—Rockefeller's Rhymes.

Eat up the cheese up as much as you wish.
But fish out the bones out from out of the

fish.

—Booker Washington.

While your cigars you smoke and gayly chat,

Don't drop your ashes in your neighbor's hat.
—Exodus IV: 8.
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BICYCLES,
Chain and Chainless,

ALL GRADES and ALL PRICES

Dealers will find our

1905 Product

thoroughly up to date.

The goods that sell are

the goods you want.

28 years of successful

manufacturing experience

have made the name " Pope
"

synonymous with enterprise

and excellence. Our national

advertising, re-enforced by

local publicity, makes a

business proposition which

the aggressive dealer cannot

afford to overlook.

Write for terms and cata-

logues, addressing Depart-

ment B,

POPE MANUFACTURING CO.,

Hartford, Conn. Chicago, III.

" The Name Bespeaks the Quality."

HUBSm M FRONT OR REAR. ^^^

The kind you ought to use at the price
you ought to pay.

\A/rit^ for Quo'ta'tions.

READING STANDARD CYCLE MFG. CO., , Pa.^'»
ORIBNT BUCKBOARD, PRICE. $375.

I MORE MONEY FOR YOU I

Here's a motor-car for you to sell—thoroug-hly pira,ctical,

simple as a bicycle, with the speed of an express train, and
dependable as steel beams.

A man can get right out on the road with it after a half-
hour's practice, and reel off 35 miles an hour—get away from
more than half the touring cars

The Buckboard sells for only $375—$50 less than last year—
and is greatly improved—has a new, simplified carbureter;
improved muffler; larger spring surface; almost noiseless driv-
ing pinions; and a new, patented starting device that makes
the engine turn so easily a child can start it.

Get going! You can sell a dozen or more of these ma-
chines this season if you start now. Write for discounts on
your sample car, and full details.

Orient Buckboards in four styles, for two or four passen-

gers, $375, $450, $475 and $525.

Address

I Waltham Manufacturing Company,
FACTORY, WALTHAM, MASS.

General Sales Offices, 44 Broad Street, New York. ±I

^H-hH-H-hH"hH-^-H-H-¥^»
«D. & J." HANGERS

FOR

Single,

Tandem,
Triplet,

ABSOLUTELY THE BEST Quad uni— Motor Cycles.

Lightest, Nearest Oust Proof, and
Easiest Running Hanger in the World.

Up-to-date Dealers handle

HUDSON

BICYCLES
Sole manufacturers of the celebrated

D. and J. HANGERS,
Write for our terms and prices, and special territory proposition.

HUSTLING AGENTS WANTED.

THE HUDSON MFG. CO., Hudson, Mich.
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FOR WINTER RIDING

Some Hints Regarding the Protection of

tlie Man and His Machine.

"In advising the use of a bicycle in winter

we do not recommend what may be termed

the heroic cause, recommended so frequently,

of vaselining all parts of the bicycle with the

exception of the top tube," says the Irish

Cyclist.

"We have tried this method of treatment,

but find no inconsiderable portion of the

vaselene transfers itself from the machine

to one's clothing. Indeed, we may say that

for protecting a bicycle from rust in winter

vaselene is by no means as effective as oil.

For the purpose we prefer to use heavy oil.

such as is supplied for the lubrication of

water-cooled motors. It adheres to the parts

of the machine which it is desired to protect

much more tenaciously than vaselene, and,

although it is rather more difficult to apply,

we have found that by heating the oil and
using a bnish its application to the parts is

made easy.

"The parts that should be thus treated are

the head of the machine below the lamp

bracket, the crown and the front forks for a

couple of inches below the point where the

wheel passes, the pedals and cranks, the

lower part of the bottom bracket, and the

compression stays for two or three inches

back from the point wiiere the wheel passes.

These are the parts of the bicycle where mud
collects in the greatest quantities; such mud
as reaches the other parts of the frame will

do no injury to the enamel, and can usually

be removed with difficulty.

"It is also necessary to thoroughly cover the

hubs, the spokes, up to the point where they

are laced together, and the rims, if they are

not of a non-rusting metal. We regard rims

of aluminum alloy as an esential equipment

for a winter bicycle. Indeed, we have come

to the conclusion that no method of treat-

ment will prevent the ordinary metal rim

from rusting if the machine is used con-

stantly in wet weather.

"The wrapping of the bearings with chenille

wire or worsted is very desirable. The bear-

ings that require to be thus treated are those

at the bottom of the head, the front wheel

and the left side of the bottom bracket, and

occasionally the left side of the driving hub.

The inner bearings of the pedal should also

be treated in this manner, unless the pedals

are of a class in which the bearing is re-

moved some distance from the face of the

crank. It is advisable to apply a coat of oil

before protecting the bearings in this man-
ner, and after the chenille wire or worsted

has been affixed a further coat of oil or

vaselene should be applied, so as to make
the bearings absolutely waterproof.

"The part of the bicycle which requires the

greatest attention during the winter is un-

doubtedly the chain. It is, of course, very ef-

fectively protected if a good gear case is fit-

ted; but so few riders use gear cases nowa-

days that no article on the subject of the

care of a bicycle would be complete without

insti-uctions as to the protection of the chain.

It is constantly exposed to mud, and will

quickly wear except it receives unremitting

attention. At least once a month, when In

constant use, it should be washed in paraffin

and afterward soaked in a bath of melted

tallow and blacklead, leaving it in the mixt-

ure until the latter solidifies. In addition to

this, however, it requires practically daily

attention when the bicycle is in use. The
best plan is to wipe it with a cloth while still

wet. Before venturing out the following day
apply a preparation which lubricates the

outer bearing surfaces but which does not at-

tract the mud.

"A very useful device for winter riding, or.

SHOES FOR CYCLING

The Part They Play in Making for Comfort

and Effective Ankilng.

CNtOIIK KKKER
IS ALWAYS DIS-

APPOINTED IN

NOK(iAllsiWlilGHniREUPE

IT'S TOO GOOD FOR HIM

DOES NOT DRY UP

Morgans Wright
CHICAGO

NEW YORK BRANCH 314-316 WEST 47TH ST.

in fact, for permanent use, is the triangular

guard to fit in the corner between the back
forks and the lower part of the rear mud
guard. This prevents side splash from the

wheel reaching the chain; but, of course, it

can only be fitted when there is a reasonable

clearance between the compression stays and
the driving wheen. On a very closely built

machine a device of this character causes the
mud that is carried round by the wheel to

collect between the cliain stays, and constant
dismounts are necessary to remove it."

Eighteen Years and Prosperous.

The Fleming-ton (N. J.) Bicycle Club has
elected the following ocffiers for the year

1905: President, William H. Bodine; vice-

president, .lohn B. Case; secretary and treas-

urer, Hiram E. Deats; captain, Charles L.

Fell; lieutenant, Oscar M. LaRue; color

bearer, Asa B. Reading; trustees, J. F. Bo-
dine, W. W. Hawke, John B. Case, W. H.
Bodine, H. E. Deats and Charles L. Fell.

Organized in 1887 and incorporated in 1893,
the club has had a remarkable success. In
addition to owning the club property, there
is a co'mfortable balance in tie treasury.

"Few cyclists realize what a difference rid-

ing in shoes makes," says a rider of experi-

ence, "and how much it affects one's style.

The ankles cannot act freely, and one's pedal-

ling becomes stiff arid 'flat footed.' This was
brought home to me very forcibly in the case

of a cyclist with whom I am sometimes in

the habit of riding tandem. When ties are

worn my partner nicks admirably, but with

shoes there is a complete change of style,

and as a result the machine drags and hill

climbing becomes excessively severe. I have

specially noticed this tendency to wear
shoes among the younger generation of cy-

clists. They do not seem to have the enthusi-

asm of the old brigade, who made a study of

the pastime, and who, when they found they
could not get the same results when riding

with shoes, immediately discarded that de-

moralizing style of footgear.

"Many people seem to imagine that it Is

necessary to have the ankle supported for

walking purposes, and that the adoption of

ties would be a dangerous practice, which
would probably result in a sprained ankle.

I can assure them that the support given

by the best shoe is an artificial one, and re-

sults in weakening the ankle. When ties are
adopted one undoubtedly misses the support
which the shoes afilorded, just at first, but in

a very short time the ankle becomes stronger
than ever. In fact, I would venture to say
that sprains are almost unknown among
those who habitually wear ties. I speak
from experience, for it is more than twenty
years since I discarded the shoe for good and
all. Some years ago I went in for shooting
to a limited extent, and greatly astonished
my companions, who without exception wore
the regulation nailed shooting boot of enor-

mous weight, and could not understand how
my ankles bore the strain of severe mountain
climbing and struggling through rough bog
land.

"There is another tendency which is great-

ly spreading, and that is the tendency of

young riders to go in for stiff leather leg-

gings. These have a most cramping effect,

and when they are low cut absolutely pre-

vent ankle action. They are also quite un-

necessary. The lower portion of the leg

from the knee to the ankle is almost impervi-

ous to cold, and even if one were to discard

stockings their absence would be little felt

after a short period. On the other hand, the

unnecessary heat caused by the thick leather

legging is very disconcerting when active ex-

ercise is being indulged in. Those who adopt
leggings evidentiv think more of appearance
than comfort or utility."

"Motorcycles: How to Manage Them."
Price $1. The Goodman Company, 154

Nassau Street, New York. •••
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N. C. A. to fleet on Monday.

The National Cycling Association will bold

its annual meeting in New York City, Mon-
-day, February 20. The most important thing

to be decided is the case of the six-day "strik-

ers"—Robert Walthour, Atlanta, Ga.; James
F. Moran, Chelsea, Mass.; Otto Maya, Erie,

Pa., and James Bowler, Chicago. Although all

the suspended cyclists want to get back under

the official cloak, Walthour seems to be the

most anxious one of the bunch. The idea of

being forced to cancel lucrative spring en-

gagements in France naturally jars bis deli-

cate nerves.

Winter Racing in Paris.

In the international scratch race at the win-

ter track in Paris on February 6 the team
Mayer-Bader was first, with Mathiew-Jen-

kins second. After this event came the match

between Peter Guntber and "Tommy" Hall.

The Englishman won two consecutive beats

with comparative ease, in spite of the cool,

steady gait of bis opponent. The best time

for the ten kilometres was in the second

heat, 24:291-5. A twenty-mile race was then

held, in which Pettier vanquished the favor-

ite, Poulain, and the one time hour champion,
Bruni, the time for the twenty miles being
39:02. Giupoune defeated the celebrated

Ciassac in a motorcycle race, the latter

"throwing up the sponge" and leaving the

track when be saw bis chances of the race

were lost.

Tlie Pig and tlie Pedaller.

In order to recover damages for injury to

a bicycle caused by colliding with a pig on
the highway an English judge has decided

that proof of the fact that the porker was
vicious and was in the habit of baiting bicy-

clists was a prerequisite. Strange as it may
seem, the law aplicable to the case, except

in States where some farmer-legislator has
bad the exceeding foresight to change it, is

identical in this country. Moral, give pigs a

wide berth when on a wheel.

Cup Race in June.

The second contest for the International

Cup, now held by the Motorcycle Club de
France, will occur either on June 18 or 25.

It was originally fixed to occur in May, but
influence brought to bear by the English
club brought about the change of date.

Tlie Downfall of Jacquelin.

Jacquelin, the former apotheosized rider of

France, is now a back number. He was de-

feated twice on January 30 at the winter
track in Paris by Poulain, who won the first

and last beats. The second heat was won by
Jacquelin purely through Poulain changing
bis machine, which made the contest a trifle

less "onesided." Poulain hails from the old

town caled St. Nazaire, and, according to the
French papers, has so completely shown his

superiority over the French "Idol" that the

two are no longer in the same class.

Held a ••Bicycle Funeral."

In Manchester, England a bicycle funeral

recently actually took place. The deceased
was captain of a local club and made a spe-

cial request that after death bis body be con-

veyed to the cemetery on bicj'cles. This re-

quest was carried out, many members of the

club following the procession on bicycles.

Bavarians are firm believers in the effi-

ciency of bicycles in the postal service. At
the present time 439 bicycles are used by
letter earners in that country.

ADVERTISE YOUR BUSINESS
In a way to make a good impression. You cannot possibly do this more effectively than by

means of one or two of the

FREE, SOLID BRASS SiCIMS
we are giving dealers in return for NhVERLEAK "Brass Sign" certificates. Save these certifi-

cates, one of which accompanies each dozen 4 oz. tubes of NEVERLEaK and when you have twelve,

mail them to us and you will receive one of these splendid signs, 12 by 15 inches, absolutely free.

You should try to secure a pair of these signs, one for each side of your door.

1904 certificates accepted the same as those of 1905.

BUFFALO SPECIALTY MANUFACTURING CO., Buffalo,N.r.

Every Dog Has His Day!
THIS IS THE TIME TO

BUY YOUR BICYCLES AND SUPPLIES.
All Standard Goods and Supplies for Bicycle and

Automobile Builders and Dealers.

EXCELSIOR SUPPLY CO., - 233-5-r Randolph Street, Chicago, IlL
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STOPPED BY NEVERLEAK

Buffalo Concern Obtains Decrees Against

Two riore Infringers of Tire Fluid Patent.

Those aggressive fighters, the Buffalo Spe-

cialty Manufacturing Company, have clipped

the wings of two more infringers of the Dur-

yea-Neverleab Tire Fluid patent.

The decrees were entered in the United

States Circuit Court for the Northern Dis-

trict of New York on the 6th inst., and are

comprehensive in that they include both the

manufacturer of the infringing fluid, Le Roy
Yakely, and the firm that sold his product,

Rosback & Filsinger, of Syracuse, N. Y.

The decrees, of course, restrain both par-

ties "from making, selling or using, or caus-

ing to be made, or sold, or used any device,

mechanism, or mechanical contrivance, or

any things whatsoever named, arranged or

used according to the complainants' said pat-

ent, or differing therefrom only colorably or

by the substitution of merely mechanical im-

provements for the same."

Adverse Report on Lamp Law.

Only automobiles will be required to dis-

play lights in Massachusetts. Although un-

doubtedly making for the protection of the

public and for the safety of travel on the

roads, the bill seeking to have all vehicles

save merchandise wagons carry lamps after

nightfall has been unfavorably reported by
the committee on roads and bridges, which
will almost certainly give it its quietus.

Bargains at a Luggage Sale.

Evidently English bicycles are not appreci-

ated by the native bargain hunters on the

other side, or else they do not relish paying
much for a "good thing." At a sale of un-

claimed baggage a lady's bicycle was knocked
down for a shilling, while a collection of four
machines, with a few odd wheels and tires

thrown in, went for half a sovereign.

Hazleton Gets His Discharge

W. Fred Hazelton, formerly a wholesale
and retail dealer at Providence, R. I., re-

ceived a discharge in bankruptcy lasf week
in the United States District Coin-t,

Printed flatter that is Wasted.

Despite repeated advices that all catalog-ues

and printed matter sent into Austi'alia is

subject to an import duty of 6 cents per

pound, it is said that large quantities of such

stuff are still being mailed to Austi'alian

merchants without their knowledge or con-

sent. The result is that the addresses refuse

to receive it, and that not only the literature

itself, but the postage, is thrown away.

%. WEST IS AWAKENING

New Firm in Denver.

Hamilton & Payment is the style of the

newest firm in Denver, Col. It is composed

of W. W. Hamilton, long dubbed "the un-

paced king of the road," and John A. Pay-

ment, also a rider of a repute and a trades-

man of energy and ideas. They are located

at 1616 California street, and will make the

Reading Standard bicycle their leader.

"12 Warren" Closes its Doors.

Historic "12 Warren," for twenty-one years

the down town New York branch of the Pope
Mfg. Co., linally closed its doors on Thursday

last. On that d;iy the bicycles and all other

contents were removed to the new Pope

salesrooms and garage, at Broadway and
Fifty-sixth street, where Manager Elliott Ma-
son will continue to preside.

Fire Wipes Out Champion.

Fire which consumed twenty-one Cape May
business houses Wednesday morning, entail-

ing a loss of $62,000, wiped out the bicycle

store of Leslie Champion. His loss has not

yet been estimated, but as a number of 1905

models were totally destroyed, it Avill amount

to a considerable sum.

Bradford Gets Larger Quarters.

T. C. Bradford, the Wilmington, Del., job-

ber, has secured new quarters at 711 Market

street, where he will have about four times

as much room as in his present place. No.

311, on the sarne street. He will take pos-

session early next month.

Davis Goes to the Coast.

Charles Davis, who formerly covered Ohio

and Michigan for the G & J Tire Co., has

been transferred to the Pacific Coast, and

will hereafter travel that territory. He will

make Sau Francisco his. headquarters.

Is Fully Sharing the Increased Interest in

Motorcycles that is Observable.

"It was not our experience that there Avas

anj' lack of interest in motorcycles at the

Chicago show," said George W. Sherman, of

the Hendee Manufacturing Company, one

day this week. "While the interest was nftt

so extensive as at New York, the three of us

who were in attendance at Chicago had our
hands full. In fact, the West is going away
beyond my expectations in the interest

shown, and I believe that it will prove a
profitable territory. Chicago itself will, I

think, turn out to be a great motorcycle
town.

"There was one feature of the Western de-
mand that impressed me greatly, i. e., that
not a few of those with whom we dealt were
of the class fully able to purchase and main-
tain automobiles, and who, despite the fact,

inclined to motor bicycles. Five persons of
this sort were sent to us by one wealthy
gentleman, who is the owner of a car. It is,

I think, a straw which shows which way the
wind is blowing.

"I have just returned from the factory at
Springfield," continued Sherman, "and found
it as busy as it could well be. The orders
are coming in splendidly, and, what is both
gratifying and significant, they are coming
from all parts of the country. In previous
years the demand seemed to 'run in streaks';

by this I mean that it appeared as if interest
had been awakened in turn in several dif-

ferent parts of the country, while we rarely
heard from other parts."

Diamonds for the Southerners.

The Diamond Rubber Co. has leased the
premises No. 94 North Pryor street, Atlanta,

Ga., and will establish a Southern branch
there early next month. It will, of course,

carry a full stock of Diamond tires and be
equipped to make the most intricate repairs.

Alger Joins Indian Tribe.

J. J. Alger, formerly with the Pope Mfg.
Co., has been added to the Hendee Mfg. Co.'s

travelling staff. He will cover the Centi'al

West,
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TO MEASURE HORSE POWER

Ingenious "Ready Reckoner" that Makes

it Easy to Get at Power of Motors.

What most of those outside the trade who

have to do with motors have long desired is

a "ready reclioner" of horsepower, and this

"long-felt want" has now been supplied by

one C. W. Hudson, who, in one of the mo-

toring publications, shows how a simple slid-

ing ruler may be made to suit the require-

ments. He says:

Cut out the two strips, a-b and c-d, sepa-

rately. The strip a-b should be cut closely

to the lines so that the edges are exactly

straight and parallel, for it has to slide end-

wise when in use.

With a penknife cut the slits, e, f, g and a

across the middle third of strip c-d, so that
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where d=x.7854 is the area of the piston in

s r

square inches, — is the stroke in feet, — is

2 2

the number of effective strokes per minute

(for there are explosions only every other

revolution), p is the mean effective pressure

during stroke in pounds per square inch,

33,000 is the number of foot pounds per min-

ute in one h. p.

If the mean effective pressure is assumed

to be 60 pounds per square inch, and the

constants in the above formula be all com-

bined, the formula becomes
d^ X s X r

= H. P.

16,800

The mean effective pressure, in engines of

good design and constiiiction, seldom exceeds

60 poiinds per square inch,

"it will be found that the horsepower calcu-

lated by this rule is considerably less than

that claimed by many makers of automobiles

for their engines. The scale, however, will

"FOLLOWING UP INQUIRIES"

Typical and Amusing Instance tliat Some-

times Comes of ttie Practice.

Here is a tale that will appeal to every

manufacturer who does himself pi'oud on his

annual catalogue, spending a goodly amount

of coin therefor and well pleased with the

result. It comes via the Irish Cyclist:

"A well known and high class firm of cycle

manufacturers in the Midlands received a let-

ter from Bradford about a week ago, asking

for their catalogue. They sent it by return,

along with a stamped addressed envelope for

the possible order, for competition is very

keen nowadays. By the same post, and ac-

cording to custom, they advised their agent

in Bradford of the inquiry, and he promptly

called at the address indicated, but found
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the narrow straps may be slightly raised and

the sliding scale a-b inserted under them.

Scale d represents the diameter of the cyl-

inder in inches.

Scale b, which slides along next to d, repre-

sents the stroke of the piston in inches.

Scale a, which slides with b, but is next to

c. represents the various speeds in revolu-

tions per minute.

The uppermost scale, c, represents the

horsepower.

To set the scales for any particular engine,

slide the strip a-b along till the proper figure

or division representing the stroke of the pis-

ton, is just over or adjacent to the figure or

division representing the diameter of the cyl-

inder. Then you can read the horsepower on

scale c, just over the particular "R. P. M."

on scale a.

For example: What is the horsepower of an

engine having a cylinder 5 inches in diameter,

4-inch stroke, at 1,200 revolutions per min-

ute?

Set 4 of scale b over 5 of scale d; and over

1,000 of scale a read the answer 6 horse-

power on scale c.

For those who wish to be convinced of the

accuracy of this rule we will say that this is

an ordinary engineer slide rule, so modified

as to calculate the formula,

s r

d-x.78o4x—x—xp
12 2

be found to be more nearly correct than the

claims. The only factor Avhich is assumed
is the pressure, p, and indicator cards seldom

show more than 60 pounds mean effective

presEiu'e, except, possibly,' in very large en-

gines. At any rate, where the sizes of the

engines are alone considered, this slide rule

will serve to make accurate; comparisons.

With this scale in his hands, a purchaser can

very easily test the accuracy of claims which
advertisers make for their engines, and of.

criticisms which they pass upon their rivals'

engines.
The scale shows, of course, the horsepower

of but one cylinder. If the engine has sev-
eral cylinders, the result should be multiplied
by the proper factor.

Mixture to Prevent Rust.

A good mixture for use as a slush to pre-

vent the rusting of machinery is made by

dissolving one ounce of camphor in one

pound of melted lard; skim off the impuri-

ties and add enough black lead to give the

mixture an iron color. After cleaning the

machinery carefully, smear on the mixture.
It can be left indefinitely, or if wiped off

after twenty-four hours will prevent rust for

some time. When removed the metal should
be polished with a soft cloth.

83,Q0Q
= H.P

To ilake a Rust Joint.

Mix ten parts of iron filings and three parts

of chloride of lime to a paste by means of

water. Apply to the joint and clamp up. It

ffil] ]be solid Jn twelye hours,

the householder out. He then wrote, and also

inclosed a stamped addressed envelope for

the reply. None was forthcoming, so the

agent paid a second visit, with the same re-

sult 'as the first. Each of these visits cost

him twopence in tram fares. A third time he

went, and this time saw the lady of the

house, who asked him to leave a message.

He explained that he called in reference to an
inquiry his firm had received for a bicycle

catalogue.
1

" 'Willie!' the lady called into the interior;

and, in response to the summons, there ap-

peared a raw schoolboy of the kind usually

described in this county of unequivocal

speech as 'gawmless.' 'You got a catalogue

from Coventry, didn't you?' 'Yes, ma.' 'You

see,' continued the lady with affectionate

pride, 'he is fond of drawing, and likes to

copy the pictures in the catalogues!'

"With slight alteration, some lines from

'The Wreck of the Hesperus' might fitly con-

clude this paragraph:

' 'But the agent answered never a word
For a frozen corpse was he!'

"

Large Story in Few Words.

"Lubricating oil is cheaper than repairs,"

is a motorcycle precept handed down by one

of the Hendee Mfg. Co.'s leaflets. It tells

a large story in the fewest possible words,

and is one that it will profit all motorcyclists

to keep always in mind. .
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FROM HER STANDPOINT

One of theFarrSex "Says Things" About

Cycling and Offers Advice.

We are told that bicycling is a fashion of

the past among women. And certainly in

many communities Avhere dozens rode for

pleasure or profit five years ago, one is a

rarity. Why? Because the fad developed a

flnal "e"? Oh, no; most of them would be

loath to admit it. Failure of health is the

great excuse given.

"I had to give up the wheel on account o'

my health," declares a girl who, when her

wheel was new, prided herself in riding at

brealineck pace down hill to a town three

miles distant, coming back, as her sister ex-

pressed it, "clear tired out." Had she been

content to observe a moderate rate, the exer-

cise would have been an advantage. No; it

was immoderation in bicycling, not the exer-

cise pure and simple, which encroached upon

her health.

Girls must not expect to keep pace with

boys. This has been tried to often, with ill

effects. There is the added weight of guards

on wheels, low gear and impediment in dress.

A girl has not equal chance, even if she had

equal muscle. Besides, if she happens to

strike an unexpected stone or rut, she may

lack strength to keep the handle bars

straight. In fact, a woman has no business

to attempt riding so fast that she loses con-

trol of her wheel. Even on a familiar road

she is liable to find stray stones or ruts

washed out by the late storm. Her clothing

is liable to catch and entangle, or a dozen

other unexpected emergencies which might

be safely overcome with moderate riding,

would result disastrously unless able to stop

suddenly.

There are also physiological reasons why a

woman should not attempt fast riding. When

learning, she will find that a very few min-

utes of the exercise not only tires her out,

'rot results in sore muscles—even if there are

no bruises—on the day following. After two

or three weeks of practice, one can go sev-

eral times as far and feel refreshed. That it

combines walking with a drill which calls

into play still different muscles, some of

which are scarcely called into play by any

other means, is indisputable.

An eminent physician gives among the hy-

gienic rules for wheelwomen, if the term is

permissible:

Never lose control of your wheel.

Never' ride until so tired that you are

obliged to keep the mouth open.

Never ride up hill. It is cheaper to walk.

Always have a short skirt and comfortable

shoes.

Never ride more than twenty minutes with-

out resting.

If the grade is a long one, walk when it

becomes the easier method.

Always see that the saddle is firm and well

adjusted.

Sit erect when riding, and thus get the

lung expansion contained in the exercise.

The subject of dress reform should not be

forgotten. Corsets are a great restriction

and should be doffed. An easy fitting waist,

skirts as light as possible, not to be lifted

by the wind, and broad, easy-fitting shoes

are among the luxuries of bicycling attainable

by all.

It is quite a temptation to ride rapidly

down a hill, thereby gaining impetus to carry

one half way up the next. This is all right

in theory, but even if the bridge between

does not have a loose plank which projects

so high as to almofet throw the rider, the

energy expended in guiding and controlling

the wheel counterbalances the gain in mo-

mentiun. It is safer and more economical

to strength to put on the brake or back-pedal

and preserve a more moderate pace.

Good roads are the great feature which

makes or mars wheeling, and this is es-

pecially an element important from the femi-

nine point of view. The value of a good

wheel cannot be overestimated. To cheap

wheels is largely due the decadence in cy-

cling among women. They were enthusiasts

at first, invested in cheap wheels and found

them heavy and soon out of repair. The

fashion goes out in most communities with

the wearing out of this first wheel.

With good roads, good wheels and modera-

tion in their use, cycling should regain its

former favor among women. And when our

"Queen of American Women," Frances E.

Willard, considered the exercise so healthful,

pleasurable and profitable that she devoted

a whole book to it and its possibilities for

the elevation of her sex, shall we now pre-

sume to denounce it as unwomanly?
BESSIE L. PUTNAM.

THINKS TIDE WILL TURN

President Batchelder Sees Better Days for

Racing and Gives Reasons.

When the norn Toots.

It is certainly amusing to note the look of

fear, and its accompanying hesitancy to leave

the curb, on the part of pedestrians in crowd-

ed parts of the city on hearing the prolonged

tooting of a deep bass automobile horn close

at hand. But this quickly gives way to one

of amusement and chagrin at the deception

when some market boy or probably a "gem-

man of color" darts from behind the truck

that has hidden him from view, mounted on

a bicycle of the vintage of the last century,

and goes on his way tooting, only to repeat

the performance a few blocks further along.

Big Bag of Unbelted Cyclists.

Cyclists seem to be "up against it" in Los

Angeles, Cal. Not long ago the police man-

aged to round up thirteen for riding on the

city sidewalks, and the magistrate fined them
each $2 and costs. Last week an even twen-

ty were caught by the clutches of the law

for violating the bell ordinance. Judge Aus-

tin fined them each $2 and costs. By the

terms of the Los Angeles ordinance every

cyclist must either carry a bell or horn on

his mount.

Tlie annual meeting of the National Cycling

Association will be held on Tuesday next,

lioth inst., at the Bartholdi Hotel, New York.

It is then that the fate of Robert Walthour

and J. F. Moran, the ringleaders in the

"strike" at the last six days' race, will be

decided.

From what President Batchelder said yes-

terday, it appears that whether or not mercy

in tlie form of a fine will be meted out to the

two young men rests largely on their ability

to make peace with P. T. Powers, the pro-

moter of that event.

"It seems to us," said Batchelder, "that the

man or men who are injured because of such

actions as Walthour's should have something

to saj' in the matter. If they are not pro-

tected and consulted, there would be no in-

ducement for anyone to undertake such en-

terprises."

Mr. Batchelder intimated that for several

weeks Walthour had been endeavoring to

make peace with Powers, but to no purpose.

Talking of the racing situation, Batchelder
said that, while no great activity was prom-
ised this season, he thought everyone con-

cerned should make a strong effort to hold

things together this year.

"For I firmly believe," he added, "that an-

other year will witness a substantial return

of interest that will cause a general uplifting

of cycle racing. I base my belief on reliable

information of the conditions existing abroad.

For two years the sport was slumpish over
there, and the promoters netted little or no
money. Last year, however, things looked

up wonderfully, and in both France and Ger-

many bigger crowds attended the races than
for several years past, and made it profitable

to reopen several long unused tracks, while

the immense attendance at the world's cham-
pionships in London seems to show that the

Englishmen fairly hunger for a return of the

s]jort.

"And none can deny that cycle racing is

a grand sport," continued Batchelder, ear-

nestly. "There is more excitement and more
real racing and close finishes at the average
cycle race meet than have been provided by
all the automobile tournaments ever run.

The great trouble is that the automobile has

created new standards of speed, and that the

public has not learned to differentiate be-

tween the performances made by men and
those made by machinery. But people can i

very well keep the eyes closed for all time,

and must see how great is the merit in the

speed work of man himself. I think they
Avlll begin to see it, and that the awakening
will bring with it a much sharpened interest

in and keener appreciation of cycle racing

by 1906."
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HATYOUGETFORYOUli
MONEYJSASIMPORTANT
AS THEAMOUNTYOU P..
PAY.

More good practical improvements OF VALUE TO THE RIDER than in any other

bicycle made—Our old customers know it—Our new customers soon find it out.

Get our catalog and ask for agency proposition, if we are not represented in your vicinity.

NATIONAL CYCLE MFG. CO., BAY CITY, MICH., I'. S. A.

FISK TIRES
well may be styled

Tuc AGENTS' ALLY and the RIDERS' FRIEND.
They are all of one quality, the best ; they
all bear the brand FISK, they are never

found on the bargain counter or in the "job

lot" establishment, and those who buy
them are given the fullest protection.

The Fisk Rubber Company, chkopee Fans, Mass.

BRANCHES: New York, 754-756 Seventh Ave. Chicago, 52 State Street.

BOSTON. 226 Columbus Ave.
SPRINGFIELD. 40 Dwiffht St.
NEW YORK. 754-756 Seventh Ave.
PHILADELPHIA, 828 Arch St.
ATLANTA. 103 N. Pryor St.
SYRACUSE. 423 So. Clinton St.
BUFFALO. 893 Main St.
CLEVELAND, 318 Euclid Ave.
DETROIT, 254 Jefferson Ave.

MONTREAL, CANADA.

CHICAGO, 1251 Michigan Ave.
ST. LOUIS. 3908 Olive St.
OMAHA. 1116 Farnuni St.
KANSAS CITY. 1330 Main St.
MINNEAPOLIS. 704 Hennepin Ave.
DENVER. 1534 Glenarm St.
SAN FRANCISCO. 114 Second St.
LOS ANGELES. 1034 So. Main St.

LONDON. ENGLAND.
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When a Bicycle Becomes Decrepit.

If there is one thing more than any other

that immediately relegates a bicycle to the

"has been" class in the eyes of all beholders,

that tiling is dirty, rusty-spoked wheels. Be
it ever so dingy in other respects, dull and

spotted nickeled parts, faded enamel and

well worn tires, a little rubbing up will at

least cause it to present a neat and business-

like appearance—the semblance of duty well

done and readiness to render further unlimit-

ed service. But rusty and black spokes and

hubs are the last word, and no amount of

cleaning and polishing of other parts can

ever suffice to regain what is lost there.

The bicycle never was a fair weather

method of transportation exclusively, but

seemingly summer mud and rain never work

quite the same havoc as similar winter con-

ditions—an apparent anomaly, readily ex-

plainable by the fact that in the latter case

the moisture usually freezes on the nickel,

thawing and eating through it at leisure

when the wheel is laid up in the house;

whereas in warm weather evaporation is too

rapid to permit of the moisture remaining

long enough to cause harm.

The nipple ends of the spokes—both ends,

in fact—should be treated to an anti-rust

coating, for when the wheel is standing in a

warm place after a winter ride the water slow-

ly trickles down them, settling in the threads

of the nipple and tue holes in the hub. Once

the nipples become well rusted on, the spoke

must be discarded in truing up, as the aver-

age repair man will not trouble himself to

soak them in kerosene when he can charge

for a new one. At all events, the nickel plate

is done for, and when that happens a new

spoke is worth its cost in appearance at least.

Unless the fortunate possessor of a wheel

equipped with the non-nisting spokes, the

rider who would get the benefit of his bi-

cycle in winter should take this precaution

or his cold weather spins will be taken great-

Iv to the detriment of his mount.

The Automobile Temptation.

Probably the bicycle dealers the country

over are, at the present time, looking long-

ingly towards the automobile business with

the object, if they possess or can scrape to-

gether the means, of embarking in it; or, if

they cannot, they are bemoaning the unkind

fate that compels them to remain tied to,

what they are too prone to regard as a "dead

issue," while their more fortunate brothers

or competitors are, they fondly believe, reap-

ing a golden harvest in what is now "the

thing."

This attitude and frame of mind is per-

fectly natural, for it is beyond question that,

so far as outward appearances go, "the mo-

tor car's the thing." It occupies the public

mind, fills the public eye and the public

prints, and, incidentally, furnishes a most

striking illustration of the power and force

of publicity, for, from the very causes named,

it is to-day the best advertised business in

the country—a repetition of the interest once

manifested in the bicycle.

As the vista widens, the newer business

presents many apparent attractions, not to

say allurements, to the dealer in bicycles.

The distinction of sitting in an automobile,

of driving it, of basking in the reflection of

the halo that surrounds it, is tempting.

From a business standpoint the attractions

seem even greater; the present prices of auto-

mobiles run into figures that stagger the

vendor of bicycles, while the commissions on

sales of the thousand-and-one accessories

that go with a car, the business in supplies,

renting, storage, &c., fairly make the mouth
water.

But there is another side to the picture. Not
that the automobile business is a losing ven-

ture for every dealer that embarks in it, but

the successful ones are the exception and not

the rule. An automobile business can be made
successful, but only by the employment of

large capital, very vigilant attention to pre-

venting the thousand and one leaks to which
it seems strangely afflicted, and by the keen-

est kind of judgment in the buying and sell-

ing of machines.
,

The automobile dealer's lot to-day is, in

the automobile business, generally regarded

as the one sort spot in it, for it is a fact—

as any manufacturer can attest—that the

average dealer has not made money, and it

is to-day a serious question, what can be

done to improve his condition? Makers, of

course, show no disposition to increase dis-

counts, so long as the demand exceeds the

supply, and the efforts now being made along

the line of caution to the dealer to hoard

his resources and keep down, as far as pos-

sible, the price allowed on second-hand ma-
chines; but these are only half-way meas-

ures and, even if successful, will only tend

to mitigate and not cure the existing evils.

In the sundry business, the constant

change of standards, and the fickleness of

the buying public—which accepts one article

to-day only to reject it to-morrow—quickly

leaves the unwary dealer with an antiquated

stock, which is depreciated in value far be-

low its original cost.

The automobile business is truly a business

of large profits and of equally large risks,

and the balance struck between the two

would, if the average dealer could see it,

make him pause and consider long before

finally deciding to take the plunge that looks

so inviting.

The trouble with the average bicycle dealer

of to-day is that he cannot forget that hey-

day of his own prosperity, which the auto-

mobile business now so strongly suggests

—

that all too brief day of quick sales and

large profits. If he could and would "foi-get

the past" and look upon the present in a

dispassionate way, he would compare his

business to other lines of normal merchan-

dise—compare his own methods with the

ones pursued by successftd merchants in

other lines; he would find that the bicycle
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trade does not suffer by comparison; and

that, if he worked witla a will, there is still

in it much to live for. The business itself

is not the "dead one" it is so often supposed

to be. It is entirely within the bounds of

reason to say that if nine out of ten mer-

chants in other lines conducted their business

in the same listless and unambitious fashion,

they would quickly find that theirs, too,

would be "dead" and profitless business.

It is a truism that unless a salesman or

merchant is interested in his own goods, he

cannot hope to interest the public to catch

or retain their attention. To-day there is

not one bicycle dealer or salesman out of

twenty who ever bestrides a wheel, while un-

washed windows, moss-covered bicycles and

a general assortment of old junk—by cour-

tesy called sundries—constitute the stock in

trade offered to the public. It is the ex-

ception for the dealer to go out after busi-

ness; he fails to realize, what ought to be pat-

ent at a glance, that the best advertisement

that a bicycle could have is to see it on the

public highways and ridden by other than

messenger boys or workingmen. The power

of suggestion is great, and the sight of bi-

cycles being ridden naturally turns people's

minds cycleward, and a quickening of inter-

est is thereby created.

Let the bicycle dealer do for himself what

he seems to expect some Providence, or un-

known power, to do for him; in other words,

let him get out and put some life into his

work; let him put ambition and belief into

his business, and the complexion of his world

will change. That this is fact and not theory

is proven in the bicycle business itself. There

are two or three manufacturers at the pres-

ent time who believe in the business and

who have kept constantly at it with a single-

ness of pui-pose, and who, though with vastly

larger resources, proportionately, than the

dealer, have resolutely refused to allow them-

selves to be won from it. These companies

have put intelligent and consistent effort to

developing their business, and success has

crowned and is crowning their efforts. Let

the dealer co-operate with them, or with

any live manufacturer, and the result is sure

to be felt.

"The bicycle business is not so bad, after

all," is the final statement of one dealer

who had embarked in the newer business,

only to realize his mistake—fortunately in

time—and who has returned to "his first

love." That he is not alone in his views can

be proven by even casual inquiry of anyone

at all familiar with the automobile trade.

ADEE AT THE HELM

Something About the New President of

the C.R.C. A.—Loves the Bicycle.

Daniel M. Adee, the new president of the

Centiu-y Koad Club of America, is even more

earnest and aggressive than the accompany-

ing portrait makes appear.

From every standpoint Adee comes under

the head of what the vernacular terms "the

right sort." He is very much a man and

every inch a cyclist. It is not necessary to

talk with him many minutes to discover that

he really loves the bicycle.

"It's my hobby, and I'm glad it is my
hobby," is the way he once expressed

DANIEL, M. ADEE.

his affection for it. "If it hadn't been

my hobby I don't believe I'd have known the

health I've known all the late years. I be-

lieve if it had not been for the constitution

the bicycle built up for me I couldn't have
weathered that attack of pneumonia I had
last year. Why shouldn't I love the bicycle?

Why shouldn't I preach it and ride it and

have my whole family ride it? There's noth-

ing to be had that can take its place."

This makes it appear that Adee is enthusi-

astic; he is, devotedly, but not too obtrusive-

ly. He radiates cj^cling enthusiasm. There

are nine bicycles, two of them tandems, in

his home. Two of them are his personal

mounts, one for good weather, one for foul,

for he rides whenever he may; and when it

comes to "reeling off a century" or "hitting it

up" on the road there are not many men of

whom Adee asks odds, although be it known
he is within hailing distance of sixty years.

He has been riding bicycles ever since they

were invented. He won a "boneshaker" race

in Brooklyn, N. Y., in the late 60's, and he

has ridden every form of two wheeler that

has appeared since that time—it's a long list

He was president of the Liberty Wheelmen
of Brooklyn in the "boom days." When the

Libertys collapsed he went with the Century

Eoad Club of America, and has been a work-

ing member of one or the other of the C. R.

C. A.'s ever since. He was vice-president

once, and might have been president long ago.

He is as ruggedly honest as he is enthusi-

astic cyclingly. Once in the early days of

the C. R. C. A. an official had been detected

in some skull duggery. Adee was for mercy,

but when it Avas proposed to keep the of-

fender in office it brought some such message
as this from the Brooklyn man:

"If he stays in I get out."

When the Century Road Club Association

was formed Adee cast his lot with it, but he
has never shared any of the bitterness that

has at times been too apparent in the ranks
of the rival organizations. He's for peace,

and he's for cycling "eight days in the week."

London's Latest Death-Defying Feat.

A "sensational" turn now to be seen at one
of the London music halls is that in which
two motor bicyclists race round a bottomless

track suspended in midair. The track is com-
posed of wooden battens banked up at a very

great angle, and it makes a conical inclosure

when placed on the stage. Getting their ma-
chines going inside this "funnel," the riders

were soon whirling round the track, the steep

banking causing them to lie almost horizontal

with the stage when travelling rapidly. Once
they are properly going the signal is given to

lift the track, and it is gradually elevated to

a height of about ten feet. Of course this

feat has long since been done with foot pro-

pelled cycles, but with motor bicycles it is

much more dangerous, as any slackening of

speed might cause a collision and thus throw
the riders down on the stage. The feat is a

thrilling one, and of the morbid type which
the public show such a preference for nowa-
days. One must admire the skill oC the rid-

ers, however, and the skilful manner in which
They dismount and stop their machines after

finishing a "race."

Tested Its Non-Slipping Virtues.

A motor bicycle equipped with the Empire
"back pedalling support" competed in the re-

cent side-slip trials held at the Crystal Pal-

ace, London. The prepared course was a

forty-foot wide stretch of smooth concrete,

part of which was dressed especially for the

occasion with a generous layer of slimy mud
and soft soap.

The trials consisted of starting, turning at

dift'erent speeds and the use of the brake,

and the only other competitors were five

touring cars fitted with various non-skidding

devices. The motorcycle acquitted itself with

credit in everything but the sharp turning

trial at six miles an hour, in which it landed

its rider in the grease the moment he at-

tempted to make the right angle turn. His

was not the only mount that failed to per-

form in this respect, but the drivers of the

others were at least saved the ignomy of a

bath.

"Motorcycles: How to Manage Them."
Price $1. The Goodman Company, 154

Nassau Street. New York. *•*
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ON THE HOME TRAINER

"Interstate Tournament" Gets a Qood

Start—Wallln Wins the Honors.

Although the first meet of the "interstate"

home trainer championship races given by

tlie Tiger Wheelmen, New York City, was

advertiseil to start promptly at 2 p. m.

Wednesday at Apollo Hall, 475 Ninth Ave-

nue, New York, it was long after 4 o'clock

before H. ^yallin, of the Monitor Cycling

Club, and D. B. Brown, of the Tiger Wheel-

men, mounted the rollers for the first heat.

These races, promoted by Harry Gliesmau,

president of the Tiger Wheelmen, are to be

held weekly. Each -winner of a heat will be

credited with one point, and the table will

appear in the Bicycling World each week.

The home trainer races will not only give the

sprinters in the various metropolitan clubs a

chance to keep in training the rest of the

winter, but will also be well worth com-

peting in from a lucrative standpoint, as sev-

eral handsome prizes will be given to the

riders who head the list when the contest

ends.

The first heat was a mile against time,

and H. Wallin. Monitor C. C, rode against

D. B. Brown, Tiger Wheelmen. Brown rode

well, but Wallin sprinted it out for a quarter

mile and finished in the lead. Time, 1:13 2-.").

Brown rode in 1:14.

Charles Sherwood, of the Pellet team, was
the star in the second heat, although H. Van-

dendries, of the Tiger Wheelmen, his oppo-

nent, rode equally as well. Sherwood beat

Vanden Dries by only one-fifth of a second,

riding the mile in 1:15 2-5. Vanden Dries'

time was 1:15 3-5.

In the third heat F. Errickson, of the Mon-

itor Cycling Club, had to ride alone, which

probably accounts for the poor time made,

1:20.

Wallin and Brown, having made the best

time, rode a final heat. The former proved

far superior and won out in 1:15. Brown got

tired in the last quarter mile and nearly fell

from his machine towards the last. His time

was 1:24.

The greatest interest centred on the special

match race between Henry VandenDries, of

the Tiger Wheelmen, and Charles Sherwood,

of the Pellet team. The race was the out-

come of a dispute as to which club possesesd

the faster sprinter. Quite a little sum uf

money had been put up by the supporters

of each man, and naturally considerable en-

thusiasm was evinced. The first heat was at

half a mile. Vanden Dries won easily in

0:35 1-5. The second heat was at one mile,

and VandenDries jumped away from Sher-

wood at the start, and at the half mile mark
Avas half a dial ahead. Sherwood, however,

by some brilliant sprinting overcame this

lead, and from the three-quarters mark in

the hands on the dial moved side by side.

Sherwood gave an extra dig into the pedals

at the finish, and beat his opponent by only

one-filtli second. The final heat was run at

half a mile. VandenDries possesses the abil-

ity to jump into a sprint at the start, and

by this method got a lead on Sherwood. The

latter made another pretty quarter-mile

sprint, and when the hands reached the fin-

ish mark it was hard to tell the winner.

The timers and judges, however, gave Van-

denDries the decision, at 0:37 1-5. SherAvood's

time was 0:37 2-.5. Summaries:

One mile, Interstate Championship.—First

heat—H. Wallin, Monitor Cycling Club, first;

D. B. Brown, Tiger Wheelmen, second. Times

—1:13 2-5, 1:14.

Second heat—Charles Sherwood, Pellet

team, first; H. VandenDries, Tiger Wheel-

men, second. Times—1:15 2-5, 1:15 3-5.

Third heat—F. Erickson, Monitor Cycling

Club. Time—1:20.

Fourth heat—H. Wallin, Monitor Cycling

Club, first; D. B. Brown, Tiger Wheelmen,

second. Times—1:15, 1:24.

Match race between Charles Sherwood, Pel-

let team, and H. VandenDries, Tiger Wheel-

men.—First heat, half mile—Won by Vanden-

Dries. Time—0:35 1-5. Second heat, one

mile—Won by Sherwood. Time—1:15 2-5.

Third heat, half mile—Won by Vanden Dries.

Time—0:37 1-5.

Standing First Week.
Name. Club. Points.

H. Wallin. Monitor Cycling Club 2

H. VandenDries, Tiger Wheelmen 2

C. Sherwood, Pellet team 1

F. Erickson, Monitor Cycling Club 1

WHY HE FAVORS LAMPS

An Experience that Caused One Cyclist to

Appreciate the Light-givers.

Showed Them the "Insides. "

"Looking at Things from the Insides" was
the title of last Satm-day night's "talk" at

the New York Motorcycle Club. R. H. Nick-

erson being the lecturer of the occasion.

It was. in fact, more of a demonstration

than a talk, as Nickerson used the carburet-

tors and motors employed in the Indian and

Marsh motor bicycles, and dismantled them

in the presence of the attendance. W^ith the

aid of blackboard sketches, he explained the

construction, purpose and operation of each

separate part.

' Buffalo Union Elects Leader5.

The recently organized Buffalo Cyclists'

Union has elected these officers for the cur-

rent year: President, Joseph J. Bierbac^;

vice-president, A. W. Holmes; secretary, J.

L. Lester; treasurer, R. J. Hoover; directors,

J. J. Bierbach, Athenian A. C; James Dick,

B. R. B. C; Fred Sclnidt, Standard W. C;
R. J. Hoover, Moonshiners' A. C; T. J.

Hanks, Manhattan A. C; A. W. Holmes, Ar-

dell A. C.

"I can't understand why any man should

wish to ride a lightless bicycle after night-

fall," obsf rved the enthusiast to the Bicycling

World man. "It must be that they are un-

duly lucky. As for myself, I had one experi-

ence that taught me a lesson I shall never

forget. It was only about a year ago, and

the road which skirted the sea Avas extremely

dark at night time; in fact, there was no illu-

mination whatever, the moon being under a
cloud. However, I Avas anxious to ge to a

toAvn about tAventy miles distant, and started,

despite the dissuasion of friends.

"About 10 o'clock I left them, and the light

of my oil lamp seemed ample for the occa-

sion. I had not reckoned on the wind, how-
ever, and it Avas not very long before my
lamp was extinguished. I lit it, but it again
Avas bloAvn out. Therefore, to save time and,

as I thought, trouble, I rode on without a

light, thinking that the Avhiteuess of the road
Avould be a good enough guide.

"Keeping, as I thought, to the road, I no-

ticed it became steep. Happily . I had a

coaster brake, which gave me control over

the machine, for as I descended I noticed a

rough wall beside me. Considering that I

had several times made the journey in the

daytime, it perplexed me that I had never
seen that wall before. Nothing daunted, I

continued on the steep downAvard incline,

Avhen, to my utter amazement, I heard within

a few yards the rumble of the sea. It then
flashed across my mind that the sea was the

"Avail," and that I had lost the road and was
rushing down to the water, which was deep
and dangerous at this spot.

"My only method of salvation was to fall

off the bicycle, which was done in far less

time than it takes to tell it. I landed on my
side about a foot from the sea, and I can
assure you that my feelings were by no
means comfortable.

"Since that time I have been very careful

to have a lamp that 'lets its light so shine,'

that I may see the road ahead—an acetylene

lamp, by the way."

"The A. B. C. of Electricity" will aid you

In understanding many things about motors

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price 50 cents. The Goodman Co., 154 Nas-

sau street, New York.

President Signs Ferry Bill.

Both houses of Congress have passed, and
President Roosevelt has signed, the amend-
ment to the Federal statutes which permit

motor vehicles to go on and off ferryboats

under their own power.

It will, of course, prove a great convenience

to automobilists who have had to employ
men or horses for the purpose; but so far

as motorcycles are concerned, it will merely

permit them to use the boats without first

emptying their gasolene tanks, as some of

the ferry companies have required, although,

as a matter of fact, the law still permits

the latter to refuse to transport motor ve-

hicles of any kind, should they so desire.
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NOW'S THE TIME
when the enterprising dealer makes

his bid for the '' Spring overhauling
"

of old bicycles and for bringing

them up to date by fitting them

with Coaster Brakes.

IT'S EASY
if the dealer "talks Morrow."

Everybody knows the Morrow
and trusts it.

''We shall continue, as we have In the past,

to recommend the MORROW as the "best. It just

can't he heat . "—DECKER & SON, Brazil, Ind.
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Elmira, N. Y.
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SIX-DAYS IN PHILADELPHIA

Prince Puts on a "Grind" that Provides

Good Sport for Good Crowds.

Cycling with a baseball flavor formed a

combination at the Second Regiment Ar-

mory, Philadelphia, Pa., Monday afternoon,

when Jacl^ Prince's "six-day" race was inau-

gurated. The start was delayed somewhat

by the non-appearance of "Rube" Waddell,

the famous baseball pitcher, who was to start

tlie riders on their long grind. He finally

put in appearance, however, and in a lengthy

speech introduced the riders and gave the

word that started them on their journey.

It was at first given out that Prince's Phil-

adelphia event would be similar to those

held in Buffalo and Troy, but such was not

the case, as the Quaker City event is mod-

elled after the Madison Square Garden event,

'in a way." Seven teams entered in the con-

test, one man of each team riding, of course,

and being relieved at frequent intervals. The

races started at 2:30 P. M. each day and con-

tinued until 10:30 p. m., making eight hours

of riding daily.

The teams that lined up for the start were:

E. F. Root, Sheepshead Bay, L. I., and Oliver

Dorlon, Coney Island; Gus Lawson, Buffalo,

X. Y., and Walter Bardgett, Buffalo, N. Y.;

Floyd Krebs, Newark, N. J., and John Be-

dell, Lynnbrook, L. I.; Nat Butler, Boston,

Mass., and Frank J. Cadwell, Hartford,

Conn.; Charles Hadfleld, Newark, N. J., and

Joseph Fogler, Brooklyn; Bennie Munroe,

Memphis, Tenn., and Frank Galviu, Newarlv,

N. J.; Louis Mettling, Lowell, Mass., and

Charles Turville, Philadelphia, Pa.

FIRST DAY—MONDAY.
The seven teams started off with a rush,

and sprinted around the wooden bowl at a

good clip for several miles, but after that

settled down to a weary routine of plugging.

Along toward the end of the second hour

Root shot out ahead of the others and sprint-

ed desperately to try to gain the coveted lap,

but after circling the crack several times

Bennie Munroe pulled him down. The next

one to try to shake the buncu was Nat But-

ler. Butler succeeded in getting half a lap

ahead before Munroe caught him. Munroe
tried to steal a lap in the beginning of the

120th mile, but could not maintain his lead

and let the bunch overtake him. About fif-

teen minutes before the sprinters were called

off the ti-ack, Gussie Lawson made a Her-

culean effort to do the lap-stealing stunt and
came very near succeeding. Lawson was as

fresh as a daisy, having just relieved his

partner, Bardgett. Lawson took the pace

and started out slowly. Suddenly he darted

ahead and sprinted around the track as if a

thousand devils were after him. Louis Met-

tling and Floyd Krebs broke away from the

bunch, and after a hard chase caught Law-
SOB.

When the whistle blew at 10:30, denoting

the finish of the first eight hours, all the

teams were tied, with IGG miles 10 laps to

their credit. Saunders made an effort to

Ijreak the one-mile "indoor track record" of

1:12 for motorcycles, but the best he could

do was 1:2G.

SECOND DAY—TUESDAY.
A large crowd witnessed some very good

racing on Tuesday, when Munroe and his

partner, Galvin, tried a little scheme to gain

a lap on the other riders in the afternoon.

When it was Munroe's turn to come on the

track he went around with Galvin for two
or three laps, and then, getting close to the

other riders, Munroe made a dash which
carried him well to the front of the crowd.
Before they were aware of what had hap-

pened Munroe was clear of them, and a hard
sprint ensued. In rounding the steep bank
on the lower turn Munroe's front tire slipped

and he took a spill to the floor. While he
was not hurt, he lost all chance of gaining

an advantage over his opponents.

Later on Root tried the same trick. He
was just coming on the track to relieve Dor-
lon. He forged to the lead and set up a mar-
vellous sprint. After he liad gone a lap or

two he found Cadwell hugging his rear

wheel, and when he realized that he was only

acting as pacemaker for the latter Root
slowed down.

The evening brought out a larger crowd
than the afternoon, most of them being

women. The special feature was the sprint

at aboirt 8:30, when three teams stole a lap.

Root and Dorlon started the sprint, but Be-
dell and Krebs and Lawson and Bardgett
hung on gamely, and these three teams are

tied for first place. Bardgett's tire burst

during the mix up, and, according to the

rules, his team was allowed the lap gained
by the other two, as he was even with them
when the accident occurred.

The score of the leaders for the sixteen

hours was 325 miles 6 laps.

Saunders again tried for the mile motor-
cycle "indoor record," and again fell short,

doing it in 1:25 4-5.

THIRD NIGHT—WEDNESDAY.
Tuesday night's lap stealing by three teams

caused the armory to be packed when the

riders lined up for the start of the twenty-
fourth hour of the "six-day" race. With the

determination to try and regain the lap that

they lost on Tuesday, the riders showed an
early burst of speed, and Root and Dorlon,

who were the first to steal the lap, had to

be continually on the alert to hold tl e advan-

tage gained.

While warming up previous to the race

Frank Galvin met with a bad accident. His
rear tire punctured while turning one of the

steep banks, and he fell heavily to the floor.

His hand was broken by the fall, but he
pluckily kept in th'^ race and did the lion's

share of the work for his team. Fogler tried

several times to steal away frcFm the bunch,

but was caught each time. Turville and Met-
ling succumbed to the heart breaking sprints

and lost a lap in the evening.

The score of the three leading teams for

the twenty-four hours was 474 miles and 3
laps.

Saunders gave two motorcycle exhibitions,
each at one mile. The first time he made it

ha 1:24 2-5 and the second time in 1:21.

FOURTH NIGHT—THURSDAY.
The day's racing was devoid of any sensa-

tional sprints, but several times Turville
tried to regain the lap he lost Wednesday,
but never got over half a lap ahead before
he was overtaken. Bennie Munroe did the
plugging act, and tried all the afternoon to
wear out the other riders by taking the lead
and setting a pace that began to tell on them.
Root seemed to be the most feared rider, and
the men hugged him very close.

The score of the leaders for the thirty-two
hours was 631 miles 8 laps.

As a diversion White and Saunders rode a
one-mile motor bicycle race. White beat the
latter by only two seconds. Time, 1:22.

FIFTH DAY—FRIDAY.
The large crowd that turned out to witness

the fifth day of the "six-day" race was given
plenty of excitement in the afternoon. Five
minutes after the race started, Frank Cad-
well jumped the bunch and nearly succeeded
in gaining a lap before Dorlon brought him
down. After Dorlon caught Cadwell he did
not exert himself to any hard riding, as he
is one of the leaders.

Later on Cadwell sprinted ahead, and his
team mate,. Nat Butler, picked him up and
gained the lap lost early in the week. Then
a grand confab started between several oC
the riders and the referee. Four of the teams
were for quitting then and there. They
claimed that the lap was not fairly earned
by the Cadwell team, and they would not
"stand for it." But after considerable par-
leying they were finally induced to get back
on the track and get busy. The crowd of
spectators, who probably thougLt another
"Garden scene" was being enacted, hissed
and hooted the would-be strikers until they
mounted their wheels again.

Krebs and Bedell surprised the crowd early
in the evening by gaining a lap and the lead,

but could not hold it long. Eddie Root
sprinted around the boards at a terrific pace
and succeeded in tacking on behind Krebs,
who was desperately trying to hold his lead.

This put Root and Dorlon and Krebs and
Bedell in a tie for the lead. When the whistle
blew at 10:30, Root led, Fogler was second,
and Mettling third. At the conclusion of the
forty hours the score of the leaders was 771
miles 3 laps.

The one-mile motorcycle race between
White and Saunders resulted in a dead heat.

The time was 1:251-5. In the afternoon
White rode an exhibition in 1:21 3-.5.

The following table shows the position of

the riders and the number of miles ridden at

the end of each eight hours:

MONDAY—8TH HOUR.
Teams. Miles. Laps.

Root and Dorlon 166 10
Butler and Cadwell 166 10
Lawson and Bardgett 166 10
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Hadfield and Fogler 166
Mettling and Turville 166
Munroe and Galvin , . 166

Krebs and Bedell 166

TUESDAY—16TH HOUR.

Teams. Mile.s.

Root and Dorlon 325

Lawson and Bardgett 32.5

Krebs and Bedell 325

Butler and Cadwell 325
Hadfleld and Fogler 325
Munroe and Galvin 325

Mettling and Turville 325

WEDNESDAY—24TH HOUR.

Teams. Miles.

Root and Dorlon 474

Lawson and Bardgett 474

Bedell and Krebs 474

Butler and Cadwell 474

Munroe and Galvin 474

Fogler and Hadfleld 474

Turville and Mettling 474

THURSDAY—32D HOUxt.

Teams. Miles.

Root and Dorlon 631

Krebs and Bedell 631

Lawson and Bardgett 631

Butler and Cadwell 631

Munroe and Galvin 631

Hadfleld and Fogler 631

Mettling and Turville 631

FRIDAY—40TH HOUR.
Miles.

Root and Dorlon 771

Krebs and Bedell 771

Hadfleld and Fogler 771

Lawson and Bardgett 771

Butler and Cadwell 771

Munroe and Galvin 771

Mettling and Turville 771

10
10
10
10

Laps.
6

6
6
5
5

5

4

Laps.
3
3
3
2
2
2

1

Laps.
8

8
8
7
7

Laps

The bicycling woRLf)

Poulain is Prance's Hope.

Poulain, the French bicycle rider, who has

recently attained envious prominence through

a series of victories, was born on the island

of Jersey in 1880, of French parents. He be-

gan riding when quite young, and later, when
his home was moved to St. Nazaire, figured

flve or six years ago in amateur races in

local regions. Last year he went to Paris

and attracted the attention of all bicycle

enthusiasts by his extraordinary riding prow-

ess. This eventually placed him in the front

ranks of professional racers. During the

winter he has gained still further prominence

by defeating Jacquelin and others who have

been bound to acliuowledge him their su-

perior. After racing so long on a closed

track, such as the Velodrome d'Hiver, in

Paris, it will be interesting to follow the

meets in the open air when he will compete

with racing celebrities of America, who are

going over.

Buffalo "Strikers" Still Defiant.

Members of the Buffalo (N. Y.) Racing Cy-

clists' Union evidently intend to disparage bi-

cycle racing in that city, notwithstanding that

several of their number were flned and sus-

pended by the National Cycling Association

because they refused to ride in the races of

the 65th Regiment after entering their names.

Tlie remaining members of the imion who
have not been flned or suspended have flatly

refused to ride in the bicycle races to be held

in the 74th Regiment Armory to-night, and

therefore the list of entries is rather small.

Pursuant to this decision of the union not id

allow its members to compete in to-night's

races, R. S. Lewis, secretary of the Buffalo

Racing Cyclists' Union, has published the fol-

lowing letter:

"Owing to the fact that the Buffalo Racing

Cyclists' Union and the 74th A. A. have been

unable to come to an agreement, none of the

local riders will participate in the 74th games
on Saturday night, February 25, wbich will

account for their very small entry list in the

one-mile open and two-mile handicap.

"The 74th A. A. thought by this time that

the cyclists would have had an opportunity

to regret their move sufficiently in refusing

to ride, but the results have shown this to be

the reverse, as they are stronger to-day than
ever, and have no intention of having any-
thing to do with the races at the 74th, unless
they are willing to do right by the riders."

Indoor Racing in Paris.

In a series of races held at the Velodrome
d'Hiver, in Paris, on February 10, Guignard

was victorious in the final twenty kilometre,

event. There were three heats. Parent won
the first, Guignard the second and Dussot

the third. In the final Dussot came in half

a lap behind Guignard. The time for the

twenty kilometres was 16:01 2-5.

In a motorcycle race, which followed, Andre
defeated Bas and Moreau. The distance of

ten kilometres was covered in 6:44. From
all accounts this race was extremely exciting.

The three racers were practically neck and
neck for the first six kilometres, and it was
only through Moreau receiving a puncture
that Andre was able to forge ahead of Bac.

CHAIN
AND CHAINLESS

BICYCLES
ALip grades at all prices. $22.50 to $100.

MOTOR BICYCLES
.*210.

1905 Catalogue on Request

A COMPLETE LINE OF JUVENILES.

POPE MFG. CO.,
HARTFORD, CONN. CHICAGO, ILL.

(Dept. B.)
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SENATOR GRADY; HIS BILL

Aimed at Automobilists, It Makes Cyclists

Subject to "One Year and $1000 "

Senator Grady, of the New York Legis-

lature, and a leader of Tammany Hall, re-

cently had to hurry out of the way of an

automobile. Although the Senator has driven

behind a fast horse on numerous occasions,

and, like nearly all other New Yorkers, has

dodged street cars and wagons almost daily,

the automobile incident aroused his ire and

inspired a feeling of revenge by which states-

men are theoretically supposed not to be

swayed.

Grady, however, decided that the "public

needs protection," and that the only way to

afford it is to prejudge not only all automo-

bilists, but the users of all other vehicles,

and to not only throw them in jail for long

terms, but inflict also inordinately heavy

fines. Accordingly, he framed and intro-

duced the following bill, entitled, "An act for

the protection of persons on public high-

ways, roads, streets, avenues and places."

It begins with a declaration of rights, re-

citing that "All lawfully disposed persons

have an equal right to be upon, use and

traverse the public highways, roads, streets.

avenues and places, in the State, and no per-

son has a right to drive or ride thereon at a

rate of speed that may be dangerous to

others."

The provisions of the bill are as follows:

"All persons driving or riding in carriages,

wagons, automobiles, or other vehicles or

conveyances, or on bicycles, must regulate

their speed so as not to endanger other per-

sons who aie or may be upon, traversing or

crossing the same highway, street, avenue or

place, in any city, town or village, or upon

any country road, and no provision of law

fixing any speed limit for automobiles or

other conveyances, shall be construed as giv-

ing the right to anyone to operate or ride or

drive an automobile or other conveyance at

any speed that is dangerous to others, or

which at all times and in all places is not

regulated and controlled by and adapted to

the conditions of the traffic then and there

existing with regard to the number and prox-

imity of vehicles and persons, and as to

whether or not pedestrians are liable to be

endangered while crossing the streets or

roadways.

"Every person who rides, drives, operate.^,

controls or directs any carriage, wagon, auto-

mobile, or other vehicle or conveyance, or a

bicycle, upon any public highway, road,

street, avenue or place, going at a speed

which is then and there dangerous to other

persons, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor,

and upon conviction shall be imprisoned for

not less than thirty days and fined not less

than $100. And if any injury to any person

be caused by or results from such dangerous

speed, the person or persons convicted of so

causing such injury shall be imprisoned not

less than one year or more than two years,

and fined not less than $1,000 or more than

.^2,000. And if such injury so caused to any

person shall result in death of that person,

the person convicted of so causing such in-

jury and death shall be guilty of manslaugh-

ter in the second degree.

"Every person who rides, drives, operates,

controls or directs, any carriages, wagon,

automobile, or other vehicle or conveyance,

or bicycle, on any public highway, road,

street, avenue or place, who refuses to de-

crease the speed thereof, or to stop when
called upon to do so by any policeman, con-

stable, or other person authorized to make
arrests for violation of law or ordinance, or

who attempts by increasing speed to escape

or avoid arrest for a violation of this act,

Mcms
ARE

GOOD STICKERS

SAME LABEL

SAME CEMENT
EVERY TIME YOU BUY

Morgan X Wright
CHICAC50

NEW YORK BRANCH 314-316 \Vi;ST 47TH ST.

shall upon conviction be imprisoned for not

less than 30 days, and fined not less than

$1,000, in addition to the penalties imposeti

by Section 3 of this act."

TESTED THE CHAINLESS

South African Uses One for a Long. Hard

Ride and Tells of it.

How Paris is Amused.

One of the French publications of more or

less repute is "having a time of it" interest-

ing its readers. It is one of those papers

that offers prizes in the way of original com-

petitions.

Its most recent "offence" is printing the

])hotographs of well known bicycle riders,

while on the obverse page are portraits o!'

the same riders when they were three or

four years of age. The idea is to see whether

the readers can guess "which is which" and
•who was who." Needless to say, there is

hardly any guide to the features of the por-

traits, (iougoltz might be a yoiith in a first

communion garb, and then again one detects

a likeness to the rider in another portrait of

a child with long golden locks.

A matter of some twelve hundred miles or

over on a bicycle in the course of ten days

is rather good work for an ordinary rider

under favorable conditions, but through a

sun baked wilderness it is somewhat differ-

ent. Such is the performance of one G. B.

Spangler, which resulted in lowering the

Johannesburg-Cape Town record by two

daj-s. He accomplished it on a Columbia

chainless, and it to the efficiency of his

mount that he attributes the freedom from

accident as well as the good time made.

His story of the gruelling ride as he tells

it is as follows:

"I can assure you never again will I under-

take such a trip as that, especially in this

season of the year. I will give you the de-

tails the best I can. The first day I had
strong winds in my face up to Krugersdorp;

after I left I had the wind at my back, but

ran into two hours of rain on a very- sticky

road, although I managed to make seventy

miles that day. I stayed at Fredrickstad; the

second day, Bloemhof, third Kimberley. I

left Knnberley at 4 o'clock in the morning,

and rode till 11 p. m. and made De Aar junc-

tion. And then I had a strong wind in my
face, and I made Victoria West. From there

I rode all day and half the night into Beau-

fort West. Through karoo, hot winds and
thorns I cnuld make only on an average of

about eighty miles a day from Beaufort West
to Prince Albert Road. There I struck a head
wind; in fact, it was impossible to ride. I

stopped theie till 6 p. m.. and then rode all

night and made Matjesfontein the next momi-
ing; from there to Worcester, and from thei-e.

I had a fine ride into Cape Town, 107 miles,

with a good wind at my back.

"I Suppose you noticed in the papers about
my being attacked by a tramp on the road.

I was riding just by the side of the rails and
going at a fair pace to cross the line. Just

as I was making the crossing I saw a man
and noticed he was motioning with a stone,

so I sprang from my wheel, let it fall to the

gromid, pulled my revolver and fired two
shots at his feet; so he did not keep me com-
pany very long as he had business elsewhere.

He came very near doubling my front wheel

up, the stone going between two spokes and
bending both of them. Regarding the wheel,

I don't believe there is another make that

would have stood the rough handling that

mine went through, and, as far as concerns

the chainless feature, if I had had a chain

wheel I would have been finished, as I struck

some very muddy roaus, and I am pleased to

say the mud had no effect on my mount."

"Motorcycles: How to Manage Them."

Price $1. The Goodman Company, 154

Nassau Street, New York. ••
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DOUBLE YOUR TRADE
By calling the attention of every passer-toy to yoiir business. You can easily do this by means of

one or two of the

FREE, SOLID BRASS SIGNS
we are giving to dealers who save their NEVERLEAK "Brass Sign" certificates. One of these cer-

tificates accompanies each dozen 4 oz. tubes of NEVERLEAK.
When you have 12, mail them to us, and you will receive one of these splendid signs, size 12 by 15

inches, absolutely free of charge.

A little effort on your part will secure a pair of these signs—one for each side of your door.

1904 certificates accepted the same as those of 1905.

BUFFALO SPECIALTY MANUFACTURING CO., Buffalo,N.Y.

Give a Minute to Each
Regular 10,000 Mile.

Cyclometer.

Price, . - - $1.00.

The right hand figures represent
tenths of a mUe and are In red. The
above Instrument reads 4,387 and 3-10
miles. We can supply the same In-
Btrument with reading In kilometers
or In Russian versts. The cut Is full
<lze.

customer, talking Cyclometers, and
see what a neat sum* it will add
to your sales for the season.

Veeder

Cyclometers
are partially sold for you in ad=
vance, since they are so well and
so favorably known.

"It's Nice to Know
How Far You Go "

The New Trip Cyclometer.

Price, - - - $3.00.

The cut shows the exact size of the
instrument.
As in the case of the Regular Cy-

clometer, the right hand figure on
each dial represents tenths of a mile,
the figures being red. The other fig-
ures are black and give the miles. We
can supply readings in kilometres or
(n Russian versts.

THE VEEDER MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn.
Makers of CYCLOMETERS, ODOMETERS, TACHOMETERS, COUNTERS AND FINE CASTINGS.

at the St. Louis World's Fair simply confirms our

repeated statement that best materials coupled

with skill and care in construction have placed

QoU MeJal
coward #

«

SOLAR-'LAMPS
in the first rank. You, Mr. Bicycle rider who

have used them know this, you who have not

should be convinced by this Award. No lamp

troubles with Solars.

BADGER BRASS MF&.CO.» miio>m^wis. "A^S^t-

HUBSM M FRONT OR REAR. ^^^

The kind you ought to use at the price
you ought to pay.

Write for Quotations.

READING STANDARD CYCLE MFG. CO., Reading, Pa,
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Court Rating on Motorcycles.

The tiiiestion, "Is a motorcyclist a cyclist?"

has been again decided, this time by a Scotch

judge. A motorcyclist held an accident insur-

ance policy for $250, and soon after taking

it out was killed in a collision with a wagon.

The insurance company contested the claim

on the ground that a motorcyclist is not a

cyclist. In handing down a decision for the

plaintiff the judge said:

"In the contract the description of the class

to which it applies is the word 'cyclist,' and

the rider of a motor bicycle seems to me to

fall within this description. The term 'cycle'

includes various kinds of vehicles, and in

using the word 'cyclist' I think the defendants

engaged to become liable to any one using a

vehicle which reasonably and properly fell

under the description of a cycle. I think

there can be no doubt that a motor bicycle

is a cycle in terms of this contract. It dif-

fers in propelling power from a pedal bicycle,

but I think it is none the less a cycle. So

much is this the case that I am of opinion

that if the defendants had wished to exclude

motor bicycles from the range of their con-

tract it would have been necessary for them
to state this as a special provision. They do

not do this, and I conclude that motor bi-

cycles are embraced by this policy."

Lamp Story from Australia.

The Mayor of the town, riding on his new
bicycle, found himself a long way oE and
wanting water for his acetylene lamp. He
rode on in momentary dread of the village

constable, till at last he saw a laborer stand-

ing at the door of his cottage.

"I say, would you be kind enough to give

me some water for mj- lamp?" he asked, dis-

moimting.

"Waterl" repeated the man. "I suppose

you mean oil?"

"No, I don't, I want water."

The laborer looked searchingly at the pros-

perous cyclist for a moment and then said:

"Take my advice and get along home. You
ought to be asliamed of yourself at your age,

and you the Mayor, too!"—(Irish Cyclist.

" Most Travelled Road in the World."

"The most travelled road by bicyclists and
automobilists, withoiit a doubt, is the road

leading from Haarlem to The Hague, Hol-

land," says L. Van Leeuwen. of Sassenheim.

Holland, in a Milwaukee paper. "Along this

road is the famous bulb country, a patch of

about twenty-five miles in length and two
miles in width.

"When in bloom these fields cannot be sur-

passed in beauty, and no one who has seen

them at tliat time but will go into raptures

over the scene. It is estimated that 2.5,000

bicyclists pass along this road every day and
more than 500 automobiles. The Queen her-
self is to be seen almost daily on this road
at tluit season of the year."

"Course of Sprouts" for Motorcyclists.

A class in dismoimting, or, as it reads in

the original, "Concours de dSmontabilite,"

is a novel method advocated by some of the

French papers for proving the knowledge and

ability of the would-be rider of a motor-

cycle.

Here are some of the requirements asked of

tlie tyro: "Hand me the exhaust valve." "Give

me the float of your carburetter." "Change

tlie sparking time of your magneto"; and

with these the pupil must be ready to com-

ply with a "Johnny-on-the-spot" readiness or

be counted out, for the operations are timed

by the officials.

As has been truly remarked, such a course

should prove a mine of practical information

to the beginner as to the location of the vari-

ous vital parts of his mount.

Oregon to Require Numbers.

Motorcycles are specifically mentioned in the

automobile bill which was introduced in the

Oregon Legislature by Representative Jagger

and passed by both hoiises. Speed is to be

limited to eight miles an hour in municipali-

ties and to twenty-four miles an hour on the

country roads. Evei-y machine must be li-

censed with the Secretary of State, who will

issue numbers on payment of a fee of $3. A
lamp must be carried at night, and within

municipalities the mufller must not be cut

out.

Speed must be reduced on> country roads

when approaching any horse-drawn vehicle,

if signalled to do so by the driver. Viola-

tions of the act are punishable by a fine of

not more than .f25 for the first offence, $.50

for th.e second and i?100 for the third.

AD IT

Law Untempered by Hercy.

Twenty-five dollars is a pretty steep price

to pay for not stopping when a minion of the

law raises the hand of authority. But that is

just what happened to a motorcyclist in Ire-

land recently. History recordeth not the fact

that the unfortunate Avho was nmlcted to the

tune of five "quid" saw the irate policeman's

paw or not.

Even this is not tlie worst, for a month's

liard labor was the sentence imposed for the

theft of a bicycle lamp. At this rate stealing

the wheel would mean life at least.

As They do Things in England.

An English motorcyclist saw the license

number falling off a comrade's wheel ahead of

him and speeded up to inform him of the

fact. As a "bobby" saw him. he has since

put down $10 to the credit side of charity and

good intentions, and the county took tlie

money for "excessive speeding." The way of
the peacemaker often is expensive.

"The bicycle that goes by itself and fires

guns all the time" is tlie definition of a mo-

tor bicycle as reudevcd by a So\UU African
uatiYe>

Britain's Big Motorcycle Population.

According to detailed returns of the regis-

tration lists of motorcycles in England down
to the end of 1904, which are just to hand,

there are now no less than 29,GOG of these

lightweight distance annihilators in the
United Kingdom. This is an increase of
T,i583 in the last half of the year.

merely for the sake of argument
(for as a matter of fact you all

know none of them has ever

proved it) that there are other

motor bicycles " just as good,"
or just as reliable as the

INDIAN, and that your selec-

tion is to be made solely on

A Dollars and Cents Basis

how, even then, can you choose
other than the

INDIAN

We give you

DOUBLE GRIP CONTROL,

AJDUSTABLE CUSHION FORK,

BROOKS IMPORTER SADDLE.

SPLITDDRF TORPEDO SPARK COIL,

FULLMUDGUARDStO BOTH WHEELS,

FRAME-CONTAINED LAMP BRACKET,

CHAIN GUARD,

ALL

WITHOUT EXTRA COST.
If you bought each separately the total

would reach a pretty figure, and of course

with the INDIAN you also get the benefit

of the skill, experience and personal in-

spection and supervision of Oscar Hed-
strom, the inventor of the INDIAN. Does
any one else offer you so much for any-

where near the price ?

Is it any wonder that so many men are

willing to pay more for a second-hand
INDIAN than they will pay for new ma-
chines of other makes ?

If value for your money is what you
seek, the INDIAN gives it to you dollar

for dollar, and a little more.

HENDEE MFG. CO.,
Springfield, Mass.

Pacific Coast Representatives,

THE BRUNETTE COMPANY
49 1 NllQ^lQn 9t 11 San Fr«nclaco^ <««i
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Kelly Handle Bars for 1905
will retain the same principles oi construction, proven sound by years of usage, but

will employ heavier forgings and be marked by even greater refinemei^ of detail and

finish than ever before.

HAVE YOU OBTAINED QUOTATIONS?

KELLY HANDLE BAR CO., Cleveland, Ohio.

GOODRICH TIRES
JUST THE SAME AS EVER

The same care, the same "know how," and a little more of it.

The same rubber—GOODRICH RUBBER—and
The same resolve to make bicycle riders contented with their tire equipment.

The B. F. Qoodrich Company,
.^KII^OIV, OHIO.

NEW YORK, 66-68 R«ad« St. and 1626 Broadway.
BOSTON, 157 Summer St.

CLEVELAND, 420 Superior St..

CHICAGO, 141 Lake St. PHILADELPHIA, 909 Arch St.

BUFFALO, 9 W. Huron St. DETROIT, 80 E. Congress St.
• DENVER, 1444 Curtis St. SAN FRANCISCO, 392 Mission 8t.

LONDON, B. C, 7 Snow Hill.
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America's Best Known

BECAUSE
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They Give Best Service

CENNESSEE. KEIM
=---*^y

BICYCLE FRAME PARTS
IN

READY TO PIN AND BRAZE,
MEN'S, WOMEN'S, GIRLS' AND QOYS' SIZES.

FRAME No. 27.

INCLUDING

SHELBY COLD DRAWN SEAMLESS TUBES,
Forksides, Stays and Stem in all diameters. Guages and shapes carefully cut

and trimmed to fit frame connections exactly.

One and two-piece Hangers. Three patterns in Sprockets, i8, 20, 22, 24, 26

and 28 tooth. Nickeled Seat Posts, with or without expanders. Head Fittings,

Crowns, Clusters and Fork Ends in a large variety of styles and sizes.

Please write for prices and information on any want you may have for

Bicycle merchandise.

JOHN R. KEIM, Buffalo, N. Y.
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WANTS AND FOR SALE.
.15 cents per line of seven words, cash with order.

T70R SALE—i^ h. p. motorcycle, ^40. New
Yz in. Loomis carburetter, S5, Le Roy

HoGEBOOM, 28 Eldredge St., Binghamton. N. Y.

pTOR SALE— 1904 Indian Motorcycle, ridden
three months; enamel not scratched; con-

dition guaranteed; i!!i75 deliverea. Address S.,

careof Bicycling Wokld.

pTOR SALE—My stock of Bicycles, Edison
Phonographs and Ivecords, Electrical Sup

plies. Sporting Goods, etc.; also complete set of

tools. I have electric power, screw-cutting lathe,

etc. This will bear the closest investigation.

The best of reason for selling. W. A. Preston,
Grinnell, Iowa,

"POR SALE—Bicycle, Sewing Machine and Gun
-^ Sore. O. SOLBRIG, Washington Iowa.

FOR SALE.
Indian Motorcycle, 1904, G. & J. tires, grip

control, compensating sprocket, - J125.00
lYz Horse Power Thomas, fine order, ;P65.oo

Clement, i^ H. P. outfit, - - - S60.00

Full ine of Indian Parts, Repairs, etc.

All makes taken in exchange for 1905 Indians.

F. B. WIDMAYER 2312 Broadway, N. Y. City.

FOR SALE.
Iivdiin Motorcycle 1904, G & J tires, grip

control. Compensating sprocket, - $125.00
New 1904 Rambler, spiing fork, - - - 175.00

Marsh, in good order, 50.00

All makes taken in exchange for 1905 Indian.

Power in all motors increased 10 to 50 per cent,

F. A. BAKER & CO., 1080-82 Bedford Ave., Brook-
lyn; 20 Warren St., New York.

ALL ROADS ARE EASY WHEN THE

BALL
RETAINER

IS USED.
WItb millions In dally use, it has stood the test lor

more than five years and is adaptable to ball bearings of

any kind.

If you are users of ball bearings we would be pleued to bear

from you and mail you our catalog with the latest information

which we know would be profitable and interesting to you.

THE STAR BALL RETAINER 00., Lancaster. Pa.. U. S. A.

Special Stampings

SHEETMETAL
THE CROSBY CO., Buffalo, N. Y.

HIGH GHHHE
wheels must have the

best equipments.

There is nothing that gives more value for

the money than the use of the

MORSE r5Se\ chain

NOISELESS IN MUD, WATER OR
DUST AND ALWAYS EASY RUNNING.

The only chain having Prlctlonless

Rocker Joints. Insist on having the

Morse Twin Roller. Fits regular

•preckets.

Sena lor Catalo^e and

Trade Price to

Morse Chain Co., irumansburg:, n. y.

Bicycle and Automobile

SUPPLIES.
Lowest Prices. Prompt Shipments.

JOS. STRAUSS & SON, Buffalo, N. Y.

CATALOGUE.
Thor Motor and Parts for Motorcycle and

Hubs and Parts for Bicycle on application.

AURORA AUTOMATIC MACHINERY CO.,

AURORA. ILL.

BicvcieSa'Motorcycies
HICH-CRADE LEADERS.

Fowler-Manson'Stierman Gycie Mfg. Co.,

45-47 Fulton Street, Chicago.
Write for terms.

JOHN S. LENC'SS0N& CO

33 Murray Street, NEW YORK,
CARRY A COMPLETE STOCK OF

SiCYCLES, TIRES, SUNDRIES.
CAREFUL ATTENTION PAID TO

F=»ROiVIRT SHIRIVIErMX.

The Week's Patents.

782,033. Unicyc-le. Osvald Jensen, New
York, N. Y. Piled July 8, 1904. Serial No.
21.-:'),740.

Claim—1. The combination with a wheel,
of a support for the rider, movably laterally
tliereof, whereby the steering of the wheel is

effected.

2. The combination witli a wheel, of a
frame movable therein, and a seat for the
rider moraiile laterally of the frame whereby
the steering- of the wheel is effected.

781,687. Former or Mold for Making Pneu-
matic Tires or the Like. Thomas Sloper,

Devizes, England, assignor to Christian

Hamilton Gray, Silvertown, Essex, England.

Filed aiarch 12, 1904. Serial No. 197,868.

Claim—1. In a "former" for tires, the com-
bination with a circular support having a
series of perforations, of movable pins car-
ried in these perforations and adapted to
project from the face of the support or to be
withdrawn so that they do not project, sub-
stantially as set forth.

781,936. Carburetter for Hydrocarbon En-
gines. James J. Cook, Jersey City, N. J..

assignor to Cook Kerosene Carburetter Com-
pany, a corporation of New Jersey. Filed

July 22, 1903. Serial No. 166,630.

Claim—1. In a carburetter, the combina-
tion with a casing, of an upright vaporizing
post located in the casing, an electrical heat-
er coil wound upon the exterior of the post,
and forming a spiral channel for oil pro-
jected against the post, and means for pro-
jecting oil against the upper end of the post.

782,155. Pneumatic Tire. Carl W. Maxon,
West Bay City, Mich. Filed July 11, 1904.

Serial No. 216,168.

Claim—In a pneumatic tire, the combina-
tion with an outer casing of a pair of air

tubes inclosed within said easing, an air
valve for each tube, an asbestos cushion sur-
rounding said air tubes and inclosed within
said casing, said outer casing being formed
of a mesh built tip of asbestos covered wires,
said mesh being coated with rubber, substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

PERFEOT" CEM"

We make oilers for almost the entire trade. The quality

of our oilers is unequaled.

CUSHMAN & DENISON MFG. CO., 240-2 W. 23d St.,N.Y.

WORCESTER PRESSED STEEL COMPANY
Successor to

\A/0F?CE:SXER F-ERRULE & iVlf=-G. COiVIRArMY,
WORCESTER, MASS.

Manufacturers of Light and Heavy Stampings in Steel, Brass, Copper, etc.

Automobile and Carriage Fittings. Bicycle Parts and Specialties.

^P^^^ Catalogs showing stock goods mailed upon request. linquiries solicited.
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VERDICT FOR SIX CENTS

Suit for breach of Contract Nets Plaintiffs

$9999.94 Less than Claimed.

On Monday last Judge Giegerich, sitting

in the New York Supreme Court, condemned

the Eclipse Mfg. Co., Elmira, N. Y., to pay

six cents damages to the export Arm, Guiter-

man, Rosenfeld & Co., New York. The ex-

porters had asked for $10,000.

The suit, which had been pending for sev-

eral years, alleged a breach of contract. It

grew out of a contract giving to the export

house certain rights to sell the Morrow coast-

er brake in Europe, it being agreed that all

orders received were to be filled "with the

best of our facilities."

Orders coming to hand at a time when

crowded conditions existing at the Eclipse

plant prevented prompt deliveries, the ex-

porters were so informed, and as they had

previously mentioned being in a position to

push another well-known coaster brake,

should they be unable to get the agency of

the Morrow, the Eclipse people agreed that

any rights under the contract would be

waived and they could substitute if they saw

fit. This, in short, is what the plaintiffs

construed as a breach of the contract, and

forthwith brought the action for damages.

There was no difficulty in showing that the

contract had been complied with to the let-

ter, and that the defendant was still ready

to fill all orders "with the best of our fa-

cilities," and the verdict followed.

Keefer Finds Much Encouragement.

"Things are looking good," observed B. S.

Keefer, treasurer of the Standard Spoke ic

Nipple Co., who was in New York on Thurs-

day last on one of his periodical visits.

"Every one in the trade with whom I have

talked has spolcen so cheerfully and reported

such an encouraging state of affairs that it

looks as if we were on the edge of an un-

usually good season.

"Ourselves? Well, our factory is working

only twenty-three hours out of the twenty-

COW, wbich, I guess, is a pretty strong

symptom of the way things are moving. We
find the demand is good for each of our sev-

eral lines.

"Is the demand for our two-speed coaster

brake holding up? I should say it is! To tell

the whole truth, the approach of the riding

season is bringing with it a quickening of

interest and a big increase of orders."

DENMARK IS PROMISING.

Dealers Disagree, then go to Court.

Charles F. Holley and George Delray Gil-

more, both of Delray, Mich., formed a part-

nership on April 11, 1904, to do a general

bicycle business. Each of the men put $42.")

into the business. On .lime 1 the firm was
dissolved by mirtual consent. Now Holley

has gone into court asking that Gilmore be
compelled to give an accounting of what he

has done with the assets of the concern.

Two Tire Branches to Move.

May 1 will be "moving day" for two of the

big New York tire branches. On that date

the Hartford Rubber Works Co. will re-

move from No. 97 Chambers street to No.

88, on the opposite side of the same street,

while the Diamond Rubber Co. will go from
No. 15 Warren street to No. 78 Reade street.

In both instances more elbow room is ob-

tained.

Corson to Open in Boston.

E. H. Corson, the Hendee Mfg. Co.'s roving

"missionary" of the past year, is to become
the Indian Motorcycle Co., of Boston. He
expects to open an exclusive motorcycle
store in that city on the 10th inst., and will

also "mix with" the New England interests

generally of the Indian.

Q & J Enter Cleveland.

The G t% J Tire Co. has established a
branch in Cleveland, Ohio, which will be
under the direction of their veteran traveler.

Herbert A: Githens. He will, however, con-

tinue to "swing around the circle" as of
yore.

[Strength of the "Yell for Vales."

"We are simply snowed under with busi-

ness," is the interesting postscript to a
semi-personal letter from Edward Buffum,
siilcs mniiagcr of the Coiisolidntod W'j:.. Co..

'J'.jledo, Ohio.

Our Consul Says It's Worth Cultivating and

Recommends the Copenhagen Show.

"In no country is the bicycle more popular

with all classes than in Denmark," says

United States Counsel Raymond R. Frazier,

at Copenhagen, Denmark, in a report to

Washington. "The demand has increased

steadily since its introduction here, and deal-

ers in bicycles, motor cycles and automobiles

declare that Denmark will always be a rich

market for this class of vehicles. The coun-

try is level, rich in beautiful scenery, and
maintains over 4,000 miles of macadam high-
ways. The Danes are, without exception,
enthusiasts for outdoor life. Each Sunday
and holiday thousands of people leave Co-
penhagen on their wheels for the neighbor-
ing forests. The automobile and motorcycle
are not so well known, but the latter, es-
pecially, is destined to be very popular here.
"The United States had a monopoly in the

bicycle trade for several years, and still has
the highest grade machines, but in the total
value of imports, Germany undoubtedly
now stands at the head. The demand fo'-

cheaper grade wheels is large, and in this
line it is difficult for our manufacturers or

the English to compete with the Germans.
"Statistics for 1903 show that $359,978

worth of cycles and cycle parts were im-
ported into Denmark, of which $283,785 rep-

resented imports for consumption; that $73,-

9(58 worth were from the United States; that,

in addition, there were imported from the
United States during the same period 1,600

cubic feet of cycles and cycle parts, and
24,000 pounds of automobiles."

Copenhagen's cycle and motor show will

be held in the spacious Tivoli Gardens, in

that city, from March 15 to April 9, 1905,

inclusive. The committee, however, reserves

the right to prolong the show is deemed ad-

visable. Space costs but 40 cents per square

foot, which, includes the erection of a plat-

form and covering the same. United States

Consul Raymond R. Frazier suggests that

as Denmark is a good country for bicycles,

American manufacturers should find the

show worthy of patronage. L. Bendixen,

Copenhagen, bus charge of the arrangcmenta.
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EXPORT YEAR BADLY BEGUN

Big Drop Recorded in January — Large

Losses Offset by Few Gains.

Detailed statistics of exports for January

show that the year opened with a dull thud.

The business during the month fell ofC nearly

$100,000.

A comparison of tlie figm-es for the month

of January for the present year and the cor-

responding thirty days of 1904 disclose the

shrinkage that tells the story—$12,327 to

Great Britain, in place of $54,759; $4,191, in-

stead of $21,641, to France; $5,066, from

$14,053, to Germany; with nothing to Bel-

gium, against $2,757 last year.

But there are rays of hope, even at that.

British North America shows a substantial

increase from $7,704 to $12,283, while "Other

Em-ope" reveals a just perceptible gain, $22,-

298 to $22,676.

Spanish-American countries show sligh(t

gains in some instances and a decided loss

in others. Mexico has increased $1,300, and

Cuba $1,778, more than double in this case,

but Brazil and Argentine's decreases of

$1,245 and $154 from totals of already at-

tenuated proportions more than offset this.

In the far East, Japan's showing continues

to decrease consistently, being in the present

instance from $39,472 to $23,395, while China

has jumped some 300 per cent.; but as the

total, even at that, is but $415, it does not

signify a great deal. Probably by far the

most discouraging feature of the report is

the magic fading of the totals to British

Australasia, which are now $9,812, in place
of $23,112 in twelve months. In like propor-
tion are those to British Africa, which slid

from $645 to a beggarly $20.

Detailed figures, comparing the totals for

the months in question as well as for the
seven months ending in January, are here-
with appended:

Janua
1904.

Exported to— "Values.

United Kingdom $54,759
Belgium 2,757

France 21,641
Germany 14,053

Italy 5,345

Netherlands 11,307

Other Europe 22,298
British North America 7,704

Central North American States and
British Honduras 124

Mexico 3,148

Cuba 1,293

Other West Indies and Bermuda.. 2,267

Argentina 1,080

Brazil 2,079

Colombia 484
Venezuela 21
Other Sotuh America 998
Chinese Empire 120
British East Indies 1,842

Hongkong 650
Japan 39,472
British Australasia 23.112
Philippine Islands 594
Other Asia and Oceanica 2,856
British Africa (>45

All other Africa 688
Other countries
F-^
—

-

:
- -^- - .—

—
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England Contributes the " Bi-Car."

In old England, when they do a thing,

tliey do it good and proper. "Substantial"

is a synonym for "British," and it is a watch-

word they never let go of for one little min-

ute. But if they are conservative in con-

struction they certainly are wont to be most
radical in nomenclature. Just now they've

got a car craze; it's this car and that car,

till one really fancies they must have car

on the brain. They take a motor tricycle

TELLS THE STORY WELL
Yale Catalogue States the Case of Motor-

cycles as it Should be Stated.

with a platform on it, load it down with a

few steps and things by way of ballast,

and it becomes a "tri-car," if you please.

And now come a couple of lads from out

of Norfolk with a thing they have dubbed a

"Bi-Car." Just have a look at the picture

and you'll be interested at once. Please no-

tice all the up-to-date features, side entrance,
running boards, vertical motor in front, and
so on. Presumably that is what makes it

a "car."

It is catalogued as a single track machine,
fitted Avith a horizontal frame, and notewor-
thy for its low centre of gravity. The frame
is tubular, of trussed structure, and "suita-
bly reinforced." The motor is carried on a
sub-frame and becomingly anchored. By
only a slight modification of the latter, so
we are told, any desired form of motor may
be used. The main framfe is looped around
the front of tlie steering wheel, to guard it

in case of collision presumably, while the
wheel itself runs in trunion blocks which
swivel on gun metal quadrants.
A ear? Why, bless you, no; it's a motor

bicycle now without pedals and with a foot-
board "onto it."

lary— Seven months ending January

—

1905. 1903. 1904. 1905.
Values. Values. Values. Values.
$12,327 $143,965 $143,094 $87,962

. .

.

14.001 22,,342 22,016
4,191 79,629 31,704 16,090
5,066 40,313 47,992 18,693
2,122 23,152 33.215 13,152
4,775 30,427 65,925 23,968

22,676 69,668 81,349 56,581
12,283 60,356 49,856 40,949

275 1.888 1,583 2,945
4,448 16,282 24,295 25,589
3,071 5,541 10,511 22,078
2,060 21,923 17,587 18,159
926 6,980 5,880 11,155
884 4,149 7,512 7,782
220 552 828 8,056
26 173 461 254
891 10,966 10,596 7,926
415 9,695 9,857 9,362
142 27,079 15,579 5,440
252 2,353 7,640 2,457

23,395 2.59,489 232,877 124,213
9,812 135,621 220,106 94,042
400 9,236 17,888 2,.551

3,624 17,656 12,728 13,449
20 74,421 7,793 1,718

478 6,783 5,841 2,593
.50

.1114,720 .?.l,OT2,298 ^1,084,039 .1634,230.

Of all the catalogues devoted to motor-

cycles, but one really fully portrays its ad-

vantages and handles the subject as it should

be handled—the catalogue of the Consoli-

dated Mfg. Co., Toledo, Ohio. It does not

assume that "everybody knows all about

motorcycles," but in leading up to the Yale-

California, it presents that attractive and
logical argument that creates new purchas-
ers. Among other things, it says:

"The clearest and best definition which
we can give you of Yale-California efficiency

is that it includes all the manifold attrac-

tions of the automobile and the bicycle, and
that the weaknesses and drawbacks of
neither are present in its construction.

"Before it settled down and became a com-
mercial commodity, the bicycle made its

friends by the thousands and hundreds of

thousands, chiefly because it was able to

take them to restful and beautiful places

which they could not reach on foot. The
element of speed has fascinated the world
in every stage of its history, and each ac-

cession to the list of vehicles invented for

the annihilation of time and space has been
epoch-making in its results.

"There were many excellent reasons why
the bicycle should eventually be applied to
purely practical purposes, and it is not our
object to discuss them here, but to point
out instead the very good grounds that ex-

ist for believing that the motorcycle is

about to fall heir to its widespread popular-
ity.

"Like the bicycle, the Yale-California cov-

ers the ground—but covers it with infinitely

greater speed. The very desirable feature
of healthful, glowing exercise, that brings

brightness to the eyes and flowers to the

cheek, is not lost by any manner of means
in the motorcycle, but to it is added the

delight of working or not, just as the rider

chooses.

"The Yale-California speeds as fast as the

fastest of automobiles, if you like—but no
automobile can run at the same exhilarating

rate with an equal degree of absolute con-

trol. Much is heard of the touring car that

can be instantaneously throttled down to

slow speed—but what maker of touring cars

would claim for his product the same re-

sponsiveness in this respect as that possessei
by the Yale-California?

"The Yale-California zips along at the rate

of forty miles an hour, if you want it to,

and slows down instantaneously to four

miles, if j-ou choose, without jolt or jar. It

isn't a bit discouraged by high hills, as the

automobile so often is, and it will carry you
in a day's run twice as far as the average

runabout or touring car. The operator of

a touring ear arrives at the end of his day's

journey jaded and tired after the steady

Strain under which he has labored; and his
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follow-passengers are stiff and weary from

the cramped position in wliicb they have
been held for liours. The motorcyclist rides

witli ease and abandon. He is the confident

master of his machine. He can talve any
grade without anxiety or strain. If his po-

sition becomes wearisome he can change

from the taslv of merely diverting the prog-

ress of his machine to exercising his muscles

by pedaling; and if the latter, in turn, be-

comes irlisome, revert back to his original

pleasure of speeding along with nothing to

l)other him.

"A touring car ma.v balk at a high hill or

be stalled by any one of a hundred possible

and very probable mishaps; a bicyclist may
be so worn out by his exertions that progress

is next to impossible; but the motorcyclist

has an advantage which is all his own in

the fact that he can realize his own physical

powers by pedaling, or the powers of his

machine. He always has something to fall

back on, no matter what the conditions, and

cannot be left stranded on the highway far

from his intended destination.

"For city use the Yale-California offers just

as many inducements as it does for country

travel. The man who is compelled to travel

far from his home to office or factory can

snap his fingers at stalled street cars. Even
if the speed limit of the city restrains him
from flying along at a forty-mile clip, half

that speed will land him at his house door

in a very few moments."

CORSON CREATES A CARRIER

No Shrinkage in Germany.

Returns just issued show that the exports

of German cycles and cycle parts during the

eleven months ending with November last

reached a total of 3,911 tons, as contrasted

with only 3,126 tons in the corresponding

period of 1903. There was also a slight in-

crease in the imports into Germany of for-

eign cycles and parts—from 201 tons in the

first eleven months of 1903 to 212 tons in

the eleven months 'ending with November
last.

How to Ship to Denmark.

Denmark's duty on c;"-«les and motorcycles,

in parts, is $3.35 per 100 kilos. (220.46

pounds). Complete, they are taxed 10 per

cent, ad valorem. Importers suggest, there-

fore, "that all machines be shipped with the

tires removed, in order that entry may be

made as "cycle parts" and the lower rate

obtained.

President Whittier Getting Better.

After a battle of four weeks with cancer

of the stomach, during which his life was
despaired of, D. L. Whittier, president of the

Eclipse Machine Co., Elmira, N. Y., has

taken a distinct turn for the better. He was
so far gone that his recovery is considered

little short of a miracle.

Goodrich in New Quarters.

The B. F. Goodrich Co.'s Boston branch
is this week taking possession of new and
larger quarters at 16."* Columbus avenue.

Six Thousand fliles of Travel on Hotor

Bicycle Induced its invention.

Necessity certainly was the "mother of In*

vention" in the Corson motorcycle luggage

carrier. The inventor is the well known E.

H. Corson, who, as an Indian missionary,

covered some 6,000 miles during the past
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year. As his chief purpose was to exploit

the practicability of the motor bicycle, he
avoided railroads as the devil is supposed to

avoid holy water, and it required that he
carry his luggage with him. To do so neces-

sitated a carrier of unusual strength and se-

curity, and that held the luggage in a posi-

tion where it could not drop off without bei.

seen. The resulting carrier, which is shown
by accompanying illustrations, proved so ef-

fective and convenient that it has been, for-

mally "adopted" by the Hendee Mfg. Co.,

Springfield, Mass., who are now placing it

on the open mark'^'^

"Tachometer Watch" from France.

France is probably the last place in the

world from which one would expect to see

an invention in the shape of an utterly un-

called-for attachment to the bicycle emanate

at this late day. True, this tachometrie

watch, as the invention Is styled, is equally

applicable to the automobile, but likewise

equally an addition which few will be able to

note any advantage in or care to apply. It

is manufactured by Chateau et Fils, Paris.

As its name indicates, it is a combined
speed recorder and watch, but the amount of
gearing necessary to its function in the first

capacity is such as to more than nullify any
advantage it might possess in either role.

The principle is that of a timepiece, the entire
case of which is fitted so as to be revolved
by the bicycle wheel in the direction oppo-
site to that of the travel of the hands, and
at the same rate of speed.

The hour hand, accordingly, maintains a
fixed position with respect to the handle-bar
of the bicycle to which it is attached, pro-
vided that the rider continues to pedal at
the same speed. If the hand apparently
moves forward or backward, this informs
the rider that his speed has increased or de-
creased in proportion to the amount of seem-
ing change of position of the hand. The
second hand may also be utilized, in which
case, it is said to be possible to read the
fluctuations of speed to a minute.

The ratio of the gearing in the transmis-
sion, the amount and cumbrousness of which,
as illustrated attached to a bicycle, is suf-

ficient to discourage its use, determines the
mean speed that the rider is enabled to main-
tain by keeping his eye glued on the hand
and regulating his pedalling accordingly. The
makers naively state that this ratio may be
altered at will, without dismounting from
the machine, so as to cause a variation in the
speed it is desired to maintain, whether up
or down hill or on the level.

New Idea in Carburetters.

Up at Elmira, N. Y., "where the Morrow
coaster brake comes from," the Eclipse Ma-
chine Co. is working on a carburetter that

probably will attract a lot of notice when
it is formally announced. It is said to de-

part radically from existing types, embody-
ing, in fact, what is termed "a double float

feed principle." It is not yet ready for the

market, but the first moder has been put to

some severe tests and with excellent results.

The Retail Record.

Lima, Ohio.—Charles Fuller sold out to A.

D. Nichols.

;.„.., ^jjjj^ Cal.—S. C. Wright, succeeded
by Wright & Kendall.

Boulder, Col.—Thomas Hussie; fire; total

loss; insurance, $2,500.

St. Louis, Mo.—Hurck Cycle Co., removed
to 207 North Twelfth street.

Made Big Profit on Tires.

During 1904 the French Dunlop Tyre Com-
pany made a profit of $216,505 on a capital

of $500,000. It permitted a dividend of 10

per cent, to be paid on the common stock.

"The A. B. C. of Electricity" will aid you
in understanding many things about motors

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price 50 cents. The Goodman Co., 154 Nas-

sau street, New York. **
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MONEYJSASIMPORTANT
ASTHEAMOUNTYOU P.
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More good practical improvements OF VALUE TO THE RIDER than in any other

bicycle made—Our old customers know it—Our new customers soon find it out.

Get our catalog and ask for agency proposition, if we are not represented in your vicinity.

NATIONAL CYCLE MPG. CO., BAY CITY, MICH., U. S. A.

It is a matter of common remark that the

Greatest Damage to the Bicycle Business
was caused by cheap tires—those concoctions sold under all sorts

of names by all sorts of people at all sorts of prices. The makers

were ashamed to put their own names on them. There are lots

of such tires still being made and sold. As we have remarked before,

FISK TIRES Bear the Name " FISK."
We are proud of them. You will be if you sell them and will also

be able to look your customer in the eye and to retain his good will.

The Fisk Rubber Company, chkopee Fans, Mass.

BRANCHES: New York, 734-756 Seventh Ave.

BOSTON. 226 Columbus Ave.
SPRINGFIELD. 40 Dwight St.
PHILADELPHIA, 828 Arch St.
ATLANTA. 103 N. Pryor St.
SYRACUSE, 423 So. Cltnton St.
BUFFALO. 893 Main St.
CLEVELAND, 318 Euclid Ave.
DETROIT, 254 Jefferson Ave.

MONTREAL. CANADA.

Chicago, 1251 nichiKan Ave.

ST. LOUIS. 3908 Olive St.
OMAHA, 1116 Farnum St.
KANSAS CITY. 1330 Main St.
MINNEAPOLIS. 704 Hennepin Ave.
DENVER, 1534 Glenarm St.

SAN FRANCISCO. 114 Second St.

LOS ANGELES. 1034 So. Main St.

LONDON. ENGLAND.
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Influence of the Bicycle^

When a man has taken to himself a hobby

—the only idol the world now recognizes—

and having shaped and reshaped it until it

is perfect and good and great in his eyes,

mounts to ride away, the cold, gray world

loves to stand by and look on and see how

far his enthusiasm will take him before the

sharp edge of one of life's ruts punctures the

pneumatic of his self-conceit and lays him

up for reconstruction.

One of our contemporaries of the land over

the sea lays great editorial stress on the

pith of a certain postprandial address given

at a club banquet by a coroner. The text

was that no sermon had ever done so much

for the working classes as the pastime of

cycling. It had changed the manners and

morals of men, and been an educational force

for everybody; it had done more than legis-

lation in promoting temperance, for it gave
the people something to do with their time,

which was better than hanging around public

'ouses.

Now the scribe gets out his well groomed

rocking horse and mounts and away. He
says: "It is the mission of the bicycle to take

a man out of himself into surroundings

whicJi tend to broaden his views and to raise

his ideas." Thafs right, too! And, mind you,

tlio world is not so much inclined to scoff at

the mount and ridicule the rider as to be

amused at the lengths to which their enthu-

siasm will carry them. Then he goes on to

say that if the coroner and other serious

minded observers of the world have already

noted the success of the mission, and have

seen in the past results which justify the con-

clusion that the cycle is a positive moral

agent in the community—a rival of the

clergy, or, rather, perhaps an ally, "how

much more so will it not be in these days of

cheap cycles,- when even the humblest work-

man may by thrift put by enough in a few

months to buy a machine? It would almost

seem a more rational proceeding to provide

a young man or woman with a bicycle, which

they would pledge themselves to ride, than

to adopt the more usual methods of the tem-

perance reformer. And we certainly think

it would be the cheaper for the nation in the

long run."

Fancy the W. C. T. U. giving out bicycles!

Would we sign the pledge? Well, I should

smile. Maybe, too, when the market began

to cloy, they might throw in a few green

trading stamps.

But, seriously, there's more than a joke in

it. Vice is abnormal. It is the result of an

abnormal physical condition. Plague ridden

bodies, unnatural lusts, bodily infirmities and

nasty, rotten minds contribute the mass of

pent up filth, whose only outlet is crime.

The perfect man has no bodilv ailments and

no morbid tastes; he is thoroughly in har-

mony with himself; his powers are set over

against one another in a species of divine

balance; he is the man God made. Bernarr

McFadden trades on this as a new principle

—and, of course, he has a living to make, like

all the rest of us, even if all he eats is grape-

nuts and postum coffee—but it is not. Bi-

cycling World knew all about it in 19O0, aud

told you so, but it wasn't new even then;

we got it from the Bible.

Mr. Elbert Hubbard, of East Aurora, this

State, who is an author and bookmaker, says:

"That man is most unfortunate who has

more body than he can use. Nature lets

you live on this one condition, that you make

use of all your faculties. This is salvation."

And when he undertakes to drive a nail, he

seldom pounds his fingers.

An unused, untrained mind, or an unused,

untrained body are equally efticient in pro-

ducing an overbalanced organism. He and

the whole denomination of strong men say

lli.-il .Villi iimst excroiso in the open air and

breathe good and deep of that tasteless, color-

less stuff which is life itself. Mostly, they
tell you to walk, but that is because they are

out of the trust and haven't got any wheels

to sell. But they know, and we know, and
they know that we know, and we and so

forth and so on, and go as far as you please

and then leave off—that the wheel is better

for you than the hoof, because it uses, more
muscles, tires you less and takes you some-

where. You get more exercise, more air,

more fun and more health than you do on

foot or on the horse or in the automobile.

"Out of date?" Why, the very idea. That
same "up State guy" who writes epigrams

for other people to use has said that only

new things get old-fashioned, and you'd bet-

ter mind what he says.

So get out the wheel and scour off the

spokes and set up the bearings, and try it

all over again, just as if 'twas new to you,

and see if you don't feel good all through

and all over when you get back.

Time to Qet Ready.

If he has not done so during the long win-

ter months, now is the time when the cycle

dealer and repairer must "put his shop to

rights." Spring is not far off, and the "early

birds" of cycling are already astir or are

thawing out.

It is but a matter of days when old bi-

cycles will be hurried to the cycle shop for

overhauling, which term may be made to

include everything, from fitting or replacing

a broken spoke to renickeliug or applying

new tires, or a coaster brake. It is well

that the dealer should go over his stock to

be sure that he not only has such goods in

stock, but has the tools required for the per-

formance of the work.

The really enterprising dealer will not

wait for such work to find its way to his

shop. He will "go after it," and set about

doing so now. Despite all that may be said

of the "passing of the bicycle," it is un-

doubted that in spring the public's fancy

turns lightly to thoughts of cycling. Those

who have long unused wheels reposing in

cellars begin to think of riding them, and

those who once cycled think of cycling again.

They all are in a receptive mood, and the

right sort of literature reaching them at the

moment has more than an even chance of

producing results. The dealer should seek

to evolve a happy phrase or two in mailing

his "annual reminder" that he is still in

business, and that he will be pleased to call
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for old Avlieels tbat require overhauling or

to show new ones tliat he has "just placed

in stock.'' If be advertises, he should begin

to advertise within the next thirty days, and

if he can induce his local papers to devote

some space to cycling matters, it will do

much to shape the public fancy and to speed

his work.

But whatever the dealer purposes doing,

he should set abSut doing now.

The development and use of the wire spoked

wheel and the chain, as applied to the bi-

cycle and the automobile, form another illus-

tration of the fact that a thing is only riglit

when in its right place—everything suffers

or prospers according to its environment, as

does man. One attempt sufficed to demon-

strate beyond question that the wood spoked

wheel was distinctly out of it's "element on

the bicycle; but the wire spoked wheel

achieved such a great measure of success in

connection with the latter that numerous at-

tempts and quite a little time were neces-

sary to prove that it was equally as out of

place on the automobile as its successor in

this role was on the bicycle.

The bevel geared, direct driven bicycle an-

ticipated the advent of the practical automo-

bile by a few years, but the latter almost

without exception were chain driven at first-

many still are, for it is only within the last

two years that the direct drive has come

into favor.

In the process that has brought about the

survival of the fittest, no branch of the in-

dustry has been more tremendously upheaved

than tire saddle branch. In the heydey of

cycling the number of saddles on the market

was countless. They were of all shapes,

sizes and kinds, and the majority of them

were little short of instruments of torture,

although the frenzy was so keen that none

then had time to recognize the fact. Wheu
the upheaval subsided, into the hole created

this great aggregation sunk out of sight as

if by magic. The saddles that now remain

are, generally speaking, the rational types

that deserved to survive, and they may be

counted on the fingers of one hand and then

leave a finger or two uncounted.

Signs—small in themselves, but not the

less discerhable—accumulate that woman-
kind is beginning to evinCe real interest in

motorcycles, of which the grip control en-

ables her to become the mistress. The drop

frame machine cannot be much longer de-

layed

About Mud Guards and Other Thiags.

Editor of the Bicycling World:

I have read with interest the letter of "Mis-

souri Kicker" regarding mud guards in your

issue of January 28, and quite agree with

him in all that he says. I, too, had ridden

for a number of years without mud guards,

and the consequence was that all my cycling,

both to business and for pleasure, was done

in fine weather. A wet day meant laying up
the wheel and taking to "shanks' mare."

Two years ago I had guards fitted to my
wet weather machine (I keep two first grade

cycles, one stripped for fine weather and
the other with guards for wet), and now ride

in all sorts and conditions of days and nights.

I certainly think the trade should include

mud guards and coaster brakes in the specifi-

cation of their wlieels (even if they charged

a few. dollars more the extra advantage of

these accessories would more than compen-

sate for the increased cost), but if guards are

generally 'fitted in the future the machines

should be built with a little longer wheel

base, so as to allow the pedals more clear-

ance from the front guard; otherwise the toe

clips are apt to foul it and cause a nasty

spill (I liuow from personal experience.

Verb. sap.). As your correspondent says,

"the greatest objection to guards is that they

are liable to rattle," but this fault can be

remedied by careful fitting.

I wonder if "Missouri Kicker" has ever

coated his guards on the inside with Three-

in-One or vaseline; if not, he should try it,

and he will find that they Avill not collect

mud nearly so much. Of course, the guards

will require to be washed every little while

and recoated, but it will well repay the trou-

ble.

Apropos or your correspondent's remarks

on being able to "fix things aright," how is

it there are comparatively so few cyclists

who have a practical working knowledge of

their machines? I find that I can keep my
own cycles in first class working order (and

as I ride about 1,800 Veeder miles a season

they require some attention), and I think if

' cyclists generally would take a little more in-

terest in their mounts, apart from blowing

up tires, oiliug and riding, and learn how to

keep them in adjustment, etc., they would
get a great deal more pleasure and satisfac-

tion in riding them. I notice that the ma-

jority of bicycles one meets are kept in any-

thing but good trim, generally coated with

dust and mud, with the nickel all fogged or

rusted, wheels out of true, bearings loose and

with a general appearance of neglect.

Given a high grade bicycle, a fairly rideable

road and a generous amount of fine weather,

there are few forms of outdoor exercise,

barring running or walking, which will con-

duce to better all round health ancj strength

than regular exercise on the wheel, and it

is a wonder why so many do not cycle just

because "Mr. So and So" does not ride. Any-

how, theirs is the loss, not ours.

W. A. THOKBUBN, St. John's N. F,

ilalne Strikes at flotorcycles.

Representative Briggs has introduced a bill

in the Maine Legislature providing for the

registration of automobiles and motor bi-

cycles.' The bill provides that no automobile

or motor bicycle shall, after June 1, 1905, be

operated on any public highway unless regis-

tered, and the registered number shall at all

times be plainly displayed on the vehicle.

Registration shall be made at the office of the

Secretary of State, and the fee shall be $3.

The certificate shall not be transferable, and
a new registration shall be required upon
the sale or transfer of ownership of any
automobile or motor bicycle.

The act shall not apply to machines owned
or operated by non-residents of the State.

Penalties for the violation of the act shall

not exceed $25 for the first offence, and not

exceed $50 for any subsequent offence.

The F. A. M. has lodged a protest with

]\ir. Briggs and besought him to eliminate

motorcycles from his measure.

Reviving an Old Principle.

A wheel within a wheel is the principle of

the "pneumatic suspension wheel," a device

that has reached the marlieting stage on

the "other side." Double spokes are em-

ployed as well as a duplicate system of them.

Starting from the hub, they pass around a

small pneumatic tire about ten inches in

diameter, and back to the hub, where they

are fastened. The second set comes from

the rim of the wheel itself and is passed

about this small tire and then back to the

rim. The wheel is thus held in suspension

by the inflation of the inner air chamber-
it can hardly be termed a tire in this ca-

pacity, although in fact it is nothing more
or less.

How Australia is •< Coming On "

Australia is now coming forward with

records of motorcycle performances—not the

hurrah kind, but achievements which show

what the machine is capable of in intelligent

hands. One of these was a trip between

Aylesburg and Melbourne, a matter of slight-

ly over 200 miles, which was covered In

nine hours, or at the rate of 22% miles an
hour, including halts. The roads were said

to be in good order, but owing to the preva-

lence of bush fires, a number of bridges over

culverts were burned away necessitating

frequent stops. The machine used was
equipped with a 2% H. P. motor and a

spring frame.

To Look Into the Tank.

This tip comes from an experienced motor-

cyclist: Don't hold a lighted match over the

opening in your tank to see how much gaso-

line it contains. Instead get a 5-cent pocket
mirror, and throw the sunlight, gas or elec-

tric light down through the hole the same"

way you did when you wished to see the

bottom of the "dear old well down on the

farm." At night, with the mirror in one
hand and your bicycle lamp in the other

you can see into any dapk corner in the taijk

or around the motorcycle.
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TIE ON HOME TRAINER

Wallin and Vandendries on Even Terms-

Brown Wins a Hatch Race.

Standing Second Week.
Same. Club. Points.

•

H. Wallin, Monitor Cycling Chib 3

H. YandenDries, Tiger Wbeelmen 3

D. B. Brown, Tiger Wheelmen 2

Charles Martin, Homan team 1

C. Sherwood, Pellet team 1

F. Eriekson, Monitor Cycling Club 1

Riding against a handicap of three seconds,

D. B. Brown, of the Tiger Wheelmen, bested

Charles Martin, of the Homan team, by a

scant two-fifths of a second in the first half

mile heat of the "interstate" home trainer

championship, promoted by the Tiger Wheel-

men, at Apollo Hall, 475 Ninth avenue. New

York City, Wednesday. Brown's time was

0:38 4-5.

H. Wallin, of the Monitor Cycling Club,

pedalled away from Henry YandenDries, of

the Tiger Wheelmen, in the second heat and

beat him out at the finish in 0:381-5. D. B.

Brown finished first in the third heat, but

the handicap of three seconds saved Charles

Martin from defeat, the latter winning out

by only two-fifths of a second. Time,

0:42 2-5. H. YandenDries and H. Wallin

mounted the rollers for the fourth heat.

YandenDries finished first, his time being

0:38. YandenDries won first place, his av-

erage time being two-fifths of a second bet-

ter than that of his nearest competitor.

A special match race between Charles Mar-

tin, of the Homan team, and D. B. Brown,

of the Tiger Wheelmen, was the feature of

the meet. Brown alowed Martin a handicap

of three seconds, and finished first in the

first heat by the nari-ow margin of two-

fifths of a second, corrected time. Martin

beat out Brown in the second heat by the

same time. Brown crossed first in the final

heat with a good one and two-fifths seconds

to spare. Actual time, 0:39 2-5. Summaries:

Half mile, Interstate championship.—First

heat—D. B. Brown, .Tiger W., first; Charles

Martin, Homan T., second. Time—0:38 4-5.

Second heat—H. Wallin, Monitor C. C,

first; H. YandenDries, second. Time—0:38 1-5.

Third heat—Charles Martin, first; D. B.

Brown, second. Time—0:42 2-5.

Fourth heat—H. YandenDries, first; H.

Wallin, second. Time--0:38.

^Half mile match race, between Charles

Martin, Homan team, and D. B. Brown,

Tiger Wheelmen. — First heat — Won by

Brown. Time—0:38 4-5. Second heat—Won
by Martin. Time—0:42 2-5. Third heat-

won by Brown. Time—0:39 2-5.

Ernst and Uoerke Win at Buffalo.

Dire tlir(>ats eiuanating from tlie Buffalo

(N. Y.) Itacing Cyclists' Union, a refuge for

Buffalo amateiu-s with sore heads, by which

they refused to participate in the bicycle

races at the Seventy-fourth Regiment armory

last Saturday night were carried out to the

letter by the "union," but the regiment of-

ficials "made good" by "importing" Oscar

Goerke and H. F. Cranston, of New York

City, and Fred Ernst, of Rochester, three of

the fastest indoor amateurs in the country,

wlio did some of the prettiest riding ever

seen in the Buffalo armory.

Fred Ernst finished first in the one-mile

open after a hard tussle with W. H. Reilly,

of Buffalo, and came within three-fifths of a

second in breaking the armory record, 2:17,

held by Warren Zurbrick. W. W. White-

lock, of Buffalo, jumped away from four

other riders while negotiating the last turn,

and crossed an easy third. Time, 2:17 3-5.

Four men started in the unlimited pursuit.

Ernst proved the stellar attraction in this

race, and by a series of brilliant' sprints cut

down the leads of Cranston first, W. H.

Reilly, of Buffalo, next, and then after a

hard two-mile fight passed Goerke, at 3

miles 3% laps. Time, 8:07.

Oscar Goerke, riding from scratch, figura-

tively "put it all over" the bunch in the

final race—a two-mile handicap. W. H.
Reilly (35 yards) was second and W. W.
Whitelock (40 yards) was third. Time,

4:45 2-5. Summaries:

One-mile open—Fred Ernst, Rochester,

first; W. H. Riley, Buffalo, second; W. W.
Whitelock, Buffalo, third. Time, 2:17 3-5.

Unlimited pursuit—Fred Ernst, Rochester,

first; Oscar Goerke, New York, second. Dis-

tance, 3 miles 3% miles. Time, 8:07.

Two-mile handicap-Oscar Goerke (scratchy

New York, first; W. H. Riley, Buffalo (35

yards) second; W. W. Whitelock, Buffalo (40

yards) third. Time, 4:45 2-5.

The world's championships at Antwerp will

be run off as follows: Sunday, July 16, 100

kilometres for amateurs; Friday, 21st, ama-

teur and professional sprint championships;

Sunday, 23d, long distance professional

cbampionship.

International Union Elects Officials.

At the annual meeting of the Interna-

tional Cyclists' Union in Paris, the world's

championships of 1906 were awarded to

Switzerland, and those of 1907 to France.

The officers chosen were as follows: Emile

de Beukelaer (Belgium), president; D. Ca-

rozzi (Italy), vice-president; Rousseau
(France), secretary; Britten (England), treas-

urer; Colignon (Belgium), sub-secretary.

Twelve countries were represented at the

meeting.

Clover Picking at Lynn.

The Clover Cycle Club, Lynn, Mass., has

elected the following officers for the current

year: President, Elmer J. Elliott; vice-presi-

dent, Fred. C. McLean; secretary, Milton

Dinsmore; financial secretary, E. M. Blethen;

treasurer, J. J. Murphy; captain. Forest D,

Osgood; first lieutenant, A. J. Badger; sec-

ond lieutenant, Roy G. Clough, Directors-

Fred E. Rossitor, A. C. Myers, Roy G.

Clough, Forest D. Osgood and A. J. Badger.

WANTED.
A MAN of good

imagination^ cycling ex-

perience and executive

ability^ to take charge of

a corps of bicycle workers

who will be furnished by

the several makers of bi-

cycles to the undersigned*

These late traveling men^

having been convinced

that they will not be shot

if seen in cycling suits, to

be assigned each to an ex-

clusive territory, and in the

towns and cities thereof

they are to interest and

assist the dealers in work-

ing up Re-union Runs,

Coasting Contests, Road

Races, Vacation Tours

and kindred affairs. The
man wanted must be able

to show results; it is be-

lieved that he could make
the position a permanent

one with increasing salary*

Replies treated confiden-

tially* State qualifications

and salary expected* Ad-
dress

SYNDICATE BUREAU,
Vo Bicycling World,

TRIBUNE BLDC,
NEW YORK.
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NOW'S THE TIME
when the enterprising dealer makes

his bid for the *' Spring overhauling
"

of old bicycles and for bringing

them up to date by fitting them

with Coaster Brakes.

IT'S EASY
if the dealer "talks Morrow."

Everybody knows the Morrow
and trusts it.

''We shall continue, as ^e have in the past,

to recommend the MORROW as the best. It just

can't be beat . "—DECKER & SON, Brazil, Ind.

ECLIPSE MACHINE COMPANY,
Elmira, N. Y.
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AMERICANS WIN ABROAD

Both Lawson and McFarland Bag the Big

Money In Australia.

At tlic annual Westral race meet, Decem-

ber 24, at Coolgardie, Australia, Floyd Mc-

Farland made his fii-st appearance in that

country since his three years' suspension

was formally declared "off." He contented

himself with riding a half-mile exhibition

behind motor pace. He tried to reduce the

Wostralian record of 45 seconds, but failed

by two-flfths of a second. On the second

day of the meet McFarland appeared in the

five-mile scratch event and won easily. G.

R. Morgan finished second, and E. A. Pye

third. Time, 11:30.

Saturday evening, .Tauuary 7, the Sydney

(Australia) carnival was inaugurated, with

Lawson, Ellegaard and Rutt as a trinity of

stars. The Dane \\as in bad form, however,

and failed to score. He scratched for the

mile handicap, and retired in the five-mile

scratch. Lawson and Rutt shared honors,

the American defeating the German in the

second heat of the mile handicap, while Rutt

turned the tables in the final. The last heat

was particularly fine, Rutt beating Lawson

by only half a wheel's length. Time, 2:05 3-.j.

In the five-mile scratch N. Anderson, EUe-
gaard's trainer, also raced, and proved him-

self to be a stayer of no mean order, break-

ing away with Houston and winning by half

a lap from Lawson and the rest of the field.

In the sprint for home Anderson beat Hous-
ton by nearly a dozen lengths, Lawson easil.y

defeating Rutt for third place. Time, 11:36.

The meeting was continued on Wednesday,
the 11th inst, Avhen a high wind interfered

with the riders. Lawson was in exceptional

form, and during the evening not only de-

feated Walter Rutt in two match contests,

but established a new world's one-mile paced

Tecord. The first heat of the international

match between Iver Lawson, of America, and
Walter Rutt, of Germany, was paced by Mc-
Lean. Half a lap from home Rutt sprinted

ahead, but Lawson came on again, and won
by half a length. In the second heat Horder
paced, and Lawson hooked on his wheel, with

Rutt following warily. When the jump came
both men went together. Lawson's front

wheel crossed a few inches ahead, winning

the sweepstakes, which amounted to )P200.

The one-mile record was exceedingly trying

on Lawson. The pacers were Rutt, Walker,

Farley and Horder, and they were spread out

twenty-five yards apart. Through a mistake

the pacers had all withdrawn with a lap and
a quarter to go, but the plucky rider rode un-

paced for that distance (over a third of a

mile), and succeeded in reducing McFarland's

record, made last year, of 1:49 by one and
one-fifth seconds.

On Saturday, January 14, Lawson finished

third in the sixth heat of the one-mile Sum-

mrr Whocl race for -finO, thus qualifying for

tlio senii-linals. In the second semi-final heat

Lawson and Rutt had a desperate fight for

second place, the former winning by less

than a half wheel length. Tiiue, 2:061-5.

The "Farley scratch." at five miles, for $50,

was exceptionally exciting. The pace was a

cracker from the start. Lawson, Farley,

Clark and Rutt eventually came together,

and at a mile and a half to go only eight

men were left in the race. Clark took the

lead on the homestretch, and instantly Rutt

broke away, with Lawson at his rear

wheel. The latter dug into his pedals for a

final sprint, and beat Rutt out by two lengths.

D. J. Walker finished third and Clark fourth.

Time, 11:18 3-5.

Foiu' firsts, was Iver Lawson's "bag" at the

race meet at Castlemaine, Australia, Monday,
January 2, which drew a record breaking

crowd. The American crack would have
made it five straight, but in the "Charities

Wheel race," the big event, his rear tire ex-

ploded at a time when he had the race well

in hand. G. C. Macgibbon won out in

4:24 2-5.

In the one-mile scratch race Lawson proved

himself far superior to the Australian cracks

and beat out some tweutj'-odd riders. J.

Filsell was second and H. J. Thomas third.

Time, 2:27 1-5.

Lawson was first in the one-mile handicap,

riding from scratch, D. J. Walker (10 yards)

secured second place, and (i. C. Macgibbon

(1.35 yards), third. Time, 2:00. He also easily

captured the half-mile Flying Stakes, riding

in 0:.59, E. Payne and H. Gordon, two Aus-

tralians, being, respectively, second and

third, and in the one-mile scratch Lawson
was also in front. S. E. Gordon rode in sec-

ond and J. G. Farley third. Time, 2:35.

SAYS "NO" TO WALTHOUR
N. C. A. Refuses Reinstatement and Fines

Root—Human Pace to be Favored.

New Yorker is Rhode Island Champion.

Charles E. Milkowait, a New Yorker, is

"home trainer champion of Rhode Island."

He won the title on Washington's Birthday

from a bunch of Rhode Island's sprinters,

and incidentally set up a new record for that

State. The former record of 1:08 was re-

duced 1 2-5 seconds by Milkowait, who rode

the mile in 1:06 3-5.

The race, promoted by the Newington

Wheelmen, of Providence, was a big suc-

cess, twenty-four riders competing. They

rode in heats, semi-finals and finals Mil-

kowait broke the resord in the final heat

and won first prize, a gold medal. Edward
Downing, of Providence, R. I., was second,

in 1:081-5, and William E. Stevens, of North

Attleboro, third, in 1:10.

Atlanta's Program of Activity.

Atlanta, Ga., will not lack racing activity

this season. On April 27, Georgia's Memorial

Day, the time-honored amateur ten-mile road

race will take place. C. D. Buller, the speedy

Vailsburg amateur, has gone to Atlanta and

is training the riders. The next big event

will be a track meet on July 4, when the

State championships will be decided. A 100-

mile motorcycle race for Jidy 22 is also on
tapis. ••

.

Robert WuUliour, tlje leader of the strike

at the Madison Scpiare Garden six-day race

in December, now has a splendid opportimity

to organize his much-talked-of rival associa-

tion to down the National Cycling Associa-

tion.

At the seventh annual meeting of the Na-
tional Cycling Association, held at the Hotel

Bartholdi, New York City, on Tuesday, Wal-
thour's plea that his sentence of suspension

for one year be raised, as imposed for quit-

ting the six-day race, was promptly denied.
James Moran, of Chelsea, Mass.. who was
Walthour's first lieutenant in the strike, and
who was also suspended for one year, asked
that his punishment be changed to a fine,

but he, too, shared the fate of the ringleader.
E. F. Root, of Sheepshead Bay, L. I., who

"cut capers" at the finish of the Philadelphia
meet last week, was found guilty of "repre-
hensible conduct," and was subjected to a
fine of $25. Root tried to foul Floyd Krebs,
of Newark, N. J., in the final sprint for first

place at the Philadelpliia six-day grind.
Aside from the fact that of the N. C. A.'s

refusal to reinstate ^\'althour and Moran,
the most significant feature of the meeting
was that the association intends to increase
the interest in racing by a return to human
pacing by tandems or triplets. The track
owners and promoters present at the meet-
ing promised to do all in their power to fur-
ther this plan.

At the meeting it was decided to restrict
American riders to competition in this coun-
try during the progress of the Grand Circuit
in July and August. A resolution was ac-
cordingly agreed upon directing that a com-
munication be sent to the International Cy-
clists' Union asking that organization to co-
operate with the National Cycling Associa-
tion to bring about the result. If the for-
eign International Cyclists' Union agrees to
this plan, the American organization prom-
ises to respect similar restrictions on foreign
riders during foreign championship circuits.

Applications for franchises were received
from New Haven, Bridgeport and Water-
bury, Conn., and favorably acted upon. These
cities will be included in the Grand Circuit
along with Hartford, Conn.; Charles River
Park, Cambridge, Mass.; Revere Beach,
Mass.; Vailsburg, N. J.; Manhattan Beach,
N. Y.; Paterson, N. J.; Baltimore, and Wash-
ington.

The following officers were re-elected:

President, A. G. Batcheldei-, New York City;

first vice-president, C. B. Bloemecke, New-
ark, N. J.; second vice-president, P. T. Pow-
ers, Jersey City, N. J.; secretary, R. A. Van
Dyke, New York City.

Board of control—R. F. Kelsey, chairman,

Boston, Mass.; C. R. Klosterman, Baltimore,

Md.; Harry Hartley, Jacksonville, Pla.; C. B.

Bloemecke, Newark, N. J.; P. T. Powers,
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Jersey City, N. J.; A. G. Batchelder, New-

York; E. F. Damon, Boston; F. L. Kramer,

A. R. C. U.

Board of appeals—Abbott Bassett, chair-

man, Boston, Mass.; M. L. Bridgman, New
York City; S. A. Miles, Cliicago, 111.; Albert

Mott, Baltimore, Md.; Walter W. Wilson,

Buffalo, N. Y.

Auditing committee—J. Frank Bline, C. B.

Bloemecke and R. A. Van Dyke.
The organizations represented at the meet-

ing were: Massachusetts Athletic Assoeiatian.

Cambridge, Mass.; Revere Coliseum, Revere,

Mass.; Vailsburg Track, Vailsburg, N. J.;

Baltimore Coliseum, Baltimore, Md.; Wash-
ington Coliseum, Washington, D. C; Atlanta

Bicycle Stadium, Atlanta, Ga.; Salt Palace
Coliseum, Salt Lake City, Utah; Manhattan
Beach Cycle Club, New York City; American
Racing Cyclists' Union and Century Road
Club Association, New York City; Seventh
Regiment Athletic Association,

' Buffalo, N.

Y., and Sixty-fifth Regiment Athletic Asso-

ciation, Buffalo, N. Y.

CROWD HISSES ROOT

Fouls Krebs, Who Wins Despite Him—
Race Itself Aroused Suspicion.

California Starts the Season.

In 29:35 Van McDonald, of Covina, Cal.,

won the first outdoor race of the year^the
ten-mile handicap run on the roads at that

place on Washington's Birthday. Frank
Florentine, Los Angeles (scratch), won the

time prize in 29:23%, fair time, heavy roads

and sultry weather considered. Irvine

Pearne, of Los Angeles, secured second

time and third place, riding the ten miles

in 29:35. Third time and second place was
won by Joseph Aguayo, of Covina, in 29:46.

It was one of a series of races ran on the

road that day.

In a one mile open, Joseph Aguayo crossed

the tape in the lead with Howard Graham,

of Covina, second, and William Long, of Los

Angeles, third.

Joseph Aguayo rode across the line first

in the two-and-a-half-mile race in 6:02, and

Wells Long, of Norwalk, second.

Featuring as the biggest event of the day

was the ten-mile motorcycle race. There

were four entries and they finished in the

following Older: H. P. Christofferson, of

Los Angeles, first; Samuel Williams, Los An-

geles, second; F. M. Bungay, Ocean Park,

third. E. E. Overholtzer, of Covina, had car-

burettor troubles, and failed to finish. Sum-
maries:

Ten miles, handicap—Van McDonald, first

place; Frank Florentine, first time; Irving

Pearne, second time and third place; Joseph

Aguayo, third time and second place. Time,

29:231/2.

One mile, open—Joseph Aguayo, first; How-
ard Graham, second, and William Long,

third. Time not taken.

Two and one-half miles, open—Joseph
Aguayo, first, and Wells Long, second. Time,

6:02.

Ten miles, motorcycle race—H. P. Christ-

offerson, first; Samuel Williams, second; F.

M. Bungay, third. Times, 20:30, 20:45, 20:50.

"Motorcycles: How to Manage Them."
Price $1. The Goodman Company, 154

Nassau street, New York. **«

Eddie Root gave what might be termed a

"Walthour exhibition" at the finish of th«

Philadelphia "six day" race at the Second

Regiment Armory, that city, last Saturday.

Root deliberately tried to foul Krebs in the

final one-mile sprint, and then tried to claim

an accidental foul, and an uproar resulted.

It served, however, to cause the easy-going

residents of the Quaker City to forget the

listlessness of the closing hours, some of

them declaring that it looked more like an

exhibition than a genuine contest, while

some of the less conservative grumblers actu-

ally gave utterance to such expressions as

"fake," "fixed," "slower than the B. & O.

Railroad" and other characteristic Philadel-

phia phrases.

Quite naturally the last day drew out a
big crowd, and the spectators crowded the

grand stand, the arena, and the overflow

lined up around the track, despite the ef-

forts on the parts 6'f one or ""two upholders of

the law, garbed in suits of blue, with hel-

mets "Navarre II" style, the whole arrange-

ment set off by huge rows of "just polished"

brass buttons. They acted the parts of ar-

mory ornaments to a T.

The crowd around the track was respon-

sible for an accident to Frank J. Cadwell,

the Hartford, Conn., rider, that came near

ending his career then and there. As he was
circling the bowl preparatory to riding the

one mile final third place, a small boy dart-

ed across the tranck in front of Caldwell.

The latter took a heavy tumble and was car-

ried off the track unconscius. He later de-

turned to his wheel and won the plaudits

of the crowd.

When the riders mounted their wheels for

the last eight hours of the grind Saturday

afternoon, two teams—Krebs and Bedell and
Root and Dorlon—were tied for first place;

Cadwell-Butler, Bardgett-Lawson and Fog-

ler-Hattield were even for second place, Mun-
roe-Galvin were third and Turville-Mettling

last.

All the afternoon the teams that were tied

for second place tried to steal a lap on the

leaders, and on several occasions were nearly

successful, but a change in partners saved

the latter. It was during one of these

sprints that Hatfield was thrown and ren-

dered unconscious. He attempted to take

the lower bank too soon and a heavy fall

was the outcome. He was taken to his dress-

ing room, and in half an hour returned to

the track wrapped in countless yards of

bandage, and relieved Fogler, his partner.

At 10:30 p. m. the riders were called from

the track, and B. F. Root, of Sheepshead

Bay, L. I., and Floyd Krebs, of Newark,

N. J., straddled their mounts for a one-

mile sprint to decide fii"St place. For eight

laps the two men loafed, hardly being able

to keep their machines upright, so slowly

tliey circled the track. In the ninth lap,

though, something happened to cause the

crowd to set up a loud wail of protest and
disgust. Root slightly increased hfs speed,

with Krebs hugging his rear tire. As they

finished the ninth lap, Krebs jumped into

the lead. In front of the judges' stand, a

rather risky place for such a trick. Root

tried to foul Krebs by riding info his rear

wheel. He missed It, however, plunged

down the incline and crashed into the rail-

ing. Nothing daimted. Root disentangled

himself from his wheel and rushed up to the

judges' stand and claimed a foul. So de-

liberate was his attempt to foul Krebs that

the judges would not listen to him. Krebs

and Bedell were therefore given first place,

with Root and Dorlon second.

Cadwell, Bardgett and Fogler, representing

the teams tied for second place, rode one

mile to decide third, fourth and fifth posi-

tions, and finished in the order named.

White and Saunders rode a one-mile motor-

cycle race, the former winning in 1:25 2-5.

At the finish of the forty-eighth hour the

score of the leaders was 904 miles 7 laps.

The following table shows the positions of

the riders at the finish of the forty-eight

hours

:

Miles. Laps.

Krebs and Bedell 904 7

Root and Dorlon 904 7

Butler and Cadwell 904 6

Lawson and Bardgett 904 6

Hatfield and Fogler 904 6

Munroe and Galvin 904 5

Turville and Mettling 904 4
Finish:

Floyd Krebs and John Bedell 1

E. F. Root and Oliver Dorlon 2

Nat Butler and Frank Cadwell 3

Gussie Lawson and Walter Bardgett 4

Charles Hatfield and Joseph Fogler 5

Bennie Munroe and Frank Galvin 6

Charles Turville and Louis Mettling 7

notorcycle Road Race for Detroit.

As a "curtain raiser" for the annual

Memorial Day road race in Belle Isle Park,

Detroit, Mich., a ten-mile motorcycle road

race will be run. The Detroit Wheelmen

have received the necessary permission, and

five or more starters will line up for the

event. Several Detroit automobile dealers

made a suggestion some time ago that the

club run an automobile race in connection

with the event, and guaranteed to furnish

prizes and enter cars, but this plan was
"pooh-poohed" by the cyclists.

Prince to "Invade" Baltimore

From Philadelphia "Jack" Prince will take

his saucer track and vaudeville races to Bal-

timore and there hold sway in the coliseum

for six days, beginning March 6.—He has

also closed a deal for the horse show build-

ing at Richmond, Va., and proposes to give

an exhibition there some time in ApriL

Prince will have practically the same camp
of sprinters in Richmond as he has had in

the other meets. He also has his weather

optic on Charleston, S. C, and Atlanta, Ga.,

as other good places for six-day races.
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DAVE'S ELECTRIC MOTORCYCLE

He Made It All RlRht, But It Never Would

Work, Somehow or Other.

'"Inventive genius is great stuff, ain't it?"

philosopliized the lamp salesman. "Some

men have it good and proper, and some go

through life without a splutter of it. But

usually those that have it can't realize it gen-

erally until some kind friend with an eye to

the main chance is taking up a collection on

the strength of their ideas. And those who

have no more originality than a duck are

quite apt to get a hunch and start in to buy
out the Patent Office. Now, there's Edison,

for instance; people call him the 'Wizard,'

but, as a matter of fact"—here he was inter-

rupted for a space of time, and he must have
gone on thinking to himself, for as he set

down his glass he resumed, several lines

lower down.

"As I was saying, I used to travel a route

out through Ohio"—he really did say Ohio

—

"and on it was a little town, which had more
business for its size than anything I ever

saw before or since.

"There was a fellow kept a hardware store

out there, and I was always hammering at

him to take on our stuff, and he never could

see it that way. But, anyhow, he had a lad

in the store whose name was Dave—Dave

—

er—well, I've forgoten what all the rest of it

was, but he certainly was one of your inven-

tive geniuses if there ever was one. He'd in-

vented more contraptions than man could

name; used to stay up nights and fool with

a lathe and stuff he had home, and daytime
he'd go to sleep standing on one foot and
fall off.

"Well, sir, Dave and I got to be quite

friendly, and after a bit he took to asking

me all sorts of weird questions about this

ami that, and was terrible mysterious till

one day I got him kind of loosened up a bit

over at Hoffman's, and he told me 'he was
building an electric motor bicycle. And sir,

man dear, that fellow was so overloaded with
dizzy ideas he couldn't keep still for a min-
ute. And there couldn't nothing persuade
him he wasn't destined to tread the paths of

glory and call the Wizard 'Tommy' and all

that.

"Yes, sir, he certainly was enthusiastic. All

you had to do, he said, was to build a little

motor which was small enough to tuck inside

the diamond frame, connect it to the driving

wheel in some way and sling your batteries

somewhere over it, 'And there you are!'

"The worst of these fellers is they always
hit up a trail where they don't know the
spots, and 'twas just that way with Dave,
only you couldn't tell him so, no sirree, not a
word. He was all bubbles about the silent

runnnig little motor that didn't 'shake you all

up and left no stinking ti-ail behind it.' And
'twas foolish to try and turn him around.
The only thing was, he was afraid somebody
else would ring \t OR Jjim au^ Steal all the

fireworks.

" 'Probably the only reason they never had,'

he said, 'was that all the motors were too

heavy.' But he had a scheme for that all

right; he was going to use aluminum wire

instead of copper. "IJwould be almost as good

and it would cut the weight down to almost

nothing. He was perfectly willing to admit he

didn't know much about it, but he had a book

that explained it all out, and he surely had

the best ever. And about the batteries—he

hadn't had time to think much about them

yet, but the chief trouble would be about the

acid spilling out, so he was going to make
'em somehow just like a dry battery, you

know; fill 'em up with sawdust or something

like that

"What's that? Yes. I'll have the same.

A BABY
CARRIAGE TIRE BUSINESS

PAYS THE RENT
FOR SOME WIDE-

AWAKE REPAIRMEN

BOOKLET AND PRICES ON REQUEST

Morgan X Wright
CHICAC30

NEW YORK BRANCH 214-216 WEST 47TH ST.

"Well, from that time on, whenever I was
in town, I used to slip around and see Dave's

works, as we used to call his little shop. He'd

quit the nail trade by then, and taken up in-

vention as a profession. Incidentally, his

wife was taking boarders and looking tired,

they told me; but I never used to see her.

But anyhow, one day along in January—that
was two years ago—I landed in town in a

young blizzard, and In course of time went

in to see Dave. He was just putting on the

finishing touches, and I will say she was a

neat looking job, and I began to get enthusi-

astic right off, in spite of certain ideas I had

about the principle of the thing. I don't know
much about it myself, you know, but I had
taken to asking a few questions myself, and

I had a few crude notions about things on

my own hook.

"In the first place, he had an old roadster

that dated pretty well back, but was still hale

and hearty. And his motor was down over

the crank hanger, all closed in and looked all

right. Dave certainly was a good mechanic,

if only his trolley would stay on. She was
set lengthwise of the machine, and had a

shaft geared onto it and running back to tbe

rear wheel, just like a chainless. I asked

him why he didn't have it on the opposite

side from the chain, and he said he meant

to, but when he got it done the motor ran

just opposite to what he expected and he had

to fix it that way. He hadn't had time to

fix up his fancy battery yet, so he was trying

to make her go with dry cells. He had a

dinky little box business hitched to the frame
and had it full of little batteries, near a hun-

dred of 'em.

"Well, sir, we got her on a stand, and she

certainly would spin round pretty lively, and
but for the size of that can of batteries would
have looked all right, too. We caught the

speed of the motor and figured out her rate

of travel. 'Twas close under twenty-five

miles. Dave was all excited and got mad
when I suggested she might not turn over

quite so fast on the road, and said he guessed

she'd hit it up all right on the pike, and, of

course, you couldn't expect much of her on
bad going. Next morning it cleared off, and
the 'man and the mote' were out early. But
somehow things didn't go off very well, I

heard. I wasn't there myself, but plenty of

others were, for 'twas a Sunday. And I have
an idea they didn't take the thing as seri-

ously as Dave did, and threw it into him
pretty hard, for he looked worried and
wouldn't talk next time I saw him, except

to say she hadn't got power enough for the

snow and he guessed those batteries were no
good anyhow.
"For over a year he kept at that thing.

First 'twas one thing then 'twas another, and
he wouldn't let anybody tell him a thing, be-

cause the boys had fooled him about the mo-
tor one time when he had it in a light circuit

and made him burn it out. After that he
was his own doctor, and went from bad to

worse. He bought an old voltmeter and used
to fix up those little batteries until it read
the same as it did on the light line, and then

he'd go out on the road and try to make her

go, and get mad whenever anybody said any-

thing to him.

"Then he got after that storage battery idea

and worked all the time, night and day. His
hair got long and he took to having argu-

ments with himself and getting all excited

when nobody was around. Next it was that

somebody was trying to prevent his brains

from getting in their good work, and he
went gunning for him and they had to put
him away. Last I heard of him he was still

in a 'preserve' and had queer notions, though

he had cooled down some.

"Now, that just goes to prove how foolish

some folks are," he continued. "If he had
only listened to I'eason in the first place

there were plenty of people who could have

told him all about that battery business. But
he wouldn't." Then he added, after a pause:

"But 'twas too bad he couldn't make the

thing go, wasn't it?"

"The A. B. C. of Electricity" will aid you
In understanding many things about motors
that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price 50 cents. The Goodman Co., 154 Nas-

au street, N*w Yorit, ••
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Indoor vs. Outdoor Exercise.

"Yes, j^ou can ti'ain bicycle riders and get

speed results without the fresh air, hut it

does not alter the fact that training in a

stuffy atmosphere, even though speed may be

attained, is severely detrimental to a man's

constitution," said an old football trainer

when asked his opinion of racing and train-

ing indoors by a Bicycling World man.
"Now, I have been training men for pretty

nearly every line of athletics, and when,

through the inclement weather, I have been

bound to run men through their work in

closed gymnasiums it has always been com-

bined with a certain amount of outdoor exer-

cise. You cannot possibly get the same results

from exercising them in rooms. If I train a

boxer for a bout and he has to go through

the training in a closed gymnasium, I always

make him take a run of five or ten miles to

develop staying power and wind.

"You may make a man, to all appearances,

as fit as a fiddle, but he won't be worth a

candle if he has no wind. To develop stay-

ing power his lungs must be in perfect condi-

tion, and the inhaling of foul air soon dis-

colors the pulmonary organs and closes the

cells of the lungs. Why is It you see athletes

who are taking all kinds of precautions about

what they eat and how long they sleep ap-

pearing pale and haggard? The very train-

ing they undergo is doing their constitutions

more harm than good. Give them a few hours

of outdoor exercise daily and the change is

wonderful.

"Like everything else, training can be over-

done, and, moreover, the study of the indi-

vidual constitution is necessary. All need

the fresh air, but some much more than

others. A brisk walk of about an hour or a
half hour on a bicycle will put more en-

ergy into a man than one who has exerted

himself twice as much in some gymnasium.

When I say this, remember it is on examples

and experience that I base mj' argument.

Take the bicycle racer . who has been riding

all the winter on a closed track. Look at his

face; it is not the color of a healthy man, and

yet he could do the same amount of work
and feel far more energetic if he walked or

rode for an hour or so a day in the open air.

"After riding all the summer the man has

double the vigor that he has when he comes

out of a winter track. It is not that I con-

demn racing on these tracks, but racers

should combine a certain amount of open air

exercise with it.

"As a diet for men who wish to attain the

pink of condition I would recommend rice,

very little meat, no potatoes or coffee. The
former gives too much work for the digestive

organs, and the latter has a tendency to make
the mucous membrane more sensitive, and
at the same time affects the nerves. Milk as

a beverage is good when taken in reasonable

quantities. Of course, no alcohol or smoking
must be furnished to the man. Seven hours'

sleep and a little outdoor exercise every
morning before breakfast, which should con-

sist of a glass of warm or cold milk and
some cereal. For luncheon some boiled eggs

and bread with no butter. Dinner should be
eaten about 6:30, and a good steak is permis-

sible, provided sufficient exercise is partaken
of during the following day. Rest should be
taken between the hours of 10 p. m. and 5
a. m. On arising a cold sponge or rub down
should be indulged in, and not a cold bath,
as it is too much of a shock to the system.'-'

R. A. Hernandez, a prominent cyclist of

Los Angeles, Cal., was injured by being run

over by an autornobile last week. Hernan-
dez was turning a corner when the front
tire of his wheel skidded on the ice. The
automobile could not be stopped in time
and passed over his legs. The cyclist ab-
solved the automobilists from all blame, as
the occurrence was purely an accident.

A TRADE BRINGER
We will make you a present of one that will be worth hundreds of dollars to you. We will give

you a splendid, hand-engraved, highly polished

SOLID BRASS SIGN FREE
The only condition is, that you save your "Brass Sign" certificates, one of which accompanies each

dozen 4 ounce tubes of NEVERLEAK. When you have 12 certificates, mail them to us, and you will

receive one of these splendid signs, absolutely free. A little effort will enable you to secure 24 of these

certificates, and that number will entitle you to a pair of these signs, one for each side of your door.

The signs are 12 by 15 inches, and an engraver would charge at least ten dollars apiece for them.

1904 certificates will be accepted the same as those of 190.5.

BUFFALO SPECIALTY MANUFACTURING CO., Buffalo, N. Y.

Every Dogf Has His Day!
THIS IS THE TIME TO

BUY YOUR BICYCLES AND SUPPLIES.
All Standard Goods and Supplies for Bicycle and

Automobile Builders and Dealers.

EXCELSIOR SUPPLY CO., - 233-5-r Randolph Street, Chicago, 111.
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THERE IS

No Good Reason
why you should not

buy

BEVIN BELLS.

There are a good many
good reasons why you
should buy them. If you
are not " wise," let us

post you!

Bevin Toe Clips

and

Trouser Guards

are in the same class with

Bevin Bells.

Bevin Bros. Mfg. Co.
EASrHAJtPION, COW.

Ingenious Mileage Reckoner.

From the "other side" comes this formula

for reckoning the speed of a bicycle in the

absence of milestones or a cyclometer: Di-

vide the gear in inches by 5%, take the re-

sult as seconds, and the number of revolu-

tions of the pedals in that number of sec-

onds will give the number of miles per

hour.

Club Loses Its Home.

The Beaver Valley Cyclers, of Beaver Val-

ley, Pa., lost their clubroom last Thursday,

when the Martsolf Building, in which the

club had its quarters, was burned. The loss

to the club was $1,500, which was only par-

tially covered by insurance.

Imitations
That's a hard word, but this is

a hard world. When an article

like " 3 in One " makes a tre-

mendous success—regularly

doubles its sales

—

keeps on
doubling them—spurious imita-

tions spring up overnight. Some
die with the noon day sun

;

others linger till the frost. But
" 3 in One " flourishes on for-

ever ; making more homes and
officesbrighter and cleaner ; mak-
ing more retailers more profits.

Your jobber wants to send a trial dozen.

We want to send generous samples.

Write to your jobber quick—write to us

quicker.

G. W. COLE COMPANY, 141 Broadway, New York

SJft^^e friends are best friends.

THE

INDIAN
ADJUSTABLE

CUSHION FORKS
can be applied to the

INDIANS
OF

1902,1903 and
I904

This should be good news

for the many riders, who
knowing the reliability and

durability of the INDIAN
now wish to obtain the

benefits of the mcst com-

fortable device ever ap-

plied to motorcycles.

Brool(s Imported

Motocycle Saddle
may be applied

to any motocycle of any

make.

We hav« the sole American Agency for it.

INDIANS WILL BE EXHIBITEB

at the Boston Auto Show.

M'echa n Ics' Building,
MARCH I 1-18; SPACE t05,

Second floor.

HENDEE MFG. CO.,
Springfield, Mass.

Pacific Coast Representatives,

THE BRUNETTE COMPANY
491 Mta9loii 9t., ian Frandseo, Q«|
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Tigers Re-elect Gliesman.

Although the enterprising Harry A. Glies-

man, of the Tiger Wheelmen, New York,

positively refused a renomination to the

presidency, yet when the entire body of

cjclists said they "would have Gliesman or

nobody," that official finally consented to re-

main in the chair another year. The officers

elected were: Vice-president, Christopher

Tulp; secretary and treasurer, Charles P.

Soulier; corresponding secretary, Henry Van
Den Dries; recording secretary, Louis

karsch; captain, David B. Brown; first lieu-

tenant, Fred B. Mommer. H. A. Gliesman,

Charles P. Loulier, H. Hintze, Charles Mar-

tin, D. B. Brown and L. Lalcowski were ap-

STARR

BELLS
Our 1905 line of

Bicycle Bells is now
ready. We have
added several new
styles, and it will

pay you to write us
before placing your
contract. ^

The Starr Bros.

Bell Company,

Easthampton, Conn.

pointed a committee to make arrangements
for and conduct the club's annual spring

handicap—from Bedford Rest to Valley

Stream and return, and the date has been
set for Sunday, May 7. It is the aim of the

committee to rival, if not surpass the famous
Irvington-Milburn race.

In connection with its annual ball to-night

the Monitor Cycling Club, Brooklyn, N. Y.,

will hold a one-mile home trainer contest.

Robl heads the list of German money mak-
ers. During 1904 his racing netted him $10,-

560. Demke is next, with $5,765 to his credit.

ii PERFECT 99

will Talk of Carburetters to Club.

"Carburetters" will be the topic at to-

night's talk of the New York Motorcycle

Club. The subject will be handled by
George Breeze, the Newark (N. J.) carburet-

ter maker.

RIGHT GOODS
at the

RIGHT PRICES.

BICYCLES

TIRES

SUNDRIES

OILER.
f or High Grade Bicycles. The best and neatest Oiler in the

market. DOBS NOT LEAK. The ;• PERFECT " is the
only Oiler that regulates'the supply of oil to a drop. It is ab-
solutely unequaled. Price 25 cents each.

We make cheaper oilers, also.

Cushman & Denison Mfg. Co., 240-2 W. 23d St., N. Y.

''Try Us."

BOSTON CYCLE & SUNDRY CO.,

Boston, Mass.

SOLAR LA
The reasons why

Your bicycle should be equipped with

1st. (and least). SOLARS ARE HANDSOME—Your own eye sight proves this.

2d. (and of consequence). SOLARS ARE RELIABLE—Years of successful use with
no lamp troubles" has abundently proved this.

3d. (and conclusive). SOLARS ARE BEST—The Gold Medal awarded by the

Jury at the St. Louis World's Fair confirms our repeated clauses that Solars

excels all othep makes. 1905 Samples, Electros and Prices now ready. Write us.

BADGER BRASS MFG. CO., Kenosha, Wis. New York Office : 11 Warren St.

Schrader Universal Valve
NOTICE.

(Trade Mark, registered April 30, 1895.)

Manufacturers of Bicycles, Jobbers and

Dealers

:

In order to facilitate the
obtaining of

PARTS of the

Schrader Universal Valve,
I have concluded to sell

parts only to the general
trade.

Parti 99-1, 99-1,99.3,99.4 may be had from all the makers.
or from A. Scbsadbr's Son, Price List mi description of
p»rtf mnt OB appllcatiorD,

H-4

SIMPLE AND
ABSOLUTELY AIR-TICHT

Manufactured by

A. SCHRADER'S SON.

" Established 1844.

f>9-z 30 and 32 Rose St.,

5, New York, U, S. A.
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TO CONIROL IGNITION

Syndicate Purchases Old Patent and May

Force Royalty on Big Motors.

While there are not very many two cylinder

motorcycles made or iu use iu this country,

there are enough of them to cause concern

over a so-called basic patent controlling the

ignition system of such motors that recently

has been unearthed and is to be brought to

bear on the motor industry.

The patent in question is No. 433,551, and

covers a gas engine. The application was

tiled December 12, 1887, and the patent was

issued August 5, 1890, to Elmer A. Sperry, of

Chicago, who later was of the Sperry Bat-

tery Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

It is known that it has been passed on and
pronounced sound by several patent experts,

and that a syndicate has practically negoti-

ated its purchase. As the patent has less

than three years of life left in it, if the pool

is formed it would appear that the collec-

tion of back royalties will be a considerable

part of its mission.

The patent, as stated, covers a complete

gas engine, the several features of which are,

of course, described in detail. That portion

of it that refers to the ignition system is as

folows:

In a gas engine, two igniters actuated at

the expiration of the stroke thereof from a

common source oppositely connected to each

other and consisting of moving levers inter-

nal to the cylinder.

In a gas engine having more than one

combustion cylinder, and iu combination with

the ignition contact interior to each combus-

tion cylinder, a common source of electricity,

and multiple arc circuit connections from

said source to said igniters.

In a gas engine, the combiuation, with two
igniters, of the generator, spark or self-in-

duction soil, and electrical circuits and mov-
ing contact levers interior to the combustion

chamber, and consisting of moving levers in-

ternal to the cylinder, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

In a gas engine, and in combiuation with a

generator or source of electrical energy, two
electrical igniters interior to two combustion
cylinders coupled therewith in multiple arc

circuit.

In a gas engine, a generator of electricity

and multiple arc circuits, in combination with

two ignition contacts interior to two combus-
tion chambers, which make and break the

electrical circuit alternately.

In a gas engine, the combinatiou of elec-

trical generator circuits, two ignition con-

tacts interiorly disposed to the cylinder and
actiuiting devices whereby the circuit of the

greater is alternately completed through first

one and then the other of the contacts.

In a gas engine, an igniter actuating part

sustaining a sliding frictional contact with

the moying parts.

In an igniter for a gas engine, a vibrating

lever, in combination with a rod which sus-

tains a sliding or rubbing frictional engage-
ment with the moving portion of said en-
gine and contact part or parts of the rod
bearing such a relation to the lever as to
provide a small open space or "lost motion"
between the lever and the rod.

Parlier Enters tlie Retail Trade.

A. H. Pomeroy, ofi Hartford, probably

the oldest cycle dealer in the State of Con-
necticut, last week disposed of his business

to Harris Parker, by whom it will be con-

tinued and enlarged. The change is an
uncommon oue in that Parker comes from
the manufacturing and jobbing fields and is

an unusually capable and experienced man.

He was for several years the manager of

the jobbing firm of C. B. Baker & Co., New
York, and after the retirement was engaged
iu special work for the Standard Spoke &
Nipple Co. and its allied industries. In ad-
dition to bicycles, rubber goods and sporting
ffoods will be handled.

Exporters Appeal Their Case.

Guiterman, Roseufeld & Co., the New York
export firm, who last week secured a six-

cent verdict against the Eclipse Mfg. Co.,

Elmira, N. Y., for breach of contract, have

appealed the case. The suit grew out of
failure in 1901 to fill orders for coaster
brakes for export, which failure the Eclipse
people alleged to be due to changes made in

their factory.

Thomas Separates His Interests

The Thomas Auto-Bi Co., Buffalo, N. Y.,

was last week incorporated under New York
laws with a capital stock of $5,000. It will

take over the motorcycle business of the

E. R. Thomas Motor Co. The directors are
Edwin L. Thomas, W. C. Chadeayne and
Charles E. Becker, all of whom have long
been identified with %he Thomas interests,

TO SAVE THE AGENT

Professed Purpose of New Association

Formed in England—The Plans Outlined.

Things appear to be coming to a pretty

pass iu England. The state of affairs is due

not so much to price reductions as to the

action of the Rudge-Whitworth Company

iu cutting loose from the cycle dealers and

"attempting to break down the agency sys-

tem and wipe the retailer off the face of

tlie earth,"as it has been described. That

concern, as will be recalled, is this year

not only selling direct to riders, but is

placing bicycles on sale with practically as

many merchants as can be found to buy

them, regardless of number or nature of

their various business.

The upshot of it all was the formation of

The Traders Association last month. The
meeting was fairly representative and was
attended by makers and dealers alike. The
purp se was expressed in a resolution which

recited that the association is "for the pro-

tection of the Sole Agency System, such

association being open to all persons and

firms 'genuinely and actively' engaged in

the cycle or motor trades."

The chief instrument with which it hoped

to cjmbat the threatening evil is a form of

agency contract, which after much discus-

sion was referred back to the legal ad-

visor, who drew the document, the chief ob-

jection appearing to be the definition of an

agent.

This contract, which is not without in-

terest to the American trade, is as follows:

Memorandum of Agreement.

made this day of 190. .,

. between — .of

(hereinafter called the manufacturers) of

the one part, and of

. . . , (hereinafter called the

agent) of the other part, whereby it is

agreed by each of the parties hereto, in con-

sideration of the matters and things to be

performed by the others, as follows:

1. The Agent will, during the continuance

of this Agreement, use his best endeavors to

push the sale in the town of and

a radius of miles from the

centre thereof (which town and radius is
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hereinafter called "the district") of cycles

made by the Manufacturers.

2. The Manufacturers will not supply or

sell within the said district, expect through

or to the Agent, any cycles made by them,

and will immediately (upon receipt of any

applications and or inquiries for cycles in

the said district) inform the agent of the

same, and refer such applicants and or n-

quirers to the Agent.

3. The Manufacturers will supply and

the Agent will order, accept delivery of, and

pay for at least cycles during the

ensuing season (commencing

and ending October 30, 190. .) at the price

mentioned in the second column of the

schedule hereto, of such

cycles to be ordered on or before the

day of next. Machines of

standard pattern at date of order to be de-

livered by the Manufacturers to the Agents

within days of receipt of order

by the Manufacturers, and those with devia-

tion from standard pattern within a month,

unless otherwise mutually agreed. The

prices in the second column apply to stand-

are patterns. Deviations to be matter for

special quotation.

4. Payment shall be made by the Agent

on the 10th of every month, following de-

livery of goods, subject to a discount of 5

per cent, such right to discount to cease if

any account not paid on or before the 18th

of such following month.

5. The Agent shall not sell or supply any

cycles for re-sale to persons in the cycle

trade (other than Agents of the Manufac-

turers) outside the district, nor to any

branch depot of his own outside such dis-

trict, unless such branch depot is in a dis-

trict for which the said Agent hclds the

Manufacturers' agency.

6. The Agent shall not offer for sale or

sell any cycles of the Manufacturers at

prices lower than those respectively speci-

fied in- the third column of the said schedule.

The Manufacturers, on their part, imdertake

not to sell retail themselves under the said

prices. This condition, however, is only to

apply during the currency of the season (as

specified in clause 3) in which such ma-

chines are supplied.

7. The Manufacturers warrant that all

cycles supplied by them to the Agent as

regards quality, durability, and woi'kman-

ship, shall be reasonably fit for fair ordinary

usage by the Agent's customers purchasing

same. ,

8. In the event of any breach by either

party of any condition herein contained, this

agreement may be terminated by the other

party giving not less than seven days' no-

tice in writing to determine same. Provided,

always, that either party may determine the

agreement by giving to the other party three

months' notice in writing, terminating on

the 31st of October, or the 2oth of December.

9. Should this agreement not be termi-

nated as aforesaid, the same shall be treated

as renewed for another year, on the same
terms in eveiy respect (except as to the

price and description of machine mentioned

in the schedule), and so on from year to

year until such termination. In the event

of this agreement continuing as aforesaid,

the description of the machines and the

prices shall be settled by agreement be-

tween the parties in the month of January

in each year. If, however, the parties come
to no agreement as to such description and

prices by January 1 in any such year, then

such prices and description shall be settled

by arbitration under clause 10 of this agree-

ment.

10. Any dispute arising under this agr|e-

ment or the transactions contemplated here-

by shall be settled by the arbitration of one

arbitrator. Such arbitrator to be agreed

upon between the parties, or in the event of

no arbitrator being agreed upon, then such

arbitrator shall be nominated in accordance

with the Arbitration Act, 1889.

The Manufacturers on their part under-

talve to enter into agreements similar to this

with all their Agents.

The word "Agents" used in this agreement
shall not be deemed to confer on the Agent
any greater powers or cast upon the Manu-
facturers any greater liability than herein-

before defined.

The schedule above referred to:

Description
of Machine.

Column 2.

Price
to

Agents.

Column 3.

Lowest
Selling
Price.

Badger "After" Qerman "Pirates."

In Germany the manufacturers find it much
easier to imitate than to create, and always
tbey have had a predilection for counterfeit-

ing American wares, their patent laws fos-

tering such practices. The extent to which
this "piracy" is carried is sufficient to stag-

ger the American cyclist familiar witli the

productions of his country.

There is scarcely a saleable sundry, bell,

lamp, wrench or toe clip that the Germans
have not counterfeited. The Solar lamp
naturally is of the number. In the words
of L. J. Keck, the Eastern manager for the

Badger Brass Mfg. Co., "they have copied it,

even to the wick." While they are helpless

in Germany, the Solar people_have never

lost an opportunity to combat the pirates

at every opportunity. Once the counterfeiters

sold some of their spurious lamps in France,

where the Solar is patented, and instantly

the goods were pounced upon and seized and
the Badger Brass Mfg. Co. awarded substan-

tial damages.
This week Keck received word that the

Germans had invaded Belgium with their

"green goods," and as the Solar is patented

in that country also the legal mill has com-
menced to grind and there is more trouble

in store for the imitators.

so long held by the non-refillable bottle in

the patent records. The passing of every

week brings forth a new crop, the majority

of which appear unheralded and go down to

oblivion unmourned.
One of the latest to claim attention in Eng-

land presents a novel combination worthy of

passing note. Probably no better description

of it can be given* than the inventor's claim
as spread on the record:

"The proof canvas strip which is wound
round and round about the inner or air tube
is perforated at certain distances apart, or

tlie substance thereof is opened out at cor-

responding distances apart so as to form
openings or perforations, but preferably with-

out severing the threads of the fabric. In

these perforations are inserted the studs,

which may be constructed of solid steel; a
cushion of India rubber or other elastic ma-
terial being provided for enabling the stud

to yield when passing over inequalities in

the road or other surface, or from other

causes. Instead of inserting the studs di-

rectly in the rubber cushion, a sleeve or

socket of steel or other suitable metal, hav-
ing a flange, may be imbedded in the rubber
or other elastic cushion; a taper or wedge-
shaped hole being formed in the said sleeve

for the reception of the stud, which latter is

driven in after tlie manner of a wedge. The
studs may be of square or other desired

shape in transverse section. According to this

arrangement, the effect upon the completion

of vulcanization is that the cushion, sleeve

and tire constitute one complete mass. The
stud or wedge is adapted to project slightly

beyond the general surface of the tread, and
when the tire touches the ground, the result-

ing action is that the stud or wedge, to-

gether with the sleeve (if used), springs back

to a certain extent, owing to the action of

the elastic or yielding cushion. The latter,

however, still exerts a pressure upon the

stud or wedge sufficient to enable it to pene-

trate any mud or layers of slime or dirt with

which the road surface may be coated, and
prevents the dangerous effect of skidding."

To judge from the arrangement shown in

the patentee's sketch, this tire has never

undergone an actual test for the tapering

steel studs or wedges which project beyond

the tread have nothing between them and

the air tube. Whether well infiated or not,

every bump on the road will tend to drive

these studs directly into the air tube,

and when deflated through the rim. In

short, the theory of the invention is, to all

appearances, a most excellent automatic
puncture provider.

Parker Qoes With Fisk.

Bui'ton Parker has been appointed man-

ager of the Fisk Rubber Co.'s newly organ-

ized advertising department. He formeriy

occupied a similar position with the Haii;-

ford Rubber Works Co.

"Improving" the Pneumatic Tire.

Pneumatic tires as a subject on which in-

ventive genius is fond of frittering away its

gray matter in endless attempts to better it,

are rapidly approaching the pinnacle of fame

Following the establishment of a branch

in Cleveland, Ohio, the G & J Tire Co. have

set up a depot in Boston, Mass. It will, of

course, do much to facilitate their business

in New England-
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TONIC VALUE OF BICYCLE

One of Life's Pleasurable Adjuncts—A Key

to all Outdoors ; a Key to Health.
'

In any argument, the biu'den of proof rests

not so much on the skill and finish of the

text, as on the applicability of the tenet and

its fundamental appeal to the reason. The

mode of expression amounts to but little so

long as the basis is rational and the, deduc-

tion obvious.

Xow for a bit of trite axiom. "That a chain

is no stronger than its weakest link," has

been taught the schoolboy for centuries; and

he has nodded his head in wise approval,

for he can see the argument at once. But

as he grows older, he again and again goes

back on the sagery of his youth, and ne-

glects to apply the principle. Its wisdom
he sees. When the inevitable occurs, he

acquiesses, but he fails to see in time. The
link would not fail if it were strengthened

or replaced in due season.

"Some other link would fail then," the

cynic says; but no, for the principle applies

to all the factors as well as to the one, and

but for the feasibility of the human struc-

ture, the uuaccountableness of outside causes

governed by circumstance, the mechanism
would last forever.

The human body is a most delicate ma-

chine, wonderfully automatic and self-regu-

lating. But, like any other machine, it is

subject to abuse. Like the overloaded chain,

the limit of endurance may be reached at

any time, and may result from an excessive

temporary strain, or a lesser stress of long

duration, the yielding must come, however,

and always, inexorably, in the weakest spot.

True, one may argue that in the human
engine, not all the links are subjected to

the same load, that the little finger need

not be as stout as the index; that the power
of resistance against infection of a well pro-

tected organ need not be so great as that

of one whose position is more exposed; but

the rating is only relative, it is measured

in accordance with the normal load which

it must sustain, taking into account a cer-

tain factor of safety, and is a comparative

value, not absolute in any but its local ap-

plication.

All this implies a most complicated sys-

tem of inspection and renewal if one would
be perfect. It involves a thorough knowl-

edge of the machine and its needs, and an
ability to give up everything else and devote

one's whole self to the process of repair;

which is an impossibility to the average per-

son. But here is the wonderful valufe of

nature's self-regulation. She cares for her-

self, feeds, controls, regulates and i-epairs

all the functions without external aid—if

permitted to do so. The mechanic with his

M. D. certificate, is only needed when un-

wonted exertion, or continued abuse, wilful

or otherwise, has so weakened the whole
machine, loosened the joints, and weakened

the links, that the good old dame is power-
less to help herself.

This is rationality, but it lies close to the

border of unreason, which is the basis of

many a false doctrine. The root of it is

simply this: Give the body* normal food; nor-

mal thought for the l)rain, normal air for

tlie lungs, normal solid and liquid substance

for the alimentai-y organs. The rate of ex-

change is just as fixed, and as just, too,

as is the exchange of labor for specie. But
if the exigencies of daily life do not permit
of such a thing. If one must sit in an office

and think all day. eat impure food and live

in crowded, stuffy quarters, nature cannot be
expected to return good for evil. The in-

evitable result must be expected. What to

do? is asked again and again, and the an-

swer is simply this: balance one excess with
anotlier, if you will. For a long mental

strain in a close room, exchange a period of

rest, in a way it need not be so long if it be

more strenuous; a period in which the mind
thinks of new things, the body is actively,

aye fiercely, busy, and all the while the

lungs are being fed on good, clear air, the

slvin relieved by its exhilarating fiush, and

the whole system feeding on nature's unal-

tered food. Here is a very old doctrine, which

none but faddists and eccentric pei-sons have

ever lived up to wholly. But they die be-

cause of .the sins of their fathers.

A modern invented a machine which served

better in the pi'ocess of renewal than any ap-

pliance before or since. Some used it to ex-

cess and suffered, some used it not enough

or not soon enough and became skeptical,

some used it in moderation and found it

good. It grew and prospered and became a

fad. Then another modern invented a sub-

stitute which better suited the slothful, and

it became a fad. The commonness of the

other and the fact that it was no longer new
caused some to drop away from it. But does

that affect its specific value? Not a whit.

The bicycle is to-day as it has been since its

development made it practicable, a useful,

pleasurable adjunct to life, a key to all out

of doors, and a key to health.

REMEDY FOR EYE TROUBLE

Unexpected Advice which a Patient Re-

ceived from an Eminent N. Y. Oculist.

Over a Bluff and Lives.

Riding a bicycle over an embankment 200

feet high is not an everyday occurrence, and
those who meet with such mishaps do not

always live to tell the tale. Yet N. P. Ball, a

Pueblo (Col.) cyclist, had this experience on

Thui'sday of last week. He was riding on the

viaduct on Fourth street, when in attempting

to avoid a collision with another rider he lost

control of his machine, and both rider and

wheel plunged over the bluff, 200 feet high.

A streetcar was passing at the time, and

the passengers expected to find the rider

crushed beyond recognition. When they

reached the base of the cliff the unphased

cyclist was calmly brushing the dirt from

his clothes and smiling as if nothing had

happened.

"Motorcycles: How to Manage Them."

Price $1. The Goodman Company, 154

Nassau Street, New York. ••

Of all the men who minister to human ills,

the oculist probably is the last one whom the

average person would select to prescribe a

bicycle as a remedy for the particular ills

to which his profession inclines him. That

riding a bicycle could in any way affect the

eyes for better or worse seems a far cry,

and yet only last week that really was the
remedy advised by a noted oculist of New
York.

It was to John F. Alvord, president of

the Standard Spoke & Nipple Co. and of the

Excelsior Needle Co., and one of the "big
men" of the famed Naugatuck ^'alley in Con-
necticut, that the prescription was given.

For some time Mr. Alvord's eyes have been
bothering him. They seemed steadily to

grow worse, and when in New York last

week he made it a part of his mission to

consult an eminent Fifth avenue oculist. The
doctor duly put the Connecticut manufac-
turer to all those searching tests to which
oculists are given. When they were com-
pleted he gave Mr. Alvord unexpected ad-

vice.

"Organically there is nothing whatever the

matter with your eyes," he said, and frankly

added, "I could drop a lot of liquid stuff into

them, and as it probably would do you no
good I can only prescribe the most obvious

remedy: Wear glasses for a while. They
will afford you some relief, but as a matter
of fact the trouble is not with your eyes. It

arises from a run-down physical condition,

and if you want the best remedy for that

state of health, buy a bicycle and ride it."

The advice was so unexpected that Mr.

Alvord admits he smiled unconsciously. The
oculist was quick to notice it.

"I mean it," he said, earnestly. "I know
that the bicycle is no longer fashionable,

but that does not affect its benefits. It's the

best thing for what's the matter with half of

mankind, and if they but realized it, most
of those who dropped it at the behest of

fashion, dropped the very tonic that they

most require. I know. I practice what I

preach. I ride a bicycle and ride it regu-

larly and rationally, and though I am some-

times derided lor doing so, it does not affect

my use of it a particle. I know the physical
benefits it confers. If you would have your
eyes cease bothering you, I say again and in
all seriousness, ride a bicycle."

To Keep the Burner Open.

The more or less frequent choking of the

needlelike opening of the acetylene burner

has been productive of an ingenuous acces-

sory, designed as a remedy and now being

placed on the British market. It is nothing

more or less than an inch-long piece of brass
tubing, screw threaded at both ends, so as
to be readily fitted to the ordinary tire pump
and to the burner. A stroke or two of the
former is said to be sufficient to remove any
obstructions.
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I
HATYOUGETFORYOUR
MONEYJSASIMPORTANT
AS THE AMOUNT"YOU P.
FAY.

More good practical improvements OF VALUE TO THE RIDER than in any other

bicycle made—Our old customers know it—Our new customers soon find it out.

Get our catalog and ask for agency proposition, if we are not represented in your vicinity.

NATIONAL CYCLE MPG. CO., BAY CITY, MICrt., U. S. A.

It is a matter of common remark that the

Greatest Damage to the Bicycle Business
was caused by cheap tires—those concoctions sold under all sorts

of names by all sorts of people at all sorts of prices. The makers

were ashamed to put their own names on them. There are lots

of such tires still being made and sold. As we have remarked before,

FISK TIRES Bear the Name " FISK."
We are proud of them. You will be if you sell them and will also

be able to look your customer in the eye and to retain his good will.

The Fisk Rubber Company, chicopee Fans, Mass.

BRANCHES: New York, 794-756 Seventh Ave.

BOSTON, 226 Columbus Ave.
SPRINGFIELD. 40 Dwlght St.
PHILADELPHIA, 828 Arch St.
ATLANTA, 103 N. Pryor St.
SYRACUSE. 423 So. Clinton St.
BUFFALO. 893 Main St.
CLEVELAND, 318 Euclid Ave.
DETROIT, 254 Jefferson Ave.

MONTREAL. CANADA.

Chicago, 1251 nichigan Ave.

ST. LO.UIS. 3908 Olive St.
OMAHA. 1116 Farnum St.
KANS.^S CITY. 1330 Main St.
MINNEAPOLIS. 704 Hennepin Ave.
DENVER, 1534 Glenarm St.

SAN FRANCISCO. 114 Second St.

LOS ANGELES. 1034 So. Main St.

LONDON. ENGLAND.
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"Keep pushing ever upward,
Work with smile and not with frown;

It takes a live fish to go up stream.
Any dead one can float down."

Dealers' Opporlunitits.

While the average dealer realizes that

about this time of each year it is necessary

that he issue a letter of some sort or in some

other way make an effort to obtain a share

of the overhauling and replacement trade, it

is reasonably safe to say that not one in a

hundred makes the most of the opportunity

afforded.

The old wheel is brought into his shop and

the dealer is instructed to "overhaul it thor-

oughly" or merely to cement the tires or a

loose grip or replace a broken spoke. He
names his price, makes out his repair tag,

performs the alloted task, and in season de-

livers the goods and receives his money.

The idea of suggesting ol- seeking to con-

vince the owner that a more pretentious and

more profitable overhauling or refitment

occasionally occurs to some dealer, but, gen-

erally speaking, it is so rare as to excite

comment, while an attempt to interest the

visitor in a new bicycle or in newer and

better accessories than the old bicycle may
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quent.

It is inappreciation of the fact that half the

mission of advertising and of all other forms

of merchandising effort is to get in touch

with possible purchasers—to, if possible, at-

tract them into the merchant's store. After

that all depends on salesmanship—the ability,

to show goods and to talk of tnem interest-

ingly and convincingly. Inappreciation of

these facts has long been a failing of too

many of those engaged in the bicycle busi-

ness.

It should be almost unnecessary to say

that no man who brings an old wheel into a

shop should be permitted to escape without

an effort being made to sell him a new one

—

not a direct, slapdash, but a gentle, diplo-

matic, lead-the-horse-to-water sort of an ef-

fort. If it is found that a new bicycle is

beyond the caller, it is simple and easy to

expiate on the superior virtues of newer and

better tires, of coaster brakes, of more com-

fortable saddles and the like, while few are

so poor or so phlegmatic as not to be inter-

ested in lamps, bells, toeclips or telescopic

lamps. We know one dealer who last year

made a specialty of bringing the latter to the

notice of all callers, and it was the excep-

tion and not the rule when he failed to make

a sale; and yet, strange to say, this same

man never took the address of a single per-

son who brought in a repair job. Once they

left his shop they were lost to him. The

idea of reaching them with a letter at the

beginning of another season or at any other

time never occurred to him.

There are opportunities, large and small,

in all businesses. It is for the merchant to

recognize them when they present them-

selves, and to make the most of them. The

next sixty days will be full of opportunities

for the man in the cycle trade.

Takins Care of the Chain.

Apart from the cleaning side of the propo-

sition, "taking care" of a bicycle means

scarcely more than one thing—giving atten-

tion to the chain. Of course, lubrication is

necessary, but the amount required by good

ball bearings is seldom an item that gives

the average rider overmuch concern. There's

many a wheel that never knows an oil can

until it begins to complain.

But of all the parts it must be patent to he

who rides that of the entire mechanism the

chain is the most vital element, and that it

is so situated as to be compelled to perform

its work under the most adverse circum-
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stances. It Is exposed to the grinding action

of mud and grit, and conditions are such that

proper lubrication is a difficult matter. If

lubricant is too freely applied it only serves

to collect dust, and very soon becomes a

destructive agent rather than a preventive

of wear. On the other hand, lack of lubri-

cation is almost as bad, for rusting between

the parts is apt to set in and the resulting

injury be almost as great.

Time was when the crank hanger and the

hubs as well, but particularly the former,

were points to which constant attention had

perforce to be directed if disaster growing

out of loosened cones and lost balls was to

be averted. Nowadays, once adjusted in this

respect, means there to stay for the season;

nor is there any longer fear of grit and dirt

finding its way in and playing havoc as. of

old. In consequence everything centres on

the chain, and as the gear case was always

considered an unsightly and awkward ap-

pearing superfluity in this country, regard-

less of its actual avoirdupois or the protec-

tion afforded, this vital part is tJie only one

exposed.

It is unnecessary to recall the half-inch

wide crudities—some, on cheap wheels, with

cast iron links—that made the rider's life a

burden to him in the earliest days of the

safety. Take the up to date chain—a work
of art of which the chainmaker may well

be proud-and it must be looked after in

order to do its work well. In addition to a

rub off with a greasy rag after a ride, there

is probably no better method of preventing

wear than an occasional bath of kerosene,

particulax-ly after it has been subjected to the

influence of mud and water for any length

of time. The result of an hour's soaking

will be a sm-prise to those who have never

tried this simple expedient—the amormt of

dirt removed is amazing. Before removing

from the bath it is well to use a small stiff

bristled brush, such as is made for cleaning

typewriters, and assist the grit removing

process by a use of this on the joints.

If it be of the self-oiling type, the cleaning

should be followed, after it is well dried, by

a second bath, this time in good lubricating

oil, in which it should be allowed to remain

until the absorbent has taken up enough of

the lubricant, and this in turn should be fol-

lowed by a thorough wiping off to remove

any excess. If not of this type, it may be

immersed in a bath of melted tallow and

graphite mixed quite thick, and left therein

until the mixture solidifies, when the excess

should be wiped off. Or a light coating of
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stick graphite may be given to complete the

process, but this does not reach the joints

as effectively, as the former method im-

pregnates all the bearings of the chain with

a good lubricant which stays in place and

prevents mud from working in between the

wearing surfaces. It is just as well not to

attempt to make the compound at home, as

It can readily be procured and requires only

heating to become liquid.

A chain to which such treatment has been

accorded two or three times in the coui'se of

a season will not only be free from the wear

and tear incident to grit working into it, but

the difference in the running qualities of the

wheel will more than compensate for the

trouble involved, while an occasional removal

from the sprockets affords an opportunity for

close inspection of each individual link that

may be instrumental in warding oft" a break-

down when far away from "facilities."

Another matter of importance in the care

of a chain is to maintain it at the proper ten-

sion. Too great a tension not only increases

the wear between the various parts of the

chain itself and between the chain and

sprockets, but also causes a greater loss in

the transmission of the power and greater

- wear in tlie sprocket bearings. A slack

chain is, on the other hand, likely to climb

the sprocket or to jump off under sudden

shocks. A chain is properly adjusted when

only the under side shows a slight sag—just

enough to relieve the bearings of any strain

when not under way.

It must further be borne in mind that as

a chain wears its "pitch" varies, and in time

a tendency to ride the teeth of the sprocket

may develop. This increase of "pitch" in-

creases the amount of wear on the sprocket

teeth, and should a chain show signs of be-

ing badly worn it will be better to replace

it before the sprockets give evidence of its

' evil effect. If delayed too long the sprocket

teeth will have suffered to an extent where a

duplicate of the old chain will not fit well

and cannot be made to run quietly.

:But this is not the only reason why a chain

Will develop a tendency to jump the sprockets

continually. Should this happen suddenly

'several times in succession, the rear hub ad-

justment should be looked to, as it is an in-

dication of faulty alignment. This may

readily be seen by standing behind the wheel

and glancing over the two sprockets. Should

the adjustment in question not remedy the

"difficulty, look at the front sprocket carefully;

it may have suffered from a fall and be

slightly bent.

WEANING OF HORSE POWER

Some Common Questions Answered—Just

What the Term Does Imply.

Probably the one feature of the motorcycle

that tends to puzzle and confuse the would-

be purchaser who is anxious to bestride a

means of locomotion, which, as the Celt has

it, will allow him to "run away sitting down,"

is horsepower. Take such an intending buyer

at random from the ranks of the uninitiated

and he is neither a mechanic, a mathematical

genius nor a mind reader—just an average

every day man and before his intended ac-

quisition of something that works without

producing perspiration, the accurate defini-

tion of the term horsepower never caused

him to miss his beauty sleep.

His first and most natural question is,

"Well, what is a horsepower, anyway; what

amount of work does it represent?" The ex-

planation invariably forthcoming is the 33,-

000 foot-pounds-a-minute equation, which by

this time is entitled to a niche along Avith

the other veuerables like the Havana cigar.

The horse must have degenerated since the

day of Watt who originated the formula.

As an explanation it conveys about as much
to the mind of the tyro as the statement that

the "inflnitesmal interim is the culmination

of psychical research," would.

"Oh, I thought it had something to do with

a horse," is an average reply. "Can a three

horsepower engine do as much work as

three horses?"

"Why, of course, more," chips in the sales-

man; "because it never gets tired."

"Well, then what the deuce do I want with

an engine that can do the work of three

horses, on a bicycle. It doesn't take three

horses or one, for that matter, to pull a man
on a wheel when it breaks down, even over

fair grades; one man could do it."

"An excess of power is necessary to take

j-ou over steep hills, the 'factor of safety,'

we call it," and here the salesman begins to

get beyond his depth.

"Then why do motorcycles that are rated

at less than two horsepower go along just

as well and often better than those that the

makers claim have 3%-4. What does that

mean, anywaj'; aren't they sure how much
it will give?"

"Oh, yes, we know exactly what tlie en-

gine will develop; that means at different

speeds; you see horsepower depends upon

'

the speed a great deal. You get three to

three and a half running slowly and more
than that the faster your engine runs.'

"At that your motorcycle ought to have
'em all beaten to a pulp when it comes to

racing, but I notice some of the little fellows

seem to score."

"Yes, sometimes, but it's a good deal a

matter of luck, you kno v."

In this connection it must be remembered
that horsepower in the engine and horse-

power aplied at the hub of the rear wheel

are miles apart—there's many a slip between

driver and driven. And it must further be

borne in mind that there are various kinds

of horsepower—indicated, what the engine

should give according to its dimensions,

speed and compression—a relatively high

figure—brake, the force actually delivered at

the crank shaft as recorded by a dyna-

mometer—usually a rather minus quantity,

by comparison with its forerunner, and cata-

logue horsepower, the result of a dream in-

tended only for publication and to catch

come-ons.

Twenty miles an hour over an average

road is not a prohibitive speed for a well

trained rider to maintain, but few seemingly

have ever broached the question of what a

man power amounts to. In the case of the

professional strong man this undoubtedly ex-

ceeds the theoretical horepower, and the

average citizen is probably able to exert a

force equivalent to half of that represented
by this unit for short periods, particularly
when it is directed against the pedals of a
bicycle.

Taking this as a basis upon which to fig-

ure what the maximum power a motorcycle
engine should develop, allowing for loss in
transmission and a good margin as a factor
of safety, it will readily be evident that with-
out an increase in weight an efficient motor
of but a fraction of a horsepower should
serve equally well as a means of propulsion
as human strength. But the best motor-
cycles of the present day scale over a hun-
dredweight or more than four times the
weight of the ordinary wheel. However, the
power necessary to propel a certain weight
increases all out of proportion as the latter
is added to. For instance, it is a popular
fallacy with the uninformed that if one
horsepower is sufficient to propel a certain
weight at a speed of ten miles an hour two
horsepower will give double that and so on-
in proportion, whereas in truth doubling the
power frequently results in an increase in
speed not exceeding twenty per cent or less.
This has been very effectively demonstrated
abroad within the past few months by the
experiments made with four-cylindered
motorcycles. To quote the builder of one of
the latter:

"I next made a machine having cylinders
2% inches in diameter and, singularly
enough, with the same gear, this machine
proved little or no faster than the smaller
one, although probably nearly double the
power. I was considerably suprised at this,
but having built numerous machines and
tested them against each other, I failed to
alter the conditions in any way, although
the hill-climbing capacity of the two was not
to be compared. The one with the large
cylinders would take hills with the greatest
ease which the smaller one would fail to
negotiate."
Here, of course, is where reserve power is

most needed, in surmounting hills, and there
is no better and simpler test not only to
make sure the motor has sufficient power
but that too much of it is not wasted before
it reaches the rear wheel. Our English
friend could, of course, have obtained more
speed by altering the ratio of his gear, but
high speed is not half as essential as ability
to get there, especially when the latter
means the other side of a succession of long
climbs. In short, when choosing a motor-
cycle, don't be so particular about how much
power the engine develops as how well it is

applied to the work in hand and a few stiff
hills and bad roads will prove this better
than all the talk a salesman can generate,
even under high pressure.
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BLOCKED PICKPOCKET BILL

New Jersey Measure Practically Killed

—

Motorcyclists do some Effective Work.

The rim will b.' c-aiitaiuod by Slate Ceiiliiriuii

Campbell. The infoi-mal ceutury runs will

be lield every Sunday, beginning with April.

KRAMER SAILS FOR FRANCE

It is fairly safe to say that Assemblyman

Soovel's effort to pick |.") out of tlie pockets

of all motorists who use the public roads of

New Jersey, and which would place them at

the mercy of eevry crossroads constable, will

fail of its purpose. The automobilists del-

uged the Governor with protests and requests

to veto the message if it reached him, while

the motorcyclists, through the F. A. M.,

similarlj' flooded the members of both houses

of the Legislature.

It is safe to say that never before were

the motorcyclists so thoroughly aroused. This

convinced the Legislature that they had their

eyes open, and that they did not intend to

be trod on without strenuous protest.

The public hearing of the amendment was

held on Tuesday last, at which time the

Capitol at Trenton was literally invaded by

motorists from all parts of the State.

H. L. Marsh, vice-president of the Eastern

District of the F. A. M., represented that

organization, and also acted for the North
Jersey Motorcycle Club, of Hackensack, of

which he is also president.

While the automobilists speechified at great

length, Marsh said never a Avord—that is, in

the nature of an address. He, however, did

a great deal of quiet work that served to

even better purpose, and, as he had several

Senators and Assemblymen at his elbow, he
did not lack for support of the right kind.

The hearing practically sealed the fate of

the bill, as there is small chance that it will

ever be reported favorably. It is probable

that, in its present shape, it will be per-

mitted to die in committee.

The automobilists were so tender and so

fearful that the F. A. M. did not press its

efforts to have motorcycles exempted from
the measure. The former appeared to think

that the effort might lead to their undoing.

It is quite probable, however, that after the

present amendments are reported unfavora-

bly, and the automobilists are thus secured,

the motorcycle supporters in the legislature

"get busy" and introduce a new and sepa-

i-ate amendment wholly exempting road roll-

ers and motorcycles from the operation of

the law.

C. R. C. A. to Open Season.

The first run of the year is to be held

jointly by the New York and New .Jersey

State division of the Century Road Club of

America, Sunday, April 9. It is to be a re-

vival run, and it is hoped those members of

the association who have had their bicycles

in storage all winter will get them out, brush
the dust off, oil them well, and meet at the
club room at 47.5 Lafayette avenue, Brook-
lyn, N. Y., at 8 A. M., and ride in the revival.

Queer Arguments Against Lamps.

^\'ith that perversity that is difficult to

mider.stand the cyclists in Rhode Island are

opposing the proposed legislation requiring

that each bicycle shall carry a lighted lamp
during the hours of darkness when ridden on

tbe highways of the State. The act was
introduced by Assemblyman Kane, of Narra-

gausett, by request of many automobilists

and horsemen in the State, and a public

hearing w'as given on it by the House Com-
mittee on Judiciary, to which it had been

referred.

There was vigorous opposition to the bill

at the hearing, led chiefly by President Cooke
of the League of American Wheelmen. The
objection in one case was that the bill

picked out bicyclists only and ignored all

other rubber tired vehicles.

All of Rhode Island's cyclists have united

and presented a petition to the committee,

asking that the recommendation of that body
be against the measure.

One of the principal and amusing and far

fetched objections that is made to the pro-

posed act by the bicyclists is that in many
cases it will interfere with the storing of

machines when not in use. The cyclist of

the present day has ceased, it is stated in

the petition, to be the rider for "pleasure

pure and simple." Nowadays the "silent

steed" is utilized generallj' to make quick

passage to and from the place of employ-

ment, and in many offices and buildings, it

is claimed, the insurance laws would bar the

presence of bicycles with oil or acetylene

lamps.

No Prince 5how in Baltimore.

Although "Jack" Prince advertised a six-day

race for Baltimore, Md., beginning Monday,
March 6, the project seems to have fallen

through. It is little wonder, as the Coliseum,

in which it was to have been held, is exposed
on all four sides to the weather. It is hardly

likely that the riders, with nothing on but

light racing suits, could have stood the ex-

posure for any great while, even if they

tried it. -

From Richmond, Va., comes the news that

Prince is there building a track in the horse

show building. He proposes to give a six-

day exhibition, beginning March 20. Two
and one-half hours' racing will comprise each
Jiight's entertainment.

Practically the same coterie of riders that

comprised his camp in Philadelphia will

compete.

Celebrated Its Twenty-sixth Anniversary.

The twenty-sixth anniversary of the De-
troit Wheelmen was celebrated Tuesday
night of last week. It took the form of a

banquet and masquerade ball. A departure,

this year from the time-honored custom con-

sisted of admitting the public to the fete.

Heretofore it has been exclusively for mem-
bers.

Champion Finally Departs and in Fine

Condition -Will be Kept Busy.

With a hearty "bon voyage" from a host

of friends, Frank L. Kramer, the national

speed champion, on Tuesday sailed on the

Kaiser Willielm der Grosse, for a three

months" trip to the racing centres of Europe.

Carefully tucked away in an inside pocket,

Kramer carried with him a contract with

Beyer & Coquelle, the Parisian race pro-

moters, calling for seventeen races at dif-

ferent points in France, Germany and Italy,

on terms which are considered to be as lib-

eral as have ever been received by any
American rider. Starting in on April 9,

Kramer will ride in successive meets until

June 30, when he will set sail for home.

Among the more important races in which

he will ride are the Grand Prix of Paris,

and the world's championship, both of which

are to be decided at the Buffalo Velodrome

track in Paris.

Since last fall Kramer has religiously

trained himself for this campaign, and he

says that he is in the best physical condi-

tion of his career. This is also voiced by

his trainer, "Jack" Neville, who accompanies

him. After a winter of preliminary prepara-

tion the champion is "cherry i-ipe." He tips

the beam at exactly 178 pounds, and does

not appear to carry one ounce of super-

fluous flesh
,

Naturally Kramer expressed confidence in

his ability to win most of the races in which

he will compete, and said he looked forward

with much interest to'* the Grand Prix and

the world's championship events which are

to be held the latter part of June. Last

year Iver Lawson won both of these cele-

brated races and for that fact alone Kramer
is doubly anxious for success.

Arriving in Paris, Kramer will immedi-

ately begin light training on the Buffalo

Velodrome track. In this way he will grad-

ually work off his sea legs. Three weeks
of assiduous work should put him in shape

for his first race, which takes place April 9.

This will be a match against Friol. The
American ought not to have any difficulty

in repeating his performance of December
in the New-York Madison Square Garden,

i. e., beating the Frenchman to a standstill.

Later Kramer will tackle Jacquelin, Perriot
and several other of the topnotch pedal
pushers of the other side.

Rutt and Ellegaard, who are at present
in Australia, are expected back before Kra-
mer's season closes, and the latter will, in

all likelihood, be pitted against them. Iver
Lawson and Floyd McFarland, who have
been "doing things" in the Antipodes, are
looked for in Europe upon their, return, and
with W. S. Fenn and Menus Bedell, who are
already there, a grant battle royal of the
bicycle kings is expected.
The climax will, in all probability, be

reached in the Grand Prix and the world's
championship meets. Kramer will be back
in America in time to , start in the grand
circuit, which begins July 10.
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NOW'S THE TIME
when the enterprising dealer makes

his bid for the "Spring overhauling"

of old bicycles and for bringing

them up to date by fitting them

with Coaster Brakes.

IT'S EASY
if the dealer "talks Morrow."

Everybody knows the Morrow
and trusts it.

''We shall continue, as we have in the past,

to recommencl the MORROW as the best. It ]ust~

can't he heat . "—DECKER & SON, Brazil, Ind

.

ECLIPSE MACHINE COMPANY,
Elmira, N. Y.

X

^ 4 <
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STIR IN THE ARMORY

Buffalo "Strike" Creates an Unusual Sit-

uation, but Good Racing Follows.

For a time it looked as though the bicycle

I'aces arranged to be run last Friday night

at the Sixty-fifth Regiment Armory, Buffalo,

N. Y., would have to be called off. The trou-

ble was the direct result of the bitter war

pending between the Buffalo Racing Cyclists'

Union and the Seventy-fourth Regiment As-

sociation. The races were scheduled to start

at 8:15 o'clock sharp, and when the hands

of the clock pointed 8:45 the crowd grew

fretful. Many wondered and some guessed

the cause of the delay when an official an-

nounced: "Gurney Schue, R. S. Lewis, R. J.

Hoover and J. S. Baker will not ride to-

night." The men, it will be rememhered,

were suspended and fined by the National

Cycling Association because of their refiisal

to compete in races after having formally

entered.

Thursday Dave H. Lewis, the Buffalo rep-

resentative of the National Cycling Associa-

tion, received a telegram from R. F. Kelsey,

chairman of the N. C. A. Board of Control,

in which it was stated that if the Seventy-

fourth Regiment would withdraw its objec-

tions the suepended men would be permit-

ted to ride. Thus it was "up to the officials"

of the Seveuty-fourth to kill the uiglit's sport

or not, as they saw fit, and they chose to

do the former. The conditions imposed by

the Seventy-fourth Regiment were set forth

in the following communication from C. G.

Wolf, president of the Seventy-fom-th Regi-

ment Athletic Association, received by Lewis

just before the races started:

"Pursuant to our telepuone conversation

this afternoon, the Seventy-foui-th Regiment

A. A. will waive its complaint against the

suspended riders only on condition that you

deliver to us an agreement signed by all

riders concerned that they drop the boycott

on us, and compete at our future games

under same conditions as games of January

21st and February 25, 1905.

"In case of their failure to agree to these

conditions, we must insist on latest sentence

imposed upon them at the annual meeting

of the N. C. A. being carried out."'

The members of the union refused to com-

ply with these terms, and were not permitted

to ride. All went well until "All out for the

two-mile handicap" was called. The other

men took their places on the track. As
though their action was a signal, the crowd

hooted and hissed the riders for not standing

by the suspended men. Apparently disgust-

ed with themselves, the men dismounted and

dropped their machines. They flatly refused

to ride until the suspended riders, who were
present, persuaded them to return to the

track.

After a while the riders lined up for the

first heat of the two-mile handicap. It was
uninteresting, although fairly good time was
made, for a fiat armory track. Charles Mc-

("racken (45 yards) rode over the tape first,

and H. W. Willyoung (140 yards) was hug-

ging his rear tire closely at the finish. W.
K. Bauman (90 yards) was third. Time,

.">:212-5. The second heat was a little faster,

and .T. M. Tanner (80 yards) rode in first

after a pretty half lap sprint. J. C. Nagel

(115 yards) crossed second, and P. Backert

(70 yards) third. Time, 5:18 2-5. A. W.
Holmes (SO yards) rode in ahead of the rest

of the bunch in the third heat, with Al. Mer-

cer (55 yards) and Charles I. Smith (145

yards), second and tliird, respectively. Time,
."'):19 3-5. McCracken sprinted it out for first

place in the final heat. While going around

one of the turns one of the riders slipped,

and the entire bunch, -with the exceptions
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of McCracken and Holmes, who came in sec-

ond, fell. There was a grand scramble to

get untangled, hut Bauman was the first to

jump his wheel, and rode in third. Time,

5:161-5.

W. E. Bauman was first in the first heat

of the five-mile open. Joseph Nagel and C. J.

Haas were second and third, respectively.

Time, 5:39 4-5. Alfred Menee rode in first

in the second heat. Charles McCracken and
C. J. Smith sprinted it out for second place,

and McCracken barely won by a half wheel's

length. Time, 5:35. A. W. Holmes crossed

the tape first in the third heat. Fred Schudt

was second, and E. J. Hanks third. Time,

5:35. The final heat was a record breaker.

Ray Duer held the former armory record

for five miles at 13:.^4. but this was reduced

considerably by Fred Schudt, who rode it in

13:481-5. Charles McCracken crossed the

tape second, and Al. Mauer third.

A "medley race" was something new, and
it took well. It was at one mile, and the

contestants had to ride a bicycle a half

mile, run two laps, walk two laps and hurdle

one lap. A. Fischer finished first, P. Backert,

second, and H. W. Willyoung, third. Time,

4:513-5.

FRAUD ON THE ROLLERS

California Club Charged with <' Fixing" a

Home Taaintsr to Assure Victory.

One of the most novel cases of alleged

fraud to investigate that has ever developed

in cycling annals has come under the notice

of the executive committee of the California

Associated Cyclists.

C. L. McEnnerney, chairman of the racing

and records committee, charges the Oakland

Wheelmen with having tampered with the

machine on which the home trainer races

were run in February. Some ingenious,

though not ovei'-scrupulous, mechanic had af-

fixed a series of brakes to the home trainer

rollers. On looking over the frameworlc be-

fore the races between the Terminal City

Wheelmen, of Stockton, Cal., and the Oak-
land Wheelmen, of Oakland, Cal., McEnner-
ney found what he considered some super-

fluous fastenings. He thereupon had the plat-

form removed from the floor, and the whole

mechanism was exposed.

The man who assisted an Oakland rider to

start could place his foot on a piece of metal,

attached to a spring which, in turn, applied

the brake to the rollers on which the oppo-

site rider was on. If two members of an
outside club were riding, both of them could

be slowed down by pidling a cord which
passed down through a hole in the centre of

the stage. Thus, in the time races it would
not be possible, no matter how hard the

sprinter pedalled, for the outside club to sur-

pass the home club's time.

The case was presented to the president

of the association, Orrin S. Henderson, of

Stockton, who has ordered an investigation.

The Oakland Wheelmen's expulsion from the

association will probably be the outcome.

Ogden to Have a Track.

After a long period of consideration, Og-
den, Utah, has definitely decided to build a

track. H. W. Heagren, who has so success-

fully managed the track in Salt Lake City,

has been secured as manager, and as he has

been again engaged with Salt Lake, the two
cities will not conflict in any way, but, in-

stead, Avill be assui'ed of a season of well

balanced activity. It is Mr. Heagren's in-

tention to "import" several of the newer
Eastern riders. He rightly considers that

new faces will do much to keep interest on
edge.

Bedell beaten in First Race Abroad.

Menus Bedell, of Lynbrook, Long Island,

made his first appearance in Europe last

Sunday at the Velodrome d'Hiver indoor

track at Paris, and was defeated by Bmil

Fiiol, the Frenchman, who made such a mis-

erable showing against Frank Kramer in a

series of races at Madison Square Garden in

December. Bedell's poor showing may be

excused owing to the fact that he has hardly

had time yet to get rid of his sea legs.
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Wonderful Home Trainer "Race."

From a tale that comes via the Irish Cy-

clist, it appears that the long since played

out vaudeville stunt of an international bi-

cycle race on the sta^ has reached the over-

sea provincial music halls. The usual "prop-

erties," in the shape of the home trainer,

with its roller track and recoi-ding dial with

a hand to indicate the speed of the respective

"American" and "European" champions who
perform, are in evidence, and just here is

where the joke comes in.

In the middle of the "race," witli the ex-

citement running high and every Irish eye

in the house glued on the twin hands revolv-

ing almost as one, one of the driving chains

connecting the rollers under the "American
champion's" machine came off. By all the

laws of mechanics and common sense the

hand on the dial should have ceased travel-

ling. But it didn't, and none in the audience

was the wiser except the Irish Cyclist's rep-

resentative. Then the ordinary chain dropped

off the "American champion's" wheel, and

the latter dismounted to set it right, but still

the hand kept right on going!

The other performer was so intent on dis-

playing his sprinting powers that he kept his

head down, and did not notice what had
happened until nearly a quarter of a mile had

been reeled off. Then he slowed up hur-

riedly, and only just in time to prevent the

victory being awarded to his adversary, for

the American's indicator represented that

he had raced gallantly to the end and was
steadily forging ahead at the moment when
the rider himself was standing on the stage

tinkering with the chain of his machine!
Strange to say, the public did not notice any-

thing peculiar about it, and they greeted

with cheers the announcement that owing
to a slight accident the "race" between the

two champions would be held over again.

On the Road to iVlandalay.

Rosengreen Wins on Home Trainer.

A home trainer race at one-mile comprised
the feature of the eighth annual ball of the

Monitor Cycling Club at Saengerbund Hall,

Brooklyn, last Saturday night. Ed. Rosen-

green, of the promoting club, was the par-

ticular star, and finished first, incidentally

establishing a new record for the mile—59
seconds. He formerly held the record of 1:08.

Louis J. AVentz, of the National A. A., finished

second in 1:01. H. Wallin, of the Monitor
C. C, was a close third, his time being only

two-fifths of a second more than that of

Wentz.

The other riders finished in the following

order: C. Devine, National A. C, fourth,

1:02 2-5; H. S. Cranston, National A. C, fifth,

1:04 4-5; F. Rosendorf, Monitor C. C, sixth,

1:06; D. B. Brown, Tiger Wheelmen, sev-

enth, 1:07; Henry Van Den Dries, Tiger W.,
eighth, 1:07 1-5.

Seven shillings and costs was all it cost

Lord Haddo to ride a bicycle on the wrong
side of a London street at la. m. recently.

It inspires the question, What Haddo been
taking?

P'rom far oft' Mandalay comes this picture

of a noon-day snooze on the soft side of a

stone wall, after a lengthy session of pushing

a Racycle pacemaker, geared to 93, up a

mountain.

But for the cork helmet, the scene is one

which every wheelman who ever did any
touring will recall with fond recollections.

The gentleman in question is W. E. Lowther

—though possibly his friends will not recog-

nize him—and as depicted here he is taking

a well earned siesta after reaching the sum-

mit of the Pahang Mountains on the Malay
Peninsula, a range extending southward to

Burmah. There recently has been built a

road 84 miles long through this I'ange, thus

saving a thousand miles roundabout travel

otherwise necessary to "transport machinery
to the mines on the eastern coast of the

peninsula. The height of the range may be
judged from the fact that, though close under
the "line," the tourists experienced such
cold weather that a. fire was necessary for

comfort at night. The wheel shown in the

foreground is a 1905 Racycle, equipped with
a coaster brake, and its rider averred that

he would have been lost without the lat-

ter, as at one place he coasted for twelve
miles down a gentle slope.

German Crack Wins in Paris.

At the Velodrome d'Hiver track, Paris, on

February 16, Thaddeus Robl, ex-one ^unured

kilometre champion, beat Bonhours by over

a lap in a thirty-kilometre event. On the

following Sunday Robl's two opponents in

a one-hour motor paced race were Bruni

and "Tommy" Hall. The Englishman suc-

cumbed to the pace and dropped out. Bruni

totalled up 49% miles in tlie hour. Robl,

who has not raced since last October, was
in noticeably bad form.

Armory Relay Race.

Featuring as the biggest event of the last

open armory meet of the season will be a
four-mile relay bicycle race, to be run at the
games in the Eighth Regiment Armor.y, New
York City, on March 28.' The race will be
at four miles, for teams of four men, each
man to ride one mile.

Maine Organizes a flotorcycle Club.

Maine is coming on in a motorcycling sense.

Its first club—the Skowhegan Motorcycle

Club—was organized with nine members in

the little city of that name last week. F. C.

Dow is president; .John W. Steward, captain,

and Blin Page, secretary and treasurer. Two
long tours are planned for the coming sum-

mer, one to Bigelow, Me., and the other to

the city of Quebec.

"Motorcycles: How to Manage Them."

Price $1. The Goodman Company, 154

Nassau Street. New York. ***

Team Pursuit Race at Buffalo.

Oscar Goerke and Henry F. Cranston, of

New York City, the crack riders of the Na-
tional A. C, are matched to ride against
Fred. Ernst, of Rochester, and F. A. Reilley,

of Buffalo, at the indoor games of the Sev-

enty-fourth Regiment, Buffalo, N. Y., March
25. It will be a team pursuit race, with the

men riding a half mile each.

Fenn to Meet Piard.

W. S. Fenn, of Waterbury, Conn., who is

In Europe "for the coin," will meet. Piard, the

Frenchman, in a match race to-morrow at

the Buffalo Velodrome track, Paris. The
race will inaugurate the opening of the out-
door track. It has been reboarded, and is

said to be much faster than the old one.
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CORSON'S SIX THOUSAND

Where he Went, What it Cost and What

he Learned, as Related by Himself.

If all old cyclists could know where my

motoi- bicycle lias carried me since the ninth

day of last May, and how much benefit and

pleasure I have derived from it, without any

trouble, I feel sure their cycling interest

would be renewed and the ranlis of motor-

cyclists multiplied.

It will be noticed that I emphasize the

word "any" in reference to the care of the

machine. I mean just what I say. It has

not given me any trouble, from my stand-

point. What I call trouble is that when I

have done what is required to have a motor

nin, and it I'efuses to do so, and I am not

able to at once locate the cause. If it is

necessary that the motor should be given a

certain amount of the proper liind of oiJ

every twenty-tive miles, and I do this, and it

overheats and "sticlis," or burns out its piston

rings, this is trouble. On the other hand, if

I run my motor without using the amount of

oil required, and it does not work to perfec-

tion, it is my fault. If we find it necessary

that our battery should have not less than

six amperes to get perfect ignition, and we
try to run on four or five, and the motor

missfires occasionally, it is "up to us"; it is

no fault of the motor.

So it is with the other few things that are

necessary to be right. There is a little lesson

to iearn in order to run a motorcycle, and

when it is learned and properly executed,

the up-to-date machine will not give a par-

ticle of trouble. I do not call it trouble to

take care of a machine that does so much

and gives me only one continual round of

pleasui-e. I enjoy cleaning and adjusting my
machine at the end of each day's use, and it

pays, too!

I am often asked how I manage to ride, or

get down a steep hill with my motor bicycle,

as there is no brake to be seen. They do

not understand that we have a very power-

ful rear hub coaster brake, and, in addition

to this, have recovirse to the friction of the

motor when running without taking and ex-

ploding its charge of gas under compression.

To such inquiries I often say that I could

ride down a 45 per cent, incline. I think if

some of these fearful and "doubting Thom-
ases" could have seen me riding up and

coasting down some of the mountains that

I did last summer, they would no longer have

misgivings in regard to the perfect safety of

the machine on all kinds of roads. I even

coasted one mountain in New York State

down an abandoned road, having missed the

new road. It was washed, so there was not

much mud, biit deep ruts and large stones

to ride over. It would be a very tame thing

to ride my Indian down Mt. Washington

compared to what it was for me to coast

this same mountain on my old 8."')-pound Star

bicycle.

I have been told by many who have ridden

a motor bicycle, just enough to say that they

have ridden one, that they are not practical

for city riding. This is all nonsense! I would

as soon ride my machine down Washington

street in Boston as ride a bicycle, so far as

having any difficulty in controlling it is con-

E. H. CORSON.

cerned. The control is perfect when it is

learned. How was it in the days of the

liigh bicycle? Learners did not ride them
in such places until they had learned how
to use them, and then they went almost

anywhere with tliem.

Well do I remember the first time I tried

to turn a corner on my Star. It was on a

sidewalk. There was a tree on the outer

corner. In trying to make the turn I lost

my head, the machine went into the street,

one side of the tree and I on the other. I

did not say that machine was impractical

becaiise I did not turn that corner the first

time. I kept at it until I learned how to

think he knows how to ride a motor bicycle

because he is a bicyclist. This is not a cor-

rect conclusion. It is a different thing. The
bicycle has to be pedalled, and is controlled

mostly with the feet, which are close down
to the base of contact. This throws the

weight, in greater part, down to the base

of the machine, and it is being shifted from
side to side, like walking on stilts. The
motor bicycle is self-propelling, and more
of tlie weight, especially when one has not

learned how to ride, is carried on the saddle,

thus bringing the poise at the top of the

machine. All bicycle riders remember that

they had to learn to take their feet off their

pedals to "coast," and this was In a straight

line, or in a direction of the momentum.
We are "coasting" all of the time on the

motor bicycle. Turning corners, dodging

rocks, nits and all manner of inequalities of

road surface, and at a smart rate of speed,

too!

My "missionary" work last year may be
submitted as evidence of the all around prac-

ticability of the motor bicycle and threw
much light on the expense of running a ma-
chine. My machine had been run 6,381

miles when I sold it in Chattanooga, Tenn.
This was over all kinds of roads, mostly
bad, much very bad and only a small per-

centage good. Most of my riding was done
in the States of New York and Maine. I

estimate that the cost of upkeep and opera-

tion averaged about $5 per thousand miles.

My machine had the hardest kind of use.

I put hundreds of men onto it who did not
know how to use a motor bicycle. I carried

a heavy load on the head of the machine
all the time, and made a high average of

speed between towns over rough roads. It

certainly proved itself to be a most re-

markably durable machine. I see no reason

PART OF CORSON'S ROUTE.

ride the machine, and then I could ride

around that same corner, or any other, in

the dark, and even without hands. The
trouble is, the bicycle rider is inclined to

why such a motor bicycle should not last

many years.

My travelling expenses were wonderfully

small per mile traveled. The motor bicycle
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is a long way ahead of any other means of

travel for commercial work. I did as high

as 108 miles a day, demonstrating in six

towns, and finishing at 5 P. M. One-half day

I made 100 miles, demonstrating in one

town en route. This was all done on rough

country roads. It is an easy matter to av-

erage fifteen miles an hour over country

roads. My mileage represents a saving in

railroad fare of at least $180, not to speak

of what team hire would have cost to get

to towns off from the railroad lines. The
physical benefit derived from the riding has
been worth many tirrjes the price of the ma-
chine. The pleasure enjoyed cannot be com-
puted in dollars and cents. Altogether, it is

the grandest and most satisfactory season of

my life.

A slight idea of the extent of my journey-

ings may be gleaned from the accompanying
outline map. The zigzag lines show only

my course from place to place. In each

place visited I did a great deal of riding,

making detours out into the country for

miles. The map shows but a few of the

places I visited, and does not include my
Southern trip. I demonstrated in more than
200 towns.
There is one feature that my travels im-

pressed on me: The hospitality and fraternal
regard of fellow motorcyclists. It suggested
that camaraderie and "freemasonry" that ex-
isted in the high wheel days.

E. H. CORSON.

PERSONS IMPROVED 1905 MOTOR SEAT
contains tempered springs of single strand wire, having FOUR coils just back of the clamp. The springs are hinged in the cantle

and are subjected to no strain there when in use. An independent tension spring serves to keep the leather taut.

10 West 60th St.,

New York, N. T., Dec. 2S, 1904.

PERSONS MFG. CO., Worcester, Mass.
Gentlemen: Your 1905 Motorcycle sadale

makes an Ideal seat for this style of ma-
chine. The low and comfortable position
obtainable and its long and easy springs
make a combination which appeals most
strongly to motorcyclists of experience. All
ivhom I have sold are much pleased with
them, and a number have been put to very
hard use. Inclosed pleased find order.

Yours very truly.

(Signed) GEO. P. JENKINS.

Hartford, Conn., Nov. 4, 1904.
PERSONS MFG. CO., Worcester, Mass.
Gentlemen: I have just returned from a

trip to the Berkshire mountains, with an-
other member of the club, on our motor-
cycles, and found your letter of October 26
awaiting a reply. I will say that I have
given your saddle a hard test over the
mountains of Western Massachusetts, and
it stood up remarkably well.

I think your 1905 model is a great im-
provement over the old one, and that it
will stand some pretty hard usage.

Very truly yours,
(Signed) J. J. O'CONNOR.

We have been quietly putting these new saddles on the market since May, 1904, and have not heard

• - of one of thera giving the slightest trouble.

TO BE HAD OF THE LEADING JOBBERS OR DIRECT.

THE PERSONS HFO. CO., Worcester, flass.

"It's Nice to Know
How Far You Go,"

Veeder Odometers.

If somfe one should set up mile-stones for you on every road you were to

travel, you would think it a great thing, wouldn't you? For ^lo.oo you can

have a Veeder Form B odometer (the kind that goes on the steering arm)

that will not only show the miles, but every eighth of a mile and the total mile-

age of your car as well. For ^25.00 youcan have a Veeder Form D odometer

right up in front of you on the dashboard, which will show the miles in tenths

on two registers at the same time. One of these registers may be set to zero

any time, while the other keeps a total record. Ssntl for free Caialogm

THE VEEDER MFG. CO., 26 Sarseant Street, Hartford, Conn.

Cyclometers, Odometers, Tachometers, Counters and Fine Castings.
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BREEZE ON CARBURETTERS

Delivers Interesting Discourse on the Sub-

ject—Explains Effect of Evening Air.

For the first time in their lives, probably

most of those who attended tlie New Yorl<

Motorcycle Club's "talk" on Saturday even-

ing last were made aware that there is suf-

ficient friction in the passage of gasolene

to affect the action of carburetters and, per-

force, of motors.

"Carburetters" was the topic, and tlie lec-

turer of the occasion, George Breeze, of the

Breeze Mot6r Co., Newarii, N. J., made the

difference between friction and suction so

clear that none could misunderstand. As-

sisted by that freedom of questioning which

is a feature of these "talks," he also brought

out much else of interest.

Mr. Breeze first dealt with the elementary

chemistry of the gasolene engine. In ex-

plaining the mixture, he said that combus-

tion was formed by the chemical union of

the carbon and hydrogen of the gasolene with

the oxygen of the air to form carbon di-

oxide and water, and was accompanied by

the evolution of great heat, causing the gases

to expand and drive the piston downward.
The two fundamental principles involving

the working of the carburetter, he stated to

be, firstly, the suction produced at the spray

nozzle by the engine; secondly, the combined
inertia of the gasolene and its friction in

the passages between the float chamber and
the spray nozzle. In the case of a slow or

moderate engine speed, the suction would be

very light, and if the gasolene supply is ad-

justed so that the mixture is perfect, the

general superstition is that the mixture

would be proportionately the same on higher

speeds, but this had been shown not to be

the case unless special provisions were made
to accomplish this object.

Suction in pipes increases as the square

of the velocities of the gases drawn through;

that is to say, if double the amount of air

passed the spray nozzle the suction at that

point would be four times as great, although,

however, four times the amount of gasolene

would not pass because the friction of the

gasolene against the pipes it is passing

through also increases relatively to its speed.

The friction does not increase in so large

a proportion as the air suction, so there is

still an excess of gasolene on the higher

speeds necessitating either the reduction of

the amount of gasolene or the increase of

the air supply to the mixture in order that

the proportions may be right.

In the case of a mixture having either too

much air or too much gasolene vapor, the

proper mixture is diluted with either, in such

a manner as both to lessen its amount and
hinder its rapid combustion. Since the

amount of gasolene the engine will take at

each piston stroke is governed entirely by
the suction at the spray nozzle, it will be

seen that while more or less gas may be

liassing tlirougli a given throttle opening, It

is impossible by simply changing the air or

uasolene supply according to the throttle

opening, to make a carburetter automatic.

Mr. Breeze showed a carburetter in which

the main air supply was drawn past the

spray nozzle and an auxiliary air supply

provided that was opened by the suction of

the engine against a spring whose tension

could be regulated. On normal speeds all

the gas was taken past the spray nozzle, on

the higher speeds only suflicient air was
shown to be taken past the spray nozzle to

give the right amount of gasolene to the

mixture, the balance being drawn through

from the auxiliary supply.

It was a general surprise to most of the

audience to hear that tlie auction of the air

in the carburetter does not increase pro-

portionately to its speed, and a still greater

surprise to find that friction of gasolene in

its passage from the float chamber to the

spray nozzle was suflicieut to influence the

mixture. Mr. Breeze said, while this was an

established fact,' he had been unable to find

any data in text books that dealt with the

subject efficiently when it came down to

.such small passages as are used in carburet-

ters. He stated that the French and Eng-

lish manufacturers were making automatic

carburetters based on these principles, but

the objection to them was based on the fact

that they easily clogged up where the pas-

sages were made small enough to be ef-

fectual and were very difficult to clean.

The much discussed subject as to why a

motor runs better in the evening was ex-

plained by Mr. Bi'eeze, who upset many pre-

conceived notions on the .subject. Air dur-

ing the day is warmer and caiTies a larger

percentage of water vapor, which lessens

the value of the air as an ingredient of the

mixture because the gasolene does not com-

bine as readily with air when water is pres-

ent as vapor. Towards evening, after the

air cools, the water vapor is deposited in the

form of dew or else a condensed mist, which,

being merely a mixture with the air, does

not hinder the air from combining with the

gasolene vapor. The difference is not so

hard to comprehend if we will consider the

water as vapor in a similar position to the

sugar dissolved in the coffee and the water
mist analagous to that left in the bottom
of the cup and merely mixed. That dis-

solved affects the taste; that which is mixed
does not. So with the effect of the water
dissolved in the air as vapor— it afliects the

mixture, where that merely mixed with it

does not.
'

Motorcycle Activity in 'Frisco.

J. H, Nash has been elected captain of the

San Francisco (Cal.) Motorcycle Club, to fill

the vacancy caused by the death of William
F. Townley. The race committee of the club

have a three-mile straightaway race in pros-

pect, which probably will be held over the

famous San Leandro course. The committee
has also applied to the Board of Supervisors
for use of the ocean boulevard for a series

of one-mile speed trials.

THE

INDIAN
ADJUSTABLE

CUSHION FORKS
can be applied to the

INDIANS
OF

1902, I903 and

I904
This should be good news

for the many riders, who
knowing the reliability and

durability of the INDIAN
now wish to obtain the

benefits of the most com-

fortable device ever ap-

, plied to motorcycles.

Brooks Imported

Motocycle Saddle
may be applied

to any motocycle of any
m^l^pmake

We hay; the sole American Agency for it.

INDIANS WILL BE EXHIBITED

at the Boston Auto Show.

M'echanlcs' Building,
MARCH I 1-18; SPACE 105,

Second floor.

HENDEE MFG. CO.,
Springfield, Mass.

Pacific Coast Representatives,

THE BRUNETTE COIVPANY
49 1 Mtos4on St., Sa<n Francisco., Cal
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Castle Lets Fall Some Suggestions.

One Howard Castle subscribes himself to

the "Story of the Month" in the C. T. 0.

Gazette, and very easy reading he has made

it ,too.

First of all, he takes up a discussion of

the question, "Does the race of cyclists tend

to become less hardy than of old, and is win-

ter mud-plugging played out? If it has," he

says, "to what can one attribute the cause?

Our physical deterioration, of which we
have heard so much lately, suggests itself

first. Motor cars and motorcycles, with their

superior ease and luxury, have undoubtedly

done something towards inducing a distaste

for heavy pedalling, though these are still

only for the comparatively few. Increased
solicitude for the welfare of one's machine,
not to mention the trouble of cleaning it,

may also be a contributory reason. On the

other hand, cycles are cheaper, and the ne-

cessity of making one last a very long time

is not so great."

But, after all this and more, he still seems
in doubt as to the actual state of affairs in

general, but says that while some may have
fallen away, others, the all-the-year-round cy-

clists, who have never shirked the tonic ef-

fects of mud-plugging and never will, so long

as their strength allows, are with us, and

will be—come what may—just as the others
will persist in regarding the sport merely as
a fair weather pastime.
Speaking of winter riding brings to his

mind the subject of highway maintenance
and the practice which prevails in some sec-

tions of the country of giving it entirely

over to local contractors. After a healthy
criticism of the present system, he cites the
action of a certain rural district council in a
recommendation to its superior county body,
that in addition to the present system of giv-

ing a defaulting contractor ten days' notice
to have his roads put in repair, he be fined
if he further neglected the work, and that
if, at the end of a stated time, the work were
still unfinished, the county surveyor may
take charge of it and complete it to his own
satisfaction.

GAIN AN ADVANTAGE
Over your competitors, by making your store front more attractive than theirs. It will not cost yon

a cent to do this, because we will give you a splendid, hand-engraved and highly polished, 12 by 15

inch

SOLID BRASS SIGN-FREE.
One of these signs cannot fail to catch the public eye and draw trade to your store.

To get one of these signs, simply save your NEVERLEAK "Brass Sign" certificates, one of

which accompanies each dozen 4 ounce tubes of NEVERLEAK. When you have 12 certificates, mail

them to us and you will receive the sign absolutely free.

BUFFALO SPECIALTY MANUFACTURING CO., Buffalo, N. Y.

tI * *

at the St. Louis World's Fair simply confirms our
repeated statement that best materials coupled
with skill and care in construction have placed

Gold Medal
e^ward

SOLAR-LAMPS
in the first rank. You, Mr. Bicycle rider who
have used them know this, you who have not

should be convinced by this Award. No lamp
troubles with Solars.

BADGER BRASS MFG. CO., kenosha,wis. ^^r^i^T^f

"D. & J." HANGERS

SIng/e,

Tandem,

Trip.et,
ABSOLUTELY THE BEST Quad and

—

—

Motor Cycles.

Lightest, Nearest Oust Proof, and

Easiest Running Hanger in the World.

Up-to-date Dealers handle

HUDSON

BICYCLES
Sole manufacturers of the celebrated

D. and J. HANGERS,
Write for our terms and prices, and s^pecial territory proposition.

HUSTLING AGENTS WANTED.

THE HUDSON MFG. CO., Hudson, Mich.

RIGHT GOODS /h^^ RIGHT PRICES
BICYCLES,

TIRES,
SUNDRIES.

TRY US."

BOSTON CYCLE & SUNDRY CO.,
BOSTON, MASS.

HUBM M. FRONT OR REAR. S
^ m- ": ^ ™

rice

Reading, Pa,

The kind you ought to use at the p
you ousht to pay.

\A/rit© for Quotations.

READING STANDARD CYCLE MFG. CO., -
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Kelly Handle Bars for 1905
will retain the same principles of construction, proven sound by years of usage, but

will employ heavier forgings and be marked by even greater refinement of detail and

finish than ever before.

HAVE YOU OBTAINED QUOTATIONS?

KELLY HANDLE BAR CO., Cleveland, Ohio.
Mm

GOODRICH TIRES
JUST THE SAME AS EVER. .

The same care, the same **know how," and a little more of it.

The same rubber—GOODRICH RUBBER—and
The same resolve to make bicycle riders contented with their tire equipment.

The B. F. Qoodrich Company,

NEW YORK, 66-68 R«ade St. and 1626 Broadway
BOSTON. 157 Summer St.

CLBVELAND, 420 Superior St.

CHICAGO, 141 Lake St. PHILADELPHIA, 909 Arch St.

BUFFALO. 9 W. Huron St. DETROIT. SO E. Congress St.

liENVER, 1444 Curtis St. SAN FRANCISCO. 392 Mission St.

LONDON, B. C, 7 Snow Hill.
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WANTS AND FOR SALE.
1 5 cents per line of seven words, cash with order.

l\/riCHIGA.N AUTOMOBILE, new, regulir

price ^500, special price $350; also Motor-

cycles, new and second-hand
;
prices lowest. C.

R. BAKER, Salem, Ohio.

FOR SALE.
Indian Motorcycle, 1904, G. & J. tires, grip

control, compensating sprocket, - #125 00

2^ Horse Power Thomas, fine order, J65 00

Clement, I Ji^ H. P. outfit, - - - 560.00

Full ,ine of Indian Parts, Repairs, etc.

All makes taken in exchange for 1905 Indians.

F. B. WIDMAYER. 2312 Broadway, N. Y. City.

FOR SALE.
Iivdian Motorcycle 1904, G & J tires, grip

control, Compensating sprocket, - $12500

New 1904 Rambler, spring fork, - - - 175.00

Indian Motorcycle, good condition, latest

improvements, 100.00

All makes taken in exchange for 1905 Indian.

Power in all motors increased 10 to 50 per cent,

F. A. BAKER & CO., 1080-82 Bedford Ave., Brook-

lyn; 20 Warren St., New York.

T7OR SALE—My stock of Bicycles, Edison

Phonographs and Records, Electrical Sup-

plies, Sporting Goods, etc.; also complete set of

tools. I have electric power, screw-cutting lathe,

etc. This will bear the closest investigation.

The best of reason for selling. W. A. Preston,

Grinnell, Iowa,

ALL ROADS ARE EASY WHEN THE

BALL
RETAINER

IS US£D.
With millions In dally use, it has stood the test for

more than five years and i: adaptable to ball bearings of

any kind.

If you are users of ball bearings we would be pleased to heat

from you and mail you our catalog with the latest information

which we know would be profitable and interesting to you.

THE STAR BALL RETAINER CO., Lancaster. Pa.. U. S. A.

Special Stampings
RROIS/l

SHEET METAL
Buffalo, N. Y.THE CROSBY CO.

HIGH GRHDE
wheels must have the

best equipments.

There is nothing that gives more value fer

the money than the use of the

MORSE rSS-^r chain

NOISELESS IN MUD, WATER OR

DUST AND ALWAYS EASY RUNNING.

The only chain having Prictlonleis

Rocker Joints. Insist on having the

Morse Twin Roller. Fits regnlar

ipreckett.

Sena lor Catalogrue and

Trade Price to

Morse Chain Co., irumansburg:, n. y.

? GOT OUR CATALOGUE ?
If not, write us at once.

It's free for the asking and shows up the best line of

Bicycles, Bicycle and Automobile Supplies on earth with
prices tne lowest always.

JOS. STRAUSS & SON,
Buffalo, N. Y.

CATALOGUE.
Thor Motor and Parts for Motorcycle and

Hubs and Parts fo' Bicycle on application.

AURORA AUTOMATIC MACHINERY CO.,

AURORA, ILL.

Bicycles a' Motorcycies
HIGH-GRADE LEADERS.

Fowler-Manson^Siierman Cycle Mfg. Co.,

45-47 Fulton Street, Chicago.
Write for terms.

JOHN S. LENG'S SON& GO

33 Murray Street, NEW YORK,
CARRY A COMPLETE STOCK OF

SiCYCLES, TIRES, SUNDRIES.
CAREFUL ATTENTION PAID TO

RROIVIRX SHIRIVIEIM-r.

The Week's Patents.

782,873. Electric Igniting Plug. George H.
Oakes, Arlington Heights, Mass. Filed De-

cember 8, 1903. Serial No. 184,274.

Claim—1. An electric igniting plug compris-
ing in its constri;ction an insulating sleeve
formed of sheet material wound in cylindri-

cal form in layers extending longitudinally
thereof, one portion of said sleeve being
greater in diameter than the other, said
cylindrical portions forming at their juncture
a shoulder.

783,236. Bicycle or Tricycle. Thomas Ash-
burn, Leeds, England. Filed Nov. 20, 1903.

Serial No. 181,973.

Claim. — 1. In combination, an inner
sleeve forming a socket, a handle-bar provi-
ded with a holloAV stem extending in said
sleeve, means for adjustably clamping the
stem to the sleeve, a stationary outer sleeve
forming a socket surrounding said inner
sleeve and having a ball-race at each end,
bearing balls supported by said clamping
means and ball-races, a fork provided with
a hollow stem projecting and telescoping
within said inner sleeve, a rigid rod secured
at its lower end to said fork and extending
upwardly through the stem of the fork, abut-
ment and inner sleeve, a compression-spring
surrounding said rod and arranged Avithin

the inner sleeve above the abuttment, a com-
pression-spring surrounding said rod and ar-
ranged within the stem of the fork, and
means mounted upon the upper end of the
rod for adjusting the tension of said springs,
substantially as described.

783,138. Pump for Inflating Pneumatic
Tires. Decimus Rowe, Wanganui, New Zea-

land, assignor of one-half to John Stobert,
Wanganui, New Zealand. Filed June 15,

1904. Serial No. 212,743.

Claim.—In means for inflating pneumatic
tires, a semicircufar casing provided at one
end with means whereby it may be pivoted
to a fixed point, a longitudinal slot in the toj[)

of the casing, a sliding bolt fitting in such
slot and adapted to be secured at any point
therein, and a pump, the plunger rod of
which is pivoted to the sliding block and the
free end of which is provided with means
whereby it may be pivoted to a fixed point,
.substantially as specified.

PERFEOT"

LEADER"

GEM

"CROWN"

We make oilers for almost the entire trade. The quality

of our oilers is unequaled.

CUSHMAN & DENISON MFG. CO., 240-2 W. 23d St.,N. Y.

WORCESTER PRESSED STEEL COMPANY
Suecessor to

VA/ORCESXER RERRULE & IVIRG.

WORCESTER, MASS.
COIVIF=AIMY,

Manufacturers of Light and Heavy Stampings in Steel, Brass, Copper, etc.

Automobile and Carriage Fittings. Bicycle Parts and Specialties.

Catalogs showing stock goods mailed upon request. Inquiries solicited.
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TIRES WAY GO UP

Increase In Price of Rubber Hay Compel

Corresponding Advance in Tires.

Rubber, that is, the price of it, is stretching

again. It has been so well stretched during

the past year or two that there Is no telling

when it finally will be fully extended. Last

week the price took another sharply upward

turn, touching $1.33 per pound. There are

those "in the know" who prophesy that it

will not stop short of a record figure, say

$1.50.

,
The situation is such that it is not wholly

improbable that an increase in the price of

tires will result. It is certain that it is in

contemplation so far as automobile tires are

concerned, and whether or no it will extend

to tires for biryeles has not yet been made
plain.

If an advance should come to pass, how-
ever, it need cause no great surprise. As one
of the tire manufacturers expressed it, the

price of $1.33 per pound does not represent

the real cost.

The Para rubber which is now reaching
this market is unusually green, which, of

course, means a greater volume of shrinkage

than usual.

Wing Holds an Opening.

C. F. Wing, a New Bedford, Mass., dealer,

is a man of ideas and one who believes in the

efficiency of a judicious spreading of printing
ink. Last Friday he placarded the town with
this sign: "Come to the bicycle opening at

Wing's tonight." The newspapers also her-

alded the fact. As a consequence, Wing hail

over a thousand people at his "opening," and
booked several orders. Wing is agent for the

Pope and Pierce lines. The two speed gear,

it is said, created more attention than any-
thing else.

"' Earl Recovering from Typhoid.

C. A. Earl, vice-president of the Corbin
Screw Corporation, was removed to his home
in New Britain last week, after a six weeks"
siege of typhoid fever, which laid hisa low
while In Chicago. As his removal iviidix-ates,

he is now on the road to recovery.

The Retail Record.

Kingston, N. Y.—John Cable, new store.

Waterloo, Iowa.—C. E. Shook, new store.

Iteed City, Mich.—George R. Rice, new
store.

Binghamtou, N. Y.-Walter Herriman, new
store.

Paducah, Ky.—S. E. Mitchell, bicycles and

autos; new store.

Plymouth, Mass.—Charles E. Hayden,

opened repair shop.

Eau Claire, Wis.—J. L. Lund, new store at

124 N. Barstow street.

Brockton, Mass.—Edward McDonald, new
store at 30 Cohannet street.

Bicycles on Show in Boston.

There were three bicycles included in the

Boston Automobile Show, which held the

boards this week. All of them were Yales,

exhibited by their makers, the Consolidated

Mfg. Co., of Toledo, Oliio.

As no one expected to find bicycles in such

a show, they attracted the more attention be-

cause of the fact. , They were shown in con-

nection with the I'^ale-California bicycle. In

addition to the latter, four other motor bi-

cycles were in evidence: The Indian, Marsh,

Curtiss'-and Crouch.

Germany's Big flotorcycle Business.

That there is nothing the matter with the

motorcycle business in Germany, tlie export

statistics serve to indicate. Last year the

foreign biisiness more than doubled, 1,745

motorcycles l)eing exported. Their value was

.$305,250, an average of $175 per machine, as

against $146,250 in 1903, and $24,000 in 1902.

The importation of motorcycles also in-

creased substantially from $41,-500 in 1902 to

.'?110,750 in 1903, and $159,-500 in 1894.

Georgians Seeking »' White Elephants."

According to "The English Cyclist." there

is a firm of brave men in Georgia who are

anxious to tempt fate. That paper quotes

"Mr. Consul de Coetlogon" reporting that as

"Messrs. W. and N. Lattinore, of No. 19

Broughtoil street. West Savannah, Ga., U. S.

A., are desirous of handling British cycles,

lirovided mutually satisfactory arrangements

can be made with any firm."

Under the new customs rate the <luty on

cycles, tricycles and motor cars into British

JudUj is five per cent, ad valorem.

SITUATION IN 'FRISCO

Visiting Tradesman Talks of Conditions

that Exist—Odd Call for Second- Hands.

C. C. Hopkins, probably the best known

and most active of San Francisco's remain-

ing dealers, was in New-York on Thursday of

this week. He had come East to perfect ar-

rangements with the Hendee Manufacturing

Co. for the sale of Indian motor bicycles in

'Frisco, and secured the agency for the whole

of San Francisco County; in addition he will

carry a stock of parts sufficient to supply the

demands of the entire coast trade.

The Hendee people themselves will here-

after deal direct with the agents of the Pa-

cific coast, instead of through a distributing

house located in San Francisco, having dis-

continued their relations with the Brunette

Co., who are in financial straits.

Mr. Hopkins stated that the cycle business

on the coast is in pretty good shape, but that

any comparison with previous years would
be unfair. Due to the variable lengths and
fitfnlness of the rainy spells which mark that

pottion of the couutrj', no two years are

alike. San Francisco itself, he says, has

never been a particularly good city for bi-

cycles, because of its steep and numerous

hills and the prevalence and vigor of the

Pacific breezes. These conditions, however,

make for the popularity of motorcycles, and
he is, accordingly, devoting much of his at-

tention to them.

Fully one-half of the bicycles he sells are

disposed of outside the city. He particularly

remarked one peculiar demand that he has

filled for a number of years—that for second-

hand bicycles, which are shipped to Japan.

He deals through a Japanese house in San
Francisco, and, as he has their confidence, he

has retained their business uninterruptedly.

It amounts to a considerable volume in the

course of a year. Shortly before he left San

Francisco, he said that he had received a call

for one hundred of these old bicycles, and

yet, strange to say, he was immediately able

to obtain less than a dozen of them, as, of

course, only machines with low frames are

desired.

.Mr. Hopkins also said a good word for the

Chinese. Of all the people who do business
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in bis part of the country, lie said, none are

more honest; when they contract a debt they

never fail to pay it.

Gliesman Moves and is Optimist.

iSarry A. Gliesman, the energetic proprietor

of the Tiger Cycle Worlds, New York, has

removed his liusiuess from .jG3 Seventh ave-

nue to 782 Eighth avenue, and thus secured

much-needed elbow room. When approached

by the Bicj'cling World man Thursday, Glies-

man was in his shirt sleeves hard at work.

Asked what was the outlook for this season,

he said:

"Well, I have not sold many new machines

as yet, but I am following up a lot of in-

quiries. There's a good call for specially

built wheels, and I am so busy getting them

out that my repair department has suffered.

Ladies seem to be renewing their interest,

too; I have booked several orders for drop

frame mounts.. I am disposing of coaster

brakes by the score; everyone who brings

their last year's machine to be overhauled in-

sists on this equipment. On the whole,"

continued Gliesman, "I am very optimistic

and look for a substantial increase of busi-

ness." _

To Build Thomas Motorcycles.

The recently incorporated Thomas Auto-Bi

Company, Buffalo, will have headquarters at

1443 Niagara street. The officers of the com-

pany are Clarence Becker, President; Edwin
L, Thomas, Vice-President, and W. C. Chad-

eayne. Secretary and Treasurer. They an-

nounce that one thousand 3 h.p. Auto-bis will

be put on the market this year.

Becker, the president of the company, has

had charge of the motor bicycle department

of the E. R. Thomas Motor Co. for the past

four years. The new machine is his inven-

tion.

E. L. Thomas, the vice-president of the

company, is the eldest son of E. R. Thomas,
president of the E. R. Thomas Motor Co., the

inventor of the Auto-bi. Chadeayne is a

newcomer in the trade, but is well known in

Buffalo and vicinity as an enthusiastic motor-

cyclist.

Corson on Columbus Avenue.

E. H. Corson, who is to trade in Boston as

the manager of the Indian Motorcycle Co.,

has leased the store 258 Columbus avenue.

While he will continue to make periodical

trips for the Hendee Manufacturing Co., he

will devote most of his time to the establish-

ment, where he purposes not only to sell and
repair Indians, but to teach both their opera-

tion and care; in other words, he will, on a

small scale, combine with his business a

school of instruction.

His daughtei", Maud, then a mere slip of a

girl, was one of the first in this country

to make use of a lady's bicycle, has become
deeply fascinated with motorcycling, and is

to accompany her father on some of his

travels.

As the Germans Hake Them.
A striking commentary on the methods de-

vised by inventors, American and foreign, to

accomplish the same end is often formed
by a comparison of the nroducts of inventive

genius here and abroad.

This is well illustrated in the present in-

stance by the accompanying sketch of a

method of front forlc suspension for motor

bicycles now being put forward in Germany,
as an improvement over existing types. The
inference to be drawn is so obvious as to

scarcely call for extended comment, except

possibly to puint out that the device under

review marlcs a return to a principle long

since tried out and abandoned here as ut-

terly useless for the pui-pose, viz., that of the

spiral spring. The inherent and apparently

insurmountable shortcoming of this form of

spring as applied to bearing rapidly and wide-

ly fluctuating loads is its tendency to plunge

—in other words, to shut up tight and re-ex-

pand as quickly with every blow, instead of

giving gradually in each direction as does

the laminated spring.

It will be noticed by reference to the illus-

tration that an attempt has been made to

counteract this tendency by the use of a

compensating arrangement. At rest with the

rider in the saddle, the front wheel will

theoreticaIly.be held in equilibrium; that is,

the upward tension of the imposed set of

spirals reinforced by the auxiliary leaf spring

located over the wheel is sufficient to pre-

vent the load from compressing the lower

set, as well as to keep the latter from col-

lapsing or plunging when an obstacle is en-

countered. But just here is where extended

practice has shown theorj' on this point to

be totally at fault—the load fluctuates much
too suddenly and far too widely to be taken

care of in this manner.

The invention is the product of the brain

of some Teutonic genius, and is somewhat
ironically termed the "Simijlex" spring fork

for motor bicycles.

Evidence of flotorcycle Activity.

It begins to appear that the dealers who
first applied themselves to motorcycles, .-ind

who stuck to them intelligently, are to leap

their reward. F. B. Widmayer, the uptown
New-York agent for the Indian, is of the

number. "Booming" is the term he used to

express the state of the trade as it applies

to himself.

"I sold three Indians on one day last week
and two the following day," he remarked ex-

ultingly to a Bicycling World man on Mon-
day. "This makes nine new and second-

hand machines I have sold in a little over

two weeks. If the number of inquiries I am
receiving and the interest that is displayed

by callers is any criterion, we are due, for a

big and really profitable season in motor-

cycles, in this vieinitj' at least."

Widmaj'er's sales are somewhat remark-

able, as, until this week, the streets of New-
York, generally speaking, have been in vile

condition either covered with patches of en-

crusted snow or wet and slippery because of

successive thaws.

Hard Luck Side of a Strike.

"Talk about hard luck," observed Harry

Gleisman, the well known New-York dealer,

"but did you ever see a car strike come at a

more aggravating time?"

He had refei-ence to the strike of the sub-

way and elevated railway employes, which

was the big happening of last week.

"If that strike had happened two or three

months later," continued Gleisman, "it would

have been worth thousands of dollars to the

cycle trade. As it was, despite the snow and

slush on the streets, I saw not a few people

riding to business, and I think I heard more

people talking about bicycles, and threaten-

ing to ride them, than I have heard for many
a day."

Winona Says a Qood Word.

"Bicycling will be very popular in the West
this year," says the Winona, Minn., Herald,

and adds: "The first shipments of new bi-

cycles for the coming season have now been

received in Winona. While it is not ex-

pected that the number of sales of wheels

will be up to what they were when bicycling

was at its height, still the indications are

that a number of wheels will be sold' here.

The wheel has come to stay, and with many
persons is a business proposition and a time

Silver in getting to and from work."

Bicycies Wanted for Swiss Soldiers.

The Swiss War Office has invited bids for

300 military bicycles. Apaii; from the fact

that such bicycles are to be used in the Swiss

army, the fact is of small interest to the out-

side world, as only manufacturers domiciled

in Switzerland are permitted to compete for

the contract.

'. Goodyear Opens in Los Angeles.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. have
opened a branch store at No. 932 South Main

street, Los Angeles, Cal. It is in charge of

W. D. Newerf.
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WHEN HILLS GROW STEEP

Usually Occurs When Riders Talk of their

Prowess—Some Truths About Urades.

Boasts of hill clliiibiiig prowess were not

unknown to tlie cyclina; fraternity in days

hniix before the motor w:is made an adjunct

of propulsion, but when claims that a cer-

tain grade, such as a "1 in 5" or a "1"> per

cent." aradient, had been overcome were yet

luiborn.

The valiant (inc who wished to crow of his

achievements did not talk grades or per-

centages, he merely referred to the fact that

his calves and wind were sufficiently devel-

oped to enable him to conquer a certain no-

toricm-! bump on the landscape known as

such and such a hill, and when he mentioned

it his hearers had no need of recourse to

nuithematics or algebraic formulae to render

clear what pedalling up that said certain de-

cline meant. Being duly put upon oath, he

would then depose and say that on a certain

date, alone anci unaided, he had mastered

that hill, and if there were doubting Thom-

ases he was willing to Di.^K his ability against

that of any other gentleman in the crowd for

a sum certain of the "long green," or, no one

else willing, merely for the glory—and the

lucre aforesaid. Every city has at least one

or two samples of imitation precipices, or

such close approaches to cliffs that the pave-

ment on them uever does more strenuous

work than growing grass between the stones.

No sane horse would ever climb them,

and were his driver insane enough to make

the attempt, the animal probably would slip

and fall over the roof of the wagon to the

foot of the hill.

But now all the brag and bluster of bicycle

hill climbing is a thing of the past; present

day advice is "walk." It has, however,

broken out in a really virulent form where

the motorcycle is concerned, but finds ex-

pression almost entirely in figures which as a

rule puzzle the proud narrator of the climb

fully as much as his hearers. The latter as a

rule do not wish to exhibit their own ignor-

ance on the subject and make a mental vow,

immediately forgotten, to find out what grade
per centages mean, so the story teller is safe,

unless someone in the crowd happens to be
sufficiently well informed to risk an argu-

ment on the subject. Then all kinds of the-

ories are let loose, and probably no two of

the theorists will meet on a. common ground
and no one is a great deal the wiser after a
great deal of breath is wasted.

Probably the most common fallacy regard-

ing gradient percentages is that of a perpen-

dicular line representing the maximum or 100

»er cent, and the determination of the grade

jj its relative angle of ascent with this im-

aginary plumb line as a constant. Another
not quite so distant from the truth, though

in practice giving results that are far from

accurate, is that based on the asumption that

such expressions as 1 in 10, 1 in 5, mean one

foot of rise perpendicularly for every 10 or o

feet of travel, whereas the true basis of these

statements or percentages where the latter

are employed is one foot of peipendicular

rise for (very foot advanced hoi-izontally.

This may best be comprehended by imagin-

ing a line entei'ing the hill horizuntally at its

base and forming n triangle by means of an-

other imaginary line dropped from the sum-

mit to a point directly beneath on thi^ sup-

posed base line. The principle of the matter

will then be readily evident when it is said

that if for every twelve feet travelled along

this horizontal or base line a perpendicular

rise of one foot as overcome, the gradient is

one in twelve, increasing or diminishing with

the proportion of perpendicular rise to the

horizontal distance travelled.

Now one in twelve does not sound like a

great deal and many of the hill climbing ro-

mancers of the motorcycle talk glibly of one

in seven, and one in five, and neither tliey nor

their hearers hesitate to gulp down such

tales, little thinking what a stiff grade this

implies. The same holds good where per-

centages are talked of. Reasoning from the

false basis above outlined the general impres-

sion is that there are hills the grade of which

is equivalent to 45 per cent, so that where

the tale is of nothing more than a IG or 18

per cent, grade it is too small to call for no-

tice. As an actual fact, a grade of one in five

or twenty per cent, is the next thing to a

sheer impossibility for a man mounted on a

wheel with anything like the gears usual

nowadays and is sufficient to tax the hill-

climbing power of the best motorcycles ex-

tant, tl is doubtful if there be many of the

latter that would accomplish tlie ordeal

without a little assistance from the pedals.

THE BLACK MAN'S BURDEN

How it is Piled Onto Him if he Rides a

Bicycle In Pretoria.

Racing Wars Likely in Qermany.

It appears that the amateur will not be

extinguished in Germany, after all. The
Track Owners' Association, as will be re-

called, passed a resolution of the sort, vot-

ing to group racing men in one class and to

permit them to accept cash or medals as

the.v pleased. They reckoned, however,

witliout the German Cyclist Bund, which

organization with a membership of 45,000,

has voted to expel any member who com-

petes under the Track Owner's regulations.

That the resiilting situation makes for a

parrot aiul monkey time is evident.

Rode Long With Little Fuel.

In the recent fuel comsumptiou trials at

Marseilles, France, M. Thomas on a Magali-

Deckeit witli one-third litre of gasoline

(slightly over one-half pint), rode for one

hour eighteen minues and twenty-nine and
two-fifths seconds. Unfortunately the item

of greatest interest, the total distance cov-

ered, is not made known.

In "Darkest Africa," even that portion

governed by liberal England, the "nigger" is

being subjected to persecutions not unlike

those to which automobilists and motor-

cyclists in "free" America would be, if the

numerous ambitious legislators had their

way about it.

The Works Committee of Pretoria has in-

troduced, and is strictly enforcing, it is said,

stringellt laws restricting tlie lilierties of na-

tive cyclists. The colored pedal pusher in

Pretoria must take out a license before he is

permitted to ride his machine at all; and
this at a cost of about 50 cents. The permit
must be renewed semi-annually. Nor is this

the only unpleasant feature of cycling for

the natives of South Africa. Every cyclist

must wear a large numbered badge on his

left arm, and a fine of 50 cents is exacted
from the unfortunate cyclist who happens
to lose or fails to wear the badge.

The most drastic section of the measure is

that which prohibits natives from riding on
Sundays or holidays, and South Africa has
an unusually large number of festal days.

All other days he may use his bicycle be-

tween half an hour before sunrise and half

an hour after sunset. Night riding is out of

the question, for to indulge in it the native

must obtain a special written authority from

his master. Needless to state, this is very

seldom obtained.

Lottery to Promote Sales.

A bicycle lottery is the latest advertising

scheme adopted by an English manufact-

urer to promote the sale of his bicycles.

The Centaur Cycle Co. originated and are

carr.ying out the idea. A disinterested per-

son is asked to pick out 500 numbers, with-

out knowing what they were to be used for.

They are then sealed up and deposited in a

safe deposit vault without the bicycle manu-
facturers knowing what they were. On every

catalogue that the firm sends out is a cou-

pon with a number thereon. Everj"- person

who purchases a Centaur bicycle before July

31. 1905, is requested to fill out the coupon

and send it to the firm, where a recofd is

kept of it. Persons whose coupon numbers
tally with the numbers in the vault will re-

ceive their new mounts free—that is, tlie

money paid for them will be refunded to

the holders of the lucky numbers.

"Mr. Harry J. Lawson moved into his new
residence on Monday" is the naive fashion in

which the Scottish Cyclist describes the im-

prisonment of that one-time financial wizard.

Have a Second-Hand Problem.

Bicycle agents in Great Britain now have a
"second hand problem" on their hands for

which the recent heavy price reduction is re-

sponsible. To quote one of the papers, the

cast-offs have become "a glut on the market

to an extent where even a good make can

hardly be given away." The dealers are in

consequence saddled with white elephants in-

numerable taken in exchange.
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NEW MODEL—JUST OUT.
NATIONAL. No. 81.

I

t
It has not been shown, but is now ready for you.

t Get your order in now for a sample. We don't want

J more than that, for it's a winner, and the orders will

come fast enough after it's seen.

Wake Up Your Trade with Something New to Talit About,

WRITE US TODAY. ^

NATIONAL CYCLE MANUFACTURING CO., Bay City, Mich., U.S.A. 1

I t

It is a matter of common remark that the

Greatest Damage to the Bicycle Business
was caused by cheap tires—those concoctions sold under all sorts

of names by all sorts of people at all sorts of prices. The makers

were ashamed to put their own names on them. There are lots

of such tires still being made and sold. As we have remarked before,

FISK TIRES Bear the Name " FISK."
We are proud of them. You will be if you sell them and will also

be able to look your customer in the eye and to retain his good will.

The Fisk Rubber Company, chicopee Fans, Mass.

BRANCHES: New York, 754.756 Seventh Ave. Chicago, 1251 Hichigan Ave.

BOSTON. 226 Columbus Ave. ST. LOUIS, 3908 Olive St.

SPRINGFIELD. 40 Dwlght St. OMAHA. 1116 Farnum St.

PHILADELPHIA, 828 Arch St. KANSAS CITY. 1330 Main St.

ATLANTA 103 N Pryor St MINNEAPOLIS. 704 Hennepin Ave.
SYRACUSE, 423 So. ClintoA St. DENVER, 1534 Glenajm St.

BUFFALO. 893 Main St. SAN FRANCISCO, 114 Second St.

CLEVELAND, 318 Euclid Ave. LOS ANGELES, 1034 So. Main St.

DETROIT, 254 Jefferson Ave. , , „MONTREAL, CANADA. LONDON. ENGLAND.
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Forcing Home the Truth.

In spite of themselves, there are times

when men have truth forced upon them.

Last week was an occasion when New York-

ers had the truth of the bicycle driven,

wedge-like, into them.

There was a big strike of subway and ele-

vated railway employes. The surface cars

still ran, but they never were equal to the

pilgrimages of the hundreds of thousands

who must daily get to and from business.

TratBc was not wholly paralyzed, but it was

ir.teri'ered with to an extent not easily con-

ceived by those unfamiliar with New York

conditions.

"Getting to business" and "getting home"

were serioua problems for several days. The

problem carried with it more thoughts of

bicycles than New York has contained for

many long days. Conditions of streets and

weather did not encourage the use of bi-

cycles; but despite the fact, many cobwebbed

mounts were brought from their resting

places and put to use. How many more

would have been similarly brought into ser-

vice, had the strike continued, is an inter-

esting speculation. It is certain that never,

in recent years, were bicycles so much talked

of, and so ninny tlironts made to again ride

them.

The situation brought home to many, as

Midi situations usually do, in New York or

i-ls'^where, the undoubted truth that never

has there existed a form of locomotion so

convenient, so ever-ready, so economical as

the bicycle. It is a great truth, a sti-iking

truth, and the pity is that it requires stress-

ful occasions to bring the fact all the way

home.

The Day of the Motorcycle.

If there is any one sign plainer than other

signs, it is that the motor bicycle is at last

in a fair way of "claiming its own"—of re-

ceiving that measure of attention from trade

and public that is its due and that is over-

due.

Of course, there still remain both cycle

luanufaeturers and cycle dealers who are

skeptical or hesitant, but there have been so

many notable conversions in both depart-

iuents during the past few months, that the

;-;tage is rapidly approaching when the skeptic

will be the exception and not the rule. As

.'or the men who have shown their faith by

Viieiv works, and earnestly and assiduously

a; plied themselves to the production and sale

of motor bicycles, evidence, in the substantial

form of orders, is daily accumulating that

their winters and summers of discontent are

dissipating rapidly.

Motorcycling interest simply is in the air.

He is phlegmatic or disinterested indeed who

cannot feel it. All reports agree that never

before were they so much talked of—never
before was there anything approaching the

present volume of inquiries and orders. It

is to be directly ti-aced to the fact that, gen-

erally speaking, the better known machines

on the market last season "made good." They

gave satisfaction. Any man with any mem-

ory knows this to be true. He can recall

previous years when the roadside scene of

motorcyclists tinkering with their machines

was the rule. He knows that last season it

was the exception. The men who used them

were given to praising rather than damning

their mounts, as was once the case.

The men in the bicycle business who do not

appreciate the situation as it exists and make

the most of it will be the chief sufferers. As

we so often have maintained, the motor bi-

cycle is simply the logical development of

the bicycle, as generally constituted. For

many reasons it will never wholly displace

the latter, but there is every reason why It

should and will displace very many of them.

To remain skeptical or to oppose it is just as

reasonable as the opposition tliat met the

safety and the pneumatic tire—and we all

have good cause to know how reasonable

that was and what was the result.

There are few things that have evolved

more naturally than the bicycle. The high

wheel was supplanted by the low one, con-

tributing the factor of personal safety. The

air tire replaced the solid and contributed

comfort, and, like ball bearings and coaster

brakes, also increased the comfort and re-

duced the physical effort necessary to propel

the machine. But nothing appeared that

really reduced this effort when hills or head-

winds were encountered. The cyclist was
then compelled to "work his passage."

If there is any doubt that it is the belief

that such conditions made cycling "too much

like work," let the doubter ask himself, his

family or his friends why they do not now
ride, or ride so rarely, or such short dis-

tances. He speedily will discover "what is

the matter with cycling," and cease to look

for other explanations or excuses.

With every other objection rolled away, the

logician must recognize that to rehabilitate

cycling it is necessary to remove this last

and chiefest objection. He knows that hu-

man legs—the average legs—cannot level the

hill or subdue the headwind. He must per-

force seek a mechanical aid. The gasolene

motor is that aid.

Applied to a bicycle, it removes the remain-

ing objection to that form of locomotion. It

affords a bicycle that combines the low

frame, the air tire, the ball bearings, the

coaster brake—it combines everything and

every elepient that the bicycle has afforded,

and it places at his instant disposal the

power that is not given to man—the power

that takes all the work out of cycling.

Such a bicycle deserves a welcome—

a

hearty welcome, and from none more hearty

than the men in the cycle trade. It offers to

them the only hope of renewed or increased

profit. Usually that is sufficient to decide al-

most any manufacturer or merchant. It ought

to be enough to decide those engaged with

bicycles. It ought to be enough to induce

them to encourage, not retard, the new ma-

chine. The signs that they are awakening

to the fact were never more numerous. It is

a good sign—one of the best signs on the

trade horizon. But encouragement does not

mean the mere purchase of a motor bicycle

and the display of it in the store window. It

must be ridden and others must be induced

to ride it.
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HIS EATING PROBLEM

Tried flany Plans and Took fluch Advice

and Tlien Worked it Out Himself.

"Wlien I used to take long rides, that is to

say, when I first got the fever," said a

t)ronzed veteran, who was seen at the sports-

man's show in New Yorli last week, "do j'ou

know what used to worry rue most?

"isfo, sir, not breakdowns, nor dogs, nor

roads—and Maine roads are just about it

when it comes right down to that—nor tire

troubles, even after I got ray first pneumat-

ics, biit just what I shoaid eat and drink.

"There used to be a whole lot of discussion

in the papers 'long about that time, if you re-

member, about what you should and
shouldn't eat. You must;not eat this, and
you must not eat that, and you must not eat

at all, and you must eat just so much and no

more. And it was that you mustn't drink

any water, and you must drink all you could

hold, and so it went; everybody had a pat-

ented drink of his own. Well, I got to think-

ing and thinking, and there was a whole lot

of sense in it, too, and finally I got to trying

those ideas. I tried 'em all, and I don't see

how I ever came through it alive.

"Now mind you, I wasn't riding much, as

you may think—not over eighty or ninety

miles a day at the most, and then only off

and on. But I took a lot of pleasure in it,

and used to get in all I could of it. Then I

got the touring craze, and I took some
mighty good trips over the old State. Of
coiu'se, for that I had to do a lot of training,

as I called it, and I paid a good deal of at-

tention to what I ate. Naturally enough, I

began by taking everybody's advice, and got

.

on pretty badly, though I didn't realize it. I

usually thought I had the right idea, and kept

it up until somebody put me on the track of

something new. Once I remember going the

whole of one long, dusty day without drink-

ing a drop of water except at lunch time.

Another time, I ate almost no breakfast, no
lunch and kept alive through the day by
chewing malted milk tablets. At night I

used to gorge myself, until I could eat no
more, and then, tired as I was, lie awake for

several hours before I could get to sleep, sim-

ply because my system was so clogged with

food I couldn't rest. And so it went on from
one thing to another. I was always at one

extreme or the other, and always suffering

more or less as a result of it, and as you
might suppose, I had some interesting ex-

periences along with it all, too.

"I well remember one June day, when I

was taking a three-days' trip up the Penob-
scot Valley, that I went over quite a piece

of hilly road, where there were few houses.

That was when I wasn't eating except at

night, and all I'd had for breakfast was a
glass of milk and some bread and butter.

So all throiigh that forenoon I'd pushed
along, drinking at almost every brook and
spring I came to, and getting hungrier every

minute, but game to the end. About half-

past eleven I walked up a stony hill nearly a

mile long, and at the top was a little farm

house, with one of those old well sweeps

alongside of it. I leaned my wheel up against

an apple tree and went up to the door to ask

for a drink. And just then I got a whif out

of the kitchen that just about made me faint.

It was baking day, and they were frying

doughnuts. I just took one sniff, and before

that woman got to the door I had my mind

all made up to do it just this once, and so I

asked her for something to eat.

"And ohi how good those doughnuts did

taste! Seems to me I can taste 'em yet. I

had just all I wanted, and almost a quart of

Imttermilk. and I finished up on half an apple

pie that was right from the oven. I shall

never forget how good that stuff tasted and

how clear the air was and how still every-

thing seemed. I was pretty much cheered

and grateful for it, too. But when it came

to pay. I had a hard time to make that wo-

ma take ten cents. But she did take it after

a while.

"Well, sir, I felt so fresh after that I just

let her out. and in -^oe next three quarters of

an hour, which I might say was mostly down

hill, I made something like fifteen miles of

bad road. Then I began to feel sort of

queer, and the rest of the afternoon I spent

in a little sort of a pine grove, down along

side of a brook; and I vowed by all the long

words I knew I never would eat again!

"But it took more than one experience of

that sort to teach me a lesson. It Avas the

fourtli, by actual count, that cured me. Yes,

sir, it was while I was getting over the ice

cream I ate at a Fourth of July picnic that

I figured it all out. As a matter of fact, I

didn't have much else to do but figure out

sometliing, for I was sitting in the shade of

a stone wall and didn't feel much like mov-

ing, so I just thought.

"I figured it out that riding a bicycle was

just like engaging in any other kind of phy-

sical effort. If you do a good deal, you get

tired; if you do it right along, you get used

to it And, of course, if you do more than

you're used to, you have to rest afterward.

I figured that when I was going to do a hard

day's work, I usually ate a good lot of food,

and it never seemed to do me any harm. But

what I ate was what we used to call victuals

when I was a boy, something that would do

you good. I said to myself that what was

good for me when I was going to do one kind

of work ought not to hurt me when I was
going to do another kind, and that probably

the trouble had been that I had been riding

too hard or too far right after eating, and
then, too, that I hadn't been having the right

kind of stuff. It had been more than hot

doughnuts and ice cream, mind you. I had

never been able to get along well on a full

stomach. So I kept at it till I decided to

try riding just as I did my work. To make
it seem as natural as could be, and ride no

harder than I felt like riding, to rest when-

ever I wanted to, and never to overdo in any
way.

"And let me tell you it worked finely. 1

never had any more trouble with headaches

or any other kinds of aches, and do you

know, I used to ride farther and faster after

that and not mind it so much, though I sup-

pose that was partly because I was getting

hardened all the time.

"And do you know," he added, with a

smile, "the only century I ever rode was
done one afternoon on the strength of an old-

fashioned boiled dinner.!'

Tigers' Rich Prize Contest.

The Tiger Wheelmen, of New York, have

set May 7 as the date of their annual spring

handicap. The course is a good orie^thltty

miles—from Bedford Rest to Valley Stream

and return. The committee is working hard

to make this race surpass the Irvington-

Milburn and nearly one hundred prizes, a

motor bicycle heading the list, have been

put up, to attract riders from all parts of

New York and New Jersey. It is expected

that fully three hundred men will line up
for the start. H. A. Gliesman, chairman,

782 Eigthth avenue. New York City, is in

charge of the event.

Two Cups for ilotorcyclists.

The New York Motorcycle Club is this

year offering two cups for the greatest re-

liability on club runs. The awards will be

based on a system of points—one point to

each memoer ariving at the day's designated

destination and one-half point for half-day

or evening runs, the latter of which are to

be featured this season. The season will be

inaugurated to-morrow. Coney Island being

the destination.

McLean Joins ttie Paris Colony.

Hugh McLean, the Chelsea, Mass., pace

follower, has arranged with E. F. Kelsey,

chairman of the National Cycling Association

Board of Control, for. the payment of his

fine of $100 for qutting the six-day race. Im-

mediately thereafter McLean sailed from

Baston for Paris on Monday last. He will

ride in a series of motor-paced races in Paris

and Berlin, ten in all, under Beyer & Co-

quelle's management.

Moliawks in Tammany Hall.

Famous Tammany Hall, East Fourteenth

street. New York City, will be the scene of a

brilliant event Avhen the Mohawk Wheelmen
give their seventh annual ball there next

Satruday night. A feature will be the grand

march, in which Captain James Allegria will

lead the cyclists, attired in their new uni-

forms.

What the Hud Weighed.

Comparatively few cyclists have stopped

to think of the extra dead weight they are

pushing if mud is allowed to remain on a

machine after a muddy ride. Last week,

after returning from a muddy ride, a cyclist

scraped the mud off the front guard only,

and weighed it as an experiment. The actual

weight was one poiuid and two ounces.
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F. A. M. MEET IN AUGUST

Dates Practically Settled—Pert Waltham

Played in Pioneer Motorcycling Days.

Althouiili comparatively few riders are

aware of the fact. Avlien the nniuial meet of

the Federation of Ameriean Motorcyclists oc-

curs in Waltham. Mas<., next Aiisiust, it will

he ill the nature of a celehration in the birth-

place of motorcycling in this country.

It was in Boston, about ten miles from

' Waltham. that the germ was first planted.

Although Kenut th A. Skinner brought over a

Dc l)i(ni tricycle in 18i)G. W. W. Stall, one of

the oldest of •old timers," is sometimes cred-

itfd with having owned the first vehicle in

the simpe of a motorcycle that was used in

this country. It was a Bollee tricycle, with-

out pedals, which he imported from France,

and, according to some sources, it is believed

to have been the first motor vehicle of any

Idnd brought into this country. Stall did not

use it very long; however, and it was lost to

sight. ,-

The first real effort to bring motor^cles to

public notice stands to the credit of Kenneth

A. Skinner, of Boston. He imported a lot of

De Dion tricycles and, for a year or two, was

alone in his glory, conducting what was, be-

yond shadow of question, the first exclusive

motorcycle store in America. It was located

at 122 :Massachusetts avenue, and later at

26S. on the same avenue, and, needless to

add. Skinner did not wax wealthy from the

receipts. His principal patrons were Har-

vard students, a few of whom owned three-

wheelers, but most of whom rented machines

of Skinner by the hour. '

The Waltham Manufacturing Co. became

interested in the subject, and finally under-

took to produce American tricycles, quad-

ricycles and pacing tandems. They imported

the motors, of course, and not a few of the

machines are yet in use in various parts of

the country.

C. H. Metz, who is the head and front of

the movement to bring the F. A. M. meet to

Waltham this year, was at that time the

ruling spirit in the Waltham Manufacturing

Co. He himself rode a tricycle, and the im-

pressive manner in which he handled it never

failed to make bulge the eyes of the average

onlooker.

As a result of his interest, comparatively

few who visited the Waltham factory in

those days but were initiated into what were

then the mysteries of motorcycling. Many
of them have reason to vividlj' remember

their initiations, which usually took place in

a little yard that formed part of the Orient

•ilant. A high picket fence sirrroruided this

yard. It was used so much that a circular

Math was worn into the turf. This, "track"

was about eighteen laps to the mile, and in

very much less than a mile the pride of the

average man who essayed the performance

was usually quickly humbled. Nearly all of

those who then rode bicycles, and wlio now

ride motor bicycles, fancied, and doubtless

fancy, that nothing is easier than to handle

a tricycle. As a matter of fact, it is one of

the most contrary of "brutes," and In the

hands of a novice shows a strong tendency to

run wide and head for the cni'l) at every op-

portunity; until the steering is thoroughly

mastered, it is difficult to keep it in a straight

line. How many machines were smashed on

this little track is not known, but for a long

time the picket fence bore mute witness to

the Innnbling of at least one man; he had

chaiged into it with such force that a big

liole, as if made by a bomb, remained. At

lliat time, motor bicycles were scarcely con-

sidered; the advantages of the two-track ma-

chine were not, however, to be denied.

E. K. Thomas, of Buffalo, was reported to

have one under way, and this probably quick-

ened the Waltham appreciation. The factory

heads, however, found it difficult to screw

up their courage to the producing point.

What finally brought the matter to a climax

was a little gathering, which, in the light of

to-day appears almost historic, at the Wood-

land Hotel on the outskirts of Waltham early

in year 1900. Metz desired to be convinced

that it would be proper for him to build

motor bicycles; a dinner at the Woodland

was brought about for the purpose. There

were present Mr. Metz, W. D. Gash, at the

time Mr. Metz's right-hand man; Charles A.

Persons, the Worcester saddle man, who then

possessed a motor quadricycle; R. G. Betts,

now president of the F. A. M., and F. W.
Roche, of the staff of the Bicycling World,

which was then published in Boston.

The subject was thrashed over for hours,

with the result that the Orient motor bicycle

made its appearance late in .July, 1900.

Although his experience was then confined

to the use of Skinner's rental tricycles, and to

occasional spins on an Orient quad, Betts was

full of faith and enthusiasm from the outset

—so full, indeed, that he undertook to give to

Boston the credit of being the birthplace of

the first motorcycle club in the country, as it

was the birthplace of the first American bi-

cycle cliib. He issued the necessary call for

a meeting, which was h6ld in the Thorndyke

Hotel on Aug. 22, 1900.

There were some fourteen men present, not
nior? than half of whom were owners of ma-
chines. Betts occupied the chair, but the

meeting soon ran away from his original idea
.—that of a local club. Although there prob-
'ably were less than 100 motorcyclists in the
country. Gash and Persons, who were pres-

ent, "whooped it up" to such good purpose
that, instead of a local club, there was organ-
ized a national association—the Associated
American Motorcyclists, with C. H. Metz as

its president. Manifestly, it was too early

for an organization of such aims and ambi-
tions to attain strength. .Just as its birth

was premature, so was its failure foreor-

dained. Practically nothing was heard of it

after the date of its formation.
^letz, on his own account, is now building

motor bicycles exclusively, and as chairman
of the F. A. M. Membership Committee, is

doing splendid work for that organization.

He and President Betts were in consultation

in Boston on Sunday last, and at the time
mapped out a tentative programme for the

meet which almost certainly will occur the

first week in August

EFFECT OF POSITION

Old Subject Comes Up Again and Zimmer-

man is Cited as an Example.

It seemed snmetliiiig like old times to see

a group of men surroiniding the Yale bicycle

exhibit at the Boston Automobile Show one

day this week, animatedly discussing the

"points" of the bicycle and the advantages

or disadvantages of the extension handle

bars, and their effect on the application of

the rider's p:)wer.

One of the group maintained that the

throwing forward of the body deprived the

thrust of just so much weight and power,
and that while the lessened wind resistance

of the crouching body might make for more
speed on the track, the advantage on the

road was more apparent thgn real, and that

the good old ankle motion from a position

well back of the pedals was the better posi-

tion in every way, especiallj' for long runs.

AnothCi" argued from the opposite stand-

point, contending that the forward position

gave superior results, that the straight drop

drive and thrust gave more power and speed,

that the limbs worked more like piston rods,

and that the power could be better applied

"all the way down" than by the push from

the back position, seemingly clinching the

argument by citing the fact that all the

fast road and track riders to-day had adopt-

ed the forward attitude. But the first man
was not convinced by any means.

"How about Arthur Zimmerman?" he

flashed back. "Guess he knew something

about riding a bicycle and he sat far back

and pedalled with the true ankle motion,

and his old legs used to fly around just a

little faster than any one else's. And he

rode with less effort than any rider on the

track, too. In my opinion, the position he

adopted was largely responsible for the

quantity of the work he used to do—go out

and ride and win four or five races in an

afternoon, instead of one or two, as Bald

and the others that came after him did."

At this point the "kidder" of the crowd

broke in with the statement that the true

' secret of "Zimmy's" success lay in his large

and fanlike ears. These, he maintained,

"Zim" used to flap back and forth coming

down the stretch, and that the propelling

power thus generated made him at least

three seconds faster than Windle, Tyler,

Taylor or any of the I'est of his old foes.

This was too much for even Ed Buffum,

the Yale sales manager, who was present,

while solemn John MacDowall's Scotch face

was a study, and his "Well, now, what do

you think of that?" broke up the party.

Cyclist Sues for $25,000.

Charles E. Taylor, an Indianapolis, Ind.,

cyclist, has brought suit against tlie Indian-

apolis Street Railway Co. for .1!2.5,000 dam-

ages. He claims to have been permanently

injured by one of the defendant company's

cars last summer. WMtneses say the motor-

man was at fault.
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''But do not overlook the fact that there

are good and bad coaster hubs.''
(Extract from a repairman's letter in which he states that

he fits on an average two or three a day In the busy season.)

I

t
I
X

I

All whiskey is good,

All girls are pretty,

but there's a good, better and best

in every class, and where coaster

brakes are concerned the

MORROW
is first and best.

Want copy of our booklet ?

ECLIPSE MACHINE COMPANY,
Elmira, N. Y.
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VANDEN DRIES ON TOP

Qalns a Substantial Lead In Third Week of

Home Traiaer Tournament.

STANDING THIRD WEEK.
Name. Club. Points.

H. Yanden Dries, Tisjer Wheelmen... 5

H. Wallin, Monitor Cycling Club. . . 3
D. B. Brown, Tiger Wheelmen .... 3
Charles Martin. Tiger Wheelmen.. 3

Charles Sherwood, Pellet Team. ... 1

C. P. Soulie, Tiger Wheelmen 1

F. Eri<'kson, Monitor C. C 1

Apollo Hall, 475 9tli avenue, New York,.

Citj', was crowded with interested specta-

tors Wednesday night, when H, Vandeii

Dries and Charles Milkowait meunted tlie

rollers for the first heat iu the" two-mile

handicap of the third week in the Inter-

state home trainer championship, promoted

by the Tiger Wheelmen. Each succeeding

meet brings out a larger number of riders,

with a corespeonding increase in spectators,

and Wednesday's meet proved no exception

to the rule. Each heat was at two miles, and
each man had to ride twice. The average

time of each man counted for the finals, and
each winner of a heat was credited with one

point in the tournament score.

Charles Milkowait, who carries the title

of "Rhode Island champion," was Henrj
Vanden Dries's opponent in the first iieat.

The title did not stand him in good sfead,

however, and Vanden Dries, riding from
scratch, ran away from him at the start, al-

though Milkowait had a handicap of two
seconds. Vanden Dries's hand on the dial

was far in the lead when the judge's whistle

blew at the finish. Time, 2:52 2-5.

D. B. Brown, with a handicap of two sec-

onds, outdistanced Charles Soulie, six sec-

onds, in the second heat, and had no ti'ouble

in crossing first. Soulie gave him a hard ride

for the first mile, but after that his energy

seemed to give out, and Brown steadily in-

creased the lead he got on the first jump.
Time, 2:58 4-5.

In the third heat Charles Martin, three sec-

onds, and H. Hintze, five seconds, rode, but

tile heat was uninteresting. Martin finished

first in 3:10 2-5. The fourth heat was beset

with difficulties. Milkowait refused to ride,

and Vanden Dries had to ride alone. Consid-

ering this, he made very good time. He ped-

alled the two miles in 2:55 1-5.

Martin had three seconds' handicap on

Brown in the fourth heat and finished first.

Time, 2:48 4-5. The last heat was between
Soulie and Hintze, and proved exciting

enough for everybodj'. Soulie was in the

lead at the half-mile mark, but Hintze

humped himself and caught Soulie at the

mile post. From there on they travelled side

by side, until the last quarter. Soulie put on

a terrific sprint and finished first in 3:39 2-5.

D. B. Brown was given first place, his

average time being 2:53 4-5. Vanden Dries
was a close second, with an average of 2:54.

Charles Martin was third, with 2 :59 4-5.

Sumaries:

First heat—H. Vanden Dries, first; Charles

Milkowait, second. Time, 2:52 2-5.

Second heat-—D. B. Brown, first; Charles

Soufie, second. " Time, 2:58 4-5.

Third heat—Charles. Martin^ ^^.fluest; H.

Hintze, second. Time, 3:10 2-5.

Fourth heat—H. Vanden Dries, first; C.

INIilkowait refused to ride. Time, 2:55 1-5.

Fifth boat-Charles Martin, first; D. B.

Brown, second. Time, 2:48 4-5.

Sixth heat—Charles Soulie, first; H. Hintze,

second. Time, 3:39 2-5.

Finals, average time counting-D. B.

Brown, first, 2:53 4-5; H. Vanden Dries, sec-

ond, 2:54; Charles Martin, third, 2:.59 4-5.

The next meet will be held on Sunday,

March 26, at 782 8tU avenue. The races will

start promptly at 2 p. m. As this niay be

the last meet in the tournament, it is desired

to have a larger uumer of entries than here-

tofore. Entry blanks may be had on appli-

cation to Harry A. Gliesmau, 782 8th avenue.

New York.

AMERICANS STILL WINNING

Lawson and IVlcFarland Continue to

Scoop the Money In Australia.

N. C. A. to Lose its President.

The National Cycling Association will

shortlj' have to find a new president. The
present incumbent, A. G. Batchelder, will

probably sever his connection with the or-

ganization on May 1.

He has just been appointed secretary of the

American Automobile Association, and will

take oflice on that date. It requires that he

relinquish connection with cycling, and also

with the newspaper craft, with whom he has

been connected for many years.

Although there are very many who think

to the contrary, Batchelder modestly states

that he "never will be missed" in the N. C. A.

According to his statement, R. F. Kelsey,

chairman of the board of control, has been

doing all that has been necessary, and that

he (Batchelder) has been little more than a

figurehead.

Winding Up the Century Wheelmen.

Judge McCall, of the New York Supreme
court, has appointed Champe S. Andrews ref-

eree in the proceedings for the voluntary dis-

solution of the Centin-y Wheelmen Realty

Co. of New York, which was incorporated on

October 25 , 1900, with a capital stock of

$9,000. The assets consist of .?1,214 cash in

bank and a claim for $2,468 against the Cen-

tury Wheelmen of New York. The Realty

Co. formerly owned the clubhouse at 444 and
446 Amsterdam avenue, but it was sold last

Jidy. There are no liabilities.

Pedalled only Eight Miles.

"It makes me weary to hear people talk of

the unreliability of motorcycles," remarked

Edward Buffura, sales manager of the Con-

solidated Manufacturing Co., Toledo, Ohio,

who was in New-York last week. "Last year

I rode my Yale-California all of 12,000 miles,

and of that distance I pedalled but eight

miles. On that occasioii 'an exhaust valve

broke."

Harvard Motorcyclists to Organize.

Harvard University is about to show the

way to the other big colleges; a motor bicycle

club is now forming iu the big Cambridge

institution.

Iver .Lawson and Floyd McFarland are

keeping up their winning streak in Aus-

tralia. At the Sydney carnival, which was

continued on Wednesday, .Tanuaiy IS, the

first race, a half niiU' scratch, went to Ellc-

gaard, with Lawson close behind, and Rutt

third. Time, 1:03 3-5. Lawson reversed the

order in the next race, a mile handicap, for

wliicii twelve riders lined up, with Ellegaard,

Lawson and Rutt on scratch. The three soon

had the race well in hand, Rutt doing the

lion's share of the pacing. This caused Rutt's

undoing in the sprint for the tape. He was
unable to hold the pace, and Lawson and
Ellegaard fought it out. for "first place, th?
American crossing first by only half a length.

A. M. Clark, 50 yards, was third. Time,
1:59 3-5.

Ellegaard, Lawson and Rutt were the only
starters in the half-mile scratch the follow-

ing Saturday, and they finished in the order
named. Time, 1:39 1-5. Lawson, however,
easily proved his superiority over the f(jr-

eigners in staying qualities in the five-mile

scratch. He led the bunch all during th

race and finished away ahead. Ellegaard wa.;

considered Lawson's most dangerous oppo-
nent, but his tire went out of commission i i

the third mile. Farley rode in second, wiih
Walker a close third. Time, 11:45. On Mon-
day Lawson rode two heats of a mile each

'

against Ellegaard, and finished first in each.

The time was not taken.

Floyd McFarland distinguished himself the

same week by bagging three firsts and one

third out of four races at Perth. This was
McFarland's second appearance since his

suspension has been raised, and the rooters

"cheered themselves hoarse" when the Amer-
ican sprinter came on the track. In the one-

mile handicap for the Morgan plate, McFar-
land finished first, but G. R. Morgan, a native

Australian, who had a handicap of five

j^ards, gave McFarland a true "sweating

out," and was only beaten at the finish by

half a length. Caisley, 95 yards, another

Australian, finished third. Time, 2:07 4-5.

McFarland was also victorious in the five-

mile scratch. F. C. Scheps clung tenaciously

to his rear wheel, but the American showed
him a few things about sprinting in the last

lap. E. A. Pye was third. Time, 11:15.

The biggest event of the meet was the

North Suburban. It was a handicap race at

two miles, and rarely has .siicli riding been

witnessed in the Antipodes. jO. Prouse, a

speedy native rider, was given 180 yards

handicap, and McFarland, of course, started

from scratch. McFarland overcame the lead

just before the last bell sounded. Although

he was nearly fatigued on account of having

sprinted the entire two miles, he dug into the

pedals and did some phenomenal work.

Gudgeon, 85 yards, and Prouse were even

with McFarland. Just before the tape was
ci-ossed the American jumped quicker than

the Australians, and barely managed to get

over the tape first. Gudgeon crossed second

and Prouse third. Time, 4:15.
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Australians Who Appreciate American Bicycles.

Althoiigb the American bicycle is to be

found everywhere, it is not usual for the

foreign rider to forget patriotism to the ex-

tent of adopting its name or using it as the

title of a team or club. The accompanying

pliotograph, however, is an instance of this

sort. It represents the "Blue Streak" team of

the Norwood Cycle Club of Adelaide, South

Australia, composed of A. Lenthal, G. Rich-

ards, H. Teakle and W. Richards, and R. R.

Russack, ex-flve-mile ch.ampion of South

Australia, its manager. Mounted on Tribune

Blue Streak cycles, which are apparently

ver.v popular in the "Colonies," this team re-

cently won the fifty-mile road championship

and the Premiership shield, one of the most
coveted prizes in Australia.

Suggests a Slde-SUp Contest.

They've a brand new idea on the other

side. It is inspired by a correspondent who
must have been reading the accounts of the

British automobile non-skidding and obstacle

contests, suggests that something of the

same sort might be applied witli not a little

amusement to the spectators and some profit

as well, at some of the spring or fall bicycle

meets when the roads are not in condition

to make long runs pleasurable. He thinks

that very good fun could be gotten out of

such an event, by laying a course of twenty

yards or so with a mixture of mud and soft

soap, and getting the riders to perform va-

rious evolutions upon it. The principal tests

would be to ride over it at a fair speed, and

at; a given signal to apply the brakes, ride

over slowly and endeavor to turn a corner,

endeayor, to make a double turn, and much

ingenuity might be employed in arranging

ah obstacle course.

Perfect liberty would, of course, be given

to use any form of non-skid attachment on

the machines, and the comparative tests

would, no doubt help to shop the merits of

any useful invention. The side-slip danger

is still a real one for all vehicles shod with

rubber tires, and cyclists would benefit much
by any attachment which would enable them

to negotiate grease L ore safely than at

present.

Such a contest would savor enough of the

element of danger to hold the interest of the

average American and rouse his enthusiasm

to the highest pitch. The falls and other

mishaps would be particularly laughable, but

even these would be of value, as there is

an art in knowing how to fall, and special

practice would enable a rider to minimize

the danger from that source.

"A bent crank was the only outward and
visible sign, and that was easily repaired;

but how can one repair a broken faith in

immunity from side-slip?"

Those introspective Brittish brethren over

tlie sea are still worrying over the skidding

question, and still lack a certain degree of

confidence in their ability to bicycle. The
above quotation from one of Bicycling

World's contemporaries is absolutely plain-

tive in its last appeal.

The writer then continues philosophically

with the statement that a long wheel base

is a very effective preventative of side-slip.

"A machine I once rode," he says, "meas-

ured forty-six and one-half inches between
front and rear spindles, and it was decidedly

steady on greasy surfaces. Tandems, for ex-

ample, are far less prone to slip than singles,

as most tandem riders will bear out. A low
saddle position, providing the handle bar is

correspondingly adjusted, gives one greater

command over the machine, and there is

the additional advantage that in the event

of a slip, one can put out a foot to save

a fall. A fairly wide handle bar gjves still

greater command of the front wheel, but the

real secret of maintaining a balance in

treacherous places, is the ability to pedal

perfectly uniformly with that complete

unison between bicycle and rider which at

once denotes his experience and skill in the

gentle art of cycling."

Now all this is very correct and very well

put, but didn't he know all about it a long

time ago? That the lower the centre of

gravity is kept, the easier it is to balance

the structure, is certainljc not a new prin-

ciple. That long wheel base, widely spread

bars and a low hung saddle can conduce to

a great deal of stability, is very well known.
But that about the "complete unison . . .

denoting skill and experience," is equivalent
to saying that the best riders ride best,

and requires no vei'y intricate process of

reasoning to unfold its proof.

When one sees children pedaling along in

crowded traffic, one often wonders at their

lack of fear, and often shudders for them
at the dangers of which they take no heed.

But "they that know nothing, fear nothing,"
and the supremely naive self-confidence of

the child is just the element which strength-

ens the efforts of siipple muscles and fresh
alert senses, to give that complete control
of the machine, that increasing precision in

taking what would be for another, a reck-

less chance, and well nigh eliminates for the
novice, the elements of real danger.
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NO MYSTERY INVOLVED

Every Day Horse Sense the Only Requisite

of Battery flalntenance.

Common sense more than expert electrical

knowledge is what the motorcyclist requires

•to aid him iu loolcinc; after his battery. And

this prime ciuality so common in name, but so

rare in humanity, should indicate to him

that the battery is uot an unfathomable

mystery, the workings of Avhich surpass all

understanding. He should not regard it with

awe, but set about to learn its principles of

action—for, like all human inventions, it is

uot constructed haphazard, but on well de-

fined lines, and their simplicity .and the ease

with which they may be mastered will doubt-

less transform the awe inspired regard of

the average motorcyclist for his battery into

one of contempt.

As is well known, the term dry battei-y is

a misnomer; it is not dry in any sense of

the word, and w-hen it does dry out, its life

vanishes with the moisture, for, like every

battery, its current is produced by chemi-

cal action, and the latter does not exi^t

without moisture or change in temperature.

Dry in this connection merely means ab-

sence of a quantity of liquid and consequent

freedom from slopping over. It is what is

known as an open circuit battery— that is,

no current is produced except when the cir-

cuit is closed, and it is designed to give a

relatively large output at a low voltage, only

for very short periods and intermittently. If

allowed to remain in a closed circuit, it will

become almost exhausted in a remarkably

short time, frequently giving absolutely no

sign of life after five miimtes or less. Break-

ing the circuit and allowing the battery to

recuperate will, however, restore it almost

to normal capacity, according to how long it

was on continuous closed circuit, how old it

It was when subjected to this treatment

and how long a time it has been allowed in

which to recover. If comparatively new, its

recovery will be even more rapid than its

exhaustion, and in a minute or two it will

again produce a normal supply of current,

as if nothing Iiad happened. This is why the

short circuit is the greatest bete noir of the

motorcyclist; his battery dies while he is

engaged in looking for the trouble. When
he has located the cause the battery fails to

respond, and he is in a quandary as to

whether he has really succeeded in finding

the breakdown or not.

If there be the faintest inkling that a short

circuit is at the root of the matter discon-

nect the battery at one of the binding posts

without delay, and then the investigation

may be prolonged indefinitely, testing with
this loose end as it proceeds. Should the

motor run spasmodically, gradually getting

weaker and finally stopping, and then after

a five or ten minute seance of "bug hunt-

ing" restart without anything defective hav-

ing been located, and just as if nothing had

occurred, this means as plainly as if it were

sliouted into the rider's ear by a patent

phonograph attachment that the battery is

in its last throes, and these intermittent

spxu'ts are but its dying gasps.

There are a few desperate* remedies that

may be resorted to should this occur far, far

from home or "facilities." If nearer home or

a repair shop, patience and nursing may suf-

fice to prolong its ebbing life until one or the

other can be reached. In the former ease

take out the cells and make a small hole in

the pitch seal at the top with a screw driver,

pencil or something similar, which should be

poked down an inch or two into the filler of

the cell. Into this hole pour a little warm
water and let the cells stand. Should they

show signs of absorbing it very readily, use

MEANS
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more—sufficient to saturate the contents of

the cell. If a little sal-ammoniac can be pro-

cured a solution of it will produce a revivify-

ing effect akin to that of pure oxygen on a

dying man. Failing this, common salt, a
little vinegar or sulphuric acid added to the

water will greatly increase its effect, but
if not obtainable, fall back on the aqua pura
and give the cells a good drink, allowing
them time to absorb it; then wipe dry the

cells carefully and replace them. If not too

far gone, the treatment may add several

hours, iu some cases days, to their useful ex-
istence.

Should the breakdown occur near an elec-

tric light plant, an obliging attendant may
consent to give them a charge of "juice,"

which they will retain for a time, but this is

indeed a desperate remedy seldom resorted

to. An injection of alkaline or acid solu-

tion as just described is nothing more or

less than new blood to the battery, and
where it fails, all other things being in work-
ing order, over the nearest fence is the only

place for that battery. It will mean a few

less pounds to push, but do not do this un-
less absolutely certain that it is beyond all

hiipe, as a half or even three-quarter dead
batterj' is far better than none..

The cause of this less of life has already

been mentioned; the benefits to be derived

from the treatment recommended will l)etter

be understood when the construction of the

battery itself is explained. It consists of

the usual elements, carbon and zinc, the lat-

ter forming the containing case, the former
in the shape of a plate inserted in the centre,

insulated from the bottom, of the containing

case by a small blbck of wood or some-
thing similar. It must, of course, not be al-

lowed to come in contact either with the

bottom or walls of the zinc element; other-

wse an internal short circuit is the result,

and the cell is worthless in its inception.

Around this carbon element is tightly packed
a mass-of manganese dioxide or other non-

polarizing substance mixed with sawdust.

The function of the last is,.to absorb and re-

tain the vitalizing solution of sal ammoniac
with which the whole mass is saturated.

Sealing with pitch prevents evaporation, and
the cell, when inserted in a cardboard case,

is complete. This trimming of cardboard is

not for the looks of the thing, but as a pro-

tection against short circuits by preventing

the zinc case from coming in contact with

any metal parts, or of an adjacent cell when
standing together.

This non-polarizing substance is what en-

ables the battery to recuperate so rapidly

after being on closed circuit too long, and
in addition greatly prolongs its life.

To guard against short circuits then must
be the motorcyclist's watchword, ''and a
knowledge of what causes them and where
they are most apt to occur will, of course, be
the best pi-eventive of aimless wandering all

over the system to locate the invisible leak-

age of the current.

Tlie starting point of all ignition "bug
hunts" is the removing of the plug from the

c.vlinder and a test by laying it on the latter

and turning the engine over once or twice.

If it sparks all right, cuss the ignition for be-

ing in order once, and proceed to investigate

in other directions, if not, look for the ubi-

quitous "short."

In order to save wiring one lead of the

Ivittery is "grounded," that is, connected di-

rectly to the frame of the machine at any
convenient point. As this wire is short and
direct, not coming into contact, as a rule,

witli any moving part, it may well be con-

sidered last when looking for trouble, as it

rarel.v, if ever, will prove the moving cause.

The battery itself is usually well protected

Ijy its inclosing case, and seldom causes a
"short," so probably it is just as well to

put it down as the next to the last step in

the progi'ession, except as already advised,

to instantly disconnect it, and after a few
minutes' hunting wipe the wire end across

the binding post for evidences of life, for the

current is indispensable to a test. Dirt or

corrosion may have coated the connections,

and they are enemies always to be guarded

against by filing such portions when plac-
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log, and. to screw down tightly. This brings

to view another step in the process. Looli

for the evil results of excessive vibration

and jolting in the shape of a broken or

chafed wire, of a missing nut or screw from
a binding post that has dropped and released

the wire. These will be patent evidences

of fault, with the exception of a chafed spot,

which may not be so easy to locate. The most
difficult mystery to unfathom will be the

wire that has parted inside of the insula-

tion without giving any external evidence of

the rupture. Feeling along the wire and
bending it slightly every inch or so will re-

veal this, also.

Failing the location of fault in the connec-

tions or wire itself, examine the make and
break mechanism on the motor itself; look

for loose parts, a br.;ken or worn out spring,

a piece of metal out of place, dirt or any of

the hundred and one trivialities that cause

the system to suspend imtil the obstruction

be removed. Trouble may possibly be lo-

cated at the coil, but this is another extreme-

ly remote possiblity. The battery itself, its

connections or the vibrator will in the great

majority of instances prove to be the source

of the trouble.

Evidence of Scranton's Prosperity.

Xo signs of decadence are shown by the

Scranton (Pa.) Bicycle Club, If its annual re-

port is taken as a standard. Fifty-four mem-
bers were admitted during the year, making
a total of three hundred and seventeen, and
the treasurers' report shows a comfortable

balance in the club's treasury.

The following officers were elected at the

annual meeting: President, Charles E. Ful-

ler; vice-president, C. A. Godfrey; secretary,

H. R. Van Deusen; treasurer, J. W. Dusen-
bnry; captain. Dr. G. E. Hill; directors, F.

E. Beers, W., F. Boyle, B. D. Fellows, H. S.

Gorman, A: E. Moat, W. .1. Northup, Robert
Peck and F. H. Stair.

as the "old maids' " saint, as the bicycle

is looked upon by some women as a hindrance
to mati'imony. Probably St. Germain would
receive more support were the question put
to vote, as he has a fine record behind him.
Legend credits him with having crossed the
channel from Great Britain to Cherbourg on
a wheel-shaped vehicle, with the laudable

object of freeing that country from a terribU

dragon. Such an impression did his machine
make on the monster that it is said to have
died of sheer fright.

Wanted—a Patron Saint.

Cyclists have no patron saint, and greatly

mourn the fact that, while most trades and
bodies have their ancient patrons to look

back upon, they are unable to point to their

first champion, wails a foreign contemporary.
There are two candidates for the honor, but

which of the two to choose they cannot de-

cide. One is St. Catherine, who was tortured

on a wheel. She ia sometimes referred to

Westchester Chooses Officers.

The Westchester County Wheelmen, of

Mount Vernon, N. Y., have elected the fol-

lowing officers for 1905: President, George
Simpson; vice-president, John M. Davis; sec-

retary, Charles Nichols, Jr.; treasurer, F. H.
Southard; financial secretary, Frederick A.

Travis; directors, Elbert H. Travis, Freder-

ick A. Travis and Charles Nichols, Jr.

"The A. B. C. of Electricity" will aid you
in understanding many things about motors

tliat may now seem hard of understanding.
Price 50 cents. The Goodman Co., 154 Nas-
sau street. New York. ••*

A PAIR
SOLID BRASS SIGNS-FREE

They will prove to be the best advertisement of your business that you
ever had, because they will render your store front so striking and so splen-

didly attractive that it cannot be overlooked.

Save your NEVERLEAK "Brass Sign" certificates. One is inclosed

with each dozen 4 ounce tubes. Twenty-four certificates will seciu-e a pair

of these signs, absolutelj' free. One sign for 12 certificates. These signs have

hand-engraved, black enamel filled letters. Size of signs, 12 b.V 15 inches.

BUFFALO SPECIALTY MFC. CO., Buffalo. N. Y.

Every Dog Has His Day!
THIS IS THE TIME TO

BUY YOUR BICYCLES AND SUPPLIES.
A/1 Standard Goods and Supplies for Bicycle and

Automobile Builders and Dealers.

^ EXCELSIOR SUPPLY CO., - 233-5-T Randolph Street, CWcago, 111,
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Every rider must
have a bell.

Why not give him the best on

the market,

MR. DEALER?
One that is useful as well as

ornamental—useful to your profits,

toOi

The law doesn't say

Bevin Toe Clips

or

Trouser Guards,

but every wheelman needs them
just the same.

They mean a further addition to

your profits.

Bevin Bros. Mfg. Co.
EASTHAMPTON. CONN.

tlEANS/PousHES

PREVENTS RUST

/^SfilCAUS
TYPEWRITERS.

BICYCLES
GUNS.

SCWrNG MACHINES
TALKING MACHINES
riANurACTURED BY

G.W.COLE COMPANY.
NCWYORK.U.SA

'forskates-tools-etc

Doubling Sales
regularly and keep it up — that's

"3 in One's" record for over

ten years.

If " 3 in One " didn't make users

happy could this happen ?

If " 3 in One " didn't make deal-

ers profits could'this happen ?

We' can help you double your
" 3 in One " sales Won't cost

you one cent. We do it all.

We'll bring new customers right

up to your counters.

Write to-day for our special "Sale
Booster."

Write your jobber at the same lime

for both size " 3 in One." Be rtady.

G. W. COLE COMPANY, 141 Broadway, New York

SJn^&ne trieads are best fri nds.

STARR

BELLS
Our 1905 line of

Bicycle Bells is now
ready. We have
added several new
styles, and it will

pay you to write us
before placing your
contract.

The Starr Bros.

Bell Company,

Easthampton, Conn.

ONCE MORE
THOSE OLD FAMILIAR CRIES

are being heard in the land :

It's just as good as the INDIAN,"

R's just like an INDIAN."

n

ii

It is the tribute

which. rivals pay to

INDIAN SUPREMACY.

It is their acknowledgement that

the INDIAN is the standard of

< xcellence, and should be enough

to decide the choice of the think-

ing purchaser. And there never

was a year when the buyers of

INDIANS received so much for

their money. The 1905 model

bristles with new features.

INDIANS ARE SOLD
not on what we say of them, but

on what they have done and on

what their riders say of them.

If in doubt, ask them, and if you

would know what the INDIAN
has done, write us. The record

is a long one, and made in open

competition.

IS A " JUST-AS-GOOD ' '

GOOD ENOUGH FOR YOU?

HENDEE MFG. CO.,
Springfield, Mass.
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Where the Ghosts Ride Wheels.

That England, the home of mysterious ad-

vtiuure and romance, has by no means ex-

hausted her resources in the way of spooljy

adventures, and that the process of modern-

ization and the continued and somewhat
liackneyed use of the departed spirit in

worlis of fiction, has not in the least damp-
ened tlie ardor of that persistent shape, Ijut

has, on the contrary, spurred him on and
liept him abreast of the times, is well shown
by the following incident, which is quoted

from an otficial of a w^ll-lcnowu Brighton

corporation. He says:

"I was cycling along the lonely road from
fehorehani to Brighton late the other night

when I heard another machine coming up
beliind me.

"I looked over my shoulder, and, noticing
tliat the stranger's lamp was not burning,
was abuut to draw his attention to the fact,

when, to my horror, I found tliat his body
was transparent. I could clearly see through
him the trees bordering the road. Entirely
losing my nerve, I scorched my hardest, but
tlie thing overtook me, and wlien some yards
ahead vanished."

Tills is not the first time the ghost is said
to liave been seen on the road.

BUCKEYE MOTOR-CYCLE
Neat in appearance. Simple,

Powerful and Reliable.

MORE UP-TO DATE FEATURES THAN
CYCLE MADE.

ANY OTHER MOTOR-

It is chain driven, but has an ingenious frictioa disc in rear hub

that compensates for motor shock. NO MORE BROKEN CHAINS.
HAS ONE LESS CHAIN than any other. It is geared back

with pair of spur gears inside engine crank case, and only has one

driving chain.

AMPLE POWER. Motor, 3 H. P., built in frame.

PRICE, $I40.00
MR. AGENT :—This is the time of year to cet busy. Our special

agency proposition will interest you. Write FOR IT. DO IT NOW.

Oscar Lear Automobile Co.
COLUMBUS, OHIO

SOLAR LA
The reasons why

Your bicycle should be equipped with

1st. (and least). SOLARS ARE HANDSOME—Your own eye sight proves this,

(and of consequence). SOLARS ARE RELIABLE—Years of successful use with
no lamp troubles" has abundently proved this.

(and conclusive). SOLARS ARE BEST—The Gold Medal awarded by the
Jury at the St. Louis World's Fair confirms our repeated clauses that Solars
excels all other makes. 1905 Samples, Electros and Prices now ready. Write us.

BADGER BRASS MFG. CO., Kenosha, Wis. New York Office : II Warren St.

Schrader Universal Valve
(Trade Mark, registered April 30, 1895.)

NOTICE.
Manufacturers of Bicycles, Jobbers and

Dealers

:

In order to facilitate the

obtaining of

PARTS Of the •

Schrader Universal Valve,

I have concluded to sell

parts (»ly to the general
trade.

Parti 99-1, 99-1,99.3,99-4 majr be had from all the makers.
or fron A. Sohkaoik's Sow. Price List and description of

parts sent oa appHcalioD,

SIMPLE AND
ABSOLUTELY AIR-TIGHT

Manufactured by

A. SCHRADER'S SON.

Established 1844,

«»-a 30 and 32 Rose St.,
""

New York, U. 3. A.
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GOSHEN GOES UWDER

Cheap Tires Helped Bring About its Undo-

ing—Liabilities are Large.

The Goslieu Rubber Co., Goshen, Ind., is

iu the bands of a receiver. His appointment

followed tbe action of a Chicago varnish

company in petitioning the concern into in-

voluntary baukruptcy. In round figures, its

assets are placed at $100,000, and its liabili-

ties at $60,000.

Although little known to the trade at large,

the Goshen Rubber Co. did a considerable

business in cheap tires, contributing its full

share to the flood of no-name and many

named varities that deluged the market. Lat-

terly its business shrank to such proportions

that of late it has cut no figure in even the

cheap tire trade. It then sought to keep

alive by engaging iu the manufacture of rub-

ber hose and other rubber specialties, but to

no good purpose, as the receivership indi-

cates.

New Link for UlamoDd Chains.

The Diamond Chain & Mfg. Co., Indianap-

olis, Ind., was incorporated this week under

the laws of that State, with $400,000 capital,

for the purpose of taking over the chain busi-

ness of the Federal Mfg. Co. The finishing

touches to the transaction are now being-

placed.

It has been known to insiders for some lit-

tle time that L. M. Wainwright, manager of

the Diamond chain factory, held an op-

tion on the plant, and that such a move as

has been practically consummated would be

brought about. Mr. Wainwright, of course,

is one of the incorporators. His associates

are E. Dunmayer, H. B. Hibben, C. B. Coffin

and O. B. Jamison.

Tire Factory Escaped the Fire.

Although press dispatches stated that a

part of the plant of the International A. &
V. Tire Co., at Milltown, N. J., was destroyed

by fire on Tuesday night last, such was not

the case. The building destroyed was owned
by the tire company, but was leased and oc-

cupied by a wholly different concern in no

way attiliated with the tire trade. The Intor-

uatioual plant itself was not even scorched.

New Model from Bay City.

"A model of distinction" is what the new
National, Model 81, is styled by the National

Cycle Mfg. Co., Bay City, Mich. It was cre-

ated since their catalogue was issued, and

was placed on the market only a fortnight

since.

In the words of its makers, "it is no better

than other Nationals, but it's different, and
consequently has some new talking points."

The rear forks have toeen shortened, bringing

the tire close to the seat mast tube; the front

forks have been straightened, leaving just

sufficient toe clearance; the fork crown is a

new style of flat forging, changing the ap-

pearance of the front of the bicycle.

The equipment is the best to be had. It

includes one-half inch pitch roller chain and
sprockets, % inch wide, a new style finish on

the rims. Persons saddle, Hussey bars, and

enamel light blue with a red head. Op-

tions are limited to the following: 20 and

22 inch frame; flat forged crown; sprockets,

22 and 23, 7 and 8, % inch only; euamel. Na-

tional Blue with Red Head, or plain Na-

tional Blue; % inch pitch chain, % inch only;

Hussey No. 6 or National No. 7 extension

handle bars; % inch pedals; Palmer road

tires, 1% inch, or Palmer track tires; Per-

sons' special saddle; rims finished in white,

blue and gold.

** BUSINESS NEVER BETTER "

The Retail Record.

Tiftou, Ga.—Joseph Anderson; fire; loss,

$3.50.

St. Louis, Mich.—Lorquer & Ferris, fire; to-

tal loss.

Middletown, Conn.—William Briggs, open-

ing repair shop.

Quincy, Mass.—Quincy Sporting Goods Co.,

fire; damage, $700.

Seeking a Standard Rim.

La Chambre Syndicate des Fabricants de

Pneumatiques—in other words, the French

Pneumatic Tire Manufacturers' Association

—has appointed a committee to inquire into

and report upon the advisability of a stand-

ard rim for cycle tires.

Makes a Morrow for Racycles.

To add to the completeness of their line

the Eclipse Machine Co. are now producing

a Morrow coaster brake threaded to fit the

rear hub of the Racycle. It is, of course,

carried in stock for immediate shipment.

So Says Visitor from Denmark, but Ger-

mans Control the bulk of it.

While here Carl Simonsen, of the jobbing

firm of Simonsen & Nielsen, Copenhagen,

Denmark, who has been making one of his

periodical visits to this country, fully con-

firmed the report of the splendid condition

of the cycle trade in Denmark, recently made
by the American consul at Copenhagen and

printed in the Bicycling World.

"The business was never better," he said,

"and the outlook is as good."

Mr. Simonsen stated, however, that the
bulk of the business is now in the hands of

the Germans, who overrun the country. Of
thirty-two jobbing houses in Copenhagen but
two handle American goods. The others all

deal with German wares, the long credit

which they are able to obtain on them be-

ing an inducement that few are able to re-

sist. Simonsen & Nielsen are one of the

two firms that remain true to American pro-

ductions.

Mr. Simonsen reports a big demand for

coaster brakes in the Scandinavian countries.

His house alone sold upward of twenty thou-

sand of them last season.

Sales of 3econd-l1and Tires.

Although it is not generally known, there

is considerable trade in second tires—the high
grade brands, it is almost unnecessary lo add.

They are bought by riders who cannot, or

will not, pay the prices of new goods, and
are yet keen enough to save money or to

prefer a used tire of reputable manufacture

to the shoddy, unknown article.

Usually such sales are all "velvet" to the

dealer or repair man. The old tire has usual-

ly been taken from a bicycle on which new
tires have been substituted, and by judicious

repairing or vulcanizing and chalking or

sand papering the surface it is made service-

able or good appearing. These old tires

bring from 75 cents to $1.75, and occasionally

more.

During .January Great Britain exported mo-

torcycles to the value of $13,495. During

the same month its imports of the same

goods totalled $13,735,
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WHEN MOTORS LOSE POWER

The flost Likely Causes of it and the Best

Remedies to Apply.

Carburetters have been aptly termed the

lungs of the motor, and following the simile

logically, the intake and exhaust valves are

its means of breathing.

The importance of keeping the first in

working order has been dwelt upon to an ex-

tent that scarcely calls for further enlarge-

ment, but the necessity of watching the latter

is something only too apt to be overlooked

by the motorcyclist who has not familiarized

himself with the thousand and one ills that

his power is heir to. Of the intake little need

be said—the fresh air that a man breathes

never hurts him—it is the foul gas that is in-

jurious.

The result of the explosion in the cylinder

is a combination of injm-ious gases at a high

temperature, extremely detrimental to any

metal with which they come in contact. As

practically their entire volume is centered on

the comparatively small era of the exhaust

valve through which they are ejected with

considerable force, this suners in conse-

quence. This will occur to the greatest ex-

tent where necessary to tax the motor while

at the same time its travel is slow, as in

mounting stiff grades. Under such conditions

the temperature of the entire motor, and par-

ticularly the exhaust valve and opening,

reaches a point far above normal, and the

superheated gases get in their finest work.

This may be counteracted in part by

shutting off the spark and mixture and

lifting the valve when running down hill,

but keeping the motor in gear so that

the piston will draw in cool air, and not only

effectually cool the valve and openings, but

also scavenge the cylinder clean of all burnt

gases.

Signs of trouble here will first appear from

this cause in the'shape of gradually decreas-

ing power of the motor, due to compression

lost through the" exhaust valve, which on ex-

amination wil reveal numerous pittings over

its surface and a general tendency not to

seat closely, varying in degree with the viru-

lence of the malady. This means regrindlug,

and unless accurately done, it will be econ-

omy tO' turn the job over to more competent

hands at the outset. But there is no reason

why the average motorcyclist cannot per-

form the operation just as satisfactorily.

Not even a modicum of skill is required,

merely common sense.

Access to the valve must first be obtained

by removing any of the parts that happen to

be in the way. If rigidly fastened so as to

prevent its turning, this must also be re-

moved. Lift out the valve, and if the trouble

is not due to sooting—choking with carbon,

arising from the use of improper lubricating

oil, which will bo apparent from the condi-

tion of the valve and its seat, wipe the latter

cleau and then smear both faces with a paste

made of emery flour and heavy oil. Take a

screwdriver bit, inserted in an ordinary

brace, and by means of the slot in the top of

the valve revolve it in its seat, paying par-

ticular attention at all times, however, to

maintain it perpendicular or true. Don't

look for results after a few turns, because

it's a tedious job at the best and takes time

and patience, considerable of the latter

where a bad case of "pox" is under treat-

ment. If the valve and its seat have lost "all

the settings out of their faces," it means an

all day grind, most likely.

The progress of the cure may be noted

from time to time by lifting the valve out

and noting its appearance. After some min-

utes' steady application isolated bright spots

will show up all around it. By occasional

fresh doses of the poultice and continued

turning, always true, these spots will grad-

ually spread more and more, until they meet.

A perfect job means turning until the bright

spot covers the valve and its seating entirely,

until there are no holidays or dark patches

left, but if quick results are wanted, the op-

eration may cease when a bright circle, rep-

resenting a fair proportion of the entire sur-

face of the valve, extends all the way around

it and the seat at the top—don't forget the

last, because that's where the leak, if any,

will be. Then remove every vestige of the

emery by a thorough cleaning with kerosene

or gasolene, and replace.

Should the trouble prove to be nothing more

than an excess of soot, and instances have

been known where the deposit of carbon or

soot has actually caked or formed a small

ball, that held the valve partly open, pre-

venting the valve from seating properly, the

remedy is much more simple. A liberal dose

of gasolene and a cleaning will do the work
and better lubricating oil will prevent a re-

currence of the trouble. When black smoke

issues from the exhaust regardless of the ad-

justment of the mixture, the lubricant is at

fault, and any rider gifted with a normal

nose will be able to detect it at a smell, as it

is the burning of the oil that causes it. If

the motor works hard at first after standing

any length of time, this may doubtless be

traced to the lubricant also. It has gummed
hard and stuck the piston and valves in place.

Squirting a little gasolene on them and in the

cylinder when putting the motorcycle away
after a ride will prevent this.

The same causes, deposits due to bad

gas and burnt lubricating oil, also serve to

clog the muffler and thereby cause an often

mysterious loss of power. Thoroughly scald-

ing the muffler with potash is a cheap, quick

and efficacious remedy.

"FREE WHEELS" UP AGAIN

Another flan Bobs Up with a New Opinion,

but Avoids Coaster brakes

No Opening in Tasmania.

"There is no opening for imported bicycles

here, as the market runs at present; the local

builder has made his reputation and will take

a lot of beating," is the report from Tas-
mania.

George P. .Tonkins, 10 West Sixtieth street,

lias been appointed New York ageut for the
•Yale-Oalifomia motor bicycle.

Over the sea they can never seem to get

over discussing the "free wheel," but, in-

stead, are forever arguing its pros, and cons.

One contributor looks upon the matter in this

wise:

"Although a strong advocate of the free

wheel, riding, as I do, thousands of miles

yearly on one, I would like to point out that

there is a gi-eat deal of misconception about

them. They have, doubtless, been good for

the trade, and are a delightful 'fitment' to a

tom'ing machine, for there is great pleasure

in coasting down long hills, but a great

many exaggerated claims have been made
for them. It is a great mistake to imagine

that free wheels enable the cyclist to ride

further and faster with less fatigue than a
fixed wheel. All they do is to provide a
novel and pleasurable variety to one's riding,

which the majority of cyclists sadly abuse,

with the result that they ride less and slower
than they did on fixed wheels."

His idea seems to be that with this device

there is a temptation to take advantage of

every little declivity to coast, and that as a
result very little ground is covered except

by making heroic efforts on up grades.

And, again, he says that the impression

has been given out that while coasting the

rider is resting, and that this helps him
cover more ground and at better speed than
otherwise, but that, as a matter of fact,

there is but little real rest in it, and that

the frequent brief respites from pedalling

get one into a sort of lackadaisical mood,
which makes work of any sort a burden.

The free wheel, then, according to his idea,

conduces to slothfulness. For if it did not,

he suggests that the road racers would by
this time have taken them up, but one does

not find twenty-four hours' road riders using

free wheels, as they quickly would if they

really enabled them to "go further and
faster," as so glibly claimed.

So he concludes, "If a rider feels any
fresher after a loug ride on a free wheel,

other conditions being equal, it is because he

has taken longer time over the distance.

Thus as a speed and distance accelerator, the

free wheel is a failure, and such should not

be claimed for it; but as it provides a de-

lightful variety to riding it is distinctly

worth having, and quite an acquisition if

used and not abused."

As nearly everyone well knows, the free

wheel is nothing more nor less than a coaster

brake with the brake left off—a half-grown

brother of a very good thing, as it were.

And Americans and others who live here got

over discussing the principle involved quite

some time ago.

In England there is a class of riders whom

the cycling press have foadly tercuecl "scQvcti-
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ers/' and in America and everywhere that

the bicycle is known, this class of people is

well rci)rosontocl. But they do not, as a class,

repi-cseut tho bulk of riders, nor are they

the constituents of the better element.

It is they whi) sweat and puff and toil in

an effort to establisli a record here or there

or to kci p to a certain schedule. It is they

who, hot and dusty. ^"'1 along the highways,

and by the dirty hard work they make of it

do uuicli to prejiulice the public without the

pale against tlie si)ort of cycling.

But there is another class, like the first,

made up of men and women fr©m all walks
of life, who ride for pleasure, for health,

for what there is in it, but in a leisurely,

sensible way as is befitting a recreation.

Tliese are the conservatives who are not in-

frequently driven olf by being classed among
the grimy scorchers, to whom otherwise the
use of the bicycle would be of the greatest

benefit. They are the ones to whom the free

wheel principle naturally appals. It is they
wlio ride for the pleasure of riding, who ride

to "get there," but to get there comfortably.

Xcw, did anyone ever really believe that a

device wliich tends to foster the coasting

hal>it could at the same time tend to increase

Ih',' pacf aud the distance covered? Possi-

Ijly, Imt not for long, for a very brief trial

ought to show tliat as an increaser of speed,

or travel, t.v power, which amount to the

same tiling in the end, it is a paradox. But
if. instead of merely a silly "loose" wheel,

over whicli the rider has no control except
on level or ascending ground, these same
Britishers would complete the device by the

addition of the hub-contained brake, they

would find that, besides furnishing "a novel

and pleasurable variety" in riding, they

would obtain a more complete and better

control of the bicycle than is obtainable in

any other way, and they would most natural-

ly and easily save that energj- expended in

slowing up for curves or obstructions and
the greater energy thrown away in back-
pedalling, which, with the simple "free

wheel," is impossible. They must needs
have recourse to hand brakes, and in emer-
gencies one must "feel" or reach out for

such brakes, aud on long grades fingers be-

come mightily tired holding them.

HOW TO SELL MOTORCYCLES

Best Shown by These Instances of What

Certain Dealers Left Absolutely Undone.

One Sign of Promise.

"There is one good sign which has already

appeared," said F. A. Baker, of F. A. Baker
& Co., metropolitan agents for the Pierce bi-

cycle, "and that is the number of reorders

for high grade bicycles—Pierces, I mean-
that have already come to hand. The vol-

ume is sufficient to cause remark, particu-

larly as most of them have come from small

agents, who nowadays are rarely heard from

after they have paid for their sample ma-
chine. It is the more surprising," added Mr.

Baker, "as I only last week returned from a

trip thi'ough my territory—Long Island and

New Jersey, where I found some parts of

the country still sprinkled with snow, while

in others thaws were simply succeeding each

other."

"If you couhl only see the lack of gumption

displayed by the average dealer, and learn

how little real effort he makes to sell motor

Ijicycles, you would nut wonder that so many

of liis kind complain that such goods do not

Sell better."

This was the obseiwation of a motorcycle

travelling man, who recently "swung around

tlie circle.

"Some of the men, I am firmly convinced,

are so afraid of the machine that if they

ever rode it, it was only while the rear wheel

was suspended in a stand. I can take you

to two places, within 150 miles of New York,

and show you two dealers, who, as I am

almost ready to take my solemn oath, have

never had their machines outside their stores;

one of them is a big concern, and the other a

little fellow, but the tires of both motor-

cycles are practically unsoiled, proving how

little they have been used. I doubt if they

have ever been ridden at all; the appearance

of the tires certainly indicates that they

have never been wheeled more than across

the store.

"Why such men should invest their money

in a motor bicycle is more than I can under-

stand. This is an age of demonstration in

everything, from food to automobiles; the

buying public desires to be 'shown.' The

fact had ought to occur to any men in whom

the business instinct is alive, and particu-

larly those who are dealing with such a com-

paratively new article as the motor bicycle.

The average individual fancies that it is a

dangerous implement, and nothing so quickly

and so effectually removes the idea from his

mind as a short ride; nothing so quickly

makes a sale as a longer ride, including a

few rushes uphill.

"I went into one big town," continued

the traveller in a tone of unfeigned surprise,

"where I knew that our agent had a machine,

and in consequence I did not even take the

trouble to uncrate my sample; I left it at the

railway station. Imagine my surprise to dis-

cover that Mr. Agent had no machine in

stock. He admitted that he had ridden it 'a

little' and had sold it. He said that it had

given great satisfaction, but I could not draw

out from him that he had ever made an ef-

fort to sell a second one. By diligent in-

quiry I brought out that there was a rider of

a rival motor bicycle in the city who had

been complaining that it was not equal to the

hills in the vicinity. I induced him to send

for the man, and meanwhile I brought my
machine from the depot. When the dissatis-

fied customer arrived I placed him on it and

bade him ride as far as he liked. He rode

about twelve miles, visiting the hills which
had previously balked him.

" 'Well, did you find the hills?' I asked him
(111 his return.

" 'Hills?' he said. 'I didn't know there

were any. You can take my order for an
right now,' and the man actiially placed the

order on the spot.

"While he was absent a cyclist happened
into the store, and I engaged him in conver-

sation. I asked him if he would like to try a

motorcycle, and found him only too ready

to do so. When the first man returned I

gave the newcomer the few necessary in-

structions and sent him away. He was back
in less than half an hour, and, will you be-

lieve it, I then and there booked his order

also.

"This was two sales made in less than an
hour, and in the very presence of the dealer

himself. I made him give me an order for

several additional machines, and I think that

he, at least, now realizes the value of demon-
stration.

"In another place I visited, and whei-e the

roads in all directions are simply superb, I

happened in on one agent, and, without dis-

closing my identity, engaged him in conversa-

tion. He had a machine in stock. Had he
ridden it? 'Not vei-y much,' was his response,

given in such a fashion that I knew he had
not ridden it at all.

"After some further talk I told him who i

was, and he apologized for his seeming lack

of interest in motorcycles, and pleaded in ex-

tenuation that his time was devoted to other

branches of his business. He said, however,
that his chief salesman had made use of it,

and when the latter came in from luncheon

I nailed him on the spot.

"He also haltingly admitted that he had not

used the machine much. I talked to him in

such a strain that he finally consented to ac-

company me on a ride.

"When we lifted the machine out of the

rack the engine would not turn over. He did

not appear to know what was the matter

with it; accordingly I let him have my ma-
chine, for which I had sent in the meantime,

and I took the other one. Although I squirted

a lot of kerosene into it, I had a terrible time

getting it started. I really never pedalled so

hard before, but finally I got it going, and
when we had ridden a few miles and the en-

gine had become heated I found the cause of

the difficulty; the motor had simply been

flooded with oil, and as the machine prob-

ably had been standing unused for weeks
or months, it had gummed the engine to such

an extent as I had never before thought pos-

sible. When I opened the drip cock at least

a pint of old oil ran out.

"I made no sales for this man, but ex-

tracted his promise to 'be good' and give the

machine a chance in the future.

"These are but a few instances of many.

As I said before, if the agent himself does

not ride and go out of his way to induce

others to ride, he may as well get rid of his

motor bicycle at the first opportunity, as he

will do neither the business nor himself any

good."
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NEW MODEL—JUST OUT.
NATIONAL. No. 81.

It has not been shown, but is now ready for you.

Get your order in now for a sample. We don't want

more than that, for it's a winner, and the orders will

come fast enough after it's seen.

Wake Up Your Trade with Something New to Taiit About,

WRITE US TODAY.

NATIONAL CYCLE MANUFACTURING CO., Bay City, Mich., U.S.A.

I
t

t

I

It is a matter of common remark that the

Greatest Damage to the Bicycle Business
was caused by cheap tires—those concoctions sold under all sorts

of names by all sorts of people at all sorts of prices. The makers

were ashamed to put their own names on them. There are lots

of such tires still being made and sold. As we have remarked before,

FISK TIRES Bear the Name " FISK."
We are proud of them. You will be if you sell them and will also

be able to look your customer in the eye and to retain his good will.

The Fisk Rubber Company, chicopee Fans, Mass.

BRANCHES: New York, 7S4-7S6 Seventh Ave.

BOSTON. 226 Columbus Ave.
SPRINGFIELD. 40 Dwlght St.
PHILADELPHIA, 828 Arch St.
ATLANTA, 103 N. Pryor St.
SYRACUSE, 423 So. Clinton St.
BUFFALO, 893 Main St.
CLEVELAND, 318 Euclid Ave.
DETROIT, 254 Jefferson Ave.

MONTREAL, CANADA.

Chicago, 1251 nichigan Ave.

ST. LOUIS, 3908 Olive St.
OMAHA. 1116 Farnum St.
KANSAS CITY. 1330 Main St.
MINNEAPOLIS. 704 Hennepin Ave.
DENVER, 1534 Glenaxm St.
SAN FRANCISCO, 114 Second St.

LOS ANGELES. 1034 So. Main St.

LONDON. ENGLAND.
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"To-(3ay is the time for laugliter;

To-morrow tlie time for tears,

Whatever may come hereafter,
Whatever of woe with years;

To-day is the time to borrow
The best that the gods can give.

We can sorrow, if need be, to-morow.
But to-day is the time to live!"

Why Not Local Shows?
A national cycle show is now practically

impossible, but if they will only see it, where

three or more dealers exist, a local show is

not only possible, but will prove in the nat-

ure of a trade stimulant the lilie of which

in other form canuot be conceived.

The local show idea was always a good

idea, of which the most was never made, and

which really was exploited during a period

when bicycles required no exploiting. But

,they need it now, and wits should be exer-

cised to that end.

In the heyday of cycling all were denomi-

nated local shows that were held outside of

New York and Chicago, and they occurred in

the larger cities at that. The smaller places

then considered a show quite beyond them.

It is in these smaller places that such shows

may now be conducted to best advantage.

No community supporting a newspaper is so

siunll that it does not boast at least one hall

suitable for such a display of bicycles and

which is not so large that an exhibit of the

sort will be "lost." It is usually to be had

for a trifliug sum each night, and "happen-

ings" are so rare that anything to which the

term "show" is affixed proves a welcome

break in tlie monotony of the town. It usu-

ally is sufficient to bring in the cmiiitiy folk

from miles around.

If the dealers will sink their rivalry and

acquire "sand" enough to hire the hall, ad-

vertise or placard a free cycle show, with

concert by the Bazooville String Band, dis-

play twenty-five or thirty or fifty bicycles

and two motorcycles—"seventeen different

brands, all under one roof," as the circus

man would say—and set them off with tires,

lamps, two speed gears, coaster brakes, etc.,

there is small doubt but that the crowd

would come and see and talk more of bicy-

cles than they have seen or talked for many

long days. There are thousands of men, and

more women, to whom the coaster brake and

the two speed gear is a sealed book. Such

articles—not to mention motorcycles—cannot

well fail to interest them.

The "spring opening" is very much better

than nothing, but local shows such as we

have suggested are of more force and influ-

ence than all the "openings" ever conducted.

The way is both simple and easy; it requires

but some one with the will to take the initi-

ative. But if anything is to be done, it

should be done now—between April 1 and

May 15. Cycling is then in the air. Men and

women who once rode instinctively think of

riding again, and those who never rode in-

cline also to thoughts of bicycles. The time

to "catch" them is while they are in this re-

ceptive mood. The local show would prove

in the nature of most alluring bait. It is

in the nature of business enterprise in which

the retail cycle trade is so lacking.

. How rianklnd is Benefitted.

Probably no article on the hygenic benefits

of cycling which recently has been published

has attracted so- much attention or been so

much reprinted as the incident quoted

iu the Bicycling World of two weeks ago.

It was the simple statement that a noted oc-

culist had prescribed the use of the bicycle

to one of his patients, whose eye trouble

arose from a rundown physical condition.

Yet but for the unexpected quarter from

which it came—and, indeed, there seems but

little relevancy between the eye specialist and

the maker of bicycles—there is nothing either

strange or unusnal about I he recommenda-

tion.

For the general tonic value of the bicycle

lias been upheld by all its advocates from

the beginning. Before, yes, again and again,

nerve specialists have recommended it as an

antidote for quivering, jerky muscles by day

and unclosed eyes by night; physicians have

recommended it as a cure for indigestion;

the clergy have approved it as a geueral

moral and spiritual invigorator, and it even

has been suggested as an efficient agent of

the temperance cause.

. And all this points to one truth, is based

on one text: a text taken from the imiversal

unwritten gospel of out of doors. And a ver-

sion of the text is this: "Fresh air and sun-

shine are the fundaments of life."

The human organism, than which there is

no aggregation either God made or man
made, more complex, more exquisitely beau-

tiful, is a machine, automatic and precise,

and a growing thing, yielding, flexible, plant-

like, all at once. It may be as consistently

analyzed and treated in either category.

As a plant, it derives its nourishment from

the ground, indirectly to be sure, but still

from the ground, in vegetation and in the

flesh which has been fed upon it, and from

the air. .Just as a flowering plant put away
in a cellar will pale and wither and die, so

a man shut up in a dungeon will fade and

grow imbecile and die. And if, instead of

being thrust directly into some mouldy crypt,

the torture be prolonged and he be but par-

tially deprived of the essence of his existence,

or tantalized by being deprived of it from

time to time and then revived again, the

dissolution is slower, but no less certain. It

is inexorable.

One whose word rings with power, though

his teaching is called heresy by some, has

used the other metaphor, and rounded out

the idea in a very few words, thus:

"Life is combustion. Food is fuel and ox-

ygen is just as necessary to digestion as it is

to fire. If you wish to see how necessary air

is to flame, place a piece of paper over the

top of a lamp chimney—and almost immedi-

ately you will be where Moses was. Head-

ache, coated tongue, lassitude, almost with-

out exception, are symptoms that you are not

getting enough draught througn your furnace

and your boiler is clinkered. Most people

live on a half ration of oxygen. Civilized

man has enough of everything but fresh air."

As for exercise, of which so much is heard

nowadays, the idea is right. The muscles

must all be used or they will wither and
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shrink and become impotent. But exercise

simply prepares the system for revitalization.

Tiais superlatively essential function requires

blood. Not old, tired, thin blood, but glad,

surging, bubbling blood. And for this noth-

ing but pure air will answer. It is more im-

portant—and there is the hallmark of right

in the word—it is more important than pure

food, is good fresh air, and, better still, it is

costless.

Half of mankind and all of womankind

live on stagnant blood simply because the

lethargy of a generation's custom makes

them ashamed to go outside and breathe. But

breathing is not all; exercise is not all. The

one must stimulate the other, and the two

must co-operate to deluge the body with a

flood of new life.

This is the point, however, the bicycle is

a panacea; it fills the lungs, speeds up the

heart, freshens the brain, ventilates the pores

and breaks myriads of tiny little muscle cells

all at once. Its wholesale use means a capi-

talization of the word renewal.

WHEN HE TRIED KOLA

How the Experiment Failed to Pan Out

According to the Programme.

Celebrate Broadway's Restoration!

The restoration of that "cyclists' parade

ground," upper Broadway, after four years

of obstruction and disuse, deserves to be

celebrated in some fashion. It is an event

of uncommon interest to New York cyclists.

The idea of a celebration was suggested

late last fall, when the "finishing touches"

were being put to the magnificent asphalted

thoroughfare. It was then too chilling and

too late to work up interest in the matter.

There is no reason why something shoiild not

uoSv be done.

The celebration need not cost a penny, and

a formal parade is unnecessary. Let the

word be passed to all clubs and all riders to

turn out on a particular night, and with

lamps burning to make a circuit or two of

the boulevard as they did in the days of

yore. Let the householders be requested to

"light up" on the night selected.

May Day—May 1—is a good date. A
quiet celebration of the sort on that date

would start he season with a whirl. The

clubs and the trade both would feel the good

effects.

In former years, before Broadway was torn

up for Subway construction, the myriads of

noiselessly flitting lights, going up one side

and down the other, was an almost fairylike

scene that was one of the sights of the me-

tropolis. To bring back even a suggestion of

it will be worth any effox-t that may be ex-

pended. The idea is too good to be lost

"The story of that chap who had all sorts

of trouble in deciding what was best for

him to eat while cycling reminds me of an

experience of my own," said the Old Timer

as he dropped into a chair in the Bicycling

World office and thumbed a copy of last

week's issue containing the story to which

he referred.

"It was during the day of the Kola 'craze'

—you remember, the time when there were

all sorts of concoctions parading under that

name or some counterfeit of it. I had a

friend in the drug business who felt that he

had been called on to supply the world with

his particular brand of Kola extract or com-

pound, and when he heard that I was to com-

pete in the flfty-mile race he evidently

thought that I was a particularly good dog

to try it on.

"He had the stuff made up in two forms, as

tablets and as a liquid, and he generously

presented me with a bottle of each, and I

promised faithfully to give them a trial.

"You doubtless remember how all such

stuff was freely claimed to give more
strength than six thousand pounds of the

juiciest beef, and how man could exist on one

tablet, or two of them, a day. My friend

gave me tablets enough to save me the price

of board for at least six months.

"Being of a generous disposition, particu-

larly with things that cost me nothing, I

took with me to the track both the tablets

and the Kola wine, or whatever tliey called

it—I really have forgotten the name. I of-

fered to share them with any one who was
anxious to experiment with himself, but I,

however, was the main experimenter on the

occasion.

"I left my desk at the last minute and did

not have time to obtain luncheon, and, as a

matter of fact, I half believed the claims for

the darn drug were facts. I swallowed a

tablet or two on the way out, and tucked a

couple more under my belt just before the

race started and washed them down with a

swallow of the wine. There was no disputing

the fact that the wine at least was the sort

of stuff that makes a man feel good; I felt

like a fighting cock for the first few miles of

the race, but when the stiff wind that was
blowing began to get in its fine work and
the effects of the wine passed away I be-

came almost as weak as a cat. The other

fellows began riding rings round me, and in

desperation I called for more wine and more
tablets. I got them, but their effects wore
off in an incredibly few minutes. At about

the same time I also became possessed of a

ravenous appetite and begged for something

to eat. As there was nothing to be had I

was, perforce, compelled to hit the bottle

again and again.

"I was far behind by this time, but it mat-
tered little to me; I was possessed of an un-

shakable resolve to finish that rate and re-

fused to be called off. I did finish it, but

long before the forty-ninth mile I was carry-

ing, at least, a second class load. In plain

English, the wonderful wine that gave men
the strength of Samson, and the tablets

that would put boarding houses out of busi-

ness, had given me the sharp edge of a first

class jag. At the end of the race it mattered

little to me whether school kept or not; all I

wanted was something to eat and a place to

sleep. I had both in due time, of course, and
I can promise you that not a drop of Koia
has passed my lips in any form since that

day."

(Jetting Ready for Irvington=/V!iIlburn.

The "good old" Irvington-Millburn will be
run, as usual, on Decoration Day, May 30,

and, also as usual, by the Bay View Wheel-
men of Newark, N. J. The club ha^i taken

the first step in that direction by appointing

a committee, consisting of Captain Gustav
Krantz, William S. Thomas, Edward
Wuensch and George Goetz, to make the neo

essary arrangements. All the local dealers

have consented to do their utmost in making
the race a success, and a long string of valu-

able prizes will be put up for both time and
place winners.

Triclc Rider Killed in California.

Francis Perliot, of San Francisco, Cal.,

well known as a trick bic;ycle rider, was
killed- at Pomona, Cal., March 12. Perliot

was travelling with the Southern Carnival

Co. The circus employes were loading the

flat cars, and Perliot was standing near guid-

ing a heavy wagon into place. The block

that held the wagon wheels from slipping

worked loose, and before he could get out

of the way, Perliot was caught between two
wagons and his skull crushed. Perliot was
24 years old.

Motorcycle tiillclimb in Boston.

In connection with the automobile hill

climbing contest, which occurs each year in

Boston on Patriots' Day, April 17, it is prac-

tically certain that a separate contest for

motor bicycles will also be held. It is not

unlikely that it will be conducted under the

auspices of the borming Harvard University

Motorcycle Club, if that body completes its

organization in time and the necessary per-

mission from the imiversity authorities is ob-

tained.

Where Sidewalk Riding is Legalized.

Five hundred and twenty-nine permits have
been issued to cyclists in Elmira, N. Y., this

year, permitting them to ride on the side-

walks in the unpaved streets of the city. The
police think the sale should be much greater

than this, and make the assertion that the

law prohibiting cyclists from using the

walks without permit will be strictly en-

forced.
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PRINCE STORMS RICHMOND

His Little Army of Pedal Pushers do Good

Work—Local Luminary Looms Large.

Another of Jack Priuce's "world's records"

was smashed to smithereens Monday night

at the so-called "six-days" race in Richmond,

Va. Bennie Munroe. of Memphis, Tenn.,

rode 20 miles and 9 laps in one hour, and this

was announced by the modest but versatile

promoter as being the "world's indoor un-

paced record." The Richmond event is un-

like the Philadelphia affair in that the sprint-

ers are not teamed, each one riding "on his

own hook." Two and a half hours' riding

each night completes the grind of the cham-

pions, and after they are called off the track

a series of sprints between local cracks are

put on. The race is held in the horse show

building on a bowl track, twelve laps to the

mile. As there are seven men in the con-

test, all except the last man will get a

"whack" at the purse. The first man will

bag $3.50; second, $230; third, $170; fourth,

$120; fifth, $80; sixth, $50.

The sprinters who lined up for the start

were: E. F. Root, of Sheepshead Bay, L. I.,

winner of the New York six-day race; the

veteran, Nat Butler, of Boston, Mass.; Gussie

Lawson, of Buffalo, N. Y.; Walter Bardgett,

of Buffalo, N. Y.; Frank .J. Cadwell, of Hart-

ford, Conn.; Frank Galvin, of Newark, N.

J., and Bennie Munroe, Memphis, Tenn.

FIRST NIGHT—MONDAY.

With the theatres going full blast, two
mass meetings and a big ball in progress,

many thought the attendance for the first

night would be exceedingly slim, but when
the riders mounted their machines for the

start, an estimated crowd of at least 3.000

enthusiastic spectators filled the building.

Frank Galvin was the first man on the

track, and when he appeared "decked out"

in a green suit, elaborately decorated with
huge hai-ps and shamrocks, the Irishmen in

the audience let themselves loose. It is said

the cheers were heard in Manchester, several

miles away, though, of course, this may be

putting it a little strong.

The race was w-arm from the start, and
while there were no serious accidents, three

of the riders had to leave the track in the

first hour. Nat Butler broke a spoke in his

wheel, and Walter Bardgett and Gus Law-

son each got a puncture.

The first five miles were reeled off in

11:05, all the riders being bunched. Galvin

was the first man to try the lap stealing

st\mt, but was not successful, and later on

lost a lap. Root came mighty near gaining

the coveted lap in the eighth mile, but Mun-
roe pulled him down after a hard sprint.

Root, Munroe and Bardgett took the pace
and kept the bunch going at a merry clip.

Bardgett led at the fifteen-mile post and the

time was announced as 35:18. Bennie Mun-

roe then took tlie pace and pedalled around

the track as if the very devil was after him.

It was during one of these heartbreaking

bursts of speed that Galvin lost the lap.

On the hour :Mnnroo led, with 20 miles

laps to his credit.

After the hour the men settled down to a

routine of steady plugging. At the end of

two hours the score was 47 miles 4 laps. Tbe

score of the leaders for the two and a half

hours was 57 miles 1 lap.

After tlie "six-day" riders were called off

the track, Ollie Hope, of Richmond, was
pitted against Henry Larsen. of Newark, N.

.J., in an unlimited pursuit race. Larsen evi-

dently wanted to make the race a long one

with the idea of wearing out the local man,

but Hope did not see it that way. Hope did

some brilliant sprinting, and caught Larsen

before the two-mile mark.

Wm. Saunders, of Boston, rode one mile

against time on a motorcycle. Time, 1:41.

SECOND NIGHT—TUESDAY.

A slight diminution in the size of the at-

tendance on Tuesday did not necessarily af-

fect the enthusiasm, and the rafters rever-

berated when one of' the riders let out a little

to gain the coveted lap. The night was cool

—just to the liking of the pluggers—and they

did good work. The time was cut down to

two hours, biit the "paying" spectators did

not kick, as tbe excitement in the extra

events fully justified the "cut-down."

With the exception of the finish, the race

was uninteresting to a certain degree. Gal-

vin made two or three attempts to gain the

lap he lost the previous night, but Munroe
pulled him down every time. Bardgett, of

Buffalo, broke away from the bunch, and for

a time it looked as if the others would be

left a lap behind, but Gus Lawson caught

his rear tire after a sprint of over four

laps.

The seven riders were circling the boards

at a brisk clip when the pistol shot an-

nounced the last minute. The veteran, Nat

Butler, who is still demonstrating to the

skeptical that he is good for a few more
years of following the leaders, shot out from

the bunch and took the lead. It was a ter-

rific sprint he set for the followers, but they

stuck to him gamely. Several of the lag-

gards tried to overtake him, but Butler in-

creased his lead a little—not enough to gain

the lap, however—and finished with a good

lead over Munroe, his nearest opponent. But-

ler's time for the last mile was 2:05, and
considering that he had been plugging stead-

ily for two solid hours, the time was ex-

ceptional.

The score for the four and a half hours

was 101 miles 6 laps.

Ollie Hope, the local crack, repeated his

performance of the night before by defeat-

ing Henry Larsen, of Newark, N. J., in an
unlimited pursuit race. Hope lapped Lar-

son's rear tire at the two-mile post.

Saxmders gave another one-mile motorcycle

exhibition, and beat his Monday night's per-

formance. The time for the one mile was
l:.S2 2-.5.

THIRD NIGHT—WEDNESDAY.

Forty-four miles and ten laps were reeled

off in two hours by the seven riders on tlie

third night of the race. A larger crowd
greeted the sprinters than on Tuesday night,

but not so great as at the opening.

The riders seemed to settle doAvn to that

lethargic routine of plugging which is so

tiresome to the spectators, who, like those

in any other city, always want a sensational

tiavor to everything. It is the general opin-

ion that E. F. Root will give a surprise party

to the bunch before the race is over. Root

is as fresh as on the first night, and, although

he has not yet tried to steal a lap, he is al-

ways with the leaders in the fastest sprint.

Munroe led at the finish, with the other rid-

ers bunched close behind. The score of the

leaders at the end of the four and one-half

hours Avas 140 miles 4 laps.

Saunders rode a one-mile motorcycle exhi-

bition, doing it in 1:33 2-5.

The pursuit race between Ollie Hope and
Nelson Holt, both of Richmond, was a lively

chase. At first the two riders seemed equally

matched, but Hope slightly gained and
caught his man on the tenth lap. Time, 2:15.

W. E. Colts, of Richmond, to-night issued

a challenge to any Virginian for a match race

at any distance. It is probable Ollie Hope
will be picked out to ride against him.

The following table shows the position of

the riders and the number of miles ridden at

the end of each night's racing:

MONDAY—TWO AND ONE-HALF HOURS.
Rider. Miles. Laps.

Bennie Munroe 57 1
E. F. Root 57 1
Walter Bardgett 57 1
Nat Butler 57 1
Gus Lawson 57 1
Frank .J. Cadwell 57 1
Frank Galvin 57

TUESDAY — FOUR AND ONE-HALF
HOURS.

Rider. Miles. Laps.
Nat Butler 101 6
Bennie Munroe 101 6
E. F. Root 101 6
Walter Bardgett 101 6
Gus Lawson 101 6
Frank .1. Cadwell 101 6
Frank Galvin 101 5
WEDNESDAY — SIX AND ONE-HALF

HOURS.
Rider. Miles. Laps.

Bennie Munroe 146 4
E. F. Root 146 4
Walter Bardgett 146 4
Nat Butler 146 4
Gus Lawson 146 4
Frank J. Cadwell 146 4
Frank Galvin 146 3

Athletic Club to Feature Cycling.

At the meeting of the Olympic Athletic

Club, Buffalo, N. Y., held Tuesday night. It

was formally decided to hereafter pay more
attention to cycling matters. A racing team

will be formed, and as the club claims sev-

eral speedy riders it will no doubt be heard

from.
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''But do not overlook the fact that there

are good and bad coaster hubs/'
{Extract from a repairman's letter in which he states that

he fits on an average two or three a day in the busy season.)

All whiskey is good,

All girls are pretty,

but there's a good, better and best

in every class, and where coaster

brakes are concerned the

MORROW
is first and best.

Want copy of our booklet ?

ECLIPSE MACHINE COMPANY,
Elmira, N. Y.
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BOTH AMERICANS SPILLED

Lawson and HcFarland Take Terrific Tum-

bles, but Contrive to Win "Pin floney."

Melbourne, Feb. 9.—Since tbe Austral meet-

ing there has been another series of racing

held at the Australian Natives' Association

annual fete at the latter end of January.

Every one anticipated some keen struggles

between Lawson and McFarland and Rutt

and Ellegaard, and probably would have wit-

nessed them but for several imtoward acci-

dents. The first day of the meeting, January

28, turned out phenomenally hot, the official

temperature of this city being given as 105

degrees, but at the exhibition track, on which

the racing was held, it must have been sev-

eral degrees hotter, as it is inclosed by three

walls on as many sides and a huge embank-

ment on the fom-th. The track proper, of

newly laid asphalt, was blisteringly hot.

and many tires popped in protest. This was
the cause of several accidents, although the

heat was not the only factor. The racing

tires now used are, as you know, extremely

light and thin, and are inflated to a great

degree that, with a roiighish track and one

not too clean, together with the trying tem-

perature, was more than many could stand,

particularly when the treads had become

somewhat impaired by a good deal of use on

the new surface. Of the cracks McFarland

was the first to fall, his tire having punct-

ured, which brought him to earth—damaging

his' knee and giving him a good shaking.

This was in the afternoon, and while doing

a preliminary spin before the evening's pro-

gramme began he again sustained a pimct-

ure, but saved himself from falling. He was

somewhat lame from the fall in the after-

noon, and, having to meet Ellegaard in his

heat later, it was expected that the Dane

would have a soft thing, but Mac was only

beaten by a few inches.

In another heat during the same prog-

ramme be met Rutt and Walker, and in the

last lap a competitor, Fikell, shot out and

obtained a big lead. Mac, of course, was

allowed to pull up the gap, and while going,

all out, with Walker and Rutt merely hang-

ing on, he got too close in and skidded on

the flat. By an effort he recovered, but at

the same time eased, and Walker collided

with him somehow and he again lost his bal-

ance and came a terrible cropper, fetching

Walker over with him. Rutt may thank him-

self that he was a little back and had just

time to pull his wheel clear, which action, at

tl>e pace he was moving, shot him up the

steep bank to the extreme outside edge of

the track that he grazed the rails, and again

escaped by the skin of his teeth. Poor Mac

and Walker were terrible wrecks, and could

not again compete at the meeting. Walk-

er's knee was terribly lacerated, the bone

showing plainly, and required ten stitches to

pull the flesh together. He has not raced

since—in fact, he was confined to his bed

for a week. Mac. had his body scratched and

torn almost all over, his arm also being badly

knocked about, but he seemed to -pull round

somewhat at the end of a week
In another event during the same evening's

racing one of our ci'acks, G. R. Morgan, was
leading Lawson at a good pace, when the

former's tire biu'st and he was thrown. Law-
son couldn't escape, and was pitched first

into the air and then fell head first on to the

track, getting very badly hurt, his head and

face being cut and one of his little fingers dis-

located. He also could not race any more

at the meeting, but pulled round during the

following week somewhat. Therefore, with

Lawson, McFarland and Walker out of the

lunning, Rutt, who is shaping better than

Ellegaard, had some soft snaps, winning the

Australasia mile championship and the Gold

Stakes of $450. There were others who fell,

to the number of a dozen or more, but the

champions were the most hurt of the lot.

What might have proved a grand series of

contests resolved itself into a one-sided af-

fair. This, of course, was most unfortunate

for the' A. N. A. people, and, to make mat-

ters worse, the weather changed on the day

between the first and second dates of the

meeting, 'and was extremely cold and Avet.

As a matter of fact, the officials, who swel-

tered on Satitrday in the heat of about 110

degrees, were shivering on Monday eevning

in overcoats and could scarcely hold a pencil

for the cold.

On Saturday last, February 4, the South

Australian League held the first day's racing

of its summer meeting at Adelaide, all the

cracks, i except Walker, competing. Both

Lawson and McFarland rode well, though

not up to concert pitch, Mac. evidently suf-

fering from the effects of his falls In Mel-

bourne. Greorge F. Farley, who rode so bril-

liantly at the Austi'al meeting, is still retain-

ing his form, and is but little inferior to the

best of them.

In the one-mile race for the President's

plati-, at \delaide, Lawson, Kllegaard and

Rutt won their heats, but in the final the

handicap men had too great a lead for the

champions to overcome, and C. A. Best, an

Australian (60 yardsj, crossed the tape first.

Time, 1:57 1-5.

Lawson finished first in the second heat of

tbe one-mile scratch, but did not line up for

the final. In the third heat McFarland led

with a hot sprmt from the start, and soon

had the field to himself, but his efforts ex-

hausted him, and A. J. Clarke and B. Payne
easily passed him in the sprint for the tape.

The final heat went to Rutt. Ellegaard rode

across second, fully three lengths behind the

German. Time, 2:061-5.

The "Adelaide Handicap," at two miles,

proved exciting enough for the most exacting.

As a special prize of $25 went to the winner

of each heat, the race was a cracker from

the start. McFarland and EUegaax'd rode

from scratch, and there was little chance of

the back markers overtaking the handicap

riders until Pye came out and paced. At two

and a half laps to go Ellegaard broke away

from the bunch and started a terrific sprint

ai-ound the oval. McFarland pulled him

down, with R. J. Walnc close behind. At the

finish Ellegaard led, Walne was second and

the American had to be content with third

place. Time, 4:06 2-5. Kutt finished ahead

of Lawson in the second beat, although the

latter put up a stiff fight. The German
crossed the tape only half a length ahead.

Time, 4:13 2-5. The final heat was produc-

tive of some good riding, even though the

scratch men could not catch Clarke (60

yards). McFarland ro(?e in hard luck. In

the next to the last lap ho was well up with

the leaders, but lost his pace and dropped be-

hind. A. J. Clarke crossed first, Lawson sec-

ond and Ellegaard third. Time, 4:1.3.

Wednesday, February 8, was the second

day of the carnival, and both Americans rode

in better form than on the previous day.

The one-mile, for the Lawson Stakes, came
within an ace of being a "fizzle." Prior to

the event the referees were asked to provide

pacemakers to prevent the riders from loafing

if they showed any evidence of doing so. The
referee, however, thought by making a time

limit of 2:15 for the mile pacing could he

eliminated. The first heat was run in 2:10.

with Ellegaard finishing first. As this was
four seconds above tbe time limit the hpat

was ordered run over, but Ellegaard and his

co-riders refused to go on the track. Mc-

Donald crossed first in the third beat, and as

the time was 2:151-5 this heat was also or-

dered to be re-run. Three of the riders re-

fused to start, which left only Gordon, Mc-
Farland and McDonald to line up. They rode

the mile the second time in 2:06, Gorddn
crossing first. Tver Lawson finished first in

the final heat. Rutt was a close second and
McDonald was third. Time, 2:08.

McFarland distinguished himself in the

three-mile lap race. Beside crossing first, he

won three lap prizes. E. A. Pye, who fin-

ished second, also captured three lap prizes.

Time, 6:46.

A so-called "international half-mile cham-
pionship" was the drawing card Saturday,

Pebraary 11. Lawson easily finished first.

Rutt and Ellegaard—the Dutchman and the

Dane—had a terrific sprint for second place,

which Rutt won. Time, 0:59.

Strenuous Endurance Contest Probable.

It is probable that the Federation of Amer-
ican Motorcyclists' Endurance Contest of this

year will be of but one day's duration, but

an unusually strenuous one—from New York

to Waltham, Mass., with a time limit of

eighteen hours. The distance to Waltham,

where the annual meet will be held In

August, is about 240 miles, but it will be

lengthened to a full 250 miles as it is under-

stood that F. A. M. will set the latter as the

minimum distance for such contests, in order

to prevent the term from being applied to

mere century runs.

"The A. B. C. of Electricity" will aid you

In understanding many things about motors

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price 50 cents. The Goodman Co., 154 Nas-

sau street, New York. ***
;
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Foreshadows of the Days to Come.

How Spring Cleaning Affects Some Men.

"I'm going to clean up my wheel to-mor-

row," a gentleman was heard to remark to

a friend on a suburban train the other even-

ing. "I'm going out early just on purpose,"

he continued, "and I'm going to have the

time of my life."

"Oh, yes, I do it myself every year, and I

do all my own fixin', too—what there is of.it,

for I don't wear things out very fast. Why,
do you know, I should feel as if I were losing

half the pleasure of my riding if I didn't care

for my own mount.

"Yes, every year along about this time I

begin to feel the spring coming, and I sort

of get uneasy and wishful for things to

hurry up, don't you know; and about the

only thing that will satisfy the uneasiness is

to go home and overhaul the wheel. So some
day or other, when nobody evpects me home
before the 6:30, I show up somewhere around

2 o'clock, and, businesslike as you please, I

put on all my old clothes and dig into it.

"What do I do? Well, first of all, I take

her all to pieces—tires come off, nuts come
off, bearings come out, everything comes un-

did till there's nothing left but the makings

of a wheel. Then all the little parts, balls

and nuts and screws, ,and even the chain, go

Into a big iron pot with a lot of washing

soda on the laundry stove. And while they're

stewing I get after the wheels. ,

"I have a stand I can set 'em up in and

spin 'em just like what they use in a regular

repair shop, and I put 'em in it and get after

the spokes and clean off all the rust I can

find with emery paper, and then I scrape out

the hollows of the rims with an old case-

knife and smooth them out with sandpaper.

Then generally I find they need a little truing-

up. And, let me tell you, that's something of

a ti'ick until you get just the knack of it.

After I get the wheels in good shape I pump
up the tires and test them, and if they're all

right I put them right on again, first coating

the rims a couple of times with good thick

shellac.

"And then I get after the frame, and clean

it up in good shape, and look it over carefully

for cracks and flaws. And by that time all the

little parts are pretty well cooked, and when

they have been washed off in coal oil, are

bright and clean and all ready to go back

again. And while they are being reassembled

the chain goes Into a kettle of boiling tallow,

and stays there until the last thing.

"Of course, I am very careful in making ail

adjustments as closely as may be without

binding, and all the bearings are thoroughly

oiled. After everything else is in shape the

chain goes back on again and things are

pretty near over."

"Now, do you mean to tell me," said his

friend, "that j^on can do all that in one after-

noon?"

"Why, sure, only sometimes I'm a bit late

for dinner, but that's no worse than when the

train is late, so nobody cares, and, besides, it

only happens once a year, you know."

"That's all very well," replied his friend,

"and if it suits your fancy to do all that

nasty work, all right; but, for me, it would
spoil all my pleasure in wheeling. Now I'll

bet you. sir, that I rode more miles than you
did last summer, and all the time I had my
man look after the machine. I don't know
how to fix it, and I don't want to. All that

sort of thing is drudgery to me, and I'd no

more think of trying to fix a puncture than I

would of shoeing a horse. It's out of my
line."

Here followed a comparison of notes as to

riding records, at the end of which it was
found that neither had any great advantage.

"All of which simply goes to show," the

first speaker concluded as he rose to leave

the train, "that the tastes of men differ wide-

ly, but that this does not in any way affect

the popularity of the bicycle."
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STORY OF A YOUNG MAN

Faithfully Told and Pointing to a Moral

that Is Well Worth Heeding.

Once upon a time there was a young man

who hired a very small flat in a great city.

He was poor but honest as such people

always are; moreover he led a regular sys-

tematic life as such people always should.

Every morning he arose and picked the

sleep from his eyes at precisely 7:30 o'clock,

after which he shaved and dressed himself

with that painstaking care which character-

ized his every action. After he had whisked

the dust of yesterday from his cictliing and

polished his derby vigorously, he went out

to breakfast. At five minutes before 8

o'clock, he left the house, and, walking to

the next corner, boarded a trolley car which

reeked of all the hidden sin of that great

town, for many wicked folk dwelt there, and

their mingled breath bespoke their evil life

more vividly than could the combined sta-

tistics of all the newsmongers.

And so in due season, which is to say, just

as the huge bell in the high tower brayed

out the hour of nine, he was wont to climb

up a certain stool in a gloomy office anJ

commence to pour over a big, big book filled

with figairings in pale blue and red ink. And
thus he spent his days, except that at noon

he would walk out for two or three blocks

and pause before an eating counter long

enough to absorb 1-5 cents' worth of so-called

nourishment. At night he went as he had
come, and after dinner he read the evening

paper and the Review of Reviews, and then

went to bed. Thus each day was much like

the day before and the day after, only that

one day in seven was set apart as an occasion

for winding the clocks and going over to

"mothers.' " A disciple of Wagner was he,

not the Wagner whose music has set all the

world crazj—for one of two reasons—but
him of later fame whose preachment is com-

mon property at 5 cents the copy.

But after a time the young man perceived

that all was not well. His appetite began

to fail, his head ached pretty often, and
once he made a mistake of 3 cents which
cost him four hours' overtime when the trial

balance came around. And again and again

as he turned from the big book to the win-

dow, whole flocks of little shadowy figure

eights would appear on the pane and slowly

rising, disappear at the top. Nor could he

ever seem to discover where they came from.

One evening he was trying to read and
his head ached so that the letters fairly

sqiurmed on the page. He was paying but

half attention to the lines before him, when
suddenly his eye caught this: "Pain is the

prayer of the nerve for better blood." And
he read no more. Instead, he closed his

eyes and iK'gan to reason with himself.

.\ iirayer for liottei- blood, and tlie chief

constituents in pure blood are water and
air. Now bow was it to be done? He was

sure he was not a case for the physician's

care, for he was to all intents and purposes

well except for his lack of appetite and the

general feeling of debility. At first he was
inclined to be simply discouraged, for the

condition seemed but a natural result of con-

ditions quite beyond his control, his mode
of living, sleeping in a building where per-

haps a hundred others slept, living the day

through in a stufl:y little office, and traveling

between the two places of abode in crowded,

ill-ventilated cars. He could see the cause

well enough, but he could not see a way to

eradicate it, until he fell to thinking of the

days just before he came here to live with

his bride. Days they had been, than which

he had never known healthier or happier,

DOUBLE TUBE TIRE

COSTS THE
SAME AS THE

SMOOTH TREAD

SOME RIDERS PREFER THEM

Morgans Wright
CHICAGO

-NKW V0:;K BKANCH 214-2I6 west 47TH ST.

and yet, he had lived way up town in a

lodging house which perpetually sraelled of

fried ham, and had ridden to and from his

work on his bicycle. But wait! Could it

have been that? He was not sure, but so it

seemed; at all events, it was worth trying.

And he fell asleep that night in all the exul-

tation of a newly made resolution.

Next morning when he appeared at breaij-

fast, clad in a wrinkled and much worn
kuickerbccker suit, his wife gave a little

gasp and started to say something, Imt

checked herself. Instead, for she was a wise

wife, she asked about his headache and

learned very abruptly, that it was worse.

When he got to the office, however, there

were no lack of questionings, and there was

not a little raillery as well, for truly he was
grotes(iue. Lack of practice or an error in

judgment, or sheer absentmindedness had le-

sulted in a mishap on a wet spot in the

l)avement, and one side was well plastered

with mud. and his coat was torn. But their

(luestions he let go unanswered, and as to

their jokes—scmehow there's a sort of dis-

tinction about it which makes some men
just a weenie bit pioud of being laughed at.

But he was gritty, this young man, and he

stuck to it, not only the second and third

days, but the day after that, and kept to it

no matter what the weatlier, no matter how
he felt at the time, no matter how his fel-

lows laughed . at him. And presently the

head aches had vanished, presently the little

spots no longer appeared on the window, and
presently, too, he began to feel sucli a zest

for his work as he had never known before.

Wanner's Fast Work on Flat Floor.

Fred T. Wanner broke the indoor armory
record for two miles last Satiu'day night at

the games at the 23d Regiment Armory, New
York. The previous record was •") :01 1-5.

Wanner succeeded in circling the -floor in

-1:55 3-5. He rode from scratch and finished

first, far in advance of his nearest competi-

tor, who had a handicap of 75 yards. B.

Reynolds was second and C. W. Lediard (50

yards) third.

In the one-mile handicap Wanner, after a

hard sprint, won, but was disqualified. His
pusher-off ran with him for about ten yards,

giving him an advantage. C. W. Lediard,

who crossed second, filed a protest with the

referee, and it was allowed. J. W. Dalston

finished third, and was accordingly given sec-

ond place. Time, 2:301-5.

G. W. Berthol took the one-mile novice In

;):02 4-5. W. M. Fletcher was second andTI.
Rvbert third.

Broadway, Restored, Should Help Matters.

"Business is beginning early," on Thurs-

day remarked M. L. Bridgman, the veteran

uptown agent for the Pope lines. "I sold

three bicycles to members of the New York
Athletic Club to-day."

"Yes," he continued, in reply to a leading

question, "things are loking unusually prom-

ising. It has been several years since I've

had so manj^ inquiries so early in the sea-

son, but, as a matter of fact, it is not more

than we have a right to expect. For the

first time in foiu' years, or since the con-

struction of the Subway was started, the

Boulevard—that is, Broadway—is open and

ridable. It always was the cyclists' stamp-

ing ground—it is big and wide and safe—and

in the natural order of things its restoration

should serve to bring out the bicycles again,

or some of them, at any rate."

Fast Hunrfred on a notor Bicjcle.

Thomas .T. White, of the San Francisco

(Cal.) Motorcycle Club, reduced the 100-mile

motor bicycle record on March 4 to 3 hours

and 52 minutes. The former record was 4

hours and :30 minutes, and was made by O.

L. Picard last May. White started from

Fruitvale. rede to San Jose and back, and

then to Centreville in 3 hours and 10 seconds

actual riding time, the delays being caused

by an accident and having to stop to have his

papers signed at different points.

"Motorcycles: How to Manage Them."

Price $1. The Goodman Company, 154

Nassau street, New York, •*•
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MOTORCYCLE IN POLITICS

How it Helped a Jerseyman Into the Leg-

islature—Beat Horse and Automobile.

Naturally chicanery usually plays an im-

portant part in politics, and the ambitious

candidate for office frequently lies awake

nights preceding and during campaign time

trying to hatch some scheme whereby he

may score a point over his opponent. After

the nominations of each political party are

made comes the real fight. Bach nominee is

supposed to thoroughly canvass his district

for votes. Frequently it happens that the ter-

ritory is too large for one man to go over

as he should, and the matter of "clinching

the precincts" is left to the management of

his lieutenants in those precincts. For the

candidate to visit each voter in his district

personally, and incidentally distribute a few

cigars, kiss the babies, inquire after the crops

and the "wimmin folks," and take a drink of

"Jersey lightning" with his host, is usually

productive of results, but it takes time.

The ancient and time-honored method of

canvassing is by means of a horse and buggy.

This means of visiting the voters is usually

employed by the country aspirant for polit-

ical honors, but the candidate, as remarked

before, seldom finds time to visit each con-

stituent before election day arrives.

The motor bicycle is yet too young to figure

largely in affairs of the sort, and that it has

played a part is not generally known. The
case iu point has reference to the political

fight which took place in Ocean County, New
Jersey, three years ago. Ocean County is

and always has been slightly Republican,

but the opposing faction always managed to

poll enough votes to cause the G. O. P. lead-

ers considerable anxiety -until the ballots

were counted. Once in a while the Demo-
crats score.

This particular year the Republican party

nominated George L. Holman, Jr., of Barne-

gat Park, for the Assembly. The Democrats
put up a man equally as popular with the

masses, one who was calculated to give the

Republican nominee a hard fight. Mr. Hol-

man was a brainy man and a schemer; be-

sides, he was the fortunate owner of a mo-
tor bicycle—his opponent had a horse.

Then began what went down in Ocean
County's annals, as one of the fiercest political

battles that was ever enacted within its bor-

ders. Here is where Mr. Holman proved

his motor bicycle to be a far more aggressive

factor in the political game than a horse.

Every morning he would mount his machine
and undertake the tedious routine of the

canvass for votes.

In New Jersey, where everybody's business

i,s 'someone else's, it was not a difficult mat-

ter for the motorcyclist to learn what route

his opponent with the' hbrse intended to take.

Fortified with thi- information, Mr. Holman
would then get out nis machine, fill the gaso-

lene tank, likewise the oil tank, see that

everything was in perfect order, and start

on exactly the saine route his opponent had
planned to take.

Naturally the motorcycle triumphed over
the horse. Mr. Holman would get over the

route, present his side of the question, and
was off on another route before the "horse

candidate" had got fairly started. Many
times this colloquy would take place, when
the Democratic candidate drew rein before a

farmhouse and engaged in conversation with
the voter of the family:

"Good morning!" is the affable greeting of

the politician.

"Mornin'!" is the rejoinder of the rural one.

"Fine day, isn't it?"

"Tolerbly."

"Have a smoke?" asks the politician, but

he perceives the farmer is already puffing at

a good-looking weed (better than he has to

offer) that gives out a delightful aroma.

"I am Mr. . I am a candidate for the

Assembly, and"— begins the politician, but

the farmer cuts in:

" 'Tain't no tise, stranger. Mr. Holman
was 'long here 'bout two hours ago. Stopped

an' took a snack with me an' the folks.

'Pears like Mr. Holman kin beat you fellows

with thet 'ere engine bisickle o' his'n. Mighty

nice sort o' man, hain't he?"

And the candidate takes his departure with

a hang-dog expression depicted on his coun-

tenance. Practically the same scene is enact-

ed at every otlier farmhouse along the line.

This thing went on until about a Aveek be-

fore the all-eventful election day. Six days

before election the Democratic would-be As-

semblyman had an idea. A brilliant one,

too. He would hire an automobile and show
Holman he wasn't the only one in the game
By this time all the county had been can-

vassed pretty thoroughly with the exception

of Jackson Township, at the extreme end of

the county, which has abominably bad roads

leading to it. Jackson township had always

been strongly Democratic, but a rumor got

afloat that the man who controlled the ma-

jority of votes in that township was "leaning

Republicanward," and the issue was a doubt-

ful one. Both candidates realized that there

was no time to be lost. If Jackson went solid

Democratic, there would be enough votes to

offset the majority Mr. Holman might get in

the other townships, whereas if the Demo-
cratic ticket could be split, Holman would be

elected with flying colors.

By chance each candidate selected the same
day for the missionary trip to Jackson. The
Democrat started in his hired car about 7

o'clock in the morning, and the motorcycle

candidate did not get away i:ntil some time

after, though not dreaming that he had an

automobile to flght. The road was rough

and hilly, the first part of it at least. Mr.

Holman caught a glimpse of an automobile

disappearing over the top of ;i far-off hill,

and concluded things looked rather suspi-

cious, especially for an automobile to be trav-

elling on that lone road at such an early

hour.

He accordingly increased tlie speed of Ms
motorcycle and slowly but surely decreased

the distance between the car and himself. Al-

most at the same instant Mr. Holman recog-

nized the occupants of the car as his political

adversaries, and they, in turn, recognized the

motorcyclist. Good roads were coming now,
and both machines put on as much speed as

possible. At first the motor bicycle gained

on the car and passed it. The automobilists

were exerting every energy to make the car

go faster. They were abreast again now.
Just opposite a little country store the motor-

cycle stopped, and an exultant chuckle was
heard from the occupants of the car as they

flashed past the motorcyclist.

It did not take Holman an instant to find

out that the gasolene had run out. He
dashed into the store and yelled to the old

stick-in-the-mud back of the counter:

"A gallon of gasolene! Quick, man, as if

your life depended on it!"

In less time than it takes to tell the tank
was refilled. Mr. Holman threw down a five-

dollar bill and made a dash for the motor
bicycle.

"Here's yer change!" bawled the counter-

jumper.

"Oh, go to the devil, but vote for Holman
first!" the candidate fairly yelled as he turned

on the spark and raced up the road out of

sight.

"Well, I'll be dummed! I reckon I will,"

the storekeeper soliloquized as he went back
in the store.

To malie a long story short, the motor bi-

cycle passed the automobile about a mile and
a half up the road. The Republican candi-

date had the first interview with the .Jackson

leader, and when the returns were counted

the following Tuesday the result of the ex-

citing race was very apparent.

When his many friends surrounded him
after the ballots were counted, and started

congratulations, Mr. Holman quietly re-

marlied:

"Give the credit of the victory to my motor-

cycle. It did it."

Since his retirement to private life Mr. Hol-

man has increased iu ponderosity somewhat,
but this has not restrained him from using

his motorcycle continually.

"Motorcycling is one of my chief delights

in life," says Mr.. Holman.

Phlladelphians to Qet Togetlier Again.

Although the Associated Cycling Clubs of

Philadelphia were supposed to have died and

been buried long ago, it appears that they

still exist, after a fashion, and that the dele-

gates get together once each year. The 1905

meeting has been called for Wednesday next,

29th inst. An efl'ort is being made to have

it assume the form of a reunion supper. In-

vitations to attend have been extended to

some seventy-five old-timers, including

Samuel A. Boyle, O. S. Bunnell, George D.

Gideon, P. S. Collins, C. A. Dimon, IT. B.

Hart and R. D. Garden, all of whom heli)ed

make cycling history in Pennsylvania.



FIRST

GATGH THE EYE,
then appeal to reason, is

given as the basis of all

good advertising.

AS EYE-CATCHERS
THERE IS NOTHING SO GOOD AS PICrURES.

These illustrations were

designed specially for the

use of cycle dealers.

No. 3.

Electrotypes—This size, eacii, - 35 cents.

Two inches high, - 25 cents.

ORDER BY NUMBERS.

THE BICYCLING WORLD
How He Put On His Coat.

"You talk about riding 'hands off,' " said

oue of the Ramblers up in Buffalo the other

evening; "I used to think I was pretty good

at it. I had a number of stuuts I used to

practise on, and riding hands off played no

small part in them.

"One time another fellow and I were on a

tour to Boston. We were having a mighty

good time, too, and for a wonder not trying

to make a record. We had gotten as far as

Concord and were moving along to make the

'Hub' by nightfall, when a shower came up,

and as it didn't look very bad we decided to

keep right on. And I, with my usual confi-

dence, proceeded to unsliug my coat from
the bars and essayed to don it without dis-

mounting. I had done that very thing time

and time again without anytliing going

wrong, and I felt no hesitation in attempting

it this time. But somehow or other, just as

I had oue arm in its sleeve to the shoidder

my cuff" caught the other and refused to be

yanked free. That would have been all right

if, just as I was trying to look down my
sleeve and see what my stud was hooked into,

my front wheel had not caught a stone just a

bit on one side, and flopped around quicker

than scat. Well, eft' I went into space, right

over the bars, and clear of the wreck. Of
course, my face got all that could have been
expected, but the funny part of it was that
when I had somewhat recovered from the
jar, but before I had even turned my face up
to let the pattering raindrops to wash it off, I

discovered that my coat was properly ad-
justed. Yes, sir, I must have finished piit-

ting it on while I was in tlie air."

623

THE BICYCLING WORLD COMPANY,
94-96 Tribune BIdg., New York.

Why Ceylon Riders Carry Revolvers.

Cycling, whether for pleasure or through

necessity, has mankind under its sway re-

gardless of where the latter makes his habi-

tat. And, like man, who has proved himself

the only animal that can exist in all climates

and not be exterminated by a change of en-

vironment, the bicycle has shown itself to b

well adapted to all conditions.

Not that conditions are apt to vary as

much as would appear at first sight, for from
far off Ceylon, that gem set in an eastern

sea, far below the line, comes a plaint

strangely familiar to the bicycle rider of

every other clime—Save us from the dogs!

How many are there who have not at one

time or another forcibly voiced this senti-

ment?

But nowhere else are the dogs such a nui-

sance as in the tropics, nor such a menace
to the calves of the passing rider as in the

East Indies. The pariah dog of the Brahmin
and the Hindoo is a semi-sacred beast, it

would seem. In every village and nearly
every roadside habitation, swarms of un-
fed, hideous and diseased abominations come
flying savagely out at every passing vehicle,
constituting a serious danger. Tlie animals
are for the most part unowned, so it is im-
possible to find and prosecute anyone for
them.
The Island Government has been petitioned

to aid in exterminating the pest, but pending
their official decimation, every cyclist finds
it wise to provide himself with a revolver,
not only for protection, but to aid in the
good cause.

ONCE MORE
THOSE OLD FAMILIAR CRIES

are being heard in the land

"
It's just as good as the INDIAN,"

It's just like an INDIAN."
ii

It is the tribute

which rivals pay to

INDIAN SUPREMACY.

It is their acknowledgement that

the INDIAN is the standard of

excellence, and should be enough

to decide the choice of the think-

ing purchaser. And there never

was a year when the buyers of

INDIANS received so much for

their money. The 1905 model

bristles with new features.

INDIANS ARE SOLD
not on what we say of then), but

on what they have done and on

what their riders say of them.

If in doubt, ask them, and if you

would know what the INDIAN
has done, write us. The record

is a long one, and made in open

competition.

IS A "JUST~AS-GOOD"
GOOD ENOUGH FOR YOU?

HENDEE MFG. CO.,
Soringfield, Mass.
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Legislator's Love-Lorn Anti-Lamp Plea.

The ordinary citizen, it is fair to suppose,

would have some difficulty in framing plausi-

ble objections to an act making it compul-

sory for bicycle riders to caiTy lanterns on

their wheels at night. To tbe unimaginative

the requirement seems an eminently sane and

reasonable one, says the New York Post. The

matter came up in the Rhode Island Legis-

lature a few days ago, and brought to light

a humorist and pleader whose talent is too

confined. Mr. Newell, of Central Falls, took

the floor to speak against the proposed legis-

lation. He pictured the opposition that such

a measure would rouse among the thousands

who use the bicycle still as a convenience.

Those people who live in Connecticut and

Massachusetts near the Rhode Island border,

he said, would likewise be inconvenienced by

the law.

"Think," he added, ''of the anguish of a

young gallant who has enticed his lady love

out to ride, and, not knowing the dividing

line between paradise and this land of com-

missions, innocently persuades her to keep

'

on, until they have passed over the danger

line, and thereby have broken Mr. Kane's

law. You may use the worn-out expression,

which is, oh, such a balm to the feelings

of one, after he has gotten into legal difficul-

ties: 'Ignorance of the law,' etc., and also

say he ought to know these things. Know?
At a time like that he knows nothing except

that he is riding beside the sweetest and

dearest little thing in the world, and he does

not care to have any light or lantern for

some other feUow to make goo-goo eyes at

her and perhaps steal her away from him

in the near future.

"Yes, they ride along, breathing love into

each other's ears. Then that big policeman

or sheriff, who has no soul above the paltry

dollars he expects to get out of it, pounc;s

down upon them, arrests them both, and

marches them off to the lockup. The judge,

hastily summoned, arraigns them and im-

poses a fine. Does he pay it? I should say

not. How can he pay it, with only the price

of a bunch of cigarettes and two ice-creams

in his pocket? They are left to languish in

that place of detention until morning, or un-

til word can be sent to the girl's father, who
pays her fine and takes away the weeping

maiden, who talks back through her tears,

and says: 'I'll never speak to you again, you

mean old thing, for getting me into this

scrape.' And he is left alone, torn with con-

flicting emotions. It is indeed horrible to

contemplate." The foolish virgins who filled

not their lamps would get short shrift in

Rhode Island, Mr. Newell fears. He con-

ceives a future Legislature requiring that

lanterns should be affixed to baby carriages

and to the hats of pedestrians. And all in

the interests of whom? Why, the automo-

bilists, poor things, who pretend to be

shocked when they kill a bicyclist at night

who is without a light at his handle-bars.

The author of the bill objected to Mr. New-
ells' speech on the ground that it was "puer-

ile, childish and absurd." Surely that is un-

fair. "Love can hope where reason wotild

despair," and Mr. Newell's speech falls pat

upon a spring day.

Adding Weight to the Bicycle.

Not content with the Simon pure bicycle,

or its powerful successor, the motorbicycle,

an attempt is under way on the other side

to create a demand for a type which will be

an intermediate—neither the one nor the

other—and to judge from its description and

avowed purpose, not much of a success in

either role.

This hyhrid is to be made possible by the

addition of the "Motosacoche," a "motor-

wallet assister," in other words, a self-con-

tained power plant to be attached to any

bicycle "while you wait." The idea is to

"motor assist" those cyclists who cannot

develop sufficient speed unaided to carry

them over grades, otherwise to pedal. Twen-

ty-five pounds would be a conservative esti-

mate of the extra weight involved, and there

are not many riders who would care to push

this around for the pleasure of using it

semi-occasionally. The amoimt of improvis-

ing necessary to adapt it to the unadorned

bicycle is in itself more than sufficient to

discourage any but the most optimistic from

anticipating any pleasiue in the use of such

a makeshift.

Vailsburg Likely to be Reopened.

Indications are that there will be Sunday
racing at the Vailsburg track this season, as

the track is believed to be within the belt of

toleration of the powers that be. It is still

a matter of speculation as to who will man-

age the track this year, as no contracts have

been signed yet, although it is expected that

Fred W. Voight will again act in that ca-

pacity.

Incidentally the track requires some much
needed improvements before the racing sea-

son starts. The bleachers are sadly in need

of repair, and one or two more exits from.

the grandstand would help matters. The track

could be improved upon to a great extent.

Many of the sprinters coniplained last year

that it was "splintery" and "bumpy" in

spots.

Season Opened in Baltimore.

After a winter of inactivity things are on

the move with the American Wheelmen, at

Baltimore, Md. The cyclists held their first

run of the season last Siinday, under the lead-

ership of Captain Huber and Lieutenant

Keese. The start was made from the club-

house, and comprised a ride to Electric Park

and the Gentlemen's Driving Cluh Park. The
American Wheelmen are planning for a sea-

son of racing activity, and will co-operate

with Washington (D. C.) cyclists in holding

a series of intercity matches.

How to Clean Small Parts.

To thoroughly remove grease and dirt from

small parts, such as chains, nuts, screws and

ball bearings, boil them for some little time

in a strong solution of washing soda. Care

should be taken, however, to rinse them off

in kerosene oil on removing them from the

solution, as otherwise they will rust .almost

immediately.

Lowell Track Qoing to Waste.

There is little prospect of any racing in

Lowell, Mass., this season. The old fair

ground track has become so cut up that it is

unsafe for use, and the board track on Lake-
view avenue is a proposition that no one
seems willing to tackle; it is simply going

to waste.

YOU WILL PROSPER
if you can attract peoi:le to your stoi'e and you then deal fairly and square with them.

We help you to do the former by giving you a , .

SOLID BRASS SIGN-FREE.
Tliese signs measure 12 by 1.5 inches, are highly polished and have black, enamel filled letters. They are

very striking and high toned in appearance, and an engraver would charge at least ten dollars apiece for

them.
Save your "Brass Sign" certificates, one of which is enclosed with each dozen 4 oz. tubes of NEVER-

LEAK. When you have 12 certificates, mail them to us and you will receive one of these splendid signs,

iilisdhiti ly free of charge.

BUFFALO SPECIALTY MANUFACTURING CO., Buffalo, N. Y.
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Kelly Handle Bars for 1905
will retain the same principles of construction, proven sound by years o! usage, but

will employ heavier forgings and be marked by even greater refinement of detail and

finish than ever before.

r
HAVE YOU OBTAINED QUOTATIONS?

r=%

KELLY HANDLE BAR CO., Cleveland, Ohio.

I

GOODRICH TIRES
JUST THE SAME AS EVER.

The same care, the same **know how," and a little more of it.

The same rubber—GOODRICH RUBBER—and
The same resolve to make bicycle riders contented w^ith their tire equipment.

The B. F. Qoodrich Company,
^2\.k:i^o:n:, OHIO.

NEW YORK, 66-68 Reade St. and 1625 Broadway
BOSTON, 157 Summer St.

CIiBVELAND, 420 Superior St.

CHICAGO, 141 Lake St. PHILADELPHIA, 909 Arch St.

BUFFALO, 9 W. Huron St. DETROIT, 80 E. Congress St.

-JENVER, 1444 Curtis St. SAN FRANCISCO, 392 Mission 8t.

LONDON, B. C, 7 Snow Hill.
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WANTS AND FOR SALE.
IS cents per line of seven words, cash with order.

A COMPLETE set of castings for bicyclemotor
^^ with crankshaft drawings and instructions,

^S; ma.hined castings, $12; finished motor, $iS-

KRALUND, 348 But er St., Brooklyn.

/^LOSING out business. Lot tites, $1.60 pair;

^ chain lubricant, ;{!l.00 gross; screw cutting

lathe, 10 in., $50; Marsh motor cycle, 3 H. P.,

;?6o. V\ill sell complete shop or rent to right

pirty. Most complete and oldest in state. F. B.

CA.TLIN, Wmsted, Conn.

T7OR SALE—Indian Motorcycle, 1904, G. & J.

tires, grip control, compensating sprocket, new

batteries, ^125. Belt machines at $50, $65, $75,

$85. Other Indians at $ioo, $135, $I45- F"'l

line of Indians, Supplies, Parts and Repairs. All

makes taken in exchange for Indians. F. B.

WIDMAYER, 2312 Broadway, N. Y. City.

FOR SALE.
Indian Motorcycle 1904, G & J tires, grip

control. Compensating sprocket, - Jj^i 25.00

New 1904 Rambler, spiing fork, - - - 175.00

Columbia Motorcycle, good condition,

latest improvements, 100 00

All makes taken in exchange for 1905 Indian.

Power in all motors increased 10 to 50 per cent.

F. A. BAKER & CO., 1080-82 Bedford Avs., Brook-

lyn; 20 Warren St., New York.

ALL ROADS ARE EASY WHEN THE

BALL
RETAINER

IS USED.
With millions In dally use, it has stood the test for

more than five years and is adaptable to ball bearings of

any kind.

If you are users of ball bearings we would be pleased to heai

from you and mail you our catalog with the latest information

which we know would be profitable and interesting to you.

THE STAR BALL RETAINER 00., Lancaster. Pa.. U. S. A.

Bicycles >' Motorcycles
HiCH-CRADE LEADERS.

Fowler-Manson Sherman Cycle Mfg. Co.,

45-47 Fulton Street, Chicago.
Write for terms.

HIGH GRHDE
wheels must have the

best equipments.

There is nothing that gives more value far

the money than the nse of the

MORSE hSS.^r chain

NOISELESS IN MUD, WATER OR
DUST AND ALWAYS EASY RUNNING.

The only ctuun having Prlctlonless

RocKer Joints. Insist on hanng the

Morse Twin Roller. Fits regular

tpreckets.

Sena lor Catalos:ue and

Trade Price to

Morse Chain Co., Tmmansburg:, n. y.

? GOT OUR CATALOGUE ?
If not, write us at once.

It's free for the asking and shows up the best line of
Bicycles, Bicycle and Automobile Supplies on earth with
prices tne lowest always.

JOS. STRAUSS & SON,
Buffalo, N. Y.

CATALOGUE.
Thor Motor and Parts for Motorcycle and

Hubs and Parts for Bicycle on application.

AURORA AUTOMATIC MACHINERY CO.,

AURORA, ILL.

JOHN S. LENC'S SON& CO.

33 Murray Street, NEW YORK,
CARRY A COMPLETE STOCK OF

BSCYGLES, TIRES, SUNDRIES.
CAREFUL ATTENTION PAID TO

RROIVIRT SHIPIVIENX.

Special Stampings
F-ROIVI

SHEET METAL
THE CROSBY CO., - Buffalo, N.Y.

The Week's Patents.

784,002. Roller Bearing. Myron F. Hill,

Brookliue, Mass. Contiimation of applica-

tion Serial No. 69.3.724, filed October 17, 1898.

Tbis application filed .Tannary 13, 1902. Se-
rial No. 89,474.

Claim—1. In a roller bearing, the combina
tion of inner and outer concentric walls
forming an annular space and togetlier con-
stituting a race; main rollers worliing in said
race, the race having guiding edges co-oper-
ating with the main rollers and operating to
sustain end thrust of said rollers; separator
rollers between the main rollers, each sepa-
rator roller working with its axis in substan-
tially the same plane as the axes of the ad-
joining main rollers, the main rollers having
guiding edges and the separator rollers hav-
ing co-operating guiding edges to keep the
main rollers in parallelism, said main rollers

being free to twist within the limits allowed
l)y the separator rollers.

12,322. Vaporizing Device for Explosive

Engines. Charles E. Dawson, Cleveland,

Ohio. Filed February 27, 1903. Serial No.

] 45,4.53. Original No. 668,953, dated Febru-

ary 26, 1901.

Claim— 1. The combination with a vapor-
izing chamber of an internal combustion en-

gine, of an exhaust conduit adjacent to said
chamber with a connecting hedt conducting
web of reduced thickness extending longi-

tudinally of said conduit and exposed for
perforation.

784,345. Bicycle Attachment. Bruce R.

Pepper, Yazoo City, Miss. Filed November
11, 1903. Serial No. 180,714.

Claim—1. A bicycle attachment comprising
a wheel, a spring adapted to be woimd up
by said wheel and arranged to drive the lat-

ter, a shaft having a fork in which the wheel
is journaled, a pinion on said shaft, a sup-

port on the bicycle for said shaft, and a man-
ually controlled segment engaging the pinion

on said shaft for turning the latter.

"Motorcycles: How to Manage Them."

Price $1. The Goodman Company, 154

Nassau Street, New York. •*•

PERFEOT"

LEADER"

CEM

CROWN"

We make oilers for almost the entire trade. The quality

of our oilers is unequaled.

GUSHMAN & DENISON MFG CO., 240-2 W. 23d St..N.y.

WORCESTER PRESSED STEEL COMPANY
COIVIF=>AINY,

Suecessor to

WORCESTER RERRUI-E & IV/IRG.

WORCESTER, MASS.
Manufacturers of Light and Heavy Stampings in Steel, Brass, Copper, etc.

Automobile and Carriage Fittings. Bicycle Parts and Specialties.

""""If Minni
Catalogs showing stock goods mailed upon reauest. Inquiries solicited.
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